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American Troops Out!

Reuters

U.S. “Mberators" train tank guns on Shi’ite Muslims demonstrating in Baghdad.

JANUARY 5—The media blitz celebrat-

ing the capture of Saddam Hussein could

not disguise the fact that the American
military occupation of Iraq is not going

well for U.S. imperialism. The resistance

continues, chalking up losses for the

American side every day. The Iraqi peo-

ple are seething with anger at the strutting

U.S. “liberators" who can't even turn the

lights back on in Baghdad some nine

months after the end of the war. (It look

Saddam Hussein all of three months to

restore the power grid and services after

the first Gulf War in 1991, despite crip-

pling United Nations sanctions.) The only

weapons of mass destruction to be found

in the region are in the hands of the Pen-

tagon bombers, their British allies and the

kill-crazy Zionists.

Meanwhile, back on the "home front."

New Yorkers partied in the New Year as

military helicopters swooped overhead
carrying marksmen with automatic weap-
ons trained on the revelers. Holiday travel

was turned to chaos as “intelligence

sources” forced the cancellation of flights

bearing passengers with "suspicious"

(i.e.. Arab) names. If U.S. government
“intelligence" is often an oxymoron, their

latest provocations prove they are just

plain morons. Their list of suspected "ter-

rorists” spells Arab names phonetically,

leading to the harassment of anyone
whose name sounds like anyone else's!

One "terror" suspect on a passenger list

turned out to be a five-year-old child!

Over the opposition of international

pilots unions and foreign governments
which argued that shootouts in airplane

cabins at 30,000 feet did not make safer

skies for passengers, the U.S. insisted

that undercover armed marshals be sta-

tioned aboard. Some flights have been
"escorted" by fighter jets whose only

purpose can be to shoot down civilian

airliners! In response to the blatantly

racist plan to photograph and fingerprint

foreigners entering the U.S.. Brazil retal-

iated by fingerprinting every U.S. citizen

who entered the country.

America's rulers are in a bit of a pickle

over how to try their prize captive. Sad-

dam Hussein. His capture is a potential

media coup for Bush’s domestic cam-
paign to recapture the White House in the

presidential election in November, Yet

alive and well. Saddam Hussein poses a

potentially huge political embarrassment
for the Bush gang even in a highly

orchestrated trial only simulating “fair-

ness.” Any open court testimony on any
charges against Hussein could reveal how
fully George Bush Sr.. Vice President

Dick Cheney and Defen.se Secretary Don-
ald Rumsfeld (to name but a few) fully

backed Hussein and his butchery of the

Iraqi left, the workers movement and the

Kurds, not to mention the millions of Ira-

nians and Iraqis killed in the senseless

Iran-lraq War in which the U.S. helped to

arm and finance Iraq.

It will take some fancy footwork to try

Hussein for the poison gas attacks which
killed up to 5,()00 Kurdish villagers in

Halabja in 1988 without revealing the

response of the imperialists who posture

today as the saviors of the Iraqi people.

Bush Sr. extended $1.2 billion in credits

to Hussein and Britain granted another

$500 million after the Halabja atrocity.

As we stated last issue. “When workers

tribunals of a victorious socialist revo-

lution in the United Slates try Ameri-
ca's capitalist exploiters for their crimes

against the oppressed masses of the

world, black America, labor, immigrants

and the poor, and when Iraqi Kurds, left-

ists and workers rip the oil wealth out of

the hands of the military occupiers and

Judge them and their former henchmen.
then we can start talking about Justice."

A high-profile trial means that Wash-
ington’s former ally. Saddam Hussein,

will be spared the abuse and torture meted
out to less famous captives rotting in the

U.S. concentration camp in Guantanamo
and in prison camps throughout Iraq. A
lawyer for two Australian prisoners at

Guantdnamo was the first civilian lawyer

allowed to meet any of the prisoners and
de.scribed the camp as "a legal and moral

black hole." Prisoners have been tethered

to slakes, forced to kneel in the blazing

sun for hours, while guards fire rubber

bullets at them. Some 32 prisoners have

attempted suicide in the past 18 months.

Back in Iraq, children and the elderly are

rounded up in huge prison compounds,
such as in Umm Qasr where approxi-

mately 10.000 are held. Two Palestinian

students who were held for two months
described their ordeal in a Nation

(22 December 2003) article titled. “Guilty

of Being a Palestinian in Iraq": "For the

first seven days we were given no food or

water.... All the lime they were pointing

their guns at us. They made us feel that

we are going to die now, they gonna kill

us now." Before being released, the two
students were compelled to sign a docu-

ment Slating that "the U.S. military bore

no responsibility for what had happened
to them while they were in custody."

Yet. to be out ofJail and "free" in occu-

pied Iraq is also to suffer a terrifying daily

gauntlet of privation and provocation.

Iraq's Labor Ministry has estimated that

as much as 70 percent o{ the workforce is

unemployed. The capital city is blacked

out 16 hours a day and the lights are no
brighter elsewhere in the country. To
the lack of electrical power and potable

water, add the absence of phone lines, the

broken sewer lines, the schools reduced
to rubble, the uncollected garbage, the

continued on po}ie 4
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Federal Court Rules

Against Ashcroft, Bush on Padilla
On December 18. the United States

Court of Appeals for the ^econd Circuit

ruled, by a two-to-onc vote, that the fed-

eral government could not legally detain

American citizen Jose Padilla as an

•'enemy combatant." Padilla was arrested

on 8 May 2002 at Chicago's O'Hare air-

port on a "material witness" warrant

based on his alleged associations with Al

Qaeda. But after a month the Feds

declared Padilla an "enemy combatant”

with fantasies of exploding a "dirty

bomb." They sent him to a military brig,

where he has been held without any

charges being filed, with no prospect of a

hearing or trial, and without even access

to a lawyer. The Court of Appeals ordered

Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld to

release Padilla from military custody

within 30 days, noting that Padilla is

"entitled to the constitutional protections

extended to other citizens."

The Padilla ruling joins a growing list

of judicial decisions that have called into

question some of the more egregious

aspects of the Bush administration's drive

to fortify an imperial presidency and

shred the Bill of Rights. The same day as

the Padilla ruling, the Ninth Circuit Court

of Appeals in California issued an order

allowing access to attorneys for the more

than 600 detainees held as "enemy com-

batants" at the U.S. naval base at Guantd-

namo Bay. Cuba. The court also ruled

that the detainees' indefinite imprison-

ment without any hearing was unlawful.

Declaring that its duty is “to prevent the

Executive Branch from running rough-

shod over the rights of citizens and aliens

alike." the court ruled that the law was

unconstitutional because it would ensnare

anyone who did anything from donating

to an orphanage run by a banned group to

buying ‘‘cookies from a bake sale." Two

Lenin on Imperialism

Varioux liberals and pacifists promote the

notion that organizations like the United

Nations, by bringing together the countries

of the world, including the imperialist

powers, could be forces for peace. In the

early 20th century, the social democrat Karl

Kautsky .similarly maintained that the impe-

rialist powers could establish a stable and

peaceful division of the world economy. But

as Lenin explained in Imperialism, the High-

est Stage of Capitalism, written amid the

carnage of the first interimperialisi world war. without socialist revolution to sweep

away the system ofcapitalism, imperialist rivalries inevitably lead to imperialist wars.

Let us consider India, Indo-China and China. It is known that these three colonial

and semi-colonial countries, with a population of six to seven hundred million, are

subjected to the exploitation of the finance capital of several imperialist powers: Great

Britain, France, Japan, the U.S. A., etc.... Let us assume that all the imperialist countries

conclude an alliance for the "peaceful” division of these parts of Asia; this alliance

would be an alliance of “inlemationally united finance capital." There are actual exam-

ples of alliances of this kind in the history of the twentieth century—the altitude of the

powers to China, for instance. We ask. is it "conceivable," assuming that the capitalist

system remains intact—and this is precisely the assumption that Kautsky does make—
that such alliances would be more than temporary, that they would eliminate friction,

conflicts and struggle in every possible form?

The question has only to be presented clearly for any other than a negative answer to

be impossible. This is because the only conceivable basis under capitalism for the divi-

sion of spheres of influence, interests, colonies, etc., is a calculation of the strength of

those participating, their general economic, financial, military strength, etc. And the

strength of these participant.s in the division does not change to an equal degree, for the

even development of different undertakings, trusts, branches of industry, or countries is

impossible under capitalism....

Therefore, in the realities of the capitalist system, and not in the banal philistine fan-

tasies of English parsons, or of the German “Marxist." Kautsky. "inter-imperiaiist" or

“ullra-imperiallsi" alliances, no matter what form they may assume, whether of one

imperialist coalition against another, or of a general alliance embracing all the imperi-

alist powers, are inevitably nothing more than a "truce" in periods between wars.

Peaceful alliances prepare the ground for wars, and in their turn grow out of wars; the

one conditions the other, producing alternating forms of peaceful and non-peaceful

struggle on one and the same basis of imperialist connections and relations within

world economics and world politics.

—V.I. Lenin. Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism (1916)
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Jose Padilla

with relatives.

He has been held
incommunicado
for 19 months.

weeks earlier, on December 3. the court

overturned the part of Clinton's 1996

Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Pen-

alty Act that made it a felony to provide

"material support" to groups designated

as "terrorist.” Wiih support for the gov-

ernment's attack on civil liberties eroding

(including among some bourgeois cir-

cles). Attorney General John Ashcroft's

Justice Department was also forced to let

Yasser Esam Hamdi. a U.S. citizen appre-

hended in Afghanistan and declared an

"enemy combatant," meet with an attor-

ney for the first lime, in anticipation of a

Supreme Court appeal.

We welcome the Padilla ruling and the

other legal setbacks to the administra-

tion's attacks on civil liberties in the

name of the bipartisan "war on terror.”

However, the recent court rulings against

the government arc partial and revers-

ible. with the government making clear

its intention to appeal them to the

Supreme Court, Moreover, the Court of

Appeals went out of its way to assure the

Bush administration that Padilla could be

handed over to civilian authorities for

prosecution on criminal charges or held

in a civilian prison under the same
"material witness" pretext on which he

was originally arrested. The court went

on to counsel Bush that "he can ask

Congress—which has shown its respon-

siveness—to authorize additional pow-

ers," leaving open the possibility that

the government could detain citizens as

"enemies" and disappear them, as long

as Congress says it’s okay. These rulings

essentially reaffirm the constitutional

separation of powers between the judici-

ary. executive and legislative branches.

The rulings indicate that some of these

“war on terror" measures—especially

those that eviscerated the role of the

courts—have eroded the standard divi-

sion of labor within the capitalist stale

and angered the courts.

With Ashcroft’s proposed Patriot Act II.

the While House would have unchal-

lengeable authority to strip citizenship

from Americans providing "material sup-

port" to "terrorism." The Democrats have

largely supported the administration's

military adventures abroad and eviscera-

tion of constitutional rights at home,

including the USA-Pairiot Act which

radically curtailed due process rights

for immigrants accused in “terror” cases.

These legal measures reprc.sent a qualita-

tive diminution of democratic rights, but

they are the fruit of decades of attempts to

increase the repressive apparatus of the

Slate. Just as the Clinton administration

continued on page 10

Justice, New York Style:

First They Shoot the Man,
Then They Sue the Family

For the past four years, the Busch

family has been waging a legal battle

against the New York Police Department

over the August 1999 fatal shooting of

Gidone Busch, a mentally ill Hasidic

Jew. The Busch family sued the six cops

who shot Gidone a.s well as the city

administration in federal court. Unfor-

tunately. they did not win. Now. in a des-

picable and depraved move, the city

administration is suing the Busch family

for $176,000 to gel back legal costs!

After suffering the grief of their loss, the

hardship of a four-year battle and an out-

rageous verdict clearing the cops, the

Busch family is now faced with the vin-

dictive legal assaults of Mayor Michael

Bloomberg’s lawyers in an attempt to

drain their financial resources.

The killing of Gidone Busch came
amid a reign of police terror in New York

City—like the sadistic torture of Haitian

immigrant Abner Louima and the death-

squad-style execution of black African

Amadou Diallo. According to witnesses.

Gidone was holding a hammer at the time

he was killed. Much like how the cops

who killed Diallo were acquitted because

his reaching for a wallet was consid-

ered "threatening.” the cops who killed

Gidone were cleared of any wrongdoing

on the basis that the hammer posed a

"threat." This was in spite of the fact that

these cops shot a volley of 12 bullets into

a mentally ill man whom they were orig-

inally called upon to help! A 28 Decem-
ber New York Times article, "The Intersec-

tion of Troubled People and Armed
Police." describes how the cops form a

semicircle around the "emotionally dis-

turbed person" with guns drawn.

The Bloomberg administration’s legal

assault on the Busch family is an assault

on all those in the cross hairs of the

NYPD, particularly black people and
immigrants. It sets a dangerous prece-

dent: when you sue the cops for brutally

beating you or killing a loved one. not

only will they likely be acquitted, but

you may be held liable for the cost of the

lawsuit. And it demonstrates, yet again,

that the capitalist courts are not "neutral”

arbiters but exist to serve the interests of

the capitalist rulers. Likewise, the cops

serve to protect capitalist property not

human life. The only way to gel rid of

cop terror for good is to get rid of the

capitalist system itself. What is called for

is the building of a revolutionary workers

party to lead the struggle to sweep away
the entire machinery of capitalist state

repression.
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Edward Said

Passionate Advocate of Palestinian

Freedom, Human Dignity
Aficr 12 years with leukemia. Edward

Said, passionate advocate for Palestinian

rights and scholar of modem literature,

died on September 25. A tribute by the

British Independent's, Near East reporter

Robert Fisk was appropriately titled;

"Palestinian, Intellectual, and Fighter.

Edward Said Rails Against Arafat and
Sharon to His Dying Breath" (26 Sep-

tember 2003). In his last years, every

public appearance Said made, especially

if it involved travel, turned into a pro-

tracted battle with his advancing disease

and the advice of his close friend and

doctor, who he was quick to remind his

Arab colleagues was Jewish. But he

would not be stopped.

He devoted one of his last speeches to

the dignity and courage of Rachel Cor-

rie, the International Solidarity Move-
ment member crushed to death by an

Israeli Army bulldozer in March for try-

ing to stop the demolition of a Palestinian

home in Gaza;

“Wc need to remember that that kind of
.solidarity is no longer confined to a

small number of intrepid souls here and
there, but is recognized the world over.

"Whenever the facts are made known,
there is immediate recognition and an
expression of the mo.st profound solidar-

ity with the justice of the Palestinian

cause and the valiant struggle by the Pal-

estinian people on its behalf."

— CounterPunch, 23 June 2003

No one had done more than Said to

make those facts known. The sworn enemy
of cant, demagogy and hypocrisy, he im-

bued the Palestinian cause with the integ-

rity it deserved and presented it as part of

a profoundly secular, universalist vision

of human freedom.

Edward Said was bom in Jemsalem in

1935. His very name expressed the con-

fluence and clash of cultures. His father.

Wadie. insisted on being called William.

A successful businessman, he immigrated

to the U.S. before World War I and

obtained U.S. citizenship, then served in

France during the war. His mother. Hilda,

the daughter of a Nazareth Baptist minis-

ter. named her son after the Prince of

Wales. Wadie imposed a strict Victorian

upbringing on their children. Arabic was
forbidden at home except when address-

ing servants. It was banned at school.

Only English was permitted, although all

the students had another native language,

which they used among themselves

behind their teachers’ backs. In this sti-

fling atmosphere. Said got himself ex-

pelled from the last school he attended in

Egypt, fittingly named Victoria College.

Wherever he went. Said felt Out of
Place, as he titled his 1999 memoirs

about his childhood and student days. In

Palestine, the Saids were members of a

Christian minority with American pass-

ports. After the 1948 Israeli-Arab War in

which 68 percent of the Palestinian popu-

lation was expelled. Edward Said spent

most of his childhood in Egypt. There

the Saids were "Shami" in the double

meaning in which Egyptians use this

term, designating non-Egyptian Arab

Speakers as well as people from “Greater

Syria" (Syria. Lebanon and Palestine).

With the thoroughly corrupt and rotten

edifice of British colonial Egypt under

King Farouk crumbling about them, the

Saids shipped Edward off to boarding

school in Massachusetts. He described

those years as the most miserable of

his life, as he was the only Arab in the

very preppy student body. He went on to

Princeton and graduate work at Harvard.

where he wrote his doctoral dissertation

on Joseph Conrad, the great Polish-bom

novelist who became a British citizen

and wrote in his acquired language. Eng-

lish. Against those who tried to reduce

the novelist either to his Polish back-

ground or fondness for things English,

with no small measure of empathy Said

later wrote: “Eventually we realise

that (his| work is actually constituted

by the experience of exile or alienation

that cannot ever be rectified” ("Between

Worlds.” lAftxdon Review of Books.

7 May 1998).

After visiting the West Bank in 1998,

Said was invited to speak in Nazareth.

Annexed by Israel in 1948. it is the larg-

est Palestinian Arab city in the "Jewish

state.” In his lecture. Said admitted to

knowing little of the Palestinian second-

class citizens of Israel

"who had been regarded in the Arab
world as little short of traitors for remain-
ing as non-Jewish citizens of Israel.

"It now struck me. I .said, that Israeli Pal-

estinians had become crucial for our
future as a people since, given their cir-

cumstances as non-Jews in a Jewish state,

they dramatised the anomalies of nation-

alism and theocracy throughout the Mid-
dle East. Nationalism had become the

dead end of our political life, demanding
endless sacrifices and the abrogation
of democracy for the sake of national

security."

—"West Bank Oiary," Al-Ahram
Weekly, 10-16 December 1998

Said, the champion of Palestinian

national emancipation, was very much
the "rootless cosmopolitan." He could not

fully belong in either Palestinian or Egyp-
tian society because his background was
Christian. At the same time, he could not

belong in American society because he
was Palestinian. In his memoirs. Said

describes how in some circles he would
emphasize that his name was Edward,
while in others he would emphasize Said.

He embodied the heretical temperament
that Polish Marxist Isaac Deutscher in

"The Non-Jewish Jew" ascribes to "those

great revolutionaries of modern thought;

Spinoza, Heine. Marx. Rosa Luxemburg,

Trotsky, and Freud";

'They were a priori exceptional in that a,s

Jews they dwelt on the borderlines of var-

ious civilizations, religions, and national

cultures. They were bom and brought up
on the borderlines of various epochs.

Their mind matured where the most
diverse cultural influences crossed and
fertilized each other."

— The Non-Jewtsh Jew and Other
Essays (1968)

Said represented that small minority

from the Near East who are alienated

from what they call home yet can never

free themselves from it. whom the world

sees as Arabs but whose fellow Arabs

often see as foreigners, who find them-

selves caught between two very different

worlds where they belong to neither. For

Said, modem Arab society, with its in-

wardness. exclusivity and religious fanati-

cism, was far too constricting. And West-

ern society, with its immense arrogance,

brutality and hypocrisy, could not pro-

vide an alternative.

Impact of 1967 Arab-lsraeli War
In 1963 Said joined the Columbia Uni-

versity faculty where he was headed
toward a distinguished but otherwise

uneventful career as a scholar of modem
European literature and literary criticism.

As he wrote in "Between Worlds":
“The big change came with the Arab-
Isracli war of 1967. which coincided with

a period of intense political activism on
campus over civil rights and the Vietnam
War. I found myself naturally involved on
both fronts, but. for me. there was the fur-

ther difficulty of trying to draw attention

to the Palestinian cause. After the Arab
defeat there was a vigorous re-emergence
of Palestinian nationalism, embodied in

the resistance movement located mainly
in Jordan and the newly occupied territo-

ries. Several friends and members of my
family had joined the movement, and
when 1 visited Jordan in 1968, 69 and 70.

I found myself among a number of like-

minded contcmporancs. In the US. how-
ever. my politics were rejected—with a

lew notable exceptions—both by anti-

war activists and by supporters of Martin

Luther King. For the first ttme 1 felt gen-

uinely divided between the newly asser-

tive pressures of my background and lan-

guage and the complicate demands of a

situation in the US that scanted, in fact

despised what I had to say about the quest

for Palestinian justice—which wa.s con-
sidered anti-Semitic and Na/i-likc.”

—London Review of Books,
7 May 1998

Said always insisted that the Hebrew-
speaking nation has a right to exist and to

self-determination in Palestine. However.

It has no right to a "Jewish state" through

the expulsion and suppression of the

indigenous Palestinian nation.

The humiliating defeat in 1967 of the

Arab nationalist regimes as well as Jor-

dan’s King Hussein, who in 1970 carried

out the slaughter of some 10,000 Pales-

tinians during the Black September mas-
sacres. spurred the development of Pales-

tinian guerrilla groups. Even the largest

and most moderate. Yasir Arafat’s Fatah,

which dominated the Palestinian Lib-

eration Organization (PLO). proclaimed

"armed struggle” as its main strategy.

However, in 1974 the PLO-led Palestine

National Council (PNC) adopted a ‘Tran-

sitional Program" for a stale in the West

Bank as "a link in the chain of the strat-

egy.. .to establish the Democratic Pales-

tine slate." At the time, we warned that

such a “mini-state" would serve as a

South Africa-like bantustan serving as a

dumping ground for unwanted refugees.

Nevertheless, we would defend the right

of the Palestinians to set up their own
government in the Occupied Territories

“as a partial and deformed application of

their right to self-determination” {WV
No. 58. 6 December 1974).

Said first praised the “mini-state" pro-

posal as an expression of the PLO’s new
realism, and in 1977 was elected to the

PNC. But he grew disillusioned with the

PLO’s corruption and Arafat’s despotism.

Finally. Said resigned from the PNC. along

with Ibrahim Abu Lughd. Abdulmuhsen
Qattan, Mahmoud Daixvish and Shafiq A1

Hout, over Arafat’s support to Saddam
Hussein’s 1990 invasion of Kuwait.

Meanwhile in 1987. the first Intifada or

uprising of Palestinian youth swept

through the Occupied Territories. Despite

the brutal repression by Israeli storm-

troopers, dubbed the "Iron Fist." this

rebellion could not be suppressed. With
America’s quick military crushing of Iraq

and the collapse of the Soviet Union. Ara-

fat rushed to conclude the Oslo "Peace
Accords." This was not even a deformed
expression of self-determination but the

PLO placing its “seal on the national

oppression of the long-suffering Pales-

tinian Arab masses" (WV No. 583,

10 September 1993),

Said became the most trenchant Pales-

tinian critic of Oslo, branding it “an
instrument of Palestinian surrender, a Pal-

estinian Versailles" {London Review of
Books, 21 October 1993). Unmentioned
by the accord were the national rights of
the millions of Palestinians in exile. The
issue of the settlements, inhabited by
fanatical anti-Arab racists and outright

fascist auxiliaries of the Israeli army, was
“postponed," Since 1993. the number of
settlers has more than doubled. Accord-
ing to a report by B’Tselem. an Israeli

human rights group. “Land Grab: Israel’s

Settlement Policy in the West Bank"
(reported by the London Guardian, 15

May 2002), fully 42 percent of Palestin-

ian land in the West Bank has been seized

continued on page 9
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Getty

"War on terror” at home: Sniper in chopper patrolling over New York City on
New Year’s Eve.

Iraq...
(continuedfrom page 1)

three-kilometer queue {an overnight wait)

for gasoline sold at extortionist prices by

Kellogg. Brown & Root—a subsidiary of

Halliburton, which bilked the U.S. gov-

ernment for more than $120 million in

scams whose costs are passed on to U.S.

and Iraqi workers—and you get a glim-

mer of the physical suftering of the Iraqi

people today. And that’s just the objective

hardships.

The population also seethes under the

daily insult and terror of foreign occu-

pation. Israeli commandos are training

U.S. special forces units in what’s euphe-

mistically called "preventive manhunt-

ing’’: i.e,. killing civilians in search-and-

dcstroy missions. Entire neighborhoods

are raided or flattened, families tom apart

and jailed, the less fortunate shot on sight.

Borrowing a page from the infamous

Israeli wall cut through Palestinian terri-

tory. Lieutenant Colonel Nathan Sussa-

man commanded a battalion to surround

the town of Abu Hishma with a razor wire

fence. Aping Dr. Strangelove. Sussaman

explained: "With a heavy dose of fear and

violence, and a lot of money for projects.

1 think we can convince these people that

we are here to help them’’ {Asia Times.

13 December 2003).

We had a clear side in the war: for the

military defense of Iraq against U.S.

imperialism and its allies. Today we lake

a clear stand for the military defense of

those who resist the imperialist occupa-

tion of Iraq. We lend not one iota of polit-

ical support to remnants of the Ba’athist

regime or Islamic fundamentalist forces

seeking to impose their own reactionary

agendas on Iraqi women, workers, ethnic

and religious minorities. But we under-

stand that there will be no freedom or jus-

tice for the long-suffering Iraqi people

until the impenalist occupiers are driven

out! We fight for the immediate and

unconditional withdrawal of all U.S.

imperialist and allied troops and we
unconditionally oppose their replacement

by UN blue helmets! As communists here

in the belly of the beast, we have a spe-

cial responsibility to make working peo-

ple in this country conscious of the intrin-

sic connection between the attacks on

their living standards, their right to strike

and their basic democratic rights by the

U.S. government on the "home front" and

the imperialist occupation of Iraq. We

say: Anti-imperialism abroad means class

struggle at home! U.S. troops out of Iraq!

Military Occupation of Iraq

Targets Labor
On 6 December 2003, the American

occupation forces attacked the headquar-

ters of the Iraqi Federation of Trade

Unions (IFTU) in Baghdad; eight of its

leaders were handcuffed, kidnapped and

held overnight. The office was ransacked.

IFTU banners, posters and other posses-

sions were destroyed, the IFTU’s name
and that of the General Union of Trans-

port Workers on the front of the building

was smeared with black paint, and the

windows were smashed. The interna-

tional labor movement protested this out-

rage with statements issued by the pow-

erful South African COSATU federation,

the Italian CGIL and British trade unions.

On November 23. the occupation forces

raided the office shared by the Union of

the Unemployed in Iraq (UUl) and the

Worker-Communist Party of Iraq (WCPI).

When a WCPI and a UUl leader turned

up, as requested, at occupation authority

headquarters, they were arrested. During

July and August 2003. some 54 UUl
members and the union president were

arrested for sit-in protests.

Meanwhile, the U.S. occupation forces

have enthusiastically embraced torturers,

spies, police and other government agents

of the Hussein regime to "stabilize" Iraq.

They even resurrected a labor law from

the old regime which forbids workers

in the state oil industry from organizing

a union. To back up Hussein-era anti-

worker laws. U.S. occupation chief Paul

Bremer issued a new regulation about

"prohibited activity.” which is defined

as encouraging anybody to organize

any kind of strike or disruption in a fac-

tory or any kind of economically impor-

tant enterprise. The penalty for breach-

ing labor law in occupied Iraq is to be

arrested by the occupation authorities and

treated as a prisoner of war!

Those Iraqis who find employment lit-

erally work under U.S. guns. An Iraqi

construction worker at the Baghdad air-

port. Muiwafa al Saidy. described how
"soldiers aim guns at us wherever we go.

even to the toilet." Workers arc paid $5.00

per day but $2.00 is skimmed by their

"translator" who tells them they will he

turned in to the soldiers as "terrorists"

unless he gels his cut. Adding to the ten-

sion is the continual roundup of new pris-

oners brought to a fenced area of the

airport compound, including “children

brought in from the soccer fields, balls in

hand, old men in their 80s. and even hos-

pital patients carrying their drip bags.” A
20 October 2003 Internet article by David

Bacon tilled "The Occupation’s War on

Iraqi Workers" stated that al .Saidy has

seen the prisoners’ food thrown on the

ground and also seen them beaten with

sticks.

More than half the recruits for the new
impenalistrsponsored Iraqi army walked

out because the pay was so low and the

treatment so bad. The soles of their boots

flapped and fell off and their uniforms are

pink and green and brown camouflage

and shrink dramatically if washed. An
Iraqi major said. "The men ask me. ‘Are

we really going out in these clothes?’’’

Attempts to make the new army a "rain-

bow coalition" of Iraq’s diverse ethnic

groups blew up in a cauldron of tensions.

One hundred Kurds quit in the first few

weeks.

Occupation Is Big Bu$ine$$

How is it that a company like Bech-

tel. which built the Hoover Dam. can’t

turn the light switch on in Iraq? Answer:

they don’t want to. An article titled

"Iraq Reconstruction’s Bottom-Line.”

[Asia Times, 25 December 2003) stales:

"Another popular explanation making the

rounds alleges that sabotaging the recon-

struction is a conscious and deliberate

effort on the part of the occupation forces

to make the Iraqis completely dependent

and subservient." The press conferences

where Bush and Cheney promised that

American troops would be greeted as lib-

erators were a line of crap designed to

whip up domestic support for and dis-

guise the American rape of Iraq. But it’s

not mainly psychological terror, it’s just

the best way for robber barons to make
big bucks in the “free market" bonanza

they drool for in Iraq. Yaarub Jasim. gen-

eral director for the .southern region of

Iraq’s electricity ministry, has been plead-

ing with Bechtel to gel urgently needed
spare parts for Iraq’s antiquated turbines.

Parts are readily available from the com-
panies which built the turbines—in Rus-

sia, France and Germany.. .the very coun-

tries banned from gelling contracts in

Iraq. (Washington has gone so loopy that

even that notorious "rogue stale" Canada.
was banned from contracts in reprisal for

its milquetoast opposition to the war!)

Bechtel could let the turbines rust and

crumble until they are completely use-

less. Then they’ll bid to build new billion-

dollar power plants themselves. As com-

pany founder .Stephen Bechtel quipped.

"Wc are not in the construction and

engineering business. We are in the busi-

ness of making money” {Asia Times, 25

December 2003). And Bechtel stands to

make a ton of it. perhaps $20 billion or

more in the pillage of Iraq. Ditto for

Iraq’s oil industry, which badly needs

repair to refine enough crude for domes-

tic consumption. Yet the U.S. is exporting

Iraqi crude oil while giving Kellogg.

Brown & Root, the company which is

supposed to repair the refineries, the

contract to import oil from Turkey and

Kuwait. Charging more than twice what

they paid for this imported fuel. KBR had

no incentive to repair Iraq’s refineries.

On 19 September 2003, the U.S. occu-

pation authorities issued “Order No. 39."

which permits 1 00-percent foreign owner-

ship of businesses, including formerly

slate-owned industries, except oil. and re-

patriation of profits. This outright brig-

andage—a fire sale of Iraq's natural re-

sources and the wealth created by the Iraqi

working people to U.S. imperialist corpo-

rations. with a few crumbs tossed to

allies—is so explosive that the U.S. is

considering delaying their plans. A man-

ager of the Al Dauru refinery predicted

that privatization would mean firing 1 .500

of the plant’s 3.0(H) workers. In light of

the conditions in Iraq today, this manager

said. “If I dismiss employees now. I'm

killing them and their families."

Blood and Oil

Iraq’s borders were drawn on a map by

the British, who carved up the old Otto-

man Empire after the First World War.

forcibly compacting three different peo-

ples together in an artificial "nation" for

the benefit of imperialist exploitation of

resources and labor and for diplomatic

advantage. Together with the U.S,. the

British set up the Iraq Petroleum Com-
pany (IPC). which had exploration rights

to practically the entire country. After the

1958 insurrection that installed Brigadier

Abd al-Karim Qassim, Iraq took back

99.5 percent of the land originally allo-

cated to the IPC. In 1972, Iraq national-

ized the IPC and became the first Arab

country to lake over a Western-owned oil

corporation. Nationalization of the oil

was a hugely popular move and posses-

sion of Iraq’s most precious resources pro-

vided the Ba'athist authorities with the

wealth to build an extensive social infra-

structure including free public services

—

something the Gulf monarchies. Iranian

Shah or Ayatollahs surely never did. Oil

wealth also provided the Ba’alhists with

the economic clout to build a massive

arsenal of police-state repression which

was brutally deployed against the workers

movement and the left.

The U.S. now has its hands on the oil

spigot in Iraq and Kuwait, and the “Seven

Sisters” are ready to leap back into Libya

now that the U.S. has morphed Qaddafi

from "iniemaiional outlaw" to a reason-

able man to do business with. Secret

negotiations between Qaddafi and British

agents began as soon as the U.S. rained

its devastating "shock and awe" on
Iraq. Qaddafi decided to avoid “regime

change” U.S. -style and made a deal to

pay $2.7 billion to the families of victims

of the 1988 Pan Am jet bombing over

Lockerbie, Scotland, and allow UN weap-
ons inspectors to strip Libya of whatever

defense capacity it has. in exchange for a

relaxation of economic sanctions. Ever

the grandstander. Qaddafi says he hopes

that his move will encourage Israel to dis-

arm its doomsday machine. Fat chance.

Arming Israel to the teeth is a linchpin of

U.S. policy in the region.

A top-secret document declassified

in Britain on January 1 reveals that

U.S. president Richard Nixon considered

launching airborne troops to seize oil

fields in Saudi Arabia. Kuwait and Abu
Dhabi in response to OPEC’s oil embargo
launched in retaliation for America’s sup-

port to Israel in the 1973 Near East war.

Another document reveals that Nixon pul

American forces on a global nuclear alert
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during ihe 1973 war. We've said that ihe

Near East could be a trip wire for World
War III. Today the U.S. arsenal of death
so vastly outstrips the capacity of any
other imperialist power that no country is

eager to spark a war in which they're out-

gunned. But this situation will not last

forever, and the American machinations
in the Near East and the "Bush doctrine"

of “pre-emptive war" without a UN cloak

or European allies have strained the old
NATO alliance. The heightened inter-

imperialist rivalries outline new wars to

come. Gull War Two was as much or
more intended to "shock and awe" Amer-
ica's imperialist rivals as it was about oil.

To very little fanfare in the bourgeois
press, the U.S. pas.sed a bill in early

December that puts the U.S. openly and
officially back in the business of develop-
ing and testing nuclear weapons for the

first time since the Cold War ended with

capitalist counterrevolution in the Soviet

Union. The bill funds research for so-

called “mini-nukes” with an explosive

power described as “only" up to a third

that of the atomic bomb dropped on Hiro-

shima! The bill also funds development
of "bunker buster" warheads designed to

go deep into the earth and destroy buried

bunkers or command centers. To explode
nuclear bombs the size the U.S. is pro-

jecting in “bunker busting" groundbursts

will irradiate densely populated cities.

The "bunker busters” are part of the

U.S. nuclear threat against the North
Korean deformed workers state. Follow-

ing the devastation of the Korean War.

North Korea built its military apparatus as

deeply underground as possible because
anything visible could easily be wiped

would pauperize the most populous coun-

try on earth and further devastate the

masses of Asia. What's needed is a work-

ers political revolution to defend the Chi-

nese workers state and institute workers

democracy, which would be a huge defeat

for imperialism and encourage proletar-

ian struggle around the globe. We xfand

for the unconditional military defense of
the deformed workers states of China,

North Korea, Cuba and Vietnam! U.S.

get your bloody hands off the world!

The Left Between Iraq and
a Hard Place

Shamelessly, the Iraqi Communist Party

(CP) serves in the “Governing Council."

the facade of stooges hand-picked by the

Americans to lend legitimacy to the occu-

pation. The Iraqi CP boasts on its Web
site of "serious and frank discussions"

held between the secretary of its Central

Committee and the American top cop in

Iraq. Paul Bremer, and his deputy. British

Ambassador John Sawers, As if fronting

for the occupation wasn't bad enough, the

Iraqi CP calls on “activating the role of

the United Nations"—the agency that

murdered more than one and a half mil-

lion Iraqi civilians with its sanctions
—

"in

guiding the on-going political process in

Iraq, as well as its role in relief operations

and reconstruction" {18 October 2003
statement by the International Depart-

ment of the Central Committee).

The Iraqi Communist Party used to

be the largest, most proletarian Commu-
nist party in the Near East and recruited

a large cadre of national, religious and
ethnic groups. In 1958. a revolutionary

upsurge was touched off when the Iraqi

out by the U.S. again. As Bruce Comings,
a scholar of Korea, points out. “The only

problem with Rumsfeld's war plan is that

no technology yet developed or imagined

can penetrate the earth's surface for more
than about fifty feet, which is why cruise

missiles could not eliminate Saddam
Hussein on the night the Iraq invasion

began.... The only answer is larger and

larger warheads, so that you target Kim
Jong II and wipe out a large urban neigh-

bourhood. or maybe a city" [London
Review of Books, 4 December 2003).

As the American empire redraws the

map of the Near East, using the United

Nations to disarm its targets, it could not

be clearer that nuclear weapons are the

only effective guarantee of national sov-

ereignty. With the North Korean deformed
workers state in Washington's cross hairs,

as part of the U.S. drive for capitalist

counterrevolution there and in China, we
Trotskyists stand for the unconditional

military defense of North Korea and its

right to possess nuclear weapons. From
the former Central Asian Soviet republics

and Afghanistan to U.S. forces in the Phil-

ippines. the Chine.se deformed workers

state is now literally ringed by the world-

wide expansion of U.S. military bases.

China is the ultimate prize the imperi-

alists are after, and they are applying

pressure militarily and through massive

encroachments of capital in “free trade"

zones which are criminally encouraged

by the ruling Stalinist bureaucracy. The
fate of the Chinese workers state will

have a profound impact on humanity,

far greater even than U.S. imperialism’s

rape of Iraq. Capitalist counterrevolution

Free Officers movement overthrew the

British-installed monarchy and brought
the bourgeois nationalist Abd al-Karim
Qassim to power. A revolutionary wave
swept the countryside as peasants .seized

the land, and the Communist Party made
spectacular gains in the cities. Workers
revolution was on the order of the day, but

the CP and Kremlin bureaucrats insisted

that the party get no more than represen-

tation in the capitalist government. But
Qassim and the anti-Communi.st national-

ists knew the workers wanted more and so
look the offensive to repress the CP. This
was but a prelude for the bloodbath to

come at the hands of the Ba'athists. who
brought down Qassim in 1963 and hunted
down Communists with lists supplied by
the CIA. An estimated 5.000 were killed

and thousands more jailed and tortured.

(For a full discussion, see "Near East.

1950s: Permanent Revolution vs. Bour-
geois Nationalism," WV Nos. 740 and
741. 25 August and 8 September 2000.)
The Iraqi CP’s hatred for the Ba'athists is

utterly correct, but to front for the Amer-
ican occupation against them is cla.ss

treason and likely every bit as suicidal as

the CP’s earlier subordination to Qassim.
What about the ostensibly more leftist

Worker-Communist Party of Iraq? While
denouncing the "Governing Council"
and opposing the U.S. occupation, the

WCPl simply equates the imperialists

and their stooges with Islamic and
Ba'alhist forces. The title of its article

"‘Occupation’ and Resistance: Two Poles

Within the Same Reactionary Camp"
[Forward, 15 December 2003) gives the

game away. The article condemns the

Halabja, 1986:
Kurdish victims

of poison gas
attack by

Saddam Hussein.
U.S. and British

governments
rev/arded

Hussein with
millions in aid

following
this atrocity.
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resistance as “a direct declaration of a

reaciionary war. which is not in essence

pertinent to demands and expectations of
the ma,sses in Iraq."

Like the Iraqi CP. the WCPl calls for

UN forces to enter Iraq, insisting that this

is necessary to “provide security and sta-

bility." Both the Iraqi CP and the WCPl
are playing a reactionary role in telling

the Iraqi masses that peace and stability

demands tacit acceptance of foreign

occupation and that salvation lies with the

den of thieves in the UN, This is a reac-

tionary call to accept the rape of Iraq by
imperialist powers that are looting what’s

left of the productive capacity of the

country, plunging the proletariat into fur-

ther misery and impoverishment, while

grabbing the natural resources for their

own profits. The U.S. raids on the trade-

union headquarters are just a hint of the

terrible repression to come, including

against "responsible” leftists who ally

with the U.S. against the Ba'athists. In

politics it is essential to know that

the enemy of my enemy is not necessar-

ily my friend!

Behind the CP and WCPI’s reliance on
the UN and/or U.S. imperialist troops to

oppose the Ba'athists is their rejection

of the politically independent mobiliza-

tion of the Iraqi proletariat in struggle

against imperialist domination, capitalist

exploitation, religious obscurantism and
reactionary bourgeois nationalism. It is

urgently necessary to forge Trotskyist

parties in the Near East, armed with the

program of permanent revolution. There
will be no emancipation of the women of

the region, of the oppressed national

minorities, of the exploited workers, short

of thoroughgoing socialist revolutions

which sweep away the sheiks, colonels

and Zionists and imperialist occupiers,

and which link up with proletarian revo-

lution in the West. Fora socialist federa-

tion of the Near East! For world socialist

revolution!

The Enemy Is at Home:
U.S. Imperialism

Wall Street likes the Iraq occupation:

the Dow Jones stock market index topped
10,000. making a few more millionaires

while the mass of American workers suf-

fer through what the bosses cynically call

“the jobless recovery." The presidential

campaign has swung into gear and that

means that Ihe treacherous trade-union

leaders are plunking union funds not into

strike war chests but chiefly into the cof-

fers of the capitalist Democratic Party.

Between the two parlies there’s no choice

for working people or minorities: indeed

there’s not much difference between the

two. The Bush gang in the White House
received overwhelming Democratic sup-

port for the draconian Patriot Act. which
sets the pretext for stripping away the

democratic rights of all in this country.

So-called "antiwar" candidate Howard
Dean explained his campaign to beat

Bush as follows: “I’m going to outflank

him to the right on homeland security, on
weapons of mass destruction and on the

Saudis.... Our model is to gel around the

president’s right, as John Kennedy did

to Nixon” [New York Times Magazine. 4
January). Not even Dennis Kucinich says

he would withdraw U.S. forces from Iraq

immediately. He says. "UN in, U.S. out"

and projects a three-month plan for U.S.

withdrawal.

There are seething discontenl.s in this

country, including in the military which
is disproportionately black and Latino.

Welfare has been slashed and as the

50th anniversary of the Brown v. Board of
Education decision approaches. America
becomes increasingly segregated. More
black men in the U.S. are thrown behind

bars than get into college. From growing
anger with the war to fury over corporate

greed and scandals reaching up to the

White House while working people get

layoffs, plant closings, bans on strikes,

unaffordable health care, diminishing

abortion rights, anti-immigrant racism

and cop terror in the ghettos and bar-

rios—class and social struggles over such

issues would help crack the reactionary

social consensus Bush has exploited since

the September 1 1 attacks and the onset of

the "war on terror."

Our message to the American workers
is that the same ruling cla.ss that is wag-
ing war on the people of Iraq is waging
war on labor, blacks, immigrants, youth
and women at home. The American pro-

letariat has to understand that the pur-

pose of the U.S. occupation of Iraq is

imperialist plunder and global hegemony
over the American rulers' rivals. It is in

the workers’ own class interest to oppose
this. Every strike, every protest in Iraq

that puts a dent in the American rulers’

war on Iraq is a victory for the side of
labor here at home. Every victory for

labor and minorities here at home is a

blow to American imperialism’s attacks

on working people abroad.

The excruciating contradiction is that

American workers hold in their hands the

potential power to save humanity from
the nuclear nuts in the White House and
to use the tremendous wealth of this

country for socially useful purposes
worldwide. Yet thanks to the illusions

promoted by the trade-union misleaders.

there is little awareness in the proletariat

of its position in this society and the enor-

mous power it has if mobilized as a class

in its own interest. The consciousness of
the class that has the .social power to

change society lags behind its objective

conditions and development. To resolve

this contradiction it is necessary to build

a revolutionary integrated workers party,

and the Spariacisl League is dedicated
to this purpose. Break with the Demo-
crats! For a workers party to fight for
socialist revolution! All U.S. troops out of
Iraq now!u
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Young Spartacus

Miami FTAA Protest:

Cops Rampage Against Youth, Labor

What Strategy to Defeat

Imperialism?

Miami, November 20: Direct action protest at security fence surrounding meeting site

of FTAA talks.

This ankle is based on eyewit-

ness reports from SYC comrades.

Thousands of protesters from

across the U.S., and to a lesser extent

Canada and Latin America, gathered

in Miami during the week of Novem-

ber 1 7 to protest the Free Trade Area

of the Americas (FTAA). as govern-

ment ministers holed up in the down-

town Hotel Inter-Continental were

negotiating the pact's terms.

The FTAA repre.sents the poten-

tial extension of the North Ameri-

can Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
to 34 countries in the Western Hemi-

sphere. excluding Cuba. From
NAFTA's inception in 1994. the Inter-

national Communist League has

opposed the pact as U.S. imperial-

ism's "free trade” rape of Mexico; it

has since brought increased misery

and poverty to the people of Mexico.

The U.S. is pursuing the FTAA as a

means to further cement its control

over the smaller capitalist states in

Central and South America in the

face of greater economic competi-

tion from rival imperialist powers in

Europe and Asia. The fight against

NAFTA and the FTAA is a battle

against imperialist domination of

Mexico and all of the Americas.

One unofficial slogan of the anti-

globalization movement is "Another

world is possible." Some steel work-

ers in Miami even had the slogan

emblazoned across the backs of their

union T-shirts. How to bring about that

other world? A range of political opinions

was on display. The AFL-CIO officials

presented the protests as an opportunity

"to educate our elected officials and can-

didates in preparation for the 2004 elec-

tions" and collected "ballol.s” from "mil-

lions of workers" from the Americas

opposing the FTAA. Liberals like those in

the coalition United for Peace and Justice

(UFPJ). in a call endorsed by the refor-

mist International Socialist Organization

and Left Turn among others, sought to

inspire the delegates of poorer countries at

the FTAA talks to walk out. as Brazil's

Lula did at the Cancun WTO meetings
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earlier last year. Many youth activists,

identifying themselves as anarchists and

rejecting reliance on any government

officials, wanted to disrupt the FTAA
meeting through direct action. None of

these tactics will actually stop the FTAA.
The FTAA talks did end a day early,

without a broad agreement. But this fail-

ure was not a result of the protests. As
one radio reporter observed, at the Inter-

Continental the demonstrations went un-

heeded by the delegates, confident in the

protection accorded by the armed police

camp in the downtown area. Instead, this

failure was due to the competing national

economic interests of the capitalist gov-

ernments involved in the FTAA.
Ultimately there is no way to stop cap-

italist exploitation and bring about a

just world short of working-class social-

ist revolution. We look to the working

class as the only force In society that has

the ability and class interest to defeat

imperialism.

Miami Blues:
Armed Police Camp

Miami was witness to a massive

police mobilization, now routine at anti-

globalization demos. The “security" meas-

ures were underwritten by $8.5 million

from the federal government, allocated in

the spending bill for the Iraq occupation.

Also borrowed from the "war on terror" in

Iraq; Miami police invited reporters to

"embed" with them in armored vehicles

and helicopters. The bourgeois media,

civic leaders and Miami police engaged

in an orgy of anarchist-bashing in the

lead-up to the protests; several "suspected

anarchists" (youth with backpacks walk-

ing down the street) were arrested. Days

before the protests began, the Miami City

Commission passed an ordinance ban-

ning the use and possession of common
items like glass bottles and the puppets

used in street theater.

On Thursday, the main day of pro-

tests. the cops totally shut down central

Miami. Stores and offices were closed,

the streets were empty, the elevated rail

system was locked up. with cops perched

at the stations. The police, many in full

riot gear, unleashed a variety of weapons
from batons and tasers to rubber bullets

and water cannons. Youth were allowed

to gather at Government Center Park at

7 a.m. but were swarmed by cops when
they broke off into smaller groups engag-

ing in direct actions.

Later that day at the end of the AFL-
ClO-sponsored parade demanding "No to

the FTAA!". some anarchoid youth

and a small number of steel workers

advanced to the security perimeter

fence separating the rally site from

the Inter-Continental. The cops

decided to end the rally on their own
terms, attacking and dispersing the

protesters. Youth and steel workers

alike were injured in the onslaught. As
we retreated, we talked to several

youth who were assaulted, including

a young man who was shot in the leg

and hobbled and another who was

shot in the back with a paint ball. Out-

side the "Wellness Center," the tem-

porary medical clinic set up by the

protesters, a long line had formed.

The cops later attacked the center.

‘This should be a model for home-
land defense." Miami mayor Manny
Diaz would later say. Almost 300

protesters were arrested, including

62 in a protest outside Miami-Dade
County Jail the next day in solidarity

with those arrested on Thursday. The
Partisan Defense Committee issued a

statement on November 24 demand-
ing: “Free the arrested protesters and

drop all charges now!”

The Miami events were a vivid

lesson in how the capitalist state can-

not be neutral but is rather the armed
and violent defender of the capitalist

order. The armed police camp in

downtown Miami was a complete ref-

utation of those leftists who peddle

the illu.sion that the capitalist state,

sufficiently pressured, can serve the inter-

ests of working people and the oppressed.

However, this lesson was not necessarily

generalized by all. Even youth crippled in

the cop rampages thought that the "Con-
vergence Center" was a safe place to

assemble afterwards. While it was not

raided, police had it staked out and picked

off protesters as they came and went.

There was this dangerous belief that if

one declares a “safe space" or "autono-

mous zone" it thereby exists. Not so

—

black inner-city youth or the hundreds of

immigrants locked up in federal detention

centers can attest to the brutal daily real-

ity of police repression.

Proletarian Internationalism or
Pressure Politics?

Despite the naked display of capitalist

"law and order" in Miami, many youth

were intent on somehow disrupting the

Cops went
on rampage,

assaulting
and arresting

protesters
throughout

the main day
of demos.
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UNITE contingent in AFL-CIO march, November 20. Class-struggle labor
leadership must be forged to unleash power of multiracial working class.

meelings. This impulse lo fight the "sys-

icm” through well-intentioned, but futile,

acts of self-sacrifice sprang from a gut

haired of their "own" government and

its attempts to ride roughshod over the

rest of the globe. What often was behind

this justified haired was a misplaced

feeling of responsibility for the funda-

mentally oppressive character of Ameri-

can capitalism.

But youth and the working masses do

not share the blame for the crimes of the

brutal U.S. ruling class, which exploits

workers, makes life miserable for black

people and goes to war for itself alone. It

only serves the class enemy for radical

youth in this country to feel guilt for

these crimes, because this guilt flows

from the dangerously false idea that the

capitalist U.S. is or could be pressured

into being a democracy "for the people"

if only the anti-globalization youth were

determined or creative enough to make
the rulers pay attention. Under the cir-

cumstances of the anti-globalization pro-

tests, the cops will assault, brutalize and

arrest youth without fail. Lacking a per-

spective of mobilizing the working class

against the rule of capital, such confron-

tations with the cops amount to the

streetfighting face of reformism.

Ultimately what is at work is an ideal-

ist conception of social change, which

sees the transformation of society as

resulting from enlightening the “mis-

informed" or tempering social attitudes

like "greed" and racism in capitalist soci-

ety. From the exploitation of the working

masses to the racial oppression of black

people, the evils of the capitalist world are

not simply a matter of retrograde ideas;

they are materially rooted in a system

based on exploitation and oppression.

This material reality we seek lo change.

The direct action protests were meant

to “raise consciousness” and inspire oth-

ers to follow, thereby building a mass
movement against "globalization” and

bringing closer victory in the future. Who
was to be inspired? For some, it was
the representatives of “progressive” Third

World countries at the FTAA negotiating

table, e.g.. the Brazilian and Venezuelan

governments. A speaker from Venezuela

at an anti-globalization conference on the

University of Miami campus that Friday

hailed Hugo Chavez for supposedly car-

rying forward the “Bolivarian Revolu-

tion" by refusing to sign on to an FTAA
lacking human rights provisions and.

above all. protections of national sover-

eignty. Stickers from the group Altema-
tiva Bolivariana para America Latina

(ALBA), an outfit with lies to the Vene-

zuelan government, were popular. Men-
tion of Lula likewise brought praise and
admiration for his leading the walkout at

the Canciin WTO meeting.

A Spartacus Youth Club supporter

responded to the Venezuelan speaker in

the discussion round, pointing out how
the Chdvez government is tied in a thou-

sand ways to the imperialist system. She
counterposed the blow to that system
delivered by the working class in the

1917 Russian Revolution. Whether it is

the social democrat Lula attacking the

Brazilian pension system or the national-

ist strongman Chavez deregulating the

Venezuelan banks, these politicians pro-

tect and defend the capitalist order. Not-

withstanding the differences in their

countries, their backgrounds and their

politics, both Lula and Chdvez are openly

servile to the IMF, enforcing economic
austerity dictates to curry favor with the

imperialist powers. As well, both have

sought to bring powerful unions to heel

and reneged on promises of agrarian

reform. Lula went so far as to recently

expel left-wing critics of his economic
policy from his own Workers Party. As
our comrades in the Grupo Espanaquista

dc Mdxico observed:

"The history of Latin American capital-

ism has been one of constant swings
between populist protectionism and
nationalist rhetoric on the one hand and
free market' trade liberalization on the

other. Alternatively, the bourgeoisie of

these countries, frightened by the unrest

of the masses, resorts to populism and
protects its industry with tariff barriers

and subsidies. Then, under the political

pressure of imperialism and because of

its own internal inefficacy, this model
fails. The bourgeoisie, handing over the

economy to the imperialists, resorts again

to 'free market' liberalism, which in a few
years fails, too. as it destroys the internal

market and condemns the masses to even

greater impoverishment, and then the

cycle begins again. The rise of bourgeois

rulers with populist rhetoric like Chdvez
in Venezuela and the social democrat
Lula in Brazil points to the latter. The
only constants in this inhuman wheel of
fortune are imperialist subjugation and
the human misery of millions of peasants

and workers."— "jPor movilizaciones obreras

contra el TLC. el ALCA y las

privalizaciones!" [For Workers
Mobilizations Against NAFTA.
FTAA and Privatizations!].

Espariaco No. 20 (Spring-

Summer 2003)

More consistent left-leaning anarchist

youth had little affection for the capitalist

governments of the Third World. One
young woman observed how Lula put

himself forward as a leftist candidate of

the workers but was actually doing exactly

what the U.S. demanded of him. Another

“hoped to cause headaches" to the U.S. by
arousing the Latin American masses.

Naomi Klein expressed a clearly ref-

ormist take on this position in her article on
the Miami protests: “Despite the [Bush]

brothers’ best efforts, the dream of a hem-
isphere united into a single free-market

economy died last week—killed not by

demonstrators in Miami but by the popu-

lations of Argentina, Brazil and Bolivia,

who let their politicians know that if they

sign away more power to foreign multina-

tionals, they may as well not come home”
(London Guardian, 25 November 2003).

This perspective, loo, is the dead end of

seeking to pressure bourgeois govern-

ments. in this case those of Latin America,

to stand up to the depredations of capital.

It was "the people” that the more radi-

cal youth wanted to inspire. But “the peo-

ple” invariably consists of members of

different classes that have their own dis-

tinct interests. Lula and the Brazilian

bourgeoisie have some interests in oppo-

sition to the U.S. imperialists, but are

dependent on imperialism to maintain

their own class rule and are not going to

challenge the system as a whole. The
existence of imperialism has arrested the

development of the Third World, as the

imperialist countries have already divided

up the vast majority of the wealth and
power. The investment of imperialist cap-

ital in countries like Mexico has resulted

in uneven and combined development;

age-old conditions of subjugation in the

countryside exist alongside modem indus-

try and a powerful proletariat.

As our comrades in the GEM wrote:

“The social, economic and cultural devel-

opment of Mexico can only be achieved

through a socialist revolution which puts

the proletariat in power, leading the peas-

ant and indigenous musses and all the

oppressed, and establishes a planned,

socialist economy. From its inception, a

victorious workers stale in a backward
country—which also shares a border with

the U.S.—would have to fight to promote

proletarian revolution inside the Ameri-

can imperialist beast and on a world

scale. A socialist revolution in Mexico
would really have an electrifying effect

on the workers in the U.S.”

Fighting the Imperialist Order

It is essential to understand what
imperialism actually is in order to defeat

it. Imperialism is a system, capitalism at

its most developed stage, and is marked
by the export of finance capital. What it

is not is a series of belligerent govern-

ment policies. The imperialist bourgeoi-

sies. in pursuit of profits and spheres of

economic influence, exploit the world’s

backward countries for raw resources,

cheap labor and new markets. The con-

stant competition and conflict between

nation-states over such influence is the

impetus lo war. War is therefore an inev-

itable characteristic of imperialism.

Although it is an agreement between
governments, the FTAA is referenced as

another case of “globalization.” sup-

posedly a new world system in which

sovereign nation-states are overtaken by

transnational corporations. But these cor-

porations do not and cannot operate with-

out a national base. For example, many of

the corporations involved in "rebuilding"

Iraq today are multinational in the sense

that they have capital invested in more
than one country. Yet the corporations

still retain their national base—it is ulti-

mately the U.S. military and none other

that enforces the property rights of these

corporations.

Several groups claimed that “global-

ization” promotes war. Typical was the

US Labor Against the War statement,

which concludes; “Unfair trade policies

destroy American jobs, impoverish work-

ers around the globe, and lead to violence

and military conflicts." Likewise, in a

leaflet it distributed, the UFPJ argued:

"Globalization undermines the ability of

governments to regulate and mitigate the

damaging effects of the market, which
leads lo an intensification of all of the

economic causes of war." There is no fun-

damental separation of interests between
the bourgeois state hikI its capitalist

economy, whatever the particular poli-

cies of the government. The above views

wrongly imply that the governments of

capitalist states could betray the funda-

mental interests of their pfopertied class

and that the imperialist system could be a

peaceful one.

All the talk in recent years about "glo-

balization" is a reflection not of any pro-

found new economic transformation but

rather of a tremendous political defeat,

the collapse of the Soviet Union. As we
noted in our pamphlet on “globalization";

"A fundamental political condition for

the present inumph of capitalist 'global-

izaliun' was the retreat of Soviet global

power under Gorbachev, the disintegra-

tion of the Moscow Stalinist bureaucracy

and the counterrevolutionary destruction

of the Soviet Union in 1991-92. It was
no accident that the electoral overthrow

of the [Nicaraguan] Sandinista regime in

1990. capping a contra war armed and
organized by Washington, coincided with

the beginning of a massive investment

boom by U.S. banks and corporations in

Mexico. At the same time, capitalist

counterrevolution in the former Soviet

sphere has opened up a new. huge sphere

for exploitation, especially for German
imperialism.”

— Imperialism, the "Global
Economy " and Labor
Reformism (September 1999)

We had several lengthy discussions

with youth about the Soviet Union. One
anarchist youth dismissed the USSR as a

"statist” superpower; his attitude was one

superpower down, one to go. To the con-

trary. the collapse of the bureaucratically

degenerated Soviet workers state cleared

the field for the hegemonic power of the

U.S. The Soviet Union when it existed

was a counterweight to U.S. imperialism.

A member of the North Eastern Fed-

eration of Anarcho-Communisis argued

that the precipitous drop in the standard

of living in post-Soviet Russia was due
not to the restoration of capitalism but

rather to the defeat of the USSR at the

hands of (and its subsequent economic
trampling by) the U.S. He made a com-
parison to the economic devastation in

Germany following the First World War.

He considered the class character of the

society and its form of economic organ-

ization to be subordinate to the degree to

which the state "interfered" with peo-

ple’s daily lives.

But the Soviet Union was not a capi-

talist country, in which production is for

profit; it was a society based on the estab-

lishment of collectivized property and
a planned economy, made possible by
the expropriation of the capitalist class.

Despite the degeneration of the Soviet

workers state under Stalinist misrule, it

was a measure of the power of the

planned, collectivized economy that it

provided jobs, housing, education and
health care for all. Today, however, Rus-
sian life in alt aspects is in drastic

decline.

Opposition to imperialism requires

defense of those gains the international

working class has already won. We Trot-

skyists fought tooth and nail against cap-

italist restoration in the Soviet Union.

Treachery of the
Labor Bureaucracy
The fundamental contradiction in cap-

italist society is the antagonism between
continued on page 8
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Young Spartacus I

From left: Rachel Odes, Michael Smith. Snehal Shingavi.

A\ the University of California at

Berkeley, three antiwar student leaders

have been found guilty by the adminis-

tration and penalised for their opposi-

tion to the imperialist rape of Iraq.

The convictions stem from the students’

role in organizing a demonstration on

20 March 2003. the day U.S. imperi-

alism embarked on its terror bombing

of Iraq. Approximately 4.000 students

filled Sproul Pla/a and about 400 occu-

pied the front entrance of Sproul Hall,

the main administrative building. The

protesters demanded that the adminis-

tration declare the University of Bagh-

dad its sister school and that the uni-

versity not increase student fees or cut

staff wages during the war. They also

demanded that the university not give

student records, especially those of

international students, to federal agen-

cies. 119 sit-in protesters were dragged

out by the police, arrested and threat-

ened with discipline.

The administration ultimately dropped

the charges against most of the students

arrested, but fingered three prominent

antiwar students— Snehal Shingavi,

Rachel Odes and Michael Smith, all

organizers of the Berkeley Stop the War

Coalition—for prosecution by Student

Judicial Affairs. At the university's kan-

garoo court hearings, the students’ pri-

vately retained lawyer was prevented

from effectively defending his clients

and the doors were baned by university

cops and security guards in an attempt to

keep the students from mobilizing cam-

pus support. We say: Cops off campus!

The three faced bogus charges includ-

ing "disturbing the peace and failing

to comply with an official” but were

selected and prosecuted by the adminis-

tration on the basis of “prior offenses."

that is. having organized and led demon-

strations in the past. As the campus news-

paper. the Daily Californian, aptly com-

mented, "The message sent by the uni-

versity seems to be that free speech

includes the right to participate in a

protest, but not the right to organize one.”

Now the university administration,

acting as the ideological watchdog for

the bourgeoisie, has sentenced .Shingavi

and Odes to 20 hours of community ser-

vice and placed a letter of reprimand in

their permanent academic files. These

two students are not just leaders of the

Berkeley Stop the War Coalition, but

supporters of the International Socialist

Organization. Despite our very real dif-

ferences with the reformist ISO. we vig-

orously defend these ISO spokesmen

against victimization by the capitalist

state and university administration,

which has singled them out because of

their leading role in protesting the U.S.

war against and brutal occupation of

Iraq. Michael Smith, the third student,

was sentenced to 30 hours of community

service, the same letter of reprimand and

a one-semester suspension, which the

administration grotesquely said might be

commuted to a letter of reprimand if

Smith submits to "anger management”

at the University Student Health Center.

The attack on the Berkeley Three is an

attempt to silence opposition on campus

to Washington’s drive for world domi-

nation. This is consistent with a pattern

of attacks on protesters nationally the

group Students for Justice in Palestine at

Berkeley; Miguel Malo at Hostos Com-

munity College in the Bronx; the Pales-

tinian Solidarity Movement at Rutgers;

and Tony Van Der Meer at UMass
Boston. It is also of a piece with the

voluntary collaboration by campus

administrations—like at San Francisco

State University—in handing over the

names of Near Eastern and other immi-

grant students to the FBI and the use of

undercover police agents to spy on polit-

ical activities. We say: Down with the

prosecution of student protesters! Abol-

ish the administration! For worker-

student-teacher control of the university!

FTAA Protest...
(continuedfrom page 7)

labor and capital. Workers create the

wealth of this society with their labor and

can bring the capitalists to their knees by

withholding that labor power. With its

vast numbers, its location in the urban

centers and its hands on the means of pro-

duction in the factories, where the com-

mon experience of workers lays the basis

for solidarity and organization, the prole-

tariat is the key social force to bring about

the shattering of the imperialist order.

More than one youth argued that the

American proletariat no longer has any

social power due to the disappearance

of jobs and the transformation of the

American economy from manufacturing

to service-oriented industries. One pro-

working-class anarchist youth argued

that proletarian centrality is impossible

today, essentially claiming that only

by defeating the FTAA and other supra-

national economic institutions will the

working class recapture its social power

in this country and save the Third

World proletariat from the ravages of the

"multinationals.”

The decline of the American labor

movement is not fundamentally caused

by the objective effects of "globaliza-

tion" but by the defeatist and treacherous

policies of the AFL-CIO misleaders. The
transfer of production to low-wage areas

in semicolonial countries has led to a

sharp decline in unionized manufacturing

jobs here, particularly in the Northeast

and Midwest. But instead of seek-

ing to organize international class strug-

gle against attacks on jobs and unions.

the AFL-CIO bureaucracy limits union

struggle to what is acceptable to the U.S.

capitalist rulers.

The strength of the unions is not in

their paid lobbyists on Capitol Hill but

in their numbers, their militancy, their

organization and discipline. What is cru-

cial is the question of leadership. The

existence of “multinationals” only under-

•scores the historic need for an inter-

nationalist class-struggle perspective that

transcends parochial, nationally limited

trade unionism. We are for a class-

struggle leadership in the trade unions.

This is pan of the fight to build a revolu-

tionary workers pariy that mobilizes the

working class and all the oppressed

against imperialist rule.

In Miami, the labor tops worked to

keep the radical youth separate from

the union ranks and the working class

away from radical politics. Union mar-

shals wearing “Peacekeeper" badges forc-

ibly kept any youth wearing black from

entering the amphitheater where the

union rally was held; security patted

down those who were not in labor contin-

gents and used metal detector wands on

them. Youth were disgusted by this exclu-

sion, and we found anger at the treatment

of the leftist youth among the workers.

Given that the protest was to "raise

consciousness" against globalization, the

“unity of anti-FTAA forces” was very

important for many youth, irrespective of

the broader political program of any of

those forces. Whether one was for or

against capitalism did not .so much matter;

in fact, an "anti-corporate" attitude was

sometimes what youth meant when they

said they were against capitalism. By this

they meant opposition to “large monopo-

listic” corporations, not capitalism per se.

Others subscribed to an anti-technology

attitude. Much of the resentment against

the AFL-CIO bureaucrats was not so

much for making anarchist youth persona

non grata as for breaking this unity. But

pleas for "unity" with those who alibi cap-

italist rule can only reduce what is fought

for to the lowest common denominator,

namely Democratic Party electoralism.

Many youth did make a distinction

between the steel workers and the AFL-
CIO apparatus. The steel workers were

spoken of with admiration for standing

down cops harassing youth activists and

widely cheered when they first arrived

on Thursday. Then, the steel workers

were prevented from entering the union

rally site by the cops and later marched

together with the youth to the security

fence, taking arrests. But the leadership

of the United Steelworkers of America

(USWA) is politically indistinguishable

from that of the other AFL-CIO unions.

Following the protests, the USWA tops

called for a Congressional investigation

into the police assaults, breeding illu-

sions in supposed Congressional "impar-

tiality” when the police repression had

been paid for with money approved by

Congress!

Central to the political outlook of the

USWA officials is their protectionist

"Stand Up For Steel” tariffs campaign,

with its rhetoric of saving "American

jobs" for "American workers." This out-

look is shared by liberal Democratic

presidential hopeful Dennis Kucinich.

whose supporters mobilized widely for

the demo. Protectionism is poison to the

workers movement because it sets work-

ers of one country against workers of

another country, obscuring the reality that

the enemy of both is the capitalist rulers

at home. In his 1 1 November 2003 “anti-

FTAA" campaign flyer laced with protec-

tionism and patriotism. Kucinich intones;

"NAFTA allows foreign owned compa-
nies to challenge our Constitution, our

Congress, and our rights to enact Ameri-

can laws."

Those youth who were pro-labor

offered boycotts against particular com-
panies as the best means of defending the

interests of working people here and in

other countries, citing campaigns against

Taco Bell and Wal-Mart. Consumer boy-

cotts were seen as the "practical” alterna-

tive to organizing the unorganized be-

Young Spariacus

Berkeley antl-ROTC protest, April

2001: Spartacists oppose FTAA and
NAFTA, call to defend Chinese
deformed workers state.

cause residents of the U.S. "are not there"

in the countries miserably exploited by

sweatshop labor. Boycotts may occasion-

ally serve a useful purpose in conjunction

with a strike action, but behind timeless

consumer boycotts is a liberal-moralist

worldview positing that one corporation

is more benevolent than another This pre-

supposes that capitalism can be made into

a humane system and is counterposed to

mobilizing the power of labor.

Defend Cuba, China Against
Counterrevolution!

Che Guevara probably was the most
highly regarded political figure among the

youth, though the anarchists would distin-

guish between the Che before and the

one after he was a part of the ruling state

apparatus in Cuba. The adulation of Che
generally came from a romantic identifi-

cation with the guerrilla road, i.e., "armed
direct action." While opposing imperial-

ism. Che’s program was fundamentally

elitist, posing a band of intellectuals as

leadership for the peasant masses—an

isolated, parochial .social layer whose pri-

mary aspiration is property holding. This

program is an obstacle to workers taking

power in their own name.

Cuban youth
celebrate
anniversary of

victory over
U.S. imperialism.

Cuban Revolution
has meant
real gains for

workers,
peasants,
blacks, women.
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Edward Said...
(continuedfrom page 3)

by the Israeli government and designated

for Zionist settlements. Using the advanced

military hardware gencrr>usly supplied by

the U.S.. the Israeli juggernaut crushed

what existed of a West Bank economy, rav-

ished social institutions and reduced Pales-

tinian collective life to a pre-modem level.

In his 1996 book. Peace and Its Dis-

contents. Said eloquently denounced the

Palestinian Authority (PA) as a "king-

dom of illusions, with Israel firmly in

command." He further noted that "a

slave mentality prevails among Arab

leaders, for whom a favorable reception

in Washington is the summit of their

political lives." Said would later write,

the "peace process" that began in 1993

"has simply re-packaged the occupation,

offering a token 18 per cent of the lands

seized in 1967 to the corrupt Vichy-like

Authority of Arafat, whose mandate has

essentially been to police and tax his

people on Israel’s behalf" (New Left

Review, Septembcr-October 2001).

Said was an uncompromising truth-

teller—reminiscent of the late Israel Sha-

hak who was a courageous opponent of

the .semi-theocratic Zionist state and its

bloody repression of the Palestinian peo-

ple. and a declared enemy of racism,

chauvinism and injustice wherever he

found it. Both Said and Shahak were

fighters against the reactionary features

of their own societies. In the same New
I^ft Review article cited above. Said

wrote of the Palestinian Authority leader-

ship: "Could they not once speak as

human beings, rather than third-rate imi-

tations of Kissinger and Rabin?” And he

bitterly declared: "The Palestinian people

deserve better." It is little wonder that the

books of this courageous and independent

thinker were banned in the Occupied Ter-

ritories by the corrupt and venal PA.

Said: A Genuine Humanist

In his fight for Palestinian national

rights. Said had many enemies. He had

countless times declared his repudiation

Ete

Edward Said with his close friend,

Israeli conductor Daniel Barenboim.

Some anarchist youth we talked to

defended Cuba and the gains of its revo-

lution (e.g.. education, health care) but

did not like Castro, whom they consid-

ered an authoritarian. A group of youth

asked about the dollarization of Cuba out

of justified concern over the threat to the

Cuban Revolution. Indeed, making U.S.

tender legal opened a breach in the stale

monopoly of foreign trade, a serious dan-

ger making the Cuban deformed workers

state more susceptible to capitalist forces.

This has sharply increa.sed social divi-

sions. particularly affecting women and

black Cubans.

The Cuban Revolution has survived

decades of CIA plots, a U.S. blockade

and imperialist economic penetration.

Miami itself is a haven for the gusanos.

the counterrevolutionary Cubans who
fled the 1959 Revolution. In fact, the

stretch of Bi.scayne Boulevard where

much of the anii-FTAA protests took

place was renamed Jorge Mas Canosa

Boulevard, after one of the more vicious

historic gusano leaders,

Edward Said
tossing a stone
over border in

celebration of

Israeli withdrawal
from Lebanon,

July 2000.

of terrorism in all its forms, whether Pal-

estinian or Israeli. Nevertheless. Com-
mentary. that voice of Zionist zealots

and die-hard Cold Warriors, in its August

1989 issue ran a calumny on Said titled

"Professor of Terror." Just before that,

the fascistic Jewish Defense League

called him a Nazi and his Columbia

office was firebombed.

Said made a family visit to Beirut in

2000. where he also gave a couple of lec-

tures. Earlier that year the Israeli army

had conducted a humiliating withdrawal

from southern Lebanon after a 22-year

occupation that cost some 20.000 lives.

Said made a daylong excursion to the

area, which included the notorious

Khiam prison, built by the Israelis in

1987. Some 8.000 were incarcerated and

tortured there under bestial conditions.

Next stop was an abandoned border post

in an area deserted except for Lebanese

visitors who came in large numbers to

throw stones of celebration across the

still heavily fortified border. Said joined

in and cast a pebble.

Unknown to him. a photo was taken

that would find its way to Israel and

across the Atlantic, where it became the

source for a vicious witchhunt. He was

showered with hate mail and death

threats, a media blitz of defamation, and

a campaign to get him fired from Colum-

bia. where he had taught for 38 years. An
editorial in the campus Columbia Daily

Spectator branded Said’s pebble throw a

"violent act." In a protest letter to the

Spectator, the New York Spartacus Youth

Club wrote:

"The Zionist rulers hurl not stones but

bullets and bombs at innocent civilians....

Israel has repeatedly bombed Lebanese

towns and cities, killing thousands and
driving hundreds of thousands more
from their homes. In 1982. ihe Israeli

rulers orchestrated the massacre of well

over a thousand Palestinians in the refu-

gee camps of Sabra and Shatila. Thou-
sands of Palestinians languish in Israel's

torture chambers, and thousands more

have been killed by occupation forces in

the West Bank and Gaza. But the only

'violence' the Zionist apologists at the

Spectator sec is a stone falling on empty

ground in Israel. The Spartacus Youth

Club says; Defend the Palestinian people

against Zionist state repression! All

Israeli troops and settlers out of the

Occupied Territories!”

— WV No. 743. 6 October 2000

The huge blind spot in Said’s work was

the 1917 Russian Revolution. No single

event did more to unleash and shape the

struggle for social emancipation in the

20th century. The ascendancy of counter-

revolution in the former USSR in 1991 -92

is an unparalleled defeat for working peo-

ple alt over the world, decisively altering

the political landscape, not the least in the

Near East. It was precisely the destruction

of the Soviet Union, removing a key base

of political and financial support to the

PLO. that paved the way for the 1993

Oslo accords. In his New Left Review

(November-December 2003) tribute to

Said, left-wing writer Tariq Ali recalled.

“When I asked if the year 1917 meant

anything to him. he replied without hesi-

tation: 'Yes. the Balfour Declaration’."

(Named after the British foreign secretary

Arthur James Balfour, the declaration

supported the Zionist claim to a “national

home for the Jewish people" in Palestine

in order to mobilize Jewish support

behind the British in the First World War

and stake out Britain’s claim to Palestine

as war booty.)

Said opposed the dead-end and reac-

tionary programs of nationalism and

religion and advocated a binational and

secular solution to the Israel/Palesline

conflict. In his later years, he recognized

that the Palestinian and Hebrew popula-

tions were so interpenetrated that he

rejected a two-state solution. But as

Israel/Palesline. the Balkans and North-

ern Ireland have demonstrated repeat-

edly. under capitalism the only possible

outcome to geographically interpene-

trated peoples who claim the same land

is one nation on top with the others

either exterminated, expelled, subjugated

or .some combination thereof.

The only genuinely democratic resolu-

tion requires the conquest of power by

the multinational proletariat that has

the material interest in the fullest devel-

opment of all peoples irrespective of

nationality. Here the greatest example is

that provided by the Russian Revolution,

which .Said ignored. The Bolshevik Rev-

olution. despite its later bureaucratic

degeneration under Stalin, brought un-

paralleled and all-sided social develop-

ment and national collaboration to the

most oppressed regions of the tsarist

empire, like the Caucasus. Likewise, in

the Balkans, long a seething cauldron

of inter-ethnic bloodshed, the social revo-

lution led by Tito in Yugoslavia laid

the foundation for almost 50 years of

national peace and social development.

The restoration of capitalism in both

countries also restored the old nationalist

hatreds and murderous “ethnic cleans-

ing." aided and abetted by the imperialist

powers.

Said’s many books included his much-

lauded and controversial 1978 work.

Orientalism, which, along with several

of his other works, attempted to delve

into the relationship between culture,

domination and imperialism. Adding to

the breadth of his interests. Said was also

an accomplished pianist and musicolo-

gist. In his last years, he look much satis-

faction in cofounding with the great

musician and fellow iconoclast Daniel

Barenboim an orchestra that brought

together musicians from both Israel and

the Occupied Territories. They named it

the West-East Divan, after Goethe's

greatest collection of poetry, which in

turn was inspired by the 14th-century

Persian lyric poet Hafiz and his collec-

tion of sonnets. Divan. Joined by the cel-

list Yo-Yo Ma. they held one of their first

workshops in Weimar, the city where

Goethe lived, only a few miles from the

Buchenwald concentration camp. In an

Atlantic interview (22 September 1999)

Said recalled:

"My role there was to lead the discus-

sions that wc had every other night. The
night before we went to Buchenwald I

gave a talk, and said. 'Look, if you just

go to this and sec it as part of the Jewish

experience, it’s wrong, because it's part

of the human experience, which we as

human beings have to understand. In

other words, universalize it and under-

stand It as a horror that afflicts all of

humanity’.”

Though not a Marxist. Said stood head

and shoulders above the many other intel-

lectuals who dealt with the Near East; he

was a genuine humanist. But Said also

found himself in an impossible .situation:

He was at bottom a liberal—an honest

and sincere liberal, but a liberal nonethe-

less—in a situation where liberalism

could offer no realizable solutions. We
owe him a great debt and would do well

to learn from both his weaknesses as well

as his strengths.

Although the Cuban workers slate was

deformed from the outset by the rule of

the nationalist Castro bureaucracy and the

absence of the proletariat in the revolu-

tion. the smashing of capitalist class rule

in 1960-61 has enabled the Cuban masses

to make great strides forward in their liv-

ing conditions. The restoration of capital-

ism would bring many horrors to the peo-

ple of Cuba and would further embolden

U.S. imperialism in exploiting the peo-

ples of Latin America, more than any

"free trade" agreement could ever do.

It is part of our struggle against impe-

rialist capitalism that we stand for the

unconditional military defense of Cuba,

China. North Korea and Vietnam—the

remaining deformed workers slates

—

against imperialism and capitalist coun-

terrevolution, Simultaneously, we call for

workers political revolution to oust the

sellout Stalinist bureaucrats and fight to

extend proletarian rule to the advanced

capitalist countries.

World socialist revolution is the pre-

requisite to raising the productive forces

of society to a level where material

scarcity is eliminated. Opposition to trade

between nations leads either to sup-

port for protectionism or to primitivist

economic decentralization and isolation,

programs that would exacerbate the dif-

ferences between the industrial and the

underdeveloped worlds. It is only through

centralized planning on an international

scale, based on global exchange terms

TORONTO

favorable to underdeveloped nations, that

the divide separating the impoverished

of the world from the wealthy of this

country can be overcome. The way for-

ward is to build a revolutionary party

that can infuse the working class with

an understanding of its historic task to

overturn the imperialist order and reor-

ganize society on an egalitarian socialist

basis.

For more information- (416) 593-4138 or

e-mail; sparlcan@on.aibn.com

Trotskyist League/Ligue Trotskyste ’Forum

“War on Terror” = War on Immigrants, Workers

Labor Must Fight Ottawa’s Racist Dragnet!

Saturday, January 17, 6 p.m.

International Student Centre

University of Toronto, 33 S. George Street
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From Death Row,
This Is Mumia Abu-Jamal

“Good Police Procedure”
in Cin. City

“Here we go again," laments a Cincinnati religious

leader as local and national TV stations broadcast the

harrowing footage of cops beating a black man. strik-

ing him with long truncheons perhaps two dozen

limes.

The Rev. Damon Lynch, Jr., pastor of New Jerusa-

lem Baptist Church, is not alone in that sentiment.

Cincinnati is but the latest of a long train of abuses,

this latest is ba.sed on that often-used pretext: "the

Big N Defense."

It wa.s used in the infamous beating of Rodney King

in L.A. (one of the cops charged spiced up the imagery

by likening him to a "gorilla"). A decade before Rod-

ney King became a household name, a man named
Delbert Africa was beaten, rifle-butted, and repeatedly

kicked while giving up after the 1978 Phila. police

assault on the home and headquarters of the MOVE
Organization.

Initially, the city’s police chief denied Africa was

beaten (in fact, all the men were beaten that day) but

the videotapes made it difficult to disprove Delbert’s

pummeling.

When a trial took place, the cops took the stand

to announce they were in fear of Delbert because

of his muscles. (The judge would dismiss the Jury

and proclaim them “not guilty," ignoring videotape

evidence!)

Now, a man named Nathaniel Jones is beaten to a

pulp on tape in Cincinnati. When he dies, the first

thing the corporate media proclaims is his size. On
some early reports. Mr. Jones was described as “nearly

400 pounds."

It look a day or so to shrink to around 350 lbs.

Still, we see the rudiments of the BND: “Big N
Defense." Six cops, each armed with a variety of

weapons, were threatened by the BND syndrome.

Of course, almost predictably, drugs have been

introduced into the case.

If it were not so tragic, it would be almost comical.

One is reminded of a stand-up routine by comedian
Dave Chappelle. He describes cops beating a Black

person into the concrete. The cops gel together, and
one tells the other. “OK—let’s Just sprinkle some
crack on ’em. and gel ouita here."

The line never fails to score laughs from the audience.

It is so deep in American consciousness, that it’s

become a national, private Joke.

It is a Joke that stems from .something deadly seri-

ous. And it stems from a national problem that shows
no signs of abatement.

For far loo many men and women, it is no laughing

matter.

There is not a social explosion in Ihe last half of the

20th Century that did not stem from events of just this

nature. From Watts of 1965 to Los Angeles of 1992,

the trigger has been the same—police violence against

Black people. Courts have issued judgments up into

the billions (in total), but to no avail.

Like cancer, it goes on and on. . .and on.

It matters not a whit what color the police chief, or

mayor is.

It mailers not whether there is a police accountabil-

ity board or not.

It matters not whether there is a Republican or

Democratic Administration in power, nationally, or

locally.

How many politicians, whether they are running

for president or dog catcher, have raised the issue?

How many have offered anything close to a solution?

The solution will not come from City Hall. Indeed,

often. City Hall is the problem!

The solution will come from the people them-

selves. who organize themselves to make a differ-

ence. directly.

Our history provides many examples of average,

everyday people, organized to change social problems.

That time has come again.

7 December 2003
02003 Mumiu Abu-Jamal

Send urgently needed contributions for Jamal's

legal defen.se, made payable to ‘’National Lawyers
Guild Foundation" and earmarked for “Mumia"
to: Committee to Save Mumia Abu-Jamal, 130

Morningside Drive, Suite 6C, New York, NY 10027.

If you wish to correspond with Jamal, you can
write to: Mumia Abu-Jamal, AM8335, SCI Greene,

175 Progress Drive, Wayne,sburg, PA 15370.

Padilla...
(continuedfrom page 2)

seized upon the Oklahoma City bombing
to pass the Anti-Terrorism and Effective

Death Penalty Act, the Bush administra-

tion seized upon the criminal attack on
the World Trade Center. What the Bush
administration is seeking to do is to make
its array of repressive laws and measures

permanent features of the American legal

system.

When the government has allowed

such legal niceties as lawyers and trials,

several of their “anti-terrorism" prosecu-

tions have faltered. In October, a federal

Judge barred the government from seek-

ing the death penally against A1 Queda
supporter Zacarias Moussaoui or arguing

that Moussaoui was involved in the Sep-

tember 1 1 attacks based on the prosecu-

tion’s refusal to let the defense have

access to detainees who could exoner-

ate him. And on December 16. a federal

judge in Detroit formally admonished
Ashcroft for violating a “gag” order dur-

ing the trial last spring of four members
of an alleged Islamic terrorist “sleeper

cell.” Despite Ashcroft’s efforts, one

defendant was acquitted and another was
found guilty only of document fraud.

Based on the government’s withholding

of evidence helpful to the defense, the

Judge also indicated he might order a

new trial.

Last summer, the Sparlacisi League

and Partisan Defense Committee submit-

ted an amici curiae (friends of the court)

brief on Padilla’s behalf, warning that

through his detention the government is

asserting nothing less than the right to

dwappear citizens. “If the imperial Presi-

dent is upheld." we wrote. “Padilla’s

detention threatens to become the Dred
Scott case of our time, a declaration that

‘Citizens have no rights that the govern-

ment is bound to respect’." The "war
on terror" has served as the pretext not

only for U.S. imperialism’s bombing of

Afghanistan and bloody occupation of

Iraq, but also for a war on the population

at home. As we pointed out in our brief,

the “war on terror" is "in fact not a mili-

tary conflict but a political agenda." It is

no more a real shooting war than is a

“war on evil” or a “war on cancer.”

While at first directed mainly at immi-
grants. particularly Arabs and Muslims,
the “war on terror" is also taking aim at

SPARTACIST LEAGUE/U.S.
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minorities, blacks, labor and all perceived

opponents of the government’s policies.

When the contract for longshoremen
on the West Coast was about to expire

in 2002. Tom Ridge. Bush’s head of

Homeland Security, called the union

president warning that a strike could

threaten “national security." The govern-

ment’s objective is to smear and chill dis-

sent and political action.

In the end. what the capitalist ruling

class can get away with will be deter-

mined by class struggle. In ruling that the

government could not hold Padilla, a U.S,

citizen, as an “enemy combatant,” the

Court of Appeals relied largely on a

1 970 federal statute. 1 8 U.S.C. § 400 1 (a),

known as the Non-Detention Act. which

declares that "No citizen shall be impris-

oned or otherwise detained by the United

Slates except pursuant to an Act of Con-
gress." As we wrote in our Padilla brief,

the Non-Detention Act is itself a gain of

the tumultuous social struggles of the

1960s: “Section 4001(a)’s clear, straight-

forward disavowal of Presidential impe-

rial power to detain citizens without

lawful authority is the sole legislative

constraint on the Executive’s police

power to come out of the brief period of

expansion ofJudicial recognition of dem-
ocratic rights during the civil rights

movement and Vietnam War period.” The
brief documents how the modem notion

of cilizen.ship is itself "the cumulative

product of not only the American Revolu-

tion. but the bloody battlefields of the

Civil War and the class and social strug-

gles of the 1 9th and 20th centuries." We
explain that "the rights of citizenship are

reversible in the context of social reac-

tion. With the decline of the social strug-

gles of the 1960s. and particularly with

the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991-

92. the American bourgeoisie has taken

aim at the rights gained through those

earlier struggles.”

Our Padilla brief has struck a respon-

sive chord among trade unionists, immi-
grants, blacks and leftists who under-

stand that they will be Ihe victims of the

government’s all-sided attacks on civil

liberties. Some union locals have ordered

multiple copies 0/ the brief, such as

Chicago’s American Federation of Stale.

County and Municipal Employees Local

3506. which recently wrote 10 the PDC:
“This attack on Jose Padilla represents

an attack on every one of us. If they can
make unsubstantiated charges, imprison
him, and deprive him of his rights, they

can do the same to any of us. Keep up
your good work!” What is necessary is to

mobilize labor’s social power in defense

of immigrants, which requires tearing

through the lie of "national unity” pro-

moted by the American capitalist rulers

and breaking down the poisonous racial

and ethnic divisions they promote to

weaken the labor movement and main-
tain their rule. Down with the govern-
ment’s “war on terror"! Free the detain-

ees! Full citizenship rights for all

immigrants! m
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UFCW...
(coniinuedfrom page 12)

7,000 Indianapolis UFCW Local 700
members are working under an indeHnile

contract extension. In Chicago, 9.000

workers in UFCW Locals 1 546 and 88 1 at

Safeway-owned Dominick's face contract

negotiations beginning this month; in

November 2002, the workers overwhelm-
ingly voted down a rotten contract from
Safeway despite the fact that the union

allowed the company to literally bus the

workers to the contract vote in an attempt

to intimidate them into a "yes" vole.

Meanwhile, in Seattle the UFCW has

just begun contract negotiations. What is

needed is a solid strike by all UFCW
workers against every Vons/Safeway.

Albertsons and Ralphs/Krogers across

the Country-

Break with the Democrats!
The UFCW has been part of a cam-

paign urging consumers not to shop at

Safeway. Picketers from Southern Cal-

ifornia have been sent north to man
“informational picket lines” at Safeway
stores. Cynically proclaiming “Supermar-
ket strike spreads to No. California

stores.” the bureaucrats have pushed a

“shop out" as a diversion from effective

picket lines at all the distribution points

in the south and from the extension of the

strike north by shutting down Safeway
and Albertsons throughout the state.

(UFCW workers in the Bay Area, whose
contract is up on September II. are

divided into eight separate locals. Local

588. representing 30.000 workers in the

rest of Northern California, has a contract

expiration date of July 7.) A 1 January
article in the San Diego Union-Tribune
quotes Greg Denier, a UFCW ofRcial.

saying. “We will begin asking UFCW
members in stores outside of Southern
California to honor the picket lines."

However, the article added that Denier
"would not say when that would happen."
As the strike moves into its third month,
what are the bureaucrats waiting for?!

While the UFCW and AFL-CIO tops

have simply been paying lip service in

urging consumers not to shop at Safeway,
workers leafletting both Safeway and
Albertsons in the Bay Area are actually

serious about implementing this tactic.

Consumer boycotts, which appeal to con-
sumers of all classes, are no substitute for

effective strike action, where workers can
use their concentrated power to cut off the

profits of the employers, and in the

absence of a strike are always a losing

strategy. However, in conjunction with
the active picket lines at the stores in the
south, a boycott of these supermarket
chains is a measure of support for the

strike. We call on everyone to boycott
Safeway (and its subsidiary Pak N Save)
and Albertsons as an elementary act of
solidarity with the UFCW strikers, whether
there are pickets at the stores or not.

As Sweeney was speaking from the

podium at the December 16 rally, a

Ralphs worker yelled out. “You never
should have taken us away from Ralphs."
Ralphs workers are still reeling over the

betrayal by the leaders who look down
their pickets at Ralphs and have gro-
tesquely told consumers to support the
union by shopping there, even as the work-
ers are locked out! Reportedly, the Ralphs
picketers have been sent to man the

“informational lines” in the north. What
the UFCW should do is spread the strike

to Northern California and re-establish

the picket lines at Ralphs.

For its part, Ralphs is now hiring

scabs—who today are euphemistically
called “replacement workers." It is notable
that the company they have employed
to get their scabs is Personnel Support
Systems Inc., owned by one Clifford L.

Nuckols. a professional strikebreaker and
convicted felon. A Los Angeles Times ( 1

9

December 2003) article quotes a Team-
sters warehouse worker aptly describing

Personnel Support and its scabs as

"locusts”; “They fly in, destroy the good
jobs and then fly out to do it again some-
where else. This is the equivalent of hired

guns in the olden days." The article

described how an employee at one of the

hotels where Nuckols* scabs are housed
complained that they are “volatile and
that fights broke out regularly." Cops had
to be called to the hotel housing some of

the scabs to investigate a rape allegation

made by one of the female scabs against

one of the male scabs.

In the face of such vicious thugs, what
is needed is mass union jnobilizations

and strong picket lines that no one and
nothing crosses. Ever since the defeat of
the 1981 PATCO air traffic controllers

strike, when President Reagan personally

VW Photo

Workers Variguard salesman at UFCW
strike rally and march, December 16.

fired the entire workforce and had it

replaced with a massive scab operation,

it has become common for the labor lops

to accept massive scabbing as a “nor-

mal" part of strikes. Behind the bureau-

crats' treachery is their fealty to bour-
geois legality and capitalist politicians,

particularly in the Democratic Party. The
labor fakers* allegiance to the Democrats
and a mythical alliance between labor

and capital means that the real interests

of workers and the oppressed (such as

jobs for all at the highest union wages
and benefits, free, quality health care and
integrated education for all) are sacri-

ficed on the altar of class collaboration

with the profit-hungry bosses.

The Democratic Party, no less than the

Republican Party, is a capitalist party,

which cannot serve the interests of work-
ers. For example, the recent strike by L.A.
transit mechanics was knifed by the

bureaucrats in partnership with Demo-
crats like City (Touncilman Antonio Vil-

laraigosa. The transit workers went on
strike mainly to defend health care bene-
fits. but they went back to work with their

benefits in the hands of a pro-company
“mediation” committee! Break with the

Democratic Party!

The developments in the grocery
strike, as well as the betrayal by the union
leaders in the scuttled L.A. transit strike,

illustrate that the trade-union bureaucracy
is an obstacle in the path of workers
struggles going forward. It is little won-
der that with the mechanics strike knifed.
L.A. bus drivers just voted—with a turn-

out of only 344 out of 5.000 workers~to
approve their contract without having
gone out on strike.

The task of building a fighting, class-

struggle labor movement—mobilized in

defense of its own interests and the inter-

ests of blacks, immigrants, and all the
oppressed—is at bottom a political ques-
tion. Workers in the U.S. today are faced
with not only a stagnating economy but
a war-crazed and viciously anti-labor

administration in the White House. Such
a difficult situation only further under-
scores the importance of having the right
leadership to carry out the necessary
struggles.

The starting point for such a leader-
ship must be the understanding that capi-
talist society is divided between two
antagonistic classes: workers, who pro-
duce all material value in .society and are

forced to sell their labor power in order

to survive, and the capitalist class that

exploits labor for profit. The interests

of these two classes arc iireconcilably

counterposed. Class peace between the

oppressed and the oppressors is precisely

the goal of the labor officials, from the

national AFL-CIO’s Sweeney on down
to Santangelo and UFCW Local 770's
Rick Icaza. As we wrote at the time of

the UPS strike in 1997:

“The class traitors who currently run the

unions long ago separated themselves
from their working-class ba.se. In the
words of early American socialist leader
Daniel De Leon, the top union officials

serve as the ‘labor lieutenants of the cap-
italist cla.ss.‘ So strong arc the bureau-
crats' ties to (he capitalist order that they
have renounced the very means by which
the unions were built. Those unions were
built in opposition to the bosses' cops
and courts. Leaders, then, went to prison
and died for the union cause. Strikes
were virtual wars. Now the union tops
call for 'informational' picket lines,

impotent consumer boycotts, moral wit-

ness 'protests' at stockholder meetings,
corporate campaigns. ..anything except
(he hard class struggle that is necessary
to win even in defensive battles."— Workers Supplement.

27 August 1997

What is necessary is a class-struggle

leadership of the unions based on politi-

cal independence of the labor movement
from the bosses' slate and political par-

ties. Militant grocery workers who want
to fight for better health care and a
decent future must link the fight against

their sellout bureaucrats to the struggle

to build a revolutionary workers party—

a

party that starts from the proposition that

there is no such thing as a “fair" profiu

that all profit is extracted through the

exploitation of labor; a party that under-

stands that to eliminate union-busting,

unemployment, racism and war requires

a socialist revolution.

Only the proletariat has the power and
objective class interest to overthrow cap-
italism. Workers produce the wealth of
society, they should run society! Only the

international rule of the working class can
lay the basis for the elimination of all

scarcity and open the door for humanity
to move forward into a classless commu-
nist society of abundance. This is the pro-

gram that the Sparlacist League fights for.

For a Fighting Workers Party!

Tailing the “labor lieutenants of capi-

tal” are a variety of self-styled "social-

ists" who have no revolutionary program
to offer workers seeking an alternative to

the pro-capitalist program of the union
leaders. Such reformist groups include

the International Socialist Organization

(ISO), Workers World Party (WWP) and
the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), which
all help to promote the illusions pushed
by the trade-union bureaucracy.

The ISO lavishes praise on Miguel
Contreras, writing that "Miguel Contre-
ras, Executive Secretary-Treasurer of the

Los Angeles County Federation of Labor,

has played a crucial role in mobilizing
solidarity" {Socialist Worker, 12 Decem-
ber 2003). Contreras’ “crucial role" was in

brokering the sellout deal between ATU
head Neil Silver and liberal Democratic
MTA board member Antonio Villaraigosa

that stabbed all the transit workers in the

back.

In the same article, the ISO alibis the

UFCW tops’ treacherous decision to take

down the picket lines at all Ralphs stores

as a “strategic blunder." But this decision

was no mistake. It logically flows from
the UFCW bureaucrats’ program of nar-

rowing. rather than extending, strike

action and their belief in class collab-

oration: the notion that workers can
unite with some mythical "good" capital-

ists against the "bad" capitalists. The
ISO caters to the liberal view that it is

possible to have a non-greedy (i.e.. more
humane) capitalist system, if only "nice"
people were running it.

During the grocery strike. ISOers have
actively engaged in “disruptive shop-
ping." consciously crossing picket lines

and entering struck stores! In a letter to

the editor printed in Socialist Worker
(21 November 2003), one Justin Akers
reports. "Members of the International

Socialist Organization and other labor

supporters engaged in what has come to

be called ‘disruptive shopping.’ After

informing the picketers that we were
entering the .store, about a dozen or so

activists filled up shopping baskets to the

brim and then simultaneously occupied

each checkout stand." Crossing picket

lines is nothing new for the ISO. For

example, during the 1996 New York City

Service Employees International Union
Local 32B-32J strike. ISO members
crossed picket lines outside the New
School for Social Research in downtown
Manhattan in order to hold one of their

advertised weekly meetings.

Likewise, the reformist SWP ran an
article on the UFCW strike favorably

characterizing a rally co-organized by the

left Latin American nationalists of Con-
ciencia Libre at UCLA, which ended with

“disruptive shopping." as “a pro-UFCW
protest inside a Ralphs store near the

campus" {Militant, 17 November 2003).

The fact that the ISO and others arc car-

rying out such actions with the consent of
the bureaucrats only further underlines

how they go along with the labor tops

in eroding workers’ consciousness and
undermining the basic trade-union princi-

ple that picket lines mean don’t cross.

WWP. another reformist outfit, has

intervened into the grocery strike in order
to more thoroughly line up workers be-

hind treacherous union misleaders. WWP
staunchly supported the UFCW tops’

pulling down of the pickets at Ralphs.

Outrageously, in an article titled “Solidar-

ity Shifts Balance Toward Union" {Work-
ers World, 20 November 2003). WWP
writes. “On Oct. 31, the union pulled its

pickets from Ralphs stores to focus on
Safeway and Albertsons. The lactic seems
to have worked.... The picket lines are

now larger and more effective, as a
result.”

WWP alibis the bureaucrats' taking

down of the picket lines at Ralphs by
claiming that “exploiting bitter rivalries

among Ralphs. Albert.sons. and Vons
(Safeway) could be an effective tactic"

{Workers World, 6 November 2003). The
bureaucrats’ rationale for this betrayal

was in part to split the supermarket
bosses and win a separate agreement with

Ralphs. Predictably, this exploded in their

face when it was revealed that Ralphs has
a deal to share its profits with the other
supermarket bosses! The supermarket
bosses are united against the unions. The
unions must unite against the bosses in

order to bring the maximum power to

bear and actually win. It is the trade-

union bureaucracy that is undermining
that power.

Why do these groups tail after the

trade-union bureaucracy? The reason is

that they acquiesce to what is possible or
“practical" under capitalism. The refor-

mists, precisely because they oppose the

struggle for workers revolution, reinforce

the illusion that the Democratic Parly can
be pressured to serve the interests of the

oppressed and that class collaboration can
really work to bring concessions to work-
ers. Nothing could be further from the

truth. Where the reformists see allies in

the pro-capitalist union tops and Demo-
crats. in reality these are obstacles to

advancing the interests of workers and the

oppressed. We in the Sparlacist League
and Sparlacus Youth Club focus our
efforts to politically arm the workers so
they can forge a leadership that will fight.

The ongoing UFCW strike is a major
class battle for American workers today.

Its victory or failure could affect the con-
ditions of millions of workers in the

U.S.. not least in regard to the vital issue

of health care. Militant workers must
draw the necessary political lessons from
this strike. We must learn the lessons

about the nature of the bosses, the capi-

talist state and government, and the

trade-union misleaders. To go forward,
workers must fight for a leadership based
on a program of militant struggle against
the entire capitalist system of exploita-

tion and oppression. Above all. what is

needed is a revolutionary workers party
that fights for a workers government.
Those who labor mu.st rule! m
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LOS ANGELES. January 6—70.000
UFCW grocery workers in Southern Cal-

ifornia are now in their third month on
the picket lines in a popular strike. They
are holding strong in the struggle for the

.survival of their union and the fight to

maintain company-paid health care bene-

fits as well as the protection of current

wage, benefit and pension scales for

future UFCW members. As most work-
ers are keenly aware, the effects of the

outcome of this strike will be felt nation-

wide. A 17 December article in the New
York Times quotes UCLA professor Har-

ley Shaiken. who aptly said, "All the ten-

sions and fears about health care that run

through the larger .society are there in

spades on the picket line." But the work-
ers have had to contend with the treacher-

ous policies of the union misleaders who
cringe before the bosses’ laws and bow
down to Democratic Party politicians.

On November 24. picket lines were
finally pul up at all the distribution cen-
ters for the Vons. Albertsons and Ralphs
supermarket chains, and Teamsters em-
ployed at these locations honored the

lines. This was a necessary step to extend
and strengthen the strike. However, as we
noted at the time, thousands of scab
trucks were still allowed in and out of the

distribution centers, defeating the whole
purpose of the picket line. We wrote:

"Picketing the distribution centers should
not be just a temporary pressure tactic for

the holidays; nothing should move until

the UFCW strike ends in victory....

What’s necessary is to mobilize mass,
militant UFCW and Teamsters pickets at

the distribution centers to stop all scab-

hing!" (WV No. 815. 5 December 2003).
But three weeks later, on December 1 9.

the UFCW and Teamsters leadership

announced that they would take down
picket lines at the distribution centers and
send the Teamsters ranks back to work as

dnut uown Hii

Distribution Centers!
Left: 5,000-strong UFCW strike rally and march In Los Angeles joined
by Teamsters and other unionists on December 16. Right: Militant pickets
defy union tops’ instructions to take down picket lines at El Monte Vons
distribution center, December 23.

a "good faith gesture" to the supermarket
bosses, appealing to Ralphs and Albert-

sons to end the lockout they declared after

the strike began at Vons. The UFCW also

offered up a deal which included $350-
$500 million in health care concessions
by the union. But the supermarket bosses,

gunning for a full $I billion in conces-
sions. rejected the union’s offer. They
smell blood and want nothing less than to

bust the UFCW as it is. to turn it into

an irrelevant organization incapable of
defending its members. They want to deal

with the workers they employ much like

the notorious anti-union outfit Wal-Mart
deals with its employees: low wages,
token benefits, no work rules, victimiza-

tion of actively pro-union workers. On
the other hand, a UFCW victory would go
a long way to helping unionize Wal-Mart.

Conscious of the threat against their

union and their livelihoods. UFCW work-
ers at the El Monte Vons distribution cen-
ter on December 22 defied their own rot-

ten leadership. They militantly refused to

take down their picket line: in solidarity

Teamsters drivers, while not manning the

lines, have refused to cross. One Vons
warehouse worker told WV: “They told us
to picket at the stores, but we don’t work
at the stores. We work here, and we’re not

leaving!" These workers understand that

taking down the lines can only spell

defeat for the UFCW. Many Teamsters
see this struggle as their own, as the out-

come of this strike will affect them in two

years when their contract with the gro-

cery bosses expires and they face the

threat of being replaced by "independent”

non-union truckers. These workers have a

fundamental sense of the trade-union sol-

idarity needed to defeat the bosses, a soli-

darity which the union bureaucrats have

undermined at every juncture in this

strike. In carrying out such betrayals, the

bureaucrats are acting as the political

police of the bosses inside the labor

movement.
When the UFCW pickets went up at

the distribution centers in November. Jim
Santangelo. pre.sideni of Teamsters Joint

Council 42. declared. "We either end this

thing together or we die together.” But
only a few weeks later, in an attempt to

explain the treacherous decision to send
the Teamsters back to work. Santangelo
said. "Say we were out for another two
months. What is it doing? How is it help-

ing?" These obviously contradictory state-

ments reflect the utterly cynical outlook
of the labor bureaucrats who clearly never
had any intention of actually shutting

down the distribution centers by stopping
the scabs in order to win the strike. Work-
ers clearly have the power and determina-
tion to win. but they are hampered by a

rotten leadership.

On December 23. the UFCW relea.sed

a statement declaring: "As a result of the

corporations’ stubborn and ill-advised

stance, which the unions continue to

believe to be driven by the corporate

WV Photos

greed of Safeway CEO Steve Burd. the

unions announced today that the picket

lines would remain up at Safeway distri-

bution centers and warehouse facilities."

Santangelo was quoted in the Los Ange-
les Times (23 December 2003) as saying.
"! told my guys. ..’As long as those lines

are up. you will not cross.’ and they have
no problem with that." The reality is the

other way around! The union leaders

only authorized this action after feeling

the heal from the ranks. One worker told

WV, "We did this action and then the

LA. Times makes it seem like it was the

tops who did it." The removal of the

picket lines from the Ralphs and Albert-
sons warehouses is a betrayal by both the

UFCW and Teamsters bureaucrats.

AFL-CIO president John Sweeney and
150 leaders of UFCW locals from across
the U.S. and Canada had a stralegizing

session on December 16 in Century City,

Los Angeles. There was a spirited.

5.000-sirong march and rally following
this meeting with contingents of Team-
sters and other unionists. When asked
what is necessary to win the strike, one
worker said. "Shut the state down."
Another worker said the strike "should
have been extended on a national level."

That’s right!

But the only "strategy” Sweeney and
the UFCW leadership came up with was
the threat of calling for a future one-day
national consumer boycott of Safeway.
The bureaucrats have isolated UFCW
locals facing the supermarket giants in

each region of the country. When UFCW
workers struck in West Virginia. Ohio and
Kentucky, the bureaucrats brought them
back to work under a contract with health
care concessions to the bosses. In Ari-
zona. UFCW workers have been working
despite the fact that their contract expired
on October 25. Similarly, more than

roniinueti on page /
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Vons Pickets Defy Bureaucrats’ Sabotage

Build Picket Lines!

Extend UFCW Strike!
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No to Class Collaboration!

For a Leninist-Trotskylst Party!
Top: Tens of thousands of Brazilian workers demonstrate in June 2003 against Lula
government’s threatened pension cuts, enacted in December. Inset: Lula greets
imperialist overseer George Bush.

The following article was written

by our comrades ofthe Grupo Espar-

taquista de Mexico, section of the

International Communist League.

Once one of Latin America’s most
famous labor leaders, the former
metal worker Luiz indcio “Lula” da
Silva is now president of Brazil and
has for the last year been thoroughly

fulfilling all the promises he made...

to the Brazilian capitalists and their

imperialist overlords. Lula’s govern-
ment has used its immense authority over

the workers movement to impose many of
the demands made by the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) on the impover-
ished Brazilian population, something his

forerunners couldn’t achieve.

Lula’s Panido dos Trabalhadores (FT—Workers Party) was bom out of dra-

matic workers struggles against the mili-

tary dictatorship in the late 1970s and
founded in February 1980. When Lula
was elected president in 2002, many
workers in Brazil believed one of their

own had finally risen to power and would
represent their interests. But their aspira-

tions have been dashed. The coalition that

brought Lula to power is an example of
what the Stalinists call a “popular front,”

but what we Marxists know to be a class-

collaborationist coalition in which one or
more workers parties joins bourgeois

forces to rule on behalf of the capitalists.

In this case, the main mass workers
party, the PT. along with the two sizable

Communist Parties, the old Stalinists of
the PCB and the formerly pro-Albania
PCdoB, made an alliance with the Lib-

eral Party of Josd Alencar. owner of

Brazil’s largest textile conglomerate,

Coteminas. Alencar's Liberal Party

is not just some bourgeois forma-
tion; it is the political front for a

"bom-again” outfit, the Universal

Church of the Kingdom of God.
which, predictably, is opposed to

abortion and gay rights.

Lula explained his alliance with

Alencar. stating: "It will make it

possible to symbolize for the first

lime the union of labor with the repre-

sentative of capital, in a perspective of
making in this country a new social con-
tract. a new relationship in Brazilian

society” (O Estado de Sdo Paulo. 22
June 2002). In reality, this is not the

“first time" the PT has sought such a

nationalist, class-collaborationist union

continued on page 8

U.S. Government Declares All Airline Passengers “Terror Risks”

Big Brother in the Skies
The Bush administration thinks it has

found a way to realize its Orwellian
dream of a giant database that can track

every detail about your private life,

from your medical records and finan-

cial status to what books you read. An
attempt last year to launch such a “data
mining" program, initially dubbed
Total Information Awareness, was scut-

tled amid a huge public outcry. Now, it

is being reintroduced in the guise of
protecting airline travelers against ter-

rorist attack. This government scheme
represents a wholesale assault on the

very concept of personal privacy.

Under the sinister new program,
called CAPPS II (Computer Assisted

Passenger Pre-Screening System), the

Department of Homeland Security and
the Transportation Security Administra-
tion (TSA) will investigate airline pas-

sengers by tapping into commercial
databases containing a wide range of
personal information. It will then com-
pare this data with secret intelligence

lists on suspected “terrorists” and out-

standing criminal arrest warrants. To get

a sense of how many people will be
swept up in this all-sided dragnet, con-
sider that domestic airlines carried 612
million passengers last year!

CAPPS II computers will “tease out

relationships" from this mass of per-
sonal data based on the concept, as

reported by Air Safety Week (29 Septem-
ber 2003). that “deviations from normal
behavior point to terrorists”! Passengers
will be divided into three color-coded
categories: green for those who are

approved, yellow for those facing "addi-

tional scrutiny" and red meaning the

cops are going to drag you off. TSA
chief James Loy estimates that 3 to 4

continued on page 6



Depraved Arkansas Execution
The 2004 killing season on America’s

death row opened this year with a partic-

ularly gruesome twist in the already cruel

and barbaric practice of legalized state

murder, On January 6. Charles Singleton

was killed by the state of Arkansas, by

lethal injection, as is now standard prac-

tice. However, since Singleton was men-

tally disturbed and the U.S. Supreme
Court has barred executing the mentally

ill. the state llrst forcibly drugged him
with powerful antipsychotic medications

to make him supposedly sane enough

to be killed. But the 44-year-old man.

who had been in prison since he was 19

years old. went to his death still hearing

voices. The governor refused to commute
his sentence despite massive controversy

over the case, including petitions from the

European Union and Amnesty Interna-

tional. among others.

Last October the U.S. Supreme Court

opened the way for the state murder

machine’s deranged and sadistic new
drugging policy by letting stand an ear-

lier ruling by a federal appeals court in

St. Louis that prison officials can forc-

ibly medicate mentally ill prisoners

explicitly in order to kill them. Federal

appeals Judge Roger Wollman’s chilling

rationale stated that courts need not

consider the ultimate result of drugging

prisoners, since the medications were
generally bcneficial-r^xcept for one lit-

tle thing: "Eligibility for execution is

the only unwanted consequence of the

medication” (New York Times, 1 1 Febru-

ary 2003). Since the American Medical

Association’s ethical guidelines forbid

doctors from medicating people in order

to execute them, this opens the way for

untrained prison guards to massively

dope up their helpless prisoners.

Meanwhile, in another grisly execu-

tion. on January 14 a condemned man in

Ohio put up a desperate fight, screaming

"please Cod, help me.” as six guards

manhandled him onto a gurney and
strapped him down for his lethal injec-

tion—all in view of his mother, who had
to be taken out in a wheelchair after her

struggling son. Lewis Williams Jr., was
finally declared dead. Williams had been

on death row for two decades and always

insisted he was innocent. The U.S.

Supreme Court turned down his final

appeal, which argued that lethal injection

was in fact cruel and unusual punishment

and therefore unconstitutional. The day
before Williams was killed, another pris-

oner. Tyrone P, Darks, was executed in

Oklahoma on January 13. He loo had
appealed to the Supreme Court against

the state's use of lethal drugs, and was
also rejected.

Growing evidence that killing by

lethal injection is not the "humane”
death prison officials claim, along with

evidence, including from DNA testing,

that ha,s proven the innocence of over

a hundred death row prisoners, has left

even some capitalist politicians queasy
and shaken. The lethal three-drug "Texas

Cocktail” administered to prisoners by

most of the 38 states with the death

penalty includes a drug which the Amer-
ican Veterinary Medical As,socialion con-

demns for use on animals because of its

ability to mask hideous suffering while

completely paralyzing its victim. In fact,

in 2001 the state of Tennessee declared it

a crime for vets to use the chemical pan-

curonium bromide, or Pavulon. to eutha-

nize pets. "They’re saying I’m less than

an animal." said a Tennessee death row
prisoner, Abu-Ali Abdur’Rahman. who
has challenged the stale’s use of the para-

lyzing agent in its deadly drug mixture.

Human beings are put to death by
a three-chemical sequence: first, an

ultra-short-acting sodium thiopental shot,

effective for only minutes and used to

induce anesthesia. Next comes the Pavu-

lon. a paralyzing agent which relaxes

muscles so the strapped-down pri.soner

appears eerily serene and unmoving.
Third comes the lethal potassium chlo-

ride. which stops the heart and causes

intense pain if the victim is still con-

scious. "It would basically deliver the

maximum amount of pain the veins can

deliver, which is a lot.” testified an

anesthesiologist and Columbia professor

on behalf of Abdur’Rahman’s appeal. A
woman who underwent eye surgery in

which Pavulon was used to paralyze

the eye testified that her anesthesia was

ineffective, .so she was awake and in

hideous agony for hours of surgery, but

completely unable to move or signal

her doctors. It was "worse than death.”

she said.

When Democrat Bill Clinton first ran

for president, he took time off his

campaign to oversee, as then-governor

of Arkansas, the execution of Rickey

Ray Rector, a brain-damaged black man.

The barbaric exce.sses of racist America

achieve their most concentrated form in

the prison system, swollen to mammoth

VW Photo

Spartaclst'initiated Revolutionary
Contingent at May 2001 rally for
Mumta Abu-Jamal in San Francisco.

size, and in the legal lynching of prison-

ers. a legacy of the Old South slave sys-

tem. Of the over 3.000 prisoners on death

row. almost half are black. Witness the

case of former Black Panther. MOVE
supporter and Philadelphia journalist

Mumia Abu-Jamal, still fighting for his

freedom despite mountains of evidence

—

including a sworn confession from the

actual killer—proving his innocence.

As Jamal’s continued presence on death

row .so starkly demonstrates, one cannot
expect justice from America’s capitalist

courts. And as these depraved and sadis-

tic executions show, there is no “fair."

“sane" or "humane” way to slaughter

prisoners, many of whom have spent their

entire adult lives penned into tiny cages

at the total mercy of the prison system.

We are in principle opposed to the racist

death penalty for the guilty as well as the

innocent. We stand for the abolition of the

entire prison system—the creation of a
deranged capitalist system which requires

it to maintain exploitation and racial

oppression.

K
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For the Communism of Lenin,

Luxemburg and Liebknecht!

We honor this month VI. l^nin. leader of
the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution, who died in

January 1924, and Karl Liebknecht and
Rosa Luxemburfi, leaders of the revolution-

ary wing of the German Social Democracy
and founders of the Spartakusbund and its

successor, the German Communist Party.

Liebknecht and Luxemburg were murdered,

amidst a revolutionary upheaval in Ger-

many. on 19 January 1919 by military reac-

tionaries working with the Social Democratic government. The following appeal, "To

the Workers and Soldiers of the Allied Ct>untries, " was issued by Liebknecht upon his

release from prison in October I9IH. shortly before the end of World War I. after serv-

ing over two yearsfor agitation against the war.

Friends. Comrades. Brothers! From under the blows of the world war. amidst the

ruin which has been created by Tzarist imperialist society

—

the Russian Proletariat

erected its State—the Socialist Republic of Workers. Peasants and Soldiers. This was
created in spite of an attitude of misconception, hatred and calumny. This republic rep-

resents the greatest basis for that universal socialist order, the creation of which is at the

present time the historic task of the Intemalional Proletariat. The Russian revolution

was to an unprecedented degree the cause of the proletariat of the whole world becom-
ing more revolutionary. Bulgaria and Austria-Hungary are already in the throes of rev-

olution; revolution is awakening in Germany. But there are obstacles in the way of the

victory of the German proletariat. The mass of the German people are with us. the

power of the accursed enemies of the working class has collapsed; but they are never-

theless making all attempts to deceive the people, with a view of protracting the hour of
the liberation of the German people. The robbery and violence of German Imperial-

ism in Russia, as well as the violent Brest-Litovsk peace and the Bucharest peace have
consolidated and strengthened the Imperialists of the Allied countries;—and this is the

reason why the German Government are endeavouring to utili.se the Allied attack upon
Socialist Russia for the purpose of retaining power. You have no doubt heard how Wil-

helm II. who. now that Tzarism has perished, is the representative of the basest form of
reaction.—a few days ago made use of intervention in the affairs of proletarian Russia
by the Allied Empires for the purpose of raising a new war agitation amongst the

working masses. We must not permit our ignoble enemies to make use of any demo-
cratic means and institutions for their purpose; the proletariat of the Allied countries

must allow no such thing to occur. We know that you have already raised your voice to

protest against the machinations of your governments, but the danger is growing ever
greater and greater. A united front of world Imperialism against the proletariat is being
realised, in the first instance, in the struggle against the Russian Soviet Republic. This
is what I warn you against. The proletariat of the world must not allow the flame of the

Socialist Revolution to be extinguished, or all its hopes and all its powers will perish.

The failure of the Russian Socialist Republic will be the defeat of the proletariat of the

whole world. Friends, comrades, brothers arise against your rulers! Long live the Rus-
sian workers, soldiers and peasants! Long live the Revolution of the French. English
and American proletariat! Long live the liberation of the workers of all countries from
the infernal chasm of war, exploitation and slavery!

—Karl Liebknecht. “The Last Message of Karl Liebknecht.”

The Communist International. Vol. 1. No. 4 (August 1919)
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Racism and Capitalist Counterrevolution

Moscow Foreign Student

Dorm Fire Kills 43
On 24 November 2003. ut just past

2:00 in the morning, Moscow’s frozen

night lit up into a portal of hell. Fire

swept through Dormitory No, 6 of the

Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia

(PFUR). The foreign student residents of

the five-story building awoke to smoke,

flames and the screams of neighbors run-

ning for their lives. They were trapped.

Two of the three stairwells were locked,

many of the windows were barred, and

the only exit descended right into the

source of the fire on the second floor.

Cries for help in the languages of 39

countries rang out through broken win-

dows. Soon the students themselves

jumped, many aflame and falling to their

deaths. Fire trucks and emergency serv-

ices look up to an hour to arrive. A Cam-
eroonian student from an adjacent dorm
described the horror: ‘There were people

jumping from windows who fell right at

my feet. It was awful. We helped carry

the injured to other buildings, but the

ambulances took too long to take them

away. There was a Vietnamese girl who
died in front of my eyes.”

Forty-three have perished so far, pos-

sibly the highest death toll in a Moscow
fire in over a quarter century. Over 200

other students were injured—almost all

hospitalized—and more could die. Offi-

cials quickly pinned the cause of the fire

on the Students themselves, claiming

either misuse of electrical fixtures or

arson by dormitory residents. But they

were forced to back off after shock, grief

and outrage poured in from the students'

homelands around the world. Twelve of

those who died were from the Peoples

Republic of China. The Chinese ambas-

sador Liu Guchang rushed to the site of

the fire: three days later a special delega-

tion from Beijing arrived. Meanwhile,

ambassadors from a number of African

countries (Gabon. Angola. Guinea-Bissau,

Burundi. Congo. Chad ai\d Algeria) have

formed an investigation commission with

Russian authorities to determine the

cause of the fire and to monitor the care

and compensation of the victims.

In a grotesque insult to the grieving

student body, just hours after the fire,

classes were ordered to resume! ‘They

put out the fire at 4 or 5 a.m. and stu-

dents went to school at 9 a.m.... I feel

that they do this because most of the vic-
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tims are foreigners.” said Sydney Ocran.

a Liberian student.

The real cause has not been proven, hut

what has been established i.s that the

PI*UR dormitories arc horrendous fire

traps. In March 2003 the university was

cited for 36 violations, including absence

of extinguishers, public address system,

fire alarms or even an evacuation plan.

Dormitory No. 6 was used to pack in

newly-arrived students for quarantine;

they spoke little if any Russian. Yet there

was not even an established plan to alert

students in case of emergencies! The act-

ing university rector and another admin-

istrator have been charged with criminal

negligence, and a local fire inspector with

lesser charges—essentially for creating a

catastrophe waiting to happen. True

enough, but many students say that it was

not a matter of the odds, but of arson.

according to an Amnesty International

report, most students described the fire as

“a racially-motivated act of arson.” A
Somali student reported. “Skinheads often

gather near the dorm” and write racist

graffiti. “I have wiped such insults from

my door three limes” (quoted in Bigoiry

Monitor. 5 December 2003). AichaToure.

a medical student from Mali, pointed out

that “Skinheads have long been threaten-

ing us. Last week [three days before the

blaze) there was a bomb threat and stu-

dents were evacuated from one building.

But no bomb was found. This [the fire on

24 November) was no accident cither.”

Moisus Lopes of Angola, who studies at

a Moscow technical university, said,

‘‘How can I stay here if they’re setting us

on fire. 1 don’t think it was caused by

electrical appliances.” In 1995, seven stu-

dents were killed by arson in a building

adjacent to Dormitory No. 6,

The students’ suspicions stem from the

brutal reality of being under constant

siege. In I960, the campus opened as

Patrice Lumumba People’s Friendship

University, the USSR’s academy for

cadres of Moscow’s Third World allies to

come as honored guests for training,

Soviet authorities had named the univer-

sity after the Congolese leader who was a

victim of racist murder by the CIA and

Belgian imperialists in 1961. However,

when the Soviet degenerated workers

slate was destroyed in 1991-92 by the

capitalist counterrevolution led by Boris

Yeltsin and U.S. president George Bush

Sr., these foreign students became targets

of racist terror in capitalist Russia.

On 1 1 August 1992. Moscow police

marked the first anniversary of Yeltsin’s

coming to power by shooting dead a

Zimbabwean university student, Gideon

Chimusoro. The comrades of the Interna-

tional Communist League’s Moscow Sta-

tion immediately rallied to the defense of

the besieged students {see “African Stu-

dent Murdered by Yeltsin’s Cops,” WV
No. 558, 4 September 1992, reprinted in

Spartacist pamphlet. How the Soviet

Workers Stale Was Strangled).

The reign of terror has only intensified

since then, as skinhead xenophobic terror

thrives on Russia's continuing descent

into capitalist chaos and poverty. Fascist

vigilantes see themselves, and are widely

seen, as folk heroes of a domestic front of

Russian president Vladimir Putin’s geno-

cidal war in Chechnya. They are carrying

out his infamous and blood-curdling anti-

Chechen incitement to “butcher them in

their toilets.” In October 2001. a mob of

250 skinheads rampaged through a Mos-
cow immigrant street market killing three

and injuring 30. On 17 September 2003,

a three-day-long regional pogrom against

Chechen students in the south of Russia

culminated in Nalchik, capital city of (he

Kabardino-Balkarian region, where 54

Chechen students were attacked, one

fatally.

But native minorities, particularly

Chechens, can fight back. So it is foreign

students who arc the fascists’ preferred

targets. Most report having been attacked

many times, some as many as ten. Even
the South African ambassador's wife was
beaten and burned with cigarettes in

broad daylight in the Russian capital.

Attacks by Russia’s estimated 20,000

skinheads concentrated in Moscow and

St. Petersburg happen weekly, if not

daily. “If you go to the cinema or to a

stadium, it means you want to die” said

Diboi Kath. PFUR student from Came-
roon. who has been abused, beaten and

even shot by racist thugs. But there are

no hard police report statistics because,

as an Ethiopian refugee explained. 'The

police are just as bad. In fact. I run faster

from them than I do from the skinheads.”

When a Cameroonian prince, studying in

the southern city of Voronezh, tried to

report a skinhead attack.

“The police sergeant told me to put my
hands up. but I said. ‘Why? I’m the inno-

cent one here. I'm the victim, and a guest

in your country, so I'm asking for your

help.' Then one of the other cops just

started punching me in the stomach.

Really hard, as if I was a boxing bag....

Then I was arrested for wasting police

time.”

Studcnt.s were subjected to racism even

by the emergency crews on the night of

the November 24 blaze. The ambulances

took away injured Russians first, leaving

half-naked foreign victims to suffer frost-

bite. They later look the foreign students

only after trying to extort money from

them.

The siege of the PFUR international

students has not let up .since. Just five

days after the fire. 25 skinheads arrived in

waves on bu.ses, and launched a. by now
routine, well-coordinated attack, hospi-

talizing six students. Colombian student

Hernan Munoz jumped in to save his

roommates. He knew the stakes; two

years ago skinheads had cut off his finger.

In the following month, students were

forced to evacuate dorms and classrooms

at least nine limes because of bomb
threats. On December 16. a .second fire,

of unknown origin, broke out in Dormi-

tory No, 9, The next day. an arsonist

started a fire in Dormitory No. 7.

Dormitory student councils have

now organized voluntary round-the-clock

patrols. “Nobody will defend us but

ourselves.” said Chinese female student

Lee Sin. who lives in Dormitory No. 1 1.

“So I lake my watch shift, even though 1

have been assigned from 1:00 a.m. to

7:00 a.m.”

The Moscow dormitory fire has lit up

the ghastly face of capitalist Russia. This

is what we warned capitalist counterrev-

olution would bring, and that is why we
fought to the end against it. As we wrote:

"Uniquely, the ICL intervened in the

Soviet Union beginning in the late 1980s

seeking to mobilize the working class

against the powerful forces, backed by
world (centrally American) imperialism,

driving toward capitalist restoration. This
was part of our struggle for new October
Revolutions around the world."

—"Why We Fought to Defend the

Soviet Union," WV Nos. 809
and 810. 12 September and
26 September 2003

Students report that survivors are in

desperate need of aid, lacking everything

from clothes to soap and toothpaste.

Donations can be wired to the following

account of the Association of African

Students of the Peoples’ Friendship Uni-

versity of Russia;

International Humanitarian Initiative

Fund, Account 40703840700000011024

Beneficiary hunk: Badr-Fortc Bank,
31/1 Obraztsova St., Moscow, 127018,

Russia SWIFT CODE: ICBA RU MM
Intermediate bank: Raiffeisen Zentral-

Rank, A-1030 Vienna, Am .Stadtpark 9.

Austria SWIFF CODE: RZBA AT WVV,
('orrespondent account 70-55.047.021
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PDC Holiday Appeal

Thousands of Dollars Raised
for Class-War Prisoners

WV Photos

Top: New York City Holiday Appeal benefit, 13 December 2003. Inset:

Poster display features class-war prisoners receiving monthly stipends
from POC.

In December, the Partisan Defense

Conimiticc. a ciass-struggle. non-scctar-

iun legal and social defense organization

associated with the Spartacist League,

held Its eighteenth annual Holiday Appeal

fund drive for class-war prisoners. The
PDC sends monthly stipends to 16 pris-

oners. including Jerry Dale Lowe, a West

Virginia miner imprisoned for defending

his picket line, and death-row political

prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal.

Lively benefits held in Chicago. San

Francisco and New York raised almost

$11,000, bringing together trade union-

ists, youth and other activists. In carrying

out this yearly effort to raise money for

the stipends sent to class-war prisoners

and for extra funds for them and their

families during the holiday season, the

PDC is inspired by the traditions of the

International Labor Defense (ILD). The
ILD was born out of discussions in Mos-
cow m 1925, fusing the revolutionary

internationalism of the Bolshevik Revo-

lution with the principle of the syndicalist

Industrial Workers of the World that “an

injury to one is an injury to all!"

As we noted in a Workers Vanguard

article shortly before the Holiday Appeals,

the benefits took on particular signifi-

cance because of the September 1 1 attack

on the World Trade Center. This criminal

attack has provided the pretext for

the administration, with the Democrats in

near-unanimous agreement, to embark on

a qualitative diminution of democratic

rights in this country, combined with

intensified imperialist war internation-

ally. As we wrote. “The government's

secret police have vastly expanded author-

ity to tap your phone, search your home,
scour your financial records, interrogate

your librarian and place you under arrest

without probable cause that a crime has

been committed” (WVNo. 814. 21 Novem-
ber 2003).

A prime example of how the govern-

ment seeks to expand its power is seen in

the case of Jose Padilla, an American cit-

izen peremptorily declared an “enemy
combatant” and denied access to an attor-

ney without charges being filed and con-

fined within a military brig. Last summer,
the PDC and Spartacist League submitted

an amicus curiae (friend of the court)

brief on behalf of Padilla, warning that

through his detention the Bush adminis-

tration is asserting nothing less than the

right to disappear citizens. This case

was highlighted in an 11 December
2003 letter from union official Earl Sil-

bar accompanying a donation to the Parti-

san Defense Committee from AFSCME

WV Photo

Tony Van Oer Meer, antiwar UMass
professor facing frame-up charges,
addresses NYC POC benefit.

Local 3506 in Chicago: “This attack on
Jose Padilla represents an attack on every

one of us. If they can make unsubstan-

tiated charges, imprison him. and deprive

him of his rights, they can do the same to

any of us.”

A U.S. Court of Appeals decision

on December 18 ruled that Bush and
Ashcroft could not indefinitely detain

Padilla as an “enemy combatant.” As
we welcome every setback to Washing-

ton's police-state designs, we also recog-

nize that such rulings arc partial and
reversible. In the case of Padilla, the out-

come is still uncertain as the government

has issued an appeal: Padilla remains

locked in a military brig.

Most of the class-war prisoners hon-

ored at the Holiday Appeal benefits have

been incarcerated for at least a quarter

century. The vicious campaigns against

these courageous individuals have been

waged under both Democratic and Repub-

lican administrations, underscoring the

point that the capitalist class is united

against fighters on the side of the op-

pressed. A critical case in point is Mumia
Abu-Jamal. a former Black Panther and
MOVE supporter who has been on death

row for over 22 years, framed up for kill-

ing a cop. Over two years ago. Jamal’s

attorneys filed a confession in court by

Arnold Beverly, staling that he. not

Jamal, killed Officer Daniel Faulkner. In

December 2001. a federal court in Penn-

sylvania overturned the death sentence

while at the same lime affirming the

frame-up conviction. Both the prosecu-

tion (seeking to reinstate the sentence of

death) and Mumia (seeking to overturn

the conviction) appealed. Those appeals

were placed on hold pending a ruling on

Jamal’s appeal before the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court, which finally ruled in

October to again bar Beverly’s testimony

from being introduced into evidence and

uphold Jamal's conviction. Since then.

Jamal has filed a habeas corpus petition

in the Pennsylvania court.s seeking to

overturn his conviction and death sen-

tence. Workers, minorities and all oppo-

nents of racist capitalist repression must

demand: Free Mumia now!
Reflecting the non-sectarian character

of the PDC’s work, numerous individuals

of various political viewpoints attended

the Holiday Appeals. Our Boston com-
rades brought with them to the New York

benefit Tony Van Der Meer. the UMass-
Boston professor outrageously arrested

on that campus last year at the height of

the U.S. invasion of Iraq. Professor Van
Der Meer was tackled, thrown to the

ground and handcuffed for the “crime” of

coming to the defense of a student being

harassed by National Guard military

recruiters while handing out flyers for a

commemoration honoring Martin Luther

King Jr. In a speech to the benefit. Pro-

fessor Van Der Meer described his con-

tinuing legal battle against bogus charges

stemming from that police attack and

remarked that he appreciated the support

given him by the PDC and Spartacist

League.

In building for the Holiday Appeal, our

insistence that the working class must
break with the capitalist Democratic
Party in order to advance its own interests

and those of the oppressed elicited much
discussion and debate. In Chicago, for

example, our comrades had repealed

arguments about this question at various

union halls we approached for support;

one local union president who supports

much of the work of the PDC still vehe-

mently argued. "We’ve got to do every-

thing we can to get rid of Bush”—i.e.,

vote for the Democrats. The speech given

for the Spartacist League at the Chicago
Holiday Appeal (reprinted in its majority

below) combated such illusions in the

Democrats and provoked wide-ranging

political debate, which ended with one
union organizer purchasing from us a

copy of Lenin's 1916 work. Imperialism,

ihe Highest Stage of Capitalism, to read

more of the classic writings shaping our
views today.

Speakers and letters submitted to the

Holiday Appeal at all three benefits

reflected the work of other organizations

as well. David Wilson of the Committee
to Release Farouk Abdel-Muhti spoke at

the benefit in New York. He followed the

Labor Black League for Social Defense

Workers Vartguard Discussion Group

China
Defend. Extend Gains of 1949 Revolution!

For Workers Political Revolution to Oust Stalinist Bureaucrats!

Defeat Imperialist Drive for Counterrevolution!

Saturday, January 31, 4 p.m.
1634 Telegraph, third floor, Oakland

BAY AREA For more information; (510) 039-0851
E-mail: slbayarea@compuserve.com
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Left: Auction of painting by Philadelphia MOVE massacre survivor. Phil

Africa, donated to NYC benefit. Right: New York Spartacus Youth Club
speaker, Angie Swanson.

speeches with a video depicting the

government’s campaign against Ahdel-
Muhti, u Palcstinian-bom activist who
has been detained for over 20 months and
threatened with deportation for his polit-

ical activism. In the Bay Area, a statement

by the Bay Area Campaign to hree Mor-
dechai Vanunu was read into the Holiday
Appeal. Vanunu is an Israeli of great cour-

age and conviction who was arrested in

1986 for publicly revealing Israel’s mas-

sive nuclear arsenal. For his service to

humanity. Vanunu was convicted of trea-

son and espionage and sentenced to eight-

een years in a prison hellhole. He has

been given an official release dale of

April 22; as that date approaches. Israeli

officials are working to try to ensure that

Vanunu remains silenced. In New York,

artwork movingly provided a face to one
of the class-war prisoners; Phil Africa

sent a beautiful oil painting he did in his

prison cell, which was auctioned and pur-

chased by a PDC supporter.

At the end of the New York Holiday

Appeal, the emcee read the following

portion of a 15 July 2003 letter from one

of the Miami Five, who have been impris-

t>ned by American authorities for their

defense of the Cuban Revolution. The let-

ter was addressed to Joanne Landy. a

right-wing social democrat and lifelong

opponent of the Cuban Revolution:

|’ve always had the best of respect for the

honest Amcncans who. overcoming the

immense power of the most sophisticated

machinery of deception ever designed,
have been able to look beyond all of that

to have a view of world events that pays
homage to this country (Cuba), it takes a

lot of intelligence, curiosity, courage and.

above all, u lot of sensitivity.

"I want to appeal to that sensitivity and.

with ail my respect, invite you to think

of this: One thing was to be a Roman cit-

i^en. with all privileges accorded to full

citizenship, discussing democracy and
liberty on the senate or on the streets of
Rome: and another thing, completely

different, was to be fighting fur that

democracy and that liberty, in the field,

again.st all odds, under the siege of Pom-
peii legions, defending your very life

together with Spartacus."

* *

Spokesmen for the Spartacist League.

Spartacus Youth Clubs, the Labor Black

Leagues and the PDC addressed all

three Holiday Appeal benefits. We print

below excerpts of the Chicago SL
speech.

Seizing on the criminal attack on the

World Trade Center, this government has

launched an all-out assault on our most

basic civil and democratic rights. Theirs is

not a war on terror. Rather, from Baghdad
to Benton Harbor, the bourgeoisie is car-

rying out a war of terror. As frightening

and reactionary as the Bush administra-

tion is, they arc not imposing this agenda

on their own. The funding for the war and

the passing of the Patriot Act were carried

out by both parlies of capitalism. The
maintenance of a racist system that rele-

gates thousands to homeless misery, lay-

offs and prison hellholes is not a Repub-

lican plot. The Democrats, black and

white, are just as committed to maintain-

ing this rotting capitalist .system as

George W. In fact, most of the immigrants

held by the government are detained not

under the Patriot Act but under Clinton's

1996 Immigration Act. Most notable of

those detained is Jose Padilla. His case is

a frontal assault on the very concepts of

due process and citizenship itself. It is the

Dred Scott case of today—citizens have

no rights that the government is bound to

respect. Let me say one word in light of

the upcoming presidential elections

—

beware! Those snake-oil salesmen of the

Democratic Party will be all over us push-

ing the same slinking garbage in a pretty,

new pail.

The ravages of this decaying class

society dally claiming new victims is a

pretty horrific sight, and I can see how
one may be prone to feel a bit helples.s

and hopeless. But we in the Spartacist

League do not see it as hopeless nor do

we feel helpless, not by any stretch. You
see. there is something that can bring

this capitalist economy to a halt which

would throw a big monkey wrench into

their plans: class struggle. The one force

with the social power to break the power

of the capitalist rulers is the working

class. Doing that requires leadership.

What is desperately needed, is a multira-

cial revolutionary workers party commit-

ted to educating and mobilizing working

people in their own interests. As commu-
nist revolutionaries, we understand that

no reform, no right is secure or lasting

under capitalism and that this system

must be rooted out through a socialist

revolution. It is not enough to protest;

those who labor must rule. There is a

massive re.servoir of potential power

right under our noses, but it must be

made class-conscious and mobilized.

Our sections inlemalionally arc fighting

for the same revolutionary program, to

build workers parlies in their respective

countries.

Now. there are two major obstacles in

the road towards building that party in

America. One is the illusion that the

Democrats can be pressured to act in

our interest. And in this they gel invalu-

able help from their agents in the labor

movement—the trade-union bureaucracy.

Labor lieutenants of capital, we call them.

Take one look right here at our brothers

and sisters in ATU 241. railroaded into

arbitration and saddled with a rotten con-

tract by their own officials. This is a tran-

sit union that has the power to bring the

third largest city in the U.S. to a grinding

halt or at least turn downtown into a park-

ing lot, yet the union bureaucracy did

nothing to mobilize that power. Why?
Because that power scares the hell out of

them just as it scares the bosses. The
stacked deck of arbitration, going to the

bosses’ courts, "getting out the vote”—
these are all losing strategies. What's

needed is independent action. Workers

must use their labor power as did the L.A.

longshoremen who effectively shut the

port down for eight hours in solidarity

with the grocery workers strike. Social

power does not come from pushing a

doorbell or manning a telephone bank for

the "labor’s candidate" (the only lime

the bureaucracy mobilizes the member-
ship)

—

the power to .strike is the workers’

ace card.

The second obstacle is the poisonous

division along race and ethnic lines in the

working class, in particular anti-black

racism, which only serves the bourgeoi-

sie by keeping us divided. The black

question is the Achilles heel of U.S. cap-

italism. and linking the fight for black

freedom and the fight against the grind-

ing exploitation of labor and against cap-

italism—that combination of black and

red—is potential social dynamite.

Now. some call fighting for workers

continued on page 6

Letters to the Partisan Defense Committee
We print below excerpts of a letter to

the Partisan Defense Committee by

Wadiya Jamal, wife of Mumia Abu-

Jamal.

November 21. 2003

To All Of Whom It May Concern.

I am writing this letter to express my
deepest appreciation to the Partisan

Defense Committee and all of its affili-

ates. who have fearlessly risen to the

challenge of fighting for the oppressed.

The PDC in its efforts, has placed itself

on the front line, and continues to pro-

vide support, on many levels, to my
husband Mumia and myself. We are tre-

mendously grateful for all you have

done, all you have given, and all that

you are.... Together we will continue

the struggle and defeat the unjust. Lung
live the PDC.

On a Move.
Wadiya A. Jamal

* * *

We print below e.xcerpts of a letter to

the PDC by Janet Africa, who has spent

over 25 years in prison, falsely con-

victed of killing a police officer who
died in the cops' own crossfire during

the brutal 8 August 1978 police siege

on the MOVE home in Philadelphia.

I would like to take this time to thank

you all at PDC. all the supporters and

contributors who make it po.ssible for

us to receive the donation that we’ve

been receiving for years. With the way

society is today, being able to live, take

care of yourself and support a family is

hard and costly, so for those who give

to the holiday fund raiser, we appreciate

it.... We use the funds to buy typewriter

ribbons, stationery and postage to send

people revolutionary information from

all around the world. I write people in

Soreauren. Navarro Spain. Munster

Germany. Africa. Croatia. France. Eng-

land. Debbie and Janine who are here

with me at Cambridge Springs prison

write those and other countries al.so....

Watching the dishonesty of this govern-

ment. deliberately misusing their posi-

tion to start wars and take the young
men. women, the sons, daughters,

brothers, sisters, recruit mothers,

fathers, friends of ours, to fight a war
that could have been avoided, sending

our loved ones back home in body bags

saying they gave their lives for their

country, when in fact their lives were

taken for the politics of this country, not

for peace as this country is trying to

lead people to believe. It’s time for

these politics, those running the govern-

ment to be Slopped. Freedom can only

be realized when people realize that this

system feeds people’s weakness and

takes their strength. People are seeing

more and more the lies and corruption

of this system and they resent it. people

are' starting to revolt, demonstrate and

speak out against this system and

before long this system will tumble.

Revolution is the only hope we have of

setting ourselves free and everybody

who believes in freedom needs to fight

loo. Thank you for helping us pass the

words that will turn into the formation

of this revolution.

I’m going to close for now, all of you
stay strong and keep working for this

revolution, and know that 1 am commit-

ted for life to do the same.

Ona Move
Janet Africa

LONG LIVE JOHN
AFRICA’S REVOLUTION!

* * *

We print below excerpts of a letter to

the PDC by Jamal Hart, who wa.s sen-

tenced in 1998 to 15 1/2 years on bogus

firearms possession charges. Hart was

targeted for his prominent activism to

free his father. Mumia Abii-Jamal.

November 6, 2003

Many freedom fighters are still resid-

ing within the belly of the beast and still

continue to resist and avoid destruction

mentally and physically, dig me.

These freedom fighters, political pris-

oners. prisoners of war. and unjustly

convicted like this author and his father,

Mumia Ahu-Jamal, Assata Shakur,

Delbert Orr Africa. Michael Davis

Africa. Debbie Sims Africa. William

Phillips Africa. Janet Holloway Africa.

Janine Phillips Africa. Charles Sims
Africa. Edward Goodman Africa. Hugo
Pinell. Ed Poindexter. Jaan K. Laaman.
W.M.E. we Langa. Raymond Luc

Levasseur. Jerry Dale Lowe. Sundiata

Acoli. Leonard Peltier, Herman Bell,

and many more that continue to avoid

destruction and resist and support those

that are still keeping this struggle alive

in these days in lime.... So let’s really

lake a close look at a great man’s words

that founded and established a true out-

look on our future as well as our past as

staled, “The victory of the class-war

prisoners is possible only when they are

inseparably united with the living labor

movement and when that movement
claims them for its own. lakes up their

battle cry and carries on their work"

(James P, Cannon. ‘The Cause that

Passes Through a Prison.’ Labor De-

fender. Septeihhcr 1926. reprinted in

Notebook of an Agitator).

Lastly. PDC and all supporters I

humbly thank you all for your needed

support that has assisted me through

numerous adversities and trials and

tribulations that one contends within

these prisons. I would like to also

slate that these good ole boys networks

of prison officials are getting a clear

wake-up call that we are not alone.

The most powerful impact Is how we
must continue to come together as a

whole and support each other to the

fullest of the working class, the poor,

and black and minorities capacity. We
will prevail. FREE ALL POLITICAL
PRISONERS, PRISONERS OF WAR.
FREEDOM FIGHTERS, AND THE
UNJUSTLY CONVICTED NOW!!!!

By; Jamal Hart
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Big Brother...
(conlinuvdfmm pa^c I

)

percent of passengers would full into the

“yellow" category.

Major U.S. airlines are proclaiming

their refusal to supply data for CAPPS II

testing while they wail for the govern-

ment to order them to comply. But data

on millions of air travelers has already

been secretly turned over to the govern-

ment as pan of testing CAPPS II. In Sep-

tember 2002. JetBlue Airways handed

over data on several million passengers to

a Department of Defense contractor, but

in the face of a lawsuit by outraged pas-

sengers, they promised never to turn over

information again without a court order

and issued a public apology. Last year,

revelations that Delta was participating in

CAPPS i! testing triggered a consumer

boycott. A Northwest spokesman told the

New York Times (23 .September 2003):

"We do not provide that type of infor-

mation to anyone." Yet last week, in

response to a Freedom of Information

Act request by the Electronic Privacy

Information Center, it was revealed that

Northwest had turned over to the govern-

ment three months of passenger data

involving more than 10 million passen-

gers in 2001

!

If U.S. citizens are regarded as “terror

risks." visitors from other countries come
in for much worse. In addition to the

harassment, intimidation and humiliation

routinely meted out to them, the govern-

ment this month launched the US-VISIT
(United States Visitor and Immigrant

Status Indicator Technology) program.

US-VISIT records the fingerprints and

digital photos of all visitors to the U.S.

except those from 27 countries—mainly

West European—granted an exception. In

response to this blatantly racist plan.

Brazil retaliated by fingerprinting every

U.S. citizen entering the country and even

briefly detained an American Airlines

pilot who protested the measure by mak-

ing an “obscene gesture.”

Some international flights arriving in

the U.S. have been "e.scoried" by F-16

fighter Jets, whose only purpose can be

to shoot down civilian airliners! Other

flights have been summarily cancelled

based on nebulous “security" tips, includ-

ing six Air France flights on Christmas

Eve. Over the opposition of international

pilots' unions and foreign governments,

the U.S. insisted that undercover armed
marshals be stationed aboard "suspect"

flights.

US-VISIT compares foreign visitors’

personal data to watch lists of suspected

"terrorists” and alleged criminals and cre-

ates a comprehensive database that will

be kept for 1 00 years. On January 1 2. the

Department of Homeland Security issued

u very unconvincing denial of reports that

the US-VISIT data would be merged with

the CAPPS 11 database. As travel-privacy

advocate and writer Edward Hasbrouck

noted recently, merging CAPTS II with

US-VISIT would lead to "lifetime dossi-

ers of Americans' movements both in and

out of the country” {Wired magazine Web
site. 13 January).

Already today, anybody and everybody

is a suspect in the government’s unre-

strained crusade against “terrorists" in the

skies. During the protests against the U.S.

invasion of Iraq, the government used a

“no-fly" list to prevent activists from

attending demonstrations against the war.

The Feds’ list of suspects spells Arab
names phonetically, leading to the harass-

ment of anyone whose name sounds like

anyone clse’s. One recent “terror" suspect

on a passenger list turned out to be a five-

year-old child! In the fall of 2002, Maher
Arar. a Syrian-born Canadian citizen, was

arrested at JFK as he waited for a con-

necting flight home. Falsely profiled by

the INS as a terrorist, he was deported to

Syria where he was beaten and tortured.

Workers in the transportation industry

have enormous social power in their abil-

ity to shut down the airports, ports and

transit systems. That power should be

mobilized against the government’s

panoply of "anti-terror" laws, which are

ultimately aimed at repres.sing class and

social struggle. However, the current

union tops stand as an obstacle to such

labor struggle, more often than not going

out of their way to comply with “secur-

ity” campaigns. A 2 January article in

the Philadelphia Inquirer quotes the

director of air safety and health for the

Association of Flight Attendants. Chris

Witkowski: "We’d like all reports of

unusual events to be going directly to the

government for analysis." The support

for the “war on terror” by such labor

bureaucrats underscores the necessity of

fighting to forge a class-struggle leader-

ship in the unions.

Defend Democratic Rights!

The Bush administration’s CAPPS 11

program is yet another confirmation that

the “war on terror” is aimed at gutting the

civil liberties of the population as a

whole. Using the September 1 1 attacks as

a pretext, the government rounded up
some 1,200 immigrants from predomi-

nantly Islamic countries and. with bipar-

tisan support, enacted the Patriot Act and

a host of executive orders under which

the government’s secret police have

vastly expanded authority to tap phones,

interrogate librarians and arrest people

without probable cause that a crime has

been committed. Bush has pre-empted

the Democrats who protested that the

Republicans’ 2004 budget for the domes-

tic "war on terror” was insufficient. He
is now seeking to increase spending

on "domestic security” by 9 percent to

nearly $45 million for the 2005 budget.

While Attorney General Ashcroft’s

proposed Patriot II act has faced public

outcry, provisions of this proposed evis-

ceration of constitutional rights have been

quietly enacted. As the hoopla over the

U.S. capture of Saddam Hussein filled the

news on December 13, Bush signed the

Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal

Year 2004 into law. which gives the FBI

unprecedented power to get financial

records on anybody they want without a

court order and broadens the definition

of "financial institution" to include insur-

ance companies, travel agencies, the U.S.

Postal Service and even jewelry stores

and car dealerships. This piece of repres-

sive legislation passed overwhelmingly

in both houses of Congress, illustrating

the Democrats’ allegiance to the "war on

terror."

Recent court decisions have not gone
entirely in the government's favor. Last

month, a federal appeals court ruled that

the government could not legally detain

U.S. citizen Jose Padilla as an “enemy
combatant" without a trial or access to his

lawyer. This month, the Supreme Court

agreed over the objections of the U.S.

government to hear the case of Yaser

Esam Hamdi. a U.S. citizen detained in

Afghanistan and declared an "enemy
combatant" who is being held in a mili-

tary brig in Charleston. S.C.

l.ast November, the Supreme Court

also agreed to hear the case of detainees

being held at the U.S. naval base in Guan-

tdnamo Bay. Cuba. The Bush administra-

tion cynically argues that American

courts have no jurisdiction to hear peti-

tions challenging the legality of these

detentions because the base is outside

U.S. sovereignty, and it is denying the

detainees “prisoner of war" status in defi-

ance of the Geneva Convention. The
Supreme Court has agreed to decide on

the jurisdictional issue as to whether

these prisoners can go to U.S. courts for

habeas corpus review to challenge the

lawfulness of their imprisonment, but will

not review whether the administration

must comply with the Geneva Conven-

tion. At the same lime, the Supreme Court

let stand a lower court ruling upholding

the government’s secret arrest and deten-

tion of hundreds of mainly Muslim immi-

grants in the weeks following the Sep-

tember 1 1 attacks, and it further eroded

Fourth Amendment and privacy rights by

upholding “informational” police road-

blocks on the nation’s streets.

The Fourth Amendment of the Bill of

Rights, which was written in the after-

math of the American War of Indepen-

dence. prohibits “unreasonable searches

and seizures.” One of the ideals of that

bourgeois revolution was that the slate

and its police powers should not be raised

above or be unaccountable to the citi-

zenry. This is a cruel joke today, as our

so-called “inalienable" rights are being

systematically eroded under the pretext of

the bipartisan “war on terror." It is only

we communists who have a program to

fight to defend the democratic gains of

the first American Revolution, as well as

the second (the Civil War and the smash-
ing of slavery), as we fight for a third

American revolution to obliterate bour-

geois slate terror forever.*

PDC Appeal...
(continuedfrom page 5)

government utopian. But. frankly, to call

on the Democrats, the party that led this

country into World Wars I and II and Viet-

nam. the party that unleashed nuclear

weapons on Japan, that fought tooth and

nail to uphold segregation and preserve

the Jim Crow South, to call on them to

fight for black rights, justice and equal-

ity—now that's fantasy. The capitalist

state, be it administered by the Democrats
or the Republicans, is not some neutral

body. It is composed of an arsenal of

tools, armed bodies of men such as the

cops, the prisons, the army, the courts that

exist solely to maintain the capitalists’

class rule and keep the majority of the

population in line.

Besides, we know it can be done
because it has been done! In 1917. under
the leadership of the Bolshevik Party,

the Russian working class seized slate

power in its own name, for the first lime

ushering in a workers state, a collectiv-

ized planned economy. We defended the

socialized property fornts in the USSR
until the bitter end. We called not for a

return to capitalism, but for a proletarian

political revolution to oust the Stalinist

bureaucracy and to return to workers

democracy. Today’s "Russian question”

is China. We Marxists have a yardstick

with which to measure the level of

progress in any given society—the status

of women. The Chinese Revolution is a

graphic example of this, where women
went from the hideous tradition of foot-

binding to becoming full members in

social production.

Let me conclude with a story. In Janu-

ary 1917. Vladimir Lenin (leader of the

Russian Revolution along with Leon
Trotsky) was speaking in Switzerland

where he said. “We in the older generation

may not live to .see the revolution.” Within

weeks the Russian workers and peasants

had toppled the tsar—and by the end of

the year, the Bolsheviks held state power.

Now, I am not suggesting that we will be

ringing in the New Year with an American
working-class government occupying the

White House or seizing the means of pro-

duction (as gratifying as that may be).

What 1 am saying is that world events can

change our daily lives quickly and dra-

matically. and with that comes a qualita-

tive leap in consciousness of the masses.

We live in a very stable, yet unstable soci-

ety. Even here in the heart of the "world’s

only superpower.” within weeks the polit-

ical landscape can change dramatically

where all bets are off and the population

is no longer willing to be ruled as before.

History has shown that the question is not

ifclass struggle will erupt, but when. And
it’s our job to be ready, to have that party

in place that’s capable of leading the

working class in the revolutionary trans-

formation of society, overthrowing capi-

talism. and establishing a planned, collec-

tivized economy that can lay the basis for

a socialist egalitarian society. There are

few guarantees in life, but I do know that

if you don’t fight, you don’t win. It is in

this fight that we ask you to join us.

Spartacist League/Spartacus Youth Club Forums

LA. Labor Struggle: Which Way Forward?

Unchain Labor's Power! Break With the Democrats!

For a Revolutionary Workers Party that Fights for All the Oppressed!

Victory to the UFCW Strike!

Thursday, Jan. 29, 7 p.m.
UCLA. Math Sciences Bldg.

Room 5225 (near Parking Lot 9)
(exit Wilshire-East fr. 405 Frwy.

take Westwood Bl. north)

LOS ANGELES

Saturday, Jan. 31, 3 p.m.
Immanuel Presbyterian Church
3300 Wilshire Blvd. (at Berendo)

(2 blocks west of Wilshire/Vermont
Red Line station)

For more information. (213) 380-8239
E-mail, slsycla@cs.com
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Young Spartacus

ISO Backs Capitalist Greens in S.F. Elections

ISO Reaches Its Nader
The ISO has once again called for a

vole to a capitalist politician, this time

endorsing Malt Gonzalez of the Green

Party for San Francisco mayor in a cam-

paign he narrowly lost last month. The

fact that the ISO instructed workers to

place confidence in a representative of

the bosses exposes their pretension of

being any sort of socialists,

The essence of capitalist society is

found in the merciless exploitation of

the working class. Whoever upholds the

interests of the capitalists stands counter-

posed to the interests of the proletariat.

Notwithstanding the ISO's statement that

"We do not support candidates of capi-

talist parties like the Democrats or the

Republicans." printed in every issue

under a headline reading "Where We
Stand," the Green Party by its own
admission defends the rule of capital.

Marxists seek to further the struggle

of the working class to end the rule of

the bourgeoisie; first and foremost, work-

ers must organize independently of the

capitalists and their state. A vote for even

the most left-wing bourgeois candi-

date—which Gonzalez most certainly is

not

—

is a vote of confidence in the re-

formabilily of capitalism. Advocating a

vote for a capitalist politician can only

be an attempt to deflect workers and

revolutionary-minded youth from seeing

the need to fight to overthrow capitalism

and to pull them into the fold of bour-

geois electoralism.

The ISO admits that as head of the

city council, the second most powerful

post in San Francisco. "Gonzalez has at

times contradicted his own principles"

(principles, of course, that the ISO has

invented for him). Cast aside as “mis-

takes” amid their enthusiasm in Socialist

Worker is the true face of this capitalist

politician:

“Dunng the ma.ss direct action protests

last spring after Bush invaded Iraq. Gon-
zalez chided demon.siralors to 'go protest

in a city that hasn't already passed an
antiwar resolution’—and supported the

police arresting thousands of demonstra-
tors blocking city streets and corporate

headquarters."

— Socialist Worker.

14 November 2003

As with the rest of the capitalist politi-

cians who spoke from the platform at

antiwar rallies (including one in San
Francisco last spring where he told the

crowd that the city is "having a budget

crisis right now. so do me a favor and
don’t turn over any police cars" [Los

Angeles Times. 1 April 2003)), Gonza-
lez’s purpose was to confine protest

within limits acceptable to the ruling

class. As soon as the war started and
some protests took a more militant turn,

he cheered on slate repression of the

demonstrators. The ISO also admits:

"As president of the Board of Super-
visors (San Francisco’s city council),

Gonzalez oppo.scd amending the city

charter to dedicate more money to public

schools. He also touts his 'fiscal respon-
sibility'—and supported an $80,000 hike

in the supervisors’ salaries, while city

workers look a 7 percent wage cut and
other concessions to balance the budget."— Socialist Worker,

5 December 2003

The ISO is so craven and cynical as to

slate that Gonzalez "sees his third-party

campaign as part of building a mass
movement that can challenge the grow-

ing gap between rich and poor." Clearly.

this attribution to Gonzalez is a concoc-

tion on the ISO’s part, unless by "poor"

you mean Gonzalez and his fellow

supervisors.

Gonzalez is forthright about what he

stands for. In an interview on 16 Septem-

ber 2003. Hank Donat of MislerSF.com

asked Gonzalez if he was a socialist "as

one weekly paper has called him.” Gon-
zalez replied: "Democrats want everyone

to believe that Greens are to the left of

them because the Greens can always be

marginalized.... When you get into eco-

nomic decision-making, in a lot of ways

the Greens are more conservative and

pragmatic." adding, “Do you think [con-

servative San Francisco supervisor) Tony

Hall would nominate a socialist to the

board (of supervisors) presidency?"

It is clear that what motivates the ISO
in this opportunist maneuver is not the

politics of an individual politician, but

simply that the Greens are a currently

popular and liberal third party and thus

supposedly a “real alternative to the two-

party duopoly that runs Washington”

(Socialist Worker, 5 December 2003). In

truth, the Greens are nothing more than

an attempted saving grace for the Demo-
crats. After all, what else other than party

affiliation could fundamentally differen-

tiate the Democratic Party candidate the

ISO argues against voting for. Dennis

Kucinich. from the Greens? Their man.

Gonzalez, must not have seen much of a

difference when he decided to endorse

Kucinich for the U.S. presidency. Nor
did the San Francisco Chronicle, which
published an article headlined in part,

"Greens aren't so different from the pols

they seek to replace” (7 December 2003).

The ISO states that "the purpose of

Kucinich’s run is to appeal to progres-

sive voters—like the almost 3 million

who voted for Ralph Nader as a third-

party alternative in 2000—and pull them
into the Democratic Parly" (Socialist

Worker. 10 October 2003). They quote

Kucinich saying: ‘The Democratic Party

created third parties by running to the

middle. What I’m trying to do is to go
back to the big tent so that everyone who
felt alienated could come back through

my candidacy. " Well, that sounds like a

theme of Nader’s. The New York Times
reports on Nader's explanation of how

his joining the presidential race "could

work to the Democrats’ advantage: By
hammering away at populist themes...

he would force the leading Democratic

contenders to move left. That, he says,

would expand the party’s base” (10 Janu-

ary). No wonder “Nader speaks on plat-

forms with Kucinich” (Socialist Worker.

10 October 2003), as the ISO confesses.

Their intentions toward the Democrats

are one and the same.

Seriously now. when have three capi-

talist ruling parlies been better than two?

Mexico has three, and most bourgeois

democratic countries have even more;

does this mean they are closer to social-

ism? What is really going on is the ISO’s

domino theory of pressure politics—
even when there was a candidate workers

could critically support, as with Socialist

Workers Party’s Joel Britton in the Cali-

fornia gubernatorial recall election, the

ISO went for the capitalist Greens.

While we are still eight months away
from the presidential elections, the last

eight issues of their paper (starting from

November 2003) have had at least one

major article on them. The ISO’s obses-

sion is political. In fact, the main reason

for the ISO backing Gonzalez was that

"The election could have an influence on

the 2004 presidential race, as 2000 Green

Party presidential candidate Ralph Nader

is said to be watching the San Fran-

cisco results closely" (Socialist Worker,

14 November 2003). But the ISO was
thrown in a tizzy when Ralph Nader

wrote to the party’s steering committee

that he was withdrawing as a presidential

candidate this year. The ISO now is in the

very compromising position of trying to

pressure Nader to run for the Greens so

that he can be pressured to pressure the

Democrats to reform the capitalist sys-

tem. And they say this strategy is not uto-

pian but a socialist workers revolution is?!

But it is utopian to think that the capi-

talist rulers could be pressured to make
this society anything other than a class-

divided, war-ridden, racist hellhole. The
Democrats are what they are because

they, like the Greens, defend the inter-

ests of the capitalist class. Their state,

whoever is administering it. is there to

defend the capitalists’ property "rights."

It cannot be modified, it must be smashed

by socialist revolution to create a workers

government. To vote for a bourgeois

politician as a part of "building the move-
ment” is an obstacle to mobilizing work-

ers in class struggle against the capitalist

rulers. The party the working class needs

is not a "third" party of the class enemy
but a revolutionary workers party.*

Spartacus Youth Club Class Series

CHICAGO
Alternate Thursdays, 7 p.m.

January 29: The Cuban Revolution and
the Revolutionary Tendency

University of Chicago
Cobb Hall 5611 S. Ellis Ave.

Information and readings: (312) 563-0441
or e-mail: spartaci$l@iname.com

NEW YORK CITY
Alternate Tuesdays. 7 p.m.

January 27: Marxist Understanding
of the State, Bourgeois Elections
and the Need for a Workers Party

Columbia University

Meet in Hamilton Hall Lobby
Information and readings: (212) 267-1025

or e-mail: nysKScompuserve.com

LOS ANGELES
Alternate Saturdays, 2 p.m.

January 24 The Revolution Betrayed

3806 Beverly Blvd., Room 215
(Vermont/Beverly Red Line station)

Information and readings; (213) 380-6239
or e-mail: slsycla@cs.com

VANCOUVER
Thursday, 6 p.m.

January 29: Labor Showdown in

Quebec—Anglo Chauvinism Is

Poison to Class Struggle!
Independence for Quebec!

Forum Chambers, Maggie Benston
Centre, Simon Fraser University

Information and readings. (604) 687-0353
or e-mail: tllt@look.ca
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Brazil...
(conlinuedfrom page I)

between labor and capital; since at least

the 1989 presidential elections, this has

been its program and perspective.

The popular front lies the proletariat to

Its class enemy, subordinating the work-

ers' interests to capitalist rule. The whole

history of Leninism and Trotskyism has

been a struggle against class collabora-

tion and for the political independence

of the working class. That is how the

Bolshevik Party was able to lead the

workers of Russia to power in October

1917. Following the February Revolution

which overthrew the tsarist monarchy, the

Mensheviks and Social Revolutionaries

entered into a coalition government with

bourgeois forces. Lenin's Bolsheviks

denounced this as a betrayal of the prole-

tariat. refused to give any support to the

government and demanded "Down with

the ten capitalist ministers!" It was a

measure of the bureaucratic degeneration

of the Soviet workers state that, against

the whole experience of the Bolshevik

Revolution, the Sialinized Communist
International enshrined the “People's

Front" at its Seventh Congress in 1935.

Renouncing the revolutionary interna-

tionalism that animated the Russian Rev-

olution. the policy of the popular front

was part of the Kremlin's futile strategy of

appeasing world imperialism by derailing

workers revolution around the world.

Class-collaborationist maneuvers like

the popular front are a guarantee to the

bourgeoisie that the capitalist economy
and private property will be protected.

The experience of Chile in the early

1970s illustrates this. In 1970, Salvador

Allende came to power at the head of the

Unidad Popular, a popular front of the

Socialist Party and the Communist Parly

in coalition with small bourgeois forma-

tions. Committed to upholding the bour-

geois state, the Unidad Popular govern-

ment preached that the workers should

trust the "constitutional officers" in the

high ranks of the armed forces. As we
wrote at the time of Allende’s coming to

power:

"It is the most elementary duly for rev-

olutionary Marxists to irreconcilably

oppose the Popular Front in the election

and to place absolutely no confidence in

it in power. Any 'critical support' to the

Allende coalition is class treason, paving
the way for a bloody defeat for the Chil-

ean working people when domestic reac-

tion, abetted by iniemaiionul imperial-

ism. is ready."— "Chilean Popular Front."

Spanacist No. 19.

November-December 1970

Tragically, our warnings were proven

correct. In 1973, General Auguslo Pino-

chet led a bloody coup that crushed the

left and trade unions in Chile, and

resulted in thousands tortured, disap-

peared and murdered. This is an example
of why Leon Trotsky, co-leader with

Lenin of the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution.

Ripper/lmagens de Terre

Brazilians held in debt bondage await
rations. Some 25,000 are enslaved in

Brazil.

8

said that the popular front is not a tactic,

but the greatest crime.

The key difference between Brazil

today and Chile in the early '70s is that

Chile was in a pre-revolutionary situa-

tion which the popular front .served to

defuse. In contrast. Lula came to power
with the blessing of the Brazilian bour-

geoisie because the capitalists figured he

had the authority to convince workers to

accept austerity measures. Moreover,

less than a year after the sustained pro-

tests in Argentina against the IMF's

bleeding of that country's economy, sec-

tions of the Brazilian bourgeoisie wanted

a president with the credentials to con-

trol or prevent any potential struggle.

The PT is a bourgeois workers party, a

party with a working-class base but a

leadership with a pro-capitalist program.

This contradiction between the base and

the top of such a party is suppressed

when it takes office and administers the

capitalist state. Indeed, to both the impe-

rialists and the Brazilian bourgeoisie.

Lula is a credible servant.

The International Communist League
opposes popular fronts and all other

forms of class collaboration as a matter

of principle, as a key component of our

fight for the political independence of the

working class and against its subordina-

tion to the bourgeoisie.

Lula Regime Attacks Workers,
Peasants, the Poor

In its first year in office, the Lula gov-

ernment has produced a budget surplus

even higher than the one demanded by

the IMF, This was achieved by slashing

AFP

Civil servants on strike denounce
Lula as a traitor.

Another instance in which the Lula

administration has demonstrated its loy-

alty to capitalism has been the land ques-

tion. Lula's former allies in the Movi-

mento dos Trabalhadores Rurais Sem
Terra (MST—Landless Peasants Move-
ment) demanded land for 120.000 peas-

ants. Lula dashed their hopes by whit-

tling his promise down to a mere 7.000

parcels. The failure to distribute even

that triggered a wave of land occupations

by the peasants. Lula countered by

allowing the big latifundidrios (planta-

tion owners) to arm bands of paramili-

Eduardo/BG Press

Leaders of Landless Peasants Movement under arrest after hundreds
occupied ranch owned by then-president Cardoso, March 2002.

social expenditure and increasing lay-

offs. accompanied by state repression.

The government, for example, spent 48

billion reals (roughly $17 billion) to pay

debt interest to the IMF in a three-month

period last year, while less than a third of

this amount has been invested in infra-

structure. Since Lula took office, unem-
ployment has risen by some 600.000.

According to the New York Times (4 Jan-

uary). the purchasing power of the popu-

lation has diminished by 20 percent,

while expenditures on social programs
have been reduced by 8 percent in com-
parison with the final year of the previ-

ous government.

The government's attack on the pen-

.sion system sparked outrage. Hailed

by the IMF. this measure, enacted on

December 11. will drastically reduce

stale workers' pensions. The minimum
retirement age will be raised to 60 for

men and to 55 for women, The official

retirement age for men now surpasses the

average life expectancy of 59. In response

19 the proposed pension cuts, the Central

Unica dos Trabalhadores (CUT—Sole

Center for the Workers)—the gigantic

union federation associated with the PT

—

launched an 800.000-strong public work-

ers strike in July that lasted over a month.

When the pension reform bill was pre-

sented to the Brazilian Senate and

National Congress, four parliamentarians

from the "left wing" of the PT dared to

vote against it. In revenge. Lula’s PT
leadership expelled them from the party

in December.

lary murderers to defend their property.

The Pastoral Land Commission docu-

mented that 71 agricultural workers were

murdered between January and Novem-
ber 2003. Meanwhile, peasant leaders

languish in jails; Josd Rainha, a leader of

the MST. was convicted for land seizure

in 2000 and imprisoned for over three

months beginning in July 2003—i.e..

under Lula's regime.

This December, the Lula government

signed into law a bill that raises the min-

imum age for gun ownership to 25 years

and requires a psychological test before

purchasing a gun. The law explicitly for-

bids citizens from carrying their guns

anywhere outside the home. This ensures

that only the cops, security guards and
paramilitary death squads will be armed
in the streets, giving them an even freer

hand to carry out their reign of terror

against landless peasants in the country-

side and the poor, especially black peo-

ple. in the fuvelos. the shantytowns that

permeate the urban landscape. According

to Amnesty International, over 700 peo-

ple. overwhelmingly black, were killed

by the cops in the slate of Sao Paulo
between January and October 2002. The
new law also sets a 2005 nationwide ref-

erendum to try to ban guns altogether.

No to gun control!

The Potential of the
Brazilian Proletariat

Brazil is a huge country of 175 million

people with the elevenih-largest econ-
omy in the world; its industrial infra-

structure makes it the economic heart of

Latin America. Brazil is a country of

extremes, not least in its distribution of

income. While big foreign firms like the

German auto giant Volkswagen make

millions in profit from their Brazilian

plants, the impoverished population

starves in the poor and overcrowded

favelas. The "war on drugs” has turned

these favelas into shooting galleries

where police gun down street children

and the poor. According to the most con-

servative estimates, there arc hundreds of

thousands of mcninos de rua (street kids)

in Brazil today, fighting for survival.

In the countryside, barely 1 percent of

the population owns 46 percent of the

arable land; some 4.8 million rural fami-

lies have no land. Despite the myth of

racial democracy. Brazil is a hideously

racist country where roughly half the

population is black or mulatto (the gov-

ernment is notorious for undercounting

the number of blacks) and treated like

second-class citizens. Abortion is illegal

except in cases of rape.

In the last decade, conditions for the

working masses in Brazil have gotten

worse. This is a direct result of the capi-

talist counterrevolution in the Soviet

Union in 1991-92 which emboldened the

American imperialists and their rivals to

squeeze the semicolonial world even

harder for profits. From Latin America to

Asia and Africa, the number of people

living on less than $2 per day has

swelled as their governments fork over

billions of dollars in debt payments to

the IMF and World Bank. In countries

such as Argentina, the industrial working

class itself has been decimated and pau-

perized by layoffs and factory closings.

One manifestation of the worsening con-

ditions for the working class and poor in

Brazil is the increasing prevalence of

debt slavery. Numerous organizations

document the use of slave labor in the

production of Brazilian charcoal as well

as on ranches, in mines and logging

operations.

Throughout the 20th century, the enor-

mous investment of foreign and state cap-

ital into Brazil’s economy produced a

modem industrial infrastructure which,

however, coexists with the most back-

ward forms of subjugation in the country-

side and with a brutal and unstable polit-

ical system. Therefore, although the

national capitalist class holds slate power,

it is forced to live on the credits and
investments of its imperialist masters,

At the same lime, if the imperialists

.seriously fell that their financial interests

in Brazil were being jeopardized either by
an insurgent proletariat or by nationalist

or populist elements, they would not hes-

itate to intervene. For example, shaken by
the 1959 Cuban Revolution and the fail-

ure of the 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion,

the John F. Kennedy administration

feared the spread of "Castro-communism"
throughout Latin America, particularly in

desperately poor regions such as the

northeast of Brazil. Kennedy launched
the "Alliance for Progress" with promises
of "nation-building" and aid for the

needy. Part of the U.S. “aid" package was
training the Brazilian police and special

forces in the bloody arts of "subversive

tracking" (i.e., assassination) and "crowd
control" (i.e., police riot). Kennedy’s
intervention in Brazil culminated in the

1964 military coup d’etat against the

bourgeois-nationalist Goulari govern-
ment. This ushered in two decades of
totalitarian dictatorships under the mili-

tary and their death squads.

Today, the Brazilian bourgeoisie, sil-

ling on lop of one of the most important

economies in the continent, aspires to

overcome its subordinate status and be-
come an independent imperialist power.
(In fact. Brazilian capitalism is one of
the few “Third World" economies that

can support its own airplane industry.

EMBRAER, and even an independent
space program.)

The Lula administration flaunts a

number of timidly nationalist positions
regarding foreign policy, particularly its

opposition to the tariffs imposed by the

U.S. government on imports of Brazilian
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12,000 auto workers protest threatened job cuts at Volkswagen auto plant
near Sao Paulo, August 2003.

steel, and recently walked t>ut of the Can-

ciin summit of the World Trade Organiza-

tion in protest ot the l-TAA’s agrarian

policies. I'undamentally incapable of

opposing the imperialist system. Lula's

government offers symbolic gestures of

"independence”—which are sufficient to

infuriate the arrogant Bush administra-

tion—such as Lula's visit to Libya

and Syria, where he called to "end the

occupation” of Iraq, or the decision to

photograph and fingerprint all Ameri-

cans entering Brazil, m retaliation for the

treatment given by U.S. authorities to

Brazilians and others. Additionally, Lula

recently signed a commercial accord with

China covering agribusiness, technology,

construction and natural resources, and

jointly launched an earth-monitoring sat-

ellite last October.

Notwithstanding the pretensions of

Brazilian capitalists and the nationalist

ideology they push, the historic reality of

our era is that the imperialist countries of

North America, West Europe and Japan

are not willing to let any other country

become a major imperialist power.

Indeed, the door to the imperialists' elite

club was slammed shut by the turn of the

20th century and never reopened. South

Korea and Argentina provide dramatic

examples: yesterday's perpetually "emerg-

ing powers” have been devastated by

brutal economic crises generated by the

demands of the imperialists.

The solution to the economic back-

wardness suffered by the Brazilian peo-

ple cannot be found in the "national”

development of capitalism. The only

solution is the Trotskyist program of per-

manent revolution. Only a socialist revo-

lution. with the proletariat at its head,

can begin to liberate the working class,

the peasantry and all the oppressed. The
fight for proletarian power in Brazil must
be linked to a revolutionary internation-

alist perspective of workers revolution

throughout the region and in North

America.

In "Imperialist War and the Proletarian

World Revolution” (1940). Trotsky wrote:

"South and Central America will be able

to tear thcmselve.s out of backwardness
and enslavement only by uniting all their

states in one powerful federation. But it

is not the belated South American bour-
geoisie. a thoroughly venal agency of
foreign imperialism, who will be called
upon to solve this task, but the young
South Amcncan prolclariat, the chosen
leader of the oppressed masses. The slo-

gan in the struggle against violence and
intrigues of world imperialism and
against the bloody work of native com-
prador cliques is therefore: the Soviet
United States of South and Central
America."

He continued:

"Only under its own revolutionary direc-

tion is the proletariat of the colonics and
the semicolonies capable of achieving
invincible collaboration with the prole-

tariat of the metropolitan centers, and
with the world working class as a whole.
Only this collaboration can lead the

oppressed peoples to complete and final

emancipation, through the overthrow of
imperialism the world over."

In Brazil today there exists a social

force of flesh and blood capable of car-

rying out this perspective: the industrial

working class. Currently, only 9 percent

of the Brazilian gro.ss domestic product

comes from agricultural production,

while over 29 percent comes from indus-

try. above all metallurgy and auto manu-
facturing. The Brazilian proletariat, with

its enormous black component, has

behind it a heroic history of struggle, and

is organized in strong union federations.

With its hands on the levers of the econ-

omy and the power to shut down produc-

tion. the Brazilian proletariat is the social

force that can lead the struggle on behalf

of all the oppressed, from the urban poor

in Ihc favelas, to oppressed women, to

landless peasants. The culmination of

this struggle must be a society where

those who labor rule: a workers state.

The weight of Brazilian industry

within the continent gives an idea of the

electrifying effect that the Brazilian pro-

letariat in action would have on the rest

of Latin America and the world. From
the restive Bolivian working masses and

the discontented workers of Argentina,

including the vast sector of unemployed,
to the workers of the Mexican maquila-
doras. from the multiracial working class

of the U.S.. especially the Latino immi-

grant proleiuriui. to the black proletariat

of South Africa, a workers revolution in

Brazil could be a catalyst for class strug-

gle throughout the world. In turn, given

the level of international interpenetration

of the modern economy, a workers revo-

lution. even in Brazil, could not survive

in isolation, nor could socialism be con-

structed without extending the revolution

internationally, especially to iniperialist

centers like the United States.

We Spartacists fight to bring to the

workers of Latin America the under-

standing that they have no common
interests with their "compatriots" of the

national bourgeoisie, but that, instead,

their best comrades in the struggle

against imperialism will be the workers

of industrialized countries like the

United Stales. In the last instance, only

with the participation of workers in the

imperialist states can capitalist imperial-

ism be destroyed, and the enormous
resources of these countries be placed at

the service of all humanity. It is neces-

sary to break the workers in countries

like the U.S. from the influence of their

chauvinist trade-union leaders who push

the interests of imperialism, and win
them to an internationalist perspective of

joint struggle with the workers of all the

oppressed countries.

The Responsibility of the Left

The four PT members who were

expelled from the party for voting against

the pension "reform” last December are

all part of the PT "left wing." which
reportedly influences some 30 percent of

the membership of the PT and the CUT
trade-union federation. Expelled Senator

Heloisa Helena and others have recently

launched a new party to "reclaim" the tra-

ditions of the PT. But workers disillu-

sioned with Lula deserve better than old

garbage hidden in new pails.

The PT is a social-democratic party;

that is. an organization whose basis of

support in the workers movement is in

contradiction with its programmatic

goal: administering the capitalist state. In

the 1980s, the PT’s local governments

administered the interests of the bosses,

collaborating in layoffs, budget slashing

and state repression. The best known
case was that of Luiza Erundina, the PT

mayor of Sao Paulo, who broke an

important strike by the municipal trans-

port workers. Beginning in 1999. the in'

held the governorship of the state of Rio

Grande do Sul for four years, where they

controlled the state police forces and

implemented the austerity program of

the federal government.

Where were these distinguished "left"

PTers all these years? One particularly

grotesque case is that ot minister Miguel

Rossctio. one of the most famous "left”

PTers. a member of .Socialist Democracy,

the Brazilian associate of the United Sec-

retarial (USec) and also Lula's minister

for agrarian development—i.e., he is

helping to directly administer the capi-

talist Brazilian state. As our comrades of

the Ligue Trotskyste de France wrote in

Le Bolchevik (No. 166. December 2003):

"Miguel Rossctio is ‘minister of agrarian

development' in a government that has

disinbuted less land to the landless peas-

ants than all preceding governments,

jailed Josd Raiiiha. the liisionc leader of

the Landless Pca.sants Movement (MST).
and grants immunity to the killers in the

pay of the latifuiidistas. In (he November
issue of l.ulle de clas.se, journal of Lutte

Ouvridre. you cun read' 'On August 14.

the Supreme Court annulled a decree
allowing the expropriation of 1.3,200

hectares [about 25.000 acres) to 500
families, sparking the occupation of the

land, which led Miguel Rossetto to

declare that "in a democratic state of
law. the decisions of the Supreme Court
must be respected" '...

"We are opposed in principle to partici-

pation in an executive organ of the bour-

geois stale because it would mean tak-

ing responsibility fur and participating

in the repression of workers and the

oppressed.”

This has been a split issue ever since

the French Socialist Millerand accepted

a ministerial post in 1899. The debate

this betrayal precipitated in the Marxist

movement drove the revolutionary Marx-
ist Rosa Luxemburg to write her classic

1900 polemic .Social Reform or Revolu-

tion. The bourgeoisie allows "socialists"

into their governments on the condition

that they defend capitalism against its

enemies. To accept executive office is to

accept in practice the false proposition

that the working class can lay hold of the

bourgeois state machinery and wield it

for its own purposes. In reality, the les-

sons of the bloody suppression of the

1871 Paris Commune showed that the

levers of the existing capitalist slate

power cannot simply be seized by the

workers and used to liberate the prole-

tariat. The bourgeois state, the executive

committee of the capitalist class, at its

core consists of bodies of armed men
committed to defending capitalist prop-

erty. It must be smashed through socialist

revolution and replaced by organs of pro-

letarian power, i.e.. a workers state.

Now, while his fellow Socialist Democ-
racy tendency members, like Heloisa Hel-

ena. are purged from the PT for voting

against Lula's attack on pensions. Ros-

setto has opted to hold on to his ministe-

rial portfolio. Indeed, most of the Social-

ist Democracy parliamentary cretins are

more than willing to maintain their little

niche inside Lula's PT. In fact. Heloisa

Helena’s vole against the pension reform

was in opposition to the general line

of Socialist Democracy—the tendency's

other MPs voted in favor, with two

continued on page 10
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Mexican police assault anti-globalization protesters in Cancun during WTO
meeting, September 2003.

Brazil...
(vontinufii from page 9)

abstaining ! This should be enough for any

member of the USec who considers him-

self a stKialisi. or at least an opponent of

the IMF's measures, to abandon his

organi7ation with disgust. This is the bit-

ter fruit of "doing work" within a popular

front.

In November 1994. when the UScc's

association with Lula's FT was still a

point of international "pride.” and the

USec boasted of its "influence over the

masses in Brazil." the speaker for the

International Communist League. Joseph

Seymour, said in a public debate with the

USec leader Bmest Mandcl;

"You’ve got nothing! You know what

you have in Brazil? You have a bunch of

apparauhihi for Lula! It tomorrow Lula

said. ’Repudiate the Fourth International,

repudiate Trotskyism, repudiate the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat, or you’re

expelled.’ you know what would happen?

Half of you would be expelled, the other

half would repudiate Trotskyism."
—

’’.Spartacist League Debates

Ernest Mandel." WV No. 61 1.

25 November 1994

The majority of the leaders of the

"left" tendency in the PT belong to other

organizations which cynically claim to

be Trotskyist. Luciana Genro and Joao

Batista Araujo (Babd). for example,

belong to different currents which follow

the late pseudo-Trotskyist Argentine cau-

dillo Nahucl Moreno. But the PT. with

its internal currents, is not the only

organization of the Brazilian workers

movement. The Partido Socialisia dos

Trabalhadores Unificado (PSTU). Brazil-

ian section of the Morenoile tendency, is

another group that seeks to take advan-

tage of the disillusionment among work-

ers by presenting themselves as the left

alternative to the PT. In the first round of

elections in 2002, the PSTU ran indepen-

dent candidates, obtaining more than

400.000 votes and the support of a big

part of the so-called "far left" in Brazil.

However, the PSTU voted for Lula's

popular front in the second (and deci-

sive) round of the elections.

In fact, the campaign documents of 2^
Maria, presidential candidate for the

PSTU. are distinguished from tho.se of

Lula by their more nationalist rhetoric.

Far from utilizing its campaign to

unmask the fraud of bourgeois "democ-

racy." the PSTU explicitly promised to

administer the capitalist state supposedly

for the benefit of the dispossessed major-

ity. Yet the most revealing part of its

electoral program is the extensive section

dedicated to "public security." where

they promise to subject the Brazilian

police and army to "democratic control"

by the population. As core elements of

the bourgeois state, the police and army
can never be reformed to .serve the inter-

ests of workers and the oppressed. More-

over. consistent with its reformist poli-

tics. the PSTU in its 2002 electoral

program called to improve the salaries

and the working conditions of the police,

complaining that currently the police

lack “security equipment such as bullet-

proof vests and even handcuffs and
ammunition.”

Let’s not forget that we are talking

about the racist Brazilian police, which

uses its bulletproof vests to “safely" (for

the cops) repress workers demonstra-

tions, its handcuffs to chain peasant

fighters and its ammunition to assassi-

nate street children! It Should be an ele-

mentary truth, for anyone claiming to be

a Marxist, that police are not part of the

workers movement but the attack dogs of

the bourgeois state!

In the end. it was a division of labor in

the service of class collaboration: the

PSTU used its extensive influence

among workers to bolster the “proletar-

ian" credentials of the PT; the PT. in

turn, subordinated the workers to the

bourgeoisie in a capitalist popular-front

government which is now implementing

the IMF’s austerity plans. The PSTU
shares responsibility for the Lula

regime’s anti-working-class measures.

Another organization on the Brazilian

left, the Liga Bolchevique Intemaciona-

lista (LBI). is characterized by covering

its reformism with revolutionary phrase-

mongering and vile anti-Semitism (see

"The Brazilian LBI: Centrism of Fools.”

WV No. 806. 4 July 2003). The LBI cor-

rectly denounced Lula’s popular front

and refused to give any support to the

reformist PSTU. criticizing them in par-

ticular for their position to reform the

police. But. in reality, the LBI does not

oppose the popular front out of any prin-

ciple, as shown by its support to the PT
in the 1989 elections.

When the criminal World Trade Center •

attack took place in September 2001. the

LBI described it as a legitimate act "by

the Islamic militants who responded mil-

itarily to the permanent war that imperi-

alism imposes on the peoples and

oppressed nations of the Near East, by

means of the unconventional ‘military’

resources they had available" (Jomal
Lula Operdria. September 2002). The
LBI went so far as to assert that the work-

ers killed in the attack on the WTC were

a "minority" among "CIA agents” {Marx-

ismo Revoluciondrio, December 2001 )!

As for the cops, in a polemic against us

in the same issue of Marxismo Revolu-

ciondrio. the LBI complains with bitter-

ness; "The most incredible thing is that

this tendency (the ICL) grossly falsifies

the LBI’s positions, accusing us of

defending the police, or that the police are

part of the working class. Grotesque lie

against the LBI." Really? While they

hypocritically recite: "No support to the

reactionary police strike” ("Strike in

the Police." Marxismo Revoluciondrio.

December 1997), the LBI explained

touchingly that "to support the demands

of the police is not the best way to accel-

erate an open fissure within the ruling

classes." And then they proceeded to pro-

pose a "better" way: “For the formation

of red unions inside the troops of the

armed forces and the Military Police!” In

the Brazilian steel town of Volta Redonda

in 1996. the LBI ran for leadership (and

won control) of a cop-infested municipal

workers union. Their leader. Artur Fer-

nandes. was a staunch supporter of keep-

ing the cops in the union. Cops out of the

unions!

The LBI’s rotten bloc partner for con-

trol of the municipal workers union in

Volta Redonda was the LM/LQB (Luta

Metalurgica/Liga Quarta-lntemacionaiisla

do Brasil), which was later to be

embraced by the minuscule International-

ist Group of Jan Norden as its Brazilian

affiliate. An LQB supporter and ex-cop,

Geraldo Ribeiro. ran for president and

won with a majority of the cops’ voles.

The ICL insisted that LM/LCJB act in

accordance with its professed agreement

with our program and act to separate the

cops from the municipal workers union.

But after a sufficiently lengthy period of

discussion, we broke fraternal relations

with the LQB over its unprincipled trade-

union opportunism (see "A Break in Fra-

ternal Relations with Luta Meialurgica."

WV No. 648. 5 July 1996). Afterward,

when the LQB’s rotten bloc with the LBI
fell apart, each side dragged the union

through the bosses’ courts to hold tight to

their union posts.

For a Leninist Party in Brazil!

Increasingly, the workers are calling

the PT the "Party of Traitors." With its

gigantic working class becoming more
disillusioned with the broken promises of

the popular front, the peasant movement

fighting desperately for land and the

political situation highly volatile. Brazil

promises to be the stage of convulsive

class battles. However, there arc no

impossible situations for tlie bourgeoisie;

it is necessary to throw them out.

The situation in Brazil powerfully

exemplifies the statement that Leon Trot-

sky made in the Transitional Program in

1938: 'The world political situation as a

whole is chiefly characterized by a histor-

ical crisis of the leadership of the prole-

tariat" We Marxists in the ICL under-

stand that what’s necessary to unchain the

revolutionary potential of the Brazilian

proletariat is to forge a revolutionary

inicmationalist pany. Such a party would

struggle to break the working-class base

of the PT away from its current leadership

as part of the struggle for workers power,

fusing intellectuals and students won to

the side of the proletariat with the most

advanced elements of the working class.

In a 7 September 2003 manifesto, the

PSTU declared. "We Need a New Parly

to Unite the Brazilian Left." In opposition

to the Brazilian fake Trotskyists, we fight

to build a Leninist vanguard party. Their

"new mass party" is in fact an old refor-

mist idea; Karl Kautsky’s "party of the

whole class.” It was one of Lenin’s great-

est contributions to the Marxist move-

ment to realize that ihe precondition fora

successful proletarian socialist revolution

was a split with the opportunists in the

workers movement, the labor lieutenants

of capital in the trade unions and the

"socialist” parliamentarians who cling to

the coattails of the bourgeoisie.

We fight for an authentically Marxist

parly which will champion the rights

of all the oppressed—blacks, women,
homosexuals, peasants—with a class-

struggle program dedicated to bringing

the working class to power. In Brazil,

while suffering intense racial oppression,

black and mulatto workers have enor-

mous potential social power as part of

the proletariat.

A revolutionary party must aspire to

become the "tribune of the people”; that

is. to be capable of counierposing. in

practice, the liberating ideas of commu-
nism to the prejudices of the dominant

ideology in all aspects of social life:

against prevailing male-chauvinism in

Brazil's Catholic society; for the struggle

for women’s liberation as a centra! ele-

ment of the party’s program, fighting

for free and legal abortion and against

anti-gay discrimination; fighting against

deeply rooted racism, raising the banner

of black liberation and fighting in defense

of peasants and indigenous people against

the landowners’ and cattle ranchers’ bru-

tal campaign of extermination. Such a

party must be built in the struggle against

the narrow and economist perspective of

the pro-capitalist labor bureaucracy. It

must put itself at the head of the struggles

of all the oppressed as part of the fight to

establish working-class rule, smashing
the rule of the bosses and placing the

immense resources and energies of the

country in the service of the most urgent

human needs. This perspective is neces-

sarily internationalist and is part of the

struggle to reforge the Fourth Interna-

tional to lead new October Revolutions. It

is the perspective of the International

Communist League

CORRECTIONS
In “U.S. Imperialists Rape Iraq”

(WV No. 817, 9 January), the article

"Guilty of Being a Palestinian in Iraq"

was attributed to the Nation. In fact,

the article was printed on the Coimier-

Pimch Web site on 22 December
2003. In "Federal Court Rules Against

Ashcroft. Bush on Padilla” in the

same issue, we stated that the ruling

by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
in California that "the law was un-

constitutional because it would ensnare

anyone who did anything from donat-

ing to an orphanage run by a banned
group to buying ‘cookies from a

bakesale”’ referred to the court’s 18

December decision that the govern-

ment’s indefinite detention of prison-

ers in Guantdnamo. Cuba was unlaw-

ful. In reality, this statement referred

to the 3 December ruling by the same
court against Clinton’s 1996 Anti-

Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty

Act. which is referred to later in the

paragraph. Finally, in "Build Picket

Lines! Extend UFCW Strike!" in the

same issue, we incorrectly wrote that

the supermarket workers strike was

moving “into its third month.” In fact,

the strike was already in its third

month and moving into its fourth

month.
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Jackson...
(continuedfrom page 12)

(30 November 2003) notes, the boy only

revealed the supposed ’’improprieiics’*

alter seeing a llierapist—and he was
taken to the therapist after his family had

already contacted a lawyer linked to the

1993 allegations of child molestation

against Jackson. And despite the D.A.’s

assertion that the sexual contact hap-

pened after the first investigation by the

Los Angeles authorities, there's a curious

overlap, since the charges state the "lewd

acts" happened starling on February 7,

that IS. a week betore the first investiga-

tion. As former L.A. prosecutor Chris

Darden, of O.J. Simpson fame, said;

"Apparently the D.A.. ..expects us to

believe that Michael Jackson not only

molested this kid prior to the children's

services investigation, but while the in-

vestigation was going on. And then con-

tinued to molest this child even after that

investigation" {CNN Legal Roundup. 19

December 2003).

According to Harvey Levin, producer

of Celebrity Justice. "This boy told a

AP
Obsessed Santa Barbara County
D.A. Thomas Sneddon, who failed

to get Jackson a decade ago, still

pursuing his vendetta.

therapist that Michael Jackson fondled

him in his private parts, hut he's a very

reluctant witness. He did not come out

and spill his guts about what allegedly

happened between him and Michael
Jackson. We're told it literally had to be
pulled out of him. first by attorney Larry

Feldman and then by a therapist, who
ultimately got the story from the boy"
(Yahoo! India News. 29 November 2003).

This all sounds like it's another of those

cases of fake "recovered memories.”
What is clear is that whatever happened
(if anything happened) between the two
was entirely consensual.

Within the boy's family, accusations

have been flying back and forth about the

character of those involved. The boy’s

father, who lost custody of the chil-

dren after he pleaded no contest to

charges of spousal abuse and child cru-

elty. claims the mother made their kids

lie about those charges and is now fight-

ing to overturn them. He says he believes

Michael Jack.son's side of the story and

is trying to gel a separate lawyer for

the kid in the case {Celebrity Justice.

1 December 2003).

A Modern-Day Lynching,
Indeed

This case has garnered worldwide atten-

tion. as befits a record-breaking enter-

tainer. Fans from Tokyo to Budapest have

held vigils and demonstrations in support

of Michael Jackson. Even spunky Cana-
dian Web site www.injusticebusters .com

took time off from frigid Saskatoon. Sas-

katchewan for a moment to comment on
this most evident of injustices, compar-
ing it to the McMartin day-care case of

20 years ago in Los Angeles. Then,

wildly fantasized tales of satanic rituals

and sexual abuse of children led to a

widespread anti-sex witchhunt and the

destruction of dozens of lives, including

those of the kids who were brainwashed

into believing in their own victimization.

It is noteworthy that among American
blacks. Jackson's support runs particu-

larly strong. In the entertainment busi-

ness. several high-profile black artists,

from “King of Comedy" Steve Harvey to

R& B diva Alicia Keys to rappers LL Cool

J and Missy Elliott, have rallied in sup-

port of Jackson. Black Democrats Jesse

Jackson Sr. and A1 Sharpion have taken

short breaks from their perennial gigs as

fringe liberals selling illusions in the

Democratic Party to address the clear

sense of injustice around this case. Even
the virulently anti-gay. anti-anything-

sexual Nation of Islam of Louis Farra-

khan has taken up his defense with a

front-page article in their paper, where
they summarize black activist Dick
Gregory’s reaction to Michael’s arrest: "If

they can do this to a Michael Jackson—
with his money and stature—then they

can do it to anyone in the Black com-
munity" ("Michael Jackson: Innocent

Until Proven Guilty," Final Call. 4
December 2003). As his brother Jermaine

Jackson so aptly pul it. this persecution

is a "modern-day lynching” (CNN. 20
November 2003).

Down With Puritanical
Anti-Sex Laws!

There is a justifiable felt anger over

seeing that, in racist America, having

money does not exempt you from being a

target for slate persecution and frame-ups

when you’re born black. But many of

those who are defending Jackson this

time around would quite like the idea of

incarcerating proven “pedophiles." Peo-

ple who normally embrace the most back-

ward. anti-gay. anti-“pedophiIe" religious
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Lbrary o> Congress

Internationally renowned Irish playwright Oscar Wilde was pilloried in

Victorian England for homosexuality, “corrupting the morals of youth."

consciousness, arc embracing Jackson,

and that is in fact a good thing for him.

But unlike the myriad ministers and rap

stars around who claim Michael could

never be guilty of .such a “heinous crime”

as having sex with 12-year-old boys, we
defend him against slate persecution par-

ticularly because we fight for people's

right to have consensual sex with whom-
ever they choose. The only guideline that

ought to exist in sexual relations is the

rule of effective consent, regardless of

age. gender or race. Michael Jackson’s

defense is also a defense of everyone’s

privacy and sexual freedom.

While it is possible that Michael Jack-

son has been thoroughly asexual in his

relationships with boys, as he steadfastly

maintains, to us that is irrelevant. Jack-

son has been charged under pan of the

California penal code involving a "lewd

act upon a child." It prohibits acts with

the intention of arousing, appealing to.

or gratifying the lust, passions or sexual

desires of the person or the child. The
slate clearly and willfully does not dis-

tinguish between coerced and consensual

sexual acts.

The capitalist stale is intent on ban-

ning all sex for young people to prepare

them for a life of unfulfilled desires and
urges by imposing ab.stinence. guilt and
fear about wanting to have sex. These
laws have nothing to do with protecting

children; all they do is enforce puritanical

values pushed by religion, and provide a

moral justification for government inter-

ference in all other aspects of life. As
Marxists, we reject all laws that crimi-

nalize consen.sual sex for youth, with or

without adult partners. Down with all

reactionary "age of consent" laws!

The Jackson case represents an inter-

section of blatant anti-gay bigotry, the

reactionary state-enforced stigma against

intergenerational sex. and racial preju-

dice. And just as we defend Michael

Jackson against this vicious vendetta,

we have always defended the North

American Mari/Boy Love Association

(NAMBLA)—which advocates the right

of men and boys to consensual sexual

relations—against slate repression. We
oppose the government’s Internet snoop-

ing and anti-child-pom dragnets, which

criminalize not only sexual encounters

but even the use of visual aids for

masturbation.

In the horribly repressive, anti-sex

United Stales of the 21st century, people

like Jackson who dare to openly interact

phy.sically with children, whether or not

there is sex involved, are stigmatized

and persecuted. When Oscar Wilde was
sent to prison in 1895, by the standards

of the narrow-minded, petty and intol-

erant morals of Victorian England he
was "guilty” not only of "gross inde-

cency" (homo.sexualiiy) but also of

"corrupting the morals of youth." Today
nearly everyone agrees that Wilde was
brutally victimized by his puritan pro.se-

cutors. Yet his two-year hard-labor sen-

tence would be considered far loo lenient

by modem American standards; many
a convicted "pedophile” has been sent

to jail for decades for charges similar

to those against Jackson or Wilde.

How far we’ve progressed in the last

century!

Michael Jack.son is also facing at-

tempts to yank his three children from
his custody, since anyone charged with

"child molestation" ends up being con-

sidered an “unfit parent” by the courts.

Publicity hound Gloria Allred, an attor-

ney on a personal vendetta against Jack-

son ever since she briefly represented his

1993 accuser. ha.s again asked child wel-

fare officials to lake his kids, claiming a

".substantial risk that a child will be sex-

ually abused by his or her parent” (AP.

21 November 2003). Allred, notorious

for trying to take away O.J. Simpson’s
kids after his trial, has been gunning for

Jackson ever since the odd (but hardly

infanticidal) incident where he held his

baby son over the balcony of a German
hotel for the benefit of his fans. Any-
one who has any knowledge about the

horrors of "stale custody" of children

should see this as anotlier example of
the state’s complete disregard for kids'

welfare—and how these moral cru-

saders’ "family values" have nothing to

do with protecting kids, or anyone else

for that matter. Hands off Michael Jack-
son! Leave him alone!u

Women and Revolution^
Bound Volume

We are proud to make available the first bound volume of Women
and Revolution, journal of the Women’s Commission of the Spartacist
League/U.S. Now incorporated into Spartacist, the theoretical and
documentary repository of the International Communist League
(Fourth Internationalist). Women and Revolution reflects our commit-
ment to the fight for women’s liberation through socialist revolution.

The fully indexed clothbound volume contains issues No. 1

(May/June 1971) through No. 20 (Spring 1980).

$27 (includes postage)

Order from/make checks payable to:

Spartacist Publishing Co,. Box 1377 GPO. New York. NY 10116
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stop Vendetta Against

Michael Jackson!

AP
January 16: Michael Jackson, accompanied by family members, leaves
California court after pleading "not guilty" to charges of child molestation.
Below: Protest on the Hollywood Walk of Fame defends Jackson.

Michael Jackson, the 45-year'Old black

megastar dubbed “King of Fop” for his

stellar musical career, is once again

being hounded by vicious state prosecu-

tors and unscrupulous media vultures on

yet another witchhunt over alleged "child

molestation" charges, to which he entered

a "not guilty” plea on January 16. Last

November. Santa Barbara County District

Attorney Thomas Sneddon announced an

arrest warrant for Michael Jackson, a

day after no less than 70 police investiga-

tors invaded Jackson^ 2.700-acre Never-

land Ranch to conduct a privacy-busting

search into his palatial estate. Set up for

maximum humiliation, Michael Jackson

surrendered himself to police for booking

on November 20. and was released after

posting an outrageous three million dol-

lar bail, many times more than that set

for high-profile murder cases. He was
charged with seven counts of child moles-

tation and two counts of administering

alcohol to a child. After Jackson reported

on 60 Minutes that he was mistreated dur-

ing the arrest, the Santa Barbara sheriff

threatened further criminal charges against

Jackson for daring to even speak out

about his treatment.

Since then Jackson's life has been

plunged into chaos: reportedly already

mired in debt, even if he wins this case.

Jackson stands to lose millions of dollars

in legal fees, not to mention what further

impact it might have on his life and

career. Should he lose, he could face the

prospect of spending the rest of his life

behind bars, as each charge carries three

to eight years in jail.

This case is a government-sponsored

anti-sex witchhunt, targeting a man who
is famous for challenging both racial and

sexual identities. It showcases the hell-

hole that is capitalist America, where the

government persecutes people for real or

imagined sexual adventures—especially

if they involve minors—while extolling

the virtues of "democracy” and “free-

dom” by bombing whole countries into

submission. The capitalist media, whose
main job is to indoctrinate the popu-
lation with bourgeois values and preju-

dices such as anti-gay bigotry and racial

stereotyping, advance like hungry hyenas
on celebrities such as Michael Jackson
whenever they dare break the "one man
on one woman for life" (as long as they’re

"adults"!) ideal. "Deviance." as can be

seen by watching most of the “celebrity"

shows available, is punished with harass-

ment. moral reprobation and. whenever
possible, state prosecution, to set exam-
ples for the masses. And to be a target for

state and media harassment, who belter

than a black man who sounds very femi-

nine. wears makeup, looks whiter than

many "pedigreed" whites and openly pro-

fesses a love for sharing his bed with

pubescent, mostly white, boys?
As we said a decade ago when Michael

Jackson was facing similar accusations:
“Witchhunts like the one against Michael
Jackson are manipulated for reactionary

political ends and serve to reinforce the

bourgeoisie’s warped and indecent val-

ues through fear and intimidation.”—"Stop the Witchhunt Against
Michael Jackson!" WVNo. 592.
21 January 1994

These "morality" campaigns are really

designed to prop up and glorify the

repressive institution of the family, the

main .source of oppression of women and

children under capitalism. They serve as

battering rams for social reaction, from
anti-gay bigotry to anti-abortion and anti-

science campaigns. The stale has no busi-

ness interfering in people’s private lives,

much less in what goes on with peo-

ple’s crotches. Government out of the

bedroom!

Much has been said about Jackson's

bizarre appearance and lifestyle. He
seems to commune with chimps and gi-

raffes more than with human beings,

loves children to the point of obsession,

changes his facial features as one would
change a cellphone plate. But despite

decades of criticism over his facial recon-

structive surgeries which have given him
an otherworldly (and decidedly non-
black) appearance. Michael looks down-
right angelic compared to the truly

ghoulish creep-meister. District Attorney

Thomas Sneddon. Sneddon exhibited

such unbridled glee over his chance to

nab Jackson—almost foaming at the

mouth in front of the cameras—that he

later had to apologize for some of

his remarks. These included referring

to Jackson as "Jacko Wacko” in an inter-

view with Court TV (20 November 2003)

and urging the throngs of reporters and

cameramen in town to report on the case

to “stay long and spend lots of money
because we need your sales lax to support

our offices" (Associated Press. 26 Novem-
ber 2003).

This is the same guy who tried to put

Jackson behind bars in 1993, when an

equally flimsy accusation of child moles-

tation by a then- 1 3-year-old boy led to

an eerily similar media circus and sub-

jected the artist to unspeakable humilia-

tion. including having pictures of his

genitals taken. Everybody now knows
the outcome: after months of unbearable
scrutiny and a career left in tatters. Jack-

son reached a sclllemenl resulting in a
reported 20 million dollar purchase of
the accuser’s silence.

But details that came out after investi-

gation by GQ reporter Mary Fisher un-
veiled a very transparent frame-up by the

accuser’s parents and lawyers, including

evidence that money had been asked

for by the boy’s father before the boy

actually alleged any sexual abuse. Most
damning was the fact that the child had

been administered Sodium Amytal, a

drug that puts people in a hypnotic state,

before the first accusations of sexual

abuse were made. As far back as 1952.

studies have shown that false memories

can be easily implanted in those under its

influence. Fisher quotes Cleveland psy-

chiatrist Phillip Resnick: "It is quite pos-

sible to implant an idea through the mere

asking of a question.... The idea can

become their memory, and studies have

shown that even when you tell them the

truth, they will swear on a stack of

Bibles that it happened" ("Was Michael

Jackson Framed? The Untold Story."

CQ, October 1994). And this is what

Sneddon wanted to use as "evidence.”

until the settlement denied him any wit-

nesses to prosecute the case.

A Case Made in.. .a Hollywood
Basement?

This time around, the prosecution’s

basis for a case, even using the current

draconian, anti-sex laws being invoked, is

running thinner than a Hollywood diet

soup. In fact, new California laws on
child molestation were passed specifi-

cally in response to the 1993 witchhunt of

Michael Jackson. These include tougher

sentencing and relaxed requirements for

admitting evidence, including allowing

"hearsay.” Even if the child retracts his

charges of sexual abuse, the prosecution

of the defendant can still continue.

Strangest of all. any prior allegations

against the accused can be admitted into

"evidence.” even if the charges had been
retracted or were shown to be outright

lies, because they supposedly show a

"propensity" to commit an offense

—

sounds more like a "propensity" to be
framed up by vindictive prosecutors.

The current case itself is one of
flimsy argumentation, unreliable charac-

ters and zero evidence. It turns out that

between 14 and 27 February 2003 the

accusing boy. his mother and his siblings

were interviewed by Los Angeles County
Department of Children and Family Serv-

ices in an investigation following a Brit-

ish TV documentary aired on ABC last

February which shows the boy saying he
had slept over at the Neverland Ranch
with Michael Jackson. The mother told

the investigators that her children "are

never left alone" with Michael, and when
her son slept in Michael’s bedroom, they

never actually shared a bed. The boy and
his brother explicitly denied any sexual
contact with the pop star. His sister, who
accompanied her brothers on sleepovers

at Neverland. corroborated this, saying

that she "had never seen anything sexu-
ally inappropriate between her brothers

and the entertainer." The department and
the police concluded the allegations were
"unfounded" (www.ihesmokinggun.com,
9 December 2003).

Sometime later, the boy’s mother
decided something "improper" indeed
had happened. But as the Observer

continued on page I!
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Israeli Troops, Settlers Out of Occupied

not gel lo jobs, farmers can only sell

crops locally and unhindered trade is

impossible. Pale.stinian unemployment is

a staggering two-thirds in some areas,

and more than half the children suffer

from malnutrition. Incomes have fallen

by more than half lo $900 a year—com-
pared with an average of nearly $17,000
for Israelis.

Qalqilya, the first town to be hermeti-

cally sealed off by the wall, reveals what

other communities will face as the wall

lightens around the West Bank. Penned
in on all four sides. Qalqilya is today

accessible only through a checkpoint

nearly a mile to its east. Fully 85 percent

of Qalqilya's land has been lost as the

Israeli military, despite denials, prevents

farmers from tending their fields. A third

of Qalqilya's shops have closed, and
more than 4.000 residents have already

given up and left for good. It’s not just

Qalqilya’s residents who are walled in.

but the Palestinian villagers from nearby

towns and villages are now walled out of

the metropolitan center they depended on
for everything, from basic services lo

shops and medical care.

The wall is but the latest grotesque
step in the long, bloody history of Zionist

colonization and provocation, which are

aimed at forcibly driving out the Pales-

tinian population. “Ethnic cleansing" is

the logic of all strands of Zionism, from
the "Labor” Zionists who founded the

stale of Israel to the rightist fanatics who
inhabit Sharon’s government. The Zion-
ists encouraged emigration lo Palestine

on the racist premise that it was a "land

without people for a people without

land." They forcibly drove out over

700.000 Palestinians in what they called

the 1948 “War of Independence.” what
the Palestinians call “The Catastrophe"
(At Naqha). And they forcibly drove out

thousands more after their victory in the

1967 Arab-lsraeli war.

It's a measure of the degeneration and
desperation of the situation that policies

like the forcible transfer of the Palestinian

Castelnuovo/NY Times

quick. Yet social and class fissures do
exist in Israel and it is the duty of revolu-

tionaries lo exploit every contradiction in

order lo win the Israeli proletariat away
from the Zionist rulers.

There is a restive working class in

Israel today which has recently engaged
in large strike actions. Last spring, the

country was paralyzed by a general strike

by public workers against finance minis-

ter Benjamin Netanyahu's legislation

imposing huge wage cuts and layoffs in

order to finance the ultra-Zionist settle-

ments in the Occupied Territories and the

costs of military repression of the Pales-

tinians. The cost of the Zionist garrison

state is literally coming out of the hides of

the country's working poor, both Hebrew-
speaking and the second-class citizens

of the stale of Israel, the "Israeli Arabs."

If the Israeli Jewish proletariat is to pur-

sue its class interests against its own
continued on page 10

PENGON

Above: Fortress-
like wall around

Qalqilya
imprisons city's

42,000 residents.

Right: Palestinian

women try to

visit home for

last time before
completion of

Jerusalem wall.

population, which used to be openly

advocated only by the right-wing Zionist

fringe, are now common currency. Corre-

spondingly. as the bourgeois-nationalist

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)
Is proven to be politically bankrupt,

increasing numbers of Palestinian youth

and even women are turning to the reac-

tionary Islamic fundamentalism of Hamas
and Islamic Jihad.

Marxists oppose nationalist Irreden-

tism, which only offers the prospect

of reversing the terms of oppression.

The only solution to two peoples laying

claim lo the same sliver of land requires

breaking out of the capitalist, nationalist

framework. The only salvation for the

Palestinians—and the Hebrew-speaking
Jewish population—lies in proletarian

revolution and a socialist federation of
the Near East. We have no illusions that

winning the Hebrew-speaking working
class to this perspective will be easy or

Mexican Trotskyists Say:

For Workers Mobilizations

Against NAFTA, FTAA!
SEE PAGE 3

Israeli Wall Seals

Palestinian Ghettos
Defend the Palestinian People!

FEBRUARY 3—Palestinian children in

Qalqilya play in the shadow of a three-

story-high concrete wall as Israeli sol-

diers train guns on them from guard low-

ers. A despairing family at a checkpoint

pleads with Zionist troops lo be allowed

to take a pregnant woman to a hospital,

only to be turned back. Palestinian con-

struction workers under Israeli military

guard, sickened by the job they are forced

to accept in order to feed their families,

construct the wall segregating the Pales-

tinian quarters of East Jerusalem from the

rest of the city. Such are the images today

of the West Bank under lockdown. The
Palestinian population is being impris-

oned behind a barrier of huge concrete

walls, electrified fences, trenches and
razor wire. It is a wall that divides fami-

lies. separates farmers from their land and
cuts off the population from jobs, hospi-

tals. schools and even water.

The path of the wall, which is projected

to be over 600 miles long, snakes deep
into the West Bank to envelop Zionist set-

tlements and steal Palestinian land. In the

west, the wall already juts up to 13 kilo-

meters beyond the "Green Line." the bor-

der between Israel and the West Bank,
securing Israeli control of much of the

best Palestinian farmland. It also includes

on the Israeli side the water wells of the

Western Aquifer, the second-largest water

resource in the region after the Jordan
River. According to a 24 January article

by Seumas Milne in the London Guar-
dian, when complete, the wall will

enclose about 57 percent of the West
Bank. Movement between the two Pales-

tinian ghettos being created by the wall

will be nearly impossible.

As a result of the closures, the Pales-

tinian economy is frozen as laborers can-
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CLASS-STRUGGLE DEFENSE NOTES

Egypt: Stop Persecution of

Leftist Militants!

Free Ashraf Ibrahim!
The following xiatemcnf. addressed

to Egyptian president Mohamed Hosni

Mubarak, u’as issued by the Partisan

Defense Coinniittee. a legal and social

defense organization associated with the

Spartacist League, on February 2.

The Panisan Defense Committee adds

its voice to the many civil liberties

groups, leftist organizations and socialists

demanding that charges against leftist

activist Ashraf Ibrahim be dropped and

that he be released immediately. Ibrahim

was arrested in the aftermath of demon-
strations against the U.S.-led Iraq war lust

year—demonstrations that were brutally

suppressed by the Egyptian state. He is

being charged with leading an illegal

organization, the Revolutionary Socialists

group, that purportedly aims to topple the

regime, possessing publications related to

this organization with the intent to dis-

tribute, and sending false information

outside Egypt which damaged the state's

reputation and position abroad. Out-

rageously, Ibrahim faces up to 15 years in

prison. Four other Egyptian leftists—
Ychya F‘ikry Amin. Moustafa A! Bas-

siouni. Nas.ser Al Behin and Rimon
Edward Guindi Morgan—are being tried

in absentia on similar charges.

The case against Ibrahim is beyond
flimsy; purported “evidence” includes a

rough drawing of the house of the educa-

tion minister which Ibrahim says was
drawn by stale security forces as part of

the frame-up. Among the publications

the stale is going after Ibrahim for pos-

sessing arc History of British Trotskyism

and Lenin and Trotsky: What They

Really Stood For. Ibrahim and his com-
rades are being tried for nothing but their

political beliefs.

The Egyptian stale, a longtime ally of

U.S. imperialism and second only to

Israel in the amount of American aid it

receives, has latched on to the U.S.-led

"war on terror” to further stifle political

dissent in the country. By using the state

security courts, which were established

by your regime in 1981 as part of the

emergency measures under which you

have ruled for over 20 years, the state is

ensuring that Ibrahim and the other activ-

ists not even be allowed the option of

appeal once convicted. These courts have

a sordid history of brutality in Egypt, tar-

geting everyone from Islamic fundamen-

talists to homosexuals. Ibrahim was held

without charges for over four months

before he was finally indicted in August

and his trial began on December 6. 2003.

He aptly described the case against him

and his comrades as a message to leftists

by the government: "We will not allow

you to grow after we suppres.sed other

political groups.” Drop the charges

against Ashraf Ibrahim, Yehya Fikry

Amin, Moustafa Al Bassiouni, Nas.serAI

Behiri and Rimon Edward Guindi Mor-

gan! Free Ashraf Ibrahim now!

Protest letters on behalf of Ibrahim.

Amin, Al Bassiouni, Al Behiri and Mor-

gan should be sent to: Mr. Mohamed
Hosni Mubarak. President of the Arab
Republic of Egypt, Abdeen Palace. Cairn,

Egypt, m

Black Liberation and the

American Socialist Revolution

To commemorate Black History Month, we
honor veteran Trotskyist Richard S. Fraser.

Fraser 's writings on racial oppression illumi-

nate the road to black freedom through the

program of revolutionary integration, the

fight for a workers revolution that will lay the

material basis for the full integration of black

people into an egalitarian .socialist society. In

opposition to the dead end ofnationalism and
token liberalism we fight for black liberation

through socialist revolution!

The Negro question appeared upon the scene as a class question; The Negroes were
slaves. But alongside of this grew the race question: All slaves were Negroes and the

slave was designated as inferior and subhuman. This was the origin of the Negro question.

The abolition of slavery destroyed the property relations of the chattel slave system.

But the plantation system survived, fitting the social relations of slavery to capitalist

property relations.

Because of these unsolved problems left over from the second American revolution,

the Negroes still struggle against the social relations which were in effect a hundred and
fifty and more years ago.

The modem Negro movement dates roughly from the era of the cotton gin—approx-
imately 1800. The first answer of the Negroes to the intensification of labor brought on
by the extension of the cotton acreage was a series of local and regional revolts.

The slaves learned in these struggles that the slave owners were not merely individ-

ual lords of the cotton, but were also enthroned on the high seats of the nation's polit-

ical capital. They had all the laws, police forces, and the armed might of the country al

their disposal.

At the same time the Northern capitalists began to feel the domination of the slave

power to be loo restricting upon their enterprises. The farmers began to feel the pressure
of slave labor and the plantation system. These three social forces, the slaves, and the
capitalists and the farmers, had in their hands the key to the whole future of the United
Stales as a nation.

Thus the Negroes were thrust into the center of a great national struggle against the
slave power. This was the only road by which any assurance of victory was possible.

Becau.se of their position as the most exploited section of the population, each suc-
ceeding vital movement of the masses has found the Negroes in a central and advanced
position in great interracial struggles against capitalist exploitation. This was true m
the Reconstruction, the Radical Populist movement of the South, and finally in the
modem labor movement.

—R.S. Fraser. "For the Materialist Conception of the Negro Question”
(January 1955). reprinted in Marxist Bulletin No. 5 (Revised),

"What Strategy for Black Liberation?"

LENINTROTSKY
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Stop Execution of

Kevin Cooper!
Thefollowing protest letter by the Par-

tisan Defense Committee ivai sent to Cali-

fornia governor Arnold Schwarzenegger
on January 26. Schwarzenegger denied

clemency for Kevin Cooper on Janu-
ary 30. letting stand an execution date of
February JO.

The Partisan Defense Committee
opposes the execution of Kevin Cooper
by the state of California scheduled for

12:01 a.m. on February 10. Capital pun-

ishment. whether by electrocution, hang-

ing. gassing or the now-preferred method
of lethal injection, is an act of slate-

sanctioned murder that underlines the

already advanced brutalization inherent

in this class-divided and race-biased

society. The death penalty is the barbaric

legacy of medieval torture and. in racist

America, of chattel slavery. The primary
victims of this legal lynching in the U.S.

are black people like Kevin Cooper,

Cooper's execution, the first in two
years, would place in greater danger the

over 640 men and women, largely black

and Hispanic, who "live” on California's

death row. the largest of any state.

In Kevin Cooper’s case, the term legal

lynching is not metaphorical. Cooper's
1984 trial on quadmple murder charges

was held in an atmosphere of grotesque

racist hostility epitomized by the hanging

of a toy gorilla in effigy, with signs read-

ing “Kill the N " outside the court-

house after he was taken into custody. The
evidence against Cooper was tampered
with by the police; evidence pointing to

another killer was discarded and a confes-

sion ignored; clumps of blonde hair, never

tested, were found clutched in one victim’s

hands; and the sole survivor of the quadru-

ple murder, Joshua Ryen, insists that three

Campaign la End the Oeath PsnalTy

Kevin Cooper

white or Hispanic men killed his family.

Cooper was tried and convicted as the

sole killer despite a statement by an expert

from the American Board of Pathology

who. after examining the autopsy reports,

stated it was "impossible for one person
to have accomplished this entire trauma.”

Yet the prosecution maintained that Cooper,

using a hatchet, an ice-pick and a knife,

inflicted 159 wounds in 60-90 seconds.

Cooper and his lawyers insist that

DNA testing in 2000 falsely linking

Cooper to the murders was done on evi-

dence illegally altered by the police.

There is. indeed, a long and sordid his-

tory of corrupt tampering by the police

in this case, from the initial crime lab

detective, since fired for stealing heroin,

to the criminalist who admits to altering

Cooper’s test results. Joshua Ryen and
his grandmother have questioned the ver-

dict and have supported Kevin Cooper’s
efforts to get unbiased DNA testing.

We protest the racist frame-up of
Kevin Cooper and demand he be freed

immediately!
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Mexican Trotskyists Say:

For Workers Mobilizations

Against NAFTA, FTAA!

Above: Protest by electricians union against
capitalists’ privatization drive. Right; Mass

demonstration of workers and peasants against
NAFTA rape of Mexico, January 2003.

Carlos Ramos Mamatiua

IV<> reprint below an article from
Espartaco No. 20 {Spring-Summer 200.1},

newspaper of the Grupo Espartaquisia

de Mexico, section of the International

Communist League.

On January 31. more than 100,000

tlcmonsiraiors filled Ihe huge Z6calo in

Mexico City to protest the brutality of the

North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). This was in response to the

clauses in NAFTA that went into effect on

ESPARTACO
PART ONE

January 1 which open up all the basic

products of the agricultural economy
(except corn, beans and milk) to "free

trade” theft. At the same time, the Vicente

Fox administration is in the middle of an

inhuman campaign to withdraw all subsi-

dies to the countryside. (Today, the gov-

ernment subsidy to the countryside in

Mexico is one-tenth of that in the U.S.!)

The demonstrators were mainly peasants,

but there were also thousands of workers

organized in union contingents, both from

the Sindicato Mexicano de Elcctricistas

(SME—Mexican Electricians Union) and
the Unidn Nacional de Trabajadores

(UNT—National Union of Workers), as

well as a large number of students and
individual citizen.s who supported the

peasant demands. Days later, on February

5. 19 demonstrators were brutally beaten

and arrested by anti-riot police for having

hung a banner against the FTAA (Free

Trade Area of the Americas) on the Angel

de la Independencia monument. Mean-
while. the national and international press

of every stripe report on the desperate sit-

uation the Mexican countryside faces.

The name of one of the peasant organiza-

tions that has emerged in the past months
renders the situation quite clear: "jEl

Campo No Aguanta Mds!” (The country-

side cannot take anymore!].

The beginning of NAFTA on 1 January

1994 was marked by the EZLN (Zapatis-

tas) uprising in Chiapas, with its denun-

ciation of “free trade" as a "death certifi-

cate for the indigenous peoples in Mexico,

who for the government are expendable."

While this is a country with approxi-

mately five million poor and landless

peasants—largely horribly oppressed in-

digenous people—barely 4.000 individu-

als own 56 percent of the arable land.

Without enough funding, with obsolete

and even age-old production techniques,

and incapable of competing in the capi-

talist market, most of what the rural

toilers produce is essentially for self-

consumption. and the average monthly

income for peasants is less than 500
pesos. In these conditions, millions of

peasants are forced to abandon their lands

and emigrate to the cities, where they face

a future as beggars, small-time merchants

and prostitutes. In Mexico City alone 600
peasants arrive daily.

For most of the past decade, moipdla-

doras (foreign-owned “free trade” facto-

ries! served as a small safety valve for the

explosive state of the countryside, attract-

ing the rural population which migrated

to urban centers in search of a regular

income—meager as it might be. In the

period between 1997 and 2001 alone, the

number of workers in the maquiladoras
grew from some 800.000 to 1.240.000.

But even before the current economic
recession, industry could employ only a

very small part of the rural population

which was driven off its land. Now that

valve has closed, with massive layoffs

and plant closings throughout the country

and in even bigger proportions near the

border. According to the Universidad

Obrera (Workers University), there were

810.000 layoffs in the country in 2001

alone. 3 1 0.000 of which took place in the

maquiladoras. These layoffs have espe-

cially affected women workers, who con-

stitute the majority of the labor force in

the maquiladoras.

The NAFTA agreement came about as

part of the worldwide capitalist offensive

set off by the counterrevolutionary destruc-

tion of the USSR in 1991-92, a huge

defeat for workers which shaped the

world we are still living in today. This is

a world in which arrogant U.S. imperial-

ism sees itself as omnipotent and struts

around the world, missiles in hand, con-

fident that it is not going to face any real

opposition. In the absence of the power-

ful "common enemy” which U.S.. Japa-

nese and West European imperialists saw
in the Soviet Union, the economic rival-

ries between them have come to the fore,

It is as pan of this furious competition

that U.S. imperialism needs to fence off

its “backyard" (i.e.. capitalist Mexico)

economically, to keep its rivals out and
prove that it is the only imperialist power
that can plunder this territory at will. For

a backward country like Mexico, trade

liberalization in relation to an imperialist

country like the U.S.. with its highly

advanced and productive agricultural

industry, can only mean a death sentence

by starvation for thousands of peasants

and an even greater deepening of politi-

cal subjugation and economic plunder.

At the same time, “free competition"

with the U.S. demands from Mexican
capitalism an increase in its "competi-

tiveness” campaign, which is the euphe-
mism used by the spokesmen of capital

to refer to their permanent war against

unions and the gains the workers have

won. It is precisely cheap labor and the

brutal working conditions allowed in

bourgeois Mexico that attract the rapa-

cious capitalists in the U.S., Spain and
other countries in the search for profits.

At the same time, the Mexican bour-

geoisie desperately seeks to please its

imperialist masters by selling off the

nationalized industries to private enter-

prises. With the exception of electrical

energy and oil. practically all of .state

industry has disappeared—Altos Homos
[steel companyl. Concarril [railroad com-
pany). the Fdbrica Nacional de Mdquinas-

Herramientas (National Machine-Tool

Factory], etc. The experience of Ferrocar-

riles Nacionales. which after privatization

laid off four-fifths of its workers, is still

fresh. Moreover, the horrifying crisis in

Argentina, a country where key industries

had been privatized, clearly shows where
the IMF-mandated path leads—more than

60 percent of the population lives under

the official poverty line! As an evocative

poster issued by the SME said: "If priva-

tizing is the cure, then why is Argentina

in agony?”

We Marxists defend nationalized indus-

try against the current privatizing on-

slaught. which is an attempt to increase

the rate of exploitation of workers and the

profits of the capitalists, especially in the

context of the imperialists' plundering

through NAFTA. The nationalization of

the oil and the electrical industries was a

blow against imperialism, and we are for

the right of colonial and semicolonial

countries to exploit their own natural re-

sources. As Trotsky explained in "Mexico
and British Imperialism” (1938) referring

to the oil expropriation: “Expropriation is

the only effective means of safeguarding

national independence and the elemen-
tary conditions of democracy.” In the end.

the only way to achieve emancipation
from the imperialists is to expropriate the

entire bourgeoisie and to build a planned
economy through socialist revolution.

As an international tendency, we Spar-

tacists have opposed NAFTA from the

beginning, just as we today oppose its

intensification and its extension to the

rest of Latin America in the form of the

FTAA. It is not enough to “renegotiate"

this or that clause, we must bring it

down! When negotiations on the treaty

started between the Carlos Salinas and
Bush Sr. administrations in 1991. the

sections of the international Communist
League in Mexico, the United States and

continued on page 9

Factory workers in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico. Maquiladora workers, predom-
inantly women, face massive layoffs.
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Young Spartacus

Racist Frame-Up in “New South”

Free Marcus Dixon!
In prcscnt-day America, where black

and minority youth are routinely ware-

housed in deteriorating schools and face

futures of minimum-wage jobs or unem-

ployment. one might have said that black

teenager Marcus Dixon was living proof

of the vaunted "American Dream" story

that is shoved down every school kid’s

throat. The high school senior had a 3.96

grade-point average, was a member of the

National Honor Society and a football

star and had earned a scholarship to

prestigious Vanderbilt University. But the

racist nightmare began for Dixon last

February when he did what teenagers

often do: he had consensual sex with a

classmate. He was 18 and black: she was

just shy of 16 and white. Now. he is sil-

ting in a Georgia prison facing a mini-

mum sentence of ten years with no hope

of parole, convicted of "aggravated child

molestation." If his pending appeal to the

Georgia Supreme Court made on January

2! fails, he will spend the rest of his

young adulthood behind bars. leaving

prison marked as an ex-felon, barred from

the teaching career he had planned and

permanently registered as a sex offender

wherever he goes. The charge against

him is appropriately known in Georgia as

one of the “seven deadly sins," where the

"first strike" mandates ten years without

parole and the sentence for the "second

strike" is life.

The girl, reportedly in mortal fear of

her racist father, followed the well-worn

path of accusing Dixon of rape. Dixon

was originally indicted under six differ-

ent Georgia statutes, but the jury found

the sex so self-evidently consensual that

they acquitted him of all but two charges.

They kept the misdemeanor statutory

rape charge for which consent is irrele-

vant. and also "child molestation" since

one person was over 16 and the other was

under—that's all the law requires. It was

deemed "aggravated" because the girl

was proclaimed to be a virgin, and break-

ing the highly prized hymen is considered

an "injury." The D.A. said on TV that they

threw in this charge as a kind of "back-

stop.” in case the rape charges failed!

The so-called "New South" beats the

same drums as the Old South, and in

both the North and South the taboo com-
bination of race and sex explosively

exposes the inherent racist underpinnings

of American capitalism. Memorials and

tributes to the Southern slavocracy dot

the landscape of Georgia, and Dixon's

hometown of Rome boasts its own statue

of none other than Confederate general

Nathan Bedford Forrest, a founder and

Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan.

Dixon was adopted by a while family

who were called "n lovers” for tak-

ing the child in. This adoption was an

affront to white-supremacists, and so he

was a target from Day One, His family

also reported receiving threats from the

very much alive local Ku Klux Klan dur-

ing the course of the trial. Last spring,

the day after a Rome church held a sup-

port rally for Dixon, the church building

was trashed.

The hard lines drawn against sex

between blacks and whites reflect the

caste nature of racism in America. Not

until 1967. 1 3 years after liruwn v. Board

ofEduvaiion. did the U.S. Supreme Court

strike down "one drop" rules, which
defined as black any person with “one

drop" of "black blood." and the anti-

miscegcnalion laws with the case of Lov-

ing V. Virginia. Georgia overturned their

anti-miscegenation statutes in 1972 after

a while Fort Benning soldier tried to

marry a black woman, and the local judge

refused to issue a marriage license. Ala-

bama was the very last to abandon its pro-

visions against interracial marriage—in

November 2000. The 170-year-old Geor-

gia law against "fornication” was just

overturned in 2003! This law, which bans

sex outside of marriage, was historically

used primarily against mixed couples

since the stale never recognized them as

married. These laws are the heritage of

the grotesque myth of the “sacred South-

ern white woman” and the "black male

rapist” that has been wielded with deadly

lynch mob terror since the Civil War to

seal in blood the continued oppression of

the black masses. Dixon’s case highlights

the fact that blacks continue to be an

oppressed race-color caste in America,

forcibly segregated at the bottom of cap-

italist society but at the same lime a stra-

tegic component of the working class.

Even if you happen to escape poverty to

be as successful as Michael Jackson, you

will still spend your entire life parrying

racist attacks and humiliations (.see "Stop

Vendetta Against Michael Jackson!” V/V

No. 818, 23 January).

Georgia's current governor. Sonny

Perdue, was swept into office as the first

Republican since Reconstruction, and his

election victory was partly attributed to his

support for a popular referendum on bring-

ing back the slate flag prominently featur-

ing the "stars and bars” of the Confederacy.

On January 20, a rally of Confederate die-

hards at the stale capitol claimed that 43

legislators would support a new referen-

dum to bring back the Dixie flag, symbol

of slavery and racist reaction. Prominent

in opposing the Confederate flag was

Tyrone Brooks, a black Democratic Party

state representative and Southern Chris-

tian Leadership Conference notable. But

Brooks co-sponsored the legislation

against "aggravated child molestation”

that has put Marcus Dixon in prison.

Brooks purportedly was disturbed that

his law was used against Dixon and even

admitted on HBO Real Sports that it was

used to send a message to the black pop-

ulation. summarizing: "Young black boys

better not have sexual relationships with

young white girls." Brooks’ despicable

draconian molestation law is part of a

whole new wave of anti-sex laws sweep-

ing the country over the last couple ol

decades, and it set up this black youth just

as surely as the whole history of anti-

"race-mixing” legislation set up blacks for

lynch law injustice for over a century.

The capitalist state with its courts and

pri.sons is not "neutral.” nor is it any kind

of safeguard of youth in a racist class

society. Rather it serves the interest of the

ruling class by enforcing its class domi-

nation. Laws that limit access to abor-

tion. encourage "abstinence only” anti-

sex education and whip up hysteria about

child molestation and pornography have

as their sole purpose to discipline youth

to grow up to be good, submissive foot

soldiers in support of the racist capi-

talist status quo. The Republicans and

Democrats arc both parties of the capital-

ist class that uses racism to divide the

working class, pitting white workers

against black workers, thus obscuring the

fact that they share a common enemy,

the property-owning, profit-driven ruling

class. Brooks’ job, like that of other

black Democrats, is to politically disarm

those who struggle against racist reaction

and funnel just outrage into the impotent

electoral shell game.

Dixon's case is part of a whole history

of demonization of black youth and con-

jures up not-too-distant memories of the

infamous “Scotlsboro Boys” case and the

lynching of Emmett Till, The Scoltsboro

case began in 1931 when nine black

teenagers riding on a train through

Alabama were framed up for the rape of

two while girls. The "respectable," legal-

istic NAACP shrank from defending

the youths: and the Communist Party

through its legal arm, the International

Labor Defense, launched an international

campaign to free them and stayed the

hand of the executioner. The trials and

appeals stretched on for years. Four of

the young men were not released until

1937 and the others endured lengthy

prison sentence s.

Emmett Till was 14 years old in 1955

when he traveled from his home in Chi-

cago to Mississippi to vacation. The
youth dared to go into a store and

allegedly flirted with a white woman.
That night he was kidnapped from his

cousin’s home, shot through the head

and dumped in the river tied to the metal

fan of a cotton gin. His self-confessed

murderers were tried and acquitted.

Emmett Till’s brave mother insisted that

her child would have an open casket at

the funeral so that his murder would be
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ILD-led international campaign saved Scotlsboro defendants—framed up on
bogus charges of rape in 1931—from legal lynching.
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Marcus Dixon with father and brother.

seared into the minds of all who hated

this rotten racist system.

In 1958 in Monroe. North Carolina,

a lesser-known horror story unfolded

known as 'The Kissing Case.” It began

when a six-year-old while girl excitedly

told her mother that she had seen the

nine-year-old son of her mother’s black

former housemaid and joyously kissed

him on the cheek. The girl’s mother

called the police, and the two black chil-

dren who had been playing with her were

locked in the county jail incommunicado.

One boy was sentenced to 12 years and

the other boy to 14 years in prison. The

mothers of the boys sought help from

Robert F. Williams, president of the

county NAACP. Williams was a well-

known critic of the official NAACP and

the pacifism of Martin Luther King Jr.

because he packed a pistol and advocated

and carried out armed self-defense against

the Ku Klux Klan nighlriders. Williams

went all the way up to Roy Wilkins of the

NAACP national office for help, but they

would not touch the case. Williams then

turned to the courageous black civil rights

lawyer Conrad Lynn, whose legal office

was called "the house of last resort”

because he look cases that were unpopu-

lar or dangerous. Lynn recounts in his

autobiography. There Is a Fountain, that

when he approached Roy Wilkins. Wil-

kins replied. "Why do you want to repre-

sent those scum who are on welfare?”

Lynn pursued what he could in the courts,

but he knew what was key to freeing the

children was to mobilize a mass outcry.

The U.S. ruling class was particularly sen-

sitive to international opinion during the

Cold War since it needed to trumpet the

U.S. as the "bastion of democracy” to

counter the Soviet Union. After demon-
strations in support of the children were

held all over the world, in 1959 the federal

government forced the state to release

them.

Today the history of the civil rights

movement of the 1950s and '60s has been

rewritten to make the pacifislic. legalistic

strategy of the NAACP and Martin Luther

King the official version, effectively

disappearing Malcolm X. Williams and
other militant fighters who were central

to the struggle for black rights. This lie

only serves to undermine the necessary

understanding that it will lake integrated

working-class struggle to smash the

racist capitalist system. Today police ter-

rorize the ghettos, aflirmative action is

rolled back, re-segregated urban schools

arc turning into mass detention halls, and
a stint in Iraq might look like a better job

opportunity than stocking shelves at Wal-

Mart. Marcus Dixon’s case shows the fra-

gility and reversibility of democratic

rights as long as capitalist class rule

exists. Black liberation can only be

achieved through .socialist revolution.

Abolish reactionary “age of consent"

laws! Free Marcus DixonlB
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Young Spartacus

Trotskyist Youth Intervene in

Student Strikes at Berlin Universities

II II

From mid-November until school
let out for winter break, universities

around Berlin were rocked by student
strikes and protests against proposed
budget cuts and tuition fees. In Ber-
lin. the strikes have begun to taper | f t

off^as the Senate, the city government
run by the German Social Demo-
cratic Party (SPD) and the Party of
Democratic Socialism (PDS), moves

Spartakist-Jugend

ahead with its attacks on education.
However, student strikes and protests

are now erupting in Hamburg.
Throughout the strikes, workers,

such as those of the Ver.di (United
Public Services Union) and the GEW
(Educators and Scientists Union),
have supported the students. Our
comrades of the Spartakist Youth,

youth group of the Spartakist Workers
Party of Germany, called on these

unions to put their social power
behind the students by walking out in

solidarity.

Starting last week, the powerful IG
Metall metal workers union has held mul-
tiple one- to two-hour-long "warning

"

strikes in anticipation of their own up-
coming contract negotiations. A contin-

gent of up to 50 Students from Berlin

Berlin, Novernber 2003; Thousands of university students protest against education
cutbacks, tuition fees. Banner reads; "Better Endless Education than an End Without
Education."

General Assembly [GA] of Humboldt
University (HU] students on 26 Novem-
ber 2003:

“The General Assembly resolves: These
attacks are part of a broader wave of
attacks by the capitalist SPD/Green gov-
ernment led on the front lines by the
SPD/PDS Senate in Berlin. Instead of illu-

sory appeals to the university president

Berlin, November
2003; Cops forcibly
remove students
occupying SPO city
councilman's office.

universities marched from the school to

thefactory gates tojoin the striking work-
ers in protest. Students shouldfollow this

example and look to ally with the working
class.

We publish below a translation of the

Spartakist Youth leaflet (2 December
2003). originally headlined "Victory to

the University Strikes! For Class Strug-
gle Against the Capitalist SPD/PDS Sen-
ate!" The leaflet is reprinted in Sparta-
kist (No. 153. Winter 2003/2004).

* * *

As anger mounts in Berlin over the

SPD/PDS Senate's dismantling of social

services, the developing student strikes at

the three Berlin universities have become
a focal point of protests in the last few
weeks. These are the largest student pro-

tests in years. Many buildings have been
occupied, and protests of various kinds
happen almost every day. The Spartakist

Youth have participated actively in these

protests, defending picket lines and argu-
ing among the students that not only are

militant protests necessary, but also that

it is necessary to link the strike with the

social power of the working class. As part

of a struggle for this perspective we pre-

sented the following resolution before the
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to improve his bargain with the Senate,
we call for the mobilization of all those
affected by the cutbacks—workers, un-
employed. immigrants and students. The
GA solidarizes with the protests by the
BfA [Federal Insurance Institution for
the Employed] workers agaimst mass lay-

offs. The Humboldt administration has.
in line with [SPD interior minister Otto]
Schily's racist Ru.sierfahndung [a system
of computerized “racial profiling” aimed
at millions of mainly Muslim immi-
grants] and the 'war on terror.' criminally
made available data on our fellow stu-
dents of Arab or Muslim background.
The universities should be run by those
who work and study there!

"We demand full citizenship rights for
all who live here and free access to qual-
ity education for all. including a living
stipend! Close the university down tight!

For common action with the university
workers and teaching staff, whose living
standards are also in danger. The GA
will send a delegation to the membership
meeting of Ver.di CCM and CVK (uni-
versity hospitals Charitd at Mid-Campus
and Charitd at the Virchow Clinic Cam-
pus] on Thursday. 27 November 2003.
with solidarity greetings from the HU
students. The GA calls on Ver.di and the
GEW to also strike. The families of all

university employees should have full

access to the scientific resources of
the HU."

To underscore how distant this per-
spective is from the goals of the RefRat

(Humboldt student parliament) "strike

leadership." they bureaucratically sup-
pressed our resolution. This motion was
counterposed to the list of demands of the

so-called “action council”—a reflection

of the RefRat’s preference for polite

appeals to the SPD/PDS Senate and the

HU administration. We protested strongly

against this censorship. This act made
clear that the supposedly pro-strike

RefRat hates us communists, who were
active in the strike, more than it does
those opposed to the strike. Furthermore,
it drew a political line: the RefRat tore

the microphone away from our comrade
precisely at the point when he spoke out
against the Rasterfahndung. in the wake
of the "war on terror.” and against the

university administration. At the end of
2001. HU president Jurgen Mlynek will-

ingly made available data on students

from 28 countries to the Slate Crimi-
nal Police in accordance with the racist

Rasterfahndung. This political line doesn’t

come out of nowhere. The current RefRat
has close connections to the so-called

Hummel-Antifa (anti-fascists] and to the

group Libert^ Toujours. anti-Arab racists

who have repeatedly stood out for their

attacks on leftist and Palestinian groups
and their public events. For example, the

Hummel-Antifa openly called for pre-

venting a 27 September 2003 demonstra-
tion against the occupation of Iraq and
Palestine. These groups have attacked
leftist and Palestinian public events many

times (see "Germany: Apologists for

Zionist Terror Attack Spartakist Youth
Meeting.” Workers Vanguard Uo. 806.

4 July 2003). The group Libertd

Toujours slanders the student strike

as “anti-Semitic" on its Web page...

while simultaneously receiving its

mail under RelRai's address! These
so-called "anti-Germans” are hench-
men of Interior Minister Schily—their

intent is to do his work at the univer-

sities. terrorizing leftists and students

of Arab or Muslim background. Stop
the attacks of the "anti-nationals/

anti-Germans" against leftists and
Palestinians!

Further evidence that the HU
administration is not on the side of
the students is the fact that right after

the capitalist reunification of Ger-
many. they hired Sturmbannfuhrer
(Nazi-era .SS Stormiroops leader]

Wilhelm Krelle. He was hired to rid

the university of leftists and ex-DDR
(East Germany] lecturers, which he
then carried out. saying: "No Marxist

will set foot over this threshold as long as
I am here.” For this he scandalously
received an honorary PhD in 1994 from
Green Party [Humboldt] university pres-

ident Diirkop.

At the GAs, many students argued that

one can pressure the [Berlin] Senate and
(federal] government to change their pri-

orities. But one has to understand that it

is necessary for German imperialism to

attack education and the "welfare state”

in order to strengthen it against it.s impe-
rialist rivals. There has been a rapid inten-

sification of the rivalries between the

imperialist powers since the counterrevo-
lutionary destruction of the workers stales

in the DDR. East Europe and the USSR.
This became especially obvious as fis-

sures developed over the Iraq war
between the imperialist axis of Paris-

Berlin-Moscow and that of Washington-
London. As revolutionary international-

ists. we look a clear side in defense of
semicolonial Iraq against U.S. imperial-
ism. We said: "Opposition to imperialism
abroad means class struggle at home!”
This is counterposed to the open support
for "peace chancellor" (Gerhard] Schroder
offered by the liberal antiwar movement
of the social-democratic trade-union
bureaucracy, the PDS and their left tails

like Linksruck (of the International

Socialist Tendency, formerly aligned with
the International Socialist Organization in

the U.S.]. That support meant nothing

continued on page 6

Spartacus Youth
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of Communism
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and Socialist Revolution

Columbia University
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Young Spartacus

Students Pass Spartakist Motion

Condemning Anti-Strike Slanders

Humboldt University, Berlin

We print below a translation of a

Spartakist Youth articlefrom Sparlakisl

(No. 153. Winter 2003/2004).

• *

Threatened by the capitalist SPD/PDS
Senate's plan to impose tuition fees,

which would force many to drop out of

school, students at the Berlin univer-

sities last November decided to strike.

Already many students have to slave

away at various part-time jobs just to

keep their heads above water. And as if

it weren't enough to be hassled by

strikebreaking students and professors

demanding class work, yet another

enemy has entered the fray. In a May
2003 leaflet, the "anti-German" group

Libertd Toujours denounced student

protesters as being driven by a "crazed

anti-Semitism." In their latest tirade

from November, they go so far as to

assert that tlie logic of the strikers would

lead to attacks on synagogues. Mon-
strously. they rail that the protest state-

ments of the students display "fasctstic

tendencies."

We don't know if Liberte Toujours

has ever dared to hand out these leaflets

to strikers, but anyone can look at these

provocateurs’ intellectual outpourings

on their Web page. This group is part of

the “Kriihenfuss Collective." a cafd at

HU [Humboldt University) that is

linked to the RcfRat (Humboldt student

parliament). During their bar shifts, this

group tried to turn the caf^ into a hang-

out for strikebreakers. Thus, for exam-
ple. they refused to serve coffee to stu-

dent strike pickets on Friday. December
S. Horrified students had to listen to

these gangsters calling them "anti-

Semites.” Only after furious protests

and the intervention by members of the.

strike "action council” did Libertd Tou-

jours give in.

Particularly now. with the growth of

angry protests by students and working

people against the SPD/Green [federal)

government’s p)ans for slashing social

benefits, these people are emerging

from their rat holes to cast vile slanders

against those driven onto the streets

out of fear of losing their means of

subsistence. These "anti-Germans" are

attempting to squash the urgently nec-

essary social protest, thereby acting in

the interest of the ruling class. The
"anti-German" provocations are a direct

threat to all students fighting for their

education and future in opposition to the

plans of the capitalist SPD/PDS Senate.

By their various attacks on leftist events.

these people have shown that they aren’t

just being provocative but pose a real

threat, On 3 July 2003, for example, they

attacked one of our forums at HU. enti-

tled “Defend the Palestinian People!".

Spsrtakisl

June 2003: Spartakist Youth speak
out against attack by "anti-national"

thugs at Humboldt.

with a smoke bomb. The "anti-Germans"

are, however, known above all for their

verbal and physical attacks on Pale.stin-

ians and other immigrants of Arab or

Muslim background.

To protest against the anti-strike

witchhuniing by the "anti-Germans,"

the Spartakist Youth introduced the fol-

lowing resolution at the 3 December
2003 General Assembly of Humboldt
University:

‘The ‘anti-German’ group Liberid Tou-
jours, which operates out of the office

of (he RefRat. i.s slandenng our strike

as ’anti-Semitic.’ The General Assem-
bly of HU students of 3 December
2003 decisively rejects this dirty slan-

der. The GA stands opposed to every

form of racism and anti-Semitism and
demands full citizenship rights for all

who live here.”

Although the RefRat—at whose
address Libertd Toujours receives their

mail—bureaucratically pul off the vote,

the resolution was ultimately passed by

a clear majority. Now that the “anti-

German” slander has been rejected by

the GA. the task of further isolating these

provocateurs is posed. If university stu-

dents want to win their fight against the

dismantling of the “welfare stale" by the

SPD/PDS Senate, they have to oppose

the mudslinging campaign of the "anti-

German" agents of Schily. (SPD Berlin

finance minister Thilo) Sarrazin and
(PDS Berlin minister of science, re-

search and culture Thomas) Flierl.

Spartakist Youth
hold rally at

Berlin Technical
University

in solidarity with
IG Metall strike,

May 2003.
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Germany...
(continuedfrom page 5)

other than sowing chauvinist illusions

that German imperialism—responsible

for two world wars and the Holocaust and

with occupation troops today in the Bal-

kans and Afghanistan—is a force for

peace. This "national unity" behind the

SPD/Green government paved the way
for Schroder's brutal program to disman-

tle the “welfare state” (his “Agenda 20 1 0”),

During the university strikes of 1997.

the RefRat bureaucrats channeled the

protests into electioneering for the SPD
and PDS. aiming to replace the CDU/
FDP [Christian Democratic Union/Free

Democratic Party) government. Now that

these bureaucrats have gotten what they

wanted, they are seeking to disappear the

role these social-democratic parties have

played. In fact, an SPD/PDS-run Senate

is a more effective instrument for push-
ing through austerity measures, since the

PDS. in particular, is seen as a ‘‘leftist”

party representing the interests of workers

and the oppressed. It is necessary to

emphasize that the SPD and PDS are

bourgeois workers parlies—meaning that

while they have a working-class base,

they have pro-capitalist leaderships. In

February 1990, the PDS was screaming

"Germany, one Fatherland!" just like

(then Chancellor Helmut) Koh) and the

SPD. thereby doing their bit to cast the

DDR deformed workers state—bom from

the victory of the Red Army over the Nazi

regime—back into the jaws of the Ger-

man bourgeoisie. Today, the PDS has min-

isters in the capitalist government, who
are railroading through the attacks on

the gains of the working class. In 1989-

90. we were the only organization that

sought to build a revolutionary leadership

in the fight against capitalist reunification

and for a red Germany of workers coun-

cils (soviets). Today, we want to win left-

ist students to our perspective of breaking

the working class from their social-

democratic misleaders and building a

multiethnic revolutionary workers party.

As communists, we intervene not only

for increased militancy in struggles, but

also to convey how such struggles can be

won. Success necessitates a fight against

false and backward consciousness. The
SAV (German section of the Taaffeite

Committee for a Workers' Intemaiional)

stands in contrast to this. They may
sound pretty militant, calling for a one-
day general strike and for the founding
of a new workers party. But at the same
lime, they practice the crassest form of
class betrayal; in the last issue of their

paper they repeatedly speak positively

about the cop “union” (GdP) in Hessen
)a German stale]—pointing to this as a

progressive force against the cutbacks

being pushed by the government. But
when, on 26 November 2003. the cops
surrounded almost 200 economics stu-

dents in front of the Reichstag (parlia-

ment building), the role of police during
strikes became absolutely clear. Now
these students are threatened with fines

of up to €10,000 (about $11,000), Or
think about the arrests and beatings of
students in Hamburg on 27 November
2003. The police are part of the capitalist

slate, the armed fist of the ruling class.

They cany out racist deportations, attack

leftist demonstrations and break strikes.

As V. I. Lenin, the leader of the Russian
Revolution of 1917, explained in Slate

and Revolution, the working class cannot
simply appropriate the existing state

apparatus as its own; that apparatus must
be smashed and replaced by the revolu-

tionary dictatorship of the proletariat. In

contrast to the SAV. we fight for the

independence of the workers movement
from the capitalist state and demand;
Cops out of the DGB (German Trade
Union Federation!! The SAV's hailing

of the police demonstrates its reformist

faith that the capitalist state can be util-

ized in the interest of the working peo-

ple. Thus, it is clear what their "new
workers party" would look like: another

social-democratic obstacle to class strug-

gle. What is urgently needed is a revolu-

tionary workers party to fight for a social-

ist society in which free education for

all is a reality and the .social causes of
war, women’s oppression, racism and
anti-Semitism are overcome. Join the

Spartakist Youth'*

Spartakist
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Spartakist Workers Party

of Germany

One-year subscription
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Young Spartacus^j

Since October. 70,000 supermarket
workers organized by the United Food
and Commercial Workers (UFCW)
union in Southern California have been

locked in a strike battle against the

rapacious Vons. Albertsons and Ralphs

bosses. The bosses' campaign to slash

health care coverage and drive down the

wages and living standards of the heav-

ily immigrant UFCW members to the

poverty level imposed on employees of

the miserable non-union Wal-Mart is

emblematic of what working people
around the country face. The Spartacus

Youth Clubs call on students and youth
who hate exploitation and oppression to

join us in supporting the striking work-
ers. Their fight is our fight!

The capitalist rulers are engaged in an

all-out assault on working people and
the oppressed—they’re shredding demo-
cratic rights and targeting immigrants,

black people and labor under the guise of

the “war on terror”; there are massive

cutbacks in education; layoffs are mount-
ing and a generation of minority youth
are being criminalized and incarcerated.

From the bloody U.S. military occupa-
tions of Iraq and Afghanistan to the cop
sieges of the Los Angeles black com-
munity and Miami anti-FTAA protest-

ers. it is the capitalists who are carrying

out a war of terror. A victory by the

UFCW would be a blow against the

same vicious ruling class behind this

global onslaught. It is vitally necessary

for all those who want to fight capitalist

reaction to come to the aid of the UFCW
strikers.

Unions across the country are raising

funds for the striking workers. The
SYCs appeal to youth nationwide to

show their solidarity by donating money
to help the striking workers pay rent,

feed their families and remain on the

picket lines so that they can hold out

and win. We urge you to contribute!

Where UFCW pickets are up. youth

should help man the picket lines, as the

Los Angeles SYC and youth we have
brought along are doing.

The capitalist rulers would have you
believe that you can change society for

the better by deciding which of their

representatives—Democrat or Republi-

can—will oversee the repression and
exploitation of the working masses for

the next four years from the While
House. What a charade! This illusion is

echoed by the pro-capitalist union
bureaucrats, who chain the workers to

the class enemy. Gains for working peo-

ple. black people, immigrants, women
and all the oppressed have never been
won except through hard struggle. If stu-

dents are to have any hope of a decent

future, they must ally lhem.selves with

the working class, which uniquely has

the social power to bring the capitalist

system to its knees. We fight to win stu-

dents and young workers to the perspec-

tive of building the revolutionary work-

Young Spartacus

SYC and Pasadena City College
students at UFCW picket location in

Pasadena, October 2003.

ers party essential to the victory of

socialist revolution, which alone can lay

the material basis for the elimination of

exploitation, oppression, racism and
war.

The SYCs say: Victory to the
UFCW strike! Show your solidar-

ity—every dollar counts! All money
collected by the SYCs will go to the

UFCW strike fund. Make donations
by contacting the local Spartacus
Youth Clubs or by sending a check or
money order to the Partisan Defense
Committee, P.O. Box 99, Canal Street

Station, New York, NY 10013, ear-

marked “UFCW Strike Fund.”

Support UFCW Strike!

Donate Now!

UFCW...
(continuedfrom page 12)

the UFCW and Teamsters tops ordered
that the UFCW picket lines at the

nine distribution centers that service the

struck Southern California supermarkets

be taken down. A militant refusal by the

Teamsters and UFCW ranks to abide by
this, in particular at the Vons distribution

center in El Monte, forced the bureaucrats

to temporarily keep up picketing at the

four Vons distribution centers. Today.

UFCW strikers are defiantly picketing the

El Monte distribution center.

After taking down the Ralphs lines,

the UFCW leadership sent picketers

from Southern California to the north to

man “informational picket lines" at Safe-

way stores, pushing a halfhearted “shop
out" as a diversion from extending the

strike. While the UFCW and AFL-CIO
tops have simply been paying lip service

to the “shop out." the workers leafleting

both Safeway and Albertsons in the Bay
Area are actually serious about imple-

menting this lactic. We call on everyone
to boycott Safeway (and its subsidiary,

Pak’N Save) and Albertsons as an ele-

mentary act of solidarity with the UFCW
strikers, whether there are pickets at the

stores or not.

The supermarket workers are facing

an enemy that wants blood. Demanding
a full $1 billion in heath care conces-
sions. the supermarket bosses rejected

an offer by the UFCW conceding up
to $500 million. They want nothing less

than to crush the UFCW as a union capa-

ble of defending its members. They want
to treat their workers like notoriously

anti-union Wal-Mart treats its workers—
low pay. token benefits, intimidation and
abuse of immigrant workers, victimiza-

tion of union activists, etc. A UFCW vic-

tory would be a powerful springboard to

organizing Wal-Mart, the largest private

employer in the U.S.

The viciousness of the grocery bosses

is revealed by the scabs they have en-

listed. On January 17, two women strik-

ers at an Albertsons in Orange County
were attacked by a scab, who punched
one of them repeatedly in the face and
broke the 52-year-oId woman's nose. In

the next few days, there were a number of
similar incidents particularly targeting

women strikers. UFCW Local 324 presi-

dent Greg M. Conger said. "The scabs

who work at these supermarkets are.

by their very nature, desperate people
of suspicious moral character. Some of
them have a history of violence and
theft." Indeed, Ralphs and other grocery
giants have engaged professional scab-
recruiting outfits like Personnel Support

Systems Inc., which is owned by one
Clifford L. Nuckols. a low-life who was
sued for swindling the scabs he recruited.

The UFCW strike is the front line of a

fight that needs to be waged by all of labor

in defense of health care benefits and
against the undermining of unions through

the imposition of multi-tier divisions

within the workforce. And the rest of
labor must back them all the way. Trade
unions located where the UFCW strike is

happening must officially mobilize their

members to help build mass picket lines

that no one dares to cross. Every worker
—unionized and non-unionized—black

people, immigrants and all the oppres.sed

have a stake in this strike.

Mobilize Labor Power to Win!

Despite the treachery of the labor

tops—the failure to pull out UFCW
workers at the struck chains nationally,

the taking down of lines at Ralphs,

the dismantling of lines at the distribution

centers—the strike has been seriously

hurting the grocery bosses; they have lost

an estimated $1 billion and Smith Barney
is now recommending that its clients sell

their Safeway stock. However, the strike

is also taking a toll on the strikers—
health care benefits have expired for

many UFCW workers, and many have
also fallen behind on their car and hous-
ing payments while struggling to pul food
on the table for themselves and their fam-
ilies. Despite these hardships, the over-

whelming majority of UFCW strikers

have demonstrated their determination to

fight and win. At the January 31. rally, a

UFCW Local 770 worker carried a plac-

ard reading. "I'm Tired and I'm Broke but

I’ll Never Be Broken’."

In the AFL-CIO fund-raising campaign
on behalf of the strike. $600,000 has been
donated. ILWU locals in the L.A. area—
13. 63 and 94—have pledged over $ I mil-

lion for medical insurance for the strikers

and their families. At a January 12 "stop
work" meeting. ILWU Local 13 members
voted unanimously to assess themselves

$25 per month to assist the grocery work-
ers; Local 13 has also issued 100 tempo-
rary casual cards to allow UFCW strikers

to get work on the docks through the

union hiring hall. The Harry Bridges
Institute, named after the historic leader

of the ILWU. has launched an Adopt-A-
UFCW-Family program to help the

neediest UFCW families pay their rent,

electricity and heating bills. At the Janu-
ary 31 rally, a steamfitiers official said

building trades District 36 had given
$70,000 to the grocery workers, while the

UTLA teachers union has raised $37,000
thus far. and the SEIU International has
pledged $100,000. Checks have also
come in from trade unions in Canada.
Ireland. Japan, Germany, Denmark and
other countries.

All militant workers must do every-
thing in their power to throw their unions'

support behind the UFCW strike—through
financial donations and especially through
building effective, mass picket lines. This
is also an opponunity for students and
young activists to show their .solidarity

with the strikers by donating money and
helping to man the picket lines. The

continued on page 8

.
Carey/LA Times

Oxnard, October 2003: Five hundred strikers and supporters marched from
rally at Vons supermarket to nearby outlet of anti-union Wal-Mart chain.
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UFCW...
(continuedfrom page 7)

Spartacus Youth Clubs, youth groups of

the Marxist Spartacist league, have

launched a campaign in solidarity with

the UFCW strike (see article on page 7).

The AFL-CIO ought to be doing every-

thing they can to ensure that every strik-

ing UFCW worker can pay their rent,

utilities and food bills. Such a campaign

must be carried out as an auxiliary to

effective strike action, especially through

nationwide extension of the strike. But

the aim of the labor tops is to use the

much-needed financial support as a sub-

stitute for the class-struggle tactics

necessary to win the strike. The AFL-CIO
is engaging in an impotent "corporate

campaign." appealing to the capitalist

bosses to act more "humanely" toward

the UFCW strikers. Fat chance! The bank-

ruptcy of this lactic is demonstrated by

the fact that when the AFL-CIO organ-

ized a rally on behalf of the strike in New
York City, they organized it on. ..Wall

Street! Richard Trumka. the AFL-CIO’s
secretary-treasurer and one of the key fig-

ures running the national campaign on

behalf of the UFCW strike, is a former

president of the coal miners union who
rose through the ranks of the bureaucracy

by laming the militant tradition of the

miners, pushing impotent schemes to

pressure shareholders and civil disobedi-

ence as a substitute for effective, militant

strike action.

For a Workers Government!

The UFCW strike takes place in the

post-September 11 period in which the

U.S. bourgeoisie, having invaded Afghan-

istan and Iraq, is also taking aim at the

working class and minorities at home.

Here in Los Angeles in recent weeks the

ruling-class offensive has been demon-
strated not only in the attacks on the

UFCW. On January 21. more than 400
LAPD officers and FBI agents carried out

a racist police occupation of the Nicker-

son Gardens housing project in Watts,

Stansbury...
(continuedfrom page 12)

This racist police killing was no aberra-

tion—we will not forget Timothy Stans-

bury Jr.; Amadou Diallo, shot at 41 times;

57-year-old black trade unionist Alberta

Spruill; African immigrant worker Ous-
mane Zongo; and all other victims of

police terror. These killings are part and

parcel of the police violence that is

systematically employed against the black

population under racist American capital-

ism, where all young black men are

treated as criminals under the guise of the

"war on drugs." This can only intensify as

the so-called "war on terror" is brought

home with a vengeance, targeting immi-

grants. blacks and the whole labor move-
ment, tearing up rights that have been won
through decades of militant struggle.

The cops can't be reformed—not with

"more black cops." not with civilian

review board watchdogs, not with any

kind of "community control," for the sim-

ple reason that they are the armed fist of

a ruling class whose profits are derived

from the exploitation of labor and the

racist oppression of blacks, immigrants

and all minorities. There will be no end
to police brutality without getting rid of

the capitalist state—with its entire appa-

ratus of cops, prisons, courts and armies—through workers revolution. What is

needed is to mobilize the power of the

multiracial working class in struggle

against the capitalist exploiters and their

slate terror, in defense of immigrants and
the ghetto poor and indeed against the

whole capitalist system.

Timothy Stansbury Jr. did everything

they tell you to do—he was working at a

local McDonald’s, had acquired his GED
and also had aspirations of attending col-

lege one day. But his is a generation that

the capitalist class deems a surplus pnpu-
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arresting 41 people and terrorizing the

residents in the name of fighting "gangs."

Meanwhile, the County of Los Angeles is

dismantling piece by piece the King/

Drew Medical Center, a vital if insuffi-

cient lifeline for the impoverished black

and Latino masses of South Central L.A,

As we have repeatedly said, the impe-

rialists’ phony "war on terror" targets

immigrants, blacks and labor. This was

confirmed in December when the union-

busting CEO of Safeway. Steve Burd, was

appointed by Tom Ridge to the Private

Sector Senior Advisory Committee to

Homeland Security. A January 27 "Gro-

cery Workers Justice Pilgrimage” to give

petitions to Burd at his home, organized

by Clergy and Laity United for Eco-

nomic Justice, was subjected to police

intimidation. Two officers from the Con-

tra Costa County sheriff’s homeland

security detail showed up at a nearby

union hall in Martinez demanding infor-

mation on the march, and a police mobil-

ization prevented the marchers from

entering the gated community where

Burd lives. The same two cops then ear-

ned out undercover surveillance at a Jan-

uary 24 union rally in San Francisco (San

Francisco Chronicle, 28 January).

The January 3 1 mass labor demonstra-

tion in Inglewood took place a day after a

mistrial was declared for a second time in

the case of the racist Inglewood cop

whose beating of black teenager Donovan
Jackson in 2002 was captured on video-

tape. That video showed what happens all

the lime in racist capitalist America. The
courts, cops and prisons are not neutral;

they are insirument.s of capitalist repres-

sion. the core of the capitalist state. The
cops who carry out racist terror against

blacks and immigrants arc the same cops

who arrest striking workers. To fight for

the rights of labor and the oppressed

requires an understanding of the nature of

the capitalist state as an apparatus of

repression to defend the interests of the

capitalist class against working people

and the oppressed.

The unions are disarmed by the trade-

union misleader.s’ acceptance of the

capitalist system of profit, their accep-

tance of the labor laws issued by the cap-

itali.st government and capitalist courts,

and by a program of class collaboration

with the capitalists, expressed chiefly

through political support for the Demo-
cratic Party.

The money that the unions have

donated in support of the strike is a drop

in the bucket compared to the millions

they waste every year trying to get Demo-
crats elected into office. At the January 3

1

rally. Democrat and California District

Attorney Bill Lockyer spoke from the

podium and was widely applauded when
he announced that he was charging the

supermarket chains with violating "anti-

trust” laws. Lockyer represents the capi-

talist state, the very forces that would go
after the strikers if. for example, the

UFCW and Teamsters defied the bosses*

laws and injunctions and shut down the

distribution centers.

The starting point for any union lead-

ership worth its salt must be the under-

standing that capitalist society is divided

between two antagonistic classes; work-

ers, who produce all material value in

society and are forced to sell their labor

power in order to survive, and the capi-

talist class, which owns the means of

production and extracts its profits from

the exploitation of the working class.

The interests of these two classes cannot

be reconciled. As Trotskyist leader James

P. Cannon wrote at the time of the 1934

Minneapolis Teamsters strike in the

Organizer, the daily strike bulletin put

out by the union:

"Local 574 doesn’t lake any slock in the

theory that capital and labor are brothers,

and that the way for little brother labor to

get a few crumbs i.s to be a good boy and
appeal to the good nature of big brother

capital. Wc sec the issue between capital

and labor as an unceasing struggle

between the class of exploited workers

and the class of exploiting para.siies. It is

a war. What decides in this war. as in all

others, is power. The exploiters are orga-

nized to gnnd us down into the dust. We
must organize our class to fight back,"—"The Secret of Local 574."

18 August 1934. rcpnnied in

Notebook ofan Agitator (1958)

Labor Black League
for Social Defense
at 9 February 1999
NYC protest against
racist police killing

of Amadou Diallo.

lation for whom there are no jobs, only

prison hellholes or being used as cannon

fodder in brutal imperialist wars like

Iraq. Black and Latino youth today face

armed guards in their schooLs, cops

patrolling the housing projects where

they live, daily harassment, and are tar-

geted under the guise of the so-called

"war on drugs." "We’re staring down the

barrel of guns every day," said a resident

of the Louis Armstrong Houses. Racism
is fundamental to American capitalism.

The shooting of Timothy Stansbury Jr.

by the cops starkly exemplifies the daily

treatment meted out to the black popula-

tion in the ghettos, which are run like

huge prison complexes.

Black Democrat Charles Barron rightly

calls Timothy Stansbury’s death a "cold-

blooded killing." while he tells people to

beg this rotten system for “justice,” Bar-

ron has recently declared himself a Dem-
ocratic Party candidate for mayor, flaunt-

ing his Black Panther past. But militants

like the early Panthers and especially

Malcolm X powerfully condemned any
reliance on the Democrats, and they

called for armed self-defense for the

masses. And they were right. The Demo-
crats and Republicans just represent dif-

ferent wings of the ruling class. Giving

lip service to the fight against black

oppression and making speeches against

the Iraq war makes Charles Barron that

much more effective in channeling the

justified outrage right back into the dead
end of bourgeois electoral politics. Bar-

ron wholly embraces the Democratic
Party as a vehicle to advance his agenda,

acting to keep the outrage in check and
safely tied to the system.

The labor misleaders divert any strug-

gle with calls to "vote Democrat" and for

"reforming" the racist NYPD, like the

UFT. which outrageously calls for even
more cops in ghetto schools. Following

The unions need a class-struggle lead-

ership based on the political independ-

ence of the labor movement from the

bosses’ stale and political parties. It is in

the crucible of class struggle that such a

leadership will be forged, as part of the

struggle to build a revolutionary workers

parly to lead the working masses to

power. The workers produce the wealth

of society—they should run it!

The struggle of this determined, mili-

tant union, with its heavily immigrant

and minority components, expresses the

aspirations of what working people and

the masses of the oppres.sed and victim-

ized in this country arc fighting for;

decent wages, a decent job and health

care for themselves and their families.

This is a major class battle for workers in

America, and every worker has a slake in

the outcome of this strike.

The capitalist system means immis-

eration. unemployment, union-busting,

racial oppression and war. Militant work-

ers must understand that they have to get

at the root cause of their oppression; that,

to be liberated from capitalist enslave-

ment. their struggles must be directed

toward the building of a workers party to

lead the workers in the fight for a work-

ers government. As Karl Marx wrote in

his 1865 work Wages. Price and Profit,

in their everyday conflict with capital,

workers

"ought not to forget that they arc fighting

with cfTecls, hut not with the causes

of those effects: that they are retarding

the downward movement, hut not chang-
ing Its direction: that they arc applying
pulliativcs, not curing the malady. They
ought, therefore, not to be exclusively

absorbed in these unavoidable guerilla

fights incessantly springing up from (he

never-ceasing encroachments of capital

or changes of the market. They ought
to understand that, with all the miser-

ies it imposes upon them, the pres-

ent system simultaneously engenders the

material conditions and the social forms
necessary for an economical reconstruc-

tion of society. Instead of the conserva-

tive motto. ‘A fair day's wage for a fair

day's work!' they ought to inscribe on
their banner the revolutionary watch-
word. 'Abolition of the wages system!"'

Victory to the UFCW strikelm

the Diallo shooting, when thousands of

working people, unionists, students and

youth protested, the Labor Black League
for Social Defense and the Spartacist

League said: "Massive protest and strike

action by New York’s powerful and inte-

grated working class—transit, hospital,

city and hotel workers—would give an

organized political expression and social

power to the outrage of the inner cities

against cop terror." Such a protest, based

on the organized muscle of the labor

movement, would have given the cops

and their capitalist masters some pause.

This was directly counterposed to what
Nack Democrat A1 Sharplon and the

labor bureaucrats did—they mobilized on
behalf of the capitalist class. One-time
FBI fink Sharplon even called for a pay
raise for the cops as part of a so-called

"reform" of the police. Breaking the work-
ing class away from their illusions in the

Democratic Party is key to unleashing the

power of labor. Cops out of the unions!

Black liberation can only be achieved
through fighting against the foundations

of the capitalist system and the building of
an egalitarian socialist society. In Ameri-
can class society, black people are for-

cibly segregated at the bottom, yet form a
strategic part of the working class. The
interests of the working class are in.sepa-

rably linked to the defense of black and
Latino youth of the ghettos and barrios

and to the fight for black freedom. What
is required is the mobilization of the mul-
tiracial working class, the only class

which has the social power to shatter the

bloody rule of the most violent ruling

class in history, and link these struggles to

the justified outrage of the ghetto popula-
tion. The Labor Black League joins in the

fight to build a multiracial, class-struggle

workers party that can lead the American
working class in the coming socialist rev-

olution. Finish the Civil War!
— 1 February 2004

WORKERS VANGUARD



Mexico...
(continuedfrom page 3)

Canada published an in(cmationa!ist

staiemcni of opposition to the treaty (sec

"Stop U.S. 'Free Trade* Rape of Mex-

ico.
" Workers Vanguanl No. 530. 5 July

1991). Taking as a starting point the indi-

visible interest of the world proletariat,

the statement explains:

"Far from 'freeing* trade internationally,

the pact IS aimed at selling up a privalc

hunting preserve for the American impe-

rialist bourgeoisie, their Canadian junior

partners and their lackeys in the Mexican
ruling class. Already at the lime of the

First World War, Lenin noted that Ihe

narrow limits of the capitalist nation-

state had become a fetter on the develop-

ment of the productive forces, producing

a struggle over redivision of the world.

The various ‘common markets' in no

way overcome this, but instead intensify

intenmpcnalist nvalries. We Trotskyists,

communists, struggle for the economic
integration of the world on a socialist

basis. But the FTA [Free Trade Agree-

ment] IS a reactionary move toward glo-

bal trade war (and from there to a shoot-

ing war). The trade pact with Mexico is

U.S. imperialism’s answer to the Fourth

Reich and Japan Inc."

To fight against privatizations and

NAFTA, it is necessary to mobilize the

social power of the working class: For

workers mobilizations to slop NAFTA
and the FTAA!

For Workers Revolution!

For a Socialist Federation
of the Americas!

The history of Latin American capital-

ism has been one of constant swings

between populist protectionism and

nationalist rhetonc on the one hand and

"free market" trade liberalization on the

other. Allemalively, the bourgeoisie of

these countries, frightened by the unrest

of the masses, resorts to populism and

protects its industry with tariff barriers

and subsidies. Then, under the political

pressure of imperialism and because of its

own internal inefficacy, this model fails.

The bourgeoisie, handing over the econ-

omy to the imperialists, resorts again to

“free market" liberalism, which in a few

years fails, too. as it destroys the internal

market and condemns the masses to even

greater impoverishment, and then the

cycle begins again. The rise of bourgeois

rulers with populist rhetoric like ChSvez

in Venezuela and the social democrat

Lula in Brazil points to the latter. The

only constants in this inhuman wheel of

fortune are imperialist subjugation and

the human misery of millions of peasants

and workers.

Mexico is a backward capitalist coun-

try. politically and economically depen-

dent on the U.S. imperialists. Throughout

the last few decades, there has been mas-

sive investment of imperialist capital.

This has translated into uneven and com-

bined development; the age-old condi-

tions of subjugation in the countryside

co-exist with a modem industrial infra-

structure and. correspondingly, with a

young, powerful and dynamic urban pro-

letariat. Most of those modem industries

which have been built on Mexican soil do

not belong to a correspondingly devel-

oped national bourgeoisie but to foreign

imperialism (in large part, the U.S.).

That’s why the national bourgeoisie in

countries like Mexico controls state pow-

er but is socially weak and condemned to

live dependent on its imperialist masters,

confronting at the same time a modem
and powerful proletariat and a mass of

discontented peasants in its own territory.

Unlike the old peasantry, the modem
working class has a direct relationship to

the most dynamic and productive means

of production (and of creation of profits)

in society: it has. therefore, the social

power needed to successfully engage in

the struggle to emancipate all the ex-

ploited and oppressed. It is this modem
industrial proletariat, created as a result

of capitalist investment and thirst for

profits, which can become capitalism’s

gravedigger. Ultimately, the national bour-

geoisie fears the mobilization of its

"own" masses much more than ii docs its

imperialisi masters.
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Spartaclst-initiated NYC protest in

defense of Mexican UNAM student

strike. February 2000.

But if the subordination of the PAN
[National Action Party] rulers to the dic-

tates of the U.S. is frank and well

known, there are other capitalist forces

with nationalist ideology which present

thcmselve.s as an alternative to this

blatant subjugation and propose a subju-

gation with more "dignity.” This is the

case of the PRD (Party of the Demo-
cratic Revolution), founded by former

PRl (Institutional Revolutionary Party)

leaders like Cuauhtemoc Clrdcnas, who
opposed the "neo-liberal" turn of the PRl

in the 1980s.

Today. PRD government officials grant

minimal measures of .social welfare in the

stales they rule (like L6pez Obrador's

subsidies to older adults in the D.F. (Mex-

ico City!) which, in contrast to the out-

right anti-popular measures of the PAN
governments (like the increase in the IVA

(value-added tax]), make them look like

friends of the masses. From the outset this

nationalist party has been a pole of attrac-

tion for all the reformist "left." which

dreams of a bourgeois nationalist solution

to the most urgent democratic demands.

But the PRD is nothing other than a bour-

geois party committed to the perpetuation

of capitalist rule. That is why it cannot

question the subordination of Mexico to

U.S. imperialism either.

This has been explicitly reflected in the

PRD’s stand regarding NAFTA, which

this party does not oppose, limiting itself

to calling for the renegotiation of the

agricultural chapter on less unfavorable

terms. When the treaty was signed in

1991. Cuauhtemoc Cdrdenas talked about

a fantastical "alternative agreement” on

free trade with imperialism which would

include a "social charter” and "common
standards for labour, social and environ-

mental rights” (Canadian Tribune. 21

January 1991). Clrdenas offers his bour-

geois populist politics as a more feasible

way to create a "convergence of national

interests" with the Yankee imperialists,

because "only a Mexican government

with. ..impeccable nationalist credentials"

can gel the working class to accept its

"share" of the burden (Foreign Policy,

Spring 1990).

These politics are not the product of a

covert betrayal or the corruption of a

given leader, but rather are the necessary

and inescapable logic of their class char-

acter. Although the PRD occasionally

uses popular mobilizations the better to

position itself in its competition against

its bourgeois rivals, this parly has shown

all too well that it is perfectly willing to

suppress any attempt by the oppressed to

rebel against the injustice endemic to cap-

italism. Thus, the PRD government of

Mexico City systematically repressed the

demonstrations of the 1999-2000 student

strike in defense of free education,

repeatedly tried to derail it through polit-

ical means, and eventually supported the

reactionary “referendum" which the cam-
pus authorities used to '‘justify" the bru-

tal repression of 6 February 2000. be.sides

sending its own riot police to support the

Federal Preventive Police in breaking the

strike. This is the government which

ordered the bloody eviction of the Xoch-

imilco residents (squatters on government

land) last fall. Today. Ihe Mexico City

government has gone as far as asking for

the advice of racist pig Rudolph Giuliani,

who as New York mayor became famous

for his state-of-siege police measures.

This included the famous ca.se of Amadou
Diallo. an unarmed, innocent African

immigrant who died riddled with 41 shots

at the hands of Giuliani’s police—this is

what his famous "zero tolerance" means!

Many young activists have through

repealed beatings lost their illusions that

the PRD itself can act as a genuine cham-

pion of the interests of the oppressed. But

in the absence of a militant and prominent

workers movement many continue to

look hopefully toward peasant organiza-

tions like the EZLN or the ejidatarios of

Atenco (peasants who resisted govern-

ment attempts to displace them in order

to build an airport), hoping they will act

as the core of a popular resistance move-

ment. For such activists, the proletariat

is only one more oppressed sector, or. in

any case, a potentially useful ally. The

absence of a militant workers movement

that could attract the thousands of youth

who now look to the Zapatistas as a lead-

ership underlines the reactionary role of

the current pro-capitalist leaderships of

the union movement.

Actually, the peasantry on its own
does not have the .social weight or the

objective interest to become the van-

guard of broad emancipation. That is

why It is destined to politically follow

one of the two fundamental classes in

modem urban society; the proletariat or

the bourgeoisie. In the context of a direct

confrontation between the working class

and the bourgeoisie, the poor peasants

can be an important ally of the prole-

tariat. But, as the experience of the Mex-

ican Revolution of 1910 showed, in the

absence of an independently mobilized

proletariat, the peasant movement is

doomed to return to the orbit of bour-

geois politics (see "Un andlisis marxista

de la Revolucidn Mexicana de 1910" (A

Marxist Analysis of the 1910 Mexican

Revolution). Espariaco No. 12. Spring-

Summer 1999).

A contemporary example is the EZLN
guerrilla organization which, throughout

its history, has systematically followed

the leadership of the PRD at every

nationally relevant political conjuncture

(like the elections). Despite its recent

and justified denunciation of the PRD for

having voted in favor of the infamous

"(anti-) indigenous law" in the Senate,

the EZLN’s fundamental strategy is to

pressure whichever bourgeois govern-

ment is in office. The EZLN does not

question capitalism—in which the mis-

ery of the cities and the countryside is

rooted—but instead seeks to reform it

through mass pressure. We communists

raise the call for the defense of the

EZLN and other leftist guerrillas against

bourgeois state terror, but we also com-

bat every illusion that they can act as an

independent leadership for the social

movement against the bourgeoisie.

One of the foundations of the agricul-

tural economy of subsistence is the ejido

(communal land). In its crusade to com-

pletely open the Mexican countryside to

imperialist plunder, in 1991 the ,Salina.s

administration passed a reform to Article

27 of the Constitution which allows pri-

vate landowners to buy. rent or transfer

ownership of ejidtt property, supposedly

to make the land more competitive. But

most of the ejido lands are not fertile:

they're rocky hillsides or semi-arid val-

leys like the "Tierras Flacas" (Lean

Lands) de.scribed in Aguslfn Ydnez’s

famous novel. The loss of these ejidos

deprives their owners of their thin base ol

subsistence and condemns them to a life

of extreme poverty in the cities, because

the money they might gel in exchange for

their ejidos is barely enough to maintain

a family for one or two months.

We communists oppose the forced

stripping of lands from poor peasants

and we stand with them in their struggles

against the landlords and the govern-

ment. just like wc did when the Fox gov-

ernment sought to expropriate the ejidos

of San Salvador Atenco to build an air-

port. However, wc understand that the

preservation of the current conditions of

ejido property is in no way a panacea. As

we wrote in a leaflet last July:

"Wc do not romanticize, as many pctiy-

bourgeois intellectuals and pseudo-

leftists do. the current conditions of pov-

erty. isolation and backwardness of the

Mexican countryside. Wc want to make
the advances of science and technology
—education, tractors, irrigation, commu-
nications. etc.—available for all the rural

population and to elevate their level of

comfort, productivity and culture. It is

impossible to carry out this perspective

within the framework of capitalism—a

system based on the production of profit

for the handful of bosses and the misery

of the overwhelming majonly."

—“Mexico: Peasant Protests

Against Land Seizure." WV
No. 785. 9 August 2002

The social, economic and cultural devel-

opment of Mexico can only be achieved

through a socialist revolution which puts

the proletariat in power, leading the

peasant and indigenous masses and all

the oppre.ssed. and establishes a planned

socialist economy. From its inception, a

victorious workers state in a backward

country—which also shares a border

with the U.S.—would have to fight to

promote proletarian revolution inside the

American imperialist beast and on a

world scale. A socialist revolution in

Mexico would really have an electrifying

effect on the workers in the U.S.

An important part of the U.S. proletar-

iat is made up of workers of Mexican

background, especially in California.

Texas and some cities in the North and

the East. The immigrant workers, many
of whom have strong family ties in Mex-

ico and other countries, have brought

with them the experience of bitter class

struggle in their countries. To unleash

this potential for revolutionary struggle

we need a revolutionary internationalist

party capable of breaking the hold that

the racist and pro-imperialist AFL-CIO
bureaucracy has over the American work-

ing class. This perspective underlines the

crucial nature of the struggle for full cit-

izenship rights for all immigrants in the

U.S.—an integral part of the daily work of

our American comrades.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Israel...
(continuedfrom page 1)

bourgeoisie. Marxists must win it to con-

sciously champion the defense of the Pal-

estinian people.

In the lead-up to the U.S. invasion of

Iraq, we warned that Israel might use the

cover of war to “transfer" all Palestinians

out of the Occupied Territories. Instead,

the wall and the intolerable economic

hardships and repression arc choking the

life out of Palestinian areas. As one of

Sharon’s cabinet ministers suggested last

year, "Make their life so bitter that they

will transfer ihcm.sclves willingly.” The

Zionists shoot to kill not only Palestinians

who breach the wall’s checkpoints, but

now Israeli youth as well who are moved

to protest this atrocity.

Oslo “Peace” Accord
Paved Way to Ghetto

The wall—Sharon calls it "unilateral

disengagement”—is the ultimate expres-

sion of the "unilateral separation” that the

Zionist "peace camp." represented by the

likes of Mereiz spokesman Yossi Sarid.

has long championed. It is also the fruit

of the 1993 Oslo "peace” accords that

created the Palestinian Authority. At

the lime we wrote, in an article head-

lined "Israel-PLO Deal for Palestinian

Ghetto,” that this deal "does not offer

even the most deformed expression of

self-determination” and instead "would

place the PLO’s seal on the national

oppression of the long-suffering Palestin-

ian Arab masses" (WV No. 583, 10 Sep-

tember 1993). An academic study by Har-

vard University research scholar Sara

Roy. "Ending the Palestinian Economy"

(Middle East Policy, 1 December 2002).

described the formation of the Palestinian

ghettos:

"The fragmentation of Palestinian land

into geographically noncontiguous areas

or cantons, with exit and entry tightly

monitored and controlled by Israel, was a

reality directly imposed on the Ga/a Strip

and the West Bank by the terms of the

Oslo peace agrcemciils. It is not well

known that the division of the Palestinian

icmtories was first carried out in the

Ga/a Strip in October 1993. just one

month after the Declaration of Principles

—the first Oslo document—was signed

on the While House lawn....

"By December 1999. the Ga/a Strip had

been divided into three cantons and

the West Bank into 227. the majonty of

which were no larger than two square

kilometers in size. While Palestinians

maintained control over many of the can-

tons and were promised authority over

more if not most. Israel maintained juris-

diction over the land areas in between the

cantons, which in effect gave Israel con-

trol over all the land and its disposition....

The logical and intended consequence of

territorial cantoni/aiion was separation

and isolation, greatly facilitated by clo-

sure policy. In fact, although closure was
imposed prior to the implementation of

the Oslo agreements, these agreements

mstitutionali/cd and formalized closure

as a policy measure."

Following the 1967 war and the Israeli

occupation of the West Bank. East Jeru-

salem and the Gaza Strip, the problem for

the Zionists was how to ensure control

over the land and re.sources of these areas

while avoiding integration into (he Zion-

ist state of the millions of Palestinians

living there. The consensus among the

Zionist political parties was that the Pal-

estinians should be given some minimal

voice in their own affairs while final con-

trol of the land, resources and economy
remained in (he hands of Israel. The first

of a series of plans to realize this objec-

tive was pul together by General Yigal

Allon. the deputy prime minister for the

Labor Party. Allon proposed to establish

a string of settlements in the Jordan Val-

ley. in the Judean desert and around East

Jerusalem as a preliminary step leading to

formal annexation by Israel. Altogether,

the plan envisaged establishing some sort

of Palestinian entity in about 50 percent of

Nazi wail

around Jewish
Warsaw Ghetto,
established
1939.
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the West Bank while Israel annexed East

Jerusalem, the Jordan Valley, the Hebron

Hills in the south of the West Bank and

the southern part of the Gaza Strip.

When Likud came to power in 1977,

the Allon Plan was supplemented by the

Sharon Plan, which called for a new bell

of settlements to be built along the west-

ern side of the West Bank. The massive

settlement expansion envisaged by Sha-

ron was carried out starting in 1992 by a

new Labor government under Yitzhak

Rabin, which offered settlers large eco-

nomic incentives. From the signing of the

Oslo "peace” accords in September 1993

to the end of 2000. the number of settlers

in the West Bank increased by 90 percent.

Rabin, expanding on an idea originally

proposed by Allon and Sharon, introduced

the network of "bypass roads" that rein-

forced the isolation of West Bank cities.

The 1995 Oslo II agreement outlawed Pal-

estinian construction within 55 yards of

either side of these roads, rendering hun-

dreds of Palestinian houses vulnerable to

demolition. The map of the wall being

constructed in the West Bank corresponds,

almost to the .square mile, to earlier maps

drawn up by Allon and Sharon.

Today, the entire West Bank is dolled

with military outposts and fortified settle-

ments. crisscrossed by “bypass roads”

that are off-limits to Palestinians. The
Zionists have implemented "collective

guilt.” imposing restrictions, razing build-

ings and launching military assaults

against entire communities in retaliation

for attacks against Israeli civilians or sol-

diers. Zionist settlers, who number over

400.000 (including East Jerusalem),

freely rampage throughout the Occupied

Territories, stealing land and murdering

Palestinians by the dozens. A Zionist set-

tler in Gaza told the New York Times { 1

5

January): "In Jerusalem, when you see an

Arab you don’t know whether he’s with

you or against you, but here if you see an

Arab you know he’s dangerous and you

shoot him." Defense of the Palestinians

must begin with the demand for the

immediate removal of all anti-Arab for-

tifications in the Occupied Territories—
the walls, the troops, the settlements and
the apartheid highway network.

Fissures Within the
Zionist Fortress

The construction of the wall in the

West Bank lakes place as some in the

Israeli establishment and Washington are

starting to feel that the Sharon govern-

ment’s unbridled repression against the

Palestinians and refusal to negotiate with

the Palestinian Authority may not be

in the Zionist state’s best interests.

When some prominent Israeli and Pales-

tinian politicians negotiated an unofficial

"peace plan” in Geneva in December, an

implicit condemnation of Israeli govern-

ment policy, the gesture was hailed by

U.S. secretary of state Colin Powell. UN
secretary-general Kofi Annan and even

by U.S. deputy defense secretary Paul

Wolfowitz, a Zionist hardliner. As Justice

Minister Tommy Lapid. of the Shinui

Party. Sharon’s main coalition partner,

put it last month: "We could become the

South Africa of today, and there is the

danger that we could be subject to inter-

national boycotts” (London Independent,

6 January).

There is also growing unease in the

armed forces and security apparatus,

including among elite Zionist troops and

lop officers. In late September, 27 Air

Force reserve pilots signed a letter saying

they refused to carry out air strikes

against civilian areas. The following

month, the Israeli army chief of staff crit-

icized the restrictions on Palestinians. On
November 14. four former heads of the

sinister domestic security agency. Shin

Bet. from both the Labor Party and

Sharon's Likud, came out against the

government’s policy in the Occupied Ter-

ritories. with several explicitly criticizing

the wall. On December 28, 13 reservists

of the elite General Staff Reconnais-

sance Unit sent a letter to Sharon second-

ing the pilots’ refusal to serve in the

Occupied Territories. Altogether, in the

past three years, more than one thousand

Israelis have refused to serve in the armed
forces in the Occupied Territories. Last

month, five of them were court-martialed,

the first time this has happened in 20
years.

Visit
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On February 2. Sharon announced a

plan lo remove nearly all Jewish settle-

ments from the Ga/a Strip because they

are a "security burden" and a cause of

"continuous friction." When Sharon pro-

posed last week to dismantle four isolated

settlements in the northern West Bank

—

representing less than one-half of I per-

cent of the total number of settlers—in

exchange for an agreement to keep all the

others, the deal was vetoed by leaders of

the fascistic settler movement.

Part of what is behind the Zionists’ bru-

tal imprisonment of the Palestinians in

unlivable ghettos is what is referred to as

the "demographics" problem, a euphe-

mism meaning that the birth rate of Pal-

estinians. including Israeli Arabs, far out-

strips that of Israeli Jews. In explaining

what might be behind Sharon’s proposal

for the Gaza settlements, the New York

Times (3 February) wrote. "Some mem-
bers of Likud argue that Israel must draw

borders in a way to part with as many
Arabs—but as little land—as possible."

Seeking to exploit the “demographic"

problem as a way to pressure the Zionists,

Palestinian prime minister Ahmed Qurei

warned last month that "IsraePs contin-

ued policy of building the wall means that

talk about a Palestinian state makes no

sense" and threatened that “if this Israeli

policy continues, we are going to come
back to the option of a single, bi-national

democratic state" (Agence France-Presse.

9 January). Thomas Friedman, a staunch

supporter of Israel, explained in the New
York Times (14 September 2003) what

that meant:

"Rather than create the outlines of a two-

.siate solution, this wall will kill that idea

for Palestinians, and drive them, over

time, to demand instead a one-state solu-

tion—where they and the Jews would
have equal rights in one state. And since

by 2010 there will be more Palestinian

Arabs than Jews living in Israel, the West
Bank and Gaza combined, this transfor-

mation of the Palestinian cause will be

very problematic for Israel. If American
Jews think it's hard to defend Israel today

on college campuses, imagine what it will

be like when their kids have to argue

against the principle of one man. one
vote."

Under capitalism. Israel will never be

transformed into u binational democracy

in which Jews and Arabs live together on

Kay Fernandes

Tom Hurndall, British member of Inter-

national Solidarity Movement shot by
Israeli forces in Gaza in April 2003,
died of his injuries last month.

the basis of political equality, and both

Friedman and Qurei know it. The Zionist

state is a racist, exclusivist state, predi-

cated on the expulsion, "transfer" or

“displacement" of the Palestinian people.

As we have warned in the past, the Zion-

ist rulers are entirely capable of carrying

out massacres of the Palestinians on a

truly genocidal scale. It is vitally neces-

sary for the working class, in the U.S.

and internationally, to take up the call;

Defend the Palestinian people!

Capitalist Divestment Is

No Solution

The question of how to defend the Pal-

estinians was debated at a January 24
workshop on “The Apartheid Wall and Its

Effects on Palestinian Society" at the

National Conference on Organized Resis-

tance in Washington. D.C. The workshop
was led by members of SUSTAIN, an

organization whose full name expresses

the campaign which is its primary activ-

tsraeli army blows up buildings in Rafah refugee camp in southern Gaza,
November 2002.

ity: Stop U.S. Tax-Funded Aid to Israel

Now. SUSTAIN also sponsors a cam-

paign to get universities to divest their

holdings in the Caterpillar Corporation in

order to force it to stop selling Israel the

bulldozers which are used to demolish

Palestinian homes.

A Spartacist speaker at the workshop

noted that just as the bourgeoisies of

Europe and America closed their borders

to the Jews in the 1930s, today they close

their eyes to the plight of the Palestini-

ans. This was particularly evident when
shamefully even many leftists in the Iraq

antiwar movement often dropped any

mention of the Palestinians to tailor their

protests to appeal to the Democrats. In

contrast, Spartacist contingents in those

marches con.sciously made prominent our

demands; "Defend the Palestinians! Israel

out of the Occupied Territories!”

Our speaker noted that we are opposed

to the U.S. government funding the army

of the Zionist slate, but our starting point

is seeking lo mobilize workers against

their "own" capitalist rulers. She recalled

the 1991-92 Caterpillar strike, a critical

class battle that was sold out by the

UAW union bureaucracy in favor of a

"consumer boycott" not very different

from the "corporate campaign" today

proposed by SUSTAIN. Divestment

schemes and calls for capitalist boycotts

foster illusions that union-busting corpo-

rations like Caterpillar, or even the

blood-drenched U.S. imperialist govern-

ment. could somehow become the agents

for social justice through campaigns of

moral suasion. In contrast, we fight lo

mobilize the labor movement in defense

of the Palestinian people and against its

class enemy at home, the rapacious U.S.

ruling class.

In individual discussions after the

workshop, SUSTAIN members insisted

that it was necessary to drop defense of

the Palestinians in the antiwar movement
because “nothing should detract from the

main struggle to defeat George Bush."

But the Democrats have historically been,

if anything, closer allies of the Zionists

than the Republicans. It was President

John Kennedy who initiated the close

alliance with Israel, breaking the long-

standing U.S. embargo on supplying

major weapons to Tel Aviv while turning

a blind eye to Israel’s development of

nuclear weapons. Following Israel’s vic-

tory in the 1967 war and conquest of the

Occupied Territories. Democratic presi-

dent Lyndon Johnson showered Israel

with political, economic and military sup-

port, making the U.S. Israel’s major sup-

plier of sophisticated weaponry (see Amos
Elon. "A Very Special Relationship.” New
York Review of Books, 15 January).

The main problem with strategies such

as those put forward by SUSTAIN,
which seek to pressure the U.S. bour-

geoisie to pressure Israel, is that they are

premised on the idea that U.S. imperial-

ism. the main force for reaction in the

world today, is in some way superior to

the Zionists. Ironically, the organizations

pushing for the U.S. to pressure Israel

inadvertently mimic the outlook of the

Zionist "neocons" who promote U.S.

intervention around the globe in the

interest of "democracy.” Tell that to the

Iraqi people suffering under the bool of

U.S. military occupation!

Proletarian Revolution Is

the Only Solution

Sharon claims that the wall in the West

Bank serves to slop “Palestinian terror-

ism." The Sharon regime is using Pales-

tinian suicide attacks, which have killed

hundreds of innocent Israeli civilians,

as a pretext for even bloodier attacks

on the Palestinians by the Zionist war

machine. The suicide bombings against

Israeli civilians, which are entirely crim-

inal from the viewpoint of the interna-

tional proletariat, serve lo further drive

the Hebrew-speaking population into the

arms of the Zionist rulers.

Last fall, in an article in the New York

Review of Books (23 October 2003).

New York University professor Tony Judi

described the situation as he saw it:

“The two-state solution—the core of the

Oslo process and the present 'road map’
—IS probably already doomed.... The
true alternative facing the Middle East in

coming years will be between an ethni-

cally cleansed Greater Israel and a sin-

Tuesday, February 17, 7 p.m.

University of Chicago

Ida Noyes Library

1212 E. 59th St. (atWoodlawn)
For more information: (312) 563-0441

or e-mail: spanacist@iname.com

Saturday, February 28, 2 p.m.
Rockridge Branch Library

5366 College Avenue
(5 blocks south of Rockridge BART)

Saturday, February 21, 2 p.m.

First Parish Church, 3 Church Street

Harvard Square. Cambridge

glc. integrated, binaiional stale of Jews

and Arabs, Israelis and Palestinians. That

is indeed how the hard-liners m Sharon’s

cabinet sec the choice; and that is why
they anticipate the removal of the Arabs
as the ineluctable condition for the survi-

val of a Jewish state."

When Judl suggested that the "desirable

outcome" might be a binaiional Israeli

state, he provoked an uproar, as promi-

nent Zionist intellectuals accused him of

haling Jews, "pandering to genocide” and

being "party lo preparations for a final

solution."

This clash between intellectuals in

the realm of ideas reflects the material

fact that there is no solution to the oppres-

sion of the Palestinian masses within

the framework of capitalism, which is

based on the nation-state and national

aggrandizement. The Palestinians and the

Hebrew-speaking people of Israel repre-

sent a case of interpenetrated peoples,

two populations with competing claims to

the same territory. Under capitalism, such

conflicts can only be resolved through the

suppression of one people by another

through forced assimilation, forced pop-

ulation transfers ("ethnic cleansing”) or

outright genocide.

The only road to national and social

liberation in the Near East is the mobi-

lization of the proletariat on the basis of

revolutionary internationalism to sweep
away all the oppressive capitalist regimes

in the region in the fight for a socialist

federation of the Near East. To break the

Hebrew proletariat from Zionist chauvin-

ism will likely require an enormous
shake-up in the region, such as the victory

of socialist revolution in one of the other

Near Eastern stales. However, if the Zion-

ist madmen are not to ultimately unleash

their nuclear arsenal and engulf the whole

of the region in a holocaust, the Hebrew
proletariat must join with Arab workers in

sweeping away the entire rotting edifice

of capitalist class rule in the Near East.

Only then can the right of national self-

determination for both the Hebrew and

Palestinian people be assured. What is

required above all is the construction of

internationalist workers parties, sections

of a reforged Fourth International, in

opposition to Zionism. Arab nationalism

and all variants of religious fundamental-

ism. Defend the Palestinian people! Fora
socialist federation of the Near East!

Saturday, February 21, 1 p.m.

322 W. 48th St., 1st floor
(between 8th and 9th Avenues)

For more information: (212) 267-1025
or e-mail; nysl@compuserve.com

For more information: (510) 839-0851

or e-mail slbayarea@sbcglobal.net

For more information: (617) 666-9453
or e-mail bostonsyc@yahoo.com

BOSTON

Spartacist Black History Month Forums

On the Civil Rights Movement
— A Marxist Analysis

—

CHICAGO NEW YORK CITY

South Africa: Workers Struggle Against

ANC Neo-Apartheid Rule

OAKLAND

Spartacist/Spartacus Youth Club Forum

Down With the U.S. Occupation of Iraq!

Ail U.S. Troops Out Now!
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Extend the Strike Nationwide!

UFCW strike:

A Battle for

All Labor
20,000 Rally in Support of Grocery Workers

LOS ANGELES. February 3—The over

70,000 members of the United Food and

Commercial Workers Union (UFCW) in

Southern California who have been on

strike or locked out for four months

received a giant boost when some 20,000

workers turned out for a strike support

march and rally in Inglewood on January

31. Called by the Los Angeles County

Federation of Labor, the rally was titled

“Holding the Line for America's Health

Care” and included contingents from over

20 unions, some of which had several

locals participating. The demonstration

came in the wake of the January 20

announcement by the AFL-CIO that “the

labor movement will extend nationwide

its efforts" in solidarity with the UFCW
strike, including an international effort to

raise desperately needed funds for the

striking workers. This could also break

the near-total blackout of the strike in the

bourgeois media outside California.

The many unions that participated in

the rally included mainly Latino laborers

from LIUNA; HERE Local 1 1 hotel and

restaurant workers, whose contract with

16 hotels expires in April; SEIU Local

1877 "Justice for Janitors"; SEIU Local

399 home health care workers; county

workers from SEIU Local 660; L.A.

county firefighters; the California Nurses

Association; NALC postal workers; IBEW
electrical workers and UNITE garment

workers. A contingent of over 100 Interna-

tional Longshore and Warehouse Union

(ILWU) Local 13 members—including

several longshoremen from Portland.

Oregon—marched in the rally behind a

drill team and a banner declaring. "An
Injury to One Is an Injury to All!"

What is most importantly posed for the

UFCW to succeed in its struggle against

the supermarket bosses is the national

extension of the strike. UFCW Local 655,

representing more than 10,000 workers in

St. Louis. Missouri, struck 97 stores and

won a contract guaranteeing that the com-

panies will continue to pay full health

care premiums for members and their

families. But the general strategy of the

UFCW bureaucrats has been to limit the

strike to the Southern California area.

UFCW workers who struck in West Vir-

wv Photos

Top: Massive January 31 rally in Inglewood in support of UFCW strike was
joined by contingents from over 20 unions, including powerful longshore
union (bottom).

ginia. Ohio and Kentucky were sent back

to work. Some 15,000 UFCW workers in

Arizona and 9.000 in Indiana are working

under an indefinite contract extension.

Meanwhile, contract negotiations just

began in Seattle and Chicago. What
should happen is a solid strike by all

UFCW workers against every Vons/

Safeway. Albertsons and Ralphs/Krogers

in California and across the country.

The national extension of the strike

must be accompanied by the crucial task

of shutting down the distribution cen-

ters—nobody shops at empty stores. It

was a real betrayal by the UFCW bureauc-

racy that they ordered that picket lines

be taken down at Ralphs, which locked

out its workers. And it was an even

greater betrayal when on December 19

continued on page 7

NYPD Guns Down Black Teenager

We Will Not Forget

Timothy Stansbury Jr.

Statement by the New York
Labor Black League
for Social Defense

'They’re killing us like dogs out here,

pure dogs!" stated Phyllis Claybume
while talking about the horrific death of

her 19-year-old son. Timothy Stansbury

Jr. Posing no threat whatsoever and un-

armed. Stansbury was brutally shot by a

trigger-happy NYPD housing cop. It hap-

pened on the frigid morning of Saturday.

January 24 in the Louis Armstrong hous-

ing project, located in the black Brooklyn

neighborhood of Bedford-Stuyvesant.

Stansbury and two’ friends were headed

back to a party, taking a shortcut tenants

sometimes used across the roof of the

apartment complex where they lived. At

the doorway to the roof Stansbury was

met by two housing cops on a routine

patrol with their guns already drawn.

Stansbury was shot on sight—at close

range and without warning—as cop Rich-

ard Neri fired his 9mm Clock. Stansbury

made his way down the stairway, bleed-

ing. and collapsed in the building's lobby.

Unlike the previous "in your face" Giu-

liani administration. Mayor Bloomberg

and top cop commissioner Raymond
Kelly have taken a different tack. Kelly's

statement that “the shooting appears to be

unjustified” provoked an uproar from kill-

crazy cops. In a rare move, the Brooklyn

district attorney has already convened a

grand jury. They’re scrambling to keep

the lid on while preparing for the upcom-
ing Republican Party convention and
ratcheting up police terror. What they are

trying to prevent is the kind of social

unrest we saw after the killing ofAmadou
Dialto, when thousands protested in the

streets. That Bloomberg’s obscene pres-

ence at Stansbury’s funeral is taken as

Family photo

something more than an empty gesture is

due to the profound vacuum of leadership

among the oppressed as .sellout black and
Latino Democrat capitalist politicians

preach love and reconciliation with our
most bitter and murderous enemies.

continued on page H
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Bush’s Immigration Trap

Labor:
George Bush has begun his run for re-

election in earnest. Much of what he

offers is a continuation of ongoing themes.

The Iraq war was great, we are told,

although just maybe the ’‘Weapon.s of

Mass Destruction” were nonexistent, with

the intelligence “community” currently

being set up as potential fall guys for bad
information. Similarly, we are told that

the current occupation is going swim-
mingly. and Iraq is on the verge of

becoming a “great democracy." notwith-

standing the continuing flow of body
bags back to the States, the countless

dead Iraqis and the murderous enmities—manipulated and inflamed by the U.S.

occupiers—between the Sunni. Shi’ite

and Kurdish populations of Iraq. As for

the U.S. economy. Bush declares that it's

really spectacular, with the jobs to come
when the rich are assured that their tax

cuts will be permanent. To the reaction-

ary Christian fundamentalists. Bush has

offered a campaign against homosexual
marriage.

To this reactionary and fetid potpourri

Bush has added a proposal to change
the laws with regard to the estimated 8 to

14 million undocumented immigrants,

mainly from Mexico and elsewhere in

Latin America, who currently reside here.

They eke out a wretched underground
existence—picking fruits and vegetables

on farms, cleaning bed pans in nursing

homes, laundering sheets and towel.s in

hotels, washing dishes in restaurants—
and all the while living in constant fear of
deportation.

Bush's proposal would in no way
improve their conditions or give them
greater security. If anything, the opposite

would be the case. Bush made it perfectly

clear that he intends to more effectively

organize and enforce the exploitation of
immigrant workers, not to extend them
democratic rights. Undocumented immi-
grants who register as “guest workers"
would be given no special right to perma-
nent residency, eventually leading to citi-

zenship. “America's a welcoming country,”

Bush pontificated, "but citizenship must
not be the automatic reward for violating

the laws" (New York Times. 8 January).

The bill would give an employer near-

2527A 81030 7
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New York Times

Over 100,000 rally in New York City as part of AFL-CIO-organized Immigrant
Workers Freedom Ride on 4 October 2003.

total control over thos'e undocumented
workers \Vho register for legal status.

Such workers would have little defense

against slave-labor working conditions

imposed by their “co-sponsor" employ-
ers. Any attempt to change employers
could result in deportation. Moreover, by

binding the worker to an employer, the

Feds will be able to keep tabs on immi-
grants who today might evade their

scrutiny. As one undocumented worker
put it: "The job I hold is one that no
Americans, black or white, want to do.

But this program makes us all scared. It

seems to put the power in the hands of

the employer, not the employee. You

might be better off taking your chances

as an undocumented worker" (Newsday,

8 January).

The liberal academic economist Rob-
ert Kuttner pointed out:

“Employers already enjoy great leverage

over low-wage workers—witne.ss how
Wal-Mart has no trouble attracting work-
ers despite dismal pay—but this plan
would make immigrant workers some-
thing close to indentured servants. Unlike
workers with green card.s. they would
lose their guest-worker status if they lost

their jobs. And Bush’s plan denies these

guest workers the ability to apply for

permanent resident status, much less

citizenship."—BusinessWeek. 9 February

No doubt Bush and his advisers figured

that any proposed "reform” of immigra-
tion laws would lead to further inroads

into the Latino vole come next November.
But Mexican Americans and other Lati-

nos. many of whom have relatives among
undocumented immigrants, easily see

through the repressive and reactionary

nature of Bush’s measure. While Bush’s

proposal has been welcomed by many
capitalists, especially in California agri-

business. every major Mexican American
organization has voiced opposition to it.

“They're asking people to sign up for a

program that is more likely to ensure their

departure than ensure their permanent
residency." was the immediate re.sponse

of Cecilia Munoz, a vice president of the

National Council of La Raza (New York

Times. 7 January).

Meanwhile. Bush’s immigration plan

has been welcomed by Mexican presi-

dent Vicente Fox. Upon taking office.

Bush promised Fox some substantial

immigration reform. This was shelved by
the September 1 1 attacks and the subse-

quent "war on terror." The current Bush
plan, however—Fox's enthusiasm not-

withstanding—has been received with
widespread disgust and anger in Mexico.
Over the past few decades. large-scale

immigration—undocumented as well as

legally sanctioned—has been used by the

capitalists to increase the rate of exploita-

tion of labor in the U.S. Currently, over

25 percent of those hired into new jobs

are foreign-born, who now make up over
1 2 percent of the total workforce. But
when the economic and/or political

needs and interests of the American rul-

ing class change in this regard, the spigot

of immigration can be slowed to a trickle

and substantially reversed.

During the Great Depression of the

1 930s. the federal, state and local

coniirwed on page H
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Hands Off Anti-Fascist

Protester ines Weiner!
The following letter vvrt.v sent by

the Partisan Defense Committee to

Martha Coakley. District Attorneyfor

Middlesex County. Massachusetts, on

February 17.

The Partisan Defense Committee

protests the legal railroading of Ines

Weiner for her actions in protest-

ing fascist, while-supremacist World

Church of the Creator thugs on 14

September 2002. Weiner, a black

immigrant, was uniquely targeted out

of the hundreds of protesters against

the fascists that day.

This particular fascist outfit, the

World Church of the Creator, openly

declares its aim of driving Jews and

non-whites “off the planet." it is

responsible for murderous assaults

such as the killing spree of its mem-
ber. Benjamin Smith. In a Fourth of

July rampage in 1999, Smith shot

down blacks. Jews and Asians. He

killed Ricky Byrdsong. the former

coach of the Northwestern basket-

ball team, and a Korean American

student and wounded three others.

Other thugs linked to this same group

were charged with the murder of a

gay couple in Northern California.

It is grotesque that Ines Weiner, an

anti-racist activist, is now charged,

in addition to trumped-up counts of

assault and battery and disorderly

conduct, with violation of the fas-

cists’ “civil rights.” Rather, it is the

prosecution of this courageous oppo-

nent of fascist terror that constitutes a

violation of First Amendment rights.

Ines Weiner’s participation in a pro-

test against the World Church of the

Creator was not a crime but an act of

basic defense of working people and

minorities. We demand all charges

against her be dropped.

Proletarian Unity and Defense of

Immigrant Workers

Intransigenily opposed to national chau-

vinism, Lenin and the Bolshevik Party he built

championed the rights of immigrant work-

ers. a tradition we continue to fight for

today. This is in stark contrast to the pro-

tectionist chauvinism of the pro-imperialist

labor bureaucracy, which .serves to further

the capitalists ’ aim of dividing the working

TROTSKY class along national and ethnic lines. In the LENIN
midst of renewed attacks against foreign-

horn workers in the U.S.. we call on the labor movement to organize the unorganized

and demand full citizenship rights for all immigrants.

The rapidly developing industrial countries, introducing machinery on a large scale

and ousting the backward countries from the world market, raise wages at home above

the average rale and thus attract workers from the backward countries.

Hundreds of thousands of workers thus wander hundreds and thousands of versts.

Advanced capitalism drags them forcibly into its orbit, tears them out of the back-

woods in which they live, makes them participants in the world-historical movement

and brings them face to face with the powerful, united, international class of factory

owners.

There can be no doubt that dire poverty alone compels people to abandon their

native land, and that the capitalists exploit the immigrant workers in the most shameless

manner. But only reactionaries can shut their eyes to the progressive significance of

this modem migration of nations. Emancipation from the yoke of capital is impossible

without the further development of capitalism, and without the class struggle that is

based on it. And it is into this struggle that capitalism is drawing the masses of the

working people of the whole world, breaking down the musty, fusty habits of local life,

breaking down national barriers and prejudices, uniting workers from all countries in

huge factories and mines in America. Germany, and so forth,...

The bourgeoisie incites the workers of one nation against those of another in the

endeavour to keep them disunited. Class-conscious workers, realising that the break-

down of all the national barriers by capitalism is inevitable and progressive, are trying

to help to enlighten and organise their fellow-workers from the backward countries.

— V.l. Lenin. "Capitalism and Workers’ Immigration,” 29 October 191.^
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SYC Leads Protest at CCSF:

Military Recruiters

Off Campus!
Young Spartacus

SAN FRANCISCO—Chanting "Military

recruiters off campus now! Down with

the colonial occupation of Iraq!", "War

abroad, racism at home—military recruit-

ers go home!

"

and "Military recruiters we

say no. capitalism has got to go!", the

SYC led an impromptu protest on January

29 against recruiters for the U.S. Army,

who were setting up a table on the City

College of San Francisco (CCSF) campus.

Ten members of the campus Anarchist

Library group joined us in protest, bring-

ing with them plastic drums and a mega-

phone that they lent us. Their participation

helped make it a lively, spirited protest.

Another 20 students, mostly black, gath-

ered around, some chanting with us. This

protest was an opportunity for students to

take a stand against U.S. imperialism. It is

the job of campus recruiters to lure youth

into becoming fodder for the imperialists

m their wars against neocolonial countries

like Iraq. ROTC and military recruiters

off campus!

We proposed the protest to the anar-

chists at the start of our weekly campus

sale after a pair of U.S. Army recruiters

appeared. Some of the anarchists argued

that there was no point in protesting the

recruiters since they had permits from

the administration. The week before, one

of the anarchist-s had gone to the dean of

student activities with a complaint that

the recruiters hadn’t filed paperwork to

gel a table. These anarchists, who claim

to be opponents of "authority.” actually

defended catling on the administration to

enforce its rules, which it would all loo

gladly use against the left. During the

protest, some anarchists remained on the

sidelines, while others politely chatted

with the military recruiters!

Last year, liberal pacifists and most

anarchists opposed the war but refu.sed

to defend Iraq against the biggest impe-

rialist power in the world. Revolutionaries

stood for the military defense of Iraq,

while giving no support to Saddam Hus-

sein’s brutal nationalist regime. Down
with U.S. imperialism!

As we said at the united-front demon-

stration we initiated against the Reserve

Officer Training Corps (ROTC) at UC
Berkeley last spring: "The best way to

defend the victims of imperialist war

abroad as well as blacks, immigrants and

working people from the war on them at

home is through class struggle against

America’s capitalist rulers" (WV No. 802.

25 April 2003). We welcome more united-

front protests to get the recruiters off the

CCSF campus and campuses across the

nation. Join us in this fight I

Spartacist/Spartacus Youth Club Forums

Down With the U.S. Occupation of Iraq!

All U.S. Troops Out Now!

Saturday, February 31, 2 p.m.

First Parish Church. 3 Church Street

Harvartj Square, Cambridge

For more information: (617) 666-9453

or e-mail: bostonsyc(S>yahoo.com

BOSTON

Victory to Grocery Workers Strike!

Picket Lines Mean Don’t Cross!

Fritlay, February 20, 6 p.m.

Caffe Pergolesi

418 Cedar St. at Elm St.

For more information: (5t0) 839*0851

or e-mail: sycbayarea@sbcglobal.net

SANTA CRUZ

Spartacus Youth Club Class Series

CHICAGO
Alternate Thursdays, 7 p.m.

February 26; The ICL's Fight Against
Counterrevolution in East Germany

and the Soviet Union

University of Chicago
Cobb Hall. 5811 S. Ellis Ave., Room 204

Information and readings; (312) 563-0441

or e-mail: spartacist@iname.com

TORONTO
Thursday, 6:30 p.m.

February 26 The Spanish Revolution:

The Betrayals of Stalinism

and Anarchism and the

Trotskyist Alternative

York University Student Centre

Room 31 1C
Information and readings: (416) 593-4138

or e-mail: spancan@on.aibn.com

Visit the International
Communist League

Web site:

www.icl-fi.org

LOS ANGELES
Saturday, 2 p.m.

February 28: Black Liberation through
Socialist Revolution

3806 Beverly Blvd., Room 215
(VermontyBeverly Red Line station)

Information and readings. (213) 380-8239
or e-mail: slsycla@cs.com

NEW YORK CITY
Tuesday, 8 p.m.

February 24: Capitalism and
“Globalization": Smash Imperialism!

For Global Workers Rule!

Columbia University

Fayerweather Hall, Room 302
Information and readings: (212) 267-1025

or e-mail: nysl@compuserve.com

VANCOUVER
Thursday, 6 p.m.

February 19 The Russian Revolution:

How the Working Class Took Power

Simon Fraser University

Maggie Benston Centre. Room 2290
Information and readings: (604) 687-0353

or e-mail. tllt@look.ca
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strange Postings on Iran

Mullahs,

Monarchists,
Neocons

and Zionists

I

magine our surprise when we read

under ihe headline "Tehran Terror-

fesl" in Rupert Murdoch's New York

Post (26 January) that ".Spartacists"

would be among (he participants in the

"Ten Days of Dawn" celebration of (he

25(h anniversary of (he Ayatollah Kho-
meini's return to Iran. The Post anicle was
penned by one Amir Taheri, an Iranian

monarchist and former executive editor in

chief of Iran's largest daily, Kayhan, dur-

ing the last decade of the despised Shah's

murderous rule. As Marxist opponents

of Islamic reaction, we energetically

fought for the independent inlerest.s of the

proletariat during the 1978-79 upheaval

against the Shah, participating in strug-

gles internationally with our signature

slogans on signs, banners and newspapers

(including in Farsi) proclaiming: "Down
With the Shah! Don't Bow to Khomeini!
No to the Veil! For Workers Revolution in

Iran!” It would be very odd indeed for

any "Spartacists” connected to the Spar-

tacisi League or the International Com-
munist League (formerly inicmaiional

Spartacist tendency) to be guests at the

Iranian clerical regime’s fete.

On February 10. the Post ran another

article by Amir Taheri which expanded
upon his false amalgam of Marxists with

Islamists. Headlined "Tehran Tyranny’s

25th,” the article cites as "terrorists" in

league with Khomeini in 1979 in Iran:

the "People's Mujahedin." the "People’s

Fedayeen Guerrillas, one pro-Moscow,
the other pro-Beijing." and adds, "There

were, as well, the Trotskyites. the Sparta-

cisls. the Guevarists and countless other

leftist terrorist gangs." Taheri then notes.

"Once in power he (Khomeini) began
destroying his former allies one by one."

Taheri’s articles arc the newsprint equiv-

alent of three-card monty: shuffling names
and time sequences faster than (he eye

can follow. In the first article (26 Janu-

ary). he claims "Spartacists. Trotskyites

and Guevarists" are in Tehran today cele-

brating Khomeini's rise to power. In the

next article (10 February), he says these

very forces were wiped out by the ayatol-

lahs (wo decades ago. To paraphrase Trot-

sky. even slander should make some sense.

We don’t know exactly why these

smears were run (and widely picked up
by other print media and Web sites), but

Taheri, the Post and the archreactionary

think tanks and foundations that back

him have plenty of reasons to hate us for

our ideas. We are energetic defenders of

(he Palestinian people against the geno-

cidal policies of the Zionists; we proudly

took a side in defense of Iraq against the

one-sided slaughter waged by U.S. impe-

rialism; we unconditionally defend the

North Korean deformed workers slate’s

right to possess nuclear weapons to

defend itself; we are champions of the

rights of black people, immigrants and

workers against the capitalist rulers.

What stands behind Taheri and his slan-

der machine are the architects of U.S.

imperialist mass murder, braintrusters for

Zionist terror against the Palestinian peo-

ple and racist, anti-labor media magnates

like Rupert Murdoch and Conrad Black.

Taheri’s association of "Spartacists"

with the Iranian ayatollahs is so demon-
strably false that he is convicted by his

own pen as a liar whose word on any-

thing is not to be believed. In addition to

our publicly documented 25-year history

of opposition to Islamic fundamentalism

in Iran, we rallied to the defense of our

political opponents on the left who were

tortured, jailed and killed by the mullahs

they, foolishly tailed against (he Shah

back in 1979. In 1989. we launched an

international united-front campaign of

protest against the massive wave of kill-

ings of leftist political prisoners and

other dissidents in Khomeini's prisons.

We are proud to be the only political

tendency on the planet which hailed the

1979 Soviet Red Army intervention in

Afghanistan in the war against CIA-
backed Islamic cutthroats. We condemned
Gorbachev’s withdrawal of the troops,

which signaled the rollback culminating

in the 1991-92 capitalist counterrevolu-

tion in the Soviet Union itself. We raised

over $40,000 in a 1989 worldwide cam-
paign of humanitarian aid for the civilian

victims of the CIA’s mujahedin reaction-

aries in the Afghan city of Jalalabad.

Taheri is not merely a tool of the ousted

monarchists, the displaced plumes of the

peacock throne, which (he neocons in and
around the Bush administration seek

to reinstall by crowning the son of the last

hated monarch Iran's next ruler. No.

Amir Taheri is himself a veritable

Weapon of Mass Regurgitation (WMR),
Numerous articles under his name have

appeared in slightly varied form in news-

papers around the world, including the

Senador Associates

Jerusalem Post, the Canadian National

Post, the National Review, the New York

Times, major bourgeois weeklies and dai-

lies in France, Germany. Spain. Italy, as

well as Arab News, mouthpiece for the

reactionary Saudi regime, and GulfNews,
published out of the United Arab Emir-
ates. The virulently racist right-wing

McCarthyite David Horowitz propagates

Taheri’s columns on college campuses.

Zionist Web sites pick up Taheri’s col-

umns as part of their worldwide crusade

to bash opponents of Israeli state terror as

“anti-Semites."

Bad things tend to happen to people

who are called "terrorist." especially in

Bush’s America where many fundamen-
tal democratic rights have been abro-

gated by the so-called "war on terror." In

pursuit of our own democratic rights, we
have defended the rights of the entire left

and workers movement by energetically

fighting such deadly slanders. We’ve
fought violence-bailing and "terrorist”

smears from publications, including the

New York Post before, as well as more
lormidable forces than that Murdoch rag.

The Spartacist League sued the FBI over

its false targeting of us as “terrorist"—
and won. In 1984, the FBI was forced to

recast its definition of the SL to exactly

what we are; a Marxist political organi-

zation. This was a modest but important

victory against the new McCarthyism of

the Reagan years. We also noted at the

Benador Associates

lime that we have "no illusions that the

government’s secret police have stopped

or will stop their harassment, infiltration

and disruption of Marxist political organ-

izations and other perceived political

opponents of the government" (“FBI
Admits; Marxists Are Not Terrorists."

VTV'No. 368, 7 December 1984). Consis-

tent with our purpose to defend the

workers movement from capitalist re-

pression. it is necessary to expose Amir
Taheri and the dangerous forces behind

him.

Not Merely a Pundit
but a Provocateur

Amir Taheri is not only a prolific

writer; he is also a scribe for the cabal of

neocons represented by a "public rela-

tions” firm called Benador Associates,

whose client list is a veritable "who’s

who" of the architects and apologists for

the terror and destruction for which U.S.

imperialism is infamous worldwide. The
neocons’ mission is to get the Bush

administration to bring "democracy” to

Iran and redraw the map of the Near East

in the interests of U.S. imperialism and

“Israeli security." Notably, a Pacific News
Service report ( 19 June 2003) states that

Taheri is now a paid employee of the U.S.

government, a director of a new satellite

television channel which broadcasts

Farsi-language U.S. propaganda into

Iran.

Like (he late Shah, for whom he apolo-

gizes with mild criticisms, Taheri views

Marxists as criminals. "Fanatical Jour-

nalism." an 18 July 2003 article on the

Payvand Web site, which specializes in

news about Iran, states;

"At (he height of his power, the late Shah
of Iran dismissed (he asserium that his

regime held any political prisoners, re-

torting that the people whom the inter-

viewer were referring to ‘happened to be
Marxist.’ an outlawed poliiieul ideology.

He was basically trying to say that being
a Marxist was tantamount to being a

criminal. This mentality permeated (he

psyche of his loyal subjects as well,

including Mr. Taheri.— It is unfortunate
that a journalist' should find it necessary

to falsity and vilify in order to score

political points. Wc know from experi-

ence that ideologues of (his kind, when
in power, would no longer need the serv-

ice of words,"

When in power, the Shah "spoke"

through the torture and execution of

thousands of political prisoners. Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlavi was installed

by the CIA in 1953 in a coup against the

bourgeois-nationalist Mossadcq govern-

ment which planned to nationalize Iran's

Bob Guzzardi

oil industry. To prop up the Shah's rule,

U.S. and Israeli intelligence officers

helped found the "intelligence" agency
SAVAK to round up members of the out-

lawed Communist parly (Tudeh) and
"neutralize" all opponents of the regime.

All facets of life were monitored, cen-

sored and repressed, from journalists’

articles, to classroom discussions, labor

and peasant organizations and even Ira-

nians living abroad. SAVAK ran a net-

work of informers which monitored
some 30,000 Iranian students on U.S.

college campuses alone (Intelligence

Resource Program Web site. 13 January
2000). In the late 1970s. Iranian students

protested the U.S.-backed Shah in mas-
sive demonstrations, wearing masks to

continued on page 10

Ward'Oepanment ot Delens© Columbia PicturesSiikkel'Deparimeni ol Oelense

Neocon rogues’ gallery: (1) Amtr Taheri with Eleana Benador; (2) Richard Perle with Eleana Benador; (3) Reza Pahlavi
(son of deposed Iranian monarch) with Eleana Benador; (4) Deputy Secretary ot Defense Paul Wolfowitz; (5) Vice
president Dick Cheney and Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld. We have not yet confirmed what relationship Dr.
Strangelove (6) has with neocons and Benador.
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Racist Campaign Escalates Against Aborigines

For a
for

Australia
On the night of February 15 the Abo-

riginal ghetto known as "the Block" in

Redfem. Sydney exploded m anger over

the death of 1 7-year-old Thomas “TJ"

Hickey. Thomas Hickey died in the early

morning hours of that day from injuries

sustained after being impaled on a metal

fence, having fallen from his bicycle

while fleeing cops who were .scouring

Redfem on Saturday after a bag was

snatched at the local train station.

Thomas Hickey had plenty of reason to

flee—he’d been beaten by the police

only a few weeks after arriving in Red-

fern last December, in what the cops

claimed was a "mistaken identity" arrest.

Thomas Hickey’s family and friends in

the Aboriginal community of Redfem
had barely begun to grieve his death

when the notoriously racist Sydney cops

piled on their provocations: at midday

patrolling officers taunted Aboriginal

youth with racist epithets, by 1 p.m. they

had shut down the Redfem station

entrance nearest the Block, and by 5 p.m.

they sealed off traffic on the street lead-

ing to the Block. A resident described the

scene: “There were hundreds of them,

arms locked, visors down. I’ve never

seen so many police. Finally the kids

started yelling, ‘C'mon, bring it on’."

Throughout the night up to a hundred

Aboriginal youths, many of them friends

of Thomas Hickey, battled phalanxes

of riot cops. 40 of whom were injured.

Fed up with years of racist terror from
the Carr state Labor government’s cops.

Aboriginal residents mobilized to de-

fend themselves. The following day

lampposts in Redfem displayed wanted
posters featuring photos of police under

the heading "Child Murderers" and a

young woman spray-painted "Redfem
cops are child-killers" on the road.

Five people have already been arrested

and the police are threatening to arrest

more. We say: Drop the charges! Free

alt those arrested! In solidarity with the

besieged Aboriginal people, supporters

of the Spartacist League of Australia,

section of the International Communist
League, went to Redfem on Monday
evening. They distributed their newspaper,

Ausimlasian Spariacisi No. 185 (Summer
2003/04). featuring the article we print

below, slightly edited.

AuttrMlmsImm —

SPARTACIST^
In this racist hellhole, where desperate

refugees arc incarcerated for years in con-

centration camps if they are not pushed

back out to sea in leaky boats, the brutal

capitalist oppression of the Aboriginal

population continues to intensify. Aborig-

inal people are systematically denied

decent health, education, housing and
employment and are imprisoned at a rate

15 times the national average. Today the

life expectancy for Aborigines is some 20
years less than other Australians.

It is truly sick then that the While Aus-
tralia capitalist exploiters are now on a

heightened ideological offensive to brand
blacks as deserving of their own oppres-

sion. For this purpose the bourgeoisie and
the right-wing Howard government (Lib-

eral Party/National Parly Coalition) are

Class-Struggle Fight

Aboriginal Rights!
seizing on the existence of domestic

violence and other problems within com-
munities like alcoholism—problems that

exist throughout society but which are

exacerbated by racist oppression and

enforced marginalisation. West Austra-

lian Labor premier. Geoff Gallop, told

Aboriginal parents and elders to slop

making excuses for Aboriginal Juvenile

crime, railing that historical considera-

tions should not be blamed for current

problems (Sunday Times, 21 November

created by the Hawke and Keating ALP
(Australian Labor Party) governments

to coopt outspoken Aboriginal leaders

and make Aborigines complicil in their

own subjugation is not enough for today’s

federal Coalition and state ALP govern-

ments. The main target has been the

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

Commission (ATSIC). the government’s

leading indigenous body. ATSIC has

been stripped of its spending power and

il.s leaders, despite their loyal service to

The Ausiralian

Aboriginal youth Thomas "TJ’’ Hickey
died impaled on fence while fleeing

racist Sydney cops. Below: Police in

riot gear lay siege to Aboriginal
community in Redfem, confronting
youth enraged by TJ’s death.

2003). Meanwhile a spate of additional

anti-drinking bans has been foisted on
Aboriginal communities. These new laws

have been met with Just opposition from

angry residents, for example in the far

northern Cape York town of Aurukun.
The laws are patronising, racist constric-

tions of democratic rights. And like the

broader anli-Aboriginal ideological cam-
paign. they provide convenient pretexts

for even greater police harassment.

Indigenous youth in country towns face

night curfews by local councils and man-
datory detention by state governments.

Fuelled by legal violence, extra-legal ter-

ror is also on the rise. In the north

Queensland town of Mossman. Ku Klux

Klan gangs have attacked Aborigines in

their homes, while Aboriginal residents

of Townsville have received repeated

death threats. Not surprisingly Darwin
and Townsville, the military staging

grounds for Australian imperialism’s

occupation forces abroad, are particular

hotbeds of redneck racism.

Down With the Witchhunt
of Geoff Clark!

The anti-Aboriginal ideological offen-

sive also serves to Justify government

attacks on Aboriginal organisations. The
ruling class is on a warpath against these

organisations because they want to crush

even the most minimal pretence of an

independent Aboriginal voice. The fact

that many of these organisations were

the Howard government, have been

witchhunted.

In August. Fhillip Ruddock, the then

federal minister for immigration and in-

digenous affairs, suspended the elected

chairman of ATSIC, Geoff Clark, for

"misbehaviour." Ruddock, who is widely

hated for spearheading the racist intern-

ment of refugees, used as his pretext

Clark’s recent conviction on charges of

"behaving in a riotous manner" and
"obstructing police" over an incident last

year at the Criterion Hotel in the Victo-

rian coastal town ofWarmambool. In fact

Clark carried out the courageous and
decent act of defending Aborigines—
including women and elders—against a

racist publican [barkeeper], notorious for

refusing to serve blacks, and police

wielding capsicum [pepper) spray guns.

While Clark’s conviction for “riotous

behaviour" has been overturned in a court

appeal, the other conviction and a $750
fine stands, and he has been banned from
the hotel.

Clark is also the subject of recently

revived murky rape allegations, dating

back decades. While we are not in a posi-

tion to Judge his guilt or innocence in this

case, his conviction stemming from the

Warmambool incident was a racist out-
rage which underlines the bourgeoisie's

impulse to drive all Aboriginal people
back to the desperate poverty-ridden
fringes of outback towns.

Clark’s convictions stem from events

on I May 2(K)2 when Aboriginal people

had. for the first time, been admitted to

the members enclosure of the Warmam-
bool races. On that day Clark was host-

ing people from his community in a mar-

quee (large tent) rather than the tin shed

normally reserved for Aborigines. Soon

however Clark and his friends would run

smack bang into the vicious social real-

ity of While Australia.

On leaving the races they went to the

Grand Hotel where the racist publican

closed his hotel down rather than serve

Aborigines. The group then moved on to

the Criterion Hotel where another racist

publican again confronted them and cops

were quickly called to remove some of

Clark’s friends. When Clark protested

and called on his friends to ".Stand firm

and stand your ground" he and others

were set upon by police and attacked

with capsicum spray causing Clark to be

taken to hospital. The cold hard facts are

that Geoff Clark was targeted by the cops

and courts of Bracks’ (Victoria! ^late

ALP government and then suspended

from ATSIC by the federal Tory minis-

ter because he stood against the barbaric

enforced denial of Aboriginal people to

equal access to amenities. Overturn the

remaining conviction! Down with the

racist suspension of Geoff Clark!

What is needed is the broadest action

of trade unionists. Aborigines and anti-

racist youth to protest the witchhunt of

Clark and combat the racist exclusion

that Aboriginal people face. In the early

1990s. the Spartacist League brought

trade unionists, including Maori building

workers and members of local Aborigi-

nal communities together with students

to break a racist exclusion which had pre-

vented Aborigines from drinking at the

Student Prince Hotel near Sydney Uni-

versity (see "Racist Ban Defeated at Stu-

dent Prince Hotel." Australasian Sparta-

cist supplement, 2 June 1993). This small

but powerful action gives a taste of the

struggle that a mass revolutionary party

would wage to mobilise the power of the

working class in defence of Abt>riginal

people and all the oppressed.

The potential for poliiically advanced
workers to be won to such a fight is linked

to the fact that the increasing levels of

degradation of Aborigines are part of all-

sided capitali.st attacks on the working
class and the poor. Union-busting, such as

attempted against the CFMEU (Construc-

tion. Forestry. Mining and Energy Union)
today, goes hand in hand with speedups
and other attacks on working conditions

resulting in escalating numbers of work-
ers killed on the Job. On 16 October, a

16-year-oId Sydney plumber’s appren-
tice. Joe! Exner, died after his boss failed

to supply him with a safety harness.

Indeed since the counterrevolutionary

destruction of the Soviet Union a decade
ago. capitalist governments worldwide
have been slashing public health care and
education, eroding the living standards of

the working class and effectively throw-

ing "unprofitable" sections of the popu-

lation overboard. In Australia, this is

coupled with virulent racism to scape-

goat indigenous peoples. Asian and Arab
minorities and refugees in a divide-and-

conquer tactic aimed at deflecting the

anger of the working class away from the

attacks of the bosses.

The fight for an uncompromising
working-class defence of Aboriginal peo-

ples is thus an important part of the strug-
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August 2002:
Protest against

Queensland state

Labor Party

government
by Aboriginal
workers and

families who had
their wages

stolen for

decades.

gle lo politically arm the proletariat into

a force that can take on the capitalist rul-

er?. and win. Proletarian-centred actions

would fight lo enforce equal access to

public and private amenities. They would
demand jobs for all and equal wages; and
for massive health, housing and education

programs to begin to address the margin-

alisation and oppression of the Aboriginal

people in remote areas, in the wretched
fringes and inner-city ghettos. The SL
supports any attempts by Aboriginal peo-

ples and Torres Strait Islanders to claw
back some of the land which has been
stolen from them. Where Aboriginal

land rights come up against socially use-

ful developments like hydroelectric proj-

ects or railways, the Aboriginal peoples

should receive generous compensation
for any deprivation of land or disrupliort

of activity, based on completely con-
sensual agreement. However, elementary

justice—not only for Aboriginal people,

but for all the exploited and oppressed—
demands not .some limited, ultimately

reversible concessions from the bosses

but the expropriation of industry, mining

and agriculture from the greedy exploiters

through proletarian revolution.

Bourgeois Reaction and
Aboriginal Women
The capitalist media have been trium-

phantly lauding Aboriginal "leaders” like

Noel Pearson and Mick Dodson who have

obscenely called on the racist government

lo "help" Aboriginal people stop doing

harm to themselves. Their statements

have embellished the cynical platitudes of

concern for Aboriginal women and chil-

dren recently mouthed by some elements

in the while ruling class. Such platitudes

from the racist exploiters are the most
revolting hypocrisy! This is the same rul-

ing class who used brutal violence and

repression lo force Aboriginal children

into being domestic or agricultural slaves

of the squatters (while farmers) last

century and who denies recognition, let

alone redress, for the Stolen Generations

Australasian Spartacist

Spartacists call for labor-centered
fight against racist terror at 1993
Melbourne protest against cop kill-

ing of a young Aborigine.

(Aboriginal children taken from their

families by the government!. This is the

ruling class which presides over one of

the highest infant death rates in the world

for Aboriginal children and which impris-

ons refugee children in desolate hellhole

camps from Baxter to [the South Pacific

island of] Nauru.

Aboriginal women, particularly those in

poverty-stricken communities, are triply

oppressed by race, gender and class. Cap-

italist Australia is an extremely mi.sogy-

nist society where the anti-woman cult of

“mateship" is glorified. A survey in 1988

found that 20 percent of the general pop-

ulation condoned wife-beating. Aborig-

inal women in particular arc subject to

the harshest conditions of capitalist rule.

They are systematically shut out of em-

ployment. having to bring up children in

the broiling outback heal often without a

semblance of decent education, health or

child care, housing, electricity or even

running water. And with the fabric of

Aboriginal communities tom asunder by

colonial dispossession and brutalised by

daily slate terror, indigenous women con-

front high rales of violent assault, rape

and murder. It is within this context that

many Aboriginal people have made heart-

felt appeals within their communities for

an end to the endemic violence and abuse.

But the feigned "concern” for indigenous

women and children coming from the

capitalist rulers is purely aimed at vilify-

ing Aborigines as "violent" and provid-

ing an excuse for even more racist state

repression.

Given the ongoing slate terror it is

understandable that many Aboriginal

women refuse to call authorities when
confronted with violent abuse of children

or themselves because to do so places

them, their men or children in the cross

hairs of the state. While it is well known
that detention can often be a death sen-

tence for black men. it is not so well

known that indigenous children are today

removed from their families at six limes

the rale of non-indigenous children, or

that nearly one-third of the N.SW (New
South Wales] female prison population is

Aboriginal! Indeed the great instigator of
violence against indigenous women is the

capitalist state itself.

The brutality of police and prison in

black lives is bitterly captured in a story

from the women’s peace protest outside

the Pine Gap (joint U.S./Australiani spy

base 20 years ago. In November 1983

protesters were dragged en masse to Alice

Springs’ police lock-up. The next morn-

ing. a delegation of local Aboriginal

women thanked the mainly white city

women for filling up the prison. No Abo-
riginal woman had been raped by cops or

screws in the jail, they said, for the first

night in living memory.

Break with Laborism!

The road lo liberation for indigenous

women, for all Aboriginal peoples and
all the oppressed lies in the struggle lo

mobilise the social power of the multira-

cial working class against the capitalist

rulers and their stale. While the history of

working-class defence of indigenous peo-

ples in Australia is all too slender, such

events when they occur reverberate pow-
erfully. including throughout the Asian

region. The spectacular storming of par-

liament in Canberra. August 1996 by mil-

itant Aborigines, unionists and youth is

one example. This action, at a 35,000-

slrong demonstration protesting against

the Howard government’s attacks on wel-

fare and union rights, was sparked when
cops attacked an Aboriginal contingent

at the head of a march of Aborigines

and unionists, and the building workers,

miners and others rushed to defend the

Aboriginal protesters.

In Brisbane on 8 August this year, the

Queensland Council of Unions held a

small but significant protest against the

Beattie ALP state government's insulting

offer of $4,000 or $2,000 to Aboriginal
workers whose wages were "held in trust"

by governments and looted for decades,

The protest called for full reparation to all

workers fighting to reclaim stolen wages,

which even the Queensland government

admits amounts to at least $500 million in

that stale alone!

Standing in the way of unleashing the

power of the integrated working class

in defence of themselves and all the

oppressed is the current pro-capitalist

Laborite leadership in the unions and the

racist backward consciousness it transmits

to. and reinforces within, the proletariat.

Following the 1996 storming of parlia-

ment. the traitorous ALP/ACTU (Austra-

lian Council of Trade Unions] leadership

collaborated with a vicious state witch-

hunt. fingering militants to the cops and

carrying out an internal purge of the anti-

racist unionists. This was a pledge by key

union bureaucrats to prevent the organised

workers ever again defending Aboriginal

people from racist state terror. Today,

while unions have protested the Queens-

land government’s refusal to hand back

stolen wages to Aboriginal workers, they

have not mobilised union power in the

necessary strike action to win the back

pay for the workers and their families.

Instead. Queensland CFMEU leaders for

example have told Aboriginal people to

look to the thieving state’s own Industrial

Relations Commission.

Acting as the labour lieutenants of cap-

ital. the pro-capitalist trade-union bureauc-

racy demobilises the union ranks, preaches

submission to the bosses’ courts and chan-

nels proletarian struggles into the dead

end of ALP parliamentarism. An interna-

tionalist revolutionary workers party—a

tribune of the people—must be built by
splitting the working-class base of the

ALP from the nationalist leadership.

But this is not the perspective of the

various reformist and centrist left groups.

A case in point is the centrist Workers
Power (WP) group. While building illu-

sions in the bourgeois stale, for example
through their ritual call to vote for the

racist ALP (which in power administers

the capitalist state), they simultaneously

push rhetoric opposing national, sexual

and racial oppression. This is highlighted

with regard to the Aboriginal struggle,

where in one breath WP calls for the

implementation of the recommendations

of the Hawke/Kcaiing ALP’s whitewash

Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths

in Custody, and in the next declares that

Aborigines have "the right to be free of

the police and judicial oppression." WP
also calls for Aborigines to have "the

right to administer justice within the com-
munities. because whitefellas' justice in

the indigenous communities is nothing

more than the business of keeping people

in place while the theft (of lands and
resources) goes on" (The Socialist Solu-

tion to Market Madness, May 2(X)1).

While we defend whatever political

autonomy Aboriginal people (with a land

base) can wrest from governments, in-

cluding the right to govern their land and
control its resources, we also understand

that as long as the capitalist exploiters

hold stale power, any "justice" will nec-

essarily be subordinate to the white racist

ruling class and its slate. This capitalist

stale—which at its core consists of the

police, courts, military and prisons

—

was

created and is reinforced and perfected

daily for the very purpose of enforcing

capitalist class rule over the exploited and

oppressed masses.

WP’s verbiage notwithstanding, the

bottom line is that, in pushing for imple-

menting the findings of the bourgeois

court’s Royal Commission, they sow

illusions in and tie Aborigines and work-

ers to the main force for Aboriginal

oppression

—

the capitalist state. And
while WP fatuously, declares that the

"police must be held to account for every

death" they don’t breathe a word that the

Royal Commission into deaths in cus-

tody endorsed the police and coroner

verdicts of "suicide" and "death by natu-

ral causes" in all 99 cases it reviewed. In

other words all the killer cops walked! It

was the SL that warned from the start

that the Royal Commission would result

IQ a whitewash.

It is no accident then that WP. who
also "call on the labour movement lo

support every demand of Aboriginal and

Torres Strait Islanders." don’t address the

pro-capitalist union bureaucrats who arc

the key obstacle to proletarian-centred

struggle for indigenous rights

In contrast lo WP. genuine communists

fight lo combat illusions that the capital-

ist state can act on behalf of the oppressed

and fight to expo.se the role of the Labor

traitors within the workers movement.
This is key to preparing and training the

proletariat for the workers revolution that

alone can free itself. Aboriginal people

and all the downtrodden from racist cap-

italist slate terror while opening the road

lo the eradication of poverty, the libera-

tion of women and the ending of racial

oppression. As we explained in our pro-

grammatic statement:

"Only the destruction of capitalism can
hold out the possibility of voluntary inie-

gralion. on the basis of full equality, for

those Aboriginal people who desire it.

and the fullest possible autonomy for

those who do not. and make it possible

to address the special needs created by
more than two centuries of injustice and
oppression."

-~For a Workers Republic of
Australia. Part ofa Socialist

Asia!. October 1998

Racist Australian Imperialists
Groove on Aboriginal
Dispossession

The publication in 2002 of The Fabri-

cation of Aboriginal History, by right-

wing ideologue. Keith Windschuttlc.

sparked just outrage. Windschuttlc seeks

to disappear the attempted genocide of

the Aboriginal peoples. Henry Reynolds,

a historian who has meticulously docu-

mented the more than two hundred years

of dispossession of Aboriginal peoples,

noted in one Sydney Morning Herald
review (23-24 August 2003), that Wind-
schuttle’s "critique" is an attempt to res-

urrect the concept of terra nullius, the lie

that Australia was "vacant properly” at

the time of British landing. Such lies are

continued on page 10
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Mexican Trotskyists Say:

For Workers Mobilizations

Against NAFTA, FTAA!
Piirt One of this ariiele, which

cluJe below, appeared in WV No. {6

February). This article is reprinted from

Espariaco No. 20 {Sprina-Summer 200^).

newspaper of the Grupo Espartuquista

de Mexico, section of the International

Communist League.

ESFARTACO
PART TWO

In Mexico there arc more than six mil-

lion indigenous people. Only a workers

and peasants government will guarantee

fundamental rights to these dispossessed

masses, such as the right to govern their

own lands and resources, introducing bi-

Imgual education into their communities

and laying the basis for the complete inte-

gration into society of the indigenous

peoples who desire to do so. on the basis

of the fullest equality.

The inseparable link between the unre-

solved broad democratic demands and the

international and socialist struggle of the

proletariat is at the heart of the theory

of permanent revolution, formulated by

Russian revolutionary Leon Trotsky and

confirmed in practice by the Bolshevik

Revolution of October 1 9 1 7. At that time,

the Russian working class took in its

hands the tasks of the democratic revolu-

tion which the bourgeois regime hadn’t

been able to solve: it repudiated the

foreign debt acquired by the tsar and

the bourgeoisie, granted full equality to

women and passed laws against any kind

of discrimination against homosexuals

and ethnic minorities, it also abolished

private ownership of land and called on

the poor peasantry to begin an agrarian

revolution to destroy the large rural

estates and the remains of feudal peon-

age. But to make all this a reality, it was
necessary to expropriate all the property

that the bourgeoisie had and to establish

a collectivized and planned economy and

a monopoly on foreign trade. These

measures laid the first foundations for the

.socialist reorganization of .society.

The agrarian program of the Mexican
workers stale must culminate in a volun-

tary collectivization of the land, which

gradually transforms small ownership

into highly industrialized collective farms.

This would transform peasants into rural

proletarians on the basis of productivity

and abundance impossible under capital-

ism. and would in this way overcome the

gap that currently exists between life in

the countryside and life in the city.

For Marxists, imperialism is not only

an immoral policy that the American rul-

ers like Bush decide to engage in because

they are very bad (even though they are).

Imperialism is a concrete historical cate-

gory which describes an unavoidable phase

m the development of capitalism. In

Lenin's words, imperialism is "the para-

sitism and decay of capitalism." Lenin

explained that;

"Imperialism is capitalism al that stage

of dcvciopmcnl at which the dominance
of monopolies and finance capital |ihc

fusion of industrial and banking capital]

is established; in which the export of

capital has acquired pronounced impor-

tance; in which the division of the world

among the international trusts has begun,

in which the division of all lemtoncs of

the globe among the biggest capitalist

powers has been completed.”—Imperialism, the Highest Stage

of Capitalism (1916)

Having reached a certain degree of devel-

opment in (he most industrialized capital-

ist countries, finance capital requires the

militarization and national subjugation of

the more backward capitalist countries.

So-called “globalization" in reality is

nothing more than a quantitative increase

in the export of capital, and in the case of

Mexico. NAFTA and privatizations are

ways of sweeping away the last restric-

tions on this export.

That is why the imperialist system of

war and subjugation cannot simply be

changed by a change in the ruling elite.

Nor can it be changed through the mere

pressure of the mas.ses: it will exist as

long as capitalism exists.

As one of the founding documents of

Trotsky's Fourth International stated;

"The ‘good neighbor' policy is nothing

but the attempt to unify the Western Hem-
isphere under the hegemony of Washing-
ton. as a solid block wielded by the latter

in its drive to close (he dour of the two
American continents to all (he foreign

imperialist powers except itself. This pol-

icy IS materially supplemented by the

favorable trade agreements which the

United States seeks to conclude with the

Latin American countries in the hope of

systematically edging its rivals out of the

market...

"The struggle against American imiicri-

alism IS therefore at the same time a

struggle against the coming imperialist

war and for the liberation of oppressed

colonial and scmicolonial peoples. Hence.

It IS inseparable from the class struggle

of the American proletariat against (he

ruling bourgeoisie, and cannol be con-

ducted apart from it. ..

“Only a union of the Latin American
peoples, striving towards Ihe goal of a

united socialist America and allied in (he

struggle with the revolutionary proletar-

iat of the United States, would present a

force strong enough to contend success-

fully with North American imperialism."

—"Thesis on the World Role of

American Imperialism” (1938)

The Political Struggle to Forge
a Leninist Workers Vanguard

To achieve this program, it is not

enough to proclaim it; it is necessary to

identify the obstacles to it and declare an

implacable political war on these in order

to place the revolutionary program at the

head of the proletarian movement. Cur-

rently. a significant portion of the Mexi-

can proletariat is organized in unions

which have the power to stop virtually the

entire production process and force the

bourgeoisie to its knees. The problem is

that the current leaderships of these

unions act as real transmission belts for

bourgeois ideology and consciously ob-

struct any development of a revolutionary

class consciousness. For decades, the

Mexican bourgeoisie has used the corpo-

ratist structure to keep the powerful labor

unions tied to bourgeois politics and in

particular to the PRI (Institutional Revo-

lutionary Party). Today, the biggest union

federations, like the CTM (Mexican

Labor Federation), the CROM (Regional

Confederation of Mexican Workers), etc.,

are still affiliated with the decrepit PRI.

with pro-capitalist leaderships accus-

tomed to keeping themselves at the helm
of the unions through gangsterism against

their members, corruption and the tute-

lage of the bourgeois stale.

But there are also the so-called "inde-

pendent" unions, like the SME [Mexican
Electricians Union) and the ones affili-

ated to the UNT (National Union of
Workers), which were able to free them-
selves of the corporatisl chains only to

fall into the hands of leaderships which

do not question bourgeois rule either.

These leaderships, generally composed of

PRD (Parly of the Democratic Revolu-

tion) leaders, resort mostly to ideological

means to keep (heir positions at the helm

of the unions, and they can afford the lux-

ury of u relative degree of union democ-

racy. But. in the final analysis, their func-

tion is the same: to derail the power of

working-class struggle into support for

one or another party of the bourgeoisie.

We communists fight to strengthen the

organization of workers and for the union-

ization of all workers, and we stand for

the defense of (he existing unions against

any attack by the bourgeois state. Our
guiding principle in the fight to replace

the current pro-bourgeois union leader-

ships with an internationalist and revolu-

tionary leadership, both in the corporatisl

and the "independent" unions, is achiev-

ing and defending the political independ-

ence of the workers movement from the

state and the bosses' parties. We Sparta-

cists have been unique in our principled

opposition to the bourgeois slate perse-

cuting union leaders (as in the case of

the oil workers union during "Pemex-
gate" (when in 2002 the state inter-

vened in the oil workers union under the

pretext that the union had given funds

borrowed from PEMEX to the PRI for

the 2000 presidential elections)) even
when we do not have any sympathy what-

soever for their politics. Cleaning up the

unions is exclusively the business of the

workers (see "Estado Burgues: jManos
fuera del STPRM!" [Bourgeois Slate;

Hands Off the STPRM!) E.spartaco No.

18. Spring-Summer 2002). Bourgeois

slate: hands off the unions! The CTM
belongs to the workers—break with the

PRI! No illusions in the PRD and its

union stooges!

The ideological glue the union mis-

leaders use to keep the workers faithful to

their exploiters' dictates is nationalism,

the main obstacle to the development of

revolutionary consciousness among the

workers. According to this false con-

sciousness. the national interest that sup-

posedly unites all Mexicans against all

non-Mexicans must prevail over any in-

ternal conflict. In fact, this bourgeois
ideology seeks to politically subordinate

the exploited to their brutal local exploit-

ers and to separate them from their

Viktor Bulla

Bolshevik Revolution brought working class to power in Russia. Putilov
factory workers meet for Petrograd Soviet elections, 1920.

August 2001: Trade-union demonstration in Buenos Aires demands unem-
ployment benefits. Masses of workers and poor in Argentina took to streets in

opposition to IMF austerity measures.
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real allies, the workers in ihe rest of ihe

world. As Bolshevik leader V. I. Lenin

explained:

"Marxism cannot he reconciled with

nationalism, be it even of the ’most just.'

•purest.’ most refined and civilised brand.

In place of all forms of n.ationalism

Marxism advances inicmutionaliMn. the

nmalgamaitoii ol all nations m (he higher

unity, a unity (hut is growing helore our

eyes with every mile of railway line that

IS huilt. with every international trust, and
every workers’ association."—"Cniicai Remarks on the

National Question" (Idl.’i)

For Class-Struggle
Leadership of the Unions!

Many see union leaderships such as

that of the SME as a consistent opposition

to the bourgeoisie. But the SME leader-

ship is a bureaucracy with a pro-capitalist

program. Its strategy against privatization

seeks to pressure the bourgeois parties and

keep the ranks demobilized. Thus, last Sep-

tember SME’s Ramdn Pacheco and Josd

Almaz^n met with Madrazo. the president

of the PRl, to invite this decaying bour-

geois parly to commemorate with the

SME the nationalization of the electrical

industry. Pacheco used the meeting to

“acknowledge” the participation of the

PRl senators in the rejection of Fox's pri-

vatizing schemes. But Fox is merely pur-

suing the course laid out by his PRl

predecessors de la Madrid. Salinas and

Zedillo!

As we wrote in the middle of the com-
bative UNAM student strike in 1999;

"The entire campaign against privatiza-

tion by the SME has been based on bour-

geois nationalism and consciously de-

signed by (he union leadership to avoid

clas.s-struggle mobilization. Thus, the SME
called for a stnke several months ago
demanding a salary increase. However,
(he bureaucracy accepted the crumbs
offered by the company and withdrew the

strike call, as Lux |.SME’s journal] it.sell

states, so as to 'not add this conflict to the

actions pursued by the union against pri-

vatization,' as if the workers' living slan-

dard.s'had nothing to do with the privatiz-

ing onslaught!... (The bureaucrats) want
to appear 'radical' and ’combative' in

order to have greater pressure power on
the bourgeoisie and thus maintain their

privileges, while they keep the working
class tied. That is the reason why the

electricians are not on strike."

—"jForjar un partido obrero

revolucionario!" (Forge a

Revolutionary Workers Party!),

Espartaco supplement.
-22 July 1999

In a speech delivered last August 21 at a

rally in front of the senate, SME's secretary

general Rosendo Flores said, in the middle

of pretentious odes to nationalism;

"How can anybody say that this Initiative

[Fox's privatization plan) indeed main-
tains the state's control and safeguards

the country's sovereignty, when it buries

the essence of the nationalization that in

I960 led president L6pez Mateos—yes.

Senor PmidertU’ Adolfo Ldpez Mateos—
to break the pressures and blackmailing

by the foreign owners of the electrical

industry at that time."

"El Setiur Presidente" L6pez Mateos,

object of Flores' pretentious sappiness,

was the perpetrator of the crushing of the

great railroad strike of 1958-59. Lopez
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Maleo.s sent the army to repress the com-
bative strikers with blood and fire, even

putting their neighborhoods under siege,

in what was one of the major historical

defeats inflicted on the Mexican prole-

tariat. As a result of breaking the strike.

"Senor PresUlenie" laid off over 10.000

railroad workers and jailed their leaders,

among them Dcmeirio Vallejo and Vulcn-

itn Campa. Freedom for the imprisoned

railroad workers was one of the demands

of the 1968 student movement. The
vengeful government kept some of them,

like Campa. in jail, until 1970!

Having accused the striking railroad

workers of being "anti-patriots.'* Ldpez

Mateos called for help from the CIA.

which sent one Dean Stephanski to map

misleading them toward reformist poli-

tics. centrism is particuiuriy dangerous

and. therefore, it is particularly important

to unmask it. The Liga de Trabajadores

por el .Socialismo-ContraCorriente (LTS-

CC) and the Internationalist Group (IG)

are. each one in their own way. perfect

examples of centrism in Mexico.

The LTS claims to be Trotskyist, but

the motivation behind all Ihcir politics is

a systematic adaptation to the current

nationalist leaderships of the workers

movement, which always orbit around the

bourgeois PRD. That is the case with the

leadership of the SME. The LTS laments

that the SME leadership is linked to the

PRD and has an entirely nationalist pro-

gram, But in deeds the LTS seeks to act

AP

Mexico City, February 16: Workers carrying pictures of Lenin, Engels and Marx
march against government plans to privatize Mexico's energy industry.

out the strategy. The government accused

two Soviet diplomats of leading the

strike! Valenlm Campa quotes American
journalist Dean Pearson in October 1 959:

"'On this occasion (he is referring to the

railroad strike) (he cx-Labor Secretary

and friend of die workers (L6pez Mateos—GEM] imprisoned the agitators and
accused them of "promoting social dis-

solution.” a crime stipulated in Mexican
codes. At the same time he ordered the

expulsion of the Soviet Embassy atta-

ches, because he considered (hem (he

instigators of workers' unrest. Since then

[Pearson continues] El ["Senor"—GEM]
presidente L6pez Mateos has consider-

ably strengthened the Mexican currency'

(with the help of the U.S. Treasury
Department and the International Mone-
tary Fund).”

—Valenifn Campa. Mi lesiimonio

[insertions in brackets are (he

author's unless otherwise noted]

As Fidel Veldzquez [historic CTM leader]

would say. thank you Senor Presidentel

To unchain the power of the working

class, what's required is to sweep away
the current pro-capitalist leaderships,

such as the SME's. which sow suicidal

illusions in the bourgeoisie and its gov-

ernment. and to replace them with revo-

lutionary leaderships. To achieve that, it

is necessary to wage a sharp political

struggle to win the ranks over to the pro-

gram of revolutionary Marxism. As Trot-

sky wrote in his unfinished article. “The
Trade Unions in the Epoch of Imperialist

Decay" [I940j:

“The trade unions of our time can cither

serve as secondary instruments of impen-
alisi capitalism for (he subordination und
disciplining of workers and for obstruct-

ing the revolution, or. on the contrary,

the trade unions can become (he instru-

ments of the revolutionary movement of

the proletariat.... In the epoch of imperi-

alist decay the trade unions can be really

independent only to the extent that they

are conscious of being, in action, the

organs of proletarian revolution."

The Fake Revolutionaries

Between those with overt impulses

toward class collaboration, who make up

the right wing of the workers movement,
and we revolutionaries who make up the

left wing, there is an intermediate ten-

dency which talks like the revolutionaries

but acts like the collaborationists at every

decisive juncture. This tendency is what
wc call centrism. Capable of winning
youth, workers and others who honestly

want to fight for socialist revolution and

as a "left" adviser to the bureaucracy,

helping it maintain its "combative'' cre-

dentials in front of the membership, and

thus helps to perpetuate the bureaucracy's

position.

In reality, the LTS tails the nationalist

politics of collaboration with the bour-

geoisie which drive the bureaucracy, and

the LTS serves as the bureaucracy’s "left”

cover. Thus, the LTS raises the hypocrit-

ical call: “the existing unions and worker

organizations such as the Frente Nacional

de Resistencia contra la Privatizacidn

de la Industria Eldcirica [FNRCPIE—
National Front of Resistance Against the

Privatization of the Electrical Industry]

and the currents inside the different unions

which consider themselves democratic

must lead this struggle, trusting neither

any bourgeois politician nor the treach-

erous mechanisms of the regime” (Estra-

tegia Ohrera No. 21.6 November 2001).

But the FNRCPIE itself includes the

PRI’s Corriente Democrdtica (Democratic

Current], the PRD and even PAN
[National Action Party] leaders in Mexico

City! (La Jornada, 27 February 1999).

Claiming a Trotskyist orthodoxy that

has little to do with its real political prac-

tice. an LTS manifesto correctly states

that “the denial of the role of the working

class [as a vanguard] is (he preamble to

a policy which renounces the struggle

against the bourgeois and bureaucratic

leaderships and. on the contrary, is subor-

dinated to the PRD and its 'opposiiional'

bureaucracy." In the same way. the mani-

festo criticizes the reformist POS [Panido

Obrero Socialista] for its capitulation to

the Zapatistas: “The POS. meanwhile,

unfortunately called on the EZLN [Za-

patistas] to lead the struggle for a work-

ers and peasants government and defined

it as an 'independent' (that is. indepen-

dent from the bourgeoisie) leadership,

just a.s it was about to negotiate with the

regime." This denunciation becomes a

tasteless joke when spoken by the LTS.

which during the UNAM strike distin-

guished itself for. among other things, its

call to build a National Coordinating

Committee Against Repression to unite

all the forces on the left and the workers

movement. ..under EZLN leadership! In

a typical flyer, published in August 1999.

the LTS-ContraCorriente wrote:

"We must fu.se our .struggles to confront

the regime's attack in a National Coordi-

nating Committee Against Repression. It

is essential (hat the EZLN lead the call to

create it. to organize the resistance at a

national scale. The IZapatista] demo (he

23rd in San Cnstdbal de Las Casas is an

example to follow."

As O.scar Wilde said. “Hypocrisy is the

homage vice pays to vinue."

In Estrategia Ohrera No. 30 (22 Janu-

ary 2003), the LTS polcmicizcs against an

article by Sergio Rodriguez Lazeano and

criticizes the EZLN for not wanting to

seize power, and concludes: "The author

IRodrfguez Lazeano] intends to lay the

foundation for a reformist practice that

refuses to fight for power. The struggle

of Zapata was, instead, direct combat

against the stale without confidence in the

powerful and their representatives," In

fact, the peasant armies of Zapata and

Villa occupied Mexico City in 1914 only

to withdraw soon after, incapable of sat-

isfying their own demands. The narrow

demands for more democracy and land

distribution in their towns, such as the

Plan dc Ayala, were not sufficient to give

Villa and Zapata a national political pro-

gram and to keep power in the urban cen-

ters. Like the EZLN. Zapata’s was a

movement based on the peasantry and.

correspondingly, it was limited by that

same ideology.

While in the same paper the LT.S says

that “it is fundamentally the unity with

the industrial and service workers which

can give strength to the demands of the

countryside and make possible their

solution," their rejection of the Trotsky-

ist perspective of permanent revolution is

rendered transparent in their assertion

that “the best way to guarantee inumph
is to put the leadership in the hands of

the great mass of poor peasants, which

already showed its revolutionary poten-

tial in 1910." But in his "Basic Postu-

lates" of permanent revolution. Trotsky

explained that "no matter how great the

revolutionary role of the peasantry may
be. it nevertheless cannot be an inde-

pendent role and even less a leading one.

The peasant follows either the worker or

the bourgeois.” Trotsky expanded:
"3. Not only the agrarian, but also the

national question assigns to Ihe peas-

antry.. .an exceptional place in (he demo-
cratic revolution. Without an alliance of
the proletariat with the peasantry the

tasks of the democratic revolution cannot
be solved, nor even seriously posed. But
the alliance of these two classes can be
realized in no other way than through an
irreconcilable struggle against (he influ-

ence of the national-liberal bourgeoisie.
“4. No matter what (he first episodic

stages of the revolution may be in the

individual countries, the realization of
the revolutionary alliance between the

proletariat and the peasantry is conceiv-

able only under the political leadership

of the proletarian vanguard, organized in

the Communist Party. This in turn means
that the victory of Ihe democratic revolu-

tion is conceivable only through the dic-

tatorship of the proletanai which bases
itself upon the alliance with the peas-

antry and solves first of all the tasks of
the democratic revolution.”—The Permaneni Revolution (1931)

Another centrist group which tries to

pose as revolutionary is the so-called

"Intemaiionalisi Group.” a handful of

renegades that defected from our organ-

ization in 1996. Bui the content of this

group’s politics could not be any further

away from revolutionary politics. In its

appetite to adapt to the pro-PRD "left”

milieu, this group has even come up with

the union-busting position of rejecting all

the struggles by the unions which are not

led by the PRD. Treacherously manipu-
lating the hatred many workers feel

toward the truly rotten PRl leaderships of

the corporatist unions, the IG has stub-

bornly maintained that the CTM unions

"represent the class enemy"(El fnter-

nacionalista/Edicidn Mexico, May 2001 ).

and that, instead of defending them
against attacks by the state, a “class fight”

must be waged against them (a slogan

the Fox government is following to the

letter). Curiously, the IG does not main-

tain this position regarding corporatist

unions in other countries (such as Algeria,

Argentina and even Venezuela, where the

CTV (Confederation of Venezuelan Work-
ers) bureaucracy is infamous for its pro-

CIA politics), because it still has to find a

continued on page li
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Bush with
Mexican
president
Vicente Fox in

Monterrey,
January 12.

Impoverished
immigrant day
laborers seek
work in Dallas, a
scene repeated
daily in cities

across the
country.

Immigration...
(continuedfrom page 1)

governments (especially in California)

effected, by one means or another, the

repatriation of almost half a million Mexi-

can immigrants, some of whom were nat-

uralized U.S. citizens. With unemploy-

ment skyrocketing, displaced farmers and

workers from the Midwest and South

filled the positions of the deported Mexi-

can workers in the fields.

With the labor shortages during World

War II accompanied by the internment in

concentration camps of Japanese Ameri-

cans, many of whom worked in agricul-

ture, liberal Democratic president Frank-

lin Delano Roosevelt initiated the bracew

program. This program, which lasted for

two decades, placed millions of Mexican

farm workers under conditions of virtual

bondage to their American agribusiness

employers. Part of their wages was typi-

cally withheld, to be supposedly paid

when they returned to Mexico. Braceros

from the 1950s and '60s are still suing the

U.S. and Mexican governments for wages

that they never got. It is little wonder

that Latino rights activists have dubbed

Bush's current immigration plan the

“Wal-Mart Bracero Program."

In the mid-1950s, however, the Eisen-

hower administration launched a military-

style campaign. Operation Wetback, com-
manded by a retired army general, in

which 1.3 million Mexican men. women
and children were rounded up and

deported. With Bill Clinton's signing of

the "Illegal Immigration Reform and

Immigrant Responsibility Act” and the

"Antiterrorism and Effective Death Pen-

alty Act” in 1996. by 2000 the number of

immigrants dying as they tried to cross

the southern U.S. border had more than

quadrupled.

We fight for full citizenship rights for

all immigrants; all those who arrive here,

by whatever means, should have the full

rights available to all Americans. Thrown
together in large-scale industry, workers

have the power not just to redress the

depredations of exploitation and improve

their lot through class struggle hut also,

as an organized social force, to lead the

struggles against all oppression and injus-

tice and overturn capitalist oppression

and exploitation through social revolution.

Working*Class Unity and the
Struggle for Immigrant Rights

Throughout American history, this

country's rulers have repeatedly used eth-

nic and racial chauvinism, including anti-

immigrant demagogy, to intensify domes-

tic repression and to maintain their

dominance. More importantly, with the

growth of industry, the bosses have used

such campaigns to set worker against

worker, thus vitiating united labor strug-

gle. This is particularly expressed in the

racial oppression of black people, the

bedrock of American capitalism, which

serves to keep the proletariat divided and
politically backward.

At the same lime, working-class strug-

gle is systematically sabotaged from
within by the labor bureaucracy, dubbed

a century ago "the labor lieutenants of

capital" by the socialist leader Daniel De
Leon. These types constitute the very top

stratum of the aristocracy of labor, that

small portion of the working class that

feeds off the crumbs from the sumptuous

tables of their imperialist bosses.

In particular. AFL-CIO president John

Sweeney and his generation of union tops

are heirs to those recruited by America’s

rulers after the end of World War II to

drive the reds, who had played a key role

in building mass industrial unions in the

1930s. out of the labor movement. If not

inspired currently by the frothing anti-

communism of the McCarthyite witch-

hunt. they are no less committed than

their predecessors to the American impe-

rialist order and to labor-management

collaboration schemes. Politically, this

unholy marriage of counterposed class

interests is maintained by their integra-

tion into and subservience to the Demo-
cratic Party, the supposed left wing of the

U.S. ruling class.

The Democratic Clinton administration

greatly intensified the militarization of

the U.S./Mexico border. Clinton’s 1996

immigration reform act called for deport-

ing even longtime permanent residents

("green card" holders) for trivial offenses

committed years before. Since the rise of

the right-wing Bush administration, the

Democrats have if anything baited Bush

for being insufftcienlly zealous in prose-

cuting the “war on terror," which is in the

first place aimed at immigrants, particu-

larly those from predominantly Muslim
and Arab countries. In fact, most of the

immigrants currently detained by the

Bush regime are being held not under the

draconian USA-Patriot Act. hut rather

under Clinton's 1996 "anii-teirorism" act.

The labor tops attempt to appeal to

the bosses through their advocacy of

"America-first” protectionism. This has

been, for example, the main approach of

the AFL-CIO bureaucracy in its opposi-

tion to the NAFTA and FTAA free-trade

agreements. The union lops argue that by

"protecting" American industry from for-

eign competition. American workers will

benefit and the outflow of jobs from the

U.S. will be stopped. This is false; the

capitalists will do what they need to do in

order to increase their profit margins—
either by intensifying exploitation of

workers at home or by moving jobs to

countries where labor costs are cheaper.

Protectionism is deadly poison for work-

ers in the U.S. because it spreads the illu-

sion that their enemies are the workers of

other countries and not the American cap-

italist class at home. In opposition to pro-

tectionism. the labor movement must

fight for international labor solidarity,

linking the economic and other struggles

of workers in the U.S. with those of work-

ers around the world, particularly in such

Third World countries as Mexico. This is

how the labor movement must struggle

against NAFTA and the FTAA.
As a corollary of their sellouts and as a

component of their chauvinist protection-

ism. the union lops have normally been in

the forefront of anti-immigrant cam-
paigns. hoping to direct anger in their

ranks away from their betrayals. How-

ever. the current size of the immigrant

labor force in the U.S. has compelled

the union tops to lone down their anti-

immigrant fulminations and to offer some
union support to immigrants. Thus, in

February 2000, the AFL-CIO issued a

call for amnesty for six million undoc-

umented workers, while not failing to

simultaneously accompany this gesture

with a call for criminal penalties against

employers who recruit "illegals" and
thundering against immigrant worker
programs that "discriminate against U.S.

workers.”

The many millions from Mexico and

elsewhere in Latin America who have

crossed the border to work in this country

in recent years bring with them traditions

of labor and union militancy. Witness the

situation in Los Angeles, which in just

over a decade has been transformed from

an open-shop employer’s paradise to the

center of labor strikes and class conflict

in the U.S.

Although some union organization has

gone on among immigrants, the union

bureaucracy is not disposed to greatly

expand these minimal efforts. Last year,

the AFL-CIO bureaucracy organized the

“Immigrant Workers Freedom Ride."

mobilizing thousands of immigrant work-

ers and their allies in order to pressure

Congress to provide an undefined “road

to citizenship." But the whole thrust of

the rallies held across the country was to

boost the electoral fortunes of the Demo-
cratic Party. What is necessary is that the

labor movement fight to organize immi-
grant workers into the unions, as part of

the struggle for full citizenship rights for

all immigrants.

The refusal of the labor tops to take up
the fight for immigrant rights has been
put in sharp relief during the four-month-
long grocery workers strike against Safe-

way and others in Southern California,

where the tops of the United Food and
Commercial Workers have resisted pleas
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from their ranks lor an organizing drive

at Wal-Mart, where a large component of

the workforce «s immigrant. The union-

ization of Wal-Mart, ilte largest private

employer in this country, would he u giant

step forward for the labor movement and

could ignite the struggle for union rights

in all sectors of the working class.

The racist imperialist rulers of this

country have promoted prejudice among
workers, and the national chauvinism of

the union bureaucracy serves to magnify

such bigotry. Black people have been less

than equal, indeed, considered less than

human, for over .TSO years in the U.S.

From the days of slavery, through the

years of Jim Crow and up to the present,

anil-black racism has underpinned the

whole structure of American capitalism.

As waves of immigrants gradually assim-

ilated into mainstream American society,

black people, who had been in the Amer-
icas as long as anyone else with Old

World antecedents, remained forcibly

segregated. At the same time, they have

long been a strategic part of the working

class. The fight for the emancipation of

labor through a .socialist revolution in this

country is impossible unless the working

class as a whole actively takes up a fight

for the full integration of black people

into an egalitarian socialist society.

As victims of racist oppression concen-

trated at the bottom of American society,

blacks are that section of the American
populace least supportive of tlag-waving

patriotism and imperialist militarism.

Thus, opposition to the U-S. invasion

and occupation of Iraq was substantially

greater among blacks than among whites

or. for that matter, than among Latinos.

But w'hile many immigrants adopt the

anti-black sentiments that arc prevalent in

racist American society, many black peo-

ple are not immune to anti-immigrant

right-wing demagogy.

Much of the black population views

Latino immigrants in particular as com-
peting with them at the low end of the

job market. For example, in California

in 1994. the notorious Proposition 187.

which denied health care, education and

social services to undocumented immi-

grants. passed with about 50 percent sup-

port from black voters. At the same lime,

black. Latino and white workers stand

shoulder to shoulder during strikes, bat-

tling scabs and the scab-herding cops.

And black working people are generally

sympathetic to labor struggles involv-

ing mainly Latino workers, including

immigrants. The social organization of

tabor and the impulse toward working-

class unity in struggle are obstacles to

the ruling class' attempts to manipulate

and inflame national, racial and ethnic

divisions.

It is we communists who are the most

consistent champions of working-class

unity in struggle against the capitalists

and their slate. Thus in February 2002. the

Partisan Defense Committee and Bay Area

Labor Black League for Social Defense

organized a labor-centered, united-front

protest in Oakland. California against the

USA-Palrioi Act and the Maritime Secur-

ity Act. which calls for “background
checks" under which waterfront workers

can be fired for any conviction in the past

10 years on any of 20 felony offenses.

Called against the witchhunt of immi-
grants in the name of the "war on terror,”

the mobilization linked the struggles for

labor, black and immigrant rights. As the

Spartacisi League speaker at the demon-
stration declared:

"In fighting every injustice and every

oppression, we in ihc Spartacisi League
have the aim of making the working
class as a whole conscious of its historic

tasks: bringing down this whole system
of greed, exploitation and war that is

capitalism. It's necessary to fight, and
in the process forge a party of pro-

fessional revolutionaries that acts as a

NYC NOTICE
The New York Spartacisi League's
public office will not be open on
Saturday. February 21

,
due to our

Black History Month forum. See
page 8 for details.

>

irihunc of the people -addressing ques-

tions like the oppression of women, ihc

right to abortion, a party lhal fights

against anii-gay bigotry; a party lhai rec-

ognizes the centrality of the fight against

black oppression in Ihc fight for sociulisl

revolution"

Immigration and the
Capitalist Nation-State

in opposition to our prolciurian inter-

nationalist outlook and program, there

arc self-dcscrihed "revolutionary" groups

in this country who have adapted to a

reactionary nationalist outlook. Such an

adaptation is propelled in varying ways
by their evaluation of the 1917 Bolshevik

rights, castigating the latter because it

applies to immigrants "only when they

get here.” In reality, the call for full citi-

zenship rights for immigrants is a central

and longstanding tenet of Leninism. As

Lenin explained in his 1916 document.

"Tasks of the Left Zimmcrwaldists in the

Swiss Social-Democratic Party":

"In order that acceptance of imemationai-

ism by the Swiss Social-Democrats shall

not remain an empty and non-committal

phrase—to which the adherents of the

'Centre.' and Social-Democrats of the

epoch of the Second inicmationul gen-

erally. always confine themselves— it is

necessary, first, consistently and unswerv-

ingly to fight for organisational rap-

prochement between fiircign and Swiss

Predominantly immigrant SEIU Local 1877 (Justice for Janitors)

Oakland shortly before June 1996 strike.

WV Photo

rally in

Revolution in Russia, the first and only

successful proletarian revolution to date.

Representative of one path is the League

for the Revolutionary Party (LRP). This

grouplei is in the historical tradition of

those who detcmiined. conjointly with

the Cold War mobiliz-ation against the

USSR by their imperialist musters, that

Stalin's rise to bureaucratic dominance
made the Soviet Union reactionary in

character and thus not deserving of de-

fense against the imperialisLs. The scope

of the betrayal contained in that position

can be measured by the social holocaust

lhal has followed the overturns of pro-

letarian rule, however distorted by the

bureaucratic overlords, in the USSR and

in East Europe between 1989 and 1992.

Others who have made such an adapta-

tion are to be found among the ranks of

today '.s anarchists, who share the imperi-

alist analysis that the destruction of lho.se

workers stales proves lhal proletarian

revolution has no progressive content

and thus that a different course (one not

coherently described) must be charted.

With respect to the immigrant ques-

tion. many anarchists call to "open the

borders." This was a longtime slogan of

the LRP. though they dropped it in 2002,

pointing out. “‘Open the Borders' is an

ambiguous slogan at best and conveys a

utopian confusion at its worst.... The idea

that any stale in the world—especially an

imperialist state today—would even

begin to tolerate open borders is an im-

possible fantasy" {Pwlefarian Revolution,

Spring 2002). The LRP now calls to “End
all Restrictions on Immigrants and Refu-

gees." Of course. Marxists oppose reac-

tionary restrictions on immigration by the

imperialist slates. As Bolshevik leader

V.l. Lenin explained in a 1915 letter;

"In our struggle for true iniemationalism

& against 'Jingo-socialism' wc always
quoie in our press the example of the

opportunist leaders of the S.P. |Socialist

Party) in Aincnea. who arc in favor of

restrictions of the immigration of Chi-
nese and Japanese workers.... We Ihink

that one can not be internationalist &
be at the same time m favor of such
rcsiriciions."

However, the LRP's call to "end all

restrictions on immigrants" is nothing but

the “open borders" slogan refashioned, as

it promotes the illusion that the capitalist-

imperialist state will end such restric-

tions—the very “impossible fantasy” the

LRP supposedly rejected. In fact, the

LRP raises its slogan in conscious coun-

terposilion to our call for full citizenship

workers bringing them together in the

same unions, and for their complete
equality (civic and pnlilical). ITic specific

tcaiurc of impcriulism in Switzerland

IS prcci.scly the increasing exploitation

of disfranchised foreign workers by ihe

Swiss bourgeoisie, which base.s its hopes

on estrangement between these two cate-

gories of workers
"

For the LRP—whether it’s "open the

borders" or "end all restrictions on immi-

grants and refugees"—their calls amount
to a demand that all should be able to go

where they desire. This seeming heaven

on earth has no small measure of reac-

tionary and/or inhuman consequences on

the real planet Earth.

Should the American Indians have

opened their terrain to the invading Euro-

pean powers? Should the Aztec leader

Montezuma have welcomed the Spanish

conquistadors with open arms? Should

Jews have been allowed unlimited immi-

gration in the aftermath of World War II

and the Holocaust into the Palestinian

protectorate of British imperialism (a

"right" opposed by Palestinian Trotsky-

ists before (he formation of the slate of

Israel)? Or should Mexican regimes in

the early 1 9th century have allowed

unfettered American immigration into

what is now the American Southwest and

California? Or should the East German

deformed workers stale have opened its

borders to counterrevolutionary West Ger-

man imperialism? (The LRP cheered the

counicrrevolulionary annexation of East

Germany, labeling the workers stale

"stale capitalist.")

In each case, deferring to the "rights"

of the intruders resulted in historic

injustices on a large scale. As Friedrich

Engels observed, civilization has been

constructed on a mountain of skulls.

Insofar as such leftists would argue that

demands to "open the borders" and other

such calls are only to be made on the

major capitali.si imperialist states, the

only powers in the world capable of really

defending their borders, it has a fatuously

utopian quality. In fact, the only people

upon whom no immigration restrictions

are imposed by the U.S. are Puerto

Ricans. And that is because Puerto Rico

is a colony of U.S. imperialism. It is

largely for fear of losing such privileges

that many Puerto Ricans are today reti-

cent about independence.

Since the (urn of the 20lh century, the

main character of human migration has

been the need for labor (or the lack of

need for labor). In turn, imperialist coun-

tries are the only states that have the

power to control the mass migrations of

peoples. The imperialists will yield to the

demands of the LRP and others only

when they abjure their "right” to exploit

workers, to oppress other nations and to

engage in wars of conquest. This will

happen just after pigs begin to lay eggs

and fly.

The ultimate logic of such a stance is

that social questions are to be resolved by

the mass migrations of peoples, that is. by

an ethnic rat race, rather than through

workers taking power. By the LRP's

logic. Lenin and the Bolsheviks made a

mistake. Instead of fighting for workers

revolution, they should have told the hid-

eously oppressed peoples of the tsarist

empire to pack up and move elsewhere.

Fortunately for the workers (and unfortu-

nately for (he Russian tsar and bourgeoi-

sie). the Bolsheviks organized the many
captive peoples within the Russian

empire as participants in the working-

class revolution that overturned the Rus-

sian imperialist order.

The dissolution of the prerogatives of

(he nation-state can only occur in the

aftermath of international proletarian rev-

olutions that will unleash economic and

social progress from the strictures of the

capitalist profit system. The reorganiza-

tion of society along socialist lines will

provide the basis for a tremendous ex-

pansion of production minus, to the

extent possible, obligatory labor, and

thus end human want and establish for

the first time the substratum for human
freedom, material plenty. Then mankind
will indulge in whatever pursuits and

activities its individual components desire

and. freed from the circumstances of eco-

nomic scarcity, realize its true poten-

tial. Only then will all borders and states

disappears
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strange
Postings...
(coniiniu'Jfwm pa^e 3)

proteci iheiTisclvcs ami iheir families

back home from SAVAK reprisals.

Today, ihe rule of the mullahs that top-

pled the Shah in 1979 itself teeters toward

the brink of collapse. Iran'.s young popu-

lation doesn't want to live in a theo-

cratic stale; women chafe under the veil;

students protest the all-sided repression.

The historically militant workers move-

ment engages in strikes, with wide pop-

ular support, demanding pay which

has sometimes been withheld for years.

The so-called "reformers" recently staged

a mass walkout from parliament in

protest of the banning by religious hard-

liners of the Guardian Council of more

than 2,400 candidates from the February

20 elections. A massive boycott of the

polls IS anticipated. It is in this context

of a regime on the rocks, the Islamic

reformist movement discredited, and res-

tive youth and workers looking for

answers, that Taheri attempts to discredit

the Marxists by smearing them as sup-

porters of the mullahs.

No mere reporter, Taheri took his prov-

ocations to the streets at an antiwar dem-
onstration in London last year. He went

as part of an organized group of pro-war

counler-dcmonstralors. In Taheri's own
words Ucrusalem Post. 21 February

2003): "The Iraqis had come with plac-

ards reading ‘Freedom for Iraq' and

‘American rule, a hundred thousand limes

better than Takriti tyranny!'" Then, using

the oldest trick in the book, this claque

wedged its way forward to the podium
using a small, elderly Iraqi grandmother

as its prow and demanded that Reverend

Jesse Jackson give them the microphone.

With more than a trace of racism. Taheri

concludes his account staling. “The rev-

erend's gorillas closed in to protect his

holiness.''

To what purpose do the neocons rant?

For “regime change" in Iran. On the one
hand, there is Taheri. whose main purpose

is to promote the monarchists, not direct

American intervention, as the “demo-
cratic" force to overthrow the mullahs. In

an article headlined “Iran Is No Iraq and

the US Should Leave It Well Alone."

Taheri writes—with a whiff of the chau-

vinism for which the Persian ruling class

is infamous—that “Iraq was a mere tor-

ture chamber for a brutal dictator."

whereas “the Iranian nation-state" is "one

of the oldest in the world" (London
Times, 18 June 2003).

On the other hand, there is Michael

Ledeen. a Zionist neocon who was a

major figure behind the Iran-Contragaie

scandal (where Reagan administration

officials and operatives sold weapons to

Iran to finance the counterrevolutionary

contras in Nicaragua). In his own
demented words: "The official news serv-

ice reported that Bush had threatened Iran

In Farsi

$.50 (20 Pages)
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Box 1377 GPO. New York, NY 10116
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troops of Shah’s
army parade in

Tehran, 1978.

Below: Iranian

students protest
in U.S. wearing

masks to protect
their identities

from murderous
secret police,

1977.

with the same treatment he had delivered

to Iraq. I can hear the Iranians sighing,

'oh, if only it is true.'... We must liberate

Iran in order to win the terror war in

Iraq." “Total war" and "creative destruc-

tion” are other Ledeen visions: "Creative

destruction is our middle name.... A total

war strategy does not have to include the

intentional targeting of civilians, but the

sparing of civilian lives cannot be its first

priority" (cited in London Guardian, 24

February 2003). Ledeen and his ilk are so

far out that they denounce the U.S. Stale

Department and Colin Powell personally

as "appeasers."

Eleana Benador: Stage Manager
of Many Dr. Strangeloves

Benador Associates is fronted by

Eleana Benador. a Peruvian-bom media
manipulator who got her start in the neo-

con world as an adviser to Daniel Pipes’

rabidly Zionist right-wing think lank, the

Middle East Forum. (Daniel Pipes

founded Campus Waich and is in the

cockpit of the new McCarthyite drive to

hound as "anti-Semitic" any professor,

group or institution on an American cam-
pus which opposes U.S. aid to Israel or

has the temerity to defend the Palestinian

people.) After the September 1 1 attacks.

Ms. Benador launched her PR business to

promote the views of the neocons who
shape Bush’s foreign policies and those

of the right-wing media barons. The Lon-
don Financial Times dubs Ms. Benador a

"power behind the throne.” Benador’s
mission is to market the depraved ini-

tiative of Condoleezza Rice, who con-

vened a meeting of the National Security

Council shortly after 3.000 people were
incinerated in the World Trade Center,

and told them to “think about how do
you capitalize on these opportunities to

fundamentally change American doc-
trine. and the shape of the world, in the

wake of September 1 1 ih” {Asia Times, 30
March 2003).

To scratch the surface of the plethora

of neocon pundits, professors and politi-

cians reveals an amazing network of
right-wing, union-busting, racist and pro-

imperialist foundations, institutes and
think tanks, directed and staffed by an
interlocking cast of neocons. often related

by family lies, and many of them stage-

managed by Eleana Benador. In addition

to Amir Taheri and the Zionist mega-
phone Michael Ledeen. Benador clients

include blasts from the past like Cold

UPI

Warrior Alexander Haig and former CIA
chief James Woolsey (who is active in the

inner circle of the Bush gang)—their very

names evoke memories of U.S. imperial-

ism’s Murder. Inc. from Afghanistan to

El Salvador.

Benador clients reach into the upper

echelons and lower dungeons of today’s

White House and Pentagon as well. Rich-

ard Perle (known as the "Prince of Dark-

ness" for his conspiratorial schemes) is

with the Pentagon's Defense Policy

Board (until recently ii.s chairman) and a

Benador client. Like most of this genera-

tion of neocons. he got his start as a pro-

tege of the late Democratic .senator Henry

"Scoop" Jackson, a staunchly pro-Zionist

politician so embedded with weapons
contractors he was known as "the .senator

from Boeing." So. too. is Richard Perle

who has been a lobbyist for and employee

oflsraeli weapons manufacturers. Perle is

with the American Enterprise Institute,

which pushes the Likud’s “greater Israel”

plan to redefine the Near East, yet does

Australia...
(continuedfrom page 5}

designed in the first instance to ridicule

and stymie any future Aboriginal land

rights claims.

The political climate over the Aborigi-

nal question has shifted to the right. The
ruling-class ideological offensive comes
on top of their hoax of "reconciliation."

the notion, pushed especially by the ALP.
that Aborigines should forgive and forget,

resigning themselves to an existence of
racist oppression while the ruling class

absolves itself of its crimes (see Austra-

lasian Spartacist No. 171, Winter 2000).

Now seizing on the criminal World Trade

Center attack and Bali bombing to whip
up national chauvinism, bourgeois ideo-

logues increasingly glorify Australian

capitalism’s "triumph" at the expense of
the indigenous peoples.

This campaign is part of the govern-
ment’s efforts to whip up White Austra-
lian "national pride.” Such patriotic Jin-

goism serves to prepare attacks against

the multiracial working class at home
while ideologically girding the popula-
tion to support predatory military expe-
ditions abroad. Today as George Bush
rides roughshod over the world, the Aus-
tralian imperialist military are part of the

not want the U.S. to lose sight of "the ulti-

mate enemy." China.

Richard Perle and Douglas Fcith (the

third-ranking civilian at the Pentagon and

also a lawyer with a Washington firm rep-

resenting Israeli munitions suppliers) co-

authored a position paper in 1996 titled

"A Clean Break; A New Strategy for

Securing the Realm" for incoming Israeli

prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu.

This paper looks remarkably like the pol-

icies the neocons advocated for the Bush

admini.stration: topple Saddam Hus.sein.

break the Oslo accords and restore martial

law in the Palestinian territories. Perle

and Feilh are closely linked with Deputy

Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowiiz

whose worldview is summed up as: “a

kiloion of prevention is worth a megaton

of cure" (Washington Report on Middle

East Affairs. April 2003).

Conveniently located on the fifth floor

of the American Enterprise Institute m
Washington is the Project for the New
American Century (PNAC). another neo-

con initiative. In addition to Perle and

Feilh. PNAC associates include William

Kristol (editor of the neocon Weekly

Standard, son of Irving Kristol. the

"granddaddy" of the neocons). Vice

President Dick Cheney. Secretary of

Defense Donald Rumsfeld. Paul Wolfo-

witz, and Elliott Abrams. Middle East

Affairs director of the National Security

Council. According to Kathleen and Bill

Chrislison. former CIA political analysts.

Abrams, "this Iran-contra criminal has

already been working since mid-2001,

badly miscast as the director for. of all

things, democracy and human rights" on

the NSC (CounterPunch, 13 December
2002). Imagine Hannibal Lecier as

National Director of the school lunch

program in America and you gel a meas-

ure of what it means to associate Elliott

Abrams with anything "human.”

Plotting Armageddon is literally a

family affair for Mr. Abrams. He is the

son-in-law of Norman Podhoretz. the

other granddaddy of the neocons. a vet-

eran anti-Soviet nuclear first striker from
the old “Committee on the Present Dan-

ger” who is also with PNAC. Norman
Podhoretz and his neocon wife Midge
Decier begat John Podhoretz who writes

for the Moonies’ Washington Times and
the New York Post. Daniel Pipes is the

son of Richard Pipes, the fanatically

anti-Communisi Harvard historian and
falsifier of the Bolshevik Revolution.

Zionists and their Anti-Semitic
Christian Bedfellows

A fascinating article by Akiva Eldar

tilled “Perles of Wisdom for the Feilhful"

was published to too little notice in the

bloody U.S. -led occupation of Iraq and
head up colonial interventions them-
selves in East Timor and the Solomon
Islands. And in doing so they dish out to

the peoples of East Timor and their other

Pacific neocolonies like Papua New
Guinea (PNG) and Fiji the same hideous

oppression meted out to Aboriginal peo-

ples at home.
What is desperately necessary is a fight

within the workers movement to com-
bine class-struggle opposition to union-

busting attacks with the struggle against

racist oppression at home and imperialist

marauding abroad. We say; Smash the

union-busting attacks on the CFMEU!
U.S./Auslralia out of Iraq! Australian

lroop.s/cops out of East Timor. PNG and
the Solomon Islands! Asylum rights for

refugees! Full citizenship rights for all

immigrants! For a class-struggle fight for

Aboriginal rights! What is needed is the

building of a Leninist party that can direct

the many streams of opposition to capital-

ist injustice into a mighty force for social-

ist revolution that will sweep away rac-

ist bourgeois rule. We of the SL. section

of the International Communist League
(Fourth Internationalist), fight for a com-
munist world in which the diversity of
human cultures will not be an excuse for

contempt and violence, but a source of

enrichment.
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Israeli paper W«’flnp/r on I October 2(K)2.

HIdar wrote:

"A few weeks ago. Richard Pcric invited

the Pentagon chiefs to a meeting with

researchers from a Washington think

tank with particularly close relations with

the Defense Department. According to

information that reached a former top

ofTicial m the Israeli security services,

the researchers showed two slides to the

Pentagon officials. The first was a depic-

tion of the three goals m the war on
terror and the dcntocrali/.ation of the

Middle East; Iraq—a tactical goal. Saudi

Arabia—a strategic goal, and Egypt—the

great prize.

"The triangle in the ncni slide was no
less interesting: Palestine is Israel. Jor-

dan IS Palestine, and Iraq is the Hashe-
mite Kingdom."

Eldar’s article also reveals much more
about Pcrle and Feith's 1996 “Clean

Break” position paper for Netanyahu.

Eldar writes that "the position paper,

which includes .sections marked like crib

sheets with TEXT for Netanyahu to use

in his speeches, proposes some tactical

methods the Israeli prime minister can

use to foresee U.S. reactions and how to

manage them, They give Netanyahu tips

on how to maneuver congressmen, for

example.” Eldar observes that Perle and

Feith "are walking a fine line between

their loyalty to American governments"

and "Israeli interests."

A generation ago, when Gore Vidal

noted likewise about the bigot Norman
Podhorciz who spit on the Civil War
against black chattel slavery, which is the

central event in American history. Vidal

was besieged as an "anti-Semite" by the

Podhoret/ crowd. Gore Vidal fired back:

"Although there is nothing wrong with

being a lobbyist for a foreign power, one

is supposed to register with the Justice

Department" {Nation, 22 March 1986).

We added:

"Podhoret/ has been able to maintain his

loyalty to both states because of a fanati-

cal anil-communism as holy to him as

Islam to the Ayatollah. But the imperial-

ists' strategic anti-Soviet consensus does
not. much to Reagan's chagrin, liquidate

differences in national interest. Despite

Israel’s complete reliance on American
support, the Pollard affair yet again dem-
onstrates that Israel is not simply a pup-

pet of the U.S. The Zionist rulers know
that their 'goyishe' senior partner in

Washington and the rest of the world arc

anti-Semites who couldn't give a rat's

ass for a ‘Jewish homeland.' Has Podho-
retz forgotten that the viciously anti-

Semitic Nixon didn’t trust Henry Kis-

singer. whom he called 'Jew-boy.' to deal

with Near Ea.si afl'airs for years?"
— "Gore Vidal; Bad Boy of the

Bourgeoisie." Spartat isf

(English-language cdiiton)

No. 40. Summer I9H7

Former neocon Michael Lind, who
broke with the fold because he couldn’t

stomach Ihetr overture to Southern Chris-

tian fundamentalism, observes in the

Nation (23 February). "As the enormity

of the (Iraqi debacle became apparent,

neoconservatives abruptly began avowing

their own nonexistence. Not since .Stalin

ordered the US Communist Party to go

underground has an American political

faction pretended to dissolve itself in

public like this.”

He concludes his piece. "A Tragedy of

Errors." noting, "There is no neocon net-

work of scheming masterminds—only a

network of scheming blunderers. As a

result of their own amateurism and

incompetence, the neoconservatives have

humiliated themselves. If they now claim

that they never existed—well, you can

hardly blame them, can you?” Indeed,

Wolfowitz—who dismissed reporters’

questions regarding the lack of any evi-

dence to support his claims that Saddam
Hussein had such weapons with, "It's like

the judge said about pornography I can’t

define it. but I will know it when I see

it”—appears to be caught with a "ward-

robe malfunction.” i.e.. pants down.

Delusions of Empire

British novelist Martin Amis argues

that god as foreign policy adviser is logi-

cal for an intellectually null bom-aguin

American president. Amis "jokes" that

Bush's particular vision of a far-flung

American empire must seem downright

homey. "We hear about the successful

’Texanization’ of the Republican party.

And doesn’t Texas seem to resemble a

country like Saudi Arabia, with its great

heat, its oil wealth, its brimming houses

of worship, and its weekly executions”

(cited in Asia Times, 30 March 2003).

John Foster Dulles crafted U.S. imperi-

alist policy in the postwar years to culti-

vate and nurture Islam as a bulwark

against Communism. In 1950 he said.

'The religions of the East are deeply

rooted and have many precious values.

Their spiritual beliefs cannot be recon-

For Wofiters ftovolutkin hi Iran}

Down with the Shah!

Don’t Bow to Khomeini!
Ts December 197^

[M ISPARTAaSTLf

W$tMetS
1 August 2003

IS
For Workers Revolution

in Iran!

IrM Fak* Left

From Iran to Afghanistan, Spartacist

League’s proud record of opposition
to imperialism and Islamic reaction

speaks for itself.

ciled with Communist atheism and mate-

rialism. That creates a common bond

between us. and our task is to find it and

develop it" (cited in Paul A. Baran, The

Political Economy of Growth \
I957)).

From massive support to the Afghan

mujahedin, to running guns to the ayatol-

lahs in Iran-Contragate. to promoting

religious reaction as a battering ram for

capitalist counterrevolution, this has been

the policy of U.S. imperialism. Then, on

September 1 1, like Frankenstein’s mon-
ster, the woman-hating religious butchers

the U.S. rulers created turned on their

makers with the criminal attack on the

World Trade Center. This was seized

upon by the Bush gang, which is now tan-

gled in its own web of deceit, and so

bogged down in Iraq that it doesn’t even

know where it’s going.

So, like Sharon, the U.S. is "creating

facts on the ground." Ariel Sharon and

the neocons dream of creating an Ameri-

can Empire and a “greater Israel" through

"regime change" across the belt extend-

ing from Turkey to China, through the

heart of the Near East and Arabian

Peninsula. Syria is repeatedly threatened

and now squeezed between Israel and

American-occupied Iraq, and Iran is a

huge “domino" on their hit list.

This brings us back to Mr. Amir Taheri

and the role of slander in politics. Taheri

does not even believe his own lie that

Marxists and Islamic fundamentalists are

allies. He wrote previously. "The tradi-

tional anti-American sentiments that pro-

vide the subtext of political culture in cer-

tain sections of society in Western Europe

and Latin America are mostly left leaning

and thus equally hostile to radical Islam"

(“Iran and Saudi Arabia. Two 2^alots of

Islamism," African Geopolitics No. 5.

Winter 2002). Yet since at least the huge

worldwide demonstrations against the

U.S. war on Iraq last February. Taheri has

screeched about “Marxist-Islamisl terror

groups."

Life is a living hell today for the Iraqi

people', suffering under a U.S. military

occupation which won’t even restore

essential public services like potable

water and electric power to a country it

destroyed with a display of high-tech

weaponry intended to terrorize the entire

planet. Taheri’s .spin on this monstrous

crime? In an article headlined. ‘“Chaos’

Is Progress." he says. "Iraq is begin-

ning to become a normal society” {New
York Post. 2 February). This gives you a

taste of what kind of "democracy” Taheri

wants to bring to Iran. The Iranian

women, the Kurds and other oppressed

minorities, the left and workers move-
ment who were butchered by the thou-

sands under the bloody Shah, and by

more thousands under Khomeini, will

not welcome a U.S. -installed monarchy

back with open arms any more than

the Iraqi people "welcome” the terrible

destruction and brutal U.S. military

occupation of their country. And it is in

the interests of the Iranian masses as

well that we expose Amir Taheri and his

neocon cabal.

Mexico City, February 2003: GEM comrades march in demonstration against
U.S. attack on Iraq.

Mexico...
(continuedfrom page 7)

PRD in these countries to cozy up to.

We have noted in repeated polemics

that, especially in the context of the

PAN’s anti-labor offensive (and also the

PRD’s in Mexico City), these positions

are objectively anti-union and strike-

breaking. an accusation any leftist must

lake very seriously. How does the IG

answer all this? Well, they don’t.

Faithful to themselves in spite of

everything, in their last article on Mexico

("Mexico; Fox Government A ’Hinge’ for

War on Iraq.” The Internationalist No. 1 5.

January-February 2003). the Internation-

alist Group resorts to a clumsy balancing

act to avoid giving a clear answer to the

questions posed by reality. In the article

they devote an entire section to talking

bombastically about the strategic impor-

tance of Mexican oil. but they notoriously

omit any mention of the fact that the lead-

ers of the oil workers union are currently

under a judicial attack by (he bourgeois

state (see “Estado Burguds: jManos fuera

del STPRM!".£:.v/?ar/aroNo. 18). The IG

talks idyllically about an oil workers

strike that "would strike a strong blow

against Washington’s war plans.” but they

avoid mention of the fact that the union

had called for a strike months before the

iG published its innocuous article, mobi-

lizing tens of thousands of workers to

demand a wage increase. In a mobiliza-

tion in Mexico City, workers chanted:

"Wage increase, union autonomy!” The
strike call by the oil union made the Mexi-

can bourgeoisie tremble with fear and

considerably worried the imperialists.

who did not hesitate to give their support

to Fox’s anti-union attacks. Conscious of

the enormous social power that could

escape its control, the PR! bureaucracy

ended up agreeing to a meager raise and

demobilizing the rank and file. But (he IG
simply declared all these facts "nonexis-

tent” because these show the stupidity and

the strikebreaking nature of their line.

Now. it seems the IG is ashamed of its

own posture (and, frankly, who wouldn’t

be?). Thus, the IG’s article not only sins

by omission; it actively seeks to disorient

its readers on the contents of its own pol-

itics. Like vampires, centrists hate the

light of day. .Speaking of Mexican dock

workers and the need for them to carry

out acts of international workers solidar-

ity. the IG says:

"Bui in order to carry out (acts of workers

solidarity!, it is indispensable to wage
a fight to forge a class-struggle union

leadership against the corporaiist charros
(government-imposed bureaucrats) of the

CT/CTM/CROC/CROM. and the pn>-PRD
'democratic' union bureaucrats."

This was written to deliberately con-

fuse (heir readers, implying the IG has a

position it does not have. Let's not forget

that this organization maintains (hat the

corporatist CTM unions represent "the

class enemy," and that they have furiously

denounced us for saying there is no class

difference between corporatist and "inde-

pendent” unions. But now. as ambigu-

ously implied in the new IG piece, it’s not

about forging a new organization, but

only a new leadership. Just like in the

PRD-led unions. Does the IG want to give

this supposed "class enemy” a "class-

struggle leadership"?

Can it be that, confronted by the real-

ity of class struggle, the shamefaced IG is

covertly changing the direction of its pol-

itics? It’s unlikely, because these charla-

tans have shown all loo well that they

don’t care about the reality of class strug-

gle. and that they don’t have any shame
either. So this can only be a dimwitied.

confusionisi maneuver aimed at avoiding

the lamentable conclusions of their own
politics and to continue playing hide-and-

seek with our polemics.

In general, the dominant ideology in

any given society is the ideology of the

economically dominant class. Inside the

workers movement this is expressed in

all these leadership “alternatives” which,

in different ways, only seek to keep the

workers movement within the confines

of bourgeois ideology. It is necessary to

build a Leninist vanguard party, fusing

radicalized intellectuals committed to the

cause of the proletariat with (he best ele-

ments among the working class on the

basis of a revolutionary program; a party

armed with the experience of decades of

workers struggles internationally, cod-

ified in the program of Marxism; a party

which denounces every variant of bour-

geois ideology inside the workers move-
ment. whether open or covert; a party

capable of leading the working class to

its emancipation, and therefore to the

emancipation of society as a whole.
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Government Backs Down, For Now

Sinister Witchhunt of

Antiwar Activists

February 10; Drake University law professor Sally Frank protests federal

subpoenas, gag order outside U.S. courthouse in Des Moines, Iowa.

An ominous atiempi to resurrect the

police spying and state terror of the

McCarthyite years was spiked recently in

Iowa due to widespread publicity and out-

cry. Earlier this month, federal prosecu-

tors in Des Moines went after participants

at an antiwar conference, demanding all

records around the conference and the

names of everybody who attended. A
sheriff's deputy who works on the FBI

Joint Terrorism Task Force was sent to

serve subpoenas on four antiwar activists

—from the Catholic Peace Ministry, the

Catholic Workers House, the Iowa Peace

Network, and a protester who had visited

Iraq in 2002—demanding they appear

before a secret grand jury, while refusing

to say what the jury was investigating.

Protesters believe that the Feds tar-

geted the conference, which was held

on November 15 under the title "Slop

the Occupation! Bring the Iowa Guard

Home!”, in part because of protests the

next day at Iowa National Guard Head-

quarters. where 12 people were arrested.

One of them was a Grinnell College

librarian who went limp when arrested;

she is now being charged with a "mis-

demeanor assault on a peace officer."

Subpoenas were also issued to Drake

University, ordering it to turn over all

information on the campus antiwar con-

ference and on the National Lawyers

Guild chapter that sponsored it. The
Drake subpoena demanded "all docu-

ments indicating the purpose and in-

tended participants in the meeting, and all

documents or recordings which would
identify persons that actually attended

the meeting." An organization of liberal

and leftist lawyers formed in 1937, the

National Lawyers Guild was among those

designated a "subversive organization" in

the McCarthy years and has been a per-

petual target of government witchhunters

ever since. A federal court judge also

issued a gag order forbidding the Univer-

sity to discuss the matter.

This attack on antiwar activists comes
in the context of the phony "war on ter-

ror.” a pretext to shred the civil liberties

of the population as a whole. The Justice

Department wants to unleash the FBI and

cops to spy on all perceived opponents.

As the "Homeland Security” office said

in May 2003. local police should keep

tabs on anyone who has “expressed dis-

like of attitudes and decisions of the U.S.

government." The USA-Patriot Act and

other repressive measures give the gov-

ernment's secret police expanded author-

ity to tap your phones, search your home,

scour your financial records, interrogate

your librarian and place you under arrest

without probable cause a crime has been

committed. On top of this the government

has proposed Patriot II, which would

strip citizenship from those who get in the

way of Washington's imperial designs.

Last fall the government announced its

use of a centralized “terror watch list" of

over 100,000 persons, a throwback to

the McCarthyite Communist Index and

Security Index which designated nearly

30.000 leftists to be rounded up and

placed in detention camps during a

"national emergency." During protests

against the Iraq war. the government used

a "no-fly list" to prevent activists from

attending demonstrations.

The government wants to extend its

reach into even the most intimate aspects

of life. A 14 February New York Times

editorial. "Privacy in Peril." stated that

the Justice Department has subpoenaed

hospitals across the country, demanding

hundreds of medical records of women
who had late-icrm abortions, in the name

of defending its invasive "Partial Birth

Abortion Act of 2003" in court. This sin-

ister assault targets both women and

their doctors, exposing them to every-

thing from legal harassment to murder

by the anti-abortion terrorists.

Following a 7 February Associated

Press report on the Drake University case

and a barrage of nationwide criticism, on

February 10 federal authorities back-

tracked. withdrawing all the subpoenas

and lifting the gag order, Drake Univer-

sity law professor Sally Frank, the local

contact for the National Lawyers Guild,

said at a rally that afternoon at the Des

Moines federal building: “What we've

had here for the last week in Des Moines

is an intense effort to stifle dissent." Even

as the antiwar activists announced the

Feds’ withdrawal, two police detectives

were videotaping the rally from a hotel

room across the street. As Brian Terrell of

the Catholic Peace Ministry pointed out.

"The civil liberties of everyone in this

country are in danger."

The bloody U.S. government, colonial

occupiers of Iraq, would like to obliter-

ate all opposition to its sway, abroad and

at home. And as the government tries to

cloak its own operations in secrecy, it

increasingly pries into the private lives

of everyone. But what this capitalist

state would like to do and what it can

get away with are two different things.

What's necessary is to mobilize the

power of labor in struggle against the

government's assaults on democratic

rights.!

The Nipple That Shook the

Moral Foundation of

Patrick Oemarcheiier

What H. L. Mencken called the

"American boob-oisie" is in full frenzy

following the Super Bowl, all because the

kids, sitting around family TV sets in the

bosom of their overfed, drunken nuclear

families, finally got to sec something

interesting on network TV. The brief flash

of black pop star Janet Jackson’s silver

shield-bedecked nipple, as she concluded

her duet with Justin Timberlake on "Rock
Your Body.” undoubtedly did more for

the heavily sedated male audience than

all those expensive ads for Viagra-type

sex drugs on the most-hyped, most-

watched show on American television.

So corporate sponsors must be fuming

as “family values" reactionaries scream.

Over 200.000 complaints poured in.

law.suits are threatened, and FCC (Fed-

eral Communications Commission) chair-

man Michael (son of Colin) Powell

announced a federal probe of the entire

MTV-produced half-time show, intoning.

'The whole performance was onstage

copulation." Well, yeah; it's called pop

music.

But there's a dirty racist angle to all

this. After all. ABC's prime-time NYPD
Blue show has been a gross-out for

years, with its nasty white cop butt shots,

with no repercussions. Let a gorgeous

black entertainer pop out of her bustier,

though, and it’s a different story: fury

and demands for apologies (with which
a chastised Justin, who appeared on the

Grammys sporting a boring brown suit

to match his nose, promptly obliged).

Meanwhile. Janet’s brother Michael Jack-

son has been the target of a government-
sponsored anti-sex witchhunt for years

because he’s a world-famous black star

known for challenging sexual and racial

identities (see "Stop Vendetta Against

Michael Jackson !" WV No. 8 1 8. 23 Jan-

uary). Then there was the infamous
"child pornography" vendetta against

a Nation
black R&B singer R. Kelly a few years

ago. We defend both Michael Jack.son

and R. Kelly against the vindictive,

bogus charges against them.

To be black in racist America means
somebody is always gunning for you. no
matter how rich, how famous, how suc-

cessful you may be. Throw a little inno-

cent fun and sex into the mix in this

hypocritical, puritanical, brutal society,

and an explosion is practically guaran-

teed. Today, we have an attorney general

who insisted on covering up the bared

breast of a statue representing “justice"

in the stately halls of Washington, D.C.,

while working overtime to repress the

rights of the entire American population.

Well, we're actually for the right to “life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness." as

the Declaration of Independence puts it.

and if Janet Jackson wants to model for a

new statue dedicated to those rights,

we’re all for it. Long may she wave.
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Asylum for Haitian Refugees—Stop the Deportations!

Haiti: U.SyUN Ifoops Out!
MARCH 2—As we go to press. Haitian

president Jean-Bertrand Aristide has

been whisked out of Haiti to the Central

African Republic under U.S. military

escort. U.S. Marines invaded to restore

“law and order"—i.e., to repress the

desperately poor Haitian masses—and

a multinational “peacekeeping" force,

spearheaded by the French, is in the

works under the aegis of the United

Nations. Haiti suffered a brutal U.S.

military occupation for 19 years, from

1915-1934. The U.S. left only after

it had trained a new ^emlarmerie, the

killer National Guard, Propped up by

the U.S., Haitian dictators “Papa Doc"
Duvalier and his son “Baby Doc" killed

an estimated 50,000 Haitians. The
armed rebels rushing to rule Haiti today

are bloodthirsty killers with lies to

CIA-trained death squads and the hated

Tontons Macoutes. We demand: All

U.S.IVN imperialixt troops out of Haiti

now!

Aristide claims that he was kidnapped

by U.S. forces. The cra/cd neocons
in the Bush administration who trained

the death squad leaders returning to

power in Haiti today no doubt consid-

ered the liberation theologist, Aristide,

some kind of "communist." Aristide

rode a wave of popular support to power
in 1990-91 and was toppled by U.S.-

trained assassins and Duvalierists. He
was then returned to power by a U.S.

invasion force of 20.000 in 1994. only

now to be removed from power by the

U.S. in 2004. Aristide, as well as the

butchers who preceded and have suc-

ceeded him. are puppets of Wall Street.

Washington. Paris, the IMF and World
Bank.

For weeks. Haiti has been wracked

continued on page I!

Labor Tops Sell Out Militant Supermarket Workers

UFCW Strike and Ciass

Struggie In America

AP
UFCW strikers picket El Monte distribution center, November 2003.

Break with the Democrats!

For a Workers Party!

LOS ANGELES. March 2—After a five-

monlh-long bitter struggle against the

supermarket bosses (Vons/Safeway, Albert-

sons and Ralphs/Kroger), nearly 60,000
strikers in the United Food and Commer-
cial Workers union (UFCW) are reluming

to work with a new contract containing

deep concessions. The new contract intro-

duces a two-tier system of wages and
benefits, a pernicious scheme to divide

union members by pitting them against

each other while setting up the existing

workforce for victimization by manage-
ment. One striker expressed a common
worry among the majority of grocery
workers who are not guaranteed full-time

work: “We're going to start losing hours

I
to lower-paid new hires]." The Los Ange-

les Times (27 February) predicts, “new,

lower-paid hires could be in the majority

within a few years.”

Workers hired under the new contract

will receive lower wages and will have to

pay for health care benefits. Those em-
ployed before this new contract may face

a $5 to $ 1 5 per week payment in the third

year of the contract. And co-payment will

now be required of all workers for medi-

cal services. Moreover, “first tier" work-
ers will be knocked down to “second tier”

status if they transfer from one depart-

ment to another, such as if a deli worker
becomes a cashier. Additionally, wages
are frozen for the duration of the new
three-year contract, with workers gelling

only two paltry lump-sum payments.

Workers are also outraged by the require-

ment that they each submit u grossly

insulting "Request to Return to Work”
form. Although .scabs cannot be retained

in place of striking workers, the implica-

tion behind this is the threat of layoffs. To
add insult to injury, the supermarket

chains are blaming the strike for “poor-

performing locations” that may get closed

down, resulting in potentially thousands

being .laid off.

The responsibility for this defeat lies

squarely at the feet of the trade-union

bureaucracy. The workers fought like

hell, including several times defying the

treachery of the bureaucrats. But as we
wrote in "UFCW Strike: A Battle for All

Labor” (WV No. 819. 6 February): “What
is most importantly posed for the UFCW
to succeed in its struggle against the

supermarket bosses is the national exten-

sion of the strike." As a UFCW member
at the Pasadena strike vote told Workers
Vanguard. "It's like you said, we should

have shut everything down and made it a

national strike,”

But with tens of thousands of UFCW
members working under extended con-
tracts that already expired and with the

contracts of more than 280.000 grocery

workers in eleven states expiring in com-
ing months, the labor tops did everything

in their power to isolate the Southern Cal-

ifornia workers by refusing to spread the

strike. In Arizona, some 15.000 UFCW
members were kept on the job by the

bureaucracy under an indefinite contract

extension. In Southern California, the

5.700 UFCW workers at 101 Food 4 Less

stores (a Kroger subsidiary) should have

been out from the beginning. Instead,

even though their contract was .set to

expire February 28 and their health care

benefits are determined by the master

contract of the UFCW workers on strike,

the union tops kept Food 4 Less workers

on the job. extending their contract to

April 4.

Faced with a long, drawn-out battle

and a leadership opposed to doing what's

needed to win, most UFCW members
voted for the contract with bitter resigna-

tion. As one worker put it. “We're tired

and broke." Nonetheless, some 14 percent

voted no. It is beyond grotesque that hav-

ing shafted the workers, the president of
the UFCW International. Doug Dority,

has the audacity to claim that this was
"one of the most successful strikes in his-

tory." The reality was captured by a
striker who explained. “Just when we're

starting to hurt them, the union caves."

Despite the betrayals of their leader-

ship, UFCW members can be proud
that they stood their ground and remained
unified on the picket lines, defiant and
unbroken in the face of the grocery
bosses' concerted attacks. The UFCW
strike was a powerful display of the social

power of the working class and it could
have gone the other way. The strike

was bolstered by a massive outpouring of

labor support from other unions that raised

money for the UFCW strike fund
and joined in strike support rallies; on
November 10. the ILWU longshore union
shut down L. A. -area ports for eight hours

continued on page 9
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CLASS-STRUGGLE DEFENSE NOTES

Free Anarchist

Sherman Austin!
The Partisan Defense Commiilee has

begun sending monthly stipends to class-

war prisoner Sherman Austin, a 20-year-

old black anarchist from Los Angeles

who was railroaded to a year in prison

and three years probation for a thought

crime, pure and simple. Austin joins

16 other fighters for the rights of the

oppressed in our stipend program, among
them death row political prisoner Mumia
Abu-Jamal. coal miner Jerry Dale Lowe
and members of the Philadelphia MOVE
organization.

The McCarthyite witchhunt of Sher-

man Austin is an object lesson in how the

capitalist rulers. Republicans and Demo-
crats alike, use their “anti-terror'* laws to

target outspoken opponents of imperialist

war. racist oppression, capitalist immis-

eration and anyone else they don't like.

Austin went to prison lust September

on the felony charge of “distributing

explosives information with the intent

that it be used in furtherance 6f a vio-

lent federal crime." His conviction was

based on a law originally sponsored by

California Democratic Senator Dianne

Feinstein in 1 997. The “evidence" against

him was that his anarchist Web site

(www.raiselhcfist.com). which hosted

postings from others, included a post-

ing called “The Reclaim Guide." which

offered instructions on how to make sim-

ple, small incendiary devices. Austin had

nothing to do with authoring the piece; it

was the creation of a suburban youth from

a well-heeled conservative family who
was not prosecuted. Such information can

be found all over the Web. from Ama-
zon.com to neo-Nazi sites.

Austin wanted to fight the charges

and expose the political frame-up at trial.

But he was subjected to over two years

of state harassment and faced addi-

tional "terrorist enhancement” sentencing

guidelines, expanded under Clinton's

1996 Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death

Penalty Act and the 2001 USA-Patriot

Act. which could have meant up to 20

years in prison if he went to trial. Austin

reluctantly accepted a guilty pica when

the Feds initially offered a deal of one

month in jail.

But when Austin appeared in court in

vSeptember 2002. the deal was rejected

by Judge Stephen Wilson, a Reagan

appointee, as too lenient. Wilson railed at

the prosecutor; “What kind of message is

a disposition like this" sending? When
the prosecutor answered. “The message

here is that Mr. Austin is certainly not a

terrorist." Wilson shot back. “Why are

you setting the bar so high?", revealing

the breadth of the government’s “anti-

terror” web.

In June 2003. Wilson rejected a sec-

ond plea deal of four months in jail and

three years probation, directing the pros-

ecutor to consult with his bosses at

the Justice Department and FBI director

Robert Mueller. Wilson complained.

"You think giving this sentence. ..is sup-

posed to be a deterrence to some other

revolutionary who wants to change the

world." When Austin relumed to court in

August, the prosecution still recom-

mended four months, but Wilson instead

imposed the sentence of one year in

prison and three years probation—during
which Austin will not be allowed to use a

computer without approval of a proba-

tion officer and will be subjected to

searches and seizures of his computers.

The case of Sherman Austin illus-

trates how the Democrats have marched

in lockstep with the White House in

shredding democratic rights. Following

Austin’s sentencing. Senator Feinstein

wrote Ashcroft. “I was pleased to learn

recently that Sherman Austin was sen-

tenced." but complained, “it is dismaying

that there has only been one conviction"

under her "anti-terror" law.

From an early age. Sherman Austin

has been an active supporter of the strug-

gles of workers and the oppressed, join-

ing Labor Day celebrations, protests

against the imperialist slaughter in Iraq

and rallies in support of the ILWU long-

shore union during the contract battles

and union-busting lockout in 2002. The
government’s vendetta began on May
Day 2001 when he and 95 other youthful

demonstrators were arrested at gunpoint

during a cop riot against an anarchist

"Carnival Against Capitalism" march in

Long Beach. California.

On 24 January 2002. Austin’s home,
where he lived with his mother and

sister, was invaded by the L.A. Joint Ter-

rorism Task Force, the FBI, the Secret

Service, the LAPD and L.A. sheriffs.

The heavily-armed cops had a 29-page

search warrant citing Austin’s Web site,

which contained “anti-government...

anti-capitalism, and militant messages

that promoted communism." The warrant

also contained information detailing

Austin’s participation in demonstrations

dating back to when he was 14 years old.

The cops and Feds interrogated Austin

about his friends and his politics for over

six hours, ransacked his room and con-

fiscated his political literature.

In February 2002. Austin was singled

out for arrest by the Feds after attenduig

a protest against the World Economic
Forum in New York City. After more than

two weeks of detention and interrogation

in New York and Oklahoma jails, he was
released and all charges dropped due to

lack of evidence. Seven months later,

despite admitting that they had found
nothing on the computers seized in the

raid, federal prosecutors told Austin’s

attorneys that they didn't want to “let him
off the hook." So. they charged him under

Feinstein’s law, Having no evidence that

Austin had "knowledge" or “intent" that

the information in the "Guide" would be
used for a “violent federal crime," as

required by the law. the government made
its case by citing Austin’s criticism of

TROTSKY

For a Class-Struggle

Leadership in the Unions!

Despite waging a rnilitaiu fight against the

supermarket bosses, the UFCW strikers were

said out by the trade-union tops through

their allegiance to the capitalist system and

its politicians, particularly the Democrats.

In a speech given over 100 years ago. Ameri-

can socialist leader Daniel De Leon, who
aptly called the trade-union bureaucracy

the "labor lieutenants of capital." described

the role of the labor bureaucracy in the

workers movement.

LENIN

The profits of the capitalist class represent unpaid labor of the working class. The
fleecing of labor implied m the raking in of profits is based upon the existence of a

wage-slave class, a working class, in short, a proletariat; and the continuance of the

existence of such a class is in turn dependent upon the private ownership of the means
of production—of the land on and the machinery and capital with which to work. Given

the private ownership of these combined elements of production, the capitalist class will

congest ever more into its own hands the wealth of the land, while the working class

must sink to ever deeper depths of poverty and dependence, every mechanical improve-

ment only giving fresh impetus to the exaltation of the capitalist and to the degradation

of the workingman. The issue between the two classes is one of life and death; there

are no two sides to it; there is no compromise possible. Obviously, it is in the interest

of the working class that the issue be made and kept clear before the eyes of the rank

and file, and that capitalism be held up to their view in all its revolting hideousness....

Obviously, it is in the interest of the working class to arouse it to class-conscious

political action. What does the labor leader do? From England, westward over the

United Stales and Canada to Australia, we find the labor leaders solidly arrayed against

the very idea. A veritable bulwark of capitalism, they seek to turn the political trend of

the labor movement into the channels of capitalist politics, where the head of labor’s

lance, its independent, class-conscious political effort, can be safely broken off.

— Daniel De Leon. ‘Two Pages from Roman History:

Plebs Leaders and Labor Leaders" (April 1902)
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Fatal Error

Sherman Austin

U.S, government policies, cop brutality

and racism.

The vicious persecution of Austin is

part and parcel of the phony “war on ter-

ror," a war on civil liberties carried out by

the Democrat.s as well as the reactionary

Bush gang. On February 22 Bush’s secre-

tary of education Rod Paige likened the

National Education Association teachers

union to a "terrorist organization." This

underlines what the “war on terror" is

all about; it is a political construct, a

political crusade providing the pretext for

the government to increase its repressive

powers and to restrict the democratic

rights of the population. Labor and all

defenders of democratic rights have a

critical stake in making Austin's fight

their own. Free Sherman Austin now!

* « «

The Partisan Defense Committee is a

class-struggle, non-sectarian legal and

social defense organization which cham-
pions cases and causes in the interest

of the whole of the working people.

This purpose is in accordance with the

political views of the Spartacist League.

We urge all Workers Vanguard readers

to contribute to our stipends program—
a vital act of solidarity. Earmarked con-

tributions can be sent to: PDC, P.O. Box
99. Cana! Street Station. New York. NY
10013-0099.

If you wish to correspond with Aus-

tin. you can write to; Sherman Austin.

#51565-054. FCl Tucson. 8901 South

Wilmont Road, Tucson. AZ 85706.
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The Algerian War—
How French Imperialism Was Defeated

Henissart

December 1960: Mass demonstrations under outlawed FLN flag, here in

Algiers, shattered French illusion that Algerian people would accept contin-

ued colonial rule.

Gillo Pontecorvo’s 1965 classic. The
Battle of Algiers, has recently been re-

released in American theaters. Originally

released during the Vietnam War. global

anti-colonial revolts, and the ghetto

explosions against racial oppression in

America, thefilm was a must-.seefor left-

ists. Black Panthers and fighters for
.social justice. Curiously, as U.S. imperi-

alism .switchedfrom the "shock and awe "

aerial bombardment of Iraq to the brutal

military occupation of Baghdad and
other key ciiie.s. the Pentagon organized

a private screening of The Battle of

Algiers, to learn from the bloody French

colonial experience in Algeria.

Pontecorvo's film movingly depicts

the utter inhumanity of the French colo-

nialforces as they inflicted a devastating

defeat on the Algerian independence

fighters in the 1957 Battle ofAlgiers. The

film then fast-forwards several years to

the mass upsurges that heralded the vic-

tory of the Algerian people over French

colonial rule. Unanswered by the film is

the question: how. in the face of such

overwhelming military might. iv«.9 the

Algerian national liberation movement
able to prevail?

Wt' reprint below an article by WV
Editorial Board member Bruce Andre
which outlines an answer to that ques-

tion. Comrade Andre’s document was
originally written as a contribution to an

internal discussion in our party and was
published by our French comrades in Le

Bolch^vik No. 152 (Spring 2000). This

document debunks the imperialist myth

that the Algerian War waj a "stalemate"

with no victors.

* * *

The idea that France was not defeated

in the Algerian War is the almost univer-

sally accepted “received wisdom” in

France, including by much of the left.

Virtually every academic history of the

Algerian War explicitly states that French

forces won “militarily” and that de Gaulle

then “granted” independence to Algeria.

Likewise, the Pabloites (the followers of

the pseudo-Trotskyist Michel Pablo,

whose revisionism destroyed the Fourth

International by the early 1950s and is

represented today by the United Secretar-

iat (USec)J wrote at the time that the war

“is ending with a ’compromise peace’

that reflects the relationship of forces on

the military terrain” {Quatri^me Interna-

tionale. April 1962). This document sum-

marizes the results of research 1 did in

tracing the origins of that myth and the

lies and distortions used by the bourgeoi-

sie and its ideologues to further it.

The origin of the myth is easy to pin-

point, since it comes straight from

Charles de Gaulle himself. The general

had already been crucial to the French

bourgeoisie’s myth that Jt had “resisted”

Nazism when, in fact, it had actively

rounded up French Jews to be sent to the

gas chambers. Here is how de Gaulle

wanted the history of Algerian indepen-

dence to be told; “It is France, eternal

France, who, alone in her strength, in the

name of her principles and in accordance

with her interests, granted it to the Alger-

ians" (A/emoirej <T£.9/j«/r. Vol. I [1970]).

This line has been repeated by virtual-

ly every comprehensive history of the

Algerian War. The most widely read his-

tory of the war in France is journalist

Yves Courri6re’s four-volume La guerre

d'Algerie. Courriere slates that French

forces won a "military victory” over the

FLN (National Liberation Front), which

he describes in the later years of the war

as “moribund” and “at the end of its

rope.” British historian Alistair Home, in

the main English-language history of the

Algerian War, writes that the FLN leader-

ship refused to “recogni.se military defeat

and the advantages of sensible compro-

mise” (A Savage War of Peace [1977]).

The Pabloites also embraced the myth
that the FLN failed to achieve a "military

victory." Their French group wrote of the

accords by which France recognized

Algerian independence: “The Evian ac-

cords are. ..a compromise corresponding

to the relation of forces and not a total

overall victory of the Algerian revolution

over French imperialism” (La V^rii^ des

Travailleurs, April 1962). When an

Algerian Pabloile group was set up in the

mid 1970s. its first publication was a

pamphlet retailing the bourgeoisie’s

myths—and adding some of their own.

They claimed that, during the Algerian

War. there was a “total military failure of

the FLN" (Ut crise du capitalisme d'Etat

et du bonaparti.sme en Alg^rie (April

1978]) and that the Evian accords went

so far in guaranteeing “imperialist inter-

ests in Algeria” that “the stale structures

bequeathed by colonialism were not

modified in the slightest”! In its entire 62

pages, this pamphlet never hinted that, at

the time, the Pabloites. politically capitu-

lating before the Algerian nationalists,

had characterized Ben Bella’s regime as a

“workers and peasants government” and

USec leader Michel Pablo had been a

member of his government.

Actually, the myth that there was a mil-

itary "stalemate” and that France then

withdrew voluntarily is accepted by many
Algerians—a circumstance for which
Algerian nationalists are largely respon-

sible. Here is what Ferhal Abbas, a prom-
inent bourgeois politician who became
president of the FLN's Provisional Gov-
ernment of the Algerian Republic

(GPRA). wrote of the man who was.

more than any other, responsible for the

deaths of more than one million Alger-

ians, the carrying out of torture on a mass

scale, and the driving of two million peo-

ple—one quarter of the country’s popula-

tion—into “regroupment centers” (con-

centration camps):
"By turning his back on ‘the spirit of

empire.' by breaking the vicious circle of

the colonial concept. Genera! dc Gaulle
wa.s able to impose a solution to a prob-

lem which seemed insoluble. His cou-

rage. his lucidity, his firm determination,

overcame the many obstacles in his path.

He recognized our demands and the

heroism of our fighters. Thus, he brought

an end to the Algerian War."

— Ferhal Abbas. Auiopsie d'une
guerre O9H0)

Even FLN supporters who do not

revere de Gaulle are blinded by national-

ism to the profound social crisis that

accompanied the Algerian War. At the

Museum of the Army in Algiers, the dom-
inant theme is the overwhelming dispar-

ity in firepower between the FLN and the

French colonial army. Counterposed to a

piece of a downed French plane and

an unexploded 700 kg bomb are the

FLN's weapons—all light arms, includ-

ing homemade mortars and grenades.

Several displays represent the electrified

fences that ran the length of the Tunisian

and Moroccan borders, which prevented

the FLN from bringing in artillery (which

had been key to the 1954 Vietnamese vic-

tory at Dien Bien Phu). Large paintings

on the wall depict isolated groups of

guerrilla fighters being destroyed by

French helicopters, tanks, armored cars

and artillery. It is a moving testament to

those who kept up the struggle under hor-

rendous conditions. But presenting it in

this way as a purely military face-off begs

the question of how the FLN was able to

achieve victory over French colonialism.

Precisely that question came up at a

November 1984 historians' conference on

the Algerian War sponsored by the Alger-

ian government (see colloquium proceed-

ings. Le retentissement de la revolution

alg^rienne [Algiers. 1984]). There. Brit-

ish historian Michael Brett challenged the

view that “by 1958 the French were win-

ning. and by the end of 1959 they had ef-

fectively won.” and that de Gaulle then

"withdrew" from Algeria "because he had

other ideas of national grandeur.” Brett

noted that "the sharp contrast” which his-

torians have drawn "between military de-

feat and political victory for the F.L.N."

seemed a "paradox.” and he cautiously

suggested that the explanation might be

“dependent upon the course of events in

France set in train by the war.” No histo-

rian took up the challenge, and none has

done so since.

As in most colonial wars, the Algerian

people were victorious in large part be-

cause their struggle provoked a deep

social crisis in France and cru.shed the

bourgeoisie's will to fight. Yet that history

is almost totally absent from the history

books—and bttih tlte Stalinists of the

French Comntunist Parly (PCF) and the

Algerian nalionulisis contribute to the

cover-up.

French and Algerian Workers
in the Algerian War
The first explosion of class struggle

provoked by the war was a wave of muti-

nies by soldiers refusing to be sent to

Algeria, often backed up by workers

strikes. Starting in September 1955. less

continued on pa^’c 4

Algiers, 1958:
Charles
de Gaulle greets
General Salan,
commander of

French forces
in Algeria,

shortly after

taking power.
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"In order to facilitate its disengagement

from this position, the Algerian govem-
menl could envisage, for un extended

period, the setting up of a joint company
to exploit the Sahara, with parlicipalion

by the Algcnan slate, land] French capi

ial....thc wnr qua non being that the

Algerian stale hold the absolute majority

of shares. Furthermore, the profits of this

exploitation could cover the foreseeable

indemnification of the European agrar-

ians and indusinaliNis to he expropriated

in Algeria."

— Quatriemf Internutionulf.

May 1959

This was an undisguised proposal for an

explicitly capitalist neocotonialisl regime

in Algeria, serving as compradors for the

imperialists’ plunder of the country.

Defeat of the French
Bourgeoisie—De Gaulle
Calls It a “Victory"

The fact that the French bourgeoisie

did not suffer a single crushing defeat on

the battlefield as they did at the hands of

the Vietname.se in 1954 at Dien Bien Phu

was a factor, of course, in allowing it to

rewrite history. But that battle was almost

unique in the history of anti-colonial

struggles. What really gave the bourgeoi-

sie a free hand in its myth-making was.

above all, the fact that the Stalinists fully

participated in the fraud. When de Gaulle

first evoked the possibility of ‘‘self-

determination” for Algeria in September

1959. the French Stalinists denounced it

as "a maneuver” to cover a policy of “all-

out war" {at the lime, they were calling de

Gaulle a "fascist”). But while the Krem-
lin bureaucracy couldn't have cared less

about the fate of Algeria, it was keenly

interested in perpetuating the tensions

between de Gaulle and Washington.

Khrushchev seized the occasion to dra-

matically declare his support for de

Gaulle's position and organized an offi-

cial visit to Paris. The PCF leadership

was obliged to make a shamefaced self-

criticism of their "error” which had "dis-

oriented the party" (quoted in Jean Po-

peren. Im gauche frat\(;aise (19721).

Meanwhile, just as the Gaullist regime

was claiming "victory" in late 1959, a

wave of defeatism was beginning to

engulf the bourgeoisie, as even the unpar-

alleled savagery under de Gaulle showed
no signs of bringing the anti-colonial

struggle to an end. By I960, the signs of

this shift in bourgeois public opinion

were unmistakable. An antiwar student

movement had erupted, symbolized by

the UNEF (National Union of French

Students), the staid, corporatist student

association, being transformed into a

mass movement dominated by competing
left groups. Meanwhile, the liberal intel-

ligentsia began openly siding with the

Algerian independence struggle. The
September 1960 trial of a group of "suit-

case carriers” (those who helped the FLN
by transporting money) prompted a sup-

port declaration by I2I prominent intel-

lectuals. Signed by an entire cross section

of the country's cultural elite—Jean-Paul

Sartre. Simone de Beauvoir. Pierre Bou-
lez. Andrd Breton. Marguerite Duras.

Francois Truffaut. Vercors—it declared

that it was "justified" to carry out acts of

"insubordination, desertion, as well as

protection and aid to the Algerian com-
batants" (Herve Hamon and Patrick Rot-

man. U’S porieurs de valises
[ 1979)).

Algeria...
{contimu’dfrom page 3)

protests trailed off. but strikes over eco-

nomic demands continued to skyrocket.

By 1957. the number of strikes was
greater than at any time since 1936. the

year of the general strike (Edward Shorter

and Charles Tilly. Strikes in France IH30-

I96H [1974]). They included heavy par-

ticipation by Algerian workers, who num-
bered almost half a million in France by

the end of the war and represented a

potential human bridge to class struggle in

Algeria. Even a PCF newspaper admitted.

"Algerian workers are among the most
combative in the common struggles”

(L'Algerien en France. October 1956).

than one year after the FLN’s first guer-

rilla attacks, and lasting until about June

1956, these protests hit dozens of French

cities and towns, often involving hun-

dreds of workers in running battles with

the police.

One of the first, and largest, soldiers’

revolts took place in Rouen, On 6 Octo-

ber 1955. 6(K) soldiers bivouacked at the

Richepanse barracks in Peiii-yuevilly

rebelled as they were to be transported to

Algeria. They threw out their officers,

ransacked the barracks and barricaded

the entrance. The next day. dockers, rail-

way and other workers from neighboring

factories, responding to leaflets distrib-

uted by PCF youth and CGT trade

unionists, struck in support of the sol-

diers. When riot cops tried to overrun the

barracks, several thousand workers sur-

rounded them and showered them with

bricks. The fighting continued late into

the night. As scores of wounded cops

were carried from the scene. 60 busloads

of riot police from other cities had to be

rushed in as reinforcements.

By the spring of 1956, one-day strikes

against the war began to hit entire cities

and regions, especially in mining areas,

where Algerian workers were an impor-

tant component of the workforce. On
April 30. striking workers demonstrating

against the war shut down the mining

French workers and soldiers defy cops to stop troop transport train at Le
Havre during Algerian War, 1956.

city of Firminy for 24 hours. On May 9.

9,()00 miners throughout the Loire region

struck for one day against the Algerian

War and for higher wages. On May 20,

Saint-Julien was shut down by a one-day

strike against the war. And one week
later, some 1 0,000 miners in the coal

fields of Gard in southern France struck

for 24 hours, also calling for a "cease-

fire” in Algeria in addition to their wage
demands.

Almost the only book to even mention
that unprecedented movement is the

PCF’s three-volume La guerre d'Algerie

(1 98 1), edited by former Algerian Com-
munist Parly leader Henri Alleg. But
Alleg cites the protests only to argue that

they had nothing more than "a symbolic
value.” were “of limited scope," "often

lasted a very limited lime." mobilized

"often limited" forces, and were "all told,

rather limited" in number. In reality, the

Stalinist leaders did everything pos-

sible—as part of their support to the

Socialist-led popular-front government,
which was brutally escalating the war

—

to keep the soldier-worker revolts against

their officers from becoming a conscious

fight against the government, which
could have opened up a revolutionary sit-

uation. The PCF’s daily L'Hunuinite

mainly limited itself to publishing a sort

of box score on the inside pages contain-

ing a terse summary of the previous day’s

revolts. PCF members often learned of

protests in neighboring towns only by
being arrested and meeting comrades in

jail.

With the working-class leaders either

directly carrying out the war or support-

ing the government, the soldier-worker

Meanwhile. Algeria was being swept

by an unprecedented wave of class strug-

gle. especially by the powerful dockers,

which several times shut down the coun-

try. (Except for some references by Alleg.

this is virtually absent from all histories of

the Algerian War—including those writ-

ten by Algerian nationalists.) In Decem-
ber 1 954. six weeks after the FLN’s initial

guerrilla attacks, dockers in Oran

—

including a strong minority of workers of

European origin—refused to unload arms

shipments for the French military. When
the Oran dockers were locked out, Algiers

dockers struck in solidarity. In June 1 955,

French police attacked a union meeting in

Philippeville (today Skikda) and arrested

three union leaders, provoking a national

dockers strike that shut down every port

in the country for several days. In July

1 956. the FLN and the newly formed FLN-
led UGTA trade-union federation called a

one-day general strike to mark the anni-

versary of the 1 830 French colonial inter-

vention. Despite the terrorist bombing of

UGTA headquarters and the arrest of the

entire UGTA leadership, it was the

biggest strike Algeria had ever seen,

clearly demonstrating the social power of

that country’s proletariat, despite its rela-

tively small size. Interestingly, this strike

also mobilized a significant number of

workers of European origin. Thousands
of workers were fired for participating in

the strike, including scores of Jewish and
European-derived workers (L'Algerien en

France. August 1956).

Powerful working-class struggle in

Algeria continued throughout the fall of

1956. An August 10 strike by Algiers

dockers against a terrorist bombing in

French colonial troops stand over bodies of massacred Algerians.
no credit

the Casbah lasted for several days and

grew into a general strike of the capital.

On the 1 November 1956 anniversary of

the start of the FLN uprising, a general

strike called by the UGTA shut down
much of the country (and was joined by

Tunisian workers). Then in January

1957. the FLN initiated a catastrophic

one-week general strike in an illusory

(and vain) attempt to influence a sched-

uled United Nations debate un Algeria.

Coming just after Socialist prime minis-

ter Guy Mollet had turned over full pow-

ers in Algeria to the French army (using

the Special Powers Act, which had been

passed with PCF support), the strike was

brutally smashed. In the months-long

wave of terror that followed, known as

the Buttle of Algiers, thousands of peo-

ple were arrested, beaten and tortured.

The FLN. though temporarily uprooted

in the capital, would continue the guer-

rilla struggle in the countryside. But the

UGTA was crushed. In the remaining

years of the independence struggle, the

Algerian working class participated in a

number of national strikes called by the

FLN. but only as a sector of the "people"

under petty-bourgeois nationalist leader-

ship—no longer as a separate class force

with its own mass organizations.

By setting up a bonapartisi regime

under de Gaulle in May-Junc 1958, the

bourgeoisie temporarily checked the

social crisis in France. De Gaulle rammed
through austerity measures, ripped up
collective bargaining agreements, and
savagely stepped up the repression in

Algeria. By 1959, the French army’s vast

military sweeps of the Algerian country-

side had forced the FLN to break down
into small, isolated units which expended

much of their effort just trying to .survive.

This is the period when the French bour-

geoisie claims it achieved "military vic-

tory." But while the general staff con-

stantly repeated that the war was in its

“last quarter of an hour,” they denounced
any suggestion of withdrawing French
.soldiers from Algeria as treason.

The Pabloites. adapting to the bour-

geoisie’s triumphalism, proposed a "tran-

sitional solution" that desers-es to be

quoted at length;

“linpcrialism’s interest in oil and other
Saharan riches is now undeniably the

basis for its desperate eagerness to keep
Algcna under its effective control.
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In the French army, the growing
Jcmorali/ation of the officer corps pur*

allelcd the defeatist mood of the bour-

geoisie. As one historian summarized it:

"As the year I960 progressed, certain

currents of conviction in the Army were
perceptibly changing.... Few officers rel-

ished the thought of relinquishing Algeria

to the GFRA, but an increasingly large

number realized that the end of their

adventure was in sight and silently sub-

mitted to the imperative" (George Kelly.

Lost Soldiers: The French Army and the

Empire in Crisis, I947’J^62 [19651). A
French battalion commander wrote in a

November 1960 letter; "The army has

had enough! The army wants an end to

the war! Of course, this refers to the

army of the djebels Icounlrysidel, the

fighting army, that is. the overwhelming

majority and not the military bureauc-

racy of the chiefs-of-staff ’ [La Nouvelle

Critique, January 1961).

Yet despite the government's increas-

ing vulnerability— in fad. because of

it

—

the Stalinists and social democrats

persistently sought to head off major

working-class battles. The Wall Street

Journal (22 November 1960) noted:

“The country's labor unions, which have

shown unusual patience during the Fifth

Republic’s two-and-a-half years of aus-

terity. arc preparing to press for long-

deferred wage increases as soon as cur-

rent tension over the Algerian crisis is

abated.”

A key turn in the war came in Decem-
ber I960, when de Gaulle's tour of Alge-

ria was met by mass demonstrations

under the FLN banner. The enormous
turnout—surprising even the FLN lead-

ership—shattered de Gaulle's hopes for a

pro-French “third force" with which he

the war exploded when French rank-and-

file troops in Algeria mutinied en masse.

This was provoked by an attempted

putsch by French officers, seeking to

head off negotiations with the FLN.

French draftees spontaneously revolted

within hours of their officers' putsch:

they took over military bases, arrested

their officers, sabotaged vehicles, cut

communications and refused to carry out

orders. Rank-and-file troops seized the

country’s main military air base in Blida.

arrested the officers and reportedly

raised the red flag of revolution. After

driving out the paratroopers, the draftees

celebrated by singing the French national

anthem and the "Internationale." Defense

of the base against French elite para-

troopers was assured by propping up the

planes so that their machine guns pointed

at the entrance gale. Meanwhile, other

draftees took over the Orleans barracks

in Algiers, blocked the entrance with

trucks and faced down the paratroopers

with arms at the ready. Units at the Ouar-

gla air base .set up self-defense commit-

tees. blocked the runway with trucks and

posted guards on the approach roads.

Here. loo. the bourgeoisie—with vital

assistance from the Stalinists—has blot-

ted out the historical record by cultivat-

ing a mythical version of events. In this

myth, rank-and-file soldiers arc said to

have revolted against their officers

because de Gaulle appealed directly to

them for support m a radio address. It's

called the “Battle of the Transistors.” But

an attentive reading of the chronology of

events shows that when de Gaulle deliv-

ered his. radio speech, rank-and-file

troops had already been mutinying for a

full two days. Journalist Henri Azeau
admits this fact: “Truth obliges us to rec-

Ahmed Bert Bella,

left, with Michel
Pablo, right,

in 1993.

could negotiate a settlement on his

terms. French troops Joined fascistic

colons [European-derived population in

Algeria] in murderous assaults on the

crowds. But as the wave of demon-
strations continued, de Gaulle finally

ordered the army to hall the massacres.

One historian summarized the signifi-

cance of that order:

"The happenings of December. 1960.

presaged the end of the war.... By forbid-

ding the Army to suppress ihc adversary,

the government had chosen to talk with

him. Less than six weeks later the first

meeting took place between the accred-

ited representatives of the French gov-
ernment and of the provisional govern-

ment of the Algerian Republic."

-Paul-Marie de la Gorce. The
French Army. A Military-

Political History (1963)

Military historian George Kelly noted

that the mass pro-FLN demonstrations

"shook sentiment in the Army badly and

dissipated the tenacious dreams of an

‘integrated’ Algeria.... The FLN had won
the ‘second battle of Algiers’."

But de Gaulle put a very different spin

on it. one which historians have over-

whelmingly repeated. Several days after

the December I960 pro-FLN demonstra-

tions. de Gaulle declared that he would

"consent" to Algeria "choosing its own
destiny." but only because of France’s

"genius for freeing others when the lime

comes." In his memoirs, he adds; "The

war was practically finished. Military

success had been achieved.” And: "It was

not the military results obtained by the

FLN which made me speak as I did."

In April 1961. the tensions building up

in French society under the pressure of

ognize that, at the moment when the

head of state spoke.... most of the units

of the army whose officers had not

remained loyal to the republic were in

open or latent revolt" (Henri Azeau,

RivoUe mililaire: Alger. 22 avril 1961

[1962]). De Gaulle’s call on the ranks

looks very much like a desperate attempt

to regain control of the French army
in Algeria—although no historian has

slated this obvious fact.

De Gaulle’.s speech gave the draftees’

revolt fresh impetus by ’’legitimizing” it

and removing the enormous risk individ-

ual soldiers had run of being punished for

sedition. Soldiers everywhere refused to

go out on military maneuvers or follow

orders. In the words of one of the few his-

torians to write about this key event; "It

was a lime of strikes: strikes against [mil-

itary] operations, against [radio] trans-

missions. against driving trucks" (Jean-

Pierre Vitiori. iVoms, les appeUs d'Alg^rie

[1977]). Across Algeria, soldiers arrested

officers who supported the putsch, some-
times beating them and locking them up.

As Azeau noted, with the French soldiers'

revolt, "de facto solidarity was estab-

lished for several days between the draft-

ees and the Muslims" which was "bom of

the fact that the draftees and the Muslims
found themselves for several days !on the

same side of the barricades’."

The importance of trade unionists and
leftists in leading the soldiers' revolt has

been widely noted. But with de Gaulle’s

speech, the pro-capitalist politics of

the leaders came to the fore. Leaflets

appeared in Algeria with the slogan.

"One leader: General de Gaulle.” The

Algerian dockers
on strike against

30 June 1955
arrest of union

leaders by
Fren'ih colonial

police.

cross of Lorraine, the Gaullist symbol,

was painted on hangars in the occupied

air bases. In France, the PCF called a

“strike" (at 5 p.m.!); 12 million workers

participated m the mass protests, many
of them, like the miners and dockers,

striking for a full day. But the Stalinists

kept the slogans entirely directed against

the "insubordinate generals" in Algiers,

so that even the Gaullists supported

the demonstrations. The illusions among
rank-and-file troops in Algeria—but also

the potential for linking the soldiers’

revolt in Algeria with working-class

struggle by French and Algerian workers

in France—were reflected in a draftee’s

letter: “On the evening of Monday 24

April, our transistors were tuned to hear

the magnificent protest strike.... Emotion

was at its high point when the guys from

Renault spoke” (Maurice Vaisse, Alger le

Putsch 11983]).

The French soldiers' revolt, coming on

top of the officers' putsch, sharply under-

mined the ability of the French bourgeoi-

sie to pursue the dirty colonial war.

Within a year, almost 2.000 officers were

forced out of the armed forces, several

elite regiments in Algeria were dissolved,

others were shipped to outlying areas and

deprived of enough fuel to reach Algiers.

Rank-and-file soldiers streamed into po-

lice stations, offering to testify against

their officers. In units throughout Algeria,

soldiers refused to serve if their officers

were not replaced. Arrested putsch leader

General Maurice Challe declared: "The

unity of the Army can now be found only

in its hopelessness."

Alistair Home concluded: “The break-

ing of the army in Algeria and its subse-

quent demoralisation deprived de Gaulle

of any tool for ‘enforcement.'... It was

abundantly clear that de Gaulle had now
no option but to negotiate purposefully

to end the war." Nevertheless, de Gaulle

dragged out the war for yet another year,

desperately proposing scheme after

scheme to avoid conceding full indepen-

dence—splitting off the oil-rich Sahara,

creating a mini-state on the Mediterra-

nean coast for pro-French colons—and

being forced to abandon each in turn. Yet

throughout all these retreats, de Gaulle

a.ssiduously cultivated the myth that

France had achieved a "military victory"

in Algeria. In July 1961. three months
after the officers' putsch and the rank-

and-file mutiny, he still proclaimed

[Memnires):

"In Algeria, it was necessary for our
army to win in ihc field so that we
would have full freedom of our decisions

and acts. This result has been atlamed....

Thus. France accepts without reserve

that the Algerian populations institute a

completely independeni state."

Lately, there have been a flurry of “bal-

ance sheets" by Algerian nationalists,

tracing the roots of the regime’s obvious

bankruptcy to the fact that from the start

it was "bureaucratic" and "undemocra-

tic." This is basically the position of the

Algerian Pabloites. who center their

program on the suicidal illusion of pres-

suring the army-backed regime to insti-

tute "democracy.” But the FLN petty-

bourgeois nationalists simply aspired to

become the capitalist rulers of "their”

country. It is a reactionary utopia to

imagine that stable parliamentary de-

mocracy—or any significant bourgeois-

democratic gains—can be achieved while

Algeria is crushed under the boot of

imperialist exploitation and plagued by

poverty, national antagonisms and medie-

val sexual oppression. However, it was far

from inevitable that the victory of the

Algerian people over French colonialism

would place power in the hands of the

nationalists. The history of the Algerian

War is a dramatic confirmation—in the

negative—of Trotsky’s theory of perma-

nent revolution, in which the prospect of

the proletariat leading all the oppressed in

a revolutionary assault on the capitalist

order was subverted by one thing; the cri-

sis of proletarian leadership.

The heroic victory of the Algerian

people over French colonialism is itself

ample refutation of the bourgeoisie’s

insolent claims to have achieved “military

victory." Yet as the "memory of the

working class." we Trotskyists of the

International Communist League have

the responsibility to wage a cca.scicss

fight against the bourgeoisie’s efforts

to bury the history of struggle by the

oppressed under a mountain of myths and
distortions, The history of the proletariat

during the Algerian War is vital because,

uniquely, through the revolutionary over-

throw of capitalism, the working class

can resolve the bourgeois-democratic

tasks in Algeria and provide a living link

between socialist revolution in Europe
and the African continent. The fight to

retrieve that history is part and parcel of

the political fight against both the refor-

mist leaders of the working class and
bourgeois and petty-bourgeois national-

ists in the struggle to forge a revolution-

ary international party
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Protest Racist Cop Terror at the

University of Chicago!
We reprint the following leaflet issued

by the Chicago Spartacus Youth Club on

February 23.

Ii didn't happen in Mississippi, but it

sure reads like a story of Southern-style

"justice” straight out of the era of Jim

Crow marked by the lynching of Emmett
Till: Two University of Chicago cops bru-

tally beat a black university student for

the "crime'' of fraternizing with a white

woman! At 3:30 in the morning on Janu-

ary 24. after stopping Clemmie Carthans

for a WWB (walking while black), a

UCPD cop saw Carthans approach a

white student and give her a hug. The
cop then ran toward them .screaming.

"Ma'am, are you all right, are you okay?"

Minutes later, Carthans was grabbed by

the throat, thrown to the ground, repeat-

edly kicked, handcuffed, punched in the

mouth and slammed headfirst against a

squad car three times. The officers even-

tually released him and he went to the

emergency room for treatment for his

injuries.

The assault on Carthans is one example

of the police violence that is systematically

employed against the black population

under racist American capitalism, where

all black youths are treated as potential

criminals under the guise of the “war on
drugs." This can only intensify as the .so-

called "war on terror” is brought home
with a vengeance, targeting immigrants,

blacks and the whole labor movement.
From the bloody U.S. military occupation

of Iraq and Afghanistan to the cop sieges

of Benton Harbor and the Miami anti-

FTAA protesters, it is the capitalists who
are carrying out a war of terror.

In a deliberate attempt to justify

their attack, the cops have brought up a

previous felony conviction on Carthans'

record. It is truly beneath contempt that

the Chicago Maroon, a shameless lap-

dog for the racist U of C administration,

latched onto this smear in its Febru-

ary 13th headline article as a pre-emptive

exoneration of the cops. The real crimi-

nals here are the thugs of the UCPD, who
commit their atrocities against black stu-

dents and neighborhood residents alike

with the total impunity granted to them
by the U of C administration and their

capitalist masters. Moreover, as in the

recent case of Marcus Dixon, a Georgia

high school student who was sentenced to

10 years without parole for having con-

sensual sex at age 18 with a 15-year-old

white woman, the attack on Carthans viv-

idly shows that the "protection of white

womanhood" is still a rallying cry for

racist state persecution and terror.

A group of university students, right-

fully outraged by this blatant attack, are

petitioning the UCPD to fire these two

cops and issue a formal apology to Car-

ihans, to implement "sensitivity training"

for the cops, and to reform their proce-

dures for stopping and interrogating peo-

ple. This petition, circulated by Students

Organized United with Labor among oth-

ers. reflects the liberal illusion that the

state—the cops, the courts, the prison

guards, the military—is essentially a neu-

tral arbiter in society; or worse, that it can

actually be a force for good if you just

throw out the "bad apples.” The police

forces are not neutral and they cannot

be reformed. They are the armed forces

of the bourgeois state whose function is

"to serve and protect" the rule of the cap-

italist class, which means enforcing the

racial oppression of black people to

divide the working class and thus main-

tain the bosses* class rule. There will be

no end to police brutality without getting

rid of the capitalist system through social-

ist revolution.

Carthans' case reveals the raw racist

reality that is capitalist America, where

blacks continue to be a race-color caste

forcibly segregated at the bottom of soci-

ety. Whether you’re down and out, or up

and coming, black people are targets for

cop terror. As we’ve seen with the 1999

cop killings of Northwestern University

student Robert Russ and computer ana-

lyst LaTanya Haggerty, neither wealth

nor status makes a black person in Amer-
ica immune to state persecution and ter-

ror. Robert Russ. LaTanya Haggerty and

Clemmie Carthans all share one thing

in common: Their perpetrators were all

black Chicago cops. Just as your social

status makes little difference to the cops

if you're black, it makes no difference

whether the cops themselves are while or

black. Regardless of skin color, the cops

all enforce the same racist status quo.

Racist cop terror is nothing new in

“Segregation City" Chicago nor at U of C,

a leading landlord on Chicago's predom-

inately black South Side. In a city that is

37% black, only 4% of the student popu-

lation is black. Even this figure is likely

to fall in the wake of the announced tui-

tion hikes and the nationwide attacks on

affirmative action. Historically, the Uni-

versity has been a bulwark against the

black community and is backed by a pri-

vate army of campus cops who systemat-

ically harass and terrorize blacks. Since

Carthans made his case public, at least ten

students have stepped forward to report

similar cases of harassment and attacks.

Cops off campus! Abolish the racist,

union-busting U of C administration!

Nationalize the University! The gates of

the "ivory tower” .should be thrown open
to the sons and daughters of the black

families who live and work on the South

Side. For open admissions, no tuition and

u state-paid living stipend for all students!

The assault on Carthans comes on

the heels of the firing of 52 workers

at the University of Chicago Hospitals.

Ludicrously, the administration smeared
these workers as "thieves" for parking in

the wrong parking lot. This is simply a

union-busting assault on the predomi-

nantly black unions during their contract

negotiations. Reinstate the UCH workers

with no loss of pay!

But the working class is not just a

victim of exploitation. Since October.

70.0(X) supermarket workers in Southern

California have been locked in a strike

battle against their rapacious bosses. We
call for a victory to the United Food and

Commercial Workers strike and an exten-

sion of this strike nationwide. In .solidar-

ity. we have been campaigning to raise

money among youth to help the striking

workers pay their bills so that they can

hold out on the picket lines and win.

The multiracial proletariat holds in

its hands both the social power and
the historic interest to fight against the

exploiters and their state terror, in defense

of blacks and immigrants, and indeed,

to smash the whole capitalist system
through socialist revolution. In America,

black workers are a strategic component
of the working class and the whole labor

movement, providing a living link be-

tween the social power of the factories

and the anger of the ghettos. The key is to

build a multiracial revolutionary workers

party infused with the understanding that

there can be no end to black oppression

without a socialist revolution, and at the

same time there can be no socialist revo-

lution unless labor champions the cause

of black freedom.

The obstacle to unleashing labor/black

power is the misleadership of the trade

union bureaucrats, who are lied by a thou-

sand strings to the racist, anti-labor Dem-
ocratic Parly. In this election year, many
rank-and-file workers also look to the

Democratic Party as the alternative to

President Bush and his ghoulish cabal.

However, the fact remains that the Demo-
crats. no less than the Republicans, are

the party of war and racism, 100% com-
mitted to upholding the capitalist order

on the backs of the working class and
oppressed. It was under Clinton's Presi-

dency that the black prison population

skyrocketed, under the guise of the "war
on drugs." while black Democrats like

Je.sse Jackson Sr. supported the launching

of that campaign. The very thought of
the working class taking up the fight

for black freedom in America sends a

shiver down the spine of the American
bourgeoisie—and the pro-capitalist union
bureaucracy.

As revolutionary Marxists, we of the

Spartacus Youth Club are looking for a

few class traitors at the University of

Chicago who are repulsed by this racist

capitalist society and desire to fight for a

socialist egalitarian society dedicated to

the liberation of humanity. For black lib-

eration through socialist revolution!*

Spartacus Youth Club Class Series

BOSTON
Wednesday, 6 p.m.

March 17; Bigots in Frenzy over
Same-Sex Marriage!

Full Democratic Rights tor Gays!

Boston University,

Room TBA
information and readings. (617) 666-9453

or e-mail; bostonsyc@yahoo.com

TORONTO
Thursday, 6:30 p.m.

March 18 Defend the Palestinians!
For a Socialist Federation of

the Near East!

York University Student Centre
Room TBA

information and readings. (416) 593-4136
or e-mait: spartcan@on.aibn.com

CHICAGO
Thursday, 7 p.m.

March 11: The Struggle for

Black Liberation: The Key to

Socialist Revolution In America

University of Chicago
Cobb Hall. 5811 S. Ellis Ave.. Room 204

Information and readings: (312) 563-0441
or e-mail: spanacist@iname.com

NEW YORK CITY
Tuesday, 8 p.m.

March 30: Capitalism and Women’s
Oppression—The Fight for

Women's Liberation Through
Socialist Revolution!

Columbia University

Fayerweather Hall, Room 302
Information and readings: (212) 267-1025

or e-mail, nysl@compuserve.com

LOS ANGELES
Saturday, 2 p.m.

March 13: Women's Liberation

Through Socialist Revolution

3806 Beverly Blvd., Room 215
(Vermont/Beverly Red Line station)

Information and readings; (213) 380-8239
or e-mail; slsycla@cs.com

BAY AREA
Thursday, 5 p.m.

March 11: Celebrate International

Women's Day! Defend Abortion Rights
Through Class Struggle!

San Francisco State University

Cesar Chavez Student Center

Room C-1 12. Downstairs

Information and readings: (510) 639-0651
or e-mail; sfsyc@sfsu.edu

WV Photo

June 1999: Racist killings by Chicago cops sparked outrage citywide, protest
march of hundreds.
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Columbia...
(corUiniu'Jfrom page 12)

The attacks against black students on

campus are a sign of the limes. As the

Bush administration, with the Democrats

in low, sends the U.S. military rampag-

ing across the globe and cracks down on

immigrants and labor at home in the

name of the “war on terror,” black peo-

ple have seen the onslaught against them

worsen. Inner-city public school funding

has been slashed, even as voucher pro-

grams and charter schools gel shoved

down the throats of black people and

immigrants in the ghettos and barrios.

Black and Latino students in New York

State today are less likely to graduate on

lime than anywhere else in the country.

Cop violence against black people con-

tinues unabated, as the killing of black

youth Timothy Stansbury Jr. in Brooklyn

earlier this year illustrates. For many
black youth, there is no escape from the

poverty of the ghettos: nearly half of all

black men between the ages of 16 and 64

in New York City are without a job.

In the days following the “bake sale.”

the Spariacus Youth Club mobilized for

a protest under the demands "Defend
Affirmative Action!" and "Protest Racist

Provocation by the Columbia College

Conservative Club!” Chanting "Defend

affirmative action, down with racist reac-

tion!” and carrying placards with such

slogans as "Finish the Civil War! For

Black Liberation Through Socialist Rev-

olution!". the SYC led a spirited demon-
stration on February 12, drawing Colum-
bia students to a protest against the racist

offensive.

The Spariacus Youth Clubs defend

affirmative action in university education

because it has brought gains, albeit ter-

ribly inadequate, against the race and

class bias that permeates education under

capitalism. But the reforms won through

the civil rights movement like affirmative

action are demonstrably reversible. Today
the schools are re-segregating, and the

number of black students at elite univer-

sities is dwindling, particularly at schools

like UCLA and UC Berkeley, where affir-

mative action was eliminated in 1996.

Elsewhere, the racist purge of the univer-

sities is driven not so much by admissions

policies as by the exorbitant and steeply

increasing cost of tuition.

Campus Administration:
Tools of the Bourgeoisie

As if the "bake sale" were not enough,

the Federalist, a campus newspaper bet-

ter known for its asinine bathroom humor
than incisive political commentary, ran a

vile cartoon that explicitly treated slavery

and all of black oppression as a joke the

following week. The cartoon declared.

"Black people were invented in the 1700s

as a form of cheap labor.” and went on to

regurgitate a series of disgusting stereo-

types of black people. The editorial board

of the paper lacked on a flippant dis-

claimer, declaring the cartoon "kinda
offensive." The Fed later apologized for

the cartoon, but the CCCC was not con-

trite. In a letter to the Columbia Specta-

tor (February 26). the CCCC president

YOUNG SPARTACUS
CORRECTIONS

In "ISO Reaches Its Nader" {WV
No. 818, 23 January), we wrote that

“we are still eight months away from

the presidential elections." In fact.

Election Day 2004 is November 2.

more than nine months from when the

article was first printed. In 'Trotskyist

Youth Intervene in Student Strikes at

Berlin Universities” (WV No. 819, 6

February), the caption for the photo of

the IG Metall strike support rally at

Berlin Technical University on page 6
incorrectly dales the rally as taking

place in May 2003 when it actually

was held in May 2002.

Young Spariacus

and executive director declared: "We
stand behind the bake sale and offer no

apologies for the principles upon which

it stood,”

In response to the Fed cartoon, as well

as the "bake sale" and the Columbia Uni-

versity Marching Band's "Orgo Night" in

December, in which the band sneered at

and insulted black people and women, a

newly formed group called Columbia

University Concerned Students of Color

(CUCSC) initialed a series of silent vig-

ils in front of the administration building.

These vigils dominated discussions on

campus that week as hundreds of students

candidly expressed how minority stu-

No amount of "Multicultural Affairs"

administrators or "Committees on Diver-

sity"—prominent demands ol the CUCSC
—can change the fact that the university

is a privileged bastion of racism and an

arrogant bully of neighboring Harlem. In

1968. the militant student revolt at

Columbia was sparked by the university’s

refusal to allow the black community

access to a gymnasium Columbia planned

to build in Momingside Park. Columbia

continues this tradition to this day as a

notorious slumlord. More recently, the

administration has'aided and abetted the

government’s unii-immigrani witchhunt,

turning over immigrant students' names
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SYC mobilized students in speakout against anti-affirmative action "bake sale"

at Columbia. February 12.

dents are under siege on the campus. As
anger at the racist provocations grew,

finally students dispensed with the self-

censorship of the silent vigils. Over 100

people participated in a February 26
speakout. chanting "Bollinger just face it,

this campus is racist!" and "We are here

for education, not to face discrimination!"

During the speakout. a small group of

students went inside to present Columbia
president Bollinger with a list of de-

mands. Other students were angered at

not being shown the demands taken to the

administration until a CUCSC meeting

three days later. At that meeting, where

the organizers disappeared discussion of

additional protest, one of the CUCSC
leaders involved in the negotiations indi-

cated that students were kept in the dark

so as to avoid jeopardizing a working

relationship with the administration!

Further, the leaflet of eight “Demands
Presented by CUCS to Central Adminis-

tration for a More Diverse Columbia"
handed out at this meeting omitted the

most controversial point in the CUCSC
"Student proposal for a more diverse

Columbia" posted on the Web and "sub-

mitted" to the administration. This point

called for "disciplinary actions and poli-

cies to prevent and handle transgressions

against marginalized student populations.”

The dangerous view that the adminis-

tration is a potential ally of minority stu-

dents on campus is explicit in this and
other CUCSC demands. If implemented,

the "proposal" would significantly in-

crease the authority of the administration

to intrude into and control the political

life of Columbia. And the administration

has its own class bias—it is the extension

of the capitalist state on campus and
answerable to the university’s Board of

Trustees, a collection of capitalist mag-
nates. To grant the administration the

authority to intervene into the political

activity of student groups would give it a

much freer hand in repressing political

dissent by leftists, black people and other

minorities. For example, one could well

imagine legions of rabid Zionists, as has

happened on other campuses, running to

the administration with cries of "anti-

Semitism” to encourage a crackdown on
any pro-Palestinian protest.

to the federal government m 2001 soon

after Bush declared his “war on terror.”

Columbia’s main role is to provide the

Slate Department with diplomats, the

Pentagon with new missile technology

and corporations with a new generation

of union-busting lawyers. The 1968 stu-

dent protests at Columbia, which among
other victories drove the Reserve Offi-

cers’ Training Corps (ROTC) off campus,

explicitly recognized that the university

was a warmongering institution directly

and intimately linked to racist U.S. impe-

rialism. In that period, a group of black

students occupied the ROTC lounge in

Columbia's Hartley Hall and renamed it

Malcolm X Lounge, which today serves

as the Black Students Organization's

meeting space. It is worth noting that

Bollinger’s most recent previous state-

ment against "offensive speech” on cam-
pus was a denunciation of professor

Nicholas De Genova, who made laudable

anti-imperialist remarks at a teach-in dur-

ing the Iraq war. (See "Down With the

Witchhunt Against De Genova!" WV No.

801. 11 April 2003.)

Last week. Bollinger issued a state-

ment that spoke of the administration’s

"commitment to a spirit of tolerance and

mutual respect" (Columbia Spectator, 24

February). Such fraudulent pieties are

typically doled out when "liberal” insti-

tutions reveal themselves as the bastions

of race and class privilege they are. Bol-

linger. who during his tenure as president

at the University of Michigan fought anti-

affirmative action lawsuits, has angered

many students with his perceived com-
placency. But behind Bollinger's defense

of affirmative action, like that of much of

the ruling class, is the view that such pro-

grams provide a gloss of "diversity” to

the racist capitalist system by maintain-

ing a layer of middle-class minority pro-

fessionals (as well as officers In a dispro-

portionately non-while U.S. military).

The racist rulers want to have black front

men to help bolster their class rule.

The CUCSC looks to the administra-

tion to intervene to create a “safe space"

for minorities on campus, such as by

establishing a “Multicultural Affairs

Office.” But it is impossible to transform

a small part of Columbia into an island of

racial equality by pleading with the

administration; racism on campus is a

reflection of black oppression in capi-

talist America. Amid the all-sided offen-

sive against black people in recent years,

the achievement of full social equality

has seemed to many a distant prospect at

best. Talk of a "safe space" is both an

understandable reaction to the very real

prejudices permeating the campus and

an accommodation to them. The SYC
defends the right of minority students to

set up separate housing at various cam-

puses across the country. However, self-

segregation only serves to reinforce and

legitimize the segregation in American

society as a whole.

Further, the CUCSC’s demand for

"anti-oppression training" expresses the

mistaken belief that racial oppression

is the result of "bad ideas." But black

oppression has a material basis in a coun-

try built on the backs of black slaves, a

country where black people still face seg-

regation and police brutality, a country

where racist bigotry is used to divide

and repress working people. Instead of

accepting racism as a given, all anti-racist

students should fight for genuine equality

for black people and other minorities,

which in the end requires a revolutionary

struggle against the capitalist system

itself.

The Problem with
Pressure Politics

At one silent vigil, we were repeatedly

asked not to hold our own signs, with the

slogan "Abolish the Administration! For

Studeni/Faculty/Workcr Control of the

Universitie.s!" drawing great ire, both from

demonstration organizers and student

club advisers. At another, we were told

that only the leaflets of the vigil organiz-

ers could be distributed. Such attempts at

censoring us came about because while

the CUCSC makes appeals to Bollinger,

the SYC intervened in meetings and the

February 26 speakout to motivate mobi-

lizing students angered by the racist prov-

ocations in protest against the adminis-

tration. Down with censorship!

At the CUCSC speakout. multiple stu-

dents exhorted the crowd to vote in the

upcoming elections as a means of ameli-

orating the condition of black people and
other minorities in this society. The SYC
speaker there warned against any illu-

sions in the Democratic Party. At our Feb-

ruary 12 protest, SYC spokesman Erica

Jones stated that voting for the Democrats

“means voting for the party of Jim Crow
segregation, massive prison construction,

welfare destruction and the party that not

only endorsed the war in Iraq and the 12-

year sanctions there, but also the party of

the Bay of Pigs invasion in Cuba, the war

in Vietnam and North Korea.”

Where the liberals seek to sanitize the

racist status quo. we Marxists fight to win

students to the side of the working class,

the only class capable of overturning the

capitalist system. As the Boston SYC
wrote in a letter to Boston University’s

Daily Free Press (27 February) about the

"bake sale" held there February 18: "Just

as it look the Civil War to smash chattel

slavery, it will take a workers revolution

to sweep away the entire capitalist sys-

tem and lay the basis for wiping’ out the

centuries-old legacy of racial oppression."

The International Socialist Organiza-

tion (ISO), despite their name, devote

their efforts to the futile strategy of trying

to pressure the capitalist rulers (and their

lackeys in the campus administrations) to

somehow act in the interests of the

exploited and oppressed. The ISO refused

to endorse our February 12 protest; like

the liberals, the ISO preferred to silently

beg the administration to establish the

ever-elusive “safe space" rather than seek

to mobilize outrage at the racist attacks

on campus against the administration. In

its first printed statement following the

"bake sale," the ISO did not condemn
it as racist but rather complained that

the CCCC had “trivialized affirmative

continued on page 8
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Columbia...
{continuedfrom page 7)

yetion," much like the prCNideni of the

College Democrats fell the "bake sale"

was a "trivialization" (Columhia SpeciU’

tor. February 10). This gutless reaction

misses the point— racist provocations

make targets of and incite physical

attacks on minority students.

The ISO later referred to the "bake

sale" as racist in their February 26 protest

speech, but only after the liberals were

doing so as well. Such abject tailing of

liberals is almost instinctive for the ISO.

For example, in response to the racist cop

kilting of Amadou Diallo in New York

City in 1999. the ISO pushed a program
almost identical to that of black Democrat

Al Sharpion. who introduced a whitewash

list of empty demands to "reform" the

police.

In an article on the right-wing attack on

affirmative action in the 27 February

issue of Socialist Worker, the ISO says,

"Affirmative action was a direct result of

the civil rights movement's successful

efTon to force the federal government to

recognize the systematic racism that

thrived in U.S. society." In fact, affirma-

tive action programs were set up as a sop

to defuse social struggle. The affirmative

action programs in education established

in response to the protests and upheavals

of the '60s were at best a limited gain

for a liny percentage of minorities and
women; in industry the racist rulers ini-

tially implemented hiring quotas with

the intention of breaking the unions

and exacerbating racial divisions in the

workforce.

Further, the ISO suggests that the key

in the fight for black rights lies in con-

vincing the federal government to

acknowledge the existence of racism. Not
only is it absurd that anyone can think

Bush is unaware of racial disparities—his

old nickname. "Governor Death," comes
from the stack of bodies of disproportion-

ately black and Latino men he executed

in Texas—but it also flies in the fade of

history. By preaching reliance on the fed-

eral government, black Democrats and
reformists demobilized struggle.s for

black equality, straining to keep militant

fighters against black oppression within

the confines of Democratic Party elec-

toralism. While the liberal-led civil rights

movement of the 1950s and '60s shat-

tered the Jim Crow system, it did not—
and within the confines of capitalism.

Gay Marriage...
(continuedfrom page 12)

dead people"—a statement seen by many
as an incitement to violence against gays
and lesbians. Now the governor has

declared that he is not opposed to gay mar-
riage if the people want to change the cur-

rent stale law. and announced, “1 have no
use for a constitutional amendment” (SF
Chronicle, 2 March). Though California

Superior Court judges have refused to

hall the marriages, on February 27 Lock-
yer bypassed the state’s trial courts and
asked the state Supreme Court to stop SF
officials from issuing same-sex marriage
licenses and to invalidate all the weddings
that have taken place at City Hall over the

past two weeks.

The marriage certificates don't appear
to have much more than sentimental

value at this point, notes The Advocate
(24 February). The National Coalition

for Lesbian Rights advises all those who
are married in .San Francisco to register

as domestic partners since there is no
guarantee they will receive the rights of
heterosexual married couples. And in an
act of bureaucratic revenge, so typical of
small-minded bigots, the Bush adminis-
tration has Just ordered Social Security
administrators nationwide to reject all

name changes based on any marriage

8
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could not—gel to the root of black

oppression. In adapting to the program of

the liberals, the ISO has adopted their

view of history.

Racist Ideologues
on the Offensive

The CCCC has made iLscIf infamous

for witchhunting the late Edward Said,

sponsoring racist ideologues like David
Horowitz on campus, pushing anti-gay

bigotry and even protesting the use of

Columbia University facilities in the film-

ing of the Comedy Central movie. Porn

'n Chicken. Though they are an unappe-
tizing. puritanical, bigoted bunch, their

provocation was not merely the action of

a few yahoos. At our protest. Erica Jones

noted that the CCCC’s provocation was
not an isolated affront to minorities on
campus, as the Conservative Club has

“lies to right-wing think tanks and groups

such as Campus Watch and those bigots in

the White House who are consciously and
intentionally pushing to roll back what
civil rights gains remain from the ’60s. ..

To let these racists go unanswered only

emboldens them and their racist agenda."

The CUese "proposal" begins.

"Nowhere is the freedom of speech an

absolute right." What the CUCSC means
is shown in its call for the administration

"to reduce the funding for groups that

use University monies to verbally and/or

physically harass students based on
race, gender, sexual orientation, religion.

national origin or class." Appeals for cen-

sorship and repression by the administra-

tion would play straight into the trap laid

by the right-wingers. On several cam-

puses. university administrations have

attempted to shut down the reactionaries’

provocations by invoking PC "speech

codes"^which is exactly what the con-

servatives want, so that they, overbred

scions and defenders of ruling-class priv-

ilege that they are. can bleat about being

ostensibly oppressed. Indeed, on such

campuses as the University of Colorado

and the University of Washington, the

right-wing Foundation for Individual

Rights in Education has leapt into the fray

with lawyers and Fox News camera crews

in low. broadcasting the aggrieved con-

servatives’ cries of martyrdom. The bible-

thumping Alliance Defense Fund and the

notorious Center for Individual Rights

have also joined in the attack.

The all-purpose racist, pro-imperialist

pig. David Horowitz, has recently seized

on supposed violations of the “academic
freedom" of campus conservatives to

launch his campaign for a grossly mis-

named “Academic Bill of Rights." which

purports to promote "intellectual diver-

sity” on college campuses. In an inter-

view in the Columhia Spectator (25 Feb-

ruary). Horowitz touts the myth that

conservatives are persecuted at Ameri-
can universities, even implausibly arguing

that "Marxists at Columbia are the rul-

ing class, but they like to think of them-

selves as victims." The "Academic Bill of

Rights" is in reality an attempt to provide

the basis for a purge of the left from cam-

puses. with demands for "duly authorized

authorities" to snoop into tenure and hir-

ing decisions. Such an approach is likely

to be about as evenhanded in practice as the

jingoistic tirades on Fox News are “fair

and balanced."

The SYC has exposed and protested

Horowitz on campuses around the nation

in recent years. The ambitions of the likes

of David Horowitz, the self-satisfied Ivy

League right-wingers and the ruling

class, which bases its opulent lifestyle on

the suffering and exploitation of others,

will not be thwarted through liberal

appeals to the class enemy. The capitalist

.system in the U.S. is buttressed by the

special oppression of racial minorities,

black people in particular, whether

through the grinding poverty and naked

repression facing the ghetto masses or

even attacks on the precarious positions of

the all loo few minorities on elite cam-
puses. We fight for free, quality integrated

education for all as part of our fight

against all of the inequities and iniquities

of capitalism. As our leaflet building for

our February 12 demonstration noted:

‘To provide real access to higher educa-

tion. wc call for nationalizing the private

universiiics and for open admissions and
free tuition with a slate-paid living sti-

pend for -Students. Open the gates of
Columbia to the people of Harlem! We
demand full remedial programs at the

universities, an end to the racist 'track-

ing' system in the high schools and gen-
uine integration of the schools, including

the aggressive implementation of busing.

But lasting gams cannot be achieved
through a strategy of pressuring the cam-
pus administration, the Supreme Court or

other capitalist institutions. Today, as in

the past. It will take massive social strug-

gle to gain any improvement in the lives

of oppressed minorities in this society."

Class struggle is the only way forward.

Students must take their fight against

racism on campus to the multiracial

working class of New York City, from
campus workers to the hospital workers
at St. Luke’s to the transit workers, who
have social power that students lack.

Labor has the power to slop production, to

stop the flow of profits, and the power
and organization to restructure society on
the basis of a socialist economy. The
SYCs. youth/student auxiliaries to the

Marxist Spariacist League, .seek to win
youth to the perspective of building a rev-

olutionary workers party that will lead the

proletariat in bringing down this whole
rotten, racist capitalist system.

Columbia College Today

Columbia, April 1968: Black students and supporters occupying Hamilton
Hall. Wave of student protest, building occupations was directed against
school administration and its links to racist U.S. imperialism.

license—straight or gay—recently issued

by San Francisco!

Bush's actions have emboldened right-

wing reactionaries. On February I9. a

group of Christian fundamentalists carry-

ing homophobic banners were ejected

from City Hall after attempting to stop

the issuance of marriage licenses to gays.

The two group.s challenging the same-
sex marriage licenses in court are the

Campaign for California Families and
Proposition 22 Legal Defense and Edu-
cation Fund (represented by the Alliance

Defense Fund). Both groups are part of
an all-out assault by "family values" big-

ots against gays, women and abortion

rights. The New York Times (29 Febru-

ary) carried a full-page ad applauding
Bush’s "courage" in putting forward the

Federal Marriage Amendment; it was
signed by Jerry Falwell and almost 1 00
of his fellow right-wing Christian funda-
mentalist bigots.

Legal marriage will do little to stop

the prejudice and violence faced by gays
and anyone else who steps outside the

stifling boundaries of bourgeois morality.

The National Coalition of Anti-Violence
Programs shows a rise in homicides and
assaults against lesbian, gay, transgender

and bisexual victims in 2002, including a

25 percent increa.se in the San Francisco
area. The vicious beating death of Gwen
Araujo, a Latina transgender woman in

the Bay Area that year, is just the tip of a

large iceberg.

Same-sex marriage challenges relig-

ious values and ingrained social mores
among working people and throughout

society at large. While there’s a broad

layer that empathizes with gays who seek

the legal protections marriage offers,

there's also significant opposition. In its

extreme, one gets the phenomenon of a

black Baptist minister, the Rev. Gregory
Daniels, who declared. “If the K.K.K.
opposes gay marriage. I would ride with

them" (New York Times, 1 March). He
might saddle up. but it will be a short

ride—the first target of this motley col-

lection of nativist. anti-labor fascists is

black people.

We have had to argue with workers in

the Bay Area that democratic rights are

indivisible. The fates of those subjected
to special oppression in capitalist soci-

ety—homosexuals, women, immigrants,
blacks—are inextricably intertwined be-

cause such oppression helps prop up the

capitalist system of exploitation; when
even partial gains arc won by any sector

of the oppressed, it’s a victory for both
the workers movement and all others who
face discrimination. Marriage laws in par-

ticular have been used to enforce discrim-
ination; Alabama only overturned its ban
on interracial marriage in 2000!

San Francisco has long been a haven

for mainly white, petty-bourgeois gays.

The annual Gay Pride March—once
viewed as a political statement against
legal and social discrimination—years
ago became a mainstream Democratic
Pany event, where the gay cop contingent
is wildly cheered. Long gone are the

mildly radical '70s "gay liberation” days,
which at least implicitly challenged bour-
geois social morals, including monoga-
mous marriage. Today the rush by gays to

get married is part of a quest for legit-

imacy within the framework of. and
explicitly embracing, bourgeois "family
values." Yet “family values" are the ideo-

logical bulwark of the institution of the
family and the vehicle for gay oppression
in this country.

Bigotry against gays flows from en-
trenched sexual stereotyping decreed by
the sexual division of labor in the family,
the root of the oppression of women in

bourgeois society, and is enforced by
religious moral codes against "sin.” Cap-
italist society needs the family, a conser-
vatizing force and the mechanism by
which capitalist private properly is passed
down from generation to generation; it

cannot ultimately ‘legitimatize’ those
who fundamentally deviate from its

restrictions. The family is a key prop of
capitalist class rule, which can only be
rooted out through the overthrow of this

profit-driven system of exploitation.*

WORKERS VANGUARD



September 2003:
Illinois UFCW

protest against
Wal-Mart. A UFCW
victory could have

opened door to

organizing
nation's largest

private employer.

UFCW...
(conlimieJfrom pafU’ 1)

in solidarity with the UFCW strike. In a

huge display of labor power, some 20.000

workers turned out on January 31 for a

strike rally in Inglewood. However, these

numbers were not mobilized on the

picket lines—where it counts—to shut

down the stores and grocery distribution

centers. As one striker told WV, "Wc could

have shut down the distribution centers.

The Teamsters didn’t have to wait a month
to back us. I can't understand why the

picket lines were taken down from Ralphs.”

Dozens of strike militants and their sup-

porters were arrested on the picket lines.

The union bureaucracy devised civil dis-

obedience actions involving clergy and

politicians as a diversion, but workers

endeavored to turn these actions into real

displays of union power to close the

stores. In mid-January. 15 picketers were

arrested at a Vons store in Garden Grove

for defending their picket line during a

protest rally that drew 1,200 strike sup-

porters. More than three dozen protesters

were arrested on February 19 for briefly

blocking entrances at four Vons stores in

Los Angeles. Santa Monica. San Pedro

and Mission Viejo. Many arrested work-

ers still face charges ranging from “tres-

passing” to allegations of attacks on scabs.

The entire labor movement must Join the

UFCW to demand; Drop all the charges!

No reprisals against strike militants!

UFCW Local 770 president Rick Icaza

recently said. “I felt that by having that

relationship.. .we had passed the era of a

need for strikes. I thought those days

were over." The union misleaders’ entire

strategy rests on a program of class col-

laboration. a purely electoral and legalis-

tic strategy of lobbying for pro-labor

legislation and herding votes for the

Democrats. Doriiy described the strike as

“successful" because it “sounded the

alarm that the American health care sys-

tem is ready to collapse”—i.e.. the strike

was a pressure tactic to "demand that

every candidate for office commits to

comprehensive, affordable health insur-

ance for every working family” (UFCW
press statement. 27 February).

It is important to underscore that the

UFCW strikers are going back to work
with their union still intact, having perse-

vered against a vicious opponent and fight-

ing with one hand tied behind their backs.

But the outcome of this strike is a bitter

setback—the labor tops going all the way
up to the AFL-CIO leadership not only
betrayed the UFCW workers, but all of
labor. What is vital is for the working
class to draw the lessons of the UFCW
strike.

This strike—both the courageous de-

termination of the workers and the venal

treachery of the bureaucrats—underlined

in the most stark terms the necessity of
fighting for a new leadership in the

unions. The unions are mass organiza-

tions of workers to defend their economic
intere.sts against the capitalists; but to

consistently fulfill that role they must be
led by a class-struggle, anti-capitalist

leadership that understands that the inter-

ests of the workers and the capitalists arc

counierposed. We print below part one of

a January 31 forum by Spartacist League
speaker Steve Henderson. He explains

that the road to victory lies in mobilizing

labor’s power independently of. and in

opposition to. the Democratic and Repub-

lican parties. Working people need a

party that fights for fhe/r class interests, a

workers parly committed to overturning

this whole system of capitalist exploita-

tion and racist oppression.

PART ONE

After 16 weeks on the picket lines in

the longest strike in UFCW history, deter-

mined grocery workers are still hanging

tough. And working people across the

country are closely watching this labor

showdown because they know the out-

come will shape their future and that of

their children. Millions are without health

coverage and even more are one paycheck

away from a family medical and financial

catastrophe. The grocery bosses want to

effectively eliminate medical benefits,

•slash wages and pensions, and smash the

union. If they gel away with it. it will set

the standard for capitalist takebacks and
union-busting efforts across the country.

But if. on the other hand, the grocery

workers win. it could be the springboard

for union organizing and a labor offen-

sive against America’s arrogant capitalist

rulers. The slakes are high and this strike

can win. But it will lake the mobilization

of labor’s power on a national scale.

Despite porous picket lines and the

union bureaucrats’ sabotage of efforts to

shut down the distribution centers, the

strike is having an economic impact on
the grocery corporations’ revenues in

Southern California. But there must be a

fight to spread the strike nationally and to

shut down grocery operations in order to

make a major dent in the grocery giants'

overall profits. And in order for the strik-

ers to hang on long enough to win. the

labor movement has to immediately send

money to replenish the strike fund

—

the strikers can’t live on air. The main
political obstacle to waging this kind of

class-struggle fight .and mobilizing the

full resources of labor against the bos.ses

is the pro-capitalist trade-union bureauc-

racy. from the local level on up to the

national AFL-CIO leadership of John
Sweeney, Richard Trumka and the rest.

The outbreak of widespread and widely

popular class struggle is a welcome change
and the necessary response to the capital-

ists' “war on terror." which in fact is a war
on workers and the oppressed here and
internationally. Many here will remember
the New Jersey teachers vilified as agents
of the Taliban for daring to strike after

September 1 1. But it was not just Amer-
ica’s capitalist rulers and their politicians

who used September 1 1 to push the lie of
the bos.ses’ “national unity.” The top

echelons of organized labor loudly added

their voice to the government’s patri-

otic propaganda barrage. Shortly after

September 11. AFL-CIO president John

Sweeney proclaimed; “We are solidly

behind the president and our troops in the

field and we will remain so until world-

wide terrorism is eradicated" (speech to

Florida Alliance for Retired Americans.

AFL-CIO Web site. 16 October 2001).

Some local labor leaders, refiecting

growing disaffection especially among
black and minority unionists, opposed the

war in Afghanistan and later Iraq. But

they did not do so on a class-struggle

basis. Instead, the liberal and reformist

leaders of the short-lived antiwar move-
ment proclaimed that “peace is patriotic,”

pushed illusions in UN-sanctioned impe-

rialist intervention, and mainly sought to

channel popular discontent into an anti-

Bush campaign to benefit the Democratic

Party of imperialism and war leading up
to the 2004 elections. In the antiwar pro-

tests we pul forward a perspective for

working-class struggle against capitalism

and its wars, and we told a basic truth: the

only way to end imperialist wars is

through international socialist revolution.

We called for the defense of Afghanistan

and Iraq against U.S. imperiali.st attack.

And we called for class struggle against

the U.S. capitalist rulers!

For socialists it is a given that those

who embrace the aims of imperialist cap-

italism abroad are incapable of effec-

tively defending the interests of labor

and the oppressed at home. The bour-

geois triumphalism and capitalist arro-

gance in the wake of U.S. imperialism’s

easy wins in Afghanistan and Iraq set the

stage for the bosses today telling grocery

workers to drop dead, the continuing

attacks on immigrants, the L.A. cop and
FBI raids on black housing projects and
the police sweeps of downtown L.A.

homeless encampments, the threats to

shut down King/Drew hospital which
serves South Central.

In the case of the grocery strike, the

connection is direct: Safeway CEO Ste-

ven Burd was appointed by "Homeland
Security" czar Tom Ridge to a high-level

private sector advisory committee in

December, while in the Bay Area, agents

from the Contra Costa sheriff’s homeland
security detail recently visited a local

union hall to intimidate labor officials

planning protests near Hurd's home. That

the “war on terror" i.s a war on workers

and the oppressed should be clear.

Pro-imperialist labor bureaucrats like

John Sweeney argue that with a Democrat

in the White House, there can be both

guns and butler, imperialist war abroad

and domestic prosperity at home. Well,

with the Clinton administration there was
the blockade of Iraq, the invasions of

Haiti and Somalia, the terror bombing
and destruction of Serbia—so there was

plenty of imperialist war. Domestically,

the Democrats abolished welfare, built

more prisons and more fences on the

Mexican-American border, strengthened

the death penally, and pul more cops

on the street. During the ’90s economic
boom, unions still declined, immigrants

were used, abused and thrown out of the

country, and the conditions for blacks in

the ghettos became even more hellish.

Sweeney’s "America First” perspective of

enlisting unions as minor beneficiaries of

imperialist plunder is not only poisonous

national chauvinism but a lie. The same
capitalist rulers—Democrat and Republi-

can—who are waging war abroad are

waging war at home against immigrants,

blacks and minorities, and the entire labor

movement.

So this is the political context in which

the strikes and lockouts are taking place.

This talk focuses more on the continu-

ing grocery strike, but our first article in

Workers Vanguard on the strike wave
here in Southern California was titled

"L.A. Strike City" (WVNo. 812,24 Octo-

ber 2003). There i.s a reason why L.A. has

over the past several years been called the

strike capital of the U.S. It has a very

large immigrant workforce and many
come to this country with a higher level

of political consciousness and more mili-

tant traditions of class struggle. Almost

40 percent of the workforce in greater

L.A. is Latino, about two-thirds of whom
are foreign bom. Even with lower rates

of unionization among recent arrivals,

roughly 14 percent of union members
here are Latino immigrants. Moreover,

immigrants and ethnic minorities are con-

centrated in relatively low-wage jobs.

These workers do not accept the current

stale of affairs in which the unions are

increasingly job trusts resting on the

gains of the past, but expect them to act

as instmments of struggle to better their

lives.

Back in October the maintenance work-

ers in the Amalgamated Transit Union
(ATUj shut down L.A. transit, striking

to defend their medical benefits, and the

bus drivers union, also in contract negoli-

ation.s, was honoring their picket lines.

SEIU Local 660—representing 50,000
L.A. and Orange County public workers—was working without a contract and
health care benefits were again the main
issue in dispute. There was the possibil-

ity here for key unions in Southern

continued on page 10
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Canada: Auto Workers “Hot Cargo”
in Support of Rail Strike

TORONTO. February 29—Canadian
Aulo Workers (CAW) members in

Southern Ontario auto plants showed the

kind of militant solidarity that's needed

to win labor's battles. On February 20.

5.000 mechanics, cargo loaders and
clerical workers at Canadian National

Railways (CN). who are also organised

by the CAW, launched a national strike.

Three days into the walkout, workers at

three Ford plants in Oakville and St.

Thomas refused to handle parts being

shipped on CN trains. Production was
disrupted for two day,s until manage-
ment stopped trying to use the trains.

The “hot cargo" action spread to a

Ford plant in Windsor, where CAW
members refused to load finished

engines onto CN trains. DaimlcrChrysIcr

reported that shipments of truck frames

from a Milton parts plant destined for a

U.S. assembly facility were also dis-

rupted. In Oshawa. General Motors was

forced to store thousands of completed

vehicles on company parking lots when

it was unable to ship them out. The
union’s Ruilfax strike bulletin (February

24) reported how GM "spent most of the

day scrambling to find trucks to deliver

autos from its three assembly plants in

Oshawa because of the rail strike." It

added; “Special thanks go out to CAW

auto workers who placed themselves at

risk, yesterday in order to support their

striking brothers and sisters at CN Rail.”

Ford is estimated to have lost $18

million from the February 24 shutdtiwn

alone. Refusal to handle struck goods,

sympathy strikes and other militant

actions at the point of production are

key weapons in labor's arsenal because

they stop production and cut off the cap-

italists’ source of profit. Such examples

of labor power are a thousand times

more effective than all the "corporate

campaigns.” consumer boycotts and

other no-win tactics typically promoted

by the union bureaucracy.

UFCW...
{continuedfrom page 9)

California to link up in strike action,

which would have created a serious polit-

ical problem for the bourgeoisie and

could have forced favorable settlements

for all the unions.

But the SEIU leadership refused to

strike and instead made compromises

over wages and health care benefits,

avoiding a confrontation with the Demo-
cratic Party administrations running local

government here, The ATU leadership

followed the lead of so-called "friends of

labor” Democrats like Antonio Villarai-

gosa, who simply wanted to diffuse a

hot political situation. They scuttled the

transit strike after one month and sent

the membership back to work with no

agreement on health care, leaving it to a

pro-company "mediation" committee to

decide the fate of the union's medical

benefits. A favorable opportunity for

class struggle was thus betrayed on

behalf of the Democratic Party.

If unions are to start winning some
strikes, a central lesson here is the need

for the unconditional independence of

labor from the bosses’ government and

the bosses’ political parlies—both Demo-
cratic and Republican. And this includes

the bourgeois Green Parly, as well. We
need our own party, a revolutionary work-

ers party that acts as a tribune of all the

oppressed and mobilizes labor’s power in

class struggle against capitalism and for

a socialist future.

Mobilize the Power of Labor!

Today, striking UFCW workers remain

locked in a bitter struggle for the very sur-

vival of their union. They are faced with

the reality that their enemy is at home
in the form of bloodsucking and profit-

hungry grocery bosses. However, the

UFCW leaders have relied essentially on
public sympathy for the strikers, along

with Democratic Party-dominated rallies,

to sway the bosses—which doesn’t work.

As far as these things go. the consumer
boycott has been somewhat successful in

Southern California, but even that was
undermined when the UFCW took down
the picket lines at Ralphs. More impor-

tantly. appealing to the general public is

not a substitute for labor mobilizing its

power to shut down production and distri-

bution, and crucially, to spread the strike.

Now the strike fund is almost depleted.

Strike pay is down to $ 1 00- 1 50 per week,

many strikers have had their medical

coverage lapse, and all are facing great

personal hardship. Although scabbing by
UFCW members is not widespread, some
demoralized elements have returned to

work.

Now Sweeney’s AFL-CIO leadership

has announced it’s taking over “national

strategy” for the strike. So what’s hap-

pened and what is the way forward?

Well, let’s start by telling the truth so

that workers can forge a leadership in the

unions based on a Marxist understanding

and class-struggle program.

According to a recent article in the Los

Angeles Times (22 January), local union

leaders said they were blindsided in the

negotiations by the depth of the cuts

demanded by the supermarket giants and
that they subsequently underestimated the

ability of the three chains to slay united

against the workers. That they underesti-

mated management’s resolve is obvious,

hut this is largely self-justification and

abdicating responsibility for their failed

strategies and refusal to wage hard class

struggle. A year before this strike began,

the national UFCW leaders met with

the corporate CEOs in preparation for the

contract negotiations that would soon be

taking place piecemeal by locals across

the country. They walked away from this

meeting knowing that the grocery bosses

would demand massive concessions.

Instead of mobilizing the combined na-

tional strength of the union, each region

was left to negotiate separately.

When the strike dragged on here in

Southern California, the local union tops

offered $500 million in concessions,

assuming such a huge giveback would
end the strike. But the grocery bosses are

out for blood and they rejected it. The
basic underlying problem is that the

union misleaders accept and defend the

capitalist system. They routinely sign

"compromise" contracts laden with con-

cessions in order to keep class peace, and
then are utterly disarmed when the bosses

really decide to play hardball and demand
total capitulation—it’s been one-sided

class war.

Many strikers are frustrated and angry

with the leadership and the way it has run

the strike. There is widespread bitterness

that the pickets were taken down at

Ralphs, which is sharing its windfall

profits with the other chains in an act of

capitalist solidarity. Union militants want

a solid strike. That the regional food dis-

tribution centers, which are mainly organ-

ized by the Teamsters, were picketed at

all is testament to the pressure from the

Teamsters ranks against the resistance of

their leadership. They understand that if

the UFCW loses, they’ll be targeted next

year when their contract expires. But

these efforts at union solidarity have been

repeatedly sabotaged; the Teamsters tops

have again sent their members back

to work and the UFCW has dismantled

the pickets at Teamsters warehouses. At

the El Monte distribution center, where
UFCW members worked as meat cullers,

strikers have defiantly refused to take

down their lines and Teamsters are still

honoring them, but that is the exception.

So what are our political opponents

on the left saying about all this? The
Workers World Party has shamelessly

supported the UFCW misleaders' every

move, in particular their decision to take

down the pickets at Ralphs. The Interna-

tional Socialist Organization (ISO) also

alibis the bureaucrats, calling the decision

a "strategic blunder." In an ISO arti-

cle tilled “How Can the UFCW Win?”
{Socialist W'orA:<'r online. 23 January), the

author said he "respectfully” asked a

UFCW official at a support meeting to

"be willing to acknowledge a mistaken

strategy and move on to shutting down
the stores....” But the decision was not

some error; it flowed from the bureauc-

racy's class-collaborationist program. And
this is what the ISO avoids saying,

because at bottom they seek to be “left"

advisers to one or another "progressive”

wing of the bureaucracy. The ISO even

lavishes praise on pro-Democratic Party

labor sellouts like Miguel Contreras, who
brokered the deal between Antonio Villa-

raigosa and ATU president Neil Silver

to scuttle the transit strike. One UFCW
striker who read our paper. Workers Van-

guard. and the ISO’s Socialist Worker
told us she liked the ISO because they

are "les.s Marxist.” Well. I’m sorry she

doesn’t agree with Marxism and I'd like

to convince her otherwise, but she's cer-

tainly correct in her assessment of the ISO.

Now that the UFCW’s back is up
against the wall, the AFL-CIO national

leadership has stepped in. with secretary-

treasurer Richard Trumka running

"national strategy." It’s no accident that

the AFL-CIO leadership was all over the

FTAA protests in Florida, because that’s

where they can push their protectionist

program in the guise of opposing swxat-

shops. Yet for months they completely
ignored the class struggle at home with
the UFCW strikes, The AFL-CIO tops

want to blame foreign labor, but when
American workers go on strike the

bureaucrats have done virtually nothing.

This strike needs to squeeze the gro-
cery chains' flow of profit, because Wall
Street investors vote with their pocket-
book. not their “conscience." The grocery
giants are taking a hit in Southern Cali-
fornia. but they have nationwide opera-
tions that give them a significant buffer.

The AFL-CIO is planning a few informa-

tional pickets at some stores around the

country, asking for a consumer boycott,

rather than decisively spreading the strike

to really hurt business operations nation-

ally. The UFCW has already .settled strikes

in some regions. It should have been "one

out. all out"—until everyone has a con-

tract. But there are still many locals with

contracts already expired or in negotia-

tions (Arizona. Indianapolis and Seattle)

or coming up in the next few' months
(Denver. Chicago, Washington. Las Vegas

and Northern California). So spreading

the strike is both necessary and still

possible.

However, instead of class struggle

Trumka is heading up a "corporate cam-
paign” to embarrass and morally shame
the CEOs, while also trying to convince

pension funds with large stock invest-

ments in Safeway and the other chains to

pressure management to settle. This is a

diversion which has served to alibi the

union tops after they've run a strike into

the ground. Many strikers will see any
action called by the labor movement as

an opportunity to press their demands,
which can sometimes go beyond what the

leaders have in mind. What’s clear is that

the union lops are feeling a lot of pressure

from the base to do something, and that

unionists know the strike is not over and
they want to fight to win. This provides

Marxists with the opportunity to say what
needs to be done and why the bureaucrats

aren’t doing it.

Without money the strikers will be-

come increasingly hard pressed. A recent

AFL-CIO strategy session resulted in

an initial pledge, according to Trumka.
of over $600,000. Compared to what's
needed, that’s chump change; do the

math, $I0'per striker. Millions of union-

ists across the country would gladly see
their dues go to win this strike. Now the

L.A. longshore locals alone have donated
$155,000 and promise to raise $1 million

for continued medical benefits, which is

a good thing and should be the beginning

of much more to come to aid the strikers.

But this loo is a political question. The
national AFL-CIO already has umpteen
millions sitting in PAC funds designated
for lobbyists and Democratic Party poli-

ticians who represent the class enemy.
$56 million went for Gore in 2000. Who
knows how much is socked away this

year for the Democratic candidate? In

California alone, the state federation of
labor dumped millions into former gov-
ernor Gray Davis’ anti-recall campaign.
So the money is already there—but will it

be used for class collaboration and capital-

ist electoral politics, or will it further the

class struggle and help win this strike'*

Militant tactics and even a broader
national strike strategy are not a guaran-
tee of victory, even if the grocery strike

were led by class-struggle Marxists. But
class struggle is the only way workers
have won—or held on to—significant

gains. The problem is that the present

union leaders consciously restrict their

aims, and therefore their tactics, to what
is acceptable to the capitalists—even
when they occasionally do win a strike.

WORKERS VANGUARD
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On ihe other side of this battle, the super-

market owners are totally committed to

class interests. And the issues in this

grocery strike—health care, pensions and

the attempt to force two-tier wage take-

backs—have important implications for

the rest of the bourgeoisie. They will

quickly unite to demand strikebreak-

ing intervention by their government if

faced with hard working-class struggle.

So workers need to be politically prepared

for what they are up against.

The Class Nature of the
Capitalist State

A BusinessWeek article a few years

ago reported that the number of workers

who would join a union if they could has

doubled since 1984. If even half of those

were unionized, organized labor would
represent .15 percent of the workforce,

the same share as its peak in 1945. This

would cost employers hundreds of bil-

lions of dollars in increased wages and

benefits. That’s why union-busting is a

billion-dollar industry and it's what the

capitalists are looking to do in this gro-

cery strike.

Trumka. who was one of the main

advocates of the “corporate campaign"

strategy during a string of losing strikes in

the 1980s, said in a recent interview. “We
have our work cut out for us. but 1 predict

that three months from now. there will he

a whole different attitude out there” (Ij)s

Angeles Times. 20 January). Well, the real

question is; three months from now. what

will have happened to the strikers out

there? Workers and their allies need to

understand the history and real treach-

ery underlying the "corporate campaign."

When Sweeney and Trumka look over the

leadership of the AFL-CIO in 1995. they

promised to bring back the "militancy" of

labor’.s past. But in fact what they meant

was not the powerful strike struggles that

built the unions in the 1930s, but instead

civil disobedience tactics and "corporate

campaigns" appealing to the capitalists'

"moral conscience”—mass rallies with

preachers and Democrats instead of mass
picket lines to shut down production, pac-

ifist civil disobedience instead of sit-

down strikes, consumer boycotts instead

of secondary labor boycotts by transport

workers .who declare struck goods "hot

cargo."

Epitomizing this layer of “corporate

campaign" bureaucrats is AFL-CIO
secretary-treasurer Richard Trumka. the

former head of the United Mine Work-

ers. What's his history? Trumka entered

the UMW bureaucracy on the coattails of

Arnold Miller, who was elected through a

Labor Department-supervised election in

1972. As the government’s and Demo-
cratic Parly’s man in the union, Arnold

Miller later betrayed the historic 1 10-day

miners strike of 1978. To distance him-

self from the despised Miller, who was

forced to resign in 1979, Trumka went

back to the mines, cultivated a machine,

and was elected president of the UMWA
in 1982. He went on to pertect the art of

keeping his historically militant member-

ship hogtied by bowing to every rule in

the bosses’ strikebreaking arsenal. With

a lawyer's flair, he worked his way up

the AFL-CIO bureaucracy by mouthing

support for “civil disobedience" while

calling off mine occupations.' like at

Piitston’s Moss No. 3 Plant in 1989. and

letting strike militants like Jerry Dale

Lowe be Jailed. (See "An Injury to One
Is an Injury to AU!" WV No. 814. 21

November 2003.) After two decades of

such government-orchestrated “democ-

racy,” the Mine Workers are now a

shadow of a once-powerl'ul union.

"Corporate campaigns" have been the

death knell for hard-fought strikes rang-

ing from the Hormel strike of UFCW
mcalpackers in 1985-86 to the Detroit

newspaper strike in 1995. One Detroit

strike activist at the lime pointedly

asked: Why do strike leaders think it's

OK to illegally sit in the roadway and get

arrested but not to illegally build mass

pickets and stop the scabs? (See WV No.

632. "Labor: Stop Playing by the Bosses’

Rules!".) It's not about legality per se—
there's a political reason the bureaucrats

bow to the bosses’ laws against effective

strike tactics,

Civil disobedience is particularly

suited to their aims because it is an

impotent moral appeal to the capitalists

and respectable "public opinion" which

avoids any working-class threat to the

capitalists’ property rights and preroga-

tives. The pro-capitalist union bureau-

crats do not want to unleash labor’s

social power, for fear that in the course

of struggle the working class might chal-

lenge the framework of capitalism. For

example, writing about the explosive sit-

down strikes of the 1930s. the Bolshe-

vik revolutionary leader Leon Trotsky

noted in the 1938 Transitional Program;

"Sit-down strikes. ..%o beyond the limits

of 'normal’ capitalist procedure. Inde-

pendently of the demands of the strikers,

the temporary seiz.ure of factories deals

a blow to the idol, capitalist property.

Every sit-down strike poses in a practical

manner the question of who is boss

of the factory: the capitalist or the work-

ers?" This is the question writ large that

the trade-union bureaucrats, who now
consider strikes passd. want to avoid. It’s

ultimately the question of capitalist

reform vs. workers revolution.

The ‘turn of the century American
socialist and labor leader Daniel Dc
Leon described the conservative trade-

union leaders as the "labor lieutenants of

capital." Their aim is not the elimination

of capitalism, but to "make capitalism

work"—which is a common liberal view

in America. If certain capitalists just

weren’t so greedy, we could all gel along.

The capitalists are typically divided into

"good" and “bad" actors: whether it’s

parasitic financiers vs. productive indus-

irialisls. or the 1980s version of Wall

Street raiders vs. "warm-hearted" factory

owners fighting off hostile takeovers, or

the current "socially responsible" local

companies vs. supposedly all-powerful

international corporations beholden to no

one. Or. in this strike, the "good" Kroger

CEO vs. the "bad" Safeway CEO, In all

these cases, the proponents of reforming

capitalism make a qualitative distinction

between different capitalists that doesn’t

really exist. Capitalism is based on a sys-

tem of production in which maximizing

profit, through the exploitation of labor,

is the goal. Since profit is derived by pay-

ing workers less in wages than the value

they add to a product or a service through

their labor, with the “surplus value” being

pocketed by the capitalist, the most basic

way to increase profits is by lowering

wages.

The trade-union lops demand a “fair"

wage, but wages are not determined by

fairness. Capitalists seek to drive wages
toward the minimum amount needed to

keep the workers physically and mentally

able to do the work, as well as raise the

next generation. Workers inevitably resist

and seek better terms of exploitation,

which is why they form unions. The terms

of capitalist exploitation—also known
as wages, benefits and working condi-

tions—arc ultimately determined by the

class struggle, which is what today’s

union leaders wish to avoid.

(TO BE CONTINUED]

Haiti...
(continuedfrom page I)

by the violent advance of a motley oppo-

sition comprised of former supporters

and former opponents of Aristide. When
Aristide was ousted in 1991 by Raoul

Cddras (a graduate of the infamous U.S.

military "School of the Americas" a/k/a

"School of the Assassins"), some 70.000

desperate Haitians fled in rickety boats,

while several thousand left behind were

killed in the streets. The refugees were

arrested by the U.S. Coast Guard,

impnsoned for years at the U.S. military

base in Guantinamo. Cuba and detention

centers in the U.S.. and then deported

back to political repression and poverty

in Haiti.

Clinton re-installed Aristide at the

point of bayonets in 1994 in large pan
to slop the flow of Haitian refugees.

Today’s invasion by the U.S. Marines is

again mainly motivated by the domestic

agenda, that is. racist anti-immigration

policies. No huddled, desperate black

masses yearning to be free will be permit-

ted to come ashore Bush’s America. The
prison camp in Guanidnamo has been

readied in anticipation of countless Hai-

tians the U.S. will intercept on the high

seas and throw in jail. The U.S. invasion

of Haiti is also a danger to the Cuban
deformed workers state, as well as to the

militant proletariat of the Dominican
Republic, which shares the island of His-

paniola with Haiti. We demand; V.S. out

of Guantanamo! Defend Cuba! Asylum
for the Haitian refugees! Full citizenship

rights for all immigrants!

While the White House hesitated, it

was the Democrats of the Congressional

Black ‘Caucus who demanded that U.S.

Marines be sent to Haiti. Thus, these

black front men for U.S. imperialism

prove themselves to he the enemy of the

AP

U.S. military policeman brutalizing

man during 1994 occupation of Haiti,

ordered by Clinton White House, that

restored Aristide to power.

black masses—here in the U.S. and in

Haiti—by fostering illusions that this

government, which viciously oppresses

labor, black people and immigrants, can

act in the interests of the downtrodden
anywhere. Break with the Democrats!

Build a workers party!

When Ari.siide took power in 1991. we
warned: “Aristide will either play the role

of groveling instrument of the Haitian

bourgeoisie and the U.S. imperialist over-

lords or he will be swept away in a reac-

tionary crackdown aimed at decisively

disciplining the pitilessly oppressed pop-

ulation" (“Haiti: Election Avalanche for

Radical Priest,” WV No. 517. 4 January

1991). Aristide did both.

Initially. Aristide irked the U.S. by resist-

ing their economic diktats and estab-

lishing diplomatic relations with Cuba.
Then, after he was toppled in 1991. Aris-

tide proved his reliability to his U.S.

overseers by agreeing in advance of his

return to power to a drastic austerity pro-

gram, privatization of state-owned indus-

try. massive layoffs in the public sector

and the virtual abolition of import tariffs.

The latter induced the collapse of the

indigenous economy as the market was

flooded with, for example. American rice

at prices cheaper than the Haitian-grown

product. Having dissolved the army (a

center of his opposition) in 1995. Aris-

tide propped up his rule with a brutal

police force and gang terror.

The Bush administration, citing elec-

tion fraud in Haiti in 2000 (which takes

chutzpah—remember the Florida "chads"

of 2000?) drastically slashed foreign

aid to Haiti, even blocking previously

approved loans from the Inter-American

Development Bank for improvements in

education, roads, health care and the

water supply. In short, the Bush adminis-

tration plunged what was already the

poorest country in the Western hemi-

sphere and one of the most malnourished

populations in the world into a living hell.

Yet Aristide demonstrated to the workers

and the poor that his loyalty was not to

them but to the White House and IMF.

One of the few benefits from the Aristide

regime was that his diplomatic ties to

Cuba meant that over 500 Cuban doctors

and nurses have been working in Haiti. As
a letter to the New York Times (2 March)

points out, "In the provinces, where most

Haitians reside. Cuban doctors and nurses

outnumber the Haitian medical person-

nel." These crucial medical teams will

most likely be thrown out of the country

by whoever the U.S. installs to run Haiti.

For 200 years. t(ie Haitian masses

have been paying in blood for the suc-

cessful slave revolt and the defeat of

Napoleon’s army, A perceptive article by
Gary Younge. "Throttled by History,"

(London Guardian, 23 February) notes:

‘"Men make their own history.’ wrote
Karl Marx. 'But they do not make it

just as they please; they do not make it

under circumstances chosen by them-
selves. but under given circumstances

directly encountered and inherited from
the pa.si.’ From the outset Haiti inherited

the wrath of the colonial powers, which
knew what a disastrous example a Haitian

success story would be. In the words of
Napoleon Bonaparte: 'The freedom of the

negroes, if recognised in St Domingue (as

Haiti was then known] and legalised by
France, would at all limes be a rallying

point for freedom-seekers of the New
World’.

'•

In return for international recognition

and to compensate France’s former slave-

owners. Haiti was compelled to pay 150

million gold francs—approximately 18

billion dollars at today’s prices. By the

end of the 1 9th century. 80 percent of

Haiti’s national budget was going to pay

off its former exploiters, and the country

remains a hideously impoverished debtor

nation today. The French imperialists,

who first enslaved the Haitian people,

gave asylum to the hated Duvaliers. and

demanded the ouster of Aristide, have the

gall to posture as "saviors" of Haiti today.

Le Monde's lead editorial on 1 March,

headlined "Help Haiti." concludes with a

pious chastisement of failed American
policy, and ominously intones, "What is

necessary is a continuous presence under

a renewed UN mandate."

The biller truth is that the desper-

ate conditions of Haiti today cannot be

adequately resolved within Haiti, where
the economy is so destitute that there is

barely a working class. Social power lies

in the hands of the North American pro-

letariat. including its important Haitian

component in Miami. New York and
Montreal, as well as their class brothers

and sisters throughout the Caribbean and

Latin America. To put an end to the cycle

of puppet dictators in Haiti, it is neces-

sary to defeat the imperialist puppet mas-
ters and sweep away capitalist rule from
Port-au-Prince to Wall Street'
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‘^Bake Sale” at Columbia U.

Campus Right-Wingers Target
NEW YORK. March 1—In a calculated

racist provocation during Black His-

tory Month, the Columbia College Con-

servative Club (CCCC) staged an anti-

affirmative action "bake sale" in Lemer
Hall, the student center, on February 5.

This "bake sale." which peddled baked

goods to Jewish, white. Asian and male

students at higher prices than to black.

Young Spartacus

Latino and female students, was a sneer-

ing message to minority students that in

the eyes of these right-wingers, they do

not belong. Underlining the insult, the

CCCC’s "bake sale" coincided with the

Columbia Center for Career Education’s

Diversity Recruiting Conference, a jobs

Black Students
Above: SYC speaker at February 26 protest organized by Columbia University

Concerned Students of Color against racist provocations on campus.

fair for minority students. This provoca-

tion sparked outrage among hundreds of

minority and anti-racist students who have

organized silent vigils, overflowing meet-

ings and speakout protests on campus.

Nearly four weeks after the "bake sale."

the campus remains a hotbed of justified

anger. A militant, mass, integrated protest

on campus would make the racist yahoos

think twice about spewing their filth.

Racist provocations like that of the

CCCC are part of a crusade to dismantle

those gains of the civil rights movement
that remain. A February 1 1 Spartacus

Youth Club statement on the "bake sale"

noted:

"At Columbia University, where the

black population is fairly small, the

CCCC aiiemptcd lo heighten racial divi-

sions between students by promoting the

he that black students in this country are

given a free ride. .. While black students

are under siege nationwide, the CCCC
aims to drive black students off campus
at Columbia."

There has been a right-wing onslaught

on campuses nationwide, both at slate

schools and elite private ones. Since the

beginning of 2003. College Republicans

and other conservative groups have held

racist anti-affirmative action "bake sales”

at schools across the country, including

UCLA, UC Berkeley, the University of

Wisconsin, the University of Texas at Aus-

tin. Northwestern University and Boston

University. The "bake sales" have grown in

number following the U.S. Supreme

Court’s ruling last year, which did not go far

enough for the right-wingers in gutting

such affirmative action programs as still

exist. In mid-February, the College Repub-

licans at Roger Williams University in

Rhode Island took this racist offensive a

step further by presenting a $250 "student

of non-color. Caucasian descent (white)"-

only scholarship at a lecture they sponsored

on "How the Civil Rights Movement
Destroyed the Black Community."

continued on page 7

Full Democratic Rights for Homosexuals!

For the Right to Gay Marriage!
SAN FRANCISCO—The newly elected

Democratic Party mayor of San Fran-

cisco. Gavin Newsom, set off a political

firestorm when he ordered the county

clerk to begin issuing same-sex marriage

licenses on February 12. In search of a

symbolic recognition of equality and the

ability to partake in the multiple entitle-

ments currently only granted to hetero-

sexuals who marry—from pension bene-

fits to hospital visitation rights—3,400

gay and lesbian couples married in the

last two weeks. The first license was
issued to Del Martin. 83, and Phyllis Lyon,

79, partners for 51 years and the founders

of the first national lesbian organization,

the Daughters of Bilitis. in 1955.

The marriages defy a state initiative

(Proposition 22) passed in 2000 that

stales: "Only marriage between a man and

a woman is valid or recognized in Cali-

fornia." Newsom, who barely defeated

Green Party candidate Matt Gonzalez last

December, has now cleverly co-opted

much of Gonzalez' liberal base. So while

the religious right howls in outrage, mar-

riage mania has gripped San Francisco

City Hall.

We communists are committed to full

democratic rights for gays, and we wel-

come any legal advances ‘that can be

wrested from this cruelly bigoted society,

including the right to marry. In a recent

editorial “Civil Right or Regressive Poli-

tics?" a gay, black Oakland man wrote:

"The fight is not about church weddings.

It is for legal recognition—specifically,

laws involving property rights." A per-

son’s marital status should be genuinely

irrelevant and every individual should

have the same rights and protections

regarding health, home and children.

Days after Newsom’s proclamation.

President Bush said he was "troubled"

by San Francisco’s act of municipal dis-

obedience. Spoofing Bush, a local comic
strip ("Bad Reporter" by Dan Asmussen)
ran a humorous and bogus SF Chronicle

headline: "‘Weddings of Mass Destruction'

Found in San Francisco—Bush Targets

Newsom as Critics Predict ’Queermire’.”

Bush is now calling for a constitutional

amendment defining marriage as a union

of u man and a woman, asserting that

same-sex marriages defy "more than two

centuries of American jurisprudence and

millennia of human experience” {SF

Chronicle. 25 February).

Among younger gays and lesbians.

Bush’s opposition lo this basic demo-
cratic right has driven some to while hot

rage and many to jump on the Demo-
cratic bandwagon. But they should re-

member that it was Democrat Bill Clin-

ton who signed the Defense of Marriage

Act in 1996, which enshrined marriage

as the union between one man and one
woman and blocked access to federal

benefits for gay partners indefinitely.

Both major Democratic presidential con-

tenders, Senator John Kerry and Senator

John Edwards, oppose same-sex mar-

riage while also opposing a constitu-

tional amendment lo ban it.

Newsom's action comes on the heels

of the Massachusetts court ruling last

November sanctioning guy marriage. To-

gether with Bush’s proposed constitu-

tional amendment, this issue i.s polarizing

the country in the lead-up to the 2004
elections, much to the Democrats’ dis-

may. Meanwhile, the Green Party mayor
of New Paltz,- a small college town in

upstate New York, began performing same-

sex marriage ceremonies on February 27;

the Democratic state attorney general

refused the request by Republican gov-

ernor George Pataki to intervene to slop

them.

California governor Arnold Schwurtz-

enegger’s ftrst response came on Febru-

ary 20 when he ordered the Attorney Gen-
eral Bill Lockyer to take action against

the SF city administration. Then on
NBC’s Meet the Press (February 22),

Schwartzenegger conjured up the fantasy

that "All of a sudden, we see riots, we sec

protests, we see people clashing. The next

thing we know, there is injured or there is

continued on page S
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Break with the Democrats, the Other Party of War and Racism—

For a Workers Party That Fights for Socialist Revolution!
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The article printed below is adapted

from a Spartacist forum given by Work-

ers Vanguard managing editor Rosemary
Palenque in Boston on February 21.

Ii is now almost a year since the U.S.

imperialists began their invasion of Iraq

—

a war that was opposed by working peo-

ple around the world who rallied in their

millions against this brutal, one-sided

slaughter. While the U.S. war to unseal

Saddam Hussein’s regime was over rela-

tively quickly, the war against the peoples

of Iraq lakes the form of a bloody colonial

occupation today. But not all has gone as

planned for the U.S. imperialist rulers

—

their occupation of Iraq has faced un-

abated opposition, with more American
forces killed during the occupation than

during the war. There are no exact figures

for how many Iraqis have perished at the

hands of the U.S. imperialists, given that

the U.S. considers Iraqi lives too worth-

less to count, but there is no doubt that the

number outstrips U.S. los.ses by orders of

magnitude.

We in the Spartacist League call for all

U.S. troops out of Iraq and the Near East

now! We take a side with the peoples of

Iraq against the imperialist occupiers. In a

statement issued by the Spartacist League
Political Bureau as the war began last

spring, we staled: "It is in the class inter-

est of the international proletariat to

clearly take a side in defense of Iraq with-

out giving any political support to the

bloody Saddam Hussein regime." What
we declared then remains true today;

“Every victory for the U.S. imperialists

can only encourage further military adven-

tures. In turn, every humiliation, every

setback, every defeat they suffer will

serve to assist the struggles of working
people and the oppressed around the

globe” iWV No. 800, 28 March 2003).

This was in sharp contrast to the organ-

izers of the antiwar protests, who refused

to stand for the defense of Iraq in the

lead-up to the war. This is because their

strategy was (and still is) to build a

movement based on the broadest pos-

sible “unity," that is. a movement that

reached out to primarily Democratic
Party politicians who did not oppose the

aims of the war. but the methods by
which it was carried out.

Many participants in the antiwar coali-

tions and protests were rightly frustrated

at their inability to put any dent in the

U.S. war drive against Iraq, and there

1 2

Israel Out of the Occupied Territories!

U.S. occupation forces terrorize the
assauits man during protest in Karbala,

have been debates subsequently on how
to more effectively oppose the occupa-

tion. However, what is currently on offer

from the liberal organizers of coalitions

such as United for Peace and Justice and
International ANSWER is a continuation

of the politics of the antiwar movement.
This could be best encapsulated by the

main slogan of the protests against the

Republican National Convention later this

year: "The World Says No to Bush!” Just

as the war couldn’t be stopped through

mass displays of moral outrage and in-

dignation. the horrors of U.S. imperialism

trampling the globe won’t be stopped by
voting Bush out of office.

It is a welcome development that the

Bush administration is in some real trou-

ble over the exposures of its fabricated

pretexts for the Iraq war and occupation,

as more and more working people are

realizing that it is they and their children

who are being made to pay for an imperi-

alist adventure sold to them on a mountain
of lies. The war was touted as a war for

the liberation of Iraq, and indeed the

world, from the regime of Saddam Hus-
sein. This nationalist butcher was a long-

Reuters

people of Iraq: Military policeman
July 2003.

time client and main ally of the U.S. in

the Near East until he fell out of favor by

making a grab for Kuwait in 1 990. At that

point he became an all-purpose bogey-

man for both Bush administrations as

well as Clinton’s. Hussein was supported

by the U.S. imperialists when they knew
he was massacring lens of thousands of

Kurds and killing and imprisoning thou-

sands of leftists, trade unionists and relig-

ious opponents.

Two U.S. -led wars and over a decade

of UN sanctions, which killed over one

and a half million people, have devastated

Iraq’s economy and infrastructure. Today
most people in post-war Iraq have no
electricity, putable water, basic medical

care or jobs—unemployment is estimated

at 70 percent. If life weren’t already ter-

rifying enough under such conditions, in

occupied Iraq the rules of engagement are

that U.S. troops can “use overwhelming

force on any entity considered hostile,

even if it does not represent an immediate

threat and is near civilians." This was
the rationale given by Lieutenant-General

Sanchez, comrminder of allied forces in

Iraq, last September for why U.S. soldiers

of the 82nd Airborne Division who killed

eight Iraqi police officers m one incident,

and shot a sleeping family of six in

another, would not face penalties. There
are over 10.000 detained by the occupa-

tion forces in Iraq today. As a lawyer with

the Human Rights Organization of Iraq

told the New York Times (7 March): "Iraq

has turned into one big Guanldnamo."
Following the criminal Madrid bomb-

ings of March 1 1 . the shock and revulsion

felt by millions in Spain turned to fury

against the right-wing Aznar government

as it became clear that the bombings were

continued on page 8
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Greece: Down With State Terror!

Drop All Charges

Against the Thessaloniki

Protesters Now!
I'ldymedia UK

In June Iasi year, the Greek slalc

orchestrated an attack against demonstra-

tors protesting the meeting of the Euro-

pean Union leaders who had gathered in

Thessaloniki to scheme to intensify the

oppression, repression and exploitation

of the working masses.

The Greek bourgeoisie showed its true

face—sending its cops to tear-ga.s the dem-

onstration and to attack demonstrators,

beating them and carrying out arrests.

More than 1 00 people were arrested. 27 of

whom were held in custody. In some

cases, felony charges were brought while

others were charged with lesser offenses.

Out of the blue, some of the offenses were

changed into felony charges, and seven

protesters were remanded to custody, fac-

ing false charges of rioting, possession of

explosives and resisting authorities. Once
again, the mask and pretenses of the bour-

geois stale have slipped.

>
The Capitalist State

Cannot Be Reformed

Pariiculorly as ihefall presidential election

approaches, the illusion is continually hein)?

reinforced that the American capitalist state

can—through reform or the election of "pro-

labor" candidates—he made to represent

the interests of working people and the

oppressed. In a 1920 appeal to the Ameri-

can syndicalist organization, the Industrial

Workers of the World, Gregory Zinoviev.

Chairman ofthe Executive Committee of the

Communist International founded by Lenin,

underlined that the working class needs its own slate.

TROTSKY LENIN

The war and its aftermath have revealed with startling clearness the real function of the

capitalist state, with its legislatures, courts of justice, police, armies, and bureaucrats.

The state is used to defend and strengthen the power of the capitalists and to oppress

the workers. This is particularly true in the United States, whose Constitution was

framed by the great merchants, speculators, and landowners with the deliberate pur-

pose of protecting their class interests against the majority of the people.

At the present time the government of the United States is openly acting as the

weapon of the capitalists against the workers ...

Any worker can see this fact with his own eyes. All the people vole for governors,

mayors, judges, and sheriffs; but in time of strike the governor calls in the militia to

protect the scabs, the mayor orders the police to beat up and arrest the pickets, the

judge imprisons the workers for ’‘rioting.** “disturbing the peace.** and the sheriff hires

thugs as deputies to break the strike.

Capitalist society all together presents a solid front against the worker. The priest

tells the worker to be contented, the press curses him as a "Bolshevik,** the policeman

arrests him. the court sentences him to jail, the sheriff seizes his furniture for debt, and

the poorhouse lakes his wife and children.

In order to destroy capitalism, the workers must first wrest the state power out of

the hands of the capitalist class. They must not only seize this power, but abolish the old

capitalist apparatus entirely.

For the experience of revolutions has shown that the workers cannot take hold of

the stale machine and use it for their own purposes—as the Yellow Socialist |i.e..

social-patriotic] politicians propose to do. The capitalist state is built to serve capital-

ism. and that is all it can do. no matter who is running it.

And in place of the capitalist state the workers must build their own workers' state.

the dictatorship of the proletariat.

—Gregory Zinoviev. “Appeal to the IWW." The Communist International in Ixmin's

Time: Workers of the World and Oppressed Peoples. Unite! Proceedings and
Documents of the Second Congress. 1920. Vol. 2 (Pathfinder Press. 1991)
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Those arrested were Suleiman Dak-

douk. a Syrian immigranl trade unionist.

Carlos Martinez, a member of the Span-

ish trade-union federation, the CNT-AIT,

Fernando Perez. Simon Chapman. Spiros

Tsitsas and Michalis Traikapys and

Dimitris Fliouris. who as minors were

taken to Avionas young offenders prison.

The Greek bourgeois state again used

fabricated evidence. As was shown by

the cameras of Thessaloniki stale TV sta-

tion ET3. the cops who arrested Simon

Chapman replaced his bag with another,

containing Molotov cocktails.

We condemn this frame-up. This is an

act of slate terrorism which targets the

workers movement and all those who
dare to oppose capitalist exploitation.

An injury to one is an injury lo all!

We demand the immediate release of the

Thessaloniki demonstrators.

Once arrested, even though five of

them had their police identity cards with

them, they were handcuffed and taken to

the cells of the security police of Thes-

saloniki for identification. There they

were beaten by police in the expert way
that leaves no marks that can be traced

by forensic doctors, while the anti-racist

material found on them was deemed
“suspicious." At the same lime they were

forbidden access to their defense coun-

sels. who on several occasions didn’t

know where they were being held. Those

arrested were beaten and tortured many
limes. Against the illegal arrests, the

inhuman conditions of detention and the

“sentence of punishment of the whole

movement" (as Suleiman Dakdouk de-

nounced it), they began a hunger strike

which five of them continued for two

months until their temporary release.

After protests in Greece and abroad

and after more than five months of

imprisonment, they were temporarily

"freed** until a trial date is fixed where

new charges may be brought. Their free-

dom is restricted; they are forbidden to

leave the country or the area in which

they are resident. In February of this year,

Simon Chapman was released, while

charges against the rest still stand and

the prosecution proceedings continue.

According to the Greek Communist Party

(KKE) daily Rizospastis (14 February),

two more individuals. Timor Pundrusniak

and Epaminondas Vasilias. have also been

charged with crimes. During his .stay in

the hospital. Carlos Martinez was tor-

tured with hands cuffed behind his back,

naked, and every time he tried to sleep he

was beaten on his hands and feel.

The anarchist protesters who protested

the symbols of capitalist exploitation

in Thessaloniki have their heart in the

right place. All our sympathy is with the

self-sacrificing demonstrators, even if we
don't share their political outlook.

On the pretext of the preparations for

the Olympic Games, the Greek stale is

heightening repression and oppression,

imposing their capitalist "law and order”

against the left, anarchists, immigrants
and the whole workers movement. At the

same time that Athens has been trans-

formed into a giant building site, con-
struction workers are in a strong position

in that they have the power to shut down
all the sites. That could be the beginning

of a mobilization in defense of immi-
grants. who arc a large component of the

workers in construction,

Suleiman Dakdouk. an elected official

Greek cops attack protesters outside

European Union meeting, June 2003.

of the builders union of Rethimnos. an

immigranl, persecuted for years by the

Greek police for his trade-union activ-

ities, found himself after his arrest in

immediate danger of deportation to Syria

where he was also persecuted for his

political activities. The new “prosecution

of illegal immigrants’* police corps,

which terrorizes immigrants, makes clear

in an ever more violent way the real

intentions of the bourgeois stale. This

was former ruling party PASOK’s law

"against discrimination."

The builders union must mobilize all

construction workers for the defense of

Suleiman Dakdouk. We demand full cit-

izenship rights for all immigrants. We
also defend the seven trade unionists of

P.A.ME (a trade-union organization in

which the KKE plays a leading role) who
were given suspended prison sentences in

October 2003 following their occupation

of the Labor Ministry during a protest in

April 2001.

In the last year, more and more .strikes

have been declared illegal and “exces-

sive.” Workers are threatened with lay-

offs and some are prosecuted. We stand

on the side of the land technicians, the

IKA Institution of Social Security doc-

tors. the POE-OTA local council work-

ers. the Olympic Airways workers whose
strikes were illegalized. as we stand on

the side of all strikers.

We revolutionary Trotskyists seek to

mobilize the power of the multiethnic

proletariat in class struggle, not simply

in protests against the capitalist system,

but to uproot it. We fight for the forging

of Leninist vanguard parties as part of a

revolutionary international, which is nec-

essary to lead the working class to sweep
away the capitalist exploiters and their

stales and lo build workers states and a

worldwide egalitarian socialist society.

An injury to one is an injury to all!

We demand the immediate dropping

of all the charges against the demonstra-

tors. trade unionists and strikers.

Down with the anti-terror witchhunt!

For a Leninist vanguard party!
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Sharpton: Political Hustler for Hire

Al Sharpton has been exposed as a

pawn tor the Republicans, and now he is

in hot water with the liberal and Demo-
cratic Party-loyal "left" whose crusade is

“anyone but Bush” in the White House.

According to the New York /Jme.v and the

Villof{c Votce. Sharpton *s campaign strat-

egist and financier is one Roger Slone,

a Republican Party specialist in "dirty

tricks," On January 25 the New York

Timex reported that Sharpton was work-

ing closely with Stone, described by the

New Kcpuhlic in 1985 as "the State-of-

the-Art Washington Sleazeball"—or "a

Reagan Republican." as he described him-

self. Then muckraking reporter Wayne
Barrett followed up with a devastating

expose in the 4 February Villaf>e Voice,

“Sleeping with the GOP." which stated:

“Roger Stone, the longtime Republican

dirty-tricks operative who led the mob
that shut down the Miami-Dade County
recount and helpt*d make George W. Bush
president in 2000, is financing, staffing,

and orchestrating the presidential cam-
paign of Reverend Al Sharpton."

U.S. presidential elections are a cyni-

cal billion-dollar shell game, played every

four years to give people the “choice" of

which capitalist party will preside over

Sharpton's campaign adviser, sleazy
Republican hatchet man Roger Stone,

with wife.

their exploitation. It's a measure of the

intensification of racial oppression in this

country that none of the main Democratic

Party contenders even pay lip service to

black rights. The electoral charade takes

place against the real landscape of un-

precedented and astronomical imprison-

ment of black people nationwide, of

increased segregation in housing and

schools, and a black male unemployment

rate nearing 50 percent in New York City.

This bleak reality explains why so

many black people support Al Sharp-

ton—a self-promoting, cynical hustler,

proven FBI fink and willing tool for

Republican dirty tricks. But he's the only

pretender to even talk about racism. The

Black Commentator Web site noted, in

“The Problem with Al Sharpton" (5 Feb-

ruary); "We must ask why Al Sharpton

emerged as a contender for national

black leadership via the presidential pri-

maries. The answer is simple, and should

be deeply troubling: He was the only one

to step forward.... Whites of all political

persuasions denounced Sharpton as an

opportunist and publicity seeker—as if

they were telling black folks something

we didn't know. But we desperately

needed publicity, and an opportunity to

be heard. Rev. Al seized the sptitlight

and shook things up. which was a lot

better than nothing."

The Blot k Commentator is wrong: Al

Sharpton is not "a lot better than nothing."

To the degree Sharpton mentions the legit-

imate aspirations of the oppressed black

masses it is to divert any effective strug-

gle for these aspirations into the dead end

of the Democratic Party. While not drop-

ping out of his current campaign. Sharp-

ton just announced his endorsement of

John Kerry for president. We frequently

hear the argument that you can’t criticize

Sharpton because that would play into the

hands of the racist ruling class. To the

contrary, we stand with Malcolm X who
scathingly denounced the role of black

front men for the capitalist parlies. As he

said in "Prospects for Freedom in 1965."

"I just read where they planned to make a

black cabinet member. .. They’re going to

take one of their boys, black boys, and put

him in the cabinet, so he can walk around

Washington with a cigar—fire on one end

and fool on the other.”

To package himself as a “re.speciablc”

politician, Sharpton worked to keep a lid

on anger over the cop killings of unarmed

black people, like high school student

Timothy Stansbury Jr., gunned down on

the roof of his own building. Sharpton has

virtually dropped all mention of victims

of racist police terror, and says little to

nothing about the racist death penalty and

America’s foremost political prisoner.

Mnmia Abu-Jamal. Former Black Panther

Dhoruba Bin Wahad said it well in 1990

shortly after his release from 17 years in

prison on a COINTELPRO frame-up: "If

someone told me in 1969 that an informer

with processed hair could be considered a

leader in the African-American commu-
nity. I would have told them they were

crazy. So when I stepped out and found

things of that nature, I realized how des-

perate things have become in the black

community.”

Liberals Hate Sharpton for

the Wrong Reason
Al Sharpton, along with everybody to

the left of Attila the Hun. has regularly

denounced the 2000 Florida electoral

farce, which relied heavily on obstructing

and invalidating black votes to gel Bush
into the While House. It was Roger Slone,

walkie-talkie in hand, who personally

directed mobs of right-wing Miami
Cubans against the headquarters of the

canvassing board, helping force an end to

the recount. But, says Stone. “I like Al

Sharpton." So. apparently, do a lot of

slithery, sinister right-wingers. Sharpton
supposedly supports "civil unions" for

gays. Yet among Stone’s friends and asso-

ciates who made $250 donations to

Sharpton’s campaign to boost his contri-

butions enough to get Federal matching

Spartacist League/SYC Forum

On the Civil Rights Movement:
A Marxist Analysis

Saturday, March 27, 3 p.m.

Los Angeles Public Library. Cahuenga Branch. 4591 Santa Monica Blvd.

(One block east of Vermont/Santa Monica Red Line Station)

For more information: (213) 380-0239 or e-mail: slsycla@cs.com

LOS ANGELES

funds was one Paul Jensen, a top Bush

official who. according to Barrett's arti-

cle. “has filed suits in 16 stales seeking to

defrock Presbyterian ministers who've

'violated their vows' by ordaining gays.”

As for Stone himself. Florida was just

another day's work. His original men-

tor was vicious redbaiting attorney Roy
Cohn. Senator Joe McCarthy's attack dog
during the 1950s anti-Communist witch-

hunts and one of the prosecutors respon-

sible for sending Ethel and Julius Rosen-

berg to the electric chair. Stone was

involved in 1972 in the CREEP (Nixon's

“Committee to Re-Elect the President")

sabotage plan against the George McGov-
ern presidential campaign. Stone helped

Oliver North with money for the Nicara-

guan contras, the CIA's operatives who
sought to overthrow the left-wing Sandi-

nista government. He also worked with

Lee Atwater (creator of the notoriously

racist Willie Horton ads against Michael

Dukakis during the 1988 presidential

campaign).

Democratic Party liberals are incensed

at Sharpton's association with and service

to the Republican Parly. We Marxists

point out, however, that it is primarily

illusions in the Democratic Party as a

supposed "friend" of labor and minorities

that are the main bond shackling the

oppressed to their oppressors in this

country. The right to vole was a cherished

gain of the black freedom struggles in this

country. Today Sharpton is flirting with

the very right-wing forces that would
overturn that right and every other hard-

fought gain by labor and the oppressed.

Sharpton: A Bipartisan Hustler

Sharpton has always been a cynical

hustler, no stranger to the Republican side

of the shady street of capitalist politics—
and worse. In 1988 Sharpton, then known
mainly as a local New York City activist

preacher, was exposed in Newsday as an

informant for the FBI. He began finking

for the FBI in 1983. after being caught in

a "sting” operation where he was video-

taped during a cocaine deal with a narc

posing as a South African businessman.

Such dirty set-ups are typical of the polit-

ical police of racist American capitalism.

But Sharpton went along, admitting he let

the Feds install a tapped phone in his

home, that he carried a concealed micro-

phone and even accompanied “wired"

cops to meetings with people the Feds

were trying to entrap.

And it wasn’t just about drugs. As we
pointed out in “The Case of Al Sharpton.

FBI Fink” {WV No. 460. 9 Septem-
ber 1988): "ISharpionl admitted that he

finked on two black Brooklyn politi-

cians. Congressman Major Owens and
slate assemblyman Al Vann, back in

1986 when the Reagan/Mcese gang was
investigating 'vote tampering.’ At the

time. Sharpton was working for Owens’
campaign opponent. Roy Innis, notorious

as a recruiter for the South African-

backed UNITA terrorists in Angola."

Innis not only recruited black Americans
in 1975-76 for UNITA's CIA-funded

rebels, but also for Uganda's bloody dic-

tator. Idi Amin.

All this happened in NYC just as Mayor
Koch and the NYPD were setting up a

"Black Desk" (an updated version of the

old FBI/NYPD "red squad"), planting in-

formers in community meetings, tracking

black militants and taping black radio sta-

tion WLIB. Before he cleaned up his act to

seek the "respectability" of btiurgeois pol-

itics. Sharpton made his mark leading vile

campaigns against Korean. Arab and Jew-

ish shopkeepers. As wc stated in our arti-

cle: "Sharpton wasn’t just wired—the man
was a walking provocation. In 1986. he

tried to whip up a pogromisi backlash

against Arab shopkeepers in Harlem (for

supposedly selling drug paraphernalia).

That same year he backed Reaganitc Sen-

ator Alphonse D’Amato for re-election

(while D’Amato was describing blacks liv-

ing in housing projects as ‘animals’)."

While the liberals .scream about Sharp-

ton's collusion with the Republicans, the

worst thing about Sharpton. from our

RtVBflfKS
KKKRaUV

reiTOUHOTMirE NOW oii m^ice-onlinB.co.ul<

TnuttU by the world to

Sharpton's defense of KKK's “right”

to march in New York City in Octo-
ber 1999 made headlines in black
press in Britain.

viewpoint, isn't his cynical small-change

politicking between two racist, anti-

working-class parties. The worst thing,

besides his sinister FBI collusion, is his

decades-long' work in trying to tamp
down, divert and head off any attempts by
militant blacks and working people to

fight for their rights. When New York

City exploded in mass protests over the

cop killing of African immigrant Amadou
Diallo in 1 999, Sharpton rushed to corral

these protests into electoral politics and a

program for police “reform" to spruce up
the image of these killers in uniform—
including a pay raise for the police!

Al Sharpton would rather see the race-

hate terrorists of the Ku Klux Klan rally

in NYC than a rally of blacks and labor,

independent of the capitalist class, to stop

them. In I999, when we in the Spartacist

League and Partisan Defense Committee
built a mass rally to stop the Klan from
riding in NYC on October 2.3. Al Sharp-

ton actually filed an amicus brief in court

on behalf of the Ku Klux Klan's right to

continued on page 7
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Labor Tops Sell Out Militant Supermarket Workers

UFCW Strike and Class

Struggle in America
VVf print below the l onclusion of a

January 31 SpariaciM league forum

given in Ijn Angeles by Steve Henderson

on the recently concluded strike of the

United Food and Commercial Workers

(UFCW) union in Southern California:

Pari One of this talk appeared in Work-

ers Vanguard No. 821 (5 March). The

UFCW strikers waged a hard, deter-

mined class battle for five long months

despite a series of betrayals by their

trade-union tops. The workers returned

to work in early March under a new con-

tract that gave the supermarket bps.ses

most of what they were gunning for,

including the creation of a new two-tier

system of wages and benefits. The re-

.sponsibility for ihis defeat lies squarely

at the feel of the trade-union bureauc-

racy. Although Henderson spoke before

the outcome of the UFCW strike had

been determined, he laid out the political

lessons of the strike and propo.sed a way

forward, learning these lessons is cru-

cial in order to prepare for and win

future class battles, and particularly so

for the 50,000 UFCW workers in North-

ern California whose contracts e.xpire in

July and September.

PART TWO

How. if not through class struggle, do

the trade-union tops propose to get work-

ers a supposedly “fair" wage? I've

already mentioned the "corporate cam-

paign" moral appeals to stockholders.

But more fundamentally, they look to the

American government to police the capi-

talists and limit corporate "excess." and

at the same time call for protectionist

measures to make "their" national capi-

talists more competitive internationally

so they can get some of the "trickle-

down.” In the eyes of the bureaucracy of

the trade-union movement, the chief task

lies in “freeing" the government from the

clutches of the capitalists and pulling it

over to their side. And they try to do this

by demonstrating to the "democratic”

slate that they are "reasonable" labor

statesmen and by showing in word and

deed Just how reliable and indispensable

they are in peacetime and especially in

time of war.

In reality, the government is not some
neutral institution— it is the administra-

tive organ and executive committee

which serves the capitalist class. It runs

the capitalist stale—the bosses’ repressive

apparatus made up at its core of the mili-

tary. the cops, the courts and the pris-

ons—all of which enforce capitalist rule.

Unlike our reformist and liberal politi-

cal opponents, ranging from the fake

socialists of the International Socialist

Organization (ISO) to liberal trade-union

bureaucrats, we Marxists are for the com-

plete and unconditional independence of

the trade unions in relation to the capital-

ist stale. You can't successfully wage

class struggle if the capitalist government

is controlling your union.

The political expression of the refor-

mists’ reliance on the government is their

support to pro-Democraiic Party "lesser

evilism." They argue that Bush and the

Republicans represent “corporate greed”

while the Democrats, while not perfect,

can be pressured to represent workers, the

oppressed and the poor. Much of the lib-

eral mythology in America regarding the

possibility of a caring capitalist govern-

ment and a labor-friendly, “progressive"

Democratic Party is based on self-serving

lies about Roosevelt’s New Deal admin-

istration. which is the liberals' model of

social reform. AFL-CIO head Sweeney,

for example, cites the New Deal as

the example of fighting the good war

abroad and lifting up working people

out of poverty at home. So 1 want to

briefly touch on what happened in the

'.10s and ’40s.

New Deal: Labor’s Coalition

with Democrats, Dixiecrats

Roosevelt’s paltry New Deal reforms

were not enacted as return payment for

the new CIO unions’ electoral support,

but to head off an extended period of

increasing political radicalizalion and

hard class struggle that brought millions

of workers into organized labor. The
major strikes of 1934 in Minneapolis.

Toledo and San Francisco were all led

by reds and paved the way for the later

mass organizing drives of the 1 930s. Roo-

sevelt’s labor laws were not a license to

organize. Art Preis. a Trotskyist partici-

pant in those struggles, wrote;

"What followed the signing of the NRA
|the New Deal's National Industrial

Recovery Aci of 1933) was nol ihe rec-

ognition of labor’s rights but the most
ferocious assault on American labor in

its history.... Hundreds of workers were
killed, thousands wounded, tens of thou-

sands arrested or otherwise victimized

from 1933 to 1938."

— Art Preis. Labor's Giant Step

(Pathfinder Press. 1972)

So how did this workers upsurge which

formed mass, integrated industrial unions

become chained to a capitalist party?

Central responsibility lies with the Amer-
ican Communist Party (CP). Following

the Stalinists’ turn to "popular front"

class collaboration in 1935. the Commu-
nist Parly union militants who had helped

organize the CIO in the 1930s used their

considerable political authority to chan-

nel this groundswell of class struggle into

the dead end of the Democratic Party.

Newly radicalized workers had to ask

themselves: well, if even the reds are for

Roosevelt, how had can the Democrats
be? By 1935, the CP had broken from
its revolutionary origins and become a

reformist party, seeking to influence a

supposedly “progressive" wing of U.S.

imperialism, This eventually led them to

support the U.S. in World War 11, includ-

ing supporting the internment of Japanese

Americans in camps, the no-sirike pledge,

and dropping the atom bombs on Hiro-

shima and Nagasaki. It was the Trotsky-

ists who continued the fight to build a

revolutionary proletarian party in this

country, but the much larger CP had more

social weight in the working class and

their reformist politics by and large pre-

vailed. So despite the great militancy of

the CIO unions and the political opening

for the creation of a workers party, bour-

geois ideology was in the end strength-

ened within the labor movement through

the New Deal alliance with the Demo-
cratic Parly. And what was the result?

Support to Roosevelt meant a renunci-

ation of not only class struggle but all

.social struggle against America’s racist

rulers. In America, where capitalism rests

on the racial oppression of black people,

labor struggle and black .struggle will

either march forward together, or fall

back separately. And support to the New
Deal was a betrayal of both. The New
Deal put labor in an unholy alliance with

not only its liberal class enemies in the

North, but with Southern Dixiecrats. to

whom Roosevelt gave free rein to wage
nuked racist terror against blacks and
unions. Roosevelt’s vice president from

1933-40 was John Nance Gamer, a hard-

line white-supremacist from Texas, an

"open shop" state where the union move-

ment scarcely existed.

The New Deal alliance resulted in the

crippling of subsequent struggles. In one

crucial example, the CIO in 1946 an-

nounced a major campaign to organize

the South, called "Operation Dixie." The
task of organizing the South would have

run head-on into "Jim Crow" segregation

and the racist oppression of black work-

ers. The necessary fight for integrated

unions would have aroused a vicious

backlash from Dixiecrats and their fascist

auxiliaries in the Ku Klux Klan. in the

process blowing apart the New Deal

coalition. And amid the witchhuniing

atmosphere of the anti-Soviet Cold War.

the CIO leaders feared the spectre of

black workers joining with Communist
labor organizers and scuttled "Operation

Dixie" after only two years.

Following WWll. American capitalism

was the only major imperialist power
with its industrial infrastructure left

intact, and thus emerged as the unchal-

lenged military and economic power of

the capitalist world. The largest strike

wave in American history broke out in

1946 by workers seething at the wartime

austerity for workers and wartime prof-

iteering for the capitalists. In response,

the American bourgeoisie, facing no cap-

italist competitors internationally and
rolling in profits, could afford for some
time to placate workers with regular

wage increases and the promise of an

American Dream. Simultaneously, the

government orchestrated the postwar
witchhunts which purged the reds from
the unions and installed the Cold War
anti-communist sellouts whose political

heirs still run the unions today. The anti-

labor laws which ban effective strike tac-

tics, like Ihe Tafi-Hartley Act. were also

passed at this time. The Cold War labor

leaders ritually denounced these as slave-

labor acts, but of course they always

complied with them.

During the 1950s and early ’60s the

treacherous nature of the trade unions’

pro-capitalist leadership was partly masked
by the fact that American capitalism was
still strong enough to raise living stan-

dards for a majority of the working
class while maintaining a high level of
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5,000-Strong UFCW strike rally and march in Los Angeles, December 2003.
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profits. American blacks, of course, never
saw the short-lived American Dream-
tor them it was more the American night-

mare. The courageous civil rights mt>vc-

ment of the late ’50s and early ’60s

finally defeated Jim Crow segregation in

the South and eliminated formal legal

inequality, but its liberal program could
not overcome the racist oppression of

blacks which is the bedrock of American
capitalism North and South—the de facto

discrimination in jobs, education, hous-

ing. health care, and the racist cop and
Klan terror that enforces it. The trade-

union bureaucracy was largely indifferent

to the civil rights struggles in the South
and actively hostile to the later black mil-

itancy which swept Northern cities, espe-

cially when it found expression among
Detroit auto workers in the UAW. The
bureaucracy's racist defense of the capi-

talist Status quo further divided and wc^-
ened the American labor movement.

By the late 1960s—with its profits

declining because of an aging industrial

infrastructure, increased international

competition and the inflationary effects

of the Vietnam War—the American bour-

geoisie no longer promised prosperity

for anyone. The next decade brought
stagnating wages followed by a major
intensification of the rate of exploitation.

.Smashing the air traffic controllers union

(PATCO) was the signal union-busting

event of the 1980s Reagan years. The
lAM machinists union, whose members
.serviced the airplanes, was uniquely situ-

ated to .shut down the airports and defeat

Reagan’s frontal assault on the labor

movement. But the head of the lAM,
William Winpisinger. refused to pull the

mechanics out.

It’s no accident that, like John Swee-
ney today. Winpisinger was a promi-

nent leader of the Democratic Socialists

of America (DSA). which is composed
of pro-capitalist "socialists'* operating

within the Democratic Party. While such

“labor statesmen" complained about Rea-

gan's domestic policy, they fully shared

his aims to foment capitalist counterrev-

olution in the Soviet Union. But the anti-

Soviet war drive was necessarily com-
bined with a war on labor and blacks

at home. And the anti-communist union

leaders routinely caved in the face of

rampant union-busting. For the last sev-

eral decades, the trade-union bureaucrats,

continually acquiescing to what is “pos-

sible" and "praciicar under capitalism,

presided over the steady decline of organ-

ized labor and the increasing immisera-

tion of workers and the oppressed.

For a Multiracial Revolutionary
Workers Party!

1 spoke of the labor movement’s failure

to organize the South back in 1946. Well,

now the South is coming North after the

unions. The grocery giants have all cited

non-union Wal-Mart’s low wages and

benefits as the excuse to gut the UFCW.
This is partly a negotiating ploy, since

the "big box" stores are only projected

to get 1 percent of the Southern Califor-

nia market share in retail food. But the

fanatically anti-union corporations like

the Arkansas-based Wal-Mart, now the

world’s largest retailer, are driving down
wages and living standards everywhere.

Labor needs to organize. Wal-Mart work-

ers, stiirting in those areas already union-

ized and extending the organizing drive to

$1 (48 pages) $1.50 (72 pages)

Make checks payable/mall to: Spartacist Pub. Co.. Box 1377 GPO. New York, NY 101 16

the exploitation of immigrant labor and

the suppression of workers rights. INS
seems to show up more often during an

organizing campaign or a strike situation"

(UFCW Web site. '’Where We Stand"). It

doesn’t just seem that way. it is that way.

But the UFCW bureaucrats can't even

say straight out that the INS is racist and

anti-labor, because that would implicate

every governmental enforcement agency
that they rely on. And it would certainly

expose the Sweeney bureaucracy’s crim-

inal policy of "organizing" the cops,

prison guards and security guards who
are paid to repress working people, immi-

grants and minorities.

Unfortunately, instead of union organ-

the South. Though today’s union tops

often speak at MLK Day assemblies and

invoke racial equality, labor officialdom

still disdains the hard class struggle it will

lake to organize integrated unions in the

South, where “right to work" laws are

backed up by racist Klan terror.

But it’s not just in the South. When fas-

cist skinheads attacked black and Latino

grocery strikers last November, the union

needed to organize picket defense guards,

drawing in all of Southern California

labor and the minorities and immigrants

who bear the brunt of fascist terror. But

the UFCW leadership did nothing. In the

face of similar fascist provocations over

the years in major cities, the SL and Par-

tisan Defense Committee have initiated

mass labor/black mobilizations—draw-

ing on the social power of trade unions

—

to stop the KKK and Nazis. This is what

a fighting labor movement led by u class-

struggle workers party would do. cham-
pioning the cause of all the oppressed,

combatting every manifestation of anti-

black racism and demanding full citizen-

ship rights for all immigrants.

Organizing Wal-Mart will require the

active defense of immigrant rights. Two
weeks into the UFCW grocery strike.

"Flomeland Security" federal agents

raided 60 Wal-Mart stores and rounded

up more than 250 undocumented immi-
grant workers. We said: Free the rounded-

up Wal-Mart workers! No deportations!

But the UFCW leadership, which says it

wants to organize Wal-Mart, has done
nothing to mobilize the unions on their

behalf. By rising to the defense of the.se

Bob Morns

Cops in riot gear arrest protesters outside Vons headquarters in suburban
Los Angeles, January 21.

William P Gottlieb

With outbreak of Cold War, bosses’ press pushed anti-red scare. Right:
Fighting breaks out at National Maritime Union meeting, 1950, where right-wing
bureaucrats called cops against leftists as part of drive to purge Communists.

workers state where capitalism was over-

thrown as a result of the 1949 Revolution

and whose core economy is still based

on nationalized property. Just as workers

defend their unions—despite .sellout

leadership—against the bosses, workers

must defend China against imperialist-

backed counterrevolution despite the

Chinese bureaucracy’s accommodation
to capitalism. The American trade-union

bureaucracy’s hostility to China is based

on visceral anti-Communism. with the

added convenience of scapegoating a

“foreign enemy” for the loss of Ameri-

can manufacturing jobs instead of fight-

ing capitalism at home.

Most of the articles I've read on
China's sweatshops are about forcign-

owned factories in the SEZs. These pri-

vate factories are deliberately conflated

or confused with state-owned enterprises,

with the assertion that China has gone
capitalist or is heading to capitalism. But.

in fact, China's fate has not yet been

decided. The Chine.se working class must
sweep away the Stalinist bureaucracy,

which has gravely weakened the system

of nationalized property internally while

conciliating imperialism at the interna-

tional level. We stand for a proletarian

political revolution— to defend and
extend the gains of the workers state, i.e.,

the planned economy and collectivized

property, while also placing political

power directly in the hands of workers

and peasants councils. This could inspire

proletarian socialist revolution in the cap-

italist countries throughout Asia, includ-

ing the industrial powerhouse of Japan.

A few of the more honest newspaper

accounts tacitly concede that in fact col-

lectivized properly benefits China’s work-

ers and peasants. Here’s a few quotes from

a foreign correspondent for the Washiti}>-

ton Post, comparing workers in the private

factories to those in stale enterprises;

"They are more likely to work for pnvalc
companies, often backed by foreign in-

vesimeni. with no socialist tradition of
cradle-io-gravc benefits."

And:
“In private factories where migrants
often work, managers are primarily con-
cerned about profit. By conirast. despite

new market pressures, managers of state

factories m China often resemble politi-

cal leaders, responsible for the overall

welfare of their workers."
— Washington Post. I 3 May 2002

continued on page 6

immigrant workers, the UFCW would be

mobilizing in defense of all Wal-Mart
workers, undercutting the company’s rab-

idly anti-union maneuvers and facilitating

organizing efforts.

In 2000, the AFL-CIO finally dropped
Us opposition to a limited amnesty for

immigrani.s. but it still demands govern-

ment action to stop the flow of "illegals"

and pushes protectionist poison, such as

opposition to Mexican truckers, which
ultimately targets foreign workers and
immigrants. The UFCW. which has a rel-

atively large immigrant membership con-

centrated in the food processing industry

(much of which is located in the South),

says it wants to organize all workers
regardless of origin. But the union ludi-

crously wants the government’s stamp of
approval and complains: "Too often, it

appears to workers that INS [Immigration

and Naturalization Service] is a partner,

intentionally or not. with employers in

Immigrants
rounded up along
U.S./Mexico
border. U.S. labor
movement, with its

vital Immigrant
component, must
take up fight for

immigrant rights.

izing. the bureaucracy’s Wal-Mart cam-
paign is based on poisonous appeals

to protectionism. The labor misleaders

blame cheap foreign labor and demand
U.S. imperialist-enforced "labor stan-

dards" as a mechanism to invoke tariffs.

In the case of Wal-Mart, the bureauc-

racy's tirades are directed mainly against

mainland China. Wal-Mart is one of the

largest buyers of China's growing export

goods, which arc largely produced m
the Special Economic Zones (SEZs) by
firms usually owned at least in part by

outside capitalists. The AFL-C'IO mis-

Icaders' anti-Communisl China-bashing

consciously serves the American bour-

geoisie’s counterrevolutionary crusade to

fully open up China to capitalist exploita-

tion and turn it into one giant sweatshop.

China is a bureaucratically deformed
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Spartacus Youth Clubs

Raise Funds for UFCW Strikers

One monlh before the United Food

and Commercial Workers (UFCW)
supermarket strike in Southern Califor-

nia ended, the Spartacus Youth Clubs

undertook a fund-raising campaign to

Young Spartacus

provide the workers some material aid

and help them stay out on strike. We
raised $ 1 .837.7 1 . motivating support for

the UFCW workers at campus meetings,

classes, newspaper sales and student ral-

lies across the nation. Our campaign call

was "Student.s; Take a Side! Support

UFCW Strike! Donate Now!” The cam-

paign was a way to broaden support to

the striking workers and to "Mobilize

students behind the social power of the

multiracial working class!" as our SYC
Ten-Point Program states. In California,

the SYC also brought youth out to help

walk the picket lines.

The campaign was no charity drive

but rather an elementary act of solidar-

ity with the workers. At a time when the

capitalist ruling class in this country is

engaged in an all-out offensive against

the working people and the oppressed at

home and across the globe, the workers

of the UFCW were waging a struggle

that sought to hit them back where

it hurts—their wallet. Any victory for

the working people against the union-

busting of the bosses would mean a

blow against U.S. imperialism.

Under capitalism, most youth face a

future of no education and no jobs. The

way forward is for youth to ally with the

working class. At a February 23 pro-

test at San Francisco State University

against education funding cutbacks and

the axing of a financial aid program for

minority and poor students, an SYC
speaker talked about the campaign and

observed. "We must link our struggle to

labor, who have the social power to tear

down this capitalist system and replace

it with a socialist society. Those who
labor must rule!"

For many, the campaign was a break

from the electoral politics offered by

supposed "socialists" and the labor

bureaucrats who recently sold out the

strike. We .sparked debate at a Students

United for Peace meeting at Suffolk

University in Boston when we con-

demned the Democratic Party during a

presentation motivating the fund drive.

The Democratic Party—the party of

slavery and then Jim Crow, the party

of Vietnam and the deadly sanctions

against Iraq, the party that wants nothing

more than to administer the occupa-

tion of Iraq and the “war on terror" at

home

—

is a party of war and racism.

As an SYC spokesman said in a pres-

entation about the UFCW campaign at a

February 2! forum in New York titled

"On the Civil Rights Movement—

A

Marxist Analysis":

"Fundamental change docs not come
through elections. Gaini. for working

people and the opprcs.scd have only

come through hard struggle. The work-

ing class needs a party that defends

i/s interests. The only way these inter-

ests can be realized is through a social-

ist revolution, led by a workers party,

putting the working class in power over

an egalitarian, planned economy, and
putting therefore the capitalists out of

power. Youth, students, blacks, immi-
grant.s. women should ally themselves

with this cause because a socialist revo-

lution alone can lay the material basis

for the elimination of exploitation,

oppression, racism and war."

UFCW...
(c/mtinuedfrom page 5)

"Market reforms have undermined the

socialist health care system that once
covered 90 percent of China's popula-

tion. In its place has emerged u jungle of

a medical system in which many workers

are receiving inferior care, at higher

costs, with little or no insurance."

— Wnshin^ion Post. 4 August 2002

What the pro-capitalist union bureau-

crats and their reformist apologists can't

stand is that a collectivized economy
with centralized planning—in which pro-

duction is for human need, not for

profit—is the real solution for the

world's working people. Such an econ-

omy must be established on an interna-

tional scale, particularly tapping the vast

productive resources of the United

States. Western Europe and Japan. Tiny

Cuba, despite a decades-old U.S. em-
bargo, has been able to provide decent

health care to its population, resulting in

an infant mortality rate on a par with that

of the U.S. and Canada. In America, with

its vast wealth and medical technol-

ogy firmly in the grip of the capitalists,

health care has become a crisis of epi-

demic proportions. As the rates of pov-

erty and unemployment rise, the number
of those without health insurance has

grown to some 40-45 million nationally.

At the same time. Medicare payments

are being slashed and millions driven

off the welfare rolls. Those not lucky

enough to find job-based health insur-

ance are one medical crisis away from

a major family catastrophe. And with

medical insurance premiums rising at a

double-digit pace, this is the first thing

employers want to cut.

The irrationality of capitalism is such

that the basic needs of life are held hos-

tage to profit. Medical care is denied to

improve the capitalists’ bottom line. Safe-

way/Vons CEO Steven Burd declared that

the grocers’ hardline .stance slashing med-
ical benefits and labor costs "is an invest-

ment in our future” {Los Angeles Times,

17 October 2003). Well, working people

need to fight for a future without capital-

ism. The only way that immigrants.

WV Pholo

Spartacist supporter on UFCW picket
line.

blacks and all working people can be

assured of free, quality medical care is to

rip the means of production out of the

hands of the capitalist class and put it in

the hands of those whose labor builds this

society

That’s why we need a revolutionary

workers party. As Lenin explained in

Whai Is To Be Done?: ‘The history of all

countries shows that the working class,

exclusively by il.s own effort, is able to

develop only trade-union consciousness,"

a form of bourgeois consciousness which

accepts the framework of capitalism and

limits the struggles of the proletariat to

questions of wages and working condi-

tions. The labor bureaucracy is also the

medium for the transmission of the social

and political prejudices of the more back-

ward layers of the working class. Social-

ist consciousness can only be brought to

the working class from without, through

the intervention of a Leninist party, a

fusion of intellectual and proletarian

elements, which aims to imbue the work-

ing class with a Marxist understanding

of its historic mission of abolishing

capitalism.

The trade-union bureaucracy is the

chief obstacle to class struggle in the

U.S. Through the instrument of the Dem-
ocratic Party, they chain the workers to

the capitalists and their state. In times of

sharp class struggle or imperialist war.

the labor bureaucrats become the open
political police of the bourgeoisie in the

labor movement. It is the task of the rev-

olutionary party to educate the workers

so that they can politically oust these

misleaders and set the unions on the path

of class struggle against the capitalists

and their system. In fighting for a victory

to the grocery workers strike, we hope
you’ll also draw the broader lessons of

this struggle and join us in the task of

building a workers party that fights for

socialist revolution.!

SYC Class Series

NEW YORK CITY
Tuesday. 6 p.m.

March 30: Capitalism and Women's
Oppression—The Fight for Women's

Liberation Through
Socialist Revolution!

Columbia University

Fayerwealher Hall. Room 302
Information and readings (212) 267-1025

or e-mail: nysl@compuserve,com

BAY AREA
Thursday, S p.m.

March 25: What Strategy to Defeat
Imperialism?—Revolutionary Marxism

vs. Anti-Globalization Ideology

San Francisco State University

Cesar Chavez Student Center
Room C-112. Downstairs

Information and readings (510) 839-0851
or e-mail: sfsyc@sfsu.edu

Spartacist/Spartacus Youth Club Regional Educational

Trotskyism vs. Anarchism

in the Spanish Civii War
11 a.m.

WLVUL
Barcelona, 1937

K , , Vi. li.'C

How the Liberals and Reformists Derailed

the Struggle for Integration

For Black Liberation

Through Socialist Revolution!

3 p.m.
New York City. 1999 ‘>p«rid''u5

Saturday, April 3 • New York City • 322 West 48th St,
(Between 0th and 9th Avenues, take A. C or E to 42nd St./Port Authority slop, or C or E to 50th St, stop.)

For more information, call (212) 267-1025 or e-mail nysl@compuserve.com
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James/Philadelphia Inquirer

Mumia Abu-Jamal in 1969 as Minister of Information for Philadelphia Black
Panther Party.

Mumia...
(continuedfrom page 12)

Jamal’s dcaih sentence while affirming

his conviction, condemning him (o a life

of prison hell. Jamal’s attorneys appealed

that decision, seeking to overturn the

conviction. The state appealed as well,

seeking to uphold Jamal’s death sen-

tence. Jamal still sits on death row. His

federal appeal is on hold while the Penn-

sylvania state court decision is appealed

to the U.S. Supreme Court.

Lynch Law Justice

The case of Mumia Abu-Jamal is

nothing but Texas lynch law justice

—

up North. Not only have the courts barred

Beverly’s confes.sion, but they have re-

jected the evidence discovered only two

years ago of the sworn account of court

stenographer Terri Maurer-Cartcr of a

conversation she overheard in the court-

house where Mumia was tried. In that con-

versation. Judge Sabo declared in regard to

Jamal’s case, "I’m going to help ’em fry

the n— r.” Last October, the Pennsyl-

vania Supreme Court refu.sed to even con-

sider Maurer-Carter’s testimony on the

grounds that Sabo's bias had already

been litigated and ruled upon in Mumia’s
1995 PCRA (Post-Conviction Relief Act)

appeal—before the same Judge Sabo,

who exonerated himself of any racist ani-

mosity and prejudice toward Mumia!
Jamal’s petition to the Supreme Court

points out. “Where a judge in the trial of

an African-American defendant expresses

in ugly racist terms his intention 'to help

’em fry the n— r.’ even the appearance of

justice is not satisfied. To the contrary,

such a trial is a sham. In the context of a

case involving the death penalty, it is

essentially a lynching party.” Jamal’s

papers need only cite a handful of Sabo’s

numerous actions evidencing his bias: he

denied Jamal’s motion to remove a white

juror who had stated he could not be

.

impartial; he improperly removed a black

juror; he barred Mumia from representing

himself and took over questioning of

prospective jurors; he permitted improper

cross-examination of character witness

Sonia Sanchez, a renowned poet who
was smeared as a “friend of cop killers.”

The papers also cite the improper cross-

examination of Jamal during the penalty

phase of his trial. In this instance. Sabo
encouraged the prosecutor’s interrogation

regarding Jamal’s past membership in the

Black Panther Party—a gross violation of

Jamal’s First Amendment rights of speech

and association. The prosecution argued

that Jamal’s BPP membership proved he

was planning to kill cops for the past 12

years.

The second ground cited by Mumia’s
petition is the refusal of Pennsylvania

Supreme Court justice Ronald Castille to

recuse himself from participating in that

court’s deliberations and last year’s deci-

sion denying post-conviction relief to

Jamal. Castille was the Philadelphia Dis-

Sharpton...
(continuedfrom page 3)

demonstrate. He joined with other NYC
Democrats in setting up a counter “dem-
onstration for tolerance” (for the KKK!).
which the reformist International Social-

ist Organization (ISO) and other liberals

endorsed (along with some NYC cops,

with whom the ISO shared a platform).

But thousands of New York City union-

ists. students and other leftists, such as

Progressive Labor Party, came out to

make sure, as one labor militant said, that

“This is not Klan country!" (see “Labor/

Black Mobilization Rides KKK Out of

NYC." WVNo. 722. 29 October 1999).

It’s at best a cruel joke to imagine that

Sharpton’s loudmouthed stunts could

bring one of the partner parties of Amer-
ican capital toward anything resembling

a platform for black freedom. All the

pseudo-militant rhetoric about forging an

"independent black voting block" and

hip-hop youth voter registration schemes
obscures the hideous reality of black

trict Attorney from 1986-91, at a time

when his subordinate Jack McMahon
made an infamous videotape instructing

members of the D.A.’s office on how to

dismiss blacks from juries—as was done

in Mumia’s ca.se. Jamal’s petition states.

"As District Attorney, he appeared in the

appellate briefs that argued for the up-

holding of the conviction and Petitioner’s

execution, and supervised the successful

effort to uphold the conviction and death

sentence.” As a member of the Pennsyl-

vania Supreme Court. Castille joined in

turning down Jamal’s appeal of Sabo’s

denial of his PCRA in 1997. Jamal’s

attorneys highlight, “For the same person

to function as both pro.secutor and judge

in a capital case violates the due process

clause and mandates that the conviction

be reversed."

Another example of Sabo’s bias cited

by Jamal’s attorneys was his refusal to

admit 600 pages of FBI files on Mumia.
These files document over a decade of

surveillance, harassment and frame-up

attempts by the FBI’s COINTELPRO
terror operation—working in conjunction

with the Philadelphia police headed by

racist demagogue Frank Rizzo—aimed
at “neutralizing" black and leftist mili-

tants. A 24 October 1969 FBI report urg-

ing that Jamal be placed under high-level

surveillance noted:

"In spite of the subject's age (15 years).

Philadelphia feels that his continued par-

ticipation in BPP activities in the Phila-

delphia Division, his position in the Phil-

adelphia Branch of the BPP. and his past

inclination to appear and speak at public

gatherings, the subject should be included

on the Security Index [list of those

deemed a threat to national security].’’

When Mumia told MOVE’S side of the

story following a bloody 1978 cop siege

of their Powelton Village home. Rizzo

fingered a “new breed” ofjournalists such

as Jamal, who he threatened would one

day “be held responsible and accountable

for what you do.” Three years later, on a

dark Philadelphia street at four in the

morning, the cops finally got the chance

they’d been waiting for.

oppression in this country, where more
young black men are in prison than in col-

lege. Many black “convicted felons" are

effectively disenfranchised—they have
no right to vote, and no bourgeois elec-

tion will change the systematic racial

oppression which is rooted in the whole
rotten system of American capitalism.

The road to black freedom lies in the

struggle to shatter this racist capitalist

system through proletarian revolution.

The power to do that lies in the hands

of the multiracial working class. But that

power cannot be realized unless a fight-

ing labor movement champions the cause

of black liberation and breaks the chains,

forged by the labor bureaucrats and black

front men for the Democratic (and Repub-
lican) Party, like Jesse Jackson and Al

Sharpton. that bind working people and
the oppressed to the capitalist class

enemy. The purpose of the Spartacist

League/U.S. is to build a revolutionary

internationalist party that will lead the

struggle for the class rule of the prole-

tariat. Break with the Democrats! For a

multiracial, class-struggle workers party!*

First as police commissioner and then

as mayor. Rizzo ran the city for more
than a decade as a local police state. In

1964. when the black ghetto in Philadel-

phia was one of the first in the U.S. to

explode, the police set up the notorious

Civil Defense (CD) squad, which worked

with the FBI to infiltrate or spy on virtu-

ally every civil rights or political organ-

ization in the city. Lieutenant George
Fend, who headed the CD unit, boasted

that “we have some 18,000 names" on

file. Fencl’s “counter-intelligence" pro-

gram served as a model for the FBI’s

COINTELPRO operations against the

Panthers and other black activists.

For tho.se who scoff at the notion that

Mumia’s prosecution was a political ven-

detta and that the massive government

surveillance of Jamal was not “relevant"

to the trial, consider this interruption in

the proceedings just as the prosecution’s

key witness, prostitute Cynthia White,

was about to testify:

“THE COURT; Just a minute. Fend is

on the phone.

MR. McGILL: Off the record.

(A discussion was held off the record.)

THE COURT: Did you work it out?

MR. McGILL: There’s no problem."

As coached by prosecutor McGill &
Co.. White went on to falsely testify to

.seeing Mumia shoot Faulkner. Nobody on

the scene remembered .seeing White near

the shooting. With a police record a mile

long, and awaiting trial on three charges

at the time of Jamal's arrest. White was
particularly susceptible to police coer-

cion. Veronica Jones, another prostitute

who knew White, testified she was
offered a deal similar to that given White

to falsely testify against Jamal: "They
were trying to get me to say something

that the other girl said.. .and they told us

we can work the urea if we tell them."

Sabo struck this testimony which went to

the heart of White’s credibility and police

misconduct as “not relevant."

No Justice in

the Capitalist Courts
From the moment a critically wounded

Jamal was handcuffed to a hospital bed

22 years ago. court after court trampled

on Jamal’s constitutional rights, includ-

ing making Jamal’s case an exception to

their own rules to keep him in the

shadow of death. For example, the U.S.

Supreme Court in 1990 refused to hear

Jamal's petition for review of the initial

Pennsylvania Supreme Court decision.

The petition challenged the prosecution’s

use of his past membership in the Pan-

thers in securing the death sentence.

About a year later, the same court

reversed the death sentence of David
Dawson on the grounds that the prosecu-

tion improperly used his political affilia-

tion as a member of the racist White
Aryan Brotherhood to prejudice the jury.

The “justification” used by both the

federal and Pennsylvania state courts for

slamming the door shut on Beverly’s

confession was that it wasn’t submitted

to the courts within the lime limitations

for newly discovered evidence set by
recent laws to cut off death row appeals

—Democratic president Clinton’s 1996

Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Pen-

alty Act and a 1995 Pennsylvania law.

Adopted at a lime when it was well

known Jamal would soon be filing for

post-conviction relief, the latter was

explicitly intended to cut off Mumia's

appeal rights. Nearly 150 years after the

infamous Dred .Scott decision, a fighter

for black freedom like Jamal has no

rights which the capitalist courts are

bound to respect.

The capitalist rulers want to see Mumia
dead because they see in this eloquent

journalist. MOVE supporter and former

Panther spokesman the spectre of black

revolution, defiant opposition to their sys-

tem of racist oppre.ssion. They seek to

execute Jamal in order to send a chilling

message to all those who challenge

vicious cop repre.s.sion in the ghettos, who
stand up for labor’s rights on the picket

lines, who protest imperialist mass mur-

der from the Balkan.s to Iraq. Jamal’s case

throws a spotlight on the barbaric, racist

death penalty, a form of institutionalized

stale terror directly descended in the U.S.

from the system of black chattel slavery.

The death penalty is the ultimate sanc-

tion employed by this repressive system

as It seeks to contain the explosive pres-

sures generated by the growing gap

between a handful of filthy rich and those

on the bottom. The parties of capital.

Democrats and Republicans, join in push-

ing racist "law and order” campaigns

aimed at intensifying capitalist repres-

sion. including through the grotesque

speedup on death rows across the coun-

try. As Marxists, we are unequivocal

opponents of the death penally, regardless

of innocence or guilt; we do not accord

the state the right to determine who lives

or who dies.

We seek to mobilize working people,

minorities and all opponents of racist

capitalist repression in protest actions

centered on the social power of the labor

movement to demand Jamal’s freedom.

Our fight to free Jamal and abolish the

racist death penalty is part of our per-

spective of winning workers to the

understanding that the bourgeois slate,

with its cops and courts, is not some
"neutral" agency which serves society as

a whole, but rather exists to defend the

class rule and profits of the capitalists

against those they exploit. Those who
subordinate the call to “Free Mumia” to

one for a "new trial" peddle dangerous

illusions in the justice of the very courts

which have repeatedly upheld the racist

frame-up of this courageous fighter for

the oppressed.

To put a final halt to the grisly work-

ings of capitalism’s machinery of death—be they the guardians of death row or

the cops who operate as "judge, jury and
executioner” in gunning down minority

youth on the street—requires sweeping
away this entire system ba.sed on exploi-

tation and oppression. The social power
to do that lies in the hands of the multi-

racial working class, with its numbers,

organization and discipline—and most
importantly, its capacity to bring the

wheels of the profit system to a grinding

halt. Free Mumia Abu-Jamal now! Abol-

ish the racist death penalty! m
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Iraq...
(cotilinueJfrom pu^r I)

not the work of the Basque-niitiunulisi

ETA. as A/nar & Co. lyingly insisted.

Reportedly. Islamic fundamentalists

claimed responsibility for the attack as

bloody retribution for Spain’s participa-

tion in the Iraq war, which was opposed

by 90 percent of the Spanish population.

In a surprise upset, the social-democratic

PSOE won the election, and the incoming

Pnme Minister Zapatero threatens to pull

Spanish troops from Iraq if the United

Nations does not go in. Meanwhile. Zap-

atero vows to pursue the "war on terror"

with a vengeance, targeting the Arab

immigrant population in Spain as well as

the Basques. Zapatero seeks to deflect

massive opposition to the Iraq war by

swapping the blue helmets of the UN for

the stars and stripes of U.S. Imperialism.

In the U.S., many liberals like Ralph

Nader and Democratic Party presidential

primary candidates Dennis Kucinich and

A1 Sharpton advocate UN troops as a

preferable alternative to the current occu-

pation forces. Contrary to claims that the

UN weapons inspection teams helped to

stave off the war. they actually set a

defenseless Iraq up for slaughter. The

UN i.s nothing more than a den of imperi-

alist thieves and their victims; it has

served since its inception as a democratic

fig leaf for imperialist slaughter, from

the Korean War of the early 1950s that

killed over three million people to the

first Gulf War. We say: No to UN inter-

vention! Down with the colonial occupa-

tion of Iraq!

Imperialists Carve Up
the Near East

In an article titled "Hold Bush to His

Lie" (Noiion, 23 February) popular anti-

globalization author Naomi Klein wrote.

"All of Washington’s reasons for going to

war have evaporated; the only excuse left

is Bush's deep desire to bring democracy
to the Iraqi people. Of course, this is as

much a lie as the rest—but it’s a lie we
can use. We can harness Bush’s political

weakness on Iraq to demand that the

democracy lie become a reality, that Iraq

be truly sovereign." A stable bourgeois

democracy in Iraq is a pure fiction, as

revealed by the reactionary forces that

have emerged under the occupation, from
fundamentalists demanding a constitution

based on Islamic law—against which
many women in Iraq have protested

—

to

Socialist
iVorfcer

n
Whippinq up
ntl-gsv bigotr
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...neither does the International
Socialist Organization, pandering to
"anybody but Bush” sentiment.

monarchists and "democrats" who’ve long

been on the CIA payroll.

More fundamentally, Iraq is not a nation

but an entity carved out of the three major
populations in the area by the British

imperialists following World War I. These
Include the Kurdish north, the Sunni Arab
center and the majority Shi’ite south (and
various others), with each region further

riven by clan and tribal rivalries. Under
capitalism, "democracy" can only mean
the domination of the Shi’itc majority
over the Kurdish and Sunni Arab minori-
ties. In such a society, the exercise of sec-

ular rule under capitalism is only possible

under something like Hussein’s Ba'athist

dictatorship, which the Bush adminis-
tration aspires to replicate—democratic

Cofbis

U.S. prison camp at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Under "war on terror," prisoners
are held indefinitely without charges.

rhetoric aside—cleansed of its Ba’athist

elements and pliable to U..S. dictates.

Every blow aimed at the U.S. colonial

occupiers, as well as their local army and

police puppets, is in the interest not only

of working people in Iraq, but in the Near
East and throughout the whole world. We
oppose any repression against those who
take up arms against the occupation. At

the same time, the communalist attacks

against Shi’itcs and Kurds (and others)

are entirely criminal from the standpoint

of the international proletariat and must

be condemned. We do not lend one iota

of political support to the remnants of the

Ba’athist regime or the Islamic funda-

mentalist forces seeking to impose their

own reactionary agendas on Iraqi women,
workers, ethnic and religious minorities.

Marxists seek to mobilize proletarian

resistance against the occupation of Iraq

using proletarian means of struggle

(strikes, hot-cargoing military goods, etc.)

in the service of a revolutionary perspec-

tive against U.S. imperialism, not only in

Iraq but internationally.

The Near East is a patchwork of nation-

alities and religious and ethnic groupings,

with states whose boundaries were artifi-

cially drawn by the imperialists to suit

their colonial appetites, including control

of vital oil reserves. The struggle against

imperialist domination and the oppressive

rule of the sheiks, kings, colonels, aya-

tollahs. nationalist and Zionist rulers can-

not be resolved under capitalism. There
will be no end to ethnic and national

oppression, no emancipation of women
or an end to the exploitation of working

people in the Near East short of thor-

oughgoing socialist revolutions that open
the road to the establishment of a social-

ist federation of the Near East, as part

of the struggle for international socialist

revolution.

Among the opponents of the war and
occupation many sec a huge gap between
the U.S. imperialists’ rhetoric about free-

dom and democracy and what these

same rulers do at home and around the

world to working people and the op-

pressed. A graphic example in the Near
East itself is U.S. imperialist support to

the Zionist rulers in their onslaught

against the Palestinian people—many of

them now being walled in and walled off

from any kind of livelihood while Zionist

stormtroopers raze whole towns in the

Occupied Territories. If anyone in the

Near East pos.sesses weapons of mass
destruction it is certainly Israel, courtesy

of the imperialists.

Whether or not to raise the call for

defense of the Palestinian people and for

an end to the Israeli occupation has been
a major topic of debate among the organ-

izers of the March 20 protests against the

occupation of Iraq. This issue has been
divisive because the more right-wing ele-

ments in these coalitions fear alienating

Democratic Party politicians, who arc

staunchly pro-Zionist. We call for the

defense of the Palestinian people and
demand the withdrawal of all Israeli

troops and settlers from the Occupied
Territories. For both the Palestinian and
Hebrew-speaking peoples to equitably

exercise their right to self-determination

requires Arab/Hebrew workers revolu-

tions to topple not only the Zionist rulers,

but capitalist rule throughout the region.

Imperialism in the
Post'Soviet World

A common view among many antiwar

activists is that the Bush administration,

which has well-known links to U.S.

oil companies, simply wanted to gel its

hands on Iraqi oil. It is the beginning of

wisdom to see that the U.S. imperialists

had an economic motivation for going to

war. but reducing it to that ignores the

intent of U.S. imperialism, which was not

merely to loot Iraq but to assert its unique

right to do so against its main economic
rivals, such as Germany and Japan.

The war was an assertion of U.S. mili-

tary superiority and of its control over

the Near East oil spigot on which both

Japan and West Europe heavily rely. The
intent was to “shock and awe" the U.S.’s

imperialist rivals, who are militarily far

weaker. In the absence of the destruction

of imperialism through socialist revolu-

tions. the economic conflicts between the

imperialists can only lead to interimperi-

alist wars, such as World Wars I and II.

except this lime fought by nuclear-armed

powers. While at this lime no single impe-

rialist power has the ability to prevail mil-

itarily in a war against the U.S., things

will not remain the same forever. The pos-

sibility of alliances between a combina-
tion of imperialist powers, down the road,

represents a threat to U.S. hegemony.
There has been a lot of discussion,

especially among anti-globalization activ-

ists, about a "new imperialism." which is

not surprising given that the Iraq war and
occupation empirically negate the ideol-

ogy of "globalization"—the spoils are

going to U.S. imperialism and no one else

except on their say-.so. Yet the false the-

ory of globalization posits that capitalism

has transcended the nation-stale. So
rather than big corporations being depen-
dent on a particular slate power to defend
and further their interests, you have so-

called multinational and transnational

corporations. Supposedly, the world econ-
omy is actually controlled by interna-
tional institutions such as the IMF. World
Bank and World Trade Organization.
The fundamental workings of imperi-

alism haven't changed since Russian rev-

olutionary V. I. Lenin described them in

his 1 916 work. Imprnalism; the Highest

Stage of Capitalism, where he stated that

imperialism is "a struggle of the great

powers for the economic and political divi-

sion of the world." This struggle is based

on international competition for cheap

labor, raw materials and spheres of influ-

ence. The world economy is defined by

this competition between the larger, more

advanced nation-states which seek to de-

fend the economic interests of their respec-

tive capitalist classes. A capitalist has to

be able to defend his property rights with

bodies of armed men—if you default on

your mortgage, it’s not a bank officer who
comes around to throw you out. it’s the

police. The same operates on a larger

scale and internationally—the imperialist

military exists to defend the economic

interests of the capitalists of an imperial-

ist nation against their competitors.

The U.S.’s unrivaled military domi-

nance today is the result of the destruc-

tion of the Soviet Union through capital-

ist counterrevolution over a decade ago.

In contrast to most liberals and organiza-

tions on the left, who joined the imperial-

ist powers in hailing the destruction of the

Soviet Union, we fought to mobilize the

working class against counterrevolution

and warned that the destruction of the

world's first and most powerful workers

slate, albeit degenerated and betrayed by

the Stalinist bureaucracy, would be a

defeat for working people around the

world. This was not least because we
understood that the U.S. imperialists, the

biggest purveyors of death and destruc-

tion on the planet, would see no challenge

to their appetites for global domination.

They are now emboldened enough to

announce “pre-emptive" war as official

doctrine. The rape of Iraq today is in fact

one of the grim consequences of the

destruction of the Soviet degenerated
workers stale.

Class Society and the State

Of all the lies working people are told

by the government, the media and the

education system, the biggest one is that

they share any interest in common with
the people who rule this country—and
that doesn’t just mean the Bush adminis-
tration. It means the people who own the

factories, mines, banks, industry—what
Marxists call the means of production. It

also means their representatives in the

capitalist Republican and Democratic
parlies whose job is to administer the

state so that nothing gets in the way of the

capitalists’ right to make and amass profit

off the backs of working people here and
around the world. The capitalists hav^
cops, courts, prisons and an army—i.e.. a

stale which exists to defend the capitalists

and their properly rights. The government
of the United States is not “our" govern-
ment. nor can it ever be so long as the sys-

tem of capitalism remains in place.

One of the most fundamental aspects

of capitalist society which is obscured by
everyone from George Bush to liberals

and especially anti-globalization ideo-

logues is that this society is divided into

two lundomenial classes with irreconcil-

able interests. The interests of those who
own the means of production cannot be
reconciled with those of the working

WORKER^ VANGUARD
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The featured speaker at the March 20

anli-occupatu»n demonstration in Van-

couver IS Noam Chomsky, a self-styled

"anarchist" whose writings and speeches

are popular among radical youth. While

Chomsky exposes some of the more

bloody excesses of U.S. military and

foreign policy, at bottom he is an ideo-

logue for a more "just" and “demo-

cratic" imperialism.

In the buildup to the 1991 U.S. attack

on Iraq. Chomsky {like the NDP (social-

democratic New Democratic Party))

pushed as an "alternative" to war “the

peaceful means prescribed by inter-

national law; sanctions and diplomacy"

(/ Magazine. February 1991). The

“peaceful" UN sanctions Ai7/r<i 1.5 mil-

lion Iraqis. For years. Chomsky had also

been prettifying as an "alternative” one

Ahmed Chalabi. head of what he claims

was Iraq’s “democratic opposition.”

A wealthy bourgeois politician. Cha-

iabi is a U.S. stooge, head of the

American-funded Iraqi National Con-

gress and currently a prominent figure

in the U.S.-run “Governing Council" in

Iraq who rode into Baghdad with U.S.

troops last April. (For more detail, see

"Down With Colonial Occupation of

Iraq!” .SC No. 137. Summer 2003.)

For all his “exposds" of the U.S.

rulers’ crimes. Chomsky does not chal-

lenge the imperialist world order. Take,

for example, his op-ed piece in the Feb-

ruary 23 New York Times on Israel's

“security wall." “A Wall as a Weapon.”

He rightly condemns the Zionists’

attempt to “turn Palestinian commu-
nities into dungeons, next to which the

bantustans of South Africa look like

symbols of freedom, sovereignty and

self-determination."

But while protesting that the wall’s

existing path grabs Palestinian terri-

tory. Chomsky opines: “Few would ques-

tion Israel’s right to protect its citizens

from terrorist attacks like the one yes-

terday, even to build a security wall if

that were an appropriate means.” If the

wall were built inside “the internation-

ally recognized border,” he continues, it

“could then be as forbidding as the

Fergus Wilkie

authorities chose: patrolled by the army
on both sides, heavily mined, impene-

trable. Such a wall would maximize

security, and there would be no interna-

tional protest or violation of interna-

tional law."

While the "anarchist” professor kow-

tows to “international law," we Marx-

ists know that the 1948-49 “Green

Line" was drawn through the living

body of the Palestinian people. Our
fight is for a socialist federation of the

Near East, the only road for the libera-

tion of all the peoples of the region.

Chomsky’s “alternative” is to call on

U.S. imperialism to play a progressive

role: “Any real chance for a political

settlement—and for decent lives for the

people of the region—depends on the

United Slates.” Radical youth beware—
Chomsky is doing his own bit to “man-

ufacture consent.” pushing the deadly

illusion that the impenalist system of

war. racism and oppression can be

reformed.

Mass Palestinian protest against Israeli wall sealing Palestinian ghettos,

February 23. Chomsky defends Israel's “right” to build wall, as long as it's

inside “the internationally recognized border.”

class—the people whose labor creates

the wealth in this society. The fact that

the working class creates this wealth

through its labor means that it has the

social power to shut down production.

Workers actions against the war. espe-

cially in the U.S.. would have had a qual-

itatively greater impact than the millions

of people marching in all the cities of

the world. Why? Because if the people

who load the ships with armaments and

supplies for the war were to go on strike,

and defend such a strike with mass picket

lines, the ships wouldn’t gel loaded. There

were several such actions by transporta-

tion workers in Scotland and Italy who
refused to drive trains loaded with sup-

plies headed for Iraq during the war.

These were a model of what needed to

happen more broadly.

Our class-struggle perspective was in

direct counierposition to the politics of

the antiwar coalitions, which were built in

essence to provide a platform for capital-

ist politicians. The lie promoted by these

groups was that if the demands of the

antiwar movement were kept to the low-

est common denominator that would draw
in the greatest number of people, and the

rulers would have to take heed of the out-

rage of the masses. Obviously this didn’t

work. Some activists might retort that if

our alternative of working-class struggle

against the war was so great in contrast,

then why didn’t it happen in the U.S.?

The capitalists understand what a huge
threat the social power of the working

class is to them, and that's why they not

only have cops and anti-union legislation

to break up strikes, but also the ideologi-

cal means such as promoting patriotism,

nationalism and racism to keep the work-

ers fn>m using that power. The bloody and

militant history of the American labor

movement is replete with examples of

workers organizing, often under the lead-

ership of reds, to take on the capitalists

and succeeding in turning their anti-union

laws into worthless pieces of paper.

However, especially since the reds were

purged from the unions during the

McCarlhy-era Cold War witchhunts, the

leadership of the union movement in the

U.S. has been staunchly pro-capitalist and
anti-communist.

Part of our task as revolutionaries is to

unmask all the false ideas promoted by

the capitalists and much of the current

leadership of the trade unions so that the

social power of the working class can be

unlocked and mobilized in the interests of

all the exploited and oppressed. We seek

to organize workers on the basis of a

class-struggle policy rather than the cur-

rent AFL-CIO politios of exercising pres-

sure on the capitalist politicians through

the ballot box and lobbying. No nght or

reform in favor of the working people and

oppressed has ever been won through an

election or lobbying— it took class and

social struggle to win these things, and

that is what is needed to defend them
when the capitalists inevitably try to take

them away.

That the gap between U.S. rhetoric

about "liberating" Iraq and the reality at

home is especially palpable for many
blacks and minorities in the U.S. was cap-

tured by black author Walter Mosley in

an interview published in the New York

Times Magazine last month, where he

noted that black people in the U.S.

weren’t surprised by the criminal Sep-

tember 1 1 attack on the World Trade Cen-
ter. Because of their own experiences

with racial oppression at home, black

people more readily perceive the wide-

spread hatred of racist U.S. imperialism

around the world and this is one of the

Achilles’ heels of U.S. imperialism.

The racial oppression of black people

has always been integral to American cap-

italism. and despite the abolition of slav-

ery through the Civil War and despite the

civil rights movement, which won an end

to formal Jim Crow segregation, blacks

remain forcibly segregated at the bottom

of this society. A reflection of this is their

disproportionate representation in the mil-

itary—for many black youth the only

chance of going to school or getting a job

is to enlist. This, along with the important

black component of the American work-

ing class, means that black people and the

fight for black liberation will be central to

ending racist American capitalism.

Break with the Democratic
Party of Racism and War!

A whole range of bourgeois supporters

of the Iraq war are now wailing that they

were cruelly misled by the Bush admin-

istration—such is the case of the Demo-
crats who in their majority voted in favor

of the March 2003 resolution in support

of the war and who retailed the Bush
administration's lying pretext for it. In its

defense, the Bush administration is now
correctly pointing out that a lot of the

intelligence on Iraq dates back to the

Democratic Clinton administration which

also had a policy of “regime change” in

Iraq. To the extent that Democrats have

opposed the war. including growing

numbers in retrospect, it was based on

accepting the premise of the war as justi-

fied but quibbling over how the Bush

WV Photo

Jesse Jackson addresses October
2002 antiwar protest. Antiwar coali-

tions built platform for Democrats.

administration went about this.

There were also those politicians, such

a.s those on the platform at antiwar demon-
strations. who understood that because

many black, minority and working-class

people stood in opposition to the war,

some Democrats had better position them-

selves against the war to make sure all

lhe.se people didn’t lose faith in the Dem-
ocratic Party. This is why many of the

spokesmen at the antiwar demonstrations

were black Democrats such as A1 Sharp-

ton. Cynthia McKinney and Barbara Lee.

We arc oppo.sed to any kind of vote or

support to the Democrats, not because of

this or that bad policy they might pursue,

but because their purpo.se is to administer

capitalism and defend the interests of the

capitalists, which necessarily means against

the working class and the oppressed.

That is not to say that there aren't dif-

ferences between the Democrats and the

Republicans. In essence these boil down
to the Democrats being better at masking
imperialist plunder and capitalist exploi-

tation with a facade of human rights and
democracy, while the Republicans are

just in your face about it—they don’t feel

the need to hide their cronyism or throw

a few more crumbs at the poor. The capi-

talists can make use of either of these

faces for a capitalist government—it

continued on page W

Arab woman weeps in

front of her Kirkuk
home seized by
Kurds. April 2003. U.S.
colonial occupation
exacerbates national

and religious

conflicts, which
threaten to erupt into

all-sided communalist
slaughter.
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doesn't fundamentally change the system.

There is no better proof of the

Democrats' fundamental commitment to

defending the interests of U.S. imperial-

ism against working people at home and

abroad than their wholehearted support

for the so-called “war on terror." The

criminal attack on the World Trade Cen-

ter on September 1 1 was a huge gift to the

American rulers. Under the rubric of the

"war on terror." civil liberties have been

shredded, thousands of immigrants in the

U.S. have been detained and deported,

and unknown numbers of foreign nation-

als as well as U.S. citizens have been

declared "enemy combatants" with no

rights and spirited off to U.S. military

prison camps.

Such a person is U.S. citizen Jose

Padilla, on behalf of whom the Spartacist

League and the Partisan Defense Com-
mittee, a legal and social defcn.se organ-

ization in accordance with the views of

the Spartacist League, have submitted a

"fnend of the court" brief. In this brief we
describe the “war on terror" as follows:

"It is a 'war' without a defined enemy, a

war without end. There is no war by
any military definition. There is no
shooting war and no battle between state

powers. The 'war again.st terrorism' is a

fiction, a political construct, not a mili-

t.iry reality. It is a political crusade con-

ducted in the name of nddmg society of a

perceived evil. It is no more a ‘war’ m a

military sense than 'war against cancer.'

war against obesity’ or a 'war against

immorality.' Like the 'war against com-
munism’ and the ’war against drugs.’ this

’war’ is a pretext to increase the Mate's

police powers and repressive apparatus,

constricting the democratic rights of the

population."

The "war on terror" is a political con-

struct which justifies not only the U.S.

government’s right to disappear anyone

they claim is a terrorist but to assassinate

them as well.

Last November the New York Times

reported that the FBI issued a memoran-
dum ten days before last October's dem-
onstrations against the occupation of Iraq

advising local law enforcement officials

to report any suspicious activities at dem-
onstrations to the FBI's counter-terrorism

squads and warning of potential "threats"

ranging from "homemade bombs" to the

formation of human cKains”!

The California Anti-Terrorism Infor-

mation Center helped plan a premeditated

cop attack on an April 7 antiwar protest

last year at the Port of Oakland where

riot-equipped officers fired potentially

lethal wooden bullets, pellet-firing "sting

bags" and concussion grenades on anti-

war activists and longshoremen. In Iowa,

federal prosecutors went after partici-

pants in an antiwar conference, issuing

subpoenas which were fortunately with-

drawn after widespread publicity. Under
the watchwords of "fighting terrorism."

trade unionists, black people, immigrants

and alt opponents of this oppressive sys-

tem are targeted. But as we have pointed

out from the beginning, what this govern-

ment can gel away with in applying Ihcir

laws depends on class and social struggle.

Liberal Left Pushes
Reformist Schemes
There is a veritable hysteria among

liberals and many leftists over the 2004

presidential elections us the most impor-

tant in the history of the world. In a state-

ment urging West Coast longshoremen

to campaign for the Democratic Parly

against Bush, International Longshore

and Warehouse Union president James

Spinosa stated. "The fate of all American
working people, . .of working people around

the world, of human and civil rights and

of the global environment hang in the bal-

ance." Another example of this hysteria is

the panicked liberal/Democralic reaction

to Ralph Nader's presidential campaign.

In 2000. the Inicrnutionul Socialist

Organization (ISO) and Socialist Alterna-

tive called for a vote to Nader. While the

ISO has not (yet?) declared its support to

Nader's 2004 campaign. Socialist Alter-

native has. We opposed a vole to Nader in

the 2000 elections, as we do today, on

principle. Nader is a capitalist politician

who ran on the ticket of a small capitalist

parly, the Greens, Far from being a real

working-class alternative. Nader’s cam-
paign was intended by his own admission

to pressure the Democrats somewhat more
in the direction of liberalism, and actually

served to draw youth disgusted with the

Republicans and Democrats back into the

fold of bourgeois electoral politics.

Supposed "anarchist" and virulent anti-

communist Noam Chomsky (see page 9)

has also been bitten by the anybody-bul-

Bush bug. He has signed on to a docu-

ment called "Bush Can Be Slopped: A

Letter to the Left." which slates that 'Tra-

ditional debate.s on the left about the

value of electoral politics and the lesser

evil pale in light of the need to defeat

Bush and his congressional accomplices."

Funnily enough, the words Democratic

Party don't actually appear anywhere in

the letter, but the conclusion one should

draw is clear.

I he Progressive (January 2004) pub-

lished a speech liberal academic Howard

Zinn wrote for whoever ends up being the

Democratic presidential candidate, which

already tells you who Zinn will be voting

for. The speech promises a whole range

of reforms and pledges to change U.S.

foreign policy to that of a “peaceful

nation, always ready to defend ourselves,

but not sending our troops and planes all

over the world for the benefit of the oil

interests and the other great corporations

that profit from war."

In that small sentence Zinn obliterates

any real understanding of imperialism,

and perpetuates the myth, as does the

whole speech, that capitalism can be

reformed to serve the interests of working

people and the oppressed rather than those

of the rapacious capitalist class, imperial-

ism is not a policy that the capitalists can

choose to employ one day. and not the

other— it is a system that will only end
with the uprooting of capitalism, and its

replacement with a planned and collectiv-

ized economy of production for human
need and want, rather than profit.

Anti-globalization ideologue Naomi
Klein looks to international law to rein in

U.S. imperialism’s "economic coloniza-

tion" of Iraq. How? In an article tilled

"Bring Halliburton Home" {Nation. 24
November 2003), she wrote: "Easy: by

showing that Bremer’s reforms were ille-

gal to begin with.” She says. "!t’s too late

to slop (he war, but it's not too late to

deny Iraq's invaders the myriad economic
prizes they went to war to collect in the

first place," All the exposure of lies lead-

ing into the war and outrage by millions

around the world couldn’t stop the war,

yet Klein believes that through the pres-

sure of international law the U.S. is not

going to pillage its new colony!

In u statement author and activist

Arundhali Roy made to the World Social

Forum in Mumbai in January, reprinted

in the Nation, she calls for the anti-

globalization movement to focus on the

struggle to end the occupation of Iraq and
become the global resistance to it by "act-

ing to make it materially impossible for

Empire to achieve its aims. It means sol-

diers should refuse to fight, reservists

should refuse to serve, workers should
refuse to load ships and aircraft with
weapons."

While Arundhali Roy stands out in

calling for working-class struggle, she
also promotes a "corporate campaign"
along the lines of some of the actions
already carried out by groups such as

Direct Action Against the War. Shortly
after the war. Roy began calling for

imptising "a regime of Peoples' Sanctions

on every corporate house that has been

awarded with a contract in postwar Iraq .. .

.

Each one of them should be named,

exposed, and boycotted. Forced out of

business." Roy is falsely positing that

consumers, rather than workers, can

shut down these companies. Furthermore,

with a goal of driving these companies

out of business, what makes the others

that would lake their place any belter? A
humane or fair capitalist is a fiction.

The view underlying these various

campaigns against the likes of Hallibur-

ton and Bechtel is that poverty and war

don't stem from the capitalist system

itself, but from malfeasant, out of control

corporations and "undemocratic” rulers

such as the Bush administration who fail

10 listen to the will of the people. This is

what leads many to believe that if only we
could just shut down the IMF or WTO. or

if we could get the UN to enforce inter-

national law consistently, then we could

have “peace and justice." Fundamentally,

this is the illusion that imperialism is a

policy rather than a system that needs to

be destroyed.

Another premise of such campaigns to

"disrupt business as usual" is that through

acts of civil disobedience you can force

Ihe capitalist rulers to listen to the people

and thereby have effective democracy.

This wrongly assumes that the ruling

class, or a section of it. would do the right

thing if only we grab their attention and

show the way. Meanwhile, these activists

largely ignore the people who really do

have the power to shut these companies

down and bring production to a grinding

halt—the workers. At best, they might

view the struggles of the working class as

actions by just another of the many sec-

tors of the oppressed. They don't see the

working class as the force uniquely capa-

ble of shutting the capitalist system down.

The Left Tails on the
Left Tails of the Democrats

The main ostensibly revolutionary or

Marxist organizations that participated

heavily in building antiwar coalitions

were the Revolutionary Communist Party

(RCP), International Socialist Organ-
ization and Workers World Party. All

these organizations are now writing

lengthy articles arguing against voting

for the Democrats. Yet these words stand

in stark contrast to their deeds. In an

article arguing against support to sup-

posed "antiwar" candidate Howard Dean,

the RCP concludes with the following

question: “What would it mean... if the

energie.s and resources of antiwar forces

get subordinated to a Democratic electo-

ral program that is so fundamentally pro-

war and pro-imperialist?” {Revolutionary

Worker, 18 January).

Here’s a news flash for the RCP: the

antiwar forces were subordinated to a pro-

imperialist Democratic electoral program
from Day One. thanks to organizations like

theirs. These three organizations which
are now bemoaning that the antiwar

movement has been derailed into an
electoral campaign for the Democratic
Party are reaping exactly what they sowed.
They were the main left-wing propo-
nents of building an antiwar movement
designed to boost the electoral fortunes of
the Democral.s—that is why all these so-

called revolutionaries not only couldn't
bring themselves to forthrightly call for

the defense of Iraq, but didn't dare get

on the antiwar demonstration platforms

and denounce the Democratic Party for

being a party of racism and war. espe-

cially if A1 Sharpion or Barbara Lee
were within earshot. These organizations
wanted Democrats on their platforms and
did all they could to gel them there, and
now they tell working people to beware'
What chutzpah!

We intervened in antiwar demonstra-

NYC NOTICE
The New York Spartacist League's
public office wilt be closed on Satur-

day. March 20 due to demonstra-
tions against the occupation of Iraq.
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As Democratic president Carter launched Cold War II over Soviet intervention
in Afghanistan in 1979-80, Spartacist League hailed Soviet forces against
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Columbia...
{continued from pu^e 12)

oul to protest on March 9!

At Columbia University, wliere the

black student population is fairly small,

the CCCC attempted to heighten racial

divisions between students by promoting

the lie that Jews run this country and
black students are given a free ride. This

racist stunt was organized to coincide

with the Center for Career Education's

Diversity Recruiting Conference, a pro-

gram to help minority students find jobs.

The CCCC. those boys and girls for

whom the College Republicans are insuf-

ficiently right-wing, arc infamous for tar-

geting everyone from gay students to left-

ists to the late Professor Edward Said. In

recent years, the CCCC has brought slav-

ery apologist and all-purpo.se Reaganite

pig Dinesh D'Souza to campus, along

with other racist, right-wing ideologues.

The Spartacus Youth Club (SYC) has ini-

tialed protests at Columbia to expose

D’Souza. and also to keep ROTC and mil-

itary recruiters off campus. A militant,

mass, integrated protest on campus would
make the racist yahoos think twice about

spewing their filth!

The newly formed Columbia Uni-

versity Concerned Students of Color

(CUCSC) has submitted a list of demands
to the administration. The student de-

mands included calls to create a "safe

space" for minorities on campus. The
CUCSC leadership socks to defuse the

anger that continues to boil by pressuring

the administration to defend the rights of

black students. Racial oppression is the

bedrock of capitalist America, where

black people are a race-color caste forc-

ibly segregated at the bottom of society.

The main role of elite schools like

Columbia is to train the next generation

of technocrats, union-busting lawyers and

.Stale Department officials to help main-

tain the capitalist system. Columbia is

also a notorious slumlord of neighboring

predominantly black Harlem. It was the

administration who turned over the

names of foreign and immigrant students

to the INS in 2001 soon after Bush

declared his “war on terror" anti-

immigrant witchhunt. As one campus
maintenance worker remarked to a Work-

ers Vanguard salesman, Columbia is run

by a gang of union-busters. We say that

calling for "anti-oppression training" or

"disciplinary actions and policies to pre-

vent and handle transgressions against

marginalized student populations" will

only give the administration a freer hand

in attempting to squash political dissent

and social struggle on campus.

Tailing behind the CUCSC leadership,

the International Socialist Organization

(ISO) prefers to beg the administration to

act in the interests of the oppressed

rather than endorse our protest mobiliz-

ing against it. This is not the first lime

the ISO is trying to head off social strug-

gle. When the KKK sought to stage a

race-hate provocation in New York City

in October 1999. we mobilized labor/

black power and stopped the fascists

while the ISO shamelessly enlisted with

the Democrats in a "tolerance" for the

Klan diversion, even sharing a platform

with Latino cops.

Lasting gains cannot be achieved

through a strategy of pressuring the

campus administration. Congress, the

Supreme Court or other capitalist institu-

tions. It took militant, mass struggle to

integrate the .schools and kick ROTC off

campus. Today, as in the past, it will take

social struggle to gain any improvement

in the lives of oppressed minorities in

this society. The SYC defends affirma-

tive action against attempts to further

purge blacks and minorities from higher

education. We fight for free, quality,

integrated education for all! To provide

real access to higher education, we call

for nationalizing the private universities

and for open admissions and free tuition

with a state-paid living stipend for stu-

dents. Open the gates of Columbia to the

people of Harlem! We demand full reme-

dial programs at the universities, an end
to the racist "tracking” system in the

high schools and genuine integration of

the schools, including the aggressive

implementation of busing.

As the recent cop killing of 19-year-

old Bedford-Stuyvesant resident Timothy

Stansbury Jr. shows, to be black in this

racist society is to be treated like a crim-

inal, Stansbury was part of a generation

that the capitalist class treats as surplus

population, to be locked away in prison

hellholes or to serve as cannon fodder in

brutal imperialist wars like in Iraq. At the

same time as the American military ter-

rorizes the people of Iraq, the bipartisan

"war on terror" targets immigrants,

blacks and labor here in the U.S. It is all

an inherent part of the capitalist system, a

system where a tiny minority profits

from exploitation, oppression and war.

Lacking social power, students must

take their fight against racism on campus
to the multiracial working class of the

city. Only the working class, the class

that produces all the wealth of society,

has the social power and objective inter-

est to lead the oppressed in struggle

against capitalism. Just as it look the

Civil War to smash chattel slavery, it will

lake a socialist revolution to sweep away
the entire capitalist system and lay the

basis for wiping out the centuries-old

legacy of racial oppression. We seek to

win students to the perspective of fight-

ing in the interests of the working class

and building a revolutionary workers

party to lead this struggle. Join us in pro-

testing the racist offensive on campus!

lions and events on the basis of the need

for working-class struggle against the

war and in opposition to the Democratic

Party. Imperialist war is an inevitable

outgrowth of the capitalist system itself,

therefore you cannot fight to end it by

joining with representatives of the very

system that breeds war. The ISO, RCP
and Workers World, including through

their Not In Our Name and ANSWER
coalitions, did all they could to convince

people to unite with a wing of the capi-

talist class enemy. We are called sectar-

ian for rejecting such “unity.” but our

business is speaking the truth to working

people and youth based on the lessons of

the hard-fought struggles of the past.

For New October Revolutions!

The core issue distinguishing us in prac-

tice as well as theory from pretty much all

those groups and individuals claiming to

have a program for changing the world
for the better is the defense of those states

where capitalism was overturned. The
Soviet Union was bom in October 1917
during the inierimperialist slaughter of
the First World War. After three years of
war the Russian workers, peasants and
soldiers rose up and overthrew the tsarist

rulers, and months later the Bolshevik

Party under the leadership of Lenin and
Trotsky led a workers revolution against

a weak capitalist coalition government
of bourgeois and socialist elements. This
was the first lime ever that the working
class took political power on the basis of
its own institutions; the soviets, or work-
ers and peasants councils, served as the

basis for the new government. The capi-

talists and landowners were expropriated

and the economic resources of society

were reorganized in the interests of work-

ers and the oppressed, establishing a

centrally planned and collectivized econ-

omy. The revolution had an enormously
liberating effect on all aspects of social

and cultural life. The Bolsheviks saw the

revolution as the beginning of spreading

socialist revolution worldwide, and it

inspired millions of workers and the

oppressed around the world.

But capitalism was not overthrown in

any other country in the wake of the

October Revolution—the main reason

being the absence of revolutionary van-

guard parlies such as that built by Lenin

in Russia. After a brutal civil war and
invasions by imperialist armies seeking

to overturn the October Revolution, the

Soviet Union was economically and
socially devastated and faced interna-

tional isolation. It appeared that the gap
between the liberating goals of the revo-

lution and the grim realities of life in the

Soviet Union could not be bridged. Under
such conditions the working class tended

to become demoralized. Many of the

administrators and officials of the ruling

Communist Party lost faith in the pros-

pect of socialist revolution internationally

and became increasingly concerned with

maintaining and advancing their own
privileges. These tendencies led to what
Trotsky described later as a political

counterrevolution in 1924 in which a

bureaucratic layer headed by Stalin took

political power out of the hands of the

working class and proceeded to consoli-

date his regime.

Trotsky’s attitude to these develop-

ments was not to wash his hands of the

Soviet Union. He understood that while
the political regime was no longer one of

working-class democracy, the overturn of

capitalist properly relation.s was not

reversed. He urged workers around the

world to defend the Soviet Union in the

same way that workers must defend a

trade union in any battle against the cap-

italists and their slate, even if the union

has a bureaucratic, sellout leadership.

Trotsky understood that there were only

two ways in which this contradiction could

be resolved; either the Stalinist bureauc-

racy. becoming more and more the tool of

bourgeois forces in the workers slate,

would open the door to overturning the

planned and collectivized economy, bring-

ing back capitalism; or the workers would
crush the bureaucracy through a proletar-

ian political revolution and open the road

to socialism through the struggle for

workers revolution internationally.

Unfortunately, the former took place

in the USSR and throughout the East

European deformed workers slates in the

early 1990s. The toil of human devasta-

tion for the working masses in these

countries as the result of the restoration

of capitalism is testament to the supe-

riority of the collectivized economies of

the workers stales and underscores why
defending these was so important. The
social gains won through struggle by
workers in the countries of West Europe
are being shredded in large part because

the capitalist classes there no longer feel

threatened by the spectre of communism,
and interimperialist rivalries have been

unleashed as the imperialist powers have

dispensed with their former alliance

against the Soviet Union.

It is against this scary and brutal post-

Soviet world that we fought, not just in

words, but in deeds, most notably in East

Germany and Russia. We stood up to the

Cold War drive to destroy the Soviet

Union, being unique in hailing the Soviet

Red Army when it entered Afghanistan

on the side of social progress and women’s
rights against the Islamic fundamentalist

cutthroats. These Islamists were culti-

vated by U.S. imperialism as a bulwark

against the spread of communism in Cen-
tral Asia and the Near East, and it was
thousands of innocent working people in

the World Trade Center who died when
this Frankenstein’s monster turned on its

U.S. imperialist masters.

Today we apply the same program of

unconditional military defense, including

the right to possess nuclear weapons, to

the remaining deformed workers slates;

China. North Korea. Vietnam and Cuba.
These are states where capitalism was
overturned, but which were built on the

Stalinist model, meaning that the work-
ing class never held political power. It

is elementary that an organization which
cannot defend the gains won in the past

is incapable of fighting for new victo-

ries. That is true of all those who refuse

to defend the workers states, including

the anarchists, ISO and RCP. It is not

coincidental that those who refuse to

defend the workers states are the same
ones who have a program of reforming

capitalism.

As the American section of the Interna-

tional Communist League, we are trying

to build a revolutionary party, based on
the multiracial working class and the

black. Latino and other oppressed sec-

tions of American society. The goal of
such a parly is to shatter U.S. imperialism

from within, and in so doing open the

road to communism around the world.*
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New Papers Filed in U.S. Supreme Court

Free Mumia Abu-Jamal!
Abolish the Racist Death Penalty!

COC PJOduciir'H':

On March 8, death row political pris-

oner Mumia Abu-Jamal filed a petition

for a writ of certiorari (review) with the

U.S. Supreme Court. Roben Bryan, attor-

ney for Jamal, seeks to overturn last

October’s Pennsylvania Supreme Court

decision upholding Jamal's conviction

and death sentence. Jamal’s petition cites

the overt racial bias of the trial and appel-

late courts in whose hands Jamal’s life

has rested. These papers describe courts

where even the fonnal distinction between

judge and prosecutor is totally obliter-

ated; where the trial judge blithely pro-

nounces his racist animus toward Jamal;

where one of Jamal’s key prosecutors

becomes one of the appellate judges who
rules on whether Mumia is to live or die.

They paint a picture of courts more com-

monly associated with tho.se of the Deep

South of the Jim Crow era.

The case of Mumia Abu-Jamal is a

textbook example of a classic racist polit-

ical frame-up. An outspoken champion of

the oppressed. Jamal was a target of the

Philadelphia police and J. Edgar Hoover’s

FBI from the time he was a Black Panther

Party (BPP) spokesman at the age of 15.

An award-winning journalist known as the

“voice of the voiceless” and a supporter of

the predominantly black, back-to-nature

MOVE organization. Jamal continues to

speak out from death row in commentaries

carried in Workers Vanguard and other

papers across the country, condemning

racist cop atrocities, denouncing imperial-

ist war and voicing his support for the bat-

tles of striking workers.

In recent years, numerous death row

prisoners have had their convictions

tossed out due to DNA evidence, eyewit-

ness testimony of innocence, recantation

of prosecution witnesses who originally

testified under police coercion, and other

forms of prosecutorial misconduct. Not

Jamal. Despite conclusive evidence that

he is innocent, Mumia still sits in a six

by nine fool cell on death row.

For over two years, both Pennsylva-

nia slate courts and federal courts have

refused to even consider testimony from

Arnold Beverly that he. not Jamal, shot

and killed Philadelphia police officer

Daniel Faulkner. Beverly’s confession,

which he has allowed to be recorded

on video, is supported by a series of affi-

davits and hundreds of pages of memo-
randa prepared by Partisan Defense Com-
mittee counsel Rachel Wolkenstein and

Jonathan Piper, another attorney asso-

ciated with the PDC. Jamal was convicted

in 1982 on frame-up charges of killing

Faulkner on 9 December 1981. at a time

when the Feds were conducting at least

three investigations of corruption in the

Philadelphia Police Department. Bev-

erly’s confession stales he was “hired,

along with another guy. and paid to shoot

and kill Faulkner” because Faulkner had

reportedly been "a problem for the mob
and corrupt policemen.” Beverly added.

"Faulkner was shot in the back and then

in the face before Jamal came on the

scene.” When Jamal arrived, he was shot

in the chest and nearly bled to death.

Jamal’s innocence has been evident

from the outset. The PDC and the

Spariacist League have repeatedly ex-

posed the D.A.'s case, which rested on

three legs: eyewitness accounts that were

secured through police manipulation,

coercion and outright terror; a purported

“confession” by Jamal while he was lying

near death in the hospital, which didn’t

surface until two months after the killing;

ballistics “evidence” concocted by the

police that the bullets that killed Faulkner

were fired from Jamal's gun. But Jamal

was saddled at trial with a lawyer he

didn’t want—and who did not want

Mumia's case; a judge. Albert Sabo,

known as the “king of death row”; an

overwhelmingly while jury; a prosecu-

tor’s office that concealed and fabricated

evidence and threatened witnesses.

Also pending in the federal courts is

Jamal’s application for habeas corpus

relief. Two years ago federal district

court judge William Yohn overturned

continued on page 7

SYC Mobilizes Protest

at Columbia U.

Young Sparlacus

SYC-initiated protest against racist provocations at Columbia, March 9.

Down With the Racist Provocations!

Defend Affirmative Action!

NEW YORK—Chanting “Defend affir-

mative action! Down with racist reac-

tion!” and ”1.2. 3. 4—time to finish the

Civil War! 5. 6, 7,8—forward to a workers

stale!” the Sparlacus Youth Club held a

spirited speakout at Columbia University

on March 9 against the series of recent

racist provocations on campus. Attacks

on affirmative action like the Columbia

College Conservative Club’s bigoted anti-

affirmative action “bake sale” come in the

Young Sparlacus

context of the bo.sses‘ wholesale assault

on democratic rights under the rubric of

the bipartisan “war on terror.” SYC speak-

er Erica Jones said. "The same imperial-

ist rulers who are colonizing and drop-

ping bombs on Iraq have been waging
war against black people, immigrants and

labor here at home.” We pointed out that

racial oppression can only be eradicated

by getting rid of the capitalist system, and

carried signs stating: “For Black Libera-

tion Through Socialist Revolution!”

Several students, professors and union

workers endorsed the SYC-initiated

united-front protest called under the slo-

gans "Down With Racist Provocations

on Campus!” and "Defend Affirmative

Action!” However, the leadership of the

Columbia University Concerned Stu-

dents of Color (CUCSC) refused to en-

dorse the protest. While the CUCSC held

several silent vigils and a speakout of

their own. they wanted to be as far away

from our politics as possible. In particu-

lar. our sign "Abolish the Administra-

tion! For Student/Faculty/Worker Con-

trol of the Universities!" irritated them at

their first silent vigil. Carrying out their

role as water boys to the liberals, the

reformist Iniemalional Socialist Organ-

ization (ISO) refused to endorse the

March 9 protest, as is their habit when

communists motivate necessary struggle.

The only sign of the ISO at—or more
properly near—the protest was a lone

member scurrying by.

The "bake sale” is pan of a crusade by
the right wing to roll back what gains

remain of the civil rights movement. As
we said in WYNo. 821 (5 March):

•‘There has been a right-wing onslaught

on campuses nationwide, both at state

schools and elite private ones. Since the

beginning of 2003. College Republicans
and other conservative groups have held

racist anii-affirmativc action 'bake sales'

at schools across the country..,. The
‘bake sales' have grown in number fol-

lowing the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling

last year, which did not go far enough
for right-wingers in gutting such affirma-

tive action programs as still exist."

We reprint below a March 8 SYC
statement circulated with our call for the

March 9 united-front protest.

« « «

On February 5, during Black History

Month, the disgusting bigots in the

Columbia College Conservative Club
(CCCC) launched a racist provocation

against affirmative action at Alfred

Lemer Hall. In an action that was anti-

black. anti-immigrant. anti-Semitic and
sexist, the CCCC held a so-called

“affirmative action bake sale” that gro-

tesquely sold baked goods to Jewish and
Asian males at higher prices than to white

males; black. Latino and female students

were charged even less. Students have

been justifiably outraged at the CCCC’s
blatant provocation. The “bake sale” has

been only one among a slew of racist inci-

dents on campus which include a vile

cartoon in the Fed's most recent issue that

mocked the oppression of black people

and the Columbia University Marching
Band's racist and sexist insults at its

“Orgo Night” in December. We call on all

anti-racist students and workers to come
continued on page II
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Bush’s Iraq Coalition Splinters

Spain: Heinous Bombing and

Official Lies Topple Government
Following the criminal bombing of

passenger trains in Madrid on March
1 1. which killed some 200 people, the

population's grief and horror turned to

fury over the lies manufactured by the

Popular Party (PP) and Prime Minister

Jos^ Maria Aznar. The PP is the politi-

cal heir to the bloody military dictator-

ship of Generalissimo Francisco Franco.

who came to power in the late 1930s

after crushing the insurgent proletariat

during the Spanish Civil War. Aznar

personally phoned the major newspa-

pers to plant the lie that the bombing
was the work of the Basque separatist

group ETA. despite the organization’s

disavowal and condemnation of this

heinous crime. The mounting evidence

that the bombing was the work of

Islamic fundamentalists in payback for

Spain’s stalwart support to U.S. imperi-

alism's Iraq war. which was opposed

by 90 percent of Spaniards, was the

political bombshell that dumped Aznar

out of office in a surprise upset in the

general election three days later.

Aznar had staked his career on re-

pressing the Basques and no doubt

thought the Madrid bombing could be

manipulated for his political conven-

ience. But on the eve of the election,

thousands took to the streets and laid

siege to PP headquarters around the

country, chanting. "The dead are ours!

The war is yours!" Families of the

continued on page 4

Grotesque Assassination of Reactionary Hamas Leader

Bloody Zionist Provocation

March 25: Palestinians
gather around houses
demolished by
escalating Israeli

incursions into Gaza
following Yassin
assassination.
Above: Ariel Sharon
and imperialist patron
George Bush.

Palestinian masses—to those imprisoned

MARCH 29—The March 22 assas-

sination of the “spiritual leader" of

Hamas. Ahmed Yassin, a partially

blind 67-year-old quadriplegic, ex-

pressed the supreme arrogance and

barbarism of Israel’s rulers. Three

shrapnel-packed missiles were fired

from helicopters, hitting the wheel-

chair-bound cleric, killing seven oth-

ers and injuring 17. Since the assas-

sination. at least 18 Palestinians have

been killed, including five in the

massive protests in Gaza and the

West Bank. Israeli prime minister

Ariel Sharon wants to make clear not

only to the besieged Palestinians but

also to his ministerial critics on the

far right that his much-vaunted

"withdrawal" from Gaza does not

mean that the Zionist rulers are any

less determined to destroy any ves-

tige of Palestinian resistance.

The day following Yassin’s assas-

sination. General Moshe Yalon of the

Israeli military responded when
asked if Yasir Arafat and Hezbollah

leader Hassan Nasrallah were targets

for elimination: "Judging by yester-

day’s reactions they understand that

their turn draws closer." As we wrote

in "Israel Hands Off Arafat!" (W
No. 810, 26 September 2003), the

full intent of the threats against Arafat

was clear: "The Zionist regime was
announcing to the world that they were
ready for a mass slaughter of Palestinians

that would far overshadow the April 2002
bloodbath in Jenin.... The threat to 'liqui-

date' Arafat is only the most recent prov-

ocation in the Zionist state's long history

of assassination as policy." The Israeli

ruling class is sending a message to the

in Gaza by an electric fence and those

trapped in the West Bank by concrete

walls—that it has license to obliterate

every Palestinian leader of any stripe.

Defend the Palestinian people! All Israeli

troops and settlers out of the Occupied
Territories now!

On March 25. the U.S. vetoed a United

Nations Security Council resolution con-

demning the assassination of Yassin.

U.S. imperialism certainly has no prob-

lem with "extrajudicial executions." as

its history, from the repeated attempts on
the life of Cuban leader Fidel Castro and
Libyan leader Muammar el-Qaddafi to

the coldblooded killings of leaders of the

former Iraqi regime, demonstrates. This

has been the policy of both Republican

and Democratic administrations. In fact,

when it comes to support to Israel—
including massive U.S. military aid—the

Democrats are at least as rabid as the

Republicans. The U.S. rulers' main con-

cern right now is that Israel's provoca-

tions in the Occupied Territories do not

fuel further outrage toward American
imperialism’s bloody occupation of Iraq.

We say: Down with the colonial occupa-
tion of Iraq! All U.S. troops out now!

* The assassination of Yassin sparked

widespread protests throughout the Near
East, from Cairo to Damascus and occu-
pied Iraq. Many of the protesters carried

green Islamic flags and large portraits

of the slain cleric. The Egyptian-based

Al-Ahram Weekly (25 March) head-

lined one of its articles. "We Are All

Hamas Now." The killing of Yassin

will likely drive many Palestinians

further into the arms of reactionary,

anti-woman and anti-Jewish funda-

mentalists like Hamas. But Hamas
is a deadly enemy of Palestinian

women, workers and leftists. Abhor-

ring secularism and women’s rights,

they have forced many Palestinian

women in the Gaza Strip into the

hijah (headscarf).

In the 1980s, Israel encouraged the

development of Hamas as an alterna-

tive to the secular-nationalist Pales-

tine Liberation Organization (PLO)
of Arafat. As Palestinians grew frus-

trated with the bankruptcy of the

PLO. especially after the treacherous

1993 Oslo accords. Hamas and other

fundamentalist groups grew. At the

same lime, Hamas has gained promi-

nence in Gaza by providing many of

the social services that the popula-

tion lacks. It is a tragedy that the vio-

lence inflicted by the Zionist rulers

against the Palestinians has driven u

large chunk of that historically cos-

mopolitan population into support-

ing thoroughly reactionary religious

obscurantist groups like Hamas.
The murder of Yassin will not, as

Israeli government spokesmen would
claim, prevent terror attacks but rather

guarantees there will be more of them.

Such terror attacks against Israeli civil-

ians. like the March 14 suicide bombings
in the port city of Ashdod which killed

ten port workers, are entirely criminal and
reprehensible from the viewpoint of the

international working class. They only
serve to reinforce the reactionary grip of

Israel’s capitalist rulers over the Hebrew-
speaking working masses.

There is no solution to the oppression
of the Palestinian ma.sses within the frame-

work of decaying capitalism, which bases

itself on racist national aggrandizement

continued on page 2



“War on Terror” Frame-Up of Radical Lawyer

Drop the Charges Against Lynne Stewart!
On April 9. New York City attorney

Lynne Stewart faces another day in court.

This lime, though, she isn’t there to fight

for freedom from the dutches of the state

for the leftists, black activists and others

deemed enemies by the U.S.' racist rulers,

as she has for the past three decades. This

time Stewart, a 64-year-old grandmother,

is fighting for her own freedom.

She and two Arab men. Ahmed Abdel

Sattar and Mohammed Yousry. were in-

dicted on charges of supporting “terror-

ism" under the USA-Patriot Act. Enacted

shortly after the September 1 1 attack on

the World Trade Center, this draconian

law broadens the definition of "terrorist’’

to include just about anybody deemed an

opponent of the government. Stewart is

facing up to 40 years in prison for the

“crime” of being an attorney for blind

Egyptian sheik Omar Ahmed-Rahman.
who is imprisoned for life on "seditious

conspiracy" charges stemming from the

1993 World Trade Center bombing.

Yousry is included in the indictment for

having acted as Rahman’s interpreter.

Stewart’s paralegal Sattar, alleged to he a

member of Rahman’s Islamic Group, has

been imprisoned for two years. They are

charged simply for having communicated

with Rahman or with each other. The
Feds are also charging Stewart with fraud

for violating the "Special Administrative

Measures" she allegedly agreed to in

1999. which allowed her access to her

client Ahmed-Rahman on the condition

that she not convey any communications

to or from him.

As we wrote two years ago when the

charges were first announced, the frame-

Proletarian Democracy vs.

Bourgeois Democracy
Leadinf! Bolsheviks Nikolai Bukharin and

Evgeny Preobrazhensky wrote The ABC of

Communism in 1919, following the victory

of the October 1917 Russian Revolution, as

a textbook for communist cadre education.

In the following excerpt, they unmask the

fraud of bourgeois democracy, counterpos-

ing to it the proletarian democracy of the

early soviet workers republic. Such democ-

racy for the working and oppressed masses

can only be achieved through a working-class revolution against the bourgeois order.

How can there be a "common" will for bourgeoisie and proletariat? It is manifest that

the very phrase about a will common to the whole nation is humbug if the words are

intended to apply to all clas.ses. No such common will has been realised or can be realised.

But this fraud is necessary to the bourgeoisie, necessary for the maintenance of cap-

italist rule. The capitalists are in the minority. They cannot venture to say openly that

this small minority rules. This is why the bourgeoisie bas to cheat, declaring that it

rules in the name of “the whole people." “all classes." "the entire nation." and so on.

How is the fraud carried out in a "democratic republic”? The chief reason why the
’

proletariat is enslaved to-day is because it is economically enslaved. Even in a demo-
cratic republic, the factories and workshops belong to the capitalists, and the land

belongs to the capitalists and the landlords. The worker has nothing but his labour

power; the poor peasant has nothing beyond a tiny scrap of land. They are eternally

compelled to labour under terrible conditions, for they are under the heel of the master.

On paper, they can do a great deal; in actual fact, they can do nothing. They can do

nothing because all the wealth, all the power of capital, is in the hands of their enemies.

This is what is termed bourgeois democracy....

The Soviet Power realises a new. a much more perfect type of democracy

—

prole-

tarian democracy. The essence of this proletarian democracy consists in this, that it is

based upon the transference of the means ofproduction into the hands of the workers.

thus depriving the bourgeoisie of all power. In proletarian democracy, those who for-

merly constituted the oppressed masses, and their organisations, have become the

instruments of rule. In the capitalist system of society, and therefore in bourgeois

democratic republics, there existed organisations of workers and peasants. They were,

however, overwhelmed by the organisations of the rich. Under proletarian democracy,

on the other hand, the rich have been deprived of their wealth. The mass organisations

of the workers, the semi-proletarian peasants, etc. (soviets, trade unions, factory com-
mittees. etc.), have become the actual foundations of the proletarian Stale authority. In

the constitution of the Soviet Republic we find at the outset the statement: “Russia

declares itself to be a republic of workers', soldiers’, and peasants’ delegates. All

power, both central and local, is vested in these soviets."

— Nikolai Bukharin and Evgeny Preobrazhensky, The ABC of Communism
(Ann Arbor, 1967)
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up "is part of the frontal attack on civil

liberties ihai accompanies the U.S.-led

‘global war on terror’ Using the fear

bom of the attack on the World Trade

Center as a pretext, the Bush admin-

istration. with most Democrats in low.

pushed through a package of legislation,

executive fiats and Justice Department

regulations which marked a qualitative

diminution of democratic rights" (WV
No. 779. 19 April 2002). We demand that

all charges against Stewart. Yousry and

Sattar be dropped now!

What's at slake here is the Sixth

Amendment right to legal representation,

without which any individual running

afoul of the state is thrown defenseless

into the capitalist courts. As the Stewart

case demonstrates, those caught in the

government’s anti-terror web who are

lucky enough to be allowed access to legal

counsel may find their lawyer in the cell

next door. Stewart's attorney. Michael

Tigar, accurately stales in motion papers

demanding the charges be dismissed.

"This case is a vindictive effort to chill

courageous advocacy by all lawyers.”

The prosecution suffered a blow last

July when district court judge John Koeltl

dismissed the “lerTorism" charges as un-

constitutionally "void for vagueness.” i.e..

that no "reasonable person” could under-

stand that the acts for which Stewart was

being prosecuted are against the law. In

November, the Feds vindictively filed a

“superseding indictment," which merely

repackages the same charges tossed out

by the court four months earlier.

In dismissing the terrorism charges.

Judge Koeltl admonished. “The Govern-

ment accuses Stewart of providing per-

sonnel, including herself, to IG [Islamic

Group]. In so doing, however, the Govern-

ment fails to explain how a lawyer, acting

as an agent of her client, an alleged leader

of an FTO [Foreign Terrorist Organiza-

tion|. could avoid being subject to crimi-

nal prosecution us a ’quasi-employee’

allegedly covered by the statute." That’s

exactly the point. Equating lawyers with

the alleged crimes of their clients is noth-

ing new. In the I950.s. when the Commu-
nist Parly was declared an illegal organ-

ization and its members and anyone hav-

ing contact with them were dragged

before the House Committee on Un-

American Activities (HUAC). their law-

yers were vilified or indicted as well.

A centerpiece of the government’s war

on civil liberties is the denial of legal

process for anybody Bush. Cheney or

Ashcroft deem a “bad guy." Hundreds

imprisoned in Guanldnamo for over two

years, many of them tortured, have no

way to challenge their detention. Having

been pronounced "enemy combatants”

by Bush. U.S. citizens Yaser Esam
Hamdi and Jose Padilla remain locked

up in a South Carolina military brig,

without charges against them, without

access to their attorney, and with no

prospect of a hearing to challenge the

accusations against them. With the perse-

cution of Lynne Stewart, Bush. Ashcroft

& Co. seek to inscribe in the American

judicial system that virtually no one will

have any rights the government is bound

to respect—from undocumented immi-

grants to attorneys who are supposed to

have certain protections, not least of

which is the assurance that representing

the accused doesn’t make you a party to

the crimes of which they are charged.

In the gun sights of the government’s

anti-terror wilchhunl is just about every-

one perceived as an opponent by the cap-

italist rulers—from those who oppose

U.S. imperialist wars abroad to those who
speak out against racist oppression or

fight to defend their unions and liveli-

hoods against attacks by the employers.

The fact that the government is going

after lawyers signifies an ominous attempt

to eviscerate the right to effective counsel

in the American legal system. The labor

movement, fighters for black rights and

all opponents of capitalist injustice have

a direct interest in joining in defense of

Lynne Stewart. Ahmed Abdel Sattar and

Mohammed Yousry and in calling for

freedom for all those detained in the anti-

immigrant witchhunt.*

Israel...
(continuedfrom page I)

and predatory war. The Palestinians and

Hebrew-speaking people are interpene-

trated, two populations with competing

claims to the same piece of land. Unless

a class axis is brought to the fore in this

nationalist contlici. the most reactionary

forces on both sides will predominate.

The right of national self-determination

for both the Hebrew and Palestinian peo-

ples can only be secured by the struggle

for Arab/Hebrew workers revolutions and

(he building of a socialist federation of

the Near East. We have no illusions that it

will be easy to break the Hebrew prole-

tariat from Zionism, but it is the task of

revolutionaries to use every strike, every

protest, every means to drive a wider

wedge between the working class of

Israel and the Zionist rulers.

Significantly, on March 23. students

protested at Jerusalem’s Hebrew Univer-

sity campus where Sharon was visiting,

holding signs condemning the Yassin

assassination and calling on (he govern-

ment to end the occupation. What is most
urgently posed is the construction of inter-

national working-class parties, sections

of a reforged Trotskyist Fourth Interna-

tional. in opposition to Zionism. Arab
nationalism and all variants of religious

fundamentalism. This is the task to which
the International Communist League,

both in the imperialist heartland and
throughout the world, is committed-

March 23: Cops
brutalize Israeli

students at

Jerusalem's
Hebrew

University

protesting
assassination

of Yassin.
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Congress Passes Anti-Woman “Fetus” Bill

Utah Prosecutes Mother in

Childbirth Tragedy
Melissa Ann Rowland, a poor 28-year-

old mother, has been charged with murder
by Salt Lake City authorities and faces

lifetime imprisonment.. .because one of
the twins she gave birth to last January 13

was stillborn! Medical staff at the hospi-

tal claim that Rowland was told one of the

twins would die if she didn’t have a Cae-
sarean section (where the belly and uterus

are cut open to deliver the child). Row-
land did give birth by C-section. but not

quickly enough to satisfy the depraved

Utah prosecutors who threw her in jail

one day after her Caesarean. First they

charged her with “child endangerment”
of the surviving twin by alleged drug use;

then in March, while Rowland still lan-

guished in a jail cell, they slapped a

charge of criminal homicide on her. We
say: Drop the charges against Melissa

Ann Rowland!

This prosecution is gross interference

by the state into a private medical matter,

as well as cruel torture of a mother.

against pregnant women for supposedly

harming their fetuses. The magazine
states:

“In the last few months alone, a woman
in New York was charged with child

endangerment for delivering a drunken
baby, a mother in Hawaii was charged
with manslaughter in the death of her

newborn son from mcth-amphelamine
poisoning and a drug user in California

was sentenced to life in prison for poi-

soning her newborn through meth-
tainied breast milk."

These are very sad stories, but they

aren't crimes. These pregnant women
weren’t helped to have healthy babies by

the fact that this country has no decent

health care for whole sectors of the pop-

ulation. Poor and minority women are

being criminalized and blamed for the

horrible cruelties of the capitalist system,

while prison populations and poverty

rales soar, and increasing numbers of

children face near-starvation conditions

and homelessness.

WV Photo

SL placard calls for free abortion on demand at March 20 antiwar demo, San
Francisco.

As Rowland’s court-appointed lawyer.

Michael Sikora, said. “If a doctor says

this will be a very difficult pregnancy and

you should gel complete bed rest for the

last three months and the mother doesn’t

and the baby is stillborn, is she guilty of

murder? If she smokes, is it murder? If

she doesn’t eat right, is it murder?" The
press stoked an ugly misogynist hysteria

against Rowland, lyingly asserting that

she was a vain woman who killed her

unborn child because she didn’t want a

scarred body. Yet Rowland had already

had two previous children by C-section!

Newsweek (29 March) reports that a

spokesman for the National Advocates
for Pregnant Women estimates there are

currently some 30 cases in slate courts

The Utah assault is part of the contin-

uing storm of religious fundamentalism

and patriarchal "family values" reaction

whose focus on “fetus rights" seeks to

strip women of their right to abortion. On
March 25, the Senate passed the “Unborn
Victims of Violence Act.” which was
passed by the House last month and now
goes to Bush for signing. This bill recog-

nizes the fetus as a separate and distinct

person under the law and crucially under-

mines abortion rights in this country.

Utah was already one of 31 states with

"fetal homicide” laws.

Another blow against abortion rights is

an attempt by the Justice Department to

force hospitals to turn over medical

records on abortions, ostensibly to defend

Spartacist League/SYC Forum

stop Bipartisan Attacks on Women’s Rights!

Free Abortion on Demand!
Saturday, April 17, 4 p.m.

University of Chicago. Bartlett Gymnasium—Student Lounge
57th and University Ave.

For more information: (312) 563-0441 or e-mail, spar1acist@iname.com

CHICAGO

the "Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act”

passed by Congress in 2003. While fed-

eral judges in Chicago, Philadelphia and

San Francisco have thus far refused to

order clinics and hospitals to turn over

such records, in Manhattan on March
18. a federal judge ordered New York-

Presbylerian Hospital to give up its

records, claiming they were not covered

by laws governing medical privacy because

women’s identities supposedly could be

hidden. This extremely ominous invasion

of privacy sets up both women and their

doctors for potential criminal charges

as well a.s out-and-out terror from anti-

abortion fanatics.

There have already been decades of

terrorist bombings of clinics and murders

of doctors and clinic staff; years of

Republican and Democratic administra-

tions squeezing abortion rights by bar-

ring federal and stale funding; hospitals

and medical schools intimidated from
even teaching the procedure; "squeal

laws” and religious lectures pounding
fear and ignorance about sex and its con-

sequences into kids.

if this country’s rulers want to prose-

cute those who cause the death of babies,

then they ought to prosecute themselves.

It is the ruling class that deprives poor,

minority and working women of quality

health care. Most women in the United

States do not gel paid maternity leaves,

which should be a basic right. For all the

drivel that America’s rulers—and their

media mouthpieces—spew about chil-

dren. this country has always had one of

the highest infant-mortality rates among
the world’s advanced capitalist countries.

According to a February report by the

Centers for Disease Control and Preven-

tion. the infant-mortality rate in the U.S.

went up in 2002 to 7.0 deaths per 1.000

live births—the first increase in 40 years.

The struggle for decent, quality health

care is a vital question for working peo-

ple in America, as shown by the recent

UFCW grocery workers strike, where
lens of thousands of workers mobilized

in defense of their health care benefits.

And the fight for full access to abortion

for all women is part of this struggle.

Today, state punishment of single moth-

ers doesn’t end with pregnancy. We

Melissa Ann Rowland

pointed out in "Depraved Court Convicts

Mother for Son’s Suicide" (WVNo. 812,

24 October 2003) that last fall in New
York City a working mother from Trini-

dad was charged with “reckless endan-

germent” when her two children died

in a fire in their liny illegal basement
apartment, and another working mother
was convicted in Connecticut on felony

charges for her 1 2-year-old son’s suicide.

As we wrote: ‘“Family values’ anti-sex

hysteria is used to punish kids and work-
ing people, selling up a patriarchal model
at total variance with the way most peo-

ple actually live, a fake ideal to cover the

lack of social services, health care, edu-

cation and day care working people

urgently need."

Working and poor women urgently

need the right to free, safe abortion on
demand and the right to free, quality

medical care. Decriminalizing drug use

is also vitally important for the working
class and oppressed. Anti-drug laws are

used purely for intimidation and punish-

ment—the "war on drugs” is a racist

witchhunt that means police occupation

of the ghettos and barrios. The only crim-

inals involved in the case of Melissa Ann
Rowland are the capitalist rulers respon-

sible for the daily hideous tragedies

afflicting such poor women and their chil-

dren. As we said in our previous article,

“A pack of wolves shows more solidarity

and concern for its nursing females and
young than the capitalist rulers do.”«
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Guerrero/El Pais

Rescue workers aid the injured on the tracks outside Madrid’s Atocha
station, March 11.

Spain...
(contimu’dfrom pufie I

)

victims issued u statement denouncing

the A/nar government and demanded,

“No more blood! No more manipulation!

No more lies!"

The Madrid bombings were monstrous

crimes against workers and immigrants.

Intended to cause the maximum amount

of carnage, the bombs were placed on

trains coming from working-class dis-

tricts on the outskirts of Madrid, such as

the historically militant area of Kl Po/o

del Tfo Raimundo. A quarter of those

killed were immigrants of 13 different

nationalities. With this bloody deed, as

with the criminal attack on of the World

Trade Center, the Islamic fundamentalists

who claimed responsibility for the attack

demonstrate the same murderous nation-

alist mindset of the American and Euro-

pean rulers by punishing the working

class for the policies of their rulers. The

race-hatred and blood scores inculcated

by religious fundamentalism of all types

are indicated by a note received by an

Arabic-Ianguage newspaper in London

which spoke of "settling old accounts

with Spain." a reference to the 15th-

century Spanish Reconquista which re-

versed the Arab conquest of Spain nearly

800 years earlier!

The unexpected victory of the social

democrats of the Partido Socialisia

Obrero de Espana (PSOE) sent shock

waves through Europe and the Bush

White House and cracked George Bush’s

Enoch Soames

Angered by government lies, crowds
protest outside Popular Party head-
quarters in Madrid, March 13.

“Coalition of the Willing.” Incoming

Spanish prime minister Josd Luis Rod-
riguez Zapatero immediately announced

that he would stick by his campaign
promise to pull the 1.300 Spanish troops

from Iraq if the United Nations did not

take command of the occupation. The
breach in the coalition then widened, with

the Polish president complaining that it

had been “misled" into Iraq on the false

pretext of “weapons of ma.ss destruction."

and South Korea refused to carry out

the scheduled deployment of its con-

tingent of troops to Kirkuk.

In addition to the diplomatic blow of

the Spanish elections, the Bush admin-

istration is taking hits on the home front

as Richard Clarke, former national secur-

ity adviser to both Clinton and Bush,

testified to the lies of both administra-

tions before a Congressional committee

investigating the September 1 1 attacks.

Clarke’s just-published memoir. Against

All Enemies, became an instant best

seller despite desperate attempts by

the White House to discredit him. While

the Bush gang’s lies justly anger the

American electorate, no one should have

any illusions that the Democrats offer an

alternative. When Zapatero announced his

support to John Kerry as an “antiwar”

candidate, Kerry responded by asking

that Zapatero take back his pledge to

withdraw Spanish troops from Iraq.

The UN's Kofi Annan and Spanish

leaders are scrambling to find a way to

keep the Spanish in Iraq and allow Zapa-

tero to save face. Zapatero has offered to

send more troops to Afghanistan, where

Spain already has a presence. Spanish

troops are part of “peacekeeping" occu-

pations under UN mandate in Kosovo

and Bosnia. Spain also maintains colo-

nial enclaves in Morocco

“Anti-Terror" Laws Target
Labor, Immigrants and
Minorities

While striking a pose against the Iraq

war. Zapatero speaks for the imperialist

interests of America’s European rivals,

led by France and Germany. They view a

UN-administered occupation as a way to

enhance their own interests in the region

and to get a better share of the spoils

than that allotted by the Bush adminis-

tration. with its ties to American oil com-
panies and firms like the infamous Halli-

burton. which have been awarded the

contracts to pillage Iraq.

The European rulers have embraced

the “war on terror” because it serves

their interests against workers and the

oppressed, especially immigrants at home.

Zapatero vowed that “Spain could be

counted on for an 'intransigent fight

against leTTortsm'"(Financial Times. 19

March). The PSOE’s “anti-terror" fight

the last lime it held office meant launch-

ing the fascistic death squads known
as GAL (Grupos Antiterroristas de

Liberacidn) in the 1980s against Basque

nationalists.

Other European states lost no time in

opportunistically seizing on the Madrid

bombing for a domestic crackdown.

France escalated its Vigipirate cop terror

plan to "code red" for train stations and

airports. The train station in Rouen, a

heavily industrial working-class center,

was occupied by cops in full riot gear.

Over 12.500 people were snagged in

police identity-checks in the first few

days after the Madrid bombing, a dragnet

to harass, detain and deport individuals

from France’s huge North African immi-

grant population.

On March 25. European Union leaders

created a Europe-wide post of “counter-

terrorism coordinator." Tony Blair’s Brit-

ain wants EU member states "to be more

rigorous in tackling money flows to

banned organisations. It wants to widen

the net to chanties, individuals and groups"

{Financial Times, 19 March). Ultimately,

the domestic target for Europe's capitalist

rulers is the labor movement, which

began to fiex its muscle in opposition to

the Iraq war with disruptions of muni-

tions deliveries by train drivers in Scot-

land and Italy and which is resisting aus-

terity attacks on hard-won gains of the

labor movement all across Europe.

Down With Repression of

Basque Nationalists!

Although immigrants are in the cross

hairs of the anti-terror hysteria, there has

also been an outpouring of support for

them in the wake of the bombing. A
12 March communique by the popular-

fronlisl Izquierda Unida (lU—United

Left coalition, which includes the old

Stalinist Communist Party and has the

support of many pseudo-Trotskyist

groups) commendably called “to facili-

tate the immediate legalization of those

workers from other countries affected by

the crime and who fear expulsion

because of their administrative situation.

We cannot allow these people to be

afraid to cry for their loved ones.” Even
the right-wing Aznar government fell

compelled to grant citizenship to the vic-

tims and their families.

Yet the national question is the

Achilles’ heel of the chauvinist Spanish

left. The lU peddled the same lie as the

PP government, issuing a communiqud
on the very day of the bombing, titled

‘Democratic Unity Against Terrorism.”

in which it snarled. “With this fascist-

style massacre, perpetrated with repug-

nant cowardice against hundreds of

workers and students, with this act of
Nazi barbarism. ETA is trying to end
Spanish democracy and to bring to its

knees the rule of law.... Izquierda Unida
supports all actions by the state security

forces leading to arresting and bringing

to justice the murderers," lU helps to

bind the workers to their exploiters as

"Spaniards" against the oppressed

Basque and Catalan peoples fighting

Castilian Spanish domination.

The International Communist League

has steadfastly fought against repression

of Batasuna, which is viewed as the

political arm of ETA, and ETA itself by

the Spanish and the French states. The

Basque region represents a classic case

of an oppressed nation forcibly denied

the right of self-determination, that is.

the right to form an independent stale.

While the hean of the Basque country is

in northern Spain, the Basque nation

extends into southern France. As our

comrades in the Ligue Trotskyste de

France declared in protest of the Spanish

government’s suspension of Batasuna in

2002. which paved the way for the com-

plete ban of the party last year {WV No.

787, 20 September 2002):

“Ii IS (he urgent task of (he prolciariai.

particularly m Spam and France, to

mobilize against this sinister ban. which

not only targets radical Basque national-

ists bui also sets the stage lor repression

of any political dissent by workers or

youth. Down with the ban on Batasuna!

Freedom now for the hundreds of
Basque nationalists, some of whom have

been in prison for many years in Spain

and France!"

While defending Batasuna and ETA
against state repression, we Marxists

oppose (heir nationalist outlook as well

as the petty-bourgeois strategy of indi-

vidual terrorism, which is a desperate,

losing substitute for and obstacle to the

mobilization of proletarian, internation-

alist class struggle. The elimination of

individual representatives of the capitalist

state and ruling class does not address

the fundamental need to replace the

The 1 IMOM
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One down,
three to go?

Spanish elections dealt a blow to
Bush’s “Coalition of the Willing"

—

remaining are Britain's Blair and
Australia's John Howard.

entire rotting capitalist system itself,

which requires the collective struggle

of a politically conscious working
class. Moreover, the reactionary logic

of nationalism leads to appalling acts

of indiscriminate terror, such as ETA’s
1987 bombing of a supermarket in a

working-class suburb of Barcelona,

which killed 21 people.

A.S we wrote in protest of the ban on
Batasuna last year (VYV No. 805, 6 June

2003):

"The nch history of united working-class
struggle m Spain—from the Spanish
Revolution of the 19.10s to the pre-

revolutionary upsurge that followed the

death of Franco in 1975—has demon-
strated thal the resolution of Ihe national

question m Spam is inextricably linked
with the struggle for workers power
throughout the Ibehan peninsula. Only a

Leninist vanguard party defending this

democratic right will be able to unite the

Basques with workers throughout Spam
—a.s well as with workers m Portugal

and across the Pyrenees in France -in u

common struggle for workers power."

For the right ofself-determination for the

Basque people! Down with "war on ter-

ror" repression of labor, the left, immi-
grants and minorities! m
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Australia

Defend Redfern Aborigines-

Mobilize Union Power!
Wc reprint below a 22 February leaflet

issued by the Spartacist Leaguc/Australia

in solidarity with the militant Aboriginal

youth ofRedfern. Sydney, who continue to

face brutal state repression in the after-

math ofprotests against the police killing

of a young Aborigine. Thomas “TJ"

Hickey, in February (see "For a Class-

Struggle Fight for Aboriginal Rights!"

WV Ho. S20. 20 February).

The long-felt anger of the Redfern

Aboriginal community at their brutal

racist oppression erupted on the evening

of Sunday 15 February, as Aboriginal

youth fought a nine-hour pitched battle

with marauding cops. This explosion,

which made headlines around the world,

was sparked by the death that morning of

popular 17-year-old Aboriginal youth,

Thomas "TJ" Hickey. The previous day.

while fleeing from police. Thomas was
impaled on a steel fence, reportedly cata-

pulted from his bicycle. Residents living

in the Redfern Aboriginal community

known as The Block, told a public meet-

ing that Thomas’ bike was struck by a

police car. Witnesses described how. con-

trary to normal medical practice in such

cases, police simply wrenched Thomas
from the fence causing him to bleed

badly. With obscene callousness, they

then proceeded to search him. reportedly

pinning him to the ground with their

boots. It was up to a witness to call for an

ambulance.

Thomas, like all Aboriginal youth, had

cause to be fearful of the racist cops.

Indeed he had been beaten by a group of

police only last December in what the

cops described as a case of "mistaken

identity." Speaking of the police. Thomas’

distraught mother. Gail, declared; "They’re

nasty.... They manhandle our kids, they

treat them like dogs.... They’ve got to stop

chasing our kids and hurting our kids"

(Sydney Morning Herald, 17 February).

Immediately following Thomas’ death

the police waged a series of vile provo-

cations against the Aboriginal commu-
nity. As early as midday on Sunday locals

say patrolling police taunted Aboriginal

youth with racist epithets. Mobilising to

defend themselves, some in the Aborigi-

nal community began pasting up posters

with pictures of police and headlined

"Wanted Child Murderers." The leaflet

defiantly stated: "There is a gang of child

killers operating in the Redfern area.

They can be easily identified as they all

dress the same. They are serial killers and

will reoffend. Do not approach them as

they are armed. Report any you see...."

A woman who has lived in the commu-
nity for nine years. Victoria Dunbar,

described the police provocations that

day; “We kept going up [to look) and

there were hundreds of them, arms

locked, visors down. I’ve never seen so

many police. Finally the kids started yell-

ing, ‘C’mon. bring it on'" (Sydney Morn-

ing Herald, 17 February). Fed up with

years of systematic racist terror from the

AFP

Youth in Redfern, Sydney protest racist

cop killing of Aboriginal teenager
Thomas ‘TJ’’ Hickey, February 23.

Carr state Labor government’s cops, up to

one hundred and fifty Aboriginal youth,

many of them friends of Thomas Hickey,

fought back and defended themselves

throughout Sunday evening against pha-

lanxes of police "stormiroops.” The Ab-

original youth defended themselves with

great tactical nous (savvy). And this time

the strutting arrogant "bluecoats” got

more than they bargained for. Up to 50

cops were injured during the clashes.

However, by 1 a.m. on Monday morn-

ing some 250 police assembled in riot

gear. They attacked and dispersed the

Aboriginal protesters using shields and

fire hoses and occupied the top of The
Block in Eveleigh Street. A number of

people have already been arrested and the

police, itching for retaliation, are plan-

ning a “sweep" of up to 40 arrests

—

doubtless via geslapo-style raids for

which they are notorious in Redfern.

David Webb, a cousin ofThomas Hickey,

was one of the many who quickly sent his

children away from Sydney. He said:

"Everyone is taking their kids out.... The

TRG (Tactical Response Group) will kick

in doors. 1 don't want my kids around it"

(Sydney Morning Herald, 18 February).

Already police from strike force “Time

Piece" have arrested Thomas’ 37-year-old

aunt, charging her with riot, affray, vio-

lent disorder and throwing a missile. She

has been denied bail to attend Thomas’

funeral. Despicably the cops have also

targeted Thomas’ 14-year-oId girlfriend.

April, who was arrested after his memo-
rial service and charged with resisting/

hindering police and possession of can-

nabis. We say; Drop the charges now!

continued on page II

Cop “Union” Targets Spartacist League of Australia

We reprint below a statement issued by

the Spartacist League/Ausiralta. section

of the International Communist League,

on March 20.

Attention Brothers and Sisters.

We write to alert you to outrageous

censorship being carried out against those

who defend the embattled Aboriginal

people against racist cop terror. Trades

Hall in Melbourne has cancelled the

Spartacist League’s current meeting room
bookings at its building, reportedly at the

behest of the Police Association.

On 17 March. Spartacist League com-
rades were refused entry to a room at

Trades Hall that we had pre-booked for a

public meeting. SL supporters were told

that Trades Hall had withdrawn this and

subsequent room bookings following a

complaint by the Victorian Trades Hall

Council (VTHC)-affiliated Police Asso-

ciation regarding the SL’s position on

recent events in Redfern where we called

for working-class defence of Aborigines

in the face of mounting police terror. Our
bookings include one for an advertised 3

1

March public forum tilled "Solidarise

with Militant Aboriginal Youth Against

Racist Cop Terror! Defend Redfern

Aborigines—Mobilise Union Power!"

The SL has been holding meetings at

Trades Hall for decades. However, on this

day our supporters were told that the

building manager had ordered that the SL
room bookings be stopped. AnotVicr per-

son stated that VTHC Secretary Leigh

Hubbard demanded the room-booking

cancellations, brandishing a letter from

the Police Association, which reportedly

made the outrageous allegation that meet-

ings at Trades Hall on the Redfern events.

and/or llyers advertising them, were pro-

moting illegal activities.

The long-fell anger of the Redfern

Aboriginal community at their brutal

racist oppression erupted on 15 February

following the death of popular 17-year-

old Kamilaroi Murri youth Thomas "TJ"

Hickey while fleeing the NSW (New
South Wales) Labor government’s cops.

In the wake of the courageous protests,

the SL faxed to unions and distributed at

work sites a leaflet which declared: ‘To

protest the racist state attacks on the Red-

fern Aboriginal community, we say the

social power of the working class should

be mobilised in strikes, walkouts and

demonstrations." We received a warm
response including from young building

workers and Aboriginal people for whom
our forthright defence of the Aboriginal

people in Redfern struck a chord.

The SL is a Marxist political organisa-

tion that openly proclaims its program for

a workers republic of Australia as part of

a socialist Asia. The smearing of leftist

organisations by the police is a sinister

pretext for censorship, disruption and

repression against all those that would
oppose the racist capitalist status quo

and constitutes a threat against the multi-

racial working people. One only has to

recall the 1997 exposure of massive Vic-

torian police spying against socialists,

trade unions. Aboriginal, immigrant and

women’s rights groups.

As part of the armed fist of the capital-

ist state, which exists to defend the rule of

the capitalist exploiters, the police are the

deadly class enemies of the workers

movement and oppressed minorities. They
act to try and break strikes and bust up

workers pickets such as when mounted

cops brutally attacked maintenance work-

ers pickets at BHP Steel in Victoria in

June 2002. For the leader of the peak

union body in Victoria to bow to the dik-

tats of this police body against an organ-

isation in the workers movement is a gross

travesty. What is the VTHC going to do if

the Police Association demands that it

hand over to the state the names of

CFMEU (Construction. Forestry. Mining

and Energy Union) building union mili-

tants who are being targeted by the courts

and the police auxiliary Building Industry

Task Force? Who are they going to come
after next? Police associations are not

unions of workers and have no place in the

workers movement. In response to the

Redfern events, the NSW Police Associa-

tion have been campaigning for a "public

order-type riot squad" to carry out more

vicious racist repression in Redfern.

Instead of embracing the bosses’ cops,

union leaderships should be mobilising

their memberships to defend the arrested

Redfern Aboriginal militants and defend

the targeted CFMEU and AMWU [Aus-

tralian Manufacturing Workers’ Union)

unionists as part of defending the interesLs

of all the working class and oppressed

against the racist bosses and their repres-

sive state. In August 1996 at an ACTU
(Australian Council of Trade Unions)-

called rally in opposition to the Howard
government’s anti-union legislation and

attacks on welfare. CFMEU members
and other unionists came to the defence

of an Aboriginal contingent which was

attacked by the police. This led to the

spectacular storming of parliament in

Canberra by workers, Aborigines and

leftists. The interests of Aborigines, im-

migrant minorities and those of the work-

ing people will go forward together or fall

back separately. The police force which

attacks workers picket lines and seeks to

jail formerAMWU leader Craig Johnston

for militant actions against notorious

union-buster Skilled Engineering is the

same police force which bashed Mel-

bourne Aboriginal man Raymond Merritt

in a Rodney King style beating. Assisting

the campaigns of police organisations to

silence defenders of Aboriginal rights is

manifestly against the interests of all

union members and the oppressed.

We urge fighters for workers rights.

Aboriginal militants and ail opponents of

capitalist state repression to reject the

smears of illegality against opponents of

racist cop terror and send protest letters to

the VTHC demanding that it rescind the

attempted ban on the Spartacist League’s

hiring of meeting rooms at Trades Hall.

Censorship within the workers movement
acts to choke off the full debate and dis-

cussion so vitally necessary for the work-

ing class to go forward. And especially at

this time, when the “war on terror” and
"war on crime" provide cynical pretexts

for increased anti-union, anii-Aboriginal

and anti-immigrant repression, such cen-

sorship only serves the sinister aims of the

enemies of all working people. An injury

to one is an injury to all!

Send protest statements to Victorian

Trades Hall Council. 54 Victoria Street.

Carlton South VIC 3053. Australia,

Send copies of statements to the Spar-

tacist League. GPO Box 3473, Sydney
NSW 20oT, Australia; phone; 612-9281-

2181. fax: 612-9281-2185.B
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Young Spartacus

Revolutionary Communist Party:

Revolutionary in Name Only
We reprint the following leaflet issued

on March IH and distrihiited nation-

wide at the March 20 anti-occupation

demonstrations.

On March 20. as protesters take to the

streets against the U.S. occupation of

Iraq, we in the Spartacus Youth Clubs and

Spartacist League will march under the

slogans: ’'U-S. Out of Iraq! Israel Out of

the Occupied Territories! Break with the

Democratic Party of War and Racism

—

For a Workers Party That Fights for

Socialist Revolution!" The official lead-

ership of these protests seeks to channel

the outrage against the imperialist war

against—and subsequent colonial occu-

pation of—Iraq into the dead ends of

moral-witness pacifism and electoral

pressure politics. For our part, the SYCs
seek to win militant activist students and

youth to take a side with the peoples of

Iraq against the imperialist occupiers, as

we did during protests against the Iraq

war. when we built revolutionary interna-

tionalist contingents that raised the call;

"Defend Iraq Against U.S. Imperialist

Attack! For Class Struggle Against U.S.

Capitalist Rulers! Down With UN Starva-

tion Blockade!"

Sponsors and spokesmen for the Not

In Our Name (NION) coalition, the Rev-

olutionary Communist Party (RCP) and

Its affiliate the Revolutionary Commu-
nist Youth Brigade (RCYB). also had sub-

stantial contingents in the antiwar demos,

including youth attracted to the red-flag-

waving. "street-fighting.” “anti-imperial-

ist" posture of the RCP/RCYB. No doubt

many youth around the RCYB felt revul-

sion at the blatant arrogance of U.S.

imperialism in its drive to exert Us domi-

nance over the globe, and RCYB contin-

gents included many black and Latino

youth, who are daily treated with racist

contempt by the ruling class. But for all

its militant anti-imperialist posturing, the

RCP/RCYB refused to defend Iraq when
the U.S. imperialist rulers, commanding
the largest military machine on the planet,

geared up for and carried out a war of

depredation against neocolonial Iraq, al-

ready ravaged by over a decade of United

Nations-imposed sanctions. Instead, the

RCP/RCYB opted to "unite all who can

be united." not least open representatives

of the bourgeois Democratic Party and

the Green Party, in the NION coalition.

It is no accident that the NION "Pledge

of Resistance” does not mention capital-

ism—the system which is the root cause

of imperialist war and which must be

uprooted and replaced in order to bring

an end to .such carnage. Rather, appealing

to “peace patriots," NION announced:

"We want to build this campaign broadly.

It needs to include people who want to

‘cleanse the U.S. flag' as well as those

who would never under any circum-

stances fiy the U.S. flag" ("Million Globes

Campaign.” undated, posted at notinour-

name.net). Lest it repel the Democrats like

Maxine Waters who appeared on NION-
sponsored plalfonns. NION spoke the lan-

guage of bourgeois hypocrisy, mouthing

empty pacifist slogans and building illu-

sions that "our own government” can be

stopped from "this course of war and

repression" through pressure politics.

Predictably, despite large numbers of

people taking to the streets, such "moral

witness" as organized by NION and other

class-collaborationist lash-ups like Work-
ers World Parly’s ANSWER and United

for Peace and Justice did not stop the war

against Iraq. RCP leader Bob Avakian

served up ihe following solace:

"Let’s be real clear if it weren't for our

protesl.s—in unity with people around

ihe world—then Bush would probably

be marching into Iraq with the UN fully

behind him. draped in un aura of right-

eousness and legitimacy. Public opinion

would be eating out of his hand and
believing his every lie.... Bush has not

been stopped, but his freedom of action

has been constrained by the people's

struggle."—"The Challenge Ahead' We Must
•Stop This War." Revolulionarv

Worker {RW). .30 March 2003

Bush’s sagging poll figures may warm
the hearts of those in the other party of

American capitalism, but his dip in bour-

geois "public opinion” is cold comfort for

the Iraqi victims of mass murder and

occupation.

As Marxist revolutionaries, we stand in

the tradition of V. 1. Lenin and Leon Trot-

sky, co-leaders of the 1917 Russian Rev-

olution. the only successful workers rev-

olution to date. Trotsky observed how it is

impossible to stop war short of shattering

the imperialist order in his "Declaration

to the Antiwar Congress at Amsterdam”
(July 1932):

"To condemn war is easy; to overcome it

IS difficult. The struggle .igainst war is a
struggle against the classes which rule

society and which hold in (heir hands
both Its productive forces and its dcsiruc-

tivc weapons. It is not possible to prevent

war by moral indignation, by meetings,
by resolutions, by newspaper articles, and
by congresses. As long as the bourgeoi-

sie has at Its comm.and the banks, the fac-

tories. the land, the press, and the slate

apparatus, it will always be able to drive

the people to war when its interests

demand it.”

Carrying the "unite all who can be

united” line to its logical conclusion, on
5 April 2003 NION-Lo.s Angeles co-

sponsored a campaign rally for Demo-
cratic Party presidential candidate Dennis
Kucinich. And the RCP’s Revolutionary

Worker newspaper appealed for a "re-

sounding NO!" in the California recall

election last autumn, which its readers

logically concluded meant voting against

the recall of. thus giving backhanded sup-

port to. the justly unpopular Democratic

governor Gray Davis. We advocated a

"yes" vote to recall Davis as a vote of

working-class opposition to the capitalist

Democratic Party and extended critical

support to the Socialist Workers Party

(SWP) candidate Joel Britton, whose

campaign drew a crude class line against

capitalism and war. Now. in the run-up to

U.S. presidential elections, the pressure

to "unite all who cun be united” in order

to elect a Democrat will be, if anything,

more in play at protests against the occu-

pation of Iraq. In its February 9 posting on

the March 20 protests. NION consciously

tailors its statement for the anti-Bush

bandwagon: "March 20 is a day to build

our strength for the future—for the most

massive resistance ever, more than a mil-

lion people in the streets of NYC at the

time of the Republican National Conven-

tion to say NO to the whole Bush agenda!”

Supporters of the RCP/RCYB who
consider NION a "revolutionary” alter-

native to the (other) reformist-led coali-

tions formed against the Iraq war may
discern a contradiction here. On the one

hand, there is the red flag waving, calls

to “break out." acts of civil disobedience

and rhetoric in the Revolutionary Worker

such as: "The precious resources and

organized energy of our resistance must

not get channeled and drained into a

electoral black hole that is fully domi-

nated by the imperialist ruling class”

("Delivering the NO to Bush and All

That He Stands For.” RW. 21 March,

posted at rwor.org—emphasis in origi-

nal). On the other hand, in reality and

not in rhetoric, is the namby-pamby pac-

ifist pablum that serves as very thin

cover for NION’s very own contribution

to channeling and draining the anger of

youth and others into. ..the electoral black

hole.

NION: The RCP's
“People’s Front"

Despite the RCP’s appropriation of

trendy "anti-globalization” jingles such

as "another world is possible.” there is

nothing new in its strategy and practice in

today’s antiwar movement. It is a strategy

not of class struggle but of class collabo-

ration. the subordination of the proletar-

iat in the name of the broadest "unity.” In

this, the Maoist RCP has taken a page

from the "People’s Front” (against war.

against fascism) policy of the Stalinist

Communist Parly (CP). Indeed. Earl

Browder's report to the Central Commit-
tee of the CPUSA on 4 December 1936

may ring a familiar bell; "We can organ-

ize and rouse them (the majority of ‘the

people’) provided we do not demand of

them that they agree with our .socialist

program, but unite with them on the basis

of their program which we also make our

own.”

Anticipating that the CP’s class collab-

orationism would eventually lead it to

outright social-patriotism in World War
II, James Burnham, then a revolutionary

Trotskyist, wrote in The Peoples' Front:

The New Betrayal (1937):
"Most significant of all is the application

of the Peoples’ Front policy to ‘anli-war

work.’ Through a multitude of pacifist

organizations, and especially through the

directly controlled American League
against W,ar and Fascism, the Stalinists

aim at the creation of a ‘broad, classless.

Peoples’ Front of all those opposed to
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Magnum

Beijing, 1972: Mao seals anti-Soviet alliance with

Nixon even as U.S. imperialism carpet bombed,
dropped napalm on Vietnam.

Ut/AP

and unequal slates victory over the

oppressor, slave-holding and predatory

‘Great’ Powers,"

war.' The class collahorationist character

of the Peoples' Front policy is strikingly

revealed through the .Stalinist altitude in

these organi/ations. They rule out in

advance the Marxist analysis of war as

necessarily resulting from the inner con-

flicts of capitalisin and therefore genu-

inely opposed only by revolutionary class

struggle against the capitalist order; and.

in contrast, maintain that all persons,

from whatever social class or group,

whether or not opposed to capitalism,

can ‘unite’ to stop war... The truth is. of

course, that through the Peoples’ Front,

the Stalinists arc making ready to support

the government, and to recruit the masses

for such support, in the new imperialist

war"

Such wait the case. In line with the pop-

ular front, the American CP directed its

supporters, many won through coura-

geous campaigns to organize industrial

unions and the fight for black rights, into

support for the Democrat Roosevelt in

the I936 elections. When Hitler launched

the attack on the Soviet Union (putting

paid to Stalin's attempts at a pact with

Germany), the CP wrapped itself in the

Stars and Stripes, jingoistically goading

Roosevelt to prosecute the imperialist

"people’s war.” Once the U.S. was in the

interimperialist war, the CP hailed the no-

strike pledge of the CIO union tops and

engaged in outright strikebreaking at the

same lime as it removed from its ranks its

ethnically Japanese members being sent

to the internment camps. Entangled by its

"uniiy" with the Democrats, the CP went

so far as to welcome the A-bombing of

Hiroshima and Naga.saki. In contrast, the

Trotskyists were imprisoned for their

refusal to support any of the imperialist

combatants in the war. Where the Stalin-

ists sold out the fight for independence

from imperialism in order to form a bloc

with the allied "democratic" imperialists,

the Trotskyists championed the liberation

of all colonized peoples. Above all. at great

personal risk, the Trotskyists fought for

and acted on their program for the uncon-

ditional military defense of the Soviet

Union.

While the RCP today lacks the work-

ing-class base of the Stalinist CP. and
lacks association with any workers state

power, the fundamental differences be-

tween us Trotskyists in the SYC and the

Maoist RCP/RCYB remain; the road of
class independence and proletarian revo-

lution vs. the road of class collaboration

and betrayal. For RCYBers who consider

themselves revolutionaries, it is necessary

to understand the history of how the

Communist parties throughout the world

were transformed from instruments of

international proletarian revolution to

those of class collaboration. The October

Revolution of 1917. led by the Bolshevik

Party, was not only the first and only

workers revolution in history, but a bea-

con for the world’s working people and

oppressed. The Bolshevik leaders were

under no illusions that "socialism" could

be built in a single, backward country;

they looked to and worked for the exten-

sion of the revolution to the advanced

countries of the West. But the young

Soviet workers state reeled under the

blows of imperialist encirclement, a

bloody civil war and the failure of the

German Revolution of 1923. Under these

conditions, a conservative, nationalist

caste—of which Stalin was the leader

—

usurped political power, brutally purging

the Soviet Communist Parly of those, like

Trotsky's Left Opposition, who sought to

maintain the revolutionary international-

ism which animated the October Revolu-

tion and the early Communist Interna-

tional. The “theory’’ which accompanied

this Stalinist political counterrevolution

was ".socialism in one country." which

would translate into bloody betrayal of

revolutionary opportunities intemaliori-

ally via the popular front, in which the

workers were subordinated to their class

enemy in "broad fronts" and/or coalition

governments. In 1935. the Seventh Con-

gress of the Communist International

formally adopted the anti-revolutionary

popular front schema. Dimitrov’s report

to the Congress was explicit: "Now the

toiling masses in a number of capitalist

countries are faced with the necessity of

making a definite choice, and of making

it today, not between proletarian dicta-

torship and bourgeois democracy, but

between bourgeois democracy and fas-

cism." Indeed, by 1943 Stalin drew the

logical conclusion in yet another conces-

sion to the “democratic" imperialists and

dissolved the Communist International.

Further material on this history and the

struggle between Trotskyism and Stalin-

ism—including its Maoist variant—is

contained in the Spartacus Youth League

pamphlet The Stalin School of Falsifica-

tion Revisited.

The RCP’s Bogus
Anti-Imperialism

Avakian, in "United With All Who Can
Be United, in the U.S. and Throughout the

World" (/ew. 7 April 2002). said: “There

is the very acute contradiction between

maintaining a bedrock position and activ-

ity based on proletarian intemalionalism

and still seeking to unite the broadest

number possible....’’ Just what form does

the RCP’s proclaimed “proletarian inter-

nationalism” lake'? If was over the U.S.

bombing of Afghanistan that the RCP
tried to cover its blatant refusal to take a

side and call for the military defense of the

victims of U.S. imperialist aggression by

invoking "revolutionary defeatism.” Thus.

Revolutionary Worker (28 April 2002)

carried an article titled “The Meaning

of 'Revolutionary Defeatism”’ which in-

toned: "Revolutionary defeatism does not

mean that you should actually support

the enemy of your government if that

enemy and the war it is waging is equally

reactionary.”

For Marxists, revolutionary defeatism

is the policy of revolutionaries in inierim-

perialist wars or any wars between qual-

itatively equal capitalist slates (such as

the Iran-Iraq War of the 1980s). In such

wars, the working class has no side and

the working class of each belligerent

country should desire the defeat of its

"own" ruling class. But this was not the

case in the neocolonial military opera-

tions led by the U.S. against Afghanistan

or the war against Iraq. There is aqualita-

tive difference between an imperialist

power like the U.S., which in its pursuit

of profits and spheres of influence

exploits the world’s dependent countries

and is an enemy of the oppressed every-

where. and a tinpot dictatorship like Hus-

sein’s Iraq. Imperialism props up blood-

soaked regimes all over the world, and

Saddam Hussein was an on-again. off-

again beneficiary of U.S. imperialist

backing for years. Moreover, the RCP
instinctively equates military defense

against imperialist attack with capitula-

tory political support to any given force

or regime on the receiving end. While

giving not an ounce of political support to

the reactionary regimes of either the Tal-

iban or Saddam Hussein, the correct Len-

inist position, and ours, was to militarily

defend Afghanistan and Iraq against the

imperialists. As Lenin wrote in Socialism

and War ( 1915):

"For example, if tomorrow. Morocco
were 10 declare war on France, or India

on Britain, or Persia or China on Rus-

sia. and so on. these would he 'just', and
‘defensive’ wars, irrespective of who
would he the first to attack; any socialist

would wish the oppressed, dependent

Given the overwhelming U.S. military

superiority, we stressed that the chief

defense of Iraq was through pursuing

international class struggle against the

imperialist rulers, first and foremost in

the U.S. Just as we fight for the complete

political independence of the proletariat

within the imperialist centers, so too

throughout the Near East there can be no

emancipation of the women of the region,

of oppressed national minorities, of

exploited workers short of thoroughgoing

socialist revolutions which sweep away

the imperialist occupiers and the sheiks,

colonels and Zionists, and which link up

with proletarian revolution in the West.

This is the perspective of permanent rev-

olution as opposed to the failed Maoist-

Stalinist formulas for "two-stage revolu-

tion" and the "bloc of four classes."

Many of the “progressive” Democrats

who campaigned from antiwar platforms

made no secret of their preference to put

the arsenal of U.S. imperialism to work
against the North Korean deformed work-

ers stale. Revolutionary Trotskyists stand

foursquare for the unconditional military

defense of the North Korean. Chinese,

Cuban and Vietnamese deformed workers

states, where capitalism has been over-

thrown and proletarian property forms

remain, despite the bureaucratic Stalinist

regimes that undermine these gains.

Trotskyists stand for proletarian political

revolution to oust the Stalinist bureaucra-

cies. This defense includes upholding the

right of these slates to take any measures

to protect themselves against the imperi-

alists. including their right to possess

nuclear arsenals. We stood in defense of

the former Soviet Union and /ought tooth

and nail against the capitalist counterrev-

olution in 1991-92 which destroyed that

military-industrial powerhouse of the

non-capitalist world. This is an acid test

for any would-be revolutionaries, as those

who cannot defend the hard-won gains of

anti-capitalist revolutions will not lead

new conquests. The world we confront

today, as the U.S. ruling class detects lit-

tle hindrance to its vicious attacks on the

workers and oppressed at home and

continued on page 8
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Young Spartacus

"Life After Bush" or "Dawn of the Dead"?

YDS Conference
Two SpartacisI League supporters

attended a February 21 plenary, titled

"The Future of Radical Democracy.” of

the Young Democratic Socialists (YDS)
"Life After Bush” conference at the City

University of New York’s Graduate Cen-

ter. Our intent was to present Marxist

politics and expose to all revolutionary-

minded youth present how these tepid

reformers serve to reinforce the rule of

capital. In fact, the YDS tradition is that

of the "stinking corpse.” as revolutionary

Marxist leader Rosa Luxemburg aptly

described the reformist social democrats

of her time when they betrayed the

proletariat by delivering it to the imperi-

alist military machines at the outset of

WWI. Ninety years later, the "corpse"

still walks the earth, in this country help-

ing to shackle workers to the racist, impe-

rialist Democratic Party.

"Life After Bush" for the YDS and its

parent organization, the "Slate Depart-

ment socialists" of the Democratic Social-

ists of America (DSA). means life with

Democrat John Kerry as president. “Any
such differences in the primaries must not

become obstacles to unity in the fight to

depose the Bush regime democratically

in the fall elections," counsels the DSA
Political Action Committee resolution on

the 2004 elections (adopted June 2003).

The bottom line for the DSA is: too bad

about Dean and Kucinich. now we have

to hold our noses and gel out the vote for

Kerry. And a pox upon that inconsiderate

egomaniac Ralph Nader for stealing votes

(despite the fact that he wants nothing

more than to refurbish the liberal creden-

tials of the Democrats)!

Conference participants, some 200
mostly white high school and college stu-

dents. attended a series' of workshops

with titles like “Election 2004: What is to

be Done?” and “Between Iraq and a Hard

Place: Towards a Democratic US Foreign

Policy." As the workshops were breaking

up and participants milled around, wc
talked to some youth and distributed

Workers Vanguard. We attracted curios-

ity. as no other left groups were in atten-

dance; around the hall were tables repre-

senting only liberal Democratic Party

groups like the National Organization for

Women, the Working Families Party and

Disseni magazine.

The highlight of the afternoon ple-

nary session was to be a speech by

Princeton professor of religion Cornel

West, an honorary chair of the DSA who
was recently immortalized in the last

two Matrix movies as one of the council

of elders in weird robes. But first we
had to grit our teeth through two long

DSA speeches; when he finally spoke.

West awoke the audience with his theat-

rical style. His talk was very abstract, cit-

ing Socrates. Aristotle. Plato and John

Dewey. In the end, his concept of “radi-

cal democracy” amounted to teary-eyed

liberal humanism, boiling down to calling

the Bush gang “fascists" to justify voting

for Kerry. Anyone looking for any discus-

sion of socialism from the DSA would
have about as much luck as a thirsty trav-

eler seeking a bar in a dry county.

When the floor was opened for discus-

sion. SpartacisI spokesman Carla Norris

addressed the crowd:

"Hello. I’m a supporter of the SpartacisI

League, a communist organization. I came
here today to help anyone who has mis-

takenly come to the DSA thinking that

they arc a socialist organization; they are

not. What they are is a Democratic Party

support group, a very thin veneer of left-

liberalism on the racist, union-busting

Democratic Party, party of war and cap-

italist imperialism. The DSA exists to

prevent working-class revolution, just

like their historical forebears of the .Sec-

ond Inicrnalional. (Here she was nearly

drowned out with catcalls.)

"Wc of the SL are revolutionaries—not

'Christian Marxists' but ihe kind ofMarx-
ists ihai Marx and Engels. Lenin and
Trotsky meant. We arc revolutionaries

because we hate capitalism? Wc hate the

police gunning down black kids! Wc hate

the dismantling of hard-won union gains!

Wc hate the U.S. rampaging around the

world like in Iraq! The DSA leaflet says.

'The people of Iraq gol shonchanged.’

The people of Iraq got massacred' We
said: Defend Iraq—now wc say; Down
with the colonial occupation of Iraq!

[Cries of "What’s your question?")

"So what if Iraq had ‘weapons of mass
destruction’? Wc wish they had! Maybe
it would have made the U.S. murderers

think twice before bombing Iraq."

Norris pointed to a central difference

between revolutionary socialists and the

DSA; we fight for unconditional military

defense of those countries where capital-

ism was expropriated, including support-

ing the right of the North Korean and

Chinese deformed workers states to pos-

sess nukes, while the DSA sides with the

imperialists against the workers states.

She concluded:

“Here's a question for the DSA: The SL
hailed the Soviet Red Army in Afghan-
istan m the late ’70s—the only force

fighting the murderous Islamic funda-
mentalist mujahedin. You guys supported

the CIA-backed forces in Afghanistan.

How do you justify thal now?"

Cornel West then interjected to lecture

the “democratic socialists" about democ-

racy. West remarked that “the Spartacists

have the right to disagree with us," noted

that we were the only leftists from

another organization present and went on

to chide us for taking all of three minutes

to comment on the speeches.

After a series of softball questions to

which all three panelists responded ad

nauseam, a second Spartacist was called

on. He raised the key question of the

American workers revolution, the fight

for black liberation:

"Today marks the anniversary of the bru-

tal assassination of Malcolm X. a great

tniih-iellcr of the black population. X
condemned any reliance on the Demo-
cratic Party and said: When you vote for

the Democrats, you vole for the Dix-
iccrats. So how come everyone on the

panel is talking about the Democrats
they supported, when these Democrats

arc politically to the right of the Demo-
crats X polcmicized against?"

The SL speaker explained that the DSA/
YDS. in its support to the Democrats, is

supporting the racist capitalist system, a

system which most viciously oppresses

blacks, as well as the working class,

women and immigrants. “We in the SL.”

he continued, "want to get to the root of

the problem—we’re for the revolutionary

mobilization of the working class to

smash capitalism in the interest of all the

opprcs.sed.” He concluded by saying thal

breaking the working class from relig-

ious backwardness and illusions in the

Democratic Party “is key to unleashing

the power of labor.”

West et al. felt constrained not to

denounce Malcolm X. so instead they

tried to wea.sel out of the conclusions of

the SL speaker’s remarks. Outrageously.

West implied that because Malcolm X in

later life changed his mind about white

people being "blue-eyed devils” and

broke with Elijah Muhammed.. .maybe

he changed his mind about the Demo-
crats. too. At the same time that a Spurta-

cist yelled from the back. "He did no

such thing!”. West said that he "respects

the Spartacists for their stand against

racism and against the KKK.” remarking

that when the police gun down a black

youth, "you only see Al Sharpton out

there protesting, and the Spartacists.”

(As for Sharpton. to get the goods on this

black front man for the Democrats, see

"Al Sharpton: Political Hustler for Hire”

in WV^No. 822. 19 March.)

When people began to leave the hall.

Workers Vanguard attracted a lot of

notice, especially the article in WV No.

819 (6 February) condemning the recent

NYPD killing of black youth Timothy
Stansbury. A number of people came up
to us afterward to talk, and either dis-

agreed and argued with us or mentioned
they liked what we said for providing a

revolutionary antidote to the DSA’s Dem-
ocratic Party electioneering.

Young Spanacus
SL/SYC contingent intervenes into March 20 protests in Los Angeles with
revolutionary Trotskyist program.

RCP...
(continuedfrom page 7)

abroad, is greatly conditioned by the final

undoing of the October Revolution.

The RCP's Draft Programme (Part I.

p. 14) speaks of the "great revolutionary

achievements of our class in this past

century—especially in the Soviet Union
between 1917 and 1 956 and then in China,

where the proletariat seized and held

power between 1949 and 1976 and made
great advances on the socialist road." The
RCP coyly omits the fact that its slavish

following of the Beijing Stalinist regime
led It to denounce as "social imperialist”

the Soviet degenerated workers state,

which the Maoists claimed turned capi-

talist following a 1956 speech made by
Khrushchev in which he exposed some
of the crimes of Stalin. Afterwards, the

RCP tailed every grotesque twist and turn

of Maoist China’s bloc with U.S. imperial-

ism against the USSR—epitomized by
Mao’s welcome to Nixon in 1972 as U.S.

imperialism rained terror upon the heroic

Vietnamese workers and peasants. Such
"anti-imperialism.” particularly when
Washington geared up for Cold War II

against the Soviet Union, exposed the

Maoists of various stripes within the U.S.

as mouthpieces for their “own” rapacious

rulers and led to a richly deserved decline

of those organizations. As for China, the

RCP went from fawning obeisance to

Beijing to writing olT the gains of the 1 949
Revolution because its preferred faction in

the Chinese bureaucracy (the “Gang of
Four”) lost an inira-bureaucratic power
struggle in the mid-1970s. This is not

ancient history to be easily dismissed:

today Washington longs to open China to

unfettered imperialist exploitation and
plunder, exerting both economic pressure

aimed at strengthening the forces of inter-

nal counterrevolution and military threats

against China. No amount of Avakian-

speak can obscure the fact thal the RCP.
here in the "belly of the beast.” is viru-

lently hostile to the defense of China. And
while individual RCPers would argue that

they would defend North Korea on the

basis of defense of a small country against

a big imperialist power such as the U.S..

the fact is the RCP recognizes no class

difference between North Korea and cap-

italist South Korea, Indeed, capitulating

to the imperialist hue and cry over North
Korean nukes. Revolutionary Worker (25
May 2003) wrote; "Nevertheless, after

the death of Mao Tsetung. Nonh Korea
mainly relied on the social-imperialist

USSR. Now. it has been applying the same
tactics of nuclear blackmailing, nuclear
gambling and playing with nuclear bombs
that Khrushchev developed after he re-

stored capitalism in the USSR.”
As for the working class, it says a lot

about the preoccupations of the RCP/
RCYB thal during the recent UFCW gro-
cery workers strike in Southern Califor-
nia—a strike which aroused the solidar-

ity of workers around the country, includ-

ing a work stoppage and mass picket line

by longshoremen last November—the so-

called Revolutionary Worker said nothing

until over four months into the battle,

when a perfunctory article appeared in

its 22 February issue. Those in the

RCP/RCYB disturbed by such apathy in

the face of a key class battle should
understand that this shows that, despite its

ritual mention of the proletariat as the

gravediggers of capitalism, the RCP’s
practice relegates the struggle of the

workers to one of many “fronts” and
oflers no perspective for the necessary
political struggle within the trade unions
against the sellout policies of the pre-

capitalist trade-union bureaucracy.

We in the SYCs campaigned for stu-

dent strike support and financial aid to

the UFCW workers, as part of our strug-

gle to win youth and students to the

understanding that the working class has
the social power to do away with the cap-
italist system, its wars, racist terror,

oppression of women and homosexuals,
once and for all. At bottom, what is cru-

cially necessary to unleash this power is

a revolutionary program for the working
class, a program brought to the class and
fought for within the class by a Leninist

vanguard party which can break the pro-
letariat and oppressed from their class

enemy. The SYCs are dedicated to forg-

ing such a party, as part of an interna-

tional party of world revolution, and the

conquest of new October Revolutions.
Our road is that of Lenin and Trotsky’s
Bolsheviks; the RCP/RCYB’s is that of
Chairman Avakian’s bankrupt, reformist.

Mao-oid shell game. Join us!
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Black people turned out in massive numbers to exercise their hard*won right

to vote, 1994.

South Africa...
iconfinucJ from page 12)

World" standard of living, many in great

opulence, the black masses lace depriva-

tion of every basic necessity. Consistent

access to clean water is enjoyed by a

minority, electricity cutoffs are common,
houses are ramshackle and overcrowded,

the inlrastruclure for public medical

care, transport and education—substan-

dard when it was new—is crumbling.

And let me underscore that this is in the

formal urban townships. This is the pin-

nacle of black life in South Africa.

As you go further afield from the

townships, the situation degrades qualita-

tively. Every major urban center is sur-

rounded by squalid slums called squatter

camps. These are some of the fastest-

growing communities in the country,

with explosive migration from the rural

areas and neighboring countries. The
squatter camps consist of plywood, plas-

tic and wire shacks. Among the children,

malnutrition and waterborne diseases are

endemic. Flash fires snuff out hundreds

of dwellings in an instant. In the rural

areas where almost half the population

lives, there is yet another still more brutal

kind of life where poverty, disease and

isolation combine with a kind of hope-

less desolation. Villages serve as holding

pens of youth with no future and the old

scratching out their final years. While the

formal segregation is gone, we call this

reality neo-apartheid.

The ANC has shown itself to be every

bit as capable as the apartheid arch-racists

before them in attacking and suppressing

the working class. There have been mur-

ders on the picket line, such as the ERPM
miners strike last year; brutal cop attacks,

as in the metal workers strike at Colum-
bus Stainless; and the army called out. as

against striking municipal workers in Dur-

ban last year. There are myriad attacks on

the oppressed every day. Immigrants arc

rounded up and deported, tortured and set

upon by police dogs. Landless people

squatting are being brutally removed
from land by the stale and by hired secu-

rity thugs. And then we encounter another

familiar signpost; with some 187,000

people in jails. South Africa is the fourth

most aggressive jailer in the world.

Black people of South Africa are the

majority peoples, but are marginalized in

their own land. It is all a far cry from the

adulation and praise heaped on the ANC
by radical liberals and the reformist left

during the heyday of the anti-apartheid

struggle.

So now what is the way forward? The
South African working class is com-
bative and its organizations, such as

COSATU. have great social power. There

is no lack of militancy. Being against

capitalism is not considered a dead letter

in South Africa today. Quite the contrary.

The key obstacle that holds back the

working class in South Africa is still

the question of nationalism. The SACP/
COSATU leadership keeps the working

class chained to its class enemies in the

name of "national liberation."

As Marxists, we are for new October

Revolutions, for workers revolution.

Mobilizing the working class in the strug-

gle for power requires the construction of

a revolutionary workers party. The Lenin-

ist conception of a workers party is that it

must be not merely a party that intervenes

in fighting the oppression of the working

class under capitalism. To be a party like

the one the Bolsheviks built that smashed

capitalism in Russia in the October Rev-

olution of 1917—the world’s first and

only successful workers revolution— it

must be a party that fights all manifesta-

tions of oppression that exist in capitalist

society, that defends the oppressed

against all manner of state repression. I

want to spend some time this afternoon

on some aspects of special oppression,

particularly the AIDS pandemic and the

murderous oppression of immigrants.

Interlinked with these issues is the

central question of national liberation.

The ANC and SACP say that there was a

revolution in 1994 that was the first stage

of the "national democratic revolution."

There a fundamental change in the

society; a thin layer of black elites now
administer the society on behalf of the

while capitalist class. But the question of

national liberation is still on the agenda

in South Africa today. 1 want to spend a

fair bit of time talking about this because

the question of national liberation is so

critical in understanding South African

.society, how it is fundamentally different

from American society and actually

unique on earth.

ANC's Criminal Policy
Toward AIDS Pandemic
The AIDS pandemic poses the question

of the disappearance of the most produc-

tive layer of society, young people and

working people. South Africa has the

largest number of HIV-positive people

in any single nation-state in Africa.

Approximately five million in South

Africa and approximately 29.4 million in

sub-Saharan Africa are HIV-positive. The
situation is truly catastrophic.

Graveyards full—it’s not a poetic

image; it is the material truth. Certain

municipalities were pursuing education

programs in cremation to help ease the

crush. There arc too many funerals for

Sundays or Saturdays only. Page after

page of pictures in the Sowetan show
black youth who have died too young, in

the prime of productive life. Life expec-

tancy has plummeted. Thousands of chil-

dren are now running households.

Particularly if you are a woman,
speaking out about HIV can be deadly.

The recent case of the horrible murder of

AIDS activist Loma Mlofana in Cape
Town is a striking example of the brutal-

ity of life for black women in South

Africa. She was gang-raped for being an

activist and murdered for being HIV-

c
«
E

positive. It stirred memories of the mur-

der of activist Gugu Dlamini under simi-

lar circumstances, now five years ago.

We put the question of AIDS on the

front page of the first edition of our

South African publication. This is how
central the AIDS question is to the work-

ing class in Southern Africa, and we
included the story that we wrote about

Gugu Dlamini ’s brutal murder.

The combination of sex and disease

usually brings out every kind of social

backwardness. The anti-gay bigotries that

were unleashed and politically manipu-
lated in the early part of the epidemic in

the U.S. are an example. The question is

very different in the so-called Third

World. Around the world, imperialism

creates societies of combined and uneven

development. While the most advanced

technologies and processes are brought in

to maximize profits, the underlying and

often backward social relations are man-
aged. channeled to serve the interests of

the capitalist order. In South Africa, you

have the most sophisticated platinum

mining and refining technologies in the

world, and alongside this you have social

relations from another age—witchcraft

and other dangerous superstitions, female

genital mutilation in some communities.

And the ANC has part of its political base

in such rural communities—and among
tribal headmen—where these traditions

are pas.scd down.

In South Africa, the question of AIDS
is the question of women's oppression.

Disproportionately, this is who is dying.

Transmission is mainly heterosexual, and

when there is unprotected sex women are

the most vulnerable. The migrant labor

system, which sets up dynamics of men
traveling between urban households and

rural families, multiplies the impact. The

hold of all manner of religious and social

obscurantism adds to the deadly mix. For

instance, there is a popular myth that

men can cure themselves of HIV by hav-

ing sex with a virgin. This has contrib-

uted to the already very high levels of

rape and sexual assault in the society.

AIDS exacerbates the very harsh con-

ditions for black women in the society,

where violence and beatings are a social

norm. Lohola, or the bride price, is found

quite universally. Abortion is legal but

there are substantial barriers to access,

such as money and doctors who will per-

form the procedure.

The AIDS treatment protest movement
led by the Treatment Action Campaign
(TAC) sprang up in 1998 over the ques-

tion of .securing access to anti-retroviral

therapies to stop mother-child transmis-

sion and to gain access to the cocktail

therapies that have so substantially cut

mortality rales in the advanced capitalist

countries. Protesters have brought inter-

national attention to the situation in

South Africa.

The ANC neo-apartheid capitalist gov-

ernment is pursuing a criminal policy,

pushing anti-science nonsense. They

have blocked every effort to bring life-

prolonging therapies to the afflicted.

They have given credence to "denialists"

who argued that the disease was not

transmitted by a virus. Ducking and

dodging to this day. Mbeki recently

intoned that he had never known anyone

who had died of AIDS, despite the fact

that it is well known that his chief press

spokesperson. Parks Mankahlana. died

from an AIDS-related disease about two
years ago.

The TAC protest movement leadership

is ANC-loyai and therefore not anti-

capitalist. and this is a fundamental limita-

tion. TAC activists were strongly in.spired

by the example of Brazil, where the ruling

class invested early on in public health

measures to stem the spread of HIV/AIDS
and later produced anti-retroviral drugs

for its population. Their expectation of

similar relief in South Africa was not pie-

in-ihc-sky. It would, however, have required

the ANC to take on the system of intellec-

tual property rights and the drug compa-
nies in a limited way. as did the Brazilian

bourgeoisie. But the ANC nationalists did

not do so. unwilling in the slightest to

upset their imperialist senior partners and
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South Africa...
(conlinufJfrom page 9)

fundumcniully hehuldcn to the trudition-

alisi tribalist seclor of their base,

A recent shift in November 2003 rep-

resents a formal change in posture. Now
the ANC government says that it will

make drugs available, but nothing is hap-

pening on the ground. The drugs are not

being distributed at the government

health institutions. Anger is mounting

because each moment's delay means

many more continue to die prematurely.

So you have this coming to the surface,

like the youth at the recent forum.

The crushing weight of oppression

makes all the more impressive some of

the women impelled into political life by

the AIDS epidemic and the sacrifices of

Gugu Dlamini and Loma Mlofana. I will

always remember a TAC protest at the

Pretoria High Court where we met a num-
ber of TAC women activists who had

traveled fromTembisa. the huge township

north of Jo’burg. One of these women
said. "These ANCers work for the rich;

for us they have nothing." Women such as

these played an instrumental role in the

struggle against apartheid. A revolution-

ary workers party will fight to win them

to the banner of workers revolution.

Our program for the emancipation of

women is based on a socialist recon-

struction of South Africa. We say: Free

treatment for all! Free quality health care

for all! Free abortion on demand! Down
with lobola and forced polygamy! For

full integration of women into the work-

place and equal pay for equal work! We
know that providing decent health care

for all, education, housing, electrifica-

tion. clean water, is not going to happen
under the capitalist system. For women’s
liberation through socialist revolution!

Murderous Oppression
of Immigrants

Now I want to turn to the less well-

known but crucial question of the oppres-

sion of immigrants in South Africa today.

Historically, immigrants have made a

profound contribution to building the

wealth of the society—in the mines, the

fields, the factories. Immigrants continue

to be integrated into the South African

workforce, particularly in mining. Bor-

dering countries harbored ANC guerrilla

fighters and were the target of bloody
cross-border raids by the apartheid

regime. They felt the brunt of South
African-backed right-wing armies of

death in Mozambique and Angola.

Immigrants come to South Africa from
every place in Africa. The majority of

immigrants are from the border states of
Zimbabwe and Mozambique, but there

are many from Nigeria. Angola. Senegal,

Ivory Coast. In a situation where a sub-

•stantial proportion of the African Gross
Continental Product is created in South
Africa, and more specifically in the

industrial area around Johannesburg, the

country will continue to be a magnet for

the dispossessed across the continent.

Immigrants literally come risking death.

Immigrants are routinely devoured by
lions in Kruger National Park, which was

portly set up along the Mozambique bor-

der to deter migrants.

Anger at the lack of progress in the

society is being dellected into a chronic,

unremitting level of scapegoating of im-

migrants over jobs and drugs. My part-

ner had the privilege of teaching Hng-

lish to young people from French- and

Portuguese-speaking Africa. These youth

were routinely targeted for extortionate

rents, hassled for bribes by police and

singled out as targets of violent crimes.

South Africa has earned a reputation as

a place of murderous hatreds for immi-

grants from other African countries. And
for this the ANC is responsible. The gov-

ernment runs deportation trains where
people are systematically beaten, then

stacked like wood on the floors, on the

seats, in overhead luggage racks.

The COSATU leadership has refused

to defend immigrant workers facing de-

portation, for example, in the mines last

year. This underscores the need for a rev-

olutionary leadership of the trade unions

which would have seized on such an

opportunity to cut against the xenopho-

bia and nationalism and wage a struggle

in defense of the miners on class terms,

Instead the union tops get on board with

the anti-immigrant witchhunt. For exam-
ple, in 1999 mine workers union leaders

called for a moratorium on hiring miners

from Mozambique.
In our political work in South Africa, a

mark of someone worth talking to was a

good position on the immigrant question.

Xenophobia and anti-immigrant chauvin-

ism must be combated consciously to

build the workers party. Against the

attacks on immigrants, we say: Full citi-

zenship rights for foreign-bom workers

and their families! Down with the govern-

ment roundups and deportations! The
labor movement must mobilize In defense

of immigrant rights and in defense of
immigrants under threat.

The Southern African proletariat exists

amid a fantastic wealth of resources and
productive power. It is the key to the

whole of Africa. Besides making it pos-

sible to redraw the map of nations and
peoples in line with their just desires, the

South African proletarian revolution

would bring the material power to begin

the transformation of sub-Saharan Africa,

laying the infrastructure of mt)dem soci-

ety to lift it up from a place of endemic

poverty, disea.se and conflict.

Colonial Origins of Apartheid

What is today South Africa was origi-

nally colonized by the Dutch East India

Company in the mid 17th century. The
next 350 years of South African history is

the story of segregation in the interests of

establishing and maintaining slave-labor

conditions by the European colonial set-

tlers over the indigenous people. The
unfolding history was in sharp contrast to

those colonial societies like the U.S.

where the indigenous population was
massacred, killed by new diseases or

starved to death. The white settler popu-

lation in Southern Africa did not displace

the indigenous African peoples but rather

exploited them ever more extensively and
systematically over time.

Over lime, the Dutch and also French

Huguenot settlers moved deep into the

continent in places ever more distant from
the weak European colonial authorities.

In these closed, far-flung and profoundly

racist agricultural domains, the only law
was the head male, the gun and the rhino

hide whip known as the sjambok. Liter-

acy was limited to the Bible. Isolated for

decades from their European origins, this

community look on its own identity, call-

ing themselves Africa’s white tribe, the

Afrikaners.

The drive to secure agricultural lands

and agricultural labor changed fundamen-
tally with the discovery of diamonds and

especially the discovery of gold in the late

1 9th century in a place that would rapidly

grow into Johannesburg. Large numbers
of English-speaking settlers of all social

classes poured in. And the exploitation of

black Africans was set to an industrial

tempo. Black miners lived in their lens of

thousands in segregated, all-male hostels

under the boot of a police apparatus. In

order to drive men off the land and into

the mines, the Land Act of 1913 dispos-

sessed African farmers of all but the worst

7 percent of all land so that they were left

little choice but to pursue work in the

mines for survival.

In 1948, the Afrikaner-based National

Party came to power, displacing British

colonial rule, and established as it hud
promised a social system called apartheid.

It was a system of rigid racial categories

and segregation so as to foster "racial pur-

ity and separate development." So-called

"tribal homelands" (bantustans) were set

up where all black Africans were suppos-
edly from. All non-whites had to carry

the hated pass. If you were in the wrong
place at the wrong time without your
papers, you could be killed, beaten, jailed

or "deported" to the barren bantustans. At
bottom, as controlling black labor was the

core of the system, all work was regulated
by work permits. You had to get a permit
to work in your own country.

All of the forces we’ve touched on con-
spired to produce a social reality that

Omar Badsha
1985: Dairy workers march in solidarity with bakery workers on strike in
Durban. Black labor struggles were key to bringing down apartheid regime.

is unique in the entire world. The large

size, social diversity and permanent char-

acter of the European settler population in

.South Africa enabled the exploitation

of the non-white toilers on a far broader

scale and more intensively than, for

example, in British India or French

Morocco. The development of South

Africa has produced a near-complete

overlap between race and class. In South

Africa, the struggle of labor against cap-

ital is integrally bound up with the strug-

gle of the oppressed black African people

against while domination. The proletarian

revolution is at once the supreme act of

national liberation.

Workers Struggle Against
the Apartheid Regime

How was the formal system of apart-

heid ended? If you want to read a por-

trait of this period written from the point

of view of participants later won to the

politics of the ICL, I encourage you

strongly to read the articles in Spariacisi

lEnglish-language edition) No. 57 (Win-

ter 2002-2003) based on talks given

by comrades Lesiba and Themba. Our
understanding that the South African rev-

olution will only go forward by building

a Leninist vanguard party is clearly artic-

ulated against the backdrop of the great

strikes and upheavals of the mid and

late 1980s.

As we begin to discuss how apartheid

ended and the ANC became the front men
for the Randlords. it is important to keep

in mind what the ANC was from its

inception early in the last century. The
ANC was a party that began as a vehicle

to acquire the franchise, the vote, for a

layer of propertied black men. It was
committed to the black elite, nothing

more and nothing less. It was during the

decades of struggle against the intransi-

gent apartheid regime that the SACP and
the left internationally invested the ANC
with a veneer of radicalism that it did not

possess in its program.

The ANC’s strategy all along was to

find a negotiated settlement to the advan-

tage of the future black elite. An example
of the ANC’s strategic orientation was the

call in the 1980s to “make townships

ungovernable." which involved mobiliz-

ing youth activists into impossible

clashes with the armed-io-the-teeth apart-

heid state. Now remember that this was a

formidable police stale with an apparatus

of torture, death squads, informants, heavy
weaponry. The deaths of courageous
young militants would set off massive
protests usually centered on the youths’

funerals. More killings by the state, then

more protests and so on. It was a means
of getting the brutality of the apartheid

system on world display in order to

appeal to liberal bourgeois public opinion
in the Western imperialist centers.

The strategy of pushing divestment had
a similar objective

—

it was a moral appeal
to the rulers of Western capitalism. When
this strategy had its heyday on American
college campuses in the mid 1 980s, it was
very unpopular to oppose it. But the Spar-
tacists correctly pointed out that divest-

ment schemes were an appeal to imperi-
alism to "do good." It was also potentially

harmful to the black proletarians of South
Africa, who had the power to struggle

against apartheid.

Three critical events brought both the
Nationalists and the ANC to the table: a)

the growth of a powerful and militant

union movement in South Africa; b) the

collapse of Stalinist rule, which dried up
the patronage and material support that

the ANC received from the Soviet Union;
and c) the recognition in key circles of the

American ruling class that South Africa
was approaching a crisis point in terms of
ruling the same old way.

The increasing levels of unionization,
the strength of organization, the militancy
and sacrifice of the South African unions
were the critical factors that led all con-
tenders for power to conclude that South
Africa would not be ruled in the same
way. The State of Emergency in the mid
1980s and the crackdown on the township
struggles opened the stage for the work-
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Mozambican refugees scramble to get across South African border.

Nationalist ANC continues former apartheid regime’s deportations of

desperate immigrants.

ing class to come into play. 1987 was a

particularly crucial year of intense strike

activity against the apartheid regime.

Railway and postal workers and retail

workers went on strike. Workers from 28

gold mines and 18 coal mines, totaling

more than 340,000 workers, went on

strike under the leadership of the National

Union of Mineworkers. And these strug-

gles were followed in the subsequent

years by still further, even more powerful

and comprehensive strikes that brought

production to a standstill.

So why didn’t the workers triumph?

We Marxists sometimes say that while it

still holds state power nothing is impos-

sible for the bourgeoisie. In this case, the

power of the working class was diverted

and used ultimately to install the ANC
bourgeois nationalists in power.

The ANC. the party of the black elites

and the party looking to cut a deal, said to

the masses: “We will be your liberators.”

And this was where the Stalinist South

African Communist Party and its program

of class collaboration came so heavily into

play. To a working class hungry for both

national and social liberation, the SACP
promised both, but in strict sequence. This

was the “two-stage revolution”—two-

stage because the first stage is supposed to

be democratic, the second is supposed to

be socialist. Time and again in history, we
have seen how the first stage is a sham in

which the bourgeoisie, aided by the

reformist left, reorganizes itself, stabilizes

itself in order to hold power. We often say

that the second stage is where the capital-

ists massacre the workers.

In the sharply polarized situation of the

day. the missing ingredient was the work-

ers vanguard party, fighting to insepara-

bly link the questions of national and

social liberation. Without such a party,

the workers always lose. And so it was.

Our line on the 1994 elections was that

the “power sharing" deal was a betrayal of

black freedom. As we said then, a vote for

the ANC—including its Communist Party

members and affiliated trade-union lead-

ers of COSATU—is a vote to perpetuate

the racist oppression and superexploita-

tion of the black, coloured and Indian

toilers in a different political form.

In contrast, the rest of the left interna-

tionally. almost in the same language as

the hugely relieved bourgeois press,

hailed the ANC victory. The Wall Street

Journal and the Socialist Workers Party's

Militant had similar headlines. The Inter-

national Socialist Organization ran the

headline "AMANDLA.” that is, "power”

{Socialist Worker. May 1994). What a

cruel joke! These types bear a share of the

responsibility for the present conditions

in South Africa, and that is why they have

become silent about the ANC-run neo-

apartheid regime.

For Permanent Revolution
in South Africa

If the national question is such a deci-

sive question, then what is our program

for national liberation? The centrality of

the proletarian revolution in achieving

national liberation is a key aspect of the

concept and program of permanent revo-

lution. Trotsky wrote in The Pernianent

Revolution in 1929:
“With regard to couniric.s with a belated

bourgeois development, especially the

colonial and semi-colonial countries, the

theory of the permanent revolution signi-

fies that the complete and genuine solu-

tion of their tasks of achieving democracy
and national emancipation is conceivable

only through the dictatorship of the prole-

tariat as the leader of the subjugated

nation."

Genuine national emancipation and
basic democratic rights, economic and

land distribution can only be achieved

through the overthrow of capitalism. We
are for a socialist federation of Southern

Africa to address the question of the

many interpenetrated but distinct peoples,

respecting the rights of minorities such as

the South African coloureds and Indians

and tho.se whites who would join in build-

ing a society based on genuine equality.

Moreover, not all black Africans are from

the same community. South Africa is a

capitalist state which embraces a number
of tribes or pre-national peoples—Zulu,

Xhosa, Sotho, Venda. Shangaan and

more. There may even arise a desire for

national liberation individually among
the diverse peoples of Southern Africa.

One thing is sure. The imperialist-drawn

borders that divided the Tswana in Bot-

swana and Ndebele in Zimbabwe from

their brethren in South Africa will never

be redrawn on the basis of national justice

under capitalism. It will require workers

revolution to resolve these questions.

We are for a socialist reconstruction of

Southern Africa to provide housing,

health care, education. We are for collec-

tivized agriculture to quench the pro-

found land hunger of the region’s rural

toilers. This will require that even greater

resources be brought to bear. For social-

ist revolution to survive it must be inter-

nationally extended to the imperialist

centers in Europe, the U.S. and Japan.

To conclude, let’s return to South

Africa today. It is a very volatile place. In

recent years, workers have struck at the

ports, the public sector, phone, at key auto

manufacturing facilities, steel, mining,

refining, actually in almost every manu-
facturing sector and against the govern-

ment. In addition, there have been suc-

cessful national general strike actions on

an almost yearly basis between 1997 and

2002. And from here in the U.S. that has

to look pretty impressive. In truth, how-

ever, what is impressive is the level of

anger on the ground that forces the pro-

capitalist COSATU bureaucracy to regu-

late the pressure, to blow off steam with

strike action.

There are profound strains in the Alli-

ance. and this was evident at the CO-
SATU congress in September. Militants

who questioned support to the ANC in the

upcoming 2004 election and raised the

question of breaking the Tripartite Alli-

ance were witchhunted by the COSATU
tops policing the ranks for any sign of dis-

content. and coming down hard. This

reflects the disaffections at the base of the

union federation. We say that the call to

break the Tripartite Alliance is about class

independence and represents the begin-

ning of wisdom.

The South African working class

needs a revolutionary Trotskyist party,

and this is what our comrades in Sparta-

cist South Africa have pledged to carry

out! The tasks of this party are different,

broader than in the bourgeois democra-

cies, because it must constantly present

itself as not only the force of social liber-

ation but as fighting every manifestation

of national oppression, of subjugation,

acting as a tribune of the oppressed. As
we struggle against every remaining illu-

sion in the ANC as a vehicle for national

liberation, the question will inevitably

come up: So. who will liberate us? We
will. Our class wilt. That is the program

ofpermanent revolution.

So. finally, to move to some conclu-

sions for us here, remember that the pro-

gram of permanent revolution places stiff

responsibilities on the American prole-

tariat. The South African working class

sees a natural ally in black American
workers. We knew in South Africa that if

the working class were to succeed in

overthrowing capitalism, even if it came
close, the masses would be in the cross

hairs of U.S. imperialism. The question

of the survival of the South African revo-

lution would depend on its extension

here. To live up to that responsibility,

there is some work that we have to do

here to explode this vicious capitalist

system from within, and each of you
here has a role to play as leaders.

Down with neo-apartheid capitalism!

Forward to workers revolution in the

belly of the beast!

Defend
Aborigines...
(continuedfrom page 5)

Free alt those arrested! Defend Redfern
Aborigines!

The reactionary bourgeois media, noto-

riously anti-immigrant racist Carr and his

cops, and Liberal opposition leader, John
Brogden. are now in overdrive fueling

and promoting an outpouring of violence

baiting and hale against Aborigines in

Redfern. Immediately after the incident

Carr announced his “full confidence in

the way police tackled this incident"

while Brogden, with icy racism, called

for The Block to be razed. “I’d bring the

bulldozers in.” he said.

Following the clashes, Carr quickly

announced on Monday morning no less

than three inquiries, while some so-

called Aboriginal “community leaders"

sought to stifle the just anger of Aborigi-

nal youth. While accusing the police of

provocations. Ray Jackson. Indigenous

Social Justice Association president and
a member of Socialist Alliance, also out-

rageously condemned the actions of the

Aboriginal militants as "stupid."

In stark contrast, a spokesman for the

mourning Hickey family. Lyall Munro.
said of Thomas Hickey’s death, “as far

as we're concerned, it's an Aboriginal

death in custody." Speaking to a gather-

ing of some 150 re.sidents on Monday
morning, Munro to his credit soli^arised

with the actions of the Aboriginal youth:

“A stand had to be taken and it was taken

by some very brave young people...”

{Daily Telegraph. 17 February).

But to prevail against the might of the

capitalist state requires a political pro-

gram to mobilise the social power of the

working class. For union/minority/black

mobilisations to defend Aboriginal people

against racist state terror! The besieged

and marginalised Aboriginal people should
not be left to fight alone!

Carr’s cops provocatively seek to pre-

vent a proposed march on Redfern police

station next Tuesday. To ensure that it

goes ahead and to protest the racist stale

attacks on the Redfern Aboriginal com-
munity. we say the social power of the

working class should be mobilised in

strikes, walkouts and demonstrations.

This is no pipe dream. In 1989 when
police in Sydney gunned down and
killed Aboriginal worker David Gundy,
hundreds of building workers downed
tools and joined the subsequent protest

outside special weapons police head-
quarters. These workers formed a defen-

sive perimeter around the demo, facing

off the assembled cops who would have
loved nothing more than to riot against

the protesters. Today such union actions

would give pause to the vicious NSW
Labor government and their police.

It is the same police who assault Ab-
origines. who also attack anti-racist

youth and workers picket lines, like at

nearby Morris McMahon factory last

year. Last October, thousands of out-

raged building workers marched through

the streets of Sydney following the death

of 16-year-old Joel Exner, who died as a

result of his boss's failure to provide him
with a safety harness. Both Joel Exner
and Thomas Hickey are victims of capi-

talist rule. We fight to weld the social

power of the organised working class to

the just anger of oppressed minorities

forming one giant hammer to beat back

the attacks of their common enemy—the

bosses and their repressive stale with its

cops, courts and prisons.

Far from such a proletarian perspec-

tive, Socialist Alliance in an 18 February

statement call for the implementation of

the recommendations of the Royal Com-
mission into Aboriginal Deaths in Cus-

tody. which concluded in 1991. This

whitewash by the bourgeois state en-

dorsed the police and coroner verdicts of

“suicide" and "death by natural causes"

in all 99 cases it reviewed. In other

words all the killer cops walked! Their

verbiage about police violence notwith-

standing, Socialist Alliance, in pushing
the royal commission findings, give

authority to this whitewash of state kill-

ings of Aborigines and sow illusions in

the main force for racist oppression—the

capitalist state. It was the Spartacisl

League who warned from the first that

the royal commission would be a white-

wash, just as Bob Carr’s so-called inquir-

ies will be used to protect the cops and
target Aborigines today.

While correctly recognising that the

royal commission into deaths in custody

was a whitewash, some outraged Aborig-

ines are now calling on individual repre-

sentatives of federal and state gov-

ernments. including the NSW Police

Commissioner, to conduct an “indepen-

dent" inquiry by Aboriginal consultants

into Thomas Hickey’s death. Any inquiry

set up by the racist capitalist stale can
only serve the interests of the ruling class

against the interests of the working class

and oppressed. The truth of police terror

has been repeatedly written in blood for

more than two centuries! There is, and
can be. no justice from the capitalist state.

Indeed promoting illusions in the capital-

ist stale is counterposed to the urgently

necessary working class mobilisations in

defence of Aboriginal people.

The next day Spartacist salesmen went
to Redfern to solidarise with the Aborigi-

nal community. We distributed Australa-

sian Spartacisl featuring the back-page

article “For a Class-Struggle Fight for

Aboriginal Rights!" Key to our perspec-

tive is the struggle to break the working
class from racist Laborite nationalism

and reliance on the capitalist state. Only
in coming to the defence of the most
oppressed against capitalist rule can the

working class liberate themselves. It is

urgently necessary to build a Leninist/

Trotskyist party, a tribune of all the peo-

ple. to overthrow this brutal capitalist

system through workers revolution. Only
then will the desperation and poverty

imposed upon the indigenous peoples,

and increasingly felt by all. be elimi-

nated once and for all.
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We print hetow. slightly edited for

publication, a presentation by Spartacist

League speaker Mo Nair at an SL forum
in Oakland on February 28.

In the Iasi week there were two very

interesting demonstrations in the Johan-

nesburg area that speak volumes about

South African society as it approaches the

tenth year of the rule of the African

National Congress (ANC) and with

new elections approaching in April.

One was a rally of striking airport

baggage handlers. They have been

out since December and have held

pickets at the Johannesburg and Cape
Town airports. Their strike is over

wages and working conditions and has

faced state harassment and arrests.

The company is owned in part by an

alliance of so-called "black empow-
erment” companies, black capitalists

who are trying to do what all capital-

ists do; keep wages to a minimum
and keep the flow of profits secure.

As the strike dragged on. with

other workers from the same union

continuing to work other companies

at the airport, the lops at the main
national trade-union federation, the

Congress of South African Trade

Unions (COSATU). finally called for

a protest. The reaction of the work-

ers was absolutely furious. South

African rallies usually kick off with

call-and-response chants. The speaker

will say. "Viva COSATU” for exam-
ple. and the crowd replies. "Viva.” Or
they might start with "Phansi (down
with) capitalism.” and the crowd
would call back. "Phansi.” Well, on

this occasion when the time came
for "Viva ANC." the crowd roared,

“Phansi” and started booing, much to

the embarrassment and obvious shock

of the top union people.

The placards they carried had even

stronger stuff. One sign read; "Run.

Black Empowerment Passengers,

Before We Shoot You.” Another said.

"No Vote for ANC"; this placard got

put on the front page of the paper
with the largest circulation in the

country, the Srm'etrtn. and it has been

the talk of the town.

I spoke to our comrades in

Jo’burg this week and they also relayed

my personal favorite placard: "It Is Bull-

shit to Vote for the ANC Again." This is

actually really funny given the tradition

of politeness, and. moreover, it is such an
American turn of phrase.

The other demonstration happened on
January 25. There was a gathering of

an AIDS activist organization that top

ANCers were going to address, including

the premier of the South African province

where Jo'burg and Pretoria are located.

It was supposed to be an august sort of

audience, but the activists were furious

that life-prolonging drugs are not being

distributed now even after the govern-

ment last year agreed to this. So. the

youth in the crowd started making plac-

ards on the spot. One of them read:

“If You Want Votes. Go to the Nearest

Cemetery!" Then the singing and “toyi-

loying” (defiant marching/dancing) began.

The chant rang out: "The black elite is

causing this suffering.”

These are small signs that point to

sharper future confrontations. There is a

powerful tradition of struggle in South

Africa. We will have responsibilities to-

ward this struggle. I spent the last seven

years in South Africa working to help

build our party, the South African section

of the International Communist League.

This was incredibly exciting because I

became political around the question of

South Africa in the mid 1980s campus
protest movement in the U.S. I think what
made the struggles in South Africa so

compelling was that the country provided

a mirror of the oppression and segrega-

tion of black people here. There was a lot

that you could learn from the struggles

in South Africa even from 3 distance.

We would say. “From Soweto to Harlem;
smash racist terror!” There was a reso-

nance. It really expressed a link that was
.so widely felt in American society among
black people and leftists.

But now this felt connection has been
worn down. South Africa is hardly in the

news. The reformist left that used to

spend so much time and ink praising the

ANC has consciously buried the issue.

They hope that their own role in helping

usher in the new South African order of

continued oppression and supcrexploita-

tion would be forgotten. The horrors

faced by the black masses of South Africa

just don’t rate because it exposes the

reformists. So South Africa has been

taken off the radar for many people; but

not for the ICL.

Let’s start by going back to the 1994

elections in South Africa, which was one

of the most dramatic moments in recent

world history. If you were there that day,

you would have seen black Africans,

coloured (mixed race) and Indian toil-

ers—men and women, workers and stu-

dents. the aged, the sick and the dying

(some so ill that they had to be carried to

the polls)—waiting in long lines to vote

for the first time. The memories of the

torture, murders and repression unleashed

by the white-supremacist rulers in their

efforts to retain power were fresh, but this

was a day of great expectations for the

future. They were there in hopes that fun-

damental social change had arrived, not

only that they would be permanently
delivered from the vile system of formal
segregation known as apartheid. They
also wanted genuine social liberation, an
end to exploitation, and in its place some
kind of egalitarian society. Of course, this

isn’t what happened.

In the lute 1980s. in the face of some of
the most powerful national strikes ever
waged, the South African capitalist ruling

class and its imperialist godfathers on

Wall Street and in the City of London

knew that the society could not be run in

the same way. with a tiny white minority

holding the political power. So they did a

deal with a willing partner to reorganize

South African capitalist superexploita-

tion. The bourgeois-nationalist African

National Congress was unbanned

and promoted and then elected by a

huge margin. Its leader, Nelson Man-
dela. was unquestionably the most

popular bourgeois politician on the

planet.

The ANC carried the day in the so-

called Tripartite Alliance with the

South African Communist Parly

(SACP) and the Congress of South

African Trade Unions. It is an alliance

of class collaboration that persists to

this day. We called this a nationalist

popular front. The working class was
lied to the bourgeois nationalists of

the ANC. a capitalist party, by its

bureaucratic misleaders in the unions

and the Communist Party. The result

was that first Mandela and now
Thabo Mbeki served as the leading

political spokesmen for the very same
white bourgeoisie that has owned the

wealth of the society for the last cen-

tury, the same racist ruling class that

only yesterday had blessed and pro-

moted apartheid butchery.

We in the ICL uniquely warned
that a vole to the ANC-led Alliance

would be a vote for continued en-

slavement. while the imperialist cap-

itals rejoiced that the elections and
the power-sharing deal had been car-

ried through. We wrote early on that

this would be a situation full of pro-

found contradictions.

In our press, we quoted a woman
who had voted for the ANC and was
willing to wait for a month, perhaps

two. to get decent housing, to begin
receiving the fruits of labors denied.

Now take this one woman’s aspira-

tions. multiply by some 20 million,

and then defer by ten years, and you
get a picture of South Africa today.

There is a raging cauldron of failed

expectations at the core of South
African society for which there is no

relief, no solution under capitalism.

Still a Racist Hellhole

South Africa continues to be one of the

most brutally unequal societies in the

world as measured by the gap between
the ruling class and its black front men on
the one side and the working class and
other toilers on the other. The bottom 50
percent of the population share 3 percent

of the national income. The South Afri-

can bourgeoisie and its senior imperialist

partners own gold, coal and platinum
mines. They own the infrastructure that

generates the belter part of the electrical

power of sub-Saharan Africa. They own
vast means of transport and distribution.

They are while and mainly English-
derived—though some lesser elements of
the ruling class arc Afrikaner.

The proletariat is mainly of black
African descent. While the white popula-
tion still lives in the main at a "First

continued on page 9

Munlu Vllakazi

Black labor on strike under neo-apartheid rule: Baggage handlers at four of the
country’s six airports walked out in December in the longest strike since ANC came to
power (above). Treatment Action Campaign march on Parliament in Cape Town to
demand life-saving drugs to fight AIDS. 14 February 2003.

Treatment Action Camoaian
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U.S. Out Now!

Imperialists Carry Out

Massacre in Faiiuja
Brutal Occupation Enrages

Iraqi Masses

Sahim/AFP

Insurgents celebrate attack on American military convoy outside Falluja.

Top; U.S. bomb hits Falluja. April 6. Mosque tills with bodies of victims of
U.S. massacre.

APRIL 1
2—In the aftermath of the upris-

ings centered in the Arab Sunni city of

Falluja, in the slums of Baghdad, and in

Kut, Najaf and other cities in the Shi’ite

south of Iraq. George W. Bush, from an

unspecified location in Arkansas, said of

his colonial subjects in Iraq: “It's going

to lake awhile for them to understand

what freedom is all about" {Chicago Trib-

une, 1 April). The language of this “edu-

catiopal" experience has been a constant

barrage of lies about self-rule and free-

dom. Its arithmetic has been in the thou-

sands of deaths—over 600 in Falluja

alone. The siege of Falluja is the bloody

price that the Americans have exacted in

retaliation for the killings of four mercen-

aries ("civilian contractors" in Bushspeak).

The .savage U.S. occupation has not

endeared the 70 percent of Iraq’s popu-

lation that remains unemployed and
mired in abject poverty to their newly
won "freedom." Scenes from the last

week: AC-130 gunships and attack heli-

copters tiring on heavily populated urban

centers; the bombing of mosques during

afternoon prayers; missiles fired into

residential buildings; tanks mowing
down unarmed civilians; bodies littered

the streets as Marines rampaged house

to house. Marine commander Li. Col.

Brennan Byrne put it right on the line;

"Their only choices are to submit or

die” {Newsday. 11 April). The "libera-

tors” have sparked a widespread struggle

against the occupation. The brutal British

occupation of Iraq at the conclusion of

World War 1 took three years to accom-

plish what the U.S. has in months: the

1 1
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unity of Sunni and Shi'ite against the

imperialist occupiers—for the moment.
The colonial carnage will not end as

long as the U.S. imperialist forces, from

the "coalition" allies to the 15.000 mer-

cenaries and CIA agents, are in Iraq.

They must get out, now! But the imperi-

alists will not give up their domination

of the region until they are forced to by

working-class struggle, both at home in

the imperialist centers and in the Near
East. Bush & Co. have no plan, and have

never had any plan, to militarily vacate

Iraq. Reportedly the CIA anticipated a

Sunni/Shi'ite uprising since .lanuary of

this year. Subsequently. U.S. occupation

chief Paul Bremer’s aggressive actions

against Falluja and Shi'ite cleric Mok-
tada al-Sadr provoked the uprising. In the

weeks before the deaths of the four mer-
cenaries in Falluja. construction began
on 14 "enduring" bases for the 110.000

U.S. soldiers scheduled to remain in Iraq

for "years." Bremer issued an order plac-

ing the Iraqi army under the direct com-
mand of U.S. Lt, Gen. Ricardo Sanchez.

while the puppet Coalition Provisional

Authority (CPA) announced that a U.S.-

appointed security adviser would stay in

office for five years after the supposed

transfer of power to the Iraqi Governing

Council on June 30.

Simultaneously, Bremer moved to

establish "independent" regulators with

essential veto power over Iraqi govern-

ment ministries while passing a law.

unchangeable under the terms of the

interim constitution, opening Iraq's econ-

omy to foreign ownership—this as the

CPA announced that funds for recon-

structing Iraq would be administered by

the U.S. embassy, the largest in the world,

appropriately lodged in Saddam Hus-

sein's presidential palace. What was to be

left under the control of the stooge gov-

ernment was the decrepit hospital .system,

devastated during the more than 12-year-

long UN-sponsored blockade that pre-

ceded the 2003 U.S. attack. U.S. Health

and Human Services Secretary Tommy
Thomp.son. who pioneered throwing poor

people off welfare when he was governor

of Wi.sconsin. said that the system could

be rehabilitated if they "just washed their

hands and cleaned the crap off the walls"

(Naomi Klein. 19 April).

Bremer shut down Sadr's Baghdad
newspaper, leveled his sharia court in

Sadr City and arrested one of his leading

aides. Not surprisingly. Sadr’s photo is

displayed in every part of Itxiq south of the

Kurdish area, including in sectors where

the population is both prosperous and
Arab Sunni, as well as on the plinth of the

statue of Saddam Hussein dragged down
by the American military just a year ago.

Perhaps Bremer's thought, if he had

one. was to clear the existing obstacles to

installation of the provisional govern-

ment at the end of June. What has been

accomplished is that Sunnis, who cur-

rently fear a reversal of the terms of

continued on page 10



Letters

24 February 2004

Dear WV\

In your otherwise excellent article

"Big Brother in the Skies" (23 January)

you give the government loo much credit

when you state that the Orwellian "Total

Information Awareness" program was

“scuttled amid a huge public outcry,"

Actually. Congress merely went through

the pretense of culling off funding in

order to posture as defenders of civil

liberties but allowed the program to con-

tinue with a wink and a nod. As the

Department of Defense’s Inspector Gen-

eral admitted in his report on TIA (12

December 2003). Congress allowed sev-

eral "components” of TIA to continue.

And now it’s been revealed in an AP
wire story (23 February) that the govern-

ment merely shifted the TIA work to

other agencies, notably an obscure office

"called the Advanced Research and

Development Activity (ARDA) that has

used some of the same researchers as

Poindexter’s program.”

Their cynicism knows no bounds, and

they respect no law which .seeks to restrain

their power. That is why reformism is

hopeless and revolution is necessary.

Mark K.

29 March 2004

To the Editor:

As an airline worker. I very much appre-

ciated your fine article in Workers Van-

guard No. 8 1 8 (23 January) entitled "Big

Brother in the Skies." I wanted to add a

couple of related points for your readers

on how the "war on terror" affects airline

workers as well as the flying public.

Since January 2003. a new Federal Avi-

ation Administration (FAA) regulation has

allowed the FAA to suspend, without a

trial, a worker’s license based only on the

suspicion of the Transportation Security

Administration (TSA) that the worker

"po.scs. or is suspected of posing, a risk of

air piracy or terrorism or a threat to airline

or passenger safety.” After protest from

various airline mechanics organizations

V
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TROTSKY I.ENIN

Morals and Class Society

The bourgeoisie and ils ideologues, relig-

ious as well as secular, teach tlwf morality

is based on an immutable set of values.

Ai materialists. Marxists understand that

morality, like all ideology, is a product of

social development and serves class inter-

ests. Bourgeois morality is an essential ideo-

logical prop .serving to justify' capitalist rule.

Russian revolutionary leader Leon Trotsky

explained how proletarian socialist revolu-

tion lays the basis for the rational transfor-

mation ofsociety and iLs moral code.

In order to reach a higher stage of culture, the working class—and above all its

vanguard—must consciously study ils life. To do this, it must know this life. Before

the bourgeoisie came to power, it had fulfilled this task to a wide extent through its

intellectuals. When the bourgeoisie was still an oppositional class, there were poets,

painters, and writers already thinking for it....

But all the efforts made by the eighteenth century philosophers towards subordinat-

ing social and private relations to the rule of reason were wrecked on one fact—the fact

that the means of production were in private hands, and that this was the basis upon

which society was to be built up according to the tenets of reason. For private property

signifies free play to economic forces which are by no means controlled by reason.

These economic conditions determine morals, and so long as the needs of the commod-
ity market rule society, so long is it impossible to subordinate popular morals to rea-

son. This explains the very slight practical results yielded by the ideas of the eighteenth

century philosophers, despite the ingenuity and boldness of their conclusions....

It is only the seizure of power by the working class which creates the premises for a

complete transformation of morals. Morals cannot be rationalized—that is. made con-

gruous with the demands of reason—unless production is rationalized at the same
lime, for the roots of morals lie in production. Socialism aims at subordinating all

production to human reason. But even the most advanced bourgeois thinkers have

confined themselves to the ideas of rationalizing technique on the one hand (by the

application of natural science, technology, chemistry, invention, machines), and politics

on the other (by parliamentarism); but they have not sought to rationalize economics,

which has remained the prey of blind competition. Thus the morals of bourgeois soci-

ety remain dependent on a blind and non-rational element. When the working class

lakes power, it sets itself the task of subordinating the economic principles of .social

conditions to a control and to a conscious order. By this means, and only by this

means, is there a possibility of consciously transforming morals.

—Leon Trotsky. "Habit and Custom” (July 1923) in Problems of Everyday Life

(Pathfinder Press. 1973)

and union groups, this regulation was

recently amended by the FAA reauthor-

izaiion bill of December 2003 to provide

"U.S. citizens affected by the FAA/TSA
airman revocation rules a hearing (that)

is conducted before an administrative

law judge whose decision can be appealed

to the Transportation Security Over-

sight Board." Underlining the racist, anti-

immigrant nature of the "war on terror.”

non-U. S. citizens are still subject to the

earlier regulation, giving the government

the ability to destroy the livelihood of an

airline worker without a hearing, an appeal

or without even producing evidence to

substantiate the allegations. The earlier

regulation allows the Feds to label airline

workers a.s "security threats” while giving

no due process rights.

Despite the "safely first” rhetoric, this

industry puts the lives of airline workers

and the flying public at great risk for the

bosses’ unquenchable thirst for profits.

According to a USA Today article (1

March). "Airlines face the most severe

economic downturn in aviation history."

The airlines have responded not just by

forcing concessions and gutting the pen-

sions of the workers, but also by attempt-

ing to weaken or destroy the unions. Air-

line workers have a lot of social power,

and some sectors have shown militancy

like the mechanics at United who repeat-

edly rejected contracts. That militancy is

throttled by the trade-union bureaucracy,

which keeps the workers from fighting

by supporting the capitalist Democratic

Parly, pushing national chauvinism, ram-

ming through rotten contracts, bowing

before the anti-strike Railway Labor Act

and supporting aspects of the “war on ter-

ror" such as CAPPS 11. which your arti-

cle underlines.

One of the ways companies try to bust

unions is by increasing the “outsourcing"

(subcontracting) of maintenance work.

especially labor-intensive heavy mainte-

nance, to outside companies both domes-

tically and internationally. These outside

companies often hire inexperienced,

underpaid or even unlicensed mechanics

who don’t have the union protection that

is needed to stand up to the bosses who

try to cut comers. The labor lops place

the most emphasis on criticism of "out-

sourced" maintenance to "foreign" main-

tenance facilities. This is a convenient way

to push national chauvinism and deflect

the fact that there are plenty of such facil-

ities in the U.vS., and there needs to be a

fight for the unions to organize the unor-

ganized workers both domestically and in

other countries.

The FAA. which coddles and caters to

the bosses, provides even weaker over-

sight to the "outsourced” maintenance

sites. At the same time, airline bosses

have resisted tougher maintenance pro-

grams such as recurrent training because

of cost. According to another USA Today

article (5 March), there have been "three

major airline crashes since 2000 blamed

in large part on poor maintenance. In all,

1 1 2 passengers and crew members died in

the crashes." For the uncrowned kings

who run the airline industry, this is a

small price to pay.

One of the reasons the bosses are hav-

ing so much success in attacking the

unions is that airline workers arc so

divided. Those workers fortunate enough

to be in a union are organized into differ-

ent unions depending on their field or

company. Also, within the unions there

are often tiers, where more recently hired

workers get a lower wage scale. There

needs to be a fighting union leadership

which fights for equal pay for equal work.

There needs to be a single industrial

union of all workers at all airline compa-

nies. from baggage handlers to pilots. The
unions must fight to organize non-union

workers into the unions. Airline workers

should rip up the anti-strike Railway

Labor Act that hamstrings the unions.

T H.

The “Anarchist” Professor
and the Imperialist Stooge

25 March 2004

Comrades:

1 have one point to add to the very

fine article, "Noam Chomsky: Radical

Poseur." reprinted from Spartacist Canada
in Workers Vanguard No. 822, 19 March.

As the article points out. for years Chom-
sky had “been prettifying a.s an 'allemative’

one Ahmed Chalabi. head of what he

claims was Iraq’s ’democratic opposition’.”

Chomsky's Chalabi played a key

role in helping make the administra-

tion’s case for the invasion of Iraq. He
introduced Iraqi defectors to American
intelligence, portraying them as per-

sons with direct knowledge of the Iraqi

government and its programs to build

"weapons of mass destruction" (WMD).
One of them claimed that the Iraqis hid

such programs in “mobile weapons labs.”

which have turned out to produce noth-

ing but hydrogen for weather balloons.

Knowing full well that these turncoats

were totally lacking in credibility. Secre-

tary of State Colin Powell, among others,

repeatedly cited their assertions as proof

that Hussein was concealing his WMD as

a pretext for the devastating invasion. In

championing the pro-imperialist Chalabi,

Chomsky played his role in "manufactur-

ing consent” for the imperialist rape and

occupation of Iraq.

Comradely.

Paul C.
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Spartacus Youth Club Class Series

BAY AREA NEW YORK CITY
Thursday, 5 p.m.

April 22 The Green Party: No
Alternative to Capitalist Oppression

San Francisco State University

Cesar Chavez Student Center
Room C-114, Downstairs

Information and readings. (510) 839-0851
or e-mail: sfsyc(§sfsu.edu

LOS ANGELES
Saturday, 2 p.m.

April 24: Labor, Latinos and the
Fight for Immigrant Rights

3806 Beverly Blvd,. Room 215
(Corner of Beverly Blvd. and Vermont Ave )

Information and readings: (213) 380-8239

or e-mail: slsyclac^sbcglobal.net

Tuesday, 6 p.m.

April 27: China: Defend, Extend the

Gains of the 1949 Revolution!
For Workers Political Revolution to

Oust the Stalinist Bureaucracy!

Columbia University

116th St. and Broadway
Fayerweather Hall, Room 302

Information and readings. (212) 267-1025
or e-mail; nysl(@compuserve.com

Visit the ICL
WGt» Site:

ivunv.id- fimorg
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Protest Cop Roundup of

Turkish Leftists in Europe!
The following protest statement was

issued jointly on April 13 by the Comi-
taio di difesa sociale e proleiaria (Codis-

pm) in Italy and the Komitee fur soziale

Verteidigung (KfsV) in Germany, legal

and social defense organizations affili-

ated with the Lega Tmtskista d'Italia

and Spariakist Arbeiterpariei Deulsch-

lands, respectively. It has been sent to

Italy's minister of the interior, Giuseppe
Pisanu, and Prosecutor Antonio Miriano

of the Perugia pmseculor's office; to

German minister of the interior Otto

Schily; and to Turkey's minister of the

interior. Abdulkadir Aksu, and Prime
Minister Erdogan.

We protest the raid and arrests of sup-

porters of the DHKP-C and of the Anti-

Imperialist Camp! In coordinated dawn
raids on April 1. part of ’'Operation

Thrace" conducted by paramilitary police

squads in five European countries and
in Turkey, dozens of leftist militants

(57 according to La Repubblica), most

of them Turkish, were rounded up and
thrown in jail. They are accused of sup-

porting the DHKP-C (Devrimei Halk

Kurtulus Partisi-Cephesi), the Revolu-

tionary People's Liberation Party-Front.

There have been reports of 37 arrests in

Istanbul, but persecutions and arrests

have also occurred in Greece, Germany
and Holland. Feriye Erdal, a DHKP-C
militant whose extradition the Turkish

government has been seeking for years,

has been arrested in Belgium and risks

ending up in the hell of the Turkish jails.

Er Avni and Kilic Zeynep were arrested

in Italy, together with three militants of

the Anti-Imperialist Camp based in Peru-

gia: Moreno Pasquinelli. Maria Grazia

Ardiz/one (Er Avni’s wife) and Alessia

Monteverdi. Since their arrests, these mil-

itants have been confined in isolation,

denied access to lawyers, and are accused

of "association for terrorist aims" and

of "subversion against the democratic

order." under the infamous Article 270
TER that originated in the fascist "Rocco

Code" and which was strengthened after

September 1 1.

And what are their "crimes”? To have

provided lodging, support and assistance

to Turkish political refugees (and even

to have married or been witness to a

refugee's wedding!). As their defense law-

yer, Giuseppe Pelazza. said, "At this point,

to be incriminated all that is required is to

have aided any militant who has problems

in his country. It could also he sufficient

to have organized a series of conferences

with a spokesman of the Colombian

FARC, or of the Kurdish PKK. or of

[Basque political party) Batasuna." We
demand the immediate release of all the

arrested and that all charges he dropped!

Freedom for all leftist prisoners! No to

Available in Turkish

Declaration of Principles and
Some Elements of Program
Internationa! Communist
League (Fourth Internationalist)

Adopted in 1998 at the Third

International Conference
of the ICL.

$1 (16 pages)

Make checks payable/mail to;

Spartacist Publishing Co . Box 1377
GPO. New York. NY 10116

the special emergency “anti-terrorist”

laws! No to the deportations!

This continent-wide raid against the

Turkish left and its supporters occurs

amid a hysterical climate whipped up

against Arabs and immigrants by the

European bourgeoisies and intensified

following the criminal terrorist attacks

in Madrid on March II. It represents a

Italy and then delivered by the Greek
authorities to the Turkish secret services;

not to mention the countless raids and

deportations of Kurdish refugees back to

torture and death: this is the bloody con-

tribution of “Fortress Europe."

Behind the facade of "democratiza-

tion.” Turkish prime minister Erdogan 's

“moderate" Islamic government contin-

Reulers

Italian prosecutor announces April 1 arrests as part of international crack-
down on Turkish leftists and their supporters.

dangerous escalation in anti-left, anti-

immigrant state terror. In Italy, Inte-

rior Minister Pisanu and the bourgeois

press have leapt at the opportunity to

insinuate "collaboration" between "groups

and individuals" on the Italian left and

"international terrorist organizations." On
April 2, without any judicial authoriza-

tion. the police launched a huge “preven-

tative” dragnet to capture 161 North Afri-

can immigrants who were accused of

being "Islamic fundamentalists." most of

whom were later released for lack of

evidence or thrown into the CPT [spe-

cial prisons for immigrants] and then

deported as “illegal aliens."

The godfathers of the repressive Turk-

ish regime are the imperialist govern-

ments of Europe and the United States,

who for decades have financed the war
against Turkish leftists and the Kurdish

people. German imperialism delivered

the arms that the Turkish slate uses for

the suppression of the Kurds. In Europe,

the persecution of the DHKP-C is an old

story. The Italian Digos [political police)

and German secret services collaborated

with the Turkish police in hunting down
the DHKP-C; Turkish left group Dev-
rimei Sol and the PKK were outlawed in

Germany in the early '90s; PKK leader

Abdullah Ocalan was first arrested in

ues its systematic terror against the 15

million Kurds in Turkey that has resulted

in nearly two million refugees. Since

1999. 37.000 Kurds have been killed by

the Turkish military! Besides being out-

lawed in Turkey, where dozens of its mil-

itants are among the 1 10 who died during

the heroic hunger strikes against the chill-

ing conditions of the Turkish state jails,

in May 2002 the DHKP-C was placed on

the “blacklist" of organizations deemed

by the European Union to be "terrorist."

along with the ETA Basque nationalists

and the Palestinian PFLP. Thu "blacklist"

is a license for the European police to

persecute, arrest and deport supporters of

these groups.

Those arrested in Italy have openly

carried out their political activity for

years. They are victims of a huge espion-

age operation: 56.000 hours of phone

interceptions, 10,000 hours of Internet

interceptions, 5,000 hours of bugging.

2,500 hours of shadowing and "intru-

sions" into private homes! As Libera-

zione commented (2 April), this was

more than the NSA [National Security

Agency), “the CIA’s big brother." did in

order to intercept Soviet communications

in the Arctic! Last March in Britain, the

government spent some £l million on an

operation to frame up six militants of the

DHKC (Devrimei Halk Kurtulus Ceph-

esi—Revolutionary People's Liberation

Front), a group which has for some
years been actively organizing defense of

Turkish political prisoners against the

brutal “F-lype" prisons and isolation tor-

ture. This frame-up failed miserably

when the court was forced to recognize

the group’s legality.

The aim of “Operation Thrace" is

clear: to reinforce racist terror against the

immigrant communities in Europe, to

label as "terrorist" anyone who opposes

the colonial occupation of Iraq or who
defends the Palestinian people against

Zionist terror. Above all. they want to pre-

pare the ground for smothering and

repressing working-class struggle against

rising poverty, insecurity and unemploy-

ment. Despite huge political differences

with the organizations that have been tar-

geted. we know that an attack against one

is an attack against all! Freedom for the

political prisoners of the Anti-Imperialist

Camp and of the DHKP-C! Down with

the ban on the DHKP-C! Down with the

colonial occupation of Iraq! All imperial-

ist troops out now! Full citizenship rights

for all immigrants!

The Codispro and KfsV will strive to

make this case known in the workers

movement and we call on the trade unions

of Europe and Turkey to mobilize in

defense of immigrants and for the free-

dom of leftist political prisoners
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Spartacist League/SYC Forums

How the Liberals and Reformists Derailed

the Struggle for Integration:

For Black Liberation Through
Socialist Revolution!

Wednesday, April 21, 7 p.m.

First Parish Church. 3 Church St.. Harvard Square. Cambridge
For more information; (617) 666-9453

e-mail: bostonsyc@yahoo.com BOSTON

stop Bipartisan Attacks on Women’s Rights!

Free Abortion on Demand!
Saturday, April 17, 4 p.m.

University of Chicago. Bartlett Gymnasium—Student Lounge
57th and University Ave.

CHIGAGO For more information: (312) 563-0441
e-mail, spartacist@iname.com

Revolution vs. Reform
U.S. Out of Iraq! UN Stay Out!

For a Revolutionary Workers Party that

Fights for All the Oppressed!

Thursday, April 22, 12 noon
Pasadena City College. Room R218

For more information. (213) 380-8239
e-mail. slsycla@sbcglobal.net LOS ANGELES
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For the Right of Gay Marriage... and Divorce!

Marriage and the
Capitalist State

“Abolition of the family! Even the

most radical flare up at this infamous
proposal of the Communists.

"On what foundation is the present

family, the bourgeois family, based?

On capital, on private gain. In its com-
pletely developed form this family

exists only among the bourgeoisie. But

this stale of things finds its comple-

ment in the practical absence of the

family among the proletarians, and in

public prostitution.

"The bourgeois family will vanish as a

matter of course when its complement
vanishes, and both will vanish with the

vanishing of capital."—CommuniM Manifesto (1848)

Until the welcome day capitalism does

vanish, the monogamous family remains

the legally enforced social model, at

least in Western societies, for the organ-

ization of private life in its most intimate

aspects: love, sex. bearing and raising

children. It is the central social institu-

tion oppressing women; anti-gay bigotry

flows from the need to punish any "devi-

ations" from this patriarchal structure.

Why anyone not under social pressure or

economic duress would voluntarily enter

the bonds of matrimony is, of course,

one of life’s mysteries. Nonetheless, it

appears that these days the only people

who actually want to get married are the

only ones President Bush wants to stop:

gays and lesbians.

Absolutely, they ought to have the right

to many. And just as absolutely, we
socialists fight for a society in which no
one needs to be forced into a legal strait-

jacket in order to get medical benefits,

visitation rights, custody of children,

immigration rights, or any of the many
privileges this capitalist society grants to

those, and only those, who are embedded
in the traditional "one man on one woman
for life" legal mold.

Controversy over "gay marriage" has

roiled the U.S. since last November, when
the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial

Court ruled that permitting only "civil

unions" for gay couples was unconstitu-

tional. thus establishing the right to gay
marriage in Massachusetts. In February

the San Francisco mayor ordered same-
sex marriage licenses is.sued. and 4,037

gay and lesbian couples from 46 slates

and eight countries got hitched before

ceremonies were ordered hailed on
March 1 1 . The Green Party mayor of New
Paliz, New York, jumped into the fray,

officiating at 25 same-sex marriages.

4

When he was barred by court order from

continuing, two local Unitarian ministers

look over, only to have criminal charges

filed against them by the Ulster County

D.A. for solemnizing “unlicensed mar-

riages" in March.

In 1996. Clinton signed the Defense of

Marriage Act which pronounced, "the

word ‘marriage’ means only a legal union

between one man and one woman as hus-

band and wife." With unholy glee. Chris-

tian fundamentalists of all sorts are now
pushing an amendment to the U.S. Con-
stitution banning states from recognizing

gay marriage (39 states already refuse to

countenance it). Others warn direly that

the floodgates of unspeakable immorality

are now open. Polygamy is the least of it;

Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia.

dissenting from last year’s Supreme
Court decision overturning Texas sodomy
laws, claimed that decision could abolish

bans not only on same-sex marriage, but

also "adult incest, prostitution, masturba-

tion. adultery, fornication, bestiality, and
obscenity."

President Bush, supporting the anti-

gay constitutional amendment, intoned:

‘The union of a man and a woman is the

most enduring human institution, hon-

ored and encouraged in all cultures and
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by every religious faith.” complaining

that "After.. .millennia of human experi-

ence. a few judges and local authorities

are presuming to change the most funda-

mental institution of civilization." Mean-
while. the Wall Street Journal, beady

profit-making eye on the bottom line,

featured a piece on “Cashing In on Gay

Marriage" (March 11). while vendors pre-

sented “Loveland." a "Same-Sex Wed-
ding Expo" at New York’s Jacob Javits

convention center.

All this sudden churning of the crazed,

hypocritical witches’ brew that passes for

American political discourse these days,

especially on questions involving sex.

certainly has its darkly humorous and
bizarre side. Partly that’s because the

messy reality most people actually live

in bears little resemblance to the rigid

official portraits of Christian moral recti-

tude this government claims as models

of social behavior. But the deeper social

issues involved are deadly serious, rang-

ing from the most intimate personal

questions to broad areas of responsibility

for raising new generations, and how to

care for others, whether family, friends

or lovers; in short, how "private life" in

its entirety is defined and organized.

Workers Must Fight for

Democratic Rights for Gays!
Apocalyptic predictions of the end of

civilization if gays are allowed to marry

are obviously hysterical fantasies; at the

same lime, gay marriage in itself will not

end the often deadly prejudice and pain

gay. lesbian, bisexual and transgendered

people encounter every day in this homo-
phobic. anti-sex society. But that pain

makes it even more important to fight for

every possible democratic right, every

form of social and political equality that

can be wrested from this society.

It is a vital task of the workers revolu-

tionary vanguard to fight for full demo-
cratic rights for gays—including, today,

marriage right.s—and to fight to win the

working class to this cause. The Sparta-

cist League has done this since its incep-

tion. As Lenin pointed out in his 1902

work What Is To He Done ?:

"Working class consciousness cannot be

genuinely political consciousness unless

the workers are trained to respond to all

cases of tyranny, oppression, violence

and abuse, no matter what class is

affected.... Why is it (hat the Russian

workers as yet display so little revolu-

tionary activity in connection with the

brutal way in which the police maltreat

the people, in connection with the perse-

cution of the religious sects, with the

flogging of the peasantry, with the outra-

geous censorship, with the torture of sol-

diers. with the persecution of the most
innocent cultural enterprises, etc.?... We
must blame ourselves for being unable as

yet to organize a sufficiently wide, strik-

ing and rapid exposure of these despi-

cable outrages. When wc do that (and

we must and can do it), the most back-

ward worker will understand, or will feel.

that (he students and religious secLs, the

muzhiks and the authors are being abused

and outraged by the very same dark forces

that arc oppressing and crushing him at

every step of his life."

Here in the United Stales, one of the

mo.st politically backward "advanced"

capitalist countries on earth, saddled with

a huge burden of puritanism and religious

fundamentalism to boot, there is a lot of

backwardness on the gay question.

Even among black workers, histori-

cally among the most militant in the pro-

letariat and in general those with the few-

est illusions in the "good nature" of this

rotten capitalist social order, there is a

significant amount of anti-gay prejudice.

Much of it Is pushed by conservative

forces in the black church, although even

the black churches are deeply split on
this question. As we wrote in our article.

"For the Right to Gay Marriage!": “In its

extreme, one gels the phenomenon of a

black Baptist minister, the Rev. Gregory
Daniels, who declared. ’If the K.K.K.
opposes gay marriage. I would ride with

them’ (New York Times, 1 March). He
might saddle up. but it will be a short

ride—the first target of this motley col-

lection of nativist, anti-labor fascists is

black people" (WVNo. 821, 5 March).

In contrast to this myopic anti-gay

prejudice is the compassion so many
black people feel because they know first-

hand the torment and danger of oppres-

sion and discrimination. A Massachusetts

State Senator from Roxbury put it well:

"I know the pain of being less than equal,

and I cannot and will not impose that sta-

tus on anyone else, I was but one genera-

tion removed from an existence in slav-

ery. I could not in good conscience ever

vote to send anyone to that place from
which my family fled." Others can’t see

that an injury to one is an injury to all.

and so in a backhanded way end up in the

camp of the racist anti-gay bigots. Black
columnist Adrian Walker, writing in the

Boston Globe (12 February), quoted one
clergyman: "Think about Emmett Till, the

Scotlsboro Boys, and those police dogs in

Birmingham—and then tell me they’ve

faced what we’ve faced. This has nothing

to do with civil rights.” This reflects in

part the pernicious influence of Demo-
cratic Party "constituency" politics, where
one sector of the oppressed is pitied

against another in the scramble for aid

from a stale which defends capitalist rule.

Of course there are many, and qualiia-
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Lesbian newlyweds in San Francisco embrace as religious bigots invoke
wrath of god.



live, differences between black oppres-
sion and gay oppression in this society.

Racism is the bedrock of American capi-

talism. the great fault line in American
politics since the founding of the nation

on the backs of black slaves. The ruling

class consciously manipulates racism to

weaken the proletariat. The fight for

black freedom will be central to the pro-

letarian revolution in the U.S. For that

revolution to succeed, the working cla.ss,

including its strategic black component,
must understand its historic task is to

abolish class society in order to open the

road to human freedom for everyone. And
that most certainly includes gays—and
everyone else who. however self-defined,

rebels against the straitjacket social roles

impo.sed by the capitalist ruling class,

Further, violence against gays, lesbians

and. increasingly, iransgendered people is

a deadly constant on America's mean
streets and in the repressive holding pens
known as public schools. The grisly 1998

murder in Laramie of Matthew Shepard,

a 21 -year-old gay Wyoming student who
was kidnapped, beaten, burnt and then

left tied to a fence to die. shocked the

nation. Though accurate statistics are

almost impossible to come by. given that

many victims don't come forward be-

cause they rightly fear more harassment
from cops, school authorities or parents,

and because official statistics don't always

accurately list "hate crimes,” there are

still well over 1 .000 reported cases a year

of violence, sometimes fatal, against gays

and lesbians and others deemed sexually

“deviant.”

A recent Internet search uncovered an
article from the Arizona Tuc.wn Citizen

(23 February) titled "Gays, Jews Top
Targets of Hale Crimes Here," which
described the June 2002 beating to death

of 24-year-old Philip Walsted, who was
gay. It was a hate crime, according to

police. In January of this year another gay

man was found lying on the street, badly

beaten, near a gay bar in Tucson, while a

gay University of Arizona student was
slabbed in 2000. Thai's just a few stories

Fred W. McDarrah

New York City, June 1969: Young gay
activists gather outside Stonewall
bar after brutal cop attack which
triggered “Stonewall Rebellion.”

from one city. According to the Winter
2003 Southern Poverty Law Center’s

Intelligence Report, there were 27 mur-
ders of transgendered people in a 21-

month period (2002-2003) in the United

States. The point of these few examples
is no( to "prove" that any social group is

more or less hurl than any other, but to

indicate that moral regimcniulion is part

of what keeps this unjust society running

the way it does.

It was a good thing that the U.S.

Supreme Court struck down sodomy
statutes in its 2003 Lawrence v. Texas

ruling, because it explicitly overturned

the Court’s infamously reactionary 1986
decision in Bowers v. Hardwick that

upheld slates’ anti-sodomy laws. That
decision castigated gays with statements

like "proscriptions against sodomy have

ancient roots.” Chief Justice Warren Bur-

ger practically called for a holy war

Spartacists at 1999 NYC one-year anniversary
memorial rally for Matthew Shepard (Inset),

murdered by anti-gay bigots in Wyoming.

WV Photo

against homosexuals, writing approv-

ingly in his concurrence that "Blackstone

de.scribed 'the infamous crime against

nature’ as an offense of 'deeper malig-

nity’ than rape, a heinous act 'the very

mention of which is a disgrace to human
nature.' and *a crime not fit to be

named'." This is the legal language that

gives cover to gay-bashing.

Gays still don’t have full civil rights;

they aren’t allowed to serve openly in the

U.S. military, for example. According to

the Servicemembers Legal Defense Net-

work. a gay rights group, in the ten years

since Democratic president Bill Clinton

adopted the infamous “don’t ask, don’t

tell" policy, around 10.000 service mem-
bers have been discharged for being

openly gay. As we staled when that pol-

icy was raised; "Open gays and lesbians

have just as much right as anyone else to

participate in the armed forces.” while

raising the classic Marxist slogan of "Not
one man. not one penny" for the military

(“Gays in the Military.” WK No. 569. 12

February 1993). This is the tradition of

militant Marxism in opposition to impe-

rialist war. At the same time, the military

is a microcosm of society as a whole, and
so we fight against racist atrocities and
discrimination in the armed forces just as

we do in the rest of society. The fight to

integrate black soldiers fully into the

armed forces toward the end of World
War II created a potentially powerful base

for struggles for black emancipation

—

and in fact black civil rights activists also

fought for homosexual rights in the

armed forces then.

Government and Social
Control of Women
Many people still would argue, gays

should have democratic rights, but why
marriage? The capitalist politicians run-

ning for president are all dancing around

the pretty meaningless "civil union” cop-

out. basically catering to religious reac-

tionaries with votes. But isn’t marriage in

some sense "special." more private, more
"sacred" somehow? Not at all. Monoga-
mous marriage is a creation of society,

not god (since there i.sn’t one), and it has

been used historically as a means of reac-

tionary social control by the ruling class.

We advocate effective consent in all

.sexual relations and think that what any
combination of individuals do in bed is

nobody’s business but the participants

themselves, as long as it’s consensual.

While defending the right to gay mar-

riage. we also argue that the "marriage

mania" represents a fundamentally con-
servative thrust by the well-to-do petty-

bourgeois gay milieu. It’s a far cry from
"tree love” and the Stonewall Rebellion

of 1969 to today’s marriage ceremonies.
PTA meetings and Democratic and Re-
publican Parly fund-raisers. In the quest

for bourgeois "respectability.” gay pride

day organizers have viciously banned
NAMBLA (North American Man-Boy
Love Association) from their marches
(thereby fueling the "anti-pedophilia”

hysteria which targets all gays) and wel-

comed contingents of gay cops who
spend a good part of their time busting

"sex offenders.”

Nonetheless, by analogy to our posi-

tion on the armed forces, we oppose
excluding any category of people from
access to the privileges and benefits such

institutions offer in this society. At the

same time, in the course of fighting for

these rights, we seek to convince activ-

ists that to really resolve women’s and

gay oppression it is necessary to create a

socialist society, in which the current

functions of the bourgeois family are

socialized; communal childcare: commu-
nal kitchens; free, quality health care;

and in all ways freeing women from the

burden of child rearing and household

slavery.

A look at the history of monogamous
mairiage in the United Slates reveals its

use as a tool of governmental control. A
valuable book on this subject, Nancy F.

Cott’s Public Vows: A History of Mar-
riage and the Nation (Harvard University

Press. 2000), states: “The structure of
marriage... facilitates the government’s

grasp on the populace.-... In the form of

the law and stale enforcement, the public

sets the terms of marriage, says who can

and cannot marry, who can officiate, what
obligations and rights the agreement
involves, whether it can be ended and if

so. why and how.” The following history

is largely drawn from that book; quota-

tions from other sources are noted.

One of the book’s central themes is

how entire categories of people, espe-

cially those deemed "inferior." were de-

nied the legal right to marry in many
slates. This included, most notoriously,

black slaves, who of course had no rights

whatsoever. And for decades after the

Civil War. blacks and Asians were banned

from marrying whites. Additionally, as

Colt writes. "Prohibiting divergent mar-

riages has been as important in public

policy as sustaining the chosen model.”

Thus polygamous Mormons and Native

Americans were forbidden to practice

their own forms of "marriage,” while

attempts at utopian communes made in

the years before the Civil War came under

massive assault following the North’s vic-

tory and the consolidation of the Ameri-

can nation under the strengthening grip of

industrial capitalism.

In America from the beginning, mar-

riage. though infused with Christian doc-

trine, was a matter of governmental con-

trol. not primarily a religious institution,

because the U.S. was established on the

formal basis of separation of church and

stale. In the late I8lh and early 19th cen-

turies. marriage itself, based on older

common law. was seen as "a form of gov-

ernance.... A man's headship of a family,

his taking the responsibility for depen-

dent wife and children, qualified him to

be a participating member of a state....

Under the common law. a woman was
absorbed into her husband’s legal and
economic persona upon marrying, and
her hu.sband gained the civic presence she

lost." This concept in fact continued right

up through the 20th century, and was
really only dealt a decisive blow, in terms

of public civil rights at least, with women
getting the right to vole nationally in

1920. However, Congress determined in

1922 that a wife would lo.se her citizen-

ship if she mairied a foreigner and stayed

in his country for two years; other

grounds for female loss of citizenship

included marriage to an Asian, a polyga-

mist—or an anarchist!

Within the strict confines of the mar-
riage relationship, male supremacy re-

mained largely intact. Colt describes

three U.S. Supreme Court cases, in 1904,

1908 and 1911. all of which essentially

upheld the husband's right to control of

his wife’s body. The 1904 case deter-

mined a husband’s right to collect "dam-
ages” from his wife’s lover in a case of

adultery, even asserting that the hus-

band’s right to "exclusive" sexual inter-

course was "a right of the highest kind,

upon. ..which the whole social order

rests” (rhetorical excess, to be sure; were
this literally true, civilization would have
collapsed long ago). The 1908 case justi-

fied Congress’s ban on bringing women
to the U.S. for an "immoral purpose."

thus keeping out a man and his mistress

and upholding the government’s author-

ity to legislate monogamy and punish
women who transgressed. The 1911 case

involved a woman’s attempt to sue her

husband for assault and battery. The
Supreme Court refused to interfere be-

tween man and wife, rejecting the "radical

and far-reaching” belief that a wife could
sue her husband for injuries “as though
they were strangers,” and that it was "bet-

ter to draw the curtain, shut out the public

continued on page 9
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Abortion...
(continuedfrom pane 12)

form of consen’iual sex. as well as gam-

bling. drug use and pornography. Our

youth group program back in 1971 said:

"Laws against gambling and various sex-

ual practices relied official puritanism

allied to organized religion, which ads as

an important ideological pillar of capital-

ism, convincing the masses there can be

no happiness this side of the grave." We
say that the government should get out of

the bedrooms. As a general framework,

people should be allowed to make their

own decisions about what they do with

their bodies, as long as it is consensual,

and we don't make judgments on their

morals for doing so, Just about everything

to do with sex is stifled, perverted and

degraded in the name of bourgeois moral-

ity and religion.

Democratic rights are indivisible; you

can’t defend one without defending them

all. But such rights are always limited,

temporary and reversible under capital-

ism and can only be secured through

determined class struggle and. finally,

through working-class state power. By
appealing to and relying on the reaction-

ary bourgeois state in the name of the

Democratic Party, the liberals and femi-

nists and the various reformists who
claim to support legal abortion, in fact,

have paved the way to defeat after

defeat- Every struggle for democratic

rights, if it is to lead to the liberation of

all the oppressed, must be linked to the

struggle for full independence of the

working class from the capitalist state

and the destruction of capitalist class

rule. This means we fight for every genu-

ine reform possible by using the methods

of class struggle that will transform the

working class into a class conscious of

its historic mission to liberate humanity.

1 want to make this point about the cen-

trality of the working class very concrete.

For the last five months, upwards of

60.000 members of the United Food and

Commercial Workers Union were on

strike or locked out in Southern Cali-

fornia. fighting to defend their benefits

and wages and against multi-tier pay

schemes. The right to health care was a

central issue in this strike and one of the

reasons this strike was popular and sup-

ported by broad sectors of the population.

Women, men. black, white. Latino and

Asian workers were determined to hold

out and walked picket lines together,

fought off scabs and sacrificed their per-

sonal well-being to struggle for a decent

life. Standing side by side on a picket

line in joint action lays the basis for tran-

scending the divisions and prejudices

that the ruling class foments every day.

The workers were not lacking in deter-

mination. Nonetheless, a losing contract

was shoved down their throats a couple

of weeks ago by the treacherous, pro-

capitalist union leadership which played

by the bosses' rules.

In fear of the class struggle that would

sweep them away in its wake, the union

leadership in this country has. for the last

several decades, derailed militant strikes

with “corporate campaigns" and lawsuits.

The workers are disarmed by their mis-

leaders’ acceptance of the capitalist sys-

tem of profit, their acceptance of the labor

laws issued by the bosses’ government

and courts and by their program of class

collaboration with the capitalists, ex-

pressed chiefly through political support

for the Democratic Party, If the UFCW
strike had been won by the workers exer-

cising their power to shut down all busi-

ness as usual, and if broad sections of the

multiracial working class had been mobi-
lized to come out in solidarity, then that

victory would have done more for the

fight for health care, for abortion rights,

for gay rights, black and immigrant work-

ers’ rights and women’s rights than a

dozen Democratic Party-dominated ral-

lies in Washington.

Our task is to build the revolutionary

anti-capitalist leadership that is so des-

perately needed. In 1902 the Bolshevik

leader V.l. Lenin explaincj in Wluii Is To

lie Done? that a revolutionary party that

A New Beginning

Welfare to Work
Reuluts

Democratic president Bill Clinton signs bill gutting welfare in 1996, starving

millions of single mothers and their children.

can lead the working class to victory mu^t

be "the tribune of the people. ..able to re-

act to every manifestation of tyranny and

oppression, no matter where it appears,

no matter what stratum or class of the

people it affects. ..able to lake advantage

of every event, however small, in order to

set forth before all his socialist convic-

tions and his democratic demands, in

order to clarify for all and everyone the

world-historic significance of the struggle

for the emancipation of the proletariat."

Racism, Class Oppression
and "Family Values"

Let's go back to the time of the pas-

sage of Roe i’. Wade in 1973. It did not

come out of the blue. The upsurge in

social struggle in America in the 1950s

and '60s cracked the reactionary domes-

tic climate of the 1940s and ’50s. In the

Cold War period. Jim Crow segregation

reigned in the South, while hardened

segregation m jobs, housing and educa-

tion existed North and South. Women
were forced out of the wartime factories

back into a very romanticized, but in

reality isolated, existence of home and

housework. “Rosie the Riveter.” the icon

of the women drawn into the wartime

factories, received a lot of backlash even

during the war, as an example one maga-
zine wrote at that time that working

women “are rejecting their feminine

roles. They wish to control their own fer-

tility in marriage, and say they never

wanted the children they had." Black

women continued to work as they always

had m the lowest-paid menial jobs.

The workers and youth who made up

the foot soldiers of the civil rights move-
ment challenged legal segregation at the

same time that the U.S. imperialists were

trying to put on a “free world" face to

counter the intluencc of the Soviet Union
and to posture before the rest of the

world to cover for the racist oppression

of American capitalism. The ruling-class

rhetoric against "godless communism"
was also used to label the proverbial

unwed mother as "immoral" and black

pregnancy as "uncivilized."

Rickie Solinger. a feminist historian,

makes the point in Wake Up Utile Susie

that the Supreme Court of 1973 that

ruled on Roe v. Wade (which at the time

was two-thirds Republican appointees)

was already predisposed to legalizing

abortion because of the fabricated hys-

teria about "the population bomb.” which

really translated into fear of overpopula-

tion of the non-white peoples of the

globe. After the uprising in Watts in Los

Angeles in August 1965. government

hearings claimed that supposed overpop-

ulation would "worsen the United Stales

unemployment problem, greatly increase

the magnitude of juvenile delinquency,

exacerbate already dangerous race ten-

sions. ..and further subvert the traditional

American governmental system,"

Solinger also makes the point that the

liberals’ appeal for abortion rights based

solely on the harm done by "back-alley

butchers" fed into the established notion

that women are helpless victims who
must be saved by the benevolent state.

So from the get-go. the official leader-

ship of the mass struggle for the basic

democratic right of abortion posed their

demand in the context of begging the

state to be the protector.

In many ways, access .to a safe abor-

tion was most often an economic issue,

not a legal issue. One abortion provider

wrote about that period; "It had to do

with economics. ..those who could afford

it would be off to London or Puerto Rico

or Mexico, although even there they'd

sometimes run into shabby practices,...

Or sometimes another out would be find-

ing and paying psychiatrists to swear she

was suicidal; she would jump out the

window if the pregnancy continued. And
of course in some instances that was
absolutely true, and in some instances it

wasn't.. .it was very soon obvious to me
that the fundamental issue here about

abortion was never legality or illegality

but basically whom you knew and how
much you could pay" (quoted in Shirley

L. Radi. Over Our Live Bodies. 1989).

What the liberals have never and will

never raise is that the real butcher then

and today is the capitalist stale. Thai’s

what kills poor women. Transforming the

fight for abortion rights into a samtized

"pro-choice" movement with the catch

phra.se "Who decides?" represented a

denial of the class and race oppression

that makes "choice” meaningless for

the masses of impoverished women and

youth. NARAL Pro-Choice America, at

one lime known as the National Abortion

Rights Action League, has gone through

multiple name changes over the years,

and they have consciously deep-sixed the

word "abortion" to appease the right-

wingers, operating on their terrain and

seeking to be as acceptable as possible.

William Saletan’s recent book. Bearing

Right, documents how the liberals and

bourgeois feminists of NARAL. NOW
[National Organization for Women) and

Planned Parenthood have spent 20 years

accommodating and backtracking on full

abortion rights, lobbying and campaign-

ing. paving the way for one defeat

after another. The book, however, buries

among the details of failed campaigns the

fact that from the beginning the liberals

and reformists narrowed their demand to

solely legalizing abortion in order to pre-

serve access to abortion for white, middle-

class women. They dumped poor women,
and the immediate fruit of this was the

1976 Hyde amendment, supported by

Democrats, that denied federal funds for

abortions.

Planned Parenthood appealed to the

anti-abortion and anti-welfare bigots by

raising the argument that it was more
expensive for the stale to raise an

unwanted child than to pay for an abor-

tion. They still lost. Their slavish accom-

modation to the right wing parallels an

equally despicable and racist argument

that you see in liberal anti-death penally

literature: that it is more expensive to exe-

cute a criminal than to give him a life sen-

tence. In America, where racism under-

pins capitalist rule, the death penalty is a

legacy of slavery and represents a geno-

cidal impulse toward the black popula-

tion. In liberal pro-choice parlance, an

"unwanted child" is a code word for

“future black criminal."

Since the legalization of abortion, the

religious fanatics have only been embold-
ened by the liberals’ embrace of reaction-

ary "family values." In 1992. the media
welcomed the ruling in Planned Parent-

hood V. Casey because it didn't overturn

Roe V. Wade. What it did do is legalize

wailing periods and parental consent laws

and opened the floodgates to restricting

abortion rights. Rehnquist said: "Roe
continues to exist, but only in the way a

storefront on a western movie set exists:

a mere facade to give the illusion of real-

ity.... Roe V. Wade stands as a sort ofjudi-

cial Potemkin Village.” We wrote at the

lime (Saletan mentions this as well) that

Planned Parenthood and the ACLU crim-

inally launched the Casey suit as a polit-

ical maneuver calculated to bring on a

reactionary decision. The liberals hoped
this would heal up the abortion issue and

help elect a Democrat. The winner that

lime was Death Penalty Clinton.

.Saletan documents the defeats of the

strategy of altempimg to elect supposedly

Indymedia

January 31 rally in support of UFCW grocery workers strike, Inglewood,
California. Defense of health benefits was central goal of five-month strike.
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Labor Black League Protests “Sex Offender” Witchhunt

Oakland, California

We reprini below a letter submitted by

the Bay Area luihor Black League for

Social Defense to the Oakland Tribune

on April 6. Father Weeks was released

from jail on $50,000 hail on April 8 and
stillfaces frame-up charges.

The Labor Black League for Social

Defense, a fraternal organization of

the Marxist Spartacist League, protests

the continuing vigilante harassment of

Cary Verse, who has now been hounded
through three counties, and Father Don-

ald Weeks, jailed for daring to shelter

him. From the start of the anti-Verse

campaign there was collusion between

law enforcement officials, the capitalist-

owned news media and vigilante ele-

ments. We condemn the Oakland Tribune

for inciting and City Council President

Ignacio De la Fuente for leading vigilante

action against Verse. Verse is a black con-

victed rapist who after serving his full

prison sentence was then imprisoned in a

state mental hospital, and finally released

after he underwent barbaric chemical

castration—a throwback to Jim Crow
lynch rope justice. This is the strange

fruit of California’s "Megan’s Law”
mandating the registration and publica-

tion of the names of all "sex offenders”

setting up their extra-legal persecution.

Since Father Weeks of St. Patrick’s

Abbey in Oakland had the courage and

decency to provide refuge for this harassed

man. De la Fuente and the repressive

agencies of the government have spared

no effort to discredit and in fact ruin him.

De la Fuente sicced the building inspec-

tors on the church, resulting in its evic-

tion. He used a public .school and its staff

to organize a "protest.” including elemen-

tary schoolchildren—manipulating fears

and prejudices among Latino families

against a black ex-con who has never

been convicted of molesting children.

Then the Oakland Police Department

staged a Gestapo-style raid (20 cops,

drawn guns) to arrest 60-year-old Weeks,

framing him for “sex offenses" 10 years

ago. based on the sudden and dubious

accusation of a man now 26. Hands off

St. Patrick’s Abbey and Father Weeks!

We oppose “age of consent” laws, and

believe the only guideline that ought to

exist in sexual relations is the rule of

effective consent, that is, as long as both

parlies are consenting to the aet at the

time, nobody, least of all the government,

has any right to say they can’t do it. These

laws aren’t to protect children (or anyone

else) but to expand the repressive powers

of the government. The persecution of

“sexual* predators” is part of a broader

campaign of anti-.sex hysteria targeting

everyone from gays to minority women to

Michael and Janet Jackson.

Blatant collusion between the cops, the

media and would-be vigilantes is an inte-

gral part of the American injustice system

which systematically denies legal rights

to whole sectors of the population.

Through the racist "war on drugs” a huge
proportion of the black American popula-

tion is incarcerated, often under arbitrar-

ily vindictive “Three Strikes” laws and

when released denied voting rights. Jeb

Bush’s Florida is not the first or only case

where an election was won based on dis-

enfranchising black voters!

The anti-Verse witchhunt is of a piece

with the massive assault on democratic

rights and civil liberties spelled out by the

USA-Patriot Act. America’s racist rulers

aim to condition the population, through

the unbridled persecution of tho.se few

they label “predators.” “sex offenders” or

"terrorists” to accept the victimization of

anyone the government doesn’t like. The
so-called "war on terror" is really a war on

labor, blacks and immigrants. Democratic

rights are indivisible. Stop the persecu-

tion ofCary Verse! Drop the charges, free

Father Weeks!

Portland
newspaper

trumpets 1951
police raids

against abortion
providers.

CITY, COUNTY COPS STAGE
RAIDS ON ABORTION NE^S
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"pro-choice” candidates—the fruitless

lobbying using PR consultants as if they

could somehow hoodwink the right-wing

bigots into supporting women’s rights.

However, he can only posit that the

problem with liberals has something to

do with bad tactical choices. Socialist

Worker, the paper of the International

Socialist Organization, reviewed the

book (27 February), and their main con-

clusions regarding the feminists are that

“we have to slop apologizing for abor-

tion rights and take our movement into

the streets." First of all. who’s been apol-

ogizing? Only the liberal feminists who
hold the same guilt-ridden religious

ideology as the right-wingers of blame
and sin. What is clouded over is that the

liberals and their reformist hangers-on

all embrace a common viewpoint—that

whether lobbying in Congress or march-

ing in the streets, they can win the

capitalist state over to the side of the

oppressed.

Saletan’s story of the legal battles

around abortion in 1990 in Louisiana

captures the racism of American liberal-

ism. In the midst of a furious controversy

over proposed laws to ban abortion, the

state executed Dalton Prejean, a black

youth who had spent ten years on death

row for killing two people when he was

17 years old. He was brain-damaged and
retarded. Th^ barbaric death penalty in

the U.S. certainly gives the lie. to all the

"sanctity of human life” rhetoric that

comes up around abortion. Since 1985

half of those executed for killings comil-

ted when they were minors have been

black.

Salelan makes the point that what
resounded on both sides of the abortion

issue was the image of Dalton Prejean—
the black criminal. Here the bourgeois

feminists’ resort to reactionary stereo-

types of women as helpless victims to sell

abortion rights sharply intersected the

right-wing anti-abortion forces’ defense

Victona Heilman

KKK terrorist brandishes coat hanger
outside Dallas abortion clinic.

of "sacred Southern womanhood.” "Pro-

choice” advocates’ focus on the "vulner-

able. desperate victims of rape and

incest" fed into the racist argument by

saying that abortion was the only way to

“restore the honor" of women made preg-

nant by rape.

Everyone knew that raising rape in the

South was always used to resurrect the

racist myth of the white woman defiled

by the black rapist. Saletan writes that

even the abortion proponents "detected...

the odor of the Scottsboro Boys.” While
the hardcore "pro-life” fanatics who
sought a total ban responded that the

so-called "rape" of abortion was as bad or

worse than rape by a man. other anti-

abortion forces balked at forcing raped

women to bear the "stain of their defile-

rpent." Governor Buddy Roemer vetoed

one bill against abortion because it made
no exception for rape and incest and
another because it did not adequately

“protect" raped women. Nevertheless,

feminists portrayed Roemer as a hero for

holding out on the rape exception.

For Free Abortion on Demand!
From the inception of our organiza-

tion. leading up to the Roe v. Wade
decision and since then, the Spartacist

League has actively campaigned for free

abortion on demand; free, quality health

care for all; equal pay for equal work;

24-hour childcare and for women’s liber-

ation through socialist revolution. We
have also fought against forced steriliza-

tions. At the same time, we have insisted

on the necessity for the working class

through the unions to take up the fight

for women's rights. We said that legal

abortion was not enough to address the

oppression of poor working women.
In the early ’70s before the passage of

Roe. the Socialist Workers Party was the

main left group trying to keep the protests

for abortion rights within the limits of

bourgeois capitalism. Operating through

their front group WONAAC (Women’s
National Abortion Action Coalition), they

limited their demands and anybody else’s

who wanted to work with them to a sin-

gle slogan, “repeal of all abortion laws.”

The SWP physically excluded us com-
munists from their self-described non-

exclusionary mass actions because to

them, the word “unity” really meant an

alliance with bourgeois feminists, i.e.. the

Democratic Party. We fought for a revo-

lutionary working-class program that

spoke to the deeply felt objective needs of

the most oppressed women.
The SWP. like the International Social-

ist Organization of today (and the ISO's

predecessors then, too), had occasional

socialist speechifying, while on the

ground they built "broad coalitions”

(another buzzword for “Welcome all

Democrats”) so as not to frighten away
the slate Senators and Congressional

representatives—but who was fooling

whom? Or. as the saying goes, who is

the horse and who is the rider? By 1976.

the SWP’s women leaders had become
organizers for NOW.

Throughout the 1980s and the 1990s.

we actively participated in defense of

abortion clinics that were under attack by
the fascislic shock troops of the ruling

class. As we locked arms with other pro-

abortion defenders around the clinics

and sometimes took arrests for simply

defending a clinic’s right to exist, we
argued that you have to organize the

social force of labor to defeat the en-

trenched reactionaries—and all their

institutions—from the church to the Amer-
ican Medical Association.

The feminists’ strategy of begging the

capitalist state has demobilized mass mil-

itant actions in favor of mass crawls to

Washington to beg the Democrats for

crumbs. To this day. if you can find a

clinic, you still have to run the gauntlet

of religious hale literature thrown at you,

It’s always been a sign of the degradation

of women’s rights that clinics perform-

ing abortions, a medical procedure, exist

as separate physical facilities apart from
hospitals—like having separate clinics

for hernia operations. The number of

abortion providers in the nation has de-

clined steeply in the last two decades,

and the number of hospitals providing

abortions has plummeted. Fewer than

2.000 physicians offer abortions; nearly

90 percent of counties in the U.S. have

no provider.

Black Women Workers
Fight Triple Oppression

I want to make another point about

being a tribune of the people. We are not

sectoralists who think every oppressed

group should organize independently, as

if only women should fight for women’s
issues or whatever group you may name.

As a result of the SL-iniliated. 5.000-

sirong labor/black mobilization that

stopped the KKK from marching in

Washington, D.C. in 1982. we initiated

a transitional organization linked to our

revolutionary organization, the Labor
Black Leagues. There will be no socialist

revolution in America unless the working

class takes up the rights of black people,

and our task is to build a bridge from the

organized working class to the ghettos.

The program of the Labor Black

Leagues includes our demands for free

abortion, defense of abortion clinics,

down with all anti-gay laws, full citizen-

ship rights for all immigrants, as well as

defense of the remaining deformed work-

ers slates—China, Vietnam. Cuba and
North Korea—against capitalist restora-

tion and imperialist attack. The LBLs
organize to stop racist cop brutality, like

the cop killings of Alberta Spruill and

Timothy Sian.sbury Jr. and are in the

forefront of fighting for the freedom of
death row political prisoner Mumia Abu-
Jamal. We participate in and bring to pro-

tests a revolutionary program for all the

oppressed.

It’s no surprise that black women
would be wary of any kind of feminist-

dominated birth control movement given

the liberal feminists’ confidence in the

racist capitalist state. The conservative

black church, which provides fake com-
fort in a brutal racist world, also weighs
heavily in steering black women away
from birth control. The history of racist

eugenics theories intertwining with the

early birth control movement of Marga-
ret Sanger, continuing through forced

sterilizations in the ’60s and ’70s (horri-

fyingly known as "Mississippi appendec-
tomies”) demonstrates that the experi-

ence for poor women, particularly black

women, has been a history of all-sided

repression.

Scientific research has been applied to

increasing the ease and safety of birth

control methods, but who benefits from
these advances also tells another story

about medical technology and capitalism.

By 1939 Tennessee. North and South
Carolina were funding birth control

clinics geared toward coercing poor black
women to not have children, while

continued on page 8
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Abortion...
(continuedfrom page 7)

Northern states were still banning contra-

ceptives. In the U.S. in 1990 Norplant

was introduced, which is a long-term,

surgically implanted contraceptive—cer-

tainly more convenient than pills. As soon

as it was approved by the FDA. the Phil-

adelphia Inquirer published an editorial.

“Poverty and Norplant: Can Contracep-

tion Reduce the Underclass?" Immedi-

ately judges were demanding that Nor-

plant be inserted as a condition for parole

for poor women who had been convicted

of child abuse. Funds were made avail-

able to insert Norplant at public hospitals,

but funds for removal were limited.

Depo-Provera injections, another more

short-term form of birth control that was

often forced on black women in apart-

heid South Africa as a condition for

employment, has also been forced on

poor women here. These coerced birth

control measures have been introduced

for black women at the same time that

welfare caps have been initialed—deny-

ing benefits for any additional children

bom while receiving welfare. Mind you.

there’s a five-year lime limit for welfare

benefits already.

In America, black people are a race-

color caste, forcibly segregated at the bot-

tom of society. last to be hired and first to

be fired. At the same time, black workers

are strategically placed in the working

class, but with the de-industrialization of

America, more and more they are viewed

as an excess population. It is in the inter-

ests of the capitalist class to split and

weaken the working class by pitting sec-

tions against each other, using black peo-

ple as scapegoats for all the miseries of

capitalism. The history of the regulation

of so-called “choice" For black women
regarding reproduction illustrates what

we mean by a race-color caste. Either the

stale says you can’t have a child or health

care, or the stale says you have no choice

but to have a child, but you still can’t get

health care.

Religion and Reaction

One front in the attacks against abor-

tion rights has been the issue of “fetal

rights.” The “Unborn Victims of Vio-

lence Act” is awaiting Senate approval

granting embryos, fetuses, zygotes, etc.

legal status. And although you will be

hearing a lot about “Laci’s law” in the

next period, “fetal rights” laws not only

are aimed at overturning the right to

abortion but already have been used to

charge poor women with homicide.

Women are harassed for smoking cigar-

ettes or drinking during pregnancy, while

desperately poor women are jailed for

using cocaine and their children are

seized—in Chicago 95 percent of chil-

dren in foster care are black. Although
women from all classes have always con-

sumed a broad variety of substances,

crack cocaine is the drug of poverty.

“Crack babies" became the centerpiece

of the racist "war on drugs" which esca-

lated under Clinton. In fact, much of

the evidence around crack's effects on

fetuses, including stories about "impaired

human interaction," have more to do with

racist stereotypes of criminals than any

scientific evidence. It might seem obvi-

ous that threatening a woman who uses

drugs with seizing her children and jail-

ing her will keep her from seeking the

prenatal care which might improve her

and her child’s health, Working-class

women are denied the means to a decent

life, and then criminalized. The popula-

tion of black women in prison has sky-

rocketed over the last decade.

I just want to touch on one other aspect

of "fetal rights” that exposes how capital-

ism in its decay can truly be a brake on the

development of science and progress in

general. That is the controversy around

stem cell research, a promising area of

medical research which has been denied

federal funding and has actually caused

scientists to leave the country. Bush's sin-

ister Bioethics Council just put out a

report that says that medical research that

contributes to lengthening life actually

endangers the institution of marriage

because people will think twice about

saying "till death do us part” if they have

to live 100 years.

Religion is not only a set of backward

ideas to comfort people in a cruel world

and encourage ignorance, but a ruling-

class ideology which kills people. AIDS
research was set back for years because

of anti-gay prejudices, and this contrib-

uted to the worldwide explosion of AIDS.
We are for the separation of church and
state. We reject any notion—and they all

ultimately derive from religion or spiritu-

alism—that a fetus is a human with a

“soul."

Unmarried young people are sexually

active for many more years today than

were previous generations. Youth trying

to obtain abortions are already saddled

with parental consent laws. The pending

federal “Child Custody Protection Act"

makes it criminal for anyone except a par-

ent or legal guardian to take a child across

state borders for an abortion. The FDA
has now postponed its decision regard-

ing offering the morning-after pill until

May becau.se supposedly it needs more
data about 1 6- and 1 7-year-olds who have

used the pills—even though this pill

has been available for over two decades
elsewhere.

You might expect in rural backwaters
of the country where evolution, the foun-

dation of modern biology, can only be

taught as an “option” that youth would be

forcibly made ignorant. But here in New
York City, where the rate of HIV infec-

tion has recently been compared to Third

World rales, the schools’ sex education

courses have not been updated for 20

years and the AIDS curriculum has not

been updated in 10 years. The same peo-

ple who oppose funding public health

care, welfare and education simply want

to tell youth that sex equals death. The
AIDS curriculum still slates that gay,

white men account for the “overwhelm-

ing majority" of AIDS cases, despite the

fact that blacks and Latinos account for 82

percent of new HIV/AIDS cases among
teenagers. The sex education curriculum

was frozen after the hysterical reaction to

the “Rainbow" curriculum that included

the book, Heather Has Two Mommies.

New estimates show that 15- to 24-

year-olds account for half of newly di-

agnosed sexually transmitted diseases

(STDs)—more than nine million cases

—

in 2000. Although the latest figures show
a dip. the U.S. has one of the highest

teen pregnancy rates of the advanced
industrial countries. Since the 1996

“welfare reform" bill was passed under

the Democratic Clinton administration,

federal funding is granted exclusively for

abstinence-only-until-marriage “educa-

tion." Programs that use federal funds

must leach that sexual activity outside of

marriage “is likely to have harmful psy-

chological and physical effects." Planned

Parenthood bows to the Christian right

by accepting that abstinence should be

taught at least as an “option."

In 2002 Judith Levine finally got her

book Harmful to Minors published after

years of rejections. Her simple premise

is that sex for minors is not only normal

but also positive; that there is a manufac-
tured panic about pedophilia, kidnapping

and child abuse and that the state’s

attempts to protect youth from sex are

actually harmful. She points out that

“family planning" and “birth control"

used to be polite, euphemistic terms

referring to making available means to

prevent unplanned pregnancies. For the

last couple of decades, the terminology

has been transformed into prevention of
sex altogether for youth. There have
been tremendous strides in research into

less burdensome and safer birth control

techniques. At the same lime, the gov-
ernment has distributed warnings about

condoms’ “failure rales" and total fabri-

cations linking abortion to breast cancer.

So who will ever see these improvements
in an era of virginity pledges?

For Women’s Liberation
through Socialist Revolution!

The programmatic statement of the

Spariacisl LeagueAJ.S. points out that

American feminism was bom as a con-
sciously separate movement and split

from posl-Civil War abolitionists. Its

founders embraced white supremacy and
campaigned against voting rights for

black freedmen. Feminism and all forms
of sectoralism share the outlook that

the capitalist state can be pressured
and shaped to fit the interests of the
oppressed; that it’s just a matter of re-

organizing priorities, or getting more
women elected into office. But it’s the
bourgeois feminists’ ruling-class view-
point that seeks to make capitalism, a bm-
tal system of exploitation, work for them
and their privileged position.

The emancipation of women requires a
socialist revolution to begin to use the sci-

ence and technology that has been devel-

oped in the most advanced capitalist

countries to institute a worldwide planned

economy that can change the material

conditions of humanity so that production

will be for human needs. The 1917

Bolshevik Revolution proved that a suc-

cessful socialist revolution can conquer

through establishing the dictatorship of

the proletariat, smashing capitalist class

rule and laying the basis for the withering

away of the state.

The Bolsheviks abolished all laws

against homosexuality and abortion and

all laws regulating people’s private sexual

lives. They made marriage and divorce

simple civil acts, and abolished the con-

cept of illegitimacy. They opened the pri-

vate hospitals to the masses and built pub-

lic kitchens and laundries. They created

residential kindergartens and “children’s

colonies, where the children either live

permanently, or for a considerable period,

away from the parents." This last advance

is described in The ABC of Communism,
which was used by the Bolsheviks as a

primer for workers and peasants. As they

wrote, "Hundreds and thousands, mil-

lions of mothers will thereby be freed for

productive work and for self-culture. They
will be freed from the soul-destroying

routine of housework, and from the end-

less round of petty duties which are

involved in the education of children in

their own homes."

They had this vision in a largely back-

ward priest-ridden peasant country. The
Bolshevik Party under Lenin and Trotsky

knew that the only way forward to raising

the material conditions of the masses was
by extending the revolution internation-

ally so that the most advanced indus-

try could alleviate poverty and liberate

mankind. The ensuing isolation of the

first workers republic paved the way for

the rise of the conservative and repressive

Stalinist bureaucracy, which reversed

many of the liberating advances the

October Revolution had achieved for

women and reinforced the backward ideal

of the family to inculcate subservience to

authority and social conformity.

The 1991-92 capitalist counterrevolu-

tion threw back living conditions in the

former Soviet Union to a level compa-
rable to the time of the tsars. In Eastern

Europe, one of the first measures of the

restoration of capitalism was the rein-

statement of anti-abortion laws. 1 was in

East Berlin ju.st before the capitalist

reunification of Germany where the

International Communist League was
fighting to defend the workers stale, and I

saw banners protesting the closing of
public kindergartens. Today the Russian

population is devastated, infant mortality

has soared and life expectancy rales have
plummeted, and women who used to be
technicians and teachers now have noth-

ing. Today we defend the gains of the

1949 Chinese Revolution which ended
the hideous practice of binding women’s
feet. The Bolshevik Party of Lenin and
Trotsky led the October 1917 Revolution
and inspired the world working class,

and our task is to fight for new October
Revolutions here and everywhere.

1 started with a quote on the signifi-

cance of having a historical materialist

worldview. It’s not just a tool for histori-

cal analysis, but it was developed as a

weapon for action, to arm the working
class to lake power. In 1899 Lenin wrote
at the beginning of “Our Programme,"
referring to the lessons of Marx and
Engels:

"It taught us how to discern, beneath
ihc pall of rooted cu.stoms, political

intrigues, abstruse laws, and intricate
docicines—the class struggle, the strug-
gle between the propertied classes m all

their variety and the properiyless mass,
the proletariat, which is at the head of
all (he properiyless. It made clear the

real task of a revolutionary socialist

party: not to draw up plans for refashion-
ing society, not to preach to the capital-

ists and their hangers-on about improv-
ing the lot of the workers, not to hatch
conspiracies, but to organise the class
struggle of the proletariat and to lead
this struggle, the ultimate aim of which
is the conquest of political power by the
proletariat and the organisation of a
socialist socieiy."m
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Municipal Museum, Rochester; Morgan Papers, University of Rochester (inseO

interior of an Iroquois long house. Research by anthropologist Lewis Henry
Morgan (inset) on pre-capitalist societies informed Friedrich Engels' The Origin

of the Family, Private Property, and the State.

Marriage...
(continuedfrom pa^e 5)

gaze," as an earlier North Carolina court

decision put it, on the prerogatives of

male brutality within the family circle. It

took massive social upheaval and a wave

of New Left-derived feminist .aclivism in

the 1970s to finally breach what was in

fact the husband’s right to rape his wife;

only in 1984 did a New York court finally

overturn that state’s marital rape exemp-

tion, then followed by others.

Native Americans, Blacks,
Asians, Immigrants:
Forced or Banned Marriages

The creation of the American nation

rested on the backs of black slaves—
and on the virtual obliteration of the native

Indian population of tribal hunter-gatherers

and agriculturalists—resulting in the crea-

tion of a bourgeois democracy for white,

male property owners. How much more

we could have learned about the early his-

tory of our species from these indigenous

peoples, relentlessly slaughtered and dri-

ven onto "reservations," is a question

American Marxists must feel keenly.

Friedrich Engels’ work. The Origin ofthe

Family. Private Properly, and the State

(1884), was after all inspired by Ameri-

can anthropologist Lewis H. Morgan’s

pioneering research into the family pat-

terns of North American tribes. It was this

research, in good part, that led to the

Marxist understanding that in fact human
beings have lived “for millennia" in non-

patriarchal relationships, in tribal, matri-

lineal societies in which women were

not enslaved within the straitjacket of

monogamous marriage, in which children

were the responsibility of both men and

women. Monogamous marriage is a social

invention brought to North America by
the colonizers, along with their diseases,

their “sacred family" and their slaves.

So the Native American population,

when not simply killed, was offered an

“enlightened" choice by their overseers:

rot on the reservation or give up your

“heathen” ways. As Cott puls it. “Most
groups—notably the Iroquois, who dom-
inated the eastern part of North Amer-
ica—did not make the nuclear family so

fundamental an economic and psycholog-

ical unit as Protestants did. nor did they

generally recognize private property as

such.... The federal government consis-

tently encouraged or forced Indians to

adopt Christian-model monogamy as the

.sine qua non of civilization and morality."

In some cases it was considered that Indi-

ans could be “civilized” by converting to

Christianity, and marriage of an Indian

woman to a while male was tolerated,

though in some dozen states marriages

between Indians and whites were declared

non-valid. The 1887 Dawes Act stole

Indians’ communal land and undermined
their tribal way of life, assigning male
family “last names” to Indians (against

native cultural tradition), and establishing

"individual property-ownership, and fur-

ther subvened native American women’s
roles as agriculturists by presuming the

Indian male should be the landowner and

farmer.” Cott writes: "Like ex-slaves and

ex-polygamists, Indians were required by

the federal government to adopt monog-
amy as 'the law of .social life’ to become
citizens.”

On the other hand, for black slaves in

America, legal marriage was out of the

question, though slaveholders did encour-

age childbearing to reproduce and expand

the slave population, especially after

1808 when importation of slaves was

banned. “Concubinage, which is volun-

tary on the part of the slaves, and permis-

sive on that of the master... in reality, is

the relation, to which these people have

ever been practically restricted." wrote

the Chief Justice of the North Carolina

Supreme Court in 1 838. Thus the fight for

the right to marriage, as an assertion of

the right to control one’s own body and

make a free contract with another human
being, was seen as an important aspect of

the fight for black freedom.

As it is with just about everything else

in America, racism is deeply intertwined

with marriage law. Attempts to keep the

"while race” “unmixed” were a unique

feature of the American colonies since

their inception (with the peculiar result

that people of all different skin tones and

ancestral background are automatically

considered “black" if there is even a hint

of a black ancestor somewhere). Ever
since the inception of monogamous mar-
riage and the family, from ancient times

on. laws against intermarriage between
different classes aimed to preserve ruling-

class privileges. Spain in 1776 had such

laws, as did the British imperialists in Ire-

land in the 14th century, for example. But

America uniquely developed the illogic

of racism, due to its slaveholding history,

to such an extent that even after the vic-

torious Civil War that freed the slaves,

many states still banned black-while mar-

riage; in Mississippi the penalty was life

imprisonment. The miscegenation law
was not repealed in Alabama until 2000!

The relationship between slavery and
women’s subordinate position in mar-
riage was widely noted and utilized by
those on both sides of the issues. South-

ern evangelical Protestant ministers, who
published more than half of pre-Civi!

War pro-slavery tracts, regularly quoted

the Bible; a typical claim was that god
“included slavery as an organizing ele-

ment in that family order which lies at the

very foundation of Church and Stale.” On
the other side, those among the anti-

slavery abolitionists and early women’s
rights advocates who shared the liberal

ideals of individual freedom and the view

that “self-ownership" was a natural right,

saw that both slaves and married women
lacked this basic right. As Lucy Slone pul

it. “Marriage is to woman a slate of slav-

ery. It takes from her the right to her own
property, and makes her submissive in all

things to her husband."

Following the Civil War. successive

stages of immigration fed the fires of

growing industrialization in the U.S.

Here loo the government’s marriage poli-

cies were aimed at social control. Chi-

nese immigrants on the West Coast, who
first came in the gold rush, were in de-

mand for mining and railroad-building,

but when the transcontinental railroad

was completed in 1869, an explosion of

anti-Chinese racism was unleashed. The
first federal step to restrict immigration,

the Page Act of 1875, was aimed at

Asian women, who were supposedly all

prostitutes, and required “the U.S. consul

to make sure that any immigrant debark-

ing from an Asian country was not under

contract for 'lewd and immoral pur-

poses’." By 1913 eight stales had laws

against whites marrying Japanese or Chi-

nese people.

"Free Love" Utopias
and Polygamy

In the stormy years leading up to the

great social explosion that was the Amer-
ican Civil War, the last progressive gasp

of the bourgeoisie (like the 1848 Revolu-

tions in Europe) in North America, many
experimental utopian socialist alterna-

tives to monogamous marriage flowered.

There were many “free love” commu-
nities established in the U.S., inspired by

such utopian visionaries as Robert Owen.
Claude Saint-Simon and Charles Fourier,

whose profound insight that the status of

women is the decisive indicator of social

progress inspired further Marxist theory

on the subject. The New York Oneida
community, founded in 1849 with a

pamphlet called Slavery and Marriage: A
Dialogue, did away with the exclusive

pairing of couples, though within a rather

formal structure. These groups, though

ridiculed and condemned, were not by

and large prosecuted before the Civil War.

but afterward, when in the name of “con-

solidating” the nation, a crackdown on
most forms of “social deviation” began.

One interesting—and still contempo-
rary—group stands out in all this: the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

Saints, or Mormons, one of whose found-

ing tenets is the right of men to polygamy,

or multiple marriage to many women at

once. Right-wingers today throw up their

hands in horror at gay marriage, breath-

lessly bemoaning that polygamy will be

next. Well, guess what, it’s already here,

and has been for over a hundred years, out

in Utah and other Western states, where
an c.slimaled 30.000 old-style Mormons
still practice the sect’s early preaching,

though the “official" church formally

renounced it a long time ago. We believe

the Mormons have the right to be left

alone, to practice their religion and live

their private lives however they see fit.

Our position for the right of gay marriage,

like the right of Mormons to practice

polygamy, stems from our opposition to

government interference with the rights

of individuals to effect whatever consen-

sual arrangements they wish. Wc pointed

out that American Mormons, including

the women, essentially freely choose

their practice, unlike in countries without

bourgeois revolutions, where women are

still little more than property of their

patriarchal masters and where polyga-

mous social systems must be relent-

lessly opposed. As we wrote in “Free Tom
Green! Mormon Polygamists: Leave

Them Alone!" (VTV No. 764, 14 Septem-

ber 2001 ). defending a man convicted of

felony bigamy charges;

'The family structure—whether monog-
amous or polygamous—necessarily op-

presses women. However, not everybody
understands the .source of their oppres-

sion. and people do all sorts of things

that are undoubtedly bad for them that

the stale still has no business throwing

them in prison for. As Marxists we
understand that the family serves a real

social purpose and cannot simply be

'abolished.' even in a workers state, but

must be replaced with alternate social

institutions."

Women's Liberation,
Individual Freedoms and the
Fight for Socialism

So. as radical columnist Alexander

Cockbum put it. "Why rejoice when state

and church extend their grip, which is

what marriage is all about" (“Sidestep on

Freedom’s Path," CounierPunch. 20/21

March). Cockbum quotes early ACT UP
activist Jim Eigo on the question: "Why
are current mainstream gay organizations

working to strike a bargain with straight

society that will make some queers less

equal than others?... Marriage has no

more place in efforts to achieve equality

than slavery or the divine right of kings.

At this juncture in history, wouldn’t it

make more sense for us to try to figure

out how to relieve heterosexuals of the

outdated shackles of matrimony?"

It certainly would. And it is the modem
Marxist movement which has figured out

how to break tho.se shackles, through

abolishing the system of private property

in the means of production, thus abolish-

ing the need for the bourgeois family

stmeture to pass on such private wealth.

As Leon Trotsky, co-leader with Lenin of

the 1917 Russian Revolution, wrote in

response to the magazine Liberty ( 14 Jan-

uary 1933) which asked. “Is Bolshevism

deliberately destroying the family?";

"If one understand:, by ‘family’ a com-
pulsory union based on the marriage
contract, the blessing of the church,
property nghls, and the single passport,

then Bolshevism has destroyed this

policed family from the roots up.

“If one understands by ‘family’ the

unbounded domination of parents over
children, and absence of legal rights for

the wife, then Bolshevism has. unfortu-

nately. not yet completely destroyed this

carryover of society's old barbarism.

"If one understands by ‘family’ ideal

monogamy—not in the legal but in the

actual sense—then the Bolsheviks could

not destroy what never was nor is on
earth, barring fortunate exceptions.''
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Military families

and veterans
Joined March 20
anti'Occupation
rally, New York City.

Right: U.S. soldier

Camllo Mejia
courageously
opposes
occupation, refuses

to return to Iraq.

Iraq...
(continiuuifrom page 1)

oppression under Shi'ite-niajorily rule,

and Shi'iies. who were doniinaied by

the Sunnis under iho regime of Sad-

dam Hussein, today are uniting. The Wall

Strcei Jounuil (12 April) reports: “Resi-

dents in many Baghdad neighborhoods

signed up to host displaced families from

Fallujah and banners and signs are

posted at every comer declaring that the

Sunni and Shi'iie forces are now uni-

fied." Thousands of Shi’ites joined a

protest at a Sunni mosque against the

American attacks; Shi'ites have donated

blood for wounded Sunnis; Shi’ites organ-

ized to provide food for Sunni civilians

trapped in the sealed city of Falluja with-

out food, water or electricity.

With the evaporation of the Iraqi police

and U.S. -trained Iraqi army—one of its

four battalions refused to fight in Falluja

and returned to. the barracks—and with

the fig leaf of Iraqi self-rule taking on the

transparent qualities of cellophane, two

Iraqi officials in the Governing Council

have withdrawn in protest. The former

Iraqi foreign minister. Adnan Pachachi, a

member of the Governing Council and

considered by the Americans one of their

most trusted allies, denounced the sack-

ing of Falluja. He described the American

offensive as “mass punishment. ... We con-

sider these operations by the Americans

to be unacceptable and illegal" {New York

Times, 10 April).

It matters not at all what transpires on

June 30. The American imperialists will

perforce need to tighten their control

over Iraq, which will likely promote

future uprisings and an increasingly bru-

tal response by its military. In 2002

Israel’s Zionist rulers carried out a

bloodbath of Palestinians in the West

Bank town of Jenin; the Americans have

carried out destruction equivalent to sev-

eral Jenin massacres in Falluja alone,

and that comparison is not gratuitous.

Writing in the London Guardian (9

April). Sami Ramadani reports on “the

Pentagon’s Israeli-trained special assas-

sination squads" and notes, "the streets

of Baghdad. Falluja and the southern cit-

ies resemble those of occupied Palestine.

Sharon-style tactics and brutality are

now the favoured methods of the US-led

occupation forces—including the torture

of prisoners, who now number well over

10.000."

Democrats Promise a
Prolonged Occupation

In the U.S.. people are increasingly

disturbed by the returning body bags and
disenchanted with the repeated bland

retailing of only slightly repackaged old

lies by Bush. Rumsfeld and Rice in

response to the pervasive evidence that

the invasion of Iraq had nothing at all to

do with terrorism or “weapons of mass
destruction,” just as the subsequent occu-

pation has nothing at all to do with

democracy. This has an impact especially

on working people faced with a Jobless

recovery and attendant attacks on their

living standards. Bush and the neocons’

delusional projections of an effortless

installation of a puppet regime, as simple

as opening a McDonald’s franchise, are

now shattered and the U.S. is in for a

long, bloody occupation, moreover with

the U.S. Armed Forces seriously under-

manned. Given the continued unemploy-

ment on the home front. Bush can run

for re-election only as a stem and right-

eous (if slightly stupid) god. a posture

that appeals to the reborn Christian right

in the Republican Party.

In this context, one would think that

Democratic presidential candidate Sena-

tor John Kerry would be a shoo-in in

November. The Iraq war and occupation

have been so closely identified in the

public mind with the Bush regime that

increasing numbers of Americans now
distrust anything that comes out of the

government’s mouth, and many of those

opposed to the occupation have turned to

the Democrats. Kerry is in effect now
running as a war candidate. In a Febru-

ary 27 address at UCLA. Kerry said.

“And to replenish our overextended mil-

itary. as President, 1 will add 40.000

active-duty Army troops, a temporary

increase likely to last the remainder of

the decade." In an interview with Time

magazine. (7 March press release), Kerry

pledged that as president he would stay

the course in Iraq. The Democrats, both

in the primaries and in the current hear-

ings on September 11. attack Bush for

failing to prosecute the “war on terror"

with sufficient vigor. This so-called

"war" in fact has as its primary thrust an

attack on the rights of all—from immi-
grants to those who would protest the

war to workers whose right to strike is

under attack. In fact, historically, the

Democrats have been the preferred party

of war because they feign to speak for

the interests of working people.

In the aftermath of the 1991-92 de-

struction of the bureaucratically degener-

ated workers state in the USSR, the

American Imperialist rulers, whether of

Democratic or Republican persuasion,

moved to realize their aspirations to

lighten control of the Near East. At the

expense of their imperialist rivals, the

U.S. rulers seek to control the bulk of the

world’s oil reserves and to project power

throughout the region. Not surprisingly,

France and Germany oppose Washing-

ton’s play for increasing dominance. Also

of concern to the U.S. is Russia, which

retains its nuclear capacity. Ultimately,

however, the imperialists have their sights

set on China, intent on the overturn of the

strongest of the remaining societies in

which capitalism has been expropriated.

"Coalition of the Willing"...

Less So
The American military forces have

been stretched quite thin, as witnessed

by the recent extension of tours of duty

there and by the continuing use. for pro-

longed periods, of National Guardsmen
in their 30s and 40s. as well as the

increasing use- of mercenary forces, now
estimated to constitute 10 percent of

the armed American/British presence. A
recent army survey states that 72 percent

of the soldiers report that morale in their

unit is now low. as suicide rales among
those in active duly are at an all-time

high.

Last year there were almost 30.000
calls to the GI Rights Hotline, which pro-

vides information on getting out of the

armed forces, and it has been estimated

that between 600 and 1,700 soldiers have

gone AWOL to avoid active duty. Two
U.S. -servicemen. Brandon Hughey and
Jeremy Hinzman. have openly deserted,

applying for refugee .status in Canada,
knowing full well that if they are turned

down, in the context of the attack on the

rights of all citizens under the auspices of
the "war on terror." they could .face exe-
cution {Village Voire, 1 April). In this

context, the decision of Staff Sergeant
Camilo Mejia to turn himself in to U.S.
military authorities as a conscientious

objector i.s more than courageous. Mejia
staled. "I did not sign up for the military

to go halfway around the world to be an
instrument of oppression." In recent weeks,
hundreds of veterans and family members
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ILWU Local 10 longshore union held stop-work meeting in opposition to
occupation of Iraq, joining March 20 rally in San Francisco.

AP

of military personnel have demonstrated

in opposition to the war.

Moreover, the combination of the crim-

inal bombing in Madrid, evidently perpe-

trated by Islamic reactionaries, and the

more than Justified uprising against the

American colonial presence in Iraq have

reverberated through those countries that

constitute the "Coalition of the Willing."

The Ukrainian troops in Kui abandoned

the city. With the exception of the British

component, the forces sent by other U.S.

allies are militarily insignificant (and,

thus, extremely vulnerable to attack).

Several of the countrie.s involved have

lent their support to American imperial-

ism in the face of considerable domestic

opposition to the war. The pro-Bush gov-

ernment in Spain was thrown out in the

recent elections and Blair in Britain, Ber-

lusconi in Italy and Koizumi in Japan are

increasingly challenged over an occupa-

tion few see in the interest of their respec-

tive countries. The continued unraveling

of backing by these countries would cer-

tainly fuel increasing disenchantment

with the occupation in the U.S. Colin

Powell has been given the unhappy assign-

ment of trying to mobilize UN and NATO
support for the occupation. But unless the

U.S. bends to French. German and Rus-

sian aspirations to partake in the spoils,

such support will not be forthcoming.

For Workers Rule in the
Near East and the U.S.I

Iraq is not Vietnam, where resistance to

foreign domination combined with an

uprising of workers and peasants suc-

ceeded in overthrowing capitalism. Iraq

is not a nation, hut an artificial stale cre-

ated by the British imperialists, its boun-

daries drawn up on a piece of paper in the

aftermath of World War I. Decades ago
in Iraq, the principal force for an anti-

sectarian solution, the Communist Party,

was devastated through the treachery of

Stalinism and butchery of imperialist-

backed Ba’athist regimes. Today, the

Communist Party sits in the U.S. puppet

Governing Council. With the Communist
Party effectively destroyed, what was
left behind was increasingly discredited

Third World nationalism and reactionary

Islamic fundamentalism.

The current resistance is mainly organ-

ized by Arab Sunni and Shi’ite tribal and
religious leaders, elements that have not

the least appetite to overturn existing

social relations and that, absent the occu-
pation. would seek to dominate each
other as well as the Kurdish north, Kurds
as a people constitute a nation that

extends into Iran. Syria and Turkey as

well as Iraq, and who.se desire for

national self-determination is Just. The
ICL stands for a Socialist Republic of
United Kurdistan. Many Iraqi Kurds cur-

rently look with favor on the American
occupation, as a guarantor against Arab
reconquest. This sentiment has spread to

Kurds in Syria, who demanded citizen-

ship rights in a recent protest where many
demonstrators chanted pro-American slo-

gans. The Syrian regime responded with
lethal force, killing at least eleven Kurds.

In Iraq today, the right of Kurdish self-

determination cannot be addressed as long

as it is subordinated to the U.S. occupa-
tion. The struggle for Kurdish indepen-

dence can only go forward through intran-

sigent opposition to the occupation. This

necessarily means confrontation with

the Kurdish nationalists of the Patriotic

Union of Kurdistan and the Kurdistan

Democratic Parly, who collaborate with

(J.S. imperialism. History has never been
kind to the Kurds when their leaders sell

out to imperialism. The U.S. is opposed to

even a semblance of self-determination
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International Communist League

in Worldwide Protests
On March 20. millions rallied world-

wide to oppose the bloody and brutal U.S.

occupation of Iraq. Sections of the Inter-

national Communist League (Fourth Inter-

nationalist) intervened in these demon-
strations to win workers and youth to the

program of international working-class

socialist revolution.

The Spartacist League/U.S. and Spar-

lacus Youth Clubs in New York. Chicago,

Los Angeles and .San Francisco marched

under the banner: “U.S. Out of Iraq!

Israel Out of the Occupied Territories!

Break with the Democratic Party of War
and Racism—For a Workers Party That

Fights for Socialist Revolution!" In

Toronto, Trotskyist League of Canada

banners proclaimed; "U.S. Out of Iraq!

Canada Out of Afghanistan! For Class

Struggle Against Canadian Capitalism!

Israel Out of the Occupied Territories!”

and "National Chauvinism Is Poison to

Class Struggle—Independence for Que-

bec!” The ICL intervened as well in

Tokyo. Paris. Rome, London. Dublin,

Athens. Sydney. Melbourne. Vancouver

and Johannesburg.

The Spartacist Group Japan distributed

a leaflet opposing the occupation and

declaring: "Japanese imperialist military

out of Iraq and Near East, now! Hands off

North Korea—Down with the starvation

sanctions." The Tokyo rally, organized by

the Social Democratic Party’s "World

Peace Now" coalition, focused on pacifist

opposition to the U.SJBritish occupation

and called for the UN imperialist den of

thieves to intervene. The Japanese Spar-

tacists’ placard defending the right of the

North Korean deformed workers state to

possess nuclear weapons created the most

controversy. The U.S./UN disarmament

and devastation of Iraq has made very

clear that nuclear weapons are vital for

North Korea’s defense against imperialist

attack. Several people told our comrades

that when they first saw the placard last

year they hated it. but now they are won-
dering if we have a point.

In London’s Trafalgar Square. Labour
"left" Jeremy Corbyn said that Labour

prime minister Tony Blair’s right-wing

domestic agenda was dictated by the

U.S.. underlining the dominant theme of

English nationalism. The surprise electoral

victory of the Spanish PSOE (Socialist

Workers Party) in the wake of the Madrid

bombings has whetted the appetite of

other European social-democratic parties

to exploit antiwar sentiment for their par-

liamentary ambitions. The French Com-
munist Party shamefully promoted the

capitalists' “war on terror" by insisting

that the lead banner be changed to read.

“No to War. No to Terrorist Attacks.”

Europe’s capitalist rulers have seized on

the heinous Madrid bombings to promote

their own terror against the workers,

immigrants and national minorities. The
French CP was part of the previous govern-

ment which launched "Vigipirale" police-

state repression against immigrants and

especially youth of North African descent.

In Paris, the LigueTrotskysie de France

energetically opposed the rascist anti-

immigrant government exclusion of girls

wearing the hijah (headscarf) in public

schools and raised demands for full citi-

zenship rights for immigrants, defense

of the Palestinian people and French

troops out of Haiti, the Ivory Coast and

Kosovo. Our comrades distributed a leaf-

let explaining their critical support to the

Rouen candidate of Gauche Revolution-

naire (Taaffeites) because "GR has the

correct line of opposing the racist exclu-

sions" and exposed the larger "far left"

groups. Lutte Ouvri6re and the Ligue

Communisle Rdvolutionnaire (LCR) for

being "the spearhead of the campaign for

the racist exclusion of young women who
wear the headscarf.” Although the LCR
oppo.scd the government ban. LCR profes-

sors voted to expel the young women
from the Paris-area school which sparked

the national controversy.

In the U.S.. the main organizers—from

Workers World Party’s ANSWER coali-

tion to United for Peace and Justice and

the Revolutionary Communist Party-

backed Not In Our Name (NION)—cor-

ralled antiwar protest into the "anybody

but Bush” pro-Democratic Party cam-
paign. With Kerry calling for a larger U.S.

military, who belter to prettify the historic

party of racism and war than so-called

“peace" candidate Dennis Kucinich.

whose supporters were all over the New
York demo and who was a featured, and

heavily applauded, speaker. In Chicago,

black Democratic Party front man Jesse

Jackson spoke twice, repeating his man-
tra “remember in November" (i.e.. vote

Democrat) and scandalously said the

money going to Iraq should be going to

the police—the thugs in charge of enforc-

ing racist capitalist rule, not least in

Chicago’s ghettos. Our Chicago con-

tingent’s opposition to the Democrats

sparked a lot of interest (and some heck-

lers). and wc put the International Social-

ist Organization (ISO) on the spot. On
paper, the ISO opposes the Democrats as

a capitalist party, yet in 2000 they voted

for the bourgeois Green candidate Ralph

Nader. Currently the ISO is divided over

whether to support Nader, which doubt-

less reflecis their unease with distancing

themselves from the "slop Bush at all

costs" liberals they cater to.

The heavily black longshore union

ILWU Local 10 in the San Francisco Bay

Area held its monthly slop-work meeting

to coincide with the demonstration as an

act of solidarity. They stopped work for

the shift and carried a banner in the

march declaring: "Down With the Patriot

Act! Uphold the Bill of Rights! Defend

Immigrant Workers Righls/Bush’s ’War

on Teiror’=War on Workers." At the same

lime, the union’s officials are mobilizing

to get out the vote for the Democrats,

chaining the union to the class enemy.

WV salesmen argued about this with

longshoremen outside the slop-work

meeting and at the rally.

The RCP/NION claims to oppose the

"electoral black hole.” yet as the Sparla-

cus Youth Club pointed out in a polemi-

cal leaflet directed to the RCP at March

20 protests, they call for "more than a

million people in the streets of NYC at

the time of the Republican National Con-
vention to say NO to the whole Bush

agenda!” (See “Revolutionary Commu-
nist Party: Revolutionary in Name Only.”

WVNo. 823. 2 April.)

In San Francisco, a breakaway march
of some 1,000 wa.s quickly surrounded

by cops in full riot gear who brutally

beat demonstrators trying to escape and

arrested 87. The Partisan Defense Com-
mittee sent a letter to the San Francisco

District Attorney demanding all charges

be dropped. In Los Angeles the notori-

ous LAPD targeted the anarchist con-

tingent, arresting and beating protesters.

The SL/SYC contingent marching behind

them chanted: "No repression of antiwar

protesters, leave the anarchists alone!"

Earlier, the anarchist "anti-capitalist" con-

tingent chanted with us for the UN to stay

out of Iraq but did not like our chants

calling for a workers party. However, to

end war. we have to end the capitalist

system which breeds it. and this requires

forging the revolutionary workers party

capable of leading the proletariat to its

own class rule, a workers slate. As
New York’s SL/SYC contingent chanted.

"1.2.3. 4 capitalism means racism and

war! 5. 6.7. 8 forward to a workers state!"

Join us!b
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Chicago SL/SYC contingent at March 20 anti-occupation rally.
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for the Kurdish people. The imperialist

carve-up of Kurdistan has served not only

to dismember the Kurdish nation but to

weaken those neocolonial states that got

a share of the booty. And Washington
intends to keep it that way.

The American colonial presence has

and will continue to exacerbate and in-

flame the grievances among differing

peoples and tribes and can lead only

to internecine conflicts and bloodshed.

Kurdish self-determination can only be

effected through the agency of a working-

class revolution, led by internationalist.

Trotskyist, proletarian parties, that over-

turns all four of these capitalist regimes,

unfurling the banner of liberation and
freedom from nationalist oppression for

the myriad peoples that make up the Near
East. This, and our fight for emancipation

of all the peoples of the region, is an
application of the Trotskyist theory of

permanent revolution which illustrates

that in countries of belated capitalist

development, genuine national liberation

and other basic democratic rights can be

achieved only through the victorious pro-

letarian socialist revolution.

When the U.S. first captured Baghdad,

the American media reveled in running

film clips of impoverished Shi’ites in the

ghetto of Saddam City welcoming Amer-
icans. reflecting illusions that U.S. troops

would undo the repression the majority

Shi’ites had suffered under Hussein’s

rule. Saddam City was renamed Sadr City

and soon became a center of opposition

to the American occupation. But under

clerical domination the Shi’ites can only

reverse the terms of oppression they

experienced under Sunni domination.

There will be no reconciliation of the eth-

nic. religious and national antagonisms

short of proletarian socialist rule.

Shi’ite forces recently kidnapped and
threatened to execute three Japanese

civilians, one of whom is a young anti-

war student researching the effects of

depleted uranium on the population of

Iraq. This hostage-taking in the supposed
service of securing the departure of

Japan’s 500-plus troops from Iraq testi-

fies to the desperation of the reactionary

Islamist leadership. It also mimics the

mindset of the American imperialist rul-

ers who collectively punish the peoples

of Iraq. The razing to the ground of the

gypsy village of Kawlia by Mokiada al-

Sadr's Mahdi Army, supposedly under-

taken because of that hamlet’s notori-

ety as a haven for dancing and “loose"

women, not only provides further testi-

mony to such hostility to “outsiders" but

stands as a warning to Iraqi women as to

their fate under Shi’itc clerical rule.

Thus, while we of the International

Communist League defend each and
every blow against the imperialist occu-

piers of Iraq, we give no political support

to reactionary clerical forces and warn

against illusions that the victory of one

or another of these elements could result

in anything but further bloodshed and

repression. Indeed, victorious proletarian

revolution throughout the Near East

requires a struggle to defeat religious

fundamentalism of all stripes as well as

the overthrow of the monarchs, generals.

Zionist butchers, and other capitalist

rulers. Marxists seek to mobilize the

oppressed masses behind the power of

the proletariat in struggle against colo-

nial occupations, using workers mobi-

lizations (strikes, hoi-cargoing of mili-

tary goods and troop transports) in the

service of a revolutionary perspective

against both the imperialist occupying

forces and the domestic bourgeoisie. We
are politically hostile to any other strat-

egy as alien to our proletarian purpose.

American imperialism’s drive for world

domination is not the product of bad pol-

icies but of the inevitable thrust of the

U.S. capitalist rulers to seek new sources

for current and future profit. Their par-

ties. the Democrats and Republicans, are

united in this quest as they are in support-

ing America’s capitalist rulers’ "right" to

further fatten their purses at whatever cost

to working people here. To be sure, the

Democrats are more prone to offer their

sympathies as well as false promises

to the unfortunate; but the erosion of

incomes, of pensions, of health care and
of employment has continued for the past

several decades irrespective of which
parly was in power.

It is the working class that has the

social cohesion and power to lead all the

exploited and oppressed against the dep-

redations of the capitalist rulers. But the

union misleadership would rather surren-

der ground than launch a fight that might

threaten the rule of capital to which they

are committed. And this commitment is

maintained primarily through the agency

of the Democratic Party. Next to Bush, it

doesn’t take much to look like a "lesser

evil." But support for the equally capital-

ist Democratic Parly "lesser evil" is pre-

cisely whai prevents workers from organ-

izing to do what they need to in order to

defend themselves and all the oppressed:

mobilize their own strength independ-

ently of the capitalists. To that end the

proletariat needs to forge its own party—
an internationalist proletarian parly that

fights each and every one of the efforts of

America’s imperialist rulers to expand
their domination, a fight that, for its vic-

tory. requires a socialist revolution. The
Spartacist League devotes all its efforts to

educating the working class in the neces-

sity of the above tasks and struggling to

forge the revolutionary parly capable of
leading socialist revolution.
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Racism and Anti-Woman Bigotry

For Free Abortion on Demand!
y/c prim below a forum f>iven by

comrade Karen Cole at Columbia

University on March 9. slightly edited

for publication.

The right to an abortion is no more

than a democratic right to a simple

and safe medical procedure. We say

it should be free on demand as part

of free, quality health care. Providing

women with the means for deciding

when and if they want to have chil-

dren is basic to the fight for women's
equality. Why is such an issue so

explosive in the U.S. today? Allowing

women sexual freedom, just like le-

gitimizing homosexual relations and

allowing independence to youth in

their sexual relations, is a threat to

the institution of the family, a bas-

tion of social reaction which, along

with organized religion, reinforces

authority and conservatism and props

up the capitalist system. Any ques-

tion relating to sex—particularly sex

and race—instantly inflames social

reaction.

You have to step back and have a

historical materialist view to under-

stand how we got here. Otherwise,

you are not politically armed to fight

against the pseudo-intellectual bab-

ble you hear every day in the class-

room and from the capitalist media

that the cruelties and injustices of

society are ‘'inevitable." that you are

inherently at fault for being poor, that

competition and war are a given. When
you touch the issue of the special oppres-

sion of women, you get heavy doses of

religious claptrap with words like "moral-

ity” and "tradition." “natural instincts."

and. of course, "family values." Historical

materialism must be studied. Friedrich

Engels explained the concept succinctly:

"Marx discovered the law of develop-
ment of human history: the simple fact,

hitherto concealed by an overgrowth of
ideology, that mankind must first of all

eat. drink, have shelter and clothing,

before it can pursue politics, science, art.

religion, etc.; that therefore the produc-
tion of the immediate material means of
subsistence and consequently the degree
of economic development attained by a
given people or during a given epoch form
the foundation upon which the state in-

stitutions, the legal conceptions, an. and
even the ideas on religion, of the people
concerned have been evolved, and in the
light of which they must, therefore, be
explained, instead of vice ver.Ka, as had
hitherto been the case."— "Speech at the Graveside of

Karl Marx” (17 March 1883)

Today, marriage, the family and the

social roles defined therein of men.
women and children are not preordained

Stop Bipartisan Attack
on Women's Rights!

Spartacist contingent at March 20 demonstration, San Francisco.

but must be studied in their manmade his-

torical context. Everything about mar-

riage in capitalist class society has to

do with "state institutions” and “legal

conceptions”—access to health insur-

ance, inheritance, visitation rights, cus-

tody rights. Social Security, immigration

rights and property ownership rights in

general. We live in the epoch of imperial-

ist decay where in America, alongside

unprecedented wealth for a few. there is

mass unemployment, exploding prison

populations, deteriorating health care,

evaporating pensions and Social Security

and the slashing of social welfare serv-

ices. Therefore, we welcome any gains

that can be won from this cruelly bigoted

system.

Almost every day in the news, another

front is opened to challenge women's
basic rights. When in October the Hou.se

passed the ban on a seldom-used abortion

procedure, grotesquely dubbed "partial-

birth abortion" by the anti-abortion big-

ots. there was a dearth of organized dem-
onstrations by the "pro-choice" feminists

and liberals. Predictably, the “pro-choice”

liberals launched a court suit, playing into

the right-wing's logic by basing the suit

solely on the fact that there is no excep-

tion made for saving the life of the

mother, which was Clinton’s position.

John Ashcroft’s Justice Department

took the cue and has ominously subpoe-

naed hundreds of private medical records

of legal abortions from hospitals and

Planned Parenthood clinics. Not only

do they want records of any second-

trimester abortion that may have had

medical complications, but they want the

names of doctors who have performed

any type of abortions in order to further

the goal of banning all abortions—as

part of an unremitting campaign to roll

back the hard-fought gains of labor,

women and black people that sprang not

only from the civil rights movement,
but go back to the union struggles of

the 1930s.

Doctors and nurses who have bravely

provided abortion services face murder-

ous attacks from the woman-hating big-

ots all over the country. In Wichita. Kan-

sas, Dr. George Tiller has been providing

abortions for 31 years. Tiller is one of

just four or five physicians in the entire

U.S. to offer late-term abortions of "via-

ble" fetuses (however brief and mal-

formed their lives might be) if it will

save the life or protect the health

of the mother. Such late-term abor-

tions are still legal on the books

in most stales, but even where it is

legal, doctors often won't perform

them. Women fly in from ail over

to see Tiller. In 1986, a pipe bomb
exploded at his clinic. In 1993, Tiller

was shot through both arms. His

life and the lives of his clinic staff

have now been chosen as priority

targets by the "right to life” bigots

of Operation Rescue, and his clinic

i.s ringed by right-wing fanatics who
go through the trash to find per-

sonal information about his staff so

they can stalk, picket and threaten

them, While Clinton was president,

seven abortion providers and staff

members were assassinated.

The Working Class
Must Lead the Fight
for Women’s Rights

Not only are abortion rights be-

sieged, but also the remnants of af-

firmative action, desegregation of

schools and access to welfare. The
imperialists’ “war on terror.” which
has meant the slaughter of thousands

wv Photo of Iraqis, has also been a war on
immigrants, blacks, labor and any-

body standing up against the status

quo. Rod Paige, the Secretary of Educa-
tion, just called the National Education
Association teachers union a "terrorist

organization” for not going along with

the Bush administration’s assault on pub-

lic education.

This so-called “war on terror” that

is wielded to roll back civil liberties

has also targeted women. For example,
recently there has been a hue and cry

raised over "international sex-trafficking.”

The anti-immigrant USA-Patriot Act now
sets new penalties for those convicted of
"trafficking,” augmenting anti-immigrant

legislation and expanding punitive mea.s-

ures set by the Victims of Trafficking

and Violence Protection Act of 2000.
These laws increase the already massive
immigration-control police apparatus in

order to go after anybody deemed de-

viant. The prostitutes rounded up must
arduously prove they are really “vic-

tims"—otherwise, they face jail and de-

portation—and must fink on others to

attain asylum.

We’re for decriminalizing prostitution

because we’re against all “crimes without
victims.” like laws against every other

continued on page 6

Left: Charred remains
of Pensacola. Florida

clinic bombed
in 1984 by deadly
“right to lifers.”

Right: Amherst,
New York clinic of
Dr. Barnett Slepian,
murdered for

his courageous
commitment to
women’s right to
abortion.

obstetrics &
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9/11 Commission:

Democrats Seek to Out-Bush Bush

Lies, Repression

and imperiaiist War
U.S. Out of

Iraq Now!
APRIL 25—Morning newspaper accounts

of the September 1 1 Commission hear-

ings revive the horror of the day thou-

sands of innocent people lost their lives

in the attacks on the World Trade Center,

while nightly news broadcasts show the

exploitation of that tragedy for more ter-

ror and destruction by U.S. imperialism

in Iraq and repression at home. As we go

to press, the U.S. military is moving in

on Najaf and threatening to flatten Fal-

luja. We have made clear from the begin-

ning of the Iraq war that every blow

struck against the imperialist occupiers is

a blow struck against the enemy of work-

ers and the oppressed all over the world.

We take a side against the U.S. imperial-

ist occupation without giving an ounce

of political support to the reactionary

clerics who appear to be leading much of

the resistance. We fight for a perspective

of militant class struggle on the home
front against the imperialist rulers who
oppress workers here and abroad.

The Bush administration has been

dragged kicking and screaming to the

September 1 1 Commission by families

who are grief-stricken and demanding
answers about why their loved ones died.

National Security Council meeting September 12,

2001. Right: March 2003 U.S. bombing of Baghdad.
Bush cabal manipulated September 11 attack to

justify war against Iraq.

But this commission has little to do with

“revealing the truth" and everything to do

with misdirecting anger with the U.S. rul-

ing class into enhancing the repressive

powers of the capitalist state. These hear-

ings also reflect frictions within the U.S.

ruling class, which are heightened now
that the U.S. war in Iraq has become trou-

blesome. The real purpose of the commis-
sion is to resolve differences within the

ruling class in order to better manage

domestic and foreign exploitation. How
fitting that Democrat Bob Kerrey, a Navy
SEAL. Vietnam veteran and certifiable

war criminal responsible for the assassi-

nation of (at least) 21 Vietnamese civil-

ians, lakes center stage at the commission

to thunder about “truth" and “justice."

The Democrats seek to exploit the hear-

ings for their advantage in the upcom-
ing presidential elections, but what the

real story of September 1 1 and the Iraq

war reveals is that the Democrats and

Republicans are partner parties of capi-

talist rule.

Some secrets have come out. like the

6 August 2001 “Presidential Briefing

Memo” titled “Bin Laden Determined to

Attack Inside the United Stales." Condo-
leezza Rice claims this was "no silver

bullet.” Right, they knew merely that

Osama bin Laden was planning an attack

continued on page 10

Mordechai Vanunu Released After 18 Years in Prison

Walled In by Zionist State
APRIL 24—On April 21. Morde-
chai Vanunu finally walked out of the

Ashkelon prison hell which has been

his home for nearly two decades. But

a free man he is not. Instead, he is to

be given the treatment well known to

political dissidents released from tor-

ture chambers in Syria, Libya and
countless dictatorships propped up
by U.S. imperialism, such as Saudi

Arabia. Who he talks to, where he

stays, whether he can travel is totally

at the whim of the Zionist butchers,

and the threat of renewed impris-

onment—or worse—hangs over his

head. The unending Zionist vendetta

against Vanunu is retribution for his

service to humanity in exposing the

extent of Israel’s nuclear arsenal.

Immediately upon his release from

prison, Vanunu defied Israel’s rulers

and held an impromptu press con-

ference in English before 200 sup-

porters and the international media.

Long a defender of Palestininan

rights, Vanunu reiterated his opposi-

tion to Israel’s policies and the Zion-

ist doomsday machine. Meanwhile.
Israeli prime minister Ariel Sharon

escalated measures to decapitate and

dismember the Palestinian people. In

an April 23 television interview. Sha-

ron admitted he personally told

George Bush on his recent visit to

Washington that Israel is no longer

bound by its pledge not to harm Yasir

Arafat. This is no idle threat.

For over two years. Arafat has

been a virtual prisoner in his Ramal-
lah compound, which Israeli tanks

and missiles have reduced to little

more than rubble. On March 22.

Israel fired missiles from helicop-

ters and blew away Hamas’ “spiritual

leader" Ahmed "Yassin, a partially

blind 67-year-old quadriplegic in a

continued on page //

Reuters

Defiant Mordechai Vanunu leaves prison,
April 21.



Honor Lucy Parsons!
CHICAGO—In March, when the Chi-

cago Park District announced plans to

name a small park on the city’s Northwest

Side after the labor agitator and anti-

racist fighter. Lucy Parsons, howls of

protest were heard from the Hraiemal

Order of Police {F.O.P.). Raising the same

timeworn slanders that were used to

frame up and hang her husband, Haymar-

ket martyr Albert Parsons, in 1887, F.O.P.

head Mark Donahue said: “The woman
was an anarchist. She promoted the over-

throw of the government and the use of

dynamite in getting their way, (including]

a dynamite bomb thrown into the midst of

police officers at the scene" of the dem-
onstration at Haymarkct {Chicago Sun-

Times, 24 March).

Chicago mayor Richard Daley, embar-

rassed that only 27 of the city’s 555 parks

are named after women, has defended the

choice of the name. While not objecting

to the cops’ slanders directed at Albert

Parsons, Daley said, "Please don’t blame

the wife because of her husband’s actions.

That’s sexist." Parsons probably would not

consider it much of an honor to be recog-

nized by the cabal that runs City Hall

today, but we welcome the naming of a

park after a partisan of the working class!

TROTSKY LENIN

The Workers State in a

World Capitalist Economy
The pro-market economic policies of

China 's ruling Stalinist bureaucracy—includ-

ing maintaining Hong Kong as a capitalist

enclave and abandoning the strict state

monopoly of foreign trade—are undermin-

ing defense of the deformed workers state

created through the 1949 Revolution. In

1927. the United Opposition of Trotsky and
Zinoviev opposed the nationalist economic

policies carried out by the Soviet bureauc-

racy under Stalin and Bukharin, which included major economic and political conces-

sions to the rich peasants and other pro-capitalist forces. The Opposition warned
against the anti-Marxist idea that the USSR could achieve socialism—a classless,

egalitarian society based on material abundance—in a single country. While laying

out a series of economic measures to strengthen the proletarian dictatorship, it empha-

sized above all the need to return to the perspective of proletarian internationalism

that animated the 1917 October Revolution.

In the long struggle between two irreconcilably hostile social systems—capitalism

and socialism—the outcome will be determined in the last analysis by the relative pro-

ductivity of labor under each system. And this, under market conditions, is measured by

the relation between domestic prices and world prices. It was this fundcunental fact that

Lenin had in mind when in one of his last speeches he warned the party of the "test”

that would be imposed “by the Russian and international market, to which we are sub-

ordinated. with which we are connected, and from which we cannot isolate ourselves."

For that reason. Bukharin’s notion that we proceed toward socialism at any pace, even

a "snail’s pace.” is a banal and vapid petty-bourgeois fantasy.

We cannot escape from capitalist encirclement by retreating into a nationally exclu-

sive economy. Just because of its exclusiveness, such an economy would be compelled

to advance at an extremely slow pace, and in consequence would encounter not

weaker, but stronger pressure, not only from the capitalist armies and navies (“interven-

tion"). but above all from cheap capitalist commodities.

The monopoly of foreign trade is a vitally necessary instrument for socialist con-

struction. under the circumstances of a higher technological level in the capitalist

countries. But the socialist economy now under construction can be defended by this

monopoly only if it continually comes closer to the prevailing levels of technology,

production costs, quality, and price in the world economy....

No domestic policy can by it.self deliver us from the economic, political, and military

dangers of the capitalist encirclement. The task at home is to move forward as far as

possible on the road of socialist construction by strengthening ourselves with a proper

class policy, by proper relations between the working class and the peasantry. The
internal resources of the Soviet Union are enormous and make this entirely possible.

While we make use of the world capitalist market for this purpose, our fundamental his-

torical expectations continue to be linked with the further development of the world
proletarian revolution. Its victory in the advanced countries will break the ring of cap-

italist encirclement, deliver us from our heavy military burden, enormously strengthen

us technologically, accelerate our entire development—in town and countryside, in

factory and school—and give us the possibility of really building socialism—that is. a

classless society, based on the highest level of technology and real equality among all

its members both at work and in the enjoyment of the fruits of their labor.

—"The Platform of the Opposition: The Party Crisis and How to Overcome It"

(September 1927). reprinted in The Challenge of the Left Opposition (J926-27) (1980)
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Lucy Parsons, of mixed racial hcriiage.

was probably born a slave in Texas. She

and Albert Parsons left Texa.s in 1873

after her husband, a former Confederate

soldier, was shot and threatened with

lynching for helping to register blacks to

vote. On I May 1886, a massive nation-

wide strike for the eight-hour day began.

Albert and Lucy Parsons helped organize

a march of 80.()()0 in Chicago. On May 3.

at Ica.st four striking workers were killed

by the cops in an unprovoked massacre

at the McCormick Harvester plant. The
next evening at Haymarket Square, an

unknown provocateur threw a bomb into

a workers rally protesting the murders,

setting off another cop riot. Seven cops

died. The bosses and capitalist press

screamed for workers' blood: police

smashed union offices, wrecked presses

of foreign-language newspapers and

filled the jails with foreign-bom workers.

Albert Parsons was one of eight anarch-

ists and militant labor organizers framed

up for murder and conspiracy. Hanging-

judge Gary and his hand-selected jury

of admittedly biased plant foremen and

superintendents sent Parsons and three

other Haymarket martyrs. George Engel.

August Spies and Adolph Fischer, to the

gallows. Another militant. Louis Lingg.

was killed or committed suicide in his cell.

The prosecutor told the jury that these

defendants were selected "because they

were leaders.. .no more guilty than the

thousands who follow them...convict these

men. make examples of them, hang them

and you save our institutions, our .society.”

Every year, workers around the world pay

tribute to the Haymarket martyrs by cele-

brating May Day.

Before his execution. Albert wrote to

his wife: "You. I bequeath to the people,

a woman of the people. I have one request

to make of you: Commit no rash act when
I am gone, but take up the cause of

Socialism where 1 am compelled to lay it

down." Lucy Parsons did exactly that,

spending the next 55 years of her life agi-

tating for black rights, women’s rights,

immigrant rights, and fighting to mobi-

lize the power of labor. She was active in

the fight against the lynching of blacks in

the South, and spoke at the founding con-

vention of the revolutionary syndicalist

Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) in

1 905. A particular focus of her work was
always defense of class-war prisoners,

and she worked with the Communist Party-

supported International Labor Defense
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Lucy Parsons Projecl

Labor agitator Lucy Parsons

(ILD) on the cases of Tom Mooney.

Angelo Herndon, Sacco and Vanzelii and

the Scottsboro Boys. She joined the by

then Slalinized CP in 1939. toward the

end of her life.

The Chicago bosses have a long and

bloody history of violence against work-

ing people, minorities and political oppo-

nents. from the Haymarket martyrs to

the Memorial Day massacre of ten steel

workers in 1937 to the shoot-to-kill orders

during the ghetto uprising of 1968 to

the killings of Black Panthers Fred Hamp-
ton and Mark Clark by the Chicago cops

in 1969. Today, the capitalists and their

cops ("minions of the oppressing class."

as Parsons characterized them) would

like to smear all opponents of the racist

status quo as terrorists and "bomb throw-

ers." Antiwar and “anti-globalization"

protesters, particularly anarchists, have

been targeted by the recently reconstituted

Red Squad.

Haymarket is very much a living mem-
ory in Chicago, where trade unionists and

leftists pay annual tribute to the martyrs at

their monument in Forest Home Ceme-
tery. But the memory also still bums for

the Chicago police, who have a memorial

to the cops killed at Haymarket at their

police academy, where it had to be moved
after angry workers and militants repeat-

edly tried to destroy it in Haymarket
Square. The workers of Chicago and the

world will show Lucy Parsons and the

Haymarket martyrs the greatest honor
when they, building on the groundwork
laid by her and all of the other great

working-class leaders, lake the means of

production out of the hands of the capital-

ist exploiters in the course of the interna-

tional socialist revolutionla
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Palestinian Militant Farouk

Abdel-Muhti Freed!
Estrin/NY Times

When the plane bearing political pris-

oner Farouk Abdel-Muhti touched down
at New York's La Guurdia airpon on April

12. a long nightmare of torturous deten-

tion had come to an end. In a victory for

workers, immigrants and all the oppressed,

a federal judge felt compelled to order the

Palestinian leftist's release from a peni-

tentiary in Atlanta, where he had been
spirited away by Bureau of Immigration

and Customs Enforcement (BICE, for-

merly the INS) officials just days before.

Abdel-Muhti spent 718 days in the

clutches of the Feds after being seized by

a joint task force of INS agents and NYC
cops on April 26, 2002. The pretext was a

Clinton-era 1995 deportation order—an

order that had never been enforced pri-

marily because, as a stateless Palestinian,

there was no territory to deport him to

and no government to accept him. Abdel-

Muhti was in fact arrested for his long-

standing struggle for national rights for

the Palestinian people. As an activist for

the Palestine Aid Society, he spoke at

the Partisan Defense Committee-initiated

labor/black mobilization that rode the

Ku Klux Klan out of New York City on
23 October 1999. In the weeks before his

abduction, he arranged radio interviews

with Palestinian spokesmen as the Israeli

army invaded the West Bank and perpe-

trated the notorious Jenin massacre. Like

other Palestinian activists. Abdel-Muhti

was targeted in the bipartisan “war on

terror," which has produced a severe dim-

inution of the rights of all workers and

the oppressed, especially immigrants.

Calling him a “terrorist.” FBI agents

tried to coerce Abdel-Muhti into inform-

ing on supporters of Palestinian organi-

zations. After his refusal, he was knocked

to the lloor and methodically beaten

by agents. Abdel-Muhti said later, "They
told me. 'If you don't cooperate, we're

going to send you to Israel, to the

Mossad'.” Indeed, the deportation of this

prominent Palestinian activist to Israel

would likely mean torture or worse at the

hands of the Zionist authorities.

During the nearly two years of his deten-

tion, Abdel-Muhti was viciously beaten

twice and had leftist literature (including

the PDC’s Class-Struggle Defense Notes)

seized by prison guards. He was shunted

to more than half a dozen prisons, includ-

ing an eight-month stay in solitary con-

finement in York. Pennsylvania, far from

his family, supporters and legal counsel in

New York City. Throughout this ordeal.

Farouk remained steadfast, fighting for

his rights and those of all the detainees.

Last year, he participated in a hunger

strike to call attention to the onerous con-

ditions he and others faced in the Passaic

County Jail in New Jersey. He recently

sent a statement of support to the March
20 actions against the U.S. occupation of

Iraq and the Israeli occupation of the

West Bank and Gaza.

Farouk had challenged his detention in

a federal habeas corpus petition that stip-

ulated that his ongoing incarceration was
illegal. Indeed. Abdel-Muhii's continued

imprisonment was a clear violation of

the bourgeoisie’s already repressive legal

standards. In the 2001 case ZaJvyJas v.

Davis, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that

immigrants facing imminent deportation

could only be.delained for a maximum of

six months. This is a standard more hon-

ored in the breach than in the observance

by America's racist rulers, as shown by

the untold hundreds of immigrants de-

tained for years on the flimsiest of charges

or even without charges.

On March 30, after a delay of over 16

months. Abdel-Mubti was finally allowed

a hearing on his petition for release. But.

in a pattern established throughout his

detention, the government filed new
material just 37 minutes before the hear-

ing was to begin. This time the legal

maneuver was quite sinister. The Feds

filed a declaration from the Acting Chief

for Removals Support and Coordination.

Lisa Hoechst. concerning a new proce-

dure the U.S. and Israeli governments

negotiated in March for Palestinians to be

repatriated through Israel. In the words of

BICE minion Hoechst, “This new proce-

dure alters the previously problematic-

process in which Palestinians could not

be removed in the ab.sence of an original

Israeli or Palestinian travel document.”

Already, at least three planeloads of

stateless Palestinians have been sent to

the West Bank and Gaza via Jordan and

Egypt. This policy, no doubt carried out

with the full knowledge of Israeli intelli-

gence. was first announced in papers

filed in Abdel-Muhti's case in December
2002. The new U.S. -Israel agreement, if

implemented, would be a further escala-

tion in the U.S. authorities' drive to

deport Palestinians.

Farouk’s supporters and even the Asso-

ciated Press have used the term “emblem-
atic” to describe his fate. Abdel-Muhti

does indeed symbolize countless victims

of BICE terror against immigrants all

over the country. As a political prisoner,

he put a defiant face on the detainees

facing wholesale violations of civil liber-

ties. not to mention norms of human
decency. Only days after Abdel-Muhti's

abduction, the PDC wrote: ‘The arrest

and virtual kidnapping of this well-

known and respected political activist in

New York City will not go unopposed!”

We said the workers movement and all

defenders of democratic rights had to take

up the cause of his freedom. Just weeks
before his hearing. Abdel-Muhti had

agreed to become a recipient of the PDC’s
class-war prisoner stipend program. We
are happy to report that he was not long

in our program.

After an ordeal that even a federal

judge called "Kafleaesque,” Abdel-Muhti

is still without official "status” as an

immigrant. Yet he remains unbowed. "We
won a victory.” he said, “but still we have

to win the war for justice, equality and

rights, for both immigrants and all

the people in the nation who are fighting

for democratic rights and social justice."

Ultimately, that struggle requires the

forging of an intransigent workers parly

to lead the proletariat in sweeping away
the capitalist system. No deportations!

Free all the detainees! m

Australia: A Victory for Workers and Aboriginal People

Trades Hall Ban Beaten Back

Sydney,
24 February:

Spartacus Youth
Club supporters

join Redfern
march in memory

of Aboriginal
youth, Thomas
Hickey, killed

while fleeing

cops.

We reprint below an abridged and
edited version of a statement issued by

the Spartacist League of Australia, sec-

tion of the International Communist
League, on April 15.

In a small but important victory for all

those fighting against the intense racist

oppression of the Aboriginal peoples, and

for the entire left, the Police Association

was recently defeated in its manoeuvres

against a Spartacist League 31 March
public meeting in Melbourne opposing

racist cop terror. We successfully held

our forum. “Defend Redfern Aborigine.s

—Mobilise Union Power!”, at Trades

Hall after the Victorian Trades Hall

Council (VTHC). which had reportedly

been acting at the behest of the VTHC-
affiliated Police Association, retreated

from attempts to have our room bookings

cancelled.

Earlier we were told that the Police

Association's diktat was in response to

our position on recent events in Redfern

where we called for solidarity with mili-

tant Aboriginal youth against racist stale

terror. We were also told that it was
Laboriie VTHC Secretary, Leigh Hub-
bard. brandishing a letter from the Police

Association, who had originally de-

manded our room bookings be cancelled.

However, angered unionists and leftists

pressured Trades Hall to reverse its ban.

Thc rebuff of the Police Association's

anti-communist manoeuvres is a blow

against the increasing intrusion of the

bosses' state into the workers movement.
Our forum addressed the 15 February

events in Redfern, when the seething

anger of the Aboriginal community at

racist state terror erupted after police

chased popular 17-year-oId Kamilaroi

Murri youth Thomas "TJ" Hickey to his

death. Following a series of provocations

by the NSW (New South Walesl Carr

Labor government's cops. Aboriginal

youth organised to effectively defend

themselves and courageously fought back

against phalanxes of police “stormtroops”

in a nine-hour pitched battle.

An Injury to One
Is an Injury to All!

Upon hearing of the outrageous at-

tempt to silence our defence of the

Aboriginal population in Redfern. we
immediately alerted the left and workers

movement and called for protest letters

to be sent to the VTHC. A 20 March SL
statement argued:

"As part of the armed fist of the capitalist

slate, which exists to defend the rule of

. the capitalist exploiters, the police arc the

deadly class enemies of the workers
movement and oppressed minorities.,,.

For the leader of the peak union body
in Victoria to bow to (he diktats of
this police body against an organisation in

the workers movement is a gross travesty."

We noted that the "interests of Aborig-

ines. immigrant minorities and those

of the working people will go forward

together or fall back separately."

In response to our statement and dis-

cussions with unionists and leftists,

opposition to the pro-cop censorship

increasingly bore down on Hubbard and

Trades Hall. Reportedly at a meeting of

union officials. Hubbard conceded, say-

ing that a space would be made available

for the SL forum. On the day of our

forum, the left social-democratic Social-

ist Alliance group came out with a letter

which urged “the VTHC executive to

reverse this ban. and guarantee that free-

dom of speech that the democratic work-

ers' movement values so highly.”

All those who acted to overturn the

ban on the 31 March forum should be

congratulated. We call on those who par-

ticipated in defeating this attempt to

silence opponents of racist repression,

and indeed all those who oppose the bru-

tal oppression of the Aboriginal people,

to lake up the defence of the more than

two dozen heroic militants who have
been arrested over the 15 February up-

heaval. Class-conscious workers, leftists.

Aboriginal activists and Asian and Arab
youth, who are also under siege from
the cops, must mobilise in united-front

continued on page II
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Expropriate the Hong Kong Capitalists!

Chris Patten’s

Cuckoo’s Egg Hatches

Months before restoration

of Hong Kong to Chinese
rule, last British colonial

governor Chris Patten joins

Chinese official in toast
(left). Hong Kong, 1 July
2003; Anti-Communist
protest by 500,000 against
proposed “security” law.

Demonstrators burn
communist flag (right).

Reulers

in a blow against Hong Kong’s

imperialist-backed "democracy” move-
ment. the government of the People's

Republic of China (PRC) declared on

April 6 that any move toward “free elec-

tions” in that city would first have to meet

with Beijing’s approval, in response, some
20.000 marched in Hong Kong on April

1 1 . the most recent in a series of protests

against the Chinese Communist Party

(CCP) regime and its local executive.

Last December, the U.S. Consul Gen-
eral in Hong Kong. James Keith, issued

a call for "universal suffrage” and for

a debate on “constitutional change” in a

clear attempt to weaken Beijing’s hold

over the city just seven years after

its rightful return to China following

150-plus years of British colonial rule.

For maximum impact, Keith issued this

demand as talks were being held in Wash-
ington between Chinese premier Wen
Jiabao and George W. Bush. On January

1. some 100.000 marched in a demon-
stration fed chiefly by Hong Kong’s anti-

Communisl, pro-Western Democratic
Party under the banner of—you guessed

it—"universal suffrage” and the right to

choose their own chief executive (cur-

rently appointed by Beijing). On March
4. the founding chairman of the Demo-
cratic Party. Martin Lee, arrived in Wash-
ington for briefings with the U.S. Senate
and Secretary of State Colin Powell. No
curtains necessary for the American impe-
rialist puppet-masters.

Ever since the 1949 Chinese Revolu-
tion, the U.S. has had one and only one
aim toward the People’s Republic—
to reverse the expropriation of the impe-
rialists and their Chinese comprador-
bourgeois and landlord lackeys. That
expropriation is now jeopardized by the

policies of the bureaucratic caste that has

ruled over the Chinese deformed workers
state since Chiang Kai-shek fled to

Taiwan with his Guomindang army rem-
nants. In pursuit of capitalist restora-

tion on the Chinese mainland, the U.S.

imperialists have maintained Taiwan as a
well-armed camp, recently giving billions

to the regime there as part of building a

"theater missile defense” directed against

China. During the 1950-53 Korean War.

the U.S. hoped to cross the Yalu River
into China, an aspiration happily quashed
by the intervention of up to two million

Chinese troops. In Hong Kong today,

the U.S. seeks to reinforce the position

of the city’s wealthy financiers and
other businessmen and to encourage a

counterrevolutionary "democracy” move-

ment spreading to the mainland.

The Internationa! Communist League
stands opposed to this campaign, how-
ever gussied up in the trappings of "uni-

versal suffrage” and "free elections.” as

an elementary defense of the Chinese de-

formed workers state against imperialist-

sponsored capitalist counteaevolution. A
glimpse of what awaits China's toiling

masses if the 1949 Revolution were to

be overturned can be seen today in East

Europe and the ex-Soviet Union, where
most find their very ability to survive in

question and where such “democracy" as

exists is solely for the newly minted cap-

italist class, which is rather sleazy even

by robber baron standards. The turnover

of Hong Kong to China took place under

the rubric of Deng Xiaoping’s "one

country, two systems” formula, which

guaranteed bourgeois property rights in

Hong Kong. Leading up to the handover.

Britain’s final colonial governor, Chris

Patten, added a few “democratic” trap-

pings to the draconian British regime and

actively promoted the formation of the

Democratic Party, while Beijing agreed to

uphold autonomy for the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region (SAR) for

the foreseeable future.

The ICL joined in cheering as the last

major colonial holding of the rotted Brit-

ish Empire reverted to China. But we
warned that with the venal Stalinist

bureaucracy’s pledge to maintain Hong
Kong’s capitalist system, the takeover

“is a dagger aimed at the remaining

gains of the 1949 Chinese Revolution”

(VWNo. 671, 11 July 1997).

Indeed, since 1997 Hong Kong’s capi-

talists have increasingly concentrated

industrial investment on the mainland,

as have investors from Taiwan, taking

advantage of cheaper labor costs to oper-

ate thousands of sweatshop-grade facto-

ries. The main section of Hong Kong’s
bourgeoisie, primarily represented by the

Liberal Party, opted to collaborate with

Beijing. As we stated in response to last

summer’s “democracy” protests (WV
No. 814, 2! November 2003): “As part of

our struggle to defend and extend the

gains of the 1949 Revolution, we call for

the expropriation of the Hong Kong bour-

geoisie. including their holdings on the

Chinese mainland. But to carry out this

task poses the need to sweep away the

Beijing bureaucracy, which by its policies

is undermining the defense of the Chinese

workers state, through workers political

revolution.”

Who Will Prevail?

Deng’s unhappy foray into theory set

only one condition for the hybrid union

of capitalist Hong Kong with the PRC:

“that patriots form the main body of

administrators, that is, of the future gov-

ernment of the Hong Kong special

region” (“One Country. Two Systems.”

22-23 June 1984). A patriot, according to

Deng, “is one who respects the Chinese
nation, sincerely supports the mother-

land’s resumption of sovereignty over

Hong Kong and wishes not to impair

Hong Kong’s prosperity and stability.

Those who meet these requirements are

patriots, whether they believe in capital-

ism or feudalism or even slavery.” Louis

XVI and Robespierre. Abe Lincoln and
Jefferson Davis—happily together at last.

For Deng and his epigones, the peace-

ful coexistence of counlerposed social

classes poses no problems. Such illu-

sions were not entertained by Patten and
his Anglo-American masters. Last sum-
mer the cuckoo’s egg Patten laid in the

nest of the Chinese deformed workers
state began to stir. In response to the

CCP-sponsored Article 23 of the Hong
Kong Basic Law—legislation that would
have allowed Hong Kong’s chief execu-
tive to more easily suppress putatively

seditious groups—Patten’s Democratic
Party and the Hong Kong branch of the

Roman Catholic church led hundreds of
thousands in protest.

The ICL opposed Article 23. recogniz-

ing that it would be used a hundred times

against militant workers, the unemployed
and leftists before being used once against

counterrevolutionaries. At the same time,

it was not difficult for us. given the effu-

sive support by the British and American
imperialists for the demonstrations, to

recognize these demos as serving the pur-

pose of establishing Hong Kong as a bas-

tion of counterrevolution in China. In the

face of the protests, the CCP quietly with-

drew Article 23 from consideration, sup-

posedly to be reconsidered at a later date.

The Democratic Party went on to make
substantial gains in December’s district

council elections, routing the pro-Beijing

allies of the current Hong Kong chief

executive, Tung Chee-hwa.

Brown/AFP
2002; Unemployed factory workers protest In city of Liaoyang in northeast
China, site of mass labor unrest.
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Recently, however. Beijing has ques-

tioned the ‘‘patriotism*’ of those involved

in the demonstrations. This has unnerved

not a few in that city’s middle and upper
classes who arc well aware that, in the

final analysis, the state power in Hong
Kong is the People’s Liberation Army,
period. In the unlikely event that the CCP.
to shore up its bureaucratic caste domi-
nance, felt obliged to quash the counter-

revolutionary political parties in Hong
Kong, we would defend such action against

the inevitable imperialist hue and cry.

But the Beijing bureaucracy’s pres-

ervation of Hong Kong as a capitalist

enclave within the PRC is in keeping with

its 25-year-long policy of opening whole
areas of China to investment by the off-

shore Chinese bourgeoisie and by the

U. S.. Japanese and European imperial-

ists. while maintaining state-controlled

production in large-scale industry. Mao’s
CCP bureaucracy, which spawned today’s

leadership of Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao,

subscribed to the Stalinist pipe dream that

China was "building socialism”—a class-

less society based on material abun-

dance—with its own unaided efforts. The
present CCP leaders believe that they can

modernise China, transforming it into the

world’s next superpower, through ever

greater integration into the world capital-

ist economy.

The proliferation of capitalist market

forces, within the framework of the Chi-

nese workers stale, bears resemblance to

Soviet Russia under the New Economic
Policy ( NEP). The NEP, launched in 1921,

was a series of concessions to market

forces, including letting peasants market

some of their produce, encouraging small-

scale private industry and allowing a cer-

tain leeway for foreign investment. By
such measures, the Bolshevik regime of

V. 1. Lenin and Leon Trotsky sought to

restart the economy that had been devas-

tated over the years of World War I and the

Civil War that followed the 1917 October

Revolution. For Lenin and Trotsky, the

NEP was intended as a temporary retreat.

Severe restrictions were placed on the hir-

ing and acquisition of land; crucially

Lenin emphasized the need to maintain

the Slate monopoly on foreign trade.

In Whither Russia? (1925), Trotsky

analyzed the contradictions produced

by the NEP under the conditions of a

world economy dominated by advanced

capitalist countries. Trotsky noted that

these contradictions “constitute a strug-

gle between two mutually exclusive

systems—socialism and capitalism." He
pointedly cited Lenin’s formulation of the

problem at the onset of the NEP: “Who
beats whom?” Trotsky stressed that the

outcome depended not only on the rate of

growth of the Soviet economy, but on two

other factors; the relative strength of the

capitalist and socialist sectors of the

Soviet economy, and the relative growth

of the Soviet economy compared to that

of the capitalist world economy.

By January 1924 political power had

been usurped from the Bolshevik van-

guard by an emerging bureaucratic caste.

In late 1924 Stalin proclaimed the pos-

sibility of "building socialism in one
country." Initially developed as a ra-

tionale for economic autarky, this anti-

Marxist dogma later served as the bu-

reaucracy’s ideological justification for

forfeiting the cause of proletarian revolu-

tion internationally in a futile effort to

appease world imperialism. Coming to

the fore as a leading theoretician for Sta-

lin. Bukharin argued to "build socialism

even on a pauper technical basis" and

made greater concessions to the wealthy

peasants (kulaks) and private traders

(NEPmen). These forces threatened to

strangle the young Soviet workers state.

With the kulaks withholding grain from

the market and the country driven to

the brink of disaster. Stalin broke with

Bukharin in 1928 and implemented—
albeit with adventurist and brutal meth-

ods—key policies advocated by Trotsky’s

Left Opposition, including the collectiv-

ization of agriculture and greatly speeding

up the tempo of industrialization.

While Stalin's about-face staved off the

immediate threat of capitalist counterrev-

Ttananmen
Square, 1989:

Student-centered
protests sparked

broader social

upheaval, leading
to workers revolt

which was brutally

suppressed by
CCP bureaucracy.

olution, Stalin and his heirs rejected the

Bolshevik understanding that a success-

ful resolution to Lenin’s question of "who
beats whom” could ultimately only be

realized on a world scale. Even as the

NEP was instituted domestically, the

Soviet regime of Lenin and Trotsky

fought for the international extension of

the revolution and the overthrow of impe-

rialism worldwide, the prerequisite to

building an international planned econ-

omy and establishing a socialist society

of plenty. The nationalist betrayals by the

Soviet bureaucracy under Stalin and his

heirs ultimately led to the final undoing

of the October Revolution in 1991-92.

Stalinist Gravediggers
of Revolution

Beijing's "market reforms,” which can

be described as the NEP run amok, have

greatly encouraged not only the offshore

Chinese bourgeoisie and imperialists but

domestic capitalist-restoralionisi forces

as well. There is only one social force in

China with the unmitigated interest to

defeat these forces and expropriate the

offshore bourgeoisie’s holdings: the prole-

tariat. sections of which, unlike its coun-

terparts in East Europe and the USSR
prior to counterrevolution, have already

experienced the depredations of capitalist

exploitation and attacks on state property.

Fearful of the combative proletariat, the

CCP regime dares not offer a glimmer of

the political openness that accompanied

the final demise of Gorbachev’s Moscow
Stalinist regime.

It is the Chinese working class that

during the 1989 Tiananmen uprising dis-

played the awareness that bureaucratic

caste rule was undermining the gains of

the 1949 Revolution and that has the coher-

ent social power to sweep away the CCP
bureaucracy through proletarian political

revolution. Such a revolution would have

enormous effects throughout the region.

It could evoke a working-class socialist

overturn in Taiwan and encourage the pro-

letariat of Japan, Asia’s industrial power-

house. and South Korea to overthrow their

capitalist rulers. It would invigorate the

worker and peasant masses of Vietnam

and North Korea to cast off the Stalinist

bureaucratic castes there. It would encour-

age as well the impoverished masses of

the former Soviet Union to enter the road

of proletarian revolution against their new
capitalist rulers. The impact of a proletar-

ian political revolution in the most popu-

lous country on earth would be world-

wide. for example in South Africa, where

smashing apartheid and instituting bour-

geois “democracy” has manifestly not sat-

isfied the aspirations of the masses.

The Chinese working class, before and

since the Tiananmen upheaval, has en-

gaged in thousands of local and regional

strikes—in recent years, to the point

of virtual insurrection against individual

exploiters or the CCP betrayers. But

without revolutionary leadership, that is.

lacking a parly based on the Leninist-

Trolskyist program, the working class

will not find the road to consummating

proletarian political revolution. Unlike

the soda! revolutions needed to over-

throw the rule of the capitalist class m the

U.S.. Japan, etc. and institute a national-

ized. planned economy, proletarian polit-

ical revolution in China would be based

on defense of nationalized property. The
task of such a revolution would be to dis-

mantle the bureaucratic CCP slate appa-

ratus and replace it with organs of prole-

tarian class rule, that is, soviets (councils)

of workers and peasants such as those that

formed the basis of proletarian state

power in the 1917 Bolshevik-led social

revolution in Russia.

The Chinese working class must be

broken from the nationalism preached by

the CCP. becoming a rallying point for

international proletarian revolution in the

advanced countries. This is the only solu-

tion to the backwardness of their country

which is starkly revealed by the over-

whelming weight and wretchedness of

peasant China. It is the rejection of such

internationalism that links the leadership

of Mao Zedong and his proteges to that of

Deng Xiaoping and his followers.

Mao set the utopian goal of China

going it alone without the vitally neces-

sary access to advanced technique and

methods that could be provided by social-

ist revolution in an advanced society.

Mao’s anti-internationalism eventually

led him to side with the imperialists in

their efforts to undermine the USSR. The
current CCP leadership, following in

Deng's wake, looks to the imperialist

entrepreneurs and the reactionary off-

shore Chinese capitalists as the answer to

China's backwardness—i.e., to those who
would bury the 1949 Revolution—rather

than to the class allies of the Chinese

working class throughout the world,

while continuing Mao's policy of con-
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sorting with the imperialists. To defend

the gains of 1949, it is urgently necessary

to assemble the cadres committed to

building the revolutionary party of the

Chinese working class as a section of a

reforged Trotskyist Fourth International.

“Left” Apostles of Social
Counterrevolution

This necessity of cohering a genuine

Trotskyist nucleus is underscored by the

fact that the self-described Trotskyists

in Hong Kong march under the banner

of bourgeois democracy, gilding the coun-

terrevolutionary mobilizations in that city

with the fool’s gold of “self-determina-

tion” and people’s "democracy.” This is

not surprising given that these groups.

Octoher Review and Pioneer, are support-

ers of the fakc-Trotskyist United Secretar-

iat. which hailed Polish Solidamo<d. the

company union of Wall Street and the

Vatican, as it led the first of the capitalist

counterrevolutions in East Europe. The
United Secretarial went on to cheer the

overturn of the October Revolution led by

Yeltsin and George Bush Sr.

On the very eve of Hong Kong’s return

to China. October Review (30 June 1997)

offered the following: "We propose that

the focal theme for the fights for political

and economic rights can revolve around

the demand for a democratic election of a

Hong Kong People’s Congress which

makes major decisions relating to .self-

rule of Hong Kong by the people. In this

struggle for political and social rights, the

people of Hong Kong are now much more
linked to the people of the mainland."

That this statement amounted to a call

for Hong Kong to act as a "democratic"

spearhead for counterrevolution on the

mainland was made clear by the fact that

It made no mention of defense of the

gains of the 1949 Revolution. Nor did it

so much as mention the Hong Kong pro-

letariat. doubtless because those workers

are organized mostly in a trade-union fed-

eration linked to the Democratic Associ-

ation for the Betterment of Hong Kong,

which politically supports the CCP cen-

tral government in Beijing.

Somewhat slicker, the Pioneer group

(formerly New Sprouts Society) allows

that a struggle under the bourgeois slo-

gans of democracy and freedom could

"only create conditions prevalent in to-

day’s Russia and East Europe" and that

"The collapse of the Soviet workers states

is objectively certainly a great defeat for

the working class.” But this is just so

much cynicism, as Pioneer simultane-

ously claims that since the workers of the

former Soviet bloc had been subjected to

reactionary bureaucratic rule, the collapse

of the Communist Party governments was
"not a direct defeat of the working class:

the worker masses do not feel that they

have been defeated, and as a result do
not suffer from deep depression and

pessimism. On the contrary they feel on

some level that it is the beginning of liber-

ation" ("Fight for People’s Socialism.”

continued on page 9
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Young Spartacus

Charter Schools:

An Attack on

Public Education
Letter

21 April 2003

dear comrades;

hi. my name is harmony, i am a sub-

scriber to workers vanguard, a leftwinger,

and a budding activist, the reason i am
telling you all this is because i am about

to criticize something i read in your paper

under the spartacus youth club section,

but first i want to establish that i am on

your side, we share many political and

moral views, so please don't take any of

this as an attack.

my criticism is about charier schools,

on page four of the march 28lh, 2003

issue of workers vanguard, there is the

"spartacus youth club ten points pro-

gram”. point number seven is about the

separation of the church and the slate

(which i agree with) ... but it also says

that there should be no government fund-

ing for charter schools.

this really upset me because certain

charter schools have been very effective

and helpful in communities where the

regular public school .system has failed in

the past, for example, there is a branch of

charier schools called KIPP (Knowledge
Is Power Programs) which only sets up its

schools in ghettos where the populations

are mostly black and hispanic. the.se are

kids who are more likely to 'fail' than their

while peers ... but it is my opinion that it

is the public school system that fails

them. KIPP, on the other hand, has been

very successful, for example, in one of

their schools, only 3% of the school pop-

ulation was reading at grade level the first

year it opened, by the very next year. 24%
of the kids were reading at grade level, in

an other school, its students scored

among the top 2% in some state-test that

measures academic ability, this was in an

area where many kids in other public

schools were dropping out or failing.

i actually have ambitions to open up
my own charter school after graduating

university, these schools shall, among
other things, give a more ethnically

diverse perspective in history/literature/

social studies classes.

i don't see why there is anything wrong
with charter schools, they are publicly

funded, the only difference is that they

are run by members of the community,
instead of ‘the board’ who might as well

be a bunch of corporate robots, faceless

people behind desks who know very little

and care even less about the challenges

and needs of today’s inner-city youth, a

school run by community members is a

good thing, because every community has

its own unique set of challenges and needs,

and thus, it should be allowed to have

schools with a curriculum and philosophy

that meets these challenges and needs.

like i said, i don’t see why there is any-

thing wrong with charter schools ... but

maybe i am missing something, if there

IS something wrong with them, PLEASE
LET ME KNOW WHAT IT IS because i

plan to devote most of my life to this, and

if i am going to be wasting my life, i want

to know now. this is a genuine and sincere

question, please list all the reasons why
you are against charter schools, both per-

sonally and as a representative of your

organization, i will consider your side of

the argument with an eager and open

mind, just as i hope you have done the

same for me and mine.

Peace, Love. & Light;

—harmony.

Young Spartacus Replies:

Many young activists, eager to make
their own individual impact to better soci-

ety. find much attractive in small-scale

charter schools run by “members of the

community.” But this is an illusion and

a misrepresentation of the real motives

behind charter schools. We oppose char-

ter schools because they are an attack on

the democratic right of public education

SYC a! Berkeley demo
in defense of affirmative

action, October 1997.

The capitalist system utilizes racial

oppression to keep the working class

divided and wages down. Furthermore,

the ruling class intentionally maintains

a reserve pool of unemployed labor

in order to keep wages across the board

lower. While historically the black popu-

lation filled that role—the last hired,

first fired—increasingly, black youth are

treated more as an expendable popula-

tion. granted few choices in life; incarcer-

ation in prisons or .schools built to resem-

ble them, "McJobs” at miserable wages,

or joining the military to kill and die for

U.S. imperialism. Under capitalism,

workers and the oppressed will never gel

the full education they deserve because

the bourgeoisie desires to spend on edu-

Community
protest against
Edison charter
schools. Charter
school programs
have sparked
public outcry from
San Francisco to
Philadelphia.

and the separation of church and state;

they increase racial segregation and class

inequality in education and are utilized as

a tool to smash the teachers unions.

As a corollary to the American Dream,
it is often asserted that all one needs to

achieve the good life is a good education

and a good “work ethic.” Put plainly, this

is false. We live in a fundamentally class-

divided society predicated on an enforced

social inequality; most people are seen

by the ruling class as having no value

except to make profits for the benefit of a

tiny minority, All the “rules" and institu-

tions are rigged to serve the powerful few,

and oppression is built into the system

and is daily reinforced in multiple ways.

Social mobility is only possible for a very

few exceptional individuals with extraor-

dinary talent and plenty of luck since the

existence of a thin layer of upper petty-

bourgeois minorities assists the ruling

class in keeping the rest of the oppressed

quiescent. However, there is no way the

working class as a whole or an oppressed

race-color caste like black people can

move "up” without shattering the entire

social order—that is, by a social revolution.

cation only what it will see back in prof-

its. To make profit for the capitalists,

workers should be able to read, but they

don’t need to be scientists or artists. How-
ever, black workers remain integrated

into strategic industries in the U.S. and
are the most unionized section of the pro-

letariat. They will play a key role in

the social revolution and the formation

of a revolutionary government which

uniquely can admini.ster an education sys-

tem that genuinely serves its students.

As Marxists, we defend universal pub-

lic education as a democratic right gained,

in this country, through the Civil War
and the civil rights movement—that is,

through hard struggle. To attempt to bet-

ter education for blacks and minorities

while maintaining and enforcing their

segregation can only further undermine
their right to decent education; in this rac-

ist capitalist system, separate can never be
equal. Rather, as we say in our Ten Point

Program, we are “For free, quality, inte-

grated public education for all!”

Fifty years after Brown v. Board of
Education ended legally sanctioned seg-

regation, schools are in fact more segre-

Young Spartacus

gated than before the civil rights pro-

grams were implemented. Generally,

public schools in the U.S. are funded pri-

marily by local property taxes, allowing

those schools in affluent suburbs to pro-

vide much better education than those

near the projects, where some have one

book for every five students. Further-

more, students are “tracked” into a partic-

ular educational program from early on in

life, a system designed to determine their

future position in class society.

Students in inner-city schools confront

conditions more suitable for a police state

than for a place of study: metal detec-

tors. video surveillance, strict hall and

truancy monitoring by security guards,

drug testing, locker searches. Recently,

the mayor of New York City, Michael

Bloomberg, declared that, "If I have to

put a police officer next to every kid. we
will do it,” {Newsday, 6 January) and the

executive director of the National Associ-

ation of School Resource Officers stated

that school safely is the fastest grow-

ing area of law enforcement in the coun-

try {New York Times, 9 January). In one

small example of this outrageous crack-

down on students, a 14-year-old girl in

Toledo. Ohio was handcuffed, arrested

and booked on a misdemeanor for wear-

ing a low-cut midriff top and refusing to

cover it. In New Jersey, two elementary

school boys were arrested and charged

with terrorism for playing cops and rob-

bers with paper guns. Given that 28 per-

cent of all black men are destined in the

capitalist U.S. to spend some time behind

bars, it is clear that schools in the ghettos

are increasingly becoming little more
than preparatory schools for prisons.

The fact is that charter school “reform"

does not alleviate any of these problems.

Rather, charter schools have increased

racial segregation and class inequality.

increased the gap between the education

available to inner-city black youth and

that available to white suburban youth,

and have gone a long way in destroying

the separation of church and state. In fact,

in 2003. three-quarters of black charter

school students were enrolled in 27 per-

cent of charter schools, and these schools

were, on average. 80 percent black, as

opposed to 54 percent black for public

schools. A difference of lesser magnitude

holds for Latino charter students. Given
the fact that, in racist capitalist America,

a mostly poor, black and minority school

can never have the resources to give the

same level of education as what white

children in posh suburbs can get. one can

only imagine the poor level of education

provided by those predominantly minor-

ity schools.

While technically most charter schools

are not allowed to be associated with

religious institutions, the two are allowed

to “enter into partnerships.” according to

the stipulations for funding set in the

continued on page 8
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Young Spartacus

Avoid DebateISO Excludes Black Spartacists to

What Strategy for

Black Liberation?

WV Photo

New York City, October 1999: LBL banner at thousands-strong demonstration
to stop the Klan. Labor's power can and must be mobilized in struggie
against black oppression.

We prim below a leaflet which H’a.v

issued by the Bay Area Spartacus Youth

Club on April II.

On Thursday, April 1, the Inlemationai

Socialist Organization (ISO) held a dis-

cussion at San Francisco Slate titled

“The Fight for Black Liberation Must
Continue Today.” A team of ISOers

barred the way and shut the door on two

black women communists, Carla and

Wyolette, Spartacist comrades who came
to engage them on the topic. An ISO
member at SF State, Suzie, threatened to

call the campus security guards, claiming

the two women comrades were “violent,"

“disruptive” and there to “break legs and

destroy our meeting." This is the kind of

profiling of black people the campus

security cops groove on. but the ISO is—
at best—indilferent to the consequences

of calling cops against black leftists in

this profoundly racist society.

Naturally our comrades objected. The
ISO woman promptly responded that

campus security guards are “not cops,

but workers.” Security guards may be

hired by private companies, but they are

just as much a part of the “armed bodies

of men” (to quote Engels) who defend

private capitalist property as are the gun-

toting cops directly employed by the

state. What do they think those private

security outfits are doing now in Iraq?

Hostility to the hired guns of capital is

ABC for Marxists, but not for the ISO.

The ISO has supported work actions by

security guards in New York City, while

its former Canadian affiliate supported

a “strike" by jail guards in Toronto,

even hailing the “militant reputation” of

“correctional workers" (Socialist Worker

[Canada], 6 March 1996). Does the ISO
really think that death row prisoners like

Kevin Cooper and Mumia Abu-Jamal
should support better wages and working

conditions for those who incarcerate

them? Better conditions mean more and
better guns and more leeway for guards to

terrorize and kill prisoners! We in the

Spartacus Youth Club (SYC) are opposed

to organizing the racist strikebreaking

cops and prison guards as part of the

labor movement. Cops and prison guards

out of the trade unions!

Our comrades were kept out of the

ISO's meeting because as revolutionary

communists we threatened to expose the

ISO’s reformism. While the ISO can pay

lip service to the fight for black libera-

tion, in practice all they do is build illu-

sions in the reformability of the capitalist

system. The ISO sees racism as just one

of many social ills produced by capital-

ism. In contrast the revolutionaries of

the Spartacus Youth Club understand that

the fight for black liberation is a key,

strategic task of the American socialist

revolution.

Without a correct approach to the

struggle for black liberation, it is simply

impossible to even talk of bringing the

working class to the consciousness that it

must make a revolution here in the most

powerful imperialist country on earth.

Every aspect of social reality in the

United States is shaped by the legacy of

black chattel slavery on which American
capitalism was founded. It took a Civil

War—which was also a social revolu-

tion—to get rid of black slavery. The
post-war Reconstruction period was the

most democratic period of American his-

tory. But the promise of black freedom

was betrayed when the federal govern-

ment withdrew the Union Army from the

South in the Compromise of 1877, lay-

ing the basis for the reign of Jim Crow
segregation across the South, enforced

by the racist terror of the Ku Klux Klan.

The civil rights movement in the 1950s

and ’60s succeeded in eliminating legal

segregation and won a few spots for

blacks in universities like SF Slate so they

could make it into the middle class. But

the civil rights movement foundered

when it came North and encountered the

de facto segregation that is the reality for

the majority of American blacks to this

day. The forced segregation of blacks into

a race-color caste at the bottom of society

is the bedrock of American capitalism.

Blacks are the last hired, first fired—and

increasingly they are not even hired,

while token gains like affirmative action

programs are under attack. The SL and

SYC defend affirmative action and fight

for open admissions and free tuition to

make higher education more of a reality

for black and working-class youth. But

the racist rulers regard the black masses as

an expendable surplus population, left to

rot in the inner cities, subject to high rates

of diseases like AIDS and terrorized by
the so-called “war on drugs.” One in eight

black men between the ages of 20 and 34
is currently behind bars, and 28 percent

of all black men can expect to be impris-

oned some time in their lives.

The ISO pushes the strategy of building

“mass movements" to pressure the U.S.

government and its cops, courts and pris-

ons to be different. But this is precisely

the strategy that derailed the civil rights

movement—the attempt to pressure a

wing of the racist American rulers (e.g.

the Democratic Party) to change their pri-

orities and make jobs, housing and equal

rights available to all in this country. It is

a pipe dream to think that “mass demon-
strations” can pressure the capitalist rul-

ers to fundamentally change the institu-

tions on which their rule depends.

Blacks are a key and vital component
of the working class in this country—just

look at the powerful International Long-

shore and Warehouse Union (ILWU)
here in the Bay Area. We seek to make
the working class as a whole conscious

that it must take up the fight against

black oppression as part of the fight to

liberate itself from capitalist exploita-

tion. The Spartacist League initiated the

Labor Black League, with which it

works in fraternal alliance in the fight

against black oppression. We fight for a

multiracial revolutionary workers party

that will emblazon on its banner the fight

for black liberation as part of the fight

for socialist revolution.

What about the ISO? Recently, they

have tried to claim they have a strategy

for black liberation by boasting of their

work to save Kevin Cooper from the

death penalty. It was certainly a good
thing to fight against the execution of

Kevin Cooper, a black man who was
framed up and remains incarcerated even

now. We joined in the protests, demand-
ing Free Kevin Cooper Now! The Spar-

lacist League and the Partisan Defense
Committee (PDC), a legal and social

defense organization that takes up cases

and causes in the interests of all working

people, fight for the abolition of the

racist death penally. We make a point of

opposing the death penalty for the guilty

as well as the innocent; we do not accord

the state the right to decide who lives

and who dies.

In the 5 March 2004 issue of Socialist

Worker, the ISO uncritically ran an article

that slates that the Free Kevin Cooper
Committee for a California Moratorium

“is bringing together the activists, com-
munity members, and people of faith who
fought to slop Cooper’s execution. The
aim is to link that struggle with other

cases on California's death row. and push

politicians and legislators to win real jus-

tice for Kevin Cooper—and end all exe-

cutions in California.” Contrast this moral

and liberal appeal to the capitalist state

with the work of the Spartacist League.

LBL and PDC around the case of Mumia
Abu-Jamal. America’s foremost death

row political prisoner. We concentrate

on mobilizing the power of the working

class, getting unions around the country

to take up his case and contribute money
to his defense. For example, the ILWU
here took up Jamal's case as a result of

the PDC’s work.

An outspoken champion of the op-

pressed. Jamal was a target of the Phila-

delphia police and the FBI from the lime

he was a Black Panther Party spokesman
at the age of 15. because they saw in him
the spectre of black revolution and defi-

ant opposition to their system of racist

oppression. The stale seeks to execute

Jamal in order to send a chilling message

to all those who challenge vicious cop

repression in the ghettos, who stand up

for labor’s rights on the picket lines, who
protest imperialist mass murder from the

Balkans to Iraq. We have always insisted

that Jamal’s case, far from being an aber-

ration, throws a spotlight on the racist

death penalty—today’s legal lynching

which descends from the system of black

chattel slavery.

The difference between our strategy

and the ISO's on black liberation was made
crystal clear when in 1999 the murderous

KKK planned to appear in New York City.

We initiated a mass labor/black mobiliza-

tion to stop the Klan. In contrast, the ISO

sat on their hands until Democratic polit-

icos like A1 Sharpton moved to spike the

labor-centered demonstration witli a diver-

sionary rally elsewhere that offered to

share a sound permit with the Klan. Then
the ISOjoined the Democrats' “tolerance”

rally for the KKK. sharing a platform

with NYPD cops! This was not a question

of "free speech" but the Klan’s “right” to

organize for murder. Some 8,000 trade

unionists, blacks, immigrants and youth
agreed with us and drove out the KKK
murderers, despite the efforts of the

Democrats and groups like the ISO to dis-

arm the Klan’s intended victims. In build-

ing this demo, we worked to win the pro-

letariat to an understanding of its role as

the gravedigger of the capitalist system
and defender of the rights of black people

continued on page 8

ISO shared platform
with cops at

Democrats’ rally

for “tolerance” for

KKK in NYC.
October 1999.
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NY high school students face enhanced “security” crackdown (left). Caged minors being schooled in California
juvenile detention facility. Contempt for black youth is a hallmark of racist American capitalism.

Charter

Schools...
(continuedfrom page 6}

national No Child Left Behind Act.

Many charter schools are clearly run by

religious organizations—from Protestant

churches to the Nation of Islam—and

are at times housed in the "partnering”

church. Some charters include texts

like "Children’s Bible Handbook" and

"Exploring God’s World: Science," and

one school was even exempted from hav-

ing to teach sex education because of

religious reasons. The proponents of the

charter school movement defend this

practice as promoting "local values."

Marxists oppose any and every move in

the direction of official state religion; we
oppose stale persecution of or support

for any religion and call for complete

separation of church and state.

Many charter schools are now being

run for profit by various corporations

who make money by taking “administra-

tive fees" from state or local govern-

ments. Edison Schools, who in spring

2002 was given charge of a huge portion

of the Philadelphia school system, has

become the most infamous, running

schools so expensively, while at the same
time creating such miserable schools, as

to cause real public outcry. They cut

every comer—in late 2002, Edison’s

CEO Chris Whittle even proposed using

students as workers to cut costs; accord-

ing to Philadelphians United to Support

Public Schools, he commented that “600

pupils working one hour a day was the

equivalent of 75 full-time adult staff"

and suggested putting such a program in

place by 2004. Even though they were

technically not allowed to accept stu-

dents based on anything other than age.

in an attempt to pad their performance

statistics, it was a detestable common
practice for Edison to meet personally

Black
Liberation...
(continuedfrom page 7)

and all the oppressed. The ISO's unity with

the Democrats in building “tolerance" for

the Klan shows how the ISO acts as an

obstacle to the fight for the independent

mobilization of the working class in its

own interests against the entire racist

system of capitalism.

Although the ISO does not today call

for a vote for the Democratic Party, it has

supported the “third” capitalist party, the

Greens, like Ralph Nader in the 2000
presidential election and Matt Gonzalez
in his recent campaign for SF mayor.

They are currently debating whether or

not to support Nader in this year’s presi-

dential election. Some ISOers are arguing

that, unlike in 2000, Nader is not support-

able this time around. What has changed?
Nader was then, as he is now, a capitalist

politician and shill for the Democratic
Party. The SYC understands that capital-

ist politicians, be they black, while.

Green, Democrat or Republican, cannot
be fighters for black rights because they

uphold and defend the system responsible

for black oppression—capitalism.

In fact. Nader scarcely ever mentioned
black oppression, giving even less lip

service to black rights than your aver-

age Democratic Party politician. Nader's
avoidance of black oppression stems from
his promotion of American capitalist

"democracy” as a force for progress in the

U.S. and abroad. On the campaign trail,

when questioned by a black community
activist in Seattle about his chronic

inability to reach out to black people,

Nader replied; "You ask what I have done
to reach out to the black community and
address racial issues and I ask you, how
many black people did you bring here

8

with the parents of special education kids

and many blacks and Latinos to urge

them to send their kids elsewhere.

One of the main attractions of char-

ter schools to bourgeois politicians like

George W. Bush and Democrat Bill Clin-

ton. while he was president, is that they are

economical, i.e., they save money for the

capitalists. But how, exactly, do charter

schools save money over conventional

schools? One is cutting comers, but many
“conventional" public schools in the ghet-

tos already do that. Mainly, it is by bust-

ing the teachers unions and thereby low-

ering teachers’ wages and benefits. As a

black Wisconsin Congresswoman who
helped start the Milwaukee voucher pro-

gram explained. “The main motivation of

some of the choice (charter and voucher

program] supporters was to weaken pub-

lic education unions" (Progressive, Janu-

ary 2004). By opening up a new (or con-

verting an old) shop, the vast majority of

charter schools have gone around the

unions, as well as standards for teachers’

qualifications. In New York slate, a 1998

today to hear me and support this

campaign?" (ColorLines, "Ralph Nader’s

Racial Blindspot," 17 August 2000). Here

is a politician who treats black people as

voting cattle, yet in their articles at the

time, the ISO in effect dismissed Nader’s

evasion on the black question—the ques-

tion of the American revolution—as a

mere character flaw.

Central to the fight for a multiracial

revolutionary workers party is the strug-

gle against the bureaucrats in the trade

unions who keep labor tied to their ene-

mies in the capitalist parties. The ISO.

however, supports pro-Democratic Party

labor bureaucrats, so long as they talk out

of the left side of the mouth. The ISO
poses an obstacle to building a revolu-

tionary party by polishing the chains that

bind the oppressed to their capitalist

exploiters. What else could you expect

from an organization that from its incep-

tion has refused to defend the Soviet

Union when it existed and China, North
Korea. Cuba and Vietnam today? The rev-

olutions in these countries overthrew the

exploitative system of capitalism, serving

as inspiration to those fighting in Amer-
ica against black oppression. The Sparta-

cists, as genuine Trotskyists, have always
fought for the unconditional defense of
workers states where capitalism has been
overthrown and for political revolution to

oust the Stalini.st parasitic castes, as part

of the struggle for world revolution. As
Leon Trotsky said in one of his docu-
ments on the defense of the Soviet Union
in 1940, “Those who cannot defend old
positions will never conquer new ones”
("Balance Sheet of the Finnish Events."

1940, In Defense of Marxism).
Those interested in the fight for black

liberation and for workers revolution

should check out the SYC. Stop by
our literature tables at noon every Thurs-
day, and come to our public classes on
Marxism!

law allows start-up charter schools that

begin with less than 250 students (which

most do since they usually only start with

a grade or two) to be exempted from
“collective-bargaining agreements" for as

long as they exist, even when they grow
beyond that size. In Michigan in 1999, for

example, while all of the “conventional’’

public school districts had union repre-

sentation, only 3.6 percent of charier

schools were unionized. Because of this,

many teachers unions have a stated posi-

tion opposed to the charter movement and

have, at the same time, attempted to

unionize charter schools.

The stale exists to defend the interests

of the ruling class. In the arena of educa-

tion. that means that it sides with the

Anness/Recofd

226 New Jersey teachers were jailed

for striking, late 2001. The capitalist

state, school administrations seek to

bust the unions.

interests of the school administration and

management, whether or not the school is

a “conventional” public .school. More
than anything thing else, this concretely

means that the state stands foursquare

against the unions. If the fascination of

the last two presidents for the union-

busting charter school program didn’t

make this fact obvious enough, then the

Secretary of Education’s statement that

the National Education Association, one

of the largest unions in the country, was
like "a terrorist organization” should make
it crystal clear. (That he later modified his

comments, calling them instead a group of

obstructionists, should fool no one.)

It is conceivable that a particular char-

ter school might perform better than the

horrible standards set by “conventional"

capitalist education, though the very lim-

ited statistics now available don't lead to

that conclusion. Our young correspon-

dent holds up as an example the KIPP
program, but their program in fact

seems to be exorbitantly authoritarian and

oppressive to both students and teachers.

Kipp’s program is extremely burdensome:

school hours run from 7:30 a.m. to 5:00

p.m. most of the week with an additional

four hours on Saturdays; summer vaca-

tion is shortened by one month; there is a

dress code; homework must be at least

two hours every night by regulation, and

parents must sign contracts saying they

will supervise their children every night

as they do their homework. Teachers are

forced to be on call 24 hours a day. by cell

phone, to respond to children’s questions.

A system of "incentives and disincen-

tives” is set up for the students and their

teachers in order to foster what must be an

insane amount of competition. For stu-

dents, these include granting “KIPP dol-

lars” to students based on how well they

do. which must be signed off by their par-

ents weekly. At one of their founding

schools, one rule states: "At KJPP-
Houston, students who break the rules—
by failing to do the homework, showing

disrespect toward an adult, visiting the

bathroom without permission—go to ‘the

porch’; they go to classes, but they wear
their KIPP shirts inside out and cannot

talk or eat with their classmates.” That

KIPP is “monetarily competitive"—a fact

which landed George W. Bush as a public

supporter of the organization—can fun-

damentally only be due to the anti-union

character of charter schools in general.

Charter school programs have sparked

public protest. Best known were the pro-

tests against the Edison school takeover in

Philadelphia, but that isn’t the only place.

Protest at some charter schools in St.

Louis, for example, first began when they

were converted and put under private

company management last September,
with a demonstration of students carrying

the gravestones of closed buildings.

Within a month, school engineers held a

two-day sick-out, leaving four schools
without power, and then in November two
hundred teachers followed suit with their

own two-day sick-out. In Detroit last

year, school was canceled for a day as

thousands of teachers planned to protest

the legislation that would allow 150 new
charter schools to open in Michigan over
ten years, and before the protest hap-
pened. the plan was abandoned.
We. as revolutionaries, stand against

every instance of injustice and discrimi-

nation; we fight for free public education
through the university level for everyone
who wants it, for open admissions with a
living stipend so that kids from poor
families can go to school, for school bus-
ing programs to achieve racial integra-
tion. Charter schools are a step in the
wrong direction—every attack on public
education and every relaxation of uni-
form educational standards is a device to

increase racial segregation and inequality
between schools and between students.

Point seven of the SYC Ten Point Pro-
gram reads, in full, “Defend separation
of church and state! Defend science
against superstition and mysticism! Keep
religion out of the schools! No prayer in

the schools! Down with the teaching of
creationism! For the teaching of evolu-
tion! No government funding for relig-
ious. private or ‘charter’ schools!" See
WV No. 800. 28 March 2003. for the full

Ten Point Program of the SYC.

WORKERS VANGUARD
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March 9: SYC
speakout

against racist

provocations
at Columbia.

Columbia...
(continueJfrom pa^c 12)

Congress or yt labor board hearings, that

the decisive gains of the labor movement

are won. The leadership of the GSEU is

undercutting the strike by telling students

that crossing picket lines to attend class is

fine. UPS Teamsters, whose hard-fought

1997 strike was a victory, have pledged to

honor the GSEU pickets, and other strike

supporters should follow suit. Yesterday,

after an SYC member informed UPS
workers of the strike, they refused to

cross the picket line in order to make
scheduled deliveries on campus.

Some professors are trying to

move classes off campus. Even if well-

intentioned. moving classes off campus

actually helps the university keep func-

tioning and is counterposed to shutting

Columbia down. This gesture, facilitated

by the provost, simply saves the university

electricity and at bottom constitutes strike-

breaking by allowing the business of the

university to continue with a minimum of

disruption. Instead, professors and grad-

uate students should bring out classes to

build the picket lines. Thousands of stu-

dents and workers at Columbia's gales

would help pave the way to victory.

The fight for union rights is a fight

against the administration. The adminis-

tration's hostility toward the unions on

campus reflects its class allegiance—
it runs Columbia on behalf of the Board

of Trustees, a group of capitalist mag-

nates such as the vice chair of J.P. Morgan

Chase and an executive director at Morgan

Stanley. This university is a chief think

tank for the U.S. ruling class, a training

ground for future imperialist warmongers

and anti-union lawyers and a notorious

racist slumlord. As well, the administra-

tion has aided and abetted the govern-

ment's anti-immigrant witchhunt by turn-

ing over immigrant students’ names to the

federal government in 2001 in the wake

of Bush’s declaring his anti-immigrant,

anti-labor "war on terror." Abolish the

administration!

Private universities like Columbia

should be nationalized and run by those

who work, leach and study there. Against

the race and class bias that permeates

higher education under capitalism, we
demand open admissions and no tuition

for all with a paid living stipend, posing

the fight for the universal right to free,

quality, integrated education. Columbia's

gates should be thrown open—including

to those who work there, their children

and residents of neighboring Harlem.

For sludent/faculty/worker control of the

universities!

The SYC seeks to link the struggles of

students with the social power of labor.

Campus workers were among those who
endorsed the SYC-initiated united-front

protest on March 9 against the recent

series of racist provocations on campus.

Our argument against appealing to the

administration to act on behalf of minor-

ity students at that lime is borne out by

the example of its aggressive opposi-

tion to a graduate student union. The cam-
pus branch of the International Socialist

Organization (ISO) opposes our position

and did not endorse, as it instinctively fol-

lows behind the prevailing sentiment

among campus liberals. The first day of

the GSEU strike, some members of the

ISO walked the picket line—but others

crossed it to set up a lit table on campus

behind the picket lines, which goes against

even elementary trade-union conscious-

ness. Honoring picket lines for the ISO is

.strictly a matter of personal convenience.

As one campus maintenance worker

remarked to a Workers Vanguard salesman

during our campaign to build the March 9

rally. Columbia is run by a gang of union-

busters. In 2002. the provost docked those

clerical workers who did not report to

work in solidarity with the GSEU a day's

pay. Pro-union students and workers must

demand; No reprisals against striking

students and their supporters! All work-

ers at Columbia, whether graduate stu-

dents. maintenance technicians or support

staff, have common interests best served

by organizing into one campus union.

The current division of the workforce into

multiple unions dilutes the potential

power of labor on campus.

The battle by the graduate students for

their union comes in the context of the

U.S. imperialist ruling class's general

onslaught against working people and the

oppressed at home and abroad. The union

movement as a whole is hamstrung by its

leaders who preach reliance on the Dem-
ocratic Party as the presidential elections

draw nearer and nearer. Showing that the

Democrats are no less a party of war and

racism than the Republicans, John Kerry

backed the U.S. colonial conquest of Iraq

and wants to send m more troops; at the

same time, he stands behind the array of

reactionary "war on terror” laws. Success-

ful class struggle requires the complete

independence of the working class from

all parties and agencies of the capitalists.

Working people need their own party that

fights for the rule of labor. The SYC
intervenes on campus as partisans of the

working class in its historic mission to

sweep away the capitalist system that is

based on exploitation, racist repression

and imperialist war and seeks to win stu-

dents and youth to a revolutionary class-

struggle perspective. Build picket lines—
don’t cross them! Boycott classes! Shut

down Columbia! Victory to the GSEU
strike!

Hong Kong...
(continuedfrom page 5)

resolution passed at the 1993 New Sprouts

Society conference).

While Pioneer likes to put forward a

“proletarian" face by lacing its statements

with elementary economic demands, such

as a minimum wage, and calls to "tax the

corporations.” it brazenly supports the

anti-Communist protests in Hong Kong.

In a New Year’s Day 2004 statement. Pio-

neer proclaims; “The Great July First

Demonstration and the defeat of the Loy-

alists in the District Council Elections

have expanded the people’s aspirations

and destroyed the prestige of the SAR
government.” Leaving no doubt as to

what piper calls its tune. Pioneer bla-

zoned in the headline of its statement:

"For General Elections Through Univer-

sal Franchise and Free Nominations!”

—

a call virtually identical to the demand
issued by U.S. imperialism’s representa-

tive in Hong Kong the month before.

For all the hemming and hawing about

the pluses and minuses of the workers

states under bureaucratic caste rule. Pio-

neer’s real message is that “democracy is

a very urgent need in China and it would

indeed be a gigantic step forward if

bourgeois democracy is realized there”

("Fight for People’s Socialism"). But

capitalist restoration in China would be a

brutal process that would subject the

masses to immense social dislocation,

providing no basis for bourgeois democ-

racy. In East Europe and Russia the only

"liberation” experienced by the workers

has been from the burden of living a too-

long life, their now-earlier demise has-

tened by the joblessness, poor health

care and hopelessness they face in the

aftermath of capitalist counterrevolution.

In his 1918 polemic The Proletar-

ian Revolution and the Renegade Kaut-

sky, Lenin answered those who brandish

bourgeois “democracy” in order to attack

the revolutionary overthrow of capital-

ist rule, counterposing the proletarian

democracy of workers soviets:

"(Kautskyl fails to sec the class nature

of the state apparatus, of the machinery

of state. Under bourgeois democracy
the capitalisLs, by thousands of tricks—
which are the more artful and effec-

tive the more ‘pure’ democracy is devel-

oped

—

drive the people away from ad-

ministrative work, from freedom of the

press, freedom of assembly, etc. The
Soviet government is the first in the

world (or strictly speaking, the second,

because the Paris Commune began to do
the same thing) to enlist the people, spe-

cifically the exploited people, in the

work of administration. The working
people arc barred from participation in

bourgeois parliaments (they never decide

important questions under bourgeois

democracy, which are decided by the

stock exchange and the banks) by thou-

sands of obstacles, and the workers know
and feel, see and realise perfectly well

that the bourgeois parliaments are insti-

tutions alien to them, instrumentsfor the

oppression of the workers by the bour-

geoisie, institutions of a hostile class, of

the exploiting minority.

"The Soviets arc the direct organisation

of the working and exploited people
themselves, which helps them to organ-

ise and administer their own state in

every possible way."

In embryo, the various workers organ-

izations that arose in China during the

Tiananmen upheaval, an incipient politi-

cal revolution, displayed not a few of the

characteristics described by Lenin. It was

these groups that helped organize resis-

tance to the declaration of martial law on

20 May 1989, forming a "workers picket

corps" and "dare to die” teams to protect

protesting students against repression.

Workers groups began to take on respon-

sibility for public safety after govern-

mental authority in Beijing evaporated in

the face of the mass protests and the

police vanished from the streets. And it

was the organized workers who prepared

for the tasks of transporting food and

other vital necessities, preparations cut

short by the June 3-4 massacre. It was

during the period immediately before the

massacre and under the protection of the

workers groups that the streets of Beijing

were crowded with ordinary people lU'gu-

ing about politics, expressing their opin-

ions on the way forward and appealing

to troops sent to crush the protests. In

short, during the Tiananmen upheaval it

was the workers groups that, in deed,

defended and oversaw this blossoming of

freedom and prepared to take the func-

tions of society in hand.

But even during these events, the

workers groups on their own did not go

beyond upholding “democracy” as free-

dom from bureaucratic constraint and

not as the product of rule by workers

soviets. Not infrequently, the workers

looked to supposedly sympathetic ele-

ments of the bureaucracy for guidance.

Moved to rebel by the bureaucracy’s

attack on the "iron rice bowl” of guaran-

teed jobs. housing and other benefits, the

workers did not arrive at the understand-

ing that they needed to effect a proletar-

ian political overturn to preserve and

extend the gains of the 1949 Revolution.

What was crucially missing in China

in 1989 was a revolutionary party—or

even the nucleus of such a party—repre-

senting the interests of the proletariat, to

provide the necessary leadership to the

workers in struggle. Since that time,

some of the workers leaders, notably

Han Dongfang, have become advocates

of a “democratization" in China such as

was visited on the proletariat in the after-

math of the counterrevolution in East

Europe and the USSR. The Chinese

working class has demonstrated its valor

and. if necessary, willingness to die to

preserve the gains of the 1949 Revolu-

tion. But without a party committed to

defending the existing gain.s of the work-

ing class—for example, the overturns of

the capitalist order in Cuba. Vietnam and

North Korea as well as China—without

an international party committed to forg-

ing links between the Chinese working

class and the powerful Japanese proletar-

iat. without a party that is a tribune for

all those wronged by the imperialists and

by bureaucratic caste rule, it cannot tri-

umph. It is only revolutionary Trotsky-

ism that provides the program necessary

to build such a party. And it is the Inter-

national Communist League that has

fought for that program against those

who sing hymns of praise to bourgeois

democracy and counterrevolution.
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Racist Roundup of Immigrants

at Newark Airport
The Department of Homeland Secu-

rity has been conducting racist dragnets

of Latino people traveling by air and

subjecting them to arrest, jail and de-

portation. Between April 8 and 13. pas-

sengers on four separate flights arriving

from Los Angeles at Newark airport

were confronted by federal agents. A
total of 158 people, undocumented
Latino immigrants and those who came
to meet their flights, were hauled off to

detention centers. Most, if not all. now
face deportation proceedings.

This is a flagrant example of racial

profiling by the cops and an escalation of

the government’s all-sided attack on civil

rights. Passengers on domestic flights arc

not required to carry a passport or show
immigration documents. So how did the

Feds decide who was an "illegal” immi-

grant? "Did they ask only people who
looked Latino?" asked one immigrant

rights advocate (New York Times, 10

April). After Latino.s. who's next to be

screened by the cops as they step off

a plane? People with Arab-sounding

names? Black people? Youth with anti-

war buttons on tlieir backpacks?

Speaking of the Newark detentions, a

representative of the National Council

of La Raza declared. "We haven't heard

anything like this before." But if large-

scale arrests of airline passengers

on immigration charges is something

new. raids on work locations and mass

roundups of undocumented workers are

a customary part of the racist abuse the

capitalists inflict on immigrants. On
April 8. federal agents in San Diego

arrested 31 Latino shipyard workers

who worked for Continental Maritime, a

division of the defense contractor

Northrop Grumman, along with an addi-

tional 12 people who were found in their

homes. Three face criminal charges

of re-entering the country after being

deported; the others face deportation.

Under cover of the "war against ter-

ror.” the government has greatly esca-

lated its witchhunt of immigrants. Now

the Department of Homeland Security is

pushing a plan to "deputize" local and

state police to arrest immigrants on the

basis of federal immigration statutes,

even if they are not accused of breaking

a state law. Alabama and Florida are

already participating in the program—
which is based on a 1996 law signed by

President Bill Clinton—while Virginia.

Colorado and Idaho are considering

signing up. In Los Angeles County, the

sheriff’s office is reportedly close to an

agreement to allow booking officers to

seek out undocumented immigrants in

county jails for deportation.

It is vitally necessary for the entire

working class to defend the victims of

the government's racist anti-immigrant

roundups. We fight for full citizen-

ship rights for all immigrants; all tho.se

who arrive here, by whatever means,

should have the full rights available to

all Americans. We say; Free all the

detainees! Drop the charges! Stop the

racist anti-immigrant dragnets!

War...
(continuedfrom page I)

with hijacked aircraft in New York City!

But their attention was focused on their

main obsessions: capitalist counterrev-

blulion in China and "regime change"

in Iraq. Moreover. Osama bin Laden had

been America’s creature, armed and

equipped along with the Taliban to fight

U.S. imperialism’s "holy war.” launched

under Democrat Jimmy Carter against the

Soviet Red Army in Afghanistan. Like

Dr. Frankenstein, the U.S. rulers didn’t

calculate that their monster, bin Laden,

would get up and turn on his creator.

As we wrote in a prescient statement

by the Political Bureau of the Spartacist

League, just the day after the destruction

of the World Trade Center:

"The ruling parties—Democrats and
Republicans

—

are all too eager to he able

to wield the bodies of those who were
killed and wounded in order to reinforce

capitalist class rule. It's an opportunity for

the exploiters to peddle 'one nation indi-

visible’ patriotism to try to direct the bur-

geoning anger at the bottom of this soci-

ety away from themselves and toward an

indefinable foreign ‘enemy.’ as well as

immigrants in the U.S.. and to reinforce

their arsenal of domestic stale repression

against all the working people....

“In the aftermath of capitalist counterrevo-

lution in the Soviet Union, the American
imperialist rulers have sought to find a

surrogate for the war again.si ‘godless

Communism' in the spectre of ‘Islamic

terrorism.’ This is the new external enemy
against which they have sought to rally the

population, and they aim to use the attack

on the World Trade Center for furthering

public support for their impenalist terror

abroad, fostering the lie that the working
people of the U.S. have a common interest

with their capitalist exploiters."

— WV No. 764. 1 4 September 200

1

Dual Parties of Evil

at Home and Abroad
While the World Trade Center smol-

dered. Condoleezza Rice convened a

high-level meeting of Bush aides to "think

about how do you capitalize on these

opportunities to fundamentally change

American doctrine, and the shape of the

world, in the wake of September llih"

(Asia Times. 30 March 2003). Two dam-
aging exposes by Washington insiders.

Against All Enemies by Richard Clarke

and Plan of Attack by Bob Woodward,
reveal the White House’s cynical and mur-

derous opportunism. Clarke, the counter-

terrorism expert appointed by Clinton and
kept on by Bush, managed the September
1 1 crisis for the White House. He sent

Vice President Cheney and aides to a bun-

ker in the East Wing, and then set off to

join them. Fuming that his warnings about

Ai Qaeda had been ignored, he recounts:

"I turned the comer and found a machine
gun in my face. Cheney’s security detail

had set up outside the vault doors, with

body armor, shotguns, and MP5 machine
guns. Although they knew me. they were
not about to open the vault door.” Clarke

pleaded. "Hey guys, it’s me!" In a Septem-
ber 1 1 meeting with Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld and his deputy Paul

Wolfowitz. Clarke claims surprise that

they "were going to take advantage of this

national tragedy to promote their agenda
about Iraq.”

Woodward spells out that “regime
change” in Iraq "was the .standing policy

inherited from the Clinton administra-

tion.... A 1998 law passed by Congress

and signed by President Bill Clinton

authorized up to $97 million in military

assistance to Iraqi opposition forces ‘to

remove the regime headed by Saddam
Hussein’ and ’promote the emergence of

a democratic government’." Clinton began

the pipeline of money to the embezzler

Ahmed Chalabi. now a prominent figure

in the U.S. -installed Iraqi stooge "Gov-
erning Council.” (Chalabi also had a fan

in “anarchi.st" professor Noam Chomsky
[see WV No. 822. 19 March).) Secretary

of State Colin Powell and his aide Rich-

ard Armitage told Woodward, "most Ira-

qis thought Chalabi was a knucklehead.”

Per Woodward, animosities between the

State Department and the Pentagon are

such that "knucklehead” would be

almost a term of endearment.

Pentagon neocons Wolfowitz and Doug-
las Feith “chicken-baited” Powell, the

butcher of the first Gulf War. as repre-

senting the "Department of Nice" for his

hesitations about invading Iraq this lime.

According to Woodward. Powell kept

shaking his head and saying. “This is

lunacy” and cursed the Pentagon brass

as "Feith’s Gestapo office." Yet if was

Powell who held up the vial of imitation

anthrax in a stage-managed moment at the

United Nations to beat the drums for war.

on the lying pretext that Iraq had "weap-

ons of mass destruction." For all the dif-

ferences in style, Powell and the neocons

push the same policy, just as the Demo-
crats and the Republicans do. The differ-

ence is the packaging. The Democrats
would prefer to camouflage U.S. imperi-

alist war with the backing of the UN.
while the "Bush doctrine” is one of pre-

emptive strike and allies be damned.

The Clinton administration waged a

ruthless war against Iraq, including thou-

sands of bombing sorties and the UN star-

vation blockade which killed one and a

half million people, particularly children

and the elderly. When Clinton’s Secretary

of Slate Madeleine Albright was asked
about this monstrous crime, she serenely

opined: “We think the price was worth it.”

The UN weapons inspections and dis-

armament which took place during the

Clinton administration ensured that Iraq

would be defenseless when the time came
for the Bush administration to launch an
open war on Iraq. Bush went into Iraq

because it was easy, but not North Korea
because it has nukes, Now as the presiden-

tial race heals up. Democratic contender
and U.S. Senator John Kerry is running as

a more responsible war candidate than
Bush, pledging to increase the number of
troops and to stay the course in Iraq. Kerry
immediately chastised Spain’s new prime
minister Zapatero for vowing to pull

Spanish troops from Iraq. So much for tlie

Democratic Party "lesser evil!"

No to the Draft!

U.S. Troops Out of Iraq!

Fear of lingering "Vietnam syndrome."
i.e.. the unwillingness of the American
population to shed blood in another los-

ing venture for U.S. imperialism,' has
cynically prompted the rulers to bigger
and bigger lies. Since the 1991 Gulf War.
it has been Pentagon policy to limit pho-
tographs of body bags and coffins return-

ing home for burial. A woman and her

husband were fired by a Pentagon con-

tractor for violating policy by snapping a

picture of flag-draped coffins in a trans-

port plane being loaded in Kuwait. With

their racist disregard for Iraqi life, the

American military occupiers destroy

hospitals to treat the wounded and barely

report the huge numbers of Iraqi dead.

And Bush is so determined to "disap-

pear” the American dead that he hasn’t

turned up at one funeral for a soldier

killed in Iraq.

With its pretensions to be the friend of

the worker and the oppressed, the Demo-
cratic Parly is the historic party of big

war mobilizations. The Democrats have

the popularity not to have to resort to pri-

vatized mercenaries, unlike the Republi-

can gang in the White House. Black

Democratic Party Congressmen Charles

Rangel and John Conyers are pushing to

reinstitute the draft. In remarks delivered

to the Washington press club on April

15, Rangel motivated conscripting men
and women, staling, "how proud all of

them should be during the time of

national emergency that they will be able

to serve our great country.” Tell it to for-

mer soldier Nicole Goodwin, a black

woman who returned from Iraq to a cot

in a homeless shelter with her one-year-

old baby! The real national emergency
is brutal capitalist exploitation, union-

busting. poverty, homelessness, unem-
ployment. systematic racial oppression,

murderous police violence and increased

segregation. These are the issues that no
Democrat or Republican will address

except in empty electioneering speeches
to be honored in the breach, because the

solution requires a thoroughgoing social-

ist revolution to reorder the priorities

according to the needs of working peo-

ple. not the profits of the ruling class.

The race and class bias inherent in

who dies for U.S. imperialism will not

be redressed by reinstituting the draft.

The sons and daughters of the ruling

class, like George Bush, can always find

a way to stay stateside while the sons

and daughters of the working. class are

sent to die. The excruciating contradic-

tion of being sent to fight for a country
that promises you nothing but inequal-

ity. and a welcome mat nowhere but

prison and the army, sparked black vete-

rans to lead social struggles upon their

return home from both world wars,

Korea and Vietnam. Rangel and Conyers
seek to dissipate the anger that already

seethes m the ghettos and barrios of this

country, where more black youth end up
in prison than in college. Their push for

the draft back in January 2003 merely
paved the way for Republican Senator
Hagel and Democratic Senator Bidcn.

influential members of the Foreign Rela-
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tions Committee, to float the question

now. blathering about "shared sacrifice.”

Legislation has been introduced in both

chambers to revive the draft, although no

action has been scheduled on cither mea-

sure. We say. not a penny or a man (or a

woman) for U.S. imperialism!

The Domestic Face
of the “War on Terror”

Bloody imperialist war has been

accompanied by a devastating assault

on civil liberties. The USA-Palriot Act,

adopted with overwhelming support of

the Democrats (including John Kerry) has

shredded the civil rights of labor, the left,

immigrants, and everybody el.se. Bush

and the Democrats are trying to outdo

one another in the “war on terror” in

the run-up to the elections. In the imme-
diate aftermath of September 1 1, striking

schoolteachers in New Jersey were pillo-

ried as Taliban for breaking the reaction-

ary "national unity” crusade. Tom Ridge

of the Department of Homeland Security

personally intervened to threaten long-

shoremen organized by the ILWU on the

West Coast that any strike action by them
would be against the interests of national

security.

Bush wants an early renewal of the

Patriot Act. The Democrats, mindful of

protests by civil libertarians, now back-

pedal on their support for this, but they

brag about other "get tough on terror”

schemes they have instituted and more
they will institute if they get the chance.

The Homeland Security Act originated in

concept as the “Lieberman bill." intro-

duced by the Democrats’ last vice presi-

dential candidate. John Kerry and the

Democrats support a version of legislation

for a new sweeping domestic intelligence

agency and the creation of a “national

intelligence director.” As the ACLU’s
executive director said in a press release,

such an agency “could easily employ the

same kind of dirty tricks the CIA uses

overseas here in the United States against

American citizens.”

These days citizenship is already no pro-

Vanunu...
(continuedfrom page 1)

wheelchair. Three weeks later they killed

his successor. Dr. Abdel Aziz Rantisi, in

another missile strike. The threat against

Arafat is but the latest installment of the

Zionist rulers’ long history of assassina-

tion as policy. As we wrote following

Yassin’s assassination, “The Israeli rul-

ing class is sending a message to the Pal-

estinian masses—to those imprisoned in

Gaza by an electric fence and those

trapped in the West Bank by concrete

walls—that it has license to obliterate

every Palestinian leader of any stripe”

(WVNo. 823. 2 April).

When Bush endorsed Sharon’s plan to

"withdraw” from the Gaza Strip while

building up Israeli settlements in the West
Bank, he reversed nearly four decades of

formal U.S. policy with a wave of his

hand. Rantisi's assassination immediately

followed. At least 25 Palestinians have

been killed by Israeli troops in the past

week. Sharon’s proposed “withdrawal"

from Gaza is a ploy to reinforce Israeli

control of the West Bank and destroy any

vestige of Palestinian resistance. Hands

off Arafat! Defend the Palestinian peo-

ple! All Israeli troops and settlers out of
the Occupied Territories now!

Vanunu: a Truthteller

the Zionists Fear

In 1986, Vanunu, a former technician at

the Israeli nuclear weapons facility in

Dimona, was kidnapped by the secret

police (Mossad). thrown into a desert

prison in Ashkelon and sentenced to 18

years by a secret military court for reveal-

ing to the London Sunday Times that

Israel had amassed upwards of 200 nuclear

warheads. Vanunu’s disclosures were a

great service to all humanity. When he
was sentenced on charges of aiding and
abetting "the enemy in time of war,” we
wrote. “Who is the enemy? What war? To
the Zionist nuclear madmen, it doesn’t

lection against the ravages of the U.S. gov-

ernment. U.S. citizen Jose Padilla, arrested

in Chicago, was deemed by Ashcroft’s

“Justice” Department an “enemy combat-

ant" and dumped in a military brig in South

Carolina. An amicus brief filed by the

Spartacist League and the Partisan Defense

Committee on behalf of Padilla states:

"The 'war against terrorism’ is a fiction,

a political construct, not a military reality.

It is a political crusade conducted in the

name of ridding society of a perceived

evil. It is no more u ‘war’ in a military

sense than 'war against cancer.’ 'war

against obesity' or a 'war against immor-
ality.' Like the ‘war against communism’
and the 'war against drugs,' this ‘war’ is a

pretext to increase the state’s police pow-
ers and repressive apparatus, constricting

the democratic rights of the population.

The Executive’s declaration that its 'war

against terrorism' forfeits constitutional

protections for designated individuals,

echoes the regimes of shahs and colonels

and presidents 'for life’ from the Near
East to Africa to Latin Amenca, to justify

the mass imprisonment and unmarked
graves of political dissidents. Like them,

the Executive is proclaiming the right to

disappear citizens of its choosing.”

Indeed, America’s founding fathers

would be jailed under the Patriot Act

today for defending the right to resis-

tance to oppression! Patrick Henry in-

toned. “Guard with jealous attention the

public liberty. Suspect every one who
approaches that jewel. Unfortunately,

nothing will preserve it but downright

force. Whenever you give up that force,

you are ruined.” It doesn’t take a Marxist

or even a civil libertarian to find the

assaults on civil liberties today disturb-

ing. But this anger is getting channeled

into the “anybody but Bush” campaign.

The preceding eight years of the Dem-
ocratic Clinton administration provided

Bush more than fertile ground for the

assault on civil liberties. After the 1995

Oklahoma City bombing, for example,

the Clinton administration enacted the

“Omnibus Counterterrorism Act.” under

which immigrants and all "aliens” can be

subjected to secret trials without any

charges being presented. Habeas peti-

tions were virtually eliminated for death

row prisoners under the 1996 Antiterror-

ism and Effective Death Penally Act,

which vastly increased the number of

crimes for which the slate could apply

the death penalty. Most of the immi-

grants who were rounded up by the Bush

administration after September 1 1 as

potential "terrorists” and held for months

without any charges being presented

were targeted not under Bush's Patriot

Act. but under Clinton’s 1996 Immigra-

tion Act. Besides vastly stepping up slate

repression, the other hallmark of the

Clinton years was his fulfillment of his

vow to “end welfare as we know it.”

throwing poor, single black mothers into

union-busting “workfare” jobs, or termi-

nating welfare benefits.

Break with the Democrats,
Build a Workers Party!

With the gollapse of the Soviet Union

and deformed workers states in Ea,st

Europe in 1991-92, the workers and

oppressed internationally .suffered a world-

historic defeat. The "death of commu-
nism” heralded by the U.S. imperialists

was the basis on which U.S. imperialism

has launched increasingly frequent,

bloody and aggressive wars, beginning

with the first Persian Gulf War under

George Bush Sr.; continuing with wars

and occupations in the Balkans, Haiti,

Somalia and Iraq as well as the bombing
of Afghanistan and Sudan under Clinton;

and culminating (so far) in George Bush
Jr.'s "war without end.” These were pre-

ceded by the U.S. invasions of Panama
and Grenada, which had a gratuitous

quality, but set the pattern for imperial-

ist invasions as allegedly bloodless

operations. At the same time, the widely

accepted belief that “communism is

dead" has resulted in an international

retrogression of consciousness so that

workers in general do not identify their

struggles with the liberating goals of

Marxism. The forces most prominently

seen as opposing U.S. imperialism are

reactionary Islamic fundamentalists that

were given birth by, particularly, the

matter—they are at war with the whole
world, everybody is the enemy” (WV No.

450, 8 April 1988). Vanunu’s revelations

made clear that Israel’s capitalist rulers

had enough nuclear weapons not only to

incinerate every Arab capital, but to bomb
major cities in the Soviet Union as well.

Israel’s nuclear arsenal was built up with

the active support of the U.S., France and

other imperialist powers, as part of their

war drive against the then-existing Soviet

degenerated workers stale and to rein-

force the Israeli garrison state as their

gendarme in the region.

The Zionist butchers are putting around
Vanunu a small replica of the wall they

are constructing to confine and strangle

the Palestinian people in the West Bank.
Under emergency laws enacted in 1945

under the British Mandate, Vanunu is

now prohibited from leaving Israel for at

least a year, visiting foreign embassies
or approaching borders, ports or airports,

and even having any contact with for-

eigners—either in person or through cor-

respondence. He is forbidden to give

interviews about his work at Dimona
and is required to inform the cops if

approached for this purpose. Vanunu will

be under 24-hour surveillance and as the

Financial Times (20 April) reports, his

phone will be tapped. Vanunu will require

police permission in order to leave Jaffa,

where he will be living, and must advi.se

authorities 24 hours in advance if he plans

to sleep at another address.

Many people around the world revere

Vanunu as a hero. Upon his release Vanu-
nu announced,. "I am proud and happy
to do what I did." Having spent more
than eleven years in solitary confinement,
Vanunu denounced the "very cruel and
barbaric treatment” meted out by Israeli

security services, and promised, "You
didn’t succeed to break me. you didn’t

succeed to make me crazy.”

As a Sephardic Jew whose family had
emigrated from Morocco, it was Vanu-
nu’s own experience of discrimination

at the hands of the European-derived

Ashkenazi establishment that led to his

active alienation from Zionism. He took

up the cause of Palestinian rights as a

student at Beersheba’s Ben-Gurion Uni-

versity, where he befriended Bedouin

and Palestinian students and participated

in protests for Palestinian equality and

against the 1982 Lebanon war.

The ICL and the Partisan Defense
Committee have actively fought for Vanu-

nu’s freedom for 18 years. In June 1987,

Vanunu’s former companion and spokes-

man Judy Zimmet, joined Mumia Abu-
Jamal’s wife Wadiya in speaking from
the platform of an SL forum in New York
City devoted to class-struggle defense.

On April 20, the PDC wrote the Israeli

embassy: “We vehemently protest the

continued attack on Mordechai Vanunu.
For his courageous action 18 years ago the

working people, indeed all of humanity,

owe Vanunu a tremendous debt of grati-

tude.” End all restrictions on Vanunu!

Australia...
(continuedfrom page 3)

action to demand: Free the arrested IS

February Redfem militants! Drop ail the

charges now!

For a Class-Struggle Fight for
Aboriginal Rights!

To prevail against the might of the cap-

italist state, it is necessary to mobilise the

social power of the organised working

class. Central to the SL forum was our

program for union/minority/black mobil-

isations against racist state terror. This

program contrasts with calls promoted by

groups such as Socialist Alliance for a

“full independent inquiry" or for a royal

commission to investigate police actions.

Referring to the Royal Commission into

Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, concluded

in 1991, which exonerated the cops in all

99 cases it reviewed, our forum presenter

noted that any inquiry set up by the capi-

talist state would only be a whitewash.

CIA—forces violently antithetical to

Marxi.sm and the genuine interests of the

oppressed.

Today many people on the supposedly

"socialist” left accept the ruling class’

assertion that “communism is dead” and

that there is no longer any point in fight-

ing to destroy capitalism and establish a

socialist society that has no need of war

or racism. In this they echo the ruling

class which would have you believe that

the interests of the working class are

identical with those of the exploiters.

These reformists would have you believe

that the only task ahead for the working

class and oppressed is to "dump Bush" in

favor of bringing in whatever “lesser evil”

the capitalists might offer in his place.

At the conclusion of his book. Bob
Woodward cites a conversation he had

with Bush in the Oval Office. ‘The
upcoming presidential election would

perhaps be the most immediate judgment

on the war, but certainly not the last.

How would history judge his Iraq War? I

asked.” Woodward notes. “Bush smiled.

‘History,’ he said, shrugging, taking his

hands out of his pockets, extending his

arms out and suggesting with his body
language that it was so far off. 'We won’t

know. We’ll all be dead’." As Chris

Floyd commented in the Moscow Times

(April 23-29). “No fine, faith-filled talk

here about God and Jesus and the

immortal soul responsible for its actions

throughout all eternity—the kind of zeal-

ous patter Bush favors in public state-

ments. This was just the cold, rotten,

meaningless core of his grand vision

—

'we’ll all be dead.’ So who cares? Apris

moi, le ddluge."

Today’s world confirms more acutely

than ever the words of Rosa Luxemburg
nearly one hundred years ago, that the

choices ahead for humanity are socialism

or barbarism. We aim to build a party

that mobilizes the tremendous social

power that exists in the proletariat, fight-

ing in defense of the oppressed interna-

tionally to bring down U.S. and all impe-

rialism through workers revolution.*

The “legal system” that would conduct or

oversee such an “inquiry” is fresh from
the union-busting Cole Royal Commis-
sion. which targeted the CFMEU con-

struction union, and is currently prosecut-

ing and viciously denying bail to the

Redfem militants! No “independence"

can be expected from this state whose
army is part of the U.S. -led Coalition that

is brutally occupying Iraq, imprisoning

whole cities. like Falluja, and gunning

down dark-skinned residents from tanks

and helicopters.

Calls for a royal commission are indeed

counterposed to the necessary proletarian-

centred defence of Aboriginal people.

Such calls demobilise struggle against the

brutalities of the capitalist state by pro-

moting illusions that the latter can be pres-

sured to be more partisan towards Aborig-

inal people. Pleas for the stale to set up an

inquiry give authority and therefore added

strength to the same force that would try

and crush any struggle against racist

repression and capitalist exploitation.

In a small way. the Police Association’s

diktat to Trades Hall to ban a leftist meet-

ing in defence ofAborigines shows clearly

why the cops have no place in the workers

movement. Imagine trying to prepare a

mass picket line or a union-centred action

defending Aborigines when the very

police force that is organised precisely for

the purpose of violently attacking such

struggles is part of the meeting where
these campaigns are organised! We say:

Cops, prison guards out of the unions!

The VTHC leadership’s embrace of
the cops reflects their subservience to

the capitalist state. Indeed, the union
tops’ program is to get their Labor Party

parliamentary mates elected to govern-

ment to administer the bourgeois state.

A class-struggle leadership of the unions
must be built in a political struggle

against the Laborite misleaders. Such a

leadership would be linked to a Leninist

party that would lead the revolutionary

fight to sweep away the entire racist cap-

italist system.*
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Shut Down the Campus! Boycott Classes!

Victory to Columbia Graduate

Student Employees Strike!

Young Spartacus

GSEU strike picket marches onto campus to join undergraduate walkout and
support rally, April 21.

APRIL 26—Hundreds of graduate stu-

dents—instructors, research assistants

and teaching assistants—organized by the

Graduate Student Employees United/

United Auto Workers Local 2110 (GSEU)

walked out on strike at Columbia on April

19 in the face of the campus adminis-

tration's unyielding opposition to their

Young Spartacus

attempts to unionize. Last week, there

were daily pickets at various university

locations, including a day of picketing at

the Health Sciences campus some 50

blocks north, where a significant minor-

ity of GSEU members work and study.

The Columbia Spartacus Youth Club

has been actively participating in the

strike, joining the picket lines and urging

students to help the strike win. The strike

has found considerable support. Instructors

from Rutgers. Professional Staff Congress

members from the City University of

New York system and unionized TAs and

adjunct faculty from New York University

have helped man the picket lines. Graduate

student unions fighting for recognition

at other campuses, such as Yale and the

University of Pennsylvania, are watching

this strike closely. Members of other cam-
pus unions have individually expressed

sympathy. Many students have shown
their support for the strike, including at a

walkout and rally on April 21 led by a

Students for Economic and Environmental

Justice-organized undergraduate support

committee.

The administration, which runs the

university in the service of the capitalist

class (a class amply represented on its

Board of Trustees), has made it clear that

this is a battle between two irreconcil-

ably opposed sides. Liberal provost Alan

Brinkley stated baldly: “There's no middle

ground between these positions (of the

administration and the union]” (Columbia

Spectator. 20 April). This administration

is impervious to attempts to embarrass it,

shame it or appeal to a sense of decency

that it doesn’t have. In addition to being

a racist slumlord. Columbia has a long

history of battling union organizing

drives. The university refused to recog-

nize Transport Workers Union Local 241

representing campus maintenance work-

ers until a two-day strike in 1945. two

years after the union was formed. In its

fight against the GSEU, Columbia has

hired the notorious Proskauer Rose law

firm, which specializes in union-busting.

The campus must be shut down for the

strike to win. The union leadership has

yet to build picket lines for the explicit

purpose of stopping all business on

the campus. Despite the cancellation of

many classes, labs and discussion sec-

tions taught by graduate students, others

continue to meet under scab instructors,

although some of these scabs have faced

class walkouts by irate undergraduates.

The union has taken the crucial step of

seeking to slop deliveries to campus,

albeit sporadically.

We have argued from the strike’s begin-

ning for all groups sympathetic to the

GSEU to hold their meetings off campus.

The GSEU is now taking this up. However,

the undergraduate strike support group

has met on campus during the strike.

Although well-meaning, such “solidarity”

meetings undermine the strike by using a

struck facility when strike supporters

should instead help shut the campus down.

The SYC has argued for a general boy-

cott of classes and for all workers on cam-

pus to stop working. Due to their sheer

numbers on campus, students have some
social weight and can affect the out-

come of this strike. A real show of student

solidarity would significantly disrupt

the “normal workings" of the university.

Many have said they agree with our

arguments; however, the union leadership

rejects a strategy that could bring the

administration to its knees. Some claim

that a boycott is unrealistic and would

lead to reprisals. If the union were to call

a student boycott of classes and if campus
workers and students respected the picket

lines, it would provide students and work-

ers supporting the strike some protection

against academic penalties and reprisals.

In contrast to the SYC. much of the

campus left has conducted themselves

dreadfully in the strike. Some “radical"

professors like History’s Barbara Fields

oppose the strike, while others like Eric

Foner have declared themselves “neutral."

Many strikers are rightfully furious with

these academics, who effectively under-

mine the strike by continuing to hold

classes and stating their intention to grade

papers, who in short are scabbing. Foner

and Fields have written eloquently about

the struggles of black slaves against

the racist Southern slavocracy during

the Civil War. But when class struggle

threatens to disrupt their comfortable,

tenured careers, they tell a different tale.

The record of the Internationa! Socialist

Organization (ISO) is only fractionally

better. Although they massed their forces

for the April 21 student rally, they have

more frequently been spotted hawking

the Socialist Worker at literature tables

behind the picket lines. At bottom, the ISO
rejects the fight to mobilize the workers

and their allies independently of the

bosses, and honoring the picket line is not

a matter of principle for them. The ISO

only moved its meetings off the main

campus after the union leadership expli-

citly asked them to.

We print below an April 21 New York

SYC leaflet widely distributed on the

picket lines.

* * *

Columbia University graduate students

walked out on strike Monday, rightly fed

up with more than two years of attempts

by the admini.stration to stop their union-

ization. Members of the campus Gradu-

ate Student Employees United (GSEU),
which represents a majority of teaching

and research assistants, overwhelmingly

authorized the strike. Graduate students

play an integral role at the university. TAs
carry the burdens of teaching, conducting

discussions and grading course papers;

RAs typically perform experiments and

help maintain labs. Other graduate stu-

dents teach courses in the core curriculum,

the Undergraduate Writing Program and

many language classes. Yet these students

receive only a pittance compared to what

a tenure-track professor receives and can

barely live off what they earn. On the first

day of the strike, the Spartacus Youth
Club joined five hundred striking students

and their supporters on the picket lines,

where popular chants were “If we’re

not workers, then we’re not 'not work-
ing’!” and “Union, now!” Students from
other area schools came out, including

representatives of the graduate student

union at New York University. We say:

Victory to the GSEU strike!

Shutting down the university is crucial

to winning this struggle. The SYC calls

on all students, workers and faculty to

mobilize in solidarity. We say that there

should be a boycott of all classes, both on
and off campus, and united action to build

picket lines that nobody crosses. Students

must forge an alliance with campus work-
ers. from maintenance workers in TWU
241 to cafeteria workers in SEIU 1 199. to

extend the strike campus-wide as well as

with UPS and postal service workers to

stop deliveries, One small example of
such labor solidarity was the sympathy
strike by clerical workers in UAW 21 10

during the GSEU one-day strike in 2002.

While there is significant support for

the strike on campus, this support must be

translated into an understanding of the

elementary principle that picket lines

mean don 't cross. Picket lines are the fun-

damental battle lines of the class struggle.

By withholding their labor power, strik-

ing workers can bring all activity at a

location to a halt, whether at a campus or

factory, but not without solid picket lines.

It is on the picket line, not in the halls of

continued on page 9
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GSEU members
and supporters on
first day of strike,

April 19. SYC has
walked picket line:

argued for shuttlni

down campus as
strategy to win.
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U.S. Out of Iraq Now!

U.S. Imperialism s
The grotesque photos flashed

around the world from Abu Ghraib

prison in U.S.-occupied Iraq have

totally demolished the official Bush

line that the U.S. went in to “liber-

ate” Iraq and institute “democracy.”

This “liberation” is now identified

with a young American woman sol-

dier holding a groveling, naked Iraqi

prisoner tethered to a leash like

an animal. The photos only partially

expose a small part of the terror and

atrocities which in fact are meted out

daily to U.S. imperialism's victims

worldwide, as well as inside the U.S.

itself. From the prison camp in Guan-

tanamo Bay, Cuba to the death rows

of Texas; from systematic mass mur-

der and torture of Vietnamese libera-

tion fighters in the CIA’s “Operation

Phoenix" program in Vietnam to the

death squads in Latin America; from

Britain’s Long Kesh prison to the

basements of French colonial Algiers;

from Chile’s Santiago Stadium to

Israel’s Ashkelon: an awful network

of torture and death, going back

in time, spans the world. These are

not “aberrations." They are the con-

scious policies of imperialist and neo-

colonialist ruling regimes, who rou-

tinely and necessarily use terror and

degradation as tools to maintain their

power.

The Democratic Party is trying to

exploit widespread revulsion at the

newly exposed sexual abuse and tor-

ture by American troops and mercen-

aries in Iraq to fuel their campaign
to take over the White House from

Bush. In reality, the crimes and de-

struction for which U.S. imperialism

is known worldwide were chiefly

carried out under Democratic Party

administrations: the A-bombing of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki; the reduc-

tion of North Korea to rubble in a

war carried out under United Nations

aegis in the early 1950s; the napalm-

ing and systematic devastation of

Vietnam; the terror bombing of Ser-

bia under Clinton in 1999.

occupation of Iraq is the multiracial pro-

letariat at home. U.S. out of Iraq!

No people ever subjugated by an impe-

rialist army, and certainly no black person

in America, could have been surprised by
the widespread debasement of prisoners

by American forces in Iraq. It’s no acci-

dent the killers and sadists of Abu Ghraib

include former U.S. cops and prison

guards, domestic enforcers of U.S. state

terror against poor, black and working
people and immigrants. Reports from
Abu Ghraib specify that one prisoner was
raped and sodomized with a broom-
stick—exactly like Haitian immigrant

Abner Louima was in a New York City

police station in 1997. One of the tortur-

ers at Abu Ghraib. Specialist Charle.s

Graner Jr., is a guard at Pennsylvania’s

notorious SCI Greene prison where
America’s foremost black political pris-

oner. Mumia Abu-Jamal, is held on death

its “war on terror” has exported and

vastly expanded its own arsenal of

terror, now employed on a world

scale without even the hypocriti-

cal pretense of “legality." Anthony

Lewis, a liberal who believes that the

U.S. should act in accordance with

its purported commitment to the rule

of law. wrote: “President Bush has

made clear his view that law must

bend to what he regards as necessity.

National security trumps our com-
mitments to international law. The
Constitution must yield to novel in-

fringements on American freedom."

On the other end of the spectrum iv

the rabid apologist for Zionist terror.

Alan Dershowitz: "(We could use! a

torture warrant.... I would talk about

a nonlethal torture, say, a sterilized

needle underneath the nail, which

would violate the Geneva Accords,

but you know, countries all over the

world violate the Geneva Accords"

(CNN. 4 March 2003). Warrant or

not. Maj. Gen. Miller, chief of deten

tion first in Guantdnamo and now in

Iraq, testified that “special interroga-

tion techniques.. .must be approved.”

i.e.. torture is permissible.

As the scandal exploded. Bush’'

Secretary of State Colin Powell,

overseer of the 1991 mass slaughter

of fleeing Iraqi troops on the "high-

way of death” in the first Gulf War.

compared the prison abuse to the

1968 My Lai massacre in Vietnam in

an interview on CNN. as just one of

those deplorable things that happen

in war. It’s obscene that this mass
murderer is allowed to weep public

crocodile tears for the hundreds of

Vietnamese men, women and chil-

dren slaughtered—after mass rape,

sodomy, torture and maiming—by
U.S. troops in the village of My Lai.

In My Lai. the American ruling class

pinned the blame on low-level

“rogue” soldiers and amnestied the

most senior officers involved. Gen-
eral Rosier, the division commander
in overall charge of the troops in My
Lai. watched the entire massacre

from the air and radioed orders to Lieu-

tenant Calley in the village. Calley was
merely as high up the chain of command
as the American government was willing

to go.

A major goal of the Bu.sh administra-

tion in invading and occupying Iraq was
to overcome the “Vietnam syndrome.”

voniimied on page 10

Torture, Inc.
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Relatives of Iraqi prisoners protest outside Abu Ghraib prison. May 5, demanding
“Occupiers leave our countryl” Below: U.S. troops routinely round up and brutalize

population in Iraq.

row. That prison was the scene of a 1998

abuse scandal over guards beating and

sadistically humiliating prisoners. In a

3 May column. Mumia writes: “The hor-

rific treatment of Iraqis at Abu Ghraib has

its dark precedents in the prisons and

police stations across America."

The American imperialist stale, already

a prison hou.se for blacks, in the name of

In the Iraq war. the International

Communist League forthrightly took a

side for the military defense of Iraq, with-

out giving any political support to Sad-

dam Hussein, against U.S. imperialism.

Under the brutal U.S. military occupation

today, every blow against the U.S. and its

dwindling “coalition of the willing” is

objectively in the interests of workers

worldwide. At the same time, we stead-

fastly oppose the communalisi violence

carried out by clerical reactionaries and
remnants of the Ba’athist regime. The
crucial force that must be mobilized polit-

ically to strike a blow against the U.S.
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South Africa: Protest ANC Government Crackdown

on Leftists and Landless Peoples Movement!

JOHANNESBURG—The African National

Congress (ANC) capitalist regime is hys-

terically celebrating ten years of democ-

racy and freedom and has inaugurated a

president. Behind the democratic facade is

the closed fist of repression targeting left-

ist opponents of ANC privatisation and

a social movement fighting for land for

the millions of landless in neo-apartheid

South Africa. With the ANC falsely

claiming a mandate after the recent elec-

tion (with only 32 percent of the electo-

rate voting!) and President Thabo Mbeki
having enlisted in George Bush’s "war on

terror" this state persecution is ominous

and ultimately aimed at the working class

as a whole. It must be protested both

within South Africa and internationally.

An injury to one is an injury to all!

On Human Rights Day, 21 March, the

Anti-Privatisation Forum (APF) sought to

protest outside the dedication ceremony

of the new Constitutional Court building

where Mbeki was to speak. Members of

the APF were arrested not at the Consti-

tutional Court hut at various gathering

sites and taxi ranks around Gauteng Prov-

ince including Soweto. Hillbrow and Pre-

toria. Their "crime" was their intent to

express their opposition to prepaid water

meters, utility cutoffs and privatisation

policies of the ANC. Increasingly, in the

"new” South Africa, constitutional rights

stand for nothing when you challenge the

capitalist status quo. Some 52 APF mem-
bers were identified and arrested because

they were wearing the distinctive red APF
shirts. They were held for four hours

Black Liberation Through
Socialist Revolution

In J953. when legally enforced segrega-

tion still the rule in the South. American
Trotskyist Richard S. Fraser gave two lec-

tures explaining the unique role of racist

oppression in underpinning the entire course

of the development of American capitalism.

He pul forward the perspective of revo-

lutionary integrationism—the fight for full

political and social equality of black people

in American society necessarily lied to the

for an egalitarian socialist society. He counterposed this revolutionary pro-

gram both to bourgeois liberals, and also to those in the Stalinist Communist Party
and within his own then-Trotskyist Socialist Workers Parly who argued that American
black people were a separate nation. The Spartacist League carries forward Fraser's

pioneering work and lifelong .struggle for a third American revolution.

TROTSKY LENIN

The racial division of society was bom with capitalism and will die only with the

death of this last system of exploitation. Before capitalism there was no race concept.

There was no skin color exploitation, there was no race prejudice, there was no idea of
superiority and inferiority based upon physical characteristics.

It was the advent of Negro chattel slavery in the western hemisphere which first

divided society into races. In a measure the whole supremacy of western capitalism is

tounded upon this modem chattel slavery. The primary accumulation of capital which
was the foundation of the industrial revolution was accrued largely from the slave trade.

The products of the slave system in the early colonies formed die backbone of Euro-
pean mercantilism and the raw materials for industrial capitalism. The three-cornered
trade by pious New England merchants, consisting of mm. slaves and sugar cane, was
the foundation of American commerce. Thus Negro slavery was the pivotal point upon
which the foundations of the U.S. national economy were hinged....

But capitalism, even in the southern United States, has created the conditions neces-
sary for its own destruction. It has disrupted the old agrarian pattern, undermined the

privileged white middle class, thus weakening the whole fabric of social repression. It

has created great industries, proletariani^ing white, urbanizing black. This process has
centralized the Negro community in positions of great strategic advantage in large city

communities, whereas before they were dispersed over the countryside. Capitalism has
likewise created the conditions for the overthrow of race prejudice by working class

solidarity.

It falls upon the shoulders of the proletarian revolution, in which the American
workers will join together with the Negro people in the abolition of capitalism, to

uproot the Jim Crow system. It is our task to build the party to lead that revolution:
the Socialist Workers Party.

—R.S. Fraser. "The Negro Stmggic and the Proletarian Revolution.”
in “In Memoriam—Richard S. Fraser." Prometheus Research Series No. 3 (1990)
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and rclea.sed after paying a fine. They
faced a court dale on May 5. where the

slate dropped the charges. A number of

bystanders were arrested simply for wear-

ing red and being in the vicinity of depar-

ture points. Bail conditions have been

designed to restrict the freedom of move-
ment of APF organisers. There is also

a high court interdict restricting mem-
bers of the APF from coming within 50
meters of the Johannesburg Waterworks
in Soweto.

The members of the APF were de-

tained and denied their rights because

of the slanderous and dangerous accusa-

tion regarding a protest at Johannesburg

mayor Amos Masondo’s house in 2002.

Then, the mayor's security guards wan-
tonly and without provocation fired on an

unarmed crowd protesting water and
electricity cutoffs in Soweto. Despite the

protesters being hounded by the courts

for almost a year, no charges were made
to stick, which exposes the baseless

violence-bailing pretext of the stale.

Masondo and the ANC are making it

maximally difficult for the APF to organ-

ise protest within Johannesburg.

On April 14. election day, some 60
members of the Landless Peoples Move-
ment (LPM) were prevented from enter-

ing Johannesburg where they were to

press their call fora boycott (“no land no
vole") of the elections. They were kept in

holding cells for a night and had to pay

R300 bail after being charged with contra-

vening election laws, An LPM spokes-

man said some members were "subjected

to interrogation, harassment and physical

violence” while in detention. The LPM's
threat to occupy white-owned farms has

caused a great deal of distress in the ANC
and in South Africa generally, where

the spectre of Mugabe's land seizures in

Zimbabwe is an all-purpose bogeyman.
The Freedom of Expression Institute, an

organisation that monitors attacks on civil

liberties, has said that the APF and LPM
are “effectively banned organisations in

Johannesburg.”

Especially since the 2002 World Sum-
mit on Sustainable Development, where

both groups protested against ANC poli-

cies. they have been subject to intensified

scrutiny and provocation by the National

Intelligence Service (NIS). It is illusory

and dangerous to rely on the constitution

or on the so-called “progressive" creden-

tials of the bourgeois-nationalist ANC.
There is a yawning chasm between the

constitutional pretensions of the ANC and

the ugly reality on the ground.

Validating the “liberation" claims of

the government is the South African Com-
munist Party/Congress of South African

Trade Unions (SACP/COSATU) in their

Tripartite Alliance with the ANC. The
powerful unions in this country have the

power to slop state repression when not

chained to the ANC through the class col-

laboration of SACP/COSATU. While
with the assistance of SACP/COSATU

the ANC parades as a liberation move-
ment in power, they are in fact black

front men for the capitalist class, which
remains, as it was under the old apartheid

system, overwhelmingly white. And they

have proved time and again their willing-

ness to use the apparatus and instruments

of repression against the working class,

the left and militant students. In late

April. Wits (University of Witwalersrand)

students brought the campus to a stand-

still to protest the cutting of financial aid

packages to needy students by 50 per cent.

The university administration called the

cops, and 12 .students were arrested and
face charges of “public violence” under

the 1993 Gathering Act. the same law used

against the APF. Drop the charges against

Wits student protesters! The courts, cops

and laws are the means by which the ANC
insures the supremacy of the Randlords

and neo-aparlheid capitalist rule. Down
with the Tripartite Alliance! Mobilise

working class power to defend the right to

assemble and organise! Down with the

ANC’s anti-terror legislation!

The APF reflects a vacillating posture

toward the ANC. Common to leftist ele-

ments and groups within the APF is a

shared history of class collaboration with

the ANC at one stage or another. APF
leader Trevor Ngawane is himself an

expelled ANC councilor. The Cliffile

Keep Left! yet again called for a vole

for the capitalist ANC in the recent elec-

tions. The Taaffeite Democratic Socialist

Movement (DSM) spent 20 years inside

the ANC before it "discovered” it was a

capitalist party in 1996. While some APF
spokesmen called for a boycott of the

elections, during early Iraq antiwar pro-

tests, the APF shared a platform with

ANC bigwigs, thereby legitimising the

antiwar pretensions of the capitalist ANC.
The APF and their constituent groups
function as left tails of bourgeois nation-

alism and see their role as being that of

left pressure on the ANC-led nationalist

popular front for structural adjustments

within the confines of capitalism.

Spartacist South Africa’s opposition to

the ANC is principled and unstinting. The
only way to end the incessant attacks on
the working class and impoverished, to

provide jobs for all and land to the land-

less is through socialist revolution in

South Africa led by the powerful South
African working class in struggle against

the ANC, which since 1994 has been the

primary political agent of the white capi-

talist class, and all those who push illu-

sions in it. Such a revolutionary struggle

requires the building of a Trotskyist van-

guard party, which will be a tribune of the

people. We are dedicated to this task.

Despite our political differences with the

APF and LPM. we call on all opponents
of capitalist state repression, the left and
labour to defend victimised militants.

Drop all the charges! Stop the perse-

cution ofAPF and LPM! Defend the left

and workers movemenl!m

Indymedia
August 2002: Landless Peoples Movement protest at World Summit con-
ference in Johannesburg.
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Young Spartacus

Columbia Graduate Students Battle

Unhn^Busting Administration
NEW YORK, May 9—Striking against

the arrogant, umon-busting campus
administration for union recognition,

the graduate students who work as

teaching assistants, research assis-

tants and instructors at Columbia
University have been out for three

weeks. Comrades from the SYC have

walked the picket lines of the Gradu-

ate Student Employees United/United

Auto Workers Local 2110 (GSEU/
UAW). attended strike rallies and

urged students to take the side of the

graduate student workers.

As a result of the strike, numerous
classes and discussion and lab sec-

tions have not met. Still, as the uni-

versity moves into finals, the majority

of classes are continuing. The campus

should be shut down! No papers

should be graded; no classes should

meet for finals; workers should refuse

to work.

The clerical workers in UAW
Local 2110 went out on a one-day

sympathy strike on May 6. The
picket lines swelled with the crucial

addition of the support staff. The
GSEU also secured the assurance of

the Transport Workers Union (TWU)
Local 241 leadership that its mem-
bers would honor the picket lines on

that day. But the Local 241 leader-

ship did not inform its membership,

who largely crossed the early morn-

ing picket lines that the GSEU set up.

However, many maintenance workers and

groundskeepers of TWU Local 241 were

clearly not happy with doing so, and

came out to the strike rally at noon.

This sympathy strike is a small exam-

ple of what the SYC means when we call

for extending the GSEU strike. It shows

there is broad campus support for the

graduate students. SYCers on the picket

line and an SYC supporter in the GSEU
have argued that strikes are won by bring-

ing the social power of labor and its allies

to bear against the bosses. At rallies and

on the picket lines, our comrades have

raised signs calling for shutting down the

campus and making the elementary point;

“Picket Lines Mean Don't Cross!” As an

SYC leaflet widely distributed to striking

students and their supporters (reprinted in

WV No. 825. 30 April) argues:

“We say that there should be a boycott of

all classes, both on and off campus, and

united action to build picket lines that

nobody crosses. Students must forge an

alliance with campus workers, from main-

tenance workers in TWU 24! to cafete-

ria workers in SEIU 1199. to extend

the strike campus-wide a.s well as with

UPS and postal service workers to stop

deliveries.”

While students do not. as such, wield

much social power in society as a whole,

they have a crucial leverage in campus
strikes due to their numbers on campus
coupled with their obvious importance

to the university. As the Cotumbia Spec-

taior noted on April 28, “Columbia recog-

nises that undergraduates play a major

role in the success of the strike. The Uni-

versity has a problem if graduate students

won't teach, and an even bigger problem

if students won't go to class." Public

Young Spartacus

May 6 GSEU strike rally, joined by clerical staff on sympathy strike, other campus
workers, student supporters and SYC, outside Cotumbia administration building.

Shut Down the University!

No Reprisals!

school teachers unions have long recog-

nized this and when on strike frequently

ask parents and students to boycott

classes and participate in picket lines.

This sympathy strike cuts against the

grain of the overall strategy of the GSEU
leadership, which is to appeal to the good

graces of the administration rather than

mobilize the potential allies of the gradu-

ate students. AFL-CIO president John

Sweeney spoke to a strike rally on April

28. imploring Columbia to "rise above

the petty, vicious concerns of higher edu-

cation” and “join [the union] in a stand

for higher principles." UAW Local 2110

president Maida Rosenstein followed

him with a speech praising the Demo-
cratic Party politicians who were the

majority of the speakers at the rally, while

Sonny Hall of the TWU stood nearby,

prominently sporting a “John Kerry for

President" button,

The trade-union bureaucracy has pur-

sued a policy of what they call the “por-

ous picket line.” This policy does not treat

picket lines as the battle lines of class

struggle, but rather as a publicity cam-
paign. a point of moral pressure aimed at

shaming and annoying the administration

into submission. The union leadership

justifies this strategy with the stated fear

of raising any demands that might turn

those faculty and students who are cur-

rently lukewarm in their support of the

GSEU against the strike. In practice, this

has meant that the union has made virtu-

ally no demands for concrete solidarity

from sympathetic professors and stu-

dents. At most, professors have been

asked to move classes off campus, which

does little but save Columbia on electric-

ity. Indeed. GSEU has indicated that it

thinks students should continue to attend

classes, professors should continue to

leach, and support staff should continue

to work.

The union leadership’s wooing of and

stated reliance on Democratic Party poli-

ticians is integrally linked to the “porous

picket line” strategy. The union leader-

ship works overtime to line up these

Democrats to speak to their rallies in the

hopes that they will put pressure on the

1999 to Democratic Party politicians

aiding the AFL-CIO bureaucracy’s

sellout of striking transit and gro-

cery workers in California earlier

this year. Everything that the labor

movement has ever won has come
through hard struggle, not through

the good graces of capitalist politi-

cians and the bosses.

The result of the GSEU leader-

ship's strategy is clear if one peers

through the gate down College

Walk. Students scurry as usual to the

library; campus groundskeepers and

maintenance workers walk or drive

by; clerical staff emerge around

noon for their lunch breaks; profes-

sors head to their offices, classes and

review sessions—and those teaching

off campus differ only in the length

of their walk. With -the union's

blessing, even those sympathetic to

the strike are largely engaging in

strikebreaking activity by keeping

the university running. The union

leadership even advised one campus
I worker who has been honoring the

strike to go back to work.

The "liberar administration has

not budged from its initial position

of refusing to recognize a graduate

student union. One should not be

surprised at this. The fight for union

I
rights is a fight against the adminis-

tration. One clerical worker in UAW
Local-2110 told SYCers on the picket

line that, if not for the union, she prob-

ably never would have gotten a raise in

her 15 years on the job. Further, the rul-

ing class has a significant interest in

what goes on at Columbia, which per-

forms many services for the capitalists.

Columbia is an elite institution with

a nearly $4.3 billion endowment, sky-

high tuition and a layout that physically

resembles a fortress "guarding" the slu-

Democratic Party

city councilman
Bill Perkins
addressing

GSEU picket.

Union leadership's

faith in capitalist

politicians is

obstacle to

mobilizing power
of labor and its

allies.

administration. The Democratic Party is

a party of capital as much as the Republi-

cans. and it is therefore squarely against

militant class struggle and workers' victo-

ries. The Democrats, on all levels of gov-

ernment. have a long and sordid history

of containing, co-opting and repressing

labor struggle. Examples abound, from

New York State attorney general Eliot

Spitzer issuing anti-union injunctions

against New York City transit workers in

dents and the relatively affluent Mor-
ningside Heights neighborhood from
surrounding Harlem. Wall Street and cor-

porate law firms are chock full of
Columbia graduates, in 2003. the U.S.

government gave Columbia $13 million

for weapons research alone.

As the CoUonhia Spectator aptly

noted in a 3 May editorial. Columbia is

collaborating with the anti-immigrant

continued on page 7
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Black History and the Class Struggle

The Civil Rights Movement
We print below the presentation

given by comrade Paula Daniels at

a Spariacisi League forum in New
York City on February 21. slightly

editedfor publication.

On ihe same weekend in mid April

1960. iwo youth groups held their

founding conferences. In Philadel-

phia. the YSA (Young Socialist Alli-

ance) was founded on a program of

revolutionary Marxism; Trotskyism.

However, its parent group, the

Socialist Workers Party (SWP). was

quickly degenerating into reformism.

In Raleigh, North Carolina, the Stu-

dent Nonviolent Coordinating Com-
mittee (SNCC) was coalescing under

the auspices of Martin Luther King’s

group, the Southern Christian Lead-

ership Conference (SCLC). SNCC
was a heterogeneous group of South-

ern black college students motivated

by the blossoming student sit-in

movement against segregation. Polit-

ical ferment was brewing in America

and youth would be springing into

action around the country. Behind

the story of these two politically dif-

ferent groups was the promise of

future intersection of black and red,

revealing the revolutionary potential

of the burgeoning civil rights move-

ment.

The civil rights movement shook this

country to its core and like any deep-

rooted social struggle, it didn’t just fall

from the sky. There has to be a whole lot

of social kindling piling up to set a

whole country on fire. This was a mass,

trans-class movement. An entire genera-

tion of youth, black and white, was

politicized. A whole layer of youth was

breaking beyond the bounds of capital-

ism as they groped for answers. In the

South, hundreds of thousands of black

people were mobilized, confronting the

totalitarian, racist police stale that they

had lived under for three-quarters of a

century since the defeat of Radical

Reconstruction, the brief period after the

Civil War when the promise of fully inte-

grating blacks into American soci-

ety existed. When Reconstruction was

smashed with the Compromise of 1877

and the Union Army withdrew from the

South, Jim Crow, the brutal system of

strict racial separation, codified in law

and enforced by a reign of terror, took

hold. Despite having the formal right to

vote, black people were kept from exer-

cising that right by bogus literacy tests

with impossible questions like "how
many bubbles on a bar of soap?"; by the

poll tax; and through violence and intim-

idation—including murder.

The American South at the time of the

civil rights movement was a real anom-
aly. You had a region in the most

Culver

A Marxist Analysis

otoj

Young civil rights activists in Ohio before departing for Mississippi as part of SNCC’s
1964 "Freedom Summer” project.

advanced capitalist country in the world

that was not run like a bourgeois democ-

racy. Jim Crow’s political and legal

superstructure was much more akin to

the South African apartheid system.

Many blacks worked the same land

as their slave forebears. A big difference

was that some were employed in indus-

try—particularly steel and longshore. So

why was such a repressive apparatus

needed? Why did it take a life and death

fight to gain simple recognition of demo-

cratic rights for some 13 million Ameri-

can citizens?

The answer goes straight to the heart

of what we Marxists call the black ques-

tion. No single question has politically

and socially shaped this country more

than that of black oppression. The deci-

sion to supply the slave labor force with

men, women and children kidnapped

from the African continent and thereafter

branded by their skin color is something

that impacts on the very essence of

American society today. Since their arri-

val. blacks have been an integral part of

the economy, while forcibly kept at the

bottom rungs of society. As such, black

people in America are a race-color caste,

doubly oppressed as workers and blacks,

and triply oppressed in the case of black

women. Any revolutionary organization

worth its salt must take on the question

of the special oppression of black peo-

ple. It is as fundamental to U.S. capital-

ism as the exploitation of labor and the

WMirt

inherent drive for war.

Racism is a crucial tool used by the

U.S. ruling class to keep the working

class divided, creating an enormous

obstacle to united struggle against the

common class enemy—the bourgeoisie.

Racism provides a scapegoat for the ills

of capitalism, and. crucially, a reserve

army of labor to be employed or shoved

aside depending upon the system’s need.

That is what we mean when we talk

about a material basis for black oppres-

sion. Black oppression is not just a ques-

tion of racist ideas, and that’s why liberal

integration, the notion of fully incorpo-

rating blacks into a capitalist society,

will never achieve racial equality.

Black oppression cannot be rooted out

short of smashing the capitalist system

and constructing an egalitarian socialist

society—that is the core of our program

for revolutionary integrationism. This

unique perspective is based on the pio-

neering work of Richard Fraser, to whom
we owe a great deal, most notably for his

1955 document (written while he was in

the SWP). “For the Materialist Concep-

tion of the Negro Question."

Precisely because blacks constitute the

most exploited layer of the working class,

which is the only force, because of its

.social organization and power to stop pro-

duction, capable of shattering the dictat-

orship of the bourgeoisie, the black ques-

tion is a strategic question in the fight for

proletarian revolution in this country. The

Elliot Erwin
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1948: Black World War II vets return to fight for their

rights at home (left). Segregated drinking fountains in

North Carolina, 1950.

workplace is one of the few inte-

grated places in the U.S. Because of

their position as the most oppressed,

often the most experienced and con-

scious section of the working class,

revolutionary black workers will play

an exceptional role as a key compo-

nent of an integrated revolutionary

party.

Black Freedom Struggle
Smashes Cold War
Consensus

The story of the civil rights move-

ment is not just about tearing' down

Jim Crow, which is no small thing,

to be sure. It’s about the failure of

liberal integration, and it is a vindi-

cation. albeit in the negative, of our

program of revolutionary integra-

tionism. The black masses demon-

strating in the streets, those for whom
the American Dream was more of a

nightmare, crashed through the ideo-

logical conformity of the Cold War

McCarthyite period, sharpening the

contradictions of capitalist society

and exposing the crisis of revolu-

tionary leadership.

To understand what triggered the

intense social struggles of the 1950s

and 1960s you have to look back to

the previous two decades, during which

both American politics and black life

were transformed by the social and class

struggles of the 1930s and 1940s. You

have to look at the rise of the Congress

of Industrial Organizations (CIO) in

1936-1937; and the role played by the

Communist Parly (CP) in union and

black struggles. Despite their formal

(and incorrect) position that black people

constituted a separate nation in the U.S..

the CP carried out some very fine and

courageous work on the question of

black rights and integration. From CIO
union organizing drives and campaigns

on behalf of the unemployed, to their

work with brutally oppressed sharecrop-

pers in the South and the international

campaign to free the Scottsboro Boys—
nine black youths framed up on charges

of raping Southern white women—the

CP gained a foothold in black communi-

ties. (The Scottsboro case was initially

shunned by the NAACP. earning them

the nickname "National Association for

the Advancement of Certain People.")

At the same lime, black workers

were joining the industrial workforce in

droves and migrating to the North as the

manpower need created by two world

wars and immigration restrictions pro-

vided job opportunities and the possibil-

ity to escape the lynch rope in the South.

The CIO not only organized integrated,

industrial unions (with varying degrees

of success) but, often led by socialists

and including many black organizers,

intervened in the social struggles of the

day. fighting for integration, voter regis-

tration and against lynching. For the first

time, blacks were integrated into unions

alongside white workers on a large scale.

The urbanization, industrialization, in-

creased education and political con-

sciousness of black Americans would
have profoQnd implications as the U.S.

entered World War II. The black popula-

tion that was drafted into the Jim Crow
military to defend "freedom and democ-
racy” in the early 1940s was not of the

same cloth as those drafted during World
War 1. While most American blacks sup-

ported the war. there were strong reser-

vations. As one black man put it: "I was
really ashamed of myself the day Pearl

Harbor was hit. When I heard the news I

jumped up and laughed. ‘Well sir.’ I said.
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Danny Lyon

SNCC militant Wiilie Ricks (center) addresses rally in Atlanta, Georgia, in

early 1960s.

i don’t guess the white folks will say

colored people can’t fly airplanes from
now on. They sure slammed the hell outa

Pearl Harbor'."

The “Double V" campaign was her-

alded in black communities across the

country. It stood for “victory against the

Axis Forces abroad, victory against dis-

crimination at home." The problem, of
course, with this campaign was that it was
premised on patriotic support to the war.

taking a side with the American imperial-

ists. Revolutionary Trotskyists look no
side in this interimperialist slaughter,

except, crucially, for unconditional mili-

tary defense of the Soviet degenerated

workers slate. The Sialinized American
Communist Party, in contrast, threw their

support to President Roosevelt and the

war effort, which meant breaking strikes

and betraying the black equality struggle

in pursuit of patriotic unity with the cap-

italist rulers in the war.

Though contradictory, the “Double V"
campaign did signal a growing sentiment

to fight for black rights at home, and civil

rights became central to American poli-

tics for the first lime since Reconstruc-

tion. One thing that forced the bourgeoi-

sie to lake notice was the fact that racial

tensions threatened to impede the war

effort. In 1943. from March to May alone,

racist strikes against upgrading the posi-

tions of black workers resulted in the loss

of nearly 2.5 million man-hours of war
production. By the war's end, 1 think it’s
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safe to say that the racial status quo had

been qualitatively altered. Over a million

black troops served in the military and
millions more worked in defense jobs,

gaining crucial skills and union member-
ship. They had “served their country" and
thought they were entitled to a better life.

But far from coming home to Jobs and

better conditions, the black troops came
home to ghettos in the North and a racist

police state in the South. All troops, black

and while, came home to depression-level

wages, inflation and layoffs which trig-

gered the biggest strike wave this country

has ever seen. As the ’40s drew to a close,

blacks were first to be fired. Rosie the

Riveter was back in her apron, and
the Russian question was foremost in

American politics with the onset of the

Cold War. The anli-Communist witch-

hunts purged the unions of reds and left-

ists. and installed a generation of labor

leaders who cut their teeth on driving out

these radicals. These unions would no

longer go out and fight for broader issues

or challenge the powers that be.

The existence of the Soviet workers

state played no small part in the U.S.

bourgeoisie’s growing anxiety over Jim

Crow. The glaring discrimination and

disenfranchisement of blacks had be-

come an international embarrassment to

those proclaiming to be the leaders of the

"free world." The escalating civil rights

movement and the brutal attacks on

blacks fighting for basic democratic

rights were a daily staple in the interna-

tional press and were featured promi-

nently and frequently in the Soviet press.

This posed a real problem, with the U.S.

posturing as the protector of “freedom"

as it Jockeyed for the allegiance of the

non-aligned countries. In May 1946,

acting Secretary of State Dean Acheson
wrote:

"While sometimes these pronounce-
ments are exaggerated and unjuslined.

they all too frequently point with accu-
racy to some form of discrimination

because of race, creed, color, or national

origin. Frequently we find it next to

impossible to formulate a satisfactory

answer to our critics in other coun-
tries.. .the existence of discrimination

against minority groups in the United
Slates is a handicap in our relations with

other countries.”

When President Truman was forced to

adopt a mild civil rights plank in his

1948 re-election campaign, the Dixie-

crats, led by Strom Thurmond, broke

away in reaction to this and formed the

States Rights Party. (You get a very clear

picture of what Trent Lott really meant
when he recently longed for “what might

have been" had Thurmond won the elec-

tion in '48.) When the Cold War became
a hot war in Korea, massive casualties

and the need for fresh troops provided

the impetus to finally carry out the 1948

order to desegregate the armed forces.

Upon returning home, black veterans

with military training and industrial

skills were damned if they were going to

accept the same old racist crap and Jim

Crow humiliation and terror. It was this

proletarian core that composed the ranks

of the early civil rights movement.

Federal Troops Serve the
Bosses’ Interest

The historic Supreme Court Brown v.

Board of Education decision was an-

nounced on May 17. 1954. With the

striking down of the Plessy v. Ferguson
“.separate but equal" decision of 1896,

the door was opened to integrate public

schools. The reaction among the South-

ern segregationists was as violent as it

was swift. May 17 was dubbed “Black

Monday"; Klan membership reached its

highest levels in many years; White Citi-

zens Councils were formed and a cam-
paign of organized terror was unleashed

to keep blacks "in their place." When I

say organized terror. I am talking about

from the highest-ranking Southern offi-

cials on down.

The South was politically dominated

and ruled by the Democrats, the parly of

racial segregation since the Civil War.

Your local sheriff or mayor was likely to

belong to the Democratic Party as well

as the virulently racist White Citizens

Council or the Klan. Over the lust 30

years the Democratic Party has devel-

oped a facade of an ally to blacks and

labor, but what it actually is. is the

historic party of war and racism, no

less committed to maintaining a bru-

tally racist, capitalist system than the

Republicans.

In 1957, when the court ordered the

desegregation of Little Rock. Arkansas’

Central High School. Governor Orval

Faubus (a Democrat) called out the

stale's National Guard to block these

black school kids. Once again, all eyes

were riveted on the South. In the USSR
Pravda staled. “The reports and pictures

from Little Rock show graphically that

[Secretary of Stale John Foster] Dulles'

precious morals are in fact bespattered

with innocent blood."

The SWP was already abandoning its

revolutionary program. It called for fed-

eral troops to intervene in the South to

protect the black students, a flat-out

appeal for reliance on the slate in the

face of growing resistance by blacks.

Throughout the worst violence perpe-

trated against civil right.s protesters, the

Eisenhower and Kennedy administra-

tions sat on their hands and did nothing

until blacks fought buck! That’s when
the troops rolled in—to smash black .self-

defense! The question was posed: rely on
the government or fight for a proletarian-

centered struggle of the black masses.

Against illusions in federal intervention,

a revolutionary parly would have fought

for organized self-defense of the civil

rights movement in .Southern cities and

to link the struggle to the power of labor.

North and South. The stale is not neutral.

It exists to militarily defend the rule

of the capitalist class and consists of

"armed bodies of men"—cops, courts,

prisons and the army. Reliance on the

government is not only ineffective—it's

dangerous!

By the mid 1950s. the tensions and

Official black
leaders like

Martin Luther
King (left)

contained
militant

struggle for

black rights in

service of

Kennedy White
House.

frustrations of the American black popu-

lation were coming to a full boil. The

brutal lynching in the South of black

Chicago teenager Emmett Till allegedly

for whistling at a white woman in the

summer of 1955 gained international

attention and underscored the terror under

which blacks lived. Only a few months

later. Rosa Parks got "tired of being

pushed around" and refused to give up

her scat on that bus in Montgomery.

Alabama. The Montgomery bus boycott

campaign set off a movement that would

polarize American society for more than

a decade. It look a full year of enormous

personal sacrifice and hardship on the

part of black, working-class Mont-
gomery. but by the following Decem-
ber Montgomery buses were integrated.

And once again, the Southern racists

embarked on an escalated campaign of

terror.

The Dead End of Democratic
Party Liberalism

It was at this time that a 26-year-old

preacher. Martin Luther King Jr., entered

the scene. The civil rights movement was

dominated by a black middle-class, paci-

fist leadership lied to the Democratic

Party with the sole aim of pressuring

the Democratic Party administrations of

John F. Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson lo

grant formal legal equality to blacks in

the South. King became the spokesman

for reliance on the federal government,

preaching Gandhian passive resistance.

He peddled the lie that through peaceful,

pressure politics all things are possible.

When things got hot. he rushed in to cool

things out. quell the militancy and con-

tain the struggle—this is the same role

that Jesse Jackson Sr. and Al Sharplon

play today. This layer was, and still is,

crucial in keeping the masses in check,

leaving black struggles tactically and
politically disarmed.

There's an absurd lie pushed by left

groups like the International Social-

ist Organization and Socialist Action,

among others, that toward the end of his

life King was moving toward socialism

or radical politics. King’s growing oppo-

sition to the Vietnam War was in line

with the growing layer of the bourgeoisie

that began to express concern about the

mounting American losses. (This is John

Kerry's concern in Iraq today.) King's

main criticism was that the U.S. was
spending money overseas and not al

home where it "was needed." In fact, he

viewed the civil rights movement as “an

issue which may well determine the des-

tiny of our nation in its ideological strug-

gle with communism.” (Hardly a leftist

statement!)

The postwar economic changes and the

GI bill meant that for the first time there

was a wide layer of black youth attending

colleges in the South. They were inspired

by the success of the Montgomery bus

boycott. Sit-ins and protests al segregated

facilities began popping up. The one that

ignited youth around the country began
on Monday. February 1. 1960 in Greens-

boro. North Carolina, when four black

college students from North Carolina

A&T College sal down at a segregated

continued on page S
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Malcolm X, one of America’s great
truth-tellers, called 1963 march the
"Farce on Washington.”
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French Elections:

Trotskyists Give Critical Support

to Gauche Revolutionnaire

Militsnt Labour''$ touching faith
In the capitalist state
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Tlie French regional and local elections

ol‘ March 28 were a major setback for

conservative president Jacques Chirac. In

a clear plebiscite against tlie govern-

ment's racist, anti-working-class policies,

all regions of the country except Alsace

and Corsica were won by coalitions led

by the opposition Socialist Parly. The

electoral defeat came despite attempts

by Chirac and his interior minister. Nico-

las Sarkozy, to restore "national unity"

by whipping up "anii-terrorisl" hysteria.

In the wake of the terrorist bombings

in Madrid, they ratcheted up Vigipirale.

a campaign of racist cop terror against

dark-skinned workers and deportation

of undocumented immigrants, to a higher

level than even in the period following

September 1 1. But it didn't work.

Two years ago. neo-Gaullisi Chirac

was elected president with the support

not only of the right-wing parties but

also the Socialist Party (PS), the Com-
munist Party (PCF) and even Alain

Krivine's Ligue Communisie Rdvolu-

tionnaire (LCR). They lined up behind

Chirac, supposedly to prevent the elec-

tion of the other second-round candidate,

the fascist Jean-Marie Le Pen. Subse-

quently, these same organizations signed

a call for a demonstration on 14 Decem-
ber 2002 against the U.S. invasion of

Iraq, which promoted unity with Chirac

against George Bush by declaring: "The

French authorities and the parliament

must use all available means to prevent a

war against Iraq" The Chirac govern-

ment was strengthened by such political

support as it waged a campaign to slash

retirement benefits for public employees.

Last October, the LCR and Luite

Ouvri6re (LO). another group falsely

claiming to be Trotskyist, spearheaded

the expulsion from high school of Alma
and Lila Ldvy for wearing the Islamic

headscarf. This helped pave the way
for Chirac's racist law banning young
women in headscarves from the schools.

On March 6. two weeks before the first

round of the local and regional elections.

LO spokeswoman Arlette Laguiller dem-
onstrated in Paris “against the headscarf

at school" side by side with Socialist

Party bigwig Jack Lang and Corinne

Lepage, the head of Chirac’s electoral

slate in Paris. The Ligue Trotskyste de

France (LTF). section of the International

Communist League, has forthrightly op-

posed the headscarf as a symbol of the

oppression of women while campaigning

against the racist expulsions which fuel

racial divisions in the working class.

Behind the electoral defeat of the Chi-

Mcanwhile. if the GR in France calls

for building a non-revolutionary "work-

ers party." their Taaffeiic comrades in

the U.S. support the bourgeois candidate

Ralph Nader!

The GR justifies their perspective of

building a revolutionary party in stages

by citing Leon Trotsky’s 1938 call for a

labor party in the U.S. This is a blatant

falsification. For Trotsky, the labor party

slogan was not an alternative to building

a communist vanguard party, but a means

of furthering that task. The demand on the

union bureaucracy (or a section of it) to

form a labor party was raised in a partic-

ular historical context: the economic cri-

sis. the great strikes in the mid 1930s

and the formation of the CIO industrial

unions. Trotsky argued that the mass

industrial unions, defensive organizations

of the working class, were clearly con-

fronted with the need for independent

political action. At the same lime, he

underlined that the labor party slogan was

inseparable from the fight for a revolu-

tionary program:

"Arc we in favor of the creation of a

reformist labor party? No....

'll can become a reformist party—

n

depends upon the devefopmem. Here
comes in the question of program. I

mentioned yesterday and 1 will underline

It today—we must have a program of

transitional demands, the most complete

of them is a workers' and farmers' gov-

ernment. Wc are for a party, for an inde-

pendent party of the toiling masses who
will take power in (he state."

— "Discussion in Mexico City"

(April 1938). in Leon Trotsky

on the Labor Party in the

United States

One can see in Brazil what the GR's
perspective for a "workers parly" comes
down to: their Brazilian comrades of

Socialismo Revolucionario were for a

long time buried in Lula’s Partido

dos Trabalhadores (PT—Workers Party),

including during the first year of the PT's

participation in the capitalist government.

The GR criticizes the LCR because

Miguel Rosselto, a member of the USec’s
Brazilian affiliate, participated in Lula's

government as minister for agrarian

development. But the GR hailed Lula’s

election as a "first victory" (L'Egaliie

No. 99, January-February 2003). The
GR now claims that its Brazilian com-
rades have Joined the Democratic and
Socialist Movement for a New Parly

whose aim is to build a new workers

parly. This "new" PT. whose most well-

Le Bolchdvik

LTF in February 14 demonstration against Chirac’s racist law banning young
women wearing the Islamic headscarf from school.

rac government lies the danger of a new
class-collaborationist alliance between

the PS. the PCF and bourgeois forces like

the Greens and the ultra-nationalists led

by Jean-Pierre Chev^nement. The goal of

such a popular-front alliance would be to

set up a capitalist government like the one

in power from 1997 to 2002 under Social-

ist prime minister Lionel Jospin, whose
anti-immigrant and anti-working-class

attacks prepared the way for the current

right-wing government.

In the recent local elections, the LTF
gave critical support to the Gauche Rdvo-

luiionnaire (GR—Revolutionary Left), the

French affiliate of Peter Taaffe's Commit-
tee for a Workers’ International (CWI).

which presented a candidate in the Rouen

5th canton [municipal district]. The GR
look a clear position against the racist

headscarf campaign and drew a crude

class line by running against the out-of-

power popular front and independently of

the LCR and LO. The LTF offered to dis-

tribute the GR’s electoral leaflet and to

give them a financial contribution of 50

euros, but (he GR leadership rejected both

proposals. So the LTF in Rouen distrib-

uted hundreds of our own campaign leaf-

lets at the local university campus and at

a March 20 demonstration on the eve of

the elections. We are gratified that the GR
obtained a respectable 184 votes. 4 per-

cent of the voles cast.

The GR in France adopts a profile

which is to the left of most of their sister

organizations in the CWI. With a former

member of the LTF in its leadership and
based in Rouen, a city where the LTF is

well known, the GR is constrained to

occupy a slot between the Trotskyism of

the LTF and the crass opportunism of the

LCR and LO. Thus, while a hallmark of

the Taaffeites internationally is their

position that cops are "workers in uni-

form.” the GR was (he only group in

France, besides the LTF. that did not sup-

port the police “strike” (more accurately,

riots) in November 2001 against the Gui-

gou law introducing the legal presump-

tion of innocence. At their recent day

school in Rouen, it was a cadre of their

Belgian group who defended the Taaffe-

iic line on the police, much to the dis-

may of their younger members and to (he

embarrassment of their French cadre,

who sat in stony silence. Challenged on

the Taaffeites' refusal to call for the

withdrawal of British troops from Ire-

land. the response was... further silence.

Seeking to capitalize on the fact that

(he PS and PCF are today so discredited,

the GR prates about the need for "a new
workers party." but what they are talking

about is explicitly not a revolutionary

party. GR members never fail in private

discussions to label the LCR and LO as

'‘reformists," but GR sees these same par-

ties as central to its new "workers party."

While standing independently in the local

elections, GR ran in (he regional elec-

tions on the LO-LCR electoral slates—
criticizing them for limiting themselves

to an electoral alliance and not commit-

ting themselves to building a new party.
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in the Capitalist State
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tionary politics of the International Communist
League to the reformism of the Committee for a
Workers International (CWI) led by the Militant
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Left: Lila and Alma
Ldvy, expelled
from high school
for wearing
headscarves.
LO's Arlette

Laguiller (far

right), arm-in-arm
with President
Chirac’s secretary

of state for prison
construction, in

support of ban on
headscarves in

school at march in

Paris, March 6.

known leader is Heloisa Helena, seeks to

"reclaim” the traditions of the old PT
which, from 1989 to 2002. ran four times

in the presidential elections in a political

bloc with bourgeois candidates. So much

for the GR's supposed struggle for “class

independence."

We reprint below the LTF’s election

leafiei entitled: “No Vole to LO/LCR in

the Regional Elections! 5th Canton of

Rouen; Vole for Leila Messaoudi of the

Gauche Rdvolutionnaire!”

* * *

ROUEN, March 11—In the canton-level

elections for Rouen's 5lh canton, the

Ligue Trotskyste de France calls for a

vote to Leila Messaoudi. candidate of

the Gauche Revolutionnairc. The issues

raised by the GR's campaign address the

felt needs and problems of workers:

"Real jobs, decent housing, quality pub-

lic services!” The racist terror, poverty

and massive unemployment that are hit-

ting hardest at the ghettoized public

housing complexes like Hauls de Rouen

are an outgrowth of the attacks of the

Chirac/Raffarin/Sarkozy government-—

themselves continuing the dirty work of

the last capitalist government composed

of the Socialist Party. Communist Party

and Greens. A vote for the GR represents

in a crude way a vote for class independ-

ence because they are running on their

own, against the candidates of the PS

and PCF which for 20 years have been

making class-collaborationist alliances

with bourgeois parties like the Greens or

the Chev^nementisls. Also, the GR has a

U.S. Taaffeites support capitalist pol-

itician Ralph Nader today and in last

elections as seen here in Justice

(September-October 2000).

correct line of opposing the racist expul-

sions of young women who wear head-

scarves, even though they don't mention

this in their campaign leaflet.

In contrast, we call for a sound rebuff

to LO and the LCR by rejecting any vote

for their slates in the regiona 1 elections

(including in Haute-Normandie where the

GR has two representatives), because of

their support for the expulsions of young

women who wear headscarves. LO and

the LCR. in spile of their professed oppo-

sition to the ex-“Plural Left” of Jospin,

the Greens and the PCF. are in fact the

ones who have spearheaded the racist

campaign to expel young women wearing

the headscarf (even though the LCR

opposes the law): in Aubervilliers last

September. LO and LCR members who

are teachers actively led the fight to expel

Alma and Lila Levy! We of the LTF

oppose the racist Chirac law against the

headscarf, and we defend the right of

Alma. Lila and all young women who

wear headscarves to go to public school.

At the same lime, as communists, we

oppose the headscarf and the veil which

represent a reactionary social program to

confine women within the family, inside

the house and in a position of servitude.

As we put forward on our banner at

the February 14 demonstration: “No to

the racist law against youth wearing

headscarves! Full citizenship rights for

all immigrants! For women's liberation

through socialist revolution!”

This campaign against young women
wearing headscarves is particularly cru-

cial for deflecting the workers’ anger at

the government, because it lends itself

to the racist lie that the real problem in

this country is supposedly not the rac-

ist capitalist system but young women
wearing the headscarf, and dark-skinned

youth in general. You can’t purport to

oppose the racist, capitalist government

without opposing its campaign against

young women in headscarves. It’s a

bourgeois campaign that aims to divide

and conquer, by assaulting the rights of

the most vulnerable layers of society to

pave the way to attacking the whole

working class. It is necessary to oppose

racist terror and break with the reform-

ist traitors of the PS. PCF. LCR and

LO who for years have been tying the

workers to Chirac and the French bour-

geoisie in one way or another. The

LCR criminally called for a vote to

Chirac against Le Pen in the 2002 presi-

dential elections! And LO is so tied to

the coattails of the government on the

question of the headscarf that on March 6

we saw Arlette Laguiller arm in arm

with Fadela Amara (of the organization

Ni Pules Ni Soumises—Neither Sluts

nor Slaves) and Nicole Guedj (Secretary

of State for prison construction from

Chirac’s party)!

Far from having a perspective of lead-

ing workers into breaking with the oppor-

tunists in the workers movement, the GR
aspires quite to the contrary to unity with

them, and they explicitly place their par-

ticipation in the LO/LCR regional slate

within this framework, saying that “we
must not slop with an electoral alliance.”

In the January-February L'Egalite they

give expression to this in a polemic

against LO;
"LO tenaciously holds to its program,

refusing to conceive of a future workers

party other than as a ‘revolutionary com-
munist party.’ Of course if such a party

were formed we would fight for its pro-

gram to be revolutionary. But we wouldn't

make it a precondition for our participa-

tion in a workers party if we can get

agreement on a platform based on an

anti-capitalist orientation and defending

workers’ demands.’’

With this conception of the parly, their

comrades spent several decades inside

the Labour Party in Britain, This con-

ception. the opposite of Lenin’s, reflects

in fact their reformism. The various in-

stances of support to Chirac by the CP,

LO and LCR of the last couple years

demonstrate forcefully that an alliance

with these opportunists leads not to the

revolutionary unity of the proletariat but

to its division and subjugation by the

Columbia...
(continuedfrom page 3)

USA-Patriol Act’s Student and Exchange

Visitor Information System. Indeed. GSEU
was active last fall in trying to defend

foreign students kept out of the coun-

try by the “war on terror” who were in

danger of losing their academic status.

And for decades Harlem residents have

rightly detested Columbia as a racist, self-

important slumlord. Those who adminis-

ter the university on behalf of the corpo-

rate tycoons who dominate Columbia’s

Board of Trustees oppose graduate stu-

dent unionization not merely on econom-

ic grounds, but on ideological grounds as

well. The ruling class esteems Columbia

for churning out weapon designs, corpo-

rate moguls, CIA brainlruslers and union-

busting lawyers—not for the veneer of

liberalism it slaps on the edifice when

convenient.

The university has insisted that cam-

pus workers remain on the job and that

students must complete their academic

work as usual. SYCers have talked to

both campus workers and students who
say they agree with our call to shut the

university down in principle but that they

fear reprisals. Indeed, the university is

docking a day’s pay from the clerical

workers of UAW Local 21 10 who struck

in sympathy. But if the campus unions

were to put forward a perspective of

bourgeoisie. Lenin understood that what

is required is a revolutionary party separ-

ate from the reformists and opportunists

in the workers movement, i.e.. separate

from those who want to tie the workers

and oppressed to the capitalist system.

We fight to accomplish the task that

Lenin and Trotsky began by leading the

working class to victory in Russia in

October of 1917: leading the class strug-

gle to its victorious conclusion with stale

power in the hands of workers councils

all over the world. Only a socialist revo-

lution can sweep away this capitalist sys-

tem of racism, unemployment and war.

Although we have fundamental politi-

cal differences with the GR. their candi-

dacy represents a vote for class indepen-

dence and we call for critical support in

the elections in Rouen's 5lh canton. On
March 21. vote for Leila Messaoudi of

the GR!b

fighting against reprisals, it could greatly

limit what the university might do to

those seeking to act in real solidarity

with the strike.

In contrast to the SYC. the Interna-

tional Socialist Organization (ISO) has

actually done its part to undermine the

strike. The ISO has continued to attend

classes and has set up literature tables on

the other side of the picket lines. They

treat the strike as an event of minimal

importance and the picket lines as noth-

ing of any particular concern to them.

From campus workers strikes at Yale

last year to UC Berkeley in 2002, the

ISO has routinely crossed picket lines,

showing that in its dictionary "class

struggle” means the struggle to gel to

class whether or not there’s a campus

strike!

GSEU and other campus unions are

fighting against an arrogant, racist educa-

tional institution committed to the agenda

of the capitalist class. Against the class

biases in the American educational system,

we call for an abolition of tuition, open

admissions and the nationalization of

elite private universities like Columbia.

Victory to the GSEU strike! But these

goals will not be brought to fruition with-

out a fight. We seek to win students and

youth to the side of the working class, the

only class with the numbers, organization

and material interest to be able to sweep

away the exploitative and racist capitalist

system in all its guises.
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Civil Rights...
(conlinuedfrom page 5)

Woolworth's lunch counter. They re-

turned the following day with 30 people.

More than 60 joined them on the third

day, including some white students from

Greensboro College. By Thursday, hun-

dreds of black students had joined the

growing demonstrations and protests.

A large contingent of black students

headed up by the A&T football team

marched to downtown Greensboro and

met up with a gang of white racists intent

on stopping tliem. “Who do you think you

iire?” the racists snarled. “We're the Union

army!” replied the youths. That statement

truly captured the sentiments of many
who would soon become involved in the

growing civil rights movement. Here it

was, almost 100 years to the day that the

Emancipation Proclamation was issued,

and racist abuse, segregation and terror

were still mainstays of black life in the

U.S. While not articulated in so many
words, this expressed the burning desire

to finish the unfinished business of the

Civil War, the fight for full racial equality.

Within only two months of the

Greensboro sit-in. 50,000 black students

across the South followed their lead. The
Woolworth protests also spread to the

North, radicalizing white youth, too. Just

one month after the Greensboro sit-in,

the youth of the SWP, soon to become
the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA),

organized the first Northern Woolworth
picket lines. Some of these youth

became the founding cadre of the Sparia-

cist League. These Trotskyist youth or-

ganized and took part in marches, dem-
onstrations and sit-ins across the country,

drawing thousands of students out to

fight against segregation and race hate.

It wasn’t just the racists and the cops

they had to watch out for. There were
instances when their “left" opponents

actually fingered them to the cops at

these pickets! In New York, the Young
Socialist comrades formed the New York

Youth Committee for Integration, seek-

ing to draw in all forces who wanted to

join the civil rights struggle. They strug-

gled continually against groups such

as the Socialist Party's youth group,

the Young People’s Socialist League
(YPSL), and the Communist Parly that

set up separate organizations in hopes
of drawing militant youth away from
the reds. Their pickets featured only
“approved signs” and they denounced
revolutionary youth for “confusing the

issue” by raising broader points (much
like our opponents say about us today).

These reformists offered invaluable help

in politically derailing the demonstrations

in the North.

Liberal Pacifism
Serves Capitalist Rule

Like many students entering the civil

rights struggle at the time. SNCC’s
founding membership was not particu-

larly leftist or pro-communist. In fact.

John Herman Wiliiams

Robert F. Williams (center, standing)
organized armed black self-defense
in Monroe, North Carolina in 1957.

SNCC harbored illusions in the demo-
cratic ideals of America and believed

that it could pressure the federal govern-

ment to intervene on their behalf against

the .segregationist power structure in the

South. It's hard to believe that this

organization, founded on passive resis-

tance. calling for love over hale and idol-

izing King, would go on to become the

left wing of the civil rights movement.
From the start they exhibited real cour-

age in the work involved in door-to-door

voter registration in rural backwaters and
"freedom rides” in the Deep South. The
climate was one of enormous danger

—

there were constant ihreat.s. beatings.

Activists were shot at regularly. James
Chaney. Michael Schwemer and Andrew
Goodman, murdered by the cops and the

Klan in the summer of 1964, are the

most well-known martyrs—but they

were not only the ones killed.

There was no doubt culture shock on
both sides. How often in this racist coun-

try do you have 70-year-old black

women sharecroppers working side by
side with white students from Harvard or

Berkeley in a common struggle? These
were the kind of things, so beyond the

norm, that made this a unique opportu-

nity for the intervention of a revolution-

ary party. Historically, common struggle

is a quick avenue toward breaking down
previously held prejudices and backward
attitudes. Male and female, black and
white, these were the shock troops, the

vanguard of the Southern civil rights

movement, taking on areas, particularly

in Mississippi and southeast Georgia,

that no one else dared touch.

By the summer of 1962, SNCC had
undergone a dramatic evolution in its

politics, culture and per,sonnel. Bitter

experience fueled their leftward trajec-

tory, teaching them firsthand that the

white liberal leaders were a lot closer to

the Dixiecrat racists than they were to

the civil rights activists. They watched as

the Feds stood by taking notes while pro-

testers were beaten bloody. The Kennedy
brothers did nothing—or worse, colluded

with the Southern segregationists—being
far more interested in preventing a split

with their parly brethren in the South.

When Kennedy was elected with the help

of the black vote, hopes were high that

he would intervene on behalf of civil

rights. Time and again he showed com-
plete indifference, at best. At one point,

shortly before the March on Washington,

he told King, "1 don’t think you should

be totally harsh on Bull Connor [the

notoriously brutal racist Birmingham
sheriff]. After all. he has done more for

civil rights than almost anybody else."

As the nature of the Democratic Party

became clearer and King’s subservience

to it ever more expo.sed. young militants

were repelled from liberalism. SNCC
radicals began referring to King as "De
Lawd” after his intervention into protests

in Albany. Georgia, where blacks fought

back in the face of a Klan mobilization.

King denounced this black self-defense

and demanded a “day of penance." Fan-
nie Lou Hamer, at the time a 45-year-old

sharecropper, captured the sentiment of

many civil rights activists when she

denounced “these middle-class Negroes,

the ones that never had it as hard as the

grassroots people in Mississippi. They’ll

sell their parents for a few dollars. Some-
times I get so disgusted I feel like getting

my gun after some of these schoolteach-

ers and chicken-eaiin’ preachers.”

Carrying guns was not a matter of

principle or political strategy for most
black Southerners—the sheer violence in

the South made this a question of sur-

vival. There was growing disgust with

King’s “wear the enemy down with our

capacity to suffer." The movement was
getting out of the control of the liberal,

pacifist leadership. Robert F. Williams, a

Korean War vet. was notable as a coura-

geous proponent and organizer of black

armed self-defense against Klan terror in

Monroe. North Carolina. He was eventu-

ally driven out of this country to avoid

bogus kidnapping charges and went into

exile in Cuba. The Deacons for Defense

and Justice formed in Louisiana and
spread. Some in SNCC “carried” despite

an official ban. To this day the campaign
for "gun control” remains aimed at dis-

arming the population, especially work-
ers and blacks. We are opposed to gun
control. We say. gun control kills blacks!

It wasn’t just the fight at home
that was shaping political attitudes.

The world was undergoing momentous
changes, which for the next few years

would continue to fuel raging debates,

dramatically influencing consciousness

and the course of events. From inde-

pendence movements in Africa to the

Chinese, Cuban and Vietnamese social

revolutions, the world was in ferment.

That these revolutions and liberation

struggles were occurring in non-white

nations gave birth to a growing identifi-

cation among American blacks with the

struggles of non-while peoples around

the world. The South African call for

“One Man, One Vole" was picked up by
SNCC. This is the atmosphere in which

political youth were forming their ideas

and attitudes. But there was no revolu-

tionary party to win the best fighters of

this generation to Marxism!

Spartacist Forebears Fight

for Class-Struggle Road
to Black Freedom

Inside the SWP, the Revolutionary

Tendency (RT)-—the core of the future

Spartacist League—fought for the party

to seize the opportunity to recruit black

Trotskyist cadre to their ranks. The
majority’s position was that no SWPer
was needed in the South at all, since

SNCC would become revolutionary on its

own in the course of the struggle. A black

RTer, Shirley Stoute, received a personal

invitation from SNCC's executive secre-

tary. James Forman, to work with SNCC
in Atlanta. The SWP sent down a majority

agent to spy on her when she went.

Among those she was contacting was
Stokely Carmichael! Within about a

month she was called back to New York,

prevented from returning South and not

allowed to give her SNCC comrades any

statement as to why.

The RT fought this criminal non-

intervention, pointing out that the way to

build the revolutionary vanguard neces-

sarily meant participating in and building

a revolutionary leadership in the current

struggles of the working class—the fight

for black liberation. They put forward a

series of demands linking this struggle to

broader struggles of the working class in

general and addressing immediate needs

such as the need for organized self-

defense using the tactics of Robert F.

Williams as well as union organizing

drives, particularly in the South.

The RT pointed out that the SNCC
leadership and other radicals would not

come to a Marxist program simply by
vinue of their militancy—the interven-

tion of a revolutionary party was neces-

sary. The rising upsurge and militancy

was contradictory and confused, and this

was an enormous opportunity for the

intervention of a revolutionary party. The
RT fought for the creation of a Trotskyist

tendency within the left wing of the civil

rights movement. After a bitter political

fight on this and other questions, the RT
was expelled from the SWP. going on to

form the SL in 1966.

The spring and summer of 1963 wit-

nessed a wave of civil rights demonstra-

tions throughout the North and South,

unprecedented in both size and intensity.

It was estimated that there were over

20.000 arrested, 10 deaths and 35 bomb-
ings in 1963 alone (among them the 16th

Street Baptist Church bombing which
killed four young girls). The footage of
blacks being attacked by police dogs,
beaten and brutally knocked down with
fire hoses in Birmingham was seen
around the world. After three years of
intense and dangerous work, SNCC had
succeeded in registering only a small
percentage of the black voting-age popu-
lation. The events in Birmingham, now

Texas

Group Formed

To Help

Arm Negroes

AUSTIN - (AP) - Mark
Oem, Cornell University stu-.

lent, said today a groupJs be-
ing organized to aid

cons for Defense and JusticeT^
which he~described as"an armed"
Negro solf-defcnse group.

lie said the Deacons have
chapters in Louisiana. Alabam'<
and Mississippi.

The Austili group will be
called '*Thei Committee to Aid
the Dcacori," Klein said. He
said it will raise money (or the
Deacons.

Klein, wlto is in- Austin for

the summer, is the spokesman
for the group.

®'’<RTACIST SAYS'

SELF-
PEFENSE FOR

Sparta
Spartacist raised call for organized,
armed self-defense for blacks, mid 1960s.
August 1965: Clipping from FBI file on
Spartacist campaign to raise money for
Deacons for Defense and Justice who
defended their communities and civil rights
activists from Southern white racist terror.
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23 October 1999: Labor/black mobilization against KKK in NYC. Fight for

black freedom is central to emancipation of labor and all the oppressed.

nicknamed "Bombinghum." prompted

renewed calls for a march on Washington

as a means to pressure Kennedy to slop

his foot-dragging on the question of civil

rights legislation.

We are taught that the March on

Washington was the culmination of a

series of victorious marches led by King.

In fact, it was here that King helped

engineer a "mass” political defeat for ihe

cause of black liberation, treacherously

tying it to the Democratic Party. At first.

SNCC wanted to march on the White

House and the Justice Department,

but when Kennedy, who was staunchly

opposed to the march, caught wind of

this, everything changed. Malcolm X
caught the moment well in a speech in

Detroit a few months after the march (he

was still in the Nation of Islam at this

time), when he dubbed the march the

“Farce on Washington":

“U was the grass mots out there in the

street. [Itl scared the whtle man to death,

scared the white power structure in

Washington. D. C. to death; I was there.

When they found out that this black

steamroller was going to come down on

Ihe capital, they called m Wilkins; they

called in Randolph; they called in these

national Negro leaders that you respect

and told them, ‘Call it off.* Kennedy
said, 'Look, you all letting this thing go
too far.’ And Old Tom said. ‘Boss. I can’t

stop it. because ! didn't start it.’ I'm tell-

ing you whal they said. They said. Tm
not even in it. much less at the head of

It.* They said. 'These Negroes arc doing

things on their own. They're running

ahead of us.' And that old shrewd fox. he

said, ‘Well if you all aren't in it. I'll pul

you in it. I’ll put you at the head of it.

I'll endorse it. I'll welcome it. i'll help

it. I'll join It'."

And that’s exactly what happened.

Kennedy called King and other civil

rights leaders into his office, and he read

them the riot act. The march was imme-

diately moved to the Lincoln Memorial.

Only approved signs were allowed to be

carried, all speeches had to be approved

and no "subversives" would be allowed to

speak. John Lewis, national chairman of

SNCC. was forced to censor his speech.

Whal they wouldn't allow is telling...

“We cannot depend on any political

party for both the Democrats and Repub-
licans have betrayed the basic principles

of the Declaration of Independence....

Wc will march through the South, through

the heart of Dixie, the way Sherman did.

Wc shall pursue our own 'scorched

earth' policy and burn Jim Crow to the

ground—nonviolcntly. We shall crack

the South into a thousand pieces and put

them back together in the image of

democracy."

In the aftermath of (his censorship and

groveling before the Democrats, in re-

sponse to King's "I have a dream"

speech. SNCC members started wearing

buttons reading "I Have a Nightmare.”

But they still hung onto some illusions.

SNCC launched Freedom Summer, a

massive voter registration push, the fol-

lowing year. By the time of the Demo-
cratic Party convention. SNCC activists

had a list of 80,000 blacks who had tried

to register and weren’t allowed to! They
had all these people sign protest ballots

and went to the Democratic Party

National Convention in Atlantic City as

the Mississippi Freedom Democratic

Party. Their aim to gel seated at the con-

vention in place of the traditional all-

white delegation was quashed by Lyndon

B. Johnson, who hoped to maintain his

party’s lock on the Southern racist vote,

abetted by Northern liberals like Hubert

Humphrey and anti-communist labor

leader Walter Reulher. This was a water-

shed. James Forman said: "Atlantic City

was a powerful lesson, not only for the

black people of Mississippi, but for all of

SNCC and many other people as well.

No longer was there any hope, among
those who still had it. that the federal

government would change the situation

in the Deep South."

This opened a precious window of

opportunity: illusions in the Democratic

Parly and in reform were shattered, and

black nationalism, horn of the defeat of

the liberal civil rights strategy, had not

yet sealed off white militants and left-

ists from black militants. Radical youth,

some not so young, shaped by the previ-

ous years of intense social struggle, were

looking beyond the framework of capi-

talism for answers.

The struggle spread to the North.

Blacks in the North had "equality under

the law" but still faced the raw racism of

this country. When King and SNCC
came to Chicago to fight for equal hous-

ing and black equality, they were met by

racist mobs. With no program beyond

pressuring the racist capitalist state, with

no program to fight the causes of racial

discrimination rooted deep in the eco-

nomic and social structure of capitalist

society—King and the civil rights move-

ment hit a wall; the program of liberal

integration had gone as far as it could.

Fueled by desperation and despair, (he

Northern ghettos erupted. From Walts to

Detroit. Cleveland and Chicago. U.S.

troops stormed the ghettos, brutally

smashing the upheavals. It was here that

King’s conditional pacifism was fully

exposed. In the wake of the Watts riots

he said. "It was necessary that as power-

ful a police force as possible be brought

in to check them.”

It is the Job of revolutionaries to raise

the existing consciousness, not run with

the status quo as our opponents do. Not

just say whal is; say whal can and must be.

The newly formed Spartacisl tendency

undertook some exemplary work in this

period, defending those victimized and

fighting for a revolutionary program, hut

wc did not have the forces nor the author-

ity to have a significant impact. We fought

to intersect the "black power” militants.

Our call for a "Freedom Labor Party" was

in direct counterposition to the Missis-

sippi Freedom Democratic Party that

sought to pressure the Democrats. Our
campaign for organizing aid for the Dea-

cons for Defense and Justice was earned

out under the slogan "every dinte buys a

bullet." But by and large a generation of

politicized youth accepted the premise

that blacks and whites must fight their

own fight—accepted the sectoral politics

that are still very much with us today.

So now it is 50 years after Brown v.

Board of Education, a half-century since

the civil rights movement began, and

whal has changed? The most imponanl

gain is the smashing of legal segregation.

Legal, formal democratic rights were

obtained. The South today is a long way
from the South of the 1950s. The gains

are real and important—but partial and
reversible. Fundumenlally. the situation

for blacks in this country is more segre-

gated and getting worse. Industry has

been decimated, leaving blacks, espe-

cially black youth, in staggering levels of

unemployment without a future. Many of

the attacks associated with Bush today,

the budget cuts, attack,s on affirmative

action, the slashing of welfare and jobs

and increased stale repression were put

in place and carried out by the Democ-
rats. Once again, there is an enormous

amount of social kindling building up

around the country. At some point, per-

haps in the not so distant future, .some-

thing is going to ignite it.

It is our purpose to build (he party

that will give that struggle political di-

rection. Only through the intervention of

a multiracial. Trotskyist party, providing

the essential ingredient of revolutionary

leadership can the fight to get rid of this

capitalist system once and for all he won.

Our commitment to carrying out the rev-

olutionary integration of blacks in this

country is codified in our call to finish

the Civil War and fight for black libera-

tion through socialist revolution. We will

settle for nothing less.

Transit...
(continuedfrom page 12)

discipline, gutting minimal union gne-
vance procedures. This constitutes a grave

attack on the unions' very purpose: the

defense of the workers against the bosses.

"Arbitrary firings based solely on man-
agement's interpretation of .someone’s

off-the-cuff comment hand the bosses a

tool against union militants and 'undesir-

ables' like minorities and immigrants.

Added to this is Ihe sinister attempt to

recruit workers to inform on each other

in the name of 'preventing violence.' The
result is a mechanism to purge the unions

reminiscent of the McCarthyite witch-

hunt of the 1950s. subsliluling a trumped-

up fear of violence for the red-scare anti-

communism of the anti-Soviet Cold War."

In defense of Carlos Blackman. Local

100 officials have filed u grievance, held

rallies at 240ih St. drawing union mem-
bers from other work locations and divi-

sions. and is reportedly filing a lawsuit

to stop the company’s drive to fire Black-

man. The groundswell of support for

Blackman transcends ethnic, racial and

national divisions within the workforce.

When the TWU Local 100 president

Roger Tous.saint was u Track Division

chairman in 1999. the NYCT bosse.s at-

tempted to railroad him. In response,

hundreds of workers rallied to demand
his reinstatement. As we wrote at the

time. "The TA’s firing of Toussaint is a

vicious attack against the entire union

and must be fought" ("Reinstate Victi-

mized New Directions Supporter! Down
With New Directions Anti-Union Court

Suit!" WV No. 715. 1 1 June 1999). The

case was widely publicized and the scan-

dal plagued the company while generat-

ing support for Toussaint. whom we
defended while criticizing his and New
Directions’ traitorous strategy of suing

Local 100 and their union opponents in

(he bosses’ courts. Yet despite his per-

sonal history of victimization, which was

fought by fellow workers. Toussaint has

not used his office to make a public

statement in defense of Carlos Black-

man. What's necessary is an all-out

mobilization of Local 100. Instead. Tous-

saim and the Local 100 lop brass appear

to be relying on the stacked deck of

"binding arbitration" and the capitalist

courts to win back his job.

Like the rest of the AFL-CIO official-

dom. the TWU pro-capitalist bureaucracy

stands on the program of class collab-

oration. which means subordinating the

interests of the workers and tying them to

the capitalist system, mainly through

their support to the Democratic Party. In

the eyes of the NYCT and all capitalist

exploiters, resistance to exploitation and

oppression is a “crime.” but they are the

criminals whose brutal system must he

swept away by socialist revolution, led by

a multiracial class-struggle workers party.

Local 100 is the powerhouse of labor in

New York City. With a class-struggle

leadership based on mobilizing the social

power of the union, attacks like the one

against Carlos Blackman would be met
with the united force of the union in

defense of itself. An injury to one is an

injury to ail! Mobilize the whole union to

defend Brother Blackman!!

Labor Black League for Social Defense Discussion Group

U.S. Out of Iraq! UN Stay Out!
Saturday, May 15, 4:00 p.m.
1634 Telegraph Avenue, Third Floor BAY AREA

For more information; (510) 039-0851 or e-mail; slbayarea@sbcglobal.net

Spartacus Youth Club Forum

Defend the Palestinian People!
All Israeli Troops and Settlers Out of the

Occupied Territories!

For a Socialist Federation of the Near East!

For more information; (312) 563-0441
e-mail: spartacist@iname.com

CHICAGO

Wednesday, May 19, 7:00 p.m.
University of Chicago
Cobb Hall. Room TBA

581 1 South Ellis Avenue

Trotskyist League/Ligue trotskyste Forum

“National Unity” Fuels Anglo-Chauvinist Bigotry

Labor Upsurge Sweeps Quebec
Independence for Quebec!

Saturday, May 15, 7:00 p.m.
Trinity-St. Paul's Centre

427 Bloor Street West
(1 block west ot Spadina Station)

For more information; (416) 593-4138
e-mail: spartcan@on.aibn.com
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AP photos

American soldier Lynndie England humiliates and abuses prisoner in Abu Ghraib prison. Torture is U.S. policy,

directed from the highest level. Right: Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld tours Abu Ghraib with Brig. Gen. Janis
Karpinski, head of Military Police brigade in charge of prison, September 2003.

Torture, Inc....
(continuedfrom page /

)

i.e.. popular opposition to foreign mili*

tary adventures as a result of the humili-

ating defeat of the U.S. in Southeast Asia

three decades ago. But Iraq is not Viet-

nam and the Vietnam War was not

merely horror inflicted by U.S. imperial-

ism. The U.S. was defeated in a social

revolution by the heroic Vietnamese,

whose struggle freed their country from

the yoke of imperialist subjugation and

capitalist exploitation.

Now a welter of politicians. Republi-

cans and Democrats alike, howl about

who is “losing Iraq.” as the dread words

"swamp” and “quagmire" are resurrected

in New York Times editorials. Demo-

cratic presidential candidate John Kerry,

who previously acknowledged that atroc-

ities were committed by U.S. forces dur-

ing the Vietnam War. now hopes to back-

pedal his way to the White House,

whitewashing U.S. war crimes in South-

east Asia and pledging to up the number

of American troops in active .service.

Especially in the U.S.. the pictures of

sexual abuse have done real damage to

the Bush administration because its core

constituency is the Christian right. These

are the same people who pushed the

Meese Commission in 1986 against por-

nography during the Reagan/Bush Sr.

administration and tried to bring down
Clinton with a “sex scandal.” Now they’re

shocked that they’re confronted with pho-

tos on the nightly news and in every tab-

loid of a young white woman soldier from

West Virginia behaving like an actress in

an S&M porno film.

While the sexual psychosis and

breathtaking hypocrisy of this lot tempts

one to dismiss the religious fundamental-

ists as kooks, they are deadly serious and

their views have impact on the world.

An estimated 15-18 percent of U.S. vot-

ers belong to Christian fundamentalist

churches, as does Attorney General John

Ashcroft and other powerful political fig-

ures. The intersection of religion and

policy is driven not least by the funda-

mentalists' desire to hasten the second

coming of Christ. There is a convergence

between the Christian right and the pro-

Zionist neocons on U.S. policy in the

Near East, for different purposes.

Influential sections of the American
ruling class—e.g.. the New York Times—
are now calling for the firing of Pentagon

chief Donald Rumsfeld for bearing Ulti-

mate responsibility for the crimes in Abu
Ghraib. Bush dressed down Rumsfeld.

not because of torture in the Iraqi prison,

which there had been reports of for a full

year, but only because he didn't know
there was photographic evidence. In his

testimony before the House and Senate,

Rumsfeld stated that the worst is yet to

come. The axing of Rumsfeld, despite

Bush's pledge to “stand by his man."
could happen but would in no way
change the U.S. policy of mass murder

and torture in Iraq. There will be no Jus-

tice served until all the war criminals and

commanders, from Bush and the Penta-

gon chiefs to their underlings as well as

their Democratic Party counterparts, are

swept from power through a proletarian

socialist revolution.

U.S. “War on Terror”

Targets Everyone

By now the whole world has seen the

photographs of naked, hooded, sexually

abused detainees, subjected to practices

that purposefully violate the deepest

taboos of Muslim society. With great

bravery, former prisoners are now speak-

ing out. despite the great shame they

experienced. “Then the interpreter told

us to strip." one man told the New York

Times (5 May) about his ordeal. “We told

him: ‘You are Egyptian, and you are a

Muslim. You know that as Muslims we
can't do that.' When we refused to take

off our clothes, they beat us and tore our

clothes off with a blade.”

After Seymour Hersh in the New
Yorker (10 May) and CBS-TV's 60 Min-

utes U blew the lid off the atrocities in

late April (though CBS suppressed the

news for two weeks at the direct request

of the Pentagon), an early March 53-page

“secret” report on a military investigation

of Abu Ghraib by Major General Antonio

M. Taguba. “Article 1 5-6 Investigation of

the 800th Military Police Brigade."

finally hit the Internet on May 5 (avail-

able on National Public Radio’s Web site

npr.org. among others). It offers chill-

ingly matter-of-fact details on the gen-

eral’s findings: “That between October

and December 2003. at the Abu Ghraib

Confinement Facility (BCCF). numerous

incidents of sadistic, blatant, and wanton

criminal abuses were inflicted on .several

detainees." The report also slated that

prisoners were brought to Abu Ghraib by

“Other Government Agencies (OGAs)
without accounting for them, knowing
their identities, or even the reason for

their detention.” They were called “ghost

detainees." who at one point "were

moved around the facility to hide them

from a visiting International Committee
of the Red Cross (ICRC) survey team."

While the scandal has now become a

major political issue internationally and

domestically, in reality the torture and

other crimes committed by U.S. and

allied forces, first in Afghanistan and now
in Iraq, have long been public knowledge

and we have consistently reported on it in

Workers Vanguard. As we go to press,

more stories and reports of abuse and kill-

ings by U.S. forces around the globe,

including possible CIA killings, from

Afghanistan and Guantdnamo and Iraq to

detention centers here in the U.S.. are

beginning to pour out. from former pris-

oners and their families, from the Red
Cross, from “human rights” agencies. It’s

clear what is so far known is only the sur-

face of a cesspool of consciously inflicted

human misery. The U.S. has a policy of

deponing prisoners to death, presumably

preceded by torture, to countries such as

Syria. Israel. Pakistan. Egypt and Yemen.
In his 2003 State of the Union address.

Bush made a chilling joke of it all. “Let’s

put it this way: They are no longer a prob-

lem for the United States.”

The new "privatized” army of mercen-

aries comprises experienced CIA and

Army thugs. CACl International is a CIA-
connected “contractor” for prisoner inter-

rogation and counterintelligence impli-

cated in the Abu Ghraib scandal. Vance

International, which provides security

and guards for the U.S. in Iraq, has often

been unleashed against striking labor on

the home front. They terrorized and beat

strikers and their families in the Pittston

miners strike in 1993. the Caterpillar

strike in 1994. and fractured a striker's

skull in the 1995 Detroit newspaper

strike. The New Yorker (3 May) reported

that Paul Bremer’s "Counselor for Iraqi

Security Forces." James Steele, who
trained Iraqi cops last summer to "deal

with terrorists,” is a veteran Reagan-era

military adviser to the El Salvador

regime’s anti-FMLN death squads, who
was involved with Oliver North’s arms-

to-the-Contras operation in Nicaragua,

and was in Panama training cops when
the U.S. invaded in 1989. The new mili-

tary overseer of U.S. prisons in Iraq is the

sinister former commander of the extra-

legal. Guantdnamo Bay concentration

camp. Major General Geoffrey Miller.

The hideous consequences of the Bush
administration's unprecedented assault

on civil rights at home and murderous

slaughter abroad are now becoming clear

for ail to see. A recent lawsuit against

John Ashcroft’s Justice Department

by two tortured Muslim men, picked up

after September 11, asserts they were

repeatedly strip-searched, shackled and
slammed against walls and sexually

assaulted in the Brooklyn detention cen-

ter. We have fought to mobilize labor and

its allies against the war in Iraq and

against domestic terror against immi-

grants, in protests and rallies across the

country. We have opposed the extralegal

detention measures from the beginning

of the massive post-Sepiemher 1 1. 2001

“war on terror" assault. In an amicus brief

filed by the SL and Partisan Defense

Committee on behalf of Jose Padilla, a

U.S. citizen imprisoned in a military brig,

we slated that the president’s power to

declare a citizen an “enemy combatant”

is consonant with the rationale of a police

stale. “Stripped of legalese. what the

President as,serts is nothing less than the

right to disappear citizens."

Capitalism and the
Atrocities of War

Capitalist society was born in blood;

modem imperialism continues the brutal

practices of mass murder, torture and

humiliation that accompany exploitation

of labor and the ceaseless struggle be-

tween competing imperialist forces to

dominate the world. From the Belgian

Congo killing fields of King Leopold

and the massacres in the Philippines by

U.S. troops in the early day.s of its impe-

rialist expansion to the first concentra-

tion camps, created by the Spanish in

Cuba and a little later u.sed by the British

in South Africa in the Boer War. to Japa-

nese imperialist atrocities in China and

Nazi Germany’s Holocaust, imperialism

has created a world in constant, cruel

convulsions.

After World War 11. the U.S. inherited

the tattered British and French imperial

mantle in the Near East, to lord over what

the poet laureate of British imperialism.

Rudyard Kipling, had earlier demeaned
as ’'lesser breeds.” Britain today, its

forces in Iraq accused of brutality and
killing scandals, keeps up in a reduced

way its own torture arsenal, honed mainly

in Northern Ireland, where the infamous

Long Kesh wire cages and torture cham-
bers were employed against Irish Repub-
lican militants. As for France. Le Monde
(4 May) snoitily front-paged a cartoon of

an American boot crushing a man’s face

in the dirt, with the caption “Repeat after

me: DE-MO-CRA-CY!” Yet the French

ruling class, former colonial occupiers of
Vietnam (whose defeat at Dien Bien Phu
occurred 50 years ago on May 7). has its

own horrible history, not only in Vietnam
hut in Algeria, where revelations of mass
torture and murder still haunt. And the

French slate metes out police terror daily

to the large North African population in

France itself.

Some apologists for the U.S. may use

this history to claim. “Well, everyone
does it. it’s just human nature." No. it is

not human nature, it is imperialist and
neocolonialist policy. It’s true that Abu
Ghraib itself was the dictator Saddam
Hussein’s own prison where opponents
of Hussein were brutalized. Uganda's Idi

Amin. Haiti’s "Papa Doc" Duvalier. El

Salvador’s "Blowtorch Bob" D’Aubuis-
son (so named for his favorite interroga-

tion device)—these names still have the

power to shock, and they all were taught

by their imperialist masters. For decades
the CIA and U.S. military have trained

right-wing regimes, especially in Latin

America, in the techniques of torture to

be used mainly against working-class
militants and leftist organizers. Atrocities

by capitalist and neocolomal regimes
around the world abound; one example
we highlighted is the arrest, imprison-

WORKERS VANGUARD
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Philadelphia cops strip search Black Panthers in the streets during 1970 raid.
The domestic face of U.S. imperialism is state terror against blacks, labor, left
and minorities.
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March 2002: Spartacist contingent at Brooklyn protest against detention of

immigrants in wake of September 11.

mcni and torture of homosexuals in

Egypt's prisons—see "Protest Anti-Gay

Persecution in Egypt!" (VVV No. 80 1. II

April 200.1).

But in fact "everyone" docs not

employ such barbaric methods. We com-

munists denounce imperialist torture and

murder as barbaric weapons of exploita-

tion. Our goal is the liberation of the

working class and all the oppressed from

enforced inequality and exploitation, and

we repudiate such methods. Communist
military policy seeks to unite working-

class and oppressed people across na-

tional boundaries, while crushing the rul-

ing classes who drive their populations

into war against each other. Marxism, a

working-class, international and revolu-

tionary political force, had its highest

expression in practice so far in the

Bolshevik Revolution of 1917. The his-

torical experience of Trotsky’s Red Army
under conditions of civil war and imperi-

alist invasion is a stunning refutation that

torture and other atrocities are endemic

to all armies.

In 1920 the army of capitalist Poland

under the nationalist strongman Jozef

Pilsudski. backed by Western imperial-

ism. invaded the Soviet Ukraine. Cap-

tured Red Army men were routinely tor-

tured before being killed. As the Red

Army launched a successful counter-

offensive. Leon Trotsky, head of the Red

Army, issued an order on 10 May 1920:

'From all sectors of the Western and
South-Western fronts come reports of

unheard-of atrocities committed by Po-

lish White Guard forces upon captured

and wounded Red Army men. They are

tortured, beaten, shot and hanged....

These facts arouse justified fury and

desire lor vengeance in the heart of cveiy

warrior. .Such vengeance is just. But it

must be aimed at those who arc really

responsible fi>r the dishonourable attack

and the brutal atrocities—at Piisudski’s

Government, at the Polish gentry and the

Polish bourgeoisie. It would, however,

be wrong and unworthy of revolutionary

fighters to take vengeance on Polish

prisoners. No. the Red Army will show
magnanimity towards a captured and

wounded enemy.

"To a captured Polish Legionary, be

he peasant or worker, we shall explain

the cnminality of his ruling classes. We
shall enlighten his mind and make of

him our best friend and cothinker, just

as we did with our German, Austrian,

Hunganan. Kolchakitc. Denikinitc (Rus-

sian While Army) and other prisoners-

of-war."

— The Military Writings and
Speeches ofLeon Trotsky. Vol. 3

(New Park Publications. 1981)

Of course, some atrocities did occur

on the Red Army .side, as the writer

Isaac Babel who rode with the "Red

Cavalry" in the 1920 Poland campaign

exposed. In his story. Argamak. Babel

recounts: "The Cossack Tikhomolov had

killed two captured officers without

authorization.... Squadron Commander
Baulin came up with a punishment much
harsher than anything the tribunal could

have inflicted—he took Tikhomolov’s

stallion Argamak away from him, and

sent Tikhomolov off to the transport

carts."

To do away with imperialist war. it is

necessary to put an end to the capitalist

system that breeds war. While all eyes

are turned to the crimes committed by

U.S. imperialism in Iraq, it is also neces-

sary to bring sharply into focus the

developing crime at home: anger and

revulsion with the Iraq war is channeled

by the trade-union officialdom and even

ostensible socialists into the "anybody

hut Bush" campaign to put the Demo-
crats back in power. This is a recipe to

keep the system running as it does—a

system based on exploitation of labor, a

system propped up by racial oppression,

a system which breeds wars of conquest

for the capitalist market irrespective of

which bourgeois parly rules. Our pur-

pose is to forge the mulliracial revolu-

tionary workers party that will sweep the

bloody capitalist class from power and

put the wealth of this country into the

hands of the workers who create it and to

the service of humanity.

Truckers...
(conlinuedfrom page 12)

Union-Trihune. 6 May).

The situation cries out for a union

organizing drive. The bosses claim that

the truckers' status as "owner-operators"

makes unionization illegal, hut labor has

always made gains through hard class

struggle, in defiance of the bosses' laws.

The longshore union leaders tell their

members that the truckers don’t want to

be in unions. Yet a South Asian trucker

in Oakland expressed the sentiment that

we found everywhere. "If a union official

came to organize us. at least 98 percent

of the workforce would say yes." Port

truckers in L.A. have fought hard on four

separate occasions over the past two

decades to unionize (see "Victory to L.A.

Port Truckers!” WV No. 645. 10 May
1996). The unionization ofport truckers.

no matter which union curried it out.

would forge working-class solidarity

on the docks between longshoremen

and truckers and tend to break through

Ihe divisions between immigrant and

American-bom, between black and while,

young and old. The truckers also need a

union hiring hall that ensures the equita-

ble distribution of work and a standard-

ized pay rate.

The Teamsters and International Long-

shore and Warehouse Union (ILWU).

along with the International l..ongshore-

men’s Association (ILA) on the East

Coast, announced an alliance in Decem-
ber 2001 to make the ports "100 percent

union." but none of these unions has

made a real effort to organize the truck-

ers. Quite the opposite. The Teamsters

rushed to disassociate themselves from

the militant tactics of the truckers, telling

the American Shipper (28 April). "We
arc not going to lend our name to some-

thing unless we have control over the

agenda." and instead presented a resolu-

tion to the Port Authority calling for

“fair and equitable fuel price surcharges."

A few Teamsters bureaucrats came out

to the rallies while Teamster-organized

"SeaLogix” truckers were seen working

during Ihe strike in and around the

Maersk/Sealand terminal in Oakland. So

much for class solidarity! But then this

comes as no surprise from a bureaucracy

that has run a protectionist and chauvin-

ist campaign against allowing Mexican

truckers to enter the United Stales.

The leadership of the ILWU. whose

members work closely with the port

truckers on a daily basis, is no better.

The dispatch tape of the San Francisco

Bay Area ILWU local requested that

longshoremen go directly to their job

locations so as to avoid running into Ihe

truckers’ protest, noting that the compa-

nies had already been informed! The

ILWU leadership, which is fond of dis-

playing the labor slogan “an injury to

one is an injury to all." should have

instructed its members to honor the port

truckers’ action.

Organizing the port truckers would

greatly strengthen the ILWU. whose

future is threatened by its increasing iso-

lation and vulnerability as a small, skilled

workforce. Even today, without being

organized, the power the port truckers

hold was clearly demonstrated in the

effect its week-long action had on the

Port of Oakland, the fourlh-busiest port

in the country: Union Pacific had to

reroute its freight away from Northern

California, while the NUMMI auto plant

threatened to shut down manufacturing.

ILWU backing for an organizing drive is

crucial for the port truckers, just as the

port truckers can make or break any

attempt by longshoremen to shut down
the docks.

Instead, the ILWU bureaucrats have

sided with the anti-labor, anti-immigrant

and ami-black “war on terror" against the

overwhelmingly minority port truckers.

In November 2002 when Congress passed

and Bush signed the Maritime Security

Act—which threatens the jobs of all

port workers, especially immigrants—the

ILWU bureaucrats signed on to the gov-

ernment’s "security" witchhunt, offering

up their members to help police the pons,

while ILWU International president James

Spinosa vituperated against "unknown
truck drivers" being "allowed free access

to our work environment."

A hand-written sign prominent at a

rally at Banning Park outside Long Beach

on April 30 said "No War": in Oakland,

almost every trucker strongly opposed the

occupation of Iraq. The truckers we spoke

to look a lively interest in broader politi-

cal questions, from the five-month gro-

cery strike in Southern California to our

defense of the Cuban Revolution. Immi-
grant workers have brought with them
traditions of class struggle and left-wing

political views so vitally needed in the

more politically backward American
union movement.

The workplace remains the one place

in this country that is integrated. Truck-

ers in L.A. are largely Latinos, while in

Oakland there are also South Asians.

Africans. Arabs. Iranians and Filipinos.

In the absence of a union, ethnic divi-

sions are often accentuated. Truckers

have been targets of anti-immigrant chau-

vinism, while sometimes exhibiting big-

otry toward blacks. But as one comrade

remarked about the Oakland protest.

"There was an effort by each ethnic

group of truckers to reach out to the oth-

ers in the speeches and in general; they

kept stressing that they have to be fully

united to win. It was a concrete expres-

sion of how class action works to tear

down ethnic and racial divisions."

To ensure such unity of the working

class and its ability to use its potential

social power requires a political struggle

within the unions for a class-struggle

leadership that would fight against the

racial oppression of blacks and for the

rights of women, as well as against anti-

immigrant bigotry. What the current Team-

sters. ILWU and ILA misleaderships have

in common is a pro-capitalist outlook.

Their belief in collaboration with the

workers’ class enemy was nicely summed
up by Ron Carver, assistant director to the

Teamsters’ port division: "We have a his-

tory of advocating for our employers"

{Journal of Commerce. 15 March).

An important lesson was learned in

Oakland on 9 February 2002. when the

Partisan Defense Committee, the Labor

Black League for Social Defense and the

revolutionary Spartacist League initialed

and built the first demonstration against

the attacks on immigrants and in opposi-

tion to the Maritime Security Act pushed

by the capitalists (both Democrats and

Republicans) in the aftermath of Septem-

ber 11. The protest was actively built

by ILWU Local 10 and by the SF Day
Laborers. To organize it, we had to have

a political fight against the ILWU Inlema-

lional bureaucracy’s attempt to sacrifice

the port truckers on the altar of “national

security." That day. we mobilized the

power of labor independent from the cap-

italist parties and illustrated on a small

scale what a revolutionary workers parly

would do—mobilize all the oppressed in

a united struggle for workers power.

Port truckers are asking for those who
support their work action to come out

for the court date for the three arrested

on April 30 in L.A. The hearing is cur-

rently .scheduled for June 23 at 8:30

a.m. at the Superior Court, 214 South

Fetterly Avenue in East Los Angeles.

The arrested truckers also request that

protest letters he sent to: Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger. State Capitol

Building, Sacramento, CA 95814.
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Reinstate TWU Local 100
Shop Chairman Carlos Blackman!

Down With New York City Transit’s

“Workplace Violence” Witchhunt!

Bryan; TWO Lgcal 100

Carlos Blackman (center) with union brothers at Bronx support rally.

NEW YORK—On April 21, scores of

Transporl Workers Union (TWU) mem-
bers rallied outside of the 240th St. sub-

way car maintenance shop to protest the

suspension of union shop chairman Car-

los Blackman, a staunch fighter against

abusive speedup and unsafe working

conditions. In an ominous "workplace

violence" frame-up, Blackman was sus-

pended on March 8 because a supervisor

claimed that he had heard Blackman dis-

cuss the February 27 shooting death of

two supervisors at Coney Island Subway
Yard. As Blackman told the Chief-

Leader (30 April): “He says he over-

heard me saying to another worker that I

was sorry for what happened to the two

supervisors, but they deserved it for [fir-

ing! the worker charged with shooting

them. That never happened." Blackman
added that a second Local 100 member
can back up his account. We say: Drop
the frame-up charges against TWU shop

chairman Carlos Blackman! Reinstate

him now with full back pay and his

record wiped clean!

Blackman sticks up for the workers and

that’s why the NYC Transit (NYCT)
bosses want to get rid of him. Six months

ago, Blackman temporarily halted unsafe

repair work in the shop when fluid was
leaking from one of the hydraulic jacks

holding up an 80,000-pound subway car.

Four years ago, Blackman stood up against

the 240th St. bosses’ racist attempts to

suspend or fire an entire crew of 18 clean-

ers. and he is still a party in a federal dis-

crimination lawsuit against NYCT man-
agement at the dilapidated century-old

repair shop. If they succeed in firing an

elected shop chairman for nothing at all.

then they will run roughshod over the

entire Local 100 membership by targeting

every union militant on the pretext of

"workplace violence" against the com-
pany! All this takes place in the context

of the capitalist rulers’ "war on terror."

which is actually a war on immigrants,

blacks and unions.

In a March 11 memo included with

every worker’s paycheck. NYCT presi-

dent Larry Reuter stales, “There is no rea-

son for and there will be no tolerance of

harassment, intimidation, threats or bul-

lying by anyone. Individuals who conduct

themselves in such a manner will be

banned from the property and dismissed

from service." Workers at a pay line

showed Workers Vanguard salesmen the

memo and complained. "Now. you can’t

even look at a foreman sideways or raise

your voice without the threat of being

fired.” Reuter’s "zero tolerance" is aimed
exclusively at workers and the union.

Supervisors who regularly hurl insults,

including racist and anti-immigrant slurs,

and demonstrate gross disregard for work-

place safety and health go untouched

every day of the week. The point of this

harassment and intimidation is NYCT’s

drive for intensified production.

Just weeks ago. WV salesmen were

told that a subway superintendent at the

Coney Island Overhaul Shop harangued

an assembly of mostly immigrant work-

ers with the diktat, "No English, no over-

time.” Muslim women bus drivers at

Brooklyn’s Flatbush Depot have been

disciplined and pulled from public ser-

vice and their routes for wearing their

Islamic headscarves. A few years ago. a

black worker at the East New York bus

maintenance shop had to fight for his job

after standing up to the physical assault

and racist slurs of a boss who (like all

the others) was never “banned from the

property and dismissed from service."

The bosses’ racism and anti-immigrant

bigotry is designed to perpetuate divi-

sions within the workforce to prevent the

necessary working-class unity to counter

their attacks. This is what the heavily

black TWU workers describe as NYCT
"plantation justice."

The fight against the victimization of

Carlos Blackman is a necessary struggle

that TWU Local 100 must wage against

the NYCT’s dangerous anti-union drive

about “workplace violence." As we wrote

in “‘Workplace Violence' Witchhunt Tar-

gets Unions. Minorities" (WV No. 695. 28

August 1998):
"The bourgeoisie’s manufactured hysteria

about an ‘epidemic* of 'workplace vio-

lence’ serves to promote one of the most
threatening new weapons of the capital-

ist employers against militants, minor-
ity workers and the very foundations of
union organization. Anyone lagged as

potentially violent’ can be stripped of
rights and treated as a criminal. The pro-

grams typically bypass union contract

protections against arbitrary company

conlinued on page 9

OAKLAND. May 10—The truck drivers

who transfer containers in and out of the

busy Port of Oakland stopped work for

one week, cutting the movement of con-

tainers by as much as 90 percent and
leaving cargo piled up on the docks.

Protesting the price of diesel fuel which
has skyrocketed while load rates have
remained unchanged, the Oakland port

truckers are part of a growing national

movement of truckers who vow to hold
further protests and stop-work actions

until they gain more pay per load. Truck-
ers at Union Pacific’s Lathrop rail facility

near Stockton. California also slopped
work for over a week; a two-day stop-

work action took place in Norfolk. Vir-

ginia on May 6 and 7. Further actions are

projected for other ports across the coun-
try and in Canada.

Hundreds of truckers in Los Angeles
and Long Beach staged protests on April

30. Three truckers parked their rigs on
Highway 5. delaying the morning com-
mute by three hours, while others slowed
traffic to five miles per hour on the Har-
bor (110) Freeway, with a banner reading
“The Rich Keep Getting Richer & the

Poor Keep Getting Poorer.” According to

National Lawyers Guild attorney Jim
De Maegt. at least three Latino port

truckers in L.A. were arrested on misde-

meanor charges. A pickeler and a trucker

face charges of battery and inciting to

riot for attempting to stop a truck in

Lathrop; four were arrested in Oakland
on various trumped-up assault and van-

dalism charges. We demand that all

charges be dropped now!
In the Port of Oakland, a group of 300

very loud and determined truckers rallied

daily last week in front of the APL termi-

nal and roving pickets marched to each

gate, trying to stop trucks from getting in

or out of the berths. The Port bosses ini-

tially tried to head off the work action by
setting up a commission "to hear truck-

ers’ complaints." When that was rejected,

the Port convened a meeting where some
companies agreed to raise rates. But as a

representative of the truckers told the San
Francisco Chronicle (8 May). "You can’t

have half the truckers go back to work
and let the others hang," Finally the Port

got a court order on May 7 barring the

protests from the terminal gates. Though

Support and Organize

the Port Truckers!

Wilmington, California, April 30; Hundreds of port truckers protest
rising fuel costs and demand higher pay per load.

truckers have now relumed to work, they

are still boycotting four trucking compa-
nies that refused to increase fuel sur-

charges and are vowing to strike again

next month if promised rate increases do
not materialize.

Those who service the ports up and
down the West Coast arc mostly short-

haul drivers who must buy their own rigs

and pay all associated expenses such as

registration, fuel, insurance and main-
tenance costs in order to work. Port

truckers were once organized and paid
union wages. With the deregulation of
the trucking industry in the early ’80s,

combined with the general assault on

labor in the U.S., the port truckers now
are paid by the load, often having to wait

hours at terminal gates, and work 15-18

hours a day, with no union protection

against the big shipping and hauling
companies, As one trucker in Virginia

expressed it during the Norfolk work
action: "It’s a slow death. We can’t

afford to shut down, but we can't afford

to continue to run. either." She said she
“earned" $76,000 last year but was left

with just $15,000 after deducting her
expenses. "I have no medical. I have no
savings. ( have no retirement. I have no
dental. I can't do it anymore" {San Diego

conlinued on page 1
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Zionist Massacre in Gaza
MAY 24—As pan of Israel's bloody

campaign of terror against the Palestin-

ian population, an Israeli helicopter

gunship and a tank fired rockets and

artillery shells at a protest march in the

southern Gaza city of Rafah on May 19,

killing at least ten people, almost half

of whom were children, and wounding

dozens more. With ambulances over-

flowing, bodies of the dead and injured

were carried in donkey carts to the hos-

pital. The slaughter in Rafah took place

in the context of an Israeli military

offensive in Gaza that has killed over 45

Palestinians and demolished .scores of

homes. The bloody incursion was trig-

gered by clashes the previous week

between Palestinian fighters and the

Israeli military in which up to 1.^ Israeli

soldiers, and many more Palestinians,

were killed.

Roundups, assassinations and house

demolitions—this is the reality of Israeli

prime minister Ariel Sharon’s much-

vaunted “withdrawal plan” from Gaza.

Earlier this month, the right-wing Likud

party handed Sharon a defeat by voting

against his withdrawal proposal. Two
weeks later, a massive May 15 rally of

at least 150,000 people was held in Tei

Aviv demanding that troops and settlers

be pulled out from Gaza and that nego-

tiations with the Palestinian Authority

begin.

Increasingly. Gaza resembles a con-

centration camp where ) .3 million Pales-

tinians are .squeezed into an area no larger

than five miles by 25 miles. With Gaza

surrounded by an electronic fence,

the only people who have any freedom

of movement are the 7.500 fascistic

Zionist settlers who control whole

swaths of the area and are protected by

Israeli soldiers. Unemployment is over

50 percent and malnutrition is rampant,

especially among children and the aged.

The pretext Israel is using for the latest

incursions into Gaza is to shut down
tunnels between Rafah and the Sinai

desert in Egypt. But as Israeli Journalist

conlinued on page 9

Palestinian man carries child killed

by Israeli rocket attack against
protest march in Gaza, May 19.

“War on Terror

Targets Everyone
The monsters who just wantonly blew

away over 40 men. women and children at

a wedding party in Iraq near the Syrian

border are the same U.S. forces who
authorized vicious tortures and killings

around the world. Daily new Internet pic-

tures from Abu Ghraib reveal fresh

glimpses of hell, a combination of the

techniques of Southern racist terror with

pornographic humiliation and the CIA’s

"scientific” infliction of pain. Now that

some of the photos are out. the capitalist

media admit that the White House and

Pentagon had their bureaucrats and law-

yers advise on just how much murderous

terror they could get away with.

This world of fear is what the govern-

ment wants to apply to any “dissenters”

here at home. Since September 1 1, 2001

the U.S. government has cynically manip-

ulated the population’s horror at the hei-

nous attack on the World Trade Center to

massively intensify an assault on civil lib-

erties and vastly expand police powers.

Untold thousands have been swept up in

racist roundups of mainly Near Eastern,

South Asian and Muslim people, detained

without charges, tortured and abused in

prisons across America. Thousands more
have been deported, often to torture and

death. The anti-terror laws are now being

used to prosecute people who have noth-

ing even allegedly to do with “terrorism.”

This May a Mexican street gang in the

Bronx was indicted on 70 counts, includ-

ing murder and robberies, under New
York’s new anti-terror law; the Bronx dis-

trict attorney said the terror stipulation

was justified while noting the statute is

“to protect society against acts of politi-

cal terrorism.”

This April the U.S. Supreme Court

heard arguments in three important "war

on terror’’ cases challenging some of the

7 '25274 81030
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Guantdnamo! Free all the detainees, from

Guantdnamo to Iraq to the U.S.!

The Padilla Case:
Evisceration of Citizenship

“Today the government asks this court

for a broad ruling that would allow the

president unlimited power to imprison

any American anywhere at any time with-

out trial simply by labeling him an enemy
combatant.” warned Padilla’s attorney,

Jennifer Martinez, in the Supreme Court

hearing. On April 9. the Spartacist League

and Partisan Defense Committee filed a

brief of amici curiae (friends of the court)

on Padilla’s behalf, just as we did in July

2003 when his case was argued in the

continued on page 8

Commander in Chief Bush and
top cop Ashcroft

—
“war on terror"

equals torture, concentration
camps like Guantanamo (right).

government’s most aggressive efforts to

shred civil liberties. The stakes in these

cases are high, for what the government

is asserting is nothing less than its right

to disappear citizens and strip them of

their formal and fundamental democratic

rights. There has always been a wide

gulf between formal bourgeois legality

and the race- and class-biased repression

and violence that are routine to capitalist

rule. If the government does away with

even the formal nods to democratic

rights, then “justice” in this country is

going to resemble the rule of reactionary

juntas and dictatorships propped up by

American imperialism around the globe.

If they can effectively abolish citizenship

rights, then the plight of immigrants here

and foreign victims of U.S. policies will

be even worse.

On April 28. appeals were presented

on behalf of two American citizens held

indefinitely as “enemy combatants" with-

out charges or a hearing. One of these

prisoners, Yaser Esam Hamdi. was de-

tained in Afghanistan in late 2001. The
other. Jose Padilla, was arrested in May
2002 at Chicago O’ Hare airport on a

material witness warrant and then turned

over to military authorities. This year, on

April 20, lawyers presented the appeal

of foreign nationals arrested in Afghani-

stan and dragged to the hellhole U.S. mil-

itary camp in Guantdnamo, Cuba, where
over 600 are now detained. The Guantd-

namo prisoners are seeking the right to

challenge their captivity in American
courts through a habeas corpus petition.

With supreme arrogance, the government
asserts that American courts have no right

to review a presidential decision, and that

the U.S. has no jurisdiction over Guantd-

namo prisoners because the American
army base is on Cuban territory! We
Trotskyists suggest then that the Cuban
government assert its authority over this

imperialist beachhead on the Cuban
deformed workers state. U.S. out of



Letters

The RCP and the “Anybody But Bush” Bandwagon
New York City

6 May 2004

To Workers VatiffuanJ:

The short polemic against the Revo-

lutionary Communist Party {RCP) and

the RCP-backcd Not In Our Name
(NION) in the article titled 'inlemallonal

Communist League in Worldwide Pro-

tests" from Workers Vanf{tiarJ No. 824
(16 April) could very easily be misinter-

preted. The section of note reads as

follows;

"The RCP/NION claims to oppose the

‘electoral black hole,’ yet as the Sparta-

cus Youth Club pointed out in a polemi-

cal leaflet directed to the RCP at March
20 protests, they call for 'more than a

million people in the streets of NYC at

the lime of the Republican National

Convention to say NO to the whole Bush
agenda!’"

This section is indeed taken from the very

fine leaflet directed to the RCP. reprinted

in the Workers Vanguard of 2 April. How-
ever. the leaflet put.s the RCP's call into

context. Certainly there is nothing wrong
with protesting Bush and saying “NO" to

his agenda—doing such does not neces-

sarily mean that one is for the “electoral

black hole." However, communists
would similarly want to say "NO" to the

whole Kerry agenda, and. might I men-
tion. the whole Nader agenda. Differ-

ences that exist between each policy

(often slight) are simply disagreements

over the best way to defend the interests

of the American bourgeoisie—\n other

words, it is in every case directed

squarely against the working class and

the oppressed the world over.

At the March 20 New York protest

against the occupation of Iraq sponsored

in part by NION. Dennis Kucinich was

a featured speaker and the NION con-

tingent looked like a Kucinich support

group, brandishing campaign stickers

and buttons. Kucinich spoke in front

of a banner reading "The World Still

Says No to War!" Fake socialists do their

biggest disservice to honest activists in

the antiwar movement by staling that

someone who actively defends the capi-

talist .system like Kucinich or Nader
could genuinely have a program against

war. Then-Trotskyist James Burnham

The State: Instrument of

Class Repression

The 1917 Russian Revolution brought the

working class of that country to power, estab-

lishing the dictatorship ofthe proletariat. In

the article excerpted below, which he subse-

quently expanded into the 1918 polemical

pamphlet against German Social Democrat
Karl Kaulsky. The Proletarian Revolution

and the Renegade Kaulsky, L^nin described

TROTSKY bourgeois state—even the most
democratic—is the dictatorship of the bour-

geoisie and needs to be replaced with a workers state, pointing to the experience ofthe
young Russian workers republic.

Kaulsky has renounced Marxism by forgetting that every state is a machine for the

suppression of one class by another, and that the most democratic bourgeois republic is

a machine for the oppression of the proletariat by the bourgeoisie.

The dictatorship of the proletariat, the proletarian stale, which is a machine for the

suppression of the bourgeoisie by the proletariat, is not a "form of governing," but a

.state ofa different type. Suppression is necessary because the bourgeoisie will always
furiously resist being expropriated....

Bourgeois democracy, which is invaluable in educating the proletariat and training it

for the struggle, is always narrow, hypocritical, spurious and false; it always remains
democracy for the rich and a swindle for the poor.

Proletarian democracy suppresses the exploiters, the bourgeoisie—and is therefore

not hypocritical, does not promise them freedom and democracy—and gives the work-
ing people genuine democracy. Only Soviet Russia has given the proletariat and the

whole vast labouring majority of Russia a freedom and democracy unprecedented,
impossible and inconceivable in any bourgeois democratic republic, by, for example,
taking the palaces and mansions away from the bourgeoisie (without which freedom of
assembly is sheer hypocrisy), by taking the print-shops and slocks of paper away from
the capitalists (without which freedom of the press for the nation’s labouring majority
is a lie), and by replacing bourgeois parliamentarism by the democratic organisation of
the Soviets, which are a thousand times nearer to the people and more democratic than
the most democratic bourgeois parliament.

— V.I. Lenin, "The Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade Kaulsky” (1918)
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(under the pseudonym John West) put it

best in War and the Workers (1936):

‘To suppo.se . . that revolutionists can work

out a common ‘program against war' with

non-revolutionists is a fatal illusion. Any
organization based upon such a program
is not merely powerless to prevent war; in

practice it acts to promote war, both

because it serves in its own way to uphold

the system that breeds war. and because it

diverts the attention of its members from
the real fight against war.”

The RCP’s program of promoting the

false possibility that the Democrats can
be pressured/won to lake the side of

the workers, justified with the call to

"unite with all who can be united." proves

that, despite their anti-electoral rhetoric,

the RCP actually builds the “electoral

black hole."

Comradely,

E. Abramovitch
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March 20;

SUSYC contingent
at Chicago
anti-occupation
rally raised call

to break with
Democratic Party.

On March 20 London Protest
London
20 April 2004

Dear WV,

I was surprised to see the sentence in

the Workers Vanguard article “Intema-

tional Communist League in Worldwide
Protests" {WV No. 824. 16 April) that

reads: "In London’s Trafalgar Square,

Labour ’left’ Jeremy Corbyn said that

Labour prime minister Tony Blair's right-

wing domestic agenda was dictated by

the U.S., underlining the dominant theme
of English nationalism" (my emphasis).

A demonstration today that was domi-
nated by English nationalism would be

in support of the occupation of Iraq and
the attendant imperialist slaughter, not.

in any muled or refracted sense, opposed
to it. There were, to my memory, no
Union Jacks or St. George’s Crosses on
display at the demonstration—the pres-

ence of which, for one thing, would cer-

tainly have deterred many Muslims,
blacks, Irish. Scottish or Welsh from

participating. Rather, there were a few

common themes from the speakers at

the end-of-march rally in Trafalgar

Square, which were in general character-

ised by little England nationalism and
anti-Americanism.

In short, this meant that the "little Eng-
landers" who spoke in the main clothed

in pacifistic or antiwar rhetonc their opin-

ion that Britain’s (i.e.. British imperial-

ism’s) interests would be best served by
ending the historic alliance with the U.S.

Many people also partake of this world-

view as a misguided form of opposition

to U.S. imperialism- Jeremy Corbyn was
one of the many speakers who held up the

example of Spain as a country where a pro-

American government had been thrown out

(in favour of the Zapaiero government,

which sees Spain’s inlerest.s as aligned

with the European imperialist powers).

Obviously such a perspective has nothing

to do with proletarian, internationalist

opposition to British imperialism.

Comradely.

Edward W.
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No. 58
Spring 2004
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From Death Row,
This Is Mumia Abu-Jamal

In the Shadows
of Abu Ghraib Prison

The color photos coming out of the dreaded Abu
Ghraib prison on Baghdad's outskirts are racing

around the world, silent yet eloquent testament to

what Americans really think about the people they

allegedly came here to “liberate.”

The photos, especially in the age of the internet,

are racing through the Arab and Muslim world, and
showing a side of the American character that seldom

gets to be seen, especially abroad.

The photos of naked Arab men. some posed with

laughing, jeering US women, is the height of humilia-

tion, and tells everyone who can see. that Americans

hold the Iraqis, and by extension, other Arabs, in utter

contempt.

“This is not America.” a politician huffs.

“1 am appalled!.” yet another exclaims.

Yet. what is truly appalling, and perhaps more
chilling than the naked, human pyramids shown, is

the sheer glee shown in the faces of the Americans.

The photos flashed in British tabloids, of soldiers

urinating—pissing!—on naked Iraqis, tells the same
baleful tale.

These are the actions of contempt, hatred, disre-

spect—and conquest.

Are the Americans and the British liberators or

occupiers?

One need look no further than the faces in the

photos of Abu Ghraib for the answer.

When speaking recently with Emory Douglas, the

celebrated former Minister of Culture of the Black

Panther Party, and chief graphic artist of its famed

newspaper. The Black Panther, Emory brought to

mind an image that is almost lost in history.

He reminded me of a police raid on the West

Philadelphia offices of the Black Panther Party, on

August 31, 1970. when the police, armed with auto-

matic weapons, stripped men in the streets.

I also thought of the infamous Charles Stuart case,

from Boston, when a white man claimed a Black man
killed his wife. The cops descended on Roxbury,

Black Boston like a plague. They stripped men in the

streets of Beantown.

Many of the Americans working in the prisons of

Iraq, especially in the reserves, are cops or prison

guards in their civilian lives. Indeed, one of the men
identified as a suspect in the brutal mistreatment of

people in Abu Ghraib. indeed a corporal in the Army,

works here, at SCI-Greene!

The horrific treatment of Iraqis at Abu Ghraib has

its dark precedents in the prisons and police stations

across America.

Journalist Seymour Hersh, of The New Yorker

magazine, has alleged that there have been cases

of sodomy against Iraqis there at Abu Ghraib. and

even killing. Does the name Abner Louima ring a

bell?

If you hale someone; if you disrespect them; il you

fear them, how can you “liberate" them?

As we have said from the very beginning, the Iraq

Adventure is not. and never has been, about “liberat-

ing" an oppressed people. Indeed, a recent CNN/U.SA

Today poll suggests Iraqis have come to that conclu-

sion. with 71% staling Americans are "occupiers."

Americans may c^l it "liberation," but they are

bringing torture, humiliation, and domination.

Nor are these events the work of people who are

“untrained.” "poorly trained,” or the always useful,

“bad apples."

As we have suggested above, many of those who
are there in Iraq, and hundreds of the people working

in Abu Ghraib prison, were reserves, and came from

jobs as prison guards and cops in civilian life. They

are perhaps better trained than the average M.P.

Don’t buy it.

It is somehow fitting that these depraved acts have

happened in one of the most dreadful gulags of the

Hussein regime; it shows the continuity of torture and

terror

Now, let us prepare for the inevitable whitewash.

Those of us who know history are certain—it is

sure to come.

3 May 2004
&2004 Mumia Ahu-Jamal

Send urgently needed contributions for Jamal's

legal defense, made payable to “National Lawyers
Guild Foundation” and earmarked for “Mumia”
to: Committee to Save Mumia Abu-Jamal, 130

Morningside Drive, Suite 6C, New York, NY
10027.

If you wish to correspond with Jamal, you can

write to: Mumia Abu-Jamal, AM8335, SCI Greene,

175 Progress Drive, Waynesburg, PA 15370.

Supreme Court Turns Down Jamal Appeal

Free Mumia
On May 17, the U.S. Supreme Court

turned down death row political prisoner

Mumia Abu-Jamal’s petition for a writ of

certiorari (review). Filed in March by

Jamal’s attorney, Robert Bryan, the peti-

tion sought to overturn last October’s

Pennsylvania Supreme Court decision

upholding Jamal’s conviction and death

sentence.

Still pending in the federal courts is

Jamal’s application for habeas corpus

relief. Over two years ago. federal district

court judge William Yohn overturned

Jamal’s death sentence while affirming

the conviction, condemning him to a life

of prison hell. Jamal’s attorneys appealed

that decision, seeking to overturn the con-

viction. The state appealed as well, seek-

ing to uphold Jamal’s death sentence.

With this latest Supreme Court denial,

Jamal’s case goes back to the federal

appeals court to rule on those appeals.

Mumia Abu-Jamal is an innocent man!

His case is a textbook example of a

classic racist political frame-up. Jamal

was convicted in 1982 on frame-up

charges of killing Philadelphia police

officer Daniel Faulkner on 9 December
1981. An outspoken champion of the

oppressed, Jamal had been a target of the

Philadelphia police and J. Edgar Hoover’s

FBI from the time he was a Black Panther

Party spokesman at the age of 15. An
award-winning journalist known as the

“voice of the voiceless" and a supporter of

the predominantly black, back-to-nature

MOVE organization. Jamal continues to

speak out from death row. in commentar-
ies carried in WV and other papers across

the country, condemning racist cop atroc-

ities, denouncing imperialist war and

voicing his support for the battles of strik-

ing workers.

Nearly 150 years after the infamous

Dred Scott decision, a fighter for black

freedom like Jamal has no rights which

the capitalist courts are bound to respect.

For nearly three years both Pennsylvania

state courts and federal courts have

refused to even consider testimony from

Arnold Beverly that he. not Jamal, shot

and killed Officer Faulkner. As raised in

Jamal's Supreme Court petition, these

courts have rejected as well evidence

discovered only two years ago of the

sworn account of court stenographer Terri

Maurer-Carter of a conversation she over-

heard in the courthouse where Mumia
was tried. In that conversation. Judge

Sabo, who sentenced Jamal to death,

declared in regard to Jamal’s case. “I’m

going to help 'em fry the n—r."

The second ground cited by Mumia's

petition is the refusal of Pennsylvania

Supreme Court justice Ronald Castille

to recuse himself from participating in

that court's deliberations and last year's

decision denying post-conviction relief

(PCRA) to Jamal. As Philadelphia Dis-

trict Attorney from 1986 to 1991, Castille

was in charge of the state’s successful

effort to uphold Jamal's conviction and

death sentence. He went on to become a

member of the Pennsylvania Supreme

Court, where he joined in turning down
Jamal’s appeal of Sabo’s denial of his

PCRA in 1997. Jamal’s petition high-

lighted, “For the same person to function

as both prosecutor and judge in a capital

case violates the due process clause and

mandates that the conviction be reversed."

As we wrote at the time the papers

were filed (“New Papers Filed in U.S.

Supreme Court: Free Mumia Abu-Jamal!

Abolish the Racist Death Penalty!” WV
No. 822. 19 March): "These papers de-

Now!
scribe courts where even the formal dis-

tinction between judge and prosecutor is

totally obliterated; where the trial judge

blithely pronounces his racist animus

toward Jamal; where one of Jamal's key

prosecutors becomes one of the appellate

judges who rules on whether Mumia is to

live or die. They paint a picture of courts

more commonly associated with those of

the Deep South of the Jim Crow era."

The capitalist rulers want to see Mumia
dead because they see in this eloquent

journalist, MOVE supporter and former

Panther spokesman the spectre of black

revolution, defiant opposition to their sys-

tem of racist oppression. They seek to

execute Jamal in order to send a chill-

ing message to all those who challenge

vicious cop repression in the ghettos, who
stand up for labor’s rights on the picket

lines, who protest imperialist mass mur-

der from the Balkans to Iraq.

We seek to mobilize working people,

minorities and all opponents of racist cap-

italist repression in protest actions cen-

tered on the social power of the labor

movement to demand Jamal's freedom.

Our fight to free Jamal and abolish the

racist death penalty is pan of our perspec-

tive of winning workers to the under-

standing that the bourgeois state, with its

cops and couns, is not some “neutral”

agency that serves society as a whole, but

rather exists to defend the class rule and

profits of the capitalists against those

they exploit. To put a final halt to the

grisly workings of capitalism’s machin-

ery of death—be they the guardians of

death row or the cops who operate as

“judge, jury and executioner" in gunning

down minority youth on the street—
requires sweeping away this entire sys-

tem based on exploitation and oppres-

sion. The social power to do that lies

in the hands of the multiracial work-

ing class, with its numbers, organiza-

tion and discipline—and most impor-

tantly its capacity to bring the wheels of

the profit system to a grinding halt. Free

Mumia Abu-Jamal now! Abolish the

racist death penaltylu

CLASS-STRUGGLE
DEFENSE NOTES

No. 32, Spring 2004

50c (16 pages)

Order from/make checks payable to:

Partisan Defense Committee
RO. Box 99
Canal Street Station

New York, NY 10013-0099

Phone: (212) 406-4252

E-mail: 75057.3201®
compuserve.com
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Kneeling Before the Body
of General Wolfe

on the Plains of Ahraham
Bill Logan (inset). Below: General Wolfe, British

commander in Canada during French and Indian
War, lies dying after 1759 battle on Quebec’s
Plains of Abraham that clinched British domination
over Canada.

detail of painting by Benjamin West

Toronto

12 March 2004

To the editor;

The 5 March 2004 issue of Work-

ers Vanguard (WV) contains a useful

report on the recent “hot cargoing” of

pans shipped on Canadian National

(CN) trains by members of the Canadian

Auto Workers (CAW) at Ford's Southern

Ontario plants in Oakville, St. Thomas
and Windsor. They took this action in

solidarity with their fellow CAW mem-
bers who are on .strike against CN. The

24 February issue of the union’s Railfax

wrote: “Special thanks go out to CAW
auto workers who placed themselves at

risk yesterday in order to support their

striking brothers and sisters at CN Rail.”

As WV correctly observed, these cou-

rageous unionists “showed the kind of

militant solidarity that's needed to win

labor’s battles.” The capitalist media has

largely ignored this action, presumably

because they don’t want any repetitions.

The same issue of Railfax also reported

that, “CN moved over the weekend to

secure injunctions in Vancouver. Edmon-
ton. Winnipeg, Toronto and Montreal.”

These injunctions were aimed at crip-

pling the strike, but at least in Mon-
treal the workers took no notice. Accord-

ing to a 5 March report on the Montreal

website of the Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation (montreal.cbc.ca) 75 CAW
pickets blocked the entrance to the rail

yards in St. Laurent for several hours and

prevented trucks from entering. Eventu-

ally the riot squad appeared and attacked

the workers, one of whom complained:

“We have a right to go on strike, we have

the right to be here, but the police are

beating the shit out of us to make sure that

we leave.”

The fact that militant workers in both

English Canada and Quebec have been

prepared to defy bourgeois legality in the

course of this strike seems to us a good
reason for you to reconsider the proposi-

tion that: “The recognition by the work-
ers of each nation that their respec-

tive capitalist rulers—not each other—
are the enemy can only come through

an independent Quebec" (Spartacist Can-
ada. September-October 1995). The fact

is that the current CN strike fits the same
pattern of joint struggle by Anglo Cana-
dian and Quebecois workers that we have
seen in strikes by rail, postal and civil

service workers over the past several

decades. There is no question that the

Anglo-chauvinism, social-democratic ref-

ormism and petty-bourgeois Quebec
nationalism pushed by the labor bureau-

crats represent important obstacles to

the development of a class-conscious

workers’ movement and must be vigor-

ously combated. But the fact is. the

current rail strike parallels previous

ones (including the one featured on
the front page of WV No. 28. 14 Sep-
tember 1973) in that workers on both

sides of the national divide are engaged
in common struggle against a common
enemy.

As you know, we uphold the posi-

tion initially developed by the inter-

national Spartacist tendency (iSt) in the

mid-1970s in contradistinction to vari-

ous ostensibly Trotskyist organizations

which invested petty-bourgeois Quebe-
cois nationalism with some inherently

revolutionary dynamic. The iSt position

combined a resolute defense of the

inalienable right of the Quebecois to

separate and form their own state with

an advocacy of common working-class

struggle across national lines. Contrary

to the allegations of the Pabloites, there

was no shred of Anglo-chauvinism in

this position. The current rail strike

demonstrates that the perspective of

bi-national class struggle remains a valid

one.

As we sought to explain in Trotsky-

ist Bulletin No. 7, the link between the

historically more militant Quebecois
working class and their English-Canadian

sisters and brothers (and through them the

powerful U.S. proletariat) is a potentially

highly significant factor in the devel-

opment of revolutionary consciousness

within the North American working class.

We urge the comrades of the Interna-

tional Communist League, on the basis

of this most recent experience, to reassess

your organization’s position and reject

the pessimistic estimation that joint class

struggle is not possible prior to the es-

tablishment of an independent capitalist

Quebec.

Bolshevik Greetings.

J. Decker.

for the International

Bolshevik Tendency

WV replies:

Since its creation more than 20 years

ago by a handful of embittered ex-

members, the group now calling itself the

International Bolshevik Tendency (BT)
has reviled our organization as a mania-

cal “political bandit obedience cult.” Just

a couple of months before we received

the above letter, the BT's German adher-

ents came out with an issue of their

occasional press, Bolschewik (January

2004), which was heavily devoted to

regurgitating the BT’s slander of the

International Communist League and our

German .section, the Spartakist Workers

Party (SpAD), for “vulgar chauvinism”

against the Kurds. Now the Canadian BT
sends us this oh-so-comradely letter

addressing us as serious socialists. The
BT has two—counterposed—lines on the

ICL. This is an acute and grotesque

contradiction.

The BT salutes Workers Vanguard for

its coverage of actions taken by members
of the Canadian Auto Workers. Because

workers in both English Canada and

Quebec have engaged in struggle, the

BT beseeches us to “reconsider" our

position and join them in opposing inde-

pendence for Quebec. No thanks. We
leave to the BT the distinction of being

the “socialists" officially invited to a

Montreal “Canadian unity” rally on the

eve of a 1995 referendum on Quebec

sovereignty. It's no accident the BT was

invited to this “We love Canada" rally

organized by top business leaders

—

becau.se the BT’s leaflet on the ref-

erendum (issued only in English!) also

called on Quebec workers to vote No
to independence. When the BT’s only

Qudbdcois member quit, he protested

their "de facto bloc with the Canadian

bourgeoisie.”

The BT glibly claims to uphold our ini-

tial position combining “resolute defense

of the inalienable right of the Quebecois

to separate and form their own state with

an advocacy of common working-class

struggle across national lines.” Hardly. In

the first ten years of its existence, the BT
wrote all of one sentence about Quebec
(and we really had to hunt for it!). In con-

trast. from its very beginnings our Cana-

dian section, the Trotskyist League/Ligue

Trotskyste, actively championed Que-

bec’s right to independence.

However, by 1 995 we recognized that

it had become necessary not only to

defend Quebec’s right to secede but

to advocate its independence. We con-

cluded that our previous perception

—

that national antagonisms had not yet

become so intense as to make independ-

ence the only means of cutting through

them—was “at best based on a superfi-

cial appreciation of the evolution of a

self-conscious Quebec nation and the

class struggle within it.” This reappraisal

was the result of extensive international

discussion, study and our experience of

intervention in the struggles of the work-

ing class in Quebec and English Canada.

A motion adopted by the Central Com-
mittee of the TL/LT in July of that year

noted: '

“For Leninists, the advocacy of an inde-

pendent Quebec is the means to get

this question *ofT the agenda.' particu-

larly to combat the orgy of Anglo chau-

vinism in English Canada, but also

to foil the aims of the bourgeois nation-

alists in Quebec who seek to lie the

historically combative Qu^bdeois prole-

tariat to their coattails. This is the only
road to bringing to the fore the real

social contradictions between the work-
ing class and their 'own' bourgeoisie in

either nation, and thereby laying a genu-
ine basis for common class struggle in

the future.”

We recognized that if we had not

changed our position we would have been

finished as a Marxist organization in

Canada. But the BT was never premised

on the Marxist fight to win the proletariat

to the cause of international socialist rev-

olution. Its arid appeals to “bi-national

class struggle” are merely an echo of the

Anglo-chauvinist union bureaucrats who
also argue that independence for Quebec
would be harmful to “labor solidarity.”

From the BT’s letter, one would have

Spartacist Canada
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no idea that the CN strike occurred amid
the biggest outburst of anti-Qudb6cois

chauvinism in the last 15 years, This in

turn is fueling a predictable rise in

pro-independence sentiment in Quebec,
with polls showing support for sover-

eignly back up to 47 percent. Most Que-
bec unions are quite separate from those
in English Canada. Even the CN strike

—

one of all too few examples of common
labor struggle—testified to the depths of
the national divide; in English Canada,
picket lines were festooned with the

Maple Leaf flag; in Quebec, with the

fleur-de-lys.

The ruling Liberals’ funneling of mil-

lions in government funds to friendly

advertising agencies in Quebec has pro-

duced an uproar in English Canada.
When New York TV talk show host

Conan O'Brien brought his Late Night
show to Toronto, the mere mention of
the word “Quebec” brought a chorus
of boos from the audience. The tabloid

Toronto Sun made a virtual anthem of
O’Brien’s sick "joke”—“You’re French
and Canadian? Then you must be ob-

noxious and dumb!"—after it elicited

guffaws of approval from his studio audi-

ence. In Quebec, anglophones in bour-

geois Westmount and the middle-class

suburbs on Montreal's West Island are

agitating to withdraw from the largely

French-speaking city and re-establish

separate, privileged enclaves. Recent
revelations that the federal government
was ready to send troops to Quebec if

the 1995 sovereignly referendum had
carried underline again how the forc-

ible retention of Quebec in a “united”

country is a cornerstone of capitalist

Canada (see “Anglo-Chauvinist Provoca-

tions on the Rise; Independence for Que-
bec!” Spartacist Canada No. 139, Winter

2003/2004). The BT makes no mention of

any of this.

A Persilschein for the
Father Confessor?

One can assume from the BT’s letter

that they are sufficiently concerned that

we have caught them out on their Maple
Leaf chauvinism as to sense they can-

not approach us as a deranged cult

over the Quebec question without inflict-

ing further damage to themselves. On
the other hand, their German branch

continues the BT’s slander campaign
against us for “great power chauvinism”

supposedly directed against the Kurds,

with some new embellishments as absurd

as they are disgusting. Run under a

large picture of cops arresting a Kurdish

protester in Berlin, their chauvinist-

baiting diatribe is designed to convey
a not-so-subtle amalgam between our

comrades and the racist oppressors of

the Kurds. Particularly in a country

with a large Kurdish population, this

is a blatant appeal that we should

be dealt with as enemies of the Kurd-

ish people. And this poison is spewed
by an outfit that stridently opposes the

Kurds’ exercise of their right to self-

determination in an independent Kurdis-

tan and whose own revolting indifference

to the oppression of the Kurdish people

is captured in its headline, “Polem-
ics with SpAD/ICL: With Love from

Absurdistan.”

We already shredded this chauvinist-

baiting Big Lie last year, documenting

the BT’s role as a walking provocation

against the ICL and exposing the manip-

ulative sociopath. Bill Logan, it embraces
as its leader (see "BT: Renegades for

Hire.” WV No. 807. 1 August 2003 and
"BT: A Walking Provocation.” WV No.

808. 29 August 2003). We do so not sim-

ply for purposes of elementary political

sanitation, but because a new generation

of leftists must be made aware that the

likes of Logan have no place in the work-
ers movement. It was for similar rea-

sons that we took the unusual step of
publicly releasing our three internal

bulletins “On the Logan Regime” after

we expelled him from our interna-

tional organization (then the international

Spartacist tendency) in 1979.

In late 1978, there was a fight to

remove Logan as national chairman of

our British section, where he had been
running a brutal and nasty regime. The
exposure of Logan’s sadistic manipula-
tion of comrades in Britain led to further

charges against him from his former vic-

tims in the more isolated Australian .sec-

tion. The Spartacist League of Australia

and New Zealand Central Committee
charged Logan “with systematic and con-

scious violations of communist morality

during his tenure as national chairman of

the SLANZ between the years of 1972

and 1977” and "with repeated, conscious

intervention into comrades’ personal lives

as pan of a pattern of calculated per-

sonal and sexual manipulation, pass-

Chauvinist 1995 “Canadian unity" rally

invited to attend.

ing off intimate managing of comrades’

personal lives as a legitimate and cen-

tral function of the national chairman”
(see “On the Logan Regime Part III,”

International Information Bulletin

No. 16. November 1983). The charges

itemized 18 specific counts, including

six attempts “to bring about certain sex-

ual configurations and/or create couples

through direct intervention” and three

attempts “to break up certain couples

through organisational/personal pre.ssure

and administrative measures.” Finally.

Logan was charged with “The campaign
to force Vicky A to get an abortion and
failing that, to foster her child (1973).

using personal, social and organisational

pressure."

Following a trial at our First Interna-

tional Conference in 1979, Logan was
expelled by a unanimous vole—includ-

ing those future BT members present

—

as a "proven, massive liar and a sexual

sociopath who manipulated the private

lives of comrades for reasons of power
politics and his own aberrant appetites

and compulsions in the guise of Marx-
ism.” In the case of Vicky A,, the trial

body found Logan "guilty of inhuman
torture of a mother, rendered suicidal

in his attempt to destroy and take away
her baby.”

These credentials were good enough
for those who formed the BT. hav-

ing dribbled out of our party in flight

from our hard Soviei-defensist com-
munist politics in the face of renewed
Cold War in the early 1980s, to embrace
the same Logan they had earlier voted

to expel. In 1990. Logan (who had
resurfaced as head of the New Zea-
land Permanent Revolution Group)
emerged quite openly as the lider

niaxirno of what was now proclaimed

to be an “international” tendency. Last

summer, nearly 25 years after we had
expelled Logan, the BT came up with

a quote ripped entirely out of context

from one of our publicly available inter-

nal bulletins to slander us for “vulgar

chauvinism.”

The quote was taken from a 1978

report by SL/U.S. National Chairman
James Robertson, a founder of our inter-

national tendency, to our New York local

on the fight to remove the Logan regime

in Britain. In his report. Robertson criti-

cized another leading comrade. Reuben
Samuels, for absenting himself from this

fight: “Criticism of Reuben: the whole

time, where was Reuben? He was off in

the library, studying about the Turds for

his class.” Samuels had been brought to

Britain to give an educational on the

Kurdish question at the urging of com-
rade Robertson and the rest of our inter-

national leadership, a task of particular

importance at the time given the recruit-

ment of Turkish comrades to our Bril-

in Montreal, which BT was officially

ish section. But when Samuels got to

London what was posed was not a class

but a hard political fight to defend
our party against Logan, who viciously

manipulated the internalized oppression

of minority and women comrades. Samu-
els was later flown back to Britain a

second time to give his class on the

fight against Kurdish oppression—some
chauvinism!

More than a hundred opinionated, argu-

mentative young communists of many
different ethnic backgrounds heard Rob-
ertson’s presentation. They understood it

for what it was: a powerful indictment of

the all-sided oppression of capitalist class

society, and a record of the struggle

against a sick character who tried to

destroy comrades. In ripping apart the

BT’s attempt to paint our membership as

merely obedient tools, fools and perhaps

racists themselves, we noted of the BT’s
lies: “They can't manage to mention that

the quotation from comrade Robertson

that they pulled out and twisted beyond

recognition comes from a bulletin titled

‘On the Logan Regime Part I.’ How
come? Why has Logan become the equiv-

alent of that empty space on retouched

photos? What is the BT hiding?” (WV No.

807. 1 August 2003).

Evidently, the BT left it to their

German section to produce the requisite

Persilschein (the “De-Nazification Cer-

tificate" issued to “rehabilitated" Third

Reich war criminals at the end of World
War II) for Logan. To this end. the Ger-

man group dredges up some garbage

alibis for Logan that had been gather-

ing dust in a 1996 BT pamphlet titled

JCL V5. IBT (which pamphlet coinciden-

tally got posted on the BT’s Web site in

June 2003, just as it launched its latest

smear campaign against us). Logan was
just following orders, pleads the article

in Bolschewik, claiming that he simply

made "political mistakes. ..fully within

the norms of the iSt in other places”:

"Everywhere in the iSl women were
pressured not to have children. The lead-

ership of the iSt. including James Rob-
ertson himself, let it be known that

women who had children were, in his

opinion, on their way out of politics. It

wa.s thus standard in the iSt to pressure

women to decide against children and for

the party. Nothing else happened in the

SL/ANZ under Bill Logan.”

This is a lie as breathtaking as it is

grotesque. The norm in our party, well

known to Logan, was expressed in an ex-

change published in a 1972 SL/U.S. pre-

conference bulletin {Internal Discussion

Bulletin No. 20. "Comradely Greetings to

the Delegates of the Third National Con-
ference of the SL/US (and to com-
rades Bill. Adaire. Joel and Gene who are

away),” November 1972). Responding to

a misplaced concern by a prospective

recruit over whether parents can func-

tion as disciplined communists, a woman
comrade wrote: “I can think of no exam-
ples among the parent-comrades in the

SL (there are several) myself included,

who are parents first and communists sec-

ond.... If a comrade (with a child) is car-

rying out the work required of party

membership his contribution is as mean-
ingful as anyone else’s.” She added. “It's

not the party’s job to monitor personal

relationships.” This was very much not
the norm under Logan in Australia.

At the very meeting in New York
where Robertson gave his report on the

fight against Logan in Britain, a comrade
who had returned some time earlier from
a year as treasurer in our Australian sec-

tion gave some sense of what would
soon come out about Logan’s tenure in

Australia. She recalled how horrified she

was to learn that the Logan regime had
devised financial rules that allowed
deductions from party contributions for a

vasectomy but not for the upkeep of a

child. "In short,” she recounted, “without

continued on page 11

Special ICL Bulletins

On the Logan Regime
(Three parts)

In 1979, Bill Logan was expelled from
the international Spartacist tendency for

crimes “against communist morality and its

substrate human decency." Logan is now
the leader of the "International Bolshevik
Tendency." As a service to the workers
movement we have made our international

bulletins documenting Logan’s crimes
publicly available.

Part I

Part II

Part III

$3 (62 pages)

$3 (44 pages)

$3 (79 pages)

The International Bolshevik
Tendency—What Is It?
International Communist League
pamphlet, August 1995

$1 (10 pages)

Order from/make checks payable to:

Spartacist Publishing Co.
Box 1377 GPO, New York. NY 10116

intermtwnal discussion bulletin
>y at wwm

ON THE LOGAN REGIME
PARTI

“Run. am. nm. nta nm.^ nm...cfiop.”

The International

Bolshevik Tendency-
What Is It?

Maclean's
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Young Spartacus

Protest Grisly Murder of UNAM Activist!
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April 29 march in Mexico
City demanding an expia*
nation of murder of P^vel
Gonzalez. Poster for raily

in his honor reads: “March
Against the Dirty War.”

Indymedia

We reprint below the siatemenf issued

on May li by (he Juveniuil Espariaquisia,

youth group of the Grupo Espariaquisia

de Mexico, seciion of (he International

Communist League.

Mexico City

After having disappeared on April 19,

one day before the fifth anniversary of

the beginning of the UNAM {National

Autonomous University] strike, the body

of student and activist Noel P5vel

Gonzdiez was found hanging from a

cross near the Ajusco mountain area on

April 23. On his lifeless body were sev-

eral injuries, signs of torture and rape

and a skull fracture inflicted by his

depraved murderers on the first day of

his disappearance. According to students

from the National School of Anthropol-

ogy and History, as well as his parents

and workers at UNAM, “the [murder and

torture] were carried out by a group spe-

cializing in torture which calls to mind
the worst periods of the dirty war and

leads us to think of a new process of

annihilation of social activists” {Ui Jor-

nada, 26 April). We Spartacists solidar-

ize with his family, friends and comrades

in the face of this heinous crime.

P^vel was an activist during the student

strike of 1999-2000 at UNAM, as a mem-
ber of the Strike Committee at CCH-Sur
high school. More recently, he was pur-

suing a major both in Latin American
Studies in the School of Philosophy and

Letters at UNAM and in Social Anthro-

pology at the National School of Anthro-

pology and History, in addition to being a

member of the Zapatista coffee coopera-

tive. Smaliyel. The murder of Pivel takes

place in the context of a lull in the student

movement, the expulsion of student activ-

ists and the emboldening of groups of

right-wing thugs at UNAM. This cow-
ardly and vile act has the characteristics

of a political crime. On April 26. only

three days after Pdvel's body was found,

members of the Department of Latin

American Studies, the Cerezo Commitee,

the FARC Support Commitee and various

students from the School of Philosophy

and Letters received a repugnant e-mail,

with a return address that made a refer-

ence to the ultra-rightist group El Yunque
(The Anvil) and also mentioned the thug

group Apocalipsis (Apocalypse), threat-

ening them with more acts of violence if

they continued with their activities. Fol-

lowing this were other threats made to

students by phone and e-mail (Indymedia

Mdxico, 4 May).

The criminal violence against the left

did not stop there. According to wit-

nesses, on the evening of May 7, Rodolfo

Hem^dez G6mez fired a gun pointblank

at activists who were in favor of free and

public education: Mayra Claudia Valen-

zuela, student at the National Pedagogic

University and Josd Luis Cordero and

No^ Lucio Becerril from the National

School of Social Work. Activists reported

that during the elections at the School of

Social Work, the director of the .school,

Carlos Arteaga, had threatened with

expulsion several activists who were

opposed to his re-election. Rodolfo

Hemdndez, who had repeatedly expressed

his support to the university authorities,

arrived at the site with five other thugs

armed with sticks and chains ("Stop the

Aggression Against UNAM Students!”,

Internet leaflet by LTS-CC, undated).

Likewise, eyewitnesses state that author-

ities from the School of Social Work
helped Hemdndez and his gang of thugs

escape after the attack was perpetrated

{La Jornada, 9 May). Conspicuously,

Hemdndez’s whereabouts are currently

unknown. The three activists remain in

the hospital and in critical condition. We
send them our fraternal greetings and

hope for a quick recovery.

The brutal murder of Pdvel, as well as

the attempted murder of the three activists

at the School of Social Work, are a blow

against all the left and a threat to its very

physical existence. The Juventud Esparta-

quista condemns and protests these crimi-

nal attacks and calls on the workers

movement as a whole to join in protest;

An injury to one is an injury to all!

The bourgeois state—a murderous
machine that looks after the interests of the

oppressors—has no interest in punishing

the torturers and murderers of Pdvel or

stopping the gangs of thugs that the

authorities use as auxiliaries for keeping

down leftist political dissidents. We Spar-

tacists fight to mobilize the power of the

working class in defense of activists and

all the oppressed and to win .students to the

fight for proletarian revolution, the only

way to end the repression and brutality

inherent to capitalism once and for all.B

Oer Spiegel

True face of UN “peacekeeping”: Demonstrators gunned down in street by
UN troops in Somalia, 1993. Nader calls for UN troops to occupy Iraq.

Nader...
(continuedfrom page 12)

were UN-enforced, Nader’s position didn't

start in Iraq—thus even the ISO was
"disgusted” when his initial response to

the Afghanistan war was simply that "If

we're gonna do what we’re gonna do, we
should do it in a very constitutional way”
(Socialist Worker, 19 October 2001 ).

Back in 2000, SAlt actually attempted

to put into practice their scheme to build

a "workers party"—which is their jus-

tification for this charade—out of the rub-

SYC Class Series

LOS ANGELES
Saturday, June 12, 2 p.m.

The Fight for a
Revolutionary Party

3806 Beverly Blvd., Room 215
(Vermont/Beverly Red Line station)

information and readings; (213) 380-8239
or e-mail; slsycla@sbcglobal.net

Visit fife iCL
WGh Site:

WWW. ici~fi.arg

ble of Naderism. In December, as the

2000 presidential election fiasco came
to a close, they whined, “Unfortunately.

Nader is attempting to channel the broad

momentum generated into the narrow
confines of the Green Party.” They con-

tinued: "Socialist Alternative is calling on
Ralph Nader to help convene national,

local and regional conferences of all

organizations and forces that supported

his campaign with the aim of creating

a broad working class party" (Justice,

December 2000-January 200
1 ). Of course,

this enemy of the working class—one who
spit on the unionization drive at his own
magazine shop—did no such thing.

So where did the "movement" around
Nader go? Into pro-Democratic Party ral-

lies to get Gore into office following the

contested presidential elections. Today,

many of his most prominent supporters,

including some of the editors of the lib-

eral Nation magazine, have urged him not

to run and "spoil" the chances of the Dem-
ocrats. It’s not surprising that Nader sup-

porters returned to the Democrats because
in many ways they never left in the first

place; they sought to pressure the Dems to

be nicer, but not at the expense of having

a Republican in the White House. Telling

those who seek genuine social change to

put their money down on a capitalist can-

didate like Nader can only breed demoral-

ization and profound cynicism when such

campaigns inevitably fail to bring social

progress. No matter which politicians are

elected, the capitalist state exi.sts for the

maintenance of the profit system.

Back in 2000, SAlt crowed about how
they had initiated campaigns for Nader
(at times against the wishes of the local

Greens, who knew better than they how
little Nader and “socialism” had in com-
mon). SAlt even bashed the ISO for their

strategy of playing it safe and only join-

ing the campaign once it was dear it was
popular. This time, the ISO may well be
able to gloat about SAlt’s failure in sell-

ing Nader to the radical liberal youth.

The road toward social progress lies

not in preaching to the workers that they

should trust some wing of the capitalist

class, but in imbuing the working class

with the understanding that it must organ-

ize independently and for its own inter-

ests. We fight to build a workers party on
the Bolshevik model that will raise class

consciousness and ultimately lead the

workers to state power through a socialist

revolution. This party will not be forged

through cheap tricks and electoral

maneuvers but through real class strug-

gle: strikes, massive social protest,

events that pit the working class against

the bosses.

6 WORKERS VANGUARD



Young Spartacus— Open Letter to Columbia GSEU

—

Union Tops Betray, Halt Strike

at Behest of Democrats
On May 14. the nearly month-long

strike by Graduate Student Employees
United (GSEU) to win union recognition

from the union-busting Columbia Univer-

sity administration was put on "hiatus"

at the insistence of the GSEUAJnited Auto

Workers Local 2110 union lops. The
union leadership was acting on a request

from two Democratic Party politicians,

the New York City Council speaker Gif-

ford Miller and New York state senate

minority leader David Paterson, who ad-

vanced an empty offer to mediate the con-

flict in exchange for a halt to the strike.

Frequently posturing as "friends of labor.”

the Democratic Party in fact variously

works to contain, quell and suppress class

and social struggle. The AFL-CIO bureauc-

racy and its president John Sweeney, who
spoke at a GSEU strike support rally on

April 28, preach reliance on the Demo-

On May 3. the Georgia Supreme Court

overturned the May 2003 conviction for

aggravated child molestation against

Marcus Dixon by a four-to-three vote. A
black high .school football star from

Rome, Georgia. Dixon had a 3.96 GPA
and a scholarship to attend Vanderbilt

University in the fall of 2003. We wel-

come the freeing of Dixon, but this can-

not make up for the injustice he has suf-

fered. He never should have seen the

inside of a jail—not for one day, much
less one year. He never should have been

hauled before a court or had his life so

cruelly disrupted.

Marcus Dixon is free, but his future

is still in doubt. The county D.A. who
secured his original conviction says she

intends to get the Georgia Supreme Court

decision overturned. .Vanderbilt, which
revoked his scholarship upon his convic-

tion. has as of yet not offered to reverse

that decision—and a second conviction of

statutory rape Dixon received for the

same incident remains on his record.

Hands offMarcus Dixon!

Dixon, 1 8 at the time of his arrest, had

sex with a 15-year-old white girl. The
young woman, reportedly fearing reper-

cussions from her racist father, accused
Dixon of rape. In the course of the trial, it

became clear that the sex in question had
been consensual. But the D.A., playing on
the explosive intersection of race and sex

that cuts to the quick of racist America,
railroaded Dixon into a mandatory ten-

year sentence under one of the “seven
deadly sins" in Georgia law: aggravated

child molestation. This law defines "child

molestation” as any sex act occurring in

which one party is over 16 years of age
and one under.

At least some jurors from Dixon’s trial

were shocked at the severity of the sen-

tence and said they would not have con-

victed him had they known the conse-

quences. "1 can honestly say. and talk

for the other ten jurors, that we had no
intention of sending him to prison for

ten years,” said juror Robert Williamson.

"We were sure he would go home that

day" (CBSNews.com, 19 January).

The legacy of slavery clings to the South.

Georgia only took its anti-miscegenation

law banning interracial sex off the books
in 1972 and only abolished its “fornica-

tion" law—which banned all extramarital

cnitic Party, chaining workers to the capital-

ists and their state. In this election year,

the Democrats are attempting to reclaim

the imperial U.S. presidency so that John

Kerry can call the shots in the brutal colo-

nial occupation of Iraq and anti-immigrant,

anti-labor “war on terror.” The Spartacus

Youth Club argued to shut Columbia

down, intervening at union events and on

the picket lines with our revolutionary,

class-struggle program throughout the

GSEU strike (see "Columbia Graduate

Students Battle Union-Busting Adminis-

tration,” WV No. 826, 1 4 May). We reprint

below a May 21 open letter written by an

SYC supporter to the membership of the

GSEU.

* * #

1 am writing this letter to object in the

strongest possible terms to the abject

AP

sex and was historically used against

interracial couples—in 2003. Allegations

of black men raping white women—over-

whelmingly spurious—were a frequent

pretext for lynchings as well as for legal

repression of black people up to the racist

death penalty. Dixon’s story attracted

national attention. The NAACP held a

1,000-sirong rally at the Georgia Slate

Capitol on March 1 to demand Dixon's

freedom. But the Democrats, to whom the

NAACP looks for justice, bear no small

degree of culpability. For example, black

Democrat Tyrone Brooks co-sponsored

the law under which Dixon was sentenced

(see “Free Marcus Dixon!” VWNo. 819.

6 February).

We oppose reactionary "age of con-

sent” laws. Far from protecting youth in a

racist, class-based society, such laws give

the capitalist state yet another means to

socially regiment the population. We say

that who sleeps with whom is none of the

government’s business. The defining

guideline of sexual relations should be
that of effective consent.

Marcus Dixon did nothing wrong,

nothing that teenagers across the country

don’t do all the time. But he fell afoul of

a racist order that unleashes terror in the

ghettos and transforms increasingly seg-

regated urban schools into virtual pris-

ons. Marcus Dixon’s case, even now that

he is out of prison, shows how fragile

democratic rights can be under capital-

ism. Only by shattering the capitalist

order through a workers revolution will

the sort of racist repression meted out to

Dixon be relegated to a barbaric past.B

surrender to the university that is being

euphemistically called a "strike hiatus."

Hardly a "hiatus.” the vote on Friday gave

Columbia its graders, its commencement,
and a status quo more or less identical to

that of mid-April.

The Spartacus Youth Club rightly

argued from the outset that the strike

would not be won through shaming the

university, through reliance on Demo-
cratic Party politicians, or through the

oxymoron of the "porous picket line.” The
union tried to keep things "respectable."

so respectable in fact that all the Demo-
crats had to do was ask for an end to the

strike for the administration to win.

And who are these Democrats, any-

way? A bunch of machine politician

bottom-feeders who look on the union

ranks as voting cattle for a capitalist

party that has signed on to the war on

Iraq, that backs the slave-labor Taylor

Law here in' New York. The only thing

these "allies” (!) have given GSEU is

exactly the same seemingly intermina-

ble deadlock that faced us on April 18.

I joined the GSEU when it first started

organizing on campus in order to get a

graduate student union at Columbia, not

to become a cog in the Democratic Party.

The union can break the administra-

tion. but it has to wage the sort of fight it

consciously avoided in the strike. It has

to shut down the campus. It has to make
systematic attempts to block deliveries

and call on students to boycott classes.

The university /uncfioned throughout our

strike, brothers and sisters. The Columbia
administration weathered it. The union

needs the broad support of campus labor

and the student body to win, not just in

words, but in deeds. The union will not

win by coddling scabs and unduly worry-

ing about causing offense to strikebreak-

ers, but by broadening its fight among its

As America’s twin parties of capital gear

up to nominate their candidates for U.S.

imperialist Commander in Chief later this

summer, the state has increasingly moved
to clamp down on planned protests out-

side both the Democratic and Republican

National Conventions (DNC/RNC). In the

Boston area, cops already are rounding up
"suspected anarchists” as the local bour-

geois media whip up bogus “anti-terror”

hysteria over anti-DNC protesters. On April

14. eight activists were arrested by the

Cambridge police while planting flowers

on an abandoned property, and six face

trumped-up felony charges of breaking and

entering and possession of tools for bur-

glary. Among those arrested was a member
of the Bl(A)ck Tea Society, a coalition of

liberal and anarchist groups organizing

the anti-DNC protests; in the first week of

May, a B!(A)ck Tea Society meeting on
the MIT campus was shut down by the

police. Meanwhile in New York City.

Mayor Michael Bloomberg and his cronies

have denied the liberal United for Peace

and Justice coalition a protest permit out-

side the RNC for August 29. the day of

mass worldwide protest against the “Bush
agenda.” We reprint below a May 17 Par-

tisan Defense Committee letter to MIT

Young Spartacus

Union leadership courted Democrats
like New York state assemblyman
Scott Stringer, speaking at Columbia
strike rally, May 14.

real allies. The UAW 21 lO support staff’s

one-day sympathy strike was a welcome
step in the right direction, but it was only

a step. If the union refuses to fight the

university with tenacity and with every

means at its disposal, it is accepting

defeat in advance. Our bosses at Colum-
bia love it when we play by their rules.

To my knowledge, there has been no
attempt to fight the university’s moves to

dock the pay of sympathy strikers. In

addition. Angie Sanders, a member of the

SSA [Support Staff Association] up at

Health Sciences, has lost her job for

holding to a basic pro-labor position: You
don’t go to work in a struck shop. Many
members know Angie from her frequent

presence at our picket lines. We should

demand Angie’s reinstatement.

Strikes are won on the picket lines, not

in the courtrooms or at City Hall. GSEU
should, by whatever possible means,

defend its real allies, our brothers and

sisters, from the administration against

which we have struggled for years.

Fraternally.

Quincy Lehr

president Charles M. Vest protesting the

cop repression against anti-DNC activists.

* * *

The Partisan Defense Committee
strongly protests MIT’s assault on the

basic civil liberties of the BI(A)ck Tea

Society. On Wednesday. May 5. 2004,

MIT campus security and armed Cam-
bridge police officers (one of which ille-

gally refused to identify himself) physi-

cally prevented a meeting of the Bl(A)ck

Tea Society from taking place in their

legitimately reserved room. We are told

that this reprehensible infringement of

constitutional rights occurred at the behest

of Democratic Party frontrunner John
Kerry’s Secret Service.

This attack takes place in the context

of the bipartisan US A-Patriot Act’s bogus
“war on terror” and heightened police

surveillance and harassment of Boston
activists in the lead-up to the Democratic
National Convention—including dracon-

ian restrictions on march and rally per-

mits and the infiltration of the Bl(A)ck
Tea Society’s February 13-15 meeting [in

Boston) by the New York police. We
demand an end to this pattern of harass-

ment and intimidation.

Marcus Dixon Freed!

Protest Cop Repression

Against Anti-DNC Activists!
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Victory!

Charges Dropped Against Port Protesters

OAKLAND—On April 22. an Alameda

County judge dismissed all criminal

charges against the Oakland 25. victims

of last year's police rampage against

antiwar protesters and longshoremen at

the Fort of Oakland in California. At the

7 April 2003 protest, in a premeditated

attack planned hy port bosses and the

Oakland police, riot-equipped cops

fired wooden bullets and concussion

grenades at picketers protesting the

"war merchants at the Oakland docks."

Among the dozens of those injured

were nine longshoremen and many left-

ists. including supporters of the Sparta-

cist League: the 31 arrests included

ILWU Local 10 business agent Jack

Heyman, who was jailed for trying to

protect his union members.

The Partisan Defense Committee

issued an immediate call to "Drop all

the charges!" (reprinted in WV No. 801 .

1 ) April 2003). Statements of protest

were sent by unions from around the

world, including Italian dockworkers,

the Brazilian labor federation CUT and

the All Japan Dockworkers* Union. This

violent police assault on antiwar pro-

testers was even cited by the United

Nations Human Rights Commission.

While the city dragged the case out

for months, unionists (including long-

Jakob ^crntler

Protester wounded by police attack

on antiwar demonstration at Port of

Oakland, 7 April 2003.

shoremen from Charleston. South Car-

olina), leftists and civil libertarians

rallied at the courthouse to show their

support for the Oakland 25. The main

Bay Area labor councils also protested

the attack and turned out in defense.

This solid defense led to the victory.

A civil case brought against the city

and the police department by the ILWU
and many of those injured in the assault

is still pending, asking for monetary

damages and an injunction to restrain

the police from future "excessive, indis-

criminate and/or arbitrary force." It

wasn't until just before this class-action

lawsuit was filed last June that the city

vindictively pressed charges against 25

of those arrested on April 7. The Spar-

tacist League stands in solidarity with

those who have brought the suit, but we

warn against illusions in police-reform

schemes, As our spokesman said at the

7 November 2003 courthouse rally.

"The police are the armed force of the

capitalist state, and the slate is not a

neutral body and cannot be made to do

right by the workers and oppressed,

no matter how much pressure we try to

pul on it." It’s labor’s enormous social

power that must be brought to bear now
to stop the hideous slaughter and torture

inflicted on the Iraqi people by the

bloody U.S. colonial war and occupa-

tion of Iraq.

Workers Vanguard thanks its readers

for their support to this important case.

War on Terror...
(continuedfrom page I

)

U.S. Court of Appeals in New York. Our
brief argues that this case "tests the very

existence of the fundamental rights and

privileges of citizenship embodied in the

Bill of Rights and secured on the battle-

field of the Civil War and in class and

social struggle over the past hundred and

more years. If the imperial President is

upheld. Padilla’s detention threatens to

become the Dred Scott case of our time,

a declaration that ‘Citizens have no rights

that the government is bound to respect’.’’

Bom in Brooklyn of Puerto Rican

background. Padilla grew up in Chicago

and as a young man converted to Islam,

changed his name to Ibrahim and moved

to Egypt, where he now has a wife

and two children. In May 2002 he was

traveling back to Chicago to visit his

family, but was seized at the airport on

vague claims that he is associated with

Ai Qaeda, and involved in a “plot” to

detonate a "dirty bomb" in the U.S. No
charges have been presented against

Padilla, and government officials have

admitted that it is a "weak case.” Yet

Padilla has been denied any ability to

challenge his detention, and has not been

allowed to see a lawyer since he’s been in

military detention except for one visit a

month ago, with military brass watching

and taping the whole discussion so that

no confidential legal defense could be

discussed.

Meanwhile, as the /Vew York Tones

(13 May) reported, Padilla’s name was

extracted under "intensive questioning"

(a euphemism for torture) of a man cap-

tured by the CIA. Authorized "intensive

questioning” techniques include strap-

ping down a prisoner and pushing him

underwater until he nearly drowns. As
the Times noted. "These techniques were

authorized by a set of secret rules. ..that

were endorsed by the Justice Department

and the C.l.A. The rules were among the

first adopted by the Bush administration

after the Sept. II attacks for handling

detainees and may have helped establish

a new understanding throughout the gov-

ernment that officials would have greater

freedom to deal harshly with detainees.”

Another extremely ominous case

brought by the government seeks to shut

down free speech, using the USA-Patriot

Act. which was passed with bipanisan

support after the September 1 1 attacks.

Sami Omar al-Hussayen. the father of

three children, has been in prison for

over a year. He is a doctoral candidate in

computer science at the University of

Idaho, where he led a candlelight vigil

the night of September 1 1 to condemn
the World Trade Center attack. Now al-

Hussayen. a leader of the university’s

Muslim Student Association, is accused

of “terrorism" based solely on the fact

that he set up some Islam-oriented Inter-

net Web sites and e-mail discussion

groups on which people posted argu-

ments for—and against—“jihad.” It is

not even clear, or relevant in the govern-

ment’s view, whether al-Hussayen even

knew these postings were being made,
Such attempts to prove guilt by Inter-

net association could target anyone who
ever logged on to any site with any link
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to anything, whether the content is

known or not. The USA-Patriot omnibus

wiichhunting act outlaws "material sup-

port" to "terrorists.” but this "crime" is

so vaguely defined that it could include

giving money to a bake sale to fund

health clinics in Turkey or Sri Lanka, if

the recipients were affiliated with groups

such as the Kurdistan Workers Party or

the Tamil Tigers, both designated "ter-

rorist” by the U.S. government. The U.S.

government’s "terrorist” label is to be

applied as broadly as suits its nefarious

purposes.

“War on Terror”: Phony War
The SL and PDC’s brief on behalf of

Jose Padilla to the Supreme Court

argues. "It is in fact no war by any mili-

tary definition. There is no shooting war

and no battle between state powers. The
‘war against terrorism’ is a fiction, a

political construct, not a military reality.

It is a political crusade conducted in the

name of ridding society of a perceived

evil." With the Soviet Union gone, the

U.S. rulers had to invent a new enemy to

replace the fight against “godless com-
munism.” As U.S. vice president Cheney
said, "When America's great enemy sud-

denly disappeared, many wondered what

new direction our foreign policy would
take.... The threat is known and our role

is clear now" (New York Review of
Books. 26 September 2002). The new
bogeyman was international “terrorism.”

That the "war” is only a pretext was
vividly exposed during the April 20

Guanttinamo argument, when Solicitor

General Theodore Olson, in response to

a question from Justice John Paul Ste-

vens. acknowledged that "the existence

of the war is really irrelevant to the legal

issue.” According to Olson, the govern-

ment would deny the detainees access to

the courts even if "the war had ended."

If the administration has its way. it

would eviscerate 200 years of American
constitutional law giving the courts judi-

cial oversight of executive branch

decisions. Our legal brief argued. "The
Executive asserts that it has the unchal-

lengeable authority to decide who is a ter-

rorist and subject such persons to martial

law. demanding absolute and complete

deference by the judiciary. This demand
of unfettered power by the Executive is a

move toward bonapartism, a police state,

and requiring a compliant judiciary.” The
war against terrorism literally means the

right to assassinate anyone, anywhere,

including in the United Stales. Our brief

states. “Following the Executive's own
logic. Padilla could have been shot to

death in the Chicago O’Hare airport, just

as well as being taken into custody."

Even members of the Supreme Court

were taken aback by the Bush adminis-

tration’s assertion of sweeping executive

power. Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg

asked, referring to the torture or shooting

of detainees. "What inhibits that if the

law is what the executive says it is?” Only
a day or two later, the hideous tortures at

Abu Ghraib became public knowledge.

Snapshots of Domestic
Repression

Padilla’s lawyer told the Supreme
Court that the administration’s efforts to

impose martial law on a U.S. citizen

would be okay—if only Congress passed

a law allowing it! "Were this court to

rule that Congressional action was
required." she added. "I have no doubt
that Congress would step into the breach
very quickly to provide whatever author-

ization the executive branch deemed nec-
essary” (New York Tones, 29 April), The
SL and PDC amici brief argued just the

opposite point, that “more fundamen-
tally, Congress is no more empowered
than the Executive to order that citizens

be disappeared without due process of

law" (emphasis added).

The capitalist politicians. Democrat

and Republican, in Congress have their

own long history of authorizing the

detention of leftists, immigrants and eth-

nic minorities in times of war. In 1942.

when Democratic president Franklin

Roosevelt issued his notorious order to

impri.son Japanese Americans in concen-

tration camps for the duration of World

War II, Congress immediately ratified

that order. In the late 1940s and early

1950s Congress spearheaded the McCar-
thyite witchhunt, including passing the

Internal Security Act which created an

elaborate system for registering “subver-

sive" organizations and deporting immi-
grants found to have been Communists
at any time in their lives.

The 1950 Emergency Detention Act
also provided for detention of suspected

“subversives" in “times of emergency.”

The government’s roundup lists of “sub-

versives" included nearly 30.000 people!

In 1983 the FBI’s Domestic Security/

Terrorism Guidelines falsely implied that

the Spartacist League was a terrorist

organization. We fought back, sued the

FBI and won. forcing the FBI to acknowl-
edge that Marxist advocacy cannot be
equated with violence or terrorism. We
said at the time that we had no illusions

this would stop the dirty tricks and terror

for which the U.S. government is known
worldwide. Today, the Justice Depart-
ment has a new "criminal information”
database called Matrix, whose developers
sold it based on a list of 120.000 people
with a “high terrorism factor"—a purely
speculative list which, however, the gov-
ernment "apparently acted on." according
to the New York Times (21 May).

Although the government has primar-
ily aimed its fire at Muslims and immi-
grants, the ultimate targets of the U.S.’s

attempted detention measures will be the

multiracial labor movement and black
people. Ominously, in justifying its right

to disappear Padilla, the government has
cited the 1909 case called Moyer v. Pea-
body. involving the governor of Col-
orado’s declaration that a miners strike

for the eight-hour day was an "insuirec-

tion." Some 400 miners were forcibly

deported from the stale, and over 175
miners were thrown in local jails, includ-
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May 12: Iraqi women
demonstrate outside
Abu Ghraib prison,

desperate for

information on
imprisoned relatives.



Gaza...
(continuedfrom page I)

Amira Hass noted in Ha'aretz (19 May),

“Merchants invented the system. The tun-

nels are not only for weapons and drugs,

but for medicine, basic food commodities

and cigarettes, at prices much more suit-

able for poverty-stricken Rafah.”

The images of Palestinians in Gaza
looking for belongings in their demol-

ished homes drove Yosef Lapid, the jus-

tice minister in Sharon's own govern-

ment. to declare. "I saw on television an

old woman picking through the rubble of

her house in Rafah. looking for her med-

icine. and she reminded me of my grand-

mother who was expelled from her home
during the Holocaust" (Financial Times,

24 May). Needless to say. Sharon imme-
diately denounced these remarks as

“unacceptable and intolerable."

Meanwhile, the building of the apart-

heid wall in the West Bank is moving

apace, carving up the West Bank into

isolated Palestinian enclaves while grab-

bing up whole chunks of the West Bank
for the more than 200,000 settlers there.

Israel's rulers are making life unbearable

for the Palestinians so as to force out

those who can leave while suffocating

the rest. Defend the Palestinian people!

All Israeli troops and settlers out of the

Occupied Territories now!

The day of the Rafah massacre, the

U.S. rulers switched from their more typ-

ical veto to abstention on the ritual United

Nations Security Council vote to condemn

Israel's actions. Bush and company are

facing international outrage in response

to the horrendous torture and killings

at Iraq's Abu Ghraib prison. On the

same day as the UN vote. Iraqi officials

announced that the U.S. military had

butchered over 40 people at a wedding

party in western Iraq. In April Bush pub-

licly promised Sharon that he would sup-

port Israel's West Bank land grab if Israel

gave up Gaza. Continued Zionist atroc-

ities in Gaza are troublesome for the U.S.

imperialists' plans for the Near East.

For decades. Israel has received nearly

uncritical support from U.S. imperialism,

the main enemy of working people and

the oppressed across the world. From
some $5 billion a year in loans and

grants to direct military aid—including

the fighter jets and helicopters that fire

on Palesimian civilians—U.S. imperial-

ism has armed the Zionist state to the

hilt. Down with U.S. aid to Israel! Down
with the colonial occupation of Iraq!

U.S. troops out now!

The Palestinians are caught in a truly

terrible vise—while facing the relentless

onslaught of the Zionist military and

its settler auxiliaries, they have been

utterly betrayed by the bankruptcy of the

secular-nationalist Palestine Liberation

Organization (PLO), especially with the

signing of the treacherous Oslo accords in

1993. It is under such circumstances that

thoroughly reactionary religious obscuran-

tist groups like Hama.s have gained wide-

spread support among Palestinians, partic-

ularly in die Gaza Strip. The proliferation

of the criminal suicide bombings that have

cost the lives of hundreds of Israeli civil-

ians is a measure of the increasing hope-

lessness that the Palestinians feel.

In the 1980s. Israel encouraged the

growth of the anli-Jewish fundamentalist

outfit Hamas as a counterweight to the

secular-nationalist PLO of Arafat. Now.

the Zionist rulers arc carrying out system-

atic assassinations of top Hamas leaders,

like the March 22 killing of “spiritual

leader" Ahmed Yassin and the assassina-

tion of his replacement. Abdel Aziz Ran-

tisi, three weeks later. And the threats

against Yasir Arafat's life continue un-

abated. Israel’s rulers have long had a pol-

icy of targeting Palestinian leaders of any

stripe.

On May 20, an Israeli court convicted

Palestinian leader Marwan Barghouti of

being responsible for the murder of five

Israeli civilians through directing Pales-

tinian terror attacks. He is to be sentenced

next month and faces up to life in prison.

Barghouti—a prominent Palestinian who
supported the Oslo accords and was
viewed as a potential successor to Ara-

fat—has steadfastly denied any involve-

ment with any of the attacks against Israeli

civilians, emphasizing that he is a Pales-

tinian political leader. The arrest and

imprisonment of Barghouti is an attack

on all Palestinians, smearing any resis-

tance to the Israeli occupation as “terror-

WV Pholo

Oakland, 9 February 2002; PDC-initiated labor-centered mobilization in

opposition to Patriot Act, in defense of immigrant rights.

ing union leader Charles Moyer, who was

held as a military prisoner for three

months. In response to a petition for

habeas corpus, militia general Sherman
Beil declared, "Habeas corpus, hell!

We'll give ’em post mortems."

What the government can get away
with will be determined by class and

social struggle. The rights of citizenship

and other civil liberties that the gov-

ernment is trying to shred are the prod-

ucts of generations of revolutionary class

struggle, including Cromwell's struggle

against the Crown in the English Civil

War. the American Revolution and the

bloody Civil War that overthrew slavery.

The McCarthy-era "anti-subversive" de-

tention laws were repealed in 1969 as the

result of the Vietnam antiwar movement

and the massive civil rights struggles

which rocked this country.

U.S. Out of Iraq Now!
With the U.S. occupation of Iraq turn-

ing into a political nightmare for the

Bush administration, increasing numbers
of Americans are disaffected from the

war and especially bitter about the lies

that led to it. The bloody spectacle of

U.S. troops firing on Muslim holy sites

in Karbala and Najaf. the revelations of

widespread killing and torture of help-

less prisoners, must horrify and nauseate

anyone not utterly poisoned by racist

imperialist arrogance. The U.S. media
and Congressional investigations play up
the prosecution of low-level Abu Ghraib

guards for the real purpose of the propa-

ganda war: to hide the mass murder of

civilians earned out by the U.S. in Iraq;

as the London Independent (23 May)
headlines. “Ordinary Iraqis Killed: 1 1.500

and Not Counting.” For a generation

just coming to political consciousness—
one that did not directly experience a

Reuters

full-scale, long drawn out U.S. imperial-

ist war. like Vietnam—this is an eye-

opener into the realities of the export of

“democracy.”

The point that has to be driven home is

that these people—the U.S. ruling class

—

knew exactly what they were doing when
they set up the torture camps. Such places

are the necessary creations of imperialist

policy, as we pointed out in "U.S. Torture,

Inc." (WVNo. 826, 14 May). Since then

a host of journalistic exposds prove the

torture policy goes all the way to the top

of the government. Seymour Hersh’s New
Yorker article “The Gray Zone" (24 May)
gets right to the point in its opening

sentence: "The roots of the Abu Ghraib

prison scandal lie not in the criminal

inclinations of a few Army reservists but

in a decision, approved last year by

Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld,

to expand a highly secret operation,

which had been focussed on the hunt for

Al Qaeda, to the interrogation of prison-

ers in Iraq.” Interrogation techniques

included "physical coercion and sexual

humiliation of Iraqi prisoners." as Hersh

noted.

As the neocons’ crazed dream of a

quick victory on the cheap in Iraq col-

lapsed in bloody chaos, the brutal torture

increased; Major General Miller, who
oversaw the Guantdnamo hellhole deten-

tion center, was sent into Abu Ghraib.

first to implement the torture program,

and then later, when it looked like it was
going to spiral out of control, to take

direct charge. "His job is to save what he

can." one of Hersh’s “former intelligence

official" sources said. “He's there to pro-

tect the program while limiting any loss

of core capability.”

The Spartacist League forthrightly

states that every blow against the imperi-

alist occupiers is a blow struck against

the enemy of workers and the oppressed

all over the world. We take a side against

the U.S. imperialist occupation without

giving an ounce of political support to

the reactionary clerics who appear to be

leading much of the resistance. The key

to defeating the U.S. occupation of Iraq

is class struggle at home. What impedes
this is not a shortage of discontent but

the Democratic Party-loyal labor leader-
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ism.” We demand Barghouti’s freedom

and the freedom of all Palestinians indis-

criminately rounded up by the Zionist

state.

The Palestinian masses have nowhere

to turn within the limits of decaying

imperialist capitalism. The national liber-

ation of the Palestinians is intertwined

with the fate of the Hebrew-speaking peo-

ple—two interpenetrated populations that

lay claim to the same small piece of land.

The right of national self-determination

for both the Hebrew and Palestinian peo-

ples can only be secured through the

struggle for Arab/Hebrew workers revo-

lutions and the building of a socialist fed-

eration of the Near East, it will not be

easy to break the Hebrew proletariat from

Zionism. But it is the task of revolution-

aries to use every means to split the work-

ing class of Israel from the Zionist rulers.

Notably, some 500 Israelis protested on

May 19 and 20 against the Rafah massa-

cre, calling for an immediate withdrawal

from Gaza; eight demonstrators were

arrested. Any cracks in the Israeli fortress

stale are welcome to those who want

to fight for the national liberation of

the Palestinian people. What is most

urgently posed is the construction of

internationalist working-class parlies, sec-

tions of a reforged Trotskyist Fourth

International, in opposition to Zionism,

Arab nationalism and all manner of relig-

ious fundamentalism. This is the task

to which the International Communist
League is committed.*

ship and the reformist left.

While numerous trade unions have

passed resolutions against the Patriot Act.

paper tigers can’t defeat the government’s

rampage. What’s urgently necessary is

militant class struggle in defense of

labor's right to strike, in defense of immi-

grants and all the oppressed. The ILWU
longshore union leadership, for instance,

is mobilizing double the number of union

organizers to get out the vole for Demo-
cratic Party hopeful John Kerry than it

mobilized to galvanize labor support for

the ILWU when it was locked out last

year. It is precisely through the subordi-

nation of the labor movement to the Dem-
ocratic Party that the trade-union tops

shackle the working class to the capitalist

rulers. The shredding of civil liberties by

the Bush gang was prepared by the Clin-

ton administration, with, for instance, the

1996 Antiterrorism and Effective Death

Penalty Act (for a full assessment of how
the Democrats primed the pump, see

"Lies. Repression and Imperialist War."

WV No. 825. 30 April). Bush just had

September 1 1 as his “godsend" to ram
through a qualitative diminution of dem-
ocratic rights. This year, from the “home
front” to Iraq, John Kerry and the Demo-
crats are running as the more responsible,

efficacious and popular party of war and

repression.

Opponents of U.S. Torture. Inc. in Iraq

and the shredding of civil liberties at

home must be won to the understanding

that this social system based on the

exploitation of labor for the profit of the

capitalist class cannot be reformed. No
number of peace crawls bleating “money
for jobs, not for war" will change the

priorities of imperialism. And the back-

handed support to Democrat John Kerry

pushed by even o.stensible socialists pan-

dering to the "anybody but Bush" senti-

ment is a recipe to perpetuate the whole
system of capitalist rule, racism and war.

Here in the heart of U.S. imperialism,

the working class has a key task; to bring

down the rapacious U.S. ruling class,

which will enormously strengthen work-

ers and the oppressed in every comer of

the globe. The Spartacist League lights

to build the multiracial revolutionary

workers party that brings that conscious-

ness to the working class and radical

youth. There will be no justice served

until all the war criminals and command-
ers. from the Pentagon chiefs and their

political bosses to their underlings, are

swept from power through a proletarian

socialist revolution.*
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Down With Anti-Sex
Witchhunt in Britain!

The article below uw published in the

Young Spartacus pages o/Workers Ham-
mer No. 186 (Winter 2003-2(X)4). news-

paper of the Spartacist League/ Britain.

WorkersHaiujuer-^

Last November. Blair. Blunkett and

their cohorts in the Labour Party, in

league with the anti-sex bigots across the

parliamentary benches, passed the Sex-

ual Offences Act (2003) which outlaws

even kissing involving under-16s. In its

subsection on “child sex offences." the

Act makes anything that can be deemed
as “sexual touching" illegal where one or

both participants are under 16. The pen-

alty is up to five years in prison! So you
might be too young to kiss but old

enough to be thrown in the slammer!

A much worse fate faces those of 18

years or over caught kissing or sexually

touching a lover under the age of 16. The
courts have the power to incarcerate such

an “offender” for up to 14 years! For the

“crime" of sexual intercourse or oral sex

with an under-16, again regardless of con-

sent. a person over 18 can expect to face

a maximum sentence of life imprison-

ment! The Act also criminalises those

who allow under-16s to be in the pres-

ence of or to watch a sexual act. So par-

ents you'd better lock your doors and
while you’re at it. you’d better not allow

your kid to have sex at home since those

who "facilitate” underage sex are also

branded as criminal “offenders.”

With monumental hypocrisy this legis-

lation was pas.sed in the name of "child

protection,” which is truly twisted com-
ing from a Labour government that has

administered the murder of hundreds of

thousands of children through its filthy

imperialist wars in Iraq. Afghanistan and
Serbia. This is the same government that

continues the oppression of Catholics in

Northern Ireland today under the facade

of the “peace” deal, where fascistic loy-

alist thugs terrorise little Catholic school-

girls such as those of Holy Cross school.

This is the government that in the name of
the “war on terror” steps up the persecu-

tion of immigrants, threatening to take

away and incarcerate children if their par-

ents do not agree to deportation. But
never mind this murder and terror. What
the Labour government makes out to be
the big evil threat facing children and
youth is. ..sex! The party that created the

“New Deal" with its pitiful pay and con-

ditions for youth, that slashed benefits

and introduced fees for higher education,

that governs over one of the wealthiest

countries in the world where a third of the

child population lives in poverty, warns
about the "danger” of youth receiving any
form of sexual pleasure that may provide
some comfort from the pain of this rot-

ten society.

This draconian legislation with its crea-

tion of new crimes and extension of pun-

ishments regarding “child sex offences" is

part of Labour’s wholesale attack on dem-
ocratic rights and augmentation of the

powers of the state, its cops, courts and

prisons. There have been twelve new
“Criminal Justice" bills since Labour
came to power in 1997, with 700 new
offences being added for which one can

be imprisoned. Under the Anti-Terrorism,

Crime and Security Act 2001 the state has

the legal power to detain individuals

indefinitely without public trial, while the

new Civil Contingencies Bill gives the

government the authority to do practically

anything it wants in a situation it deems to

be an “emergency.” As we wrote in “Anti-

teiTor laws target immigrants, workers—
Down with Labour’s racist witch hunt!”

{Workers Hammer No. 185. Autumn
2003); ’The intent of these augmented
police powers is to regiment the popula-

tion. to accustom people to the restriction

of democratic rights, to accept ID checks

and surveillance as ‘normal,’ to create a

climate of fear aimed at quashing in

advance any social and political struggle.”

“New” Labour—Deranged
Puritans on the Loose

Blair’s “New” Labour government threw

iUelf into an anti-sex witch hunt upon
coming to power with legislation passed

in its first term that extended police mon-
itoring of former and even suspected

“sex offenders.” requiring them to be part

of a “police register” for life. During
the summer of 2000 reactionary “anti-

paedophile” mobs rampaged throughout

Britain, following the notorious News of
the World's "name and shame" campaign,
terrorising those on the paper’s hit list of

“suspected paedophiles.” and even ludi-

crously targeting a woman paediatrician.

In October 2003 judges were told by the

Attorney General and the Court of Appeal
to toughen up their sentencing of child

“sex offenders" in particular.

The big scare story of recent years has

been the use of the Internet by “paed-
ophiles.” Amidst lurid stories of paedo-
philes using chatrooms to lure children

for “grooming," police are hunting down
people who merely download pornogra-

phy featuring children. According to the

police they are tracking some 7,300 such

"suspects”! Such hysteria was cleverly

captured by Channel 4’s satire Brass Eye
in a mock special on paedophilia in July

2001 . In one sequence Labour MP Barbara

Follett, seriously thinking the show to be
sincere, read a warning off an auto-cue

about the danger of a computer game used
by “paedophiles.” Follett sanctimoniously

intoned; “In this shot, Pantou the dog has

told the boy to press his face on to the

screen. Online paedophiles use special

gloves to feel and palpate the child’s face."

For such satire the programme received

1,500 complaints, making it one of the

most controversial programmes ever

broadcast on British TV, this in itself a

demonstration of the extent of the frenzy.

As we wrote at the height of this

frenzy (in “Labour’s witch hunt against

‘sex offenders’ unleashes vigilante ter-

ror,” Workers Hammer No. 174, Autumn
2000): “‘Paedophilia’ simply means sex-

ual desire towards children. To equate

this with child murder and rape is gro-

tesque and partakes of the same reaction-

ary bourgeois bigotry which declares all

sex other than heterosexual monogamy
to be ‘deviant’.” This capitalist society

must deny that children can experience a

legitimate sexuality, even though they

obviously do. There is no other rationale

for age of con.sent laws. As for child por-

nography. like any other kind of pornog-

raphy, whether portraying naked women,
young boys or donkeys, it is merely

images and words designed for entertain-

ment. One person’s turn-on is another

person’s turn-off—who is going to de-

cide what is “obscene”?

For us the guiding principle for sexual

relations should be that of effective con-

sent. nothing more and nothing less than

mutual agreement and understanding, as

opposed to coercion. We vehemently

oppose state intervention into people’s

sexual activities, entertainment and pri-

vate lives. Down with the '‘age of con-

sent" laws! State out of the bedroom!

Central to explaining the deranged

frenzy over youth having sex with anyone,

including even people their own age,

much less older, is an understanding of the

centrality of the family to the maintenance

of capitalist class rule. The family is the

key institution for the regimentation of the

population, instilling respect for authority

and inculcating "obedience” to the moral

codes of bourgeois patriarchal society—
which, for one. is important for laming the

inherently anarchic nature of youth.

The family is the instrument not just

for the subjugation of youth but also for

women’s oppression and is the origin of

anti-gay bigotry. For the bourgeoisie the

patriarchal subjugation of women in the

family is meant to ensure the “rightful”

inheritance of property. In working-class

families the role of women is to raise the

next generation of wage slaves for capital-

ist exploitation. Like child sexuality,

homosexuality represents sexual relations

outside the confines of the family struc-

ture of one man on lop of one woman for

life. By the same token attacks on gays,

laws banning sex for youth and the witch

hunt of “paedophiles” are all aimed at

strengthening the family, a horrible strait-

jacket of violence, misery, guilt and
enforced moralism.

The racist, anti-working-class, anti-

woman and anti-youth capitalist stale has

no business legislating people’s consen-
sual sexual activity. We recall that the

origins of “age of consent” laws are in

the days of the “bride-price,” guarantee-
ing a woman’s virginity in arranged mar-
riages. We oppose leaving it up to the

capitalist state that upholds the oppres-
sive nuclear family and enforces sexual

repression, to decide on behalf of youth
when they are able to engage in sexual
activity and with whom.

A Revolutionary Workers
Party—Tribune of the People
As a Marxist-Leninist youth group we

fight to train and educate the future cadre
to build a proletarian revolutionary van-
guard party that acts as a tribune of the
people. V.l, Lenin, leader of the 1917
Russian Revolution, described the tasks
of the revolutionary vanguard in his book.
What Is To Be Done? {]902) as follows:

“(The! Social-Democrat’s ICommunisi's]
idea! should [be] the tribune of the peo-
ple. who is able to react to every manifes-
tation of tyranny and oppression, no mat-
ter where it appears, no matter what
stratum or class of the people it affects:
who is able to generalise all these mani-
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fe.stalions and produce a single picture of

police violence and capitalist exploita-

tion; who is able to take advantage of

every event, however small, in order to set

forth before all his socialist convictions

and his democratic demands, in order to

clarify for all and everyone the world-

historic significance of the struggle for

the emancipation of the proletariat."

We in the International Communist
League have proudly taken up the defence

of victims of the capitalist stale’s anti-sex

witch hunt. In the U.S., our comrades have

fought against the vicious persecution of

the North American Man/Boy Love Asso-

ciation (NAMBLA). which the state has

attempted to frame up, bankrupt and crush

for its courage in opposing "laws that pun-

ish con.sensual relationships” of whatever

sexuality and age. In Britain we defended

the British Paedophile Information Ex-

change. whose leaders were jailed in 1984

for advocating the right of youth under the

“age of consent” to have sex with adults.

Down with Labour’s reactionary "anti-

paedophile" campaign!

Outrageously, other groups who call

themselves “socialist” have responded at

best with ambivalent passivity and even

with outright support to puritanical big-

otry and state intervention. The Social-

ist Party actually endorsed the state’s

“paedophile register” installed in 1997

and bemoaned cutbacks in the repressive

probation and prison services (Socialism

Today. September 2000). Taking his lead

from the “anti-paedophile" scaremonger-

ing, the Socialist Workers Party’s Paul

Fool supported a police operation against

child care workers amidst wild accusa-

tions that children’s homes had been infil-

trated by “organised groups of paedo-

philes” in an article carried by the London
Review of Books (4 July 1996). More
recently. SYG [Spartacus Youth Group]
members have been baited by Socialist

Worker salespeople trying to inflame

their own witch hunt against us by
screaming that our staunch defence of

consensual sexual relations against stale

persecution is a defence of “child abuse.”

It is a real statement of their own small-

minded backwardness that these organ-

isations end up on the side of bigoted

bourgeois morality.

To their credit Revo, the youth affiliate

of Workers Power (WP). oppose the “age
of consent” laws. But this is pretty cheap
when they cannot bring themselves to say

a word in opposition to the persecution

of adults involved in consensual sex
with under-16s. Meanwhile their Workers
Power parents, while rightly acknowledg-
ing that children’s sexuality develops
at different ages, still manage to give

credence to the bourgeois myth that all

children are sexless innocents. Workers
Power (June 1998) declared: “If we
rightly recognise that young children gen-
erally lack the powers of comprehension
and the skills necessary for a range of
activities then equally we recognise that

they cannot give informed consent to sex-
ual activity with an adult." WP goes on to

argue that “penetrative sex between adults

and pre-pubescent children |is] physi-
cally harmful to children” and call for

bourgeois state intervention in the form
of “protective legislation for children.”

Obviously things become murkier when
you have very young children with adults
and the question of effective consent must
be looked at on a case by case basis. But
even at that, contrary to WP. state legisla-

tion has nothing to do with ‘’protecting"

children but with strengthening its own
consummately violent and oppressive rule.

In contrast, our model is the young Soviet
workers state that issued out of the Rus-
sian October Revolution of 1917. whose
law on sexual affairs was based on “the
absolute non-interference of the state and
society into sexual matters so long as

nobody is injured and no one’s interests

are encroached upon.” The purpose of the
SYG. youth auxiliary of the Spartacist

League/Briiain, is to build a parly like the

Bolsheviks that can lead the working class
in a victorious social i.st revolution that will

destroy the inherently oppressive capitalist

state. Such a revolution will open the road
to providing the material basis to replace
the repressive nuclear family, opening the
way to true sexual equality and freedom.

WORKERS VANGUARD



BT...
(continuedfrom page 5)

making a membership rule in the organ-

ization which said that if you have a

baby you’ll be expelled, they said if you

have a baby you will be driven out

because you will not be able to survive."

Again relying on the BT’s 1996 pam-
phlet. the Bolschewik article also invokes

Edmund Samarakkody. a longtime Sri

Lankan Trotskyist with whom we had

sought to fuse at the 1 979 conference and

who served on the trial body, intoning

that "Logan never strove for personal

advantages—as Edmund Samarakkody

confirmed.” Jack the Ripper’s murder of

prostitutes in London didn’t bring him

any demonstrable "personal advantage”

either! While Samarakkody had his own
reasons for provoking a break in political

relations with us at the 1979 conference.

he is not quite the witness for the defense

the BT would have him be. In his minor-

ity report of the trial body to the confer-

ence (also published in "On the Logan
Regime Part HI"). Samarakkody con-

cluded: "1 have not exonerated Logan,

that monster. 1 have placed this monstros-

ity in the proper context. You can totally

disagree with me; you can tear this and

put it in the wastepaper basket. But please

do not think that 1 functioned in the trial

body as the attorney of that monster."

As befits its arrogant, elitist contempt

for the struggles of the oppressed, the

BT partakes of a "Great Man" theory of

history. According to the BT. it was Rob-
ert.son who “had decided to topple

the Logan regime" (“The Truth Hurts,"

8 August 2003 Internet posting). Logan,

as a truly Great Man. cannot conceive of

having been humbled, humiliated and
brought down by anything other than the

whim of a supposed "cult leader." The
fight in Britain had undermined Logan’s

grip over the comrades he had tormented

in Australia and unleashed a torrent of

painful testimony. It was these com-
rades—largely young and inexperienced

but extremely dedicated—who demanded
Logan’s head.

Even before his expulsion, Logan
spread lies to those outside our organiza-

tion that he had been subjected to threats

of violence. In an obituary in the BT’s

1917 (1998) on Myra Tanner Weiss, a

veteran of the early American Trotsky-

ist movement, Logan is quoted openly ad-

mitting that he violated our democratic-
centralist discipline while a suspended

member awaiting trial. Claiming to per-

ceive “a threat to use physical violence

against me after my expulsion." Logan
continued, "I broke the discipline of the

Spartacist tendency. 1 looked up Myra
in the telephone book, gave her a

call, and made arrangements to have a

talk with her." Whether Logan was simply

being provocative or undergoing paranoid

delusions, projecting from his depraved

grooving on inflicting misery on others.

his imputations of violence could only

serve to harm and defame us.

Nor has Logan changed his sadistic

spots, as was made clear some years

ago when some defectors from the

BT and Logan’s Permanent Revolution

Group (PRG) published materials regard-

ing Logan’s practices of "Communist

Criticism” in his own New Zealand fief.

In the minutes of a 19 January 1993 PRG
membership meeting. Logan described

this “Com Crit" as putting each member
in the "hot seat” in turn, "to be the sub-

ject of three rounds of analysis." After

three days of such meetings, an organizer

with a child finally resigned, confessing in

a 1 9 February 1 993 report to not showing

enough “vigour and consistency” because

of changed “personal circumstances—

I

now have a demanding job and also a

young baby—and so I have less time for

politics" (reproduced in Hate Trotskyism.

Hate the Spartacist League No. 8, ‘The

Bolshevik Tendency: From the Snake Pit

of Anti-Spartacism," July 1993).

Now Logan advertises his services as

a professional “counsellor, narrative ther-

apist and celebrant” on his Web site

(bl.co.nz). The man who tried to force

a young woman communist to have an

abortion now provides sample texts for

funerals for babies and boasts. “I’ve

done ceremonies for Hindus and atheists.

Christians and Buddhists, followers of

Khrishnamurthy and Christian Science.”

Under the heading “Ceremony & Cele-

brancy," Logan intones: “Ceremony is

important to our lives, from the dinner

table to a coronation or presidential inau-

guration"—perhaps he’s angling to be

a “celebrant" at the coronation of the

next HRH (His/Her Royal Highness). On
his Web site. Logan speaks of the

"Anglican and Presbyterian influences of

my childhood." Far from being inspired

by Marx, Lenin and Trotsky. Logan does

not even look to the left wing of Protes-

tantism during the English Revolution

under Oliver Cromwell, but to the Pres-

byterian right wing and the monarchist

Anglicans! That this man is the veritable

high priest of a putatively Marxist organ-

ization should tell you Just about all you
need to know about the BT.

Garbage Doesn’t Walk by Itself

The BT is not so much a political

opponent as a sinister threat of provoca-

tion. In 1983, the BT (then calling itself

the External Tendency) launched an

international campaign labeling us as

"violent.” lying that we had assaulted

one of their members—^just as we were
engaged in a serious legal fight against

the FBI for targeting our organization as

“violent"! Some years later (and numer-
ous sinister incidents in between), the

Wall Street Jounial tried to undercut a

growing international protest movement
in defense of black death row political

prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal in 1995.

using the BT as an authority for smears
to depict the Partisan Defense Com-

mittee—the central organization that

had been fighting for others to take

up Jamal’s ca.se—as associated with a

crazed "cult." The Journal (16 June

1995) wrote: “The Sparlacists are led by

a man named James Robertson, prompt-

ing the International Bolshevik Ten-

dency. a group of former Spartacisls, to

deride their old party as ‘Jimstown,’ a

takeoff on Jonestown in Guyana, the jun-

gle site of mass suicide." This mouth-

piece for the American ruling class cer-

tainly got the point of the BT’s lurid

smear of our party as an "obedience

cult" and its allusion to the notorious

1978 mass suicide by an evangelical

religious cult.

The BT's politics, such as they are,

are fully in keeping with its hoary “dark-

ness at noon” depiction of our commu-
nist organization as a Stalin-style gulag

and personality cult. So central and

intertwined are social-democratic anti-

THE WALL STREET JOCRNAL
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Communism and a hostile obsession with

us to the BT’s existence that, by its own
admission, the "focal point" of the Ger-

man group’s fusion with the liny Gruppe

Leo Trotzki in 2002 was shared hostility

to any possibility of a revolutionary out-

come in East Germany in 1989-90 and to

the one organization that fought to real-

ize this, the ICL. As hundreds of thou-

sands of workers took to the streets of

East Germany to demand a genuinely

egalitarian socialist society, we mobilized

our resources internationally in the effort

to provide Trotskyist leadership to that

incipient political revolution and to fight

for revolutionary reunification—for a red

Germany of workers councils. We didn’t

prevail but we fought!

The BT’s “intervention” into those rev-

olutionary events was to smear the ICL as

a bureaucratic cult akin to the Stalinists

and. in an article headlined "Robertson-

iies in Wonderland." to sneer that we had

invented an “imaginary political revolu-

tion” (1917, Third Quarter 1991). O-dy

those in thrall to the anti-Comm' nisi

myth that "Stalinist totalitarianism" had

rendered the workers in the bureaucrati-

cally deformed workers states mindless

automatons incapable of struggle could

so blithely dismiss any outcome other

than capitalist counterrevolution.

The BT’s abiding complaint (retailed

again in the latest Bolschewik) is that we
did not offer to provide a platform for

the Social Democratic Party (SPD) at

the 250.000-strong united-front protest in

East Berlin's Treptow Park on 3 January

1990. That united front, initiated by us

and taken up by the ruling Stalinist party,

was called to protest the fascist desecra-

tion of a memorial to Soviet soldiers who
died liberating Germany from Hiller's

Nazis and was premised on defense of the

workers states. What place did the openly

counterrevolutionary SPD have at such a

protest?!

More recently, the BT has extended its

embrace of counterrevolution to lake in

not only the German SPD but the CIA’s

favored “god-king,” the Tibetan Dalai

Lama, arguing in the latest issue of 1917

(2004): “By agreeing that the Tibetans or

Uighur have the right to control their own
domestic affairs, a revolutionary govern-

ment in China would signal its willingness

to coexist with Tibet’s traditional ruling

caste and Xinjiang’s mullahs as long as

they retain popular support.” Where the

Beijing Stalinist bureaucracy promotes

“one country, two systems" in maintain-

ing Hong Kong as a capitalist enclave,

the BT goes the extra mile—to "coexist"

with feudalism!—or. in other words, "one

country, three systems." Such respect for

the devotion of benighted peoples to their

religious leaders has much in common
with images purveyed by apologists for

class and race oppression of an earlier

era—including reactionary stereotypes of

the "humble, devout" French serf before

the 1789 French Revolution or the sup-

posedly “carefree, contented" black slave

in the U.S. South before the American
Civil War.

From Canada to Germany, inasmuch

as the BT raises political questions, it

reflects the "values" of the ruling class

as refracted through its own national

social democracy. More provocateur than

political opponent, the BT is centrally

animated by subjective malice toward

our party. As such they are open to

anyone’s bidding. Their lies and slanders

are the weapons of choice for a bitter

and vicious gang of renegades. Their

purpose is to seal us off from thinking

leftists and subjectively revolutionary

youth, while giving ammunition to

the forces of reaction arrayed against

us. The BTs are real political garbage,

and as we’ve said of them many times

in the past, garbage doesn’t walk by

itself.*
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As SL and POC mobilized during worldwide protest campaign to stop execution of Mumia Abu-Jamal in 1995,
capitalists’ mouthpiece picked up BT's “cult" smear to vilify Mumia’s supporters.
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Ralph Nader, ISO and Socialist Alternative;

Unsavory at Any Speed
In four years of drooling over Ralph

Nader, preaching to the working class

that it should place its hopes in a represen-

tative of the class enemy, the Interna-

tional Socialist Organization (ISO) and

Socialist Alternative (SAlt) prove that

they are "socialists” whose politics lead

far from socialism. Now SAlt has again

called for a vote to Nader, and a debate

Young Spartacus

has unfolded in the pages of the ISO’s

Socialist Worker over whether or not to

support him this time.

In 2000. Nader ran as a liberal bour-

geois reformer on the Green Party ticket.

The stated purpose of his campaign was

to revive the Democrats and push them

to the left, in his words “to pull them in

the right direction” (LA Weekly, 30 June

2000). Simultaneously, he spouted pro-

tectionist anti-China and anti-Mexico

rhetoric about American jobs for Amer-

ican workers and argued that the U.S.

didn’t go to war soon enough in Serbia.

His positions are such because he defends

the capitalist system. He seeks to refur-

bish the tarnished image of the bourgeois

electoral system and channel those dis-

contented with it back into the fold of the

Democratic Party. At the time, the ISO
and SAlt both endorsed Nader: we said:

“Break with the Democrats! No support

to the Greens! Build a revolutionary

workers party tofightfor socialist revolu-

tion!" (WV No. 739. 28 July 2000).

By lending "socialist” credence to

Nader’s mission, the ISO and SAlt act as

obstacles to raising the consciousness

necessary to mobilize workers in their

own interest against America’s racist

rulers. These phony socialists fawned

over Nader last lime, desperately rushing

to prove themselves as his be,st campaign
builders in the name of bolstering the

“new radicalization.” While complaining

about pro-Democratic Party “lesser evil-

ism,” they simply took up a call for the

lesser lesser evil. And now a letter to

Socialist Worker (5 March) worries that

in his 2004 bid, "Nader talked about

ISO at "Gore got more” rally in

Chicago, November 2000. Reformist
“movement" for Nader ended in sup-
port of Democrats.

helping Democrats recapture the House

of Representatives in ‘key swing dis-

tricts’.” But Nader talked about that in

2000 too. Even the ISO wrote at the time

that “he also expresses hope that his cam-

paign will improve the electoral chances

for Congressional Democrats. He has

also endorsed Democratic candidates for

Senate races in New York. Vermont and

Washington” (International Socialist

Review, October-November 2000). And
hence the vote-swapping plans (where a

Nader supporter in a “contested” state

votes Democrat, and a Dem in an uncon-

tested state votes for Nader) hatched in

2000 and set up for 2004—that is. vote

Nader and still help the Dems win!

Even the ISO admits that Nader has

recently campaigned on platforms with

Dennis Kucinich. In fact, Nader post-

poned his decision to run until it was
clear that Kucinich would not receive the

Democratic Party nomination. Why? Be-

cause the differences between Kucinich

and Nader are not fundamental but tacti-

cal—Nader wants to reform the Demo-
cratic Party from the outside; Kucinich

wants to do it from within. Nader made
this link between himself and the Dems
even clearer last week when he met with

John Kerry. He reported of the meeting

that "I told him of my belief that I would

take more voles away from Bush than

from him” (Associated Press, 19 May). In

other words. Nader is offering himself

as a tool fbr Kerry’s election campaign.

While these recent moves may be more
explicit than in 2000. they directly flow

from the same reform-the-Dems plat-

form Nader put forward then.

Now. the ISO has “discovered” Nader’s

populist appeals to conservatives. He is

guilty of what they admit and more. As

far back as 200 1 , shortly after George W.

Bush was inaugurated. Nader sought to

appease Bush, co-writing an op-ed piece

in the Wall Street Journal (7 March) head-

lined “Ending Corporate Welfare as We
Know It—Two Cheers for the President.”

Furthermore. Nader recently received an

endorsement from the Ross Perot-inspired

anti-immigrant Reform Party. Nader has

stated agreement with “most points on

both platforms”—that of the Greens and

of the Reform Party, whose national

chairman stated is “sick and tired of this

country being flooded by immigrants”

(Hartford Courani, 3 April). Nader even

went so far as to praise Perot's "undeni-

able patriotism” (www.voteNader.org. 26

February). However, the ISO .seems to have

been too busy distributing campaign fly-

ers in 2000 to notice when a Reform Party

splinter group supported Nader that year.

We suspect the real reason for the

ISO’s trepidation over Nader has less to

do with any change on his part, and more
to do with the shifting winds of liberal

(and reformist leftist) opinion, which
today howl for “Anybody but Bush.” As
the ISO put it: “Aside from these political

considerations, there’s the concrete ques-

tion of how prominent Nader can be in

this election” (Socialist Worker. 27 Feb-

ruary). Their perspective in 2000 was that

no matter how bad Nader is himself. "If

socialists and activists use Nader’s elec-

tion bid to build a strong campaign on

the campuses, communities, and in the

unions, not only will we be able to max-

imize Nader’s vote, but we will have

taken an important step toward rebuilding

a fighting left wing—and yes. a socialist—
movement in this country" (Internation-

al Socialist Review, October-November

2000). To talk of building a “movement"

that could advance the cause of workers

and the oppressed ba.sed on a capitalist

politician, as the ISO and SAlt both do. is

the antithesis of Marxism and a cynical

hoax!

The truth is that these “socialists” will

back almost anything—even if it is com-

pletely the opposite of their purported

beliefs—^just to gain popularity. And
what if Nader is more widely embraced

in 2004? Well, the ISO has left the door

open: "Nader needs to address the same

important questions facing working peo-

ple today—from the war and occupa-

tion of Iraq to the continuing attacks on

workers—and commit himself to pre-

senting a left-wing alternative” (Socialist

Worker, 9 April).

SAlt members have claimed that they

lend Nader “critical support.” This is a

complete perversion of the Leninist lactic

of critical support, which is support in

an election to a representative of the

workers movement who advances the

political independence of the working

class, even if crudely. In so doing, the

workers candidate attracts the more class-

conscious workers, but the program pul

forward offers no solution to the prob-

lems of the capitalist system. Revolution-

ary socialists seek such opportunities to

exploit the contradictions of the refor-

mists and raise the consciousness of the

working class. For an example of the use

of this lactic, see our article on crit-

ical support to SAlt’s French affiliate.

Gauche Revolulionnaire (GR—Revolu-

tionary Left), a campaign which was pos-

sible because they “took a clear position

against the racist headscarf campaign and
drew a crude class line by running against

the out-of-power popular front.” The lac-

tic provided a platform to polemicize

against GR’s reformist program (“French

Elections: Trotskyists Give Critical Sup-

port to Gauche Rdvolutionnaire,” WV No.

826. 14 May).

However, in addition to the fact that

Nader is not a part of the workers move-
ment but a representative of the ruling

class. SAlt’s campaign for Nader is far

from "critical.” In their article “Why You
Should Support Nader in 2004” (Justice,

March-April 2004), the only criticism to

be found is that he has “mistakenly not

highlighted his opposition to the occupa-
tion and is calling for the UN to take

over Iraq.” What SAlt alibis as a mistake

is really a direct application of Nader’s

program—that U.S. imperialism can best

pursue its interests under the fig leaf of

the UN and by claiming to fight for

"human rights.” Nader isn’t even for an
immediate end to the U.S. occupation,

just an "expeditious” one. He supports

an occupation with more international

troops, which would still be a colonial

occupation! Let’s not forget that the first

Gulf war was fought with the blessing of
the UN. and the subsequent sanctions—
with a death toll of over 1.5 million—

continued on page 6
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Nader meets with Democrat John
Kerry, May 19. While ISO debates
support to Nader, SAlt campaigns
for vote to bourgeois candidate
who seeks alliance with Kerry.
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For Class Struggle Against Capitalist Rulers at Home!

Down With the Colonial

Occupation of Iraq!

Trotskyism and Anarchism

in the Spanish Civil War
See Page Four

u

U.S. occupation forces patrol Sadr City, Baghdad, April 5.

In launching iheir one-sided

sUiughier in Iraq, the deranged

netx;ons in ihe Bush White House

promised that Ihe U.S. occupiers

would be greeted as liberators by

the Iraqi peoples. According to

this scenario, occupied Iraq would

serve as a beachhead for establish-

ing more pliant regimes in the

region, particularly in Syria and

Iran Today these fantasies—as

pollyannaish as they were arro-

gant—are going up in smoke.

The "weapons of mass destruc-

tion" that were the ostensible i asu\

belli have failed to materiali/.e for

the simple reason that they don‘1

exist. Bush is now busy trying to

pass the buck. Some of the presi-

dent’s coterie are blaming Ahmad
Chalabi for hoodwinking them.

Convicted of embez/ling funds

in Jordan. Chalahi has been the

recipient of millions from the

Bush and Clinton administrations

for services rendered as their Iraqi

front man. On May 20. his man-

sion in Iraq was raided and trashed

amidst accusations that he was an

Iranian spy.

Six days later, the New York

Times felt compelled to finally

confess that its articles retailing

stones of Hussein’s supposed arse-

na’ of weapons weren’t as “rigorous as

[they) should have been." The Times

exonerates the Bush administration,

blaming the false stories in its paper “at

least in part on information from a circle

of Iraqi informants, defectors and exiles

bent on ‘regime change’ in Iraq" and

lamenting that they, “along with Ihe

administration, were taken in.” Now CIA
chief George Tenet, assigned the role of

a fall guy. has resigned in the midst of

a barrage of criticism of manipulated "in-

telligence" and recriminations over the

September 1 1 attacks.

On the ground in Iraq, the U.S. military

has sparked widespread resistance to

its savage occupation. Hoping to pacify

largely Sunni Falluja. the U.S. brought

out of mothballs a former general in

Hussein’s military and installed him as

the commander of the puppet Iraqi forces

in the area. More recently, the Ameri-

cans have been .scrambling to cut a deal

with the Shi’ite forces in Najaf under

cleric Moktada al-Sadr. Over 800 Ameri-

can soldiers have died in Iraq, the over-

whelming majority since the U.S. govern-

ment declared military victory. With its

forces in Iraq stretched to the breaking

point, the military announced that it

would slop soldiers in units scheduled to

go to Iraq or Afghanistan from leaving

service even if their enlistments were

up. This has added to the already rising

disgruntlement of many soldiers and

their families. Now. the government has

announced that it will be moving 3.600

troops from South Korea to Iraq this

summer.

Their demented visions of establishing

a pliant, stable Iraq in shambles, even the

central architects of the invasion are be-

for the occupation. With polls

showing mounting opposition

among the American population

and the presidential elections only

months away, the Bush administra-

tion has been scrambling to dem-

onstrate that it has some semblance

of control in Iraq. This arrogant

war-cra/ed administration has

ginning to allow that maybe things aren’t

exactly going according to plan. As

Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld was

forced to admit: "If you had said to me a

year ago. 'describe the situation you'll be

in today one year later,’ I don’t know

many people who would have described

it— I would not have—described it in the

way it happens to be today" {Naiion. 17

May). Prominent neoconservalive ideo-

logue for the Bushites. William Kristol.

now declares that Bush "did drive us into

a ditch” (Naiion. 7 June). This is a case of

a rat deserting a sinking ship. After all.

Kristol and his ilk gave Bush the road

map into the ditch.

The horrors of the Abu Ghraib prison

tortures have eroded support at home

even dropped its xenophobic rav-

ings against the French like yester-

day’s "freedom" fries, u.s Bush

went hat- in-hand to “old" Europe

looking tor back-up to save face in

Iraq. Specifically, the Bush admin-

istration wants their support for a

United Nations resolution provid-

ing a "democratic" fig leaf for the

continued neocolonial occupation

of Iraq.

Much is being made by govern-

ment pundits of the supposed hand

over of "sovereignly" to an Iraqi

interim government on June 30.

Some "sovereignly"—the head of

this government, lyad Allawi. is

a CIA asset! This puppet stale

will have "control’’ of everything

except. ..the military and the econ-

omy! The 100.000-plus U.S.

troops are slated to slay in the

country for years. The U.S. has

also imposed a law. unchangeable

under the terms of the interim con-

stitution. opening Iraq’s economy to for-

eign ownership. Moreover, funds for

’Teconsiruciing" Iraq will be adminis-

tered by the U.S. embassy headed by

John Negroponte. who played a leading

role in the funding and training of drug-

running. sadistic torture gangs in Centra!

America in the 1980s.

As we wrote in our article "Imperial-

ists Carry Out Massacre in Falluja" (WV
No. 824. 16 April);

"The colonial carnage will not end as

long as the U.S. imperialist forces, from

the ’coaliiion’ allies to the 15.000 mer-

cenaries and CIA agents, are in Iraq.

They must get out, now! But the imperi-

alists will not give up their domination

of the region until they are forced to by

conlinued on page 2

.S. Out Now!



Occupation
of Iraq...
(conlinueJfrom page I

)

working-class struggle, both at home in

the imperialist centers and in the Near

East."

PoH-n with the colonial occupation of

Iraq! U.S. get out! UN stay out!

Break With the Democratic
Party of Racism and War!

The occupation of Iraq is giving

the Bush administration serious irmihle.

potentially a boost for the electoral lot-

tunes of the Democrats. This is certainly

what the liberals are pushing ‘or with

their "anybody but Bush" campaign.

However, (he fact of the matter is that the

Democratic Party has been the historic

party of war in the U.S.. from two world

wars. Korea and Vietnam to military

interventions in Haiti, Somalia and the

Balkans under Clinton, Because of wide-

spread illusions that the Democrats rep-

resent the interests of working people

and the oppressed, they are better posi-

The only thing

worse than being
an enemy of the

U.S. is being a

"friend": Donald
Rumsfeld with

Saddam Hussein
in 1983 (left);

with latest

former ally,

Ahmad Chalabi,

in 2003.

lioned than the Republicans to sell U.S.

imperialism’s military adventures to the

American population.

The Iraq Liberation Act, which pas.sed

Congress almost unanimously in 1998

and laid the basis for a formal U..S. pol-

icy of seeking "regime change." was a

product of the Clinton years as were

TROTSKY LENIN

Class Collaboration and the

Spanish Revolution

As explained hy Felix Morrow below, the

revolutionary struggles of the workers and

peasants of Spain in the 1 9.10s confirmed

crucial lessons ofthe victorious 1917 Bolshe-

vik Revolution and the failed German Revo-

lution of I91H-I9. The entry of the anar-

chists and the ostensibly Marxist POUM
into bourgeois popular-front governments,

and their collaboration in the suppression of

the insurgent workers, paved the way for the

victory of Franco's reactionary forces. In the absence of a revolutionary party leading

the working class in the fight for state power, capitalist rule was preserved through

class collaboration.

Yet. the fact is. despite the rise of dual power, despite the scope of the power of the

proletariat in the militias and their control of economic life, the workers’ state

remained embryonic, atomized, scattered in the various militias and factory committees

and local anti-fascist defense committees jointly constituted by the various organiza-

tions. It never became centralized in nationwide Soldiers' and Workers’ Councils, as it

had been in Russia in 1917. in Germany in 1918-19. Only when dual power assumes

such organizational proportions is there put on the order of the day the choice between

the prevailing regime and a new revolutionary order of which the Councils become the

slate form. The Spanish revolution never rose to this point despite the fact that the real

power of the proletariat was far greater than the power wielded by the workers in the

Germany revolution or. indeed, than that wielded by the Russian workers before

November. Locally and in each militia column, the workers ruled; but at the top there

was only the government! This paradox has a simple explanation: there was no revo-

lutionary party in Spain, ready to drive through the organization of soviets boldly and

single-mindedly.

But isn't it a far cry from the failure to create the organs to overthrow the bourgeoi-

sie. to the acceptance of the role of class collaboration with the bourgeoisie? Not at

all. In a revolutionary period the alternatives are poised on a razor-edge: either one or

the other. Every day is as a decade in peacetime. Today’s "realism" becomes tomor-

row’s avenue to collaboration with the bourgeoisie. ..

Without developing soviets—workers’ councils— it was inevitable that even the

anarchists and the POUM would drift into governmental collaboration with the bour-

geoisie. For what does it mean, in practice, to refuse to build soviets in the midst of

civil war? It means to recognize the right of the liberal bourgeoisie to govern the strug-

gle. i.e.. to dictate its social and political limits.

Thus it was that all the workers’ organizations, without exception, drifted closer and

closer to the liberal bourgeoisie.

—Felix Morrow. Revolution and Counter-Revolution in Spain (1938)
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the accusations that the Hussein regime

was building up stockpiles of "weapons

of mass destruction." Today, presumed

Democratic Parly presidential candidate

John Kerry simply argues that the Demo-
crats would carry out the occupation in

a more "responsible" way, looking for

more support from other imperialist

powers as well as the UN and deploying

greater numbers of troops to Iraq. This is

hardly surprising, Kerry voted for the

war as well as the major provisions of

the "war on terror.” Indeed, the Demo-
crats are complaining that Bush is devot-

ing insufficient resources to domestic

"security." i.e.. racist roundups, domestic

spying and other repressive measures

aimed particularly against labor, black

people and immigrants.

The Kerry supporters at the Nation are

fretting that antiwar sentiment will trans-

late into a vole for minor capitalist politi-

cian Ralph Nader. This house journal

of American liberalism complains that

Nader has shot up in the polls by openly

criticizing the occupation, while Kerry’s

numbers have remained steady. While

striking a critical posture over’the occu-

pation. Nader simply argues that the U.S.

should gel out as soon as it is "expedi-

tious.” and wants the UN to take over the

occupation. The UN has long provided

"humanitarian" cover for the depreda-

tions of imperialism, particularly Ameri-

can. including during the first Gulf War

and the more than decade-long imposi-

tioji of sanctions that cost the lives of

over 1 .5 million people in Iraq. As he did

in the 2000 elections. Nader is simply

seeking to nudge the Democrats into pro-

viding a more liberal facade for U.S.

capitalist rule at home and abroad.

As the U.S. imperialists launched their

invasion of Iraq, we wrote in a March 19

statement of the Political Bureau of the

Spartacist LeagueAJ.S.; "It is in the class

interest of the international proletariat to

clearly lake a side in defense of Iraq

without giving any political support to

the bloody Saddam Hussein regime.

Every victory for the U.S. imperialists

can only encourage further military

adventures. In turn, every humiliation,

every setback, every defeat they suffer

will .serve to assist the struggles of work-

ing people and the oppressed around the

globe” {WV No. 800. 28 March 2003),

Today, we have a side against the U.S.

occupiers, their allies and Iraqi lackeys.

Every blow struck against the American

occupation forces is a blow struck against

the enemy of workers and the oppressed

all over the world. Those who take up

arms against the occupation are waging a

just and defensive struggle. At the same
time, we do nol lend any political support

to the remnants of the former Ba’athisi

regime or the Islamic fundamentalists

who appear to be leading much of the

resistance. These forces are deadly ene-

mies of the Iraqi working people. Com-
munalist attacks against Shi'ites and

Kurds (and others)—like the March 2 sui-

cide bombings that killed 170 Shi'ite pil-

grims in Karbala and Baghdad—are

entirely criminal from the standpoint of

the international working class.

Former allies of U.S. imperialism in

the struggle against “godless Commu-
nism." the Islamic fundamentalist forces

now express anger that the U.S. has

taken all the spoils, depriving them of

the opportunity to exploit, oppress, tor-

ture and plunder their "own" ma.sses. II a

resurgent Iraqi proletariat were to pursue

a politically independent struggle against

(he occupation of Iraq, it would likely

find itself facing a united front of Ameri-

can imperialism and Islamic lundamen-

talism—much like the alliance against

the Soviet Red Army’s intervention into

Afghanistan in the 1980s.

Marxists .seek to provide a proletarian

axis of struggle against the imperialist

occupation. But from the smashing of the

Iraqi Communist Party by the Ba'athisls

in alliance with U.S. imperialism follow-

ing the 1958 revolutionary situation to

the UN-imposed sanctions, the workers

movement in Iraq has been bled and is

now decimated by the war and occupa-

tion. Unemployment in Iraq stands at

around 70 percent.

This underlines the desperate necessity

for international class-struggle actions

against the occupation. Marxists seek to

mobilize the oppressed masses behind

the power of the proletariat in struggle,

using workers mobilizations (sirike.s, hot-

cargoing of military goods, etc.) in the

service of a revolutionary perspective

against both the imperialist occupying

forces and their Iraqi lackeys. We are

politically hostile to any other strategy as

alien to our proletarian purpose.

It is in the direct interest of the U.S.

proletariat to oppose U.S. imperialism

—

the same ruling class that occupies and

rapes Iraq is also occupying the ghettos

and barrios with their brutal cops, bust-

ing the unions, driving down wages,

rounding up immigrants and eviscerating

the democratic rights of everyone at

home. American workers must under-

stand that their interests and the inter-

ests of their rulers are completely

counterposed.

But the trade-union bureaucracy

obscures this understanding through its

allegiance to the Democratic Party, which

serves to shackle workers struggle and

chain the working class to its class enemy.

"Progressive” leaders of the ILWU long-

shore union, for example, are mobilizing

double the number of union organizers to

gel out the vote for Kerry than they mobi-

lized to galvanize labor support for the

ILWU when it was locked out last year.

The working class needs a political

parly that fights for Its class interests. It

needs a party that will fight against the

capitalist order that is the cause of

oppression, exploitation and war today.

The Spartacist League devotes all its

efforts to educating the working class in

(he necessity of struggling to forge the

revolutionary party capable of ending the

rule of U.S. imperialism through victori-

ous socialist revolution

NOTICE
Workers Vanguard skips
alternate issues in June,

July and August.

Our next issue will

be dated July 9.
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Protest Chicago Cop Killing

of Activist May Moiina!
We reprint below a leaflet isAuetl by the

Cbicufio Labor Black Stra^f(le Leafiue on

June X
They did it to May Molina, they'll do it

to anyone—that's the chilling message

the Chicago cops sent on May 24 when
they dragged the 55-year-old grandmother

and political activist from her wheelchair,

threw her in jail on drug charges, and

refused her life-sustaining medications,

effectively condemning her to die iti her

cell. Molina, who suffered from diabetes,

asthma, liver disease and a thyroid con-

dition. was refused medical treatment

despite pleas from her family and lawyer.

By the early morning hours of May 26

she was dead. We in the Labor Black

Struggle League (LBSL) condemn this

sinister killing by the Chicago Police

Department!

May Molina was an outspoken and

courageous activist against police corrup-

tion and wrongful convictions here in

Chicago. Co-founder of the groups "Fam-

ilies of the Wrongfully Convicted" and

"Comite Exigimos Justicia" (We Demand
Justice), Molina fought to free her impris-

oned son, Salvador, and for dozens of vic-

tims of police brutality and frame-ups.

For this she was in the cross hairs of

the police. May Molina's killing is the

domestic face of the government's bipar-

tisan "war on terror." It's a war on blacks,

immigrants, labor and all those who dare

oppose this racist, capitalist state.

At bottom the capitalist state is an

apparatus of repression consisting of the

army, the courts, the prisons and the

cops. Far from being neutral, it is a nec-

essary too! with which the capitalists

maintain control and carry out their class

rule at home and abroad. The U.S. Army
is in the midst of a bloody occupation in

Iraq. Some of the sadistic guards at Abu
Ghraib got their training here at home in

prisons like SCI Greene where America's

foremost political prisoner. Mumia Abu-

Jamal. languishes on death row, framed

up for killing a cop. The prisons are

overflowing with black and Hispanic

people targeted in the "war on drugs.”

And from coast to coast, the cops terror-

ize the ghettos and barrios. From Fred

Hampton and Mark Clark to LaTanya

Haggerty and Robert Russ to May Molina,

we know too well what the Chicago cops

do. None of these institutions can be

reformed and made to work “for the peo-

ple." Civilian review boards or the Chi-

cago Police Review Board are offered up

as a way to curb the rampant police

brutality and corruption. In truth they

serve as sounding boards to circumvent

the genuine outrage generated by these

atrocities and enforce the lie that the real

problem is the result of a few bad apple

cops and lack of oversight.

This was the message hundreds of pro-

testers got at the May 27 protest and

meeting at the Chicago Police Review

Board. Grotesquely. Reverend Slim Cole-

man called for the need to restore the

credibility of the cops! Aaron Patterson,

who was himself framed up and spent 17

years on death row, called on U.S. top

cops to carry out a Federal investigation.

Demands for Federal investigations push

the absurd illusion that the "Justice"

Department of John Ashcroft will con-

duct a fair and impartial investigation.

Andy Thayer (Chicago Anti-Ba.shing Net-

work) told the audience to “come out in

numbers" to make the cops and the city

respond to demands and establish bet-

ter procedures. Joan Parkin (International

Socialist Organization supporter and coor-

dinator of Enough is Enough) was full

of moral outrage but offered no strategy

beyond the usual pressure politics. Each

of these strategies politically disarms pro-

testers by pushing the dangerous illusion

that the nature of the capitalist state can

be changed by applying enough “mass

pressure." There will be no end to police

brutality short of the destruction of the

system of capitalist exploitation and

racist oppression which the cops serve as

armed guard dogs.

What is necessary is for Chicago's

powerful, multiracial labor movement to

mobilize and protest this atrocity, provid-

ing the crucial link between organized

labor and the oppressed. Our signs at the

May 27 protest called for mobilizing

labor power to protest racist cop terror. A
massive show of force by the unions

would go a long way in staying the hand

of racist cops and give organized expres-

sion to the justified outrage that seethes

through black and Latino Chicago. In

fact, that’s exactly what happened in 1985

when Chicago Transit Authority bus driv-

er David Johnson was framed up on

bogus charges, including seven counts

of reckless homicide, in a tragic acci-

dent while driving his bus. Hundreds of

his Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU)
brothers and sisters marched on Police

Headquarters, forcing Daley (then Cook
County state's attorney) to drop all

charges against Johnson. That mobili-

zation worked because of the power

that stood behind it. The working class

uniquely has the power to bring produc-

tion to a halt—to stop the buses, to shut

the auto plants, to close the ports. That’s

"no business as usual!"

The primary obstacle to unleashing this

power is the current misleadership of the

unions which instead turns workers into

voting cattle for the Democratic Party, the

Fight Backi

May Molina

other party of war and racism. To win a

battle you have to know who your friends

are and who your enemies are. The
Democrats may pretend to speak for

working people and minorities or ha\^

more black and Hispanic officials but

they, no less than the Republicans, are a

parly committed to the capitalist system.

Just look at Chicago. For decades the

Democratic Party has run “Segregation

City” and it remains a racist hellhole with

a legacy of police torture, killings and

misery for the black and Hispanic popu-

lation. Former police commander Jon

Burge and his torture machine operated

under Daley's watch. As bloodthirsty and

dangerous as Bush is. electing a Demo-
crat into the While House is no solution

because the problem is the capitalist sys-

tem. not the administration. Remember
who bombed Iraq for eight years, who
demolished welfare and who cranked up

the death penalty—Democrat Clinton.

It's time to fight for what is necessary,

not what others tell us is "possible!" It's

going to take a workers revolution to

establish an egalitarian society bused on

a socialist planned economy to truly

address the horrors and wrongs of capi-

talist society. Working people need their

own party, a multiracial revolutionary

parly, determined to fight for a workers

government. To build that party requires

a political fight against those who .seek

only to reform this rotting capitalist soci-

ety. The Labor Black Struggle League,

initiated by and fraternally allied with

the Marxist Sparlacist League, is part of

the revolutionary movement of the work-

ers and oppressed against the bosses and

for socialism.

We will not forget May Molina! Drop
the charges against Aaron Patterson and
Robert Zajac, arrested at the May 26

Molina protest! For labor action to pro-

test racist cop terror! Break with the

Democrats! Build a workers party! Black

liberation through socialist revolution! u

Letter

VW Photo

Chicago Labor Black Struggle League at demonstration outside police

headquarters protesting May Molina killing, May 27.
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On Southern Race Relations and Marcus Dixon

30 May 2004

Chicago

Dear Comrades.

In the Young Spariacu.s article on the

release of Marcus Dixon to a now un-

certain future
(

Vanguard No. 827.

28 Mayj. I think we have an unfortunate

formulation. In the fifth paragraph where

we deal with the tinderbox of black male/

white female relations we state: "Allega-

tions of black men raping white women

—

overwhelmingly spurious—were a fre-

quent pretext for lynchings." Why are

those two words, "overwhelmingly spuri-

ous," even there? First off. the sentence

would work just fine without them. More-
over. in the next part of the sentence we
say that these allegations were used as

a "pretext.” i.e., it's garbage! "Rape" is

beside the point because the racist terror-

ists don't need any actual crime to occur

in order to murder black people. What
some were “reacting” to mostly was just

the thought of consensual interracial

.sex. In the main however the racist ter-

ror meted out had as its purpose the

continued subjugation of .he black race-

color caste. It was and is purely a tool

of terror.

Comradely.

Vance

SYC Class Series

LOS ANGELES

Saturday, June 12, 2 p.m.

The Fight for a

Revolutionary Party

3806 Beverly Blvd., Room 215
(Vermont/Beverly Red Line station)

Information and readings: (213) 380-6239
or e-mail: slsycla@sbcglobal.net
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Trotskyism and Anarchism

in the Spanish Civii War
The following ix a slightly edited

presentation by Spartacist speaker

Adrian Ortega at a Spartacist League/

Spartacus Youth Club public educa-

tional in New York City tm April S.

PART ONE

Anarchism today has become fash-

ionable among youth and left-liberal

intellectual circles. Refracted in a

myriad of ways, from “Green radical-

ism" to "Platformism." these youth

seek to oppose a social reality dic-

tated by an economic system based

on the production of profits for the

handful of capitalists. The emergence

of anarchism as a prevalent ideology

among radicalized youth today is a

reflection of what we Marxists under-

stand as a global retrogression in

political consciousness following the

fail of the Soviet Union in 1991-92

and the restoration of capitalism in

the Soviet degenerated workers stale

and the deformed workers slates of

East Europe,

As the title of this forum indicates, this

presentation will center on the counterpo-

sition between two political worldviews,

Marxism and its contemporary continua-

tion, Trotskyism, and anarchism, which
played a decisive role in the events of the

Spanish Civil War.

The Civil War (which lasted from

approximately 1 936 to 1939) represented

the last opportunity for the proletariat to

overthrow capitalism and open the road to

socialism in Spain before the rise of the

Francoist military dictatorship that would
last more than 30 years and kill hundreds

of thousands. In the key industrial center

of Spain. Catalonia, armed workers organ-

ized militias and factory committees that

shook the foundations of the capitalist

order, private property and the slate. But

the most radical mass leaders of this

movement (the anarchist FAl and the

National Confederation of Labor [CNTj
it controlled, and the centrist Workers
Parly of Marxist Unification {POUM))
along with the rest of the left (the Social-

ist Workers Party [PSOE) and the Stalin-

ist Communist Party [PCE]) showed their

political incapacity to lead the working
class toward emancipation. It was only

small groups (like the Friends of Durruii

anarchists and the Trotskyist Bolshevik-

Leninists) who sought during the barri-

cades fighting in May 1937 to bring rev-

olutionary leadership to the proletariat.

But these groups were not able to over-

Agusli Centelles, Barcelona

Women's militia unit departing Barcelona for Aragon front to fight reactionary
Francoist forces.

come their own limitations—centrally

the Trotskyists’ lack of authority among
the proletariat and the Friends of Dur-

ruti’s incapacity to break with an anar-

chist worldview—and lead the workers to

power. Had there been a successful revo-

lution in Spain, this would have drasti-

cally changed the shape of the world in

which we live now.

This talk aims to explain why the stra-

tegic "mistakes” made by the anarchist

leadership in the Spanish Civil War were

not only “mistakes" but the logical con-

clusion of a program that inherently rests

on class collaboration—i.e., a political

alliance between the bourgeoisie and the

proletariat, which constrains and subordi-

nates the workers and their struggles to

the framework of capitalism. I would like

to give a few initial considerations

regarding (he political foundations of

both currents.

Anarchists claim to fight for a classless

society, and some of them understand the

centrality of the proletariat in such a task,

just as we Marxists do. However, they

reject any form of “authority’’ and conse-

quently oppose the existence of any state

(meaning the use of organized violence to

protect the interests of the class in power).

They also renounce concepts like leader-

ship and centralization and counterpose

to them “autonomy” or "spontaneity.”

On the contrary. Marxists explain that

"Authority and autonomy are relative

Hoover Institution

Leftist militia in Spanish Civil War. Stalinist-ied Popular Front suppressed
anarchist CNT militants and centrist POUM In the name of capitalist
“democracy.”

things whose spheres vary with the vari-

ous phases of the development of society”

(Friedrich Engels, "On Authority” [ 1 872]).

In other words, we don’t blindly condemn
authority as an abstract concept divorced

from a certain social and economic real-

ity. Most of the world today is based on

the authority of a property-owning class,

the bourgeoisie, exercised over the work-

ing masses through the instrumentality of

a state, the capitalist state. We oppose and
work to destroy that authority and the

stale that helps preserve it. But we wel-

come the authority of mass organizations

of workers and other oppressed sectors in

society, like workers councils (soviets),

which would coordinate and centralize

the proletariat's efforts to create a society

based on workers democracy and prevent

the destruction of the gains resulting from

a social revolution—a workers state.

Through eliminating the irrationality of

capitalist production, economic planning

under a workers state would allow the

free development of productive forces

and eliminate the material basis for social

inequality. This would have to be a joint

enterprise of the world proletariat and is

the only way to eliminate the state and

create a society based on "from each

according to his ability, to each according

to his needs."

The anarchist abstract condemnation

of "authority” has concrete ramifications

on the organizational level. Anarchist

organizations are decentralized entities

that claim to exercise no authority over

their members. This in itself is a complete

fallacy, which the events in the Civil War
completely prove. Marxists, on the con-

trary, explain the necessity of a central-

ized. democratic organization of the

working class that groups together

the proletariat's most conscious elements,

works to raise the consciousness of the

working class as a whole and exercises

leadership, including leading the decisive

struggles for workers power; a vanguard

parly that embraces the highest levels of

democracy in its internal life and inter-

venes in struggle as a unified, conscious

political force.

The Spanish Revolution

On 17 July 1936, General Francisco

Franco assumed command of the Moors
and Legionnaires of Morocco under the

banner of the Spanish monarchy and the

Catholic church. With the support of

the most reactionary forces in Spain.

Franco launched a military coup to

overthrow the Republican govern-

ment of president Manuel Azana,

which was a liberal bourgeois gov-

ernment. to replace it with a military

dictatorship. This was to enforce

through blood the interests of the

propertied classes over the workers

and peasants, and to put an end to

decades of highly militant labor strug-

gles in Spain. A/ana hid the advance-

ment of Franco’s army from the

working class and made frantic and

unsuccessful attempts to contact the

military leaders and to come to an

agreement with them. The Spanish

proletariat, which had just gone

through two years of harsh state

repression under a right-wing gov-

ernment. distrusted the Azana gov-

ernment and took matters into their

own hands. They independently

mobilized to gather weapons and

build barricades to fight the bour-

geois pro-monarchist reaction.

Some of the most epic battles between

the Francoist forces and the armed prole-

tariat started almost concurrently in

major cities like Madrid. Valencia and

Barcelona. I would like to read excerpts

from Abel Paz's book. Durruii: The Peo-

ple Armed ( 1 976), in his chapter "Barce-

lona in Flames”;
“On July 19. 1936, at 5 A.M. a new page
in the revolution was beginning to the

sound of gunfire, the crackling of machine
guns which were mixed with the deafen-

ing sound of factory sirens, informing
the people that the decisive hour had
arrived. The seventh aniliery regiment
had left San Andres Park, divided,

and was trying to reach the center of the

capital by two different routes. But at

the crossing of the 'Diagonal' the first

detachment ran into a group of workers
armed with grenades and pistols, which
blocked its advance....

"One part of the Montesa regiment fol-

lowed by important military units of
engineers, managed to slip into Marques
del Duero Avenue (Pamlelo) but was
checked by a strong barricade put up
by the workers of the Woodworkers'
Union,...

“At the same time, near the Plaza de
Palacio. the dockworkers of the Barce-
loneta district had routed the Montana
artillery regiment,...

“Towards noon after four hours of fight-

ing the uprising appeared to be defeated.

One by one. all the areas of resistance

fell into the hands of the people....

"From then on the morale of the workers
who wereTighting. increased, in addition
an important collection of weapons (guns
and machine guns) fell into their hands.
Barcelona began to have a new look."

This period is known as the “July

events" in the Spanish Civil War. Heroic
actions sprang from the workers’ barri-

cades to become class-struggle history.

Within a few days, all Catalonia was in

the hands of the proletariat. Madrid had
seen the Francoist forces defeated by
workers armed with scant stores of
arms—with cobblestones and kitchen

knives in Valencia—in the face of the

embargo on arms by the government.
Most of these workers were members of
the CNT or the POUM,

Asturian miners outfitted a column -'t

."S.OOO dynamiters for a march on Madrid,
which arrived one day later to guard the

streets. Armed workers committees dis-

placed the customs officers at the borders,

and a joint committee of the General

Workers Union (UGT—affiliated to the

PSOE) and the CNT took charge of all

transportation in Spain. A union book or
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Azana look office as presideni in May
1936 in the midst of a great wave of

strikes. From June 10 to the first days of

July, the number of workers striking

against the deepening economic crisis

had grown from half a million to over a

million. Bourgeois democracy was start-

ing to crumble.

Around the same lime as Franco's

attempted coup and the workers uprising

during the "July events" in 1936. big

chunks of the bourgeoisie in Catalonia

(the region that comprised 70 percent of

the industry in Spain) had fled the coun-

try. leaving their factories, lands and

properties behind. Once the reaction had

been defeated. CNT workers began to

seize the abandoned factories and create

workers committees that organized pro-

duction on a local level. A similar phe-

nomenon occurred in the countryside.

These workers committees, and the

workers militias formed to fight against

Franco's army, became the basis for

what we call a dual power situation, i.e..

a temporary state of affairs in which

both the proletariat and the bourgeoisie

directly contest for power It is necessary

to study these workers cooperatives and

militias, since they represent the embodi-

ment of the anarchist economic and mili-

tary program.

On July 20. with workers celebrating

the defeat of Franco. Luis Companys.
who was the president of the bourgeois

Generalitat government in Catalonia, met

with the leadership of the CNT-FAI

—

with Garcia Oliver as the main anarchist

spokesman. Companys was an astute

bourgeois politician who had been at

some point a lawyer for the CNT. Here is

what he proposed to Garcia Oliver and

the rest of those in attendance:

"You have won and the power is in your
hands. If you don’t need me and if you
don’t want me as President of Catalonia,

tell me now and i will be only one more
soldier in the struggle against fascism.

But if on the contrary you believe that in

this job. where I would have been killed

if there had been a fascist victory. 1 and
my men. my name and my prestige can
be useful in the struggle which has ended
in Barcelona today, but whose outcome
is still unknown in the rest of Spain, you
can count on me. You can count on my
loyalty as a man and a party leader who
believes that a shameful past came to an
end today, and I sincerely hope that Cata-

lonia will be in the vanguard of the

countries who are the most progressive

in social matters.”

— quoted in Abel Paz. Durruti:

The People Armed

And the anarchists went for it. Garcia

Oliver reports the results of the discus-

sions in the CNT and the FAI as follows;

"On July 21,1 936. a Regional Plenum of

the Local Federations...took place in

Barcelona. The situation was analyzed

and it was decided not to speak about

Libertarian Communism as long as part

of .Spain was in the hands of the fascists.

The Plenum decided for collaboration

opposed by only one delegation from

‘Bajo Llobregat’.... Any extreme position

inspired by adventurism or inflexibility

could have been a disaster because the

revolution would have been exhausted..."

[emphasis added). With this, the anarchist

workers were subordinated through their

leadership to the will of the Generalitat

government. Nine months later. Compa-
nys was on the phone calling for an air

continued on page 10

Marxism by the living example of Lenin

and Trotsky’s Bolshevik Revolution. Anar-

chism can't lead to a successful socialist

revolution, as the events in Spain show.

The Betrayal of the
Popular Front

The 1933 Nazi victory in Germany
propelled mass unrest throughout Spain,

including a general strike led by the CNT
and UGT in October 1934. That same
month, miners and other sectors of the

proletariat in the northern region of Astu-

rias rose up in arms against the recently

formed government of Alejandro Lerroux.

The anarchists abstained in the elections

won by Lerroux; but not on the basis of

any principles (as we will see later). Their

main reason was their "apoliticism.” an

absurd rejection of participation in elec-

tions or parliament. But if you are serious

about fighting for socialist revolution,

would you waste any opportunity to let

significant numbers of people know what

you stand for? Imagine the effect that a

membership card from a leftist party was
the only requirement to enter the country.

The police, the Civil and Assault Guards,

which had sided against the workers in

the battles, had been replaced by workers

militias that patrolled the cities. But

how did workers get to this point? Let

me back up a few years and make some
clarifications.

Anarchism was the predominant ideol-

ogy among the Spanish proletariat in the

20lh century, in great part thanks to the

country's slow economic development

during the previous three centuries, in the

northern and eastern regions of Spain,

like Catalonia and Aragon, the principal

anarchist trade-union federation, the CNT,
organized the most politically advanced
workers in those provinces. The leaders

of the CNT represented a trend inside

anarchism called syndicalism. The syn-

dicalists correctly recognized the indus-

trial proletariat as the central agency for

overthrowing capitalism. They believed,

though, that trade unions would be the

only instrument necessary to bring about

a socialist revolution, and oppo.sed. as

all anarchists do. the idea of a vanguard

party of the working class.

Given their relationship with the work-

ing class. anarcho-syndicalists sometimes

had very good political impulses. During

the First World War, when Spain’s neu-

trality meant that its production in-

creased. a staunch opposition to the war

within the Spanish left was found among
the anarcho-syndicalists of the CNT,
who. in some cases, according to Gerald

H. Meaker in his book The Revolutionary

Left in Spain, 1914-1923, “went beyond

mere pacifism and instinctively favored

ending the war by a popular revolution."

The revolutionary Marxist V. 1, Lenin and

the Bolshevik Party in Russia had forth-

rightly opposed the war from the first day

and fought for the defeat of their own
bourgeoisie through the seizure of power

by the working class.

With the support of important sectors

of the Russian proletariat and the op-

pressed. Lenin had called for a workers

revolution in Russia to end the war. col-

lectivize industry, nationalize the land and

expropriate the bourgeoisie and the banks.

In October 1917 (under the old Russian

calendar), the Bolsheviks leading the

soviets, organs of proletarian power, led a

proletarian insurrection that established

the first workers state in history. Workers

democracy found its concrete expression

in congresses of soviets and councils of

workers, peasants and soldiers, which had

begun to run the economy of the biggest

country in the world.

1- P. Goldenberg, a member of the Men-
sheviks (a reformist party in Russia)

had denounced Lenin as “a candidate for

one European throne that has been vacant

for thirty years—the throne of Bakunin!"

for Fighting for workers revolution. How-
ever. the truth is that anarcho-syndicalists

in Russia and elsewhere, including Spain,

like Joaquin Maurin and Andres Nin
(future leaders of the POUM). realized

from the experience of the Russian work-

ers the need for the dictatorship of the

proletariat. Gerald Meaker speaks of one

anarchist militant who wrote in the anar-

chist paper Tierra y Lihertad (Land and

Freedom):

"The Russian revolution, according to

(his militant, was not yet an Anarchist

society, but it offered the ’direct means'
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La Voz Leninista (Leninist Voice), newspaper
of Trotskyist Bolshevik-Leninists of Spain.

American Trotskyist Felix Morrow
documented betrayal of Spanish Revolution

by Stalinists, anarchists and POUM leaders.

Bus with CNT
sign marking
collectivization

of Barcelona
transport system
(left); peasants
with rifles work
on collectivized

land.

by which to achieve one. All the Anar-

chists of the world would have to do as

the Russian ’maximalists’ had done: they

would have to 'destroy authoritatively. .

the present edifice based upon privilege

and injustice in order to begin construct-

ing the great city of happiness. Anarchy’."

(emphasis added)

The best of this generation of anarchisl.s

and .syndicalists—like Victor Serge, the

Marxist historian and Trotsky biogra-

pher; Alfred Rosmer. a leading anarcho-

syndicalist in France who later became
Trotsky's close collaborator; and James

P, Cannon, an anarcho-syndicalist in the

American Industrial Workers of the World

who became the founder of Trotskyism

in the U.S.—were won to revolutionary

speech in Congress by a Trotskyist de-

nouncing the colonial occupation in Iraq

would have on both the American work-

ing class and the soldiers in Iraq. To
Marxists, the question of whether or not

to participate in elections is a tactical

question based on concrete circumstances.

At the same lime. Marxists renounce in

principle the taking of any executive min-

isterial post in any capitalist government

because it could not mean anything other

than the direct administration of the cap-

italist state.

Lerroux governed in coalition with the

CEDA (Spanish Confederation of Auton-

omous Rightists) of Jos6 Maria Gil Rob-

les. and. given the victory of Hitlerite

During the Civil War, anarchist leaders Juan Garcia Oliver (far left) and
Federica Montseny joined as ministers in Popular Front government.

fascism in Germany. Lerroux’s regime

was feared as representing the rise of

reactionary, right-wing forces in Spain,

The bloody defeat of the Asturian upris-

ing at the hand.s of Franco-led forces

(5.000 people killed and 30.000 arrested)

paved the way for two years of increased

repression against the labor movement.

In January 1936 (six months before

Franco’s attempted coup) the popular-

front coalition led by the Republican

Left, the parly of the liberal bourgeoisie,

had come up with a program for the Feb-

ruary elections which basically allowed a

nominal restoration of regional autonomy

for the Catalan region and offered to free

political prisoners imprisoned during the

prior two years. The program called also

to guarantee respect for private property

rights in the countryside and the cities,

rejected any nationalization of the land

and called to maintain capitalist control

over industry and the banks.

The Republicans led an electoral bloc

with Manuel Azana at its head. The coali-

tion included the UGT. the PSOE. the

PCE and the POUM. And it was sup-

ported by the anarchists. This was a

popular-front coalition, where the inter-

ests of the proletariat were subordinated

to those of the 6apitalisi class.

What was the POUM? The POUM was
what we call a centrist party, i.e.. a party

that is revolutionary in words but reformist

in deeds. It had emerged from the fusion

between the Trotskyist Spanish Commu-
nist Left of Andres Nin. and the BOC
(Workers and Peasants Bloc) of Joaquin

Maurin. which was a more right-wing cen-

trist party that adapted to Catalan nation-

alism. Trotsky strenuously denounced the

signing of the electoral pact by the POUM
as a “betrayal of the proletariat for the

sake of an alliance with the bourgeoisie"

and broke political relations with them.
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Ukraine Con Game:
Opportunism, Crime and Punishment

IG’s Potemkin Village Idiocy

Ad Absurdum
Declaration of Fusion

Between the

League for the Fourth International (LFI)

and the

Revolutsionnaya Kommunisticheskaya
Organisatsiya (RKO) of Ukraine

Tbe Lm(im (or tbe Fouflh lai«m«l>oiuI tnd lb«

KovoIuUiOiintyi Koaroiioiiocbetkiyt OrfUiMttiyt of

UtoiiM uaoo0M lb* (iwlos <

(be> tbe nr«(|)c to i«foiya ta

IrwnMDoul •• (be *>c*M p*>

ThednmaK npcncrabmcni of (be popubbanofUlnBe
corneqitenc* of Qw naioiv

><«d tbe Oanniaio* of tbe So-

t of tbe erorbja, people have

IG declaration of fusion in Ukraine boasted that it was "preceded by more
than a year of discussions and joint work on key questions.”. Now IG cries,

“We wuz robbed!”

‘Ill order lo impress Tsarina Calhcrme
with his sclf-promoling ellorts ul devel-

oping ihe barren Rushian steppes in the

I8ih eeniury. Prinee Potemkin suppos-

edly eonsirueled elaborate facades of

arlifieial villages tor tier lo see when her

carriage passed through the region. A
'Potemkin village' is what came ui mind
when we saw the first issue of the Inlfi-

iiaiioiuilisf (January-February a

64-page, two-color journal recently pub-

lished by a handful of dcfeelors from our

organi/alion who call themselves the

Iniematioiialisl Group' (IG)."
— "Potemkin Village Idiocj."

VVV' Nt). 66.V 7 March 1997

Thai's whal we wrote nearly seven

years ago. In thai time the Mule Poiem-

kins of (he IG have been busy eonsirucl-

ing ihc facade lhat is their international.

In cyberspace they present long, turgid

articles in multiple languages intended to

give the grand impression (hat they swim
deep in the "boiling water" of the world-

wide class struggle. On the ground, the

reality is quite different,

A case in point: the "Revolutsion-

naya Kommunisticheskaya Organisals-

iya" {RKO—Revolutionary Communist
Organization) of Ukraine. In July 2001.

with much fanfare, the IG published a

"Declaration of Fusion" between their

"League for the Fourth International"

(LFI) and the RKO. They solemnly

vowed to "uphold Bolshevik-Leninism”

and to "further the struggle to reforge an

authentically Trotskyist Fourth Interna-

tional as (he world parly of socialist rev-

olution." Fine words, but there was one

problem; the RKO never existed.

Last summer, after a two-year mar-

riage. the !G declared annulment when it

was revealed that (surprise!) their mail-

order Ukrainian bride of a "section" was

a bunch of con artists scamming Western

leftists for money. The hustlers, who had

long been the Ukrainian section of Peter

Taaffe's "Committee for a Workers* Inter-

national" (CWI). were able to sell them-

selves off a,s the "sections" of as many as

ten different self-professed revolutionary

organizations, including the grotesquely

misnamed International Bolshevik Ten-

dency (BT) and the League for the Revo-

lutionary Parly (LRP).

As we explained in Workers Vanguard
when the scandal broke (.see "Chickens

Come Home to Roost in Kiev," WV No.

808. 29 August 2003):

"We are not privy lo the sleazy details,

and we have no confidence in anybody’s

account of whal happened. Bui by their

own words these so-called 'victims*

stand condemned as utter frauds and co-

conspirators with their Kiev con men!
Now they scream. We wu? robbed!' But

they were more than happy to perpetrate

their con on the left public by trumpeting

their fraudulent Ukrainian sections.”

That the IG ended up in the embrace of

a gang of brazen con artists should not

come as a surprise to those who have fol-

lowed its political trajectory. From its

inception the IG has accommodated itself

promiscuously to alien forces, seeking

"regroupments" with politically distant

elements as a substitute for the necessary

struggle to forge a programmatically co-

hesive. Leninist international organiza-

tion. In 1995-96. while still a member of

our organization. Jan Norden (now the

IG's supremo) sought a phony regroup-

ment with elements of the Communist
Platform of the German Parly of Demo-
cratic Socialism (PDS). claiming that the

PDS maintained "attachments" to what

was by then the long-since defunct East

German deformed workers slate. Indeed.

the Communist Platform/PDS had been

junior partners with Gorbachev in the

sellout of East Germany to the West Ger-

man imperialists. Upon their defection

from the ICL. Norden et al. linked up

with the Liga Quarta-lniernacionalista

(LQB) in Brazil, an organization with

which we had just broken fraternal rela-

tions when it became clear that they were

simply trade-union opportunists. Subse-

quently the LQB went on to cross the

class line repeatedly by suing a trade

union in the bourgeois courts.

We recognize that revolutionary re-

groupment—principled splits and fusions

with other tendencies in the workers

movement—is an important tactic for

constructing a Leninist vanguard, includ-

ing on international terrain. The Spar-

tacisi League/U.S. emerged out of the

Revolutionary Tendency, an opposition

in the American Socialist Workers Parly.

Over the course of years we recruited

from groupings that originated in osten-

sibly Trotskyist. Maoist. New Leftist,

feminist and other tendencies. The essen-

tial basis for such regroupments has been

a common programmatic framework—
tested in practice through exemplary

actions and involvement in social strug-

gle; vigorous internal debate and rigor-

ous cadre education.

But the purpose of Norden’s LFI is not

this but to impress the unwary with

cyberspace boasting of "international

connections.” Lofty statements are writ-

ten for public consumption and to create

an umbrella of "orthodoxy" to shield the

very alien practices carried out on the

ground. To believe the IG. Norden him-
self had little clue what his "Ukrainian

section" had been doing for two years!

The BT now claims to have recruited

the lG*s Dutch affiliate—which by the

BT’s account consisted of one individual

(1917 No. 26. 2()()4)l

Mutual Amnesty
At the lime of our previous article on

what happened in Kiev, the IG had yet

to comment on the con game. A response

appeared in the October-November 200.3

Iniernationalisi. Notwithstanding the

differences the IG claims with the slate-

capitalist LRP or the dubious Slalino-

phobic BT headed by the sociopath Bill

Logan. Norden's response was virtually

identical. They all attempted to salve their

wounded egos, ptintificaiing lhat. after all.

the Bolsheviks were infiltrated by Roman
Malinovsky, a secret agent for the tsar,

and the Trotskyist Left Opposition by

Mark Zborowski (Etienne), a Stalini.st

agent. There is no relationship in these

comparisons to whal actually happened in

Ukraine, Far from being a deep dark

secret of the invisible espionage nether-

world. the real nature of the Kiev scam

artists was known to (he Ukrainian left,

and the IG were among the laughing

stocks:

“Kiev IcK-radical circles ever since the

imd-90s have been following with inter-

est ihe scams of a group led by the well-

known ede. V .Since all of these politi-

cal sects wanted a Ukrainian section for

prestige, this group set up lies and easily

passed itself off as co-thinkers. .. ‘Oh.

it’s so easy to fool me. I myself wanted

to be deceived* |Pushkin|.. This looks a

little like provocation, but in Kiev no one
would fall for it—it was all too obvious."

— Indymedia.ru. Article #5744.

"Anarchist from Kiev.”

5 September 2003 (translated

from Rus.sian)

Wouldn't any politically observant per-

son have noticed that in the space of a

few months, several political tendencies

were acquiring Ukrainian ".sections" in

Kiev, including quirky groups like the

De Leonists in the American Socialist

Labor Party? The IG and others didn't

ask questions because they didn't want

to know the answer. Like Pushkin’s love-

struck fool, they refused to see what was

there because they did not want to see.

When the Kiev hoax was expo.sed, the

IG acted like pious politicians, who.

when caught with their pants down in a

den of iniquity, claim they were carrying

out "their own independent probe." They
have the nerve to cite Victor Serge's

excellent 1921 handbook. What Every

Revolutionary Should Know About Slate

Repression:

"In his conclusions. Serge wrote: 'Provo-

cation is much more dangerous in terms
of the distrust it sows among revolu-

tionaries. As soon as a few traitors are
unmasked, trust disappears from within
(he organizations. It is a terrible thing,

because confidence in the party is the

cement of all revolutionary forces'."

—"A Band of Political Impostors

and Swindlers in Ukraine."
27 August 200,3

In a revolutionary organization “trust"

is based on verification in common polit-

ical work. Bolshevism wa.s born of a split

over Lenin’.s insistence in 1903 that no
one be extended the trust and responsibil-

ity of parly membership without direct

systematic work in a party committee. By
being compelled to carry out systematic

revolutionary work under the eye of the

party. Serge wrote. "The agent provoca-

teur is a policeman who serves the revo-

lution in spite of himself. Because he
must always appear to be serving it. But

in this question there are no appear-

ances.... There is no way you can be a

member halfway or superficially." For the

Kiev con artists, their only "obligation"

as members was to cash the checkN as

they came in.

Along with Zborow ski. Malinovsky and

other provocateurs, in its article on Ukraine

the IG mentions the name of Raymond
Molinier. a member of the French Trot-

skyists in the 1930s. The IG says that

continued on page 8

AP
February 2000: Chechen capital Grozny ravaged by Russian army. IG’s
Ukraine fusion statement said nothing in defense of Chechens against
Russia’s genocidal onslaught.
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Ukraine Con Game

Taaffeite CWI:

From Yeltsin’s Barricades

to the Augean Stables
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As many as icn \A*lf-stylod revolution-

ary orgam/aiions around the world have

boasted lor several years about ihcir sup-

posed Ukrainian "seeiions,” Last July,

the Ukrainian affiliates of these fraudu-

lent Internationals went up in smoke. It

turned out that the Ukrainian section of

Peter Taaffe’s London-based Committee

for a Workers' International (CWI). led

by one Oleg Vernik, had organized a

cynical scam to defraud these groups for

money by simultaneously pretending to

be the Ukrainian "section" of all o( them

(sec "Con Artists (let Conned—Chick-

ens Come Home to Roost in Kiev. " WV
No. 808. 29 August 200.V and article on

page 6 of this issue). The CWI leader-

ship protests that it had no responsibility

for the swindle. But this operation, given

its far-flung scope and glaring visibility

before the Ukrainian and Russian left,

would have been impossible unless the

London offices of Peter Taaffe looked

the other way.

Now the CWI leadership is engaged

in damage control, admitting what it

feels obliged to—and not a whit more.

A "Statement from the International Sec-

retariat of the CWI on the Ukraine

Organisation." dated 29 August 2003.

informed the conned groups that six of

the Kiev con artists had been expelled

from the CWI. As for the others, the

statement declared that "within the ranks

of the Ukrainian organisation are .some

very good comrades, some of whom
acquiesced to the dishonest methods”!

Oleg Vernik himself was merely sus-

pended. and his expulsion was referred

to the next meeting of the CWl's Interna-

tional Executive Committee (lEC). To

our knowledge, no further information

has been released by the CWI on their

current relationship with Vernik.

The CWI clearly hoped to keep their

Russian organization out of the spotlight

and even mandated it to join in the

cleanup of its Kiev mess. But a leader of

the Moscow CWI. Ilya Budraitskis. was

cited by three groups—the League for the

Revolutionary Party (LRP). the Interna-

tional Bolshevik Tendency (BT) and.

reportedly, the Internationalist Group

(!G)—as one of the con artists. The BT
then posted a statement voted by the

CWl's lEC at a 19-24 November 2003

meeting, admitting that Budraitskis had.

indeed, presented himself to the LRP. the

BT and Workers Power’s League for the

Fifth International as a member of their

putative Kiev group. Assuring the world

that Budraitskis "was not motivated by

any desire to gain money" and that he is

committed “to building the CWI on a

principled basis," they announced that he

had been removed from leading bodies of

the Russian CWI for at least six months.

The Russian Taaffeites' real attitude

—

utter cynicism— is reflected on their Web
site where they have carried on a dialogue

with critics of their handling of the scan-

dal. To one critic who protested. "You are

wrong to think that people will soon for-

get.” the site administrator responded.

"We don’t give a damn who. what or

where is forgotten or remembered." He

continued: "No one but losers is inter-

ested in the fate of the 'socialist activists

of the BT' and their ilk. After all, they

regarded themselves as the most intelli-

gent and advanced—so. they got what

their intelligence and level of develop-

ment were worth." When the critic

insisted to "know your position on the

Ukrainian CWI." the site administrator

replied: "On what basis do you demand a

reckoning from us? This is an internal

CWI matter."

The CWI on Yeltsin’s

Barricades

The corruption of the Ukrainian and

Russian CWI sections flourished in

the particularly reactionary setting of

the post-counterrevolution ex-USSR. We
in the International Communist League

fought to the end against the capitalist

counterrevolutions of 1989-92 in the for-

mer Soviet bloc on the basis of Trotsky’s

program (.see "Why We Fought to Defend

the Soviet Union." WV Nos. 809 and 8 1 0.

12 and 26 September 2003). A crucial

part of our fight in the USSR was a ruth-

less exposure of the CWl’s prostitution of

Trotskyism to counterrevolution.

These days Peter Taaffe claims the

Militant tendency opposed Russian pres-

ident Boris Yeltsin’s pro-imperialist coun-

tercoup in August 1991 that ushered in

the period of open counterrevolution,

culminating in the creation of a bour-

geois state and the restoration of capital-

ist rule. In a 2002 online publication. Mil-

itant's Real History, Taaffe wrote: "We
publicly distanced ourselves from the

pro-capitalist Yeltsiniies, some of whom
flooded towards the defence of their hero

at the White House in Moscow." This is

a lie. They were on Yeltsin's White House

barricades. The front-page headlines of

their newspaper. Rahochaya Demokra-

tiya (October 1991). trumpeted: "Where

We Were." "On the Barricades in Mos-

cow..." "...And in Leningrad." They wrote:

"I am a participant in the struggle for

democracy. 1 would like to tell about

how this all happened, what 1 saw with

my own eyes.

"On the 19th. Monday...

"I went to the White House and helped

build barricades around the monument to

the martyrs of the 1905 Revolution.

"It was symbolic that the barricades of

the 1905 Revolution stood on the same
place where the barricades of the revolu-

tion of 1991 arose! Only then, the revolu-

tion ended in defeat, whereas, now. in

Victory!"

The Internationa! Communist League

fought for unconditional military defense

of the Soviet workers state and its collec-

tivized property forms. In our August

1991 statement. "Soviet Workers: Defeat

Yeltsin-Bush Counterrevolution!", tens of

thousands of copies of which were dis-

tributed throughout the Soviet Union, we
wrote that workers mobilizations should

have cleaned out the counterrevolutionary

rabble on Yeltsin's barricades, thus open-

ing the road to proletarian political revo-

lution to sweep the traitors away.

The adherents to Taaffe's Militant ten-

dency did not just climb on Yeltsin’s bar-

ricades—where they were, in any case,

not needed. They went to the factories,

where these .social-democratic traitors

tried to head off workers mobilizations

against Yeltsin and Bush's “democrats":

“From ihe declarations of the (putschist

Stale Emergency Committeel it followed

that they were acting againsi the so-called

Yeltsin's counterrevolutionary rabble

outside the White House in Moscow,
August 1991. Russian Militant

tendency newspaper Rabochaya
Demokratiya (October 1991) boasted:

“On the Barricades in Moscow..."
"...And in Leningrad."

'democrats.' and that posed the danger of

support to the putschists by workers

organizations that did not share the prin-

ciples of the ‘democrats'—the rule of pri-

vate property and capitalist power. And
that IS exactly what happened. Some of

the workers organizations were getting

ready to send greetings of welcome, and

at several factories the workers even tried

to organize defense detachments in sup-

port of the put.schists.

"From the morning on. all of our mem-
bers explained to workers at their work-

places that the position of the Emergency
Committee did not coincide with their

interests. In addition to this, they con-

nected up with worker activists of other

organizations, in order to prevent hasty

actions."— "Where We Were"

The impulse of these workers wa.s far

better than that of the Militant tendency,

whose support to Yeltsin put it in the same

camp as every imperialist power on the

face of the globe. Unfortunately, the

stodgy bureaucrats of the putschist "Emer-

gency Committee” sought to prevent the

workers from mobilizing against Yeltsin

because they too were committed to a pro-

gram of capitalist restoration and didn't

want in any way to antagonize the imperi-

alist powers. As our August 1991 state-

ment noted, class-conscious Soviet work-

ers who saw the urgent need to hall the

capitalist-resiorationist forces would have

been againsi Yeltsin but also would have

had no illusions in the anti-Yeltsin coup.

Pointing to a call by a workers conference

that had been initiated the previous month

by delegates from 400 major Moscow-
area plants to form workers militias for the

preservation of socialized property in sol-

idarity with the "Emergency Committee."

we wrote: "A call for workers militias to

smash the counterrevolutionary Yelisinite

demonstrations was certainly in order. But

if the Einergency Committee had consoli-

dated power, it would have attempted to

disband any such workers militias, which

would otherwise have inevitably and rap-

idly escaped its political control. The last

thing ihcNC degenerate Stalinists wanted to

see was the independent mobilization of

the working class."

We fought to oust the Stalinist traitors

through a proletarian political revolution

based on the defense of the gains of the

great 1917 Russian Revolution that re-

mained embodied in the Soviet Union
despite its degeneration. The Militant's

opposition to the Stalinist coup-makers

flowed directly from their line that any-

thing. including capitalist restoration, was
preferable to "Stalinist totalitarianism."

continued on page 9
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“Ideal” member, modeled
after Hitler’s stormtroopers.
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would "continue the work of the tens of

thousands of Bolshevik-Leninists who
fell under Stalinist, fascist and bourgeois-

'democratic' repression " Shamefully, the

statement made no mention of the mur-
der in February 1992 of Martha Phillips,

the ICL’s leading spokesman in Moscow.
The authorities stonewalled while we
tried in vain to find out who killed our

comrade. Nor does the IG say anything

about the ICL's expulsion from Ukraine
in 1995. The ICL was lyingly accused by

the Ukrainian government of seeking “the

overthrow of the government” and our

members were banned from the country.

The banning of the ICL was splashed

across television screens and the press

throughout Ukraine and Russia. This was
done not only to muzzle us but to further

intimidate the left and workers move-
ment. We organized international pro-

tests. urging leftists and workers organiza-

tions to take a stand in defense ol our

rights and theirs.

Presumably the leaders of the IG.

who were members of our organization

throughout this period, ought to have at

least been interested in what their blot-

partners had done in response to this

state repression of the ICL. and in fact

this would be one way of testing the

authenticity of any group that claimed to

have been Trotskyist since 1989. But the

IG fusion statement was smugly silent on
this, as it was on the other work of the

ICL in Ukraine. As irony would have it.

the Ukraine hustlers of today were then,

as the Ukrainian section of the CWl, the

ICL’s main leftist opponent in Kiev,

where we were engaged in regular politi-

cal debate at Kiev University. They not

only did not protest our expulsion, but

they were somehow able to continue

their operation at Kiev University, where
longtime CWI honcho Oleg Vernik is

evidently now an assistant lecturer, with-

out a hitch for almost another decade!

In the fusion statement the only com-
ment made by the "RKO comrades"
about the ICL and its work is that we
allegedly refused "to debate program-

matic questions." No one who has ever

met with a member of the ICL would
believe this statement! What this really

shows is that the IG blindly embraced
these dubious elements precisely because

they denounced the ICL!

“League for a
Fraudulent International”

The IG’s methods are hardly new. as

attested by their very origins in breaking

from the ICL. A case in point was their

embrace of Luta Metalurgica (LM), now
the LQB, as they were departing the ICL.

LM had originated as a proletarian forma-

tion with a militant history in the steel

industry center of Volta Redonda (near

Rio de Janeiro). But future IG leader

Norden and his sidekick Negrete sought

to undermine our struggle with LM for

programmatic clarity from start to finish,

from the September 1994 Declaration

of Fraternal Relations to their constant

attempts to obstruct political fights, to

their ultimate bloc with LM’s amorphous
centrism against the ICL.

The 1994 declaration—wholly drafted

by Norden and Negrete, who went on to

become lider rninitno of the IG—was
deliberately cast to portray a broad, deep

and synthetic programmatic agreement

that simply did not exist. At the same
time it virtually ignored issues such as

permanent revolution, the Trotskyist pro-

gram as It applies to countries of com-
bined and uneven development. This

meant that the declaration did not probe

areas m which one might likely discover

differences, such as possible adaptations

to Latin American nationalism or. for

that matter, insufficient vigor in oppos-
ing the depredations of imperialism. Had
we accepted the methodology of Norden
and Negrete, we would have accommo-
dated to a bogus "internationalism" in

which claimed political agreement is

simply a cover for the various national

sections to carry out whatever opportun-

ist line they see fit. varying according to

the differing terrains on which they do
work. As Trotsky noted;

“By its very nature opportunism is nation-

alistic. since it rests on ihe local and tem-
porary needs of the proletariat and not on
us historical tasks. Opportunists find
international control intolerable and they
reduce their international ties as much as

possible to harmless formalities....”—“The Defense of the Soviet
Republic and the Opposition"
(September 1929)

The idea that fraternal relations are a

testing process for solid programmatic
agreement, requiring ongoing political

struggle, was completely alien to Norden.
For more than a year after we initiated

fraternal relations with LM. there was
no progress toward a programmatically
based fusion. We then invited a leading

representative of LM to an authoritative

January 1996 meeting of our Interna-

tional Executive Committee. LM agreed
on the need to transform itself from a
trade-union fraction without a party into

a Trotskyist propaganda group in Brazil,

through an agenda of common work

—

publishing a party propaganda organ,
extending LM's presence to a major met-
ropolitan center and seeking to win new
recruits trom the younger generation. At
this meeting we learned that a municipal
workers union whose leadership was
bruintrusted by LM included a substantial
proportion of cops. Indeed LM’s slate in

the union had received the vote of the
majority of these same cops. We fought
with LM to wage a campaign to get the
cops out ol the union and invested signif-
icant resources to maintain an ICL repre-
sentative in Brazil.

After months of intensive discussion, it

became clear that what LM/LQB wanted
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Molinier "came up with one opportunist

gimmick after another, and made his liv-

ing through blit collecting." and then

mentions that he was expelled from the

Fourth International. But contrary to the

impression left by the IG. that was not

the reason for Molinier s expulsion. No
charges were ever presented against him

on these grounds. Perhaps the reason

Norden does not give the straight story on

Molinier is because he bears some politi-

cal re.semblance to the latter. Molinier

was a political adventurer who was all too

willing to cut corners programmatically

for short-term organizational advantage.

Despairing of the hard political struggle

which had to be waged against popular-

frontism in France, he set up his own
newspaper in 1935 and was expelled for

this by (he Trotskyists. When the Molin-

ier group launched its fake "mass paper"

which promised to "speak the language of

the factories and (he fields," to "tell of the

misery which reigns there." to "express

its passions and rouse to revolt." Trotsky

had the following scathing comment:
“This is a very laudable intention,

although the masses know perfectly well

their own misery and their feelings of

revolt (stifled by (he patriotic appara-

tuses with the aid of the [centrist] Pivert-

ists). What the masses can demand of a

newspaper is a clear program and a cor-

rect orientation."

— Leon Trotsky. “What Is a

Mass Paper’?" M935)

IG Spits on Revolutionary
Continuity of ICL

Stalin noted that paper would take any-

thing printed on it. but the IG was so anx-

ious to rush through a fusion that (hey

didn’t even bother to check their putative

marriage partner s paper positions. The
Fall 2001 Ifuernattonalisi ran a graphic

captioned, "RKO posters raised LFI's call

for Arab/Hebrew workers revolution."

The accompanying fusion declaration

boasted: "Late last year, as courageous

Arab youth armed with nothing but

stones were being slaughtered in the

West Bank and Gaza, the LFl and RKO
coordinated our participation in protest

actions denouncing the Zionist murder-

ers. including putting out posters calling

to 'Defend the Palestinian People’ and
'For Arab-Hebrew Workers Revolution!

For a Socialist Federation of the Near
East!'" But the placards appearing in the

graphic contain neither the slogan "For

Arab-Hebrew Workers Revolution!" nor

"For a Socialist Federation of the Near
East!” Now, after the scandal has been
publicized, Norden acknowledges that his

bloc partners "did send us leaflets they

claimed to have issued in antiwar pro-

tests. but they did not have the position

of the LFI on Israel-Palestine, which
had been a subject of considerable dis-

cussion." A little late!

But at least they had a formally correct

line on Chechnya, right? After all. mili-

tary defense of Chechnya against the

Russian-led bloody colonial war is the

cutting edge is.sue for Marxists in the

region. Russia’s war against the largely

Islamic population in Chechnya has been
central to ideologically reinforcing Great
Russian chauvinism, which is a key prop
for the new capitalist regime. This ideol-

ogy asserts itself as well in much of east-

ern Ukraine, where centuries of tsarist

Russian domination had far deeper roots

1995 New York
City protest
agairtst Ukrainian
government
witchhunt of ICL
(left). Front-page
Ukrainian
newspaper
(30 March
1995) smear:
“Overthrow
Government in

Ukraine, Intended
Touring
Trotskyists."

than in western Ukraine, and where today

a .substantial Russian population resides.

But the IG’s fusion statement not only

failed to take a stand on the side of the

Chechens' just war against Putin's geno-

cidal onslaught, it said not one word on

the war at all!

At the. time of their Ukrainian fusion,

(he IG boasted that it was the "first real-

ization" of (heir perspective of inter-

national revolutionary regroupmeni. In-

deed! While the IG occasionally likes to

claim that it stands on the work of the ICL
when their leaders were members, their

fusion statement with the RKO was prem-

ised on the rejection and disappearance

of the ICL's proud history m the former

Soviet Union, including Ukraine. The

fusion statement proclaimed that the RKO
was composed of people who "publicly

announced their intention to establish the

Fourth International section" in 1989. But

the IG could not. and did not. say what

the members of the "RKO” were doing at

this time, a period in which the ICL was
actively fighting against counterrevolu-

tion and for the program of revolutionary

Trotskyism. In the summer of 1989, spon-

taneous strikes which erupted in the

Soviet coal fields against the ravages of

Gorbachev’s “market socialism" dramat-

ically demonstrated the potential for

militant working-class struggle. A year

later, two comrades of the ICL intervened

at a conference of Soviet miners held in

WV Pholo

Martha Phillips

1948-1992

Donetsk. Ukraine. Politically it was the

ICL on the one side and. on the other.

British embassy representatives, the

AFL-CIO’s Freedom House, the Russian

fascist NTS and the scab British "Union
of Democratic Miners” (UDM), an anti-

Communist outfit formed and financed

in an attempt to break the British coal

strike of 1984-85 led by Arthur Scargill’s

National Union of Mineworkers (NUM).
The ICL spiked an attempt by the UDM
and their imperialist advisers to get the

Soviet miners to denounce Scargiil.

When the hour of mortal danger to the

USSR arrived in August 1991, the ICL
was unique on the left in .seeking to

mobilize the Soviet workers against the

counterrevolutionary coup of Yeltsin and
George Bush Sr. As capitalism consoli-

dated itself, we sought to drive home to

(he working people of (he ex-USSR the

lessons of this catastrophe. In June 1993

the ICL intervened in a massive strike

of coal miners and other workers in

Ukraine, selling over 2.400 pieces of

Spartacist literature at one rally alone at

the peak of a strike that represented the

first proletarian challenge to the capitalist

states erected in the wake of the counter-

revolutionary destruction of the USSR.
The IG concluded its fusion statement

with the empty boast that in Ukraine it
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ICL Moscow Station distributed Russian-language supplement titled “How
the Soviet Workers State Was Strangled" at June 1993 Ukraine miners strike.

Spartac/st supplement on miners strike (inset).
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CWI...
(conlinueJfrom page 7)

Finding itself in the camp of imperialist-

inspired counterrevolution was nothing

new for this outfit. They opposed the

Soviet Red Army intervention in Afghan-
istan against CIA-backed Islamic reac-

tion. hailed the clerical and anti-Semitic

Solidarnos'd “union" in Poland that

sought to overthrow the Polish deformed
workers state in 1981. and advocated

the capitalist reunification of Germany
in 1989-90 (see Spartacist pamphlet
Militant Labour 's Touching Faith in the

Capitalist State [1994]).

From “Democratic”
Counterrevolution to the
“Red’VBrown Swamp

As Yeltsin’s "democratic” capitalist

social counterrevolution descended into

economic collapse and ethnic slaughters,

Russia’s new ruling capitalist gangs

increasingly portrayed these horrors as a

national degradation inflicted by the usual

suspects; foreigners. Jews, minorities,

etc. This was the ideological basis for the

emergence of the ’red'‘/brown opposition

coalition that encompassed everything

from fascists and monarchists to so-called

leftists. The International Communist
League answered the rising brown tide

by publishing an issue of our Russian-

language Byulleten' Spariakovtscv espe-

cially devoted to the role of a Leninist

party as the people’s tribune, defend-

ing women, gays. Jews, minorities and
oppressed nationalities, all the targets of

the returning medievalist bigotry of Rus-

sia’s benighted past. The Russian Militant

swam with the brown tide, tailing after

the main bastion of the ”red”/brown coali-

tion. the grotesquely misnamed Com-
munist Party of the Russian Federation

(KPRF). which was Russia’s largest party.

More recently, commenting on the

7 December 2003 Russian Duma (parlia-

ment) elections that handed the KPRF
a severe defeat, the CWI’s Rob Jones

posted on their English-language Web
site: “We. ..called on workers and youth

to not support any of the parties sup-

ported by big business—including the

CP—but called on workers to organise

their own independent class organisa-

tions. to assist working class struggle"

(“Election Victory for Pro-Putin United

Russia Parly." 10 December 2003).

This is another lie. The real position

of the Russian Taaffeites, currently named
“Socialist Resistance." is captured in their

June 2003 Russian-language declaration,

"Parliamentary Elections in Russia: The
Orientation of Socialist Resistance,” There

the Russian Taaffeites hid behind the fact

that there are two tiers of candidates in

the elections, party-slate and individual.

While for the party-slate tier they declared

that "there is no way we could call for a

vote to such a party” as the KPRF. for the

individual candidacies they endorsed vot-

ing for KPRF “worker’’ candidates: "In

each area, after candidacies are put for-

ward. worker candidates (if there are such)

will be selected from trade unions, the

Russian Labor Party, the RKRP. the KPRF
or other parties, that Socialist Resistance

will support" (emphasis added).

Their declaration also reveals that the

Russian Taaffeites had a standing policy of

giving support (direct or indirect) to the

KPRF;
“In the previous Duma elections of 1993
and 1998. our slogan was. 'Not one vote

to (he Right!’ This meant a call to not

vote for bourgeois, that is. rightist par-

lies. and logically, to vote for a leftist

party. But how to determine what party
is leftist? Wc answered as follows. Since
you have made the conscious choice to

not vote for bourgeois parties, make a
second conscious choice. If you believe

the KPRF is a leftist party—vote for it.

And better yet, join it and verify if that

is really the case.... Wc ourselves after

all have no illusions in these parties; we
believe that it is necessary to vole for a

genuine Labor Party. There is no such
party? That means it is necessary to

build it! But today on the so-called left

there in fact remains only one parly—the

KPRF.” (emphasis added)

Electoral support to the KPRF is not

a tactical question. The KPRF is on the

other side of the class line. From its

inception in 1993. the KPRF was always

an outright bourgeois party, hostile to

working-class actions. It was the main
channel for diverting anger away from

capitalist counterrevolution to racism and
anti-Semitism—the “socialism of fools"—at home and behind Russian imperial

ambitions abroad. In October 1998. when
prominent KPRF leader General Albert

Makashov repeatedly declared, “I will

round up all the Yids and send them to the

next world!” the KPRF-dominated Duma
refused to even consider rebuking him.

When the Chechen people won de facto

independence by defeating Yeltsin's bar-

barous colonial-style First Chechen War
of 1994-96, the KPRF spearheaded oppo-

sition to the Peace Treaty as a disgrace to

Russian regional imperial ambitions in

the Caucasus and Central Asia. By 2001.

the KPRF ruled most of the Russian

regions, and in 1998 a KPRF member
was first deputy prime minister in

Yeltsin’s cabinet. The KPRF’s party slate

candidates in the 2003 Duma elections

included one billionaire and 16 million-

aires; among them were barons from
Russia’s then-largest oil giant Yukos.

including the former chairman. Sergei

Muravlenko! No class-conscious worker
would have ever called for a vote to the

despicable, bourgeois KPRF.

The Russian and Ukrainian
CWI: In Bed with Fascists

The Taaffeites’ adaptation to plebeian

Russian nationalism led them far beyond

Spartacist
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ICL banner raised in Moscow at 1991
demonstration on anniversary of
October Revolution. Historic ICL leaflet

mass-distributed in USSR proclaimed:
“Soviet Workers: Defeat Yeltsin-Bush
Counterrevolution!"

the electoral arena of the KPRF. They
courted and consorted with fascists in

Russia and Ukraine! Peter Taaffe pro-

claims that the CWI is leading a move-

ment against the National Bolshevik

Party (NBP) fascists in Russia, because

he knows how .scandalous the CWI’s real

connection to them is. So Taaffe presents

himself to the world on the Internet as

having been a target of NBP disruption

when he gave a speech in Moscow on

May Day I998:

“The CWI at the time were heavily

involved in an anti-fascist campaign
whose main target was the so-called

National Bolshevik Parly led by Limo-
nov—a right-wing nationalist organiza-

tion which attracted a lot of youth by
using radical, apparently left .symbols

such as Che Guevara but whose main
ideologues were fascist. They use for

example the Nazi armband.s, the only

difference being they have replaced the

swastika with the hammer and .sickle.

When some of this group turned up at

the meeting the Chair announced they

would not be allowed to speak. Half way
through the meeting they started heck-
ling, accusing us of being Jews

"

— Peter Taaffe. MHiumt's Real
Hislorv

Actually. Taaffe’s problem at that meet-

ing was not with the NBP. but rather with

the fact that one of our comrades in atten-

dance denounced the presence of the

fascist.s and walked out in protest. The
NBP was clearly invited. As we noted in

our article “’Little England’ Labourites

Embrace Russian Fascists” ( WV No. 696,

1 1 September 1 998). the CWI distributed

on May Day 1 998 a grotesque appeal in

Levy Avangard, the paper of its Russian

group, titled “How to Understand the

NBP ” This sickening piece appeals to the

fascists. “In which world do you want to

live, my dear friend?” It then expres.ses

’’pity” for those fascists who want to pre-

serve “everything in the form of an ever-

rotating swastika." To those fascists who
want to live “in a world of true Man.
acknowledging reality." the article con-

cludes with the invitation, "why are you
still not with us?"

Taaffe now disputes our exposure
of how they welcomed the fascists at their

I998 May Day forum. Here is an inde-

pendent account of the incident, which
was published in an anarchist journal:

“After the ses,sion began. |G.]. who was
attending as a guest (representing a com-
peting Trotskyist tendency, the 'Sparia-
cists'). began to openly express indig-

nation at the presence in the hall of
members of the NBP. Calling them reac-

tionaries and 'semi-fascists’ (the only
thing unclear was why only 'semi’), he
declared that he was leaving the hall, not
wishing to be in the same room with
them. To our astonishment, the wrath of

continued on page 10

was a Potemkin village ''Iniernational"

which would finance and otherwise

support their unprincipled trade-union

maneuvers, including an LM leader’s

position as an unelected “adviser” to this

cop-ridden union. (See "A Break in Fra-

ternal Relations with Luta Metalurgica,”
in' No. 648, 5 July 1996.) But for the IG
the idea that we would break with a Latin

American group with a "base” in the

trade unions on the basis of principle was
unthinkable.

Pabloites of the
Second Mobilization

In their article on the Kiev fiasco, the

IG asserts; "The appearance of shady
characters is particularly frequent after a

defeat of the proletariat, when the work-
ers movement is in a phase of decompo-
sition. This is the situation today in the

countries of the former Soviet Union."

It is indeed likely that there is a link

between what happened in Kiev and the

fact of capitalist counterrevolution in the

U.SSR, But since its inception, the IG
itself has made it a cardinal point of

principle to deny the enormous negative

impact that the restoration of capitalism

in the former Soviet Union and East

Europe has had on the consciousness of
the working class of the world.

Our aim is the fight for new Octo-
ber Revolutions. But the disproportion

between this purpose and the current

political consciousness of the working
class, youth and the left internationally is

great. Today the mass of workers and
even most leftists do not connect their

struggles with the goal of proletarian

revolution. For Norden. the gap between
what we strive for and the current con-

sciousness of the working class became
a yawning abyss, leading him to defect

from our organization.

In a letter to Norden a couple of
months before his exit from our ranks,

comrade Joseph Seymour pointed out:

“I believe you do not accept that, begin-
ning in the late 1970s, there has occurred
a historic retrogression in the political

consciousness of the working class and
left internationally. This development
both conditioned the counterrevolution
in the Soviet bloc and has been rein-

forced by it. That’s why we now encoun-
ter anarchists rather than ostensible

Troiskyist.s or Maoists among the main-
stream of young radicals in France,..,

"The main point is that organizational
affiliation follows from and is based on
polincal understanding and agreement,
which cannot he achieved at .an arbitrary

or forced-march pace. Stop trying to get

rich quick. It ain't that kind of pefiod."

‘Norden 's 'Group’ Shamefaced
Defectors from Trotskyism,"

huenuuionot BuUettn No. 38.

June 1996

Norden evidenced a deepening pessi-

mism about the ability of our organiza-

tion and its revolutionary program to have

any impact in the post-Soviet order, ex-

pressed in ever more frequent broadsides

against the ICL’s supposed "abstract" or

“passive” propagandism. In reality Nor-

den saw elements of communist con-

sciousness where none existed, leading to

an increasingly desperate chase after

alien social forces.

We have described this as “Pabloism of

the second mobilization." referring to the

liquidationist current that destroyed the

Fourth International in the early 1950.s.

Faced with the onset of the Cold War and
the creation of Stalinist-ruled deformed
workers slates in East Europe, the Pab-

loiies denied the need to construct Trot-

skyist parties and instead sought to pres-

sure the Stalinists to outline a “roughly”

revolutionary course. Norden’s latter-

day Pabloism reflects despair over the

destruction of the USSR and imperialist

gloating over “the death of communism."
Building an international in the wake

of the worldwide destruction unleashed

by the collapse of the workers states in

East Europe and the former Soviet Union
is extremely difficult. There are no short-

cuts. But there is no alternative, either.

This struggle must be based on firm

adherence to the Trotskyist program. The
IG was conceived out of the rejection of
the fight for Trotskyism. Their only
grounds for complaint in Ukraine is that

they thought they had purchased the

exclusive rights to the services of some
political hucksters, only to find out that

the latter were simultaneously working
for the competition

Special ICL Bulletins
No. 38: Norden s “Group”: Shamefaced Defectors from Trotskyism
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CWI...
(continuedfrom page 9)

the guihering fell not on the heads ol

the ‘Natsbois’ (National Bolsheviks),

but on the ‘disrupter of the peace ‘ On
the faces ot Trotskyists of other tenden-

cies appeared smirks, and taunts of ‘good

riddance!' broke out; Mark, the comrade
in arms of the historian Rogovin ((Norlh-

itc| 'International Committee ot the

Fourth Internaiionar). declared. ‘Good
Bye!' One of the 'Limonovites' clearly

said. ‘Leprous Yid!' There was not the

slightest reaction tt> this. There was no
protest whatsoever from

|
leaders of the

Russian CWI] Shibanov and Jones, who
responded to the fascists' outburst with

complete indifference. But then, when
|G.| returned to the hall to take a couple

of pictures of the National Bolsheviks in

the hall, Shibanov jumped up and made
for him. possibly wanting to seize the

film. But the 'Spartacist' left the gather-

ing in time."

— Vladimir Sirogin, ‘‘May Day ^

la Trotskyists (Notes of an
Eyewitness),” Naperekor.

Summer 1998

The May 1998 meeting was not an iso-

lated instance. Last year, the CWI con-

ducted an ongoing dialogue with the N BP
on a discussion page of the Russian CWI
Web site titled "Question by a Natsbol

to Marxists." When the NBP physically

attacked local Taaffeites at a Revolution

Day demonstration on 7 November 2(K).^

in the city of Yaroslavl, the Russian CWI
responded by opening yet another new dis-

cussion site. "Questions to Members of the

NBP." Seeking a truce and a continuation

of the online dialogue, the Taaffeites' post-

ings included an assurance to the NBP:
"Wo arc not about to start up any wars."

This came amid escalating fascist

attacks. Within days of the NBP attack on

the Taaffeites. a dormitory at Moscow's
Lumumba University erupted into flames

(see "Racism and Capitalist Counterrev-

olution—Moscow Foreign Student Dorm
Fire Kills4.T" WVNo. 818, 23 January).

The students were under constant assault

by skinheads, and many of them say the

skinheads started the fire.

The Russian Taaffeites' pursuit of

fascist youth may have yielded them no

more than humiliation and beatings, but

the Ukrainian CWI "Workers Resistance"

(RS) actually collaborated openly with

the fascists! On 15 February 2003. the

day of coordinated international protest

against the U.S. war m Iraq, the Ukrain-

ian CWI posted on their official Web site

a statement signed by them and, among
others, the fascist Ukrainian Brotherhood

(Odessa) (Bratstvol. There is no ambigu-

ity about the nature of this group. The
Russian Taaffeites them.selves, in a Web
posting dated 6 April 2004, call Bratstvo

"a fascistic organization." the Ukrainian

analogue of the Russian National Bolshe-

vik Party.

In Full View of the State

The impunity with which the CWI's
Ukrainian franchise was able to carry out

its scams is highly suspicious. The Rus-

sian. and especially the Ukrainian, bour-

geois stales persecute opposition move-

ments with a vengeance. As we wrote,

this is something we experienced directly;

“Wc fought to ihtf last barricades against

Yellsin-Bush capitaliM counterrevolution

,ind fought to build a real organization in

the IKSSR. And we paid ilie price. The
Kremlin bureaucracy and then the capital-

ist regimes that replaced it knew the ICL
was for real and witchhunied us with a

vengeance. Our comrades were arrested,

terrorized, attacked and hounded by the

fascists and Stalinists alike. In 1992 the

senior leader of the ICL's Moscow Sta-

tion. Martha Phillips, was murdered at her

post; the authorities stonewalled while wc
tried in vain to find out who killed her. In

199.^. wc were repressed and officially

banned from Ukraine.”—"Con Artists Get Conned

—

Chickens Come Home to Roost

in Kiev. ' WV No. 808.

29 August 200.3

The Ukrainian political police even car-

ried out an old-fashioned book-burning of

the Russian-language edition of Trotsky's

The Communist International After Lenin

that we published and extensively distrib-

uted throughout the former USSR. The
ICL received statements of solidarity

against our banishment from Ukraine

from as far away as South Africa. But

next door in Moscow, the CWI said noth-

ing. and from its Ukrainian section, the

silence was even more deafening.

Today the Ukrainian Security Service

is at it again. This time it is not the Trot-

skyist ICL. but a murky "red’Vbrown

youth organization in Odessa and Niko-

Spain...
(continuedfrom page 5}

strike against the CNT-FAI headquarters.

The essence of this pathetic episode

and the anarchist betrayal is perfectly

described by Felix Morrow in the follow-

ing quotation from his book. Revolu-

tion and Counterrevolution in Spain

(1938):

“Class collaboration, indeed, lies con-
cealed in the heart of anarchist philos-

ophy. It is hidden, during periods of
reaction, by anarchist hatred of capital-

" ist oppression. But. in a revolutionary

period of dual power, it must come to the

.surface. For then the capitalist smilingly

offers to share in building the new world.

And the anarchist, being opposed to ‘all

dictatorships.' including dictatorship of
the proletariat, will require of the capi-

talist merely that he throw off the capi-

talist outlook, to which he agrees, natu-

rally. the better to prepare the crushing
of the workers."

Even one of the most radical anarchists.

Buenaventura Durruii. a prominent mili-

tary leader, expressed his desire "to accept

the agreements only provisionally, that is

to say until the freeing of Saragossa."

When the plenum ended, the anarchists

proposed that Companys create a Central

Committee of Militias, which included

representatives from the CNT and UGT
trade-union federations, the PSOE and
the POUM. However, it also included

representatives from bourgeois parties

like the Catalan Esquerra (Companys'
party) and the Republican Union.

The Committee became, then, a tool

for class collaboration and ultimate con-

trol by the Catalan government over the

militias. A Marxist revolutionary parly

would have fought to expel the bourgeois

representatives from the Central Com-
mittee of Anti-Fascist Militias and for

the centralization of the militias under
the command of workers and soldiers

committees. Durruti and his anarchist

collective “No.sotros.” inside the CNT-
FAI. were aware of the dangers of class

collaboration inside the Anti-Fascist

Committee. However, they decided to fol-

low Its orders and, as promptly as July 24.

a militia column, with Durruti at the head

of it. was dispatched to the city of Sara-

gossa to fight against the right-wing

forces headed by Franco. In that way,

Companys and the CNT bureaucracy got

rid of the anarchist elements that could

have caused problems for their alliance

in Catalonia.

But what about the workers collec-

tives'? In Barcelona, workers collectives

were created in thousands of enterprises,

from key industries like shipping, mines,

electric power, transportation, gas and
water to others like perfumeries, brewer-

ies and small workshops. These workers

collectives achieved outstanding eco-

nomic goals, particularly in the industries

that supplied munitions for the militias.

But how did these cooperatives work?
Gaston Leval, a prominent CNT militant

and French anarchist, notes in Collectives

in the Spanish Revolution (1975);

“Too often in Barcelona and Valencia
workers in each undertaking look over
the factory, the works, or the workshop,
the machines, raw materials, and tak-

ing advantage of the continuation of
the money system and normal capitalist

commercial relations, organized produc-
tion on their own account, selling for

their own benefit the produce of their

labour....

“There was not. therefore, true social-

isation. but a workers’ neo-capitalism.

a self-managment straddling capitalism

and socialism, which we maintain would
not have occurred had the Revolution

been able lo extend itself fully under the

direction of our Syndicates."
— quoted in "Leninism and

Workers Control," WVNo. 162.

17 June 1977

In other words, these autonomous com-
mittees functioned under the premise of

competition for markets and suppliers.

Those factories that had inherited advanced

technology and abundant raw materials

had better opportunities lo compete in the

market than did others which didn’t have

those conveniences. Such economic rela-

tions ultimately tended to recreate the

conditions of a primitive form of market

capitalism.

These collectives were also centralized

organs on a local level. In each work-

place. an assembly of workers elected a

committee, which would elect a manager
to oversee the day-to-day running of the

workplace. Within each industry there

was an Industrial Council which had rep-

resentatives of the two main unions (CNT
and UGT) and representatives from the

local committees, where the CNT and

UGT were also prominent. However,

bourgeois representatives from parties

like the Esquerra and the Republican Left

were pan of these councils also. It is

important to understand that in the

absence of a planned, socialized econ-

omy. run by mass workers organizations

(i.e., soviets), where left political parties

could have full representation, what the

CNT and UGT were doing was at best

administering the workers collectives on
behalf of the bourgeois popular front.

Meanwhile, the government got ready to

take the factories away from the anar-

chists and social democrats at the next

opportunity.

Moreover, some of these committees

depended heavily upon credits from
banks and government subsidies. None-
theless, the anarchists didn’t have any
plan to lake control of the banks and they

didn’t do it. which meant condemning
those collectives dependent on bank cred-

its to their ultimate disappearance. At the

beginning of 1937. the government and
the banks practically strangled these

collectives, resorting lo economic sabo-

tage. The supply of raw materials was
denied which ultimately stopped produc-
tion in these factories.

As I said before, the CNT and FAl
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laev that is charged with, among other

things, plotting to overthrow the existing

order. The eleven Russian and Ukrainian

citizens rounded up in December 2002

have been subjected to such heinous tor-

tures that four of them have attempted

suicide, and one died of his injuries m
November 20()3. Yet Vernik and his ilk

were able to operate with impunity for

over 12 years in full view of the bourgeois

state. What explains that? Either the pol-

itics of the Kiev CWI are as gentle to the

Ukrainian bourgeois slate as Peter Taaffe's

call for control of the police by "demo-

cratic committees” in London, and/or

their politics and practices are known lo

he fraudulent in multiple ways.

The corruption unearthed in the Taaffe-

ites’ Ukrainian and Russian groups is a

damning indictment of the real program

behind their orthodox-sounding phra.se-

ology. The cynicism of the Kiev con art-

ists did not simply fall from the sky. It

was nurtured by the CWI’s pursuit of

imperialist-backed ’’democratic" counter-

revolution in the former Soviet Union.

It is just as much a product of the

CWI’s systematic prostitution of Trotsky-

ism as is their conciliation of openly fas-

cist elements like the Russian National

Bolshevik Parly and Ukrainian Bratstvo.

Exposing the Taaffeites' embrace of the

forces of capitalist counterrevolution in

the land of the October Revolution is part

and parcel of the International Commu-
nist League's fight lo reforge Trotsky's

Fourth International.

didn't see the phenomenon of workers

management in the factories as a tempo-

rary condition, but as the realization of

the anarchist economic ideal, autono-

mous productive units. In contrast, true

revolutionaries would have resolutely

defended workers management as a ker-

nel of dual power. But they would have

also called to oust the bourgeois represen-

tatives from the management of the col-

lectives, while explaining that true social-

ization tvos only possible through a
centralized, planned economy. A small

group of Trotskyists called the Bolshevik-

Leninisi Section of Spain, affiliated lo

Trotsky’s Movement for the Fourth Inter-

national. issued a leaflet in January 1937
tilled “Hail the Workers. Peasants and
Combatants’ Committees!" in the midst

of the economic boycott against the com-
mittees. The leafiei read;

“The bourgeois offensive against the

committees must be responded to by
strengthening them, forming them where
they don't exist, extending their influence
and coordinating between them in assem-
blies or congresses that study and resolve,

independent of the bourgeois political

power, those problems. ..posed by the

necessities of the war and revolution.

“It is fundamentally necessary that the
committees resolve the problems of
nationalization and centralization of the

private banks, unified command and mil-
itary discipline. .

.

“The committees... will take over leader-
ship of the country, annulling the organs
of the capitalist state. ..and establishing
in their place the proletarian state based
on the committees and on socialized
property; establishing the dictatorship of
the proletariat against the bourgeoisie."

— Agustin Guillamdn.
Doaimentacim hi.sldrica del
trosguismo espanol f/936-
1948) (Ediciones de La Torre.
1996)

The Bolshevik-Leninist,s propagandized
for a perspective to transform the workers
committees into mas.s organs of workers
power at a national level, as incipient

organs of workers rule—i.e.. soviets—
where political debate would be open to

all left tendencies. The situation of dual
power couldn’t last indefinitely; it had
to be solved on the side of the workers or
against them, The Bolshevik-Leninists
had the program to solve it on the side
of the proletariat. However, in January
1937 they were brand new and by May
had only 30 people, without enough
authority among the working class as

a political tendency, although most of
their leaders had fought in the POUM
militias.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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German Spartacists Give Critical Support

to Taaffeites in Rostock Elections
IV'f reprint below a 27 May leaflet

isMied h\ the Spartaki.sl Workers Party.

German section of the International

Conunnnist Leofiiie.

In the local eleclions in Rosiock we

, Spurtakistv say: Vote SAV/Slate Against

Social Cutbacks! No vote to the SPD
and PDS! In the imporiam issues of this

election, the SAV [Socialist Alternative.

German affiliate of the Committee for a

Workers’ International (CWI) of Peter

Taaffe] is running as an independent pro-

letarian alternative to the bourgeois

workers parties PDS [Party of Demo-
cratic Socialism] and SPD (Social Demo-
cratic Party of Germany). Their election

campaign is oriented to the real needs of

workers, refugees, leftists and also par-

tially those of immigrants, and it draws
a crude class line. A victory for the

SAV/Slate Against Social Cutbacks is in

the interest.s of all Rostock workers, left-

ists. unemployed people, women, immi-

grants and refugees. For example, they

demand work and job training for all and

a struggle against social cutbacks and
sweatshop wages. They demand voting

rights and.£qual rights for everyone who
lives here. In their election statement

they write, correctly: “No matter whether

in Rostock. MV [Mecklenburg Vorpom-
mern] or Berlin—everywhere the PDS is

in government, they participate in cut-

backs and layoffs.” And regarding the

PDS they say: "The PDS is not a socialist

opposition.”

The SAV candidacy in Rostock differs

in one centrally important respect from

their candidacy in Hamburg in February.

In Rostock they draw a class line be-

tween the bourgeoisie and the proletariat

and give workers the chance to vote in

their own class interests. That is why. in

spite of criticisms, they are worth sup-

porting, By contrast, in Hamburg the

SAV ran together with the PDS and
the petty-bourgeois ex-Green formation.

Regenbogen [Rainbow], and subordi-

nated them.selves to Rainbow’s anti-

working-class program. Making deals

with petty-bourgeois or even bourgeois

formations is a trademark of the SAV
and its co-thinkers internationally. In the

elections in the U.S.A.. they call for a

vote to the bourgeois politician Ralph
Nader, who has absolutely nothing to

do with the working class. In Nigeria
they are members of the purely bour-

geois National Conscience Party (NCP).
In fact, such “broadness”—achieved by
unprincipled deals with anti-worker

forces—cripples class struggle.

CORRECTION
In “Free Anarchist Sherman Aus-

tin!" (IW No. 821, excerpted in

Class-Struggle Defense Notes. Spring

2004), we wrote about a 24 January
2002 invasion of Sherman Austin’s

home by the L.A. Joint Terrorism

Task Force, the FBI. the Secret

Service, the LAPD and L.A. sheriffs.

We stated. “The warrant also con-

tained information detailing Austin’s

participation in demonstrations dat-

ing back to when he was 14 years

old." In fact our source {Revolution-

ary Worker, 26 October 2003) stated

that the warrant “described Sher-

man’s participation in protests and
demonstrations and contained infor-

mation about him from when he was
14 years old'” II did not state that

Austin participated in any political

demonstralions dating back to when
he was 14 years old.

Rostock is a city which has been dev-

astated by the capitalist counlerievolu-

tion which destroyed the DDR (East

German) deformed workers state 14

years ago. The .SAV election statement

outlines the desperate social situation'

“The lights are going out in Rostock....’’

Mass unemployment is officially at 18.6

percent, and the future promises working

people even tnore layoffs, social cut-

backs and deeper poverty and degrada-

tion. And many of the SAV candidates

are themselves affected by this. Who
bears responsibility for the capitalist

reunification in 1990? The SPD drove

forward the counterrevolution in the

East, while in West Germany they tried

to prevent class struggle.

The Iruling Stalinists of the] SED-
PDS attempted to hinder independent

proletarian mobilization in the East and

then went along with Gorbachev, then

Soviet president, who at the end of Janu-

ary 1 990 gave the green light to capitalist

reunification. On January 30. the SED-
PDS prime minister of the DDR, Hans
Modrow, issued the government declara-

tion “Germany United Fatherland.” In

1989-90 in the DDR. we and the SAV
were on opposite sides of the barricades.

We fought for a proletarian political revo-

lution in the DDR. for workers councils

to take power. We said no to capitalist

reunification, The SAV/CWI supported

capitalist counterrevolution, e.g.. with

“SPD: Go on the offensive!”

The SAVers like to argue that this was
only a mistake by their leadership of that

time. But their current attitude to the

DDR reveals this as an excuse. The
counterrevolution in 1990 doesn’t exist

in the SAV election statement. The only

time the SAV mentions the DDR they

denounce it as having been a “Stalinist

state.” This means nothing other than

equating the DDR deformed workers
state with the Stalinist bureaucracy,

which in the end choked it to death. The
Stalinists were a parasitic bureaucratic

caste; they didn’t own the factories,

which were the property of the working
class. Today the SAV refuses to defend
the deformed workers states of China
and North Korea against capitalism.

The anti-Communist anti-Stasi [polit-

ical police of the DDR] witchhunt of
the ’90s served to smash DDR industry;

all leftist resistance to the destruction of

millions of jobs was to be strangled. The
SAV didn't defend a single individual

against this witchhunt! We defended not

only rank-and-file SED members or left-

ists. who were to be swept out of the

way because they wouldn’t eat crow. We
also defended the ex-DDR bureaucrats

because they were charged with the

wrong crimes by the wrong class. The
capitalist class brought charges against

them because they represented the work-
ers state which arose out of the Red
Army smashing the Nazi regime. In its

election program, the SAV reaches into

the social-democratic’bag of dirty tricks

when it attacks Lochotzke. not as a capi-

talist but as an ex-member of the Stasi,

The ugly campaign against supposed
"DDR killer commandos” in the (then

West German) DKP [Communist Party),

which is being dredged up again, shows
how dangerous the anti-Communi.st
witchhunt is. This campaign is intended

to intimidate the entire left. We say;

Defend the DKP!
If life in socially devastated Rostock is

bad for the residents in general, for refu-

gees it is hell. The SAV election state-

ment demands “Voting rights and equal
rights for everyone who lives here” and

"No deportation of foreigners from thts

city or anywhere else." For us. this is

al.so an important reason why workers

should vote for the SAV/.Slate; to be able

to fight for Its own interests, the w'orking

class must actively fight the racist poison

which is used by the capitalists to divide

them. That’s why we intervene into

strikes and .social protests with the key

demand for full citizenship rights for all

immigrants and against the racist “war
on terror.” which is directed first against

immigrants of Muslim background

In its electoral program, the SAV calls

for; "Not an inch to the fascists; instead,

mass mobilization against Nazi parades

by trade unions and anli-fa.scist organ-

izations.” But for them, mobilizations

of the working class against the Nazis

are not counterposed to rotten appeals

to the bourgeois state to take action

against the Nazis. So they are capable of

explaining, just one paragraph earlier;

“But the city, along with administrative-

legal steps, should above all mobilize

the Rostock population to prevent Nazi

parades.” The city or city administra-

tion is part of the bourgeois state, whose
core is made up of the police, army and
courts, as Marx and Lenin explained. It

is not neutral. It serves the capitalist class.

The Nazis serve the capitalists as a

reserve army in case an insurrectionary

proletariat threatens to slip out of social-

democratic control and be no longer con-

trollable by police and army. That’s why
the capitalists' state cannot be used to

stop the Nazis.

The Nazi pogrom in the Rosiock dis-

trict of Lichienhagen in the summer of

1992. under police protection, brutally

demonstrated this. In their paper last

year, the SAV supported cop "protests”

in Hesse out of the same illusory faith in

the class neutrality of the bourgeois-

democratic state. As we explained, better

working conditions for the police (like

more brutal truncheons, better arms,

larger cannons...) are squarely directed

against the interests of workers, leftists

and refugees who. after all. are directly

repressed by these cops. Likewise, the

SAV doesn’t take a position against the

racist campaign for a headscarf ban in

Germany. In the March issue of Solida-

ritdt they report on their opposition to

the headscarf ban in France, but take no

position against it in Germany. But the

same sort of racist campaign is taking

place there as it is here. And especially

in the quite anti-religious East, this pro-

gressive impulse of many workers and
women is channeled into support for this

racist law. The SPD. Greens and PDS
hypocritically claim that their racist cam-
paign against Muslim women has some-
thing to do with the separation of church

and state, while in fact the state is very

closely connected with the Catholic and
Protestant churches.

On April 3, 500,000 people nationwide
look to the streets against the social

attacks by the capitalist SPD/Green
government. In Berlin many were also

against the SPD/PDS city government.
Just one year earlier, there were mass pro-

tests against the U.S. war on Iraq. Instead

of linking the protests last year against

the Iraq war with a struggle against the

imperialist government in Germany, they
were criminally channeled by the trade-

union bureaucracy and the fake left into

support for the SPD/Green government.
The result: On 14 March 2003. the day
of the five-minute DGB [trade-union fed-

eration] action treacherously supporting

the SPD/Green government, which, for

its own imperialist motives, came out

against the imminent U.S. attack on Iraq,

Schriidcr announced Agenda 2010. But in

the entire electoral statement of the SAV.
imperialist war—a life and death question

for the working class—plays no role, let

alone the presence of Bundeswehr (Ger-

man army) troops in Afghanistan and (he

Balkans. This considerably weakens their

electoral campaign’s political opposition

to the SPD and PDS. You .see black-red-

gold [colors of German flag) SPD posters

everywhere with "Power for peace—new
strength." And the PDS proclaims;

"Europe at the side of the UN. not in the

shadow of the U.S.A." This foul chauvin-

ist poison, which sells German imperial-

ism as something better than its U.S.

rivals, is intended not least to encourage
acceptance of the government's social

attacks and to justify the current colonial

deployments of the Bundeswehr in the

Balkans and Afghanistan.

The protests on I November 2003 and
then on April 3 express the anger against

the government attacks by the SPD and
PDS. That’s why we think it’.s important

that the SAV candidacy in Rostock, with

its crude line of class independence

against the SPD and PDS, be successful

so as to impel forward workers breaking

away from the SPD and PDS to the left.

But to really be able to fight in the inter-

ests of the working class, it's not enough
just to be discontented with the anti-

working-class politics of the SPD/PDS.
The working class needs a revolutionary

party and (hat means a revolutionary,

internationalist and multiethnic workers
party. We’ll only be able to forge a party

through a politically ba.sed split of social

democracy. The SAV says in its election

statement;

"A new mas.s party of workers and youth
would be a great step forward, even ifat
first it didn’t stand for a consistent
socialist program. It would give masses
of workers and youth the chance of
organizing independently of the bour-
geois parties and of speaking up for their

interests. The SAV stands for the unity
of the working class and will support
attempts at new. broad workers parties.”

(our emphasis)

This two-stage theory of the SAV for

building a "socialist party” means in real-

ity sucking up to the anti-Communists
and other class traitors who are playing

around in the diverse electoral alterna-

tives to (he SPD. This only leads us and
the working class back into the social-

democratic dead end which we're seeking

a way out of.

The SAV election campaign against

the SPD and PDS in Rostock represents a
step in the right direction. That's why,
for all our differences with the SAV. we
say; Vote SAV/Slate Against Social Cut-
backs! No vote to the SPD and PDS!
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Freedom Now for All the Detainees!

Drop the Charges!
V

Mexico: Protest Police Repression

Against Guadalajara Demonstration!

La Maine

Guadalajara, May 28: Riot police brutally attack demonstrators protesting
summit meeting of European and Latin American heads of state.

We print below a 2 June protest state-

ment issued by the Gnipo Espartutptista

de Mexico, section of the International

Communist Lea^pte.

While the imperialist rulers of Europe

and the lackeys of imperialism that head

the capitalist governments of Latin Amer-
ica gathered in the city of Guadalajara

|m the state of Jalisco], surrounded by a

lOO-meler-long and 3-meter-high steel

fence, the repressive bodies at their ser-

vice engaged in an orgy of violence

against some of the 5.000 demonstrators

who had gathered to protest against the

Third .Summit of Governments and Heads
of State of Latin America, the Caribbean

and the European Union. In the May 28

demonstration, the day the Summit
concluded, .several hundred riot police

attacked the protesters with batons and
shields, also using pressure hoses and
releasing pepper gas. tear gas and toxic

foam. Later, at nightfall, the police corps

under the command of the local and fed-

eral PAN (National Action Partyl govern-

ments launched a hunting spree to arrest

whomever they could. After intoning tri-

umphantly. “They're screwed. We won.”

the Public Security minister of the state

[of Jalisco] told the press that 97 people

had been arrested. As of now. the Gua-
dalajara Independent Media Center re-

ports that at least 49 people are still

under arrest. Forty-five have already been
sent to the federal maximum-security
prison of Puente Grande (where Erika

Zamora, a youth whose only "crime" was
teaching indigenous people in Guerrero
to read, remained imprisoned for years)

and four minors were taken to a juvenile

detention center. Bails to release the

detainees go up to 200.000 pesos [more
than US$17,000] {La Jornada, 2 June).

Meanwhile, eight foreign protesters have

already been deported to their home
countries. The police are harassing hun-
dreds of demonstrators who are still

in Guadalajara demanding that their

comrades be released. The Grupo Espar-

taquista de Mexico demands: Freedom
now for all the detainees! Down with

the charges! No to deportations—Down
with reactionary Article 33 of the Consti-

tution! [Article 33 prohibits political activ-

ity by foreigners in Mexico.]

The Summit—whose objective was for

the European imperialists to get their

share in the plunder of Latin America and
the Caribbean (traditionally the fiefdom
of U.S. imperialism)—with breathtaking

hypocrisy passed a resolution in which
they claim to be "horrified by the recent

evidence of mistreatment of prisoners in

Iraqi jails.” Hours later, however, the

holding cells at the Stale of Jalisco

Department of Justice became the stage

for torture acts reminiscent of some of

those that have characterized the colonial

occupation of Iraq, in dungeons like Abu

Ghraib. According to La Jornada (30 and

31 May), the detainees have been con-

tinously beaten, kept awake (those who
fall asleep are kicked until they wake up
again) and deprived of food and water.

Women were stripped, insulted, threat-

ened and forced to do leg squats before

the uniformed thugs watching over them.

During the previous days, the authorities

had already orchestrated several provoca-

tions against demonstrators and arrested

three of them, who were later freed. The
Mexican rulers have two objectives: on
one hand, they want to show their impe-

rialist masters their resolve to keep Mex-
ico a safe place for capitalist investment;

on the other, they want to warn those

who oppose the depredations of capital-

ism (and especially the powerful unions

which have demonstrated against priva-

tizations and the attacks against the retire-

ment funds of the IMSS workers [the

public health service for workers in the

private sector]) that they’re willing to

resort to all kinds of violence to defend
their interests and those of their imperial-

ist masters.

The bourgeois PRD (Party of the Dem-
ocratic Revolution), trying to groom its

“friend of the people” credentials, hurried

to condemn "energetically the abusive

use of public force" (resolution of the

16th Plenum of the 5th National Coun-
cil). This lakes a lot of cynicism, given
that the May 28 operation against demon-
strators is similar to the one that the

[PRD| Lopez Obrador government used
in Mexico City to repress the October 2

demonstration (commemorating the 1968
TIatelolco massacre] in 2003. That day,

after observing the protest actions, the

police initialed raids which, along with

the people that had been kidnapped earlier

that afternoon, ended with 75 people

arrested. And. just like in Guadalajara, they

were kept incommunicado and tortured in

police stations and police vehicles. This

underscores that besides being a rats' nest

of corruption, as was evidenced by the

recent scandals [involving top functionar-

ies of the Mexico City administration],

the PRD (just like the PAN and the PRI
[Institutional Revolutionary Party]) is a

party irrevocably committed to defending

the capitalist order and. therefore, to

using the most brutal repression against

those who question its crimes.

Furthermore, as has happened before,

the media and the organizations around

the PRD, like La Jornada and its slimy

correspondent Jaime Aviles, have accused

those who resort to anything more than

cries and appeals to the imperialists of

being provocateurs; “The provocateurs

were clearly identified as members of the

Frente Popular Revolucionario [Revolu-

tionary Popular Front] and the Consejo
General de Huelga [General Strike Coun-
cil] of the National Autonomous Univer-

sity of Mexico (UNAM). They violated

the agreement reached on Thursday night

between the Jalisco government and
the unions and groups that took part in

the peaceful, joyful and festive demon-
stration..." (La Jornada. 30 May). We
strongly defend all those groups and
individuals that mobilize in opposition

to imperialist oppression against state

repression and the slanders of those who
strive to keep the protests within limits

acceptable to the capitalists, despite the

many political differences we have with
such activists.

Some youth, frustrated by the futile

appeals to the capitalists, resort instead to

so-called "direct action” (direct confron-

tations with the repressive bodies of the

stale). These actions show a healthy

hatred of the existing state of things and

a heroic will to change it. However, as

militant as they might he. they will never

succeed in defeating the police, a force

infinitely better trained and armed than

any group of protesters. Furthermore, and

more fundamentally, militant tactics can-

not substitute for a strategy that offers a

radical solution to eradicate oppression

and exploitation lorever. Misery and war
do not come from a scries of policies

(whether they're called "globalization” or

"neoliberalism") that can be modified,

but from the everyday functioning of

imperialism—the highest stage of capi-

talism. which has become more rapacious

and dangerous since the counterrevolu-

tionary destruction of the .Soviet Union.

To bring imperialism to an end. what we
need are not isolated confrontations with

state bodies, but to destroy the entire stale

machinery of repression through a prole-

tarian revolution, to replace it with a

workers state in which those who labor

rule. Only through the establishment of
a planned economy worldwide can the

needs of the population be satisfied and
every kind of oppression be eradicated

for good. For the defeat of imperialism

through world socialist revolution!

To achieve this aim, it is necessary to

build parlies of the working class around
the world, independent in every way
from the agencies and parties of capital-

ism. as part of a reforged Fourth Interna-

tional. The.se parties must act as “trib-

unes of the people.” fighting to defend
the interests of women, homosexuals,
immigrants, indigenous peoples and the

oppressed in general.

In Mexico, the main obstacle to the

construction of such a party is national-

ism. promoted overtly or covertly not
only by the PRD. but also by the union
tops (especially those of unions like

the SME [electricians union] or those
grouped in the UNT [an important union
federation)) and most of the "revolution-

ary" left. In the struggle against imperi-

alism. the oppressed in this country have
no common interest with their Mexican
exploiters, but there is instead the poten-
tial for them to forge a .solid alliance

with the proletiu’iat and the oppressed in

the imperialist centers, especially with
the multiracial American working class.

With this perspective, we call for pro-
tests in support of the demonstrators who
were repressed, and we especially call on
the working class of Mexico and the

world (the class with the objective inter-

est and social power to defend all the

oppressed and. especially, to bring the

capitalist order to an end). An injury to

one is an injury to alUm
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We Need a

Fighting Workers Party!
Break with the Democrats! No Vote to Nader!

Trotskyism and Anarchism

in the Spanish Civil war
See Page Four

The oddly demented George W.

Bush administration’s brutal inva-

sions of Afghanistan and Iraq, the

Abu Ghraib torture scandal, its “war

on terror” at home, combined with

scary Christian fundamentalism and

crude war-profiteering, have gener-

ated disgust and dismay. It is not sur-

prising that growing numbers of peo-

ple view the upcoming presidential

election as a referendum on the Iraq

war and feel compelled to vote for

“Anybody but Bush.” The problem is

you can’t actually vote against the

war, you have to vote for someone,

and neither of the other two main rich

white men running, Democrat John

Kerry (richest man in the Senate mil-

lionaires’ club) nor lawyer/small busi-

nessman Ralph Nader, speak for the

interests of the working class and

oppressed. While Kerry and the Dem-
ocrats might have thought Bush’s tim-

ing and unilateral launching of the

Iraq invasion unwise, they understand

that an immediate pullout would be a

major defeat for the U.S. ruling class,

and thus Kerry has vowed to stay the

course. Nader’s proposal for replac-

ing U.S. troops with United Nations

forces would merely continue the

occupation of Iraq in dilTereni garb.

The awful machinery ofthe Penta-

gon will not stop grinding because a

new man is in the White House. The

American prison house for black

people won’t open, nor will factory

owners, businessmen and bankers

halt their relentless drive to max-

imize profits at the expense of the

working class; nor will the cops, the

armed thugs of capitalism, put down
their guns. In Boston, where the

Democratic National Convention

(DNC) will be taking place, the cops shot

in the back and killed a Roxbury black

man, Bert W. Bowen, on June 27, then

less than a week later killed a reportedly

mentally ill Hispanic man, Luis Gonza-

lez, in his own home. Meanwhile, the cit-

izens of Boston are treated like criminals

and terrorists, as Boston transit has insti-

tuted a “random” search-and-seizure of

passengers’ bags! This is just a taste of

what’s in store for New York, where thou-

sands of new cops have been sworn in to

police the protesters against the Republican

National Convention (RNC) in August.

IWo faces of Imperialist war in 2004 elections: George W. Bush carries out bloody
colonial occupation of Iraq; Democrat Kerry calls for more U.S. troops.

RNC protests. One of the puppets for the

Boston rallies represents a 70-foot back-

bone, supposedly to stiffen the Demo-
crats’ spine. The liberal Nation (7 June)

quoted Boston activist Malia Lazu of the

“League of Pissed Off Voters”; “If you

want to be an anarchist, that’s fine, but

then we’ll all still be here. Could you

just not be an anarchist on voting day?”

There’s a Punkvoier “Rock Against

Bush” tour, while Def Jam founder Rus-

sell Simmons is working a “Rock the

Vole” hip-hop angle. Pressure is being

put on young people to vote “wisely” or

they’ll blow the whole process.

But the path to ending war. exploitation

and oppression lies outside the electoral

process, since you can’t vote capitalism

out of existence. An economic system

based on private ownership and extrac-

tion of profit from the working people

who produce the wealth is defended by
the capitalist state—its courts, cops and

prisons. This systematic force and vio-

lence is cloaked in the guise of

“democracy,” whereby you get to

vote every four years for which cap-

italist party and politician will rule.

To sweep away the whole rotten sys-

tem, we need to build a fighting

workers party which leads militant,

integrated class struggle outside the

electoral framework to smash capi-

talist rule and replace it with a work-

ers government based on an egalitar-

ian, socialist, planned, collectivized

economy. The purpose of the Trot-

skyist Spartacisi League and Sparta-

cus Youth Clubs is to panicipate m
social struggles with the aim of build-

ing the revolutionary party necessary

to achieve this fiiiure; this also

requires contesting against reformists

and ostensible socialists who in deeds

work to reconcile disaffected work-

ers, minorities and youth to their class

enemy and its bankrupt social order.

The two capitalist parties, or as

Gore Vidal called them, the two wings

0 fthe Property Party, are deeply inter-

twined. Republican Ronald Reagan

and a Democratic Congress cut taxes

for the rich in the 1980s, while Dem-
ocratic president Clinton and a

Republican Congress in the 1990s

slashed welfare—both parties unite

in serving the needs of capitalism.

Today, John Kerry doesn’t even

pretend to oppose most of Bush’s

policies. Kerry is for an additional

40,000 troops to Iraq; he was /or the

Patriot Act, which assaults civil lib-

erties. He was for Clinton’s 1996

Welfare Reform Act. which denied

hundreds of thousands, mainly chil-

dren, food or housing. He supports

Israel's war against the Palestinian

people, writing a paper titled “The

Cause of Israel Is the Cause ofAmerica.”

Objectively, a vote for Kerry is a vote for

these positions, despite the subjective

intentions of antiwar voters.

All this, and more, the ANSWER
coalition will tell you. since right now
they are sponsoring two rallies at the

DNC and RNC against “the twin parties

of the war machine.” But talk is cheap. In

fact, what the ANSWER coalition did

was run the Iraq antiwar protests straight

continued on page 8

Rock the Vote? Rock the System
The main organizers of rallies during

the DNC focus on gently pressuring the

Democrats, saving big protest for the



Supreme Court Rulings—
Partial Setback to Bush Administration

Free Jose Padilla

and All the Detainees!

Thefollowing slalement issued by

the Spartacist League and the Partisan

Defense Committee on July 5. The PDC
is a class-struggle, non-sectarian legal

and social defense organization which

champions cases and causes in the inter-

est of the whole of the working people.

This purpose is in accordance with the

political views ofthe SL.

On June 28, the Bush administration’s

efforts to institutionalize rule by presi-

dential fiat ran into an obstacle when the

U.S, Supretjie Court declared that "a state

of war is not a blank check for the presi-

dent,” In a plurality decision written by

Justice O’Connor and joined by three oth-

ers, the court held that Yaser Esam Hamdi.

an American citizen taken into custody in

Afghanistan in 2001, could not indefi-

nitely be held as an “enemy combatant”

without “notice ofthe factual basis for his

classification" and a “fair opportunity to

rebut the Government’s factual assertions

before a neutral decisionmaker” The
court also ruled that he must be allowed

some form of legal assistance.

Four other justices condemned Hamdi’s
incarceration, though reaching different

conclusions as to what action the court

should take. Justices Souter and Ginsburg

found Hamdi’s detention violated the

1971 Non-Detention Act, which declared

that “(njo citizen shall be imprisoned or

otherwise detained by the United States

except pursuant to an Act of Congress.”

But rather than call for his release, they

concurred with the court’s ruling sending

Hamdi’s case back to the lower courts for

further proceedings. Arch-conservative

Scalia, joined by the liberal Stevens, dis-

sented on the grounds that since Congress

never voted to suspend habeas corpus,

Hamdi must either be formally charged

with a crime or released. Scalia declared,

“The very core of liberty secured by our

Anglo-Saxon system of separated powers

has been freedom from indefinite impris-

onment at the will of the Executive.”

In another setback for Bush & Co., the

court ruled by a six-to-three majority that

the 600 detainees held in Guantdnamo
had a right to file habeas corpus petitions

challenging their imprisonment. Justice

Stevens' decision rejected the govern-

ment’s flimsy contention that American
courts have no jurisdiction because the

base is on Cuban territory. At the same
time, by a five-to-four majority, the court

dismissed the claim of Jose Padilla—
another American citizen picked up at

Chicago’s O’Hare airport in 2002—on
the outrageous pretext it was filed in the

wrong federal district court.

Had the court adopted the govern-

ment’s case in its entirety, it would have

eviscerated 200 years ofAmerican consti-

tutional law giving the courts judicial

oversight of executive branch decisions.

In amici curiae (friends of the court)

briefs submitted on Padilla’s behalf in the

Second Circuit Court ofAppeals and later

in the Supreme Court by the Marxist

Spartacist League and Partisan Defense

Committee, we noted, “What the Presi-

dent asserts is nothing less than the right

to disappear citizens.... This is an unprec-

edented assertion of imperial powers by
the President. The District Court’s defer-

ence to the President’s determination of

Padilla’s status as an enemy combatant
relegates to the President the role of sole

arbiter of the exercise and applicability of

democratic, constitutional rights. This is

consonant with the rationale of a police

state.”

Any impediment to the government’s

police state designs is welcome, but the

Court’s decisions were far from the

“emphatic repudiation” ofthe Bush admin-

istration the ACLU claimed them to be.

Though upholding some limits on presi-

dential power, the Court’s decisions rec-

ognize a right of due process and habeas
corpus so truncated that in any other con-

text, these decisions would be seen as

consistent with the wholesale shredding

of these protections. The dismantling of
these rights began under Democratic
president Clinton and has been carried

forward with a vengeance by Bush. In

Hamdi’s case, the lead decision not only
affirms the government’s claim of author-

ity to declare Hamdi an “enemy combat-
ant,” but permits the government to base
its case against him solely on hearsay evi-

dence. Casting aside the presumption of
innocence that is the underpinning of due
process. O’Connor declares, “The Consti-

tution would not be offended by a pre-

sumption in favor of the Government’s
evidence.”

The “neutral decisionmaker” envisioned

by the Court includes kangaroo courts like

the military tribunals set up by Rumsfeld.
In affirming the Guantanamo detainees’
right to file habeas corpus petitions, the

Court evaded the question of whether
even the minimal protections accorded-to
Hamdi would apply to them as well. Nor
did the justices touch the question of cit-

izenship rights in either the Padilla or
Hamdi cases. But with an administration

Lessons of the Spanish Civil War
Pi'e translate below excerpts from a 1937

leaflet issued by the Spanish Trotskyists on
the eve of the Barcelona May Days workers

revolt. This took place almost a yearfollow-

ing the heroic workers uprising htown as the

July Days ofthe Spanish Civil War The com-
bative Spanish proletariat had risen up

against Franco i coup attempt, posingpoint-

blank the necessity ofthe proletariat to seize

state power. But the treacherous leadership
TROTSKY ofthe working class subordinated the masses

to the popular-front government, paving
the wayfor the ultimate triumph ofFranco 's reactionaryforces.

On July 19 the proletariat lacked the revolutionary leadership that is indispensable

for the conquest of political power, of state power.

The far left organizations were not prepared to defeat the bourgeois state. Anarcho-

syndicalism rejected, completely, the necessity for political power: set against the bitter

reality, this theory has led some of its chiefs to demean themselves as servants of the

bourgeois state instead of erecting the proletarian state. Nor was there, or is there, an

authentically Marxist vanguard. On the other hand, the reformist movement unmasked
itself as the principal prop of the liberal, that is. capitalist, bourgeoisie....

“Without world revolution, we are lost,” said Lenin. This is even truer for Spain;

furthermore to lead the world proletariat to insurrection we must get ahead of them
with our own example....

War and revolution are inseparable, or more exactly, the war cannot be won without

the revolution, or even more precisely; only the dictatorship of the proletariat can win
the war.

What is the dictatorship of the proletariat?

The domination of the immense majority over the exploiting minority, the concen-
tration of the revolutionary forces for military, political and social victory over the

reaction, the definitive rupture with the bourgeois past.

Who will make up the proletarian dictatorship?

The democratic organs of the masses, the workers, peasants and fighters councils,
their assemblies and congresses of local, regional and national delegates, their revolu-

tionary executive committees. The unions must organize the economy, but the whole
class has to take the fate of society into its hands.

The emancipation of the working class can only be carried out by the working class

itself

DOWN WITH THE BOURGEOIS REPUBLIC!
LONG LIVE THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT!
—“Against Fascism and Bourgeois Reaction; Dictatorship of the Proletariat!"

Bolshevik-Leninist Section of Spain (for a Fourth International).

Barcelona. 1 May 1937
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that sees its actions as not merely above

the law but the law itself, the Supreme

Court has sent a message to the Bush

regime that it can’t do whatever it wants

—at least not yet.

The Court’s reluctance to decide

Padilla’s case can be traced to its endorse-

ment of the government’s bogus “war

on terror.” While the Court held that the

government has the authority to prevent

“enemy combatants” from returning to

the field of battle while fighting contin-

ues. Afghanistan in Hamdi’s case, aruling

on Padilla’s claim would compel the

Court to confront the administration’s

claims that the “battlefield” in the ‘Var

on terror” is everywhere and its duration

eternal. As we wrote in the amici brief;

“The ‘war against terrorism’ is a fiction,

a political construct, not a military reality.

It is a political crusade conducted in the

name of ridding society of a perceived

evil. It is no more a ‘war’ in a military

sense than ‘war against cancer,’ ‘war

against obesity’ or a ‘war against immor-

ality.’ Like the ‘war against communism’
and the ‘war against drugs,’ this ‘war’ is a

pretext to increase the stale’s police pow-
ers and repressive apparatus, constricting

the democratic rights of the population.”

From the outset of the “war on terror.”

we have insisted that the government’s

repressive measures, directed initially at

Muslims and immigrants, and trampling

on political dissent along the way. would

necessarily broaden, with its ultimate tar-

gets being the multiracial labor move-
ment and black people. This was borne

out by the detentions of American citi-

zens Padilla and Hamdi. As our brief

stated, "The treatment of Padilla is

intended as both the precursor and legal

justification for application of Executive

unilateral prerogatives on a broader scale,

denying due process protections in crim-

inal prosecutions, immigration proceed-

ings and civil challenges to government
policy. It is a frontal assault on the very

concepts of due process and citizenship

itself.,.. The target of the Executive is

any and all perceived opponents of gov-
ernment policy.”

The democratic rights under attack

today were won through centuries of
struggle and revolution—the parliamen-
tary partisans in the English Civil War.
the U.S. Revolutionary War. the French
Revolution, American Civil War, pitched

labor battles of the 1930s and the mass
movement against Jim Crow segregation.

And they must be defended as well

through the struggles of black people,

immigrants and defenders of civil liber-

ties welded to the power of the multi-

racial labor movement.
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Government “Terrorism” Frame-Up Threatens Everyone

Drop the Charges Against Lynne Stewart,

Mohammed Yousry, Ahmed Abdel Sattar!

Leftist attorney
Lynne Stewart
with her
husband,
Ralph Poynter.

On June 22. the government’s sinister

frame-up trial of leftist attorney Lynne
Stewart, her translator Mohammed Yousry

and paralegal Ahmed Abdel Sattar began
in Manhattan’s old federal courthouse.

The seven-count indictment is a bomb-
shell of charges wrapped around the lie

that the defendants conspired to defraud

the U.S. government and “provide and
conceal material support and resources

to terrorist activity.” Lynne Stewart,

Mohammed Yousry and Ahmed Abdel
Sattar are not guilty of any crime. All

three face decades in prison if convicted.

Lynne Stewart, a leftist lawyer and 64-

year-old grandmother, had the courage

to provide legal defense as a court-

appointed attorney for Egyptian sheik

Omar Abdel Ralunan, a reactionary

Islamic fundamentalist cleric. The sheik,

a blind diabetic with heart trouble, was
imprisoned for life on charges stemming
from the 1993 World Trade Center

bombing. Lynne Stewart continued to

fight on behalf of her client and against

his extraordinary and draconian prison

conditions. For this, Stewart, Yousry and
Sattar are themselves now smeared as

accomplices to “terrorism,”

This case is a loaded gun the federal

government has aimed at everyone in

America. At issue is whether attorneys

have the right to provide legal defense

for anyone with unpopular views without

being accused of the crime themselves.

At issue is whether anyone accused of a

crime has the right to legal defense, the

right to free speech and association, to

publicize their views to the world outside

the jail cell, or even the right to receive

news of the world beyond the prison

walls. This case is being prosecuted by
the same capitalist rulers who ordered

torture and maintained that their victims

in Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo had no
right to legal defense (see related article,

page 2).

The government is trying to set a

deadly precedent with this case by target-

ing the attorney ofa Muslim cleric whose
rights they think nobody will care about.

Because they have the courage to repre-

sent sheik Adbel Rahman, Lynne Stewart

and co-defendants are smeared by the

government as guilty by association, We
are atheistic communists who hailed the

entry of the Red Army in Afghanistan

against the CIA-backed Islamic funda-

mentalist mujahedin. Thus we are stal-

wart opponents of the views of an Islamic

cleric like sheik Abdel Rahman. But we
oppose any enhancement of the capi-

talist stale’s machinery of repression

because it will be used against the labor

movement and the left.

Think of the implications; if Lynne
Stewart is found guilty for defending a

right-wing Islamic fundamentalist and

conveying his views, what would stop

the government from repressing its oppo-

nents on the left side of the politi-

cal spectriun? Could Mumia Abu-Jamal,

a former Black Panther, MOVE supporter

and award-winning journalist, framed

as a “cop killer” and now writing from

death row, be next? The FBI tagged

the Black Panther Party as “terrorist” and

38 Panthers were shot dead while hun-

dreds more were railroaded to prison

under the deadly COINTELPRO counter-

intelligence program. Could the govern-

ment rule it a “criminal conspiracy” to

publish Mumia’s columns, fight for his

freedom and the abolition of the racist

death penalty? Could one be accused of

“material support to terrorism” for pub-

lishing or buying his books or broadcast-

ing his powerful voice? Could a union

leadership be charged as co-conspirators

in “terrorism” for rightly defending a

union militant arrested for stopping scabs

with an effective picket line?

Uncle SAM and Big Brother

None of the defendants are charged with

knowledge, planning or participation in

any of the following crimes; the bombing
continued on page 5

For a National Unionization Campaign!

Port Truckers Strike East, Gulf Coasts

AP
Truckers picketing Port of New Orleans, June 28.

stration of soci^ power. Unionization is

Coming some two months after the

May West Coast port nuckers strike, hun-

dreds of non-union, heavily black and

immigrant independent truck drivers

struck last week at ports throughout the

East and Gulf coasts in a fight against ris-

ing fuel costs, grinding exploitation and

anti-union laws. On June 28, the strike

was 90 percent effective at Port Newark,
New Jersey, one of the country’s principal

container ports. At the Port of Charleston,

the country’s fourth-busiest container

port, 80 percent of the truckers partici-

pated in the strike. Scores of protesting

truckers demonstrated at the ports of

Newark, Charleston, Savannah, Miami
and New Orleans. By June 30 most pick-

eters had returned to work, but the Port of
Miami remained virtually shut down, and

Charleston truckers continued their strike

until the end of the week.

Charleston truckers struck two days

earlier on June 26, and the picket lines

were honored by railway workers at the

CSX rail yard, shutting the yard down for

most of the day. Bill Campbell, elected

spokesman for the Charleston port truck-

ers. told WV of the International Long-
shoremen’s Association (ILA) “giving us

water, food for the cookout, coming to

speak to the drivers, letting them know
how important this labor movement was
and that we set history down here in

South Carolina slicking together.” Yet the

ILA undercut the port truckers strike by
continuing to work ships behind the

truckers' pickets.

The drivers wno transport containers

on and off the docks are treated like dirt.

Paid by the load, they typically work 60-

hour weeks for the equivalent of less than

$8 an hour, with no benefits. The drivers

are forced to use chassis (wheeled flat

trailers) owned by the terminals and ship-

ping companies, which don’t give a damn

about maintaining the brakes, tires and

overall safety. They have to wait long,

unpaid hours because the bosses prefer to

save money by stacking containers in

high piles on the ground instead of load-

ing them directly onto road-worthy chas-

sis. Although there are record levels of

cargo, most port truckers struggle to eke
out an existence.

Port truckers are victims of a system
that gutted unionization, replacing union-

ized workers with owner-operators after

deregulation of the trucking industry in

1980. Many drivers had to buy their own
rigs and absorb the cost of insurance,

fuel, maintenance and other operating

expenses. A trucker in Norfolk. Virginia

declared: “It’s a situation where I’m not

sure if 1 should put tires on the truck, buy
fuel or (put] food on the table. Try and tell

that to your kids.”

The strike in late June, though involv-

ing only a fraction of the 50,000 port truck-

ers nationally, was an impressive demon-

key to harnessing this power for the direct

benefit of the port truckers. A successful

campaign to organize port truckers nation-

ally would give the union-organized work-
ers control of each link in container ship-

ments, from the docks to the highways
and rail yards. Because they are owner-
operators, the port truckers are deemed by
the shipping bosses and the courts to be
independent businessmen subject to fed-

eral price-fixing laws, thereby prohibiting

them from unionizing. Typical was the

January 2000 decision by a California

superior court in L.A. that ruled that port

truckers were “independent contractors.”

Such union-busting schemes hark back to

the 1890 Sherman Antitrust Act, suppos-
edly directed against capitalist monopo-
lies but used for decades to break strikes.

Port truckers have real social power.
An article in the 17 May issue of the

Journal of Commerce noted. “Shippers
could face a long, hot and tense summer

if recent protests by container truckers at

the ports of Oakland. Los Angeles-Long
Beach and Norfolk are any indication.”

In fact, following the West Coast strike

this May, many port truckers made some
real gains, including 15 percent or more
increases in the amount paid per con-
tainer load by some companies.

In December 2001, the Teamsters, the

International Longshore and Warehouse
Union (ILWU) and the ILA announced an
alliance to organize port truckers. Organ-
izing the port truckers is a basic require-

ment for working-class unity on the

docks. As a result of their experience in

the 2002 lockout, some West Coast long-

shoremen are starting to recognize that the

fight to organize the port truckers is in

their interest. Indeed, organizing the port

truckers would open the road to uniting all

dock workers into one industrial water-

front union coast to coast and beating

back the capitalists’ divide-and-conquer

strategy. Such a perspective would require

mobilizing union power on behalf of the

port truckers.

But the Teamsters, ILA and ILWU
have made no real effort to organize the

country’s port truckers. In fact, Teamster-

organized “SeaLogix” truckers were seen
working during the Oakland strike this

spring (see “Support and Organize the

Port Truckers!” iW No. 826, 14 May).
And the ILWU bureaucracy has sought to

take away a portion of the port truckers’

work to give to the ILWU longshoremen.
On the other hand, a iVV sales team was
told that on June 28, Teamsters stickers

were distributed by the ILWU at the

Local 1 0 union hall in the Bay Area call-

ing to “Free the Oakland 3,” port truckers

who were facing a lawsuit stemming from
the May strike. A port trucker told fVy
that he thought the suit was dropped

continued on page 9
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Trotskyism and Anarchism

in the Spanish Civii War
We conclude below a slightly edited

presentation by Spartacist speaker Adrian

Ortega at a Spartacist League/Spartacus

Youth Club public educational in New
York City on April 3. Part One of this

talk appeared in WV No. 828 (II June).

PART TWO

With the armed proletariat in the mili-

tias and the workers committees growing

at a great rate, the capitalists were afraid

of a new workers radicalization like that

of July. In September 1936, in order to

appease the workers, Azaha appointed a

new cabinet in his government with the

PSOE (Socialist Workers Party] and UGT
{General Workers Union—affiliated to

the Socialists], the PCE [the Stalinist

Communist Party] and the bourgeoisie. In

Catalonia, the anarchists for the first time

jomed the government; and two months
later, they entered the national gov-

ernment. In Catalonia, the popular-front

government also included the POUM
(the centrist Workers Party of Marxist

Reunification] for four months. That is.

the Spanish left groups with significant

influence in the working class sealed their

alliance with the bourgeoisie

What was the internal functioning of
the CNT (the anarchist National Confed-
eration of Labor] and the FAI (the politi-

cal arm of the CNT] at the time? Miguel
Amor6s explains in his book La revolu-

cion traicionada: La verdadera hisloria

de Balius y Los Amigos de Durruti:
“The plenums didn't lake into account
the assemblies of the unions and ignored
the opinion of the militias. Against every
norm of the confederation, it was the
committees who called on them and
elaborated the agenda, which was not
always communicated to the delegates.
The delegates attended without a man-
date and without knowing what they
were going to discuss or the relevance of
decisions to be adopted."

The CNT and FA! bureaucracies, shar-

ing power with the bourgeoisie, staned

going after those anarchists who criticized

the corrupt methods of the leadership.

Such anarchists included the tvriler Jaime
Balius, a future leader of the Friends of
Durruti group who was ousted from Soli-

daridad Obrera (Workers Solidarity—
the CNT’s main paper) in December of
1936 along widt other members of the edi-

torial staff. How about that for “anti-

authoritarian organizations”?

Now I’ll read another quote

"As soon as they were faced with a seri-

ous revolutionary situation, the Bakunin-
ists had to throw the whole of their old
programme overboard. First they sacri-

fice their doctrine of absolute abstention

from political, and especially electoral,

activities. Then anarchy, the abolition of
the Slate, shared the same fate.... They
then dropped the principle that the work-
ers must not take part in any revolution

that did not have as its aim the immediate
and complete emancipation of the prole-

tariat. and they themselves took part in a
movement that was notoriously bour-
geois. Finally they.. .sat quite comfortably
in the juntas of the various towns, and
moreover almost everywhere as an impo-
tent minority outvoted and politically

exploited by the bourgeoisie."

Is this Leon Trotsky on 1936? No, it is

Friedrich Engels polemicizing against

the Spanish anarchists in 1873! Anar-
chism was, is and will always be class

collaborationist at its core.

But not all the anarchists in Spain in

1936-37 shared the class collaboration-

ism of the CNT-FAJ bureaucracy. The
Friends of Durruti group organized in

opposition to that treachery. The CNT-
FAl, in an attempt to better consolidate

the forces against Franco’s right-wing

reactionaries, began to acquiesce to, and
carry out, the “militarization” of the pro-

letarian militias in September of 1937.

This meant putting the militias under the

orders of a centralized bourgeois army.

The Republicans ordered the militariza-

tion of the militias, and the Socialist and
anarchist ministers in the popular front

voted for it. The majority of the mem-
bers of the Friends of Durruti came from
the thousands of anarchist militants who
refused to submit to the militarization.

Pablo Ruiz, who had fought with Buena-
ventura Durruti himself on the front, rep-

resented one wing of the group, and the

prominent writer Jaime Balius repre-

sented another.

The four thousand members of the

Friends of Durruti stood against the class

collaborationism of the CNT-FAI and
counterposed to it the call for revolution.

They defended this by pointing out

that “all revolutions are totalitarian.”

They raised the call for a “Revolutionary

Junta!” According to Amor6s, this was
a variant of the concept advocated by
the CNT of a "National Committee of
Defense” in the face of the failure exhib-

ited by the decentralization of the militias

against Franco. The Friends of Durruti

were CNT workers and militiamen who
faced the prospect of being disarmed

under the orders of their anarchist leader-

ship. Their opposition to class collabora-

tion was the empirical conclusion of their

direct experience with the forceful “mili-

tarization” of the militias. However, this

didn’t contradict their affiliation to the

CNT since the anarchist ideal of libertar-

ian communism, a stateless society based

on a decentralized economy run by local

workers committees, was something that

still looked feasible to them. However,
the Friends of Durruti’s political posi-

tions were in motion, like those of

the Spanish anarcho-syndicalists who
witnessed and embraced the 1917 Rus-

sian Revolution. The Friends of Durruti

learned from the negative example of the

CNT; but they first had to break with their

anarchist prejudices against the Leninist

vanguard party and the dictatorship of the

proletariat in order to fully embrace a rev-

olutionary program. That opportunity

presented itself in May 1937.

The Barcelona May Days
Almost a year had passed after the

"July events” in Barcelona when on

3 May 1937 the government decided to

take the Telefdnica building out of the

hands of the CNT workers who ran it.

Assault Guards commanded by the Sta-

linist Rodriguez Salas arrived at the

building and, on behalf of the popular

front, ordered the workers to abandon it.

Workers put up resistance and the

exchange of fire began. The word of an
attack on the Telefdnica spread like wild-

fire. In four hours a general strike was
declared and the city was engulfed in

street fighting with barricades bein^

formed, as during the “July events,” by
workers of the CNT-FAI, the left-POUM
and. this time, the Friends of Durruti and
the Trotskyist Bolshevik-Leninists.

The CNT-FAI tops and the popular-

front government sent Garcia Oliver

and other CNT bureaucrats from Valen-

cia to order the workers back to their

homes. He urged the workers; “Hold
your fire; embrace the Assault Guards!”
The POUM defended their headquarters

at the Hotel Falcon from the Assault

Guards but refused to take any step for-

ward. The local leaderships of the CNT
and POUM met that night, but the anar-

chist bureaucracy insisted on no more
than the dismissal of Salas and the for-

mation of a new government in order to

stop the confrontation. The workers had
a different agenda though, pushed by
their instinct of class self-defense.

On May 4. Barcelona was under the

control of the workers, except for the

center of the city, where the battles con-
tinued until dusic. One of the first work-
ers detachments in the early hours of that

night was 400 Friends of Durruti fighters

who occupied the whole of Las Ram-
blas Avenue and patrolled the surround-
ing area. The same day. the Bolshevik-
Leninists handed leaflets to the workers
on the barricades that called for a “Gen-
eral strike in all the industries that don’t

work for the war” and for the “arming of
the working class.” Workers desperately
needed a leadership!

Madrid, 1939: Generalissimo Franco presides over victory parade. Pooular
front paved way for rise of Falangist reaction in Spain.

El AMIG0»PUEB10
POQTAVOZ DE 10) AMIGO} DE DUDDUTI

Left: First issue of left anarchist
Friends of Durrutl’s newspaper,
El Amigo del Pueblo (Friend
of the People), depicting
Buenaventura Durruti. Below:
Group's 5 May 1937 leaflet calls

for a "revolutionary junta.”

concludes with, "Long live the
social revolution! Down with the
counterrevolution!”
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The Friends of Durruti met with the

Executive Committee of the POUM and

apparently acquiesced to the POUM’s
position that the movement was lost given

the CNT’s capitulatory actions. Both

agreed on seeking guarantees against

retaliations before the workers began to

abandon the barricades. However, the

next day the Friends of Durruti issued a

leaflet which caused a hue and cry among

the CNT-FAl bureaucracy, calling for a

revolutionary junta, the disarming of the

armed bodies (meaning the Assault and

Civil Guards) and the socialization of the

economy. The leaflet was received with

great enthusiasm on the barricades. Need-

less to say, the Friends of Durruti had

used extremely “authoritarian” measures

to gel their leaflet printed in the middle of

a general strike! Balius describes the

scene as follows:

“We banged on the door until the owner

[of the print shop) came out. who didn’t

want to know anything and refused cate-

gorically to open the print shop. He
promptly backed up in the face of 'armed

violence’.... Just before midnight.. .we

were able to take with us four to five

thousand leaflets still wet."

Still on May 5, the local bureaucracy

of the FAI in Barcelona, in another despi-

cable act of betrayal of the working

class, refused reinforcement by militias

ready to leave the front. But even worse

than that, the CNT workers committees

started to abandon the barricades, obey-

ing the call of the top bureaucracy.

On May 6. various anarchist groups,

including the Friends of Durruti, met with

the POUM. The POUM held a minority

position, which was for the creation of a

‘Yevolutionary central committee.” This

was against the local representatives of

the anarchist comminees. who, following

orders from their national leadership,

advocated withdrawal from the barricades.

What was the response of the POUM?
Let’s have their leader Gorkin tell the

story;

"But we couldn’t impose our views. It

was the representative of the Regional

Committee [Nacional] who they (the

workers] were listening to.... The Friends

of Durruti advocated a CNT-FAI-POUM
government. Due to tactical reasons

we didn’t attack the leadership of the

CNT."
— Quoted in Amor6s,
La revolucldn tralcionada

I want to emphasize some points here.

During the May Days, the CNT carried

out a contemptible and clear betrayal

against the working class in Barcelona,

as they had already chosen to collaborate

with the bourgeoisie. The centrist POUM
knew this, and instead of fighting against

it. they buried their heads in the sand like

ostriches and wailed for the CNT to give

the order to disband. The Friends of Dur-

ruti, in contrast, called for a local junta

centered on the CNT and the POUM.
Had there been an authoritative revolu-

tionary leadership then, i) would have

taken up the Friends of Durruti's call

for a junta and transformed it first into

a military united front against the

bourgeois forces and the Stalinists and

then into the core of a workers gov-

ernment to fight the counterrevolution

with an internationalist program. It

would have called for independence for

Morocco in order to undermine Franco’s

army and appealed to the workers on the

other side of the Pyrenees to follow their

example.

After the May 6 meeting, Balius pro-

posed that CNT workers advance a col-

umn to the town of Tanagona and bring

reinforcements to Barcelona. Predictably,

the CNT bureaucracy boycotted this pro-

posal. Amor6s explains: “The Friends of

Durruti couldn’t understand why the

CNT committees had stopped the fight,

when victory was so close.” The Friends

of Durruti didn’t have the understanding

that flows from a revolutionary pro-

gram—the understanding to realize the

dead end of anarchism and to politically

break with the CNT. That had to be the

role ofa Marxist vanguard party.

Unfortunately, the Bolshevik-Leninists

didn’t have the time to generate roots in

the proletariat during the few months of

their existence and they lacked authority

among the working class. However, the

power of their Trotskyist program is

shown by the fact that despite their small

numbers they were one of the first to be

targeted by the Stalinists and the bour-

geois reactionaries once the proletariat

was defeated and the barricades were

brought down. Before the May Days, the

Friends of Durruti helped to distribute the

Trotskyists’ press on the streets and made

their offices available to the Bolshevik-

Leninists to organize their meetings.

However, the Bolshevik-Leninists didn’t

achieve much in a meeting with the

Friends of Durruti’s leadership on May 5;

“Every lime the word Authority was pro-

nounced.. .Balius got mad. The interview

or meeting ended without discussing the

real problems at bottom.... As for Balius,

Carlini and others—not everybody—to

continue the fight only on the barricades

was the just position, and that is how we
split.”

Under the orders of the CNT-FAI, and

in the face of the POUM’s prostration, the

workers were ultimately demobilized and

defeated. Five hundred died and over a

thousand were wounded during the May
events. Following the defeat, the state,

with the aid of the Stalinists, launched its

persecution, imprisonment and murder of

the Trotskyists and POUMists (the latter

on charges of "Trotskyism”). The anar-

chist bureaucracy proceeded to attempt

the expulsion of the Friends of Durruti

from the CNT ranks; meanwhile, the gov-

ernment censored the CNT’s paper Soli-

daridad Obrera. The POUM’s paper. La

Batalla, was banned and its main leader.

Andr6s Nin, as well as anarchist leader

Camilo Bemeri. died at the hands of the

Stalinists.

During the Franco dictatorship, 300,000

workers and peasants were assassinated

and many others were locked up in concen-

tration camps. All working-class leaders

were exterminated or expelled, political

and trade-union groups and associations

were dissolved. The popular-front govern-

ment paved the way for Franco’s triumph

in 1939. One of the greatest revolutionary

opportunities for the international prole-

tariat had been drowned in blood.

Anarchists proclaim that the Friends of

Durruti never broke with the principles of

anarchism. Unfortunately, they are right.

They continued to believe, as their lead-

ers in the CNT did. that a classless soci-

ety could be created simply through force

of will; that such a society could be cre-

ated without first establishing the dicta-

torship of the proletariat, a centralized

democratic workers state to suppress the

forces of counterrevolution. Anarchist

historian Vernon Richards, in his book.

Lessons ofthe Spanish Revolution (19S6-

1939) (second enlarged edition, 1972],

expresses the ultimate consequences of

such an idealist perspective:

“We believe there is something more

real, more positive and more revolution-

ary in resisting war than in participating

in it; that it is more civilised and more

revolutionary to defend the right of a fas-

cist to live than to support the Tribunals

which have the legal powers to shoot

him; that it is more realistic to talk to the

people from the gutter than from govern-

ment benches; that in the long run it is

more rewarding to influence minds by

discussion than to mould them by

coercion.”

Marxists, on the other hand, reject the

false arguments of anarchists that class-

less communism is simply the product of

a psychological regeneration. We fight to

overthrow the capitalist system in order

to organize production so as to raise it

to such a high level that scarcity will

no longer exist. Only then can we lay

the material basis for the emancipation

of humanity from exploitation, war and

poverty. We tell anarchist youth today, as

Trotsky said to the international proletar-

iat in Lessons of October (1924); “With-

out a party, apart from a party, over the

head of a party, or with a substitute for a

party, the proletarian revolution caimot

conquer.” This is the main lesson of the

Spanish Civil War.B

’ THE'

Leon Trotsky
and Spanish

Bolshevik-
Leninists

fought against
popular-front

betrayal,

for workers
revolution

in Spain.
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Stewart...
(continuedfrom page 3)

of the World Trade Center in 1993 or its

destruction in 2001; the 1997 murders of

some 60 tourists at an archeological site in

Luxor, Egypt; the kidnapping of foreign

hostages in the Philippines in 2000; the

bombing of the USS Cole in Yemen in

2000. Yet outrageously, the prosecution

has been allowed to enter as “evidence” a

September 2000 video tape of Osama bin

Laden calling for the sheik’s release, as

well as testimony and transcripts pertain-

ing to the other events, because it is alleged

that the perpetrators were linked to the

Egyptian “Islamic Group.” with which the

sheik is linked, with whom Lynne Stewart

is linked as his attorney!

The prosecution is pushing hot buttons

with the jury, smearing Stewan and co-

defendants as accomplices to bin Laden

in a lower Manhattan courthouse just a

few blocks from the huge pit where the

World Trade Center once stood. Fair-

ness and logic should dictate that the

chief executives of the United States

government should be standing trial:

Osama bin Laden and the “Islamic Group”

were armed, trained and financed by

Washington in its “holy war” against the

Soviet Red Army m Afghanistan! Now,

after Frankenstein’s monster, bin Laden

and other anii-ccmmunist CIA “assets.”

turned on their creator, the government

lums and threatens a leftist lawyer with

decades behind bars.

The core of the government’s case was

captured by prosecutor Christopher Mor-

villo, who said, regarding sheik Omar

Abdel Rahman, "the United States gov-

ernment locked the door to his celt and

threw away the key," but the defendants

“pulled off the jail break” by allowing the

sheik to communicate. The government

tried to “lock the door and throw away the

key” with “special administrative meas-

ures” (SAMs) which strip prisoners and

the public of basic rights and privileges.

SAMs limit a prisoner’s access to mail,

telephone, media and visitors. In this

case, the SAMs barred Stewart from vis-

iting the sheik unless she submitted to the

intrusive and outrageous restrictions in

signed “letters of affirmation.”

SAMs were introduced in 1996 by

Democratic president Bill Clinton who
also signed into law the “Anti-Terrorism

and Effective Death Penalty Act,” which

led to a diminution of democratic rights

and an expansion of death penalty pro-

visions. Democrat Clinton’s legislation

was inherited and enhanced by the Repub-

lican Bush gang in the wake of September

1 1 with the USA-Patriot Act. The govern-

ment’s case against Lynne Stewart, Yousry

and Sattar is based on secretly recorded,

supposedly constitutionally protected and

privileged attorney-client communica-

tions. including telephone conversations

and prison visits. The case against Sattar is

based on 90,000 government interceptions

ofprivate e-mail, faxes and telephone con-

versations over a period of seven years.

If the government’s own wiretaps and

surveillance revealed that a conspiracy to

support “terrorism” was taking place over

a protracted period of time, why did they

allow it to continue? The government’s

flimsy answer is that they were bugging

the prison meeting room to “gather intel-

ligence for national security purposes.”

What vital national security intelligence

did they gather? None! And according to

the government, it’s the absence of evi-

dence that proves guilt! The prosecution

told the jury that the recorded evidence

they would hear was admittedly “coded

and cryptic” because “the defendants

knew that they had to be sneaky because

they were concerned about monitoring.”

The “evidence” against Mohammed
Yousry. a government-approved transla-

tor. is his notebooks of discussions with

the imprisoned sheik. Yousry is a doctoral

candidate in Middle Eastern Studies at

New York University. His thesis adviser

suggested he take advantage of his rare

access to the sheik to develop a theme for

his doctoral dissertation. An opponent of

Islamic fundamentalism who has never

set foot in a mosque in his life. Yousry

look notes for a thesis on the Mubarak

dictatorship and “Muslim totalitarianism”

in Egypt. Paralegal Ahmed Abdel Sattar

is a U.S. citizen and a religious supporter

of the sheik whose "crime” in the gov-

ernment’s eyes is his faith and “evidence”

such as his receipt of phone calls from an

alleged “international terrorist”—calls

which Stewart’s team presumed were the

dirty work of an FBI agent.

The first targets of the “war on terror”

were immigrants, panicularly from Mus-

lim countries. Now the government is

going after their lawyers, just as it did

the attorneys who defended communists

during the McCarthyite witchhunt. But

the ultimate targets are the labor move-

ment and all perceived political oppo-

nents of the government, As we wrote

in an earlier article ("Hands Off Lynne

Stewan!” ITKNo. 779. 19 April 2002):

“What the government is able to gel

away with will be determined by the

level of social struggle.” The labor move-

ment, fighters for black rights and all

opponents of capitalist injustice have a

direct interest in joining in defense

of Lynne Stewart, Mohammed Yousry

and Ahmed Abdel Sattar. and in calling

for freedom for all those detained in the

“war on terror’s” anti-immigrant witch-

hunt. Drop the charges now.'m
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Young Spartacus

Noam Chomsky:

The Liberal's "Anarchist"

Former Fan Shows Up the Esteemed Professor

KrTyszlof GajOsH'He Tech

Many left-wing youth activists look to

MIT professor Noam Chomsky for inspi-

ration. and he is a featured speaker at the

Boston Social Forum preceding the pro-

tests against the Democratic National Con-
vention later this month. His “anarchism”

and voluminous critiques of U.S. foreign

policy notwithstanding, Chomsky is at bot-

tom an anti-communist liberal. This radical

impostor despises us Spanacisis because

we explode his pretensions as a “critic” of

“the system.” exposing him as a wannabe
adviser to an “enlightened” imperialism.

Illustrative is what he has said over the

years about the U.S. and Iraq. Chomsky of

late has saluted the end of the “regime” of

UN sanctions against Iraq, which had

claimed the lives of over one and a half

million Iraqis. But Chomsky himself

urged the imperialists in 1991 to use “the

peaceful means prescribed by interna-

tional law sanctions and diplomacy” to

force Iraq out of Kuwait {Z Magazine.

February 1991). For more than eight

years. Chomsky plugged Ahmed Chalabi

to the imperialists. In a debate with former

CIA director James Woolsey. Chomsky
referred to Chalabi as “a leading figure of

the opposition” and later argued; “We
have a responsibility. I think, to ensure

that they [proposals by the “Iraqi Demo-
cratic opposition” for overthrowing Sad-

dam Hussein) receive serious and honest

attention” (PBS NewsHour, 12 March

Chomsky^s Advice to

Imperialists on Iraq

Sanction*, not war,
Chomsky counsala
In 1091. Years of

U.S./UN starvation

sanctions deprive
children of medicine,
kill over 1.5 million

Iraqis.

From Chomsky’s
man to “Pentagon's

favorite." Ahmed
Chalabi (right),

with Defense
Secretary Rumsfeld
in September 2003,
played key role In

helping U.S. make
their case for war.

AFP

“Return Inspectors to
Iraq," Chomsky says,
August 2002. Students
at Baghdad campus
protest in February
2003 against UN
weapons inspectors,
spies for the
Imperialists.
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1998). The very same Chalabi was an

advance man for the Pentagon in Iasi

year’s imperialist attack and was one

of its leading candidates to govern Iraq

before falling from favor earlier this

year In the months before the war, the

esteemed professor called for redeploying

UN weapons inspectors —themselves spies

for the imperialists—and helped “manu-

facture consent” by echoing imperialist

war propaganda- He said: “WMD pro-

grams make the world a more dangerous

place. Saddam’s in particular” (“Inter-

view with Noam Chomsky About US
Warplans.” ZNei, 29 August 2002).

By invoking treaties and institutions

like the UN, an imperialist den of thieves

and their victims, Chomsky’s purpose is

to peddle the myth that through pressure

from rad-libs like himself, the imperial-

ists can undenake “humanitarian efforts
.”

But capitalism cannot be reformed, as

competition over profits is central to the

system. In his Imperialism. The Highest

Stage of Capitalism, Lenin described

how the free competition of thousands of

entrepreneurs in the early days of capi-

talism gave rise to and was superseded

by the rapid concentration of production

in ever-larger enterprises, in monopolies

As Lenin explained, in the imperialist

epoch, while there are fewer competitors,

the struggle between them is greater and

more violent, not less. This competition

fuels interimperialist rivalries and breeds

war, and is precisely what Chomsky
obscures when he talks fondly of the rule

of “international law.”

Where Chomsky appeals to the impe-

rialists. we revolutionary Marxists are for

sweeping away their whole system of

exploitation through workers revolution.

Last year. Spartacist sympathizer T.M
powerfully skewered “America’s leading

dissident intellectual” for his “loyal oppo-

sition” to the U.S. imperialists in an e-mail

exchange.

At the beginning of his “Comment on

Chomsky’s Reply,” T.M. refers the reader

to his essay “Chomsky on Communism.
Socialism; Fake and Real,” which among
other topics addresses Chomsky on

dialectical materialism and his distortions

of Lenin. For an answer to the accusation

that Lenin and Trotsky were responsible

for the crimes of Stalin, as Chomsky
maintains, see “Exchange with NEFAC
Open City Anarchists—Trotskyism vs.

Anarchism on the State and Revolution”

(WTNo. 81 1, 10 October 2003); for a his-

torical analysis of the anarchist world-

view. see the Spartacist pamphlet Marx-
ism vs. Anarchism (June 200 1 }.

We reprint below this exchange, origi-

nally posted on the Web as “Chomsky
Replies to Questions” (6 May 2003).

Chomsky Replies to Questions

by T.M.

Chomsky has replied to a few ques-

tions 1 put to him on the ZNet Sus-

tainer’s Forum.

The Question

I asked, on 4-30-03;

Professor Chomsky,
I am a long-time admirer of your

work, but have recently been won to com-
munism, I have had occasion to go over

some of your own writings on commu-
nism, and wrote an essay on your views,

which you can find here: <hltp://

www.geocities.com/newoctobers/
Chomsky_communism.htm>,

You may or may not want to read the

entire essay, but I had a few particular

questions;

He replied to the questions Sundav.

May 04. 2003 08:50 AM as follows: (My
questions are preceded with a ">" [and
are italicized].)

Chomsky’s Reply

Sorry, but with 100s of e-mails every
day, 1 just cannot read essays. Can only
pul them aside and hope to get to them
later

>(1) In your essay "The Soviet Union
^'er.v'w.v Socialism " [SVVSj you slated.

"I.enin s dictum that 'socialism is noth-

ing hut slate capitalist monopoly made to

benefit the whole people. '...
" You don't

give a reference for this "dictum. " even
though it appears in quotes. Where does
this "dictum" come from?
When I wrote the article 15 years ago.

I had the reference at hand. Now I'd have
to search for it, which wouldn’t be loo

much trouble—it’s a famous stand—but

I just don’t have time for it now The
article probably did have footnotes in the

original, which may or may not be what
you have seen.

>(2) You have stated that if the lefl is

understood to include Bolshevism then

you would "flatly dissociate" yourself
from the lefl. If the lefl is understood to

include the Democratic Party, will you
similarly dissociate yourselffrom the lefl

Of course, though the Democratic
Party is far less objectionable than Bol-
shevism. in my judgment

>(3) Areyou being honest when you say
thatyou are unable to understand what is

meant by "dialectical materialism
Yes.

>(4) Do you make any distinction

between Leninism and Stalinism?

Of course. I assume it's made in that

article. If not, elsewhere. But the basic
steps to destroy the socialist elements
that developed before the Bolshevik
takeover were taken by Lenin and Trot-

sky, almost immediately, and for princi-

pled reasons (from their point of view).

WORKERS VANGUARD
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as was the repressive apparatus that was

turned into a much worse monstrosity by
Stalin.

>(5) Who constituted the ''mainstream

ofthe Marxist movement " that considered

Lenin to be "counter-revolutionary "?

Pannekoek, Korsch, etc,, and with

some ambiguity Luxemburg. You can

find a list of some of the main figures in

Lenin’s “ultra-leftist” monograph.

>(6) You continually use the term

"we" to describe V.S. imperialism. Do
you agree or disagree with the proposi-

tion that capitalist societies are cleaved

into antagonistic classes?

That’s trivially obvious, isn’t it? The
term “we” is used informally, to indicate

that you and I, for example, share respon-

sibility for these atrocities.

>(7) What is your opinion of the term

"U.S. imperialism'"^

1 rarely use the term, except in quotes

from others. Like most terms of political

discourse, it’s been debased by the way
it’s been used over the years, and wasn’t

that clear to begin with. There’s a huge

current literature, in the mainstream as

well, over whether US global domination

should be called “imperialism.” I don’t

personally take pan in it.

>(8) What do you see as the primary

cause of the defeat of the Spanish

Revolution?

There was no “primary cause.” There

were many causes. One major cause was

the tacit agreement among Stalin, the

Western democracies, and the fascists

(Spanish and abroad) that the Spanish

Revolution had to be defeated. The Com-
munists happened to be in the lead in the

endeavor, for a variety of reasons. There

were also plenty of steps by the (wide

range) of often conflicting elements that

ities of the state. You can’t have it both

ways.

Chomsky’s insistence on placing the

blame for the atrocities of the stale on

every citizen of the country implies that

we all have a say in the policies that axe

carried out. Thus, black factory workers,

migrant farm workers, and the board of

directors of Exxon all have a say in the

policies that are carried out by the state.

It is important to notice that Chomsky
lays particular stress on the idea that we
are all responsible for the atrocities. It is

not just a matter of a duty to oppose what

the capitalists are doing, “we” are respon-

sible for what they do!

1 oppose these bastards and their rotten

system with every ounce ofmy being, yet

Chomsky will continue to insist that we
are all responsible

Chomsky simply identifies himself

with the capitalists. He views the U.S. as

a democracy, where “the people” can

determine policy. It is true enough, then,

that he is responsible. But, for those who
are not privileged academics or rich cap-

italists, blame cannot be accepted.

The state is not neutral. The state is

merely an organization of violence for

the maintenance of a social order bene-

fiting a particular class. The police, mili-

tary. courts, etc., are not neutral—their

purpose is to protect the rich. As James

Madison put it, the primary funaion of

government is to “protect the opulent of

the minority against the majority.” The
state is not “our” state, it is THEIR state,

the state of the capitalists.

Secondly. Chomsky undercuts the only

available means for fighting the capital-

ists, namely class struggle. His insistence

that “we” are responsible is merely a cry

to tie oneself to one’s “own” bourgeoisie.

Ronald Haeberle

Among many crimes of Chomsky's "far less ob)ectionable" Democrats Is

escalation of U.S. offensive against heroic Vietnamese workers and peasants,

Including 1968 massacre of some 500 villagers In My Lai.

were part of the Spanish revolution, in a

broad sense, that were dubious or worse.

Comment on Chomsky^s Reply

Chomsky continues to march in the

anti-communist parade. ..

The issues of Chomsky’s dishonest use

of the term “state-capitalism,” and the

cowardly way he evades dialectical mate-

rialism through demagoguery are dealt

with in the essay. In the following I will

address Chomslty’s use of the word “we.”

the Democratic Party, the Spanish Revo-

lution, and the “mainstream of the Marx-

ist movement” that considered Lenin to

be counter-revolutionary.

“Our” Slate

When asked about the use of the term

“we” to refer to the acts of the U.S.,

Chomsky replies,

“That’s [the fact that capitalist societies

are cleaved into antagonistic classes]

trivially obvious, isn’t it? The terra ‘we'

is used inforraally. to indicate that you
and I. for example, share responsibility

for these atrocities."

First of all. this is contradictory. The
oppressed do not share responsibility for

the crimes of their oppressors. Chomsky
grants that capitalist societies are cleaved

into antagonistic classes, yet insists that

“we” share responsibilities for the atroc-

Sure, you can be a dissident and complain

about how bad “we” are. but by no means

are you to struggle independently against

the ruling class!

F[—
I
that.

The Evil Bolsheviks and the “Far Less

Objectionable” Democratic Party

This one is priceless;

“...the Democratic Party is far less ob-

jectionable than Bolshevism, in ray

judgment."

What can you say to that? The U.S. is

unique in the industrialized world, as far

as I know, in that it doesn’t have a main-

stream political party that can even pre-

tend to have some roots in the labor

movement. Even the anti-worker British

Labour Party evolved out of the workers

movement. The Democratic Party in the

U.S.. the “left” party, can lay no pretense

whatsoever to being a workers party. It

evolved directly from the party of the

Confederate slavocracy. As Malcolm X
pul it, “A Democrat ain’t nothin’ but a

Dixiecrat,”

The Democratic Party and the Republi-

can Parly are simply factions of the party

of the bourgeoisie. They could join into

the Capitalist Party with no change of

platforms. They represent the capitalist

class; the only dilTerence between them
being which interests among the bour-

Bolshevik-led Russian
Revolution brought proletariat

to power, backward regions of

former tsarist empire out

of the Dark Ages. Right:

Literacy campaign for women
In Soviet Caucasus In 1920s.

Central planning made possible

massive Industrial development
like building of Turkestan-

Siberia railroad line (below).

geoisie they represent. There is. in princi-

ple. little difference between the Republi-

cans and Democrats. The same general

anti-worker, racist policies are carried

out by Democrats and Republicans alike.

Wilson plunged the U.S. into the first

imperialist slaughter, Roosevelt the sec-

ond; Truman incinerated 140.000 Japa-

nese civilians for the purpose of demon-
strating The Bomb to the commies;

Kennedy and Johnson initiated the mass
slaughter of Vietnamese; Carter funneled

arms to the genocidal Indonesian mili-

tary to slaughter Timorese; Clinton mur-

dered over a million Iraqi civilians The
list could go on., and on.

A couple of particular slaughters

should be noted. The U.S. attack on Viet-

nam was initiated by Democrats. On the

other side, the Stalinists sent arms to the

communists fighting the U S. killing

machine. (They would have sent more,

but the venal Chinese Stalinists pre-

vented them.) As the Democratic Party is

“far less objectionable” than the Bolshe-

viks. then they must be even further less

objectionable than the Stalinists. Thus,

the support for the Vietnamese commu-
nists must be. ..what? Another bloodbath

initiated by a Democrat was the “Afghan

trap” laid by Carter’s Secretary of State,

which drew in the Red Army to fight

CIA-fundamentalist cutthroats. Which
side of that battle was Chomsky on, I

wonder?

So, if the Democratic Party is “far less

objectionable” than the Bolsheviks, and

the Republican Party is pretty much the

same as the Democratic Party, one can

only conclude that the Republicans must

be at least “less objectionable” than the

Bolsheviks. In other words, the capital-

ists are less objectionable than the com-
munists. This is Chomsky’s true class

loyalty.

Imperialism: The Highest Stage of

Capitalism, or a Bad Idea in

Somebody’s Head

When asked about his opinion of the

term "U.S. imperialism.” he says.

"1 rarely use the term, except in quotes
from others. Like most terms of political

discourse, it’s been debased by the way
it’s been used over the years, and wasn't
that clear to begin with. There’s a huge
current literature, in the mainstream as
well, over whether US global domination

should be called
'

imperialism ’
I don't

personally lake part in it.”

I should think that Lenin was excep-

tionally clear about the meaning of impe-

rialism, as described in his book Imperi-

alism: The Highest Stage of Capitalism.

Lenin explained that imperialism is that

stage of capitalism marked by monopoly
capitalism, where monopoly had super-

seded competition in capitalist economies.

In this stage, the drive for capital accumu-
lation forces the capitalists to expand
their field of exploitation to the whole

world through a massive influx of capital

investment, through which the entire

world is brought under the domination of

the large capitalist states. Lenin gives pre-

cise figures for the growth of investment

capital, and the concomitant growth in

colonialization, etc. There is nothing at

all unclear about it.

Should U.S. global domination be
called imperialism? What else would you
call it? Chopped chicken?

continued on page 9

r Spartacist/Spartacus Youth Events -i

BOSTON — SVC CLASS SERIES

Tuesdays, 6:30 p.m.

July 20; Democrats: The Other Party of Racism and War
For a Workers Party that Fights for Socialist Revolution!

August 10' The Bolshevik Revolution: How the Working Class Took Power

Loker Common, Harvard University (Basement of Memorial Hall)

Information and readings. (617) 666-9453 or e-mail. bostonsyc@yahoo.com

CHICAGO — VIDEO SHOWING
Wednesday, July 14. 6:30 p.m.

From Death Row, This Is Mumia Abu-Jamal
222 S. Morgan St. (Between Adams ond Jackson, Ring #23 on the buzzer)

For more information. (312) 563-0441 ore-mait: spartacist@iname.com
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U.S. Out of Iraq Now!

Imperialist Butchers

Try Their Former Henchman
On July !. tbrincr Iraqi strongman

Saddam Hussein was brought before a

court in Iraq, and his image was broad-

cast all over the world. As Robert risk

pul It. "Now is the time for broad and

circuses" (London IndepfnJcni. I July).

Forget all the lies about "weapons of

mass destruction" and supposed links

between Iraq and A1 Qaeda: forget about

the sadistic torture and killing of Iraqi

prisoners at Abu Ghraib; forget about the

tens of thousands of Iraqis slaughtered

and maimed by the American war and

occupation—the U..S. has got Saddam
and they plan to parade their trophy

around. Perhaps Hussein himself cap-

tured it best when he said during his

hearing. "Bush is a villain, all of this is

theatre. It is for hts re-election."

But alt this could backfire on the Amer-

icans. too. inflaming an already combus-

tible situation. Doubtless there are many
in Iraq who have suffered from Hus.sein's

brutality and butchery and would like to

see him gel his. as well as the eleven other

former regime officials facing trial. But

there is also a strong sense of utter humil-

iation that an Arab leader who dared to

snub his former American patrons is now
being displayed as a prisoner of the occu-

pying power. An Iraqi pharmacist told the

New York Times (2 July). "He may have

pul me in jail for seven years, but still it's

not right for the enemy to sit as his

judge." A young taxi driver in Damascus
said. "1 was about to cry as I was watch-

ing Saddam being brought to justice in

this disgraceful way, I want his own hon-

est people to try him, not those supported

by the Americans, What we saw is a

humiliation for all the Arabs."

Workers Party...
(continuedfrom page 1)

into the dead end of the Democratic Parly.

They built platforms for Democratic

Parly politicians and pandered to the

"peace is patriotic" crowd. And when the

war began and the real horror and terror

began to rain on the people of Iraq, the

Democrats rallied 'round the flag and their

commander in chief.

Now what’s answer's answer? Their

“Call to Action" for the DNC/RNC rallies

says. "The real hope for change. ..will

come about from an enlarged and politi-

cally conscious mass movement of the

people." There is no such thing as an

undifferentiated "people" in the U.S.

Rather, this society i^ split into two main
classes with coumerposed intfesis—the

capitalists and the workers they exploit

—

and founded on the bedrock of chattel

slavery and the continuing vicious racial

oppression of black people. The interests

of labor and capital can never coexist in a

common "people's" program; one class

or the other must dominate, ANSWER'S
evasion of the class line is not an omis-
sion; it is deliberately done to prevent

seething discontents from exceeding the

bounds of pressure politics on the Demo-
crats and taking the form of independent

working-class political action.

Ralph Nader: Unsavory
at Any Speed
Why do we say Ralph Nader, who ran

on the Green Party ticket in 1996 and
2000. and is running independently this

time, is a bourgeois politician, and that

therefore we shouldn't support him?
"Bourgeois" is not a snotty insult mean-
ing someone's boring lifestyle; it is a term
Marxists use for the class of property-
owning capitalists who buy labor power

Saddam Hussein is a criminal and

butcher with plenty of blood on his hands.

But as we wrote when he was captured:

“When workers tribunals of a victorious

socialist revolution in the United Stales

try America's capitalist exploiters for

their crimes against the oppressed masses

of the world, black America, labor, immi-

grants and the poor, and when Iraqi Kurds,

leftists and workers rip the oil wealth out

of the hands of the military occupiers and

judge them and their former henchmen.

then we can start talking about justice"

{WV No. 816. 26 December 2003).

Most of the charges brought against

Hussein, like the gassing of Kurds, refer

to crimes carried out with the forbearance

of the American imperialists, who lent

their support, monies and arms to the

Ba’athist dictatorial regimes that had

ruled Iraq since the 1960s. Among the

from the working class. American Trot-

skyist leader James P. Cannon explained

the class character of parties in 1948:

"It IS not deiermined by the class which
supports the party at the inoineni. but

rather by the class which the party sup-

ports; that is to say. by its program. That
is the basic meaning of a political pro-

gram. the support of one class rule or

another. The class character of a party is

also deiermined by its actual practice....

Another factor to be considered is the

composition of a party, A bourgeois
party of the cKissical type is easily rec-

ognized because it has all three of these

qualities— it is bourgeois in program, in

practice, and in composition."

The American working class does not

have its own political parly, not even a

reformist one like the Labour Party in

Britain or the sociiil-democratic parties m
Europe. Insteiid. the U„S. tends to pro^

duce “third parly" populist formations,

which can appear somewhat left or right,

and are sometimes virulently racist, This

reflects the entirmous weight of the

American petty bourgeoisie, that interme-

diate class between the workers and

the bosses, composed of small “indepen-

charges not brought against Hussein is

the massacre and imprisonment of thou-

sands of Iraqi Communists and trade

unionists in the early 1960s. many of

whom were tortured and killed by Hus-

sein himself— it was the CIA that gave

the Ba'athist torturers the names of those

to go after. Saddam Hussein was U.S.

imperialism 's man in Iraq, their very own
Third World tinpot dictator who fell out of

favor with his 1990 invasion of Kuwait.

Notwithstanding the transparent facade

of an "Iraqi" court trying Hus.sein. it is

cruel and grotesque hypocrisy that the

supposed bearers of "justice" in Iraq are

the U.S. imperialists, the same forces that

are not only imposing this occupation, but

that launched the 1991 Gulf War which

killed over lOO.OOO Iraqis and imposed

the UN starvation sanctions which killed

over 1 .5 million more. The crimes of Sad-

dent" businessmen, students, profession-

als. intellectuals, managers, doctors, law-

yers. bureaucrats of all sorts. Lawyer/
publisher Ralph Nader, who is against

trade unions in his own businesses, is a

perfect example of this type, as is his run-

ning mate. Green Party member Peter

Camejo. stockbroker/founder of Pro-

gre.ssive Asset Management, promoting

"socially responsible investments."

Neither the Green Parly nor Nader call

for ending capitalism, only for giving

breaks to the "little capitalists." Many of

the proposals of the Greens and Nader
go against the interests not only of the

industrial working class, but against

human progress. In Germany, the .Social

Democratic/Green government attacked

the living standards of the workers

to increase Germany's competitiveness,

while Green foreign minister Joschka
Fischer deployed German jets, tanks and
troops, for the first lime since the Third

Reich, to participate in the wars against

Serbia and Afghanistan. And what about

the Green Party's “key value." that peo-

ple must “live within the ecological and
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dam Hussein pale in comparison with the

far greater crimes of U.S. imperialism

against working people and the oppressed

around the world, from the over six mil-

lion Asian lives cut down in ihe wars in

Korea and Vietnam to the countless oth-

ers who have been on the receiving end of

U.S. imperialism's wars and machina-

tions from Latin America to the Near East

and elsewhere. Whether under Demo-

cratic or Republican administration. U.S.

imperialism is the deadliest enemy ot

working people and the oppressed around

the world, including righl here in the U.S,

Much has been made in the media over

the supposed "handiwer of p<»wer." done in

secrecy with former administrator Bremer

fleeing the country like he was fleeing the

plague. But it's ail a sham. The leader of

the new Iracii “government." Allawi. is a

straight-out CIA asset, the former head of

European operations lor the Ba'ath Parly

and Its intelligence agency in London,

described by CIA veterans as a “thug"

with Iraqi "blood on his hands," The occu-

pation continues with all its barbarity and

brutality unabated. The thousands of Iraqi

prisoners detained by the U.S. continue to

be held by the U.S. Drinking water and

electricity are still scarce and life is hell

for most people in the country.

It lakes some chutzpah for the U.S.

to charge Hus.sein for his invasion of

Kuwait—this from the same people who
ravaged Iraq. The "liberation" promised to

the Iraqi masses—the modem version of

the “white man's burden"—is borne on an

ocean of blood. It .seeks its legitimacy on a

mountain of lies, and then more lies when

the masses at home realize that they are

paying with their lives and well-being for

the appetites and perfidy of their rulers. We
fight for the immediate and unconditional

withdrawal of all U.S. and allied forces

from Iraq. This is part of the fight for the

socialist revolution necessary to free the

peoples of Iraq from their subjugation. It is

in the interests of working people around

the world that we struggle to forge the

workers party necessary to lead the multi-

racial American working class in socialist

revolution to sweep the bloody American
imperialist system off the face of the earth

forever. Down with the colonial occupa-

tion of Iraq! All U.S. troops out now.'m

resource limits of our communities” and
"move to an energy efficient economy”?
What does this mean for the already des-

perately poor in inner-city ghettos? For
the fight against the horrible world-

wide AIDS pandemic, which requires

sophisticated medicines, refrigeration—
i.e., electrification and a modern indus-

trial infrastructure?

We need an international expansion of

advanced technology, science and pro-

duction to solve these world problems,

not a retreat to some utopian sentimental

pre-industrial Hobbiton ot happy farmers,

honest tradesmen and small craftsmen,

which IS impossible in any case. Tech-
nology and large-scale industry, which
is extremely efficient and saves huge
amounts of human labor, can be used to

solve human problems But first these

instruments have to be ripped out of the

hands of the capitalists by the working
class, which actually knows how to run

things. Abolishing private ownership ot

factories means abolishing the stock

market, putting brokers for "ecologically

correct" capitalism like Camejo out of
business.

There is a more sinister side to the

Nader campaign. While Camejo plays

up his immigrant roots. Nader calls the

shots for this bum ticket and his mes-
sage on immigrants is toxic racism. In an
interview with the sinister rightist Pat

Buchanan in the Anieriion Con.servutivf

(21 June). Nader (himself the son of Leb-
anese immigrants) attacks immigrants,
saying. "1 don't like the idea of legaliza-

tion because then the question is how do
you prevent the next wave and the next?"
While Nader is explicit that the whofe
purpose of his campaign is to push the

Democratic Party in a more "progressive"
direction, he is running on the Reform
Party ballot and openly appeals to conser-
vative Republican voters. His foam-
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Chomsky...
(cominuedfrom puj^e 7}

The thing is that for Chomsky the

nefarious actions of the U.S. ar-ound the

world arc just bad policies carried out by
evil men, as a result of some bad ideas

that got into somebody's head somehow.
Ihey are not the result of ceonomie pres-

sures m the material world. If only we
can preach to them loud enough to obey
international law. this nasty thing called

‘imperialism" can be ended.

And pigs will lly

The Communist Devils and
the Anarchist Saints

When asked what the primary cause of

the defeat of the Spanish Revolution was.

he replies,

' There was no ’primary cause.’ There
were many causes One major cause was
the tacit agreement among Stalin, the

Western democracies, and the lascists

(Spanish and abroad) that the Spanish
Rcvtilution hud to be deteuled The Com-
miinisis happened lo be in ilie lead in the

endeavor, for a variety o! reasons. There
were also plenty ol steps by ihe (wide
range) of ol'len conflicting elemcnis that

were pan ol the Spanish revolution, in a

bn>ad sense, that were dubious or worse."

Predictably, no mention is made of the

anarchists in the Conlederacidn Nucional

del Trabajo (CNT). The .Stalinists and
the Western democracies (no quotes

around “democracies") certainly have

plenty of blame for the defeat. However,

crucial to the defeat of the revolution

was the betrayal of the CNT.
The CNT was the largest and most

inllueniial anarchist party ever It is the

only anarchist party to lead a revolution

with a chance of success. When a real

revolutionary turning-point came, (hough,

they played right into the hands of

the bourgeoisie, which led directly to

iascism. In 19.16 Spam entered a pre-

revolutionary stage of dual power be-

tween the armed workers and the "Repub-
lican Left ' in the government. At the cru-

cial moment, the CNT leaders entered the

government in a popular from, and tried

to subordinate the workers movement to

the ”leti" government. The crucial battle

was described by Orwell in Homage to

Cutulonia. On May .1, 1937 the govern-

ment and the workers in the CNT fought

over the telephone exchange in Bar-

celona. As the Stalinists moved in. the

CNT exhorted the workers lo lay down
their arms. The workers were not willing

to comply, but lacking organized leader-

ship and in the face of the demoralization

at the sell-out. the workers' resolve dissi-

pated and the government regained con-

trol of the city. The Stalinists and the

bureaucrats, with (he collaboration of the

CNT (ops. then executed a purge which
broke the hack of the anti-fascist struggle.

As Leon Trotsky explained.
’’In opposing the goal, ihe eoiu|ucst ol

power, the Anarchists could not in the end
fail lo oppose the means, the revolution.

The leaders of the CNT and FAI not only
helped the bourgeoisie hold on lo the

shadow ol power in July 19.16; they also

helped ll to reestablish bit by bit what it

had losl al one stroke In May 1937. they

sabotaged (he uprising ol the workers and
(hereby saved ihc diciulorship ol ihe bour-

geoisie Tlius anarchism, which wished
merely to he aniipolitical. proved in reality

to he anlirovolutionary. and in the more
critical moments—counterrevolutionary."— ’The Lessons of Spain: The

Lust Warning" (December 1937)

Chomsky also, as usual, paints "the

Communists” as being in the lead of

crushing the revolution. Which commu-
nists? Perhaps he needs reminding of

(lie lact (hat his hero Orwell fought with

the POUM in .Spain, against the fascists.

The POUM. the "Parly of Marxist Unifi-

cation" was also communist. ..Orwell

was himself the victim of a Stalinist

witch-hunt, as he describes in Homage
to Calaloniu. Yet. al the crucial moment

the Stalinists, the Anarchist niis-lcadcrs

and the bourgeoisie acted in concert lo

slave off the dreaded specter of workers’

revolution.

It is hard to avoid surmising that

Chomsky would himself act similarly to

the anarchist mis-leaders. Being against

the workers* dictatorship, he cannot help

but oppose the means Chomsky has

nothing but praise for the Spanish anar-

chists. who were never soiled by uclually

having to hold onto power.

Lenin the Counter-Revolutionary

When asked who were the '‘main-

stream of the Marxist movement"
(hat considered Lenin lo be counter-

revolutionary. he replies.

“Pannekoek. Korsth. etc., and with some
ambiguity Luxemburg You can find a

list of some of the main figures in

Lenin's ’ultra-leftisi’ monograph"

Does ‘Lenin's ‘ultra-leliisi* monograph"
refer to "Lcjl-Winf>" Communism: An
Infantile Disorder} This is an excellent

work, but it does not. as far as I am aware,

contain u list of people who considered

Lenin to be counter-revolutionary

Were there sharp diflerences in the

Marxist movement? Of course. Were
there lots of Marxists who criticized

Lenin and the Bolsheviks? Of course.

Was there a mainstream of the Marxist

movement that considered Lenin lo be

counter-revolutionary? Of course not.

After October 1917 the Bolsheviks

were the f|
]

mainstream of the

Marxist movement! The October Revolu-

tion energized and inspired the workers
movement around the world, The best of

the movement wore virtually all won to

revolutionary Marxism, i.e. Bolshevi.sm.

True. a number of opportunists like Karl

Kautsky. criticized the Bolsheviks, and
then led their own parlies to disaster, but

the Bolsheviks had enormous prestige

around the world.

flecked anii-Communism is expressed

m his article "The China Price" (21

June, published by CommonDreams.org).
wherein he attacks U.S corporations for

going to Chinese "production facilities

inside a communist dictatorship."

Yet what bothers liberals and even

self-proclaimed socialists is not Nader'.s

anti-immigrant bigotry, his anti-worker

positions or his anti-Communism. but

their fear that a vote for Nader might
siphon votes from the Democrats! Thus
Noam Chomsky and Howard Zinn call to

vole for Nader only in "safe" states (i.e..

It's OK in Massachusetts where they

live, but not in Florida). The Green Party

split over the question, deciding not lo

endorse Nader but run their own candi-

date only in "sate" states. Socialist Alter-

native shamelessly louts Ralph Nader
as a real "alternative." The International

Socialist Organization, which supported
Nader in 2000. is lorn. Their Socialist

Warker (2.‘> June) is over the moon about
Nader's selection of Camejo. approv-
ingly quoting the Los Angeles Time.s that

"Nader's selection of Camejo gave fur-

ther shape to a left-leaning, antiwar cam-
paign." while their next issue deplores

“The Green Parly’s step backward" in

rejecting Nader.

Fight for a Revolutionary
Workers Party

A workers party in this country will not

be a tame electoral parly that just makes
speeches and gets "protest votes." A fight-

ing workers parly will be based on the

struggle for black liberation and socialist

revolution. No decisive gains for blacks or

labor were ever won in a courtroom or by
an act of Congress—or by a presidential

election. It took the Civil War to open the

road to black freedom in this country. And
the only reason black people reconquered

the right to vote and broke formal Jim
Crow segregation in (he South in the 1950s

and 1960s was because of militant struggle

that went outside the channels of the

capitalist parlies, including armed self-

defense against Klan terror. The limited

legal and social reforms made by Lyn-

don Johnson's "war on poverty" were a

response to ghetto upheavals in every

major city from New York to Los Angeles.

The end of the draft and the legalization of
abortion nationwide were a reaction to the

social turmoil then convulsing the country

in opposition lo the Vietnam War.

Liberals always hail Franklin D. Roo-
sevelt's New Deal 1930s coalition as

a model of how Democrats can be
"friends of labor" But m fact the New
Deal only lied down labor and minorities

lo capitalist politics—a wretched tradi-

tion cravenly continued today by the

AFL-CJO labor bureaucracy, which has

resulted in the significant weakening of

the labor movement. The New Deal sold

out the fight for black rights by cement-
ing an alliance with Southern racist Dix-

Port Truckers...
(continuedfrom page 3)

because the shipping bosses feared that

West Coast port truckers angry about the

suit might join in the East Coast strike.

Two weeks before the strike, a June 14

meeting took place al Teamsters head-

quarters with port truckers and leaders

from 18 North American ports to discu.ss

working condition.s and low pay. Later

that week. Teamsters head James P. Hoffa

released a list of "recommendations" to

the steamship lines, while simultaneously

declaring that his union was not sponsor-

ing the shutdown. One proposal advocated

by the Teamsters i.s that regional trucking

companies hire port truckers as direct em-
ployees. which would allow the drivers lo

be unionized. But for this gain to be real,

the existing workforce—i.e.. the current

owner-operators—should be the first ones
hired by unionized trucking companies.

The Teamsters along with others are

also lobbying for a federal law to make
the terminal and shipping companies
responsible for maintaining chassis lo

national safety standards. As part of their

struggle for unionization, port truckers

must fight for union safety committees
with the power to shut down unsafe con-
ditions. to protect not only the drivers but

(he public on the highways.
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Wc shall have to consider Chomsky's
claim that Lemn was considered lo be

cminler-revoiuiionary by the mainstream
of the Marxist movement as absurd

The idea that Luxemburg, in particu-

lar. considered Lenin in any way (ambi-

guity or no) to he counter-revolutionary

is. frankly, asinine True, she was harshly

critical of certain aspects of Bolshevik

policies and actions, but she left no
doubt as to her immense admiration tor

the work of Lenin and Trotsky.^ She
wrote, for example, in her book The Rus-

sian Revolution.

"The Bolsheviks have shown that they

are capable of everything that a genuine
revolutionary parly can coniribuie within

Ihc limits ot the hisioncal pussibiliiies.

They arc not supposed lo perform mir-

acles. For a model and I'uuliless pro-

letarian revolution in an isolated land,

exhausted by world war. strangled by im-
perialism. bcirayeci by the international

prolclanal. would be a miracle.

"Whal IS in order is lo distinguish ihe

essential from ihc non-csseiilial. the ker-

nel Irom Ihe uceidenial excrescences m
ihe policies ol ihe Bolsheviks In Ihe pres-

cm period, when we (ace decisive final

siruggle-s m all ihe world. Ihe mosi impoi
lain problem of socialism wa.s and is ihe

burning question ol our lime. Il is noi .

mailer ot this or that secondary queslioii

ol luctics, bill ol Ihe eapacily lor action ol

Ihe proletariat, (he strength lo act. (he will

lo power of socialism as such. In this,

l-emn and Troisky and (heir Iricnds were
the first, those who wenl ahead as an
example to the proletariat of the world;
they are still ihe only ones up lo now who
can cry with Hulten: ‘I have dared!'

‘This is the essential and enduring in

Bolshevik policy. In this .sense theirs is the

immortal historical service of having
marched at the head of ihc international

proletariat with the conquest ot political

power and the practical pl;icing of ihe

problem of the realization of MK-ialism. and
of having advanced mightily the settlement

ol the score between capital and labor
m the entire world. In Russia ihe problem
could only be posed, li could not be solveil

in Russia. And in this sense, the lulure

everywhere belongs to ‘Bolsheusm’

lecrats. and the South is still largely

non-union today as a result. The gams
workers made back then resulted from
hard-fought general strikes and plant

occupations typically led by reds. Tlie

capitali.st class continually seeks to ille-

galize such militant. succes.sful tactics,

and must be continually challenged if the

working class is ever to change this reac-

tionary political system. Those are the

kinds of battles u fighting workers party

must take on. because that's how things

arc going to change.

It will take hard class struggle against

the bosses and the capitalist slate to organ-

ize the independent port truckers. Such a

fight must necessarily go beyond the

bounds of narrow trade unionism. From
Oakland to Port Newark, port truckers

constitute a largely immigrant and minor-
ity workforce; for example, they’re pre-

dominantly Latino in L.A. and majority

black in Charleston, To organize such
workers, the union must be in the fore-

front of Xhe fightforfull citizenship rights

for immigrants, for black equality and
against all forms of discrimination.

The fact that the strike was strong in

the Southern ports of Miami and Charles-
ton underlines the crucial importance
of organizing the "open shop" South. A
determined drive for unionization there

will not have a strictly economic charac-

ter. nor will it likely emanate from the top
echelons of the AFL-CIO. it will have to

confront not only the police, company
goons and scabs, but also race-terrorisis

like the Ku Klux Klan.

A sharp political struggle is necessary
to oust the labor lieutenants of capital,

the trade-union misleaders who tie the

unions to the Democrats—or, in the case
of the Teamsters bureaucracy, at times
the Republicans. It is necessary to forge a
class-struggle leadership within the
unions as part of the fight to build a revo-
lutionary workers party.*
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Reulers

Democrat Bill Clinton, imperialist war criminal: passenger train destroyed by
1999 U.S./NATO terror bombing of Serbia, carried out in the name of
"humanitarian” intervention on behalf of Kosovars.

Fahrenheit...
(continued from pafU' 12)

is organized lo exlracl profit lor (he

minuscuie class of capitalists, who own
the factories, hanks, transportation, etc.,

from the labor of those who produce the

wealth, (he working class.

Moore's worldview explains .some of

the glaring omissions in the film, for

example, his populist outlook leads him

to ignore the Bush administration's close

ties to the Christian right, lo take notice

of which would mean acknowledging

that Btish really has a popular base. The
box office figures of The Passion o} the

Christ, remember, are real. The neocons

come in for personal ridicule, but not for

hrainirusiing the Iraq invasion policy.

They arc closely aligned with the relig-

ious right, particularly in support of Zion-

ist Israel. To mention this fact would gel

in the way of his Democratic bandwagon-
building. as the Democrats are. if any-

thing. more wedded to support of the

Zionists than the Republicans. In fact.

Moore himself declared in a Los Aiif>eles

limes (22 June) interview that "Israel is a

democracy."

Where Moore (and lots of other peo-

ple) .see the need to hold your nose and
vole Democrat in November, we argue

Reuters

Soldier’s mother at NYC press
conference called by military families
in support of Moore's movie, June 30.

that a vole to the Democrats is a vote in

favor of chaining the working masses to

their oppressors and that the need is to

fight to lay the basis for a conscious
class break from the Democrats in the

direction of political independence for

the workers. The hoopla surrounding

Fahrenheit 9/H and its "anybody but

Bush" popularity is a perfect illustration

of why the Russian revolutionary Lenin

argued in his work State and Revolution

that "a democratic republic is the best

possible political shell for capitalism."

As he put it. “To decide once every

few years which member of the ruling

class is to repress and crush the peo-

ple through parliament—this is the real

essence of bourgeois parliamentarism,

not only in parliamentary-constitutional

monarchies, but also in the nu>st demo-
cratic republics."

Think about it. Through the last few
years a growing number of activists have
participated in struggle against (he capi-

talist system's madness But then bring

up the question of elections. All of a sud-

den. many of iho.se who had become
increasingly open to getting rid of the

capitalist system as a whole now get all

emotional about how much we need to

fire the capitalist oppressor Bush, even if

it means supporting the capitalist oppres-

sor Kerry. .\dd in a few left-sounding

voices to the chorus (like Moore's) and
you end up with a pretty .solid array of

forces working to convince everyone that

(here is a real alternative within the capi-

talist framework.

In discussing some of these ideas with

audiences following showings of Fahr-
enheit 9/11. we occasionally encountered

something like the following argument;

"There's not a huge difference between
the Democrats and Republicans, but things

would have been belter if Gore were pres-

ident." From Moore's film you'd think

that no American capitalist did anything

about Iraq until George W. Bush met Sep-
tember 1 1 . Not nearly true. While a Gore
administration might not have invaded

Iraq and established a colonial occupa-
tion—an optional aggression from the

standpoint of the ruling class—he likely

would have “merely” continued the Dem-
ocratic Clinton Iraq policy, a regime of
sanctions punctuated regularly by bomb-
ings that completely ravaged Iraq and
killed hundreds of thousands more Iraqis

than Bush’s war. All this was accom-
plished under a humanitarian guise (along

with his adventures in Somalia. Haiti and
Serbia) and with minimal protest.

So why do the capitalists wage all these

wars? As much as Moore brilliantly

evokes the hypocrisies of the Bush admin-
istration’s war propaganda, his explana-

tion of (he underlying motives is shallow.

In line with the latest in anti-globalization

ideology he offers as an explanation the

incestuous web linking the Saudi royal

family to the Bush family, who are in turn

in bed with Cheney and a handful of sim-

ilar rich white corporate profiteers. But
It's ridiculous to think that the personal

profit interests of a handful alone moti-
vated either (he Afgham.stan or Iraq wars.

The government represents the execu-
tive committee of the ruling capitalist

class, which means more than obtaining

tax breaks for a bunch of robber barons.

The White House and Congress must
defend (he strategic interests that serve

the capitalist social system. So while you
might sec capitalist pt>liticians bickering

over tactics ("We need the UN!"—Demo-
crats; "Screw tho.se pansies!"—Bush &
Co.), there is mutual commitment that,

with the Soviet Union gone. U.S. imperi-

alism must use its overwhelming military

might to expand and solidify its grip on
world resources and markets in the inter-

est of raw profit for U.S. capitalists at the

expense of their European and Japanese

rivals. Controlling the world’s oil faucet

helps in doing this. So docs dictating to

your imperialist competitors what wars
(or trade agreements, spheres of influ-

ence. etc.) will lake place and what role

they'll have in the world arena. Interna-

tional capitalist competition drives the

ruling class of each dominant industrial-

ized country to expand and extend its

profit-making reach. In other word.s.

imperialism is not a policy that a particu-

lar government can lake or leave, but

nothing other than modern capitalism

itself.

If an American ruler launches a war
effort proclaiming that, for example, it

will "make the world safe for democracy"
or “liberate the oppressed Kosovars." (hen

1 ) he is lying and 2) these lies, neces.sary

to get working people to fight and die for

the profits of their own exploiters, are not

simply the product of individual moral
depravity (as Moore portrays it with

Bush) but are a result of the way capital-

ists and their representatives see their

class interests, which they must pass off

as the national interest.

At the end of Fahrenheit 9/11, Moore
says of U.S. troops: "They offer i<j give

up their lives so that we can be free. It is

remarkable their gift to us. And all they

ask for in return is that we never send

them into harm’s way unless it's abso-

lutely necessary." And then, referring

to Bush’s lies about Iraq. Moore intones

of the troops. “Will they ever trust us

again?" Hmmm. Have American presi-

dents lied for war before? Well, if history

is good for anything, it’s to answer ques-

tions'like this.

•The Spanish-American War; The
sinking of the American battleship USS
Maine in 1898 was blamed on Spain, and
"Remember the Maine" became the war
cry for America’s first imperialist war to

defeat Spain and seize its colonies in

Cuba and the Philippines. It is now well

established that the explosion that sank
the ship was caused by faulty construc-
tion design.

•World War 1: Democrat Wilson justi-

fied U.S. intervention vowing that "the
world must be made safe for democracy,"
In fact, the war. which saw unprece-
dented bloodletting on all sides, served
only to redivide the world among the

capitalist powers, with up-and-coming
U.S. imperialism coming out on top,

•World War II; This supposed “war
again.st fascism’’ was. except for the

Soviet Union, in reality another war to

redivide the world, this time touched off

by Germany's drive lo reverse the results

of its defeat in the First World War and
Japan's competition with the U.S. over

who would dominate the Pacific and East

Asia. Ft>r over a year prior lo Pearl Har-

bor. Roosevelt sought lo provoke a Japa-

nese attack to Justify an American dec-

laration of war. He got it.

•Vietnam: The Democratic Johnson
administration fabricated stories of an
unprovoked attack on an American ship

in the Gulf of Tonkin to gel Congress to

pass an effective declaration of war. ena-

bling a massive e.scalation of the U.S.'s

dirty colonial war against the Vietnamese
workers and peasants.

In fact, most of American imperial-

ism’s wars were launched under Demo-
cratic administrations (in addition to the

above, the Democrat Truman initiated

the Korean War under United Nations
auspices, and Democrat Clinton directed

General Wesley Clark, whom Moore
supported during (he primaries, to bomb
much of the life out of Serbia). So. why
have the Democrats led most of Amer-
ica’s wars? Fahrenheit 9/11 eloquently
shows why. though .Moore didn't mean
to do so. In one scene Bush addresses his

rich corporate friends, quipping. "This i.s

an impressive crowd, the haves and the

have-mores. Some people cull you the

elite. I call you my base." Who would
want lo light and die for these people'}

Moore chronicles perfectly how Bush’s
Iraq lies were transparent and stupid

—

not like the Democrats, who provide
much nicer-sounding, humanitarian war
lies and pose as "friends of labor."

It is this kinder, gentler, friendlier-lo-

the-people image relative to the other big
party of capitalism that makes the Demo-
crats more pernicious, more deceptive,
and more effective than the Republicans.
Look at what Moore recently had lo say
about Kerry, a man who wants to sub-
stantially increase the American troop
presence in Iraq; “He is a person of
integrity whose heart is in a good place.
He will never send kids off to war unless
he absolutely has to. Because he’s been
there himself" (San Francisco Chnmicle.
30 June). It Is precisely for the same rea-

son that the Democrats are able to mas-
querade as a lesser evil that they are
American imperialisni’s preferred party
for racism and war.

Perhaps the most glaring omission in

the film comes when Moore treats the
war on (error simply as a mechanism

used to instill fear of terrorists in the
populace, but ignores its ceniial use us
a racist witchhunt of immigrants, the
lirsi target of a wider war on blacks,
workers and all the oppres.sed. Why
would Moore leave out this central com-
ponent of the capitalists’ cynical use of
September II? Moore in his own way
echoes the Democratic politicians who
argue that Bush is not prosecuting the
"war on terror" effectively. In an inler-
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Los Angeles...
(conlimu'd fr<)m page 12)

and Educaiional Fund (MALDEF) with

racist epithets. This past week the Bureau

of Immigration and Customs Enforce-

ment rounded up and deported 47 work-

ers. including two pregnant women, at a

clothing factory in downtown L.A. We
say: Down with the racist roundups! No
deportations!

Meanwhile, on June 23. televisions

across the country flashed the all-too-

familiar images of the brutal heating of a

black man in Compton after a car chase

by the Los Angeles Police Department

(LAPD). After surrendering, then getting

tackled by cops, and while lying face-

down on the ground. Stanley Miller was
repeatedly kicked and beaten with a

heavy metal Hashlight by the cops, who
then glad-handed each other. Placed in a

state prison medical facility after show-

ing signs o( brain damage from the

attack, us of June 30 Miller had not yet

received an independent medical exam-
ination! As his mother said. "First they

beat my son like a dog. then they won’t

give him the proper medical care.” The
racist rulers are waging a "war on terror"

against working people from Iraq to the

ghettos and barrios of the U.S.. and their

targets at home are black people, immi-
grants and the working class as a whole.

Despite the widespread fear in the

immigrant population, thousands have

come out this past month in protest

against the racist roundups, from Ontario

m San Bernadino County to downtown
L.A. Members of the Spartacist League
rallied with others in Los Angeles on

June 26. marching with signs in English

and Spanish calling for "Full Citizenship

Rights for All Immigrants!" "Down With

the Colonial Occupation of Iraq!" "Anti-

Terror Witchhunt—Deadly Danger to

Immigrants. Blacks. Workers" and "For

Black Liberation Through Socialist Rev-

olution!" At the L.A. demonstration

called by ANSWER. Latino Movement
USA and Hermandad Mexicana. SL
spokesman Lisa Martin addressed the

crowd, pointing out what is necessary:

"The 'war on terror' is u war against

immigrants, labor and blacks. We say
break with the national unity lie; we're
for the international unity of the working
cla,ss. The labor movement must be mobi-
lized to demand full citizenship rights

for all immigrants' It’s a matter of de-

fense of the labor movement."

The multiracial working class orga-

nized at the point of production has both

the interest and the power to fight in

defense of the ghettos and barrios. Latino

workers must resist the treacherous

appeals of aspiring bourgeois politicos

who would pit them against black people.

In the U.S. the black question is strategic

for proletarian revolution, and immigrant

workers must grasp clearly that the fight

against black oppression is central to any

struggle to defend democratic rights and

the interests of the working class. Attacks

against immigrants always go hand in

hand with attacks against blacks—anti-

immigrant Proposition 187 led directly to

the racist Proposition 209 against affir-

mative action.

Immigrant workers are not helpless

victims: they’re a vital component of the

multiracial working class. Armed with

militant traditions of struggle in their

homelands, immigrant workers have been

a key part of labor battles in this country,

from the 1912 "Bread and Roses" strike

fathers" and their attack dogs in the

LAPD, The main obstacle to unleashing

working-class power is the pro-capitalist

union misleaders, who are the bosses' lieu-

tenant.s in the labor movement. Through

their allegiance to the Democratic Party,

they seek to ensure that the militancy and

determination shown in the struggles of

the organized proletariat are confined

within the boundaries of the bosses’ rules.

The daily terror meted out to minor-

ities by the Border Patrol and the LAPD
is not some aberration that can be reme-

died by electing more black and Latino

bourgeois politicians. In fact, liberal Dem-
ocratic L.A. city councilman Antonio

Villaraigosa. currently poised to run

again for mayor next year, expressed his

V:
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Sign at protest outside L.A. police
station, June 25, two days after video
captured flashlight-wielding cops
beating Stanley Miller (above).

in the Lawrence. Massachusetts textile

mills to the 1990s Justice for Janitors

organizing drive in L.A, Together with

black workers, who are a key component
of the U.S. industrial working class, they

can play a vital role in a working-class

offensive against racial oppression and
capitalist exploitation. This underscores

the need for the labor movement to fight

to organize the unorganized. This past

year Southern California saw a five-

month strike by the multiracial grocery

workers of the UFCW. and on July I the

heavily immigrant hotel workers, orga-

nized m the Hotel Employees and Restau-

rant Employees International Union
(HERE), overwhelmingly voted down the

hotel bosses’ proposal, which rejects the

union’s demand for a uniform national

contract expiration date and shifts soaring

health care costs onto the workers.

A victory by L.A.’s working class

would be in the interest of the impover-

ished residents of the city’s ghettos and
barrios, and would be a major blow

against the historically anti-union "city

main concern as "restor[ingl the public's

confidence in our law enforcement” dur-

ing the Rampart police brutality and cor-

ruption probe four years ago.

Meanwhile, black ex-police chief, now
city councilman. Bernard Parks, who is

also running for mayor, is attempting

to portray himself as the enlightened

defender of the black ghetto—this from

the man who presided over the LAPD
killing machine for years. In 1999, when
daily protests took place over the LAPD’s
brutal killing of Margaret Mitchell, a

1 00-pound, mentally ill. black homeless

woman. Parks denounced protesters for

having an "agenda" and for "stereotyp-

ing" the cops as racist! What all these

capitalist politicians represent. Democrat
and Republican, from the mayor on
down, are the interests of (heir class—the

bosses who own the means of production.

The police and Border Patrol are an inte-

gral part of the capitalist slate—the appa-

ratus of repression against the working

class by the capitalist rulers—which at its

core consists of the army, the courts, the

prisons and the cops.

In the two weeks since the LAPD beat-

ing of Miller, many references have been

made to the brutal beating of Rodney
King by cops, whose acquittal sparked

the 1992 L.A. upheaval. With the mayor
facing an election next year and the

LAPD operating under a federal consent

decree as a result of the Rampart scandal,

the city’s rulers have been nervously

working overtime to prevent any mass
response of outrage. To that end, Mayor
Hahn quickly appointed a "committee of

community leaders" in the wake of the

LAPD beating of Miller so that "the com-
munity [will| be able to be informed at

every step in the process." Through this

committee, composed largely of black

front men for the racist rulers, these rep-

re.scntatives from "respectable" black

organizations such as the Urban League
and the NAACP are assisting in dousing

any expressions of outrage by (he masses.

Also lending his hand as a fireman is

cynical hustler Al Sharpton. fresh from

his run in the Democratic Parly pri-

maries, Appearing briefly at a South-

Central meeting on June 28 culled in

protest against Miller’s beating. Sharpton

stayed just long enough to call for a

"federal law on police conduct” and
"national standards of policing"! Perhaps

the reason Reverend Sharpton hightailed

it out of South-Central before anyone
from the audience could get to the mike
IS because he realized that people there

understand there is a national standard of

policing, enforced by none other than an

avowed admirer of the Confederacy.

Attorney General John Ashcroft! Among
(he speakers from the floor that night

was a spokesman from the Spartacist

League, who said in part;

"There is no such thing as reforming or

rehabilitating the police. Civilian review

boards, sensitivity training, hiring more
black, minority and female cops—none
of this will change u thing because cops

are an instrument for repres.sion of all

the working class. A little bit of punish-

ment for a few cops i.s not going to

change anything. The courts aren't going
to change anything—they're the same
capitalist courts that locked up Geronimo
Pratt and Mumia Abu-Jamal. It's only
the abolition of this racist, capitalist sys-

tem that will bring an end to police ter-

ror It's the multiracial working cla.ss that

has the power to shut down this city, to

protest cop terror and brutality in a
demonstration that would really cut across

all the racial divisions in Los Angeles. But
it’s the Democrats, like Al Sharpton and
(Congresswomanl Maxine Waters, who
do everything they can to prevent that.

We can’t have illusions in the Democrats
or Republicans, that they will ever

defend any of our interests, What we
need is a multiracial revolutionary party

of the working class that will fight with

class struggle means and overthrow capi-

talism with a socialist revolution."B

view in the July issue of Playboy, Moore
advises that the U.S. should “Hire the

Israelis to find Osama and kill him.”

Moore ridicules Bush for going after

the wrong people—harmless peaceniks

and a guy in a gym who was critical

of Bush—and demonstrates that Bush
doesn’t even take his own terrorist warn-
ings seriously by showing the comically
sub-skeletal police force assigned to keep
Oregon's serene coastline “safe." But in

doing so. Moore implicitly gives credence

to the capitalists' xenophobic framework
of national security Take his intimations

that the Saudis control some 7 percent of
the American economy and were there-

fore able to escape scrutiny following

September 1 1. To begin with, it’s a joke

to think that American imperialism

answers to the Saudi royal family. More
importantly, by saying nothing about the
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witchhunt against Arabs and Muslims in

the U.S.. Moore plays into the still ram-

pant government-led chauvinism that all

Arabs are potential terrorists who need to

be watched

While we're on the topic of state

repression, we can’t let pass Moore’s
disgusting statement in his book Dude.
Where's My Coimtry'* that black journal-

ist and former Black Panther Mumia
Abu-Jamal "did indeed kill that cop,"

Moore willfully ignored the overwhelm-
ing evidence proving the innocence of
this fighter against black oppression, pul

on death row in a transparent frame-up
targeting him for his political views. This
is the type of repression that the govern-
ment wants to seriously escalate. On a

case that touches America’s racist core,

this statement is like a pledge of loyally

to the racist capitalist order.

Fahrenheit 9/1! features a number
of scenes focusing on the impact of
war on black people in America: Lila

Lipscomb’s story, the Marine recruiters

prowling a mull parking lot looking lor

young black recruits, and the group of
young black men who all raise hands
when asked who has a friend or relative

fighting in Iraq, These sequences power-
fully evoke the economic draft, where it

is those who are most ground down by the

structural poverty and racial oppression

of this profit-driven society who end up
on the front lines of their oppressor’s

wars. Moore evokes sympathy for the

plight of these working and oppressed

youth sent off to do imperialism’s dirty

work. Many, including Moore, take this

to argue that those who oppose the war

should "support the troops.” But Iraq is a

clear case where it is necessary to take a

side, and not the side of the U.S. or those

doing its fighting—every blow struck

against the American occupation forces is

a blow struck against the enemy of work-

ers and the oppressed all over the world,

including in the U.S.

The capitalists’ timeless lie that there

is a "national unity" must be smashed. It

is essential to drive home the point that a

vote for the Democrats is a vole for a

democratic facade to the "war on terror"

and the occupation of Iraq, which they

will continue not because they’re spine-

less. but because the Democrats are

devoted to the capitalist system. Moore’s
proposed solution cannot change this

reality, and more to the point, his popu-

lism. his identification with the Ameri-
can on the street, his aw areness of racism

make him especially efl'ective in mobiliz-

ing support for the Democratic Party in

a way that the Democrats cannot do

for themselves. This counteracts exactly

what is most pressing—a political break

with the capitalist framework, and there-

fore the Democratic Party.

There is a force that can change
things—the multiracial working class, the

collective producers who have both the

power and the need to remake society

based on production for need rather than

profit, and thereby lay the basis for oblit-

erating class and therefore inequality

from history. The fight to unleash that

power is the fight for a workers party that

IS independent of the capitalist parlies and
based on a policy of class struggle—the

mobilization of its power through strikes

and other work actions—in defense of

itself, blacks, immigrants and all (he

oppressed toward ultimately smashing

the existing state power. While powerful

in many ways. Fahrenheit 9/U expresses

a worldview all too common among
workers and leftist youth today—that

workers are good people who form a

potentially powerful voting bloc as vic-

tims of a corporate-dominated system.

The key to human liberation is to under-
stand the working class as a class with
power, the force for change. The working
class and oppressed can't elect capital-

ism out of office. We need a workers
revolution.
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CONTROVERSY...WHAT CONTROVERSY?

A Marxist Review
by Aman Singh

Michael Moore's powerful new docu-

meniary, rahrenlwii 9/H. offers a rare

eommodily in this era of stage-directed

"reality”—a dose of truth, conveyed in

human terms. Its images of mangled Iraiji

limbs and mutilated babies are rare

glimpses of what happens on the receiv-

ing end of America's bombs. Where

much of America sees either a faceless

"enemy” or faceless benellciaries of

American "liberation.” Moore gives voice

to human victims, as in the Baghdad

woman In agoni/.ed rage over the Ameri-

can military's murder of her family, or

the family terrorized by U.S. troops on

Christmas Eve. A black man in Flint.

Michigan, sees images of war-tom Bagh-

dad and remarks. "There's parts of Flint

that look like that, and we am t even been

in a war." Wrenching stories like that of

Lila Lipscomb, whose son's death in Iraq

convinced her of the depravity of the Iraq

war. go untold by the mass media.

The lllm's resonance across the coun-

try has been intense. It set the record for

the highest-grossing opening weekend in

documentary film history. It has caught

the attention of Bush's right-wing keep-

ers. and for good reason: Moore's raw tal-

ent as a propagandist perhaps best comes

through in his portrait of the dim and

banally monstrous George W. Bush, who
plays golf and vacations while thousands

of Iraqi people and hundreds of Ameri-

can troops die at his command. Fearing

this, the Republican-beholden Disney

corporation refused to distribute the film,

which was subsequently given an R rat-

ing to deter most teenagers from seeing

it. (Moore points out that this prevents

those who could soon be drafted from

seeing exactly what they might be doing

in the armed forces.) A small group of

prominent Republicans calling them-

selves Move America Forward has cam-

paigned to intimidate theaters from

showing the film; a parallel group called

Citizens United filed a complaint with

the Federal Election Commission to ban

advertising for it.

But there's a problem. From the point

of view of changing the reality that

Moore powerfully depicts. Fahrenheit

9/1! is fundamentally defective. It is a sad

comment on the state of American leftist

political consciousness to witness the

spectacle of audiences rightfully agitated

by Bush’s deadly war. intlamed by the

sinister Patriot Act. disgusted by the

Democrats’ pathetic one-ness with the

White House, who then come out of the

theater all pumped up and ready to. ..reg-

ister voters. But that has indeed been all

the rage. And that was exactly Moore's

intent; he has stated that “It's my personal

aim that Bush is removed from the White

House" {New York Tunes, 24 June), add-

ing that he hoped the film would "inspire

people to get up and vote in Novem-

ber" because "We cannot leave this to

the Democrats this time to f—k it up

and lose" (London Guardum, 17 May).

Moore's perspective is one shared by

many, particularly thtise who have been

out on the streets dcmonsiraling against

the "war on terror. " that Kerry and the

Democrats arc nothing to gel excited

about, but that .they nevertheless deserve

support, however critical, because Bush is

so damn intolerable. Behind this "anybody

but Bush " enthusiasm is a fundamentally

liberal—and dangerous—view of Ameri-

can democracy.

Moore's vignette on the chicanery

around the 2()()() elections is compelling.

He casts a spotlight on black oppression

in the footage of black Congressional rep-

resentatives rising in the Senate to protest

the disenfranchisement of black voters

and the fraudulence oJ Bush's "victory."

only to be ruled out t)f order by an Ai

Gore unwilling to fight for his election

victory because to do so would highlight

capitalist America's disregard for black

people and undermine the legitimacy of

the imperial presidency. That nothing

changed shows exactly why the black

Democrats are kept around—to head off

outrage and revolt against this racist, cap-

italist order, particularly among black

Americans, whenever it breaks out.

Moore believes that the American peo-

ple have been betrayed by a small clique

of reactionary thieves tthe Bush adminis-

tration and its corporate network) and

a few spineless Democrats. In other

words, he thinks it's Bush & Co. who
have violated a national unity that must

be restored based on the sensibilities of

the common people. In his words, a

Democratic victory brings us a step

closer to getting "this country back in the

hands of the majority" {New York Times.

24 June). But there is and can be no
national unity because this society is

divided into social classes with mutually

hostile interests. The whole of society

continued on page 10

La Migra, LAPD Terrorize Latinos, Blacks

Los Angeles
The past few weeks have seen massive Border

Patrol roundups of Latino immigrants in .Southern

California. From June 4 to June 15 alone, over 400
people were detained by a recently formed 1 2-man
“Mobile Patrol Group" in neighborhood sweeps
near immigrant shopping centers, bus stations,

churches, schools and other public places in Onta-

rio. Corona. Escondido and the .San Diego area,

striking fear into the entire immigrant Latino com-
munity. Terrorized parents, fearful of being sepa-

rated from their children, have stayed home and
kept their children out of school. Stores and shop-

ping centers have been empty. Many are afraid to

drive or take public transit for fear of being slopped.

Mexican president Vicente Fox. visiting the U.S. at

the time, sent a formal diplomatic protest against the

roundups to the U.S. government. Racist anti-

immigration forces, mobilized in pan by right-wing

talk radio such as the "John and Ken Show." have

harassed the offices of immigrant rights organ-

izations like the Mexican American Legal Defense

continued on page U
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Peter Holdernees

Spartacists join June 26 immigrant rights march in downtown L.A. against Border Patrol raids.
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Break with the Democrats! For a Workers Party!

OeCrow/Newsday

9/11 Commission Report:

Blueprint for State Repression

This summer’s cynical media circuses,

the Democratic and Republican national

presidential conventions, have a sinister

overlay, as the Homeland Security depart-

ment decreed both "special security

events." These red-white-and-blue capital-

ist spectacles—whose platforms are non-

binding, whose delegates decide nothing,

and whose nominees, John Kerry and
George Bush, are predetermined—are

surrounded by massive state surveillance.

Inside the Democratic National Conven-

tion (DNC), it looked a lot like a Repub-
lican rally, as after the liberals pushed the

“anybody but Bush” line all year, what

they got was a candidate trying to out-

Bush Bush in flag-waving tough-cop
rhetoric. John Kerry promptly embraced
the 9/11 Commission Report, with its

appalling bipartisan proposals to ratchet

up state repression, stating on July 27. "!

will and I can wage a more effective war
on terror than George Bush."

As U.S. forces continue their cruel and
ruthless occupation of Iraq, the Demo-
crats call only for more domestic repres-

sion and a stronger military. They are no
"lesser evil." but the partner party of the

Republicans in administering capitalism,

only with a facade of being "uniters” of all

Americans. They just lie through their

teeth about caring for blacks, women and
working people, then they stick the knife

into them. We working-class socialists

say: U.S. out of Iraq now! Break with the

Democrats! Build a workers party to fight

for socialist revolution!

For the DNC in Boston, armed Coast
Guard boats patrolled the harbor and 40
miles of road were shut down, while a

Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome razor-

wire steel cage outside the Fleet Center
—the "free speech zone"—was sensibly

ignored by most protesters. In New York
City, elderly residents near Madison
Square Garden are being warned to slay

indoors and stock up on supplies for the

duration of the Republican invasion,

while organizers of the main protest are

being shunted to the shadeless and bar-

ren West Side Highway, ordered to stay

off the grass in Central Park. Sheepishly,

United for Peace and Justice leaders are

not fighting this, not even going to court,

though the right to free speech and polit-

ical protest in Manhattan’s largest public

park is a basic First Amendment right.

Repeatedly pumping the fear factor of

another terrorist attack, as the Bush
administration does every time it feels a

political threat, the Homeland Security

department even toyed with postponing

the entire election! Newsweek (19 July)

exposed Homeland Security head Tom
Ridge’s crass ploy, reporting that he

asked the Justice Department’s Office of

Legal Counsel (the same crew advising

Bush he could torture at will) to look into

shutting down the elections in case of a

terrorist attack. A strange new agency, the

"U.S. Election Assistance Commission,"
asked Ridge to seek emergency legisla-

tion from Congress empowering Home-
land Security to postpone the election in

order to "secure the election" in the

words of a Homeland spokesman—like

"burning the village in order to save it”

during the Vietnam War.

As for the Democrats, their national

convention was an orgy of flag-waving

patriotism showcasing veterans of past

U.S. wars, with Kerry’s Vietnam combat
role being played to the max. His subse-

quent involvement in antiwar protests

was carefully obscured. "We are a nation

at war." Kerry said in his address, prom-

ising, "1 will build a stronger American
military." Watching Kerry’s publicity film

with its mawkish sentimentality, mesmer-
izing Spielberg Hollywood touches, and
the glittering river wake of Kerry’s patrol

boat, you’d have thought the Mekong
Delta was in the “American heartland.”

We say that it was a very good thing for

the workers of the world that the U.S. was
defeated in its dirty imperialist war in

Vietnam by the heroic Vietnamese work-

ers and peasants! Today we defend Viet-

nam. as well as Cuba. North Korea and
China, against U.S. imperialist threats, as

workers stales ripped out of the hands
of capitalism, despite their bureaucratic

deformations.

The "anybody but Bush” sentiment

pushed by liberals, and pandered to by the

reformist left, means that working people

and young activists opposed to the war
and occupation of Iraq and the diminution

of democratic rights carried out in the

name of the "war on terror" are being told

to vote for Kerry. The Bush administra-

tion has seized on the September 1

1

attacks to ratchet up repression at home
and abroad- But in this they are not in any

way challenged by the Democrats, who
are merely trying to sell themselves to the

bourgeoisie as more effective implemeni-
ers of Bush’s policies. The only road for-

ward for working people is the struggle to

build a workers party to get what they

need, a workers government.

The mass media as well as Republi-
cans depict the DNC’s militarist theme

New York City cop from the heavily
armed Hercules “anti-terrorism” unit

stakes out Wall Street.

as so much electoral rhetoric. But the

notion that Kerry is actually a sheep who
has temporarily donned wolf’s cloth-

ing—a view pushed by both Democratic
Party liberals and Republican rightists—
is profoundly wrong. As a representative

of the American capitalist class, Kerry is

sincere in maintaining that he could

direct the U.S. armed forces more effec-

tively than his Republican rival. Kerry

calls for upping total U.S. troop strength

by 40.000 men. and not just because he

thinks saying that will help win the elec-

tion. Significant elements of the Ameri-
can ruling class (including within the

Pentagon) now view the takeover of Iraq

as a very costly mistake for which they

blame Bush. Their problem is that to just

pull out would be seen as a humiliating

defeat for the self-proclaimed "world’s

only superpower."

Down With the Neocolonial
Occupation of Iraq!

On July 9. the Senate Intelligence

Committee released a 511-page "Report

on the U.S. Intelligence Community’s
Prewar Intelligence Assessments on
Iraq." Even with some 20 percent blacked

out by censors, the report thoroughly

refutes the shoddy, outrageous official

rationales given for the Iraq invasion and
occupation, which have slaughtered an
estimated 13.000 Iraqis in an already dev-

astated land. The U.S. death loll has risen

to over 900. The bipartisan report con-
firmed once again what has been well
known: Saddam Hussein was not an
imminent threat. Iraq did not have chem-
ical and biological weapons. Iraq was

continued on page 12
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Letters

Philippines:

Racist American Imperialism

Forged through Biood and Torture
3 June 2004

Dear Editor,

While George Bush feigns shock and

sheds crocodile tears over the torture of

prisoners in Abu Ghraib, deeming it an

"abhorrent” and an "un-American” deed

of a few “rogue” soldiers, the fact is that

torture and other atrocities inflicted on

nations worldwide, to better subjugate

them, are inherent traits of American

imperialism since its emergence as a con-

tender for world domination toward the

end of the 19th century. In its swift and

easy victory in the Spanish-American

War in 1 898 the U.S. seized Cuba, Puerto

Rico and the Philippines, ushering in

more than a century of imperialist plunder

and freebooting.

The conquest of the Philippines was
not as rapid as the defeat of the Spanish

forces. It took a three-year war of ruthless

and racist extermination by 126.000 U.S.

troops to crush the Filipino nationalist

fighters led by Emilio Aguinaldo. Up to

a million people were massacred in a

heroic uprising that fueled anti-colonial

sentiments in the region. Whole villages

were burned down, Men. women and

children were herded into concentration

camps where many perished of hunger

and disease. Women and girls were sys-

tematically raped. General Jacob Smith,

butcher of the Native Americans massa-

cred at Wounded Knee, ordered his troops

to turn the island of Samar into a “howl-

ing wilderness.” “I want no prisoners. I

wish you to kill and bum, the more
you kill and bum the better you please

me.” Colonel Arthur Lockwood cited the

bible as a Justification for extermination;

“The Almighty destroyed Sodom,” he

declared, "notwithstanding the fact that

there were a few just people in that com-
munity.” A correspondent covering the

war wrote that American soldiers killed

"men. women, children, prisoners and

captives, active insurgents and suspected

people, from lads of ten and up. ..an idea

prevailing that the Filipino was little

better than a dog” who belonged on "the

rubbish heap.” Torture of captives was
rampant. The most infamous torture tech-

nique was the so-called “water cure.” Vast

quantities of seawater were forced down

TROTSKY LENIN

Capitalism and the Concept of Race

A materialist approach to the question of
racial oppression begins with the under-

standing that race is a socially determined

category with no basis in science. Writing in

the early 1950s, veteran Trotskyist Richard

Fraser underlined how racial oppression is

an inherent feature of U.S. capitalism, inher-

ited from the system of chattel slavery. The

forced segregation of black people at the

bottom ofAmerican capitalist society can be

ended only through a workers revolution that

establishes an egalitarian, socialist society.

The revolutions in Britain. America and France stripped away the veil of religion

from knowledge and initiated the age of science and rationalism. Social relations could

no longer be explained by reference to God. So a fake “scientific” explanation of the

social relations of slavery grew up to justify them. This is the actual foundation of the

science of physical anthropology.

Slavery itself was overthrown in the Civil War and Reconstruction. But the needs of
the American capitalists for compulsory agricultural labor in the South remained. A
new semi-capitalistic mode of agriculture grew up in which the semi-slave condition of
the freed Negroes was made permanent by the re-establishment of the social relations

of slavery; color discrimination buttressed by segregation and race prejudice.

Race thus became a fetish of American capitalism, a system of special exploitation

based upon the social relations and customs of a previous mode of production, which
had itself been an abomination to society. Stripped of scientific justification, what then
remains of racel Race is a relation between people based upon the needs of capitalist

exploitation. The race concept in anthropology grew out of the social relations of slav-

ery. It was congealed by the adaptation of these obsolete social relations to the needs of
capitalist production.

The concept of race has now been overthrown in biological science. But race as the

keystone of exploitation remains. Race is a social relation and has only a social reality.

—Richard Fraser. ‘The Negro Struggle and the Proletarian Revolution"
(November 1953), reprinted in Prometheus Research Series No. 3,

“In Memoriam Richard S. Fraser” (1990)
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Drawing conveys
barbarism and

savagery of U.S.

occupation
forces in the

Philippines

following 1898
Spanish-

American War.

the throat of a prisoner. His stomach was
then stepped on so that water shot out

three feet in the air. Most victims did not

live long afterwards. This and other bru-

tal techniques would later be applied by
Washington’s death squad regimes in

Latin America, passed on at the notorious

School of the Americas—more aptly

known as the School of the Assassins—in

Fort Benning, Georgia.

In the southern islands of the Philip-

pines the colonial army was met by a

fierce resistance from the Moro Muslims.

In 1906 U.S. troops carried out what
came to be known as the Moro Massacre,

where at least nine hundred Filipinos,

including women and children, were

trapped in a volcanic crater on the island

of Jolo and shot at and bombarded for

days. Viewing a widely distributed photo

that showed U.S. soldiers overlooking

piles of Filipino dead in the crater.

W.E.B. Du Bois declared in a letter to

Moorfield Storey, president of the Ami-
Imperialist League (and later first presi-

dent of the NAACP). that it was “the most
illuminating thing I have ever seen. I want

especially to have it framed and put upon
the walls of my recitation room to

impress upon the students what wars and
especially Wars of Conquest really

mean.” Commending Leonard Wood, the

general who had carried out the massacre.

Theodore Roosevelt wrote him. “I con-

gratulate you and the officers and men of

your command upon the brilliant feat of

arms wherein you and they so well upheld

the honor of the American flag.”

It was in reference to the Philippines

that Rudyard Kipling coined the racist-

imperialist catchword of the “white man’s

burden.” The U.S. imperial trampling

over the dark-skinned peoples of the

Pacific was justified with an outpouring

of vile racist trash. The Nation railed in

1899 that the annexation of the Philip-

pines. Hawaii and Guam brought under

U.S. jurisdiction a "varied assortment of

inferior races which, of course, could

not be allowed to vote.” Military com-
manders incited their troops for the

slaughter with lynch mob tirades against

the "n s.” Racism was rampant within

the army as Jim Crow laws, codified

by the Supreme Court with the Plessy

decision two years before the war, were

enforced. Four black regiments stationed

in the Philippines were segregated and
black soldiers were barred from “whites

only” restaurants, barbershops and broth-

els. Not surprisingly many black soldiers

solidarized with the embattled Filipino

nationalist fighters. William Simms, a

black soldier, recalled how he was
reproached by a young Filipino boy who
challenged him: “Why don't you fight

those people in America who bum
Negroes, that make a beast of you?” A

NOTICE
Workers Vanguard skips
alternate issues in June,

July and August.

Our next issue will

be dated September 3.

NY Public Library

large number of black soldiers deserted.

Many went over to join the Filipino side.

Famous among them was private David

Fagen, who for two years wreaked havoc

upon the occupying American army.

The reconquesi of the Philippines dur-

ing World War II was a bloody affair in

which whole cities were razed to the

ground and tens of thousands of civilians

died. As soon as Japan had been dis-

lodged from the islands, the U.S. occu-

piers disarmed and crushed the Stalinist-

led Hukbalahap guerrillas who were a

major force in the fight against Japan.

The Philippines was granted formal

independence in 1946. Despite more than

a half century of nominal independence,

the archipelago remains an impoverished

semicolonial vassal of the U.S.

Addressing the Philippines Congress in

October 2003, George Bush, in an omi-

nous warning to the peoples of Iraq,

invoked the Philippines as a model of

U.S.-sponsored "democracy.” True to his

words. Bush appointed John Negroponte

as the new sheriff of Baghdad as of June

30, sending a clear message on how he

intends to run the country. From his days

as a political officer (code name for CIA
agent) in the American embassy in Sai-

gon in the early 1960s to the early 1980s

in Honduras. Negroponte left a trail of

blood, assassinations, kidnappings, tor-

tures and disappearances. “In Honduras
Negroponte exercised U.S. power in ways
that still reverberate throughout that small

country.” wrote Stephen Kinzer. "Most
people who lived or worked in Honduras
during the 1980s saw a nation spiraling

into violence and infested by paramilitary

gangs that kidnapped and killed with

impunity” (New York Review of Books,

20 September 2001). Negroponte was
appointed by the Reagan administration

to turn Honduras into a staging area for

the contra war and a platform for Ameri-
can military maneuvers, to preside over
CIA operations in the region and to shore

up the military dictatorship of general

Gustavo Martinez. In a 1995 four-pan

series the Baltimore Sun detailed the

activities of the notorious CIA-trained

and -supported army unit. Battalion 316,
that kidnapped, tortured and killed hun-
dreds of citizens. Its victims include stu-

dents, union leaders, journalists and col-

lege professors. Shock and suffocation

devices were used in interrogation. “Pris-

oners often were kept naked and. when
no longer useful, killed and buried in

unmarked graves.”

Comradely,

Salah Shami

CORRECTION
The Chicago Labor Black

Struggle League leaflet, “Protest

Chicago Cop Killing of Activist

May Molina!”, reprinted in WV
No. 828 (11 June), mistakenly

stated that Aaron Paterson "spent

17 years on death row.” Paterson

was actually imprisoned for nearly

17 years, and he spent more than

13 years on death row.
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Farouk Abdel-Muhti: 1947-2004
On July 21. Palestinian activist Farouk Abdel-

Muhti died of a heart attack. Detained for nearly two

years as a result of his political activities, during

which time he was beaten and denied essential medi-

cation. Farouk had many years, if not decades, stolen

from his life by the U.S. government. Abdel-Muhti

was speaking at a panel discussion entitled “Deten-

tions and Torture: Building Resistance" at the Phila-

delphia Ethical Society. His speech was pan of a

nationwide tour highlighting his torturous detention,

which ended only months before on April 12. Abdel-

Muhti thanked his supporters for standing by him
throughout his ordeal and advocated continued resis-

tance to imperialism as a clear enemy of humanity.

After he finished, he slumped over until his head

touched the table. He never regained consciousness.

He was three weeks shy of his 57th birthday.

Bom in the Ramallah district of Palestine in 1947

and forced into the role of refugee. Farouk arrived in

the Western Hemisphere in the early 1960s. living at

various times in the U.S. and several Latin American

countries, including Honduras. In the early 1970s he

settled in the New York City area, where he lived until

his abduction by a task force of INS/NYPD maraud-

ers in April 2002—the beginning of his brutally night-

marish detention. Abdel-Muhti had come to the atten-

tion of racist immigration authorities in 1975 and

1995. but they were unable to deport him. since, as a

stateless Palestinian, there was no government that

would accept him.

The actual reason for his detention was his anti-

imperialist activism, especially his history of advo-

cacy for the national cause of the Palestinians and his

opposition to U.S. depredations in El Salvador and

Nicaragua. In October of 1999 he had participated in a

labor/black mobilization, initiated by the Partisan

Defense Committee, that drove the Ku Klux Klan out

of New York. In the immediate month before his

abduction. Farouk had been instrumental in getting

the voices of besieged Palestinians on the airwaves of

FrM AAksw

WBAl. the local Pacifica radio station.

Farouk's detention was 718 days of ghoulish torture.

In an interview with Workers Vanguard after his

release, he described the nine different cockroach- and

rat-infested facilities he was shunted to and from, one

of which was nicknamed "the doghouse" for its unsan-

itary conditions. He talked about the openly fascistic

prison administrators and sadistic guards who beat him

while his hands and legs were pinned to a wall. He was

beaten twice, thrown into solitary confinement for over

eight months and. in January 2003. felt compelled to

participate in a hunger strike calling attention to the

onerous conditions in the Passaic County Jail in New
Jersey. When his leftist literature (including the PDC’s

brief in defense of Jose Padilla) was confiscated in

November 2003. the brutal prison thugs also seized his

prescription medicine for hypertension, arthritis and a

thyroid condition. There can be no doubt that these

hellish conditions criminally undermined Farouk

Abdei-Muhti's health.

Our first response to the news of Farouk ’s death was

shock and grief. We first met Farouk in July of 1999.

when we joined forces to demand the freeing of Kurd-

ish Workers Party leader Abdullah Ocalan. Despite our

political differences, we respected Farouk as a man of

principle and integrity. We were honored when, in the

months prior to his long-overdue release, Farouk

agreed to become a recipient of the Partisan Defense

Committee’s class-war prisoner defense fund. Our

condolences go out to Farouk’s fiancee and compan-

ion. Sharin Chiorazzo. his son.Tariq Abdel-Muhti. and

his close supporters and comrades.

Our second response, of course, is extreme bitter-

ness toward his ruling-class jailers who targeted this

courageous man in their bipartisan, ongoing and

never-ending "war on terror." In a letter from prison

to the PDC on 12 January 2004. Farouk said. "Con-

tinue with that policy of support to freedom for

Mumia Abu-Jamal and all of us prisoners, victims of

the dirty racist conspiracy that the U.S. government is

carrying out. using a brutal police machinery, adopting

the same methods and tactics as the Nazis" (our trans-

lation from the Spanish).

Our final response is one of homage and respect.

Farouk Abdel-Muhti*s struggle forced a federal judge

to agree to his release, calling his situation "Kafka-

esque." This has made it a little harder for the Bureau

of Immigration and Customs Enforcement to indefi-

nitely detain immigrants. Farouk never lost sight that

his struggle was tied to the fate of all the detainees.

And his last breaths were spent urging renewed strug-

gle against imperialism, the scourge of workers and

the oppressed worldwide. While we mourn his death,

we honor the life of Farouk Abdel-Muhti. Free all the

detainees!

Letters

On the Indian Elections
May 21. 2004

To Workers Vanguard:

The victory of the Congress Party last

week has been widely seen within India as

a “second independence” for the coun-

try—a defeat for the forces of commu-
nalist hate and economic liberalization.

The ruling Hindu-nationalist BJP (Bhara-

tiya Janata Party) and its NDA (National

Democratic Alliance) coalition partners

were decisively trounced, especially in

the states of Andhra and Tamilnadu. But

Congress prepared the way for the rise of

the fascists and now promises to continue

their policies “with a human face."

The BJP is the political wing of the

Hindu fascist fraternity called the Sangha

Parivar (Family of Organizations), which

includes, besides the BJP. Bhajarang Dal

(the military wing), Rashtriya Swayam
Sevak Sangh (RSS. the ideological wing).

Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP. the cultu-

ral wing), and Akhila Bharatiya Vidyarthi

Parishad (ABVP. the student wing). The
Sangha Parivar openly preaches hatred

of non-Hindus. In practice it targets Mus-

lims. Sikhs. Christians, and tribals. but

never the Jains or the Parsees who, along

with the Hindu merchant caste of Mar-

waris, make up a large percentage of

the Indian big bourgeoisie. And the Chris-

tians it goes after are untouchables and

tribals who converted in the hope of escap-

ing caste oppression, not the wealthy Syr-

ian Christians of Kerala who are sup-

posed to have been brahmins before they

took Christianity.

The Hindu fascists seek to artificially

cohere a national Hindu identity from

India's prison-house of nations. In power

they pushed Hindu patriotism as they sold

off the country’s state-owned industry to

foreign corporations, busted unions, dis-

mantled what meager government-run

healthcare there had been, and privatized

education. Founded out of the fanatical

movement to demolish the Babri mosque

in 1992. the BJP’s career has been one

long incitement to murder and rape.

Two thousand Muslims were massacred

by Hindu gangs between December 1992

and January 1993 in the aftermath of

the Babri mosque demolition. Again in

March 2002 more than 2000 Muslims

were killed in state-organized pogroms

in Gujarat. In 1998 alone, twenty-five

priests, pastors, and nuns were mur-

dered. twenty-five nuns raped, and eleven

churches or chapels destroyed by the

Bhajarang Dal in their campaign of terror

against Christians (Froniline magazine.

Workers
8 July 2004

Dear Workers Vanguard,

I am writing a short letter on the

national hoopla over Reagan’s death.

On June 10. the day before Reagan

was interred after the orgy of mourning,

I attended a shop gate meeting at my
work location. Most of my workmates

attended the meeting. An announcement

was read about a day of mourning for

Reagan on the following day, Friday,

June 1 1. Workmates were given a com-
pensatory day which they can take up
until April 30. 2005. In my depart-

ment. which is essential and geared

towards serving the public, most workers

went to work on the day Reagan was

interred.

The union shop chairman asked for

questions and I raised my hand. I said

that many workmates remember that Rea-

gan was no hero of the working class.

He was a union-buster. A white old-timer

January 1999). In 1999 they locked the

Christian missionary Graham Stein and

his two young sons in their jeep and set

fire to it, roasting them alive in broad day-

light. In 2002. in the name of the BJP’s

anti-untouchable and anti-Muslim "cow

protection" campaign, a Hindu mob
lynched five untouchables in the presence

of police for skinning a dead cow scav-

enged from the roadside. And in Kashmir

the BJP carried on the Indian govern-

ment’s policy of atrocities against the

Muslim population: last year alone more

than 2500 Kashmiris were killed by

Indian security forces. In 1998 the BJP
government provoked Pakistan by con-

yelled "PATCO!" I continued that it was

Reagan who “changed welfare as we
know it” and that it was the Demo-
crat Clinton who signed these changes

into law. A female worker yelled,

"That’s right, brother!” I continued that

Reagan was an enemy of working people

around the world and talked about the

invasion by American forces into tiny

Grenada. Lastly I mentioned that it took

Reagan seven and one half years into

his presidency to mention the word
AIDS after so much cruel devastation in

the community.

After the meeting one worker asked

me if I was opposed to the Reagan holi-

day. My initial impulse was to go to work

on "Reagan Day" as an act of defiance.

After consideration. I realized that this

was wrong, I replied "Absolutely not! As

a matter of fact, we need more holidays!"

Several others approached me to talk

about the invasion of Grenada, the ruin

ducting nuclear tests, declaring. "India

now has the Hindu bomb."

Until 1991 India relied on aid from the

Soviet Union to maintain a large public

sector. This is why some people thought

of India as socialist. In truth there was as

much socialism in Nehru and his Con-

gress as there is butter in butternut

squash. Since the capitalist counterrevolu-

tion in the Soviet Union, the Indian bour-

geoisie has been forced to open the coun-

try to all-out imperialist exploitation.

In the forefront of the drive to privatize

the Indian economy has been N. Chandra

Babu Naidu. who until last week was

chief minister of the state of Andhra

Pradesh (although he preferred to be

called its "CEO"). Naidu, an important

coalition partner of the BJP. assiduously

continued on page 13

and suicides of farmers because of Rea-

gan’s policies on agriculture. A work-

mate talked about Reagan's racist code

words, for example “states’ rights” and

about the federal government saying to

the racist reactionaries that they can ride

roughshod over blacks.

A female worker mentioned that the

welfare changes wreaked havoc in the

inner cities, putting many single mothers

and their children among the home-

less population. She also contrasted the

company’s quick approval of the Reagan

day as a holiday with their intransi-

gence regarding MLK Day. The discus-

sions after the meeting also revolved

around the anti-Sovietism of Reagan, the

Cold War, the Iran-Contra scandal and the

colonial occupation of Iraq.

All of the conversations showed the

palpable disdain that workers had for

Reagan and his policies.

A Transit Worker

3

Hated Ronald Reagan
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Socialist Revolution!
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Spartacist banner at rally In support of busing and school integration, Boston
Common. 1974.

We print below a forum, slightly

editedfor publication, given by com-

rade Don Alexander of the Sparta-

cist League/V.S. Central Committee

at a regional educational in New
York Cits' on April 3.

PART ONE

1 had to take a little time off in pre-

paring this talk to keep from getting

too involved in it. and comrade

Karen and I went to hear a Southern

liberal academic, who had written a

book on the history of intermarriage

m the U.S., particularly the striking

down of the laws on the books that

culminated in the 1967 Loving case.

It was a quite interesting talk, a lot of

anecdotes. In listening to his presen-

tation. I noticed that the words “slav-

ery.’' “segregation.” “racism" weren't

mentioned once. That’s a pretty tall

task in America, especially when
you're talking about black-white

intermarriage, because it’s really the

question of the persistence of caste.

They can’t deal with it. It really goes

to the heart of this racist capitalist

system. He was a rather charming

gentleman, as they say.

There is a lot of taJk today about

multiculturalism, diversity, whiteness and

“racialized subjects” and other liberal jar-

gon that essentially attempts to erase the

centrality of anti-black racism and black

oppression in racist capitalist America.

Recently, in preparing this talk, 1 read

something professor Barbara Fields of

Columbia University wrote. She was one
of the few professors who endorsed our

rally at Columbia against the Conserva-

tive Club's anti-affirmative action "bake

sale.” She made the point that all of

these academic types are talking about

"whiteness" and all this stuff—how the

Irish became white—but they never talk

about how "African and African-Caribbean

immigrants became black.” 1 thought that

was a very interesting comment.

The Spartacist League has consistently,

over the years, fought for a class-struggle

program for black liberation as an insep-

arable part of the fight for the emancipa-

tion of labor from capitalist exploitation.

Our program flows from a Marxist under-

standing of the nature of class society, of

the role of class struggle as a motor force

of history and the necessity of working-

class rule. Capitalists like to dress up

their rule in terms of general abstract slo-

gans. pretending that they represent the

“general will,” the “people” and the like.

But in fact, they have an executive com-
mittee that runs their affairs to perpetuate

their brutal class rule, and that's called

the state. This hideously oppressive and

unequal society has perfected the machin-

ery of deception and repression. There’s

a huge mountain of lies claiming that

the U.S. is an "open society.” a shining

beacon of democracy where there are no

classes and everybody is either in the

middle class or becoming middle class,

and where racism has largely been elimi-

nated through civil rights laws, which

have leveled the playing field. I know that

if I keep on going in this vein you’ll run

me out of here, because it does make your

blood boil.

If you read our publications. Workers

Vanguard, Black History, Women and
Revolution (which continues to be incor-

porated in Workers Vanguard and Sparta-

cist), you’ll see that we apply a revolu-

tionary program to fight against national,

sexual, racial and all oppression because

that is part of our fight for world socialist

revolution. In particular, when we raise

the slogan for black liberation through

socialist revolution, it sums up our strate-

gic tasks. It encapsulates our fight for a

third American revolution, a workers rev-

olution that will put an end to this very

brutal, decadent and violent ruling class.

The realization of the age-long dream of

black freedom, that is, the complete

smashing of the color bar. can only occur

through the revolutionary overthrow of

capitalism. This means confronting the

unfinished business of the Civil War—
finishing the Civil War. which was a

social revolution that destroyed slavery;

but the social relations of anti-black rac-

ism were incorporated into the capitalist

mode of production.

I want to cite part of what the veteran

Trotskyist Richard Fraser wrote, in par-

ticular in his lectures of November 1953.

"The Negro Struggle and the Proletarian

Revolution.” We had a comment about

comrade Fraser when we put out the bul-

letin. “In Memoriam Richard S. Fraser”

(Prometheus Research Series No. 3 [
1 9901).

We wrote that

"Although he was hampered by little

formal scholarly (raining, his Marx-
ist understanding and his broad

experience in militant struggles with

black workers sharpened his insight

into the lessons of history. Hi.s dedi-

cated study sprang from his convic-

tion that in order to forge a program
for black liberation, it is necessary

to study the social forces that

created the American institution of

racial oppression.... To Fraser, under-

standing the roots of black oppres-

sion in the United States was no
armchair activity; he carried his the-

ory of Revolutionary Integration

into struggle.”

And that's really a very appropriate

introduction to what I have to say.

We often quote Karl Marx's state-

ment that “Labor cannot emancipate

itself in the white skin where in the

black it is branded.” Fraser argued

against the prevailing liberal ideol-

ogy of his day that “prejudice” is the

root of black oppression. He said:

“The racial division of society was
bom with capitalism and will die

only with the death of this last sys-

tem of exploitation. Before capi-

talism there was no race concept.

There was no skin color exploita-

tion, there was no race prejudice,

there was no idea of superiority and
inferiority based upon physical

characteristics.

“It was the advent of Negro chattel slav-

ery in the western hemisphere which first

divided society into races. In a measure
the whole supremacy of western capital-

ism is founded upon this modem chattel

slavery. The primary accumulation of
capital which was the foundation of the

industrial revolution was accrued largely

from the slave trade."

This was written in 1953 and is a pow-
erful scientific, materialist analysis that

has stood the test of lime. It is panicu-

larly important because we hear this new-
fangled stuff about how race is somehow
a “socially constructed category.” Fraser

also talked about how race was “socially

constructed” and noted that as a biologi-

cal category, race doesn’t exist. But he
emphasized the unique racial oppression

of the American black population, the

stigmatization of skin color, which was a

product of the system of chattel slavery

and was grafted onto the subsequent cap-

italist system.

Black Oppression and
Capitalist Society

What are we fighting for? You have to

look at the situation in this country where
there is not a class-conscious proletariat

today. The proletariat has yet to declare

its political independence from the parties

of the capitalist ruling class, thanks to

the multiple betrayals of the reformists in

this country, the petty-bourgeois liberal

spokesmen for the black masses and.

especially, the pro-capitalist trade-union

bureaucracy, which works overtime to

derail any serious struggle.

It was over one hundred years after

the Civil War that black people got the

right to vote, and today black former
prisoners have to fall on their knees

before Florida governor Jeb Bush to beg
for their rights back. This is a reflection

of the fact that under capitalism, demo-
cratic rights are reversible and that every

step of the way we have to fight.

The class divisions in this society are

increasingly sharp and hard to paper over.

Therefore, the lies become more brazen

and the repression more severe. The U.S.

$1.50 (72 pages) $7.00 (108 pages, includes postage)
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mobilize the power of the multiracial

working class—the only class in society

which, because of its unique, strategic

role in production, can smash this rac-

ist capitalist system and establish in

its place a collectivized, planned social-

ist economy that produces for human
need and not for profit. This will take a

fight to forge a revolutionary leadership

of the working class that stands at the

head of the struggles of all the oppressed

and exploited-

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries,

in the posi-Civil War post-Reconstniction

period, you had a certain conservative

black leader. Booker T. Washington, who
came out openly for segregation, aban-

doning the fight for social equality. His

rise to national prominence came in Sep-

tember 1895 when he delivered a speech

at Atlanta’s Cotton Slates and Interna-

tional Exposition. Basically, his speech

told black people to stay “in their place.”

Here is what Washington asserted that

black people are;

"The most patient, faithful, law-abiding,

and unresentful people that the world has

seen.... In ail things that are purely social

we can be as separate as the fingers, yet

one as the hand m all things essential

to mutual progress.... The wisest among
my race understand that the agitation

of questions of social equality is the

extremest folly....”

Now. the black nationalists today are

cut out of the same cloth. Their bankrupt,

petty-bourgeois program of “self-help"

and black capitalism is pushed to line

their own pockets and defend their own
class interests against the ghetto poor. It

tells the masses to accept tiie racist status

quo. a product of centuries of racist

oppression, and to slay in their so-called

place. The Million Man March, organized

in 1995 by the black-separatist, anti-

woman. anti-Semitic bigot Louis Far-

rakhan and the Nation of Islam, stood in

imperialists say that those who are resist-

ing the imperialist occupation ot Iraq

simply don't want to see that freedom

has taken root. If you're standing in an

employment line here with no prospects

for a job in sight—which is the fate of

millions—this will sound pretty hollow

because these sweet-sounding words of

"freedom," “equality" and “democracy"

are coming out of mouths of the parasitic

ruling class of the most brutal imperialist

murderers in history. No. what they mean
by “freedom" is the right to starve and to

have their boots ground into your face.

We hear a lot today about how opportu-

nities are there if you just have the pluck

and the patience to grasp them instead of

whining for a handout. You hear a kinder,

gentler version of this coming from black

capitalist politicians and their mouth-

pieces. who complain that black people

don’t Slick together like other races,

they engage in “self-sabotage." and they

hold each other back. You also hear the

N-word. which lends legitimacy to this lie

of black inferiority and is a reflection of

its internalization. This scapegoating of

the oppressed black masses in the name
of "black power" or "black pride” is a

reflection of petty-bourgeois contempt

for the poor and oppressed. It is also an

expression of the fact that today the black

population, no less than the while popu-

lation. is increasingly class-divided— in

fact, even more so in terms of income

and other inequalities within the black

population.

Recently. I read a comment made by a

Howard University black student who
attended the commemoration of the forti-

eth anniversary of the March on Washing-

ton where Martin Luther King Jr. gave his

"I Have a Dream" speech—an event that

Malcolm X correctly dubbed the "farce

on Washington." What she had to say

was, perhaps, typical of a certain train of

thought: "We are tired of the struggle for

equality and we are tired of the struggle

for integration.... If the response is posi-

tive. we must organize. If the response is

negative, we must organize."

This despairing tone is a product of the

utter absence of any militant black lead-

ership today and the failure of liberal

iniegralionist programs. It is understand-

able, but it must be combatted. Consider

who spoke at the rally, and you can

understand this. Among others, there was

the quintessential political hustler, black

Democrat A1 Sharpton. He railed against

the Bush administration, saying that the

checks sent to black America have

bounced and are coming back marked

“insufficient funds.” You also had Mar-

tin Luther King III preaching a "rev-

olution at the ballot box" in 2004—in

other words, vote Democrat. These pro-

capitalist hustlers have time and again

led anti-racist struggles into the pigsty of

bourgeois electoralism and lesser-evilism

precisely at the moment when record

numbers of black and Latino youth are in

jail—when, as one writer describes it. the

ghetto and the prisons are on a contin-

uum. In sharp counterposition, we fight to

Norfolk, Virginia longshoremen march against segregation, for school busing
In 1983. Labor movement must champion black rights.

Spartacist supporter tore down Confederate flag of slavery and Klan terror at San Francisco Civic Center, 1984.

Right; Up to 50,000 demonstrators turned out in January 2000 to demand removal of Confederate flag from Columbia,

South Carolina statehouse.

this retrograde tradition. No wonder that

march met with favor from Bill Clinton's

White House. It was an appeasement of

the capitalist exploiters. Meanwhile, the

jails are filled with American capitalism's

victims, the so-called "surplus popula-

tion" of black and Latino youth. In New
York City alone, nearly one out of two

black men is unemployed. In the entire

country. 40 percent of black children live

in poverty. Black women are the fastest-

growing victims of the AIDS epidemic.

This is a society characterized by unprec-

edented. truly monstrous class divisions.

This is the reality of color-caste oppres-

embolden world history’s most mon-
strous imperialist power.

The Class-Struggle Road
to Black Freedom

Under capitalism—the system of pri-

vate ownership of the means of produc-

tion. in which the workers have only their

labor power to sell as a commodity—

a

handful of capitalists are the dominant

economic class. So it’s futile to appeal to

the nonexistent conscience and morality

of the ruling class. It is not now and never

has been in their interests to have a soci-

ety based upon genuine peace, plenty and

Tallahassee,
Florida;

Black voters
protest

disenfran-

chisement
in 2000

presidential

election.

sion. It is not negated by the partial recon-

figuration of this caste with the growth of

a black middle class, which finds out very

quickly that there is an invisible, but very

real, glass ceiling.

It is sickening to hear Colin Powell and

other representatives of the U.S. imperi-

alist military, which is soaked from head

to fool in the blood of the oppressed

around the world, talk about how inte-

grated their killing machine is. This was

one of the themes of General Wesley

Clark on the campaign trail—especially

in front of black audiences. Clark even

had the nerve to say that the U.S. Army
integrated the Little Rock, Arkansas high

school in the bloody battle there in 1957.

The truth is otherwise. Dwight D. Eisen-

hower. who was president at the time, had

opposed the desegregation of the armed

forces in 1948. His whole attitude toward

the Brown decision was to never publicly

support it. He made some really gross

comments about overgrown black males

sitting alongside white girls. He sent the

troops into Little Rock to prevent the

black masses from fighting back against

the rampaging white racist mobs.

Right now, it is this same supposedly

integrated imperialist army that has

invaded Iraq and Afghanistan. Its racist,

colonial occupation has spilled the blood

of thousands of Iraqis and Afghans, along

with increasing numbers of Haitians. We
demand that the imperialist troops get

out—and that the UN stay out. The
working class and oppressed here have a

very direct stake in opposing this coloni-

alist occupation which can only further

equality. Theirs is a system of production

for profit and of anarchy resulting in

inevitably recurring economic crises—

a

boom-bust cycle of overproduction of

commodities giving rise to cyclical and

structural unemployment and generalized

impoverishment. Ending this requires a

fight for the abolition of U.S. and world

capitalism through international proletar-

ian revolution.

Our interests lie in common, integrated

class struggle against the racist capitalist

rulers. The Spartacist League stands in

the tradition of the early Communist
International, the Comintern, under Lenin

and Trotsky. Through insistent prodding,

they reoriented the American Communist
Party by uprooting the colorblindness

characteristic of the early socialist move-
ment. That movement had said that it

had “nothing special” to offer to blacks

and that their oppression was an eco-

nomic problem. The Bolshevik Party

under Lenin and Trotsky fought tooth and
nail against this position, and actually

continued on page 6
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Adelfnan/Magnum

Cartoon captures Martin Luther King’s cringing pacifism that

supported brutal repression of 1960$ ghetto explosions. Right;

Malcolm X, June 1963.

Muhammad Speaks

Black
Liberation...
(continuedfrom page 5)

laid the basis for the American Commu-
nist Pany to lead an aggressive fight for

black equality in the late 1920s and early

1930s. James P. Cannon—a founder of

the Communist Party and early leader of

American Trotskyism—wrote his seminal

essay "The Russian Revolution and the

American Negro Movement" in 1959.

five years after the Supreme Court Brown
decision, as that movement was unfold-

ing. He pointed out:

'it i.s customary to attribute the progress

of the Negro movement, and the shift of

public opinion in favor of its claims, to

the changes brought about by the First

World War. But the biggest thing that

came out of the First World War, the

event that changed everything, including

the prospects of the American Negro,

was the Russian Revolution. The influ-

ence of Lenin and the Russian Revo-

lution. even debased and distorted as it

later was by Stalin, and then filtered

through the activities of the Communist
Party in the United States, contributed

more than any other influence from any
source to the recognition, and more or

less general acceptance, of the Negro
question as a special problem of Ameri-
can society—a problem which cannot

simply be subsumed under the general

heading of the conflict between capital

and labor, as it was in the pre-Communist
radical movement."

— The First Ten Years ofAmerican
Communism (1962)

The Spartacist League’s several decades

of efforts and principled struggle to mobi-

lize the wor^ng class in the fight for

black freedom and in the liberation of the

working class as a whole stands in this

tradition and is unique.

As a consequence of the counterrevolu-

tionary destruction of the Soviet Union,

which was a gigantic defeat for workers

and oppressed around the world, the

capitalists have been emboldened to

intensify their attacks against hard-won

gains. It is no mere coincidence that,

beginning In 1991, they have more ener-

getically pushed for the resegregation of

the school system—not that they began

then, but they stepped on the pedjil. There

is no Soviet Union today to embarrass

U.S. imperialism about the endemic

racism which is inherent to this system.

Because of the counterrevolution in the

Soviet Union, consciousness has been

thrown back. And this has been in the

making for a while. In 1983, Jesse Jack-

son, a former leader in King’s Southern

Christian Leadership Conference, helped

knife protests in defense of busing in

Norfolk. Virginia. Coleman Young de-

nounced busing in Detroit when he was
the black Democratic mayor there in

1974. agreeing with the Supreme Court
decision that struck down cross-district

busing of black schoolchildren from the

inner city to the while suburbs. In 1997.

the historically integralionisl NAACP
held a debate that called into question

integration.

Furthermore, this retrogression in con-

sciousness has also affected the so-called

“progressive.” radical black intellectuals

such as Robin Kelley and bell hooks,

along with outright pro-Democralic Party

hip-hop capitalists such as Russell Sim-

mons. Simmons, who slams integration

and also pushes black capitalism, helped

organize a massive rally at City Hall in

June 2003 (some of us sold Workers Van-

guard at it) which was joined by Demo-
crat Andrew Cuomo to call for not end-

ing, but reducing the sentences of the

draconian Rockefeller-era anti-drug laws.

This is the same Cuomo who in the Clin-

ton administration, in the Department of

Housing, actually used the money that

was supposed to go to building new hous-

ing to build prisons in upstate New York.

So they were down there at City Hall sup-

posedly trying to reform these drug laws.

We say: Down with the racist war on
drugs! We are for the decriminalization of

drugs. The so-called New Democrat Clin-

ton escalated the bourgeoisie’s attacks on

the ghettos and barrios “to end welfare as

we know it." expanding the racist death

penalty, and putting about 100.000 more
cops on the streets.

In a recent interview, Simmons spelled

out his program. He said his program is 40
acres and a Bentley. His undisguised hos-

tility to integration is quite understand-

able in that light. This is what he said;

“Economically, some families in our
community had more hnancial stability

during segregation. We had the black

dentist, the black lawyer, the black
teacher. We had jobs. We had things we
had to do for our community and serv-

ices to provide. Integration tore that down.
It damaged our economic stability in our
little communities.... Tliey took all of our
business.”— Henry Louis Gates. America

Behind the Color Line (2(K)4)

Well, first, what jobs? Ghettos are

impoverished hell holes, and in periods of

labor shortage, they used to be some kind

of reserve army of the unemployed—and

I stress used to be. These people are

pushing black capitalism, which is really

about feathering their own nests and flip-

ping a bone to the rest of us.

The so-called "left" black feminist,

bell hooks, harking back to a mythical

golden era of cross-class black unity,

argued:

'That sense of solidariiy was altered by
a class-based civil rights struggle whose
ultimate goal was to acquire more free-

dom for those black folks who already

had a degree of class privilege however
relative. By the late 1960s class-based

racial integration disrupted the racial

solidarity that often held black folks

together despite class difference. Pres-

sured to assimilate into mainstream
white culture to increase their class

power and status, privileged black indi-

viduals began to leave the underprivi-

leged behind, moving into predominantly
white neighborhoods, taking their money
and their industry out of the segregated

black world."
— Where We Stand: Class Matters

(2000 )

Well, this is an utterly fantastic

description of what actually happened.

Some of what she points out, such as

who benefited from the civil rights move-
ment. is true. But the notion that there

was ever in the past, or that there ever

will be in the future, a significant black

capitalist class along the lines of the Car-

negies, the Mellons and the Rockefellers

is utterly fantastic and utopian. Moreover,

there is no such thing as “separate but

equal.” And that’s the point: they have

capitulated to that.

Now, there’s the very voluble left-

nationalist academic Robin Kelley. He rhe-

torically asks. “Integration: What’s Left?"

(Nation, 14 December 1998). He deliber-

ately conflates the struggle for racial inte-

gration with liberal integrationism and
submission to white liberal gradualism:

“Although black civil rights activists had
always emphasized 'desegregation'—the

removal of all barriers that kept black
people from enjoying full access to pub-
lic facilities, decent housing, education

and so on—in most white liberal circles

racial integration came to mean solving

the ‘Negro problem' by bringing black
people into formerly all-white institu-

tions.... The goal was to produce fully

assimilated black people devoted to the

American dream. Sharing power was
rarely pan of the equation."

And what is his program?
"Rather than a new integrationist move-
ment under a left-wing banner. I would
like to see a new. revitalized left launch-

ing a full-scale assault on white privi-

lege

—

a new divestment campaign in

which while people refuse the benefits of
a racist society."

In particular, what Kelley is saying to

the mass of white workers, which of

course happens to be the most numerous
class in this society, is; Prove your com-
mitment for the poor and the oppressed

by voluntarily impoverishing yourself.

This can only reinforce the hold of the

white ruling class upon white workers.

Moreover, if he took that to any picket

line they’d run him out on a rail.

The League of Revolutionary Black

Workers, which was a radical-nationalist

organization in Detroit in the ’70s. had

the opportunity to actually make com-
mon cause with white workers. They
refused to pass out their leaflets to

them. Their program was for more black

foremen, for blacks on the board of

General Motors and the like. Our pro-

gram of revolutionary integration, of

class struggle, cuts across these kinds of

divisive schemes. Our program is to get

rid of class exploitation and the brutal

racial oppression that props it up, not

to pit sections of the oppressed and
exploited against each other so that both

can be conquered. The depth of the polit-

ical bankruptcy is astounding, but not

surprising.

From our inception in the early 1960s

inside the Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
as the Revolutionary Tendency, a left-

wing opposition that fought against that

party’s abandonment of a revolutionary

working-class program, we have empha-
sized common class struggle against a

common class enemy. We say that there

is an alternative to liberal integration-

ism—which favors the gradual absorp-

tion of "deserving blacks.” one by one.

into this system—and pro-Democratic

Party capitalist politics. And that’s the

program of revolutionary integrationism.

the struggle for black liberation through

overturning this racist capitalist system
by linking the struggles of the ghettos to

the organized labor movement under a

class-struggle leadership.
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Berlin: Racist “Anti-Germans” Attack

Mumia Supporters, Immigrants

Krasse-Zeiten

July 10, Berlin: “Anti-Germans" stage racist provocation in Neukdiln immi-
grant district, carrying Israeli and American flags.

We prim below rhe translation of a
leaflet issued July 8 by the Spariakist-

Jugend, youth group of the Spartakist

Workers Party iSpAD), German section

of the International Communist League
(Fourth Internationalist), against the

anti-immigrant provocation threatened

by the sinister so-called "anti-Germans.
”

On July 10. the leaflet was distrib-

uted among the over 200 counterdemon-

strators who mobilized in defense of
the minority and immigrant residents of
Berlin's Neukdiln and Kreuzberg dis-

tricts. outnumbering the pro-lsrael. anti-

immigrant "anti-Germans.
"

Under ihe slogan “Against the anti-

Zionist consensus," the so-called “anli-

Germans" intend to carry out a racist prov-

ocation on July 10 in Hermannplatz. in

the center of Berlin's Neukdiln immigrant

district. Led by the openly pro-imperialist

racists of the "Bahamas Editorial Board,"

they aim to deliver ammunition to the

racist German capitalist state and SPD
(Social Democratic Party] bloodhound

(Interior Minister] Schily for the anti-

immigrant “war on terror." The Bahamas
Internet call, signed among others by
the misnamed “Amifa (anti-fascist] North-

east Berlin.” employs every racist code

word conceivable. The talk there is of

“hate preachers" [Hassprediger], a term

straight out of the new so-called "immi-

gration law" [Zuwanderungsgeseiz] spon-

sored by the “Red'VGreen [SPD/Green
Parly coalition government] and the CDU
(Christian Democrats], under which non-

Germans can be deported based on ver-

bal statements. They fantasize about a

"district militia” in Neukdiln and Kreuz-

berg, which is supposed to have cleared

“Zionist-free zones"—a vile equation

of immigrant neighborhoods with the

“nationally liberated zones.” that is, areas

in which no leftist or immigrant sets foot

out of fear of Nazi terror.

Neukdiln and Kreuzberg are the areas

in Berlin that are labeled so-called “prob-

lem districts” by the capitalist SPD/PDS
(Party of Democratic Socialism] Senate

(local government] because that's where

many TUrks, Kurds, Arabs and other eth-

nic minorities live who are especially

hard hit by massive unemployment and
social cuts. They are precisely the target

of the “anti-Germans," who advise the

cops how to spot Palestinians, for exam-
ple. Arab immigrants in particular were
also the victims of the racist Rasterfahn-

dung [profiling of immigrants] after Sep-

tember 1 1. 2001 carried out by the Berlin

Senate. To stop such walking police traps

as the Bahamas march on July 10, what is

necessary is an integrated mobilization

of trade unionists and immigrants. The
whole point of this march is to mobilize

a much greater threat to the immigrant
community of Berlin than the “anti-

Germans” themselves—the racist German
state. The “anti-Germans” carry out these

provocations precisely in the hope of

inciting justified anger from immigrants
and leftists, and thus giving the cops
another pretext to beat and jail them.

It was just this method that resulted in

one of the incidents that Bahamas gives

as a reason for their march. We did not

witness the incident and must therefore

rely on the statements of those involved.

At the Carnival of Cultures on May 30,

the Action Coalition for Mumia Abu-
Jamal, which is supported by the Revolu-

tionary Communists (RK). took pan with

a float. A young man of immigrant back-

ground was walking next to this float

wearing a T-shin with a Palestinian flag

and red flag, and the words “Anti-Zionist

Action.” an adaptation of the symbol of

the German Communist Party’s "anti-

fascist action" from the early 1930s. For

this, he was heckled and physically

attacked as an “anti-Semite” by severd

"anti-Germans” from the group “Kritik &
Praxis" [K&P].

"Outnumbering him. they attacked the

wearer of said T-shirt Orst verbally and
(hen bodily. After he had repeatedly

demanded that they refrain, and they

however continued the attack, he called

for support. At which point four to five

people, all of non-German background,
rushed to his aid and successfully fended
off the attack."

— Statement of the persons

affected by the reactionary/

Zionist assault at the Carnival

of Cultures. June 2004

The “anti-Germans" did what they do best

and called the cops. The victim (!) of the

attack was brutally arrested—he was
beaten and choked. “After many hours,

the arrested man was released from police

custody with a court proceeding for dan-

gerous bodily harm" (ibid.). Down with

the charges! Self-defense is no crime!

With their charges of anti-Semitism,

the “anti-Germans" seek to portray all

critics of the Zionist Israeli state as tend-

ing toward fascism, in order to provoke
further assaults on them. It wasn't the

fnst time that the T-shirt wearer has been

in the cross hairs of the "anti-Germans.”

At the Day X student demo against the

Iraq war last year, he had half a tooth

knocked out. and at an anti-fascist

demo in Kbpenick on March 13 he

was harassed and threatened by a mob of

some 20 "anti-Germans” because of the

same T-shirt, as reported on Indymedia

(14 March): “Go back to Kreuzberg.

where you come from!” Now K&P com-
plains that this time their victim didn’t

wait for them to knock the rest of his teeth

out. but called for help!

A statement issued shortly afterward

by the "anti-Germans” on the events at

the Carnival began a campaign to isolate

the RK. smearing them as "violent anti-

Semites” and calling to drive them out of

"left structures." There have already been

attempts to exclude the RK from left

demos on the basis of this "anti-German”

smear sheet. The defenders of the T-shirt

wearer have issued a statement denounc-

ing this as lies and distortion, and mak-
ing clear it was their comrade who was
attacked. Now Bahamas gives the events

at the Carnival as pretext for their July 10

provocation. They grossly lump it to-

gether with a recent, actual, anti-Semitic

assault on an Israeli Jew—equating anti-

Semitism with anti-Zionism, just as [For-

eign Minister] Joschka Fischer does, in

this way whitewashing the bourgeoisie

of Auschwitz in the eyes of "demo-
cratic" public opinion! (C)n anti-Semitism

and Zionism, see “Holocaust, 'Collective

Guilt’ and German imperialism." Sparta-

cist (German-language edition] No. 20.

Summer 1998.)

K&P has provided Bahamas with the

"through ball" (like in soccer] for the July

10 march, even if they’re not officially

endorsing the call. In the same way. K&P
and Bahamas worked together in a prov-

ocation against an antifa demo in Ham-
burg on January 31 (see Spartakist No.

154). The Bahamas statement is further

marked by a racist tirade against Mumia
Abu-Jamal, whom they slander as an

“anti-Semite” who calls for the “murder
of Jews." This attack on Mumia. a black

journalist who remains framed up on
death row in the U.S., makes disgustingly

clear that the "anti-Germans” like Baha-

mas have nothing to do with the left. It is

the sort of garbage you’d expect from the

Fraternal Order of Police, the racist cop

brotherhood in Pennsylvania that wants

to see Mumia dead! Bahamas’ haired for

Mumia reflects the hatred of the American
bourgeoisie toward the black population

of iheU.S.

The "anti-German” campaign against

the RK and Mumia’s supporters finds dis-

turbing acceptance and support (implicit

and explicit) among sections of the Auto-

nomes, including those who reject the

open racism and pro-imperialism of Baha-

mas. In a disgusting capitulation before

the racist campaign, the (ex-?) antifa club

K6pi canceled a solidarity concert for

Mumia on June 1 1 because the Action

Coalition for Mumia refused to dis-

tance itself from the "Anti-Zionist Action"

T-shirt. In a statement on the cancella-

tion. Kbpi goes so far as to justify the

"anti-German" assault, saying “Whoever
wears such a symbol, simply risks getting

a beating!”

That leftists would sabotage the de-

fense and solidarity efforts for Mumia is

indeed despicable. He is a courageous

and outspoken opponent of racist and
imperialist oppression. We Spartacists

have actively fought for some 15 years to

make his case known internationally,

above all to mobilize the power of the

working class to demand his freedom. For

background information, see Mumia Abu-
Jamal Is an Innocent Man! (September

2001), which documents his innocence.

Free Mumia! Down with the racist death

penalty!

Other Autonome groups support the

witchhunt against the RK through helping

exclude the RK from antifa and other

coalitions, adding their signatures to

the “anti-German" statement, or simply

through shamefaced silence. In particular,

the Autonomes and leftists who capitulate

before the “anti-German" campaign are

in hysterics over the "anti-German" por-

trayal of the RK as violent “anti-Semites"

and “knifers.” This is because they still

see the "anti-Germans” as part of the

antifa left, and not as what they are

—

violent racists in the service of the bour-

geoisie of Au.schwitz. The “anti-German"

campaign is a perfidiously crafted appeal

to racist prejudices. Like the stale and the

[right-wing] Springer Press, the “anti-

Germans” rail against Arab and Turkish

“street gangs.” We have only contempt

for those who spinelessly capitulate to

such racist demagogy!

As already noted, we don't know all

the details of the events at the Carnival of

Cultures. But we don't need to know
every detail to know what the "anti-

Germans” are, and what their history is!

The “anti-Germans" are no leftists; they

are supporters of the U.S.-led colonial

occupation of Iraq and of Israeli state

terror against the Palestinians. They are

racist handmaidens for the “war on ter-

ror” against the Muslim minority and all

immigrants pursued by the SPD/Green
government. As we exposed in Spartakist.

"anti-German" groups rake in the cash

from the German capitalist slate (‘“Anti-

nationals/Anti-Germans’: Goons for the

SPD/Green Government.” Spartakist No.

152, Fall 2003). They have repeatedly

attacked leftist opponents of Zionist stale

terror. We ourselves were the target of

physical attacks, as "anti-German" goons

attacked two of our events at Humboldt
University a year ago and slandered us as

“anti-Semites.” The Zionists claim that

defending the Palestinians against Israeli

state terror is “anti-Semitic.” What they

particularly hate about us is that our inter-

nationalist position destroys this lie: we
fight for the perspective of Arab-Hebrew
workers revolution against Israel’s capi-

talist rulers. In the framework of capital-

ism, there is no just solution when two
nations, as in Israel/Palestine, lay claim

to one and the same territory. Either the

Zionist bourgoisie oppresses the Palestin-

ians, or the terms of oppression reverse.

On 3 July 2003 we had to interrupt and
move our event because they ignited a

smoke bomb and called the cops. In

response, we campaigned for our self-

defense and for the defense of the left,

appealing to other leftists to oppose such
attacks, and we aggressively exposed the

true character of the "anti-Germans" to

politically isolate them.

As Trotskyists, we have principled

political differences with the Maoist/

Guevarist RK. but we stand for the prin-

ciple of non-sectarian defense within the

left and labor movement. An injury to one
is an injury to all! The “anti-Germans"
are a real threat to leftists and immi-
grants. and we stand for the right of the

RK and others to defend themselves

against attacks by the "anti-Germans." As
can be seen by their pogrom-style call for

the July 10 rally, every time the "anti-

Germans" are successful in pulling off a
provocation, the scope of their targets

broadens: along with immigrants and left-

ists in Neukdiln and Kreuzberg. they also

direct their attacks against the reformist

daily junge Welt and the liberal Green
MP Slrdbele. Down with "anti-German”
attacks against leftists and immigrants!

Stop the witchhunt against RK and sup-

porters of Mumia! Down with the racist

"war on terror"! Full citizenship rights

for all who live here! Defend the Palestin-

iarts against Israeli state terror!U
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Young Spartacus

DNC Protests Tailored for Democrats

Reporter's Notebook from Boston

by Gersbon Brown

The Democratic National Convention

(DNC) served as a publicity blitz and

party for party functionaries, with

scripted-lo-the-minuie speeches deliv-

ered to scripted applause over the strains

of lite-rock. with intermissions for cock-

tails and hobnobbing with Hollywood

stars. For the Democrats, one of the two

central ruling parties of American capi-

talism. the convention authorized their

candidate of choice to command the

bloody U.S. state for the next four years.

For various unsavory and reactionary

groups, from the Scientologists to Falun

Gong to crazed anti-abortionists, it was

an opportunity to present their cause to

the media zoo. But for those intrepid

leftist protesters who came to Boston,

there were random bag checks. Military

Police manning subway stations, police

clad in riot gear swarming thick as bee-

tles and a barbed-wire-ringed police pen

masquerading as a “free speech zone”

—

all under the guise of "public safety” and

a manufactured "terror” hysteria.

The libera! and reformist outfits behind

the DNC protests tried to organize the

relatively small “actions” so as to pose

no real challenge to or break from

the Democrats in keeping with the “Any-

body but Bush” sentiment. In fact,

the protests were largely designed as

attempts to channel outrage at the repres-

sive imperialist policies of American cap-

italism into lowest-common-denominator

pro-Democratic Party politics.

Democratic Party Congresswoman
Maxine Waters was scheduled to speak to

Sunday's ANSWER rally against the U.S.

occupation of Iraq. On Tuesday, the sec-

ond day of the convention. "Billionaires

for Bush” led a march to the Republi-

can headquarters. Dennis Kucinich, who
had endorsed Kerry the previous week,

appeared back outside the convention to

rally against the destruction of civil liber-

ties on Wednesday. By Thursday. Waters

and Kucinich were slated to be in the

midst of cheering crowds at the Fleet

Center as John Kerry invoked his military

past and promised the recruitment of

40.000 more U.S. troops.

Nader to the Socialist
Movement: Drop Dead
The Friday before the DNC. Spartacisl

League and Spartacus Youth Club com-
rades swung by a Ralph Nader campaign
stop at Harvard University. In a halting

introduction to Nader, a Socialist Alter-

native (SAltj member expressed great

hope in a “movement” surrounding this

capitalist politician and almost apolo-

getically managed to tack on a brief

addendum that, in his. y’know, personal

opinion, he'd like to see a movement
against capitalism emerge from the cam-

paign. Fat chance! Behind typical "we
the people” rhetoric. Nader has courted

“disaffected" Republicans and selected

stockbroker (and onetime cadre of the

reformist Socialist Workers Party) Peter

Camejo as a running mate—a choice

making Nader's candidacy more palat-

able to leftist groups like the Inter-

national Socialist Organization (ISO).

Nader made absolutely clear that his can-

didacy was intended to pull the Demo-
crats toward the left and away from "cor-

porate" influence. He was so proud of

this image that he repeatedly mimed
pulling a rope.

I got up and told him straight out that 1

wasn't voting for Bush, Kerry or him. I

raised his unwavering commitment to

capitalism; his anti-immigration posi-

tions. which he expressed in an interview

with Pat Buchanan by saying. "1 don't

like the idea of legalization because then

the question is how do you prevent the

next wave and the next'.’" {American

Conservative, 21 June); and his oppo-

sition to an immediate, unconditional

withdrawal of troops from Iraq. For us.

the withdrawal of troops from Iraq is the

first step to opening the way to revolu-

tionary class struggle by the working and

oppressed peoples of the region.

Nader mostly gave me a straight

answer, too. He said he is for small-scale

capitalism, governed by producers and

consumers alike, and argued that social-

ism won't work because people don't

want to take enough responsibility for

their own lives. Furthermore, he assured

me that the "Iraqi people” wanted to

keep the U.S. troops in place. But when it

came to the issue of immigration, he

told me to "go ask Peter Camejo.” before

snapping that socialists can't think for

themselves. Later in the discussion, he

told a supporter of American Indian

activist and political prisoner Leonard

Peltier that he wasn't for freedom or

clemency but only a “new trial.”

Organic Lawns and
Democratic Pawns

Across town, thousands of liberal

social activists gathered at the University

of Massachusetts at Boston for the week-

end to attend the Boston Social Forum
(BSF)—purposefully organized before

but not during the DNC so as not to rile

pro-Democral feathers. Despite its over-

whelmingly liberal politics, the BSF gave

us an opportunity to present our revo-

lutionary program to a range of social

activists and engage in debate with other

leftist organizations.

SAlt spent their "Is a .Socialist World
Possible'-’" workshop explaining that they

didn't want to be seen as "groupies for

Nader," But it is this role that SAlt has

played for months (see "Ralph Nader.

ISO and Socialist Alternative: Unsavory

at Any Speed.” H'V No. 827. 28 May),
including at the Harvard rally. SAlt was
in a hurry to leave their workshop for

Nader's Harvard appearance particularly

after wc put to them questions about the

track record of the Committee for a

Workers’ International (CWl). to which
SAlt is alTiliated. Among other issues, we
spoke to the London-based CWI's failure

to make the elementary call for Brit-

ish troops out of Northern Ireland and

its shady dealings with fascist elements

in Russia (see "Taaffeite CWl; From
Yeltsin’s Barricades to the Augean Sta-

bles,” WV No. 828. 1 1 June).

At the BSF we had numerous discus-

sions with youthful supporters of the ISO

who considered a vote to Nader to be a

step toward breaking from the Dem-
ocratic Pany. When presented with

Nader's actual positions, which differ

only slightly from Kerry's on issues like

the occupation of Iraq, some ISOers

would revert to defending the merits of

Nader's vision of small-scale as against

"big” capitalism. But there is absolutely

nothing progressive about “small” capi-

talism—the goal of socialists is to vastly

expand production through a proletarian

revolution that expropriates the ruling

class and abolishes private ownership and

the market economy so as to eliminate

material scarcity on a global scale. As we
pointed out to ISO supporters, the ISO's

hostility to the perspective of independent

proletarian struggle to rip industry out of

the hands of the capitalists is integrally

linked to its refusal to defend against U.S.

imperialism the gains of those revolutions

that succeeded in this task, above all the

former USSR, product of the Bolshevik-

led 1917 Russian Revolution.

Searching through workshops on "Or-

ganic Care of Lawns and Lawnscapes” and

"Psychodynamics of Empire.” the BSF
began to ftel a bit like cable television

—

500 channels with nothing on. But our

comrades found more events to attend. The
workshop by the Committees of Corre-

spondence for Democracy and Socialism

(CoC) on “The Domestic Effects of Corpo-

rate Globalization.” featuring among oth-

ers Angela Davis and Manning Marable.

was one of the more well-attended BSF
events.

This workshop made clear how
"Anybody but Bush" means "Anything

but Revolution." Davis and Marable

addressed some of the conditions of black

oppression, describing the massive num-
ber of unemployed, incarcerated and dis-

enfranchised black people in the U.S. But

black "radicals" like Davis and Marable

cynically use their authority as civil rights

movement veterans and ostensible social-

ists to head off any challenge to racist

American capitalism. Our intervention

broke through the unity-mongering.

resign-yourself-to-the-Democrats con-

sensus of the speakers. It unmasked
the reformists' classless rhetoric, which
is meant to obscure how it is going to

take a socialist revolution to achieve

black liberation.

In response. Davis and Marable were

compelled to defend their reformist poli-

tics. According to Marable. one of the

goals of the broad democratic "move-
ment” is to find methods to reach people,

and they’re not going to be socialists, so if

it gets them out to the polls, if it gels them
to recognize that actions must be taken. ..

In other words, all "the people” can under-

stand is to vole for the Democrats, which
fits with Marable's overall do-nothing,

dead-end strategy.

Our own workshop at the BSF. calling

to “Unchain Labor/Black Power" and
"Break with the Democratic Party of War
and Racism ” to build a fighting workers

party, stuck out like a bright red thumb.

Our comrade's presentation put the cur-

rent elections in some historic perspec-

tive and tore through the myth of the

good old Democratic Party that has been

"lost." From "pacifist” Woodrow Wil-

son's entry into the bloody WWl to

FDR's crushing of labor under the WWII
wage freeze to the story of how the radi-

cal wing of the civil rights movement
broke free from Martin Luther King's

liberal pacifism, the presentation laid out

the history of social progress in America
as one of struggle against both ruling

parties. At each step, the Democrats
continued on page 10

SL/SYC table at

the July 25
ANSWER demo.
Throughout the
week, we raised
the call for a
break with the
Democratic
Party of war
and racism.

AP

July 29; Boston police push back demonstrators who moved out of the
official “protest zone” toward the DNC site.
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Really, REALLY Authoritarian “Anti-Authoritarians”

Boston SL/SYC Statement: Protest Bl(A)ck

Tea Society Anti-Communist Exclusion!

Indymedia

Ariarchist-organized “Really, REALLY Democratic Bazaar,” July 27. Threatened

exclusion of SL/SYC exposes undemocratic core of “anti-authoritarian" ideology.

We reprini below a Boston Spartacist

Leogue/Spartoais Youth Club leafletfrom

July 22 protesting the anarcfust Bl(A}ck

Tea Society's plan to exclmle us from their

“Really. REALLY Democratic Bazaar"

on July 27. We distributed the leaflet

widely at the Boston Social Forum and at

protests against the Democratic National

Convention before the "Bazaar. " In the

end nr were not excludedfrom the event,

where nr set up a literature table.

The self-proclaimed ‘'anU-auihoriiarian''

Bl(A)ck Tea Society (BTS) has banned

the revolutionary communist Spartacist

League from having a booth at its "Really.

REALLY Democratic Bazaar." The BTS
advertised the bazaar, held in conjunction

with the Democratic National Convention

protests, as an event where "Everyone is

invited and encouraged to come set up a

'booth* at the Bazaar that expresses their

visions and practices of a better world"

(BTS Web site, undated). Not quite. A
featured speaker at the BTS bazaar is

Green-Rainbow Party activist Dan "The

Bagel Man” Kontoff. who ran for City

Council last year and supports such capi-

talist politicians as Felix "friend of the

Democrats” Arroyo (former policy advi-

sor to Kerry, no less) and Chuck Turner.

Along with Kontoff and his ilk, Buddhists

and advocates of running a diesel car on

waste vegetable oil are more than wel-

come; revolutionary communists however

are banned in BTS-land.

We learned of this from the BTS July 8

organizing meeting minutes on its Web
site, which read in part; "If a group or

organization with a history of creating

diruptions (sic) at events would like to

sign up. or if a group holds principles

and intentions that are not respectful or

comparable (sic) with the bazaar and

want to sign up. they will be contacted

and told why they are not welcome.

This applies to folks like the SPARTS.

World Church of the Creator and so on."

To cover for us allegiance to "lesser

evil" capitalist politics, the BTS has bor-

rowed from garden variety liberal anti-

communism here, outrageously lumping

communists with a fascist outfit. Unfortu-

nately for the BTS. this particular slander

flies in the face of such facts as the 200-

strong united-front demonstration initi-

ated by our comrades in Chicago that

Spartacist Pamphlet
$2 (56 pages)

Make checks payabie/mail to:

Spartacist Publishing Co
Box 1377 GPO, New York. NY 10116

drove the head World Church fascist.

Matthew Hale, off Northwestern Univer-

sity campus. As comrade Trotsky noted,

even slander should make some sense!

The BTS' anti-communist exclusion is

motivated by its deeply ingrained hostil-

ity to revolutionary, proletarian politics.

For our part, we fight for a communist

egalitarian society of material abundance,

achieved through the victory of socialist

revolutions across the planet. Our model

is the Bolshevik Party of Lenin and Trot-

sky that led the Russian workers to power

in October 1917 and established the

Soviet Union, the first workers state, as a

beacon for the struggles of workers and

oppressed internationally. The BTS fol-

lows in the worst of the anarchist tradi-

tion. from Prince Kropotkin who pre-

ferred the hapless bourgeois politician

Kerensky to the Bolsheviks, to the coun-

terrevolutionary exploits of Makhno and

others who sided with the imperialist-

allied White Guards against the Soviet

workers state. At bottom, there isn't much

to distinguish the BTS from social demo-

crats and liberals who have and will resort

to any means to smear communists as

"authoritarian." denouncing the “extrem-

ism” of right and left, giving oh-so-

"democratic” aid and comfort to the

forces of bourgeois repression.

For all its "direct action" posturing,

when last seen the BTS was. according to

a report on Boston Indymedia (19 May)

—a report not refuted by the BTS—an

early member of the Boston Democratic

National Convention Coalition, along

with city councilors and pro-capitalist

liberals such as the American Friends

Service Committee and United for Justice

with Peace. We say clearly: the Demo-
cratic Party, like the Republicans, repre-

sents the class interests of the capitalists

and therefore carries out imperialist war

abroad, metes out racist oppression and

executes other repressive measures at

home, all in order to further the exploita-

tion of labor in the interest of profit. It

cannot be pressured to act in the interests

of the workers and oppressed. The work-

ing class needs its own party to lead

the fight for the revolutionary overthrow

of the capitalist system and the estab-

lishment of workers rule. While the BTS
whines about "corporate parties." we pose

a proletarian perspective—class against

class—and a political struggle against the

reformist misleaders of the liberal "any-

body but Bush" crowd.

Activists coming to Boston who were

arrested at the RNC and DNC in 2000

or at last year’s FTAA protests in Miami

will be interested to learn that the BTS
recently joined picket lines organized by

the Boston police. The BTS announced

this at its July 13 meeting at Lucy Parsons

Bookstore. As communists, we know that

the cops are not part of the working class,

but are an integral part of the repressive

apparatus of the racist ruling class, i.e.. of

the bourgeois state. The BTS received its

own object lesson in this fact when the

cops kicked BTSers off the picket lines

after they found out who they were. As

opposed to opportunist "anarchists” who
solidarize with striking police whose

demands are for belter compensation for

and means to break strikes, terrorize

black people and repress all those who

would protest the racist, capitalist status

quo. revolutionaries fight within the

working class to bring to it the under-

standing that cops are not part of the

working class but rather its armed enemy.

The BTS also made clear at its July

13 meeting that its political dilTerences

with our Trotskyist politics motivated ns

exclusion of the Sportacists from the woe-

fully misnamed bazaar. Thus, in response

to our protest of this exclusion at that

meeting, the BTS responded that it was

horrified that we hailed the Soviet Red

Army intervention into Afghanistan in

1979 against the CIA-backed mujahedin

reaciionaiies. Indeed we did! The only

force to defend the rights of women in

Afghanistan was the Red Army, while on

the other side were Islamic fundamental-

ists who shot teachers for teaching girls

to read, who threw acid in the face\ of

women who refused to wear a veil. Sun-

dry anarchists, "anti-authoritarians” and

run-of-the-mill liberals, hostile to the

Soviet Union, sided with the imperialist-

backed forces in Afghanistan. We uncon-

ditionally militarily defended the Soviet

Union against imperialism and internal

counterrevolution and hailed the unques-

tionably progressive intervention into

Afghanistan. The Soviet withdrawal from

Afghanistan—a treacherous capitulation

to U.S. imperialism—was the prelude to

the counterrevolutionary destruction of

the USSR in 1991-92. That defeat has

meant untold misery for the peoples

of the former Soviet Union, for the

women of Afghanistan and the world’s

workers and oppressed. The mujahedin

victory ultimately led U.S. imperial-

ism’s Frankenstein's monster—reaction-

ary Islamic fundamentalism k la Osama
bin Laden—to turn against its master.

That in turn was an opportunity for

the U.S. rulers—now unfettered by the

USSR, the industrial-military power-

house of the non-capitalist world—to

unleash their endless “war on terror” at

home and abroad, slaughtering untold

thousands in Iraq.

No doubt the BTS is just as horrified

by our unconditional military defense of

the Chinese, Cuban. North Korean and

Vietnamese deformed workers states

against imperialist attack and internal

counterrevolution and our call for prole-

tarian political revolution to oust the Sta-

linist bureaucracies. Such revolutionary

proletarian politics could, after all. dis-

turb the BTS' media-friendly bazaar cele-

brating "our diversity and our autonomy,

our love and our freedom."

In spite of the BTS’ wretched politics,

we defended them against the MIT
administration’s attempts to censor them

in May. and we will continue to defend

them against such attempts and state

repression, because we are consistent

defenders of workers democracy. As the

Wobblies (Industnal Workers of the

World) put it: an injury to one is an

injury' to all! We call on all those within

the left and workers movement to protest

the BTS exclusion of the Spartacist

League from the “Really. REALLY Dem-
ocratic Bazaar." And if you are interested

in building a revolutionary workers party

that fights for all the oppressed, that aims

to get rid of the capitalist system and its

stale (cops, courts, prisons, military)

through socialist revolution, then sub-

scribe to Workers Vanguard, the newspa-

per of the Spartacist League, and find out

what the BK.^lck Tea Society doesn’t

want you to know. As Marx said, ignor-

ance ne\er did anybody any good'

Spartacist/Spartacus Youth Club Forum

Break With the Democrats! No Vote to Nader!

We Need a Revolutionary Workers Party!

— Report Back from DNC Protests—
Thursday, August 12, 7:30 p.m.

322 W. 48th St.. 1st Floor

(take E or C train to 50th St. stop, between 8th and 9th Avenues)
For more information: (212) 267-1025

or e-mail nysl@compuserve.com
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Young Spartacus

Anti-Abortion Bigot Driven Out;

Fascist Provocation Spiked

Boston
Some 2.000 demonstrators turned out

on the Boston Common on Sunday. July

25 for a rally and "National March
on the Democratic Convention/Bring the

Troops Home Now!" called by the

Workers World Party-initiated ANSWER
coalition. Notwithstanding some lip ser-

vice to opposing the twin parties of cap-

italism. the ANSWER demo’s demands
were directed at pressuring the capital-

ist Democratic Party, whose national

convention began the next day in

Boston. Thus, one of the featured

invited speakers was prominent Demo-
cratic Party pol Maxine Waters—a no-

show on the day. Comrades of the Spar-

tacist League and Spartacus Youth

Clubs intervened in the ANSWER dem-
onstration with sales of our revolution-

ary Marxist newspaper and pamphlets,

seeking to win youth and others to the

perspective of working-class opposition

to both parties of capitalism and the

fight for the construction of a revolu-

tionary workers party. At our literature

table, a Spartacist banner read: "Break

with the Democrats! Build a Workers

Party to Fight for Socialist Revolution!"

As protesters converged on the

Boston Common, a viciously bigoted

opponent of abortion rights and rights

for homosexuals raised a provocative

sign with a graphic photo of a fetus

on one side and an anti-gay slogan

on the other. This individual, one
Leonard Gendron. is a pastor based in

Lawrence. Massachusetts and a promi-

nent reactionary opponent of gay mar-

riage. According to the Village Voice

Web site (26 July) Gendron "favors

an American theocracy.” The anti-

abortion. anti-gay bigot staged his

provocation near our literature table.

Comrades from the Spartacist League
approached other leftists at the demon-
stration and joined with them to con-

front Gendron, expose him and drive

him away from the demonstration site.

Our chants of "Free abortion on
demand!" and “Full democratic rights

for gays!" were picked up by many as a
crowd of protesters surrounded the

bigot. A fascist skinhead, earlier seen

lurking in the vicinity, rushed to Gen-
dron’s defense. While the anti-gay

bigot was escorted from the area by
ANSWER marshals, the fascist skin-

head received a tom T-shirt and was
correctly repelled.

Fascists are deadly enemies of black

people, the left, the workers movement,
gays and all minorities, a physical

threat from which the demonstration

had to be defended. In Boston, as else-

where. these scum have a symbiotic

relationship with the crazed religious

right who seek to deny women and
homosexuals basic rights, who have
engaged in the murder of abortion

clinic workers and doctors, who have
whipped up a climate wherein gay peo-

ple have been brutally murdered. Gen-

dron’s repulsive provocation was met

appropriately with protest and expo-

sure. However, outright race-terrorists,

i.e.. fascists, are not only race-haling

ideologues, but are organizedfor action

against the entire workers movement

and must be dealt with as such.

The fact that skinhead fascists in

Boston feel emboldened to openly

emerge from their rat holes to stage

provocations at largely leftist demon-
strations is ominous. This is due in no

small part to the fact that at past events

sponsored by ANSWER, most recently

at demonstrations in support of gay

marriage rights, fascist scum have been

largely ignored by the demo organizers.

Urgently necessary are united-front

actions by the integrated workers move-

ment and all of the fascists' intended

victims to defend leftist, workers and

minority meetings and protests from the

fascists’ provocations and attacks. The
political obstacles to such mobilizations

are pro-Democratic Party liberals and
trade-union misleaders, as well as their

reformist hangers-on. who preach reliance

on the capitalist state to keep the fascists

at bay. The left and workers movement
can and must rely on its own strength to

stop these provocations and send the

fascists packing!

DNC...
(continuedfrom page 8)

were not the friends of the oppressed but

the primary ideological and political

obstacle to their liberation. In contrast,

we want a workers party based in class

and social struggle, fighting for the inter-

ests of all the oppressed and slopping

short at nothing but socialist revolution.

How “Communist” Progressive
Labor Caves In to Bosses

Standing to the left with its “commu-
nist" rhetoric and “It’s Not Just Bush—
It's Capitalism" buttons was Progressive

Labor (PL). But. as has been the case

with PL for decades, its calls to "Shoot
the Profit System Down" stood in flat

contrast to its own rotten positions. For
example, PL refuses to militarily defend
the Iraqi and Palestinian populations

against the U.S. imperialist behemoth and
Zionist stale repression, under the “logic"

of denouncing both sides in the respective

conflicts as equally reactionary.

When it mattered during the U.S.

imperialist Cold War II onslaught of
the 1980s, the Stalinist PL programmati-
cally sided with its own bourgeoisie and
refused to defend the remaining gains of
the Russian Revolution, having long
before proclaimed the Soviet Union "cap-

italist." PLers at the BSF were unable to

explain what happened to the USSR in

1991-92, when counterrevolution opened
the door to the return of capitalist misery
to the homeland of October. Today,
defense of China and the fight for prole-

tarian political revolution there to oust its

treacherous Stalinist bureaucratic mis-
leaders is posed for all serious revolu-

tionaries. But PL again puls itself on the

same side as its imperialist masters by
vituperating against “fascist” China.
Meanwhile. PL has tried to cover its

tracks by publishing an updated version of
the old Stalinist hack Job titled “Why
Trotskyism Is Reactionary” in the Spring
2004 issue of its magazine Communist.
(For more on Trotskyism vs. Stalinism,
see the SYL pamphlet "The Stalin School
of Falsification Revisited.” 1985).

Young PLers also had a big problem
dealing with PL’s position on gay oppres-
sion, where it buys into the backward
consciousness of bourgeois society. At
one workshop, an SL comrade read a
quote from their article "Lynching of Gay
Student Reveals Two Sides of Rulers’
Fascist Coin” (Challenge, 4 November

10

1998) that staled: “The torture-murder of

Matthew Shepard, an openly homosexual
Wyoming student, has thrown a spotlight

on two apparently opposing movements—gaybashing and gay rights. Both move-
ments are growing with the encourage-

ment and support of conflicting sections

of the U.S. capitalist class. And both
movements are dangerous to the working
class.” PLers asserted their own individ-

ual support for gay rights, but none could

show us where the line of that article was
disavowed in print. Its bigoted position

on gays, a betrayal of the liberating goals

ofcommunism, is derived from the Stalin-

ist glorification of the family as a fighting

unit for socialism.

At Sunday’s ANSWER demonstration.

Spanacist comrades took the lead in

organizing opposition to an anti-gay pro-

vocateur who turned out to have fas-

cist buddies (see “Anti-Abortion Bigot

Driven Out; Fascist Provocation Spiked,"

above). Would PL see both the anti-gay

provocateur and the outraged crowd who
chanted, "Full democratic rights for

gays!” as "two sides of the same fascist

coin”? Using the incident that had just

occurred. Spartacist comrades explained
to the late-arriving PL contingent that, as

Lenin taught us. real communists need to

fight for the rights of all the oppressed.

New “Socialist” Parties,
Same Reformist ANSWER

Aside from the drama with the provoc-
ateurs early on. the ANSWER rally to

"Bring the Troops Home Now” proved to

be an uneventful peace crawl of 2.000
dominated by signs proclaiming “Peace
Is Patriotic.” It was seen by many there as
a venue at which to beg the Democrats to

strike at least an antiwarpose. This timid-
ity didn’t Slop the police from sweeping
in and detaining one “Mid-Eastern look-
ing” marcher, later released, for “looking
around." sparking the crowd to chant,
“This is racial profiling!” (Boston Indy-
media. 25 July).

Protesters of all stripes, from liberals to

anarchists, told us they’d be holding their

nose and voting Kerry. Many told me they
saw the last remaining difference between
the Republicans and Democrats as a
respect for civil liberties. But a Dem-
ocratic city administration built the

barbed-wire-enclosed "free speech zone"
at the DNC, and a vast majority of Demo-
crats in Congress voted for the Patriot

Act. One woman organizing "swing
state” campaigning said she opposed the

Democrats, but went on to argue that if

Bush was re-elected it might be the last

election America has. Her view, shared by
many liberals, was that civil liberties are

rights “granted” by the capitalist slate. In

fact, civil liberties are won and defended
in the course of social struggle.

Even as they organized liberals to

beg the Democrats for peace, leading

ANSWER organizers in the reformist

Workers World Party (WWP) paid lip

service to the ideas of socialism and
workers’ political independence, ideas

belied by the WWP’s constant courting

of bourgeois politicians. Also in Boston
was the Party for Socialism and Libera-

tion (PSL), a recent split from the WWP.
PSLers told us they have no political dif-

ferences with the WWP. The PSL's
founding statement in Socialism and Lib-

eration Magazine (August 2004), which
we picked up there, argues;

"Pacifist appeals to the ruling class for a
peaceful’ or ‘kinder, gentler’ foreign
policy is the worst kind of deceit offered
up by social democrats and opportunists.
Working to elect a new leader to preside
over the affairs of the warfare state will

have zero impact in reducing the threat

of war. As Lenin wrote in 1916. under
the system of imperialism peace is

merely a prelude to the next war.”

This shows real chutzpah. The PSL is

not only associated with ANSWER but

also proudly hails ANSWER’S work dur-

ing the antiwar protests. The entire strat-

egy of ANSWER in the antiwar move-
ment (led by those now in both the

WWP and the PSL) was to play a key
role in maintaining and breeding illu-

sions in the Democratic Party. While var-

ious reformists crowed over the "suc-

cess" of the antiwar movement, many
youth we spoke to were rather depressed

by the realization that mass protests

alone could not and did not stop the

bipartisan drive to war against Iraq.

Black America Betrayed by
Democratic Party Misleaders

On Monday, the Socialist Party (SP)
held the only rally during the DNC actu-

ally against the Democrats. One of our
comrades spoke at it, underlining our
revolutionary integrationist program;

"America is not and has not been the land
of the free. It's built on exploitation,
it’s built on oppression, and structurally

founded on the special oppression of
black people at the bottom of society

—

from slavery to Jim Crow to what peo-
ple call the ‘Prison-Industrial Complex’
today. And this city itself is built on racial
oppression. This city is the city where
busing was defeated in the streets.”

Our comrade referred to the infamous

1976 attack on a black lawyer by flag-

wielding racist while youths and contin-

ued that this is “the same American flag

that the Democrats are rallying behind

today and rallying under in their conven-
tion. The same American flag that Ralph
Nader says he wants to cleanse."

The much-vaunted wave of “hip-hop
activism” played out as crass commercial
hustling at Russell Simmons’ Hip-Hop
Summit that same day. We were planning

to attend until we discovered that getting

in meant joining Simmons' “Hip-Hop
Team Vote.” Which is to say. for the priv-

ilege of hearing the penetrating social

insights of Ma$e and the Ying Yang Twins
and “special discounts on the latest new
clothing, shoe wear & gear.” we too could
have signed on to line up earnest and
political minority youth to be voting cat-

tle for the Democrats. No thanks.

On Tuesday, speaking at the conven-
tion. Democratic Party politico A1 Sharp-
ton claimed that black voters, having
failed to procure 40 acres and a mule
from the Republicans following the Civil

War, "decided we’d ride this donkey as
far as it would take us.” But that donkey’s
been walking all over black people for
years. Black oppression, the bedrock of
American capitalism, can only be elimi-
nated through the victorious conquest of
power by the U.S. proletariat. Just look at

how mainstream Democrats treated even
former FBI fink Sharplon for bringing up
issues like racist cop murders in his pres-
idential campaign and for going outside
the script at the DNC (see "A1 Sharpton:
Political Hustler for Hire.” WV No. 822.
19 March)! There will be no social revo-
lution here without the united struggle of
black and white workers led by their mul-
tiracial vanguard.

Bizarre Behavior

The nominally more militant and left-

ist Northeastern Federation of Anarcho-
Communists (NEFAC), in a concession
to “Anybody but Bush” sentiment, made
a “commitment” to participate in pro-
tests against the Republican NaUonal Con-
vention in New York, where they have
one “collective," but not the DNC in
Boston, where they have five (Strike.',

June/July 2004). This left the “anti-
authoritarian” organizing banner to the
aciion-factionistas of the Bl(A)ck Tea
Society (BTS), who basked in the media
limelight but delivered very little in the
way of actual protest.

Throughout the week, we distributed
our flier on how their one serious public

WORKERS VANGUARD



Abu-Jamal...
(continuedfrom page 16)

Pennsylvania state courts. But within days

of the Beard decision, the Third Circuit

Court of Appeals lifted the stay, order-

ing Jamal (and other Pennsylvania death

row inmates) to file briefs on whether or

not the Beard decision applies to his case.

A legal memorandum submitted to the

court by Robert Bryan, Jamal’s lead

attorney, points out that the Beard deci-

sion has no relevance to Jamal’s case.

The brief cites Judge Yohn’s ruling:

"Although Mills, handed down on June 6.

1988, was decided after petitioner was
sentenced to death, it nonetheless ante-

dated the finality of petitioner’s convic-

tion. which was registered on October 1,

1990, when the United States Supreme
Court denied his petition for a writ of

certiorari."

This is a clear statement of fact that

the Beard case should have no effect on

Jamal. But the entire history of Jamal’s

case shows that a fighter for black free-

dom like Mumia has no rights which the

capitalist courts are bound to respect. An
outspoken champion of the oppressed.

Jamal was a target of the Philadelphia

police and of J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI

from the time he was a Black Panther

Party spokesman at the age of 15. For

over 22, years Democratic and Republi-

can prosecutors, governors and state and

federal legislators have run the truth

about this fighter for black freedom

through a wringer of lies that would
make even Bush and Cheney blush with

pride. And for 22 years, court after court

has ignored not only overwhelming evi-

dence of Jamal’s innocence but also the

legal precedents and constitutional stric-

tures demanding his freedom which pur-

portedly guide them.

The D.A. in Jamal’s case won a death

sentence by assuring the jury the sen-

tence was merely symbolic, that Jamal

would never die because he would have

‘‘appeal after appeal after appeal.’’

Although three years earlier the Pennsyl-

vania Supreme Court ruled that such

language required automatic reversal, in

1989 they affirmed Jamal’s death sen-

tence. In 1991, the Supreme Court

reversed the death sentence of David
Dawson on the grounds that the prosecu-

tion improperly used his political affilia-

tion as a member of the racist White
Aryan Brotherhood to prejudice the jury.

When Mumia sought a reversal on the

grounds that the prosecution used his

past membership in the Black Panther

Party in securing the death sentence, the

Supreme Court refused to even consider

his case.

There Is No Justice in the
Capitaiist Courts!

The capitalist rulers want to see Mumia
dead because they see in this eloquent

journalist. MOVE supporter and former

Panther spokesman the spectre of black

revolution, defiant opposition to their

system of racist oppression. They seek

to execute Jamal in order to send a chill-

ing message to all those who challenge

vicious cop repression in the ghettos, who
stand up for labor's rights on the picket

lines, who protest imperialist mass mur-

der from the Balkans to Iraq, who
demand an end to the anti-immigrant

witchhunt and attacks on civil liberties

in the name of the never-ending "war on
terrorism.”

Jamal’s case throws a spotlight on the

barbaric, racist death penalty, a form of

institutionalized stale terror directly

descended in the U.S. from the system of

black chattel slavery. Seeing in his fight

for freedom a reflection of their own
struggles against oppression and exploi-

tation, trade unionists and fighters for

the oppressed in countries spanning the

globe have rallied to Jamal’s case.

After years of evasion, the NAACP
finally adopted a resolution calling for a

new trial for Jamal at its annual conven-

tion in July. Though support for the reso-

lution was widespread. NAACP leaders

did all they could to prevent it from com-
ing to the floor; delegates who planned to

present the motion were decertified and

barred from the convention; a planned

panel discussion on the death penalty

at which Mumia’s case would be raised

was abruptly cancelled. Only when Pam
Africa of the International Concerned

Family and Friends of Mumia Abu-Jamal

and others threatened to picket the

NAACP convention the same day Demo-
cratic presidential candidate John Kerry

was to speak there did the NAACP tops

relent and let the resolution be voted.

In reporting on the NAACP vote in a

recent article {CounierPunch, 16 July)

liberal journalist Dave Lindorff notes

the erosion of public support for Jamal,

claiming. “The throngs of people who
used to come out to demand a new trial

for Abu-Jamal have faded away as his

case, over the past several years, was
taken over by ideological lawyers and
others who managed to convince Abu-
Jamal to make his case a political attack

on the entire legal system, instead of deal-

ing with the key issues in his trial that

offered the best chance to get him a new
hearing."

The “key issues”—racist jury-rigging,

suppression of evidence, prosecutorial

terrorization of witnesses, overt racial

and pro-prosecutorial bias of the trial

judge, denial of Jamal’s constitutional

right to self-representation and so much
more—precisely point to the whole

racist capitalist "justice” system. And
every one of these key issues has been

turned down by every court—from the

Pennsylvania Court of Common Pleas to

the U.S. Supreme Court.

What has driven Jamal’s supporters

from the streets are illusions in the capi-

talist courts promoted by reformist

protest organizers, like Workers World

Party and Socialist Action. These illu-

sions have been embodied in the subordi-

nation of the call to free Mumia to the

demand for a “new trial,” consciously

geared to appeal to liberals like Lindorff

and the NAACP, to whom the antics of

Judge Sabo were an aberration rather than

the regular workings of the capitalist

courts. Why mobilize in the unions and

streets if the courts can be relied on to

ultimately do the right thing?

The courts, including the Supreme
Court, together with the cops, military

and prisons, are part of the capitalist

Slate, an instrumentality for organized

violence by one class, the capitalist rul-

ers, against the working class and all

those at the bottom of this society. From
the time the Partisan Defense Committee
took up Jamal’s case in 1987. we have

sought to ensure that every legal avenue

was pursued to free him while fighting

against illusions in the capitalist state.

We have publicized Jamal's case, raised

critically needed funds for his legal bat-

tles and fought particularly to mobi-

lize the social power of the multiracial

labor movement in his defense, including

through labor-centered united-front pro-

tests demanding Mumia’s freedom and
the abolition of the racist death penalty.

Through these and other means, we have

brought his case to trade unions repre-

senting millions around the world.

Our fight to free Jamal and abolish the

racist death penalty is part of our perspec-

tive of winning workers to the under-

standing that the bourgeois state is not

some “neutral” agency that serves soci-

ety, but exists to defend the class rule and
profits of the capitalists against those they

exploit. This fight is rooted in the strug-

gle to make the multiracial proletariat

conscious of its historic class interests

in the fight against the entire capital-

ist system, particularly the understand-

ing that in this country the struggle for

black freedom is central to the struggle

for the emancipation of labor itself.

Mobilize labor/black power to fight for
Mumia's freedom! Abolish the racist

death penalty!

m

WV Photo

San Francisco, May 2000; Revolutionary Contingent built by SL, SYC and Labor
Black League called for mobilizing labor's social power in fight to free Mumia.

event—the “Really. REALLY Demo-
cratic Bazaar”—wasn’t all that demo-
cratic after all (see “Boston SL/SYC
Statement: Protest Bl(A)ck Tea Society

Anti-Communist Exclusion!’’, page 9).

Responses to our threatened exclusion

ranged from sympathy from those anar-

chists who take talk of autonomy,

openness and respect seriously, to nasty

redbaiting from more hardened BTS and

NEFAC members alike.

The BTS case wasn’t helped any when
an article written by BTS supporter Brian

Basgen in Industrial Worker (July/August

2004) not only glowingly reported on

their “anti-authoritarian" attempt to join

cop “picket lines” at the Fleet (Cen-

ter prior to the DNC, but went on to

militancy-bait the cops, whining. “It had

become clear that the cops were playing

dress-up, not having a picket." Cops are

not workers but the front line of the cap-

italist state, whose job is to enforce the

bloody rule of the bosses, as brought

home by the separate killings of a Latino

and a black man by Boston police in late

June. More attuned to this reality than

these “anarchists,” the cops, as reported

in IW, expelled them from the “picket

line” with the sendoff: “Thanks for

coming, you are not wanted, now get the

f[-—
] out of here."

Come Tuesday, we decided to assert

our democratic rights and set up our table

at the Bazaar. For roughly two hours, it

was a day of sunshine, tolerable and

sometimes talented folk and punk per-

formances and serious political discus-

sion. Then, a young woman with the BTS
approached us to ask our aid in expelling

a Kerry supponer from the Bazaar! The
hapless Democrat was offering “Kerry-

catures.” where passers-by could get their

portrait drawn next to the venerable impe-
rialist pig. We refused, telling the BTS
that the man was a liberal in a bazaarfull
of them and did not pose a physical threat

as a fascist would. To try to win youth,

minorities and workers to a revolutionary

program, bourgeois politics should be

exposed in open political debate.

Displaying both faith in the capitaiist

state and mindless legalism, one BTS
member denounced the Kerry supporter

to the Park Authority with the complaint

that the man had no permit. The attempt

by the BTS to censor this man was merely

a cover for their own accommodation of

the “Anybody but Bush” sentiment on
more muted display throughout the Bazaar.

Later that day, a BTS leader tried repeat-

edly to chalk smears against us on the

sidewalk.

The initial BTS exclusion was a sharp

expression of the undemocratic core

of much “anti-authoritarian” ideology.

Everything is “decentralized," “free” and
"spontaneous” until anything controver-

sial arises. Then—oops! You’ve just been
“voluntarily disassociated”! What all of
this translates into is a political move-
ment based not on political debate

among its constituents but on the per-

sonal whims and prejudices of its self-

concealed leadership.

Not with a Bang
Not much came from the vaunted “day

of action” on Thursday. If you read the

papers closely, you might have noticed

that an “affinity group” defaced some
mannequins at a Gap store and another

pulled off a brief banner-drop on the con-

vention floor. Meanwhile, the main march
was descended on by cops likely itching

for some action after a quiet week, and
three demonstrators were arrested over a

so-called fake “Molotov cocktail” which
was in reality a papier-m§ch6 pirate hook.

Drop the charges against all arrested

protesters!

It’s one thing to describe the Demo-
crats as the dead end of social struggle,

but it was very different to see this graph-

ically demonstrated over the course of the

week. The much vaunted “decentralized”

organizing of the anti-globalization pro-

tests only served to ensure a tacit unity

over the politics of lesser-evil reformism,

now cast into sharp relief by the impend-
ing election. Meanwhile. America’s rul-

ing parties stand ever more united in

seeking to bolster U.S. imperial might.

While discontent against the policies of
America’s rulers has drastically increased

over the past few years, the situation

cries out for a break with the bourgeois
electoral framework and a fight for the

political independence of the working
class. As our speaker said at the SP rally:

“We say we need a fighting workers party
to take up the cause of the oppress^, to

take up the cause of the labor movement.
A par^ which does not say we want to

administer this bloodsoaked capitalist

state, but that we want to get rid of it. We
want to tear it up! We want a different

system, a socialist system. We want a rev-

olutionary workers parTy!"a
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Bush, Kerry...
{continuedfrom page 1)

not developing nuclear arms, and there

was not a link between Hussein and

Osama bin Laden. As the Aew York Times

(10 July) editorialised. "Put simply, the

Bush administration's intelligence ana-

lysts cooked the books."

Why? The Senate committee politely

evaded that question, postponing investi-

gation of the uses the administration made

o( the CIA's disinformation until after the

election. Veteran CIA director George

Tenet, who also served under Clinton,

resigned to take the heat off. while

groupthink” mentality at the CIA, rather

than pressure from the White House, was

blamed for the rush to justify the impend-

ing war. The Butler report in Britain used

the exact same "groupthink " phrase to

cover up for British prime minister Tony

Blair's eager and slavish commitment of

British troops to the U.S.'s Iraq war.

The war was launched to reassert U.S.

imperialist domination over its rivals, and

over the oil-rich Near East. Democrats

overwhelmingly rallied to support the

invasion at the time. From the get-go, and
in fact, facts were irrelevant. One exam-
ple: the bizarre tale of Iraq mobile biolog-

ical weapons factories, from a source

code-named “Curveball." was used by
Secretary of State Colin Powell—reput-

edly the leading “moderate" in the Bush
administration—at the United Nations in

2003. Responding to an analyst who
questioned this fairy tale before the

speech, the deputy director of the CIA's
task force on "weapons of mass destruc-

tion” wrote: “Let’s keep in mind the fact

that this war's going to happen regardless

of what Curveball said or didn't say.

and the powers that be probably aren't

terribly interested in whether Curveball

knows what he's talking about" (cited

m CounterPunch. 13 July). In short,

the U.S. went to war. sending mainly
working-class, black and Latino soldiers

to slaughter thousands of Iraqis for a com-
plete pack of lies.

But when CIA spies and blue-blooded

renresentatives of the ruling class like the

c chairman of the Senate Intelligence

C iimmittee. Democratic Senator John D.
Rockefeller IV. question administration

policy, you can be sure it's not in the

interests of the working class. There are

factional differences in bourgeois circles,

especially as the occupation of Iraq isn’t

going well, as to how the U.S. can more
effectively pursue American imperial-

ism's interests—i.e.. how to fatten their

profit margins by increasing the exploita-

tion and oppression of the world's peo-
ples. Some bourgeois ideologues feel the

Iraq adventure was a wasteful diversion

from other U.S. strategic goals, like over-

turning the 1949 Chinese Revolution, or
crushing North Korea. Then there are long-

term interimperialist rivalries between
the U.S. and its two strongest competi-
tors. Japan and Germany. Now some lib-

erals. including many black Democrats
like Jesse Jackson Jr., call for a U.S, "inter-

vention” into Sudan, using the horrible

warfare in Darfur as an excuse to insert a

heavy U.S. military presence m northern
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Africa. We say; U.S. hands off Sudan!

Whatever their differences, at bot-

tom all bourgeois factions will unite

against their perceived foreign and

domestic opponents, most fundamentally

the American working class, in defense of

their state and its prerogatives. How
many lies have both Democratic and
Republican administrations told in ad-

vancing their imperial ambitions? Ask
yourself, how many wars have there

been? "Remember the Maine!” was the

lying slogan launching America's first

imperialist war against Spam in 1898.

aimed at taking over Cuba and the Philip-

pines. Democratic president Woodrow
Wilson lied that World War I was to make
the world "safe for democracy" when in

fact it was a war to redivide up the spoils

of the world. The U.S. entry into World
War II, supposedly a war against fascism,

was intended to establish American dom-
ination in Europe and East Asia. The
Democratic Roosevelt administration

provoked the Japanese to attack to justify

an American declaration of war. In 1964,

the Democratic Johnson administration

fabricated the Gulf of Tonkin incident

as a pretext to massively escalate the

U.S.’s dirty colonial war against Vietnam’s

workers and peasants.

Covering Up the
CIA-Bin Laden Connection

On the warm and clear morning of

September 1 1. 2001. a massive terrorist

attack was unleashed over the American
northeast, as four commercial airliners

were seized and turned into mammoth
flying bombs by Islamic fundamentalists,

killing some 3.000 people. Two crashed

into the World Trade Center, and today, a

huge and achingly empty concrete pit is

all that remains where the twin towers

once stood in lower Manhattan. One
plane was forced down by the crew and
passengers in Pennsylvania, and one hit

the Pentagon. Unlike the World Trade
Center, the Pentagon is the command and
administrative center of the U.S. imperi-

alist military, and being a military instal-

lation the possibility of getting hit comes
with the territory. That recognition does
not make the attack an “anti-imperialist"

act. nor does it change the fact that ter-

rorism almost always gets innocent peo-

ple—in this case, the passengers on the

plane as well as the maintenance workers,

janitors and secretaries at the Pentagon.

The next day we of the Spartacist

League issued a statement denouncing the

attack on the World Trade Center as an

indefensible act of criminal terror, writ-

ing: “Those who perpetrated this horrific

attack (and there is no evidence at all as to

who that was) embrace the same mental-
ity as the racist rulers ofAmerica—iden-

tifying the working masses with their

capitalist exploiters and oppressors!" We
warned that the American ruling class

would respond with repression at home
and imperialist "retaliation” abroad.

The following month Congress passed
the USA-Patriot Act with Kerry and most
Democratic Senators and Congressmen
voting for it. We wrote at the time: 'These
measures seek to eliminate many existing

legal restraints on the government’s
power to spy on the population, imprison

political activists or labor militants, and

indiscriminately round up and detain non-

citizens" (WVNo. 767, 26 October 2001 ).

At the same time, the U.S. invaded and

occupied Aighanistan and. in 2003, Iraq.

Thousands and thousands of victims of

U.S. aggression are dead, dying, muti-

lated. tortured. Imprisoned.

If the Bush administration had had its

way. there would have been no 9/1 1 Com-
mission. whose report was an overnight

best seller. However, the families of those

killed in the World Trade Center attack

rightly wanted and demanded answers;

Why had their loved ones perished?

Could the government have prevented the

terrorist attack? But in the 9/1 1 Commis-
sion Report they got a continued cover-

up. because the bitter and horrible truth is

that the fanatics whom the government
charges with the attack, Osama bin Laden
and his Al Qaeda network, were in fact

the creation of U.S. imperialism itself.

The report focuses on bin Laden's career

after he turned on the U.S.. claiming that

earlier in Afghanistan “Bin Ladin and his

comrades had their own sources of sup-

port and training, and they received little

or no assistance from the United States."

But facts are facts. Even the New York

Times (6 June) admits the connection,

though coyly, noting the CIA’s “clandes-

tine role in the 1980's in evicting Soviet

forces from Afghanistan—though that

operation inadvertently laid the ground-
work for the rise of Osama bin Laden.”

There was nothing inadvertent about it. In

1986. the CIA used Osama bin Laden to

help build a huge tunnel complex in

Khost. under the mountains near Paki-

stan. to create a major arms storage depot

and training facility for the army of

Islamic terrorists the CIA was building to

fight the Soviet forces supporting the sec-

ular. modernizing nationalist government
in Afghanistan (Ahmed Rashid. Taliban

[20011). This was by far the biggest

covert CIA operation ever. Tens of bil-

lions of dollars went to arm mujahedin
fighters in Pakistan and to Pakistan's

huge Inter Service Intelligence, which
sponsored Islamic fundamentalist ter-

ror. After the Soviet Union was de-

stroyed through capitalist counterrevolu-

tion in 1991-92. Washington cut off the

lavish arms and money pipeline to its

reactionary, woman-hating terrorists in

Afghanistan. The blowback hit the World
Trade Center a decade later.

There was nothing secret at the lime

about the massive U.S. support to the

mujahedin in Afghanistan. Quite the con-

trary. Yet practically every self-styled left-

ist group in the world echoed the imperi-

alist line. They condemned the Soviet

intervention and demanded that Moscow
withdraw its troops. Whatever the motives
of the Kremlin leaders, the Soviet inter-

vention in Afghanistan was doubly pro-

gressive. It represented a necessary mili-

tary defense of the USSR—a bureau-

cratically degenerated workers state

—

against imperialist encirclement. And it

represented a defense of the meager forces

of social progress, centrally for women, in

this hideously backward Central Asian
country. Uniquely on the left, we raised

the slogans: Hail Red Army in Afghani-
stan! Extend the social gains of the Octo-

ber Revolution to the Afghan peoples’

Besides covering up the ClA-bin

Laden connection, the 9/1 1 Commission

Report proposes a truly outrageous set of

"security" measures. You know it's bad

when a right-wing columnist like former

Nixon speechwriter William Safire (who

is also something ol a social libertarian)

denounces “fear-driven new groupthink
"

and writes; "With great fanfare, the 9/1

1

commission amplified that call for a

super-spymaster. This rush to 'reform' is

stampeding otherwise sensible senators

into writing a c/arist bill to combine the

spying techniques of secret surveillance

with the law-enforcement power of the

F.B.I.. invading the unsuspected citizen's

privacy under the rubric of fighting ter-

rorism" (A^eiv York Times, 26 July).

Among the Senate proposals are "bio-

metric” identity cards not just for foreign-

ers but for all Americans, abolishing

restrictions against CIA and military spy-

ing and operations within the U.S.. and

establishing a single, unified intelligence/

police/spying apparatus which can run

unchecked at home and abroad. The
report complains that airport security

didn’t use a list (called TIPOFF). which

the State Department already had before

the September 1 1 attacks, of some
"known and suspected terrorisis" which

comprises 60.000 names! In the name
of "pre-emptive ' strikes, what's to slop

the state from rounding up all those

names, even if they haven't actually done
anything? Actually, to qualify for "pre-

emptive" detention, by definition you'd
have to be innocent to be grabbed in

advance of doing anything. This is no
paranoid sci-fi Philip K. Dick fantasy,

but the mindset of the American impe-

rial police today.

For Class Struggle at Home!

When Kerry says he’d be a better com-
mander in chief of the U.S. armed forces

than Bush, he means better for the men
(and a few women) who run Wall Street

and the Fortune 500. Historically, the

Democrats have been the preferred war
party of American imperialism because of

their broader base of support among work-
ers. black people and ethnic minorities.

Precisely because the Democrats are seen
as a “friend” of labor and blacks, they can
be a more effective political instrument

for carrying out the bloody-handed crimes

of American imperialism. The key to de-

feating the U.S. occupation of Iraq is class

struggle at home, but this is impeded by
the Democratic Party-loyal labor leader-

ship. who are opposed to militant struggle

that could break the chains tying workers
to their exploiters in the ruling class.

For all the bourgeoisie’s bombast about
stopping terrorism, in fact the only people
who actually stopped terrorists on Sep-
tember 1 1, 2001. were the heroic passen-
gers and crew of United Airlines Flight

93. They voted to rush the cockpit, divert-

ing the plane from its suicide bombing
run and forcing it to crash into a field in

Pennsylvania, killing all aboard. There
were other heroes, overwhelmingly work-
ing men and women. The firefighters at

the World Trade Center gave up hundreds
of their own lives to save thousands, And
the air traffic controllers across the coun-
try performed brilliantly on a nationwide
coordinated scale, bringing 4. .500 com-
mercial and general aviation aircraft

safely onto the ground without incident.

Ronald Reagan and his class fired the
whole PATCO air traffic controllers union
in the 1980s. expressing their utter con-
tempt for working people.

If there is to be an end to this system of
imperialist war. racist oppression and all-

sided grinding misery, the multiracial

U.S. working class must be won. through
Marxist education and its own experience
in struggle, to the perspective of building
a workers party that fights for a socialist

revolution. The capitalist system must be
overturned and replaced by the rule of the
working class, a workers government that
will seize the means of production and
establish a planned, collectivized econ-
omy as part of an egalitarian, socialist
society on an international scale

WORKERS VANGUARD

UP! Friends of Afghanistan Society
Ronald Reagan hosted reactionary Afghan mujahedin in 1983 at White House. During Soviet intervention In 1960$,
Afghan militiawomen took up arms against CIA-backed Islamic cutthroats.



India...
(continuedfrom page 3)

wooed the "three Bills" (Gales. Clinton,

dollar). He prided himself as the "archi-

tect of the high-tech revolution" that has

made Andhra a leading exporter of soft-

ware. He renamed a portion of the capital

city Hyderabad "Cyberabad" and gave a

Rs. (rupees) 20.0(K) government subsidy

to foreign investors for each job created

there. He set up a 9000-acre, duty-free

commercial enclave called Andhra Pra-

desh Special Economic Zone (APSEZ)
modeled on Shen/.hen City in China.

When Clinton came to Hyderabad in

March 2000. spending a total of five

hours there, the jails brimmed with beg-

gars and street vendors rounded up lor the

duration of his visit, Naidu cleared the

streets ot stalls, pushcarts, and rickshaws,

and had thirty grand old trees from differ-

ent parts of the city chopped down and

propped up along the route to be taken by

Clinton’s convoy from Air Force One.

The early news of Naidu 's defeat m the

recent elections was the first shock for the

BJP. whose coalition government relied

on the support of regional parties like

Naidu’s TDP (Telugu Desam Party) and

Jayalalitha’s AIADMK (All India Anna
Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam) in Tamil-

nadu. The extravagantly corrupt Jayalali-

tha was notorious for policies leading to

the immiseration of small peasants, driv-

ing them to mass suicides. In addition,

she was known for putting in place

anti-conversion laws designed to prevent

untouchables and Iribals from leaving

Hinduism. Jayalalitha lopped her own
notoriety with her use of the BJP's PoTO
(Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance).

India’s equivalent of the Patriot Act. and

her own TESMA (Tamilnadu Essential

Services Maintenance Act). When 1.1

million government employees went on

strike in June last year, her government,

armed with PoTO and TESMA. did

something unprecedented in the history

of India. It summarily dismissed 200.000

strikers and arrested 2200. Midnight

arrests and police raids on union offices

and houses of striking workers continued

for days. Now Jayalalitha is gone too.

Last week's elections results were a

startling demonstration of the backlash

among Indian workers and poor peasants

to India’s so-called economic reforms.

Publicly owned industries, or PSUs (Pub-

lic Sector Units), in steel, electricity, pet-

rochemicals. communications, railways,

and the like are in the process of being

sold off. Government-run healthcare and

education has been cut. There are no

more subsidies for small farmers, seeds

are more and more expensive, and elec-

tneity for irrigation is unavailable. Naidu

admitted his agenda was to make it so

impossible for small farmers that they

would voluntarily leave their land and go
away, paving the way for big agribusi-

ness. Since the beginning of reforms 2

million peasants have been displaced and

in recent years it’s been common to hear

of whole peasant families drinking poison

or hanging themselves from trees after

they lose their land—in pan due to their

own feudal, uppercaste pride of land own-
ership which prevents them from thinking

of seeking any other means of living.

The victory of Congress has been wel-

comed with great enthusiasm and its

leader Soma Gandhi is seen as a savior of

peasants, workers, and minorities. Con-

gress says it wants to put a "human face"

on the economic reforms and it immedi-

ately promised free electricity to peas-

ants. Novelist and activist Arundhaii Roy
(currently a favorite among American

left-liberals) spoke for many on the

Indian left when, in an article titled "Let

Us Hope the Darkness Has Passed," she

wrote. "For many of us who feel estranged

from mainstream politics, there are rare,

ephemeral moments of celebration. Today

is one of them” (GuonJian. May 14. 2004).

But Congress, as its history shows, is

no alternative. Though not as openly

chauvinist as the BJP. Congress has

always served the interests of the Hindu

majority. Ever since Independence the

party has been led by the despicable

dynasty of the high Brahmin Nehru-

Gandhi family. M. K. Gandhi (no relation

to Indira and Rajiv, who descend from

Nehru) was recorded by Mahadev Desai

as saying that his opposition to separate

electorates for the hideously oppressed

untouchables was based on the fear that

‘”(u]ntouchable’ hooligans will make
common cause with Muslim hooligans

and kill caste-Hindus" (cited in From
Untouchable to Dalit. Eleanor Zelllot.

page 167). In no small measure Gandhi

and the Congress were responsible for the

bloodbath following the India-Pakisian

partition. Before the BJP. it was Congress

who used communal tensions to divide

and rule, leading to frequent pogroms
against Muslims. During the Congress

regime in Andhra, there was not a single

year without communal riots in Hyder-

abad. Congress has been praised for put-

ting forward a Sikh prime minister, but it

was Indira’s Congress who ordered Oper-

ation Blue Star in which 600 Sikhs were

killed inside the Golden Temple, and

3000 more were massacred after Indira

was assassinated, in retaliation, by her

own Sikh bodyguards. In Kashmir the

BJP is only carrying on the policy estab-

lished by Congress. In Sri Lanka Rajiv

Gandhi’s IPKF (Indian Peace Keeping

Force) was so notorious for its atrocities

against ethnic Tamils that it led to his get-

ting blown into very small pieces by a

suicide bomber. When it comes to politi-

cal repression, one has only to remember
the dark days of the Emergency in the

mid-1970s. In 1985 Congress introduced

the TADA (Terrorist and Disruptive

Activities) Act. which allowed the police

to arrest and detain a person without

charge merely for suspicion of having

knowledge of an alleged terrorist group.

These suspects were usually killed in

"encounters" with police, making the act

essentially a license to kill. Sonia’s right-

hand man and new PM Manmohan Singh

is known as the architect of the economic

reforms that Congress is now promising

the national and international bourgeoisie

to continue (but with a human face).

Congress now has to depend, as did

the BJP. on other parties to term a coali-

tion government. Their biggest allies are

the Stalinists—the CPI-M (Communist
Party of India-Marxist). who are now the

third-largest parliamentary party, and the

CPI (Communist Party of India).

Historically, the Stalinists in India sup-

ported sending Indian troops to fight for

Britain during World WarTwo in the "anti-

fascist people’s war.” and before 1 947 they

rallied workers and poor peasants behind

the bourgeois Congress party, calling it an

"anti-feudal, anti-imperialist, nationalist"

formation. Immediately after Independ-

ence. major peasant revolts broke out

against the zamindars (a class of feudal

lords created by the British to collect taxes

for the raj) and princely states in Andhra,

West Bengal. Kerala, and Tripura. Even

though these heroic struggles mobilized

poor peasants and other oppressed sec-

tions in the countryside, including Mus-
lims, untouchables, and tribals. their Sta-

linist leaders all came from uppercaste

rich and middle peasantry and served the

interests of that class. The popularity of

these revolts eventually allowed the Sta-

linists to form bourgeois state govern-

ments in all those states except Andhra.

The USec and
1 July 2004

Dear editor.

I appreciated your article on Hong
Kong published in Workers Vanguard No.

825 (30 April). You point out the fake

Trotskyists’ support to counterrevolution-

ary mobilizations in Hong Kong under the

motto of “self-determination" and “democ-

racy." You then proceed to say: "This is

not surprising given that these groups.

October Review and Pioneer, are support-

ers of the fake-Trotskyisl United Secre-

tariat. which hailed Polish Solidamo^cf,

the company union of Wall Street and the

Vatican, as it led the first of the capitalist

counterrevolutions in East Europe."

What are you talking about here. 1981

or 1989? This is important because the

pseudo Trotskyists sometimes pretend

they were correct to support Solidamo^d

in the beginning (1981), when according

to them Solidamo^d was still a bonafide

workers organization fighting against Sta-

linist “totalitarianism." but which degen-

erated some lime in the mid ’80s. after

which the fake Trotskyists stopped sup-

porting them (1989). They try thus to

wash their hands of their responsibility in

supporting this motor force for counter-

revolution in Poland.

The United Secretariat (USec) cer-
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India, 2002: After train carrying Hindu fundamentalists was criminally torched

by Muslim fanatics, Hindu mobs burned down homes In the state of Gujarat,

killing hundreds in anti-Muslim pogroms.

In these three strongholds they intro-

duced limited land reforms, suppressed

communalism, and expanded free educa-

tion—in Kerala, as a result, there is now
almost 100 percent literacy. In other slates

and in the center, the Stalinists supported

whichever bourgeois party appeared to be

the lesser evil at the moment. In Andhra,

for example, the same Stalinists now
supporting Congress had previously sup-

ported Naidu ’s TDP—whose leadership

has a social composition very similar to

their own—against Congress. Their own
leader Pucchalapalli Sundarayya admit-

ted at that time that he couldn’t tell

his own party’s publication Prajasakthi

(People’s Power) from TDP propaganda.

There is a widespread hatred among
workers for the leaders of the CPI-M-
affiliaied CITU (Center for Indian Trade

Unions), which not infrequently boils

over into physical reprisals In 2001. 200

Dunlop tire factory workers and their

families, feeling betrayed when the fac-

tory closed and their long-due wages

were withheld, attacked the president of

the Dunlop unit of CITU and beat him up

Although the Stalinists have made
some noises that their support of Con-
gress will be conditional on its stopping

disinvestment in the public sector, their

opposition to liberalization is fast dwin-

dling in the heal. The CPI-M declared

that they "welcome foreign investment

and realize that no country could quaran-

tine itself from globalization" (Daily

Times, May 21, 2004). Buddhadeb Bhat-

tacharjee. the CM [Chief Minister) of

West Bengal’s CPI-M government, is

openly promising foreign investors (with

a portrait of Lenin hanging behind him)

that he will cut regulations, rein in labor

unions, rid Calcutta of the plague of con-

stant strikes, and shut down "sick" state-

run industries. Even before the drafting of

the common minimum program for the

new coalition, the CPI-M party spokes-

man announced that partial disinvestment

"could be discussed" (Outlook India.

May 15). The common minimum pro-

gram itself calls for encouraging foreign

investment, slowing down—not stop-

ping—privatization, and deeper ties with

the United Slates.

At most, these Stalinists want a return

to pre-BJP times. But what India needs

is a socialist revolution. To make one it

will take a Leninist-Trotskyisi vanguard

party that will organize workers across

communal, national, and caste lines—
rallying the poor peasants behind them—
and link their struggle to those of work-

ers in the imperialist countries.

Comradely greetings.

Sarah

Solidarnos'c
tainly hailed Solidamo^d in 1981. as it

attempted to lead the first of the capital-

ist counterrevolutions in East Europe (the

Stalinists effectively spiked the counter-

revolutionary coup, although they could

only arrest the situation, not address its

causes). However, by the time Solidar-

no^d did lead the counterrevolution in

Poland, i.e. in 1989. the USec was far less

vocal in their support to Solidamotfd.

Indeed, a VW No. 479 (9 June 1989) arti-

cle says that they had by that time found

out a new “vanguard." the PPS-RD. The
PPS-RD. whose founding declaration

slated they stood closer to Pope Wojtyla’s

"social teachings" than to Marxism, was
in a bloc with the arch-anticommunist

Pilsudskiite KPN and Fighting Solidar-

no^d to oppose the round-table agree-

ments between the Stalinists and Soli-

damorfe. As Workers Vanguard noted.

"Moczulski’s KPN stands to the right of
Walesa. Kuron & Co. [historic Solidar-

no^d leaders], while ’Fighting Solidar-

no^d’ shares Walesa’s program for ’free

market’ capitalist exploitation in Poland."

So much for the USec’s occasional claims
that they did not support Solidamo<d’s

counterrevolution in 1989.

Comradely.

A.H.
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Iraq and Left...
(contint4edfrom page 16)

U.S. imperialism. Every blow struck

against the imperialist occupiers is a

blow struck against the enemy of work-

ers and the oppressed all over the world.

But we do not imbue the forces pres-

ently organizing guerrilla attacks on U.S.

forces with “anti-imperialist" credentials

and warn that in the absence of working-

class struggle in Iraq and internationally

against the occupation, the victory of

one or another of the reactionary cleri-

cal forces is more likely to come about

through an alliance with U.S. imperialism.

We are intransigent opponents of the mur-

derous communal violence against other

ethnic, religious and national populations

oftentimes carried out by the very same
forces fighting the occupation armies. And
we condemn the kidnappings and execu-

tions of foreign civilian workers in Iraq.

We are external to the situation inside

Iraq and our task at this point in time is

therefore necessarily largely propagan-

distic, but no less crucial. While making
clear that the main enemy is U.S. imperi-

alism, a revolutionary party with roots

and influence in Iraq today would mobi-
lize against the reimposition of sharia.

against communalist sectarian attacks,

for organizing the vestiges of the work-

ers movement and the legions of the

unemployed on a class basis through

strikes and workplace occupations against

the thieving imperialist occupiers and
parasitic clerics.

Equitable resolution of the democratic

rights of all the peoples of Iraq, and
the Near East more broadly, cannot be
achieved under capitalism but only with

the overthrow of bourgeois rule in the

region and the establishment of a social-

ist federation of the Near East. This is the

Trotskyist program of permanent revolu-

tion. This means combining the struggle

against the occupation with a struggle

against all manner of bourgeois nation-

alism and religious fundamentalism, and
poses the urgent need to forge Marxist
parties to lead the struggles for the work-
ing people to come to power throughout

the region. International extension of the

revolution to the rich centers of imperial-

ism—the United States. Germany. Japan—is vital, or, as Marx noted, “all the old
crap" will return.

Revolutionaries vs. Reformists
in the Antiwar Movement
We oppose calls to cloak an American

imperialist occupation in "humanitarian"

United Nations garb. We oppose the lib-

erals and ostensible leftists who argue
that the way out of the Iraq occupation
is "regime change” in Washington in

November. The rape of Iraq was prepared
by 14 years of crippling United Nations
sanctions and thousands of murderous
bombing sorties ordered by Democratic
president Clinton. John Kerry aims to

reclaim the White House for the Demo-
crats this fall by outflanking Bush as a
war candidate. A solution to the suffer-

ing of the peoples in Iraq depends heav-
ily on class struggle at home against

U.S. imperialism. We fight to instill in

the American proletariat the conscious-
ness that the same profit-lusting rulers
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who smash their unions, drive down
wages, destroy health care and educa-

tion. massacre the workers of Iraq in the

interest of capital. This requires a tena-

cious struggle to swim against the tide of

reactionary “national unity” which has

been cynically whipped up and manipu-

lated by the Bush gang, the Democrats

and the AFL-CIO labor tops since Sep-

tember 11, 2001.

This is the perspective that the Sparta-

cist League and Spartacus Youth Clubs

fought for in the Iraq antiwar movement
against the reformist pressure politics of

United for Peace and Justice. Workers

World Parly (WWP)—which recently

underwent a split—and itsANSWER coali-

tion, the Revolutionary Communist Party

and its Not In Our Name coalition, and

the International Socialist Organization

(ISO) and its various campus coalitions.

While occasionally spouting home
truths about the nature of the profit-driven

capitalist system and its inherent drive to

war in the pages of their newspapers.

these groups actively limited antiwar pro-

tests to the confines of the Democratic
Party and built the rallies as platforms for

the Democrats. Sure, they featured more
left-talking Democrats like Jesse Jackson

Sr., A1 Sharpton and Barbara Lee rather

than John Kerry or Edwards. But these

politicians merely cover the left flank of

the same party of capitalist class rule.

Thus, while we forthrightly raised the call

to defend Iraq—-i.e., that workers and
antiwar activists had to take a side against

the U.S.—the antiwar coalitions refused

to raise such calls, limiting their slogans

to pacifist demands like “No to War" or

“Stop the War,” pandering to the “peace is

patriotic” Democratic Party politicians.

Today, these same reformist groups
espouse a seemingly more left-wing pos-

ture of cheering resistance to the occupa-

tion. A 5 February Workers World arti-

cle headlines, “Mass Resistance Hinders

Neocolonial Plans,” while a 22 July arti-

cle enthuses, "The Iraqi resistance is so

large and has so much popular support

among nationalist Iraqis angered by the

presence of U.S. troops that it cannot be
defeated militarily.” Under the headline.

“The Right to Resist—Why You Should
Support the Opposition to the U.S. Occu-
pation of Iraq” (Socialist Worker. 2 July),

the ISO writes. “If the Iraqi resistance

drives the U.S. out of Iraq, it would be a

major setback for Bush’s agenda and the

agenda of U.S. imperialism. This would
be a tremendous victory for our side

—

making it much more difficult for the

U.S. to choose a new target in the Mid-
dle East or elsewhere in trying to impose
its will.” If the U.S. were driven out of
Iraq, this would certainly be a victory.

But why is it that groups that refused

to side with Iraq in the lead-up to and
during the war now cheer on acts of resis-

tance against the occupation? Because
every blow against the U.S. in Iraq re-

dounds against Bush in the run-up to the

November election and plays to the

Democrats’ advantage. While the ISO and
WWP write articles denouncing the

Democrats, and in the case of WWP are

running their own candidates for the pres-

idential election, in practice they work for

candidates whose purpose is to refurbish

the tarnished image of the Democratic
Party. Thus a 22 July editorial in Workers

World endorses the campaign of black

Atlanta Democrat Cynthia McKinney,

calling her “Unbossed & Unbought." As

for the ISO. they're tom over whether to

support capitalist politician Ralph Nader,

as they did in 20()0, despite the fact that

he has made it clear that the purpose of

his campaign is to push the Democratic

Party in a more “progressive" direction.

You can’t raise political consciousness

and struggle against war while subordi-

nated to representatives of the capitalist

class waging the war! Coalitions based

on this kind of class collaboration are an

obstacle because they shackle antiwar

workers and youth to their class enemy
and promote the illusion that the prior-

ities of the American ruling class can be

shifted in the interest of working people

through peace crawls. The truth is that

imperialist war is not merely a policy,

but the inexorable product of the drive to

conquer new markets for exploitation

and export of capital. That’s why only a

series of socialist revolutions to over-

throw capitalist rule can create a world

planned economy that will put a stop to

imperialist war. This is the only solution,

and to achieve it requires a fight for the

political independence of the workers

movement and the forging of a workers

pany. Break with the Democrats!

Frankenstein’s Monster,
the Antiwar Movement
and the “Resistance”

The imperialist war against and occu-

pation of Iraq are a direct consequence of

the counterrevolutionary destruction of

the Soviet Union in 1991-92. Although
bureaucratically deformed and degen-

erated by Stalinist misrule, the Soviet

Union was still a workers state with a

planned economy and collectivized prop-

erty. if not the beacon of liberation

created by the October 1917 socialist rev-

olution. We fought to defend the Soviet

Union—just as we do China. North

Korea. Vietnam and Cuba today—against

any external attack by imperialism, with-

out any a priori conditions, and against

internal attempts at capitalist restoration.

At the same time, we fight to oust the

parasitic Stalinist bureaucracies and to

implant the revolutionary internationalist

and socialist program of Lenin and Trot-

sky’s Bolsheviks, as we did in the former
USSR. East Germany and elsewhere.

Without the Soviet Union to slay the hand
of U.S. imperialism, the world has be-

come a more dangerous place of unbri-

dled American military intervention and
increased rivalries among capitalist pow-
ers. which threaten wider conflicts, per-

haps. and surely, ultimately including with
nuclear weapons.

From the beginning of the Cold War.
U.S. policy under Democrats and Repub-
licans was to bolster Islamic funda-
mentalism and murderous, authoritarian

regimes (like Hussein in Iraq and the

Shah in Iran) as bulwarks against "god-
less communism" in the region and to

ensure access to petroleum reserves. In

1979, the Soviet Red Army intervened in

Afghanistan at the request of the modern-
izing bourgeois-nationalist government
which was besieged by Islamic funda-
mentalists opposed to elementary demo-
cratic rights for women and reforms that

infringed on the economic and political

fiefdoms of the mullahs. These mujahe-

din cutthroats threw acid in the faces of

unveiled women and skinned Communist
schoolteachers alive for the “crime” of

leaching women how to read. They were

armed, financed and trained by U.S.

imperialism. We Trotskyists hailed the

Red Army intervention in Afghanistan

and called to extend the gains of the Rus-

sian Revolution to the Afghan peoples.

But the Kremlin criminally withdrew the

Red Army from Afghanistan in an effort

to appease U.S. imperialism. This marked

the beginning of the end for the Soviet

Union, as religious reaction and nation-

alism fueled anti-Communist rollback

across East Europe and to the homeland

of the October Revolution.

An informative article by Juan Cole.

“The Iraqi Shiites—On the History of

America's Would-Be Allies" (Boston

Review, October-November 2003), notes,

"Once the Soviets had fallen the Sunni

radicals abandoned their alliance of con-

venience with Washington and turned

against the United States, which they now
saw as a bulwark of the secular govern-

ments that they were trying to overthrow,

in addition to resenting its role in suppos-

ing Israeli expansionism. The more radi-

cal of these groups coalesced into al

Qaeda and decided to hit the ‘far’ enemy
rather than only the ‘near’ one."

This history is essential in evaluating

the American left and the Iraq occupation

today. Claiming a “third camp” of neither

Washington nor Moscow, the ISO sided

with their “own" bourgeoisie by serving

as the left cover for “democratic” imperi-

alism against the Soviet Union in every

conflict of the Cold War. The ISO’s

Socialist Worker (May 1988) cheered:

"We welcome the defeat of the Russians

in Afghanistan. It will give heart to

all those inside the USSR and in East

Europe who want to break the rule

of Stalin’s heirs.” With galloping cyni-

cism. groups like the ISO. which howled
against “Soviet imperialism” in Afghani-

stan and supported the counterrevolution-

ary Jihad, now oppose the Iraq war they

helped bring about in their own small way
through their craven anli-Communism.

The Myth of the
“National Resistance”

Cheerleaders for Third World nation-

alism. Saddam Hussein and the Ba'athist

Party, WWP peddles the myth of an
“Iraqi revolution” which they cite as a

continuous process since 1958! A 5 Feb-
ruary article by Fred Goldstein slates.

“The invasion to recolonize Iraq is a new
development in the history of imperial-

ism. It is an attempt to destroy the inde-

pendence of a people who have already

carried out a great anti-imperialist revo-

lution—the revolution of 1958.” Later
in the article, Goldstein informs us, “In

Iraq, because of the nature of the Iraqi

Revolution and what it achieved for

the masses, there was no such counter-

revolutionary internal base for the CIA
and Pentagon to work with."

This is an outright lie. Saddam Hussein
and the Ba’ath Party were the counterrev-

olutionary oppressors of Iraq’s workers.
Kurds. Shi'ites and other peoples, and as
such were close allies of U.S. imperialism
until Hussein invaded Kuwait in 1990. In

1958, there was indeed a revolutionary
upheaval that overthrew the pro-British

monarchy. There was also a mass Iraqi

Communist Party (ICP) that united Kurds
and Arabs as well as Sunnis. Shi’ites,

Jews and Christians. It was a party with
good human material but a rotten Stalin-

ist program of class collaboration. The
events of 1958 did not end in victory, but
a defeat from which the working class has
yet to recover, because the opportunity
for socialist revolution was sacrificed by
the Kremlin Stalinists and the ICP on the

altar of “peaceful coexistence" with
imperialism and alliance with a mythical
“progressive" bourgeoisie in Iraq. When
the Ba'athists took power in the 1960s,
they, in cahoots with the CIA. outlawed
and shattered the ICP. killing and impris-
oning thousands of Communists and
trade unionists.

To understand what is happening in

Iraq today, including the communalist

WORKERS VANGUARD

WV Photos
Left: Workers World Party’s ANSWER coalition at 30 March 2003 protest in L.A. promotes pro-imperialist lie that
American occupation forces are “our troops.” Right: Al Sharpton speaking at 26 October 2002 antiwar rally. ANSWER
built platforms for capitalist politicians during antiwar movement, serving to bolster illusions in Democratic Party.



Oakland: Black Union Militant Fired
27 July 2004

To the Editor;

I and other members of AFSCME
Locals 444 and 2019 in Oakland. Cali-

fornia greatly appreciated your coverage

of our joint rally last September 17 to

defend Charles DuBois. a black Local

444 member fired using the pretext of

bogus "workplace violence” policies last

year by the East Bay Municipal Utility

District (or EBMUD) after 18 years as a

union activist. The company moved to

fire him after it succeeded in splitting the

unions during contract negotiations, ena-

bling the company to get increased

worker contributions for pensions and

health care and increased speedup. His

firing was an attempt to intimidate all

union members. The recent article I read

in Workers Vanguard on the “workplace

violence” witchhunting of Carlos Black-

man. a black union shop chairman in

New York City Transit, makes clear how
these union-busting policies are being

used nationally.

Many members of both our locals—the

two main unions at EBMUD—took up
brother DuBois’ defense because we
understood that by defending brother

DuBois we were at the same time defend-

ing the rights of our unions as a whole.

The two unions jointly organized the rally

of over 1(K) union members and support-

ers outside company headquarters in

downtown Oakland demanding: “Defend
Union Rights! Defend Charles DuBois!

An Injury to One Is an Injury to All!”

This was the first time the two locals had

joined in such an independent action, for

once not aimed at pressuring the politi-

cians on EBMUD's Board of Directors. 1

thought your readers would be interested

in what has happened with this case. 1 am
attaching an article I wrote which was
published in the June 22 issue of Local

444’s newsletter, Mainline.

Gregg Best

• * *

Arbitrator Rules
Against DuBois

On Thursday May 20, the so-called

neutral arbitrator handed down a “bind-

ing” ruling against Charles DuBois.
upholding every one of EBMUD’s frame-

up allegations and actions taken against

him (except one minor issue). Arbitrators

overwhelmingly rule in favor of manage-
ment. This ruling against Charles is an

attack on our ability to defend our union

and ourselves.

This is a bitter and infuriating outcome
of the long struggle by members of both

Local 444 and our sister Local 2019 to

defend Charles DuBois and defend our

unions. His case and the issues it raised

resonated broadly with the members of

both locals, fed up with management’s
unchecked abuse and speedup. As most
members probably know, I was one of the

members of the joint union committee to

defend brother DuBois along with the

president of 2019. three 444 Executive

Board members and about a half dozen
members from both locals who were the

hard core that began the fight to defend

Charles last summer. This committee was
crucial in organizing the joint union rally

last September 17th in his defense, as

well as organizing members to come to

Charles’ Board of Adjustment and arbi-

tration hearings. So 1 want to take up

what I believe are the two main reasons

that enabled management to fire Charles,

namely, the "Workplace Violence" policy

and the question of binding arbitration.

To my knowledge. Charles is the sec-

ond member of Local 444 to be framed
up and fired by EBMUD using the anti-

union “Workplace Violence” rules. The
first was Randy Kim. a well-liked, high

seniority. Asian American member and
ex-officer of Local 444 who was fired in

1998. Randy was subject to outrageous

charges, a police invasion of his home,
and branded as “violent.” The defense of

Randy was undermined by the leader-

ship’s support for the “Workplace Vio-

lence” clause, allowing management to

target other members.
For union-hating management. Charles

had three strikes against him. First of all

he is black. He is also an outspoken

union militant, former steward and union

officer. And he has always been an oppo-

nent of all instances of injustice against

working people—like the case of Mumia
Abu-Jamal—that he thought the mem-
bership needed to know about. Black and
other minority workers in particular

aren’t supposed to be outspoken. We have

to get rid of this “Workplace Violence”

policy, which is an all-purpose weapon
used by EBMUD management and across

the country to target any union member

management doesn’t like, especially

union militants and minority workers.

The second reason Charles (and Randy
Kim) were fired is because the labor lead-

ership, from the AFL-CIO bureaucrats on
down, have voluntarily given away the

contractual right to strike over grievances'

Instead every union contract that I know
of now has a truncated grievance proce-

dure topped off with binding arbitration.

The union leaderships think this is the

only way to “bind" management, In real-

ity it is the unions that have been bound.

Binding arbitration deliberately takes a

grievance out of the hands of the union

membership. It demobilizes the union.

The strike is the main weapon that a

union has to defend itself and fight for

what it wants against management, here

or anywhere. There is no law that guaran-

tees workers the right to strike. It has to

be constantly fought for. If it weren’t for

the determination of so many union mem-
bers, none of the actions we engaged in

to defend Charles would have happened.

We cannot rely on binding arbitration. It

gives up the independence of the union.

Neither arbitrators nor the government

are neutral. We must have the ability to

mobilize the memberships of both locals

in joint action to defend the union and its

members. The September 1 7th joint rally

was a step in that direction and cut across

EBMUD’s divide and rule strategy that

resulted in last year’s contract debacle.

Despite this setback of Charles’s firing.

Joint union action must become the rule

until we have one local.

Oakland, California

Iraqi women
protest last

January against
decision by
Washington's
hand-picked
Governing Council
to replace
Hussein-era
civil codes
protecting women
with Islamic
sharia law.

violence, you have to understand what
Iraq is. Iraq is not a nation, but a patch-

work of different peoples and ethnicities

carved up by the British imperialists out

of the old Turkish Ottoman Empire at the

end of the First World War. There are

three main populations within Iraq’s bor-

ders: a portion of the Kurdish nation (a

nation that also spans parts of Iran. Tur-

key and Syria); an Arab Shi’ite major-

ity; and the historically dominant Arab
Sunni minority. Absent the working class

emerging as an independent political

force in a struggle against neocolonial

rule, each of these populations can only

come to power by oppressing the others

and in alliance with U.S. imperialism.

What “resistance forces” like Moktada al-

Sadr’s Shi’ite Mahdi Army are after is to

rule Iraq as the local satraps for imperial-

ism if the U.S. forces would just get out.

The struggle of the Kurdish people

explodes the myth of a unitary Iraqi

nation. Their fight for self-determination

is a just struggle, requiring the overthrow

of four capitalist states. We call for a

Socialist Republic of United Kurdistan!

But in Iraq today—and only in Iraq—the

Kurdish question has become decisively

subordinated to the occupation, in the

sense that the Kurdish political parties

and their military forces are an integral

part of the occupation forces. In fact,

many Iraqi Kurds mistakenly look with

favor on the American occupation as a

guarantor against Arab reconquest. The
struggle for Kurdish independence can
only go forward through intransigent

opposition to the occupation and the

Kurdish nationalists who collaborate with

U.S. imperialism.

The so-called “national resistance” in

Iraq is a myth promoted by U.S. and
Western imperialism and cynical leftists.

When the American military bombed the

Sunni town of Falluja and simultaneously

went after Shi’ite cleric Moktada al-Sadr,

there were temporary instances of unity

against the foreign occupier. But resis-

tance forces led by religious clerics are by
definition sectarian. There isn’t a unitary

“resistance” force in Iraq but rather dis-

parate groupings organizing guerrilla

attacks on U.S. forces—and often against

rival groupings and random civilians. In

the present context, an award for the most
asinine analysis should go to Nat Wein-
stein’s Socialist Viewpoint (a split from
Socialist Action) whose front page in

April cheered, “Iraq: The People United

Ctm Never Be Defeated.”

Defeat U.S. Imperialism
Through Workers Revolution!

The flip side of the reformist left’s pan-

dering to liberal Democrats is the dim
and pseudo-revolutionary rhetoric of Jan

Norden’s tiny "Internationalist Group.”
(For an exposd of their ihree-card-monte

organization, see “IG’s Potemkin Vil-

lage Idiocy Ad Absurdum" WV No. 828.
1 1 June.) The IG ludicrously denounces
Workers Vanguard for demanding “U.S.
Troops Out of Iraq. Now!” (see the IG’s

“Sink U.S. Imperialism in the Quicksands
of the Near East!”, Iniemationalist,

November 2003). Falsely claiming that

our demand for the withdrawal of U.S.
troops is addressed to the American rul-

ers and not the workers movement, the

IG thunders. "The imperialists must be
driven out of Afghanistan and Iraq. The
Zionists must be driven out of the West
Bank and Gaza" (emphasis in original).

What kind of idiots oppose the demand
for the immediate withdrawal of imperi-

alist troops? Answer; fraudulent “Marx-
ists” who despair of mobilizing the Amer-
ican proletariat against the capitalist

ruling class.

Norden's group equates our slogans—

“Down with the colonial occupation of

Iraq! All U.S. troops out now!”—with the

reformist American Socialist Workers
Party’s “Out Now” slogan during the Viet-

nam War. which was designed to appeal to

bourgeois politicians who wanted to cut

U.S. imperialism’s losses and get out of

Vietnam. Actually, our position is con-

sistent with the Spartacist revolution-

ary history on which Norden falsely

claims to stand. We refer readers to Spar-

tacist No. 5 (November-December 1965).

which reprints the press release “Sparta-

cist Breaks with New York Parade Com-
mittee” wherein we state:

“The slogan ‘Stop the War in Vietnam
Now' can mean many things to many
people. But given the composition of this

Committee, the fact that it is dominated
by right-wing pacifists and ‘liberals.’ i.e.

pro-capitalist and pro-LBJ, it is clear that

the slogan is deliberately ambiguous in

order to avoid facing the duty to advance
the only demand that has any mean-
ing ‘For the Immediate. Unconditional
Withdrawal of All U.S. TYoops from
Vietnam!"' (emphasis added)

The IG’s polemics against us boil down
to this: they say they’re for the military

defeat of the imperialists and lie that we
are not. Always prone to impressionism

and adventurism, and willing to fight to

the last drop of someone else’s blood,

Norden & Co. substitute fantasies of rev-

olutionary conflagrations sweeping aside

imperialism in the Near East today in

the absence of the struggle to build a

Leninist-Trolskyist party to bring revo-

lutionary consciousness to the working

class, glorifying social forces hostile to the

proletariat. During the first Gulf War in

1 99

1

. as editor of Workers Vanguard, Nor-

den made crazed projections of Hussein’s

army inflicting serious damage to the U.S.

military. When Norden broke from Trot-

skyism. one British comrade aptly asked.

“Would it have been a capitulation to

‘smoke and mirrors’ imperialist propa-

ganda to wake the workers of the world to

the revolutionary defence of Iraq, to halt,

derail, smash by class-struggle means the

crushing one-sided slaughter being pre-

pared before our disbelieving eyes?”

In short, occasional phrases to the

contrary notwithstanding, the IG has no
perspective of fighting to mobilize the

proletariat in the U.S. and other imperi-

alist centers to wage class struggle

against imperialist war. Indeed, during

the Afghanistan war in 2001. the IG
explicitly denounced our slogan “For
Class Struggle Against Capitalist Rulers

at Home!”—a slogan raised in the imme-
diate aftermath of the September 11

attacks and the government's reactionary

"national unity” drive—writing. ‘The
emphasis on 'at home’ is counterposed to

the call to defeat the imperialists abroad"
{Intemationalist. Fall 2001).

Military defeats abroad help sharpen
the class contradictions of a particular

country. That’s the meaning of the Marx-
ist axiom that “war is the mother of
revolution." But it is fundamentally the

working class that has the social power to

accomplish this historic task. We do not

raise the call for class struggle at home
with the pollyannish belief that the Iraq

occupation is going to end with the imme-
diate unfolding of socialist revolution in

the U.S. We raise it in order to cut through
the reactionary "national unity” monger-
ing and ’’anti-terror" scare of the ruling

class and to bring the working class to the

understanding that it alone has the power
to defeat the American imperialist system
through proletarian socialist revolution.

Out of working-class and social struggle

and through the intervention of revolu-

tionary Marxists, the workers party essen-
tial for this successful outcome will be
forged. This is the purpose to which the

Spartacist League is dedicated.*

6 AUGUST 2004
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woKKens VAMemn
The Left and the ^iraqi Resistance”

What does Iraq look like since the bally-

booed handover of sovereignty? Exactly

like a country under merciless U.S. impe-

rialist military occupation with hand-

picked satraps returned from exile and

crowned by Washington as local "demo-

cratic” leaders. The new prime minister,

lyad Atlawi, is a thug who did wet work

for the American CIA, British M16 and

the Ba'aih Party's intelligence agency. Just

days before becoming prime minister.

Allawi personally shot dead six handcuffed

and blindfolded prisoners in the courtyard

of a Baghdad police station (reported by

Paul McGeough, Sydney Morning Herald.

17 July). The morgue overflows with rot-

ting corp.ses and as the mercury hits 114

degrees Fahrenheit. “Baghdad is a city that

reeks with the stench of the dead" (Robert

Fisk. London Independent, 28 July).

Ordinary citizens are blown to bits by

the American military at checkpoints all

over Baghdad festooned with signs read-

ing, “Do not enter or you will be shot."

Scores more are killed by suicide bomb-
ers who make no distinction between

Iraqis lining up for jobs or waiting as

their documents are checked and the for-

eign invaders or their police lackeys. The
official unemployment figure in Iraq is

now 70 percent. Latest estimates of the

number of civilians killed (the American
occupiers don't bother to count how
many civilians they kill) range from over

11,000 to over 13.000.

Patrick Cockbum’s Baghdad “Diary”

(London Review of Books, 22 July)

reports:

“After the disasters of the past year the

Americans know they cannot occupy
Iraq, even in the short term, without the

support of local allies. The problem is

Out of Iraq Now!
For Class Struggle Against

Capitalist Rulers at Home!
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Young Spartacus

Spartacist contingent at March 20 protest in Los Angeles against U.S.
occupation of Iraq.

(hat most Iraqis would like Allawi and
the interim government to get rid of the

suicide bombers and kidnappers—and of

the US occupation as well. But the US
shows no sign of abandoning its plans

to keep Iraq as a client state. It would
have a weak army, devoted entirely to

counter-insurgency. It would have no
tanks, aircraft, missiles or artillery and
would resemble a Latin American stale

of the 1960s with an army and security

forces controlled largely by Washington.

This was the message brought by Paul

Wolfowitz when he turned up in Bagh-
dad in June—accompanied by Kevin
Tebbit, the permanent undersecretary at

the [British] Ministry of Defence—just

before the supposed handover of power.
The US will allow Iraq to rearm, but

only against its own people.”

What about areas of Iraq where the

U.S. military has retreated and turned

over control to former Ba'athist officers.

Sunni Muslim clerics or their Shi'ite

counterparts? In Falluja, women have

been forced back into veils, prohibited

from wearing make-up or participating

in public life under the recently im-

posed Islamic sharia law. A street poster

"decree of Allah" threatens, "We will

have no pity for those who oppose Allah

by their beauty or mode of dress" (Le

Monde. 30 June). Houses are raided

where "sinners" are believed to be drink-

ing alcohol or listening to music other

than Koranic chants. School kids with

"indecent" haircuts are surrounded by

mujahedin trucks, hauled off. beaten and

shaved bald, dangerously branded as

infidels. Ghaith Abdul-Ahad (London

Guardian, 25 June) writes that it's now
“Falluja versus Falluja.” The mayor
handed him two letters. One warns. "Be
careful, oh brothers, because the Ameri-

cans and their traitor allies, the Kurds and

the Shias, are planning to come after your

leaders." The other is addressed to the

UN. demanding that Iraq be run by Sunni

army officers. Meanwhile, the U.S. con-

tinues to bomb the city with impunity.

As revolutionary Marxists, we have a

side in the current situation, against the

U.S., its allies and Iraqi lackeys. Our
starting point is to demand the immedi-
ate, unconditional withdrawal of all U.S.

troops, and their allies. We defend the

peoples of Iraq against any U.S. -led

attack and repression. Insofar as the

forces on the ground in Iraq aim their

blows against the imperialist occupiers

(including the over 20,000 private mer-

cenaries operating in the country), we
call for their military defense against

continued on page 14

Supreme Court Ruling Threatens Mumia Abu-Jamal

Free Mumia Now!
Abolish the Racist Death Penalty!

A June 24 Supreme Court ruling in

the case of Beard v. Banks puls the death
sentence back in court in the case of
Mumia Abu-Jamal. Jamal was convicted

in 1982 on frame-up charges of kill-

ing Philadelphia police officer Daniel
Faulkner on 9 December 1981 and sen-

tenced to death. Ruling on Jamal’s fed-

eral habeas corpus challenge to his con-
viction and death sentence, in December
2001 federal district court judge Wil-
liam Yohn overturned Jamal's sentence.

Yohn overturned the death sentence on
the grounds that the jury failed to con-
sider mitigating circumstances (reasons

prescribed by law why Jamal should not

be executed) and that only a unanimous
vote on such mitigating circumstances
could spare him the death sentence. This

procedure was explicitly found uncon-

stitutional by the 1988 Supreme Court

ruling in Mills v. Maryland. At the same
lime Yohn affirmed the conviction, re-

fusing to even hear the confession of

Arnold Beverly that he, not Jamal, shot

and killed Faulkner. The prosecution

appealed, seeking restoration of Jamal's

death sentence. Mumia appealed, seek-

ing to overturn the conviction.

In the Beard v. Banks decision in

June, written by Clarence Thomas, the

Supreme Court grotesquely ruled that

the Mills holding could not be used to

challenge cases decided before 1988—
i.e.. it could not be applied retroac-

tively. Although the Jury procedure that

sent George Banks to death row was
identical to that found unlawful in the

Mills case. Mills would live while

Banks (and dozens of others) is to die

on the technicality that his case became
“final” eight months before the Mills

decision. This is just the latest in a lab-

yrinth of court rules, legal machina-
tions and sleight-of-hand used to secure

the executions of hundreds of death
row inmates after evidence of inno-

cence and exposure of gross constitu-

tional violations that put them in the

shadow of death in the first place.

In the 1992 Herrera case, the

Supreme Court announced that the exe-

cution of an innocent person is not

unconstitutional. Democratic president

Clinton's 1996 Antiterrorism and Effec-

tive Death Penalty Act. and a 1995
Pennsylvania law adopting draconian

COC Productions

lime limitations for "discovering" new
evidence to challenge a death sentence,
have both been used by federal and slate

courts to bar Beverly's confession and
other evidence of Mumia's innocence.

For over two years, Jamal's habeas
corpus appeal has been on hold as his

stale appeal wended its way through the

continued on page II
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U.S. Out of Iraq

Imperialist Massacre In Najaf
AUGUST .10—As we go lo press, an

uneasy truce appears to have been estab-

lished under the auspices of Shi'ite

ayatollah al-Sistani between the U.S.

occupation forces and ihe Shi'ite leader

Moktada al-Sadr and his Mahdi Army.

But Najaf is a shattered city, with up to

a thousand dead, and U.S, bombing
continues in Sunni Falluja. as the mas-

sively armored, brutal, torturing occu-

pation army continues to rape Iraq.

During the past month’s military

assault by U.S. troops against Najaf. it

was the duty of proletarian forces inter-

nationally 10 offer military defense to

the forces of the Mahdi Army against

the imperialists' onslaught. This would

include acts of solidarity, such as halting

U.S. arms shipments through work

stoppage actions internationally. There

is growing sentiment in the U S. against

the occupation, but American workers

have to go beyond that and actively

champion the military defense of those

fighting the occupation. This will re-

quire a struggle against the craven and

pro-imperialist trade-union misleaders

who tie the workers to their class enemy.

Despite the insurmountable divide

in politics and worldview between our-

selves. secular Marxists, and the Islamic

fundamentalists around the reactionary

Shi'ite leader al-Sadr. in the battle for

Najal the side of the working class was

clearly with the Madhi Army. As we
wrote in our last article on Iraq. “As rev-

olutionary Marxists, we have a side in

Ihe current situation, against the U S.,

its allies and Iraqi lackeys Insofar as

the forces on Ihe ground in Iraq aim

their blows against the imperialist occu-

piers (including the over 20.000 pri-

vate mercenaries operating in the coun-

try). we cal! for their military defense

against U.S. imperialism. Every blow

struck against the imperialist occupiers

is a blow struck against the enemy of

workers and the oppressed all over the

world" ("U.S. Out of Iraq Now!" WV
No. S30. 6 August).

Meanwhile, even as the Pentagon

voniinued on page 14

Venezuela

U.S. Imperialism’s

Referendum Ploy Fails
Populist Capitalist Ruier Chavez Prevails

AP photos

Above: Capitalist strongman Hugo Chavez waves to crowds after casting
ballot in August 15 referendum. Right: August 12 rally by Washington-backed
opposition calls for "Yes" in referendum that sought to oust Chavez.

Venezuelan president Hugo Chivez
scored a 58 to 42 percent victory over his

opponents in the August 15 recall refer-

endum. The recall referendum was the

third attempt by the CIA and Venezue-

la's right-wing bourgeois parlies to oust

Chdvez. In April 2002. they briefly suc-

ceeded with a military coup and demon-
strated their commitment to "democracy"

by dissolving the legislature. This was
followed in the winter of 2002-2003 by
lockouts and strikes organized by the

bosses aimed at crippling the economy.
The National Endowment for Democracy,

a money-laundering conduit for the CIA.
funneled millions of dollars to fund anti-

Ch4vez marches, sabotage land reform

projects, disrupt services, and line the

pockets of the military officers, police

and politicians the CIA favors over the

populist Chdvez.

Despite the red-.scare tactics of the

kooks and neocons in the Bush admin-
istration. more rational spokesmen for

imperialism's interests washed their hands

of the three-time losers in Venezuela’s

opposition and accepted Chavez as a man
who could be trusted to protect their

investments, Chdvez has been able to beat

back repealed efforts by the Bush admin-

istration and its local agents to topple him
by maintaining a strong base of support

among the Venezuelan population and

sections of the armed forces. As opposed
lo the Venezuelan ruling class, which is

overwhelmingly white, racist and hostile

lo the poor non-while population. Chdvez
proudly promotes his indigenous and
African ancestry. And given the long his-

tory of U.S. imperialist incursions into

Latin America, propping up murderous
right-wing regimes, typically military

juntas. Chdvez’s anti-imperialist posture

resonates with much of the population.

Moreover, to a certain degree ChtSvez

has translated his nationalist-populist

rhetoric into actual reforms beneficial to

the poor in a country where some 80 per-

cent of the population lives in abject

poverty. This ability, however, is largely

dependent on the fact that the Venezuelan

economy has enjoyed historically high oil

prices in the world market over the past

couple of years. The oil revenue windfall

has allowed the government, for example,

to triple the budget for education (accord-

ing to official figures), increasing school

attendance by 25 percent by 2002. Free

medical clinics have been established,

staffed by more than 17.000 Cuban doc-

tors and dentists, in exchange for cheap

Venezuelan oil exported to Cuba. Faced
with the latest effort to oust him via the

referendum. Chdvez introduced further

social reforms, such as free food distribu-

tion to the poor as well as nationalizing

and distributing unused agricultural land.

He also commendably naturalized some
1.2 million desperately poor immigrants,

many of them refugees from Colombia,
which deepened his political base in the

run-up to the referendum.

However, these programs, in them-
selves quite progressive, are not based

continued on page 12
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CLASS-STRUGGLE DEFENSE NOTES

Jerry Dale Lowe Released
from Federal Prison

Jerry Dale Lowe
with his wife, Lea,

before being sent
to prison.

After close to eleven years in federal

prison in Ashland. Kentucky, United

Mine Workers (UMWA) militant Jerry

Dale Lowe is almost home. He was re-

leased in early August to a halfway house

in Charleston. West Virginia and can

spend two days per week at home with his

wife, Lea; he hopes to be a free man in

October. He told Workers Vanguard: “I

just thank everybody for their support and

everything they've done for us.”

This is indeed a bittersweet homecom-
ing for a fourth-generation union miner

who was framed up on federal charges of

"interfering with interstate commerce”

stemming from the shooting death of a

scab contractor in a bitterly fought seven-

month strike in 1993 in Logan County,

West Virginia. This strike was part of

a disastrous UMWA International ten-

month campaign of “selective strikes"

which dumped the union’s arsenal of

class-struggle tactics.

On 22 July 1993, Lowe, the safety

committee chairman of Local 5958, was

on picket duty at Arch Mineral’s Ruffner

Mine, facing armed thugs from Elite

Security, who regularly took shots at the

union picket shack and tear-gassed it

repeatedly. As a convoy of .scabs and

S-
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TROTSKY

liberation through

Black Liberation and the Struggle

for Workers Revolution

In a 1933 document entitled "Commu-
nism and the Negro" (published by Verso in

2003 under the title Race and Revolution).

Max Shuchtman, then a Trotskyist leader,

powerfully argued that the oppression of
black people M’Oi a fundamental component

ofAmerican capitalism and that the working

class as a whole could not take power with-

out actively championing the rights of the

black masses. Today, we of the Trotskyist

Spartacist League raise the call for black

socialist revolution as a central element of our program.

LENIN

Under the heel of oppression and exploitation which crushes the Negro masses lie

also tens of millions of American workers and poor farmers, and additional tens of

millions in the colonies and spheres of influence of Wall Street imperialism. For the

masses in Latin America, the struggle for liberation from Yankee oppression is bound
up by a thousand invisible threads with the movement of the American working class to

overthrow the power of its imperialist exploiter. But that movement, in turn, is insepa-

rably connected with the position and interests of the black millions....

It is impossible for the American workers to make any real progress towards freedom
without gaining the support of the vast reservoir of strength and militancy constituted

by the twelve million black people. This support cannot be gained until the white
workers become the most uncompromising champions of the Negro. It depends
entirely upon the white proletariat whether the colored masses of America will form a
bulwark of reaction or a battering ram of revolution and progress. For if the workers
stand out as the unflinching defenders of the Negroes, the latter will put no serious

obstacles in the path of cementing an invincible alliance against the ruling class. But if

they regard the Negro as their inferiors, if they merely tolerate his assistance, if they try

to deal with his burning problems by cowardly half-measures or formal and evasive

palliatives, the Negro will rightly turn his back upon the working class as undeserving
of his support.

The class struggle in the United States has reached the stage where this unity of the

Negro race with the white proletariat and poor farmers is not only possible and neces-
sary. but inevitable. It is our view that the whole past history of the Negro in the

United States has brought him inexorably to the position where his daily interests as
well as his future in society is tied up with this unity. The conditions of his development
in the capitalist order makes it impossible for the Negro to advance any longer by a sin-

gle step if he relies upon his own resource and efforts. Nor can he progress any farther

by allying himself with any section of the ruling class, be it the big capitalists or the

small, in the North or the South, or even the capitalistic elements in his own race. His
destiny is now connected with only one .stratum of society: the working class.

—Max Shachtman. "Communism and the Negro" (1933)
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goons left the mine, a scab contractor

was killed by a bullet to the back of the

head

—

from the direction of the goons of

Elite Security at the mine.

When West Virginia state officials

could find no basis to charge Lowe and
seven other union brothers with anything.

Democratic president Clinton’s Ju.stice

Department stepped in with manufac-

tured charges of "conspiracy to interfere

with interstate commerce.” even though

the scab truck had never been driven out

of the state. The seven other men
accepted a plea bargain, but Lowe refused

to cut a deal with prosecutors who were

trying to frame him for the shooting. The
prosecutors claimed that the fata! bullet

might have come from a pistol that Lowe
had owned at one lime. But the court

refused to allow evidence that Lowe had
sold the gun prior to the shooting!

Although his local union brothers sup-

ported him. the UMWA International lops

led by Richard Trumka did not mobilize

union power to back Lowe in the court-

room or on the streets. The December
1993 sellout settlement of the strike

explicitly excluded amnesty for anyone
facing federal charges. Through one
rejected appeal after another. Jerry Dale

Lowe faced the wrath of the capitalist

stale without the support of his union

because the UMWA tops and the rest of

AFL-CIO officialdom have a policy of

pressuring capitalist politicians instead of

fighting for their members. As a miner.

Lowe should be getting help from his

union to find a job right now. But there is

no evidence of this happening.

Jerry Dale Lowe’s "crime" was to de-

fend his union, and in a very real way. as

the union safety man. he defended the lives

and limbs and lungs of his co-workers,

it’s no surprise that he was a target in the

bitter class battle of 1993. The erosion of

working conditions, the loss of union

jobs, the rising rate of industrial accidents

can all be traced to unanswered attacks on

unions and union militants like Lowe.

As a class-war prisoner. Lowe had

been the recipient of a modest monthly

stipend from the Partisan Defense Com-
mittee. And workers in many industries

followed his case in Workers Vanguard
and the Partisan Defense Committee’s

Class-Struggle Defense Notes and yearned

to see him free. Though he should never

have spent a day in jail, we are happy that

he will be a free man soon.

You can write to Jerry Dale Lowe at;

102 Athens Ave.

Charleston. WV 25306-6334

Jaan Laaman Thrown in

Solitary for Solidarity with

DNC and RNC Protests
Class-war prisoner Jaan Laaman has

spent almost two decades behind bars.

Like Ray Luc Levasseur, who ivaj re-

cently paroled. Laaman wos part of the

Ohio 7. leftist activists who were con-

victed for their role in a radical group
that took credit for hank "expropria-

tions" and bombings in the late 1970s
and '80s against symbols of U.S. impe-

rialism such as military and corpo-

rate offices. From the standpoint of the

working class, the actions of the Ohio 7

against U.S. imperialism and racist in-

justice are not a crime, and these coura-

geous activists should not have served

a day in prison. The Partisan Defense
Committee sent the following protest

letter on 14 August to the superintendent

ofMCI Cedar Junction in South Walpole.

Massachusetts where Jaan Laaman is

imprisoned.

We have learned that class-struggle

prisoner Jaan Karl Laaman has been
thrown into solitary confinement. It is

clear this punishment is a political re-

prisal for his statement of support to

demonstrators opposed to both the Dem-
ocratic and Republican National Conven-
tions. The Partisan Defense Committee
demands the immediate release of Mr.
Laaman from solitary confinement.

Just days before protesters marching
from Boston to New York rallied outside

the Walpole MCI facility. Jaan Laaman
was thrown in the “hole.” He had written

a statement of solidarity with the march-
ers in which he reiterated his opposition
to the bipartisan war against the peoples
of Iraq as well as equally bipartisan war
on democratic rights domestically. For
exercising his First Amendment right to

free speech. Mr. Laaman is subjected to

draconian punishment where he was held

incommunicado for over a week and is

still locked down in solitary confinement.

It is more than obvious that Mr. Laaman
is subject to these onerous conditions

because of his political convictions. He
remains an outspoken anti-imperialist

Anarchist Black Cross

Jaan Laaman with his son Rick at

Leavenworth prison, 1999.

political prisoner who has solidarized

with the grievances of black and Latino

prisoners. For this he is repeatedly denied
transfer from the more repressive sec-

tion of the prison and has not even been
allowed to see his close supporter and
fiancee for over a year.

In the eyes of class-conscious work-

ers throughout the world. Jaan Laaman
has committed no crime. We demand an
end to the persecution of this courageous

prisoner as we fight to win the workers
movement to struggle for freedom of all

class-war prisoners. Again we demand
the immediate release from solitary con-

finement of Jaan Laaman!*
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Letters

On Seniors and the Disabled

Protesters
demonstrate

against
Medicare
"reform."

7 July 2004

Editor

Workers Vanguard

Could you address the situation of sen-

iors and the disabled? There arc many
persons like myself living on SSI. and the

general opinion is that we must vote for

the Democrats since they “protect" our

benefits from the Republicans, who
would like to abolish the whole ihing.

How true is this scenario? What are the

facts? And what is the revolutionary view

for those dependent on capitalist lar-

gesse? They give us only an inadequate

pittance on which to live, but I don't hear

any “socialists" saying we should gel any
more—after all. we are not “workers”!

What does your party say?

Yours.

Clayton C.C. O'Claerach

WV replies: It is one of the outrages of

life in the capitalist United States that

impoverished seniors and disabled peo-

ple—many of whom barely survive on
what O'Claerach aptly calls an “inade-

quate pittance"—live in constant fear

of losing even those few. begrudgingly

distributed dollars. Last Friday. Fed
chairman Alan Greenspan warned of

“abrupt and painful" consequences if

Social Security and Medicare benefits are

not slashed. United Airlines is one of the

most recent corporations to announce that

it will seek to redress its bankruptcy on

the backs of its workers and eliminate

Its pension plan—the largest pen.sion

default ever by a U.S. company. Two
years ago. the spectacular meltdown of

Enron resulted in 19.000 former employ-

ees seeing their jobs and future well-

being evaporate.

Such attacks occur not simply because

the capitalists are heartless brutes (which

they are) but because of the logic of the

capitalist system. Pension payments and

most health care costs are. from the cap-

italists' point of view, unproductive over-

head expenses that lower overall prof-

itability. Not only in the U.S. but in

Europe and Japan as well, the capitalists

are taking the ax to such benefits as part

of the drive to increase their competitive-

ness on the international market.

It may appear that seniors carry a lot

of weight since they represent a sizable

voting bloc. But both the Democratic and

Republican parties represent the capitalist

class and can only .serve their interests at

the expense of working people and the

oppressed. Their differences amount to

style and occasional tactics, not funda-

mental program. George Bush and his

cronies give the impression that they find

it invigorating and enjoyable to throw

poor mothers and their children onto the

street—ending the day by clinking cham-
pagne glasses with billionaire supporters

to whom they promise tax cuts. The
Democrats occasionally sigh about how
hard it is for them to throw poor mothers

and their children onto the street. ..then

do so.

For the coming presidential election,

the Republicans and Democrats have

been competing for seniors’ votes by tus-

sling over the Medicare "reform" bill

passed late last year, which will clearly

eliminate much of the meager health

coverage that now allows poor seniors to

obtain some prescription drugs. John

Kerry i.s exploiting his opposition to this

Medicare "reform" by courting seniors

through a new organization. "Seniors for

Kerry-Edwards." which highlights the

supposedly solid opposition of the Demo-
crats to this increasingly unpopular bill.

Yet in fact. Medicare "reform" passed

with significant bipartisan support, par-

ticularly in the Senate.

The real power to turn back the capi-

talists’ attacks lies not in the voting booth

but in the strength of the working class,

whose social power is based on its posi-

tion in society at the point of production.

Gains for the oppressed have always been

won when the labor movement flexes its

muscle and fights; this is precisely how
Social Security was won in the 1930s.

And the working class has a powerful

interest in combatting the desperate

conditions of poor elderly and disabled

people; after all. every worker faces the

prospect of old age. and any worker can

become disabled. In I99.*i. the French

government’s assault on retirement and
health care programs triggered an enor-

mous upsurge in class struggle by public

sector workers that for three weeks
brought the country to a crawl. As in a

number of strikes in the U.S.. a central

issue in the recent five-month strike by

the UFCW against the supermarket

bosses in Southern California was de-

fense of medical coverage.

What led to the defeat of those

extremely popular strikes was the pro-

capitalist trade-union bureacracy. which

kept the strikes isolated and then sold

them out. The class collaboration of the

workers' leaders in this country is encap-

sulated by their support for—and integra-

tion into—the Democratic Parly. This is

the reason the ruling class has largely

been able to gel away with its vicious war

against everybody from unionists to wel-

fare mothers, black people, immigrants,

seniors and the disabled. The craven mis-

leaders of the labor movement and
assorted reformists push the idea that the

working class and oppressed must sup-

port the Democrats in order to prevent the

Republicans from doing even more hor-

rible things. Such illusions have only

American
“

Austin. Texas

10 June 2004
Dear Editors;

I write to express concern about lan-

guage used in the article "The Nipple

That Shook the Moral Foundation of

a Nation." WV. no. 820, 20 Feb. 2004.

The language that concerns me is the

following: "...overfed, drunken nuclear

families...."

The intention of the article was to criti-

cise bourgeois morality. There is nothing

educational about the statement above. It is

a gross, elitist insult, nothing more. How
can the Workers Vanguard hope to win
over working-class readers if it flings at

them the epithet "overfed" and "drunken."

The paper states that signed articles do
not necessarily express the editorial view-

point of the Workers Vanguard. This par-

ticular article was unsigned suggesting

that the statement does express the edito-

rial viewpoint. 1 certainly hope that this is

not the case.

Sincerely.

Robert L. Smale

WV replies: Apologies to svelte and
sober workers everywhere. The complete

Solidarity with

Palestinian Hunger-Strikers!

The following August 30 letter

was sent by the Partisan Defense

Committee to the Israeli government.

The Partisan Defense Committee

protests the inhumane treatment

accorded Palestinian prisoners in

Israeli jails and insists that the Pales-

tinian hunger-strikers’ urgent demands

be granted immediately. Since August

15. over 3.000 Palestinian prisoners,

many of whose lives are reportedly in

danger, have refused any nourishment

other than water. The hunger-strikers

are demanding increased access to

telephones, a cessation of humiliating

strip searches and an end to the

severe restrictions on family visits.

The hunger-strikers' demands are so

minimal and basic that they demon-

strate the desperate quality of their

incarceration.

Israeli officials have reacted to the

hunger strike with typical racist vin-

dictiveness. Prison staff are reportedly

withholding necessary medical care

from striking prisoners. Officials have

imposed additional sanctions, banning
all family visits as well as the sale of
cigarettes and candy. Public Security

Minister Tzahi Hanegbi vowed not to

cede to the hunger-strikers’ demands,
declaring that they could "starve to

death, as far as 1 am concerned."

Conditions in Israeli prisons and

detention centers are notoriously cruel

and inhuman. Palestinian pri.soners are

routinely subjected to solitary confine-

ment for extended periods of lime,

denial of due process, arbitrary and
mdiscrimmale beatings and—openly

acknowledged—torture. The Palestin-

ian hunger-strikers’ demands represent

a cry of protest against this system of

brutal repression, which richly de-

serves to be brought to an end. Grant
the hunger-strikers' demands! Free

all victims of Zionist stale terror!

served to politically disarm the working

class, preventing it from making any but

the most leeble protest as both capitalist

parties have made war on it.

Illusions in the Democrats as a "lesser

evil" make them il anything better (for

the bourgeoisie) than the Republicans at

driving down the living standards of the

working class and oppressed. One of the

main "achievements" of the last Demo-
cratic administration was the fulfillment

of Clinton’s vow to "end welfare as we
know it" in 1996. resulting in thousands

of poor people being forced into miser-

ably paying "workfare" jobs and elimi-

nating disability payments for large num-
bers of children as well as immigrants.

Clinton also took aim at Social Security,

effectively slashing SI 7.5 billion in his

first year in office by increasing taxes on

benefits, later cutting billions from Med-
icare (see "Feds Loot Social Security."

WVNo. 669. 30 May 1997).

We fight for free, quality medical care,

housing and a decent standard of living

for everybody, including those whose

age. illness or physical disability forces

them to be dependent on the state (or

on younger members of their family).

We therefore favor any monetary increase

or improvement in benefits that can be

wrested from the slate. Ultimately, there

cart and will be no real social security, or

end to poverty and unemployment, home-
lessness and racist oppression except

through establishing—through socialist

revolution—a planned, collectivized econ-

omy governed in the interests of working

people. That requires a revolutionary

workers party, forged in political struggle

against the reformist leaders of the

working class.

Just as the vicious mistreatment of the

sick, elderly and defen.seless graphically

demonstrates the depravity of this capi-

talist system, so would the inclusion ot

such individuals in a socialist .society dem-
onstrate the fundamental decency, as well

as rationality, of the world envisioned by

Karl Marx. Marx de.scribed this future

society as one that would be based on the

principle "from each according to his

abilities, to each according to his needs."

In other words, he recognized that due to

physical differences in human beings, not

every individual will be able to work at

the same level for the whole of society,

but will participate as he or she is able

and reap the benefits the socialist society

is able in turn to provide. This is the world

we want to build, by putting the working
class in power around the globe.

Boob-oisie”
sentence referred to states; "What H.L
Mencken called the 'American boob-
oisie’ is in full frenzy following the

Super Bowl, all because the kids, sitting

around family TV sets in the bosom of
their overfed, drunken nuclear families,

finally got to see something interesting

on network TV." We weren't referring

to workers at all; rather, what the writer

had in mind was the "boob-oisie’s" own
kids, referencing the stifling hypocrisy of

petty-bourgeois families, like the Dur-

sleys in the Harry Potter stories, who
self-righieously stuff themselves silly

while condemning anything outside their

narrow, puritanical world, especially if

it’s sexy, like the flash of Janet Jackson’s

nipple. Most people in this country do
not live in "nuclear families"—that is.

the unit of husbund/wife and their own
kids—and the lower on the economic
scale you go. the less likely it is such

bourgeois formations exist. Given the

huge drop in real wages over the past

decades and massive cuts in social serv-

ices. most everybody we know has

to scramble in various messy, non-
suburban. non-nuclear ways to get by
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Over 1,000 Arrested—Drop All the Charges!

500,000 Protest RNCNYC:
AUGU.ST 31—Half a million people

marched in New York City in a proiesl

organized by United for Peace and Justice

against the “Bush agenda" and the Iraq

war and occupation on August 29. This

huge march spoke to the anger of millions

who are fed up with the lies and cruelty

of the Bush administration. Military

families, who are usually conservative,

marched with photos of their sons and

daughters killed in Iraq. A wide spectrum

of contingents representing organized

labor. AIDS activists, the homeless, fight-

ers for civil rights, women’s rights and

socialists mobilized for the protest.

The August 29 protest against the

Republican National Convention (RNC)
was conceived and carried out as a im'bil-

ization for the Democratic Party. The

Spartaeist League energetically inter-

vened with a counterposed revolutionary

alternative. The growing discontent with

the vicious gang m the White Httusc

should not be squandered by supporting

their partners in crime, the Democrats.

Our banner reading. "U.S. Out of Iraq!

Israel Out of the Occupied Territories!

Break with the Democratic Party of War

and Racism—For a Workers Party That

Fights for Socialist Revolution!" was a

magnet that attracted those justly led up

with the shell game of voting every four

years for one or another capitalist party to

oppress the working people here and

worldwide- Our comrades also raised a

banner in Central Park, joining others

who defied the city's outrageous ban on

rallying there. Spartaeist comrades sold

over 1 .300 newspapers and more than 20

sub.scriptions.

The police-state tactics against protest-

ers and infringements of everyone’s dem-
ocratic rights to free speech and assembly

are a good indication of how much the

government fears the working people and

the left. While the right-wing media
launched a campaign of hysteria, portray-

ing those who engaged in civil disobedi-

ence as “extremists" and. effectively, as

"terrorists." the liberals went out of their

way to condemn militant protesters.

The government’s new "red scare"

equates dissent with "terrorism." and

treats protesters like the "enemy within.”

FBI counterterrorism agents took aim at

youth organizers, sniffing around for

“possible violence" in advance of pro-

tests outside the two capitalist party con-

ventions this summer. Three youth in

Missouri are now targets of a domestic

leiTorism investigation and were subpoe-

naed to testify before a federal grand

jury. To say this “chills" free speech is to

liken an iceberg to a popsicle; the Feds

are preemptively stopping people from
participating in protests before any dem-
onstration. much less any crime, has

occurred. Indymedia reports that the

Secret Service attempted to snare acti-

vists by asking Indymedia's Web server

to provide user connection logs.

As we go to press, over 1.000 demon-

strators have been arrested In protests

against the RNC Many were held for

more than a day without recourse to a

phone call or a lawyer and penned in a

sludge and oil-sIicked warehouse on a

pier in the Hudson River, Protesters who
rappelled down the Plaza Hotel with a

banner with the words “Bush" and "Truth"

inside arrows pointing in opposite direc-

tions face felony charges because a cop

chasing them cut himself on a cracked

skylight. Nine other protesters arrested

August 29 face seven years in prison on

trumped-up felony assault charges. Release

the RNC protesters! Drop the charges!

We reprint below an August 21 state-

ment issued by the Spartaeist League and

Partisan Defense Committee protesting

the ban on demonstrations in Central

Park

* * *

The Republicans are preparing to de-

scend upon New York City to re-nominate

George W. Bush as their presidential can-

didate. The Republican Party—along

with the Democratic Party, the other party

of war and racism—is responsible for the

invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq as well

as the intensifying war on working people

and the oppressed at home. And. so. many
people want to protest. In response. New
York City mayor Michael Bloomberg’s

administration has launched an all-out

attack on the fundamental rights of free

.speech and assembly of those seeking to

protest the Republican National Conven-

tion (RNC), The city has denied access to

the Great Lawn in Central Park to the

International ANSWER coalition and the

National Council of Arab Americans

(NCA). which are planning a demonstra-

tion on August 28. and to United for

Peace and Justice (UFPJ), w'hich is plan-

ning a demonstration on August 29, The
utterly absurd pretext for the denials is

that the grass may get trampled! The city

administration has been doing everything

to prevent people from protesting where

they want to. including trying to ghetto-

ize the rallies on the desolate West .Side

Highway. Both ANSWER/NCA and UFPJ
have filed lawsuits seeking to overturn the

ban. We say: Down with the ban on Cen-

tral Park! Protesters have a right to rally

wherever they want!

A taste of what anti-RNC protesters

will be facing was at hand during the pro-

tests outside the Democratic National

Convention in Boston last month, where

the city set up a "free speech zone"—a

razor-wire steel cage outside the Fleet

Center and under an elevated freeway

—

which protesters rightly largely ignored.

New York City plans to far outdo Boston

in state repression. Under the guise of the

"war on terror" and in preparation for the

RNC. the Bloomberg administration has

kept the city in an ongoing state of "code

orange.” as cops armed with automatic

rifles ominously patrol the subways. The
NYPD has openly admitted to infiltrating

planning meetings for the anti-RNC pro-

tests. and the FBI has been going around

interviewing people, particularly target-

ing anarchists and spreading the vile and

dangerous lie that they are “violent."

Now. in an unprecedented move, the city

administration has announced its inten-

tion to open the sealed records of people

whose charges stemming from protest

arrests were previously dismissed. The
".security’' hysteria surrounding the RNC
is also aimed at those Democratic Party

opponents of the Bush administration

who would mobilize in the streets.

Through its intimidation tactics, the pow-
ers that be are trying to frighten people

from protesting against the oddly de-

mented and war-crazed Bush administra-

tion. This must be met with a defiant and

mass protest against all aspects of the

bi-partisan war on working people at

home and abroad.

The hysteria surrounding the right to

march against the RNC comes in the con-

text of the vicious occupation of Iraq.

U.S. imperialism s "war on terror" and

the intensification of government repres-

sion following the September 1 1 attacks.

The ANSWER/NCA demonstration is

specifically called against the racist and

anti-immigrani government attacks on
the rights of Arabs and Muslims, As
Mara Verheydcn-Hilliard. the attorney for

ANSWER and NCA. put it at a court

hearing on August 20. the city’s claims

that the protesters should be content with

demonstrating outside Central Park and
Manhattan altogether is akin to telling

black people that they shouhl not com-
plain about being at the back of the bus

and instead be content with being on the

bus at all. What became clear at the court

hearing is that the city administration

is trying to pit ANSWER/NCA against

UFPJ. arguing that if forced to grant

ANSWER/NCA a permit in Central Park,

the city wiiuld use this to deny UFPJ its

permit under the pretext that the rallies

are only a day apart. The ANSWER/NCA
attorney rightly denounced this despi-

cable maneuver.

From opposition to gay marriage to

opposition to giving drivers licenses to

undocumented immigrants, the govern-

ment has been on a campaign to eviscer-

ate everybody’s rights. During an August

17 press conference where Bloomberg

cynically welcomed ‘‘peaceful protest-

ers" (i.e.. those willing to allow them-

selves to be locked into police pens) with

offers of discounts at Applebee's (!).

activists from CODEPINK: Women For

Peace were arrested as they attempted to

unfurl a banner criticizing Bloomberg for

denying demonstrators access to Central

Park. Drop the charges now' This is not

the first lime that the Bloomberg admin-

istration has tried to turn the streets of

New York into a police slate: recall m
February 2003 when the administration

tried to prevent UFPJ from protesting

against the then-impending war on Iraq

Bloomberg stated that free speech is a

"privilege" that can be taken away and

has vowed to arrest individuals who try

to exercise their rights and assemble in

groups of 20 or more in Central Park.

Bloomberg’s actions demonstrate what

we Marxists recognize as the class nature

of the capitalist state, which exists to

defend the interests of the ruling capital-

ist class against working people and

the oppressed. Witness the brutal terror

regularly meted out by racist NYPD cops

against black people in the ghettos. The
"anti-terror" frenzy promoted by Demo-
crats and Republicans alike is in reality

aimed at the labor movement and the

oppressed. When New York transit work-

ers voted to go on strike in late 2002. the

media screamed that they were launching

a "jihad" and the strikebreaking Taylor

Law was invoked. In a 2003 letter signed

by Republican House majority leader

Tom DeLay. firefighters who had lost

over 300 of their comrades trying to save

people in the World Trade Center were

declared to be a "clear and present danger

to (he security of (he United States"

because they are unionized!

We call on all defenders of free

speech, the right to assembly, due pro-

cess and equal protection under the law

to oppose the vicious assaults on the

rights of anti-RNC protesters and to

demand that ANSWER and UFPJ be

allowed to rally in Central Park. We of

the Spartaeist League and the Partisan

Defense Committee are stalwart defend-
ers of democratic and labor rights, in-

cluding the right of a Marxist workers

party to organize. The democratic rights

under attack today were won through

centuries of struggle and revolution—(he

parliamentary partisans in (he English

Civil War. the U.S. Revolutionary War.

the Great French Revolution, the Ameri-
can Civil War. the pitched labor bat-

tles of (he 1930s and (he mass movement
against Jim Crow segregation. What the

government wants to get away with

IS the ability to label any and all political

opponents as "violent" or "terrorisis”—
categories that will provide the state with

a license to suspend democratic rights,

criminalize political activity and engage
in legalized murder. Whatever rights we
have under this oppressive capitalist

order were won through tumultuous class

and social struggle. Our rights must be

defended through the struggles of black

people, immigrants and defenders of

civil liberties welded to the power of the

multiracial labor movement.

the Oemecretsf

^ No Vo^e to Nader!

_ For a Workep Parly that

Fights for Socialis^Revolution!

SPARTACIST l’eaGUE

wv pnoto

Spartacists join others in defying ban on protests in Central Park, August 29.
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Young Spartacus

For Women’s Liberation Through Socialist Revolution!

How I Became a Revolutionary
Wi' reprint helow an appliealion letter

to the Spartacus Youth Group, vouth aux-

iliary of tile Spartacist Leafiue/Hritain.

as orifiinally published in Workers Ham-
mer No. ISS (Autumn 2()0d).

WorkersHammer
I tlrsi became inieresied in politics

when I was eleven years old. A small anti-

abortion group was protesting outside our

local hospital because it was the one place

within a 60-mile radius where a single

doctor performed abortions. Every day
they stood opposite the hospital with

placards showing pictures of aborted

fetuses. I began asking questions and at

eleven years old I came to the conclusion

that It IS a fundamental right lor women
to have safe access t<) abortion I spent

the following ten years involved in a myr-

iad of left-wing campaigns, including, but

not limited to. working on referendums to

ban discrimination against gays in employ-

ment; protesting the use of child labour

by Wal-Mart manufacturers; advancing

the economic rights of single mothers;

fighting for the rights of tenants; protest-

ing the economic sanctions against Iraq

and protesting the bombing of Iraq in

1998. I threw myself into these cam-
paigns with the passion of .someone who
wanted to see a better and more just

world. Though I was involved in many
different campaigns, they all had one sig-

nificant similarity: they all were based on

the belief that one could pressure the gov-

ernment into acting on the side of the

poor and oppressed.

Though I had many strong beliefs. I

never thought beyond the bounds of cap-

italism. I grew up in a rural, backward
area and people did not talk about social-

ism. I was only eight when the Berlin

Wall fell and East and West Germany
were united under capitalism, and was ten

during counterrevolution in the Soviet

Union. I always thought that the best way
to advance social Justice was to persuade

people to vote for social advancements

and put constant pressure on the govern-

ment to advance the rights of the poor and

oppressed 1 had not yet been exposed to

politics with any other method.

My politics began a significant change
when I was studying for a Masters degree

in "human rights" at the University of

Essex. I quickly became involved in the

University Peace Campaign, which was

organising protests against the upcoming
war against Iraq. I threw myself into this

campaign with all of my passion and

spent Saturdays leafleting in the town

centre to build local demonstrations. We
collected donations and support petitions

for the striking firefighters, and attempted

to mobilise campus protests against top-

up fees [additional university tuition

charges]. This was the first time I heard

people discussing socialism on any

remotely serious basis and started for the

first time to understand that the nature of

capitalism is to maximise profit for the

few by exploiting the labour of the many.
I begun making the links between capi-

talism and war. poverty, racism, and
women’s oppression; liowever. I did not

honestly believe it to be possible to either

overthrow capitalism or to rebuild an

egalitarian society. This is perhaps why I.

as did many others, seemed to believe the

Stop the War Coalition and the leaders of

sundry left-wing political organisations

when they put forward the idea that we
could stop the war If we all united

together and marched together with a

single demand.

I spent the two weeks before the 15

February demonstration in London called

by Stop the War handing out leaflets at

my university and in the town centre in an

attempt to build the demonstration. Every
day I skipped my classes to spend several

hours outside in the bitter February cold

selling ticket.s for seats on our coaches to

London. 1 felt an amazing sense of self-

gratification when we filled nine coaches
bound for London. I thought that if we
got two million people on the streets that

would be enough to pressure the British

government to listen to the people and not

to go to war. Ail sense of gratification

faded shortly after I arrived in London. In

every direction I could see liberal plac-

ards with slogans such as "US—no.

UN—yes" and "No war without a second

restilution." I was further disappointed

and disillusioned when I reached Hyde
Park and began listening to the speakers

on the stage. I had previously thought that

it was a good thing that the .Stop the War
Coalition was trying to unite everyone

who was simply against the war because

I was under the impression that once

together, more radical politics would be

advanced. I was sorely mistaken. The pol-

iticians who took the stage advocated the

use of the UN. praised the "peace-loving"

French bourgeoisie, and resorted to cheap

anti-Americanisms, while little was said

to denounce the role of British imperial-

ism. I had arrived at the demo feeling

optimistic and empowered, and left feel-

ing disillusioned in the dominant left-

wing political tendency in Britain and

disappointed at the liberal politics put for-

ward at the demo-

Breaking with Liberalism
At this time 1 was becoming more rad-

ical and unequivocally opposed to capi-

talism, despite not seeing any clear means
to dispose of capitalism and rebuild a

socialist society. I marched again at the

Slop the War Coalition’s London demo
during March and fell even more disem-

powered. The war had officially begun
against Iraq and the numbers of demon-
strators dropped significantly. It went
from two million on the streets in Febru-

ary before the start of the war to sig-

nificantly fewer in March after the

bombing had begun. 1 quickly under-

stood why there was such a significant

Reader Says, “Take It Easy on Chomsky”
20 July 2004

Yo Bros

—

Take it easy on Noam Chomsky
|.see "Noam Chomsky: The Liberal’s

•Anarchist’," WV' No. 829, 9 July].

Chomsky is brilliant at limes. We all

evade dialectical materialism in one

way or another. Chomsky is the lesser

of fascist evil and he is open to

change. I think. Go after Sen. Rick

Santorum of PA instead, for example.

Patrick O'Connell

Young Spartacus replies:

Dream on.

Tass

Above: Afghan women reject veil in 1960. as Soviet Red Army intervention
opened road to social emancipation. After Soviet withdrawal, women were
forced back into oppressive burka.

drop in numbers when, by the middle of

the demo. I decided that I would never

again attend a demo called by Slop the

War because they peddled the illusion

that we could sufficiently pressure the

government into not going to war by

merely marching through the streets. I do
not think I was alone when I thought

that two million people on the streets of

London would prevent the British gov-

ernment from going to war; they went to

war despite this and it left me and prob-

ably at least a million others feeling

completely and utterly disempowered.

I. too. would have stayed home and not

bothered to march again had I not encoun-

tered the .Spartacist League and the Spar-

lacus Youth Group. I had been reatling

Workers Vanguard for a few months and

after the March demonstratitm against the

war. I decided to contact the organisation

as its revolutionary politics were begin-

ning to become appealing when I realised

the utter bankruptcy of reformism. I

begaii meeting with comrades and think-

ing more seriously about the Soviet

Union. I found it initially difficult, as I

was loo young during the existence of the

Soviet Union to understand the signifi-

cance of its collapse at the lime.

At this time my human rights law

teacher went to Afghanistan to do a report

on the stale of women’s rights. She
relumed with nightmarish tales of her

research, which was all conducted while

she was forced to remain hidden under a

full hurka. She found that it was routine

in legal cases for the family of the perpe-

trator of a crime to hand over their young
daughters as property to the victim of the

crime as retribution. Girls were routinely

slopped on the street and given virginity

tests, which lead to a prison term if

not passed. The situation for women in

Afghanistan at the moment is that of hor-

rific slavery—there is little difference

between life under the woman-hating
Taliban and under imperialist occupa-

tion. The photos from Workers Vanguard
of women in Afghanistan in the early

I980s during Soviet intervention were
significant for me—there were photos of

women in modern clothing with rifles

slung over their shoulders before going to

fight side-by-side with the Soviet army
against the mujahedin. There were later

photos of women in Jeans and T-shirts sit-

ting around a table with men at a univer-

sity studying. Upon discovering that apan
from the Spartacist League, all other

organisations on the left took the side of

the CIA-backed, women-hating. reaction-

ary mujahedin. 1 was disgusted.

The Social Gains of the
Bolshevik Revolution
The progressive role that the Soviet

Union played in Afghanistan and the fact

that most other left organisations sided

with reactionary women-hating Islamic

fundamentalists first won me over to the

distinct politics of the Spartacist League.

1 began reading more about the Soviet

Union and other organisations' line on
the topic. Many organisations claim the

Soviet Union was not progressive and had
-some variant form of capitalism 1 began
doing research for my degree o*n the state

of women in Russia before the 1917 rev-

olution, after the revolution, and after

counterrevolution. The findings were
shocking and quickly persuaded me that

the Soviet Union was progressive for

women. The effects of counterrevolution

were so devastating for women that it is

continued on page 7
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Young Spartacus

"The

Report on Toronto Iraq Demo

Whole Damn System^s

Got to Go!
// and Solidarily group), and many NSGers

arc activists in the OCAP/No One [s

Illegal milieu and have political views

quite divergent from those of the NSC's
warmed-over social-democratic founders.

Spartaasl Canada
June 30: Trotskyist League banner at Toronto Iraq demonstration.

The following arlicle is repriniedfmm
Sparlacist Canada No. 142 (Fall 2004 1,

newspaper of(he Troiskyisi League/Ligue

Troisky.sie. Canadian seciion ofthe Inter-

national Communist League.

The June 30 Toronto demonstration

against the occupation of Iraq split in two.

as long-simmering political animosity

between the direct action milieu centered

on the Ontario Coalition Against Poverty

(OCAP) and the 'respectable" left exem-

plilled by the International Socialists

spARTAcisTc.:::::::^

(l.S.) [affiliated with the British Socialist

Workers Partyl came to a head. About
400 went with the June .30th Organizing

('ommittee tJune 30th OC). which mobi-

lized anti-capitalist youth to "March
south to confront war profiteers!”, i.e..

Canadian corporations. A smaller group

of 300 went with the l.S.-dominated

Toronto Coalition to Stop the War
(TCSW) on one of its standard peace

crawls. The Trotskyist League and Spar-

lacus Youth Club organized a contingent

for the anti-capitalist march, in sharp con-

trast to various self-proclaimed Marxist

eroups who marched with the l.S. and its

iberal/social-democratic allies.

The June 30th OC‘s mobilizing leaflet

stated; "We have been standing outside

the U.S. Consulate month after month,

and believe we need to focus closer to

home on Canadian involvement in U.S.

policy, and those companies in our midst

that are benefiting from the illegal and
increa.singly horrifying situation in Iraq.

Here in Canada, we have a responsibility

to do whatever we can to challenge our

government and the businesses they sup-

port.” In contrast, one of the speakers at

the mainstream rally began by thanking

the cops for "protecting us” and, in con-

tinuing. proclaimed that "we” want peace

m Iraq, "like in Canada."

The June 30th OC called for protesters

to join them at 6 p.m. on a snake march
south through downtown to protest Cana-
dian corporations profiting from the war
and occupation. TCSW's response was to

try to beat them to the punch by march-
ing north early. They tried to seed the

demo for this maneuver with a chant

sheet/march map that said demonstrators

should keep to the "official" march route,

and sent an ineffectual "agitator" to try to

draw people out of the June 30th OC
crowd on the basis of "unity" and "soli-

darity.” Some of their officials yelled at

OCAP organizers that they were "not

allowed" to lead protesters south. This

did confuse a few youth, who were vacil-

lating after hearing TCSW’s denuncia-

tions of the June 30th OC for ".splitting”

the demo. We argued with a few of these

youth not to fail for it—that the march
south was against Canadian capital, and
that It was the TCSW that was splitting

the demo in an attempt to marginalize

left-wing youth. One activist got up on
top of a speaker to exhort demonstrators
to come with the June 30th OC. appar-
ently after he was denied the coalition's

mike. In the upshot, the direct action

milieu led a bigger chunk of the crowd
away from the consulate.

The June 30th OC had led two actions

earlier in the day. including a 2 p.m.
picket of 40-50 people against a corpora-
tion setting up private hospitals in Iraq.

We joined this picket. At 4 p.m. some
250 youth assembled to block a down-
town intersection but were prevented by
a heavy cop mobilization. They then

marched to the main rally site, arriving

with a splash, chanting "One, two, three,

four, we don't want your f—ing war;

Five. six. seven, eight, stop the killing,

stop the hate!" It was somewhat inte-

grated and contained a lot of young peo-

ple from the suburbs, many of them high

school students.

Our contingent of 18 people went
with a banner and bullhorn on the snake

march, with two comrades going north

with TCSW to sell and report. Our banner

read "U.S. out of Iraq! Canada out of

Afghanistan! For class struggle against

Canadian capitalism! Israel out of the

Occupied Territories!" Mostly the march
dodged along, turning here and there

to get around a crew of bicycle cops
who sought to hem it in and at times

block it. The cops had clearly planned

their response carefully and had massive

reserves wailing largely out of sight while

deploying smaller forces to deal with the

march directly. They were filming every-

body and deployed mounted cops to

block the central portion of Bay Street

[the financial district] when the march got

close to it.

Chants raised by the organizers in-

cluded "Bay Street’s covered in Bagh-
dad’s blood." “From Iraq to Palestine,

occupation is a crime" (we joined these

chants). "No peace in Baghdad, no peace
in Toronto." "No justice, no peace." and
the "One. two. three..." chant mentioned
above. Several of our chant.s got picked
up here and there, in particular "Imperi-

alist occupation, we say no—The whole
damn system's got to go!" Comrades
noted that some in the milieu around us

were determined not to chant anything we
raised, while others seemed to be saying

to themselves. "My god. Tm chanting

along with the Sparts! Have 1 lost all con-

trol?” Our chant. "Quebec bashing, we
say no—The whole damn system’s got to

go!" notably drew ire from some in our
vicinity, who tried to prevent it and com-
plained that "we came to a demonstration

about Iraq." But any serious fight against

the Canadian rulers' attacks on the op-

pressed abroad has to be connected to

their attacks on the oppressed at home.
Elements in the direct action milieu are

not exempt from the blindness to the

oppression of Quebec by the Canadian
state that is so rife on the left. That under-

lines why we need to put the question

front and center.

The march stopped for a while outside

the HQ of a "security" contractor in the

mercenary business and then went one
block north, where Bush was burnt in

effigy in the middle of an intersection.

Left groups on this march were pretty

atomized—there were some individuals

from the New Socialist Group (NSG)
[which originated as a split from the I.S.]

as well as one from Socialist Alternative

and the Stalinist "Young Left."

Comrades on the northbound march
thought it was pretty limp. The official

chants were exclusively against the U.S.

and not picked up very much. We noted

the presence of individuals from the

Worker-Communist Party of Iraq, a few

NSGers and. notably, the entire contin-

gent from the Bolshevik Tendency (BT).

The NSGers. when queried as to why
they were on this march and not the

southern one. replied that "there are many
different lines in the NSG, so we are

going on different marches.” They have

already lost a chunk of members in the

direction of anarchism (the Autonomy

The BT raised ihe chant “U.S.. UK. get

out of Iraq today." but otherwise was con-

tent to chant along with some of the offi-

cial slogans.

Our comrades were a highly visible

component of the wing of the June 30

protest that sought to oppose the capi-

talist rulers at home (however its orga-

nizers understood this). We ran into peo-

ple the day after who were talking about

the split in the demo; one noted that the

march south was chanting communist
slogans like "Workers of the world

unite" (that was us). The Indymedia dis-

cussion site had a slew of postings,

largely denouncing the l.S. for their

bureaucratic maneuvering and rightist

"coalition building." One read. "Why
does the l.S. insist on dominating any

field it enters and trying to sabotage any

alternative actions ’" One can expect ele-

ments in the anarchoid milieu to put it

down to the l.S.'s “Leninism." In fact,

the l.S.’s behavior is the antithesis of

Leninism. Their actions on June 30
aimed at policing the movement on
behalf of the NDP [social-democratic

New Democratic Parly] politicians,

union bureaucrats and the like who speak

from their platforms, i.e.. at defending

the existing, pro-capitalist leadership of

the working class. None of the compo-
nents of the direct action milieu have the

perspective to construct an alternative

leadership of the working class in polit-

ical competition with the open refor-

mists, as we do. Their opposition to

the l.S.'s reformism thus remains par-

tial and largely at the level of tactical

militancy. "This explains, for example.

OCAP’s frequent refusal to polemicize

against the NDP.
The march organized by the June 30th

Organizing Committee represented an

important, if partial, break to the left

within the antiwar/anii-occupation move-
ment. Trotskyist League and Spartacus

Youth Club comrades attended follow'-up

organizing meetings, putting forward our

political perspective centered on work-
ing-class struggle against Canadian capi-

talism. and pledging to actively build for

and join in future actions

SPARTACIST LEAGUE/U.S.
Local Directory and Public Offices

Web site: www.icl-fi.org • E-mail address: vanguard@tiac.net

Ndtional Offic©: Box 1377 GPO. New York, NY 10116 (212) 732-7860

Boston
Box 390840, Central Sta.

Cambridge. MA 02139
(617) 666-9453

Chicago
Box 6441. Mam PO
Chicago. IL 60680
(312) 563-0441

Public Office;

Sat. 2-5 p.m.

222 S. Morgan
(Buzzer 23)

Los Angeles
Box 29574, Los Feliz Sta.

Los Angeles. CA 90029
(213) 380-8239

Public Office: Sat. 2-5 p.m.
3806 Beverly Blvd., Room 215

New York
Box 3381

, Church St. Sta.

New York, NY 10008
(212) 267-1025

Public Office;

Sat, 1-4 p.m.
299 Broadway, Suite 318

Oakland
Box 29497
Oakland. CA 94604
(510) 839-0851

Public Office:

Sat 1-5 p.m.

1634 Telegraph

3rd Floor

San Francisco
Box 77494
San Francisco

CA 94107

TROTSKYIST LEAGUE OF CANADA/LIGUE TROTSKYSTE DU CANADA

Toronto
Box 7198, Station A
Toronto. ON M5W 1X8
(416) 593-4138

Vancouver
Box 2717, Main PO.
Vancouver. BC V68 3X2
(604) 687-0353
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Young Spartacus

Workers Hammer

Spartacist contingent at London antiwar protest. February 2003.

Women’s
Liberation...
(contimu'ilfrom page 5)

clear lhal there was a qualitative change
in the economic system. In the Soviet

Union nearly 95 per cent of women whti

were able to work were either in employ-
ment or full-time education. The entire

female sex was more educated and skilled

than anywhere else in the world. After the

restoration of capitalism in the former

Soviet Union, the status of women dropped

quickly and dramatically. Most women
went from being in skilled employment to

jobless and the luckier women resorted to

begging in the streets. Women have been

pushed into such desperate economic sit-

uations that some are being trafficked into

sexual slavery. Though prostitution in

impoverished areas is common, the phe-

nomenon of highly educated and skilled

women resorting to prostitution on a large

scale is unique to the former Soviet

Union. Many women who were doctors,

teachers, or engineers during the exis-

tence of the Soviet Union are only able to

survive as prostitutes,

It is extremely difficult as a young
person at this time, when the imperialist

powers and their allies are able to run

rampage over defenceless parts of the

world, to be able to imagine the over-

throw of capitalism in the imperialist

centres. I was fortunate enough to attend

a recent dayschoo! put on by the Sparta-

cist League which featured first-hand

accounts by ex-miners from the 1984-85

miners strike. The lessons were inspir-

ing. as 1 learned that though the current

political climate and consciousness seems

bleak, it has not always been this way
and it will not always continue to be this

way. Despite their ultimate defeat, the

miners left us with important lessons,

such as that the best tool for social

advancement is class struggle. While two

million people marching through the

streets of London on a police-approved

demo means little to the bourgeoisie, the

class struggle of key industrial workers

is what inspires fear in the ruling class. It

is the working class that holds the

power

—

and when it can be mobilised

to fight in its own interests, signifi-

cant social advances can be made very

quickly. The working class is the key to

overthrowing capitalism because it is the

only class with the interest and the actual

social power to bring down the govern-

ment and possess the skill to start it back

up again under workers control.

in 18 months I went from being a

reformist who could not see an alterna-

tive to capitalism, to becoming a revolu-

tionary committed to the overthrow of

capitalism. Though it is difficult. I try

not to be too disheartened by the general

right-wing shift of even the .so-called

“socialist'*organisalions. The SWP (Cliff-

ite Socialist Workers Party) has created

its newelectoral front—RESPECT, which

attempts to corral those who were angry

about the war against Iraq into electoral

politics. There is no mention of capital-

ism and no mention of class struggle.

This organisation, which purports to be

the best left-wing alternative at the

moment, has (antiwar Member of Parlia-

ment (MP) expelled from the Labour

Party! George Galloway as their supreme

leader, who is staunchly opposed to abor-

tion. It is no exaggeration to say that I

had stronger political principles when I

was eleven years old growing up in a

rural backward area than the RESPECT
Coalition. Though the SWP and other

left organisations give lip service to

fighting for socialism, they consistently

are unwilling to uphold the basic socialist

principle of advancing the status of

women. The SWP supported the muja-

hedin in Afghanistan who routinely

attacked women who showed their faces

from behind the veil and cut off the

hands of tho.se who dared to teach

women to read and write. They cheered

counterrevolution in the Soviet Union,

which led to the enslavement and desper-

ate impoverishment of millions of women
and an increase in prostitution. They cur-

rently pul forward as their prime candi-

date in an electoral front an MP who is

so staunchly opposed to abortion that

he is praised by extremist anti-abortion

organisations. It is the fact that we are in

such a reactionary time that has made me
realise the immense importance that I

join those who are genuinely committed

to fighting against this reaction. /or the

overthrow of capitalism, and forward to

communism. I firmly stale that I unequiv-

ocally agree with the programme and

pledge to abide by the discipline.

Comradely.

Ariel R-

"Life After Capitalism" Conference

Anti-Communist Exclusion Flops
In the “Life After Capitalism” confer-

ence sessions at the City University of

New York. August 20-22. speakers regu-

larly argued for "Anybody but Bush.”

which means attendees angered by the

war in Iraq should hold their noses and

vole for Democrat John “I’d be a belter

butcher" Kerry. Meanwhile, conference

organizers, especially "anti-capitalist” Left

Turn, acted on their threatened political

exclusion of the communist Spartacus

Youth Club, undoubtedly offended by our

call to break with the capitalist Demo-
cratic Party. (A split out of the Interna-

tional Socialist Organization that quickly

liquidated into the "anti-globalization"

milieu. Left Turn combines the worst ele-

ments of the two.) The SYC was the first

"banned" group to set up a table at the

conference; we talked politics and dis-

tributed literature including leaflets pro-

testing the censorship. Several youth

solidarized with us against this exclusion,

as did some left groups including the

centrist Internationalist Group (IG) and

the “third campisl” League for the Revo-

lutionary Party.

Shortly after they spotted our tables,

the conference organizers ordered us and

the IG to lake them down and then called

in campus cops—baldly crossing the

class line—when we refused to do so.

Notably, the News and Letters group

began chanting "Let them stay! Freedom

of speech!" which we and others picked

up. At this point the organizers backed

down, presumably worried about how it

would look if they carried out their threat

to have us arrested by the very same

NYPD preparing to terrorize protesters

against the Republican National Conven-

tion. We reprint below the leutlet issued

on August 17 protesting our threatened

exclusion and the August 16 letter we

sent to the president of Hunter College

defending the conference against violence-

baiting in the bourgeois media.

* * «

Protest Anti-Communist Ban at

Life After Capitalism Conference!

We call on defenders of free speech to

protest the stated policy of the "anti-

auihoniarian" Life After Capitalism con-

ference that; "Life After Capitalism will

try to remain a space free of sectarian

left groupings (you know who you are).

Tables will NOT be offered to these

groups and those who try to sell papers

or other forms of literature without the

consensus of the organizing body will be

asked to leave." This censorship pro-

voked a wave of protest on Indymedia in

response including one writer who aptly

noted: “In anti-authoritarian lingo, ‘sec-

tarian’ = open communist." and another

writer who queried; "...how is banning

people from attendance at your con-

ference NOT sectarian? Just curious”

(nyc. indymedia, org. posted August 9).

We note that their un-democratic attack

on free speech is not so different from

Republican Mayor Bloomberg’s attempts

to prevent a rally against the Republican

National Convention on August 29. We
also call on defenders of free speech

to oppose the New York Post's false

violence-baiting of the Life After Capi-

talism conference (see SYC statement in

support of Life After Capitalism’s right

to free speech).

In our effort to inierseci radical-

minded youth looking for a revolutionary

program to slop capitalism and end impe-

rialist war. the Spartacus Youth Club sent

an e-mail to the organizers of the Life

After Capitalism conference requesting a

literature table. We received the follow-

ing response; "...this is a conference for

mostly anarchist and anti-authoritarian

organizers and not a space that would be

receptive to members of the SYC. Thanks

for your understanding and respect."

While we don’t respect Life After Cap-

italism’s anti-communist and very “author-

itarian” exclusion, we do understand it. It

flows logically from their promotion of

pro-Democratic politics—Naomi "Vote

Kerry" Klein among others will open the

conference—lhal they feel compelled to

ban a revolutionary communist youth

organization from distributing our litera-

ture. We are well known for opposing

both Republicans and Democrats, and for

our actions in defense of class war pris-

oners. such as Mumia Abu-Jamal and

recently paroled Sherman Austin, as well

as actions to stop the Klan and other fas-

cist provocations. All this is pan of our

struggle to build a workers pany to fight

for socialist revolution and to put an end

to racist American imperialism. This is

what they don’t want you to hear.

We have noticed that Life After Capi-

talism offers a workshop called “The Joy

of Protest.” In that spirit, we look forward

to protesting this anti-communist exclu-

sion together with other leftists, all

throughout the conference. We invite the

participants to check out the banned com-
munist literature.

* * *

SYC Letter to Hunter
Defending Conference

Today’s New York Post carried an arti-

cle titled "Finest Prep for Anarchy"
which falsely violence-baits the partici-

pants of the "Life After Capitalism" con-

ference which will hold its opening event

at Hunter College on Friday. This article

is of a piece with the Bloomberg admin-

istration’s efforts at stifling political

protest against the Republican National

Convention and coincides with national

FBI efforts, reported in today’s New York

Times, to intimidate protesters.

As part of defense of the right to

free speech, the Spartacus Youth Club
urges you not to take any steps against

the conference.*

Spartacus Youth Club Events

BAY AREA
Meet the Marxists

on Campus
Wednesday, Sept. 6. 4:30 p.m.

City Caf6 (under the student union)

City College of San Francisco

Video Showing
Thursday, Sept. 9. 7 p.m.

"From Death Row,
This Is Mumia Abu-Jamat"

100 Wheeler Hall. UC Berkeley

For more information (510) 839-0851

or e-mail: sycbayarea@sbcglobal.net

TORONTO
Class Series

Wednesday, Sept. 29 6:30 p.m.

U.S. Troops Out of Iraq!

Canadian Troops Out of Afghanistan!
For Socialist Revolution to

End Imperialist War!

York University Student Centre
room to be announced

Information and readings: (416) 593-4138
or e-mail' spartcan@on.aibn.com

Visit the
fCL Weh Site:

IV1V1V. fcl-f/•org
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For Black Liberation
Through

Socialist Revolution!

Spartacist League initiated 5,000-strong labor/btack mobilization that

stopped KKK march in Washington, D.C., November 1982.

Wi’ prim below l^art Two of o forum,

edaed for puhlicolion. ^iven by

Comrade Don Alexander of the SL/V.S.

Central Committee in New York City.

.t April 2004. Part One appeared in WV
No. H30 {6 August).

PART TWO

I need to point out that the ruling cla.ss

today is forced to admit that increasingly

U.S. society is being resegregated. In a

special education supplement {New York

Times. 18 January) on the 50th anniver-

sary of the Brown decision, a writer

admits that “Millions of black students

are celebrating Brown’s anniversary in

schools almost as segregated as when

it was decided. It is now true, as the

court held, that ’separate but equal facil-

ities are inherently unequal.' But 70 per-

cent of black students attend schools

in which racial minorities are a major-

ity. and fully a third are in schools 90 to

100 percent minority.” Professor Gary

Orfield. co-director of the Civil Rights

Project at Harvard, has done quite an

extensive investigation of the growing

resegregation ifi the U.S. He argues that,

practically speaking, the U.S. today hasn’t

qualitatively progressed beyond the era

of formalized .segregation embodied in

the infamous 1896 Plessy v. Fergu.son

Supreme Court decision that sanctioned

state-supported .segregation in public

accommodations.

When you look at what’s going on as

the schools become more segregated to-

day. the fastest-growing, and now the larg-

est minority affected are Latinos. We, as

fighters for a revolutionary vanguard pany,

point to the common interests of all sec-

tions of the oppressed. Our task is to com-
bat not only anti-black racism within the

immigrant milieu, but the anti-immigrant

chauvinism of many black workers and
black people. Thi.s is critical from the

standpoint of fighting for socialist revolu-

tion in this country. What we see is that

the ruling class has thrown increasing lay-

ers of the population on the scrap heap.

In the annals of judicial history, what

they call "Brown /” was the Supreme
Court decision in 1954 that struck down
Plessy V. Ferguson. And in "Brown //.”

the second decision a year later, the

Supreme Court ordered desegregation

with "all deliberate speed.” i.e., slowly. In

other words, they gave the green light to

Southern segregationist foes of integra-

tion to obstruct the implementation of

that decision. Consequently, by early

1964. a full decade later, only 1 .2 percent

of black children in the eleven Southern

States attended schools with whites. So
the law is one thing, and the reality on the

ground is another.

These legal decisions are never made
in a vacuum, but they are a product of

social struggle. Thus, far from being

friends of black people, many judges

opposed Brown. For example, leading

segregationist Mississippi Circuit Court

judge Tom Brady, in line with the white-

supremacist Citizens Councils, asserted

that this was "Black Monday” and that

the Supreme Court was leaning toward

Communism. The segregationists in Lit-

tle Rock were circulating questionnaires

essentially asking whether black boys

would be permitted to solicit the white

girls at school soirdes? Would they be
allowed, white girls and black boys in

drama classes, to get together? Someone

could really do an interesting study on

when was the first time, if ever. Othello

was performed in that part of the country.

When the first Brown decision was

handed down, it was trumpeted by U.S.

imperialism as an expression of Ameri-

can democracy in its finest hour. In 1954

Secretary of State Dean Acheson under-

lined their interest in Brown:
"Other peoples cannot understand how
[school segregation] can exist in a coun-
try which professes to be a staunch sup-

porter of freedom, justice, and democ-
racy. The sincerity of the United States

in this respect will be judged by its deeds
as well as by its words.”

— Intenuitional Politics and Civil

Rights Policies in the United
Slates. I94I-I960 (2000)

And of course, they were increasingly

embarrassed because the Soviet Union
reminded them quite frequently and reg-

ularly of the vicious, legalized segrega-

tion. while the U.S. rulers railed against

"Soviet Communist totalitarianism.”

The State Department didn’t waste any
lime in trumpeting the progress in race

relations; within an hour of the Supreme
Court’s decision, the Voice of America
broadcast the news all over ihe world in

35 different languages. And Carl Rowan,
a black journalist who was the face of the

State Department abroad, traveled far and
wide to convince the Third World that

America was finally making progress.

Of cour.se it was bull because, in the

aftermath of the Brown decision, white

racist defiance quickly developed. Authe-
rine Lucy, a black woman who wanted to

get into graduate school, was attacked by
mobs at the University of Alabama w hen
she tried to attend school there in 1956.

That angered a lot of European and Afri-

can governments.

A year earlier, in 1955. Emmett Till

fared worse. Emmett Til! was a 14-year-

old black youth from Chicago visiting

relatives in Mississippi. He was lynched

for the alleged "crime” of whistling at

a white woman. His horribly mutilated

body wa.s shown His mother insisted

upon an open casket funeral, and all

over the world people saw the barbarity

of lynch law. Thousands of black peo-

ple all over this country marched after

that, and many say that the beginnings

of the civil rights movement began with

the demonstrations around Emmett Till.

A couple of weeks ago the New York

Times (22 March), in an editorial titled

“The Ghost of Emmett Till.” said that

there is a reinvestigation of his murder

being planned by the Justice Department

because they have new information on

Till's murder. If somebody is nailed,

he'll probably be 95 years old. on a respi-

rator with one lung, one kidney and one

hour to live, And if it's not that, the sys-

tem is still one of murderous legal lynch-

ings and racist frame-ups that keeps on

keeping on. Just look at the cases of

Mumia Abu-Jamal and the many other

class-war prisoners in this country, like

Jerry Dale Lowe.

Every step forward for workers, black

people, women and all the oppressed has

been won by militant struggle against the

raci.sl capitalist system. Reliance on the

bourgeois courts politically disarms the

workers and oppressed. The unions in

this country were built by defying the

bourgeoisie’s laws against trade unions,

laws that called unions "criminal con-

spiracies.” which the capitalists could

revive again.

Black youth hurled themselves against

the infernal machine of the racist, segre-

gationist. law-and-order establishment,

playing a very important role in shatter-

ing the McCarthyite Cold War consensus

and atmosphere in the South. The law

had to adjust to the new facts on the

ground. In other words, it was no thanks

to good-hearted and benevolent judges

that the walls of Jim Crow segregation

came tumbling down.

Robert Weisbrot. the author of Free-

dom Bound: A History ofAmerica's Civil

Rights Movement, noted that before the

Brown decision:

“Sporadic local protests also sent a mes-
sage of growing Negro assertiveness, but

few. black or white, received it. In Novem-
ber 1953 forty-eight black soldiers in

Columbia. South Carolina, were arrested

and fined more than $1,500 because one
sat next to a white girl on the bus. That
same year a Negro boycott of bu.ses in

Baum Rouge, Louisiana, lasted a week
before officials permitted blacks and
whites to occupy some seats on first-

come. firsi-sers’cd basis.”

Now. after several decades of bipar-

tisan racist reaction and attacks on the

standard of living of the working masses,

sections of the ruling class openly

embrace the "ghosts of the Confederacy”
and their heirs. For example. Attorney

General John Ashcroft has expressed his

admiration for the Confederacy. Trent

Lott, the Republican Senator, got a slap

on the wrist for openly stating his sup-

port for the -segregationist Strom Thur-

mond. Thurmont’ was the rabid segrega-

tionist who led Southern racist resistance

to the integration of the armed forces

under President Harry .S. Truman and
boiled from the Democratic Party to

form the Dixiecrat Parly in 1948. And
none other than the current head of the

Supreme Court. William Rehnquist. as a

National Archives

Integrated army unit during U.S. imperialism’s dirty, anti-Communist war in

Korea, 1950. Many black soldiers came back from Korea intent on fighting to
overturn Jim Crow segregation in U.S.

How the Liberals and
Reformists Derailed the

Struggle for Integration
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Ford River Rouge workers in 1976 national auto strike. Detroit was center of

black proletarian militancy until Big Three auto bosses gutted industry while
pro-capitalist DAW tops capitulated.

clerk lo Supreme Court Jusiicc Robert

Jackson, wrote a memo in support of the

/Ve'.v.vy V. Fi-r^uson decision. This is the

ruling class that is in power.

The Failures of the Civil Rights
Movement in the North

When the civil rights movement went

North, it ran into a brick wall. It went up
against the bedrock of the economic
oppression of the black population. It

was not de jure (in law) segregation but

de facto segregation that they had to

contend with. The collapse of that move-
ment flowed from Marlin Luther King's

and the SCLC's bankrupt, liberal pacM'isi

program of reliance on the racist federal

government and the Democratic Party.

That is what crippled that struggle.

As a result of the inability of the liberal-

led civil rights leadership to address the

capitalist roots of black oppression, many
black activists embraced a separatist road

and ‘rejected integrated class struggle,

which is not only in the interest of blacks

but is in the interest of the entire working

class. The result was that the best of an

entire generation of young black mili-

tants. particularly embodied in the contra-

dictory radical-nationalist Black Panthers,

was cut down through murderous FBI

Counter-Intelligence Program (COINTEL-
PRO) repression, facilitated by murder-

ous internal factionalism.

Some of this history is being revi.sed

in the anarchist milieu. You have, for

instance, the Northeastern Federation

of Anarcho-Communists (NBFAC). They

recently had an article. “A Synthesis of

Race & Class: A Look at the Black

Panther Party & Its Goal of Liberation"

{Northeastern Anarchist, Summer/Fall

2003). What the anarchists say is quite

interesting because it indicates why their

rejection of a Leninist vanguard party

makes them incapable of understanding

the fact that what really led to the demise

of the Panthers wa.s not simply FBI

repression- It was not simply what the

anarchists call the Panthers’ “authoritar-

ian. top-down structure” or their advo-

cacy of a vanguard parly (which was of

course vanguard in name only, because

there was male chauvinism within that

organization). What NEFAC says is this;

"The Black P.'imher Parly was the most
important revolutionary organization in

America during the late 20ih century....

(The party] was able to develop a truly rev-

olutionary political platform that presented

a more just and viable alternative... .

“Perhaps the party would have benefited

and maximized its potential as a Revolu-
tionary Black Nationalist organization by
broadening its struggles to both remedial

and immediate programs as well as more
militant activities so long as they were
both aimed at a common and revolution-

ary goal: the necessity for black people

to gain control of the institutions in their

own communities, eventually transform-

ing them into cooperatives, and of one
day working with other ethnic groups to

change the system."

This petty-bourgeois rejection of the

working class is exactly the Panthers'

type of New Left sectoralism. Thor-

oughly anti-working-class, it is based

upon the utopian, classless notion of a

“black community,” or “black commu-
nities.” which are really impoverished

ghettos. What arc you going lo control'.’

The Panthers were nationalists; they were

radical nationalists. They wanted social

revolution, but they rejected mobilizing

the integrated working class to sweep
away this system. This is the key reason

for their political demise. It wasn't simply

that the stale was all-powerful. There was

sympathy among white workers in the

Bay Area. In the early I970s we had sup-

porters who worked in a General Motors

auto plant in Fremont. California. This

was a factory where the Panthers briefly

had a caucus, which they later liquidated.

Today, the effects of the destruction of

the Panthers’ organization and the defeats

of the movement arc deeply fell. The
black population is leaderless, Under the

conditions of relentless racist attacks

today in the name of the "war against ter-

ror" at home and abroad, it is vital to

know who our friends and who our ene-

mies are. Things didn’t have to turn out

this way. If you really look at the road

forward, it has to be based on this pro-

gram of class-struggle revolutionary inle-

graiionism. by forging a revolutionary

workers parly that tells the bitter truth. In

that regard, we have lo clear the ground of

the reformist and centrist obstacles that

block the road to power.

Don’t be fooled by the occasional

sociali.sl rhetoric. The Internationa! Social-

ist Organization (ISO) is a good example

of what we’re talking about. Time and

again, they stand with the Democrats

against workers and the oppres.sed. On
23 October 1999, they were out there in

the rally organized by Sharpion to defend

the Klan's right to march. He went to court

on behalf of the Klan. whereas the Sparta-

cist League and the Partisan Defense

Committee, along with the Labor Black

League, mobilized a mass labor-centered

mobilization that slopped the Klan.

So what does the ISO say is the way for-

ward? In a recent article called "Racism in

America Today” {International Socialist

Review, November-December 2003), they

say that, despite the persistence of insti-

tutional racism in America.
"It would be wrong, nevertheless, to con-
clude that things are just as bad as they

were before the civil rights movement.

Many of the legislative gains from that

period—from affirmative action to end-

ing segregation—are under attack, But

the impact of the movement has been
longstanding, fundamentally changing
(lie attitudes and perceptions ol milliuns

of people about Alrican Americans"

Where do you start, right? One thing lo

say IS that the lie of black inferiority, the

recrudescence of "scientific racism” in

this Hell Carve book, which was u best-

seller at the time it was published in 1994.

which preached the genetic inferiority of

black people, struck fertile soil. The point

is that the civil rights movement failed

to end black oppression because it was

lied lo the Democratic Parly, and these

fake socialists cover up that fact because

they are busily tailing the Democrats

today. There was nothing in that arti-

cle about breaking with the Democratic

Party. I think it is because the ISO’s

whole perspective is to reform this racist,

capitalist system. And. of course, they

supported every counterrevolutionary

nationalist movement, every anti-Soviet

struggle in the past, which culminated in

the destruction of the Soviet degenerated

workers slate.

So their program is very illustrative

of what we are dealing with out there.

We have so-called socialists in this coun-

try who practically ignore the growing

resegregalion of the U.S. In the case

of the League for the Revolutionary

Party (LRP). they actually openly cham-
pion segregation—for example, opposing

school busing in Boston. Their virulent

hostility to integration is no accident

since they are virulently Stalinophobic.

anti-Soviet, Rejecting defense of the

gains of the Russian Revolution led to

accommodation to American imperialism

at home on the strategic question for pro-

letarian revolution in the U.S., the fight

for black liberalion.

The kind of “integration" that the rul-

ing class is interested in aims to recruit

the best of those minorities whose skills

and training can be utilized to defend the

capitalists’ interests at home and abroad.

This involves being able to intervene into

countries with large non-white popu-

lations. silting astride regions where there

is oil. gold, diamonds and the like. So the

white ruling class will drop the color bar

to get a Colin Powell and a Condolcezza

Rice to do their bidding in enslaving

and murdering thousands of dark-skinned

peoples, and other oppressed peoples,

around the world. This ha.s nothing lo do.

of course, with the obliteration of the color

line, but rather the obliteration of horribly

impoverished people around the world. So

the class enemy has a consistently coun-

terrevolutionary strategy and program, and

we have to have a consistently revolution-

ary strategy and program.

If you want another example, look at

the support from seclion.s of the U..S. offi-

cer corps for retaining affirmative action

at the University of Michigan last year.

Why? They remember their long, losing

and dirty colonial war against Vietnam

—

which was conducted with a racially torn

military. Now. they have a Hispanic com-

mander leading troops m Iraq.

The bourgeoisie wants "integration”

insofar as it furthers their struggle for

unbridled exploitation. We defend affir-

mative actitin as one of the remaining

minimal and very inadequate gains of

the civil rights movement, which were

wrested from the white ruling class in

struggle. However, affirmative action

does not and cannot attack the race and

class biases inherent in this system. In the

universities, we fight for open admis-

sions, free tuition and a fully paid stale

stipend, especially lo enable minority and

working-class youth lo attend tho.se

schools. Very recently, the Spartacus

Youth Club mobilized actions at Colum-
bia University against an anti-affirmative

action “bake sale" sponsored by the Con-

servative Club, which is in cahoots with

an assortment of sinister racist imperi-

alist elements, such as the pro-slavery

ideologue David Horowitz. The Conser-

vative Club had in their cross hairs

blacks. Jews. Hispanics. gays and others.

We mobilized against their racist provo-

cation at Columbia while organizations

like the ISO refused to endorse the SYC-
initiated action because they were basi-

cally trying to pressure the administration

to defend minority students.

Black Liberation Through
Socialist Revolution!

We fight to build a vanguard party that

bases its program not upon the current

consciousness of the working class, but

upon its objective interests, its interests as

a conscious revolutionary class. This is

really the hallmark of what we’re fighting

for. a party that is a tribune of the people.

Under the leadership of Lenin and Trot-

sky’s Bolshevik Parly, the workers of
Russia smashed the outmoded capitalist

system. This was the first and the only
successful workers revolution in history.

Today. U.S. imperialism is seeking to

destroy the remaining bureaucratically

deformed workers states in China. Cuba.
Vietnam and North Korea, Despite the

political misrule of the Stalinist bureauc-

racies in these countries, the smashing of

capitali.sm there is a good thing for the

workers internationally. We Trotskyists

unconditionally defend those workers

states against imperialist attack and inter-

nal counterrevolution. It’s a good thing

that North Korea has nukes. Otherwise,

the U.S, imperialist bandits would have
obliterated them a long time ago. We fight

for workers political revolution in those

countries to oust the treacherous Stalinist

bureaucracies whose anti-internationalist,

anti-working-class program facilitates the

continited on paf>e 10
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Blacks in Baton Rouge, LA, organize boycott of segregated city buses, 1953.
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Emmett Till and his

mother. The lynching
of this 14-year-oid

black youth in

Mississippi in 1955
for the alleged

‘crime" of whistling

at a white woman
helped fuel civil

rights movement.
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Black
Liberation...
(conlinuedfrom paf^e 9)

imperialist drive toward capitalist restora-

tion. To be a Marxist, a Trotskyist, a

fighter for world revolution, you have

to be a proletarian internationalist. Our

task here is to build that revolutionary

Trotskyist party and finish what the

Bolsheviks started in 1917 by fighting for

new October Revolutions.

The class-struggle program for black

liberation is directly tied to the struggle

for proletarian revolution. In this regard,

every generation comes to revolutionary

consciousness in their own way. My per-

sonal road was tortuous, starting as a fol-

lower of the petty-bourgeois radical-

nationalist Frantz Fanon. who seemed to

be offering an uncompromising assault

on the citadel of racism and imperial-

ism—looking for the “wretched of the

earth” to rise up spontaneously to drive

off the imperialists. Only when I joined

the Spartacist League did I learn that

Fanon’s “radical” nationalism was an

expression of the prevalent New Leftism

which propagated the myth that the work-

ing class was not the agent of revolution-

ary change, but had been “bought off”

and integrated into the racist capitalist

system. I'll skip some of the other delu-

sions that I had to discard along the way.

We've learned a lot from the Bolshe-

viks. When you look at some of the

history of what the Spartacist League

has fought for, such as the struggle for

busing in Boston, it is really important

to see how we swam against the stream.

1 was fortunate to spend some lime with

Dick Fraser, along with other comrades,

m Los Angeles in the early 1980s. We
tried to assist him in various ways—he

was a very sick man at the time. We
had one friend in common, a guy by the

name of Earl Ofari [Hutchinson], who
was a friend of mine, and Dick had

done some writing with him too. In the

early 1970s. Ofari played a role in break-

ing me from the dead end of “revolu-

tionary nationalism" and in telling me
over and over again that a woman’s work
is never done. He wrote a useful book
called The Myth of Black Capitalism

which really assisted me in developing a

class perspective.

We had a big argument in 1974-75

about the demand, which Ofari sup-

ported. that the government send federal

troops to Boston to protect black school-

children. who had been bused to integrate

schools in South Boston, a white enclave.

At the same time. Ofari denounced the

Maoist Revolutionary Union, the prede-

cessors of today’s Revolutionary Com-
munist Party, which capitulated to the

racist anti-busing forces in Boston and
came out with an infamous headline in

their press: “People Must Unite to Smash

JVV
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A. Radakov
1920 Soviet Russian poster reads:
“He who is illiterate is like a blind
man.” Today SL/U.S. calls for free,

quality integrated education for all.

Young Spanacii*;

March 2004: SYC initiated protest demanding “Down With Racist Provoca
tions on Campus!” and “Defend Affirmative Action!” at Columbia University.

Boston Busing Plan" (Revolution, Octo-

ber 1 974). This was a gross capitulation to

the racist scum from the Nazis and the

Klan to Louise Day Hicks, who was a

leader of the racist outfit called ROAR
{Restore Our Alienated Rights).

Ofari's main fire, however, was

directed at the .so-called "sectarian” Spar-

tacist League. We were in the forefront of

fighting for mass integrated labor-black

defense to defend the black schoolchil-

dren against the howling racist mobs in

South Boston. We fought for low-rent,

racially integrated public housing, for

quality integrated education for all, and

for the implementation of busing and its

extension to the suburbs as a minimal—
although inadequate—step toward black

Muslims. They betrayed the struggle for

black equality.

Finally, the fight against the resegre-

gation of America cannot be separated

from the unrelenting ruling-class offen-

sive against labor and oppres.sed minor-

ities. which has resulted in increased

concentration of wealth at one end of soci-

ety and increased segregation and misery

at the other. The recent five-month-long,

bitter, sold-out UFCW grocery workers

strike in Southern California indicates

that there are today thousands of work-

ers determined to resist the capitalist

attacks. They fought, and it was not

impossible for them to have won. But

the treacherous trade-union bureaucracy

isolated that strike, refused to extend it

were a significant presence of workers

out there on behalf of women’s rights

—

especially in the fight for abortion, which

is under attack. The possibilities of inte-

grated class struggle are palpable and. on

a modest scale, very real. White. Latino

and Asian workers were out there together

on the picket lines during the recent

UFCW strike. They fought, and their

union wasn't broken, even though they

were bitterly sold out.

How do we get that kind of leadership?

By drawing the class line. By breaking

with the program of class collaboration

that preaches the lie of a "community of

interests" between the workers and the

bosses and of "lesser-evilism." which is

pushed by the reformists and labor fak-

ers. That party will be built by unmasking

the enemies of the workers and the

oppressed, no matter what their color or

nationality is. A necessary task for the

working class in this country is the forg-

ing of such a revolutionary workers party,

a political weapon to advance a fight for

jobs for all through a shorter workweek

with no loss in pay. for free medical care,

for free universal education, for full citi-

zenship rights, for immigrant rights, for

militant defense of the rights of gays. The

fight for free abortion on demand, the

fight for freedom of all class-war prison-

ers is a fight for a socialist America. And
this fight will be realized through expro-

priating the capitalist class.

1 want to end with this quote from a

black youth in Roxbury. Boston, who was

Inspired by the struggle for integration in

that city. It underscores one of the points

that we've made, namely, that in the past.

People Must Unite To

SmashBoston BusingPlan

1974: Predecessor of today’s Revolutionary
Communist Party sided with white racist backlash
against busing (above), while reformists of

Socialist Workers Party youth group pushed
illusions in federal troops to defend black children.

equality. We weren’t successful in getting

the labor movement organized along

those lines. However, this was in the

intere.sts of workers and the oppressed.

The trade-union misleaders in that city

didn’t lift a finger so as not to alienate

the Democratic Party .so-called “friends

of labor," such as Teddy Kennedy and
others. Initially. Kennedy made some
mild support statements, and they ran his

butt off the stage.

We linked this fight to the struggle

for socialist revolution and a workers

government. In contrast, the reformist

Socialist Workers Party (SWP) called for

federal troops to “defend” black people

and tailed behind the petty-bourgeois

liberal NAACP. In pursuit of their class-

collaborationist bloc with the liberals, the

SWP sought to rewrite history by claim-

ing that through mass pressure the armed
forces of imperialism could be made to

fight for the oppressed. They consciously

distorted history to suit their reformist

appetites. They tried to erase the indisput-

able fact that every time troops were

called in. particularly in response to black

rebellion, it was to suppress those who
were fighting back. The capitalist state

—

its cops, its courts, its armed forces

—

is not neutral. These bodies are instru-

ments of capitalist rule and* racist

repression. The Workers World Party of

Sam Marcy was tailing behind this black

Democrat. Bill Owen, who opposed bus-

ing and was looking for a political career.

Marcy put out a pamphlet. Busing and
Self-Determination, which should have

been titled “The Right to Tailism.” In it.

they stated: “Separation or Assimila-

tion—It’s Up to the Oppressed." So they

simultaneously tailed the petty-bourgeois

liberals of the NAACP and the Black

nationwide and played by the bosses'

rules. That's why we say you need a class-

struggle leadership of labor to unleash its

power. Such a leadership is based upon
the recognition that the fight for the eman-

cipation of the working class is insepara-

ble from the struggle against the brutal,

racist oppression that is endemic to this

capitalist system.

How can this power be brought to bear?

A powerful message would have been sent

to the bloodsucking capitalists had there

been ten thousand transit workers, hospi-

tal workers, city workers downing their

tools to protest the racist killings of black

woman unionist Alberta Spruill and black

youth Timothy Stansbury. Or. a few years

ago. Amadou Diallo. Or the several Latino

youth killed by New York’s “finest" racist

killers. Or in defense of class-war prison-

ers such as Mumia Abu-Jamal. That social

power must be mobilized. The capitalists

would be forced to take notice if there

on most occasions, the black population

has sought every opportunity to fight for

integration and equality as opposed to

opting for a separatist road. It is only

in periods of defeat and out of despair

that some have turned toward pseudo-

nationalism. Reflecting the egalitarian

sentiments of a significant number of
black people in the civil rights era, an

eleven-year-old black youth said: “Bus-
ing’s just got to be. man. Got to be. We got

it coming to us. We got to open up our-

selves. spread out. Get into the city. ... Go
to good schools, live in good places like

white folks got.... That’s why they’re

busing us" (Brown v. Board of Education

[2001]). To realize this dream of genuine
equality, you must fight for a socialist

revolution. You can’t get it unless you
have a party that swims against the stream

and that bases itself upon the lessons of
the class struggle and the fight to smash
capitalism on a world scale.
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Fifty Years After Brown u. Board of Education

Public Education;
A Promise Undelivered

Little Rock,
1957: Black

student jeered
by rabid white
mob as she

enters Central
High Schooi.

We print below a presenuition, slightly

edited for publication, by a New York

Labor Black League for Social Defense

member at a Spartacisi League/Spartacus

Youth Club regional educational in New
York City on April 3.

I was two weeks short of my fifteenth

birthday when the Supreme Court handed

down its decision in Brown v. Board of
Education of Topeka. Kansas. Like most

of my friends and family. I received tlie

news with tremendous excitement- I had

been raised to revere the Supreme Court

and to have an aimost bibiicai faith in the

Constitution. This decision confirmed the

lessons of my youth.

Fifty years iater the promise of Brown
remains undelivered. I have spent 36 of

those years as a teacher, working primar-

ily with American black and immigrant

adult students. I have learned u great deal,

but the most vivid lesson of all is how
public education supports the .system of

exploitation and racism that holds down
the entire working class.

In the late I960s and ‘70s. a wealth of

haphazardly constituted adult literacy

programs, established in the wake of the

ghetto uprisings as part of the "war on

poverty,” proliferated in the city. The
funding was unstable: teachers were

underpaid, overworked and without ben-

efit.s. Classroom space was often miser-

able, the teaching materials paltry, and

the management deplorable. Despite

these conditions, students flocked to

classes in storefronts and social service

agencies in Harlem, Bed-Stuy. Bushwick

and South Jamaica: immigrants, refugees,

African Americans, the working poor,

school dropouts and welfare mothers.

Waiting lists were full and classroom

space scarce. The funding served less

than half the number of students who
needed to learn how to read or learn Eng-
lish. There was. however, a vibrant energy

to the classes.

During the next decade or so the strug-

gle to make adult literacy a right contin-

ued. and the competition for funding

became increasingly fierce. Enter Demo-
crat Bill Clinton and his program to "end
welfare as we know it." Within a year,

hundreds of welfare recipients, mainly

women, who were the mainstay of the

afternoon adult classes, were herded into

workfare programs where they got mini-

mal instruction in language and reading.

Instead they were taught how to write res-

umes. how to dress for an interview, and
(I kid you not) how to be humble on the

job. Forced into these programs, many
students were sent to work in dead-end

jobs at less than minimum pay. Unknow-
ingly. many of them were sent to jobs that

belonged to workers who were on leave

and had the right to reclaim their posi-

tions when they returned. They worked
without medical benefits or workmen’s
compensation in dangerous situations,

and worst of all. some of them were sent

to scab during the Service Employees
(SEIU) Local 32B-32J strike in the win-

ter of 1995-96—all to the deafening

silence of the unions. The communica-
tions workers. AFSCME DC37 and the

United Federation of Teachers did get

some of their workfare workers union-

ized. but for the most part the unions

turned their backs on these workers,

abandoning any form of struggle to rem-
edy their deplorable working conditions.

We in the Labor Black Leagues, a frater-

nal organization of the Spartacist League,

call for an integrated, revolutionary pro-

gram to fight the rising tide of slave labor.

Bui the exploitation of welfare workers

was only part of the growing bipartisan

assault on social welfare and literacy pro-

grams. 1 worked for seven years with

a program designed to provide a safe

haven for students who had dropped out

of the public schools. Supported by a net-

work of counseling services provided by

community-based organizations funded

by the NYC Department of Employment,
classes were run for young men and
women, overwhelmingly black and His-

panic. between the ages of 17 to 24.

Prominent among these youth were the

students who were recruited through the

VERA Institute of Justice to attend school

as an alternative to incarceration. By the

mid ’90s. the funds for the community-
based organizations had been eliminated,

leaving the school without a systematic

means of recruitment or support. As a

result, many of these young people found

themselves back on the streets or left to

face prison sentences. When this pro-

gram. along with other alternative pro-

grams. was forced out of its school build-

ing in 1 999. ‘the administration of the

Board of Education and CUNY [City

University of New York] showed little

interest in finding them new space. To
quote an administrator in the office of the

Deputy Chancellor: "I haven’t much inter-

est in youth returning to school. They
should have done it right the first time.”

In racist capitalist America, the educa-

tion of black youth is inextricably tied to

the job market. In a sagging economy.

with more and more jobs being exported,

minority and immigrant youth have

become an increasingly expendable pop-

ulation. As WV pointed out in "De.spera-

tion. Segregation and the 'Ebonics’ Con-
troversy.” (WV No. 660. 24 January 1 997):

"The capitalist rulers invest only as much
as they can realize back in profit when it

comes to the education of those they

exploit.”

Today the New York State Education

Department estimates that about 30 per-

cent of the population of New- York reads

below a fifth grade level. In New York
City alone about two million people need

reading classes, and many more need ESL

(English as a second language), but the

number of students being .served has

dropped from approximately 50.000 15

years ago to approximately 25,000 today.

And what kind of curriculum does the

slate offer the students who attend these

classes? During the civil rights move-

ment. there were many legitimate demands

to include material from black and immi-

grant history and literature that had been

missing from the cumculum. What became

known as "multiculturalism,” however,

look a strange turn. It often meant that

students were taught nothing outside of

their cultural experience. When I found a

text of Russian short stories hidden in the

back of a closet. 1 was told that the young
welfare mothers I was leaching would

understand the stories in No Hot Water

Tonight, a popular text in the basic liter-

acy classroom, much better because it

was closer to their experience. When a

young man in one of my classes com-
plained that he was tired of reading books

about life in the "hood" and would like to

read something different, we could find

very little variety in the book room. By
this standard of instruction, the only

books that I should have read in school

would have been The Diary of Anne

Frank, Portnoy’s Complaint or Marjorie

Morningstar.

To assume that students can only

understand the things that are in the nar-

rowest scope of their experience is both

patronizing and racist. There is more than

one way to keep people in the ghetto or

the barrio. Indeed, there are some good
programs initiated by educators, such as

the American Social History Project

whose text on the Civil War. Freedom's
Unfinished Revolution. I have found very

useful. You can walk into high school

classrooms and see pictures of Mumia
Abu-Jamal or Huey Newton plastered on
the wall, giving the appearance that some
kind of political discussion is taking

place, but none of this translates into real

education as long as teachers are forced to

prepare students to pass standardized

tests like the Regents or the High School
Equivalency Exam (GED) which only

assess student.s’ knowledge of material

that is limited to approved texts, all of
which are super-patriotic, and which
determine who graduates. That is why a

class-struggle leadership of labor to gel

rid of the political cops of the ruling class

is essential.

Limiting the curriculum is not the only
way in which students are denied full

entry into the educational system. After a

continued on page 14

Library of Congress
Southern school for freed slaves during Radical Reconstruction. It took the
Civil War to establish public education for black people in America.

Kennedy High,
NYC: High school

students in

America’s
ghettos today
are subjected
to humiliating

searches, prison-

like conditions.
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Venezuela...

Left: Militiaman

guards formerly
American
oil refinery,

expropriated by
Cuban Revolution
in 1960. Right:

One of 17,000
Cuban doctors
and dentists who
today provide free

medical care to

Venezuela's poor.

(cofUinueJfnmi pafiv 1)

on any kind of social revolution or

even basic structural reforms. They are

entirely dependent on the vicissitudes

of the world market prices for oil. As
the research department of the Wall Street

investment bank of J.P. Morgan com-
mented. "The strength of oil prices

is allowing the [ChdvezJ government to

maintain an expansionary fiscal policy

that would be unsustainable otherwise"

(London Financial Times. 13 August).

At the same time, the Chdvez regime

has perpetuated the reactionary influence

of the Catholic church on social ques-

tions like gay rights and abortion. When
Chdvez’s 1999 Constitution was initially

proposed, it originally contained lan-

guage against discrimination of homo-
sexuals. But under pressure from the

church, such language was removed.

Meanwhile, abortion remains illegal in

Venezuela.

Chdvez's defeat of the recall referen-

dum was welcomed as a guarantor of

"stability" by such mouthpieces of impe-

rialism as the London Financial Times

and the New York Times. In the lead-up to

the referendum, oil giants ExxonMobil
and ChevronTexaco signed agreements

to invest billions in Venezuela. In turn,

Chavez’s victory was enthusiastically

cheered by a broad spectrum of ostensible

socialists around the world. What accounts

for this seemingly contradictory base of

support? Following the collapse of the

Soviet Union, many leftists have imbibed

the "death of communism" ideology, con-

cluding that the only hope is to fight for

reforms and thus prettify forces that are

only seeking to rescue capitalist rule and

enhance the exploitation of the working

people. In Venezuela, the.se leftists help

mask Chavez’s leadership of the capital-

i,st state as a "revolution" by (he working
people and poor.

Workers World Party organized pro-

Chivez protests outside Venezuelan con-

sulates in the U.S. where Venezuelans

cast absentee ballots in the referendum.

The front page of Workers World
(Augu.st 19) .screamed, "Venezuelans Mo-
biliz,e to Defend Revolution." But Hugo
Chavez and his "Bolivarian revolution"

(named for nineteenth-century bourgeois

nationalist Simon Bolivar) rule Venezuela
on behalf of local capitalism and for-

eign imperialist investors. As such, Hugo
Chjivez is a class enemy of the workers
and the oppressed.

Although the International Communist
League does not have a section in Vene-

zuela at this time, our aim is to stake out

a position to clear the theoretical obsta-

cles in the path of present and future

struggles. We state that (he working class

had no way to express its own interests

in the Venezuelan recall election; a "yes"
vote would be a de facto bloc with the

CIA and its local lieutenants; a "no" vote

would amount to political support to the

capitalist Chdvez regime. As there was
no means to express the crucial need for

the political independence of (he work-

ing class from the bourgeois state in this

referendum, abstention was the only

choice for revolutionaries.

Had there been a rightist military coup
against the Chdvez regime, as there was
in 2002. we would have sought to mobi-
lize the working class in military defense

of Chdvez while politically opposing his

regime. The classic historical precedent

for Marxists is .Spain 1936 when a right-

wing military coup, led by General Fran-

cisco Franco, attempted to overthrow the

Popular Front government, a coalition of

the Socialist and Communist parties with

a handful of bourgeois liberals. The
heroic and spontaneous mobilization of

the Spanish working class beat back the

coup attempt, leading to a prolonged

civil war. As Trotsky declared at (he

time, to be victorious the workers had to

break with the Popular Front govern-

ment, a form of bourgeois rule; "It is

only nece.ssary to seriously and coura-

geously advance the program of the

socialist revolution" ("The Lesson of

Spain" [July 1936)). While the Chdvez
regime in Venezuela is a bourgeois-

populist. not a popular-front, govern-

ment. a U.S.-backed military coup aimed
at toppling it would necessarily pose the

defense of the organizations of (he work-
ing class and plebeian masses.

The immediate perspective that is

urgently posed is not only to oppose U.S.

imperialist incursions into Venezuela and
elsewhere, but to fight to shatter the sup-

port of the workers movement to either

Chdvez or the opposition, and to forge

a revolutionary internationalist workers
party to lead the working class to power.

This requires an intransigent fight against

nationalism in Venezuela, which ob.scures

class divisions in the country. Only the

victorious struggle for working-class rule,

i.e.. socialist revolution throughout the

Americas, will ensure land to the landless

and enable the oil workers and other pro-

letarians to enjoy the wealth created by

their labor.

Chdvez: A Bonapartist
Strongman

Chavez and U.S. imperialism have a

symbiotic relationship. Venezuela sup-

plies 14 percent of U.S. oil imports and is

the principal source of oil for refineries in

the Gulf of Mexico. Chavez has kept the

oil pumps flowing to the U.S. throughout

the Iraq war (despite his verbal opposi-

tion to the U.S. war) and pays the foreign

debt to the imperialist bankers. Venezuela

depends on the U.S. market for two-thirds

of its oil exports which generate 75 per-

cent of the country’s export earnings and
half the government’s revenues. In turn,

bogged down with an Iraq occupation

going badly, certain circles among Amer-
ica’s imperialist rulers see a stable source

of oil from Venezuela as more important

than removing Chdvez. ‘

With hunger riots in Argentina still

fresh in mind and a deep economic crisis

throughout Latin America. Venezuela’s

oil windfall and (he entanglement of U.S.

imperialism in Iraq allow Chdvez to pos-

ture as an "anti-imperialist” strongman in

America’s backyard. Along with recent

popular upheavals in Peru. Bolivia and
Ecuador. Chdvez’s defeat of the recall

referendum is another indication of a

political-ideological shift in the climate

away from "neoliberalism" to nationalist

populism in the region. As we wrote at

the time of the Argentine economic crisis

which ignited mass protests and strikes

in "Behind the Global Capitalist Reces-
sion" (Part Two. WV No. 768. 9 Novem-
ber 2001):

"However, such a shift in the political

climate and balance of forces is not in

itself anti-capitalist. In a sense, it would
strengthen the forces of capitalism, in

Latin America by recementing the ties of
the working class to its own national
bourgeoisie, which is well practiced in

demagogic denunciations of Wall .Street

and Washington."

Nationalist populism and economic
neoliberalism are merely alternative pol-

icie.s of the same capitalist rule, often pur-
sued by one and the same individual, as
dictated by the exigencies of (he moment.
Thus former workers’ leader Luiz Indcio

"Lula" da Silva of Brazil abruptly

dropped his populist rhetoric to embrace

a $30 billion IMF bailout package and

has enforced austerity on the masses as

part of the deal, while .sending Brazilian

troops to police devastated Haiti, Leftists

who yesterday were gaga for "Lula" now
drop his coattails to climb on (he Chdvez
bandwagon. In so doing, they help pre-

pare future defeats for the workers and

peasants of Venezuela.

Like Peronism in Argentina or (he rule

and institutions established by Ldzaro

Cardenas in Mexico in the 1930s.

Chdvez. a former colonel who led a failed

military coup in 1992. is what Marxists

call a bonapartist ruler The term refers to

a regime usually headed by a strongman,

lypically a (former) military leader (like

the original Napoleon Bonaparte), which
in a period of crisis or stalemate between
the irreconcilably opposing class forces

of labor and capital elevates itself to a

position of "leader of the nation." seem-
ingly above competing class interests. In

Argentina and Mexico, such bonapartist

rule was combined with corporatism,

whereby political, social and even trade-

union organizations are directly tied to

the state.

In fact, the current bourgeois opposition

in Venezuela includes Democratic Action

(AD), which began as a bourgeois-populist

party and dominated Venezuelan bour-

geois politics for decades. Moving to

stave off labor unrest, the AD government
in 1 945-46 was able to extract substantial

concessions from the oil companies to the

benefit of oil workers. This resulted not

only in the creation of a labor aristocracy

among the oil proletariat, but also gave
AD control of the vast majority of oil

unions in the country.

Revolutionary Marxist leader Leon
Trotsky analyzed why bonapartist rule

frequently occurs in countries that have
"skipped stages." i.e., where there was no
bourgeois revolution and socio-economic
modernization before the rise of imperial-

ism as a stage of capitalist development.
Although these societies, like any other
capitalist society, are divided into three

classes—the bourgeoisie, the proletariat

and the vacillating petty bourgeoisie—
the national bourgeoisie is weak and, in

fear of the proletariat, serves as depen-
dent agents for foreign imperialism. In

a transcript of a 1938 discussion with
Trotsky, then in exile in Mexico, titled

"Latin American Problems: A Tran-
script." Trotsky said:

"We see in Mexico and the other Latin
American countries that they skipped
over most stages of the development. It

began in Mexico directly by incorporat-
ing the trade unions in the state. In Mex-
ico we have .a double domination. That
is. foreign capital and the national bour-
geoisie. or. as Diego Rivera formulated
it. a 'sub-bourgeoisie’—a stratum which
is controlled by foreign capita! and at

the same time opposed to the workers:
in Mexico a seim-Bonapariist regime
between foreign capital and national cap-
ital. foreign capital and the workers,
"Every government cun create in a case
like this u position of oscillation, of
inclination [tilting or leaning} one time
to the national bourgeoisie or work-
ers and another time to foreign capital.
In order to have the workers in their
hands, they incorporated the trade unions
in the state."

In Venezuela, the Confederacidn de
Trabajadores de Venezuela (CTV—
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Vciic/uclan Workers C'oiil'cdoraUoij) is

suborJinalocI lo the bourgeoisie’s Hedeea-
iiiaras (Chamber o( Commerce) through

the political domination ol AD over the

CTV, Following a three-day strike in

2000 by oil workers alTiliated to the

CTV. Chdve/ introduced a union-busting

national rel'erendum on whether existing

unions should undergo a *Te-legitimalion"

process. The CTV called for a boycott

and only about 25 percent of the coun-
ir>'’s electorate participated. A necessary

step in the evolution of any bourgeois

populist regime must be to attempt to

bring the unions to heel, Chdvez has

sought to do this by either co-opting

workers organi/aiions or crushing them
through repression, or some combination

of the two. When a majority of CTV can-

didates won in the "re-legitimation" elec-

tions. Ch.lve/. then threw his support

to a new. rival union federation, the

Unidn Nacional de Trabajadt)rcs (UNT—
National Workers Union). Many union

leaders within the UNT see defense of the

Chavez, government as the central axis of

their formation. The future bf (he UNT
will be no different than the CTV so long

as tlie UNT remains subordinated to the

bourgeoisie through its alliance with

Chavez,

To advance the struggles of the workers

in Venezuela and for the labor movement
to champion the rights of all the

oppressed, the rural toilers, the unem-
ployed. women and the youth, it is essen-

tial to fight lor the complete and uncon-

ditional independence of all the trade

unions from the capitalist state and bour-

geois parlies. This means a fight to turn

the trade unions into organs of class

struggle and not machines m the service

of bourgeois-nationalist rulers and impe-
rialism's satraps.

“Death of Communism” Leftists
Tail Chavez

Close lies between Castro's Cuba and
Venezuela are a thorn in the side ofAmer-
ica's rulers. But both Fidel Castro and
Hugo Chavez are opposed lo the fight for

social revolution in Venezuela or else-

where. In the late 1970s-early 1980s.

when a civil war raged in El Salvador and
the left-wing Sandinistas toppled the

Somoza dictatorship in Nicaragua. Castro

advised against following the “Cuban
road"—i.e.. he advised against the expro-

priation of the capitalist class and the

overthrow of capitalist rule. Castro thus

contributed to the subsequent defeat of
the Salvadoran insurgency by the U.S.-

backed military regime and the eventual

toppling of the Sandinistas as a result of
U.S. economic warfare and support to the

contra terrorists.

This has only emboldened the Ameri-
can imperialists to tighten the noose
around Cuba with the imperialist block-

ade. We Trotskyists fight for unconditional

military defense of the Cuban deformed
workers state against imperialist attack

and internal counterrevolution. Our per-

spective is to forge a Trotskyist party to

lead a political revolution against Stalinist

misrule in Cuba and lo implant the revo-

lutionary internationalist perspective of
Bolshevism and the fight for revolution

throughout the Americas.

It must be precisely because Chdvez
has no intention of carrying out a social

revolution that the League for the Revo-
lutionary Party (LRP) called for "uncon-
ditional military defense of the Chdvez
regime" ("U.S Hands Off Venezuela!"
Proleiarian Revolution. Spring 2004).

Vehemently opposed to the Trotskyist

program of unconditional military de-

fense to any and every workers state,

where capitalist rule was overthrown, (he

LRP invokes the slogan, ..to defend the

capitalist Chdvez regime without con-
dition

—

i.e.. giving Chdvez a blank check.

The LRP has historically refused to

defend the workers stales on the

false premise that they are "stale capital-

ist." Well. Trotsky wrote that bonapartist

regimes like Cardenas' in Mexico "create

a stale capitalism which has nothing to

do with socialism. It is the purest form

of state capit.ilisin" ("Latin American
Problems: A Transcript"). Now. irony of

ironies, the l.RI^ reserves the call of

"unconditional mtliiary defense" for the

"Cdrdenas-lite" bonapartist regime of

Chdvez!

A more credible argument is presented

by the Mexican Liga de Trabajadores por

el Socialismo (LT.S—Workers League
for Socialism), which originated from
the tendency of the late Nahuel Moreno,
an Argentine pseudo-Trotskyisl who was
an ardent supporter of bourgeois-populist

general Juan Perbn. who ruled Argentina
in the 1940s and '50s. in an article on

Marxist com
Chavez glad-hands Alan Woods of
pseudo-Trotskyist International Marxist
Tendency in Caracas earlier this year.

the recall referendum (13 August), the

LTS stales: “The Chdvez leadership can

only bring defeat and frustration lo the

Venezuelan masses. Unfortunately, most
of the left capitulates to him. bestowing

political support more or less shame-
facedly. which only serves to impede the

proletarian vanguard from regrouping

around independent working-class poli-

tics." These fine words serve to camou-
fiage the operational conclusion drawn
by the LTS: "Vole NO critically, a NO lo

the opposition and to imperialism, which
in no way means a ‘YES’ to Chdvez."
Thus when the ballots were counted, all

the LTS rhetoric notwithstanding, their

position and their vote were to maintain

Chdvez in office, helping to recement the

ties between Venezuela's working people
and the Chdvez regime. The LTS is a

very good example of centrism: revolu-

tionary in words, opportunist in deeds.

Hugo Chdvez does not even pretend to

be a Marxist. That ruse is for the osten-

sible socialists who support him. None
are more fawning than the International

Marxist Tendency (IMT). British IMT
leader Alan Woods has been wined and
dined by Chdvez. Chdvez quotes from
Woods' book. Reason in Revolt, on his

weekly television broadcast. Aid Presi-

dente. IMT members in Venezuela threw
themselves into promoting Chdvez. guided
by Woods’ oddly messianic adulation of
the strongman: “He alone has dared to

confront the power of the oligarchy and
defy the might of American imperialism."

This is reminiscent of what pseudo-
Trotskyist groups in Argentina have
argued, that it was correct to have sup-

ported Per6n. otherwise you would be
supporting “the oligarchy."

The IMT is taken to task for "over egg-

ing the pudding" m their adulation

of Chdvez by the Committee for a Work-
ers' International (CWI), A lengthy CWl
polemic. "Revolutionary socialists and the

Venezuelan revolution." (21 June) waxes
orthodox against (he IMT’s capitulation to

bourgeois-nationalist forces. Nonetheless,

the CWI then gt>es on to advise Chdvez on
how he should have responded lo the ref-

erendum. to the point of criticizing

Chdvez for not organizing workers mili-

tias and committees rather than agree to

the referendum. The CWI writes:

"Chavez agreed lo proceed with the ref-

erendum arguing that he will win ii and
il will strengthen the legitimacy of his

regime. This was an incorrect policy in

our opinion Rather than accept this

result it would have been far better to

strengthen the conmuinity organisations

and build workers' elected councils, to

link these up locally, on a citywidc basis,

regionally and nationally and go onto
the ofleiisivc. Together with rank and
tile commillces of the soldiers these bod-

ies should establish an armed workers'

ntilitiu and take the necessary step to

lake the revolution forward and over-

throw eapiialism."

In the same article cited above, the

CWI writes. "It remains to be seen if

Chdvez actually proceeds to undertake

the arming of the working class and the

genera] population." thus pushing the

deadly illusion that Chdvez and the capi-

talist stale would ever arm the working
class. Such deadly illusions have been

pushed in the past by leftists with disas-

trous results, for example, in Chile in

1970, when the Socialist leader Salvador

Allende was elected president as head of

a Popular Front coalition. As a condition

for taking office. Allende pledged to the

Chilean bourgeoisie and its American
imperialist protectors that he would
appoint no military or police officers who
had not been trained in the established

academies and. moreover, would prohibit

the formation of workers or <iiher popular

militias. We warned at the lime: "Any
'critical support' to the Allende coalition

is class treason, paving the way for

a bloody defeat for the Chilean working
people when domestic reaction, abetted

by international imperialism, is ready"

("Chilean Popular Front," Spuruuist
No. 19. November-December 1970). And
three years later that is exactly what

happened.

Notwithstanding the CWI’s criticisms

of the IMT. the premise of the CWI is not

that Chavez is a bourgeois politician and
therefore the class enemy of the working
class and oppressed, but that he has sim-

ply not gone far enough in his "revolu-

tion," Rejecting the struggle lo build a

revolutionary workers party, both the CWI
and IMT (which until 1991 were one
organization) are characterized by liqui-

dation into and promotion of social-

democratic and bourgeois-nationalist

forces.

Hugo Chavez is a lot more frank about

his aims than the craven leftists who
capitulate to him. In an interview with

Tariq Ali (CnunterPunch. 16 August)
Chdvez explained:

"! don’t believe in the dogmatic postu-
lates of Marxist revolution. I don't

accept that we are living in a period of
proletarian revolutions. All that must be
revised. Reality is telling us that every
day. Are we aiming in Venezuela today
for the abolition of private property or a

classless society? I don’t think so..,. Try
and make your revolution, go into com-
bat, advance a little, even if it's only a
millimetre, in the right direction, instead

of dreaming about utopias."

The basic premise of all the left groups

—from Workers World Party to the IMT
and CWI—that to one degree or another

support the Chdvez regime or prettify it

is that the anti-imperialist rhetoric and
reforms are a step toward socialism, a sort

of modern variant of the Menshevik/
Stalinist schema of "two-stage revolu-

tion" (the first stage being a bourgeois-

democratic revolution and the second

stage, in the never-to-be future, being

a socialist revolution). But both Marx-

ist principle and all historical evidence

have demonstrated that the tying of the

working class and its organizations to

any bourgeois ruler only serves to impede

independent working-class struggle, and

sets up the proletariat and its allies for

slaughter by the bourgeoisie. In the case

of Venezuela and Chdvez. this would be

posed when either Chdvez turns on the

workers and poor (for example, if oil rev-

enues substantially drop) or when the

Chdvez regime is overthrown by more
rightist forces. In opposition to .such left

groups. Marxists seek to prepare the Ven-

ezuelan working class to effectively com-
bat the murderous forces of bourgeois

reaction, whether carried out by Chdvez
or his bourgeois opponents.

By historical standards, Hugo Chdvez
is not a particularly radical left bourgeois

nationalist either in terms of his ideolog-

ical posture or actual reforms. During
the Cold War era. many left bourgeois

nationalists, like Egypt’s Nasser or Alge-

ria’s FLN, claimed to be carrying out

some kind of "socialist” program or

transformation. Even Mexico's Ldzaro

Cardenas nationalized the oil industry

and made significant land distributions to

the peasantry in the i930s. The subordi-

nation of the working class to Cdrdenas

resulted in more than 60 years of corpo-

ratism and the shackling of the proletar-

iat to the Institutional Revolutionary Party

(PRI). the bourgeois ruling parly until

20(H). And if one looks at the living con-

ditions of working people and (he

oppressed in countries like Mexico today,

you can plainly .see the limitations of even

the most radical bourgeois nationalists. In

the wake of the destruction of the Soviet

Union, ostensibly Marxist organizations

that have always tailed left bourgeois

nalionah.sls are today reduced lo promot-
ing nationalist politicians who openly
repudiate any socialist pretensions.

Authentic communists struggle to forge

Leninist-Troiskyist parlies throughout

Latin America, and this means a deter-

mined struggle against bourgeois nation-

alism which serves as the "glue" binding

workers to their "own" rulers, Cheivez’s

"Bolivarian revolution" is an appeal to

anli-U.S. Latin American nationalism.

But as one of the founding documents of

Trotsky’s Fourth International. "Thesis

on the World Role of American Imperial-

ism” (1938) underlined: "Only a union of
the Latin American peoples striving

towards the goal of a United Socialist

America and allied in struggle with the

revolutionary proletariat of the United
States would represent a force strong

enough to contend .successfully with
North American imperialism."

It is only the working class that has the

social power to end the rule of the foreign

imperialists and their local lackeys. Key lo

the survival of a workers revolution in

Venezuela is its international extension to

the rest of Latin America, particularly

into Mexico and Brazil, and into the

imperiali.st United States itself. This is the

perspective of permanent revolution for

which we of the Spartacisi League/U.S.
and our comrades of the Grupo Esparia-

quista de Mexico, sections of the Interna-

tional Communist League, fight.
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Reuters

U.S. military forces devastate Najaf in fighting against insurgents led by

Shi’ite cleric Moktada al*Sadr.

Iraq...
(continued fmm pa^e I)

chums out moa* covcr-up “itncsiigiilions"

of (he Abu Ghraib toruire chamber, new

horrors are coming to light. ‘‘Keep them

standing.” was the order at a Marine-run

jail in Iraq called "Camp Whitehorse."

where a 52-year-old detainee. Nagcm
Sadoon Hatab. was beaten lo lieath

because he wouldn’t or couldn’t keep

standing. According to a report of the

court-martial of Marines invoKed. in the

San Diego Union-Tnhiine {28 August).

Haiab had six broken ribs and a broken

hyoid bone in his neck when he was

found dead, naked, curled in a fetal posi-

tion. in the prison’s yard. Marines vio-

lently beat Hatab and claimed he fell into

some razor wire, then dragged him by the

neck, stripped him and left him to die.

When U.S. rulers first launched the war

against Iraq, they claimed to be fighting to

bring "freedom" to the oppressed Shi’ile

and Kurdish people. But as the occupa-

tion, with all its savage atrocities,

marches on, so does increased resistance

to it. including by Shi'ite clerical leaders.

Now, the U.S. portrays the likes of al-

Sadr as nothing more than terrorists and

barbaric religious fanatics. But it should

be noted that al-Sadr and his allies

recently intervened to free a kidnapped

American journalist, Micah Curen. because

of his work documenting the looting of

Iraqi antiquities from 5.()()0-ycar-old

archeological sites near Nasiriya. while

the Taliban—Wahhabi extremists of

Sunni Islam and the erstwhile allies of the

U S.—destroyed irreplaceable ancient

Buddhist statues in Afghanistan in 2001.

claiming they were an ‘affront" to Islam.

The seething haired for the arrogant

occupiers could again explode into open

military conllict at any lime. But our call

for military defense of those who take up

arms against the occupation is by no

means a blanket endorsement of the so-

called "Iraqi resistance"—we oppose the

murderous communal violence against

other religious, ethnic and national group-

ings, the terrorist bombings which wan-

tonly blow up innocent civilians, the kid-

nappings and execution of foreign

civilian workers.

The once-powerful Iraqi Communist
Parly—with its strong secular tradi-

tions—was smashed decades ago by the

Ba’aihists in league with the U.S. imperi-

alists. And today, with the devastation of

war and occupation, and after more than

12 years of murderous United Nations

sanctions, the Iraqi economy is in ruins,

with unemployment at 70 percent. None-

theless. it is urgently necessary to light to

forge Marxist workers parties in Iraq and

throughout the region. Capitalism can

never equitably resolve the democratic

rights of the peoples of Iraq and the

Near East—the Palestinian and Hebrew-

speaking peoples as well as the Kurds.

Shi’ites. Sunnis and others, Liberation

and justice can only come with the over-

throw of bourgeois rule in the region and

the establishment of a socialist federation

of the Near East, as part of the fight for

international socialist revolution.

The subjugated Iraqi masses face the

same racist and umon-husting enemy
faced by working people and the

oppressed in the United States. It is

in the class interests of the multiracial

American proletariat to fight for the

immediate and unconditional withdrawal

of all U.S. troops from Iraq. In Iraq, the

struggle against the American occupa-

tion must be combined with a struggle

against all forms of bourgeois national-

ism and religious fundamentalism. As

we wrote last issue. "While making

clear that the main enemy is U.S. imperi-

alism. a revolutionary party with roots

and intluence in Iraq today would mobi-

lize again^ the reimposiiion of sharia

[Islamic law), against communalist sec-

tarian attacks, for organizing the vestiges

of the workers movement and the legions

of the unemployed on a class basis

through strikes and workplace occupa-

tions against the thieving imperialist

occupiers and parasitic clerics," V.S. out

of Iraq now! Defeat U.S. imperialism

through workers revolution!u

Education...
(continuedfrom page II)

long and bitter struggle, the fight for open

admission.s was won at the City Univer-

.sity. Practically overnight, this nearly all-

white university became racially mixed,

producing black engineers, teachers and

other professionals. But almost as soon as

it became fully integrated, this university,

which had been free during the Spanish-

American War. the two world wars and

the Great Depression, started imposing

tuition fees on its students.

The tuition hikes started under Demo-
crat Mario Cuomo’s administration. By
1995. the tuition had grown high enough

to provoke several thousand students and

teachers from all the campuses to con-

verge in protest at City Hall. As the

protests continued to flare up on the

campuses during the weeks that followed

the rally. Chancellor W, Ann Reynolds

began to bring reprisals against those stu-

dents who led the protests. The Profes-

sional Staff Congress (PSC). the union

at CUNY, supported Chancellor Rey-

nolds in her persecution of protesters.

Support for open admissions is not even

on the radar screen in unions like the UFT
and P.SC. In its revolutionary ten-point

program the LBL calls for the univer-

sities to be free and open to all.

At every turn of the road, black and

immigrant students find themselves being

turned back from the city’s major col-

leges. Instead of mobilizing labor on

behalf of black rights, the unions have

tied themselves to the ruling class through

their allegiance to the Democratic Parly.

The teachers union has put the prepon-

derance of its efforts into securing school

safely. They have aided and abetted the

capitalist rulers by making the schools

look like correctional institutions. This

means increasing the presence of police

and metal detectors. Both students and

teachers have a right to attend safe

schools, but to students who are harried

and hounded on a daily basis by police,

to students who are warehoused in dead-

end special classes for minor infractions

and often deemed deviant, turning the

schools into prisons can only increase

their sense of alienation and despair.

I am no longer surprised that the prom-

ise of Bn>wn v. Hoard of Education never

materialized. It is us important to the cap-

italists to control and restrict the level of

literacy among the black population as it

is for them to control the flow of guns

into the inner city. It is worth remember-
ing that it was during the height of the

abolitionist movement that the prohibi-

tions against slaves learning to read were

solidified in slave codes. The slave mas-
ters were well aware that literate men like

Gabriel Prosser. Denmark Vesey and Nat

Turner had led the major slave rebellions.

This fear exists today. Why else would

the capitalist rulers have framed up Ger-

onimo ji-Jaga (Pratt), a decorated Vietnam

veteran and military strategist, and Mumia
Abu-Jamal. a prize-winning journalist?

Pratt was released when overwhelming
evidence was produced to exonerate him;

equally cogent evidence has surfaced on

behalf of Jamal, but he remains in prison

What a threat this super-articulate black

man must be to the slate.

Where does one turn for racial justice?

To the Supreme Court or the Constitu-

tion? That is what the school system pro-

motes. Courses like “The Constitution

Works" are typical of the staff develop-

ment that is offered to teachers. But the

Constitution to which they turn is also the

document that was written to enshrine

slavery. I might also point out that it i.s

the same document that restricted vot-

ing rights to white males of property. It

look a long and bloody civil war and I(K)

more years of violent struggle to extend

those rights to blacks and women. In fact,

all of the rights we have have been won
through struggle.

Property taxes are still, however, the

basis for school funding. Even the liter-

acy programs are funded on property val-

ues. As long as property remains the basis

for funding schools, education will remain

separate and unequal, providing quality

education for those who have properly

and denying it to those who do not. What
I did not know when I was fifteen, but is

eminently clear to me now. is that it will

only be through socialist revolution, which
topples the capitalist stale and bnngs the

multiracial working class to power, that

we can hope to have integrated equal edu-

cation for all
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Million Worker
March...
(conlinitedfrom paf>e 16 }

Transportaiion and Infrastructure sub-

comminee that "port employers are not

following Coast Guard regulations vigor-

ously." While lately Local 10 leaders

have voiced support to the port truckers’

cause. Mitre focused on attacking largely

immigrant port truckers as the prob-

lem—this while the non-union port

truckers are desperately trying to organ-

ize against the same shipping bosses that

want to destroy the ILWU.
The ILWU lops have offered up long-

shoremen as the guardians of capital-

ist security on the waterfront. Instead

of uniting all workers on the docks in a

union fight, these misleaders have split

the working class by openly embracing

the “war on terror" targeting immigrants

and the ILWU itself. This demonstrates

that unless you have a trade-union leader-

ship that makes a decisive break with

the capitalist slate, it will intertwine the

union with the capitalist stale and its

repressive apparatus, even to the point of

having the union carry out some of the

state’s police functions. With the capital-

ists on an anti-immigrant witchhunt, only

a fighting workers party can lead a win-

ning struggle for full citizenship rights

for all immigrants and to organize the

unorganized.

An example of the kind of labor-

centered class struggle that a revolu-

tionary workers parly would fight for is

the Oakland 9 February 2002 united-

front protest in defense of immigrant

rights and against the USA-Pairioi Act

and the Maritime Security Act initiated

by the Partisan Defense Committee and

Labor Black League. Support from

ILWU Local 10 was crucial in making

this protest a real demonstration of labor

solidarity.

This Government—Democrat
or Republican—Is Not Ours

When the MWM Mission Statement

denounces the “handful of the rich and

powerful corporations (who) have

usurped our government," it feeds the

illusions of workers that this is "our

government" and not a tool of the “rich

and powerful corporations.” Besides,

"usurped” from whom? As most of the

heavily black workforce of ILWU Local

10 knows, the "founding fathers" of this

country—Washington, Jefferson, Madi-

son, etc.—were rich white men whose
wealth was accumulated from the labor of

the black slaves they owned.

American capitalist democracy is a

tool for the continued dictatorship of the

employers and the exploitation of the

RIGHTS
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ILWU contingent at March 20 antiwar demonstration in San Francisco. Right: Poster at ILWU Local 10 hall pushes
Kerry-Edwards ticket; local newspaper highlights Kerry's agreement with Bush on asserting U.S. military power.

workers. The government, lied by thou-

sands of threads to Wall Street, acts as an

executive committee on behalf of the

employers as a whole, whether Demo-
crats or Republicans are in charge. Its

real job is to defend the capitalists’ con-

tinued rule, their wealth and their prof-

tradition. Its leadership included the offi-

cials of key unions in the city, as well as

leaders of the Socialist Party and the

Communist Party, who all promoted the

ALP as an “independent party.” But in

reality, the purpose of the ALP was to

channel socialist-minded workers into

Karl Marx: “Abolish the Wages System!”
In his ISb.S work Value. Price and

Profit, Karl Marx addressed the limits

of even the most militant struggles that

remain within the confines of the capi-

talist system:

"They jlhe working class] ought not

to forget that they are fighting with

effects, but not with the causes of those

effects; that they are retarding the

downward movement, but not changing

its direction; that they are applying pal-

liatives, not curing the malady. They

ought, therefore, not to be exclusively

absorbed in these unavoidable guerilla

fights incessantly springing up from

the never-ceasing encroachments of

capital or changes of the market. They

ought to understand that, with all the

miseries it imposes upon them, the

present system simultaneously engen-

ders the material conditions and the

social forms necessary for an econom-

ical reconstruction of society. Instead

of the conservative motto. 'A fair day’s

wage for a fair day's work!' they ought

to inscribe on their banner the revolu-

tionary watchword. 'Abolition of the

wages system!'"

its by wielding armed force—the cops,

the courts, the prisons—against unions,

black people, immigrants and all the

oppressed. It is a fantasy that the bour-

geois political parlies and the gov-

ernment can be made accountable to

the poor and oppressed, as the MWM
claims.

Nonetheless, a wide range of self-

proclaimed socialist groups—like the

reformist Workers World Party, Interna-

tional Socialist Organization, Freedom
Socialist Party, Northern California Com-
mittees of Correspondence for Democ-
racy and Socialism, and Socialist Organ-

izer—have flocked to the MWM. echoing

the fake refrain of "independence.” This is

nothing new. In July of 1 936. for example,

the American Labor Party (ALP) was
founded in New York City, where the

workers had a long and strong socialist

voting for Franklin D. Roosevelt and the

Democrats, "to put over a deliberate polit-

ical swindle on workers who were seek-

ing genuine independent labor political

organization and action" (see Art Preis.

Labor's Giant Step [Pathfinder. 1972]).

The American labor movement is dis-

armed by its leadership’s acceptance of

the capitalist system and its allegiance

to the Democratic Party. The fight to

forge a new. class-struggle leadership in

the trade unions is inseparable from the

fight to forge a workers party—and in

the end both will be built through the

struggles of labor and the oppressed in

defense of their interests against the cap-

italist bosses.

Writing on the eve of the Second

World War. Bolshevik leader Leon Trot-

sky advanced the Transitional Program

both to defend the interests of the prole-

tariat under capitalism and to take for-

ward the struggle for socialist revolution,

writing;

"If capitalism is incapable of satisfying

the demands inevitably arising from the

calamities generated by itself, then let it

perish. 'Realizability' or 'unrealizabiliiy'

is in the given instance a question of

the relationship of forces, which can be
decided only by the struggle. By means
of this struggle, no matter what its

immediate practical successes may be,

the workers will best come to understand

the necessity of liquidating capitalist

slavery."

For the workers and all the oppressed to

achieve their fundamental need.s

—

like

education, health care, decent jobs—this

country must be taken out of the hands of

the Wall Street billionaires and put in the

hands of the workers. While fighting to

defend every gain of the workers, a work-

ers party would use every .struggle to pre-

pare for the fight for a workers govern-

ment—a different kind of government

democratically run by the workers that

seizes industry, transportaiion and the

banks from the capitalists and rebuilds

the country based on planning for social

need, not profit. The MWM’s political

program is an obstacle to building the

politically independent, fighting workers

party we desperately need.B

1937 Flint sit-down
strike led to rise of

UAW as powerful
industrial union.
To defend its interests

and those of the
oppressed, labor
must be mobilized
in struggle.

Spartacus Youth Club Forums

Break with the Democrats! No Vote to Nader!

We Need a Fighting Workers Party!

Saturday, Sept. 11, 2 p.m.
Immanuel Presbyterian Church

3300 Whilshire Blvd.

(1 block west of WilshireAfermont
Redline Station)

For more information; (213) 380-8239

or e-mail: slsycla@sbcglobal net

Thursday, Sept. 16, 7 p.m.
UC Berkeley

110 Wheeler Hall

(near downtown Berkeley BART)

For more information. (510) 839-0851
or e-mail, slbayarea@sbcglobal.net

LOS ANGELES BAY AREA

Saturday, September 11,5 p.m.

Also: Eyewitness Report from RNC Protests

UlC Circle Center. White Oak Room. 750 S. Halsted St.

For more information; (312) 563-0441 or e-mail: spartacist@iname.com

CHICAGO

Labor Black League Discussion

Free Mumia Abu-Jamal Now!
Abolish the Racist Death Penalty!

For Black Liberation Through Socialist Revolution!

Update on Mumia's case and readers circle discussion to follow showing of;

From Death Row. This Is Mumia Abu-Jamal

Saturday, September 18, 4 p.m.

299 Broadway, Suite 318
(1-1/2 blocks north of Chambers St.)

For more information: (212) 267-1025

NEW YORK CITY
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Break with the Democrats!

Fight for a Class-Struggle Workers Party!

Million Worker March:

Tail of Lesser-Evilism
Working people in the U.S. arc frus-

trated and looking for a way out from the

grinding exploitation, racist oppression

and poverty that pervade American life.

Most are rightly fearful and angry at the

loathsome Bush administration, and are

looking for an alternative. But no such

alternative exists with Democrat John

Kerry, who at nearly every turn—like the

"war on terror” and the occupation of

Iraq—is promoting himself as an even

more effective "war president." The only

way to fight for the interests of working

people and the oppressed is to build a

workers party that will lead the struggle

for the emancipation of labor through

socialist revolution and the establishment

of a workers government.

Judging from the AFL-ClO's official

"stay away" orders to unions, you might

think that the "Million Worker March"
(MWM). scheduled for October 17 in

Washington, D.C., is a break from "lesser

evil” support for the bosses' Demo-
cratic Party in the November 2 elections.

Indeed, "a great movement for social

change” (to borrow words from the MWM
Mission Statement) is urgently needed in

this country, but the movers and shakers

behind the MWM have no intention of

building the workers party we really need.

Many workers think that an "Anybody
but Bush” vote for Kerry is not really

a vote for the capitalists’ other party

of racism and war. Without an explicit

renunciation of the Democrats, railing

against the Bush administration only

feeds these illusions. The MWM platform

deliberately avoids denouncing "lesser

evil” support to the Democrats—includ-

ing by their own unions, whose tops are

pouring money into Kerry’s campaign
coffers. Workers who want a genuinely

independent workers parly must raise

their own class-struggle banners at the

MWM in October.

Some workers are indeed disgusted

with the prostration of the AFL-CIO offi-

cialdom under John Sweeney, whose 1995

promise to revive the union movement has

proved utterly empty, and with their bla-

tant electioneering for the Democrats.

How then does a union bureaucrat mobi-
lize those among the black. Hispanic and

working-class population who are disaf-

fected to turn out for the Democrats this

November? This is where the MWM, with

its facade of "independence.” comes in.

Sweeney 8l Co. issued a memorandum
to "All Stale Federations and Central

Labor Councils" encouraging them "not

to sponsor or devote resources to the

demonstration in Washington. DC but

instead to remain focused on the elec-

tion” In answer. International Longshore

and Warehouse Union (ILWU) Local 10

president Henry Graham and two MWM
co-chairs. Local 10 officials Clarence

Thomas and Trent Willis, baldly staled;

"There is nothing inconsistent with our

mobilizing for October 17 and attempts

to dump Bush." The ILWU has endorsed

Kerry’s campaign. One MWM supporter.

F. Christopher Silvera. an official of

Teamsters Local 808 in Long Island City,

frankly declared m a letter posted on the

MWM Web site:

"The Million Worker March is a cru-

cial vehicle for voter mobilizalion. The
liming of ii. coming two weeks before

ihe election makes the march the cheap-
est. most effective get-oui-thc-vote ini-

tiative ever undertaken by the Teamsters
and the AFL-CIO."

We Need a
Workers Government!

The MWM Mission Statement raises

many of the urgent problems of work-

ing people today whose living condi-

tions are under assault across the board—health care, education, housing, jobs,

wages, the U.S. war against Iraq. But

no way will these problems be solved

by “demand|ingj that politicians and the

administration listen to the people who
pay their salaries, rather than the voices

of big business and the rich." as the

ILWU Local 10 resolution initialing the

MWM last February said. That amounts

to yet another fruitless attempt to pres-

sure capitalist politicians to do Ihe right

thing for the working class. But this is a

for-profit system where the government
serves the ruling class and no one else.

To go forward, the working class has

to mobilize its .social power independent

of the capitalists, their stale and all their

political parties. In the recent strike of

grocery workers in Southern California,

what was really needed for the UFCW to

succeed against the supermarket bosses
was the national extension of the strike,

including actions like shutting down the

distribution centers. This kind of class-

struggle militancy wtiuld mean defy-

ing the bosses' laws and injunctions,

anathema to the UFCW leadership and

the union bureaucracy more generally.

No decisive gain for labor was ever

won in a courtroom or by an act of Con-

gress. Everything the workers movement

has won of value has been achieved by

mobilizing the ranks of labor in hard-

foughl struggle, on the picket lines, in

plant occupations. The strength of the

unions lies in their numbers, their mili-

tancy. their organization and discipline

and their relation to the decisive means
of production in modern capitalist .soci-

ety. What counts is power, and for a long

time labor has not Hexed its muscles.

Though today's union tops often speak

at MLK Day assemblies and invoke

racial equality, they reject the hard class

struggle needed to organize integrated

unions. This is most sharply posed in

the South, where "right to work" laws

are backed up by racist Klan terror.

The union bureaucracy's refusal to wage
the kind of struggles needed to organ-

ize the South and the unorganized more
generally has resulted in the spiraling

decline in union membership and the

general weakening of the labor move-
ment that has been taking place over the

last few decades.

Organize the Unorganized!
Jobs for All!

In a statement last May, Clarence

Thomas declared that "the central reason”

for the MWM "is the systematic out-

sourcing of our jobs to areas of the world

where workers can be exploited even

more ruthlessly.” Thomas himself has on
many occasions supported international

labor solidarity (for example, in defense

of Iraqi trade unions). But any form of

support for "America First" economic
nationalism puts you in bed with your
own bourgeoisie.

Appeals for protectionism—seeking

barriers to the import of competing goods
from abroad—reinforce U.S. capitalist

interests and widen chauvinist and racist

divisions within the working class inter-

nationally. Unemployment and the drive

to lower the cost of labor are neces-

sary to the capitalist boom-bust economic
cycle. The capitalist will always go where
wages are lowest, whether it’s the open
shop American South or India. Key to Ihe

defense of workers in the U.S. is solidar-

ity action to support organizing of work-
ers in foreign countries.

The union tops have also pledged alle-

giance to the political goals of U.S.
imperialism. A graphic example is out-

lined in the May 2004 issue of the

ILWU’s Dispatcher, which headlines:

“ILWU Lobbies Congress for Port Secu-
rity." The ll-WU flew its new "Port

Security Director." Mike Mitre, to Wash-
ington to testify on June 9 to the House

confinued on page /5

wv Phoios

Oakland, 9 February 2002: Partisan Defense Committee and Labor Black
League initiated labor-centered demonstration against government’s “anti-

terror" laws, in defense of immigrant rights. Below: Longshoremen were at

core of united-front mobilization.
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No Choice for Workers in 2004 Eiections

AP
Iraqi civilians in Baghdad flee scene of carnage after U.S. helicopters fired missiles into a crowd
gathering around a destroyed U.S. armored vehicle. September 12.

Break with the Democrats!

For a Workers Party!
With a peculiarly war-crazed and oddly

demented administration sitting in the

While House, there is a strong sentiment

among many working people, minorities

and young activists to vole for “Anybody
but Bush.” It is not so much that people

want to vote for Democrat John Kerry,

but that they want to vole against Bush.
While wanting to see Bush ousted is

a wholly understandable sentiment, to

throw one's vote to another competing
capitalist politician runs counter to fight-

ing to defend the interests of working
people and the oppressed. The policies

pursued by the Bush regime that rightly

elicit opposition and indignation (like the

Iraq war and occupation, the “war on
terror ’ and evisceration of democratic

rights, the attacks on the rights of black

people, immigrants and women, etc.) are

not simply the product of a particularly

vicious administration. War. racism and
repression are endemic to the oppressive

capitalist system under which we live. To
defend and pursue the interests of work-
ing people and the oppressed, what is

required first and foremost is a break

with all capitalist parlies—beginning

with the Democrats, the other party of

war and racism—and the forging of a

revolutionary workers party that fights to

gel rid of the capitalist system through

workers revolution.

While the country is becoming ever

7 25274 81030 7

3 8

more sharply polarized as the elections

approach, the differences between the

two candidates are ever narrowing. This

could be easily gleaned from the recent

Democratic and Republican conventions,

both of which were unabashed displays

of patriotism and militarism (as well as

police repression against protesters—see

article on RNC protests on page 6), Bush
launched the Iraq war; Kerry voted for

the war and says he would vote for it

now even after the exposes of the grand

lies the administration used to invade

Iraq, Bush is for maintaining the bloody

occupation; Kerry is for maintaining the

bloody occupation. Bush wants to con-

tinue waging the "war on terror"; Kerry

promotes himself as a more effective

fighter in this sordid "war." which is a

war against immigrants, black and work-

ing people, and a means by which the

capitalists try to deny the population

its democratic rights and civil liberties.

Even on those issues where the candi-

dates disagree, like abortion rights. Kerry

proclaimed that he would have no prob-

lem appointing an anti-abortion judge to

the Supreme (Touri.

It's not simply that the policies of Bush
and Kerry are so alike, but that the two
parlies of American capitalism are so

alike. Both parlies represent the interests

of the capitalist ruling cla,ss. In a “state of

the union" speech 32 years ago. Amer-
ica’s great essayist and novelist Gore
Vida! aptly noted. “We have only one
political party in the United Stales, the

Properly Party, with two right wings.

Republican and Democrat." Today. Vidal

adds. "Although the secret core to each

presidential election is who can express

his hatred of African-Americans most

subtly (to which today can be added Lati-

nos and ‘elite liberals,’ a fantasy category

associated with working film actors who
have won Academy Awards), and. of

course. Ihi.s season it’s the marriage-

minded so-called gays. So-called because

there is no such human or mammal cate-

gory (.sex is a continuum) except in the

great hollow pumpkin head of that gam-
bling dude who has anointed himself the

nation's moralist-in-chief. William ‘Bell

Fruit’ Bennett" {Nation. 13 September).

In 1948. American Trotskyist leader

James P. Cannon explained how Marxists

define the class character of a party:

"It is not determined by the class which
supports the party at the moment, but

rather by the class which the party sup-

ports; that is to say. by its program. That
is the basic meaning of u political pro-

gram. the support of one class rule or

another. The class character of a party is

also determined by its actual practice....

Another factor to be considered is the

composition of a party. A bourgeois
party of the classical type is easily rec-

ognized because it has all three of these

qualities— it is bourgeois in program, in

practice, and in composition."
—“Election Policy in 1948.”

printed in “Aspects of Socialist

Election Policy." Education for
Socialisl.t {March 1971)

To move forward and to effectively

fight for their rights and interests, work-

ing people and leftist youth must begin

with the understanding that American
society, like all capitalist societies, is

divided between two fundamental classes:

the capitalist class and the working class.

continued on page 10

Women and Revolution

Japan:
The Struggle

Against
Women’s
Oppression

See Page 4



Letter

The IG and Iraq Occupation
22 August 2004

Dear Workers Vanguard.

I would like to add to the polemic

against the pseudo-revolutionary Interna-

tionalist Group in W<}rkt'rs Vanffuani No.

830 in the article entitled "The Left and

the ‘Iraqi Resistance’; U.S. Out of Iraq

Now!" As mentioned, in several of their

articles they have polemici/ed against our

use of the slogan "U.S. Troops Out of

Iraq. Now!" because it supposedly echoes

sectors of the bourgeoisie and appeals to

the capitalist rulers. In addition, they

claim that the Spartacist League "will-

fully obscures the position of Lenin" for

not Haunting a slogan culling for defeat

of the colonial occupation. A closer look

proves that it is really the IG who grossly

distorts Lenin.

For over a century, genuine Marxists

have used slogans similar to "Colonial

Troops Out!" and the IG knows it. The
founder of the IG, Jan Norden. not only

used such slogans when he himself was

editor of WV. but also continued to use

such slogans after he and his posse started

producing the IG’s newspaper, the Inter-

nuiionalist, in 1997. Thus, their April-May

1999 issue had an article on Yugoslavia

with the subheading. "U..S./UN/NATO
Out of the Balkans!" In a June 2000
Infernaiionali’ii, an article on Puerto Rico

prominently displayed in the title. "Navy

Get the Hell Out of Vieques NowV' How
is the aforementioned slogan of the IG

any different from the supposedly capitu-

latory slogan “U.S. Troops Out of Iraq

Now"? Lastly, a June 2001 International-

ist ran an article entitled, "From Puerto

Rico to Korea: U.S. Bombers Get Out!"

Has the IG since had a line change that

needs to be explained, or are we simply

talking about false polemics here?

At the root of the IG’s weak criticism

is a reversal of Leninism through the

implication that any negative slogan is

necessarily a-class-collaborationist appeal

to the bourgeoisie. This is false. The only

fundamental difference between the IG’s

slogan and ours is that we don't indicate

exactly bow the imperialists are going to

leave Iraq—whether by increased attacks

by Iraqi insurgents, class struggle at

home, mounting imperialist rivalries, etc.

In a piece by Lenin appropriately titled

"A Caricature of Marxism and Imperial-

ist Economism,” he states with reference

to a discussion on self-determination:

"The slogan ‘get out of the colonies’ has

one and only one political and economic
content: freedom of secession for the

colonial nations, freedom to establish a

separate state!" What’s most crucial for

Marxists in the case of Iraq is that the

neocolonial invaders leave; in that sense,

the slogans used by the IG and the SL

TROTSKY

“No Peace with

the Present-Day State!”

In an IH6V speech. German .wcialisi

leader Wilhelm Liehknecht {father of the rev-

oliaionary Marxist Karl Liehknecht) attacked

the notion that socialists (who at the time

called themselves Social Democrats) could

get rid of capitalism through parliameniarv

means. Emphasizing the needfor .social revo-

lution. Liehknecht pointed out that the capi-

talist state and its apparatus would not allow

a peaceful transition to sociali.sm. LENIN

Let us assume that a candidate comes up for election and that the government is

absolutely opposed to ha\ing him in the "Reichstag" (parliament). The government
will confiscate the newspapers that advocate his election— it will do so legally; it will

confiscate his election handbills—also legally; or it will give permits for meetings of
electors and then dissolve them—again legally; it will arrest the candidate’s campaign
managers—quite legally; it will arrest the candidate himself—also legally....

But let us assume that the government—either because it feels it is strong enough, or
because of some other calculation—makes no use of its powers, and that it becomes
possible, as some socialist statesmen of imagination still dream—to elect a social-

democratic majority in the "Reichstag”—what would this majority proceed to do? Hie
Rhodus, hic salta! Now is the moment for transforming society and the state. The
majority will adopt a world-historic decision; the new era is bom—don't you believe it!

A company of soldiers will eject the Social-Democratic majority from its stronghold
and if these gentlemen make any objection to this procedure, a few policemen will take
them to police headquarters and there they will have time enough to ponder the conse-
quences of their Quixotic aspirations.

Revolutions are not made by getting the permission of the high powers that are in

authority; the socialist ideal cannot be achieved within the frame of the present-day
state; it must overthrow the state in order to secure the possibility of life.

No peace with the present-day state!

—Wilhelm Liebknechi. "The Elections to Parliament Are Only a Means of Agitation"
(1869). printed in Voift's of Revolt: Speeches of Wilhelm Liehknecht

(International Publishers. 1928}
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are not hugely di.stinguishable. Moreover,

what Leninists understand about the use

of negative slogans like that of "U.S.

Troops Out" is that it should be paired

with a positive slogan in order to advance

revolutionary con.sciousness, Workers Van-

guard's choice to emphasize "For class

struggle at homo!"—a positive slogan

which points the working class in the

right direction—fulfills this purpose.

Of course, it would be a great blow for

imperialism and a victory for working
people around the world if the murderous
imperialist forces were driven out. as the

IG ernphasi/es. But this requires realisti-

cally taking into account the differences

between the forces on the ground, includ-

ing the immense military superiority of

the imperialists, and the lack of con-

scious working-class mobilization among
the forces of the resistance. Again, as

Lenin put it: "...every slogan (must) be

justified by a precise analysis of eco-

nomic realities, the political situation and

the political significance of the slogan.

It is embarrassing to have to drive home
the ABC of Marxism, but what is one

to do...?"

The IG certainly has a history of tailing

alien class forces in search for quick

"action" strategies, even if this relies on a

lower level of consciousness. This is

reflected in the fact that their articles on

Iraq barely whisper a critical statement

against the politics of the forces that seem

to be leading the various resistance groups.

This is the real crime of the IG’s per-

spective. Lenin strongly warned against

politically supporting an uprising of the

reactionary classes against imperialism.

The retrograde, fundamentalist conscious-

ness of many of the resistance leaders,

several who would just as likely kill u

communist or an unveiled woman as an

American .soldier, is centuries away from

revolutionary Marxism. While the battles

waged against the neocolonial occupiers

on the part of the insurgents are just and

defensible, any Marxist cannot be blind to

the fact that their leaders would be the

new enemy to the working class and the

oppressed after taking power.

Revolutionary Greetings,

L.
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Spartacist contingent at March 20 protest in Chicago.
WV Photo

Spartacist League/Trotskyist League Forums

Report Back from RNC Protests

We Need a Fighting Workers Party!

Break with the Democrats! No Vote to Nader!

Saturday, Sept. 25, 6 p.m.
First Parish Church

3 Church St.. Harvard Square
Cambridge

For more mforoialion (617) 666-9453
or e-meil: bostonsyci^yahoo.com

BOSTON

The Spectre of Tiananmen and
Working-Class Struggle in China Today

Defend, Extend the Gains of the 1949 Revolution!

For a China of Workers and Peasants Councils In a Socialist Asia!

Saturday, Oct. 2, 7 p.m.
Trinity-St. Paul's Centre
427 Bloor Street West

(just west of Spadina subway)

For more information: (416) 593-4138
or e-mail: spartcan@on.albn.com

TORONTO

Saturday, Oct. 9, 2 p.m.
Rockridge Branch Library

5366 College Avenue, Oakland
(5 blocks south of Rockridge BART)
For more information: (510) 839-0851
or e-mail slbayarea@scbglobal.net

BAY AREA
Saturday, Oct. 2, 2:30 p.m.

Collingwood Neighbourhood House, Multipurpose Room A
5288 Joyce St. (between Vanness and Kingsway)

VANCOUVER For more information: (604) 687-0353
or e-mail TLLT@look,ca

For Black Liberation Through

Socialist Revolution!

How the Liberals and Reformists Derailed the Struggle for Integration

Saturday, Oct. 9, 5 p.m.
University of Chicago

Bartlett Gymnasium. Student Lounge
5640 S. University Avenue

For more information (312) 563-0441
or e-mail: spartacistt^iname com

CHICAGO
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NYC Transit: “Workplace Violence” Frame-Up

Reinstate TWU Shop Chairman

Carlos Blackman!
NEW YORK—On Sepiember 8. a so-

called ‘‘impanial arbitrator" upheld the fir-

ing of Carlos Blackman, an elected shop

chairman of Transport Workers Union
(TWU) Local 100. As a dedicated union

fighter against unsafe working conditions

and speedup at the 240th St. subway car

maintenance shop in the Bronx. Black-

man is the victim of a transparent "work-

place violence” frame-up by New York

City Transit (NYCT) management- The
victimization of Blackman represents an

attack on all transit workers and on the

union as a whole.

The first accusation against Blackman,

which he flatly denied, was that during an

incident when he tried to hall the use of

an unsafe hydraulic jack last December 4.

he supposedly told the supervisor that

he couldn't be thrown off the property

because he had "a .38.” Secondly. Black-

man was accused by a supervisor of say-

ing that two transit supervisors who were

killed in February at the Coney Island

Subway Yard "deserved what they got"

because one of them had fired the worker

accused of shooting them. Blackman

denied making such a statement, and he

was backed up by a fellow worker who
testified at the hearing. But the arbitrator

simply dismissed these two black workers

as not "credible" witnesses. In the slave-

holders’ South, black slaves could not tes-

tify in court; a slave could be convicted

of any crime simply on the say-so of the

"master.” No wonder transit workers refer

to the system they are subjected to as

“plantation justice"!

The NYCT's frame-up of Blackman
provoked outrage on the part of his union

brothers and sisters, tran.scending ethnic,

racial and national divisions within the

workforce. A transit worker at the 240th

St. maintenance shop told a WV sales-

man: "It's terrible. We have to do some-

thing. We have to defend him!” Before

Blackman’s firing, scores of TWU mem-
bers rallied on April 21 at 240th St. to

protest his suspension. The union has
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Includes: “Declaration of

Principles and Some Elements of

Program, International Communist
League (Fourth Internationalist)”
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Opponents ol me Revolutionary

Internationalist Workers Movement

filed a federal court suit demanding that

Blackman be reinstated and allowed to

perform his union duties without inter-

ference. There is reportedly considerable

rank-and-file sentiment in favor of grant-

ing this staunch fighter a staff position in

the union. Thai would be good, but that

should not be the end of the story. This

anti-union attack should be met by a

mobilization of the power of the TWU
with solidarity from other unions in this

city demanding Blackman’s reinstate-

ment with full seniority and back pay.

The firing of Carlos Blackman sets a

dangerous precedent, posing a threat not

only to transit workers but to workers

throughout the country. If they can fire a

respected union officer on such patently

trumped-up charges, then they can run

roughshod over any militant worker on

the pretext of "workplace violence” against

the company. The statement Blackman
was accused of making about the Coney
Island incident was simply ruled to be

"extremely detrimental to the efficient

workings of the shop." By that criterion.
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you could be fired for anything from

protesting unsafe conditions to denounc-

ing racist abuse!

This case is a stark example of how
the policy of relying on binding arbitra-

tion and court suits is a trap for the

working class. So-called "neutral" arbi-

trators and judges are actually agents of

the capitalists. The union bureaucracy’s

reliance on binding arbitration serves as

an excu.se to avoid the kind of hard class

struggle that is the only way the working

class can defend itself and win signifi-

cant gains. But while the union tops play

by the bosses’ rules, straitjacketing union

workers, the capitalists are using brass

knuckles. The very day after Blackman’s

arbitration hearing ended, the NYCT.
claiming to have found graffiti in some

conductor cabs supposedly threatening

the Republican National Convention, pre-

cipitated a July 14 police raid on the

shop where Blackman worked. The early-

morning sweep, involving more than two

dozen police cars, was a blatant attempt

to intimidate and regiment transit work-

ers. Such sinister shows of force are part

of the repressive climate created by the

capitalist rulers’ "war on terror." which is

actually a war on blacks, immigrants and

unions.

However, the TWU Local 100 leader-

ship of president Roger Toussaint. while

formally backing Blackman’s case and

supporting the rally at his work location,

has not sought to mobilize the power

of labor in his defense. In contrast, dur-

ing the Republican National Convention

the TWU bureacracy put the forces of the

union at the disposal of a labor rally that

was nothing but a campaign rally for

Democrat John Kerry. And a TWU poster

calling for a vote for Kerry hangs promi-

nently in the Local 100 union hall. The
class-collaborationist program of the

union bureaucrats in this country is exem-

plified by their integration into the capi-

talist Democratic Parly.

It is vital to know who are our friends

and who are our enemies. This is based

on the recognition that the interests of

workers and bosses are counterposed. To
mobilize the power of labor, it is neces-

sary to fight for a class-struggle union

leadership that breaks labor’s lies to the

Democrats and fights for the independent

mobilization of the working class.

Iran: Kurdish Leftist

Sentenced to Death

stop the Execution of

Esmaii Mohammadi!
We reprint below a September 14

letter by the Partisan Defense Com-
miftee to the Iranian authorities.

The Partisan Defense Committee

vehemently denounces the Iranian gov-

ernment’s threatened execution of

Kurdish leftist Esmaii Mohammadi,
and condemns the ongoing state repres-

sion against Iranian and Kurdish

activists, E.smail Mohammadi, a 38-

year-old father of five who is a support-

er of the Komala Party of Iranian Kurd-

istan. was arrested in 2002 at his

home in Bukan, western Iran. He was

reportedly charged with "armed strug-

gle against the Islamic regime" and

"membership of a proscribed organiza-

tion," and was sentenced to death in July

2003. Other reported charges accused

Mohammadi of "being at WcU’ with

god" and "corruption on earth." both of

which are punishable by death under

Iran's Islamic theocrac} This summer.

Mohammadi’s appeal ol hi.s death sen-

tence was denied by five judges of

Branch 32 of the Supreme Court,

claiming that he “confessed" to the

charges against him.

As an August 21 Komala protest

letter states. "The government of Iran

is trying to create fear and terror in

(the) people of Kurdistan by execut-

ing Mr. Mohammadi." Since his

arrest, this courageous leftist has been

subjected to numerous brutal inter-

rogations as well as mental and phys-

ical torture. Untold numbers of gov-

ernment opponents, trade unionists,

women and others deemed by the

government to have violated Islamic

law have been imprisoned and exe-

cuted. On August 15. for example.

Atetjeh Rajabi. a 16-year-old girl, was

publicly hanged in the northern prov-

ince of Ma/andaran for "acts incom-

patible with chastity"!

Kurdish miliiants have been particu-

larly tjirgeted by the regime, with

.scores executed every year. Last year

alone, at least two members of Komala
—Saasaun Al Kanaun and Moiuimmad
Golabee—were executed. As oppo-

nents of capitalist stale repression and
the barbaric institution of the death

penalty everywhere, including in the

U.S. imperialist stale, we demand: Stop

the execution of Esmaii Mohammadi!
Free him now!

Carlos Blackman (center) with union brothers at Bronx support rally in April.
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Japan: The Struggle Against

Women’s Oppression
All 20 of the women who marched in this

May Day demonstration under red and

black flags were arrested. The next major

activity of this organization was raising

the funds necessary to gel their comrades

out of jail. Due to state repression, the life

of Sekirankai was very short. Some of its

members left the socialist movement.

Others, such as Sakai Magara and Naka-

sone Sadayo. were arrested for distribut-

ing antiwar Icailets to soldiers. Takalsu

Tayoko and her husband were arrested for

producing u publication that included

threats against the emperor system.

Early Heroic Struggles of

Women Workers

By 1890 women had become the back-

bone of the developing Japane.se indus-

trial economy. Female workers, the

the last part of the nineteenth century.

It is no accident that in every modern

social revolution and numerous class bat-

tles women workers have been among the

most audacious and courageous lighters.

The low wages, long hours, prevalence of

disease, prison-like conditions and ram-

pant sexual attacks drove women workers

to fight. The first strike in Japan was in

1886 at the Kofu Amamiya Kihyoei silk

mill. More than one hundred women
walked out in protest over longer work-

ing hours, lowered wages and arbitrary

fines. Their action took management so

much by surprise that they won most of

their demands, including a return to the

14-hour workday. This strike sparked a

series of others that summer.

On the eve of the government's cele-

bration of the Meiji Constitution, strikes

KyOdO

Tokyo, January 30: Teachers protest government imposition of hinomaru and
kimigayo, the flag and anthem. The banner reads, “For Freedom of Thought in

Education!"

and walkouts gathered force throughout

the country. In late September of 1889.

300 women workers struck the Tenma
Colton Spinning Company of Osaka
demanding higher wages and the prom-

ised bonus payments. In the face of fir-

ings and physical intimidation, the work-

ers persisted for days. A key factor in the

successful outcome of the strike was that

the male machinists decided to join the

strike. By the time the strike ended on 5

October. 60 men and 20 women had been

arrested, but the workers received a wage
hike and some control over their bonuses,

setting a precedent for workers in other

mills.

The early strike activity carried out by

female textile workers was done without

the support of an organized union move-

ment. All wings of the union movement

—

from patriotic to social-democratic to the

Hogikai federation affiliated with the

Communist Parly—refused to organize

w'omen workers and also "colonized

workers." the Koreans and f'hinese who
were working in Japan, on u mass basis.

At the high point of prew.i- unionization

in the I9.3()s. Japai.ese women conso

tuied less than 6 percent oi unionized

workers, while they were 52 6 percent of

the entire tactory w-orktorce in 19,30.

Today 'women compose almost half of

majority of whom were indentured, out-

numbered males in light industry, espe-

cially textiles, where a workforce that

was 60 to 90 percent female produced 40

percent of the gross national product and

60 percent of the foreign exchange during

February 1994:
Japanese nurses
protest overtime,
staff shortages
and subsidy cuts,

demand better

health care for all.

We print below a translation of an

article fnnn Spartacisl Japan (No. 29,

April 2004), publication of the Spartacisl

Group Japan, section of the Interna-

lional Communist League

On 1 May 1921 about 20 women
joined 10.000 of their class brothers in

the second official Japanese May Day
demonstration. The women were organ-

ized by the group called Sekirankai. a

socialist women's organization. In prep-

aration for the May Day rally, Sekirankai

wrote a manifesto, authored by Yama-

kawa Kikue. This was four years after the

1917 Russian Revolution, and the mani-

festo gives an indication of the power that

revolution held for working people and

women;
"May Day is our day. the day of ihc

oppressed, propertyless working class.

For .several tens of centuries, the path

women and workers have (ravelled down
is ihe path of Ihc history of oppression

and ignorance. Bui the lighi is coming
close In Russia, ihe echo of ihe victori-

ous extcrminaiion of the darkness of

capitalism from the face of the earth is

moment by moment thundering like the

roar of a bell at daybreak. Within this

echo is the power of the secluded woman,
and. within the limits of our ability,

together with our brothers, isn't it the

chimes of the liberation of the property-

less class in Japan?

'The Sekirankai is a women's organiza-

tion that plans to participate in the enter-

pnse to destroy the capitalist society and
build a socialist society The capitalist

society turns us into slaves ai home and
oppresses us as wage .slaves outside the

home...

“The Sekirankai declares all-out war on
this cruel, shameless society. .. Socialism

offers the only way to save humankind
from the oppression and abuses of capi-

talism. Sisters who love justice and
humanity, join the socialist movement'"

At that time, under the infamous Arti-

cle 5 of the Police Security Regulations,

women were legally prohibited from join-

ing political organizations, attending polit-

ical meetings and giving political speeches.

the workforce but less than 20 percent of

(he union membership.

The role that Japanese women played

in the labor movement was noted at the

2nd World Conference of Communist

Women in July 1921 in addressing the

conference. Leon Trotsky noted:

“In the progress of the world labour

movement, women proletarians play a

colos.sal role. I say this not becau.se I

am addressing a women's conference

but because sheer numbers indicate what

an important part the woman worker

plays m the mechanism of the capital-

ist world—in France. Germany, in Amer-
ica, in Japan, in every capitalist coun-

try.... Siatistics inform me that in Japan,

there arc many more women than men
workers; and consequentiy. if Ihc data at

my disposal is credible, in the labour

movement of Japan, they, the proletarian

women, are destined to play the decisive

role and to occupy the decisive place"

Following these strikes, the govern-

ment moved fa.st. The Meiji government

adopted heavily Confucian-infiuenced

values of the samurai class as the founda-

tion for its new social and legal structures

which made women subordinate to men.

The new order took the form of the ie

[family household structure] as the basis

for its new hierarchical social structure

with the emperor on top as the head of

the household (the entire country) and

the husband as the absolute head of

his respective household. Primogeniture

was mandated for all classes. In 1898.

the Civil Code and Domestic Relations

and the Inheritance Law were enacted.

Both pieces of legislation institutional-

ized more rigid family controls than most

people had known in the feudal period.

In 1890 the Law on Political Associa-

tions and Assembly was passed, making it

illegal for women to participate in any

political activities and even to listen to

political speeches, in 1900 this law was

reinforced with the passage of the Police

Security Regulations whose infamous

Article 5 was mentioned above. By the

1920s even the bourgeois Mainichi news-

paper commented that. “Japan maltreats

and insults her women to a graver extent

than any other country o> the globe."

For more than 100 years women have

been protesting against the so-called

Japanese family system. Given that the

family came to be crucial in the .structures

of authority under the Mei ji Constitution,

any attempt to even question the role of

the family in society was met with gov-

ernment repression. In 1884. Kishida

Toshiko. who toured the country giving

speeches demanding political rights for

women, w as arrested for her attack on the

family system. .She described the family

us imprisonmeni for women and com-
pared the upbringing of daughters to the

cultivation of the bonsai, whose shape i>

created by the trimming of roots and
branches. Another woman was Fukuda
Hideko. She had been arrested in 1885 on
charges of treason for fighting for the

Korean independence movement follow-

ing the Sino-Japanesc accord of the same
year In 1907. she established the social-

ist women's journal Seikai Fujin (Women

^
of the World) in which she argued that

equality between men and women cannot

For Women’s Liberation Through Sociaiist Revoiution!
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Malnichi Shinbunsha

During 1926 ten-day struggle against firings at Kawasaki-Fuji Cotton Mill,

woman representative from solidarity group in Tokyo ieads march in Kawasaki.

be achieved wiihoul a social transforma-

tion along socialist lines, and whut wa.s

necessary was the destruction of private

property.

Emperor System Sanctifies
Sociai and Sexual Hierarchy

In many aspects, the crucial questions

facing working women today parallel

those from the Meiji period when women
were regarded as hara nu karimou. obli-

gated to produce a siulable heir for

the family and empire. They were to be
teachers of patriotism and loyally in the

home, and in the midst of social unrest,

pillars of stability as ryosai kvnbo [good

wife, wise mother|. Today, the reaction-

ary "good wife, wise mother" ideology is

still codified in law. paternalistic corpo-

rate practices and religious superstition.

Japan is home to the bullet train. Sony
PlayStation, robotics and developer of

state-of-the-art technology. It has the

technological knowledge and capability,

if placed in the hands of the world’s

working people, to begin the work of

eliminating .scarcity, hunger and poverty.

And yet, women are still prohibited from

entering tunnels under construction for

bullet trains out of fear that the “moun-
tain goddess" will become jealous, nor

can they step in.side a sumo dojo [wres-

tling ring) because they are “unpure."

Women in all capitalist countries are

oppressed. But what is it about Japan that

makes thousands of young women want

to leave the country and never return? In

this country, women’s oppression is

deeply intertwined with the perpetuation

of the emperor system, whose purpose

is to sanctify social and .sexual hierar-

chy. the family, private property and the

"glory” of the Japanese state. Reaction-

ary Confucian ideology and Shinto and

Buddhist religious superstitions permeate

every aspect of society and are used by

the state as a wedge to interfere into and

regulate every aspect of social and pri-

vate life. This includes even the right of

people to name their children what they

want. The government has an official list

of names, and if you deviate from that

list, your child cannot be listed in the

family registry.

The traditional household system insti-

tutionalized in the 1898 Civil Code may
have been technically outlawed by the

postwar Civil Code, but its fundamental

principles and practices continue. The
new Civil Code legally did away with

many of the more Confucian aspects of

the family system and no longer catego-

rized women as “imbeciles” as did the

Meiji Civil Code. But regulations con-

cerning marriage and divorce, and confir-

mation of paternity and inheritance were

maintained. There is an article making it

legally mandatory to distinguish between

children born in and out of wedlock.

Another article stipulates that a woman
must wait six months before remarrying

after divorce so as to determine the pater-

nity of a child, and another article says

a woman can only inherit one-half of

her husband’s estate. While the new code

allows for a couple upon marriage to

choose which surname they will use. it

must be either the man’s or the woman's

to accommodate the family registry.

While not enforced legally, temples and

officials in charge of cemeteries refuse to

allow people with different surnames to

be buried in the same tomb, meaning that

a married woman must be buried with her

husband’s family, giving new meaning to

the old saying that even in death a wife

must follow her husband.

While in some cases the courts have

ruled that it is illegal to force a woman
to quit work when she gets married, or

when she reaches the "appropriate" age

for marriage, commonly set at 30. the

social pressure exerted on women to

"settle down" and assume their "appro-

priate place" in society is immense. Older

unmarried women are now referred to as

imikfinii [losing dogs| and nwlcuai oniia

[unwanted fema)es|- Tliose past .‘'0 who

are not married are even supposed to

check a special category on the national

census that brands them as imkoti-

slui [lifelong unmarried people).

In almost all international social indi-

ces. Japanese women are placed at the

bottom. This is true for surveys regarding

percentage in the workforce, the type of

job. salary, number of politicians, etc.

Just over half of all Japanese women
work, compared to more than 70 percent

of their Western counterparts. Those that

do have jobs are mainly outside the reg-

ular workforce and confined to “contin-

gency" work; 77 percent of all part-time

workers are female. On average, women's
salaries are less than 60 percent of their

Japanese male counterparts', the lowest

percentage of all industrialized nations

and a percentage that has been main-

tained steadily since women first entered

industry as textile workers in the late

1800s.

The special oppression of women is

essential to the maintenance of power and

profit for the ruling class and will not

be voluntarily sacrificed. Cheap marginal

labor in the workforce makes possible

tremendous profits because as lower-paid

workers with little protection, women
have been placed in a situation which

undermines the wages and conditions of

the working class as a whole.

Language is a reflection of social real-

ity. and the hierarchical .structure of Japa-

nese society, the senpai-kohai [superior-

inferiorl relationship that exists in the

home, in the schools and in business, is

clearly evident in the demeaning four-

tiered language structure requiring dif-

ferent levels of submjssiveness depend-

ing on whom one is addressing, ba.sed on

class, age. sex and status. A special lan-

guage, which most people do not under-

stand. still exists which serves to give a

mystical aura to all institutions related to

the emperor system.

But perhaps the most vivid reflection

of the inequalities in society as evidenced

in the written and spoken language con-

cern women. Onna koioba [women’s lan-

guage) deliberate)y promotes obedience

and submissiveness. It is to be used for all

public functions and inside the family

when dealing with one’s in-laws. All writ-

ten characters concerning women either

denote humility or are derogatory, start-

ing with the character for "woman” itself.

All words for “wife." and there are many
depending on whose wife one is talking

about, contain the meaning “the one
inside the house." We fight for the elimi-

nation of status, age and sex discrimina-

tion and. concomitantly, their reflection

in demeaning language.

Women's Oppression Is

Rooted in the Nuclear Family

The oppression of women is a social

institution that rests on private properly. It

is a human invention that is subject to

change like any other. Women's oppres-

sion is rooted in the institution of the

family and has been a feature of all class

societies. With the beginnings of indus-

trial capitalism, production moved from

the home to the factory. The household

became totally private, and women be-

came economically powerless and wholly

excluded from social production.

It IS the family—and the necessity to

control sexual access to the woman to

ensure that the children of the marriage,

who will be the man's heirs, are really

genetically his children—which gener-

ates the morality codified in and rein-

forced by religion. It is the lamily that

throughout a woman's life gives defini-

tion to her oppressed state: a.s daughter,

as wife, as mother. As 19lh century revo-

lutionary Friedrich Engels wrote in The

Origin of the Family. Private Property,

and the Slate (1884): "The overthrow of

mother right was the world historical

defeat of the female sex. The man took

command in the home also; the woman
was degraded and became a mere instru-

ment for the production of children." And
if you think this was true only 100

years ago. remember the comments of the

racist, woman-hating governor of Tokyo.

Ishihara Shintaro. A couple of years ago.

he stated that women who have reached

the age of menopause no longer have any

right to live because they no longer serve

any socially productive function.

The family is a key social unit for

the maintenance of capitalism. For the

capitalists, the family provides the basis

for passing on accumulated wealth. And
where there is no properly to pass on, the

institutionalized family serves to raise the

next generation of workers, care for the

sick and aged, and instill conservative

social values and obedience to authority.

The working-class family is expected to

provide for all the social services that

capitalists don’t want to pay for. It is

therefore in the material interest of the

working class to play the historically pro-

gressive role of socializing family func-

tions after the revolution.

Each nuclear family exists in isolation

from the rest of society, and thus weak-

ens the class consciousness of the work-

ers. Social institutions and conventions

—

like marriage and the family—are part of

the way the ruling class maintains power
and regiments society. "Family values"

based on religion constitute a conserva-

lizing ideology to regiment the popula-

tion and prop up bourgeois law and order,

which is aimed at justifying and reinforc-

ing the family.

Since at least 1996. there has beelt a

movement to pressure the Diet [Japanese

parliament) to puss legislation allowing a

married couple to have separate sur-

names. The continuation of this law has

resulted in many couples not marrying at

all. Last month. Liberal Democratic Party

jl.DP) members basically killed a bill to

change this law. Their objections are a

clear indication of the Importance the rul-

ing class places on the maintenance of the

nuclear family as the basic unit for regi-

menting society. One LDP member slated

that "The proposed bill will promote too

much individualism in society and lead to

the collapse of Japan’s family system. It

is part of a campaign for breaking up the

country" (Kyodo. 12 March).

The nuclear family, as a socioeconomic

unit, is oppressive to all its members.
Unmarried couples and parents and their

children face all kinds of discriminatory

treatment in every aspect of their daily

lives, and it is the koseki [family registry)

which is the instrument that enforces this.

The koseki system is hell even for tho.se

who fall in the most prized social status

category—the oldest born son. who. if

he decides to change his gender, is pro-

hibited from registering that change, and

therefore becomes a henin [non-personf

There is a lot of bourgeois hypocrisy

involved here. For years, the government

has been on a campaign to increase the

birthrate. The JCP [Japanese Communist
Party] jumped on this reactionary baby

bandwagon in 1999 when they announced

that a high birthrate is an index of social

equality for women. The next year, they

noted that their "proposal for economic
reforms to correct ‘capitalism without

rules’ is closely connected with the task of

overcoming the ‘low birthrates’” (“Draft

Resolution of the 22nd Congress of the

Japanese Communist Party." 2000). At
the same time, women who choose to

have children outside the so-called ideal

one man, one woman. 2.5 children family

structure are ostracized. Single mothers

are being denied all economic assistance

from the state; children bom outside of

marriage are bullied in the schools. And
the state is denying children bom from
surrogate mothers entry into the family’s

koseki which means that they do not

legally exist.

As members of the proletariat, working
women, at the side of their class brothers.

continued on page 9
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Criminalization of Dissent
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Left: Cops arrest protester in Times Square. August 29. Right: Detained protesters are held at Pier 57. which has no windows or ventilation and is full

of asbestos.

Drop All Charges
Against RNC Protesters!

Inside the Republican National Con-

vention (RNC) George W. Bush pro-

claimed with fanatical madness to his

lundamentalist Christian base that his war

m Iraq is a mission from god almighty to

fight tyranny and bring freedom lo the

world. Meanwhile the streets of New
York City were turned into a living hell of

"code orange" police-stale tactics against

the hundreds of thousands who poured

out to protest the RNC or who just tried

lo go about their business in New York.

There were three limes as many arrests

during the RNC in New York as there

were at the infamous cop riot against pro-

testers at the 1968 Democratic National

Convention in Chicago.

A police force with a budget larger

than the standing army of all but 19

countries in the world swooped down on

just about anything that moved. Helicop-

ters chopped the air above while cops

with automatic weapons stalked the sub-

ways below. Undercover cops infiltrated

leftist planning meetings and violently

attacked protests. The city even rented

the Fuji blimp and equipped it with sur-

veillance cameras to identify those who
dared to exercise their democratic rights

to free speech and assembly.

New York mayor Michael Bloomberg

and the media tried to whip up fear and

loathing of the protesters, particularly the

anarchists, who were disavowed by Dem-
ocratic Party liberals. Bloomberg, who
denied half a million proie.sters the right

to free speech and assembly, claimed that

the anarchists were denying the RNC del-

egates’ free speech! He went so far as lo

tar the anarchists with the brush of terror-

ism. ranting; "That’s exactly what the ter-

rorists did. if you think about it. on 9/1 1

.

Now this is not the same kind of terrorism

but there’s no question that these anar-

chists are afraid to let people speak out"

{New York Times, 3 September).

Mayor Bloomberg and the NYPD were

right about one thing; it was a week of

violent criminal activity—we’re talking

about the Bush gang inside Madison

Square Garden and the awesome machin-

ery of state repression unleashed to "pro-

tect’’ them. The NYPD snared entire

blocks of people m orange plastic webs

and disappeared them for days in a no

man’s land of detention. Demonstrators

were crammed Into wire cages in the

toxic and filthy Pier 57 on the Hudson
River. Parents couldn’t find their kids,

kids couldn’t find their parents, groups

couldn’t find their comrades. Some were

held incommunicado for over 60 hours as

the NYPD tried to wipe out all but the

tame August 29 protest march until the

RNC crowned Bush and left town.

On September 2. Slate Supreme Court

judge John Cataldo demanded the city

release all protesters still held in custody

or face a S 1 .000 fine for each person still

locked up at 6:00 p.m. The judge slapped

the city with a contempt of court ruling,

which will be argued in a September 27

hearing. Over 1.800 were arrested, and

people face charges ranging from the

absurd and trivial to life-robbing felony

frame-ups.

The case of Jamal Holiday is among
the most serious, and also emblematic of

the systematic police violence, repression

and surveillance against RNC protesters.

Jamal Holiday, a young black man. spent

his 2()th birthday in jail where he remains

held on $50,000 bail and is looking at a

future stolen by a cop frame-up. He was

with the Poor People's March on August

30 when a plainclothes cop drove an un-

marked motor scooter into the crowd of

demonstrators hitting at least one woman.
The protesters reacted to defend them-

selves against this apparently crazed indi-

vidual assaulting them with a motor

scooter. In standard racial profiling. Jamal

Holiday was picked up the next day by

police who claimed surveillance cameras

showed him to be wearing the same
clothing (a baseball cap and T-shirt!) as

an individual filmed kicking the under-

cover provocateur. Chat on Indymedia’s

Web site, overwhelmingly positive, also

includes scandalous disavowals of Jamal's

defense. We say; Free Jamal Holiday!

Drop ihe charges now!

For Class-Struggle Defense

—

Not Kowtowing to the
Democrats!

The half-million strong August 29
march was built as a mobilization for the

Democratic Parly by United for Peace

and Justice (UFPJ). Notably, the Demo-
cratic Party brass and local chieftains like

A1 Shurpion and Charles Schumer. who
staunchly defended the right of the racist

killers of the Ku Klux Klan to rally in

New York in October 1999. did little lo

fight for the right of ariti-RNC protesters

to march and rally. That’s because the

Democratic Party is foursquare behind

the "war on terror" and is running Kerry

for the While House as a better bet than

Bush to front for the U.S. occupation

slaughterhouse in Iraq and related attacks

on labor, blacks, immigrants and civil lib-

erties at home.

In political opposition lo the pro-

Democralic Parly politics of the August

29 march, and against the craven role of

cop auxiliaries played by UFPJ marshals

who ordered the crowd to disperse with-

out rallying, the Spartacisi League inter-

vened with a counterposed program, call-

ing to break from the Democratic Party

of war and racism and forge a workers

party to fight for socialist revolution.

We joined others in breaking the ban on

rallies in Central Park, raising a banner

there as well.

The Partisan Defense Committee pre-

pared an amicus brief against the ban on

protest in Central Park, but was unable to

file it because the plaintiff. United for

Peace and Justice, did not appeal the

court’s ruling. The PDC brief stated: "The
context and underlying pretext for the

City's blatant denial of Plaintiff’s free

speech rights under the First Amendment
and Article I of the New York Consti-

tution IS the so-called 'war on terror’

declared following the criminal attack on

the World Trade Center three years ago. A
package of repressive legislation and
executive orders, centered on the USA-
Patriot Act. has granted the government

unprecedented powers to obliterate the

rights of anyone it chooses by invoking

'security' concerns and labeling oppo-

nents as ’terrorists.’ . . . Through its intim-

idation taettes, the City is trying to

frighten people from protesting against

not only the City’s own attempts to strip

away civil rights but also the escalating

attacks on democratic rights via the USA-
Patriot Act. which was passed with bipar-

tisan support. That the ultimate targets of

the 'war against terrorism’ are perceived

political opponents of government policy

and the labor movement is ever more
apparent."

Even something as basic as defending

rights that are supposedly protected by

the Constitution requires an understand-

ing that the capitalist state and its partner

parties, the Democrats as well as the

Republicans, are the class enemy of work-

ers and the oppressed Continuing to

kowtow to the Democrats even as hlin-

dreds languished in jail. UFPJ culled a

4iotitiiuie<l on page H

Spartacus Youth Club Events

NEW YORK
Class Series

Tuesday, Sept. 21, 7 p.m.

From Protest to Power—Students
and Working-Class Struggle

Also: Report on graduate student strike

at Columbia by campus worker
who lost job for supporting strike

Columbia University

325 Pupin Hall

Information and readings: (212) 267-1025
or e-mail:nysl@compuserve.com

CHICAGO
Meet the Marxists

Wednesday, Sept. 29, 6 p.m.

University of Chicago
Cobb Hall, Room 107
5811 S. Ellis Ave.

For more information: (312) 563-0441
or e-mail spartacist@iname.com

Visit the
iCL Web Sits:
WWW. /c/-fj.or0

BAY AREA
Video Showing

Wednesday. Sept. 22. 4 p.m.

Free Mumia Abu-Jamal!
Abolish the Racist Death Penalty!

City College San Francisco

Cloud Hall, Room C349
For more information (510)839-0851

or e-maii. sfsyc@sfsu.edu

TORONTO
Class Series

Wednesday, Sept. 29. 6:30 p.m.

U.S. Troops Out of Iraq!

Canadian Troops Out of Afghanistan!

For Socialist Revolution to

End Imperialist War!

York University Student Centre

room to be announced
information and readings: (416) 593-4136

or e-mail: spartcan@on.aibn.com

VANCOUVER
Class Series

Wednesday, Sept. 22
Free Tuition and Open Admissions!

Students Ally with Labour!

Time and place to be announced
Information and readings: (604) 687-0353

or e-mail TLLT@look.ca
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SYC Protests
On Wednesday, Sepiember 8, the

Spariacus Youth Club joined about 150

students and others in a protest initiated

by the Berkeley Sttip the War Coali-

tion (BSTWC) against racist ideologue

Michelle Malkin, who was speaking in

Dwindle Hall at the University of Cal-

ifornia at Berkeley. Malkin was invited

by the Berkeley College Republicans

(BCR) and the Calitornia Patriot to

promote her book, h\ Defense of Intern-

ment: The Case foi "Racial Profil-

ing" in W'orUl War II and the Wai on
Tertvr

Malkin grotesquely justifies the racist

internment ol over IIO.OOO Japanese

Americans. Today (he "war on terror" is

an ever-present, all-encompassing pre-

text for bipartisan attacks on immi-
grants. blacks and labor. Malkin wants

to deepen the government witchhunt

against Arab Americans and Muslims.
We set up a picket line, chanting,

"Racist round-ups—we say no! The
whole damn system \s got to go! ” The
International Socialist Organization, the

leadership of the B.STWC and water

boys of the campaign of capitalist

vi I i><>M Afi cly/C 3 iStutl Extendsd

LBL and SL signs at anti-Malkin protest at Berkeley. Right: Protesters outside room where Malkin was speaking.

politician Ralph Nader, struggled to

keep (he demonstration comfortably lib-

eral. They tried to drown out our speech

and chants that speak to working-class

struggle and the need to overthrow

the capitalist system with liberal chants

like "Malkin—Shame! BCR—Shame!"
Eventually protesters moved inside the

building and began chanting loudly out-

side the closed doors of the room where

Malkin was speaking.

Marxists understand that it is neces-

sary to protest racist ideologues like

Malkin m order to refute their lies.

However, our aim is not just to expose

reactionary ideas, but to change reality.

The only way to uproot the imperi-

alist system that breeds racism is to

build a multiracial workers party that

fights to end all oppression through

socialist revolution, raising the call for

full citizenship rights for all immi-

grants and leaving racists like Malkin

quaking in their boots.

Young Spartacus

UC BerkeleyRadst Ideologue Malkin
^LL lilt
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Bill Cosby...
(conlinuedfrotn page 12)

called Spit. And I can spit in a bottle and

sell it." Cosby is a true believer in the

"magic of the market." But it is within

this capitalist market that "you’ve got a

problem." not the ’hood.

The new popularization of the "N”
word is encouraged and promoted by

America’s racist rulers by all means at

their disposal, above all the capitalist

market. The main revenues of the “gang-

sta rap” industry, shameless promoters of

the "N" word, are generated in the white

suburbs. The ideological campaign to

“reclaim" the "N” word as a "term of

endearment" is promoted by black intel-

lectual apologists safely nestled in the

universities.

The "N” word bluntly defines the race-

color caste oppression of American blacks

—oppressed as a people regardless of

class. The Cosby family has direct expe-

rience with the "N" word as the cutting

edge of racist reaction. In 1998, on the

day after (he conviction of the racist thug

who murdered her son. Ennis, Camille

Cosby. Biir.s wife, wrote a courageous

USA commentary titled. “America
Taught My Son’s Killer to Hate Blacks"

(8 July 1998). She wrote. "All African-

American.s. regardless of their educa-

tional and economic accomplishments,

have been and are at risk in America sim-

ply because of their skin colors. Sadly,

my family and I experienced (hat to

be one of America’.s racial truths," She
described how her son. Ennis Cosby, heir

to a fortune, was murdered in a "middle-

lo upper-middle-income, predominately

white community" by a white racist thug

who boasted. "I shot a n— r. It's all over

the news." A howl of right-wing protest

answered Camille Cosby’s simple state-

ment of “America’s racial truths." repeat-

edly reminding the Cosbys of the class

position awarded them.

Racist ideologue David Horowitz led

the mob. penning a widely circulated hit

piece tilled "Mrs. Cosby’s Racial Para-

noia," With great venom he wrote. “What
can be said about a mother who exploits

the tragic death of her own son to deliver

a racist diatribe against a nation that has

showered her with privilege, making
h,er family wealthy and famous beyond
the wildest dreams of almost anyone
alive...?" Though Julian Bond, then pres-

ident of the NAACP. rose to her defense,

he was the rare exception among black

leaders. But Camille Cosby stood her

ground against the mob of white racist

media hit men. In a reply (posted on

afrikan.net), she mentioned a "letter to

the editor" she had written (hat the New
York Times refused to print. She made this

revealing point; the Times coverage of

the killer’s trial excluded the inflamma-

tory epithet, n— r. Cosby wrote of the

Times "sanitizing the word ’n—r' with

'black man’ in paraphrase." Camille Cosby
rendered a service to black America and

the working cla.ss with these revelations.

The same cannot be said of her husband.

Village Voice writer Ta-Nehisi Coates

noted that the philanthropist Bill Cosby
has played for some time "one ugly role

that his activist friends like to ignore—
patron saint of black elitists” (Village

Voice, 26 May-1 June). Who are his

"activist friends"? The NAACP Image
Awards, black America’s biggest awards
show, is as obsessed as Cosby is with

“keeping up appearances," Coates cor-

rectly observed. “The civil rights crowd
has had a rough 30 years as (he old tac-

tics of marching and boycotting have
come up lame. Its leaders, like Cosby
himself, are in winter, and having beaten

Bull Connerism, they now stand befud-

dled and silenced before their greatest

new adversary—class." She goes on to

note. "They ignore the ghetto or, when
emboldened Hke Cosby, shit on it.” For

regular readers of Workers Vanguard.

Coates only confirms what we have long

said of the Democratic Party black front

men and misleaders. But the class adver-

sary is not new: it is historic. American
capitalist class rule and exploitation of

wage slavery are based on a foundation

of what Marx called the "primitive accu-

mulation ol‘ capital." derived from another

form of class e^loitation—chattel slav-

ery. From the old slavemaster to today’s

capitalist, the fight for black freedom has

confronted the adversary of class.

Class relations reveal themselves in

many ways, one of which is how differ-

ent classes and .social strata use the com-
mon language of political economy—
within the U.S., this is English. At last

year’s Emmy awards, when he was asked

whal accounted for his and other early

black comics’ success, an annoyed Cosby
replied, "We spoke English." But Cosby
seeks to distance himself from the Black

English (Ebonics) dialect of his early

comic characters With a net worth of

some $500 million, Cosby is fond of

referring to the oppressed black masses

trapped in the ghetto as a "lower eco-

nomic area." "lower economic people,”

etc. But what intimately connects Cosby
with these "lower economic people" is

the special race-color caste oppression of

American black.s—the anti-black racism

targeting ail blacks as a people regard-

less of class. This oppression is based on
skin color and finds many social expres-

sions. above all in language, the Black
English dialect. It is this dialect that

Cosby hales so intensely.

The demagogue Cosby cannot shed his

skin, but he can denigrate a dialect that

he shares with all classes of American
blacks. John McWhorter. Cosby defender

and author of Losing the Race: Self
Sabotage in Block America, candidly

revealed this (ruth; "Biil Cosby speaks
more ebonies than he knows.... and peo-

ple don’t want to hear it. It’s not their

favorite flavor” (Oakland Tribune, 8
August), The Black English dialect is the

most reviled dialect of American English,

yet linguistic studies reveal that this same

dialect has by far the greatest impact of

all American dialects on standard speech.

Standard American English is peppered

with words and phrases, such as "cool."

"dude" and so on. derived from the Black

English dralect-

This influence is historic as well.

Charles Dickens and travelers in the pre-

Civil War slaveholding South noted that

the slaves had a significant effect on the

speech of their white masters. One such

traveler wrote: "It must be confessed, to

the shame of the White population of the

South, that (hey perpetuate many of these

pronunciations in common with their

Negro dependents” (Robert McCrum,
The Story of English [Viking Penguin,

19861). This is all evidence of the race-

color caste oppression of American blacks.

American blacks are the most American
of Americans, shaping culture past and
present. But with blacks forcibly segre-

gated on the bottom of American society,

their contributions and influences are

met with loathsome rejection and denial.

The ".soft target" for anti-black racism

today is the “Hip-Hop culture" of black

ghetto youth and its reflection in Black

English. During a May 26 interview

with NPR reporter Tavis Smiley. Cosby
remarked. "It's a new language in the

area, and it’s only good for the people you
come in contact [jjcJ living in that area.

It’.s no good on Wall Street." Smiley
pointed out that Cosby's comic charac-

ters. Fat Albert and Mush Mouth, "weren’t

speaking perfect English." But this Irony

was lost on Cosby, who re.sponded. “Hey,
man. I’m a millionaire." Remarking on
Cosby's state of mind, black comic Dave
Chappelle said, “no one is as uncomfort-

able as a black man with money.” Indeed

Cosby seems obse.ssed with his image of

a black millionaire. Coates of the Village

Voice speculated that “whenever he walked
into a cocktail party and a stuffed shirt

made a joke about Ebonics, his self-

image crumpled from the hit."

In this spirit in 1997 Cosby wrote

an anti-black satirical opinion piece, "Ele-

ments of Igno-Ebonics Style,” in the

Wall Street Journal (10 January 1997),

the major mouthpiece of U.S. financial

capital. Cosby's ostensible target was the

Oakland. California School Board, which
had pas,sed a controversial resolution to

teach black youth standard English using

Ebonics. It was a ploy to squeeze more
funding for the financially starved school
district. As we staled at the time (“Des-
peration. Segregation and the ‘Ebonics’

Controversy." WV No. 660, 24 January
1997): "There should be programs that

continm^ on page 8

Poor and
working-class
children
condemned to

underfunded,
overcrowded
inner-city

schools. For
quality, integrated
education for all!
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Bill Cosby...
(continuedfrom page 7)

can provide a bridge in teaching these

kids what is called 'standard American
English,* without disparaging or demean-
ing their home dialect, for the simple rea-

son that to get anywhere in this society

you need to speak the language of the

political economy.”

Bill Cosby's article was simply his

contribution to the storm of racist reac-

tion. the flood of derisive imitations

of “black speech*' parroting every vile

racist stereotype. This vicious response

showed why Black English as spoken by

the current generation of ghetto youth is

the language of despair and defiance of a

society they know doesn't give a damn
about them.

In the May 26 NPR interview. Smiley

remarked that some have called Cosby's

remarks “rooted in generational warfare."

Cosby responds, "Might be generational

warfare if they want war.” Bill Cosby.

“America's father." hates black ghetto

youth and the language they speak—this

is his message to his Wall Street friends.

To someone like Cosby, nothing stands

in the way of black youth moving for-

ward except them.selves; Cosby’s demean-
ing and disparaging attacks on Ebonics

reflect his contempt for the ghetto poor.

Cosby's threat of war is not idle; he has

many influential defenders and friends.

Russell Simmons, organizer of the pro-

Democralic Party “Hip-Hop Team Vote."

got a call from Nation of Islam minister

Louis Farrakhan. Farrakhan's message
was that in the work of lining up black

youth as Democratic voting cattle. Cosby
should be treated "like a father.” The
black left personified in Cornel West and
Michael Eric Dyson genuflect to “Dr.

Cosby" before and after each tepid criti-

cism. In interviews with Smiley. West

announced that Cosby was “acknowledg-

ing the humanity of black people." while

Dyson said, "if anybody has earned his

ability to say what he has to say. it's

Mr. Cosby." Former president Bill Clin-

ton—who threw thousands of poor off

the welfare rolls into homelessness and

under whose administration unprecedented

numbers of black youth were jailed—pro-

claimed. “Cosby did a service to black

America and to all Americans.” In a com-
mentary. “Bill Cosby and the Flap That

Wasn’t.” CBSNews.com's editorial direc-

tor reported that he managed to find three

black columnists who wrote "rather mild

rebuffs of Cosby." but that after Cosby
called one up. he “wrote a second column
further qualifying his already qualified

gibes."

Why is Bill Cosby so untouchable? He
is a black American icon that has served

well the ideological needs of America’s

racist rulers. Disappearing the seething

black ghetto masses. The Coshy Show's,

Huxtable family lived a model upper-

middle-class existence few American
blacks—or working-class whiles—have

ever known. They were palatable across

race lines, addressing all the standard sit-

com topics. The show avoided contro-

versy, including race. In an earlier show
with Tavis Smiley, Cosby described one
high point of controversy. One Huxtable

child had a sign on his bedroom door:

“Abolish Apartheid.” Some network peo-

ple objected to the sign. Cosby, the

much-touted anti-apartheid activist, stood

his ground, “it was not even a second

thought. It wasn't even a clenched fist....

It was just very, very simple: If you take

the sign down, there’s no show." Cosby
noted also, "that was at the peak of the

apartheid going down quickly, and Man-

Two generations of misleaders: Jesse
Jackson Sr. with Barack Obama.

dela being released from jail." The black

African working class, with blood and

sacrifice, smashed apartheid, and. with

the deed just about done, the tepid liberal

Cosby feels safe to defend a sign. But

what made the Huxtable home was not

the bedroom sign, but the “warm and

fuzzy” house where, according to a

Roper poll, one-third of America would
most like to live.

Cosby is also an important Democratic

Party supporter, backing the candidacies

of several black Democratic pols, includ-

ing Maxine Waters and Jesse Jackson Jr.

At a 1999 fund-rai.ser for Al Gore’s

presidential race Cosby held up for the

amusement of his well-heeled audience

the autographed size 22 shoe of Los
Angeles Lakers all-star Shaquille O’Neal.

There were no nasty remarks about weird

names and expensive basketball shoes

now. This shoe and name helped raise

$250,000 for Al Gore’s coffers. This elec-

tion year, Al Sharpton and black Congres-

sional caucus members met with Cosby

on September 8 in a show of support for

Cosby’s diatribes (San Francisco Chmn-

icle. 9 September).

San Francisco Bay View writer Khalil

Tian Shahyd was close to the mark when

she complained that Cosby’s assertions

are taken as fact; “This is part of the

media selection of our voices, of those

who represent and interpret our reality—
which is why Al Sharpton feels he can

run for president, why Jesse Jackson

dares to come outside anymore. Because

they are chosen by those outside our

communities to speak for us" (San Fran-

cisco Bay View. 14 July). They are cho-

.sen by America’s capitalist rulers. They

are beholden to the Democratic Party

and big money men such as Bill Cosby.

But what was visited first on the black

population is now becoming an increas-

ing reality for all workers in America.

This fact underscores the depth of treach-

ery of the labor movement's official mis-

leaders. whose allegiance to the Demo-
cratic Parly goes hand in hand with their

acceptance of the racist status quo. The
situation cries out for a class-struggle

fight for all workers and the poor, a fight

that can link the power of labor to the

anger of the ghettos. This is the perspec-

tive of revolutionary integralionism. In

order to change the systematic denigra-

tion and degradation of black youth

trapped in ever more hellish conditions,

their labor power and their thinking

power has to be truly valued. To achieve

that requires shattering the entire system

of racist American capitalism. This is the

urgent task of a much-needed, multiracial

revolutionary workers party.B

Protesters...
(continuedfrom page 6)

rally outside Pier 57, politely asking only

that the police speed up the processing of

those arrested and improve jail condi-

tions! To call on the capitalist stale to

hurry up already with the arrest process

of people who are guilty of no crime is

obscene! In so doing, UFPJ played dan-

gerously into the hands of the capitalist

slate, its cops and its courts, which seek

to criminalize dissent. The Sparlacist

League and Partisan Defense Committee
raised placards at the protest outside Pier

57 to demand the immediate release of all

RNC protesters. Drop all the charges!

Callous Disregard for
Workers’ Lives

A few courageous and creative activists

from ACT UP and Code Pink grabbed the

limelight by taking their protest message
right inside the convention and/or by
flashing the holy delegates with naked
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bodies painted with slogans against Bush
outside Madi.son Square Garden. Workers

Vanguard spoke with Barnard College

student Mary Bruch, who was arrested

and charged with felony assault (since

reduced to a misdemeanor) and felony

incitement to riot for participating in a

protest during the RNC’s pilch to youth.

She said the Republicans are so hard up
for the youth vote that it was easy to slip

in. No questions were asked if you were
dressed in a twin-set and pumps or blue

blazer. When Bruch and others stood and
stripped off their Republican drag to

reveal red T-shirts reading. “Bush lies.

Stop AIDS. Drop the debt now." the

Secret Service and Republican delegates

responded with violence. Protesters were
knocked to the ground and kicked repeat-

edly. One Young Republican was cap-

tured on ABC News kicking a young
woman who had already been thrown to

the ground.

Hauled off to Pier 57 and locked in

a 10-foot by 8-1/2-foot cage with ten

others (some protesters were packed 30
to a cage). Bruch was questioned at least

four times by the Secret Service and the

NYPD. yet was never once read her
rights. Bruch described the conditions as

“degrading” and said one police officer

told her. “You have no rights, you're in

jail." Bruch told Workers Vanguard, “1

know that's not true, but they threw out
the rules and rewrote the (Tonstitution

to suit the Republicans." Bruch won-
dered whether the violations of suppos-

edly constitutionally protected rights were
because of the USA-Patriot Act and
whether protesters were deemed “enemy
combatants."

Workers Vanguard tracked down the

story on the hazardous conditions inside

Pier 57. an old bus barn turned into an
RNC bust barn. WV spoke with Jay Ber-

mudez. the last shop steward for Trans-

port Workers Union Local 100 at Pier 57..

Bermudez said the place is "full of asbes-

tos," it's "ail over the depot, all over the

ceiling” and was “never abated." The pier

has no windows and no ventilation. When
transit workers complained about the

unsafe conditions, the Transit Authority

bosses stalled with the line that the loca-

tion was "only temporary.” Finally, after

a fire broke out in 1994, asbestos was
expo.sed and the TA was forced to begin

abating it

—

while 500 workers toiled

beneath! According to Bermudez, the

asbestos abatement program was never

completed. In addition. Bermudez says

that there is no fire suppression system

(pipes burst last year because the pier was
unhealed), no fire alarm, and lead paint

chips are all over the place.

The hundreds of protesters packed into

cages on Pier 57 could have perished in a

terrible fire and many are likely to have

health problems as a result of exposure to

hazardous substances. But this is normal
"business a.s usual" for the capitalists and
their state—transit workers labored in

these conditions from 1972 to 2003. The
lives of workers mean nothing at all to the

bosses except for the surplus value which
can be extracted from their labor. Lest

anyone think that the Democrats are

“friends of labor,” it was mainly under

Democratic Party city administrations

that transit workers labored in these

unsafe conditions.

The Spartacist League and Spariacus

Youth Club seek to win protesters who
took risks and came out to demonstrate

during the RNC—and everyone fed up
with the Iraq war and the rollback of
black rights, women’s rights, immigrant
rights, union-busting, etc.—to the under-

standing that the Democrats represent the

same ruling class as the Republicans.

Nothing fundamental will change by
alternating one party of capitalist rule

with another. What’s necessary is to build

a completely different kind of party, a

class-struggle workers party that fights

for a thoroughgoing socialist revolution!

Donations for the legal defense of the

arrested RNC protesters can be sent to:

New York City Chapter of the National
Lawyers Guild, 143 Madison Ave, 4th

floor. New York, NY 10016. Earmark
checks "RNC Mass Defense Fund.”a
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Petrograd, March 1917: Women at demonstration in support of workers soviets

(councils) raise banner demanding eight-hour workday. Demonstrations by
women workers were first spark of 1917 Russian Revolution.

Japan...
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have the social pouer necessary to fight

for then emancipation The overthrow of

the capitalist order through workers rev-

olution will open the way for the elimina-

tion of al] oppression and exploitation. It

IS only the abundance of a worldwide

planned economy that will enable us to

replace the oppressive institution of the

family witli sociah/.ed domestic service,

freeing women to fully participate in

social and political life.

Marxism vs. Reformism

Because we understand that women
will never be liberated or equal under

capitalism, does that mean that we do

nothing between now and the time of a

socialist revolution? Does that mean that

Marxists do not support or fight for

reforms that would make the situation

just a little bit better ’

Marxists recognize that struggles for

bourgeois-democratic rights are of great

importance to the proletariat. We recog-

nize the struggle lor reforms, which are

measures that improve the conditions of

the working people without destroying

the power of the capitalist ruling class.

For example, we are in favor of and fight

for legislation that would allow couples

to choose whatever name they want after

marriage. We support the right of people

to decide how to divide their goods after

their death. We oppo.se all legislation that

discriminates against children born out-

side of a marriage. We fight against all

discrimination against homo.sexuals. We
defend the right of people to change their

sex if they so want. We defend the right

of gay people to marry

None of the.se measures challenge the

very base of the capitalist economic sys-

tem. And all are possible under capital-

ism. But as long as capitalism continues

to exist, reforms cannot be enduring or

far-reaching. Workers fight for better con-

ditions and use reforms to intensify the

fight against wage slavery. Marxists uti-

lize reforms to develop and broaden the

class struggle.

At the same time, we wage a mo.st res-

olute fight against reformism which

directly or indirectly restricts the aims

and activities of the working class to

only the winning of reforms. Reformism

is bourgeois deception of the workers,

who. despite individual and temporary

improvements, will always remain wage

slaves as long as there is the domination

of capital. It is in the nature of capitalism

to raise the rate of exploitation in order

to maximize profits. The oppression of

women, unemployment, racism and wars

are integral to the workings of the capital-

ist economic system.

Oppose Capitalist
Counterrevolution and
“Market Reforms”!

The struggle for women's rights has

assumed particular political importance

since the capitalist counterrevolution in

the Soviet Union and East Europe. The

early Soviet Republic attempted under

Lenin and rroisky’s leadership to free

women Ifom domestic bondage through

communali/.ing childcare and daily house-

hold tasks. Laws against homosexual-

ity and abortion were struck down, and

divorce made simple But the abolition

of the repressive family institution only

begins with a socialist revolution. The

family cannot be abolished by decree but

must be replaced. Under conditions of

scarcity in post-revolutionary Soviet Rus-

sia. devastated by civil war and imperial-

ist invasions, the material resources were

lacking. With the ascension to power of

the Stalinist bureaucratic caste, the early

gains for women were abolished and the

family was hailed as a “fighting unit for

socialism" to reinforce obedience to the

authoritarian bureaucracy. Seven decades

of bureaucratic degeneration of the Soviet

stale culminated in capitalist counterrev-

olution. The return of the imperialist

"freemarket" has unleashed an aggressive

attack against the rights won by women
and the workers movement through the

proletarian conquest of state power.

In Asia, the ravages of “market social-

ism" can be most graphically seen in

China. Before the 1949 Chinese Revo-

lution. just as in Japan, the systematic

oppression of women was integral to the

Confucian code of conduct, which man-

dated loyalty to father, husband and the

emperor. Most women in China didn't

even have a name. It was their fate to be

sold into marriage. Young girls suffered

the agony of having their feel broken

and bound. Permanently maimed, the

mass of women were cut off from any

role in social production and locked into

the home to act as household slaves

and sexual toys for their husbands.

The overthrow of capitalist rule laid

the basis for hundreds of millions of

women to achieve enormous advances.

Stalinist rule, with its bureaucratic defor-

mations. poverty and social backward-

ness in the Chinese deformed workers

stale, is incapable of achieving the lib-

eration of women, even the gains that

women have won are now under increas-

ing attack as female infanticide and

kidnapping for prostitution and forced

marriages are on the rise. In the words

of Marx, all the old crap i.s returning.

Just as we fought against capitalist res-

toration in the Soviet Union and East

Europe, we fight against the imperialist

incursions in the remaining deformed

workers slates—China, North Korea,

Vietnam and Cuba. The Stalinist bureau-

cracies have gravely weakened the system

of nationalized property internally while

conciliating imperialism at the interna-

tional level. These bureaucrats must be

swept away by a proletarian political rev-

olution. replacing the bureaucracy’s polit-

ical rule with workers democracy.

Socialist Revolution Is Only
Solution to Crisis of Capitalism

In addition, growing rivalries between

the imperialist countries and the capital-

ists’ drive to increase profits through inten-

sified exploitation have fueled a reaction-

ary social climate in which basic rights

are increasingly targeted for restriction or

elimination. The attempts to rewrite Japa-

nese imperialism’s racist, brutal war in

the Pacific, to label the iunfu ("comfort

women” enslaved by the Japanese mili-

tary during World War II] as prostitutes,

and the enforcement of the hinoniaru and

kimiMayo [the national flag and anthem]

are part of the bourgeoisie's attempts to

ideologically prepare the working class

for the next imperialist slaughter.

As the recession deepens and unem-
ployment soars, women workers are the

first fired and the last hired. The work-

place IS where the fight for women’s

liberation intersects the proletariat’s fight

for emancipation from wage slavery.

Defending the right of women to work is

not an abstract task for the future, but an

integral part of the fight for socialist rev-

olution. Central to the defense of women
and minority workers is the abolition of

the arbiter work system (part-time con-

tract workers) and the organization of

common industrial unions that will fight

for equal pay and equal access to techni-

cal training and job upgrading. We call

for a shorter workweek with no loss in

pay and for free, 24-hour childcare.

Among the results of a union mislead-

ership that won’t fight for women's rights

are weak unions that don’t defend any

of their members and an uncontesied

misogynist climate in society as a whole.

The current reformist leadership accepts

the bourgeoisie’s outlook that working

women are only a temporary aberration

and should be treated differently from

men. i.e.. with lower pay. few benefits

and no union protection. What is neces-

sary is to oust the sellout leadership of all

three union federations and organize the

entire working class—Japanese, minority

and immigrant, men and women—in a

common struggle.

The working class must also fight

against the growing social climate, brought

about by the economic recession, that

reinforces traditional family values. We
say: Down with the retrogressive attempts

to get women to have more children. We
call for free abortion on demand and for

full access to free and safe contraceptives.

We demand billions of yen for medical

research to fight AIDS and demand the

end to discriminatory treatment of HIV-

positive and AIDS patients.

There is enormous resentment against

the rigid feudal-derived hierarchy weigh-

ing upon present-day Japanese society.

Recent surveys have found that more than

half the women in their 20.s are not mar-

ried. and have no plans to do so. Young

women are refusing to use women's lan-

guage and instead have adopted words

formerly used only by men. This is the

solution that some have opted for in their

struggle to achieve equality in an arro-

gant, male-chauvimsi society. These indi-

vidual acts of rebellion, while refreshing,

at bottom do not challenge the fundamen-

tal root of women's oppression.

Real human dignity and equality can

only come about through the collective

ownership of the means of production—
the steel mills, railroads, auto plants.

Then the allocation of resources will be

according to human need and not accord-

ing to profits made in Otemachi (financial

center of Tokyo]. There is no way that

capitalism can be reformed sufficiently to

accommodate women’s liberation. Since

the institution of the family is an inte-

gral part of the capitalist system, the

struggle for women’s liberation cannot be

achieved under capitalism.

Those who would build a multiethnic

Leninist-Trotskyisi party must see the

emancipation of women as central to a

proletarian, socialist revolution. Our call

for a workers republic combines the tasks

of emancipating the working class from

wage slavery and the necessity of sweep-

ing away ail the social rot left over from

feudalism, such as the abolition of the

emperor system. This is the kind of party

we are fighting to build, part of an inter-

national communist movement inspired

by the liberating program of revolution-

ary Bolshevism.*
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Elections...
(coniinuedfrom page 1

)

The capilalist class owns the means of

production; in turn, the working class, in

order to survive, is forced to sell its labor

power to the capitalists, and through its

labor generates the surplus value that the

capitalists reap as profit. The working

class is the only objectively revolutionary

class in capitalist society; it has its hands

directly on the means of production—the

factories, mines, transportation systems

of modern industrial capitalism—and the

social power and interest to overthrow

capitalism.

The fundamental problem, though, is

political consciousness. It is common-
place for American workers to identify

themselves as "middle class.” This bour-

geois ideology, or false consciousness, is

transmitted to the working class by the

conservative pro-capitalist AFL-CIO offi-

cialdom. It is reinforced by ostensible

socialists who give open or backhanded

support to the Democratic Party and cap-

italist politicians like Ralph Nader as

"lesser evils’* or "realistic” choices.

Whatever rhetoric they put forward,

every capitalist politician—whether they

be Democrat. Republican or Green

—

serves and pursues the interests of the

capitalists and their system of exploita-

tion. Fundamentally, the government

under capitalism is nothing but the exec-

utive committee of the bourgeoisie, serv-

ing to manage the affairs of the capitalist

rulers. To defend its rule, the bourgeoisie

has its own capitalist state—its cops,

courts, prisons, military—that uses both

force and deception to maintain the rule of

capital.

Democracy under capitalism is nothing

but democracy for the capitalist rulers. It

IS the means by which the bourgeoisie

disguises its rule with the appearance

of a popular mandate, and maintains

its deception of those who oppose its

systematic violence. As Bolshevik leader

V.l. Lenin captured it in his 1917 work.

T/ie S/afe and Revolution. "To decide once
every few years which member of the rul-

ing class is to repress and crush the peo-

ple through parliament—this is the real

essence of bourgeois parliamentarism."

Because the bourgeoisie not only con-

trols the media, schools and political life

of the country, but also the "special bod-

ies of armed men.” as Lenin called the

apparatus of the capitalist state, capital-

ism can never be voted out of office.

The capitalist state—an institution of vio-

lence against working people and the

oppressed—can never be made to serve

the interests of working people and the

oppressed. It has to be smashed through a

workers revolution that puls in place of

the capitalist state a new and different

kind of stale: a workers state based on a

planned and collectivized economy in

which production serves to satisfy human
need rather than capitalist profit. The
establishment of proletarian rule—in the

U.S. and internationally—will lay the

material basis for the rational expansion

of production and the elimination of scar-

city. allowing for an unprecedented devel-

opment of human freedom in all spheres.

The struggle for socialist liberation

requires above all the building of a work-
ers party to educate the working class

about its historic role as the gravedigger
of capitalism and to lead it to power—a

revolutionary workers party whose pri-

mary arena is not the ballot box. but the

shop floor, the picket line and the street.

For a Revolutionary
Workers Party!

It would be false to say that there is no
difference between the Democrats and
Republicans. But the difference is one of
style rather than content. The Republi-
cans seem to revel in seeing and inflict-

ing suffering on working people and the

oppressed: in turn, the Democrats put on
a more kindly face, posture as “friends"

of labor and blacks, all the belter to

deceive the working people in order to

give a more popular and democratic-

facade to pursuing essentially the same

policies as the Republicans.

In that context, the role of "progres-

sive" Democrats like A1 Sharpton. Jesse

Jackson. Cynthia McKinney and others

is to head off and contain any potential

social struggle, keeping it safely within

the confines of the capitalist system. This

was clearly displayed during the antiwar

movement, for example. While most

Democrats in Congress voted for the

war. just about every major demonstra-

tion organized by fake-Marxist outfits

and their coalitions—like Workers World

Party and its International ANSWER
coalition—was tailored to provide a plat-

form for “progressive” Democrats. These

Democrats (and the “socialists” who pro-

moted them) did everything to bill the

Iraq war as simply "Bush’s war” and to

advocate "regime change" at home (i.e.,

voting Democrat) to the millions who
came out to protest the war.

But the horrors infiicted upon the Iraqi

masses through war and occupation—like

U.S. helicopter gunships firing missiles

on Iraqis gathered around an attacked

American armored vehicle on September

12, a deliberate act of mass murder and
collective punishment against civilians—
are not simply the products of a deranged

American government. They are an ex-

pression of the very workings of capital-

ist imperialism, the competition for

resources and "spheres of influence”

between the major imperialist powers,

and. consequently, the raping and bleed-

ing of .semicolonial countries like Iraq.

Meanwhile, the role played by “third

party" candidates like Ralph Nader is to

legitimize the American capitalist electo-

ral system in the eyes of the many disil-

lusioned youth and others, and. as Nader
himself has repeatedly made clear, to

steer the Democrats in a more "progres-

sive” direction. Ralph Nader is a bour-

geois politician who neither calls nor pre-

tends to call for ending capitalism, only

I metd woman in Boston atthe Demo-
cratic Convention who had two tickets to

meet John Kerry. We became friends and

decided to enliven the meeting with two
anti-war posters. (Both of us worked with

the Dennis Kucinich campaign, which

had a strong
, vocal opposition to the war

core. I respect thatme^e militant, prin-

cipled, young and multi-racial.’ This is a

very good sign.

A COMRADE

Challenge
18 August 2004

PL T-shirt says: “Revolt! Don’t Vote,”
while letter from “A Comrade” to
Challenge brags about working In

Democrat Kucinich's campaign.

for giving breaks to “little capitalists"

against "big capitalists.”

In principle. Marxists will not give

any political support to any capitalist

party or politician because that would
mean joining the bourgeoisie in deceiv-

ing the workers and further tying the

workers to their class enemy. At the

same time. Marxists are not indifferent

or opposed to participating in elections.

In opposition to comrades in the then-

revolutionary Socialist Workers Party

who wanted to support the 1948 presi-

dential campaign of Henry Wallace (a

capitalist politician dripping with popu-
list rhetoric). Cannon outlined a Marxist

approach to bourgeois elections in the

same 1948 speech quoted earlier:

"We proceed from a principled line. The
basic aim of our principled line is to

assist the development of independent
political action by the workers and turn

it towards a revolutionary culmination.

"There is the reformist conception that a
labor party, by its very nature, must nec-
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cssarily be a reformist party, and that

reformism is a necessary and inevitable

stage of the development of a working
class political movement. Against this is

the Marxist conception that a reformist

stage of working class politics is not nec-

essary and not preferable; we do not

advocate that (he workers pas.s through a

stage of reformism on the road to revolu-

tionary Marxist politics."

Here in the U.S.. there has never been

a mass workers party. The American rul-

ing class has been highly effective in

exploiting deep divisions within the pro-

letariat, first along religious and ethnic

lines and later along racial lines. Segre-

gated at the bottom of society yet inte-

grated into the economy, constituting a

key component of the working class,

black workers are a doubly-oppressed

race-color caste. Black oppression is the

bedrock of American capitalism. If it is

to fight for its own emancipation, the

multiracial proletariat must take up the

struggle for black freedom. Black rights

and labor rights will either go forward

together or fall back separately. The
working class will transcend its division

only through class and social struggle.

Socialism in the U.S. will be achieved

only by the common struggle of the mul-

tiracial working class under the leader-

ship of a revolutionary vanguard party.

Every gain working people have made
in this country was wrested through hard

struggle. To hold onto and expand these

gains means politically combating the

current pro-capiiali.st union leadership,

which in a thousand ways impedes class

struggle by lying the working masses to

the capitalist order, primarily through

support to the Democrats. It will be

through the struggles of working people

that a new class-struggle leadership will

be forged in the unions. From the militant

strike waged by UFCW grocery workers

earlier this year to the potential strike by
hotel workers on the West Coast and
Washington. D.C.. there is a palpable

sense among workers and the oppressed

that they have to fight to defend their live-

lihoods and better their conditions of life.

The question is one of educating the

working class that it must not only fight

against expressions of its exploitation, but

to overthrow the very capitalist system

that breeds its exploitation.

For us. the call to break with the

Democrats and build a workers party is

not just words but the guideline for polit-

ically independent class-struggle action.

Exemplary actions initiated by the Spar-

tacisl League. Labor Black Leagues and
Partisan Defense Committee are power-
ful examples of the kind of fighting

workers party we seek to build. We built

the 9 February 2002 united-front protest

against the Patriot Act and Maritime
Security Act in Oakland. California—the

first union-centered demonstration in the

U.S. against the anti-labor and anti-

immigrant “war on terror" after Septem-
ber 11. On 23 October 1999. while
Democrat Al Sharpton fought for a per-

mit for the race-hate terrorists of the
KKK to rally in Manhattan, we initiated

the mass mobilization of several thou-

sand opponents of KKK terror around a

proletarian core of support. Actions like

these give workers and youth a taste of

the potential for victory when one is

unshackled from ruling class parlies.

"Anybody But Bush" Reformists

In keeping with the “Anybody but Bush”

seniinient so shamelessly pushed by the

reformist left during the antiwar demon-
strations. most ostensibly socialist organ-

izations have failed to draw even the

crudest class line in these elections, and

have instead acted as the best builders of

“Anybody but Bushism." For Socialist

Alternative and the International Socialist

Organization (ISO), this means signing

on to the Nader/Camejo campaign—in

the case of the ISO. only recently openly

after some initial coyness on the question.

While Nader makes no secret of the fact

that he is not anti-capitalist, his running

mate is a "progressive’* stockbroker whose
political career took him from the refor-

mist Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
through several unsavory incarnations

until he gave up the ghost to any “social-

ist” pretensions altogether. Even the ISO,

which supported Nader in 2000, admits:

"There are reasons for the left |to| be crit-

ical of Ralph Nader—his courting of the

right-wing Reform Party's endorsement,
for example" (Socialist Worker Online,

10 September). Yet in the same article, the

ISO writes: "A vote for Nader is the best

way to say no to the evil of the Bush
agenda, in both its greater and les.ser

forms—and to contribute to the building

of a future political alternative."

There are limes when a revolutionary

communist organization can offer critical

support in an election—but only to an
organization in the workers movement,
never to a bourgeois candidate. There are

limes when Marxists can choose to run

their own candidates in elections, as we
have in the past, in order to take advan-
tage of the heightened political interest

during election time to gain a hearing for

our program. But Marxists are opposed
in principle to taking an executive office

(like president)— i.e., to the administra-

tion ol the bourgeois state apparatus. We
run on a program for socialist revolution

as the only solution to the exploitation

and racial oppression inherent in capital-

ist society.

In countries where mass reformist

workers parties exist, a small communist
organization might, under certain cir-

cumstances. call for a vote to such a
parly in order to show workers with illu-

sions in that party that once in power,
it would defend the interests of the

capitalists and not the workers. Lenin
described the tactic of critical support as
offering "support . .in the same way as a

rope supports a hanged man." In the

U.S., where there is no such parly, we
have sometimes advocated critical sup-
port to a candidate in the workers move-
ment whose electoral program in some
key way repre.sents a break with capitalist

rule. In the current election, none of the
left groups running their own candidates
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nierli even savagely critical suppon.
The Workers World Parly (WWP) is

fielding John Parker and Teresa Gutier-
rez. who are running on a vague program
to further "mass action and class strug-

gle." WWP states: “These two working-
class candidates will be running against
the pro-war. pro-intervention, pro-big
business politics of George W. Bush
and John Kerry" {Workers World, 3 June).
But this lip service to some opposition to

both capitalist parties was belied by
WWP's work through their AN.SWER
coalition in the antiwar movement where
they actively courted Democratic poli-

ticians. Most recently. WWP urged a
vote to "progressive" Georgia Democrat
Cynthia McKinney. A July 22 editorial in

Workers World gushes: "Workers World
Parly’s presidential and vice-presidential

candidates. John Parker and Teresa Gutier-

rez. send Cynthia McKinney heartiest

well-wishes for victory!" So much for

WWP’s “independent" campaign, a cam-
paign virtually disappeared by WWP
il.self at the RNC protests, the belter to

blend in with the "Anybody but Bush"
crowd.

We are not calling for a vole to the

SWP either, whose quirky reformist pro-
gram along with its nominal existence
do not make it a particularly appetizing
prospect. During the California recall

elections last year, we did apply the

tactic of critical support to the SWP's
gubernatorial candidate because, as we
explained: "The SWP’s election platform,

which presents, in however crude a way.
a working-class line, allows us to make
concrete and clear-cut our opposition
to Davis while at the same time express-

ing our opposition to the Republicans’

Hotel Workers...
(continuedfrom page 12)

and began distributing forms for workers
to quit the union. They also slopped col-

lecting union dues, which only under-
scores that the unions themselves should
be collecting dues rather than leaving it

up to the company.

The union leadership criminally kept
the 2.900 union members working. In

a real provocation, the Hotel Council
announced in late June that they would
start charging workers $10 a week for

health insurance unless the union dropped
demands for a two-year contract. Union
members displayed real determination to

fight, overwhelmingly rejecting the bosses’

contract proposal, But in a real sign
of weakness, the class-collaborationist

UNITE HERE leadership did nothing but
hold impotent rallies in front of these
hotels. While these rallies were lively and
spirited, they were meant to deflect the

anger seething in the union ranks away
from the only real way to fight the bosses’
intransigence: by withholding their labor
in strike action. We stand by what was
once a widely recognized tradition in the
labor movement: "No contract, no work

!”

Wildcat Walkout Erupts

The outrage of union members got out
of the grip of the union leadership and
exploded on August 12 when workers
from the Century Plaza and St. Regis
hotels in Century City had had enough of
management’s arrogance. At the begin-
ning of their shift, workers demanded to

know why they were getting notices
warning of the expiration of their health

insurance. Dissatisfied with the bosses’
response, some sat down, refusing to

move until they got an answer When the

bosses ordered them to clock out. they
walked out. and by 10 a.m.. more than
100 workers in uniform, mostly women,
were marching in front of the glitzy Cen-
tury Plaza Hotel, Shaken up by this

action, the Hotel Council moved to lock
out the union, and only culled off the

lockout when Local 1 1 \ president. Maria
Elena Durazo, disavowed the walkout,
saying it was not sanctioned and promis-
ing no further job actions inside or in

front of hotels.

While the union’s demands include

Wc can’t let it go down like that. Go ahead
and vote for Kerry if you feel you really have
to. but put your effonx toward recasting this

polarization. Let's make it a polarization

between a growing section of people more
detennined to STOP this prograni of war and

Revolutionary Worker
29 August 2004
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attempted electoral coup" ("California:

Vote Yes to Recall Davis! No Vole to Cap-
italist Parties!" WV No. 810. 26 Septem-
ber 2003). There is no such merit to

advancing such a tactic in this presiden-

tial election.

We Spartacisis are not alone in refusing

to call for a vote to any of the candidates

in the elections: both the RCP and
Progressive Labor Party (PL) have the

same position in the pages of their respec-

tive newspapers. However their radical-

sounding rhetoric masks reformist and
opportunist practice. Thus, the RCP talks

a lot about revolution and its youth group,
the RCYB, waved red flags during the

RNC protests while adulating the RCP s

supreme leader. Bob Avakian. RCYBers
chanted: “The earth is quakin’/Follow
Bob Avakian/The empire's shakin’/Fol-

low Bob Avakian" However, following

"Chairman" Avakian led, during the anti-

war movement, to the RCP’.s leading role

in the class-collaborationist Not In Our
Name (NION) coalition, no less eager
than its ANSWER counterpart to promote
Democratic Party politicians. To make it

crystal clear, the RCP’s Revolutionary
Worker (29 August) advises: "Go ahead
and vole for Kerry if you fee! you really

have to. but put your efforts toward
recasting this polarization" Logic was
never the.se Maoists' strong suit, but it

should be clear this blessing to a vote to

the Democrats is class betrayal.

During the RNC protests. PL was one
of the few left groups that had a clearly

anti-capitalist contingent with chants that

drew a crude class line. PLers are sport-

ing a T-shirt this year with the slogan;

"Revolt! Don't Vote." PL also openly
proclaims its desire to fight for commu-
nism and can look pretty militant in com-
parison with the rest of the reformist left.

However. PL’s posture is in flat contradic-

tion to the work they do on the ground for

capitalist candidates. The August 1 8 issue

of Challenge, for example, carried a let-

ter by "A comrade," which states that she

"worked with the Dennis Kucimeh cam-
paign. which had a strong, vocal opposi-
tion to the war In Iraq." In the same issue.

PL printed without comment a letter by
a "Chicago Reader" criticizing Barak
Obama, the black Illinois Democratic
Party ptiliiician who made a big splash

at the Democratic National Convention.
The letter, however, goes on; "During the

Senate primary race I volunteered at

his South .Side office." Why? "Chicago
Reader" goes on to say that they’ll explain
later "how- communists working in his

campaign must deal with the contradic-

tion of ‘being in it to win it,’ (one has to

be among the masses to win them to PL’s
politics) while exposing the ruthless core
of liberal fascism as the great danger to

the working class" So. PL tells workers
not to vote for "liberal fascists” while
uncritically publishing the views of those
who work in such campaigns!
A socialist program has to begin by

telling the truth about this class society,

the necessity for revolution. To end impe-
rialist war. racist oppression and capital-

ist exploitation, there is no other way than
to build a revolutionary workers parly. No
vote to capitalist politicians! For a class-

struggle workers party to fight for a work-
ers government! For international social-

ist revolution to open a new period of
human freedomla

affordable health care, which has been on
the agenda of many of the recent strug-

gles in the labor movement, the major
issue in this fight is the union’s demand
for a two-year contract. An important les-

son of the recent grocery workers strike

in Southern California was the need to

extend the strike nationally in order to

succeed against the supermarket bosses.

While hotel workers are not a powerful
industrial or transportation workforce
that can bring a city to a hall, they are
placed in a crucial industry, tourism, and
can. with the help of other unionized
workers, have a powerful effect on a
city’s economy.

In addition, hotel union members must
understand that the fight should not just be
limited to having national expiration

dates. Hotel workers should fight for a

common contract nationwide. This will

take hard class struggle against the machi-
nations of the current pro-Democraiic
Party union leadership.

Another important aspect of (he con-
tract dispute is the ethnic make-up of
the workforce. Union members have
expressed concerns over the significant

drop in the number of blacks employed in

this industry in the last 25 years. Among
the proposals put forward by the union
leadership m response to these concerns
is a "joint committee to enhance diver-
sity of the workforce." What they mean
by a "joint committee" is collaboration
between the union and the bosses. Bui it’s

the bosses themselves who foster and
encourage racial divisions in order to

divide and conquer the working class.

Tensions between blacks and Latinos
have been particularly encouraged by the
L.A. bourgeoisie ever since the city
erupted in a multiracial upheaval in 1992
following the acquittal of the cops who
beat black motorist Rodney King. It is

crucial for the union to cut across racial

divisions by taking up an active struggle
for jobs tor ail. To undercut the poison-
ous racism pushed by the bosses, the
union must fight tor a union hiring hall
Labor rights, immigrant rights and black
rights go forward together or they fail

back separately.

Local II leadership’s contract proposal
lor "fair procedures for .Social Security
no-mutch letters" trom the state accepts
the bourgeoisie’s intrusion into the daily
lives of immigrant workers. Such let-

ters—sent to employers by the Social

Security Administration when a Social

Security number does not match the gov-
ernment’s records—are routinely used to

harass immigrant union militants. Rather
than demanding "fair procedures." the

unions should he demanding that compa-
nies that receive "no-match" letters lake
no action against workers. In fact, the

Social Security Administration does not

require that employers take any action
once they receive "no-match" letters.

The national leadership of UNITE
HERE IS trying to tie (he workers to the

bos.ses by endorsing the Kerry campaign.
Not surpri.singly. Local ! I president

Durazo was the national director of last

year’s Immigrant Workers Freedom Ride
which was organized as little more than
an election platform for Democrats court-

ing Latino votes, We wrote m Workers
Vanguard (No. 811. 10 October 2003)
when it passed through Chicago;

"The bureaucrats are not even calling
for a campaign to organize immigrant
workers in unions. Instead the purpose of
the Freedom Ride, with buses organized
nationally from California. Houston.
Miami. Boston and other cities, is expli-
citly to pressure Congress for legisla-

tive reform, with the vague goal of
promoting an open-ended ‘road to citi-

zenship’ for all immigrant workers. The
Freedom Ride rallies have been more
like election rallies, with American
flags passed out and Democratic Party
speakers like Congressman Luis Guti-
errez and black Illinois Secretary of
Stale Jesse White."

Meanwhile, a key promise of John Kerry's
campaign is that he will more effectively

wage a "war on terror." which means
an increased war against black people,
immigrants and labor, and maintain (he

rapacious occupation of Iraq.

Workers should recall that when L.A,
transit workers went on strike last year,

their struggle was sold out by the likes

of Miguel Contreras, head of the L.A.
County Federation of Labor, working in

collaboration with Democratic Parly city

councilman Antonio Villaraigosa and
other bourgeois politicians. It is through
such political support for the capitalists’

parties that labor niLsIeaders like Contreras
and his wife Dura/o disarm the workers
movement. The government is the execu-
tive committee of the capitalist class,

responsible for running its affairs. The
labor lops' support for the capitalists’

political parlies also means support lor the

stale that ensures capitalist class rule

through force and violence against those

they exploit. The capitalist state can never
be reformed to serve the interests of work-
ing people and the oppressed. It must be
swept away through a socialist revolution
that establishes a new state, a workers
stale.

To go forward, the working class must
mobilize its social power independent of
the capitalists and their slate. The labor
movement must fight to organize the
unorganized and for full citizenship rights

for ail immigrants! While in the aftermath
of the September 1 1 attacks the hotel

industry was hit hard as tourism dropped
dramatically, the union is in a better posi-

tion than it has been in years. This has
been the first year hotel attendance has
risen to former levels, and major func-
tions are expected at the.se hotels through
the holidays, when the industry peaks
yearly. Hotel workers must go out on
strike, build solid picket lines that nobody
crosses and forge a common from of
struggle in all cities involved. UNITE
HERE workers must fight for the solidar-
ity of other unions and workers in action,
from the overwhelmingly immigrant port
truckers to the courageous SEIU "Justice
for Janitors" union activists.

Battles for labor are won on the picket
line, not at negotiating tables or the now-
time-wom diversion of masses cele-
brated with Cardinal Mahony. Many of
(he immigrant workers in the hotel
industry have experience in militant class

struggle and are open to internationalist

ideas. A victorious strike by this work-
force would go a long way toward put-
ting a dent in the massive anti-immigrant
sweeps that are part of the ruling class’s

“war on terror." It would break the streak

of defeats labor has endured, and point
the way forward to a labor offensive

against this country’s arrogant ruling
class. Hotel workers can and must win.

What labor needs is a new class-

struggle union leadership What we need
is a revolutionary workers party inde-
pendent of the parties of the bosses, a
party that fights for a workers gov-
ernment. To this task we of the Sparta-
ciM League are commuted. Remember.
", V/ sepuede!" only with picket lines that
nobody crosses Victory to the hotel work-
ers! Strike to win!m
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For a Solid Strike! For a National Contract!

Hotel Workers Confront

Bosses’ Union Busting

Ferazzi/L A Times

Making a point about being overworked, hotel worker makes bed during a

demonstration in downtown L.A. last month.

LOS ANGELES. September 14—Once

again Los Angeles is poised to be a main

arena of class struggle in the country with

a looming bailie between capital and

labor. On September 13. hold workers of

the recently merged UNITE HERE (for-

merly the Union of Needletrades. Textiles

and Industrial Employees and Hotel

Employees and Restaurant Employees

International Union) Local II of Los

Angeles and Local 25 of Washington.

D.C. voted overwhelmingly to authorize a

strike m defense of health care and a two-

year contract. As we got to press. San

Francisco's Local 2 is also taking a strike

authorization vote. As of tomorrow all

three locals will be working without con-

tracts. A two-year contract for these locals

will enable the union to line up expira-

tion dates in ten major cities in 2006.

involving more than 60.000 workers and

giving the union greater weight in deal-

ing with national hotel chains. UNITE
HERE’S contract in Washington. D.C.

expires on September 15. directly posing

the extension of any strike that breaks out

in L.A.

On July I. Los Angeles union mem-
bers overwhelmingly voted down the

insulting contract offer from the bosses'

Los Angeles Hotel Employers Council by

92 percent. These hotels include major

national chains such as Hyatt and Westm.

which dominate the hotel industry. Hav-

ing learned their lessons from the UFCW
supermarket workers strike of last fall,

nine of ihe.se hotels have entered into an

agreement paralleling that of the bosses

of the grocery chains: if one hotel of these

nine is struck, the rest will lock out

the union. The bosses’ strong-arm unity

must be met with the strong, united deter-

mination of the labor movement, a solid

hotel workers strike shutting down the

hotels with mass pickets that no one

crosses!

Similar to SEIU and other service

industry unions m the L.A. area. Local 1

1

is a heavily Latino and immigrant union.

In the racist society that is capitalist

America, immigrants, many escaping

countries ravaged by U.S. imperialism,

are constantly terrorized by threats of

deportation, which have increased with

the racist “war on terror." This has been

particularly true in the last few months

as massive anti-immigrant sweeps have

been carried out by Border Patrol

throughout Southern California (see "Ui

Migra, LAPD Terrorize Latinos. Blacks."

WV No. 829. 9 July). The threat of a

boss's phone call to la niigro and the fail-

ure of the current pro-capitalist union

leadership to organize and defend immi-

grant workers have enabled the capitalists

to intensify the exploiiaiion of this vul-

nerable work force and drive wages down

for all. The fact that these workers are

organized into a union irks the hotel

bosses in a tow n where the majority of the

hotel workforce is unorganized. Even at

unionized hotels, workers make poverty

wages. Housekeepers, who represent a

large portion of Local 1

1

's membership,

suffer under punishing workloads—many

of them single mothers living on $1 1 an

hour. To give an example of what they

go through, the September 7 Los Angeles

Times reports on the luxury Century Plaza

hotel in Century City, referring to the

experience of one housekeeper;

'The Century Plaza quota is 15 rooms a

day. That means an average of .^0 min-

utes per room, plus lunch. By mid morn-
ing. the worker was already behind sched-

ule. She consulted a scribbled list of room
numbers, then braced herself and set her

.M)0 pound cart rolling down the distinc-

tively curved hallway of the hotel, an

archiiecturai landmark."

Other union members such as porters,

servers and dishwashers face similar

workloads, the lowering of which is a

key union contract demand.

The Los Angeles contract expired in

mid-April, at w'hich point the union

leadership agreed to an extension of the

contract that lasted until June 1. At

that point, the companies, feeling the

wind in their sails following the bitter

defeat of the UFCW workers in their five-

month struggle, cancelled the contract

continued on page I /

Bill Cosby Rants Against Ghetto Poor

The Crisis of Black Leadership
By Don Cane

America's racist rulers like to dress up

their rule in terms of general abstract slo-

gans. pretending that they represent the

“general will" of the nation. In fact they

are a fabulously wealthy minority that

lord over a hideously oppressive and

unequal society with an unprecedented

machinery of deception and repression.

Central to this machinery is America's

color bar—the stigmatization of skin color.

Itself a product of black chattel slavery

—

obscuring pivotal class relations within

American capitalist society.

This social reality is so evident it ren-

ders unbelievable the widely circulated

quote from black Democrat Barack
Obama. Illinois U.S. Senate candidate, in

the keynote Democratic National Con-
vention speech: "There’s not a Black

America and White America and Latino

America and Asian America—there's the

United States of America." This is the big

lie. that America has largely eliminated

racism through civil rights laws leveling

the playing field. Pandering to the dema-

gogic truism.s provoked by Bill Cosby's

recent anti-black diatribes, Obama adds.

“Co into any inner-city neighborhood and

folks will tell you that government alone

can't teach kids to learn. They know that

parents have to parent, that children can't

achieve unless we raise their expectations

and turn off the television sets and eradi-

cate the slander that says a black youth

with a book is acting white." With many
ghetto schools deprived of funding for

teaching materials, including books, there

should be no fear that any black youth

will be “acting white."

With the deindustrialization of the

economy beginning in the mid 1970s,

education has become an increasingly

expendable overhead for the U.S. capi-

talist rulers. They invest only as much as

they can realize back in profit when it

comes to the education of those they

exploit. Indeed, even the term "public

education” is an oxymoron when there are

two “publics"—those who've got prop-

erly and those who don’t. The built-

in inequality of public school funding,

based primarily on local properly taxes,

ensures that per-student spending in the

better-off white suburbs will be much—
often many times—higher than m the

urban ghettos.

Cosby’s widely circulated quote.

“Your dirty laundry gets out of school at

2:30 every day; it’s cursing and calling

each other n— r." amounts to blaming

the victims for their own oppression. It

reflects both the class divisions within

the black population and the fact that

black oppression transcends class lines.

The cruel and bitter truth is that black

ghetto youth are not wanted or needed

by America's capitalist rulers. By the

same token, growing alienation among
black youth is the product of hardening

race segregation in this country.

The position of the black middle class

in this country is a precarious one. even
for those like Cosby who have "made it.”

To be black and “make it"—to try to

become part of "respectable" bourgeois

society—requires putting as much dis-

tance as possible between yourself and
the black ghetto poor. What better way to

do that than to blame them for their own
oppression’? Cosby speaks for the thin

layer of wealthy blacks who see the

ghetto poor as "bringing the race down."

Cosby, like many others, rightly opposes

the casual use of the "N" word among
blacks. On National Public Radio’s 7 July

Talk ofthe Nation show he complained of

the unhappy sounds of black kids: "Now
you can tell me it's the sound of the 'hood

if you want to. but then when you pul pro-

fanity with it. and degrading self-hatred

sentences, you've got a problem." But in

response to another guest who denounced
Black Entertainment Television making
"billions" by "contributing to the degra-
dation of our culture." Cosby clearly

defended capitalist enterprise in its

entirely, responding. "You can do any-

thing you want to in this United Stales. 1

can begin to sell—pul a product out

continued on page 7
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We Need a Revolutienary
The nasiy. brutish and long 2004

electoral campaign is pounding

into us final weeks as the two cap-

italist candidates. Bush and Kerry,

contend for the bloody mantle of

imperialism's Commander in Chief,

each claiming to be the best war

president, the hardest on "terror-

ism." Democrat Kerry says it’ll

take another four years, but he'll

"finish the job in Iraq and refocus

our energies on the real war on ter-

ror” (New York Times. 25 Septem-

ber). while Bush arrogantly claims

everything is great in Iraq, lectur-

ing the United Nations and parad-

ing his toady Ayad Allawi, But the

U.S. occupiers and their loathed,

dictatorial puppets face growing

chaos, as the American empire

brings war. disease, hunger and

death to the people of Iraq.

We call for the unconditional,

immediate withdrawal of all U.S.

troops from Iraq! Tens of thou-

sands of Iraqis have been slaugh-

tered. and over 1.000 American
soldiers have died, sent to kill and

be killed to maintain the power and

profits of U.S. imperialism. An
article in the New York Times (26

September) titled "What If Amer-
ica Just Pulled Out?" captured why
no capitalist politician is culling

for an immediate withdrawal:

"Withdrawal in the absence of sta-

bility would amount to a devastat-

ing admission of failure and a blow

to America's world leadership. The
credibiliy of the United States,

already compromised, would be devas-

tated. More than 1,000 young [Ameri-

can!] lives would appear to have been

blotted out for naught." Well. yes.

Against the bloody occupation of Iraq,

the American working class should take

a side: with those fighting against the neo-

colonial occupiers and against the U.S.
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Spartacist contingent at San Francisco antiwar demonstration, March 2004.
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workers’ own rulers, who enforce exploi-

tation and racist oppression abroad and at

home. Every blow struck against the U.S.

occupiers, their allies and Iraqi puppets is

a blow struck against the enemy of work-

ers and the oppressed all over the world.

Insofar as the insurgent forces on the

ground in Iraq aim their blows against the

imperialist occupiers (including the over

20.000 private mercenaries operating in

the country), we call for their military

defense against U.S. imperialism. How-
ever. we vehemently oppose the funda-

mentalism. terrorism, communalist vio-

lence. car bombings that indiscriminately

blow up innocent people on the street, the

kidnapping of civilians, as the opposite of

everything we Marxists stand for. We are

for national and democratic rights for

everyone, for the liberation of women, for

abolishing the capitalist profit system and

taking the oil fields and factories out of

the hands of the capitalist.s and putting

them under the ownership and control of

the working class, so that the wealth of

society will serve human needs. It will

take working-class struggle, throughout

the region and internationally, to achieve

these goals.

Our standpoint is that of the interna-

tional working class, the only class

that can liberate all humanity from

capitalist exploitation through so-

cialist revolution, most centrally in

the United Slates, the most power-

ful imperialist power on earth. We
judge every question from that per-

spective. including the elections in

the U.S. There’s no choice for

working people in this year’s pres-

idential elections. The two capital-

ist politicians obviously represent

their own capitalist class interests,

counlerposed to ours. Ralph Nader’s

eccentric small businessman cam-

paign represents no break with cap-

italism and is opposed to socialism.

Fake-Marxist groups like the Inter-

national Socialist Organization

(ISO), which calls for a vote to

Nader, claim that such is a vote

for "peace.” Hardly. Nader is for

an "expeditious” withdrawal from

Iraq and for the United Nations,

filthy handmaiden of U.S. inter-

ests. taking over, He owes much
of his ballot status to Patrick Bu-

chanan and the Reform Parly, who
are obviously pushing him as a

spoiler against the Democrats.

The main political obstacle to

our perspective in the U.S. is the

continued hold of the capitalist

Democratic Parly over the labor

movement through the AFL-CIO
union bureaucracy. We say work-

ers and black people must break

from the Democratic Party—the

other parly of war and racism—
and build a revolutionary workers

parly to fight for a workers government.

The following presentation, edited for

publication, was given in Chicago on
September 1 1 by Spartacist Central Com-
mittee member Ed Clarkson. Comrade
Clarkson motivates our Marxist perspec-

tive in the context of the last half-century

of American imperial politics, faithfully

carried out by both the Republicans and
Democrats.

1 have a large "9/11" written here

because I realized I was giving this forum

continued on page fi
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CLASS-STRUGGLE DEFENSE NOTES

swP Offic

Firel

e, Black

bombed
Hazleton, PA

A poiemially deadly tirebombing de-

stroyed much of the Socialist Workers

Party (SWP) campaign headquarters in

Hazleton. Pennsylvania, in the early hours

of September 1 I , A neighbor’s alert reac-

tion and call to the fire department

undoubtedly saved the lives of families

upstairs. In the black community in near-

by Wilkes-Barre. Pennsylvania, the White

House Caf6 was torched at the same time.

These attacks on leftists and black people

highlight the deadly danger posed by

increasingly bold far-right fanatics.

Ominously, some 100 miles from

Hazleton, at the Valley Forge National

Historical Park. 100 neo-Nazi terrorists

from the “National Socialist Movement"

massed on September 25. Anti-fascist

protesters outnumbered the Nazis by two-

to-one. hut an even larger mobilization of

police protected the fascists. The fascists

began their race-hate provocation, organ-

ized on the Jewish observance of Yom
Kippur. by reviling Jews. The fascist kill-

ers should he slopped in their tracks

through massive mobilizations of labor,

blacks and all their intended victims.

We reprint below a 22 September let-

ter from the Partisan Defense Committee

in solidarity with the Socialist Workers

Party against the terrible firebombing of

their office. The PDC has contributed

$100 toward rebuilding the SWP office.

Readers who wish \,o contribute to the

SWP’s fund to rebuild their office should

earmark checks “Rebuilding Fund."

made payable to Socialist Workers 2004
Campaign, and mail to: Socialist Work-

Firebombed
SWP campaign hall

in Hazleton,
Pennsylvania.

Militant

ers Campaign. 69 N. Wyoming Street.

Hazleton. PA 18201.

* * *

The Partisan Defense Committee, the

legal and social defense organization in

accordance with the views of the Sparta-

cist League, condemns and protests the

firebombing of your campaign headquar-

ters in Hazleton. Pennsylvania, on Sep-

tember 11, Enclosed is a contribution

towards rebuilding.

The MUiiani noted that a bar in the

nearby black community of Wilkes-Barre

was also the target of arson on September

1 1. In the wake of the deadly terror of

9/il in 2001. the U.S. government un-

leashed hysterical repression against

immigrants, while seeking to equate all

political dis.sent with treason. Tliis poi-

sonous atmosphere has obviously embold-

ened far-right racist fanatics to step up

attacks on black people and working-

class groups. It is vital that all socialist

and working-class tendencies, and all

defenders of democratic rights, be united

in defense of one another and against

such potentially deadly attacks. As the

Wobblies used to say. an injury to one is

an injury to all.fl

Social Equality and Black Freedom

In iwo 1953 lectures, veteran Trotskyist

Richard S. Fraser described ihe limits of
equal rights for black people under capital-

ism and illuminated the class-struggle mad
to emancipation.

The effectiveness of the struggle for the

right to vote in the South will remain limited

until it is coupled with the struggle for the

right of the southern workers to establish their

own independent party of labor with no com-
promise on the basic question of civil rights.

However, equality is not enough, either in

the North or South. The Negro has the right to ask: “What is it to be equal to the under-

nourished white sharecropper in South Carolina? What is it to be equal in the disease-

infested slums of Detroit?"-..

In the North and West, equality of Negroes as wage workers can never become a real-

ity under capitalism. For capitalism is a system of .scarcity, and the Negroes, the last to

be hired by modem industry, will continue to be the first victims of the periodic spasms
of unemployment which characterize capitalist production.

TROTSKY LENIN

What would equality bring to the Negro middle class at a time monopoly capital is

squeezing out the white middle class? A hundred years ago it would have had meaning.
But today equality, even if possible under capitalism, which it is not. would be only the

equality of destitution which is the future of the middle class of (he United States.

Each of these examples demonstrates that discrimination against Negroes in the

United Slates is so ingrained in the social structure that only complete destruction of
capitalism can lay the foundation for the solution of the Negro question.

A hundred years ago Karl Marx, in urging the American workers to support the

struggle of the slaves for emancipation and to support the northern cause in the Civil

War. proclaimed the following truth: “Labor cannot emancipate itself in the white skin
where in the black it is branded.” This is just as true today in the modern context of
racial discrimination as it was during the struggle against slavery.

—Richard S. Fraser. “The Negro Struggle and the Proletarian Revolution”

(1953). printed in "In Memoriam—Richard S. Fraser.”
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Free Aaron Patterson!
CHICAGO—On August 5. former "Death

Row Ten” prisoner and community acti-

vi.si Aaron Patterson found himself back

in the snare of the racist Chicago cops.

Patterson is facing federal felony drug

and firearms charges—carrying a manda-
tory 1 5-year sentence—stemming from

a vindictive sling operation aimed at get-

ting him back behind bars. Tho.se familiar

with the Illinois moratorium on the death

penalty will likely recognize Patterson’s

name. A successful fight against his

frame-iip played a pivotal role in then

Republican governor George Ryan’s sub-

sequent decision to overturn the death

sentences of the entire death row popula-

tion in Illinois in January 2003.

Aaron Patterson was one of the many
victims of Chicago’s notorious Area Two
police torture chamber, headed by Com-
mander Jon Burge who learned his "inter-

rogation techniques” as an MP during

the Vietnam War. In the 1 980s. Area Two
cops routinely secured confessions by
hooking live electric wires to the testi-

cles of black "suspects.” or suffocating

them with plastic typewriter covers.

Patterson spent over 1 3 years on death

row after a phony confession was
squeezed out of him at Area Two. On
1 1 January 2003. based on overwhelm-
ing evidence that he was framed up. Pat-

terson was pardoned and released from
Illinois death row. Since then, he has

been very politically active. In March of

this year, Patterson lost a bid in the Dem-
ocratic Party primary for the Illinois

House.

As the Partisan Defense Committee
stated in an August 10 protest letter to

U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald:

"Ever since he walked out of prison Iasi

year, Patterson has been in the cross hairs

of the racist Chicago cops, particularly

for his active and vocal role in organizing

against racist cop brutality and (he colo-
nial occupation of Iraq. This summer.
Patterson was prominent in organizing
protests against the Chicago cop filling of

anti-police-brutality activist May Molina,
a 55-year-old grandmother who died in

police custody after being denied medical
care. Patterson’s arrest last week came
just one day after u federal judge had
ordered Burge lo come to Chicago to

give testimony in Patterson’s $30 million
civil suit against the City.”

Also swept up in the sting are Isaiah

Kitchen and Mark Mannie who are facing

felony drug anU/or firearms charges.

Patterson was set up by a police infor-

mant through a five-month undercover

sling. Patterson says that sometime dur-

ing that period, he figured out that the

man was an informant. He says he

allowed the informant to carry out his

dirty work with the aim of exposing the

cops’ involvement with drug dealing,

calling the whole thing a "stunt gone
bad.” In an interview with the Chicago
Tribune (19 August) he said that in a raid

on his mother’s home, the cops confis-

cated his recordings and documentation

laying out their plan to ensnare him. The
details are not clear. But one thing is cer-

tain: Daley’s cops were out lo frame up
Patterson, again!

We attended Patterson’s court hearing

on August 1 1 where, outrageously, he

was deemed a "threat to society” and
denied bail. The cops did their best to cre-

ate an atmosphere of fear and intimida-

tion among an overflow crowd of sup-

porters. Those attending his court hearing

had to pass through two metal detectors,

all bags were searched, and the police

demanded photo IDs of all those entering,

thus compiling a complete attendance

list. The gauntlet of cops, complete with

an attack dog, bullied attendees outside

the courtroom, including Patterson’s law-

yer! Inside the courtroom, four cops lined

up behind Patterson, The message was
loud and clear—Patterson is a marked
man. and his defenders are on notice, too!

It is in the interests of the working
class, black people and all the oppressed

to protest these charges, which are a trans-

parent effort to sweep this black activist

off the streets. The racist "war on drugs”
is in reality a war on black people. His-

panics and labor. In the name of its "war
on drugs" and "war on terror,” the govern-

ment has intensified its draconian gun
control laws for the purpose of disarming
the population and maintaining a monop-
oly of violence in the hands of racist tor-

turers like Burge. We are opposed to gun
control and all laws criminalizing drugs.

Drop the charges against Aaron Patter-

son. Isaiah Kitchen and Mark Mannie!
Free them now!«
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Letters

Venezuela: Workers Deserve

Better Than Chavez

Thousands of

supporters
celebrate

Chavez's victory

in August 15
referendum.

8 September 2004

Your position on Venezuela ("U-S.

Imperialism's Ret'erendum Ploy Fails."

WV 831 [3‘Sepiembcrl) is an exercise m
dogmatism, its logical content is merely

that the Chavez, regime is not a workers

government, therelore it's capitalist. You

imply that Chavez represents the "national

bourgeoisie" against US imperialism,

whereas he seems to have zero support

from local capitalists. You call him a

"bonapariist strongman." which buys into

the imperialist line that he is "undemo-
cratic” despite operating via frequent

elections and referenda. You make much
of Venezuela supplying oil to the USA. as

if entering a trade war would be anything

other than economic suicide.

The situation in Venezuela has come
about because of the triumphalist dis-

mantling of authoritarian structures in

Latin America after the Cold War. "Lib-

eral democracy." however, is not a suit-

able system when .so much of the popula-

tion is dirt poor. The result has been the

election of Chavez. The capitalist ruling

class controls the political system by

concrete means and several have been

used against Chavez: media campaigns,

economic sabotage, a coup, and political

manoeuvring. These have failed due to

Chavez’s popular support, military ties,

and control of the oil industry. Therefore

the capitalists have a practical problem

in asserting their control over their polit-

ical system. But to a dogmatist, concrete

and practical issues have no importance.

While it is true that Chavez is not a revo-

lutionary, he is a rogue element from the

capitalist point of view.

Moreover, even by your own admis-

sion. the referendum was an imperialist

ploy, and surely you should side against

imperialism and not abstain.

Niall C.

WV replies:

As Niall C. argues, it is indeed the

"logical content” of our argument "that

the Chdvez regime is not a workers gov-

ernment. therefore it’s capitalist.” Our
article quotes Chdvez in his own words

foreswearing any intention to abolish

private property—the foundation of capi-

talist class rule. Chdvez does have a pop-

ular base of support among the poor and

he is opposed by key players in the Vene-

zuelan capitalist class. But contrary to

Niall C.'s assertion that "the capitalists

have a political problem in asserting

their control over their political system,"

their class rule is protected and guaran-

teed by Chdvez who opposes expropria-

tions and dutifully services the crippling

imperialist foreign debt!

As we noted in our article, Chdvez has

very lately, in the run-up to the August

recall referendum, thrown .some money
toward social services for the poor. He
was able to do so because the government

is currently Hush with revenues from the

high price of oil sold on the world market.

This is conjunctural and cannot last.

The desperately impoverished Venezue-

lan masses who eke out a living on the

margins of the economy are cynically

manipulated by Chdvez as a battering ram
against the notoriously pro-imperialist

CTV unions, particularly the powerful oil

workers. Chdvez wants the unions under

his thumb and the rival UNT labor feder-

ation is premised on support to his

regime. The role of populists like Chdvez
is to protect the capitalist order by

deflecting the just rage of the oppressed

masses. Any serious working-class chal-

lenge to capitalist rule will be met with

the full repressive force of the bourgeois

stale ruled by Chdvez.

Indeed. Chdvez has already put the

repressive legislation in place to do so

under the rubric of the "war on terror."

Anarchist militants in Venezuela who
oppose Chdvez and also oppo.se his right-

wing opposition highlight that section 1

1

of Venezuela’s "anti-ierrorist" law. enacted

under Chdvez. threatens anyone with the

intention of causing "anarchy" with one
to three years in prison. The legislation is

conveniently worded so broadly as to pro-

vide legal cover for a massive crackdown
on the left.

Latin American history is full of tragic

examples of bloody defeats of the work-

ers and oppressed whose interests were
subordinated to populist strongmen. Bon-
apartism even in leftist garb with a demo-

cratic facade is an attempt to rai.se the

regime above the influence and control

of the competing class forces, to turn it

into an arbitrator, i.e., a dictator. Trotsky

wrote that bonapartist rule "can govern

either by making itself the instrument of

foreign capitalism and holding the prole-

tariat in the chains of a police dictator-

ship. or by maneuvering with the prole-

tariat and even going so far as to make
concessions to it..." ("Nationalized Indus-

try and Workers Management.” 1938).

Latin American history shows that the

same individual can play both roles, for

the same purpose; to safeguard the inter-

ests of a weak bourgeoisie. Thus Juan

Perdn’s original success in consolidating

support among Argentine workers in the

1940s was the creation of an affiliated

union bureaucracy (such as Chdvez is now
trying to do in opposition to the old union

apparatus tied to the old regime) and

modest social welfare measures and wage
increases. Perdn’s "largesse" toward labor

and the poor was derived from Argentina’s

accumulation of foreign exchange during

World War II. By the 1950s. the funds had

21 September 2004

Dear Editor,

While I have a different take on certain

things presented. I thought the Cosby arti-

cle was on the whole excellent at inter-

secting ongoing discussion in the black

community (see "The Crisis of Black

Leadership." WV No. 832, 17 Septem-
ber). Its historical depth and breadth are

far superior to most commentaries of all

stripes extant.

However, on that note. I would like to

run out and Perdn was smashing strikes

even by the corporatist CGT unions (he

had already systematically crushed inde-

pendent labor organizations).

The most devastating defeat for the

Latin American proletariat was the blood-

bath of the Chilean proletariat and the left

in the Pinochet coup of September 1973.

T he road to this was paved not by a bona-

partist strongman, but rather by a popular-

front coalition government of working-

class and bourgeois parties, headed by

.Salvador Allcnde This popular front was

a different instrument to achieve the same
goal: to delleci the workers from a polit-

ically independent class-struggle road

and subordinate them to a parliamentary

coalition. When the workers were no

longer pacified with piecemeal reforms,

the popular front was replaced by a ruth-

less military dictatorship.

The Spartacist League had no crystal

ball when confronted with the elections

for Allende's Unidad Popular govern-

ment in the fall of 1970. but we had our

program of fighting for working-class

rule through championing the political

class independence of the workers, and a

lot of history to guide us. At the time,

when thousands around the world were

hailing Allende as "conipahero presi-

dente" and denouncing the Spartacist

League as "dogmatic.” we warned; “Any
‘critical support' to the Allende coalition

is class trea.son. paving the way for a

bloody defeat for the Chilean working

people when domestic reaction, abetted

by international imperialism, is ready"

(Sparuivisi^o. 19, November-December
1970).

Niall C. says WV should “side against

U.S. imperialism and not abstain" in the

August referendum. We explicitly stated

in our article that "Had there been a right-

ist military coup against the Chdvez
regime, as there was in 2002. we would
have .sought to mobilize the working class

in military defense of Chdvez while polit-

ically opposing his regime.” There was no

such military threat. As we noted. "As
there was no means to express the crucial

need for the political independence of the

working class from the bourgeois state in

this referendum, abstention was the only

choice for revolutionaries."*

point out that the article refers to Village

Voice writer Ta-Nehisi Coates as "She."

Ta-Nehisi Coates is a very smart writer

well worth reading and quoting. He is

however, a "he.” Perhaps a small correc-

tion is in order.

Comradely.

Gershon Brown

WV replies:

Comrade Gershon is correct. We apol-

ogize for the mistake.

Ta-Nehisi Coates
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Mexican Trotskyists Say: No Reiiance on PRD!

Ciass Batties in Mexico

sions, driving these well below what a

worker needs for a decent living, along

with an increase in the age and number of

years of service required to receive this

pension. In addition, the reform of the

IMSS law passed by the Senate on August

5 and enacted by Fox on August 1 1 forces

each worker to pay for his pension out of

his own pocket in advance during the

years they work, and endows the “Tech-

nical Council” (composed of business-

men. representatives of the Congreso del

Trabajo (corporatist labor congress) and
the federal government) with full powers
to create, substitute or contract out jobs.

The law also gives the IMSS and Techni-

cal Council control over the retirees’ pen-

sion fund, tossing the union aside and
trampling the union gains codified in the

current contract. The government is push-

ing all this in the name of even further

reducing the meager budget that the

bosses and government allocate to public

health care for the impoverished popula-

tion, a service that Fox and his cohorts

consider superfluous. Far from benefiting

IMSS patients, as the government argues,

these reforms attack the very existence of

Social Security.

Throughout the world, capitalist gov-

ernments have pushed similar cuts at the

expense of state workers and the poor m
general. In Brazil, the supposedly “left-

ist" government of Lula carried out a sim-

ilar cut last December; in Great Britain,

the government wants to increase the

retirement age to 70 years. Especially

since the destruction of the Soviet Union
in 1991-92. a colossal defeat for the

workers of the world, the imperialists and
their lackey governments perceive the

threat of working-class revolution as

remote and are emboldened to carry out

increasingly frenzied attacks against their

own working class. In the face of these

attacks, workers internationally have the

same interests.

But these measures are not yet a fait

accompli. The IMSS workers, who have

demonstrated great willingness to fight

We publish below an article put out

as an August 2004 Esporiaco siipplemeni

by the Grupo Espartaquista de Mexico,

section of the International Communist

League, addressing the Mexican govern-

ment’s attacks on the Sindicato Nacional

dc Trabajadorcs del Seguro Social (SNTSS
—National Union of Social Security

Workers), which organizes the workers of

the Mexican Institute of Social Security

(IMSS). The IMSS provides medical care

and other benefits for all workers except

those employed by the state.

For over a year. 1 MSS directors and the

government have been trying to do away
with important union gains such as retire-

ment plans. The union has responded

with mass mobilizations, and the fear of

the workers’ social power has thus far

prevented the authorities from ramming
through their anti-worker "reforms." But

as the article below explains. Congress

and the Senate recently passed legislation

overriding key clauses of the collective

contract of IMSS workers relating to the

retirement fund and union hiring. This

was a first step toward eliminating hard-

won union gains and eventually pushing

forward a plan for privatization.

In response, the SNTSS. the UNT
union federation—to which the SNTSS
is affiliated and which includes the pow-
erful union of telephone workers—and
the SME electricians union called for a

mass demonstration on August 31 and a

national work stoppage on September 1.

drawing hundreds of thousands of work-

ers to protest on the streets and to sur-

round Congress on the day of right-wing

president Vicente Fox’s government repon

(state of the union address). The fear of

workers’ anger was such that thousands

of federal police and army troops were
mobilized to protect the Congress, and
Fox arrived by helicopter.

The workers’ will to fight in defense

of their gains has been obvious from the

beginning, and not only in the case of the

state health care workers. Telephone work-

ers. electricians, electric bus drivers, flight

attendants, university workers, school-

teachers and many others who under-

stand that these attacks are directed at

the working class as a whole have Joined

the protests. But the union leaders have

done their utmost to minimize the power
of the protests. Thus, the UNT and
SME’s work stoppage was merely sym-
bolic, maintaining the regular function of

communications and electricity. There
are also widespread illusions, peddled by
the union leaders themselves, in the

bourgeois-nationalist PRD (Party of the

Democratic Revolution), which has been
posing as a "friend" of the workers, try-

ing to keep the workers struggles within

limits acceptable to the bourgeoisie and
derailing their discontent in the direction

of the ballot box.

Vicente Fox with
U.S. president
Bush during
Special Summit
of the Americas
in Monterrey,
January 12.

Mexican Social
Security workers and

other unionists
demonstrate

in Mexico City

against government’s
anti-worker "reforms,”

August 31.

Right: Workers burn
effigy of Mexican

president Fox.

The fight is not over. The SNTSS is

calling for a strike on October 16 over a

wage increase while fighting the reforms

Congress pas.sed through other legal

channels. Our comrades of the GEM and

its youth group. Juventud Espartaquista.

have actively intervened in the protests,

also organizing speakouts calling on stu-

dents of Mexico City’s National Uni-

versity (UNAM) to join the workers in

struggle. Our comrades have emphasized
that the working class must rely on its

own power to successfully reverse these

measures—confidence in the PRD or any
other bourgeois party can only lead to

defeat. The political independence of the

working class is a fundamental premise
for the forging of a revolutionary work-

ers party capable of overthrowing the

entire capitalist system and replacing it

with workers rule.

* <n *

Once again, the right-wing regime of

Fox and his allies, following the dictates

of the World Bank, are trying to topple

the historic gains of the Mexican working
ciass. This time they want to start their

attack with Social Security [public health

care system]. The plans drawn up by
IMSS management include a drastic

reduction in the salary percentage that

future IMSS retirees will receive in pen-

ESPARTACO

against these measures, are organized In

the SNTSS. which with dose to 36{).()()0

members is one of the largest unions in

the country, and is also part of the UNT
[National Workers Union]. The degree to

which this reform can actually be carried

out. or not, will ultimately be determined

by the strength of the union movement's

resistance. There is a lot at stake, and

at this point demonstrations and street

blockages are insufficient, as are legal

challenges, which in the final instance

depend on the decision of the bourgeois

regime’s judges and jurists: what is needed

is for workers to draw on the immense
social power they possess as the produc-

ers of all the .services and wealth, a power
they can use tully by withdrawing their

labor, that is. thrtiugh striking. Wc com-
munists of the Grupo Espartaquista de

Mexico say: For decisive strike action on

a national scale to defeat the reform of

the IMSS law!

If this attack on workers’ living stan-

dards is not fought, it will be followed by

attempts to privatize the IMSS. the

ISSSTE [Institute of Security and Social

Services of State Workers) and the electri-

cal and oil industries, as well as to weak-

en all unions. Even the bosses’ own
mouthpieces have recognized that “the

outcome of this conflict could be the

basis for future negotiations with other

unions, given that the benefits received by

IMSS workers through the RJP [pension

system] are also present, to a greater or

lesser degree, in the pension schemes of

other companies, such as the ISSSTE.
Pemex [nationalized oil industry] and the

CFE (electrical industry)" iUnea
Economica. BBVA-Bancomer, 9 August).

The right of wage earners to subsist after

their retirement is what the bosses of

COPARMEX [Mexican bosses’ confeder-

ation) (who. as Rosendo Flores [electri-

cians union leader) aptly put it recently,

are like "pigs" who only "eat and squeal”)

and their press call “privileges.” 'There-

fore it is in the immediate interest of all

workers unions to energetically join the

SNTSS’s strike actions in order to beat

back these measures. Many workers from
the UNT and the SME (Mexican Electri-

cians Union) understand this and have

already expressed their willingness to join

the suiiggle. United on the basis of a class-

struggle program, the workers movement
has the power to shut down the country

and bring the government to its knees!

Notwithstanding the mismanagement
of Social Security and the exorbitant

wages of its managers, which reach more
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Gloria

Freed!
Flashing; a victory sign. (>ioria

Trevi celebrates her release from
prison on September 21. After

nearly five years of imprisonment
in Mexico and Brazil. Trevi svas

found not guilty of the bogus
rape, kidnapping and “corruption

of minors” charges she faced as

part of a government anti>sex

vendetta targeting the pop singer

and her entourage. Congratula-
tions. Gloria! (For more on Trevi,

see “Free Gloria Trevi! Down
With the Anti-Sex Witchhunt!”
WV No. 780, 3 May 2002.)

Reuters

than 200,000 pesos a month (approxi-

mately $20,000) (look who's talking about

"privileges"!), the health system requires

much greater economic resources than

are currently expended in order to guaran-

tee the right to free, quality health care for

all. Thi-s would require an enormous

expansion in facilities, medicine, ambu-

lances and in workers’ salaries. The same

could be said of the education system and

housing. This society produces much
more than the meager resources actually

allocated for social expenditure, but the

function of the Mexican capitalist slate is

to maintain a status quo where the bulk of

the wealth produced by workers is des-

tined. through exploitation, to fatten the

profits in the pockets of a few million-

aires while at the same time to increas-

ingly subordinate the Mexican economy
to the imperialists. While working-class

families wail hours to be treated in Social

Security hospitals, private hospitals have

facilities and medicine that could save the

lives of thousands of patients but which

are inaccessible through high prices. It is

necessary for workers to throw the repre-

sentatives of the bourgeoisie out of

power, destroy their state through .social-

ist revolution and construct a new state, a

workers slate where the wealth produced

by society goes directly toward human
needs through a planned, collectivized

economy. This includes the struggle to

extend the revolution to the imperialist

countries so that their immense resources

are put at the disposal of the impover-

ished of the whole world. The first effects

such an economic system would have on

health care can be seen clearly in the col-

lectivized economy of Cuba, where, despite

an inhumane blockade by imperialism, the

economic isolation of the revolution and

the nationalist politics and bureaucratic

administration of the Castro regime,

access to a quality health care system is

guaranteed for even the poorest people,

and their achievements in the medical

field are internationally renowned. Extend-

ing this new form of property internation-

ally to more advanced economies would

be the first step toward a classless society

based on abundance, a socialist society.

For a system of free, quality health care

for all! Expropriate the private hospitals!

Those who labor must rule!

For the Political Independence
of the Proletariat!

A national work stoppage against the

IMSS reforms would be an action with-

out precedent in die last few decades and

would display workers' immense power.

However, this class-struggle program

requires the political independence of the

proletariat from the capitalist class, some-

thing totally alien to the perspective of the

current leadership of the union move-
ment. Instead, the union leaders seek to

advance their own interests through class

collaboration with the politicians and rep-

resentatives of the bourgeoisie. A partic-

ularly gross example is the leadership of

the CTM [Confederation of Mexican
Workers) and the Congreso del Trabajo.

historically affiliated to the PRl (Institu-

tional Revolutionary Party], who have not

only endorsed the proposal to dismantle

the pension plan, but have even called for

breaking the national work stoppage pro-

posed by the SNTSS. the UNT and SME
(see Web site of the STRM (telephone

workers union). 1 1 August).

Another case is that of Roberto Vega

Galina himself, the general secretary of

the SNTSS. who continues to belong to

the PRl—whose support to the anti-

working-class reform was decisive for its

approval. This political collaboration with

the exploiters is a betrayal of the working

class. In fact, workers affiliated to this

union vividly remember that the original

position of their leader was in favor of the

bosses' proposal, and that a massive

struggle at their union congress last

March was required to convince him that

if he wanted to keep his post he must take

up. even if only in his speech, the defense

of union gains. In a truly instructive epi-

sode. the general secretary affirmed; "I

can’t keep these people under control any-

more. The (government) truly has no idea

of the dimension of the social bomb that is

about to explode" {La Jornada, 5 August).

As faithful intermediaries for the bour-

geoisie in the workers movement. Vega

Galina and his cohorts will do everything

possible to prevent the general work stop-

page that they themselves called for Sep-

tember 1, or in the event that they feel

forced to carry it out. they will seek to

minimize its impact as much as they can.

The SME bureaucrats, who. in front of

their membership keep priding them-

selves on their solidarity with the SNTSS
workers, have made clear that on Sep-

tember I they will carry out a stay-away

action, but will ensure electricity is

provided during the 24 hours the work
stoppage lasts' A work stoppage means
nobody works! For solid strike pickets!

In the course of the struggle against

the bourgeoisie the pro-capitalist union

leaders must be replaced by class-struggle

leaderships, which necessarily will be

consciously revolutionary. Without this

change, no union struggle will be capable

of challenging the oppressive capitalist

framework in which it lakes place.

Clearly, resorting to the "help " of the

bourgeois state’s courts to oust these

misleaders is class betrayal. The interven-

tion of the bosses' state can only further

subordinate the leadership of the unions to

the decisions of its class enemy; Labor

must clean its own house!

As Marx and Engels explained, all

class struggle is a political struggle. For

this reason, making proletarian political

independence a reality requires that work-

ers have their own political party, a

socialist, revolutionary party. At union

demonstrations such as on August 4. hun-

dreds of workers affiliated to the SNTSS,
justifiably angry that their leader belongs

to one of the parlies that supported the

reform, chanted at him, "Quit the PRl!"

We Spartacisls solidarize with this anger,

but recognize that many of these same
workers see no problem with their leaders

collaborating with another bourgeois

party; the PRD. At different demonstra-

tions we have attended, such as on July

23. workers have shouted slogans against

voting for the PRl and PAN (Fox's Nation-

al Action Parly], but notably exclude the

PRD. In fact, other union leaders main-

tain well-known lies of political solidar-

ity with this party, such as Agusu'n

Rodriguez of the STUNAM (UNAM
workers union), who is even a PRD con-

gressman. With the goal of keeping up the

appearance of being a "friend of the

workers,” maintaining the political lead-

ership of the movement and winning

some working-class voles along the way,

the PRD has distanced itself from the PRl

and PAN in opposing the anti-working-

class reform in the Senate. Don't be

fooled! Just like the PRl and PAN. the

PRD is a party committed to the mainte-

nance of capitalism, and its defense of the

rights of workers is nothing more than a

hypocritical and transient posture. If the

PRD had the luxury of being able to vote

against the reform it was because it nei-

ther heads the federal government nor has

a majority in Congress, so its vote didn't

represent much. When this party is in a

position to make real decisions, its pos-

ture is as furiously anti-union as that of

the PAN or PRl, as evidenced by the case

of the metro workers union or the

SUTGDF [Mexico City public workers

union), unions which Mexico City mayor
L6pez Obrador [of the PRD) has sought

to destroy under the pretext of "putting an

end to mafias.” In the same vein, the PRD
in government doesn’t hesitate when it

comes to repressing social struggle. a,s

was so vividly demonstrated by the Mex-
ico City government unleashing its riot

police against the UNAM university stu-

dent strikers in 1999 and 2000. No reli-

ance on the bourgeois PRD!
The ideological cement that currently

keeps workers bound to their exploiters

is nationalism, that is. the he that all

Mexicans, independent of their social

class, share a common interest against all

foreigners. This is false! In the epoch of

imperialist decay in which we live, there

is no wing of the national bourgeoisie

(whether it be the PRl. PAN or PRD)
that can in fact take the side of the popu-

lar masses and stand against imperialism,

not even on democratic questions as ele-

mentary as national emancipation or land

reform. It is up to the workers alone to

lead the struggles for these demands,

independently of the national bosses and

against them, as part of the struggle for

workers power and socialism. The impe-

rialist system must be destroyed on a

world scale, a task that demands interna-

tionalist solidarity of workers from other

parts of the world, especially the imperi-

alist countries. This understanding is the

essence of the program of "permanent

revolution” formulated by the Bolshevik

revolutionary Leon Trotsky.

For this reason it is ab.solutely elemen-

tary for every sooialist to explain to

workers that their interests are com-
pletely antagonistic to those of the bour-

geoisie and that political organizations

have a class character, and on this basis

call on them to break with the capitalist

parlies. This is not the case with the ten-

dency called Militante (which publishes

a newspaper by the same name as well as

a pamphlet called Fuerza Obrera), which

has been very active in the SNTSS pro-

tests and which falsely tries to pass itself

off as Marxist. It turns out that this ten-

dency belongs to the bourgeois PRD.
having belonged to it since Militanie's

inception in the early 1990s. "Despite

the slate in which the PRD finds itself,”

says Militanie hopefully in its June 2004
issue (which it stupidly dales "2003” in

all the interior pages), the parly "was an

obstacle to Fox’s approval of structural

reforms and as the contradictions develop

the workers will return again to the party

and will use it against the attacks on
workers...." If this newspaper were

really Marxist they would know that the

problem with the PRD is not "the stale

in which it finds itself.” but its class

character, and that when its "contra-

dictions develop," this class character

will place the party on the other side of

continued on page 10

GEM comrades
march in

Mexico City
demonstration

against
U.S. invasion

of Iraq.

February 2003.
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Berkeley

Vote Yes on Measure Q!

Decriminalize Prostitution!
BERKELEY—An initmlive on the No-

vember 2 ballot calling for the repeal ol all

laws against prostitution has sparked

heated controversy in the Bay Area and

the national media. Measure Q states as

Its purpose: "The unjust laws criminaliz-

ing consensual sexual activity among
adults in private whether for money or any

other consideration must be repealed.”

This straightforward statement of opposi-

tion to state snooping into private life has

sparked hysteria from police, city govern-

ment and homeowners worried about

their property values, and. above all. a

flock of right-wing feminists who try to

disguise their anti-sex witchhunt as con-

cern for the poor and exploited.

Measure Q—also known as "Angers
Initiative." in memory of Angel Lopez., a

San Francisco prostitute murdered in

199.^—was placed on the ballot through

the energetic efforts of the Sex Work-
ers Outreach Project (SWOP) and its

director. Robyn Few. who recently served

six months under house arrest for a

prostitution-related conviction (DailvCal-

ifomian online. 29 January ). The Spartacist

League calls for a "yes" vote on Measure

Q as a referendum on the decriminaliza-

tion of prostitution. At the same time, we
note that the measure is utterly toothless,

since it IS California state law that makes
prostitution a crime. In fact, for legalistic

reasons. Measure Q's operational conclu-

sion is that "The City Council shall seek

to ensure that the Berkeley police depart-

ment gives lowest priority to the enforce-

ment of prostitution laws."

On .September 20. Few joined five

other panelists on the Berkeley campus in

a spirited debate. "Human Rights and the

Politics of Prostitution." Billed as "a forum
on the pros and cons of laws on prostitu-

tion and how they affect the human rights

of prostitutes.” the meeting drew some
40 people and two news channels. Also
speaking in favor of Measure Q were
Laura Agusti'n. a migrant workers' rights

advocate from the Pavis Centre for Cul-
tural Studies. Open University. UK. and
Veronica Monet, author and sex worker
activist. Opposing them were Norma
Hotaling. founder and executive director

of SAGE (Standing Against Global Ex-
ploitation). which works with the police

to "rehabilitate" prostitutes. Melissa Far-

ley. psychologist and director of Prostitu-

tion Research and Education; and Davida
Coady. director of Options Recovery

Anti-Immigrant,

Anti-Woman, Anti-Sex:

U.S./UN Crusade Against

“Sex Trafficking’*

Spartacist (English edition)

No. 58, Spring 2004
Si.50 (60 pages)

Make checks payable/mall to:

Spartacist Pub. Co.. Box 1377 GPO
New York. NY 10116

Services, a drug and alcohol ircatmeni

program.

Monel—self-described "tormer pros-

titute. current sex educator, lifetime

whore"—stressed the importance of ihe

separation of church and slate, pointing

out that the objections to decriminuli/ed

prostitution stem largely from religious

groups and the cops. Agusti’n addressed

with a local Catholic parish.

During the discussion period, a trans-

gender prostitute vehemently objected

to statements by Measure Q opponents

that prostitutes are "psychologically dis-

turbed people" and their claims of acting

"for your own good—we’ll force you to

be afraid." A young white woman said

that becoming a prostitute was the best

tion is also a source of police corruption

and individual victimization.

Prostitution is a by-product of monog-
amous marriage and the family, the cen-

tral source of the oppression of women
in class society. As wc said in "Anti-

Immigrant, Anti-Woman. Anti-Sex: U.SAJN
Crusade Against ‘Sex Trafficking'" (Spar-

laci.st [English-language edition] No. 58.

Spring 2004);

"It is the institution of the family that

brings money into sexual relations.

Whether it's renting a prostitute by the

hour or a wife by the lifetime, the family

and the oppression of women are founded
on private property, and the religious

codes of morality and capilalisi law arc

all that distinguish the wife from the

prostitute in this fundamental sense .

"Under socialism, the family will be re-

placed by communal childcare and
housework, enabling women to partici-

pate fully in economic, social and politi-

cal life .. Birth control and abortions

will be free and on demand, with free,

quality health care for all Sex will be free

from the snooping of preachy busybodies
and corrupt cops. The liberation of the

prostitute can't be separated from Ihe lib-

eration of women as a whole, and prosti-

tulion will die only as the institution of
the family is replaced. For women's lib-

eration through socialist revolution!"

We need to build a class-struggle work-

ers party, independent of both the Demo-
crats and the Republicans, that will fight

for all the oppressed and exploited. Such
a party will oppose state interference in

all private matters. Government out of
the bedroom! Vote "yes" on Measure Q!
Abolish all laws against prosiitutiorr!

“Mobilize Labor to Fight

for Women’s Rights”

We print below remarks at the Berkeley

debate by a Spartacist League supporter:

The government has no business inter-

fering in people's private lives. We
oppose all laws against prostitution,

against homosexuality, against any act of
consensual sex—including on the part of
a prostitute or her client—as so-called

"crimes without victims.” We stand for

the separation of church and slate. Par-

ticularly vicious today are the reaction-

ary "age of consent" laws that ban sex

for teens. We advocate the concept of
effective consent as the guiding principle

in all sexual matters.

For this reason we cal! for a "yes"
vote on Measure Q as a statement of
opposition to the laws against prostitu-

tion. But it must be said, it is dangerous
to build illusions that the police will

"play fair" with prostitutes. The police,

like the courts and the prisons, are the

agents of the government that defends
this anti-woman, anti-sex capilalisi soci-

ety. The police are the government’s
thugs to maintain capitalist morality and
"law and order."

The persecution of prostitutes is part

of the oppression of women under fam-
ily and religion in capitalist society.

Another is the attack on abortion

rights—the anti-abortion bigots see all

women as "baby machines." As opposed
to building illusions that the capitalist

system can be reformed, we fight to

mobilize the power of labor to fight for

women’s rights.

Real progress for the oppressed only
comes through hard class struggle, and
women are a strategic part of the union-
ized working class in this country. Edu-
cation. decent-paying jobs, health care,

childcare—all the things that eeery

woman needs—will only be ours through
a fight for our class power

Daniel Yalfe

Above: Robyn Few, ex-
prostitute and director of Sex
Workers Outreach Project
(SWOP). Right: Demonstration
organized by SWOP against
Ashcroft's moral crusade.

the conditions of migrant workers, high-

lighting the problems of women who
leave their families and home, for whom
prostitution is often the best way to pay

off debts to those who got them across

the border. She discussed how most

women in sex work fall into a gray eco-

nomic .sector—vulnerable to employers

and pimps—where the more sex work
is criminalized, the more people are

arrested. Robyn Few staled that support-

ers of Measure Q are up against a lot.

including angry neighbors. She noted

that arresting prostitutes is "big busi-

ness" and said that San Francisco spends

$8 million a year on it. She pointed out

that Measure Q opponents are pushing a

"fear factor" of criminals, used condoms
and needles on every street corner.

To justify their support for criminaliz-

ing prostitution, opponents of Measure
Q. assuming tlie posture of self-righteous

saviors of the oppressed, retailed stories

of abuse and poverty, peppering their

remarks with the politically loaded term
"sex predator," Arrest and imprison-

ment were even presented as a step for-

ward for prostitutes' Before the meeting
began their supporters demonstrated out-

side the building, some dressed as Death
and sporting cardboard scythes, carry-

ing signs reading "Sex Slavery Is Not a

Human Right—It's Child Abuse” and
"Pimps Will Profit." Especially gro-

tesque was Hotaling’s verbal attack on a

young man from the Cal Libertarians

(which supports Measure Q). whom she

denounced for being “a man" (!) and
attempted to humiliate with a vulgar sex-

ual suggestion.

it is wonh noting that in 2002 SAGE
received $1.25 million from the U.S.
Department of Justice, and that Hotaling
is co-founder of the First Offender Prosti-

tution Program (FOPP). which works with
the San Francisco Police Department.
Both FOPP and SAGE have been awarded
funds by Harvard’s Kennedy School of
Government and the Ford Foundation—
these imperialist think tanks are their part-

ners in “fighting" for the poor! Options
Recovery Services receives funding from
the Alameda County D.A.'s Office and
Probation Department, the Berkeley City

Council and Police Department, along

SWOP

decision she had ever made—in fact, it

had saved her life when she was starving,

alone and broke. As she saw it. in a sweat-

shop job she would make $7 an hour and

be sexually harassed—why not make
$100 an hour? Dawn Passar. a founder of

the Exotic Dancers Alliance, spoke about

gains dancers and strippers have made in

their working conditions,

Prostitution: A “Crime
Without a Victim”

Under U.S. law. prostitution is illegal,

with the exception of some counties in

Nevada, where it is heavily regulated.

This is why Marxists call prostitution a

"crime without 'a victim," like drug use.

gambling, pornography, homosexual sex

and "statutory rape." Why are such activ-

ities particularly targeted in the U.S.?
Because bourgeois Christian morality

considers them sms. However, from the

standpoint of the working class, the act

of performing sex for money is not a

crime, either on the part of the prostitute

or the client, Farley. SAGE and other

bourgeois feminist prohibitionists speak

glowingly of the "Swedish model." a

1999 law enacted by Sweden’s parlia-

ment that criminalizes the purchase of
sexual services but not the sale. This
only switches the focus of police harass-

ment and repression from the prostitute

to the client.

Today, a big focus of the ami-sex

witchhunt is sex with and between
minors (including teenagers), attempting

to increase gross police intrusion to

“save the children" from “sex predators."

The state of California willfully does
not distinguish between coerced and
consensual sexual acts with youth; wit-

ness San Francisco Democrat Leland
Yee’s AB3042, a bill in the California

state assembly, which increases jail lime
for anyone convicted of having sex with

a minor for money.

Prostitution more often than not is

degrading and exploitative, but criminal-

ization just makes this worse. The prosti-

tute is forced into a lumpen milieu, where
access to social services is made compli-
cated or outright domed and where she or

he is more vulnerable to organized crime
and the whims of the pimp. Criminaliza-
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Young Spartacus

Black Student Alliance Suspended

for Protesting Racist Frat

Georgia State

University

While on a Workers Va/if'uarJ sub-

scription drive trip to Atlanta, the Sparla-

cus Youth Club visited the multiracial

Georgia State University (GSU) campus,

which was still simmering from last

spring’s monlhs-long clash between black

students and the cretins in the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity (Pikes). In return for

jointly apologizing for the “trouble.” as

well as meeting other conditions, the

previously suspended Black .Student

Alliance (BSA) and the Pikes had been

reinstated shortly before we arrived two

weeks ago, “Guilty" only of protesting

against the racist creeps in the nearly all-

white, conservative fraternity, the black

students have nothing to apologize for!

It all started in late January when the

Pikes hosted a racist "Straight Out of

Compton" theme party, for which party-

goers were encouraged to don their most

“ghetto fabulous attire." Playing on every

hip-hop stereotype, the frat rats showed

up in “urban” clothing and fake tattoos

to mock black youth (who make up one-

third of GSU’.s student body). Two Pikes

decided to add to the “fun” by wearing

blackface to complete their costumes.

This parly polarized the campus, spark-

ing a series of speakouts and rallies over

the next three months organized by the

BSA and campus NAACP. among others

outraged by the racist practices of the

white fraternity “brotherhood." Hundreds

of students, including some from More-

house and Spelman colleges, came out to

the protests to demand "Punt the Pikes!"

In response, the Pikes presented them-

selves as the innocent victims of a discrim-

inatory campaign to brand their fraternity

"racist." seeking a stamp of approval for

their real bigotry. The College Repub-

licans even held an “anti-bigotry bake

sale" in late March to smear the BSA a.s

“bigots" for protesting the Pikes! Once
again in this racist country, black peo-

ple who protest against racist smears are
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portrayed as the source of the problem.

In fact, this frat. founded by a circle of

Confederate soldiers and supporters soon

after the Civil War. has a long history of

racism. For instance, a photo from a 1968

yearbook shows a Pike member dressed

in blackface; in the early ’9()s the Pikes

would perform skits wearing blackface

and afterward would post pictures in

display cases on campus. When one

another in a Klansman's robe and the

third in blackface with a noose around

his neck, from an infamous Halloween

party at Auburn University in 2001. Use

of the photo was a device to connect

the blackface incident at GSU with the

many others that have occurred on col-

lege campu.ses in recent years.

For their part, right-wingers on cam-

puses nationwide have claimed the man-
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Appealing to

administration,
through consumer
boycotts or
otherwise, is a

dead-end strategy:

university

“addressed racism
on campus" by
suspending BSA.

such “performance” was followed shortly

afterward by the discovery of a racial slur

written by a member of another frat on a

trash can in 1992. the campus boiled

over. In a united action by blacks, gays

and anti-racist whiles, some 200 students

staged a two-day sit-in. shutting down
administrative offices, the cafeteria and

classrooms. The Altanta SYC actively

intervened into the protests, pushing for

a cilywide demonstration against racist

terror, as the city was still seething from

savage cop violence against black Atlanta

University students protesting the Rod-

ney King verdict. The sit-in forced the

administration to meet several of the pro-

testers' demands, including padlocking

shut the Pike.s frat hou.se.

In effect siding with the frat rats, the

GSU administration attempted to squelch

protest against racism on campus and. in

April, suspended the BSA the week after

it had suspended the Pikes. One BSA
member said to a H'V' salesman that the

suspension of the BSA is redolent of the

Jim Crow era when “uppity Negroes" lost

their jobs, were run out of town and not

infrequently lynched by white racist mobs.

The term “Jim Crow” is taken from the

stage name of the popularizer of blackface,

a cultural expression of white supremacist

ideology dating from the 182()s.

The BSA was convicted of intending

"to incite others by making a misleading

llyer" and “discriminatory harassment" of

a frat member after the Pikes filed formal

charges against them. The Spanacus Youth

Club has long warned against faith in

speech codes of conduct, which are usu-

ally applied, as in this case, to discipline

minorities and leftists. Tellingly, in addi-

tion to suspending the BSA. the adminis-

tration ruled that its leaders had to partici-

pate in a “diversity education" program,

presumably to learn to love racists!

However couched in the language

of “diversity" and “tolerance." speech

codes give enhanced power to univer-

sity administrators and the cops to act

against, for instance, anti-racist youth

and leftists who want to expose the

bigots on campus or protest the imperi-

alist occupation of Iraq. At GSU. the

"misleading" BSA flyer was intended

to warn students about the racist Pikes.

It featured a photo of three while frat

members, one dressed in hunting garb.

lie of "free speech" to carry out rac-

ist provocations. So while the Pikes

were raising a hue and cry over alleged

“harassment" from the BSA. their lawyers

were sending letters to the GSU adminis-

tration invoking First Amendment prq-

tection from persecution for their black-

face antics! With the assistance of outfits

like the Foundation for Individual Rights

in Education, many frat rats expelled

recently for wearing blackface have been

reinstated by court order, including those

at the 2001 Auburn Halloween party.

We shed no tears for the expulsions of

these pigs, but neither do we rely on the

administration to fight racism, as did the

BSA in its repeated appeals for the

university to take action, This strategy

doesn’t work. At every turn, the GSU

administration—which runs the campus

in the interests of the capitalist ruling

class—showed it is far from neutral. For

example, it declared that the actions of

’the frat did not pose an "immediate

threat." Instead, the administration soon

identified its own "threat”—the black

students. At an early March "community

dialogue." it posted police throughout

the room to protect the vastly outnum-

bered Pikes in attendance. In step with

the culture of suppressing dissent in

post-9/ll America, the administration

has used the anti-racist protests as a pre-

text to try to ban all "unauthorized”

political expression, according to another

BSA member.

It is militant, mass, integrated social

struggle that would make the racists

think twice about spewing their filth.

When protesting racist provocations on

campus—from cop terror at the Univer-

sity of Chicago and an anti-affirmative

action "bake sale” at Columbia Uni-

versity last February to appearances by

pro-imperialist ideologue and slavery

apologist David Horowitz—the SYCs
have called for students to link their

struggles to the social power of the

multiracial working class, such as union-

ized transit, heath care and city workers in

Atlanta. As we wrote in WV No. 563

(13 November 1992) at the lime of the

1992 sit-in;

"In January 1989, many GSU students

participated in an exemplary display of

labor/black power when they responded to

the Partisan Defense Committee’s call to

slop the KKK from parading in downtown
Atlanta. A citywide action, linking stu-

dents, blacks, gays and immigrants to the

social power of labor, would have an elec-

trifying impact in combatting the racist

climate at GSU and beyond. Students:

Ally with labor to smash racist attacks!"

Ultimately, it will take a revolution by
working people and all the oppressed to

shatter the racist capitalist order and win

black nberation in a workers America.*
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Workers Party...
(continued from page I)

on September ) I . and the destruction of

the World Trade Center has some signifi-

cance in the current election campaign.

The attack on the World Trade Center was

a criminal act. perpetrated again.st people

who had done nothing wrong except to go

to work- As we pointed out at the time,

the people who carried out that act think

approximately in the same way that impe-

rialists do, that is. that ordinary people are

guilty for the crimes of their rulers.

Unlike the World Trade Center, the Pen-

tagon is the command and administrative

center of the U.S. imperialist military,

and being a military installation, the pos-

sibility of getting hit comes with the

territory. But as we wrote in Workers Van-

guant (No. 830. 6 August); “That recog-

nition does not make the attack an 'anti-

imperialist' act. nor does it change the

fact that terrorism almost always gets

innocent people—in this case, the passen-

gers on the plane as well as the mainte-

nance workers, janitors and .secretaries at

the Pentagon."

The September ! 1 attacks were sei-^ed

upon as the reason for the subsequent

wars on Afghanistan and Iraq. The impe-

rialist powers, when they attack smaller

countries, almost always need to man-

ufacture something as a reason. Of
course, if you think about it. the idea that

Afghanistan's a danger to the United

States is, on the face of it. ridiculous, In

this case, the act of terrorism provided

U.S. rulers with what they construed to be

a reason. But it's not the real rea.son. And
then of course. Bush had to invent the

“weapons of mass destruction," just like

during Vietnam Lyndon Johnson invented

the Gulf of Tonkin incident, and just like

in the beginning of U.S. imperialism's

entry on the world stage—the 1898 war

against Spain— it invented the “Remem-
ber the Maine" incident. Such inventions

are really rather common.
We're in a subscription drive, and so

we've been asking people on campuses
what they think about the elections. For

the most part they're not too impres.sed

with Kerry. On the other hand, they're

scared to death of Bush. So pretty much
what we hear is that although they're

not sure Kerry's any good, they'll prob-

ably vote for him and against Bush,

and that's understandable on both sides.

Kerry really hasn't said much that’s any

different than what Bush has to say. On
the other side. Bush does seem a little bit

mad—as we've described him. oddly

demented. In addition to two wars, we’ve

had the not-so-surprising torture at Abu
Ghraib. Not surprising because Bush is

after all the guy who put out “Wanted
Dead or Alive" contracts for Osama bin

Laden and Hussein, and describes as

“evil" people who were fighting the U.S.

It's hardly surprising that the U.S. did

evil things to those people.

Then there are his loyal supporters, the

vacant-eyed, largely racist Christian fun-

damentalists. who give people pause. One

Oregon woman supporter of Bush, from

that particular portion of ihe population,

described the reason for her vote, that god

is in the White House. Now as a Marxist,

materialist and an atheist. I was actually

kind of pleased to have a believer finally

admit that god was a vastly ignorant, bul-

lying and lying Texan. These types are

rather scary. It's not just that they believe.

But they think belief is superior to facts

and reality. Thus Cheney, who knows this

audience well, drimes on and on about

how Saddam and Osama used to play cro-

quet every day on the palace lawn, and

nuclear weapons were slacked like fire-

wood on Ihe streets of Baghdad. Now
those things are lies, but .^0 percent of the

U.S. population thinks that they're true.

There are some differences between

the Democrats and the Republicans. If

you looked at the conventions on TV, the

Democratic Convention looked a little

like this room—a little of this, a little of

that, a little black, a little Hispanic, a lot

of women. At the one four years ago. 28

percent of the delegates were trade

unionists. It was probably as high this

time. The Republican Convention was
sort of “Unpleasantville"; people that are

kind of strange, that you may not want to

know. On the one hand, the Democrats
play to a base that’s largely composed of

liberals, working-class people, blacks,

and so they tend to express concerns for

things like health, jobs, education, some-
times even peace. Republicans, on the

other hand, like to emphasize small gov-

ernment. low taxes, fiscal responsibility,

no restrictions on enterprises, and lend to

push the idea that if the rich are really

rolling in it. everyone profits. “High tide

raises all boats," as they say. And this

plays well to the very wealthy. It also

goes for small businessmen, who think if

their employees are real frugal and watch

their diet, they can gel by on three or

four dollars an hour just fine.

The Republican Parly, in the process of

history, has gone from the party that led

the progressive Civil War in the middle of

the 1 9th century to becoming (he main
party of racist reaction. The Democrats

held that job for a century or so until Ihe

'60s and '70s. Usually the top members of

the KKK were also Democratic Party

members and often elected to office as

such. The Republicans tend to push

America the strong, the pure, the just; jin-

goism. The Democrats do that normally

through the vehicle of "America Hirst”

protectionism for workers, which is sold

very much by the labor bureaucracy. It's

the same message, but it's wrapped rather

differently. So young people lend to hripe

perhaps that ftte Democrats will be less

cruel than the Republicans. In this they

are assisted by the anarchists and social-

ist groups, like the International Socialist

Organization, (hat pander to the “anybody

but Bush" campaign. You don't have to be

a genius to figure out who the anybody is

that they’re asking you to vote for.

The short form of this presentation is

that it’s the American imperialist rulers

and their capitalist system, and not partic-

ular governments, whether Republican or

Democrat, which are responsible for war.

exploitation, the race-caste oppression of

blacks in this country, for the shredding

of our rights, for our lack of access to

health care and education .and, indeed, in

some ways, for our lack of access to a

future. So it's really the system that’s got

to go. and that requires a sociali,st revolu-

tion in this country, which means we must

link the cause of black freedom to the

fight against all exploitation and injustice.

Note that the situation of black people

probably hasn’t been mentioned in the

context of a presidential election in per-

haps three decades now. It’s just not con-

sidered polite. A vote for any one of the

bourgeois candidates is a vote of confi-

dence, in fact, in their imperialist system,

a vote that says that this system can be

fair and humane, and a vote against Ihe

crying need for a socialist revolution and
for building the revolutionary working-

class party that is necessary to have such

a revolution.

From Truman to Kennedy:
From Hiroshima to Vietnam

Let me go through my experiences as I

was growing up with this process. The
first election 1 remember was Harry Tru-

man's in 1948. I was nine years old,

already a Democrat—it came with the

neighborhood. If you had asked me. 1

would have said. sure, vote for Truman,
even though I knew he just nuked Naga-
saki and Hiroshima, and I didn't think

that was especially charming. It seemed
more like an act of terror than an act of

war. But I was pleased when he was
elected: it was actually a big upset. Those
of you who know a little bit about history

know the august Chicago Daily Tribune

printed a headline. "Dewey Defeats Tru-
man." Well, he didn't win. Harry did.

But then the aftermath gave me some
pause, Because it was the Democrats.
underTruman's leadership, who launched
tile Cold War, what has come to be known
as McCanhyism. It's actually an inade-

quate description, because McCarthy was
a latecomer. The Democrats drove the

reds out of the trade unions by 1950,
using their “America First" supporters in

the unions, and that's when McCarthy

appears on the scene. The Cold War. what

it meant for me as a kid. was that every

day I got on my knees and faced the wall

of my classroom, pul my head down.

Thai's an atomic bomb drill— it was sup-

posed to keep you safe. And as we said at

the lime, "and kiss your ass goodbye."

Because we all were kind of aware that

this was not going to defend us Irom

atomic attack.

The red purge of the trade unions was

something I didn’t exactly understand,

nor did I understand why it was "bad" to

be a socialist, .Socialism certainly seemed

to me not an insane thought, and one per-

haps Americans should be permitted to

hold. 1 can’t say 1 was a socialist myself.

The Cold War seemed to me to make no

sense, because after all hadn't we just

been the allies of the Soviet Union, who
seemed to have done a very nice job mop-

ping up the Nazis, without much help,

incidentally, from (he United States. And
then they put the Rosenbergson trial under

Truman. They weren't executed until 1953

when Eisenhower came into office.

Most scary for me was the Korean War.

because then I was a little older. 1 wa.s then

1 1 or 12. and I was getting close to draft

age. In the Korean War. in about the same
time frame that this Iraq war has gone on,

30.000 American soldiers died. It was hot.

plenty hot. And no one in the country

much liked it. At the time I wondered
what business the United Stales had inter-

fering in those affairs, which shows you 1

wasn't a Marxist. Now I know why the

United States interferes in those affairs.

Most of the country really didn't like it.

except it was the McCarthy period, so you
couldn't say anything, or else you’d be
driven out of your job and harassed by
Congressional investigating committees.

Instead, people elected Republican
Dwight Eisenhower, who had a tremen-
dous preference for golf, and who did

immediately end the Korean War by sim-
ply drawing a line in the sand and not

signing a peace treaty, and walking away
from it. There is no peace treaty with
North Korea to this day. The Republicans
are supposed to be good for business. But
in Eisenhower’s eight years in office,

there were two major recessions. I said,

jeez, this doesn’t make much sense. 1 was
looking for a job in the second recession
and didn t find much. Eisenhower’s
response to the civil rights struggles in

the South was es.sentially to let the racist

mobs be. On those occasions when the

government intervened, it was usually
when black people were doing something
to defend themselves. So that didn’t seem
very promising.

Then the 1959 Cuban Revolution hap-
pened at the end of his term, and 1

remember being kind of pleased with
that. Actually Castro came to the United
Slates, appeared on the Jack Paar show
at the lime, stayed in Harlem, which was
smart. And of course Eisenhower hated
it. but he couldn’t do anything about it

because of the Korean War—too many
bodies already. I mean, the reason people
in the United States didn't like Korea is

they just loughi a major war and they
didn i want another one. But Eisenhower
did stonewall, and probably actually
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mllucncocl iho C'uhun regime in the nn;i1

Steps It took, m the sense ih;it Castro

decided there was to be iu»thing torth-

ct)ming troni the American imperialists,

so he nationalized everything on the

island td’Cuba.

I’ve never voted lor a bourgeoi.s caiuli-

date of any sort ! came close once with a

presidential candidate. Belore I turned

21. whicli was both the voting and the

drinking age at that time. I became in my
mind a communist with the help of some

friends who convinced me ol the essen-

tials of the Marxist analysis of capital-

ism—that is, the lundamental motor of

the system is the drive for profits. The
fundamental classes in capitalism are. on

the one hand, the class that owns every-

thing. the bourgeoisie, and on the other

hand, the cla.ss that makes everything, the

proletariat. Imperialism was in fact the

exportation of this system of exploitation

to backward and weak countries. Some of

us had connections with the working

class, and the giant civil rights struggles

were going on. beginning in about 1955 or

so and escalating throughout the period.

So we were very much convinced that

unless you fought racism in this country,

the necessary working-class revolution

would not be able to occur. We did not

understand the race-caste oppression of

blacks in this country, but we understood

that if it wasn’t fought there was no way
the American working class was going to

be able to unite. So Kennedy didn’t gel

my vote. And he doesn't even know it.

But those ideas compelled me then,

and they compel me now. In any event.

JFK didn’t seem very appetizing, although

he was dressed up like a Boston liberal, as

is Kerry today, and was Catholic and all

that. He ran to the right of Nixon. He
ran on a program of rearming American
imperialism, accused Eisenhower of hav-

ing given the store away becau.se of the

revolution in Cuba. And I had just sort of

been there, under Harry Truman, and 1

didn’t particularly think that was very

appetizing. Sure enough. Kennedy gets in

office, we have the Cuban Missile Crisis,

when every thinking person in the United

States thought it could well be over. You
had the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba
before that, which was only dropped
because nobody showed up for the CIA-
led invasion, and Kennedy kicked up the

level of the U.S. in Vietnam a little bit.

Part of the Way with LBJ?
So Kennedy disappears, for reasons we

all know, and LBJ takes his place. Now
we come to the point of my weakness, the

election that pitted Lyndon Baines John-

son against Barry Goldwaier. LBJ was
kind of a typical New Deal Democrat

—

but Southern, and at that time, that meant

he hadn't exactly played u great role on

the race question. He was better than

some, but pretty much in that bloc. The
essence of the campaign was about what

was going to be done in Vietnam. Barry

Goldwater had this very interesting idea.

At that time the United States was not

bombing North Vietnam. He thought it

would be good to bomb them back into

the Stone Age. and was even prone to

consider using nuclear weapons to do it.

This guy was quite crazy. J thought,

maybe m this case 1 should go for LBJ

And if this reminds you somewhat of tlie

current Bush regime, this is why I bring

it up. But fortunately. I had a friend in

Progressive Labor Party who convinced

me that "a boss is a boss is a boss," I

ilidn't make i! to the polls, though 1 was

highly tempted

So we know what Johnson did. There

was some civil rights legislation passed

in response to the mass battles for civil

rights that occurred, mainly in the South,

but also in the North of this country.

There was a "war against poverty" that

evolved out of the ghetto upheavals, in

an effort to buy people off. But. it turns

out. Johnson then went on and bombed
the north of Vietnam. The U.S. in fact

dropped more bombs on Vietnam than

had been dropped in the entire European

theater during the Second World War-

Three million Vietnamese were dead as a

result. So it goes to show you.

Johnson, unlike the myth about Demo-
crats raising taxes, raised no taxes, which

is almost impossible in a war because you

have to spend. As a result, at the end of hi.s

term, the U.S. was on the ropes econom-

ically. And the reason he didn’t raise

taxes is that he wanted to buy off the

black population with some measures

—

and in some sense there were some gen-

uine progressive measures there, espe-

cially the end of de jure segregation—and

he also wanted to buy off the working

class by not making them pay for the war.

Johnson figured, rightly, that raising taxes

would have further inflamed antiwar

.sentiment. Well, since the working class

didn’t begin to strike until the end of this

period, in that sense he was successful. In

turn, what the civil rights legislation and

the "war on poverty" did was give an

excuse for the black Democrats, .some of

whom are still around today, like Jesse

Jackson Sr., to return to the fold of the

Democratic Party, The Panthers and oth-

ers who thought social justice hadn’t been

achieved yet, quite correctly, but didn't

quite know how to get there—they were

left out there on the streets by the black

Democrats who for the most part allowed

them to be mowed down by the FBI with-

out much of a protest. Over thirty mem-
bers of the Black Panther Parly were

killed in the aftermath of that.

The next candidate of interest was
Jimmy Carter, who was sort of the

opposite of what you would construe as

a Democrat. In fact he looked a little

like George Bush does. He said people

shouldn’t expect justice in this society,

“life is unfair." we’re going to have to

give up some things, we’re getting a little

loo fat. He talked about family values and
the importance of religion—alt that kind

of stuff. Mostly he was interested in

rebuilding the strength of the United
States, which had lost its ability to inter-

vene in the world. This was the result of
the fact that the Vietnamese, with justice,

drove the U.S. out of Vietnam. That war
wasn't very popular amongst the popula-

tion. And Jimmy Carter thought this was
unfortunate, and he should change this.

The people who voted for Jimmy
Carter weren't very impressed with what

he had to say once he got into office, so

they immediately elected Ronald Reagan

The an traffic controllers union. PATCO.
went on strike, and he smashed the union.

It doesn't exist today. What most people

don't know is he did it with a plan devised

by Jimmy Carter when he was in office,

because the strike had been pending for

some lime. He also had a lax cut. One of

the things about the PATCO strike that

tells you something about the current

leaders of the American trade union

movement was that they let that union

sink. Normally you'd think of the trade

union lops as bound to the Democratic

Parly. But remember Reagan was in

tiffice. Some of them go Republican

occasionally. But their real allegiance is

to the system of capitalism. That’s what’s

behind their allegiance to the Democrats.

AM they had to do was close down the air-

ports, Period, That strike would never

have failed. One week, and it would have

been over. The heads of some of the

unions that refused to do that called them-

selves socialist—like Winpisinger in the

machinists.

Ronald Reagan did a very unchar-

acteristic Republican thing—he was a fis-

cal conservative, small government, and

all that. But he spent more money and

expanded the government more than any

Democrat since Franklin Delano Roo-

sevelt, He did this because he had intensi-

fied what we describe as "Cold War Two,"

whieh started under Carter, There was

immense, vast, military spending, again

without taxation, which again put the U.S.

in hock, so that George Bush Senior, his

successor, had to suffer the consequences,

and he was voted out of office.

Bush Sr. was replaced by Bill Clinton,

who 1 think in some ways is the most
amazing president of the 20th century.

Anybody who watched the convention

saw that they would have re-elected him.

fellatio or not. If they could have done it.

they would have brought him on again. I

mean, they were ecstatic when he was on

that stand. And there’s no question he’s

quite personable and seems to have a

certain charm; he plays the saxophone,

eats bad food and gets down and talks to

people. If you look at what happened

during his regime—and you know. Clin-

ton is still a big favorite among many
black people—more black men went to

jail during the Clinton years than has

ever happened. Look what happened in

Iraq during the Clinton years. More Ira-

qis were killed by Bill Clinton, by far.

than have been killed by either of the

Bushes to date. Over a million by his UN
sanctions policies. All the “anli-ierror"

legislation, people now being deprived of

their rights, immigrants being picked up

on the street, etc.—all passed by Clinton.

So this guy IS really a consummate
political swindler. Which shows you the

task we have, the obstacles to forging a

revolutionary party, because there are a

lot of illusions in this country. And inso-

far as they tend to exist among working

people, they tend to exist in the favor

of the Democrats. It also simultaneously

shows you the dis.service the rest of the

left does by giving a backhanded vole to

these guys, because what that does is of

course add to those illusions, that there is

a possibility tor fundamental relonn there.

Now the interesting thing is. my lather

could have ttild me exactly the same story

about a vastly different America than I

was raised in. just as the America 1 was

raised in is vastly different than the one

that exists now. He could have told me
about two presidents, both Democrats,

who ran on peace platforms and then

immediately went to war. He could have

told me about the first war against terror

in this century, which was called the

Palmer Raids, which was launched under

the Democratic president Woodrow Wil-

son, in which thousands of socialists were

imprisoned and immigrants—and that’s

what the American working class was

at that time, immigrant—were deported.

Some of them went back and joined

the Bolsheviks, which is quite good. He
could have told you about the roaring

’20s. when the workingclass had the boot

in its back, and how the initial Roosevelt

measures against the Great Depression

were actually pro-boss. And that nothing

really happened in this country until the

giant class struggles that built the CIO.
that IS. from 1934 and after.

U.S. Government:
Executive Committee
of the Capitalist Class

Why do I bring this all up'? Imagine

you’re a Martian now; you’re taking your

course on U.S. history. You’ve been told

what the Democratic Party says it is. and

you’ve been told what the Republican

Parly says it is. And then 1 give you some
of these incidences that I’ve just gone
through; the Korean War. the Cold War.

the destroying of PATCO. You could not

guess, from the incident, which party was
in power. Nor could you guess what

the politics of the particular president

were. Because all that, in the final analy-

sis, is hype. It’s window dressing. It’s not

what’s involved.

What the government is, whether it’s

Republican or Democrat, is what Marx
and Engels called "the executive commit-

tee of the ruling class.” Its job is to realize

the dominant program and aspirations of

the American ruling class and of American

imperialism. If it fails to do so, it will be

replaced in one way or another. Some-
times. in some countries, this has been

through military coup. Now what are these

dominant aspirations of the American rul-

ing class? Fundamentally, they’re to

increase profits and to increase the ability

to make profits. And what that requires, of

course, is a constant effort to reverse and

combat the working class in its struggles

against the capitalist system, and also the

rest of the oppressed. And of course occa-

sionally. when subjected to mass struggle,

the ruling class gives out a few goodies.

But then of course, subsequently contin-

ues to lake them away. And as 1 said,

imperialism is really just the exportation

of this, in a meaner way, to countries in

which people really starve to death.

Now one very important counter-

manifestation to this, since the Bolshevik

Revolution, is something we call the

"Russian Question.” In the Russian Revo-

lution the working class took power and
kicked out the capitalist exploiters. Iso-

lated, increasingly impoverished and sur-

rounded by hostile imperialist powers,

the young Soviet workers state went

through a conservatization. Stalin took

the political power away from the work-

ing class by 1923-24, and went on to

eventually consolidate a dictatorship

based on a bureaucratic caste. The pri-

mary appetite and the task of the Ameri-

can imperialists since Day One. as the

most powerful imperialist country on the

planet, was to destroy the Russian Revo-

lution. the most historic and fundamental

gain of the working cla.ss. Secondarily,

they’ve also operated to attenuate the

unions. The bourgeoisie has operated,

with Its willing labor lieutenants in the

labor movement, to pretty much ham-
string and domesticate the organized

labor movement, and also simultaneously

to reduce it considerably in size, so now
it’s about 10 percent of the workforce.

continued on page 10

Democrats’ dirty, losing war in Vietnam: Kennedy’s escalation of the war in Vietnam set the stage for massive carpet
bombing of the country by Johnson (pictured above in Vietnam in 1966).
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Workers Party...
(('onnni4f(l fnmi po^e

Troisky poinicd out ih:u if you don’t

fight for past gains, you can't fight for

future ones. Thus our position defending

the .Soviet Union, where the last reniam-

mg gams of the Bolshevik Revolution

were overturned in 1 WI-‘J2. with Yeltsin

at its helm. Our position towards the

remaining societies where capitalism was

overthrown—North Korea. Cuba. China.

Vietnam—is that we defend them against

the bosses, against any attempt to restore

capitalism. In tlie same regard we defend

the trade unions from attacks by the

bosses. We recogni/c that the political

leadership in these societies does not

operate m the interest of proletarian rev-

olution. and so we arc for a political rev-

olution to oveiuirn them, just as we are

for. in this country, replacing the existing

leadership of the trade unions with a

class-struggle leadership.

Our socialist opponents are rather dif-

ferent in that regard. They didn't defend

the Soviet Union, in fact they rather

cheered when it fell apart. The immedi-

ate effects of counterrevolution on the

population in those areas have been dev-

astating. But also that counterrevolution

is responsible for whal the U S. is able to

do to the world right now—war after war

after war. It wouldn’t have happened if

the Soviet Union was still around. Not in

that way. at least—because the USSR
was a military counterweight against the

U S. But the fakc-Marxists all cheerled.

Now they lend to hide that. And they did

not defend Iraq or Afghanistan against

imperialist attack. They didn’t call for

whal is sort of elementary, that is the

defense of the victim.s. The absence of

such defense on the part of the working

class signifies that the working class is

still tied to the program of its imperialist

masters. And unless that tie is broken,

the working class cannot proceed to try

to realize its historic aspirations, which

are to liberate humanity from all forms

of constraints except those imposed by

biology and the pursuit of sex. Or. as

some would say, love.

Fight for Socialism!

Now, Kerry. He's for increasing the

U.S. military, for increasing the war

Reuters

Political swindler Bill Clinton signs

bill to “end welfare as we know it” in

1996, consigning multitudes to even
greater poverty and deprivation.

against terror, which I assume will even-

tually lead to cavity searches at the El

stops. As we’ve noted, in the recent

period, under Bush and under Bill Clinton

before him. and evidently under Kerry

and the Democrats, who are really wor-

ried that Bush hasn’t made us "safe"

enough, the government has operated in

such a manner as to essentially assert that

citizens have no rights that the govern-

ment is bound to respect. Like most

Democrats. Kerry is interested in increas-

ing pressure on North Korea, as part and

parcel of what the Democrats consider to

be the appropriate role for U.S. imperial-

ism. which is to drive off the map any

societies that have expropriated capital-

ism. He’s very much for what the Israelis

are doing to the Palestinians, which is

potentially genocidal in nature. He wrote

a little trad called “The Cause of Israel Is

the Cause of America." The good thing,

he says, is “help i.s on the way"; there's a

light at the end of the tunnel. Well, unfor-

tunately it is a train, 1 believe.

There'll be no substantive change in

the condition of working people unless

there is class struggle in this country.

Wages will go up and down. Some more
will be hired or not hired. But the genera!

direction is down, unless there's struggle

in the factories and struggle in the streets.

Eighty percent of the delegates at the

Democratic Convention were against the

Iraq war. And yet Kerry isn't. Why? The

reason is the American imperialists cannot

abide the idea of giving up their position

in the Near East, which has both geopo-

litical and oil resources of untold impor-

tance. And so they cun t, in any meaning-

ful way, pull out. They might end the

military hostilities in some way. although

It's still a mystery how they're going to

do that. But they cannot really give up

their inlluence in that part of the world.

This could happen through a couple of

mechanisms: either proletarian revolution

in the area, or if they lost it to their impe-

rialist competitors. And this die American

imperialists are not going to abide. No
bourgeois candidate could promise, in

fact, to get out of the Near East, and

indeed Kerry doesn't

Nor does Ralph Nader, for that matter

He says he’ll leave expeditiously. 1 have

to admit I have trouble seeing what peo-

ple find in Nader, He’s in many ways a

typical small businessman. He doesn't

like unions in his business, doesn't like

Chinese imports, not a word about black

people, worries about immigration, too

many petiple coming in. supports capital-

ism but thinks the big corporations are

unfair. 1 mean, this is not very exciting,

and his main purpose for running, as he

states it. is to pressure the Democrats.

Nevertheless, there are a couple groups,

the International Socialist Organization

and Socialist Alternative, that are hyping

him in the elections, which reveals, I

think, their reformist core. That is. whal

they really stand for is not socialism, but

a reform of the capitalist order. Socialist

Alternative describes this as "critical

support." Now sometimes in fact we. the

Spartacist League, have given critical

support to working-class parties. Nothing

wrong with that. But what is critical sup-

port of a capitalist? It can only be con-

strued as critical support of capitalism.

Moreover. Socialist Alternative calls on

Nader to build a workers parly in the

country. As my daughter would say.

"whal have these guys been smoking?"

How can somebody who’s not fond of

trade unions form a workers parly in this

country?

Elections and voting can be good for

some things. But the government is the

executive committee of the ruling class.

and the core ol capitali''! clav^ rule is the

cops, the army and the courts. In the hnal

analysis, it's the gun, Cluns don't respond

lo votes. The cops and the army, those

class institutions, have to be smashed if

there’s going to be a socialist revolution.

If there was such u parly in power, the

immediate effects would be: Free health

care for everyone, next day. Free educa-

tion at all levels tor everyone, next day. A
move lo end the forced segregation of

blacks in this society, next day, A move to

employ everybody m this society, next

day. Everybody’s wage is livable. That's

easy. And then we begin to build tor real,

for a real socialist future.

Now we’re not that parly. Our numbers

are too modest, our influence in the work-

ing class is too small. But we do have ele-

ments: we have the program and we have

the will. We have the program for social-

ist revolution, which comes from Marx.

Lenin and Trotsky, applied to these cir-

cumstances. And we have the necessary

will to fight to forge that party, and never

to cave in to one liberal or bourgeois fad

or another, as do our opponents. Our

opponents generally accuse us ot not

doing much. Actually, il you were lo join

us. you would do more than you wanted

to. There are leatlels to write. There are

things to be learned about socialism,

about the history and structure of the

thought of Marx. Lenin and Trotsky.

There are demonstrations to be had.

There are interventions to make, to ex-

po.se the people who prop up this system

through their illusions.

So there’s lots of work. We built dem-
onstrations against the Klan. in the urban

centers, a couple around Chicago. We
built a demonstration out in Oakland sev-

eral months after September 1 1. which

called for "Down with the war on immi-

grants! Down with the Patriot Act!’' In

proportion lo our size and abilities, we
carry out such actions as we can. around

a program that is for the working class.

So. to those of you who bum. I guess that

would be the word, at the current injus-

tice. oppression and slaughter that we
have been offered by the capitalist sys-

tem. you can of course continue to vote

and hope that things don’t get worse. The
odds are they will. Or. you can join us and

consider fighting for the end of injustice,

oppression and exploitation for all lime.

And that's not a bad deal.fl

Mexico...
{continuedfrom page 5)

social struggle, as has happened before.

The occasional criticisms that Miliianie

makes of the bourgeois politics of the

PRD are directed toward pressuring its

leadership -to adopt policies that, accord-

ing to Milfianie. would better serve the

function of the PRD as a "left" bourgeois

party, that is. as an escape valve to con-

tain social discontent within the frame-

work of bourgeois politics. Political sup-

port to a bourgeois parly necessarily

means support to the continuation of

capitalism.

Against All Manifestations of

Oppression and Backwardness!

As clearly exemplified by the SNTSS
with its important component of women
workers, the integration of women into

production and service demands that

working-class women play a leading role

in the struggles of their class. Further-

more. the full emancipation of all women
requires the destruction of the capitalist

system and its replacement with a planned

economy. In this sense, the fight against

their special oppression constitutes an

indispensable motor force for revolution-

ary struggle in general. The workers
movement must combat the prevalent

machismo among its own members and
present broader demands than those of

the current economic struggle Free abor-

tion on demand! Free, quality. 24-hour

dining halls, laundries and childcare!

Equal pay for equal work! For women’s
liberation through socialist revolution!

A particularly grotesque expression of

bourgeois nationalism among workers

has been the emergence of fairly wide-

spread anti-Semitic prejudices, generally

directed against the bourgeois politician

who runs the IMSS. Santiago Levy. This

individual is certainly a leech and enemy
of all workers, but this has absolutely

nothing to do with his ethnic or religious

origins. In reality, anti-Semitism is a stu-

pid and reactionary ideology that the

bourgeoisie uses to deflect social discon-

tent and confuse more backward workers

as to who their real enemy Is, that is, the

bourgeoisie as a class. That is why anti-

Semitism is known as the "socialism

of fools." On more than one occasion,

our comrades have had to combat anti-

Semitic prejudices at SNTSS rallies and

marches, What is incredible is that there

are organizations that claim to be "left-

ist" that not only tolerate these preju-

dices. but sometimes even participate in

them. So. for example, the widely dis-

tributed "leftist" newspaper MiulwU'arU’

published in its 12-1.^ April issue a dis-

gusting article on the IMSS which

blamed the anti-working-class attacks on

a "new world order run by the unerna-

tional Jewry." The false idonlincaiion of a

particular ethnic group with the exploit-

ers and bankers was a central component
ol' the ideology of the Nazis, who assassi-

nated SIX million Jews in the Holocaust.

No decent worker, and much less a genu-

ine leftist, should tolerate this garbage!

As Trotsky explained on the eve of

World War II:

"Before exhausting or drowning mimkmd
in blood, cupilulism befouls ihe wi'rid

atmosphere wilh (he poisonous vapi'rs of

national and race hatred, Anli-Semiiisiii

today IS one of the more maligiiani con-

vulsions of capitalism's death agony.

"An uncompromising disclosure of the

roots of race prejudice and all forms and
shades of national arrogance and chau-
vinism. particularly anti-Semitism, should

become part of the daily work of all sec-

tions of the Fourth International, as the

most important part of the struggle

against imperialism and war. Our basic

slogan remains: Workers of the World
Unite!”—"The Death Agony of

Capitalism ,ind the Tasks of the

Fourth International" ( 1938)

The workers cause requires the forging

of a party that is not only capable of

representing the interests of the workers

against all the capitalist parties, but that

can also unite all the oppres.sed who fight

against the brutality of the capitalist

system behind the workers movement,
whether they be women, peasants, stu-

dents. homosexuals or indigenous peo-

ple—in other words, a party capable of

leading a workers revolution. The struggle

lo build such a party is the reason why the

Grupo Espartaquista de Mexico exists.

We invite all thoughtful workers who are

considering how to advance the working-

class cause to read our press and discuss

with us.a
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Library of Congress

Massachusens 54th, first black regiment, charging Fort Wagner, July 1863.

Civil War smashed slavery and won the franchise for black men.

Black...
(continuedfrom pa^e 12)

Department of Law Enforcement has sent

armed state troopers into elderly black

voters’ homes on an "investigation" of

voter fraud—despite the department hav-

ing decided in May that the charges were

baseless! The president of the Florida

Voters League (a group that works to

increase black electoral turnout). Eugene

Poole, stated:

“These guys are using these intimidating

methods to try and gel these folks to stay

away from the polls in the future. And
you know what’ It's working. One
woman said. ‘My Cuni. they're going to

put us in jail for nothing.' 1 said. ‘That's

not true’."

—New York Totie\. 20 August

“Not true'”.’ In 1985. longtime Alabama

civil rights activist Spiver Gordon was

convicted of "voter fraud" for the "crime"

of assisting elderly black people to file

absentee ballots, which allowed blacks to

vote without fear or intimidation in the

privacy of their own homes. The prosecu-

tion and conviction of Gordon were part

of a concerted campaign by the Reagan

administration to disenfranchise black

voters, particularly in the South.

Today, a national law. ironically named
the Help America Vote Act of 2002

(HAVA), has significantly tightened ID

requirements for those newly registering

and voters across the country, making it

easier to turn voters away. In a test run of

these requirements in Chicago, 95 percent

of the provisional ballots cast by those

who.se “identity" was in question were

invalidated. In an amusing twist. Sena-

tor Kit Bond of Missouri, who pushed

through the HAVA, found himself struck

from the roils in his hometown and had to

go through a tedious rigmarole to vote

for himself- The Spartacist League stands

opposed to any and all restrictions on the

rights of citizens to vole and for the right

of all immigrants (documented or not)

to full citizenship rights—including the

right of franchise.

Many stales are moving toward elec-

tronic balloting. The companies that pro-

vide these machines have close links to

the Republican Party: Election Systems

and Software (its predecessor company
was headed by current Republican Sena-

tor Chuck Hagel). Sequoia Voting Sys-

tems (whose products were rejected as

insecure against fraud in the 1990s by

New York City), Hart InterCivic (one of

whose main investors was an early finan-

cial backer of Bush’s business schemes)

and Diebold Election Systems (also

linked to the GOP), These systems elim-

inate any paper trail and. as the Nation

(16 August) put it. could be used “to

invisibly falsify the outcomes" of elec-

tions. With a little Finagling with the soft-

ware. these "innovations" could render

old methods of stealing an election, like

leaving dead people on the rolls and stuff-

ing ballots, superfluous. And there would
be no gravestones to check.

Stealing elections is nothing new. and
it’s hardly limited to the Republicans. In

fact, one could say that this old Ameri-
can “art" was perfected by Democratic
Party machines in cities like New York
(Tammany Hall) and Chicago (the Daley

machine
—

"vote early, vote often").

Beyond dicey electronic voting systems

and police intimidation, though, and far

more instrumental in the purge of black

people from the rolls, is the racist “war on
drugs." We have long declared that this

“war" is a war against black people. Over
two million people are in state and federal

prisons, largely on drug charges. This

attack focuses on black people, whether

through cop rampages through the ghettos

of the inner cities or through the depreda-

tions of regional narcotics task forces, like

the one in rural Texas that framed up

46 people in 1999 (see "Tulia Victims

Freed. Finally." WV No. 813. 7 Novem-
ber 2003). While the while population in

prison for drug offenses increased by 306
percent between 1985 and 1995, the num-
ber of black people incarcerated for the

same period shot up by 707 percent under

mandatory sentencing schemes supported

by both Republicans and Democrats

—

including John Kerry. We are for the

decriminalization of drugs.

The war on drugs has a direct effect on

who votes and who doesn’t. Five slates

permanently ban felons and cx-felons

from voting (including Florida), while

only two states allow prisoners to vote

(Maine and Vermont—both of which

have liny black populations), and the rest

have policies that to one degree or

another fall between these two poles. The
result is clear. Felony convictions bar 4.6

million Americans from voting (some 2.3

percent of the electorate), of whom over

a third are black men. Indeed. 13 percent

of black men are currently barred frnm_

voting, and many more felons who could

vote believe they cannot.

All of this emphasizes the tenuousness

of basic democratic rights in capitalist

America—especially for black people.

The Republicans know that they are not

going to gel the black vote; they are u

party of plutocrats, racist bigots and

bible-lhuinping yahoos and make no

bones about it. But what of the Demo-
crats, the party that stands to lose from

the purge of black voters? At first blush,

one would think that they would vigor-

ously defend black voting rights, if only

for the obvious electoral advantage.

But no. Even after their betrayal of the

black masses following Reconstruction,

the Republicans, guaranteed the black

vote given that the Democrats were the

parly of choice for the KKK. were quite

willing to let the Democrats terrorize and

disenfranchise the black populace

—

which generally voted Republican until

the- era of the New Deal, an alliance

between Northern liberals and Southern

Dixiecrats that did nothing to enfran-

chise the majority of black people, most

of whom then lived in the Jim Crow
South. In the aftermath of the civil right.s

legislation of the 1960s. and with the

Republicans’ strategic drive to become
identified as the party of right-wing reac-

tion. the Democrats have been guaran-

teed the lion's share of the black vote.

Democrats have been at most tepid in

their defense of the franchise for black

people. According to the New York Times

(26 September), there has been a big

increase in the registration of new voters,

mainly black and minority, in swing

slates. But the key thing here is swing

states. In stales where a Democratic vic-

tory is all but assured, black disenfran-

chisement continues apace. For example,
more than 40 percent of black men in

several neighborhoods in south Provi-

dence. Rhode Island are barred from vot-

ing because of felony convictions.

One of the most striking scenes in

Michael Moore's Fahrenheit 9/H showed
A1 Gore, as President of the Senate, rul-

ing a series of black Congressmen out of

order as they contested the 2000 presi-

dential election results due to the events

in Florida—the very events that almost

certainly cost him the presidency. Be-

cause of the black constituencies that

these Congressmen represented (or mis-

represented). they fell even more robbed

by the election outcome than the man
from whom the election was actually

stolen. But in ruling out these Congress-

men. Al Gore was not acting out of faint-

heartedness. Rather, it was due to the

class nature of the Democratic Party. As a

capitalist parly, the Democrats are every

bit as committed to the maintenance of

the racist, capitalist order as the Republi-

cans. They merely argue over the details.

The overriding factor for Gore and the

Democratic establishment was that the

"sanctity" of the imperial American presi-

dency not be blemished by a dispute over

w'ho won. In urging Gore to back down,

for example, the New York Times (9 No-

vember 2000) wrote: "This is a time for

both presidential candidates, their advisers

and their parlies to proceed with extreme

caution—a caution merited by the danger

that events could lurch suddenly toward

political or constitutional crisis. The tradi-

tion of regular, reliable elections and

orderly transition of power is one of the

glories of American democracy."

Another “one of the glories of Ameri-

can democracy" is the oppression of

black people, which forms a key struc-

tural component of American capitalism;

Hotel...
(continuedfrom page 12)

on an industrial basis. On top of this.

Local 1 1 workers continue to work in

the Wilshire Grand while their sisters

and brothers are locked out! The Los

Angeles Times (17 September) noted.

"Maria Elena Durazo. president of Unite

Here Local 11, said its 2.800 workers

would strike if asked" by Local 52.

"Asked"?! It is scandalous that workers

are continuing to work a hotel where other

workers are locked out! Meanwhile. Local

52 is passing around leaflets that lamely

ask Wilshire Grand customers if they are

“having Problems with your Linen Serv-

ice." while making clear that the union

does not intend "that anyone should

refuse to deliver or provide goods or serv-

ices or Slop work"! These developments

are a stinging indictment of the UNITE
HERE bureaucrats.

The potential hotel workers strike in

L.A.. San Francisco and D.C. is aimed at

securing common hotel contract expira-

tion dates in 2006 with six other cities

and Hawaii to present a solid union front

against the major national and interna-

tional hotel chains. As we wrote in “For a

Solid Strike! For a National Contract!

Hotel Workers Confront Bosses’ Union
Busting (WV No. 832. 17 September):

“The bosses’ strong-arm unity must be

met with the strong, united determination

of the labor movement, a solid hotel work-

ers strike shutting down the hotels with

mass pickets that no one crosses ! " Organ-

ize the hotels on an industrial basis!

In Queens, the workers are striking

for union recognition and against miser-

able working conditions and humiliat-

ing treatment by (he bosses. A young
black woman told Workers Vanguard. "1

work seven days a week. 365 days a

year, on call. 1 have to call at 7 o'clock

every morning. I have two small children

to worry about. 1 barely make enough
money to pay the babysitter. I’m only mak-

ihe ruling class wields racism to main-

tain a pernicious division in the work-

ing class. Whether it be “ending welfare

as we know it" under Clinton, con-

signing already poverty-stricken families

to greater privation, lining up behind the

racist "war on drugs" or throwing them-

selves foursquare in support of the "war

on terror." the Democrats have proven,

and every day continue to prove, that they

are no friends, to black and working

people. Even- a longtime hustler for the

Democrats (and sometime wire for the

FBI), Al Sharpton. faced a barrage of hos-

tility when he attempted to simply address

the racism black people face in the United

States at the Democratic National Con-
vention m Boston this summer. (The

speech of the current black Democratic

rising star. Barack Obama, which white-

washed the bitter reality of racist oppres-

sion in America, went over much belter.)

But while the ballot is a fundamental

right, a right we tenaciously defend, fun-

damental change will not come through

voting. It was not by the ballot that slavery

met its demise; it was not by the ballot

that Jim Crow was ended. Union rights

did not come from Congress or the presi-

dent. All (he gains working people and

black people have made came through

their seizing them, by mass struggles on

the battlefields, in the factories and on the

streets, from the racist rulers.

These gains, though real, are also, as

one can see from the erosion of black

voting right.s. reversible, and the racist,

warmongering Democratic Party is no
defense against the racist, warmongering

Republican Party. Working people need

their own party, a revolutionary party

that recognizes that the fight for black

freedom and the fight for the emancipa-

tion of labor are inextricably linked. We
in the Spartacist League seek to build

such a party to do away with the capital-

ist order and create an egalitarian social-

ist society in which the perfidies of the

past shall be relegated to the history

books and expunged from the lives of

future generations.

ing.SIO an hour, not even 40 hours. I’ve

never made five days." She explained that

workers qualify for medical after three

months, and many, like her, cannot afford

the $65 per week for benefits. Another
worker told WV. "The workers that are

for the union, they get harassed. They
treat us like children. They want to write

you up if you punch in a minute too late

or [out] a minute early. They want to

assign a lime for us to go to the cafeteria

and eat like little kids in school.” Indeed,

the bosses’ attitude was most despicably

expressed by one Martin Fields, owner
of the New York City airport motels,

who said. “I feel like my children are

rebelling” (New York Times. 23 Septem-
ber)! He went on to describe the union as

a “cult." blathering on. “Think of Jim
Jones. You just get them to drink the

Kool-Aid," referring to the mass cull sui-

cide in Guyana in 1978!

UNITE HERE is attempting to estab-

lish common contract expiration dates

nationally for hotel workers, as well as

common expiration dates for casino work-
ers. while conducting organizing drives.

To win. the union has to rely on its own
power and the mobilization of its allies in

labor. Given the composition of this

workforce, the struggle to organize the

hotel industry is also a struggle for immi-
grant. black and women’s rights.

In order for the working class to fight

for its interests, it has to be independent

of and in opposition to (he capitalist

rulers. The labor movement must oppose

U.S. imperialist adventures abroad and

the capitalists’ drive to increase the

exploitation of workers at home, as well

as the “war on terror." which means
increased attacks on immigrants, black

people and the working class. This means
a fight to build a new class-struggle lead-

ership in the unions to replace the pro-

capitalist union bureaucracy that keeps
working people chained to their capital-

ist enemies, most often through support

to the Democratic Parly. Victory to the

hotel workers!m
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1965: In Selma, Alabama state troopers attack black civil rights demonstrators marching against racist voter registration procedures. 2000: Protesters against
racist intimidation of black voters in Florida.

Black Disenfranchisement

and American “Democracy”
Finish the Civil War!

For Black Liberation Throngh

Socialist Revolution!

In the 2000 elections. Florida made
headlines across the globe as its electoral

machinery worked to spit out a result favor-

able to George W. Bush—an (tulcome sub-

sequently assured by the blatantly partisan

intervention of the U.S, Supreme Court,

whose chief justice. William Rehnquist.

launched his career 40 years ago by purg-

ing blacks from Arizona’s voter rolls.

While confusing ballots that led many
old Jewish women to vole for sinister

rightist Patrick Buchanan dominated the

news, black people were the target of a

concerted effort to rob them of their right

to vote. Police roadblocks barred the

ways to polling places, and many black

people who managed to get through found
themselves barred from voting even if

they carried a voter registration card.

Nearly 140.000 black men in Florida

were denied suffrage in the last presi-

dential election due to felony convic-

tions. many of them resulting from the

racist, bipartisan "war on drugs.” In Jack-

sonville. an astounding 9 percent of bal-

lots cast were invalidated, over a third of

them cast by black people. Meanwhile,
over in Missouri, the corpse of Democrat
Mel Carnahan beat the still breathing

John Ashcroft, now Bush’s Attorney

General, for a seat in the U.S. Senate in

a.stinging repudiation of Ashcroft's fanat-

ical conservatism—and with a heavy
turnout of black voters.

Florida was not alone. In many black

precincts in Chicago, as many as one in

six ballots were tossed out. The Republi-

cans have forgotten none of this and are

hatching new plans to prevent black peo-

ple. who overwhelmingly vote Dem-

ocrat. from voting. A Republican stale

legislator in the bitterly contested state of

Michigan. John Pappageorge. has stated

bluntly. ”If we do not suppress the

Detroit vote (in a city that is over 80 per-

cent black], we’re going to have a tough

time in this election’' (New York Times.

13 September). Florida election officials

drafted a list of those disqualified due to

past felony convictions; of some 48.000
felons, roughly 22.000 were blacks.

Strikingly, the list included only 61 His-

panics. who in southern Florida are

largely anti-Castro gusano reactionaries.

a key Republican constituency.

These are nothing less than a frontal

attack on the basic democratic right of
blacks to vole. While there i.s not a candi-

date in this election who represents the

interests of workers.' black people and
other oppressed minorities, we are intran-

sigent defenders of the hard-won right to

vote. The bloody Civil War that smashed
chattel slavery won black men the right

of the franchise, which was then largely

stripped from them in the South dur-

ing the Jim Crow era, Black people m the

South regained voting rights through

the courageous struggles of the civil rights

movement—struggles that faced brutal

police repression and KKK nightriding

terror. Civil rights activists Andrew
Goodman. Michael Schwemer and James
Chaney, whose bodies were dredged
from a muddy dam in Neshoba County.
Mississippi in 1964, were among those
lynched for fighting for black people’s
right to the franchise.

In a throwback to that era. Florida’s

continued on page / /

Victory to NYC Airport Hotel Workers Strike!
Fight L.A. Hotel Laundry Worker Lockout!

n September 22. 150 hotel workers m Queens.
New York went on strike against three airport

hotels—the Holiday Inn and the Hampton Inn near
Kennedy and the Crowne Plaza near La Guardia—
after management fired ten workers active in union
organizing. Led by the New York Hotel Trades
Council, an umbrella organization for the area locals

ol UNITE HERE hotel workers union, the strikers

are rightly calling on pilots, flight attendants and
others who normally patronize the hotels not to use
them during the strike. Meanwhile, on September
16. just two days after 10.000 union hotel workers
in Los Angeles. San Francisco and Washington.
D C. overwhelmingly voted to authorize a strike, the

Wilshire Grand hotel staged a provocation by lock-

ing out 17 laundry workers in UNITE HERE Local
52. which has been in negotiations with the hotel.

With no warning, the laundry workers, reporting

for work at 6:00 a.m.. Just hours after their contract

expired, were summarily handed the following

notice by management: ”You Are Hereby LOCKED
OUT Until Further Notice. Do Not Attempt To Enter
The Facilities." Many of these workers have worked
at the hotel for decades. The laundry workers’ lock-

out is an explicit challenge to UNITE HERE to

strike. John Stoddard, Wilshire Grand general man-
ager and outspoken member of the Hotel Employ-
ers Council, said he took the action knowing it could
prompt a strike, bragging. "We brought in replace-

ment workers. We had them alt lined up in case this

happened" (Los Angeles Times. 17 September).
These workers were easily targeted because the

union lops did not merge the laundry workers in

Local 52 (formerly u UNITE local) into the general
hotel workers UNITE HERE Local 1 1 in July when
the national merger of UNITE and HERE took
place, so that all hotel workers would be organized

contini4ed on page 1

1

WV KDOI
September 25: Striking hotel workers in Queen
demand union recognition.
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Government Seizes Servers

Protest FBI Crackdown on Indymedia!
OCTOBER 1

2—With no warning,

commercial Web site provider Rack-

space was invaded on October 7 in Lon-

don by government agents under a U.S.

court order. Rackspace handed over two

computer servers hosting Indymedia

Web sites. The seizure atlected over

20 world sites, including in Britain.

France. Brazil. Italy. Germany and

Poland. According to an II October

Independent Media Center Web post-

ing. “An FBI spokesperson. Joe Parris,

confirmed to Agence France-Presse that

the FBI issued a subpoena to the

provider who hosted the Indymedia

servers in the U.K.. but that it was ‘on

behalf of a third country’.” The posting

also stated that a federal prosecutor in

Switzerland has opened a criminal

investigation into Indymedia. and that

an Italian prosecutor is investigating

Italy Indymedia because it may “sup-

port terrorism.”

The Spartacist League and Partisan

Defense Committee vehemently protest

this outrageous, obviously vindictive

and chilling raid on a major source of

independent journalism and left-wing

social activism. The U.S.'s “war on ter-

rorism” means terror against any poten-

tial political dissent. Indymedia (Inde-

pendent Media Center) isn't just a

worldwide online collective providing

independent, uncensored news, interac-

tive commentary, video, radio and pho-

tos. Because it's the “go-to" source for

instant streaming information on inter-

national anti-globalization and other

social protests, it’s no wonder that

Indymedia is also a thorn in the side of

the American empire’s global police.

The International Federation of Jour-

nalists (IFJ). representing over 50().()00

journalists worldwide, has called for

an investigation in an October 8 state-

ment. Its general secretary. Aidan White,

staled; “We have witnessed an intoler-

able and intrusive international police

operation against a network specialising

in independent journalism. The way this

has been done smacks more of intimi-

dation of legitimate journalist inquiry

than crime-busting."

The international journalists' organ-

ization stated; “The IFJ believes the

seizure may be linked to a September

.^0 court ca.se in San Jo.se California, in

which Indymedia San Francisco and

two students at Swarthmore College in

cnniinued on page 9

Defend the Palestinian People!

Zionist Butchers Strike Gaza
homes. Indiscriminate attacks on

innocent Israeli citizens are not only

abhorrent, but .serve to ideologically

drive the Hebrew-speaking popula-

tion toward its own ruling class.

Though the Zionist butchers have

the whip hand, the Near East pro-

vides ample evidence of the genoci-

dal logic of all nationalism. What
drive.s the bloody cycle of Zionist

slaughter and Palestinian defiance

and despair is the root cause of this

conflict; two peoples lay claim to

the same land. There can be no equi-

table resolution to the conflicting

national claims of the Palestinian

Arab and Hebrew-speaking peoples

under capitalism, The Zionist state

was created through the expulsion of

some 700.000 Arabs in 1948—"The

Catastrophe" (Al Naqba), commem-
orated to this day by Palestinians.

The current invasion of Gaza lakes

place against the backdrop of grow-

ing support within Israel for the

forcible expulsion of all Palestinians

from "Greater Israel.” A New York

Times (10 October) article quotes a

doctor treating the wounded at a

Gaza hospital: "The catastrophe of

1948 will not be repealed. We say.

*We will die here, but we will not

leave here’." The only way to ulti-

mately prevent yet more catastrophe*

on the scale of 1948—and to realize

the national rights of the Palestin-

ians without denying iho.se of the

Hebrew-speaking people—lies in

workers revolutions to smash all the

capitalist regimes in the region.

Those who look to seemingly

more "realistic" .solutions like the

United Nations—which on this occasion

as on countless others considered and.

after a U.S. veto, rejected a call to halt

the Zionist offensive—only ignore the

horrific lessons of the history of the Near

East. The UN is an assembly of the

imperialist powers and their semicolo-

nial victims. It was the UN that presided

over the establishment of the state of

Israel at the expense of the dispossessed

Palestinian people in 1948. Countless

continued on page 10

Israel Out

of the Occupied

Territories!

U.S. Out of Iraq!

OCTOBER 12—In a murderous

rampage paralleling that in Jenin two

years ago. Israel’s rulers have slaugh-

tered some one hundred Palestinian

men, women and children in the

densely populated and impoverished

Gaza Strip in less than two weeks.

The targets of the Israeli offensive: a

kindergarten serving about 500 of the

children of Jabaliya refugee camp,

bulldozed to the ground; stores serv-

ing Palestinian workers, demolished;

swaths of orchards, farmland, water

wells and greenhouses, destroyed;

roads, power lines and possibly hun-

dreds of homes, leveled. One teenage

girl was shot in the head us she baked

bread with her mother, another as she

swept the floor in front of her door.

Nine .small children were wounded
when an Israeli shell careened into

the house where families had assem-

bled them for safety, while a deaf-

mute man was shot and killed when
he tried to look out his window.

The pretext for the latest round of

Zionist mass murder
—

"Operation

Days of Penitence"—is the killing of

four Israelis by makeshift rockets

fired from Gaza. The biller reality

of Sharon’s promise to evacuate

Gaza has been an increasing number
of Palestinians killed. Surrounded by

the desert, the sea and an electrified

fence. Gaza resembles a giant concen-

Reuters photos

Israeli tank on
edge of Gaza,

October 6.

Palestinian
medics with

children Injured

when tank shell

struck their

home in

Beit Lahia,
northern Gaza.

tration camp where over 1.4 million Pal-

estinians languish in destitution. It is

symptomatic of how frequent the Israeli

mass killings of Palestinians have become
that there is barely a pretense of con-

demnation by the 'international commu-
nity" and virtually no protest on the

streets, either in the Near East or else-

where. The situation cries out for labor-

centered protest internationally against

the Zionist murder machine. Defend
the Palestinians! All Israeli troops and

settlers out of the Occupied Territories!

In the midst of the Israeli terror opera-

tion. on October 7 three bombing attacks

at Sinai vacation resorts near Egypt’s

border with Israel killed at least 33 and
wounded some 150 people, mostly vaca-

tioning Israelis. Whoever carried out

these bombings, these were criminal acts

of indiscriminate terror; the enemy of the

Palestinians is not the Hebrew-speaking

people, but the Israeli capitalist rul-

ers whose tanks are tiring into their

1 -^
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Letters

Exchange on the Million Worker March

You Can’t Build a Workers Party

by Fronting for Democrats
6 September 2004

Comrades

In WV 831 "Million Worker March:

Tail of Lcsser-Evilism ” you write "Work-

ers who want a genuinely inilependent

workers party must raise their own class-

struggle banners at the MWM m Octo-

ber." Is this an agitational call?

1 would hope that that is the first sign

of a serious mobili/ation. The LBl, nation-

ally and supporters m the unions would

be a good way to mobilize for a class-

struggle contingent for the MWM.
The existence of the MWM and the

fact that unions are endorsing it in the

face of the AFL-CIO “stay away" order

must reflect real pressure I'rom the ranks.

The existence of an integrated contingent

intervening into the demo would inter-

sect the kind of workers from around the

country that the Party is looking for.

(unsigned)

19 September 2004

To the Editor:

The Spartacist article (Million Worker
March: Tail of Lesser Evilism. 3 Sept,

2004). which I agree with m many areas

such as the need for a working class party

dedicated to socialism, confuses at least

two different things in order to get the

reader to dismiss the MWM.
First, the ILWU Local 10 resolution

recognizes that outsirurcmg is a problem;

TROTSKY LENIN

For Workers Revolution!

In his IH9I inimduction to Karl Marx's
Wage Labour and Capital (!H49), Friedrich

Engels described the exploitation of the

working class by the capitalist class and
explained the necessity for proletarian revo-

lution to overturn the bourgeois order.

It is the working class alone which pro-

duces all values. For value is only another

expression for labour, that expression whereby

in our present-day capitalist society is des-

ignated the amount of socially necessary

labour contained in a particular commodiiy.
These values produced by the workers do not, however, belong to the workers. They
belong to the owners of the raw materials, machines, tools and the reserve funds which
allow these owners to buy the labour power of the working class. From the whole mass
of products produced by it, the working class, therefore, receives back only a part for

itself. And as we have just seen, the other part, which the capitalist class keeps for

Itself and at most has to divide with the class of landowners, becomes larger with every

new discovery and invention, while the part falling to the share of the working class

(reckoned per head) either increases only very slowly and inconsiderably or not at all.

and under certain circumstances may even fall.

But these discoveries and inventions which supersede each other at an ever-

increasing rate, this productivity of human labour which rises day by day to an extent

previously unheard of. finally give rise to a conflict in which the present-day capitalist

economy must perish. On the one hand are immeasurable riches and a superfluity of
products which the purchasers cannot cope with; on the other hand, the great mass of
society proletarianised, turned into wage-workers, and precisely for that reason made
incapable of appropriating for themselves this superfluity of products. The division of
society into a small, excessively rich class and a large, propertyless class of wage-
workers results in a society suffocating from its own superfluity, while the great major-
ity of its members is scarcely, or even not at all. protected from extreme want. This
state of affairs becomes daily more absurd and—more unnecessary. It must be abol-

ished. it can be abolished. A new social order is possible in which the present class

differences will have disappeared and in which—perhaps after a short transitional

period involving some privation, but at any rate of great value morally—through the

planned utilisation and extension of the already existing enormous productive forces of
all members of society, and with uniform obligation to work, the means for existence,

for enjoying life, for the development and employment of all bodily and mental facul-

ties will be available in an equal measure and m ever-increasing fullness.

— Friedrich Engels. 1 89 i Introduction to Wage Ixdnnir and Capital

by Karl Marx { 1 849)
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it does not cull for or support protcction-

ism. as you allege. The two are not the

same, at all. In fuel, (he demands also call

for "The cjincellalion of all corporate

free’ trade agreements.. ." and "An end

to privatization., .and the pitting of work-

ers against each other across national

boundarie.s m a mad race to the bottom."

Is tins also "protectionist"? Will you also

assert that everyone wlm opposes tlie

bosses' "free trade" agreements supports

protectionism too? This is ridiculous rea-

soning. done to confuse the reader with

false assumptions.

Like it or not. outsourcing is a tool to

increase profits by breaking unions, pay-

ing workers less, eliminating benefits,

etc. Your article turns that recognition

into protectionism as a solution ("...any

form ot support for ‘America First' nation-

alism...”). but the MWM never calls

for protectionism. You should withdraw

such statements. Better yet. be a bit self-

critical and change your approach, com-
rades, Do you ever wonder why so many
good activists turn away from you? Do
you think they're all just "reformists"?

Misleading people by putting false

words in others' mouths leaves a bad

la.ste, I can tell you it pissed me off. for

sure.

Your creating this fiction is like Bush
telling us that since Saddam’s regime tor-

tured and terrorized Iraqi people (true)

that his regime was connected with 9-1

1

when, in life, there was no connection at

all. In fact, his .secular fascist regime

hunted and tortured the Islamicists as

well.

To lake another analogy, if we hate the

Bush regime, does that automatically

mean that we support Kerry? No. and rec-

ognizing outsourcing as the bosses' tool

doesn't automatically mean supporting

protectionism either. Stop making straw-

men to knock down. Do you imagine that

this makes you look oh-so-revo!uiionary?

Second, the article says that "The only

way to fight for the interests of working

people and the oppressed is to build a

workers party that will build the struggle

for.. .socialist revolution." So, all other

fights not for such a party and revolution

are not fights for working peoples' inter-

ests? Really? Then the great sit-downs

and battles of the 30s weren't "for the

interests of working people” because

none of them were for "a workers' party

that will build the struggle for. . . socialist

revolution." were they? Maybe you mean
that we need such a party and such a

system to keep our gains and build a bet-

ter world. That's totally different from
what you say and use to criticize a move-
ment for clear class demands. If you

demand that all struggles meet your crite-

ria. you guarantee that you and your fol-

lowers will always be on the sidelines

and never in the struggle.

In effect, you’re saying people strug-

gling for working class demands must

agree with the need for socialist revolu-

tion for you to support it. Some united

front you can build. Hell, we'd never ever

even gel a union, belter pay. health bene-

fits. or launch a fight against racist treat-

ment if we all had to agree with that first.

Yt)ur approach is so sectarian; it also

helps justify your keeping your hands

"clean." Lenin and Trotsky advised other-

wise; they'd laugh their heads off at your

approach.

Of course, the MWM has contradictory

politics involved, like any real fight. It

came from a union, not a vanguard party.

Everyone 1 know wants to continue this

fight after Oct. 1 7th; how to do that will

raise many serious questions and issues.

Keeping to your sectarian and misleading

approach only guarantees your further

isolation from those who .see themselves

in these demands and this March.

For the revolutionaries reading this,

Lenin and his comrades made it a princi-

ple to be with the workers even when the

struggle didn't follow bolshevik politics

and was clearly reformist. Even when
they went to petition the Czar instead of

wage class struggle against his regime.

Even when masses of workers and peas-

ants volunteered to fight in WW I as can-

non fodder for the regime. They didn’t

stand aside and criticize from the towers.

Or take the IWW. they didn’t stay out

ol' workers’ struggles to wait for perfec-

tion either. They didn't insist that workers

sign on for “One big union" before they

took up strikes and led free speech fights.

When workers join a union, no one

demands that they agree with everything

"the union" stands for either. Same with

this March.

Let’s not use Marx’s words to justify

pointing fingers and calling names from

the sidelines. Marx spent years working

to help inject and develop the class con-

sciousness of active workers in his day;

he didn't misstate workers' goals and

condemn them for not having achieved

his worldview and conclusions.

Get your hands “dirty," comrades: many
workers see this as a good thing, which it

is. The demands are good, as you admit.

Help get the word out, not turn your

holier-than-thou back.

The water's fine, muddy, and not perfect,

Earl Silbar.

midwest coordinator,

MWM. AFSCME 3506

WV Replies: It is Brother Silbar who
concocts a straw man to dismiss our crit-

icisms of the Million Worker March
(MWM). Take how he deals with our
statement. "The only way to fight for the

interests of working people and the

oppressed is to build a workers parly that

will lead the struggle for the emancipa-
tion of labor through socialist revolution

and the establishment of a workers gov-

ernment" (slightly misquoted by Silbar).

While claiming to agree with the need for

a workers party, he absurdly says we deny
the possibility of any victories short of
socialist revolution. But as our article

said. "Workers who want a genuinely

Democratic
politicians

Jesse Jackson
and Al Sharpton
stump for Kerry

at Miami church,
October 10.

Jackson is a
featured speaker
at Million Worker

March.
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Fok Social Diffn^s

Join the

Labor Black Leagues!

The first iMbor Black Leagues wereformed as a result of the Spartacist

League-initiated, 5,000-strong lahor/hlack mobilization that stopped the

Ku Klux Klanfrom marching in Washington, D.C. in November 19H2. We
standfor mobilizing the masses of minority and working people in militant

integrated struggle against the brutal system of racist oppression that is cap-

italist America. Initiated by and fraternally allied with the Spartacist

League, a multiracial revolutionary Marxist organization, the Labor Black

Leagues are part of the revolutionary movement of the workers and

oppressed against the bosses and for socialism.
WV Photos

If You Stand For—
1 Full rights lor black people and for everyone else in

jobs, housing and schools! Defeat the racist assault on

affirmative action! For union-run minority job recruit-

ment and training programs! For union hiring halls!

Open up the universities to all—for open admissions,

free tuition and a full living stipend for all students.

Free, quality, integrated public education for all!

2 A fighting labor movement—picket lines mean
don't cross! Defeat police scabherding and strikebreak-

ing through mass pickets and union defense guards!

For sit-down strikes against mass layoffs! Fight union-

busting; keep the capitalist courts out of the unions!

Organize the unorganized, unionize the South! Jobs for

all—for a shorter workweek at no loss in pay with full

cosl-of-living escalator clause! Cops, prison guards and

security guards out of the unions!

3 Fight for women's rights! Defend abortion clinics!

Free abortion on demand; free, quality 24-hour child-

care! Equal pay for equal work! For free, quality health

care for all!

4 Full citizenship rights for all immigrants; everyone

who made it into this country has the right to stay and

live decently! Stop deportations! No to racist “English

only" laws! Down with anti-Hispanic. anti-Semitic. anti-

Arab and anti-Asian bigotry!

5 Defend the separation of church and state! Full

democratic rights for homosexuals! Down with the

anti-sex witchhunt—cops and courts out of the bed-

room! Down with all laws against consensual activi-

ties such as "crimes without victims" like pornography,

gambling, drugs and prostitution'

6 Mass labor/black/Hispanic mobilizations drawing

on the power of the unions against the racist terrorists.

Stop the Nazis! Stop the KKK!

7 Abolish the racist death penalty! Free Mumia Abu-

Jamal! Free all victims of racist capitalist repression!

No faith in the capitalist courts! No to gun control!

Defend victims of cop terror and racist police frame-up!

No illusions in civilian review boards or commu-
nity control of the police! Down with the racist and

anti-labor “war on drugs"! For decriminali/ation of

drugs! For class-struggle, non-sectarian legal and .social

defense; support the work of the Partisan Defense

Committee!

8 Unconditional opposition to every attempt to abolish

welfare! Down with slave-labor, union-busting “work-

fare” schemes! Fight any and every attempt of the gov-

ernment to take away or cut back even more social pro-

grams such as Social Security. Medicare. Medicaid,

public health and aid to education and housing! For a

massive program of public works—high-quality inte-

grated housing, schools, libraries, hospitals for the

working people and the poor!

9 Down with the chauvinist poison of protectionism!

For international working-class solidarity! Support revo-

lutionary struggles of working people abroad! Defend

the deformed workers stales—Cuba. Vietnam. China

and North Korea—against capitalist restoration and

imperialist attack! For proletarian political revolution to

oust their Stalinist bureaucracies! For labor action

against U.S. imperialist war moves and military adven-

tures! For the right of independence for Puerto Rico!

U.S. troops out of Puerto Rico and the Caribbean!

10

Down with the Democrats and Republicans! For a

revolutionary workers party that champions the cause of

all the oppressed! Finish the Civil War! Those who labor

must rule! For a workers government to lake industry

away from its racist, incompetent and corrupt owners!

Rebuild America on a socialist planned economy!

—Join the Labor Black Leagues!
Membership pledge is $3/year unemployed; SlO/year

employed.

For more information, contact;

CHICAGO {312)563-0441

Labor Black Struggle League

Box 6938. Chicago. IL 60680

NEW YORK (212) 267-1025

Labor Black League for Social Defense

Box 2502, Church St. Station, New York. NY 10008

OAKLAND (510)839-0851

Labor Black League for Social Defense

Box 29497. Oakland. CA 94604
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Spartacists raise call for workers party at April 2003 antiwar protest in Oakland.

independent workers party must raise

their own class-struggle banners at the

MWM in October." And in response to

both letters, we will be there, distributing

our press and fighting to win workers

away from the politics of “lesser-evilism"

and to our revolutionary perspective.

But there is a difference between inter-

vening into an event and political endorse-

ment of an action, which indicates politi-

cal agreement. The SL/U.S. is not in

political accord with the fundamentally

reformist politics of the MWM. and this

is what really rankles Silbar. He objects

to our program, in particular our insis-

tence that there can be no independent

political mobilization of labor that does

not explicitly break from the capitalist

Democratic Party. Thus Silbar asks, "if

we hate the Bush regime, does that auto-

matically mean that we support Kerry?",

answering: "No.” True—but in the mid-

dle of an election campaign. MWM lead-

ers call to dump Republican Bush while

the MWM platform keeps mum on a vote

for Democrat Kerry. It doesn't take a

Marxist to hear the unambiguous mes-

sage: Vole Kerry.

Our article maintained that the MWM's
pretense of being an “independent mobi-

lization of working people" is designed to

get out the vole among workers who are

not very happy with Kerry and the

Democrats. It is thus no surprise that

leading black Democratic Congress-

woman Barbara Lee and Jesse Jackson Sr.

have recently endorsed the MWM. And at

the October 1 0 Bay Area organizing com-

mittee meeting for the MWM. it was

made clear by ILWU Local 10 official

Clarence Thomas that Jackson, who.se

longtime role has been to rope in workers

and blacks to vote Democrat, will speak

from the platform. The response by the

fake-socialist organizations in attendance

was at best meek acceptance; members of

Socialist Organizer and ANSWER voted

in favor! While the MWM is having Jack-

son speak from its platform, they are

excluding one of the MWM's own back-

ers. Steve Zellzer—who despite his slimy

social-democratic politics is at least a part

of the workers movement—on the pretext

that he is a candidate for office in the

Bay Area.

Silbar deliberately takes out ol context

our statement about the necessity of

building a workers party to fight for the

interests of working people and the

oppressed. We said this not in relation to

trade-union struggles against the bosses,

but to pose the only genuine alternative

to "the loathsome Bush administration"

given that "no such alternative exists

with Democrat John Kerry." But even the

kinds of trade-union struggles Silbar

mentions consistently raise gritty politi-

cal questions such as the nature of the

capitalist state and the necessity to mobi-

lize the working class in the fight for

black rights.

Since the domination and division of

the globe by the imperialist powers be-

came complete early last century, the

world entered an epoch of decaying cap-

italism. "when, m general, there can be no
discussion of systematic social reforms

and the raising of the masses' living stan-

dards; when every serious demand of the

proletariat and even every serious demand
of the petty bourgeoisie inevitably reaches

beyond the limits of capitalist property

relations and of the bourgeois state.” in

the words of the 1938 Transitional Pro-

gram written by Leon Trotsky.

Far from implying that workers' defen-

sive struggles are futile, this reality makes

it imperative for every such struggle to be

linked up with the need for socialist rev-

olution. For example, the powerful upsurge

of the 1930s which produced the CIO
was politically contained by the labor

bureaucrats with the help of the suppos-

edly Marxist Communist Party—these

forces succeeded in keeping workers tied

tp Roosevelt and the Democrats, thereby

heading off the development of a con-

scious working-class challenge to capital-

ist nile. The rotten fruit of that betrayal can

be seen all around in the decline of the

labor movement under the misleadership

of the current pro-capitalist bureaucracy.

Another excellent case in point is out-

sourcing. or what the AFL-CIO tops call

the “export of our jobs." thereby violating

the most elementary norms of interna-

tional class solidarity and underlining

their allegiance to American capital sm.

Brother Silbar accuses us of falsely call-

ing an International Longshore and Ware-

house Union (ILWU) Local 10 resolution

and the Million Worker March “protec-

tionist." Silbar has no trouble putting

false words in our mouth

—

we said no

such thing. We quoted MWM organizer

and ILWU Local 10 official Clarence

Thomas, denouncing “the systematic out-

sourcing of our jobs to areas of the world

where workers can be exploited even

more ruthlessly." We then noted that

Thomas had "on many occasions sup-

ported internalional labor solidarity." but

went on to underline that “any form of

support for America First' economic
nationalism puts you in bed with your

own bourgeoisie."

It is incumbent on anyone who claims

continued on page 10
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Left: United-front ratty at CCSF, October 7. Right; Later, demonstrators from campus ratty join UNITE HERE pickets at San Francisco Hilton.

SYC Initiates United-Front Rally at CCSF

Victory to the San Francisco

Hotel Workers Strike!
SAN FRANCISCO—On October 7 the

Spartacus Youth Club helped mobilize

Students and workers at the City College

of San Francisco (CCSF) in a united-front

rally in support of the UNITE HERE
Local 2 hotel workers strike. Over a

dozen groups and individuals endorsed

the rally—leftists, student leaders, a

women's organization, campus clubs rep-

resenting minority groups and a trade

unionist—under the slogans. "Students

Support the Hotel Workers! Protest the

Union-Busting Lockout! Victory to the

UNITE HERE Strike!"

The Spartacus Youth Club initialed

this rally at CCSF in order to build sup-

port for the strike, to bring students to

the picket lines and win them to the

active support of this crucial class battle

in one of the most expensive cities in the

U.S. The UNITE HERE strike in San
Francisco is part of a national effort by
hotel workers here, as well as in Los
Angeles and Washington. D.C., to win
common contract expiration dates with
workers in six other cities and Hawaii.

This would give their combined 60.000

workers much greater weight in dealing

with national hotel chains.

San Francisco's 8.000-strong Local 2

is facing the Multi-Employer Group
(MEG), which represents the 14 hotels

involved. On September 29 1 .4(H) workers

went on a two-week strike at four of those

hotels. Two days later. MEG locked out

the 2.600 workers at the other ten affected

hotels. The union is also fighting against

the bosses' attempt to raise medical pre-

miums from the current $ 1 0 to over $270
a month in a workforce that for the most

part makes only $9 to $15 an hour. Addi-
tionally. the union rejects the insulting

offer of "pay raises” of 5 to 20 cents an

hour.

UNITE HERE workers also are strik-

ing seven casinos in Atlantic City as part

of a similar drive to synchronize contract

expirations with Las Vegas and other

casino hotels. Meanwhile, workers at the

Chicago Congress Hotel have been on
strike for over a year. At a Los Angeles
UNITE HERE Local 1 1 rally on Octo-

ber 5. the cops arrested 44 unionists and
sympathizers demonstrating in support

of the locked-out San Francisco hotel

workers in front of the Hyatt Regency
Hotel. We say: Drop all charges now!

Mobilizing Students Behind the
Power of the Working Class

The CCSF rally of dozens attracted a

lot of attention, and students stopped to

listen and check out the SYC’s Marxist

literature. The DJs from Student Activ-

ities who were helping out with sound
started off by playing Michael Jackson's

"Wanna Be Startin' Somethin'." which
was not only fitting for the occasion but

also sparked some moonwalking as peo-

ple gathered to listen to the speeches.

Reflecting CCSF’s heavily immigrant

and minority composition, many of those

who Joined the rally were black. Latino

or of Asian descent, mirroring the ethnic

composition of the UNITE HERE work-

force. Several students were attracted

by our Chinese-language signs at our

literature table, and the demonstration

also received a write-up in the Chinese-

language newspaper Ming Pao.

Other student groups (hat endorsed did

not attend in large numbers or send

speakers. But some individuals, who had
argued within their groups for an
endorsement and distributed rally fliers,

came out to the rally. A few anarchists

on campus did attend and one assisted in

building the rally by helping to get

an announcement on the campus radio

station. However, when the rally MC
encouraged him to speak, he refused,

stating (hat as an anarchist he couldn't

stand on the same platform with social-

ists. The MC explained that he could

both talk about the strike and make clear

that he stood for anarchism. Despite hav-

ing ample opportunity to speak and even

raise his political ditferences with us if

he chose, he let his anti-Marxism keep
him from speaking to mobilize others,

including fellow anarchists, in support of

the strike.

A black campus worker in SEIU Local
790 decided to speak on the spot. Com-
menting on the importance of linking

the hotel workers labor struggle to the

defense of immigrant rights, she point-

edly said:

"There are lots of people who have lost

their children and lost (heir husbands
to deportation We're fighting againsi

deportation. You need to understand that

if these people actually gel a hold of the

workers that are downtown, then they
will be after us next."

As SYC speaker Mike Reiondo ex-

plained. "These attacks come hand in

hand with the so-called ‘war on terror,'

which is just an excuse for the U.S. impe-
rialist rulers to increase the state repres-

sion against workers, leftists, immigrants,

blacks and other minorities. We say: Full

citizenship rights for all immigrants!
"

In building for this united front, our
comrades talked to students who also

work in the hotels and are on strike or

whose parents or relatives are on strike.

Many others had seen or even joined the

picket lines and are supportive of the

strike, underlining the working-class

character of the CCSF student body. We
learned that a labor relations professor

was requiring his students to visit the

picket lines. An Asian American Studies

professor let his class out so his students

could attend the rally. We also talked to

a black student whose friend got hired as

a scab at one of the hotels. The student

argued hard with his friend againsi scab-

bing because, as a former Teamster, he
understood that unions fight for people
to have decent lives. At the rally, the

SYC MC made the point.
"This is a pitched battle and it demands
your support' Students must take a side!

We must fight on labor's side! The bat-
tle IS posed on this campus, which we
found, in building this rally, not only
includes students who are on strike as
hotel workers, but also scabs that have
taken over their jobs. No to scabs!"

The rally motivated a group of students

to go downtown to join the picket lines,

where workers applauded them.

The class line that divides this society

is most evident on the picket line. Jido

Cooper, speaking for the Labor Black
League for Social Defense, explained to

(he CCSF rally:

"There are security guards at some of
these hotels, who are organized in the
SEIU. who have been going in to 'work'
during this strike and lockout Well, of

continued on page 9
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Spartacus Youth Club Class Series

BAY AREA
Thursday, Oct. 21, 6:30 p.m.

Decriminalize Prostitution!

Berkeley: Vote YES on Measure Ql

UC Berkeley, 222 Wheeler Hall

Information and readings: (510) 039-0851
or e-mail: sycbayarea@sbcglobal.net

TORONTO
Wednesday, Oct. 27, 6:30 p.m.
No to Ontario's "Sharia Courts"!
Down With Anti-Muslim Racism!

York University Student Centre
Room 31 5C

Informatton and readings (416) 593-4138
or e-mail spartcan@on.aibn com

LOS ANGELES
Saturday, Nov. 6, 2 p.m.

The State and Revolution

3806 Beverly Blvd., Room 215
Information and readings; (213) 380-8239

or e-mail: slsyc1a@sbcglobal.net

CHICAGO
Alternate Tuesdays, 7 p.m.

Nov. 2; Marxist Materialism vs.

Liberal Idealism

University of Chicago
Cobb Hall. Room 107
5811 S. Ellis Ave.

Information and readings: (312) 563-044t
or e-mail: spartacist@iname,com

NEW YORK
Video Showing and Discussion

Tuesday, Oct. 19. 7:30 p.m.

From Death Row,
This Is Mumla Abu-Jamal

Columbia University

325 Pupin Hall (116th and Broadway)
Information and readings: (212) 267-1025

or e-mail: nysl@compuserve.com

Vl»lt «#ie ICL Web Site:

iviviv. Ichfi.org
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My Night with Nader,,,

Or Why I'd Rather Be Driving a Pinto
prim below a report from Sparta-

cist League comrade Paula Daniels otou

September 14 speakini( appearance b\

independent presidential candidate Ralph
Nader at Loyola University in Chicago.

There is nothing leftist, left-leaning or

left-like about Ralph Nader and his poli-

tics. At bottom, he is a liberal reformer

who is moved by the many horrors of cap-

italism— like Jane Addams. only without

the compassion for immigrants (but all

the condescension). He yearns for a past

when the Democrats supposedly were a

genuine second party fighting for good
things (like Jim Crow or the Vietnam

War?!). Apparently the root of all evil

is corporatism, which for Nader breeds

greed and human suffering and finished

off the Democrats as a .second party, giv-

ing us the “Repubiicrats." His goal is to

gel the Democrats "back on course"

through building a movement of critical-

minded liberals to pull the Dems onto the

correct path.

Nader paints a distorted view of the

glory days of the Democrats when, we are

told, they won elections and fought for

unions, for the poor, for jobs (well, they

did win elections). In other words, let’s

make this "great democracy" work again.

He quoted with longing Eisenhower’s

“Cross of Iron" speech—an apology for

the Cold War with the goal of smashing

the workers states, wrapped in the lan-

guage of peace—and said almost nothing

about Iraq until the Q&A period, Nader

referred to all the advice he gives Bush
and Kerry. To Nader. Kerry is losing

because he didn't follow Nader’s advice

to ignore his corporate advisers. Nader is

virulently anti-communist, and his talk

was mostly a litany of capitalist crimes

that he posits can be solved with better

organization and priorities. The only

redeeming factor about his talk was that

he defended our right to speak, albeit

after interrupting us.

There were about 700 people (mostly

but not exclusively students) who showed
up to hear him speak. The International

Socialist Organization (ISO) was all over

this thing. Quite a few people expressed

agreement as 1 hawked WV saying.

"Break with the Democrats! No vote to

Nader! Build a revolutionary workers

party to fight for a workers government!"

This also drove the Socialist Worker sales-

men crazy, some of whom were pitching

their paper by saying. "A vole to Nader is

a vole to end the occupation of Iraq!" 1

had a long exchange with an ISO member
about their support to Nader. His main
argument was that he agreed Nader has

nothing to offer working people. Nader
wasn’t a socialist, etc., but socialists had
to get behind the campaign because it’s

important that "the movement" grow'. For

the ISO, the campaign is a start and Nader

IS addressing important issues. He got

intensely frustrated when 1 kept demand-
ing he explain to me why. if Nader has

nothing to offer to working people, minor-

ities. etc., are they telling people to sup-

port him—why isn’t that building illu-

sions in capitalism and its politicians? 1

did not convince him. but he was plenty

distressed. Overall, the ISO was feeling

some heat as we had numerous exchanges

with them over the course of the evening.

The Libertarian Party gave a short rap

before Nader spoke about the right to be

on the ballot, followed by Students for

Nader. Nader himself received a limp

standing ovation—the only two ISOers 1

saw giving him a standing ovation were

honchos Joel Geier and Joe Allen. Their

masses didn’t rise.

The Phoenix

After Nader’s talk and before the

Q&A we were held hostage by liberal

activist "people’s lawyer” Greg Kafoury.

He worked the crowd up about how
great Nader is. The most telling line

which truly reveals Nader’s strategy was

when Kafoury (to paraphrase) talked

about how if we can get a few more per-

centage points in this election. Kerry will

flip (as opposed to flop. 1 guess) and

then the Democratic Party will flip, and

then the war can be ended. Kafoury then

went on the most shameless, aggressive

money-squeezing spiel.

Finally came the Q&A. By this time

there were about 200- .^00 people left in

the room. SYC comrade Amanda Higgin-

son and 1 stayed for the "full Monty." so to

speak, as Nader and the ISO bared all. An
ISOer intervened right before we did.

Basically he made a mushy intervention

about how every four years there is no

choice, we need an alternative, we need to

build the lelt. The ISOer held up their flyer

and invited the audience to hetu- "Nader’s

running male" Peter Camejo speak and

ended by asking Nader what University of

Illinois at Chicago students can do to help

and organize. Later I went after him before

other ISOers and independents, exposing

the fact that the ISO can sound left in pri-

vate and might even criticize Nader; but

when the ISO gets up in public or in front

of Nader himself, it‘.s all "build the cam-
paign," no criticism of Nader.

Higgmson intervened right after the

ISO did. She began by observing that

what she heard tonight was protectionism

(flowing from Nader’s invocation of "sav-

ing American jobs") and anti-immigrant

chauvinism, pointing to his campaign

banner featuring the bloody American

flag. She noted that Nader is for the occu-

pation of Iraq under the UN. Identifying

herself as an SYCer, she said she wanted

to address “those of you who are looking

for a real alternative." Some in the crowd

were heckling her. with Nader himself

interrupting to say. "1 heard this same

thing last night [at Michigan State Uni-

versity]. Put your notes away and tell me
what you think, not what .someone wrote

down for you to say.” She kept on. raising

her voice amid heckles, to say that Nader

is appealing to those who are disaffected

but with the intent to keep their dissent

within the bounds of the capitalist sys-

tem. Nader wants to pressure the Demo-
crats to the left—but the Democrats are

the party of slavery. Hiroshima and Viet-

nam, and were never a parly of the work-

ers and oppressed. Groups like the ISO
not only buy Nader’s "alternative" but are

out there fighting for it—thus they are an

obstacle to raising consciousness about

the need to overthrow the capitalist .sys-

tem. Capitalism is a profit-driven system

which was just as vicious before corpora-

tions existed. As long as there is capital-

ism. there will be oppression. We need a

workers parly to fight for a workers gov-

ernment! She held up Workers Vanguard.

I spoke a few people later. 1 identi-

fied myself and defended my comrade

against Nader’s insulting anti-communist

heckling. This got some applau.se. I went

on to point out that people are hungry for

answers, for solutions and hungry for

change. The Democrats and Republicans

are so indistinguishable that a guy like

Nader comes along, lists the many hor-

rors of capitalism and looks like some
sort of alternative—but beware, he’s not.

Nader basically is a small businessman

with a program to match—opposition to

unions in his own business (which he

didn't deny). American-jobs-first protec-

tionism, anti-immigration, more to the

right than many conservatives on China.

His ideas are all within the bounds of

capitalism, just redistribute and reorgan-

ize the wealth within this same rotting

system. He interrupted me to ask me
what our position on immigration is. I

told him I would gel to it when I finished

my remarks—we had a short go around,

as 1 too got heckled by those who love

the First Amendment until the "com-
mies" get up. Nader actually defended

me. telling the hecklers to let me finish.

I pointed at Nader and said—you make
It clear you are for capitalism, you have no

pretense of being a Marxist or leftist—

I

completely disagree with you but you say

who you are. The real crime, I said, were

groups like the ISO and Socialist Allema-
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for socialist revolution. 1 then answered

Nader's question, staling that our position

on immigrants is that anyone who makes
it into this country should be given full

citizenship rights—this got some applause.

As for Nader, his position on immigra-

tion was expressed in an interview with

Pat Buchanan (American Conservative,

21 June), when he said: "I don't like the

idea of legalization because then the

question is how do you prevent the next

wave and the next?” He replied to me by

completely twisting around our position,

claiming it was similar to that of the Wall

Street Journal (1 shouted out that I’d

never seen them call for a revolutionary

workers party, but few could hear me).

He asserted that we call for "open the

borders." which we do not. (Even if this

utopian demand could somehow be im-

plemented. it would only allow the impe-

rialists to more directly plunder their

poorer neighbors.) Nader went into a

long spiel on corporations becoming
entities of themselves and taking over

the world, though he was forced to admit

they rely on the protection afforded by

the U.S. armed forces.

Afterwards we had another go around

with the ISO. though SAlt was nowhere

to be seen. As well, numerous people

came up and thanked us for getting up

and speaking, most in agreement, some
just as a show of support for speaking

our minds in the face of heckling. We
sold papers to most of them. My favorite

was an Iranian woman and her friend

who came barreling up to me and shook

New York City:

Spartacist signs at

August 29 anti-RNC
demonstration

express opposition
to Democratic Party
and Nader, call (or

revolutionary
workers party.

live (SAlt) who claim to be socialists and
are telling people to vote for Nader. Any
time a socialist tells you to vote for a cap-

italist politician, you belter hold on to

your political wallet. I addressed the need

to fight for our own party—a fighting rev-

olutionary workers parly—and break

with the Democrats, no support/vote to

Nader. The lefties were heckling me by
this point. To motivate the need to build a

party now, I asked who in the reactionary

1950s had a clue of the mass struggles

and protests that marked the '60s? 1

ended by reiterating that the capitalist

profit system will always be run by
exactly that—profit—and that the only

solution is to uproot capitalism and fight

my hand, thanking me for speaking out

in defense of immigrants. She said she

came to the event supporting Nader but

"tonight he dug his own grave.” and she

refuses to support him in any way. She
correctly pointed out that he says noth-

ing about the plight of the Palestinians.

We talked about how many on the left

deep-sixed this issue during the antiwar

protests. It was one way in which
reformist groups tailored the politics of

the antiwar movement to the "dove"
Democrats. Instead of pandering to lib-

eral sentiment, we intervened in the anti-

war protests as we did tonight, with the

call to build an independent workers

party to fight for socialist revolution.
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healih cadres, food cadres, you name Ji

Did some dangerous work too. and stud-

ied Hegel. Marx. Lenm. Kanon. Mao like

a religious zealot."

We Wani Freedom provides a riveting

account of the campaign ol terror leveled

at Jamal and his comrades hy the FBI and

cops, who were determined to destroy the

Panthers by any means necessary. Mumia
devotes a chapter to the FBI's deadly

COINTELPRO, noting. “The Bureau used

Its enormous power, influence, and con-

tacts to intimidate politicians It used the

omnipresent press to hound people out

of their jobs, it sabotaged allegedly free

elections. It destroyed marriages. It shat-

tered families, it fomented violence be-

tween political and social adversaries."

With characteristic modesty Jamal says

not a word about his own fight for life and

Ireedom against the racist frame-up that

keeps him in the shadow of death on

Pennsylvania's death row. Yet on every

page of We Wan/ Freedom the reader can

see why the government has targeted this

man for so long. Jamal was convicted m
1982 on frame-up charges of killing Phil-

adelphia police officer Daniel Faulkner

on 9 December 1981 From the moment

of his arrest, the prosecution sought to

hang Jamal with his BPP background.

The cover photograph of IVc Want Free-

dom comes from a January 1970 Phila-

delphia Inquirer interview with Jamal,

then a 15-year-old Black Panther Party

spokesman. The interview was used by

the prosecution as exhibit number one for

Jamal’s execution. As Jamal recalled in

the 1990 Partisan Defense Committee

video. From Death Row. This /.v Mumia
Ahu-Jamal. “The word Black Panther

means diflereni things to different people,

depending on their perspective, depend-

ing on their history, depending on their

political orientation. The prosecutor knew

that exceedingly well.... I saw when it hit

the jury, it was like a boll of electricity."

To secure the death sentence for Jamal,

prosecutor Joseph McGill inflamed the

nearly all-while jury with the grotesque lie

that Jamal’s membership in the Panthers

as a teenager proved he was a committed

cop killer who had been planning to kill a

cop for 12 years. As readers of this book

will see, and as confirmed by Mumia’s

own COINTELPRO files, it was the kill-

crazy Feds and Philly cops who planned to

get Jamal "all the way back then"—i.e..

from I May 1969. when he and his com-

rades made their first public appearance in

a rally outside the Stale Building in Phil-

adelphia to demand freedom tor impris-

oned Panther leader Huey P. Newton.

The Frame-Up of Jamal

Mumia Abu-Jamal is an innocent man!
His case is a textbook example of a clas-

sic racist political frame-up. For three

years both Pennsylvania state courts and

federal courts have refused to even con-

sider testimony from Arnold Beverly that

he. not Jamal, shot and killed officer

Faulkner, as well as a mountain of sup-

porting evidence. They have also rejected

evidence discovered over two years ago:

the sworn account of court stenographer

Terri Maurer-Carier of a conversation she

overheard in the courthouse where Mumia
was tried. In that conversation, judge

Albert Sabo, who sentenced Jamal to

death, declared in regard to Jamal’s case.

"I’m going to help ’em fry the n—r."

With this vulgar promise, “king of

death row" Sabo speaks not just for him-

self but for this country's racist rulers,

who waged a bloody war of disruption,

frame-up and extermination against the

Panthers and other radical black activists.

A directive from FBI headquarters ad-

vised its agents that since the "purpose

.is to disrupt. ..it is immaterial whether

facts exist to substantiate the charge."

In 1968. FBI director J. Edgar Hoover

vowed. "The Negro youth and moder-

ate! s] must be made to understand that if

they succumb to revolutionary teachings,

they will be dead revolutionaries." Under
the ruthless COINTELPRO vendetta .18

interrogated school officials, contacted

employers, harassed Jamal’s mother.

In one typical four-week period m the

summer of 1969. the FBI files include: a

memorandum dated August 11 reporting

that Jamal spoke at a Hiroshima Day rally

in Philadelphia, a Civil Disobedience

Unit (CDU) report on the same rally, also

dated August 1 1 : two "airtels" to the FBI

director, dated August 14; an August 14

'FBI Notice"; an August 19 "Government

Memorandum." again on the Hiroshima

Day rally; and a September 4 FBI report

on a Socialist Workers Parly campaign

rally where Mumia "spoke against the

•pigs'," followed by a cover note dated

September 5 specifically identifying "Wes-

ley Cook, aka Wes Mumia."

The flies are replete with clippings of

Black Panther articles written by Jamal

and reports of his public speeches. It was

Jamal’s noticeable talent as a young rev-

olutionary journalist and propagandist

that attracted so much FBI attention. A
24 October 1969 report on Jamal urged

that he be placed under high-level surveil-

lance; 'In spite of the subject’s age (15

years). Philadelphia feels that his contin-

ued participation in BPP activities in the

Philadelphia Division, his position in the

Philadelphia branch of the BPP. and his

past inclination to appear and speak at

public gatherings, the subject should be

included on the Security Index."

Jamal was targeted for more than sur-

veillance His name was placed on two

government hit lists; The FBI’s Secur-

ity Index (SI) of those deemed a “threat" to

“national security" and the Administrative

Index (ADEX) of those to be rounded up

and thrown into concentration camps in

case of a “national emergency." Many of

the documents bear the notation "Smith

Act." the notorious “thought crimes" legis-

lation under which first Trotskyists and

then Communist Party members were sent

to prison for “advocating" revolution.

Despite the FBI’s acknowledgement

that Jamal "has not displayed a pro-

pensity for violence" and was not once

found with a gun throughout this period

of intense surveillance, the files regularly

labeled him “Armed and Dangerous”—

a

license for the cops and G-men to shoot

first and ask questions later. And they

finally did shoot him. in the early morn-
ing of 9 December 1981. History is not

a conspiracy, but there are conspiracies

in history. We are not saying that the

cops who were at the scene the night of

9 December 1981 knew Jamal was going

to be there. But they were there and had
the chance they had long awaited. The
subsequent trial, conviction and death

sentence was a political frame-up pure

and simple, the culmination of a decade
of efforts to “neutralize" Jamal.

The FBI records are only the tip of the

iceberg. During the 1960s and '70s the

Philly cops kept their own voluminous
files—none of which have been made
available—on some 18.000 people! There
was extensive collusion between the FBI
and Frank Rizzo’s Philadelphia Police

Department. Document after document in

the FBI files lists as its source unidentified

cops from the CDU or Intelligence Divi-

sion. According to Rizzo’v biographer.

S.A. Paolanionio. the Pliiladelphia CDU
led by George Fend "had a steady stream

ot informers paid bv the Federal Bureau

Panthers were killed and hundreds more

railroaded to scores of years in prison

hellholes

The young men and women Mumia
describes lived with the awareness that

every day could be their last After Fred

Hampton and Mark Clark were assassi-

nated in a hail of bullets in the early

morning hours of 4 December 1969.

Mumia was one of a contingent of Phila-

delphia Panthers who drove to Chicago

for the commemoration. Jamal recalls:

"When we arrived at the office, we were

walked over to the apartment and saw

the holes making the walls look like

.Swiss cheese We saw the mattress,

caked with blood, where Fred and his

fiancee lay that fateful night, the bullet

holes lining the walls, tactile markers of

government hate
"

Four days later the cops raided BPP
headquarters m Los Angeles, bombarding

the Panthers with thousands of rounds

of amnuinition over five hours. The

cops especially wanted to kill Gcronimo

ji Jaga (Pratt). A decorated Vietnam

vet. CJeronimo's military knowledge had

saved his life and his comrades—and the

FBI and Calilornia rulers would make

him pay. Before his release in 1997. Geron-

imo spent 27 years in prison on the lying

testimony of a cop informant, Julius

Butler, for a killing in Santa Monica.

Panthers hold
armed demonstration
against Mulford
gun control bill in

Sacramento,
May 1967.

California that the cops and FBI knew

Geronimo didn’t commit. FBI wiretap

logs showed Geronimo was 400 miles

away from the scene of the shooting, at a

Black Panther Party leadership meeting

in Oakland, From the prosecutors’ office,

to the august judges’ chambers up to the

governor’s mansion, many high-ranking

California officials in the j97()s-80s built

and maintained their careers on the war

against the Panthers and the Irame-up of

Geronimo. who was then America’s fore-

most clas,s-war prisoner.

Jamal quotes Philadelphia Panther

leader Reggie Schell describing one ol

the cop raids on the Philly Panther

offices. Mumia recalls his arrest and days

in jail for jaywalking on his way to sell

the Black Panther newspaper in the

streets of Oakland; how the Feds were

waiting for him as he was about to board

a plane for California, only to be frus-

trated when their search revealed he had

nothing that could even be claimed to be

a weapon. (Jama! wa.s once reprimanded

by a Panther cadre for falling asleep dur-

ing guard duty.) Mumia also cites an

account by L A. Panther Flores Forbes of

frequent “faux attacks" by the LAPD.
complete with hovering police helicop-

ters designed to shatter the nerves of indi-

vidual Panthers: “The house started to

rattle. The trees in our yard and across the

street started to swirl." And. as Jamal

describes, the cops had their own special

targets One of those in L.A. was Paul

Redd, a talented artist whose highly

praised work graced the pages of the

Black Panther newspaoer. When the

LAPP realized who he s upon arrest.

1969; Chicago
police and FBI

brutally killed

Panther leaders
Fred Hampton

(inset) and Mark
Clark. Blood-

soaked mattress
on which

Hampton was
sleeping (right).

they broke the fingers of his right hand

Without doubt Jamal, identified in the

FBI files as one of the top three lead-

ers in the Philadelphia BPP. was a prime

target of Frank Rizzo's racist thugs in blue

The Feds decided to open a dossier on

Jamal when he participated in the I May
1969 "Free Huey " demonstration. From

that day on a steady stream of memoranda,

letters, "airtels’' and “niiels” between FBI

headquarters and its field agents tracked

Mumia’s every political move.

Even with much of the text blacked out

and many documents withheld outright,

over 700 pages of FBI files obtained for

Jamal by the Partisan Delense Commit-

tee make it clear that the FBI and cops

were on a mission to use any “dirty trick"

to silence the man who would become
known as the "voice of the voiceless."

Using its wiretaps, its informants and

police spies, the government relentlessly

pursued him at demonstrations, news-

paper sales, political meetings and fund-

raisers—even at picnics. They knew
when he was to leave town and when he

was to return, intercepting him as he

boarded a flight and engaging in physical

observation of returning flights. The Feds

Temple Universily

George Fend (right), head of Phil-

adelphia Police Department’s Civil

Disobedience Unit, which assisted
FBI COINTELPRO operation against
Panthers.
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of Invesiigatlon. In fact, when the FBI

began its counterimelligence program
(COINTELPRO), the agency used Fcncl's

CD squad as a model."

Though COINTELPRO supposedly

ended in the mid ld7()s. the government

vendetta against CJeromino. Dhoruba bin

Wahad. Assata Shakur. Sundiata Acoli.

Mondo we Langa. Ed Poindexter. Miiilii

Shakur. Sekou Odinga. Delbert Orr Africa

and many others never ended. As much as

the prosecutors. Democratic and Repub-

lican governors, press corps and judges

try to pass off Jamal’s case as a simple

criminal trial, its real basis is captured in

a brief exchange m the trial transcript.

Anyone who has sal through a criminal

trial IS aware that it is highly irregular

lor the judge to suip the proceedings

to answer the phone In June 1982.

when Jamal was on trial for his life,

the proceedings were interrupted just as

the prosecution's key witness, prostitute

Cynthia White, was about to testify:

"THb COURT Just a minute. Fend is

on the phone.

•MR McGILL: Off the record,

"(A discussion was held off the record.)

THE COURT Did you work it out?

"MR. McGILL: There's no problem."

As the Partisan Defense Commitlee

wrote in a special Jamal campaign issue

oi Claxs-Siru^file Dejen.se Notes (No. 10.

April 1989):

"The death .sentence for Mumia is the

long arm of COINTELPRO terror reach-

ing into the courtroom. This time they

got him. Mumia has been sentenced to

death because of his political beliefs,

because of what he wrote, because of

what he said, because of who he ‘associ-

ated' with—and because of who he is."

The capitalist rulers want to see

Mumia dead because they see in this elo-

quent journalist. MOVE supporter and

former Panther spokesman the spectre of

black revolution, defiant opposition to

their system of racist oppression. They
seek to execpie Jamal .in order to send a

chilling message to all those who chal-

lenge vicious cop repression in the ghet-

wv Photo

Geronimo ji Jaga (Pratt)

tos. who stand up for labor's rights on
the picket lines, who protest imperialist

mass murder from the Balkans to Iraq.

Trade unionists, opponents of racist op-

pression and all opponents of the Jim

Crow death penalty must mobilize to

Free Mumia Now!

The Best of a Generation
of Black Militants

‘The average young man or woman in

the Black Panther Party was between
seventeen and twenty-two years old.

lived in a collective home with other

Panthers, worked long and hard days
(and sometimes nights) doing necessary

Party work without pay, and owned noth-

ing..,. The average Panther rose at dawn
and retired at dusk and did whatever job

needed to be done to keep the programs
going for the people, from brothers and
sisters cooking breakfast for the school

kids, to going door-to-door to gather sig-

natures for petitions, to gathering clothes

for the free clothing program, to procur-

ing donated supplies from neighboring
merchants

"

We Want Freedom is a must read, not

only as a necessary aid in mobilizing

suppon lor Jamal’s fight for freedom. We
pay tribute to this book on the only radi-

cal black organization in our times (hat

didn't crawl to the capitalist oppressors

At the same lime, we stale our fundumen-
fally counterposed proletarian revolution-

ary program as distinct from even the

most "just" nationalism, as V. I. Lenin,

leader of the October 1917 Russian Rev-

olution. put it.

The Black Panther Party represented

the best of a generation of black militants

who courageously stood up to the racist

ruling class and its kill-crazy cops. They

embodied the hopes and aspirations for

black freedom of an entire generation

who sought to strip away the sense of

powerlessness and hopelessness of the

oppressed black masses, particularly in

relation to the impunity of the cops in

gunning down blacks on the streets of

Oakland, and throughout America. But.

from Its inception, the BPP was based

upon a contradiction; on the one hand, a

subjective identification with the most

oppressed black people (the working poor,

the unemployed, welfare recipients, etc.),

whose fundamental oppression under cap-

italism clearly could not be solved or even

much alleviated by a few small and rever-

sible liberal reforms; and on the other

hand, the ideology of black nationalism,

which denied the class basis of society

and social struggle and opened the door

to the BPP becoming merely another

pressure group seeking to play the ethnic

politics game of competing for a bigger

"slice of the pie” within the status quo.

Black people in the U.S. are not a

nation. They are an oppressed race-color

caste segregated at the bottom of society,

while forming a strategic part of the

working class. The fight for black free-

dom is the strategic question of the Amer-
ican revolution. There will be no .social

revolution in this country without the

united struggle of black and white work-

ers led by their multiracial vanguard party.

As revolutionary Marxists we stand on

the perspective of revolutionary integra-

tion. Counterposed to liberal integration

—the false view that blacks can achieve

social equality within the confines of

racist American capitalism—revolution-

ary iniegrationism is premised on the

understanding that black freedom re-

quires smashing the capitalist system and

constructing an egalitarian socialist soci-

ety. As we elaborated in "Black and Red
—Class Struggle Road to Negro Free-

dom." adopted at the founding confer-

ence of the Spartacist League in 1966:

'The vast majority of black people

—

both North and South—are today work-
ers who. along with the rest of the Amer-
ican working class, must sell their labor

power in order to secure ihe necessities

of life from those who buy labor power
in order to make profii.... Ultimately their

road to freedom lies only through strug-

gle with the resi of the working class to

abolish capitalism and establish in its

place an egalitarian, socialist society.

“Yet the struggle of the black people of
this country for freedom, while part of

the struggle of (he working class as a

whole, is more than that struggle. The
Negro people are an oppressed race-

color caste, in the main comprising the

most exploited layer of the American
working class.... Because of their posi-

tion as both the most oppressed and also

ihe most conscious and experienced sec-

lion. revolutionary black workers are

slaicd to play an exceptional role in the

coming American revolution."

— reprinted in Spartacist No. 10.

Muy-June f9ft7

The Black Panther Party

Formed in 1966 by Huey P. Newton
and Bobby Seale, the BPP was a direct

response to the failure of the liberal, pro-

Philadelphla:

Black Panthers
dragged onto
the street,

forced to strip

and searched
at gunpoint in

1970 raid under
notorious police
commissioner,
later mayor,
Frank Rizzo.

Democratic Party civil rights movement

to seriously challenge the nature of black

oppression when that movement went

North in (he mid '60s. It was clear to all

that the ghetto uprisings of the mid 1 960s

marked the end of the old civil rights

movement, with the most militant blacks

embracing the call for “Black Power"

seeking to find a way out of the racist hell

of American capitalism, Jamal is explicit;

"The Black Panther Party came into exis-

tence. not to support or supplement the

major civil rights organizations, but to

supplant them." He describes "ghetto

youth who had simmered under the glare

of overtly racist cops. They longed to join

the swelling Civil Rights movement, but

had not because they could not bear to

join any group which would meekly sub-

mit to racist violence, as demanded by

some civil rights organizations.” Many of

these militants were inspired by Mal-

colm X. Although not a Marxist basing

himself upon working-class .struggle. Mal-

colm advocated armed black self-defense

against racist attacks, and opposed the

deceitful, venal and treacherous Demo-
cratic and Republican politicians

The Panthers gained notoriety for their

armed police monitoring patrols, in

which Panthers bearing loaded weapons,

law books, cameras and tape recorders

would approach traffic stops to make sure

the cops didn’t brutalize their black vic-

tims and that the latter were informed of

their rights. In April 1 967. the Panthers

held an armed rally in Richmond. Cali-

fornia. to protest the killing of 22-year-

old Denzil Dowell by a white deputy

sheriff and faced the cops down. National

attention came later that year when, dem-
onstrating their defiance of the racist

bourgeois order, the Panthers showed up

armed at the California state capitol in

Sacramento. The Panthers came to protest

the Mulford Bill, which was referred to in

the local press at the time as the "Panther

bill.” Before that it was legal in Califor-

nia to carry a loaded weapon in public as

long as it wasn’t concealed.

Uncertain of how much support the

Panthers had in the ghetto, the cops at

first demured. But beginning w'ith the

wounding and jailing of Newton in Octo-

ber 1 967. and gaining steam with the kill-

ing of Bobby Hutton in April 1968. local

cops and the FBI. operating in many
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cases with the as.sistance of "cultural

nationalist" groups {for example, the

1969 murder of Los Angeles Panthers by

members of Ron Karenga’s US organiza-

tion). launched a coordinated national

campaign to wipe out the Panthers. The
FBI’s J. Edgar Hoover labeled the Pan-

thers the "greatest threat to the internal

security of the U.S.” To kill Panthers the

FBI revived COINTELPRO. the counter-

intelligence program that was originally

implemented m 19,56 against the Com-
munist Party, and unleashed the most sav-

age and systematic campaign of raci.st

slate terror in modern American liislory.

Some 233 of 29.5 COINTELPRO actions

against black organizations were against

the Panthers.

In comparison to other black national-

ist organizations of the 1960s. the Pan-

thers sought to organize independently of

the Democrats and Republicans. Bui as

eclectic and contradictory radical nation-

alists, their outlook was variously influ-

enced by the teachings of Malcolm X,

Che Guevara. Marx. Lenin, Stalin and

Mao—a grab bag from which to choose

when it suited their current appetites.

They were shaped by a unique histori-

cal conjuncture both within the U.S. and

internationally—a period that saw Afri-

can nations winning their formal inde-

pendence. Castro’s peasant guerrilla forces

toppling the U.S. puppet Batista regime

and the heroic Vietnamese battlefield

victories against the American military

behemoth.

In their public and internal communica-

tions. the Panthers compared themselves

to Mao’s peasant-based guerrilla army in

the Chine.se civil war and to the South

Vietnamese National Liberation Front. In

particular, they looked to the writings of

Frantz Fanon, a West Indian intellectual

and champion of the Algerian independ-

ence struggle. Fanon ‘s emphasis on the

cathartic role of violence became for the

Panthers the basis of their talk of urban

guerrilla warfare. Jamal quotes Kathleen

Cleaver; Fanon’s "Wretched of the Earth

became essential reading for Black revo-

lutionaries in America and profoundly

influenced their thinking. Fanon's analy-

si.s seemed to explain and to justify

the spontaneous violence ravaging Black

ghetloes across the country, and linked

the incipient insurrections to the rise of a

revolutionary movement.”

Rather than recognizing the ghetto out-

bursts for what they were—the final spasm

of frustration and fury in the wake of a

movement that had raised great hopes

and activated enormous energy only to

accomplish little—wishful-thinking left-

ists saw in the ghetto-police battles the

beginning of mass revolutionary violence

which presumably had merely to be organ-

ized to be made effective. The notion that

the ghetto was a base for urban guerrilla

warfare was common not only among
black nationalists, but was accepted by

most of the left. What distinguished the

Panthers was their willingness to face jail

and even death for this theory.

The ghetto uprisings did not give the

black masses a sense of their own power.

They did just the opposite. It was black

continued on page 8
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peoples' own homes that were burned

down. The cops went on a killing ram-

page. These proved that police brutality

was not an isolated injustice that could

be eliminated through militant action.

The cops are an essential part of the

armed force of the capitalist state; il

defeated locally, they came back with the

National Guard or Army. To drive and

keep out the cops from the ghettos is

equivalent to overthrowing the American
stale As long as the majority of white

workers remained loyal or only passively

dusiilc to the government, black activism

could not liberate the ghetto.

Fanon's writings played a significant

part in the Panthers' belief that the

lumpenproletariat. especially street-wise

ghetto youth, were the vanguard of the

American revolution. We warned at the

time that "a political movement which

isolates itself in a social milieu hostile to

normal work-a-day society must become
irresponsible, individualistic, and ulti-

mately cynical and contemptuous of the

mass of working people" ("Rise and Fall

of the Panthers; End of the Black Power
Era." WV No. 4. January 1972). fn the

end. the Panthers were destroyed not

only by police terror from without but a

murderous internal factionalism inflamed

by COINTELPRO provocations.

The Panthers never found the only road

leading to the destruction of the racist

bourgeois order—the multiracial prole-

tariat. As self-described “revolutionary

nationalists" the Panthers shared with the

predominantly white New Left a rejec-

tion of the centrality and strategic social

power of the integrated labor movement
in the struggle against brutal racial op-

pression and imperialist war as well as

capitalist exploitation.

There was a palpable basis to link the

ghetto to the factories to wage a mili-

tant struggle against the killer cops. This

required a class-struggle leadership of the

labor movement. In 1970 the postal work-
ers had the first national strike against

the federal government. Auto plants were
seething with rebellions. In 1969. the Pan-

thers briefly formed a caucus at the Fre-

mont, California CM plant and even put

out a few issues of a plant newspaper.
Panther Chief of Staff David Hilliard had
been a longshoreman for a while, and his

brother June, a party member, was a city

bus driver. The Panthers knew there were
white workers at a union oil facility

whose heads were being beaten by the

scabherding cops, workers who took up
the Panthers’ characterizations of the

cops as "pigs ’ But. instead, the Panthers

turned to “community work"—local pro-

grams which seek at best to partially ame-
liorate some of the deprivations of ghetto
life without challenging the material basis

for black oppression—a substitute for the

fight to win the working class to lake up
the struggle for black freedom. In doing
so. they ceded the terrain to the reformist

black misleaders and the labor lieutenants

of capital, the trade-union bureaucracy.

The genuine radicalism and personal

courage of many Panthers were combined
with illusions in the reformability of the

racist capitalist system. One example is

the 1970 Revolutionary People's Consti-
tutional Convention, a meeting in Phila-

delphia called to bring together a variety

of left organizations and activists to adopt
a “constitution that serves the people, not
the ruling class." Jamal attributes its “fail-

ure” to the fact that white radicals weren’t

Time

Frantz Fanon. His book, The Wretched
of the Barth, had strong influence on
Panther leaders.

prepared to make a revolution. Mumia
asks: “Were millions of white youth, no

matter what they claimed their political or

ideological persuasions, really ready to

embark on a revolution, one that did not

prize whiteness?" This notion of white

skin privilege, which was the common
coin for the New Left’s rejection of the

American proletariat as a revolutionary

factor, wears pretty thin after 25 years of

attacks on the living standards of all

workers in the U.S.. ushered in by the fir-

ing of the entire PATCO air traffic con-

trollers union in 1981 . and exemplified by

the imprisonment of steel worker Bob
Buck and coal miner Jerry Dale Lowe.
The Panthers' ten-point program of

mildly liberal reforms called on the gov-

ernment for reparations, wanted the edu-

cational system to leach the "true history"

of black and oppressed people in this

country, and expressed the Panthers' illu-

sions m the United Nations den of impe-
rialist thieves and their victims. Just a

few years after the UN’s well-known dirty

role in the assassination of Congo nation-

alist leader Patrice Lumumba, the Pan-
thers’ program called for a UN-supervised
plebiscite for black people to determine
“their national destiny." The Panthers also

called for an end to police brutality and
petitioned for community control of the

police, combining liberal illusions over

the nature of the bourgeois state with
black nationalist illusions that the oppres-

sion of black people can be ended through
“control" of ghetto institutions.

Even if it could be accomplished, black
"contror of the impoverished ghettos

could not put an end to the endemic
poverty, joblessness, crime, dilapidated

housing, broken-down schools and drug

addiction born ol despair. This requires

a massive reallocation of resources and

wealth, which is only possible with the

expropriation of the bloodsucking capi-

talist tiass as a whole and the creation of

a workers stale in which those who labor

rule—a workers slate where production

is based on human need, not profits.

This can only be accomplished through

a socialist revolution to overthrow the

capitalist order and its stale, which exists

to defend the class dictatorship of the

bourgeoisie. And only the multiracial

working class has the power to do that.

Based on its role in producing the wealth

of this society, it is only the industrial

proletariat which has both the social

interest and power to bring down this rot-

ten capitalist order.

The crackdown on the Panthers did

not provoke ma.ss ghetto rebellions, but a

rapid lurch to the right. Isolated, with

repression bearing down on them, the

Panthers shifted their focus to legal

defense work in an effort to gain the

broadest possible support. The Panther

alliances with white radicals were not

motivated by the realization that Ameri-
can society could only be revolutionized

by an integrated working-class move-
ment. but because they sought support

for their defense campaign. In 1968
Eldridge Cleaver ran for president on the

liberal Peace and Freedom Party ticket.

A key role in the rightward degeneration

and demise of the BPP was played by
the cynical operators of the Communist
Parly (CP). Beginning in 1969. the CP
influenced the Panther leadership in

launching a "united front against fas-

cism.” an attempt to create an alliance of
everyone to the left of the Nixon-Agnew

administration on an essentially civil

libertarian basis. A few years later. New-
ton & Co. were talking about the rele-

vance of the black church and black cap-
italism, In 1973 Bobby Seale ran for

mayor as a Democrat and in 1976 New-
ton joined the NAACP.

In 1971 the Panthers suffered a split

between the more overtly reformist, pro-

Democraiic majority Newton wing and
the urban guerrilla warfare Cleaver wing—a split characterized by murderous
internal factionalism, and inflamed by
COINTELPRO provocations. Both of the

factions sent their supporters onto the

streets to murder each other. Jamal’s book
cites Panthers who went underground for

safety not just from the state, but from
other Panthers.

For a Revolutionary
Workers Party to Fight for
a Workers Government!
Though the Panthers self-consciously

fashioned themselves as a vanguard party,

they were not. The Panthers were New
Left secioralists. Their program was that

blacks would liberate blacks. Hispanics
would liberate ffcspanics. and so on.

As opposed to sectoralism. which is a
strategy for dividing the ranks of the

future proletarian army fighting for stale

power, a Leninist vanguard parly is a trib-

une of the people, which fights against

all aspects of social oppression on the

basis of an internationalist revolutionary

program.

Jamal describes the Panthers as a

woman's party, and gives compelling por-

traits of women who played leading roles

and were the key to running the party m
various capacities in spite of the obstacles

in their way. However, just because New-

ton issued a proclamation of the necessity

for women's and gay liberation didn't

mean that the Black Panther Party was a

tribune of the people. The Panthers were

heavily inlluenccd by lumpen ideology.

Some women chose to leave the Panthers

because the male chauvinism was suffo-

cating. This is not to deny the heroic role

played by women who chose to remain in

the ranks of the Panthers and function as

leaders no matter what

It is impossible to have a program

for the liberation t)f women divorced

from a proletarian revolutionary program

to abolish the roots of women's oppres-

sion; the system of private property

in the means of production. The Bolshe-

viks of Lenin and Trotsky were intran-

sigent fighters for women's liberation

as an indispensable part of the fight for

the emancipation of the working class

from exploitation. The material basis of

women’s oppression lies in the institution

of the family. Without an energetic and

implacable struggle for women's equality

the proletarian struggle against the rule of

capital cannot succeed.

With their military posturings, the

Panthers were easy pickings for the mass
murderers of U.S. imperialism. You can-

not build a revolutionary party on the

basis of hero-worship and giorificalion

of a street-gang mentality. It is tragic that

the Panthers were destroyed by bloody
slate repression, and there was no revo-

lutionary party sizable enough to win the

best of these radical black youth. We
tried. In the late '60s and early '70s the

Panthers were so sacrosanct in radical

circles that any criticism of them was
met with shrill accusations of racism. In

the lace of the widespread hero-worship

of Newton. Eldridge Cleaver and other

leaders, the Spartacist League polemi-
cized against the Panthers' notion of

lumpen vanguardism and argued (hat

black nationalism, even in its most radi-

cal form, was a utopian dead end. We
also denounced the physical gangsterism
against other leftists and challenged the

BPP's rightward plunge into the Demo-
cratic Party. In an "Open Letter to the

Ranks of the Black Panther Party on the

Oakland Elections” (WV No. 18. April

1973). we wrote that we could not

give electoral critical support to the Pan-
thers, asking. “How is it that your party,

which once claimed to seek a revolu-

tionary transformation of society, can
now support candidates who are mem-
bers of the Democratic Party—the party

of war. racism and repression

—

and run
as Democrats yourselves?" We offered
that if the BPP broke with both the par-

lies of capital and its own policies of
class collaboration we could offer critical

support tor their election campaign: "We
hope that you comrades will recognize
the disastrous right turn of the Black
Panther Parly and will struggle to replace
the present BPP line of support for black
Democrats, black churches, black cops
and black capitalists with a revolutionary
working-class perspective."

Despite our political difference.s. we
defended the Panthers against stale re-

pression—including after their left cheer-
leaders had long jumped ship—and we
continue to do so today. The Partisan
Defense Committee provides monthly
stipends to Mondo we Langa. Ed Poin-
dexter and Mumia. for whom we have
waged a 17-year campaign for his life

and freedom, producing pamphlet.s and a
video and introducing his case to unions
around the world. We seek to build the
revolutionary party that will lead the
working class to power through smashing
this decrepit, racist capitalist system In

an American workers state. We Want
Freedom will be given the highest honor
in the people’s libraries and classrooms.
Read this book.*

Spartacist League Forum

Those Who Labor Must Rule!

We Need a Fighting Workers Party!
Break with the Democrats! No Vote to Nader!

Saturday, October 23, 2 p.m. For more intormation (212)267-1025
ore-mail nysl@compuserve.com

322 W. 48th St., 1st floor

(between 8th and 9th Avenues) NEW YORK CITY

WVPhoto
Philadelphia, 14 July 1990; PDC-initlated united-front rally in defense of Jamal.
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Indymedia...
iconiinucdfrom pa}>c I

)

Pennsylvania successfully opposed an

application by Diebold Election Systems

Inc to remove documents claiming to

reveal flaws in the design of electronic

voting machines which are due to be used

widely in the forthcoming US Presiden-

tial election.” Diebold. like other compa-

nies providing electronic balloting, has

close links to the Republican Party. The

New York Times (8 October) reported that

some Indymedia members think the sei-

zure ' might be related to recent requests

by the FBI asking that the site remove

photos posted by IMC’s Nantes affiliate,

purportedly depicting Swiss undercover

police" during the 2(K).^ G-8 Summit pro-

tests in Geneva.

Whatever the pretext for this raid, it is

clear that the U.S. rulers would like to

wipe out political dissent. For example.

Sherman Austin (recently released to a

hallway house) was convicted in 2003

under a 1997 "anti-terrorism” law just

for hosting an anarchist Web site on

which publicly available information was

posted. Activists and others have been

banned from flying or even entering the

country. The U.S. even barred former

pop singer Cat Stevens (who converted

to Islam and changed his name to Yusuf

Islam) from the U.S. on "national secu-

rity grounds”!

The U.S. capitalist rulers are also bent

on swatting out of their way any obsta-

cles to their continued sway—like Jour-

nalists who might expose inconvenient

or damning truths. The FCC (Federal

Communications Commission) in Sep-

tember launched a series of raids on

small “alternative” community radio sta-

tions across the country, among them

“Free Radio Santa Cru/." which had

operated freely without a license for

nearly ten years. On September 29 two

dozen federal agents with automatic

weapons and riot gear seized the sta-

tion’s antenna and equipment from its

base in a student housing co-op. ironi-

cally just as it finished its regular broad-

cast of “Democracy Now!" Even report-

ers for the respectable New York Times

are targeted: Judith Miller now faces 18

months in jail for refusing to “name

names" of her sources to a federal prose-

cutor investigating the exposure of a CIA
agent—even (hough she never published

an article on the subject!

In this era of “war on terror" repres-

sion against political dissent, free speech

and other rights are being attacked,

including on an expanding electronic

battlefield. The Feds were thwarted two

limes recently in going after Internet

sources of information. Before the

Republican National Convention, the

Secret Service tried to get Indymedia to

turn over contact information, a blatant

attempt to intimidate people planning to

protest at the convention. That attempt

was beaten back successfully, as was a

previous attempt in 2001. On September

29 the American Civil Liberties Union

won an important victory for Internet

privacy when a federal appeals court

overturned a key part the Patriot Act.

The court barred the Justice Department

from issuing "National Security Letters"

to Internet service providers. These let-

ters authorized the government seizure of

financial information and communica-

tions information on citizens without the

constitutional requirement of a search

warrant issued by a judge upon probable

cause a crime has been committed. The

law’s provision also prohibited its vic-

tims from revealing to anyone they were

the recipients of such government

demands.

Now the U.S. government has struck

again in London. It’s a well-known cliche

that truth is (he first casualty in war. Brig.

Gen. Vincent Brooks said in Baghdad,

"We don't target journalists.” as two jour-

nalists were killed by U..S. forces firing

at the Palestine Hotel and an Al-Jazeera

TV reporter died in a U.S. air strike in

the early days of the U.S. invasion of

Iraq. From the front lines of war to

the back offices disseminating uncen-

sored information, we stand in fullest

solidarity with those courageous journal-

ists who struggle to tell the truth against

the repression and lies of (he American

imperialists.

Casino Strike...
(continuedfrom page 12)

of Pacific Avenue, scabs were being bused

in. deliveries were being made, and con-

struction workers doing work on hotels

were on (he job. And Atlantic City’s core

business of sucking up money on the

dark, glittering gaming floors continues,

a.s slot attendants and dealers, not in

Local 54, have stayed on the job. Key to

union power is industrial organizing, get-

ting every single casino worker into the

union, .so the hotel casinos are organized

top to bottom!

Across the street from the picketing

strikers, huge slabs of prefabricated con-

crete were being delivered as construc-

tion at Caesars’ new “transportation cen-

ter” and the Tropicana went on. A striking

cook at the Tropicana said of the com-

pany’s planned new “Quarter”: "1 work in

the buffet and they say this could be a

nonunion buffet” (New York Times, 1

October). Striking cocktail servers told

WV that construction workers had said

they would honor pickets at their work

site, but a judge banned pickets from

crossing the street. Construction work-

ers themselves have bitter reason to dis-

trust the casino bosses. In 2003, four

workers were killed and 21 injured when
a Tropicana garage under construction

collapsed. The Tropicana had been fined

previously for a collapsing walkway, but

as a laborer told the Associated Press

in 2003. "They’re always trying to rush

the Job to slay ahead because the bad

weather’s coming."

The union should be calling on other

labor unions to shut down the casi-

nos. Instead, on October 8 they held a

“civil disobedience” action, where .some

80 unionists sal in the street, got them-

selves briefly arrested and paid "disor-

derly conduct” tickets. Meanwhile, they

make legalistic appeals on picket restric-

tions to the bosses* courts, where the deck

is stacked against the working class. The

Teamsters have plenty of power; so do

the construction workers—and .so do the

10,000 striking workers in Atlantic City’s

major industry, if they really use it.

Casino business is obviously booming, as

the projected mega-mergers and new
“cashless" slot technology drive invest-

ment by the really big gamblers in the

Wall Street slock market.

On October 4. WV reporters saw a big

white Teamster "Command Center” pull

up to Local 54 strikers. But instead of

Teamster reinforcement pickets coming

to shut the place down, what emerged

was Democratic Party politician Richard

Gephardt, a groomed pink-and-blonde

former presidential candidate ready for

his “photo op” on the line. So they look

the photo and (he Teamsters pulled out.

And the little clusters of pickets were left

banging (heir sticks and watching every-

body else go to work as usual.

Democratic Party politicians will not

help workers fight for our real interests

because they are a capitalist party, com-

mitted to maintenance of the capitalist

system of exploitation of labor. Relying

on these lying “friends of labor” is a los-

ing strategy. Workers can win this strike,

if they use their own independent strength

to shut the casinos down, and if they are

backed up by their union brothers and sis-

ters in the Teamsters, on the construction

sites, and in the transport unions who
drive in many customers. You don’t really

need to be a gambler to see how favorable

those odds could be on the streets of

Atlantic City during this strike.*

Hotel Workers...
(continuedfrom page 4)

course they have. After all. their job is to

guard the security of the bosses' prop-

erty against the workers! We say, throw the

cops and security guards out of the unions!

They’re not part of the working class.”

Security guards protect the bosses' prop-

erly. The cops enforce the bosses’ laws.

The bosses use both to break strikes.

SYCer Relondo spoke of the power of

the working class to change the world;

“Anyone who opposes the injustices of

this decaying imperialist society, from the

brutal colonial occupation in Iraq to the

intense racism and state repre.ssion at

home, should side with the working class,

which actually has the power to change
society. The working class, because it is

organized at the point of production, has

the power to shut down the capitalist sys-

tem by going on strike. Right now the

class line is clearly drawn."

In San Francisco, hotel workers have real

social power due to the strategic importance

of tourism to the city’s economy. Tourism

brings in over $6 billion a year—$3.4 bil-

lion in hotel revenue, translating into near-

ly $139 million in city revenue brought in

by the city’s hotel room tax in 2003.

But to win this strike, the union will

have to flex its own muscles and will

need the solid adherence of other organ-

ized workers at all levels of hotel opera-

tions and. crucially, will have to enforce

the basic trade-union principle of picket

lines mean don't cross. No one should

work in or patronize (he struck hotels.

We talked to a CCSF student who’s also

a member of UNITE HERE Local 2.

who expressed frustration at how the

strike is going, saying that many workers

no longer want to be on strike. We talked

to him about how a winning strategy

would involve stopping the scab oper-

ation and shutting down the hotels.

Already Teamsters Local 665 president

Mark Gleason has vowed that “All Team-
ster deliveries (to the hotels] are going to

slop” (ABC7news.com. 1 October). On

the other hand, picket captains told us

that despite official assertions that they

are honoring the strike. Operating Engi-

neers Local 39 has been crossing the

picket line by keeping minimum staff on

site, thereby capitulating to legal require-

ments rather than slaying out in solidarity,

which would pose the possibility of the

hotels being shut down for violations of

safety regulations. This reveals (heir lead-

ership’s unwillingness to really confront

the hotel owners and city government.

Break with the Democrats!

The hotel owners have expressed their

own class solidarity by locking out thou-

sands of workers, declaring that "a strike

against one hotel is a strike against all.”

To win this strike, workers need to show

class unity and slick together—which

means fighting against the union leaders’

program of relying on Democratic Parly

politicians to act as “friends of labor" in

negotiating with the hotel owners.

Workers in San Francisco may not have

too much confidence in Democratic

mayor Gavin Newsom, who is after all a

wealthy restaurateur with ties to the local

hotel owners. But there are widespread

illusions in the “progressive” Democratic

politicians, such as SF Supervisors Tom
Ammiano or Aaron Peskin. who are

among the eight supervisors (out of

eleven) who publicly profess to "support”

the strike. Peskin himself revealed his

true class allegiance by instructing neigh-

bors of the picketed hotels in posh Nob
Hill to sic the cops on the supposedly

"noisy and raucous” strikers. He soon got

his wish; the SFPD threatened to fine

picket captains $180 if the) continued to

allow pickeiers to disturb the delicate ears

of the rich (SF Examiner. 1 October).

Meanwhile. UNITE HERE Local 2 pres-

ident Mike Casey spoke at a rally with

Democratic lieuienani governor Cruz

Bustamante at the Fairmont Hotel, pledg-

ing to return to work on October 13. with

or without a new contract. This despite

the bosses’ threat that they will lock out

all workers after the strike is over if the

union doesn’t accept their ultimatums.

As the LBL’s Jido Cooper pul it. “Why
are the labor leaders’ ties to the Demo-
crats a problem? It’s that the Democrats

are a capitalist party. A party of the class

enemy which protects and promotes the

prerogatives and profits of the American

capitalist class. You can’t wage an all-out

fight against the bosses and stand up

against their state if you’re in bed with

their political representatives.” He contin-

ued. "What labor needs is a new class-

struggle union leadership. What we need

is a revolutionary workers party to lead

the struggle for a workers slate which can

place the wealth of this country at the dis-

posal of the international working class.”

By intervening in real class struggle,

like this strike in San Francisco, the SYC
fights to win students and young workers

to the perspective that the only way out

of capitalist immiseration is through a

socialist revolution. Join us in support

of the striking workers and in protest of

the bosses’ lockout! Victory to the hotel

workers strike!
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AFP
Israeli wall imprisons Palestinians, dividing families, separating farmers from
their land and cutting off population from jobs, hospitals, schools, fresh water.

Gaza...
from pa^e h

iinperialisj-inspired "peafe plans" since,

far In)m opomng up any visia ol libera-

lion for ihe Palestinians, have served only

to deepen (hen subjugation under the

Zionist lackhoot,

Down With the
U.S. Occupation of Iraq!

As titeir Israeli junior partners carry

out a murderous .issault on (he population

of Ga/u. the U .S imperialists, assisted by

their puppet Iraqi army, storm and bomb
cities and regions across Iraq. Najal has

been pummelcd; it is now described as

largely in ruins. U.S. forces have also

been carrying out virtually nightly bomb-
ing raids in Falluja. home to about

350,0()() people. The U.S. forces have re-

taken Samarra, a city of about 250.()()0 peo-

ple north of Baghdad, killing at least 150

people and wounding unknown numbers.

With this military offensive, (he Bush
administration is clearly intent on dis-

playing. not least to the American popu-

lace which will be casting votes for pres-

ident in less than a month, that Iraq is

under control and striding toward "demo-
cratic" elections in January. But as one
resident of Samarra. whose wife and two

children were killed by the U.S. invad-

ers. said bitterly: 'Tve lost my entire

family. Why should I trust this govern-

ment? Why should I vote at all ?" (New
York Times. 1 1 October).

Bush's glib assurances to the contrary,

nothing can conceal the fact that Iraq is

on fire, and that the U S. offensive is

only throwing oil on the flames. Each
area "stabilized" by the U.S. has insur-

gent counterparts in cities and towns

across the country, and can itself re-erupt

in fighting at any time.

To the extent that the various Shi’ile

and Sunni militias, which seem to be

engaged in most of the fighting, aim
their blows against the occupation, we
take their side against U.S. imperialism,

However, it must be understood that

these mutually hostile clerical forces

are deeply reactionary; are murderously
opposed to women’s rights and those of
other peoples like the Kurds; and are

utterly opposed to the most basic con-
ception of human progress. Among the

neur-intlnite crimes of U.S. imperialism

must be added the fact that it has turned

Iraq—the cradle of human civilization

and a country that was until recently

among the most secular in (he Near
East—into an inferno where women
have been driven in fear back into their

homes and nearly every day innocent cit-

izens from various countries perish in

suicide- or car-bombings or are beheaded
in the name of god.

In desperation over the absence of

any class struggle against the imperial-

ist occupation—either in Iraq or in the

U.S.—some look to the "Iraqi resistance"

as the only way to drive out the U.S.

imperialists. Such illusions are reinforced

by a host of reformist left groups in the

U.S. and Europe, who prettify the Sunni
and Shi'ite religious gangs as "anti-

imperialist." In fact, as we have warned;

“In the absence of working-class struggle

in Iraq and internationally against the

occupation, the victory of one or another

of the reactionary clerical forces is more
likely to come about through an alliance

with U.S. imperialism” (WV No. 830,

6 August). Typically, Shi'ite leader Mok-
tada al-Sadr. whose Mahdi Army has

twice staged a rebellion against the occu-

pation forces in Najaf. is now again deal-

ing with the U.S. for a place in a future

neocolonial puppet government.

Political support to the Islamist (or

bourgeois nationalist) forces in Iraq is

counterposed to the only real perspective

for liberating Iraq and the rest of the Near
East from the yoke of imperialist domi-
nation—socialist revolution. In neighbor-

ing Iran, for example, there is a young
and powerful proletariat, chafing under
the suffocating grip of a reactionary and
increasingly discredited Islamic theoc-

racy. A socialist revolution in Iran would
be a direct blow for the emancipation ot

women and national and religious minor-

ities in that prison house of peoples. It

would also open up the possibility of a

revolutionary transformation of the entire

region, offering a vista of proletarian

internationalism even to the seemingly

intractable national divide in Israel/Pales-

tine. But it is patently obvious that to

mobilize the masses of Iran (or those of

the Arab countries) on the road of social

revolution requires an intransigent oppo-
sition to Islamic fundamentalism as well

as Western imperialism. Leninist van-

guard parties must be built in opposition

to all manner of bourgeois nationalism

and religious fundamentalism.

As Iraq bums and Bush’s Republican
Party tries to prove that stability is gain-

ing hold, the Democrats are working
frantically to prove that their candidate.

John Kerry, would better "finish the job”

in Iraq. The Democrats and Republicans

step up their sparring with each other

every four years, each hoping to demon-

strate that theirs is the parly (hat will best

represent the "American people." This

year, notwithstanding the mostly leaden

performance ot the Kerry-lidwards cam-

paign. (here is more intense fervor than

usual to deleai the Republicans, which is

hardly surprising; the Bush cabal is a

truly tnghlening admimsiralion that has

antagonized the l.'..S.‘s erstwhile imperi-

alist allies through iis god-invoking cru-

sade in Iraq and created a lot ot genuine

loathing at home.

The fact is there is no significant dil-

lerence In policy between these parties

over Iraq—only a diflerence ol opinion

as to tactics. And when it comes to U.S.

support to Zionist Israel, there aren't

even tactical difterences. Both Demo-
crats and Republicans agree on the need

for U.S. imperialist control over the Near

East and its oil spigot.

More fundamentally, the U.S. is a

class-divided society in which (he inter-

ests of working people are counterposed

to (hose of (he capitalist rulers. The rul-

ing class derives its fabulous wealth from

the exploitation of the working people at

home and imperialist plunder abroad.

The capitalists have two major parties

—

the Democrats and Republicans—each

committed to maintaining imperialism

for them. We need a revolutionary work-

ers party that fights to sweep away the

imperialist system that breeds poverty,

racism and war.

Oslo "Peace” Accord
Paved Way to Ghetto

In the most immediate sense, the des-

perate situation the Palestinians face

today is the result of the 1993 Oslo
“peace" accords brokered by U.S. Demo-
cratic president Clinton between Israel

and Yasir Arafat's Palestine Liberation

Organization (PLO). In the years since,

the number of settlers, many of them
heavily armed ultra-Zionist fanatics, has

doubled. The Palestinians have been par-

titioned into ghettos to which exit and
entry is entirely controlled by Israeli

troops: farmers are unable to reach their

land, families are split apart and the pop-

ulation is cut off from jobs, hospitals,

schools and even water.

Today, (he entire West Bank is dot-

ted with military outposts and fortified

settlements, crisscrossed by the "bypass

Letters...
(coniinued from page 3)

to oppose the AFL-CIO tops' protection-

ism to do so explicitly. The WV article

made clear our intransigent opposition to

protectionism, something Thomas did

not do in his remarks. In the absence
of any denunciation of protectionism.

Thomas' complaints about (he "outsourc-

ing of our jobs" is an echo of the labor

tops' protectionism—the concern raised

about the exploitation of foreign workers
serves as u left cover.

The question is: how should workers
respond to the lo.ss of their jobs?The cap-
italists will generally go where social

conditions are most favorable for extract-

ing profits, whether it’s the “open shop"
American South or India. Whatever meas-
ures the capitalists might agree to imple-
ment to restrict the movement ofjobs out-

side the U.S. will not halt their ruthless

pursuit of profit nor protect workers in the

U.S. from unemployment and an in-

creased rale of exploitation. In a 21 Sep-
tember interview posted on the MWM
Web site. Silbar himself acknowledges
that the demands of the MWM "are silent

about how to defend workers."

The key to the defense of workers in

the U.S. is international solidarity action
to support the organizing of workers m
foreign countries and their struggles to

free themselves irom imperialist subju-

gation. But you can't carry out this fight

while joining hands with U.S, capitalists

and lobbying for protectionist policies. If

the MWM opposes the protectionism of
the AFL-CIO lops, where are its denunci-

ations of these policies? There are none,

just as the MWM denounces Bush with-

out repudiating Kerry.

The China Currency Coalition, a lash-

up of the AFL-CIO and assorted employ-
ers associations, is currently waging an
anti-Communist. protectionist campaign
to pressure the imperialists in Washington
to force the revaluation of Chinese
currency. Their goal is to make Chinese
exports more expensive in this country to

bolster the sales of domestic American
capitalists. This campaign just happens to

coincide with Kerry's platform, as the

chauvinist heads of the United Steelwork-
ers of America eagerly trumpet on their

Web site: “Kerry Joins Efforts to Block
Flood of Cheap Chinese Imports." While
the ILWU tops have in general distanced

themselves from the most extreme anti-

China fulminations of the AFL-CIO
bureaucracy, the ILWU paper, the Dis-

paicher (December 1999). proudly dis-

played a picture of a Local 10 member
helping dump mock "foreign " I-beams
into Puget Sound as pan of the anti-China

"tea party" during the 1999 Seattle WTO
protests.

All such protectionist appeals are reac-

tionary. seeking to unite workers with
their class enemies at home against their

class brothers and sisters m other coun-
tries In this case, they strike an additional

blow against the interests ol the interna-

tional working class. The Chinese Revo-
lution ot 1949 overthrew capitalist rule,

creating a workers state which, although
deformed from birth by the rule of a Sta-

linist bureaucracy, removed (he most pop-
ulous nation on earth from the sphere of
imperialist exploitation. Despite ileep

capitalist inroads fostered by the Chinese
bureaucracy's "market reforms." the col-

lectivized property and planned economy
created by the revolution persist. The
imperialist powers would like nothing

better than to get their claws freely into

China once again. Key to advancing the

interests of the working class internation-

ally is understanding the necessity for the

unconditional military defense of the Chi-

nese deformed workers state.

Silbar objects that the Spanacist League

does not follow in the footsteps of Lenin
or Karl Marx; “Marx spent years working
to help inject and develop the class

consciousness of active workers in his

day." Indeed he did—and he did it

through merciless critiques of the oppor-
tunists of his day. Almost everything

that Marx and Lenin wrote was polemi-
cal. because the job of a revolutionary

is to struggle to win the working class to

the socialist program. And that's what
we're about.*
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roads" thai are off-limits to Palestini-

ans, The construction of a 6(M)-mile-long

wall completes the segregation of the

Palestinian West Bank population, while

placing large chunks of Palestinian land

under Israeli control. Last month, the

mayor of Jerusalem presented plans,

praised by the Israeli interior ministry,

to declare Wadi Joz. an Arab neighbor-

hood in occupied East Jerusalem, us

"zoned for Jewish population" (Ha'aretz,

24 .September).

Palestinian unemployment is now two-

thirds in some areas, and more than half the

children are malnourished. Incomes have

fallen by more than half to $900 a year

—

compared with an average of nearly

$17.(KK) for Israelis. One of Sharon’s cabi-

net ministers last year expressed the long-

standing Zionist dream that through brutal

suppression, the Palestinians will just gel

out; "Make their life so bitter that they will

transfer themselves willingly."

Today, the illusion of a negotiated

settlement for a Palestinian state, or even

the vague "autonomy" promised by Oslo,

is dead and buried. Even Sharon's

promise to withdraw Israeli troops and

settlers from the tiny Gaza Strip is simply

a cynical cover for all but formal annex-

ation of much of the West Bank. One of

Sharon’s top advisers. Dov Weisglass.

said recently: "What 1 effectively agreed

to with the Americans was that part of

the settlements would not be dealt with at

all. and the rest will not be dealt with until

the Palestinians turn into Finns,,,. Effec-

tively. this whole package that is called

the Palestinian state, with all that it

entails, has been removed from our

agenda indefinitely. And all this with

authority and permission. All with a

|U.S.| presidential blessing and the rat-

ification of both houses of Congress"

{Ha'oretz. 8 October).

For Arab/Hebrew
Workers Revolution!

We defend the Palestinians in their just

struggle against the Zionist occupation.

However, as long as the conflict remains

one of nation against nation, the Palestin-

ians can only lose out to the far wealthier,

heavily armed (including with nukes) and
more technologically advanced Zionist

state. This realization has led to growing
despair among the Palestinian population.

Particularly since Oslo, as Palestinians

have increasingly come to see the PLO as

politically bankrupt, increasing numbers,

including youth and even women, are

turning to the reactionary Islamic funda-

mentalist Hamas and Islamic Jihad move-
ments. On the other hand, some Palestin-

ian spokesmen are abandoning even talk

of Palestinian self-determination, in an

op-ed piece printed in the New York Times

(4 October). PLO legal adviser Michael

Tarazi wrote;

“After years of negotiations, coupled
with incessant building of settlements

and now the construction of (he wall.

Palestinians finally understand that Israel

is offenng ‘independence’ on a reserva-

tion stripped of water and arable soil,

economically dependent on Israel and
even lacking the right to self-defense. As

a rcsull. many Palcslinians are contem-

plating whether the quest for equal state-

hood should now he superseded by u

struggle for equal citizenship. In other

words, a onc-siaic solution in which citi-

zens of ail faiths and ethnicities live

together as equals."

Such is the logical uulcumc of the

political bankruptcy of Palestinian nation-

'

alism. in 1964. the Palestinian National

Covenant declared that only "Jews who
were living permanently in Palestine until

the beginning of ihe Zionist invasion will

be considered Palestinians." Following

the 1967 Arab-lsraeli War and Israel’s

conquest of the West Bank and Ga/a.

the PLO adopted the "democratic .secu-

lar state" line—a Palestinian slate in

which Jews would presumably have equal

rights. This was nol only utopian; it also

denied the naiional rights of the Hebrew
population, treating them instead as a

religious minority. Then in the mid
1970s. the PLO adopted Ihe call for a

"mini-slate" in the Occupied Territories.

In the early 1990s came Oslo, where

Arafat’s PLO and the Palestinian Author-

ity would gel to police isolated Palestin-

ian cantons for Israel’s rulers. Now Tarazi

is renouncing the national rights ol the

Palestinians outright.

Tara/i is calling for what amounts to a

"Greater Israel" in which the 3,5 million

Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza
would join the "Israeli Arabs” who are

currently third-class citizens of Israel,

Tarazi paints this as a struggle for equal-

ity akin to the black struggle in South

Africa and asserts, “The struggle against

South African apartheid proves the battle

can be won,"

The fall of apartheid was an important

victory for the oppressed black masses of

South Africa, as it provided formal equal-

ity and the right to vote. But it is hardly

liberation: what exists in South Africa

today is neo-apartheid, where a black

government lords it over the black popu-

lation—whose standard of living has nol

changed in the last decade—for a tiny

white capitalist class. But even (hat can

never happen in Israel—no way will u

predominantly Arab Palestinian govern-

ment rule for a Zionist capitalist class.

Similarities between South Africa and
Israel/Palestine are purely superficial; the

differences between them are far greater.

Tarazi writes that Israel "wants Pales-

tinian land but not the Palestinians who
live on that land." Despite Ihe hideous

injustices, oppression and subjugation

suffered by the black masses in South

Africa, the white rulers could not even

conceive of driving them off the land

because it would mean driving off their

labor force: the enormously higher stan-

dard of living experienced by most of the

white population was based on the super-

exploitation of black labor. The opposite

is the case in Israel/Palesline. From the

beginning of their colonial enterprise, the

Zionist rulers have made it a point not to

rely on Arab labor, and to instead build

up a Hebrew proletariat,

For decades after the 1967 war. Israel

used Palestinian laborers from the Occu-

pied Territories for the most unskilled

and lowest-paid work But as noted in a

compelling article in New Left Review

(Sepleinbcr-Ociober 2004) by Tel Aviv

University professor Yoav Peled; “With

the outbreak of the first intifada in

1987. however, the economic benefits of

the Occupation—a cheap and reliable

labour force and captive market—began

to be outweighed by its costs." The hun-

dreds of thousands of Palestinian labor-

ers who used to find work in Israel have

for the most part been replaced by over

250.000 foreign workers imported into

the country from Asia and East Europe.

Whereas South African apartheid was
premised on the exploitation of black

labor by the while minority, the Zionist

slate was founded on the expulsion of the

Palestinians, not the exploitation of their

labor.

The Palestinian nationalists have tried

nearly everything to beat back the Israeli

garrison state: from fighting to negotiat-

ing to appealing to the UN and We.stern

imperialists, to now pathetically begging

to simply be allowed to exist—and it has

all been and will all be futile. So long as

the national axis is emphasized, the situa-

tion will always be bleak and hopeless.

But if the class axis is emphasized, there

is at least a realistic chance at an equita-

ble resolution.

Like all capitalist societies. Israel is

divided along class lines and rent by

political fissures: the same ruling class

that sends tanks into Gaza also sends out

its police to attack Israeli strikers and

political demonstrators; court-martials

the growing numbers of young people in

ihe draft army who are refusing to serve

in the Occupied Territories; and shoots

Israeli youth who protest the building of

Ihe wall

The Peled article makes vividly clear

that the Israeli bourgeoisie’s war against

the Palestinians is being carried out

simultaneously with a war against the

Hebrew working class. A powerful nation-

w ide general strike on September 21—the

third general strike since April 2003

—

paralyzed the country for 30 hours as the

Hisladrut. Israel’s labor federation, de-

manded payment for municipal workers,

many of them Arab, who had not been

paid for monlh.s. On October 1 Arabs

called a strike to commemorate the police

massacre of 13 people in an Arab village

in Israel during the protests that erupted in

October 2000 in solidarity with the upris-

ing in the Occupied Territories. And now
another general strike is posed, as many
workers are still not paid their wages.

It IS the task of socialists in the Near

East to use every fissure, every strike,

every opporiuniiy to widen the gap

between Israel’s workers and rulers,

to convince the Israeli proletariat that it

is in its interests to defend the Palestin-

ians and to oppose the Zionist ruling

class. We have no illusions (hut this will

be an easy task; it will likely take some
historic event, like the victory of social

revolution in another country in the

Near East extending a hand of proletar-

ian internationalism to the Israeli work-

ing class, to jolt the Hebrew proletariat

from its ties with the Zionist rulers.

Indeed, (he Israeli proletariat is largely

made up of Sephardic (Near Eastern and

North African) Jews who are on the one

hand treated as second-class citizens

while on the other expressing the most

chauvinist attitudes toward Palestinian

Arabs. But to write off the Israeli work-

ing class as potential allies of the struggle

for Palestinian national rights is to write

off the .struggle for Palestinian national

rights.

National self-determination for the

Palestinian people—who also constitute

the majority of Jordan’s population

—

cannot be resolved within the borders of

Israel/Palestine. Nor can there be justice

for the Palestinians within the framework

of capitalist rule. On the contrary, the

.system of private property and private

ownership of the means of production

necessarily contains within it the compo-
nents of nationalism and religion, which

make impossible the settlement of the

conflicting national claims of the Pales-

tinian Arab and Hebrew populations.

Only through a socialist federation of

the Near East can the right of national

self-determination for these peoples and
the many other peoples of the region

—

including the Kurds, the largest nation

without a slate—be equitably realized.

This necessarily calls for the leadership

of internationalist Marxist workers par-

lies. sections of a reforged Fourth Inter-

national. There is no other way

Jerusalem:
Israeli workers
demonstrate

against
Finance Minister

Benjamin
Netanyahu

during
nationwide

general strike

in September.
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Free IVIumia! Abolish the Racist Death Penalty!

Mumia Abu-Jamal

A Life in the

Black Panther Party

A Book by IVIumia Abu-Jamal

“FOR ME. POLITICAL life began with

ihe Black Panther Party.

“When an older sister named Audrea
handed me a copy of The Black Panther
new.spaper around the .spring of 1968 my
mind was promptly blown. It was as if

my dreams had awakened and strolled

into my reality.

"I read and reread the issue, tenderly

fingering each page as if it were the

onion-skinned, tissue-like leaf of a holy

book. My eyes drunk in the images of

young Black men and women, their slim

and splendid bodies clothed in black

leather, their breasts bedecked with but-

tons proclaiming rebellion, resistance,

and revolution.

"1 almost couldn't believe my eyes as I

scanned photos of armed Black folks

proclaiming their determination to fight

or die for the Black Revolution.

“It would be some months before 1

would formally join .something called the

Black Panther Party, but. in truth. I

joined It months before, when I saw my
first Black Panther newspaper,

"I joined it in my heart.

“1 was all of fourteen years old.”

We Wanl Freedom is a firsthand account

of life in the Black Panther Parly (BPP)

by death row political prisoner Mumia
Abu-Jamal. The story Jamal tells is that

of the Panthers' foot soldiers, the very

young men and women, like himself, who
devoted their lives to the cause of revolu-

tionary struggle against black oppression.

Jamal dedicates this book in part "To

those young idealistic souls who wore the

black and the blue. To those who sold

papers in the dead of night, in smoky

bars, and in the freezing grips of the wind

(especially in the East). To those loving

women and sensitive men who rose from

their beds at five a.m. to prepare hot

breakfasts for schoolchildren from coast

to coast."

Jamal's book captures the finest qual-

ities that are embodied in militant fighters

for the oppressed and exploited. Mumia
recalls:

“The days were long.

"The risk.s were substantial.

"The rewards were few,

"Yet the freedom was hypnotic. We
could think freely, write freely, and act

freely in the world.

"We knew that we were working for our

people's freedom, and we loved it.

"it was the one place in (he world that it

seemed right to be."

Thanks to this book, the many young
black men and women whom the FBI

warned about "succumbing to revolu-

tionary teachings" are no longer "name-

less" and “faceless" as the racist exploit-

ers have tried to make them.

We Wanl Freedom tells the story of

the Black Panther Party's origins and sub-

sequent destruction less than a decade

later through the vicious COINTELPRO
(Counter-Intelligence Program) campaign,

inflamed by internal factionalism. Jamal

gives personal reminiscences of the Phil-

adelphia chapter, of which he was a found-

ing member and Lieutenant of Infor-

mation. Jamal describes with pride and

passion the free breakfast and other com-
munity programs with which the Panthers

sought to ".serve the people." He tells of

how the Black Panthers defied the racist

rulers by expressing solidarity with the

Vietnamese and Cuban Revolutions,

including their bold offer to send troops to

fight alongside the Vietnamese against

bloody U.S. imperialism.

Most compelling in this powerful book

are Jamal’s accounts of the young men
and especially women, born of poverty

in the hellish American ghettos, who
joined the fight for black freedom. There

was Regina Jennings, a drug-addicted

16-year-old who after hopping a plane in

Philadelphia stormed into the Oakland
office demanding to join the party

—

which look her in a few days later, when
she was sober, and helped her kick her

habit. Jamal quotes Naima Major, who
as a 17-year-old National Negro Scholar

shunned college to travel to Oakland to

join the Panthers. “Devoted to the black

revolution and the ten point program. 1

commenced with baby in sling to doing

the hard community work required of all

Panthers, organizing poor women like

myself, planning and supporting free

schools, writing letters for people who
couldn’t write, demanding decent hous-

ing for people who were afraid of the

landlord, helping get the newspaper out.

coniimied on page 6

A Review by Paul Cone

Victory to Casino

Hotel Workers Strike!

Atlantic City
OCTOBER 12—Over 10.000 casino hotel workers in

Local 54 of UNITE HERE went on strike on Octo-
ber 1 against 7 of 12 Atlantic City casinos; Caesars.

Harrah’s. Bally’s (which includes the Claridge),

Showboat, Resorts, the Hilton and the Tropicana.

The Trump casinos settled before the strike, the Bor-

gata signed a contract last year, and the Sands agreed
to abide by the first contract reached. Local 54 is

fighting for a three-year contract, to expire simulta-

neously with contracts in Las Vegas and Detroit. This
would give casino hotel workers enormous negotiat-

ing strength against the powerful gaming industry

bosses, a move which a Harrah’s spokesman charged
was “unacceptable”—even as his own company does

a mega-merger with Caesars! The union is also fight-

ing to retain health benefits and. importantly, to

ensure that union labor will be used in new expan-

sions and leased, subcontracted or sold facilities.

On October 4. Workers Vanguard reporters went to

the picket lines in Atlantic City. Striking workers

beat drums and sticks as cars along Pacific Avenue
honked in support and passengers waved Local 54
signs reading "On Strike" and "No Contract! No
Peace!" On the sunny boardwalk, over 40 pickets

in front of Bally's sang Saturday Night Fever'a

"Staying Alive." Workers told WV that the strike is

having an effect, as some guests ate off plastic plates,

rooms got dirtier, and some restaurants cut back to

basic buffets.

But there is also concern on the picket lines.

Behind the pastel oceanfroni facades, in the shadows

continued on page 9

UNITE
HERE !

5*^

CM

UNITE HERE picket line in front of Bally’s Casino
October 4.
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Break with the Democrats!

We Need a Revolutionary Workers Party!

Rick Kopsiein
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Tieinan Newsday
New York City: Local 1199 SEIU home health aides strike rally in June,
demanding better wages and health coverage (top). Some 2,000 people march
across Brooklyn Bridge in May in support of legalizing gay marriage.

The Bush cabal that occupies the White

House is funaticul. arrogant and believes

It is doing the work of God. One would

think the U.S. were some kind of theo-

cratic state given all the heavy emphasis

on religion. Newspaper articles detail

how Cod supposedly told evangelist Pat

Robertson that the Iraq war would entail

heavy casualties. Bush supporters testify

that they believe that through Bush. “God
IS in the While House." There is an open
disdain for facts and reality. A New York

Times Magazine (I7 October) article by

Ron Suskind describes how a senior Bush
advisor told Suskind that “guys like me
were 'in what we call the reality-based

community,’ which he defined as people

who 'believe that solutions emerge from

your judicious study of discernible real-

ity.’ I nodded and murmured something

a^>ut enlightenment principles and empiri-

cism. He cut me off. 'That's not the way the

world really works anymore’.”

Suskind points out that Bush does not

have to claim that he is ordained by God;
others do it for him. He quotes zealous

Bush supporter Hardy Billington declar-

ing. "Cod gave us this president to be the

man to protect the nation at this lime.”

"We may be that generation that

sees Armageddon. ” Ronald Reagan infa-

mously remarked. Though Reagan was
probably thinking of a nuclear showdown
with the Soviet Union, today many relig-

ious fundamentalist leaders are predicat-

ing their positions on the Near East, par-

ticularly Israel/Palestine, on a desire for

an apocalyptic battle of titanic propor-

tions in the region. This has led to an
unholy alliance between the Zionist neo-

cons and the largely Protestant funda-

mentalist right in the U.S. The two groups
have drawn together in spile of the

anti-Semitism of the biblc-thumpers—Pal

Robertson, for example, an ardent sup-

porter of Israel, assigns Jews a role in his

imagined conspiracy spelled out in his

book The New World Order that reminds

one of the lies in the anti-Semitic screed

The Protocols of the Elders ofZion.

These Christian fundamentalists want

to see Armageddon, even if it means
nuclear war in the Near East; they M-anr to

see the “Second Coming" and the end of
the world. And they know to play on the

deep religiosity that pervades this coun-

try. where, according to a recent Gallup
Poll, some 42 percent of Americans
describe themselves as "born again’! or

evangelical Christians. It is not an acci-

dent that gay marriage is blown up into

sdme huge supposed threat to civilization

as we know it, pushing the ever-popular

hot buttons of American religious mania
and sexual hysteria.

The fanatical religiosity of the Bush
administration, its war-crazed policies,

its supreme imperial arrogance and its

attacks on the rights of labor and black

people have produced a sharp polariza-

tion in this country. “When it comes to

policy." the New York Times (26 October)

noted. Bush “has done more than any
president in recent history to advance the

agenda of Christian social conservatives.

On domestic issues, he has opposed

same-sex marriage, favored restrictions

on abortion and imposed limits on embry-

onic stem cell research. He has promoted
vouchers for religious schools and shifted

money for sex education and reproductive

health programs to those that instead pro-

mote abstinence." The Bush administra-

tion is certainly a pack of crazed woman-
haling. anti-black, anti-gay bigots.

It is understandable that many would
see Kerry as some kind of “les.ser evil"

to the Bush gang—it's not so much that

people are voting for Kerry but that

they’re voting against Bush. But from the

standpoint of the interests of the working

class, black people and the oppressed,

the capitalist Democratic Party of John
Forbes Kerry (who if elected will be the

ihird-richest president in history) is no

alternative. Kerry just wants to better

and more rationally (for the capitalists)

administer American imperialism abroad

and repression at home to further the

exploitation of working people for capi-

lali.st profit. Although basing their elec-

toral support on different sectors of the

population—which can often be very

hostile to each other—both Republicans

and Democrats at bottom are. as Gore
Vidal puts it. "two right wings” of one
party, the "Properly Party.”

Kerry wants to "win” in Iraq, project-

ing that troops may stay four more years.

He supports Israel's concentration-camp

walls going up around Palestinian com-
munities. He wants to wage a more
effective "war on terror" at home, which
would mean more repression of immi-
grants. black people and labor. And.
whatever his personal beliefs, he has not

shied away from pandering to the relig-

ious vole. The New York Times (25 Octo-
ber) notes: "Mr. Kerry demonstrated a
wide liturgical reach, quoting from Mat-
thew. James. John. Luke, the Ten Com-
mandments and 'Amazing Grace' before

recalling for cheering Jews in Boca
Raton how he once shouted ’the Israeli

people lives’ in Hebrew atop Masada.”
It is a measure of how loathsome the

Bush regime is that Kerry—a man
who voted for the war in Iraq, a man who
wants to increase American troop strength

by 40.()0() men. a man who voted for the

USA-Patrioi Act—is .seen as an alterna-

tive. The problem, though, is fundamen-
ily not one of'individual candidates but

continued on page 10



Letter

Bush and Hitler?

WV.
27 September 2004

Do me a little favor. Come up with an

article, analysis, on just why the coming

presidential election is not like the elec-

tion in Germany-which ended in Hitler's

victory, not analogous.

Cuz damn near every “anybody but

Bush " person I talk to is convinced it is

analogous, like the Democratic Party is

analogous to the German Social Demo-
crats of that time, with that German CP
refusing (by Stalin’s orders) to bloc with

the Social Democrats, even calling ‘em

social fascists, as they today call or

imply Bush as fascist.

So get on with that article, critique!

rii then fling it in the faces of those

“anybody but Bush" folk, those having a

helluva time making distinctions, like be-

tween current USA and Germany of "32.

And just now recalling—ya did go

into this seeming analogy a few years

back, though in just a sentence or two.

This time make it—okay?—a full-length

writeup.

S.C.

WV Replies:

Bad as he is, George W, Bush is not

the harbinger of American fascism. Fas-

cism is a mobilization—not in the halls

of Congress but in the streets—of the

crazed petty bourgeoisie and lumpen-

proletariat. whipped into a frenzy to phys-

ically destroy the mass organizations of

the working class. Normally, the bour-

geoisie keeps the fascists in reserve as a

last resort, but it turns to them when the

repressive organs of the state are inca-

pable of containing explosive class con-

flict in periods of capitalist crisis. In this

country, the face of fascism is seen in the

Ku Klux Klan, the white-supremacist

militias and their ilk.

The Spartacist League has a long his-

tory of organizing working-class-centered

mobilizations against the fascists where

and when they have raised their head.

And at every step, we have had to mobi-

lize against sabotage by the capitalist

Democratic Parly and its supporters on

the left. In New York City, where we ini-

tiated a mobilization on 23 October 1999

against the KKK that brought out thou-

sands of people. Al Sharpton and other

Democratic politicians filed court papers

seeking to allow the Klan to mobilize for

race-terror in the name of defending their

right to "free speech."

In our response to a similar letter from

S.C. about a year ago. printed in WV No.

816 (26 December 2003), we wrote;

"Contrary to what S.C. implies, the

Republican Party is not a fa.scist parly;

nor is the capilalisi Democratic Parly,

For New October Revolutions!

November 7 (October 25 in the old Rus-

sian calendar) marks the 87th anniversary of
the Russian Revolution, led by the Bolshevik

Party of Lenin and Trotsky. Despite its

degeneration at the hands of the Stalini.%t

bureaucracy, which ultimately resulted in

capitalist restoration in 1991-92, the Bolshe-

vik Revolution wa.v a world-historic victory

for working people and the oppressed inter-

nationally. We print below excerpts from an
TROTSKY article by American Communist leader John

Reed on Bolshevism, first printed in 1919 in

Workers' World, a newspaper aligned with Reed's Communist Labor Party.

Bolshevism is the Social Revolution to which Sociali.sts have looked forward for more
than half a century. It is the inevitable struggle which must accompany the transition of

society from Capitalism to Socialism. It is the final battle of the workers of the world
for power to end forever the tyranny of class rule, and the misery of exploitation. ..

In Socialism the working class for the first time based its aspiration to freedom on
scientific fact. Bolshevism is Socialism put into practice. Today the workers are becom-
ing conscious of their power and ability to win the world for Labor. They always had
the power, and sometimes the ^ish. But they lacked the will and the knowledge of the

way. Bolshevism is the will and the way....

Bolshevism is practical. It does not assume that the capital class i.s going to be legis-

lated out of power without a fight. Power is based on private ownership. In order to

secure power the workers must control capitalist properly, and abolish ownership. This
they can only do by the Dictatorship of the Proletariat....

The Socialist Commonwealth is not born without fearful birth-pangs—the Proletar-

ian Dictatorship. Russia today is not a Socialist Commonwealth—nor does it pretend to

be. There is a Proletarian Dictatorship, engaged in conducting the final struggle of the

working class against the capitalist class—not. however, its own capitalist class, for

that has been conquered, but International Capitalism. Until International Capitalism is

overthrown. Proletarian Dictatorship will not, cannot end....

Bolshevism is Socialism arrived at the point of social revolution—at the dictatorship

of the proletariat foretold by Karl Marx.

— "John-Reed on Bolshevism." Workers' World, 5 September 1919
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Antiwar protest in San Francisco,

January 2003.

unlike the German .Social Democratic

Party, part of the workers movement.

Moreover. Trotsky’s point in Germany
wa.s not electoral support to the Social

Democrats, which implies an endorse-

ment of their political program. He
argued for a fighting united front—a

series of ot7/ons-—between Communist
and Social Democratic workers organ-

izations to defeat the fascists, in the

course of which the Comntunisis could

make clear to the Social Democratic

ranks that only the Communists had the

program that could make the necessary
• socialist revolution,"

The fight against the fa.scisls is not a

matter that can be addressed through

elections; it require.s the independent

mobilization of the power of the working

class and all the oppressed. This was made
crystal clear in the 1932 elections in Ger-

many that S.C. refers to. In the various

elections that look place that year, the

Nazis never came close to winning a

majority. But the powerful German pro-

letariat was disoriented and demobilized

by the craven refusal of its leaders to

mobilize to smash the fasci.sis in the

streets. In November 1932. the last "free"

election in the Weimar Republic, the

Communists and Social Democrats com-
bined to poll almost 1.5 million votes

more than the Nazis. However, the capi-

talist rulers, who called the shots, had

decided that stability could not be

achieved without bringing the Nazis into

the government. In January 1933, Presi-

dent von Hindenburg appointed Hiller as

chancellor, selling the stage for the Nazi

fiihrer to assume dictatorial powers two

months later. Ironically. Hindenburg had
been elected the previous year with the

support of the Social Democrats, who
touted him as a "lesser evil” against Hitler.

The Bush administration has undeni-

ably been exceptional in the extent to

which it has succeeded in shredding

bourgeois-democratic rights and rolling

back gains of the working class and all

the oppressed. But the fact is that this

regime's assaults on democratic free-

doms, and its “war without end" against

“terrorism." have been carried out within

the framework of bourgeois democracy.

The way to fight the continued eviscera-

tion of such rights was demonstrated in

Oakland on 9 February 2002, when the

Partisan Defense Committee and the Bay

Area Labor Black League for Social

Defense initiated a united-front protest

against the USA-Palriot and Maritime

Security Acts. This demonstration brought

together the struggles of immigrants,

blacks and organized labor in opposition

to the government’s anti-immigrant hys-

teria. Meanwhile, the same Democratic

pols who sought to undercut working-

class mobilization against the fascists in

the streets of NYC in 1999 lifted not a

finger as political dissent was criminal-

ized during the Republican National

Convention this summer. Working people

are betrayed by those who retail the

lie that democratic rights can be defended

by voting for the Democrats, the parly

which, in the aftermath of September 1

1

,

voted overwhelmingly for the USA-
Patriot Act. John Kerry has promised

that he will “finish the job” in Iraq and

that he will be more aggressive than Bush

in pursuing the "war against terror."

which we have repeatedly pointed out is

in reality a war against workers, blacks

and immigrants.

The Bush gang has been so heavy-

handed and provocative—not only against

the oppressed in this country and against

weak countries like Iraq but also against

the European capitalist powers—that

even a significant chunk of the ruling

class in this country is ready for a

change. But while Kerry talks about tin-

kering with Bush’s tax cuts for the super-

rich. he and his party are just as firmly

committed to the rule of those same
super-rich. This is why today we call to

break with the capilalisi parties and build

a workers party to fight for a workers

revolution, which alone can provide

workers democracy.*

Come to the Courthouse!

Defend Lynne Stewart!
This week, leftist attorney Lynne

Stewart takes the stand in her own
defense against the government’s sin-

ister teiTorism smear, which could send

her to prison for up to 40 years. We
urge our readers to help pack the

courthouse in a show of solidar-

ity with Lynne Stewart and her co-
defendants Mohammed Yousry and
Ahmed Abdel Sattar. The trial re-

sumed at 9:00 a.m. on Monday. Octo-
ber 25. in United Stales District Court.
40 Foley Square in New York City,

courtroom 1 10.

As the attorney for sheik Omar
Abdel Rahman, a reactionary Egyp-
tian cleric imprisoned for life on
charges stemming from the 1993
bombing of the World Trade Center.
Lynne Stewart, and her co-defendants,
are themselves now charged with aid-

ing and abetting terrorism. In the per-

manent shadow of the heinous 2001
destruction of the World Trade Center
in lower Manhattan, the prosecution
has outrageously been allowed to

present even Osama bin Laden as
a “witness.” showing the jury old vid-
eotapes of bin Laden which have
nothing to do with Stewart, Yousry
or Sattar. yet tar them, by lyingly

AP

implied association, as “terrorists.’’

The prosecution of Lynne Stewart,

her translator and her paralegal is a

frame-up that threatens everyone. If

attorneys can’t provide legal defense

for the accused without being accused
of the crimes themselves, then every-

one’s right to legal defense from
government prosecution is threatened.

Workers Vanguard has covered this

case and its broader implications (see

WV No. 829. 9 July for our latest arti-

cle) and will cover Stewart’s defense

in upcoming issues of the paper.

Come to the courthouse! Make a

donation to the Lynne Stewart

Defense Committee, 350 Broadway.
Suite 700. New York. NY 10013.
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25 Years After

Greensboro Massacre:

We Will Not Forget!

Greensboro Daily News

1979: Five supporters of the Communist Workers Party, including union organizers,

were shot and killed by Klan and Nazi terrorists, abetted by cops and Feds.

On .1 November 1979. in broad

daylighl. nine carloads of Klansmen

and Nazis drove up lo a black hous-

ing project in Greensboro. North

Carolina, where an anti-Klan rally

was gathering. With cool delibera-

tion. the killers took out their weap-

ons. aimed, fired and drove off. Five

union officials and organizers and

civil rights activists—supporters of

the Communist Workers Party—lay

dying in pools of blood. Ten others

were wounded or maimed for life.

The Greensboro Massacre was the

bloodiest fascist attack in the U.S. in

decades.

Greensboro was a conspiracy of

the fascists and their capitalist state

patrons. From the outset, the fascists

were aided and abetted by the gov-

ernment. from the Bureau of Alco-

hol. Tobacco and Firearms agent who
helped train the killers and plot the

assassinations, to the "former" FBI

informer who rode shotgun in the

motorcade of death and the Greens-

boro cop who brought up the rear.

When the two-minute fusillade

ended, the cops moved in lo arrest

the survivors for "rioting,"

Signe Waller, widow of Greens-

boro martyr Jim Waller, recounted.

"The FBI had men going around the

textile mills and showing people pic-

tures, asking for their identification. Many of the pictures

were of people who were later killed in the Greensboro

Massacre, and one of them was Jim’s” {The Cawlinian

Online. 18 October), Two successive all-white juries

acquitted the killers of all charges, affirming once again

the meaning of "justice" in this racist capitalist country.

Carried out during the Democratic Carter administra-

tion. the Greensboro Massacre was the opening shot of

what would be the Reagan years’ war on labor and

blacks. When the Klan announced it would "celebrate”

this massacre on November 10 in Detroit, the Spartacist

League initiated a labor/black mobilization that drew

over 500. many of them black auto workers, who made

sure that the Klan did not ride in the Motor City. In organ-

izing the protest we had to overcome opposition from the

union and black misleaders and face down a ban on anti-

Klan marches ordered by black Democratic mayor Cole-

man Young. In city after city over the following years.

when KKK and fascist provocations have been threat-

ened. we have repeatedly brought out core battalions of

black and labor militants who understand we can’t ignore

the fascists and Klan—we must stop ihem.

In recent years, efforts to commemorate the Greens-

boro Massacre have been directed toward establishing a

"Truth and Reconciliation Commission." which was

empanelled in June, and on November 13 a march "for

Justice, Democracy and Reconciliation" will be held in

Greensboro. The commission is modeled on the South

African commission, which has served to whitewash the

crimes of apartheid-era butchers and to assure a peaceful

transition lo neo-apartheid rule under the ANC (African

National Congress), which continues the superexploita-

tion and oppression of the black and other non-white

masses.

The Greensboro Massacre was racist murder. The

truth is that no justice can come from the same capitalist

slate whose forces helped to orches-

trate the killings in the first place.

"Reconciliation" with the forces of

racist reaction and with the capi-

talist rulers who keep the fa.scisi

bands in reserve to unleash against

the working class in limes of social

crisis can only serve to politically

disarm and demobilize workers and

the oppressed in the face of fascist

terror.

We honor the Greensboro mar-

tyrs—Cesar Cauce. Michael Nathan.

Bill Sampson. Sandi Smith and

James Waller—as well as the many

others who were wounded that

November day. They lake their place

among a proud roster of fighters for

the working people and oppressed

before them, whose memory must be

seared into the consciousness of the

working class.

Citing the executions of the Hay-

market martyrs in 1887 and of Joe

Hill in 1915 and the brutal 1919

attack and subsequent frame-ups of

Industrial Workers of the World mem-
bers In Centralia. Washington on the

one hand and the greatest victory for

the international working class, the

Russian Revolution of 7 November
1917. on the other. James Cannon,

then secretary of the International

Labor Defense and later founder of

American Trotskyism, wrote in “The Red Month of

November" {Labor Defender, November 1927):

"A red siream runs ihrough the month of November, mark-

ing in its course many struggles of the working class of

this country, here with defeat there with victory, always with

inspiring record of working class courage, exemplary in its

noble devotion lo the cause of the oppressed, magnificent

incidents of solidarity and self-sacrifice, instruciive mile-

stones along ihe difficult road to liberation. It is a record

to sharpen the hatred of labor to jailors and assassins, to

increase the respect and pride we have for our fighters."

We remember and honor the Greensboro martyrs

by fighting for the freedom of imprisoned victims

of capitalist state repression, like death row political

pri.soner Mumia Abu-Jamal. We honor them by fight-

ing to build a revolutionary workers party that will fight

to put the working class in power through a socialist

revolution that will make sure there will be no more

Greensboros.B

Editorial Note

Army Reservists Refuse “Suicide Mission”

U.S. Out
On October 13. 18 reservists of the

343rd Quartermaster Company refused to

drive their trucks, bearing jet fuel of ques-

tionable quality, from the Tallil air base in

the relatively secure Shi'ite south of Iraq

into the current inferno of resistance

around Baghdad. Their reasons were both

mundane and compelling. Assigned to

drive decrepit vehicles without a sem-

blance of armoring and denied other mil-

itary support or even radios to communi-
cate should they encounter difficulties,

the 18. led in their resistance by a 24-year

Army veteran. Staff Sgt. Michael Butler,

saw their mission as a potential death

march. For months, members of the com-

pany had complained to their officers, the

"chain of command." about these con-

ditions. That mattered not. The view of

assorted experts polled by the ever-so-

objective A^eir Vor/c Times ( 1 7 October) as

to whether soldiers can justly disobey

such an order was encapsulated most suc-

cinctly by tugene R. Fidell. a teacher of

military justice at the Harvard Law
School; "The short answer to the question

is no." The “chain of command" is much
like the one in the tank of a toilet: once

pulled, the fundamental motion is down.

The fact that two of the targeted lead-

ers of the 18 reservists are black men is

of Iraq!
not surprising. Though the American mil-

itary is volunteer, its ranks are made
up largely of working-class, black and

minority youth who join overwhelmingly

for economic incentives (what is known
as the “economic draft"). And within that

context, black soldiers have historically

been saddled with some of the most dan-

gerous. and dirty, work. For the capitalist

rulers, whether in pursuit of imperialism

abroad or profits at home, the lives of

black working people are utterly expend-

able. At the same lime, with a stretched

military where reservists in their forties

are called up for duty, and where those

whose tours of duly have expired are

forced to remain in Iraq (what the mili-

tary euphemistically calls “slop-loss”),

there is palpable resentment among the

troops. The New York Times (24 October)

quoted a lance corporal saying. "The
funny thing that we laugh at sometimes is

that the terrorists and us want the same
thing. We don't want to be here and they

don't want us here." It is because they

want their loved ones back home that mil-

itary families have been prominent in

antiwar demonstrations in the U.S.

We have a side m the current occupa-

tion. as we did during the war—against

bloody U.S. imperialism. We say. "De-

fend the peoples of Iraq against U.S.

attack!" and call for the immediate, un-

conditional withdrawal of all U.S. troops

from Iraq. Not one person, not one penny

for the imperialist military! Insofar as the

Iraqi forces on the ground aim their

attacks against the occupation forces, we

stand for their military defense against

U.S. imperialism, no matter how reac-

tionary the politics of these Iraqi forces

may be. Every blow inflicted against the

occupation forces is in the interest of

workers and the oppressed around the

world, as well as being in the interests of

those soldiers who despise the predatory

and imperialist cause for which they have

been mobilized in Iraq.

At the same time, we do not groove on

the deaths of American soldiers. Whatever

the political sympathies of the reservists

who disobeyed their orders, their act rep-

resented a cry of the cannon fodder refus-

ing to be the cannon fodder. And it is his-

torically the refusal lo die that has sparked

some of the most heroic resistance by sol-

diers to their imperialist militaries.

The ongoing bloody military offensives

against rebellious cities in Iraq are in the

service of suppressing an anti-occupation

struggle that is just and defensive. For his

part, Kerry, who opposed the Vietnam War
many years ago—at a time when signifi-

cant sections of both parties acknowl-

edged it had become a losing war for the

Reuters

Mildred McHugh joins other military

families at June press conference
in support of Michael Moore film

Fahrenheit 9/11.

U.S.—now stands as the candidate who.

more vigorously than Bush, would “finish

the job” in Iraq. The situation requires the

forging of a working-class party in the

U.S. to marshal the forces of all those

opposed to injustice, exploitation and

oppression to overturn the bloodsoaked

imperialist order. Defeat V.S. imperialism

through workers revolution/m
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London: Anarchist Protests Enrage Social Democrats

Uproar at European Social Forum
LONDON. October 24—The European

Social Forum (ESF) came to London last

weekend, bringing in over 20.000 people,

overwhelmingly from continental Europe.

Bui those who bought into the standard

ESF promise lhal "another world is

possible" found themselves trapped in

“Ken’s World." That is Ken Livingstone.

New Labour's Mayor of London. This

event was bankrolled, orchestrated and

lightly controlled by the Mayor’s office

with the able assistance of supporters of

Socialist Action who are highly paid

executives in his administration and the

unpaid services of the Socialist Workers

Party (SWP). This “anti-capitalist" shin-

dig was so lame that it was endorsed by

ihe labour .statesmen and House of Lords

hopefuls of ihe Trades Union Congress

(TUC). At the recent Labour Party con-

ference the TUC tops were instrumental

in defeating a motion calling for with-

drawal of British troops from Iraq.

Amidst the ongoing carnage in Iraq

under the savage occupation by U S, and

British imperialist forces, a plenary ses-

sion on the opening day of the ESF fea-

tured a stooge of the imperialists’ stooge

government, Sobhi Al-Mashadani. repre-

senting the Iraq Federation of Trade

Unions (IFTU). The IFTU achieved noto-

riety at the Labour Party conference as a

shill for Tony Blair and British impe-

rialism. Invited by British trade-union

bureaucrats. IFTU representative Abdul-

lah Muhsin’s intervention was key to

defeating (he motion calling for early

withdrawal of British troops from Iraq. In

an (undated) open letter to “trade union

delegates at the Labour Party confer-

ence." Muhsin argued that "the multi-

national force is there to help our democ-

racy” and opposed the call for the early

withdrawal of troops, saying it "would be

bad for my country, bad for the emerging

progressive forces, a terrible blow for free

trade unionism, and would play into the

hands of extremists and terrorists,”

Now the IFTU was being trotted out at

the ESF for a session calling to "End the

occupation of Iraq"! Small wonder that

enraged Iraqi exiles and others kicked up

a storm of protest against Al-Mashadani.

As Iraqi novelist Haifa Zangana. who had

encouraged people to protest, argued: “If

he is the trade union secretary he should

have been elected by the workers but he

has been appointed by the government.

He is part of the puppetry" ([London]

Guardian, 18 October).

In the aftermath, the TUC issued a pub-

lic statement condemning “the attempts

of a few to prevent the views of Iraqi

trade unionists from being heard." While

even this labour apologist for imperialist

occupation has the right to be heard—and

to be vigorously challenged—as proletar-

ian revolutionary internationalist oppo-

nents of the imperialist occupiers, our

sympathies lie with the protesters. At the

same time wc can’t help but note that

there were no protests against the Brit-

ish trade-union tops like Dave Prentis

of Unison, who also spoke at the ESF.

Prentis was among the union bureaucrats

who invited the IFTU to the Labour and

TUC conferences. These labour lieuten-

ants of capitalism were the real shills for

British imperialism—and hardly for the

first time; It was their voles that saved

Blair from embarrassment at the Labour

Party conference by defeating the motion

opposing the occupation.

A Very British Coup
The following night a group of 150-

200 anarchists staged their own “palace

coup" at Alexandra Palace, the citadel of

Livingstone's ESF. Marching mio a meet-

ing where Livingstone was .scheduled to

speak, the anarchists got on the platform,

hoisted banners reading “Ken’s Party War

Party” and "Another World Is for Sale.”

Various anarchist speakers addressed the

assembled for about half an hour, protest-

ing about harassment by Livingstone’s

cops and the FBI seizure of Indymedia

servers in Britain and elsewhere (see WV
No. 834. 15 October). A statement was

also read out by Babels Co-ordinators,

an organi-sation of voluntary interpreters,

which protested that some of their fellow

interpreters were barred from entering

Britain duo to (he racist immigration pol-

icies of the Labour government.

In his first campaign for the mayor’s

seat in London. Livingstone backed a

massive police assault on young May

Day 2000 "anti-capitalist" protesters who

had suitably and irreverently decorated a

statue of imperialist butcher Winston

Churchill, This didn't stop the likes of the

SWP. Workers Power and the Socialist

Pany from campaigning for Livingstone,

who has subsequently vastly augmented

the notoriously racist London police

force. During the mayoral election cam-

paign this summer, the SWP’s Lindsey

German stood as a candidate for the

Respect Coalition, and once again called

for second preference votes to Living-

stone, Back in the days when he was

known as “Red" Ken. Livingstone played

footsie with Gerry Healy’s Workers Rev-

olutionary Party, which played a central

role in the anti-Communisl witchhunt

of miners union leader Arthur Scargill.

feeding former prime minister Margaret

Thatcher’s efforts to smash the militant

miners union on the eve of its heroic

1984-85 strike. Today a lighter shade of

red, Livingstone has been welcomed back

into the fold of Blair’s New Labour Party

as its Mayor of London, from which seat

he aimed to bust a strike by London
Underground subway workers this sum-

mer. calling on RMT members to cross

their own picket lines.

Presumably having been tipped off

about the protest, Livingstone didn't

show his face at the Alexandra Palace

meeting. Incensed that the anarchists had

rained on Livingstone’s and their parade,

leading SWPer Weyman Bennett, who
chaired the meeting, tried to violence-bait

and race-bail the anarchists. But even the

bourgeois Guardian—which had special

status as “media partner of (he ESF’ and

thus was hardly sympathetic to the pro-

test—noted (18 October) lhal "Saturday

night's storming of the stage by several

hundred people denouncing mayor of

London Ken Livingstone for hijacking

the event reflected genuine anger about

the way the event had been organised."

After their half-hour political protest ihe

anarchists led a walkout from the ESF
and the meeting continued.

For our part, we have to give the anar-

chists an "A" for audacity for protesting

Livingstone and trying lo lead a walkout
Irom the bureaucratic reformist circus of

the ESF. At the same time we have to

point out that they are hardly an alterna-

tive politically, and certainly not to (he

“authoritarianism" they claim to disdain.

On the contrary, when it comes to anti-

communist exclusion, the anarchist group-

ing known as the Wombles proved them-

selves to be more than equal to the

bureaucratism and thuggery of the SWP
whom (hey so despise. As soon as our

comrades set up a literature table outside

the Wombles’ alternative event, “Beyond

ESF." at a North London campus, the

organisers shut it down, grabbing our

papers and telling us to get “that Sparta-

cist shit" out of here. They howled anti-

communist abuse and, with no sen.se of

irony, condemned us as "authoritarian"

while hounding us out of the grounds of

a public campus. Nonetheless we defend

them against the forces of the capitalist

state and the scurrilous charges being

hurled by the SWP.

Blood Line in Genoa

In the aftermath of the ESF. Alex

Callinicos in Socialist Worker despicably

revived the slander campaign against the

anarchists that blamed them for the

police-state violence that led to the mur-

der of protester Carlo Giuliani in Genoa

in 2001. He writes: "There was a down-

side to the ESF. There were a few ugly

incidents that marked the re-emergence

of ihe anarchist Black Block whose thug-

gish behaviour during the Genoa pro-

tests of July 2001 played so disastrously

into the hands of the police" (Socialist

Worker, 23 October). As exposed in a 19

October statement by the Italian COBAS
unions, marshals at the October 17 ESF
demonstration sponsored by the SWP-
dominated Slop the War Coalition called

the cops on anarchists and others who
wanted lo inform the crowd that anar-

chists had been arrested on the way to the

march. From their vantage point at the

front of the march, representatives of the

COBAS unions wrote:

“The closing rally for (he European

Social Forum in London has been deeply

marred by the intolerable behaviour of

the British Organising Committee, and in

particular by ihe forces that dominate it:

the Socialist Workers Party, Socialist

Action (the group behind London’s
Mayor Ken Livingstone) and some trade

unions. Several hundred young people

coming from the ‘autonomous spaces’,,

were coming to the demonstration when
the police attacked them making four

arrests (two Italians and two Greeks).

“Despite the insistent requests from
the Italian delegation at the head of the

march to demand their liberation, the

British Committee did not say a word.

“At the end of the march, when trying to

give news of these events from the stage,

we discovered that access to this was
restficted to the British Committee....

“At this point the young people pre-

viously surrounded by police were try-

ing to access the stage, upsetting the

stewards of the rally, who called the

police provoking further arrests, bringing

the total to a number of nine."

continued on page 1
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High School Students Drive

Military Recruiters Off Campus

Chicago
This article is based on a report by a

Spariucisi comrade on an October 5

meeting at Senn High School, a heavily

immigrant and minority public school on

Chicago's North Side.

It’s not every day you get to drive the

military off campus! Around 800 stu-

dents. parents, teachers and (nher activists

poured into the auditorium of Senn High
School, where Colonel Rick Mills, aider-

man Mary Ann Smith and Chicago Pub-

lic Schools (CPS) Deputy CEO David

Pickens were trying to sell a proposal to

turn part of Senn into a naval academy.

They encountered more than they bar-

gained for when the angry audience drove

the military out of the meeting.

There are already two high .schools that

are military academies around the city—
the most notable one being the predomi-

nantly black Bronzeville. on Chicago’s

South Side, whose signature is strict dis-

cipline, with .students parading around in

military uniform. As in many other cities,

there are also Junior Reserve Officer

Training Corps (JROTC) programs in

many of the high schools.

The auditorium was filled with indig-

nant students, parents, some youth from

the Revolutionary Communist Party-built

Not In Our Name (NION) and our com-
rades from the Chicago SYC and Sparta-

cisl League. Many people were standing

up holding protest signs in different lan-

guages (a reflection of the diversity of the

high school). A group of youth marched

through the auditorium holding their

signs up high. While most signs were

calling to "Save Senn” and "Protect

Diversity," there were signs against the

occupation of Iraq and the "Renaissance

2010” plan, a program designed to close

down the 100 "worst performing” schools

in the city (i.e., poor and predominantly

black) and replace them with union-

busting charter schools (see "Charter

Schools: An Attack on Public Education.”

Workers Vanguard No. 825, 30 April).

The CPS official was first to speak,

receiving catcalls and scattered shouts

until the principal calmed everyone

down. The military guys didn't come in

uniform .so it was not immediately clear

who the colonel was when he got up

to speak; once it became apparent, the

boos began. SYCers shouted. "Military

off campus!". "ROTC off campus!” and

booed as he tried to speak. One parent got

up and shouted something that no one

could hear, but the whole audience knew
he was going after the military so they

broke out into loud applause.

Realizing his attempts to "talk sense”

to the crowd were going nowhere. Colo-

nel Mills decided to show a Navy promo-

tional video. As soon as it started we

began chanting "Turn it off!”, which was

taken up by people around us. Soon the

auditorium was filled with the chant; “We
say no!" They were forced to stop the

video temporarily. Somehow the princi-

pal managed to quiet everyone down.
They turned the video back on. and we
started chanting again. Soon the entire

audience was in an uproar; we all joined

in chanting “We say no!” Some people in

the front stood up and turned their backs

to the video and signaled for everyone to

do the same. Within minutes, still chant-

ing. everyone’s back was turned.

The alderman was fuming, the video

was stopped and the official meeting

broke down. The colonel and his mili-

tary entourage stormed out. and the place

went up in cheers! Jesse Sharkey, a

teacher at the school and a writer for the

International Socialist Organization’s

(ISO) Socialist Worker, later wrote on

Savesenn.org; "1 personally appealed to

Alderman Smith and David Pickens that

I would help restore order in the meet-

ing if they would take community ques-

tions and comments.” But most of the

parents and students were less inclined to

compromise.

Sharkey started chairing an open mike.

Many of the students and parents spoke

passionately against the plan. The com-
ments were largely focused on saving

Senn. but many speakers also tied in

broader remarks against the occupation

and the military. When we got our turn.

SYC member Tim Valentine began by

saying that we are opposed to the militar-

ization of Senn. and that the audience

should commend themselves for driving

off the military. He argued that you can’t

rely on the Democrats to stop the militar-

ization of Senn. and that it is Democratic

mayor Richard Daley pushing the attack

on public education. He called for free

quality education for all and spoke about

the need for the working class in Chicago

to take up the fight to defend public edu-

cation. He concluded by saying that it is

necessary to build a revolutionary workers

party that can lead the socialist revolution.

We in the Spartacist League and SYC
fight for the working class to break from

all parties of capital. NION and the ISO.

both of whom had members in atten-

dance, proved during the antiwar move-

ment that they do Just the opposite. All

the antiwar protest organizers (Inter-

national ANSWER. NION, United for

Peace and Justice—a coalition which

includes both the ISO and NION) worked

to turn the demonstrations into platforms

for the liberal wing of the Democratic

Party—the party of Hiroshima. Nagasaki

and the escalation of the Vietnam War.

Democratic "doves." the Green Party and

independent capitalist politicians like

Ralph Nader—the ISO's candidate of

choice in 2000 and 2004—talk peace

only to get antiwar youth off the streets

and into the voting booth.

After the auditorium was pretty much
cleared out. a comrade peeked into the

auditorium and saw a small crowd of

angry, primarily minority, youth and. lo

and behold, the colonel in the middle—
he had crept back in and was now in a

heated discussion. One young woman
angrily denounced the colonel and told

him to f— himself; the other youth burst

into cheers. Outside, we continued to sell

our paper and distribute the SYC Ten
Point Program, talking with youth and
parents about how these attacks take

place in the context of the American rul-

ing class’s increasing imperialist aggres-

sion internationally and the “war on ter-

ror” at home. As was shown by these

hundreds of angry parents, teachers and
students who sent the colonel and com-
pany packing, many people have less

than no desire lo kill or be killed for

U.S. imperialist interests. U.S. military:

hands off Senn High School! The Sparta-

cus Youth Clubs fight for free, quality,

integrated public education for all!

Defeat the racist assaults on affirmative

action—no lo cutbacks! Kick military

recruiters off high school and college

campuses! Down with the U.S. colonial

occupation of Iraq's

UNITE HERE Strike Support Rally Endorsers
26 October 2004

To the editors of Young Spartacus:

In the otherwise very fine article in WV No. 834 about our

work building the united-front rally on October 7 at City Col-

lege of San Francisco (CCSF) for victory to the UNITE HERE
hotel workers strike, there was one regrettable omission.

While the article described the types of groups that endorsed

the rally, it did not list them all by name. This is the list of

endorsers in full:

Adam Fetterman. Vice President of Finance. Associated

Students Council of CCSF*
Alan Fisher. Executive Board Member. American Federation

of Teachers. Local 2 1 2 1
*

Chris Kendrick. Treasurer. Anarchist Library. CCSF*
La Raza Unida. CCSF

Labor Black League for Social Defense, Oakland
L. Paz. Department Chair. Philippine Studies Department.

CCSF*
PEACE. Philipinos for Education Arts Culture and
Empowerment, CCSF

Maxwell Raynard. President. Anarchist College. CCSF*
Revolution Youth

Arjuna Sayyed. Vice President of Cultural Affairs.

As.sociated Students Council of CCSF*
Spartacus Youth Club
Darren Villegas, Treasurer. La Raza Unida. CCSF
Women United, CCSF
*()rganizaiional affiliation for identification purposes only.

Comradely.

Spartacus Youth Club at CCSF
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The Struggle Against Parliamentarism, Sectarianism

Communist Policy

in Bourgeois Elections
We prim below a slightly ediied

educational presentation given by com-

rade Mary Ann Clemens to the Bay Area

Spartacus Youth Club on 21 October

2003. Though delivered at the time ol

the California gubernatorial recall elec-

tion last autumn, the material comrade

Clemens presented is quite relevant to

the upcoming general elections and

beyond. The presentation fleshes out our

own use of the tactic of critical support

m California last fall. At the time, we
wrote in WV No. 810 (26 .September

2003):

‘We originally decided to abstain on the

recall because we want neither to sup-

port u capitalist politician, in this ca.se

the Democratic governor, nor to implic-

itly support a capitalist (likely Republi-

can) replacement. The .SWP’s election

platform, which presents, in however
crude a way. a working-class line, allows

us to make concrete and clear-cut our

opposition to Davis while at the same
lime expressing our opposition to the

Republicans' attempted electoral coup."

* iH *

Lenin wrote “Left-Wing” Communism: An infantile Disorder for Second
Comintern Congress (1920) to guide interventions into mass reformist

workers parties—including use of electoral tactics—to split them, win
workers to communism.

In preparing this class, in view of the

party ‘.s attitude and our change in position

on the California recall election, it

occurred to me that we are dealing with

much more than the lessons of Lenin’s

“Left-Wing” Communism: An Infantile

Disorder. This book, and our recent expe-

rience. raise the question of the ABCs;
What is communist work? What is our

job about? These questions were fought

out in the newly formed Communist
International (Comintern) and its devel-

oping member parties. So I thought it

would be helpful to start by giving a brief

idea of where the American party came
from,

1919

1919 was a busy year in the inter-

national workers movement. It was the

height of the wave of post-World War I

international labor radicalism, inspired

by the Russian October Revolution.

The "Spartacus’' uprising of revolution-

ary workers took place in Germany; the

short-lived Hungarian Soviet Republic

was founded and crushed. The Commu-
nist International was founded, Amid the

wave of strikes that swept through the

U.S. was the Seattle general strike. The

bourgeoisie paid back these struggles in

kind, with massive repression. As a result

of the "Palmer raids," a centerpiece of the

American ruling class’ “red scare.” the

government imprisoned large numbers of

militant leftists and labor activists and

deported numerous foreign-born leftists

under the infamous “criminal syndical-

ism" laws. The bosses played the race

card for all it was worth, loo. The year

1919 saw the Chicago anti-black pogrom,

as well as many others across the coun-

try. In Chicago, the backdrop was a bit-

terly fought organizing drive in the meat-

packing industry, during which the bosses

used racism as a wedge between black

and while workers.

There was tumult in the socialist

movement in 1919. A major realignment

of the left was taking place around this

time all over Europe. In the U.S.. the left

wing split precipitously from the Ameri-

can Socialist Party (SP). In this country.

Louis Fraina was one of the two main
figures in the American left-wing social-

ist milieu. He founded the Communist
Party of America (CPA). Seven foreign-

language federations from the SP domi-

nated his organization. The workers in

this organization didn't speak much Eng-

lish—the membership were Lithuanians.

Ukrainians. Letts (Latvians). Estonians.

Poles. Russians, etc., who had grown up

in the clandestine conditions of heavy-

handed repre.ssion in the tsarist empire.

The other leading figure was the radical

journalist John Reed, and James P. Can-

non. the future American Trotskyist

leader, soon joined him. Reed’s organ-

ization was the Communist Labor Party

(CLP). The problem was that they had

split from the SP loo soon, cutting them-

selves off from a layer of socialists,

many of whom could have been won
over to communism by a resolute politi-

cal struggle within the Socialist Party.

Sterile Ultraleftism

They were for class struggle, all right,

but the politics of both of these young
communist groups can be characterized

as sterile uitraleflism. They had been

much influenced by two Dutch social-

democratic “left-wingers." Anton Panne-

koek and Hermann Gorier, and by Dan-
iel De Leon of the American Socialist

Labor Party.

So what did the CPA and CLP do? In

response to the vicious assaults of the

Palmer raids, they went underground and

Chicago Historical Society
1919 Strike wave in U.S., inspired by Russian Revolution, was answered by severe state repression, racist reaction. Left*
IWW militants deported following Palmer Raids. Race riots in Chicago helped break union organizing drive (right).

denied any possibility of ever working as

a legal party. Second, the CPA and CLP
refused on principle to work inside the

reactionary trade unions and instead

called for forming ideologically untainted

•'red" unions (a policy known as “dual

unionism"). Their line on trade unions

was pretty much “Destroy the AFL!" The

American Federation of Labor’s program

was “partnership" between the capitalists

and the workers, Now. the AFL’s base

was among the skilled crafts. As a rule, it

did not try to organize the unskilled in

mass industrial unions, and many of the

AFL's unions discriminated against black

workers.

Third, the CPA and CLP refused to

fight for partial demands in the course of

the struggle for socialism and regarded

that as trimming their program. And last

but not least, they were bitterly aniipar-

liamentarist—they wouldn't be caught

dead in the same room with a member of

Congress, much less think of running for

legislative office. These politics were

quite similar to those ofAmadeo Bordiga,

a left-winger in the Italian SP who
became an early leader of the Italian

Communist Party and who played an

important role at the Second World Con-

gress of the Communist International.

The still separate organizations selected

Fraina and Reed as delegates to the Sec-

ond Congress. First Reed and then Fraina

took off on the months-long, dangerous

trip to Moscow. In the meantime, the

struggle for the fusion of these two Amer-
ican groups and against their ultraleft pol-

itics raged at the urging of Lenin and the

Communist International. The Comintern
had to win this fight if a Communist Party

was to be built in the U.S. James P. Can-
non was the first of the American leaders

who began to get it. He gave a powerful

speech against dual unionism at a U.S.

convention in May 1920, And at that con-

vention. the CLP and a split from the CPA
fused to form the United Communist
Party. This is a month before the Second
Congress and a month before Lenin pub-
lished “Left-Wing'' Communism.

The Second Congress of
the Communist international

News of the fights going on in the U.S.

didn’t reach Moscow until the Congress
was in full swing. So Reed and Fraina

both hit town in a fighting mood, each
operating with an agenda to "gel the fran-

chise" from the Comintern as the official

U.S. section, Reed was hot to wage battle

against the Comintern's position in favor

of working in the reactionary trade

unions. He argued with the Comintern
leadership and proposed from the floor of
the Congress a change in the agenda, so

the di.scussion on parliamentarism would
come before that on the trade unions and
shop commiiiee.s. He also wanted English

added as an official language for this

point. His motion was defeated on the

floor, but. in fact, the agenda was reor-

ganized pretty much as le proposed. As
for the reports, the Comintern leadership

requested that Rood prepare a report on
the Negro question in the U.S. Fraina got

the assignment to make the report on the

trade-union question.
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Bourgeois historians like Theodore

Draper like to portray the whole debate

with Reed as an emotional power strug-

gle. But the discussion on the American

black question that the Comintern leader-

ship insistently organized with Reed as

reporter was also a historic moment in the

development of American Communism.
The Bolsheviks struggled with the Amer-

ican Communists to make a complete

break from the indifference to black

oppression and even outright racism of

significant elements of the Socialist Party.

They taught the Americans that the

struggle to address the black question was

the key to the American revolution. The

Comintern leadership exhibited great

skill in using the American delegates as

resources in the struggles over the great

questions before them. They changed the

agenda of the American delegates, guided

the trade-union discussion carefully and

gave Reed quite a different and unique

responsibility. The international leader-

ship saw to it that he gave the Congress

and the American Communist movement

the best he had to offer.

Bolshevik leader Nikolai Bukharin s

report at the Second Congress of the

Comintern, the "Theses on the Commu-
nist Parties and Parliamentarism” and the

intervention ol the Bulgarian delegate.

Shablin, are well worth reading. Bukha-

rin. in explaining the theses, counter-

poses the previous epoch, the rise of

industrial capitalism in Europe in the last

decades of the 19th century, to the new

epoch of imperialism. Bukharin explains

the process of bureaucratization of the

Socialist parlies toward the end of the

last epoch. The parlies focused increas-

ingly on gelling more and more votes

and putting more socialist delegates in

parliament, to force through more and

more reforms to improve the living stan-

dard of the working class.

In the epoch of the rise of capitalism,

“parliament to a certain extent accom-

plished a historically progressive task as

a tool of developing capitalism.” as the

theses on parliamentarism state. It was

indeed in the capitalists’ interests that the

working class should at least be able to

reproduce itself, which in the epoch of

early capitalism was not always the case.

Take the Polish-speaking linen weavers in

Silesia just before the 1848 Revolution.

They were .squeezed dry by the rapacious

German Junkers, their feudal overlords;

their cottage industry was ruined by the

competition of mechanized weaving, par-

ticularly in England. So they came out

of their hovels and dank cellars, starving,

freezing, in rags, barefoot, filthy, racked

by epidemics, rose up. smashed every-

thing in sight, including the looms, and

ransacked the Junkers' great houses. After

the bloody suppression, the Prussian

government inspectors noticed that the

majority of adult males in the region were

physically incapable of.. .serving in the

army. So in this epoch it was possible to

fight for major, lasting reforms. This

is where, for example, fights origi-

nated. later waged by the German social-

ists. against child labor, for protective

legi.slation for women, for disability insur-

ance. for a shorter workday, universal suf-

frage. etc.

But gradually, the Socialist Parly appa-

ratuses. with a large fraction of their

leading cadre respectably silling in par-

liaments and with intimate ties to the pro-

capitalist trade-union tops, grew together

with state agencies. Daniel De Leon, for

all his sectarian politics, was a great

political leader of his time, and he

commanded considerable respect from

Lenin—De Leon coined the term we use

today, "labor lieutenants of the capitalist

class." to characterize the trade-union

bureaucrats- Bukharin puts it like this:

“What the reformists refer to as a grow-

ing over into .socialism was the working

class and the workers’ organizations

growing over into the bourgeois state

apparatus” (The Communist International

in Lenin 's Time—Proceedings and Docu-

ments of the Second Congress (19201.

[Pathfinder, 1991(). More precisely, the

politics of the bureaucratized leaderships

became a component of capitalist rule,

clothed in the criminal myth that social-

ism was attainable by gradually taking

over capitalist society through sheer

numbers—by socialist delegates "taking

over” parliament.

From the Russian 1905
Revolution to World War I

With the 20th century, Europe entered

the epoch of wars and revolutions—the

imperialist epoch marked by the decay of

capitalism. The Bolsheviks under Lenin

had forged a programmatically hard party

through struggles over more than a

decade, and they definitively broke from

the mainstream and right-wing Social

Democrats in 1912. In contrast, accord-

ing to the model of a socialist parly put

forward by German Social Democrat

Karl Kautsky. the "party of the whole
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John Reed,
1917, shortly

before going to

Russia to report

on unfolding
workers
revolution.

class" was supposed to encompass all

political tendencies of the proletariat,

including reformism. Between 1905 and

1914. the European workers organiza-

tions fractured and regrouped within their

parties into three main camps. In the

right-wing camp were those who had

become servants of the capitalist system,

and on the left, there were those, looking

to the 1905 Revolution in Russia, who
had become instruments of the class

struggle. And in the middle was the "cen-

ter." led by people like Karl Kautsky, who
acted as a barrier between the base and

revolutionary Marxism. The Social Dem-
ocratic parliamentary fractions reflected

that polarization-

splitting the Socialist parties wasn’t so

Ikr Hauptfeind fithi Im elgenen Candi

always bought into the myth of universal

pro-war enthusiasm in the European

population at the outbreak of World

War I. and exaggerated the extent of the

hysterical social-patriotism and social-

chauvinism. The tops of the European

Socialist parties and the trade unions

linked arms with the bourgeoisie in this

orgy after 4 August 1914. The skilled

workers, who constituted an important

part of the base of the German SPD. were

most prone to the SPD leaders’ logic that

"we are defending our national borders as

the borders in which to build German

socialism." etc. But the pro-war outpour-

ing did not include the broad industrial

working class. In the 1990s, a couple of

books came out examining working-class

response in Germany to the outbreak of

the war. The newspaper reports and pho-

tographs of big pro-war demonstrations

in the major cities, the proletarian con-

centrations. show only the upper classes

and reactionary students! The workers

remained tense but subdued, since their

leaders, including the left-wingers in

the Socialist parties, were in disarray.

Without leadership, the workers eventu-

ally became demoralized. (See Jeffrey

Verhey. The Spirit of 1914: The Myth of

Enthusiasm and the Rhetoric of Unity in

World War I Germany [PhD thesis, Uni-

versity of California at Berkeley, 1991 1.)

But even after the Socialist leaderships’

betrayal and the mass slaughter of the

war. the Socialist parties retained impor-

German revolutionary

Karl Liebknecht authored
1915 statement “The Main

Enemy Is at Home!”

easy. When the war broke out on 4 August

1914. ihe_revolutionary Karl Liebknecht

in the German parliament on the first

round voted with the rest of the Social

Democratic Party (SPD) fraction to sup-

port the government’s war credits. He
had to overcome his shock at the pros-

pect of breaking party discipline. The
class line now separated the program of

reformism from the revolutionary ideas of

the left wing. His subsequent "No" votes

expres.sed determination to remain true to

the interests of the working class. But the

European socialist left wings were at that

time unable to draw the organizational

conclusion and strike out anew. They
lacked a clear understanding of the new
epoch, the new tasks before the party, a

new conception of the party on the

Bolshevik model, that is to say a rev-

olutionary vanguard parly fighting for

working-class state power.

The question of how revolutionary

consciousness develops divided many of

the ultralefts in the Social Democratic

parlies from the Communists. They
believed that spontaneously, as Clara

Zetkin quoted one German left-winger,

“the working class will create for itself

the revolutionary class parly and the

leadership that it needs” when the revo-

lutionary wave rises. Not only the Ger-

man left, but members of the socialist

left in other countries as well, had to be

broken from these conceptions through a

series of political struggles waged by

Lenin and the Comintern.

Parenthetically. ! believe that the offi-

cial history of the workers movement

Dietz Verlag Berlin

lant parts of their revolutionary-minded

working-class base.

In each country the splits toward the

Comintern were different. But in gen-

eral. the new Communist parties founded

beginning in 1918 and 1919 were hetero-

geneous and contained two or three mutu-

ally antagonistic future parties. In most

cases, the task before the Comintern in

1920 was to get real Communist parties

out of the mishmash. That meant propel-

ling programmatic struggles forward in

these parties, so that the revolutionary-

minded left wings could coalesce and

rid the party of its centrists and pre-

capitalist reformists and opportunists. At

the other end, there was the American
party, dominated by sectarian abstention-

ist politics and uUraleft wings or indepen-

dent formations such as in Italy. Germany
and the Netherlands.

Bolshevik Position on
Participation in Parliaments

The point the Comintern Congress

had to make clear regarding "revolution-

ary parliamentarism" was that it was the

antithesis of the parliamentarism of the

Second International, the iniemationai

grouping of sodal democrats that had

included both revolutionaries and refor-

mists. from which the Communists had
split. The Bolsheviks explained at the

Congress that the obvious primary con-

centration of a Communist Party’s work

is among the working and oppre.ssed

masses. But parliamentary work consti-

tutes a legitimate auxiliary arena of work
continued on page 8
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Party leaders at Second Comintern Congress, 1920. From left: Serrati,

Trotsky. Paul Levi of Germany, Comintern president Zinoviev.
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that musi bv used as a multiplier to make

the revolutionary program known and

respected. Parliament i.s for us a forum

to be used as Karl Liebknechl did. to pose

every question from the standpoint of

the interests of the working class and

opprcs.sed. so that our program reaches

millions. When you read "Lefl-Winti"

Oimmuiii.sni and documents such as

the “Organizational Re.solution" ("Guide-

lines on the Organizational Structure of

Communist Parties, on the Methods and

Content of Their Work." adopted by the

Third Congress ol the Comintern. I92I,

Pmmelheu.s Kexeonii Series No. 1 [1988)).

there is a big emphasis on the combina-

tion of illegal and legal work. You have to

remember that for the Bolsheviks, work-

ing under conditions of illegality, their

participation in the Duma (the Russian

parliament) was the main arena of legal

work where members of the Bolsheviks

could be publicly identified with the

party.

The Bolsheviks recognized that the

tsarist Duma was an impotent talk shop.

As the Comintern theses put it. "Under

pre.sent-day conditions of unbridled impe-

rialism. ..parliament has been transformed

into a tool of lies, deceit, violence, and

enervating drivel" whose reforms have

lost all significance for the working

masses. Nevertheless. Lenin explains that

the Bolsheviks almost always participated

in some way in the Duma elections

throughout the years before the proletar-

ian revolution. In September-November

1917. they took part in the elections to

the capitalist government's Constituent

Assembly—on the eve of the October

Revolution. Rarely during these years—
such as in the events that culminated in

the outbreak of the unsuccessful 1905

Revolution—was the tactic of boycott

correct. In 1906, the Bolsheviks ab-

stained. and Lenin fought for the party to

recognize this as an error. A formative

struggle took place in 1907-09 against the

ullraleft Bolsheviks, known as the Boy-

cotters, over participating in the elections

at a time when it was crucial to use the

Duma as an agitational platform while the

party retrenched in a reactionary period.

The Bolsheviks always worked out a posi-

tion on the Duma elections, developed the

tactics for participating, ran candidates,

called conferences, demonstrations and

on and on.

The objective situation before the

party in every election is obviously dif-

ferent. The point is. there ivfl.v no recipe

for the Bolsheviks then, and there are no
recipes for us now. We have to figure it

out, each time. This is of course true in

general, not only in working out how to

intervene in a bourgeois election cam-
paign. And this raises the ABCs of

communist work. Making the commit-

ment to Join the movement and become
a Bolshevik means that in addition to

learning the history of the workers move-

ment. you must learn to struggle with

today’s reality constantly and form an

opinion as a communist. To do that you
must inform yourself. Read the papers—
the bourgeois papers. Listen to the news
from NPR and BBC. from the point of

view of a communist.

The "Organizational Resolution" from

the Third Congress of the Comintern

slates:

"For u communist party there Is no time

when the puny organization cannot be

politically active. The organizational

exploitation of every political and eco-

nomic situation, and of every change in

the.se situations, must he developed into

organizational .strategy and tactics."— "Guidelines on the

Organizational .Siructure of

Communist Parties, on the

Methods and Content of

Their Work." Prometheus

Raearch Senes No, I

Communists have a compass, the revo-

lutionary program, and the leadership in

whatever task, be it in the trade unions,

be It in running candidates for parlia-

ment. must be guided by that program

"The art of communist organization con-

sists in making use of everything and
everyone in the proletarian class struggle,

distributing party work suitably among
all party members and using the member-
ship to continually draw ever wider

masses of the proletariat into the revolu-

tionary movemeni. while at the same
time keeping the leadership of the entire

movement firmly in hand, not by virtue

of power but by virtue of authority, i.e..

by virtue of energy, greater experience,

greater versatility, greater ability,”

The resolution closes with an admonition

for every cadre to keep sight of our his-

toric goals;

"The communist organizer regards every

single party member and every revolu-

tionary worker from the outset as he will

be in his future historic role as soldier in

our combat organization at the time of

the revolution Accordingly, he guides

him in advance into that nucleu.s and
that work which best corresponds to

his future position and type M weapon.
His work today must also be useful in

Itself, necessary for today's struggle, not

merely a drill which the practical worker
today does not understand. This same
work, however, is also m part training

for the important demands of tomorrow’s

final struggle."

The Italian Party at the
Second World Congress

The Italian party badly needed .sorting

out. The leadership under Giacinio Ser-

rati. who had led the party into the Comin-

tern, was refusing to break with the

reformist right wing. (In fact, Serrati

remained adamant and when the CP split

the next year, he went with the reformists.)

In addition, they had an ultralefl opposi-

tion led by Bordiga that he had named the

"Communist-Abstenlionist" faction, also

known as the “Left Abstenlionist Opposi-

tion." Bordiga performed a very useful

function at the Congress, giving u minor-

ity report on parliamentarism. His argu-

ments .served as a good foil for the discus-

sion on ultraleftism.

Bordiga’s reaction to the Bolsheviks'

position on parliamentarism, understand-

able since the reformists were still in the

party, was. "What'.' More of the same?

No way!" This was just a knee-jerk reac-

tion to the shameful betrayal of the pre-

war right Social Democrats, and to bour-

geois ideology that paints "political

activity” as existing in parliament and

nowhere else. He did not have the Bol-

sheviks’ conception of the parly, which

he regarded more or less as a product of

Russian exceptionalism. He did not

understand how consciousness is formed

and changes in class society. For him.

the revolution must first destroy parlia-

ment. Then, so to speak, the Communist
revolutionaries, kind of courageous adven-

turers. march through the factories with

the red flag, calling for the proletarian

revolution to galvanize the masses for

the final struggle. But real events, real

class and social struggles and real partic-

ipation in such fights change conscious-

ness among the working class.

So at the Congress Bordiga was sub-

jected to hard political criticism when he

objected that it was impossible to say

anything in the Italian Chamber of Depu-

ties. that work there was impossible and

traitorous by definition. Bordiga main-

tained that parliamentary democracy is

obsolete, etc., etc. Bukharin said:

"Comrade Bordiga says it is technically

impossible to make use of parliament,

but he must prove that. No one will say

that under tsarism we had belter condi-
tions in our Duma than exist today in the

Italian Chamber of Deputies. No one has

tried to speak m the Italian chamber in

the necessary way. Why then do you
assert, a priori, that it is impossible? Try
it first—create some scandals: let them
arrest you: have a political trial in the

grand style. You have done none of that,

This tactic must be developed to an ever

higher degree. And 1 maintain that this is

possible."

— The Communist International

in Lenin's Time- Proceedings
and Ooaimenis of the Second
Congress

The Dutch left had also long main-

tained that parliamentarism was "politi-

cally ob.soIete." Lenin made a simple,

realistic distinction; bourgeois parliamen-

tary democracy is in fact "historically

obsolete,” But in terms of social and

political reality, it is far from obsolete as

long as millions of workers are voting for

bourgeois candidates. As long as that is

true.

" ..participation in parliamentary elec-

tions and in the struggle on the parlia-

mentary rostrum is obligatory on the

party of the revolutionary proletariat spe-

cifically for the purpose of educating the

backward strata of its own class, and for

the purpose of awakening and enlighten-

ing the undeveloped, downtrodden and
ignorant rural masses. Whilst you lack

the strength to do away with bourgeois
parliaments and every other type of reac-

tionury institution, you must work w ithin

them because it is there that you will
still find workers who are duped by the
priests and stultified by the conditions ol
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rural life; otherwise you risk turning into

nolhing but windbags
"

— V.I Lcntn. 'Uft-Wing"

Communnnr An Infantile

Dnonler. 1920. Collected

Work-, Vol .11 ( 19f>6»

The Task of Communists

On the question of "dual unions" and

the refusal of many ultralefts to work in

the reactionary trade unions. Lenin

pointed to the source of their error. They

equated the pro-capitalist tops of the

unions with their base—which consisted

then as now of various strata of workers

whom the communists are obligated to

reach.

The central task of the communists,

from which the need for a vanguard party

arises, is to bring communist conscious-

ness into the class from the outside. Of

itself, without this intervention of the

party, the subjective factor in history,

the working class cannot attain socialist

consciousness spontaneously, but at most

develops trade-union consciousness—
which is still bourgeois consciousness.

That means that their consciousness is lim-

ited to negotiating the terms of wage slav-

ery as opposed to the consciousness of the

need to overturn wage slavery. Because of

the vastly differing conditions under which

its members work, the consciousness of

the working class is very heterogeneous.

The layers in the working class range from

the must politically advanced elements in

tlie industrial proletariat to backward lay-

ers among whom religious obscurantism,

racism and male chauvinism are rampant.

This is because the bourgeoisie has a

monopoly of social institutions to transmit

its ideology to the entire population, and it

pounds the entire population daily, hourly

Socialist Worker
24 September 2004

Why you should vote
for Nadw/Camejo

ISO crosses class line, supports cap-
italist politicians Ralph Nader and
Peter Camejo.

through the media, the schools, religious

institutions, sports, And above all. the rul-

ing class uses the family to pass on subser-

vience to authority, obedience, etc.

“Compromises'' and Our
Reformist Opponents
Young communists should study care-

fully the section on compromises in

Lenin’s "Left-Wing" Communism. The
international Socialist Organization (ISO)

obscenely baits us with it. using the book
to justify their support of bourgeois

forces and politicians like Ralph Nader,

Lenin points out that under capitalist

imperialism, from the heterogeneity of

consciousness arises

"the absolute necessity for the Commu-
nist Pony, the vanguard of the proletariat,

its class-conscious section, to resort to

changes of lack, to conciliation and com-
promises with the various groups of
proletarians, with the various panics of
ihe workers and small masters. It is

entirely a inatier of knowing how to ap-
ply these tactics in order to raise—not
lower—the general level of proletanan
class-consciousncsN. revolutionary spirit,

and ability to fight and win,"

Now. the "changes of lack, concilia-

tions and compromises’’ Lenin is talking

about here are with "the various groups of
proletarians." Lenin’s point is that centrist

and occasionally even reformist parties

vacillate between the proletariat and the

bourgeoisie. The effect of our tactics,

such as our use of critical support in the

California recall campaign last autumn, is

to drive the wedge m preci.sely when an

WORKERS VANGUARD
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organization on the left turns (in its pub-

licly staled program) toward the workers,

and to combat those that arc on their

knees belore the bourgeoisie.

In the recall election, with the excep-

tion of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP).

the ISO and all the other •’lelV’ groups

oriented to the ruling class. They sup-

ported candidates committed to the

reform of capitalism, to pressure the cap-

italists and their state to be nice to the

workers and oppressed—the capitalist

Green Par'y's Peter Camejo (an ex-fake

Trotskyist). C.T. Weber (Peace and Free-

dom Parly), etc., etc. We pointed out that

their fanning illusions in such forces in no

way represents the independent interests

of the working class, raising the class

consciousness of the youth and working

class and their ability to fight, but instead

lowers it. By giving critical support to the

SWP’s candidate. Joel Britton, we sought

to draw toward us youth and workers

whose heart was with the proletariat.

Of course we know the SWP will turn

around and plead with the bourgeoisie to

make niccy-nicc tomorrow, but what they

wrote in their program fi>r the recall elec-

tions. what they claimed to stand on. drew

a crude class line, so that we could say.

that’s good, we can support that—not that

we expect them to put their money where

their mouth is. And in so doing, we could

go into action, intervene, counierpose our

own consistently working-class revolu-

tionary program.

Cannon noted in The hirst Ten Years of
American Communism that antipariia-

mentarisin along the lines of the Euro-

pean uliralefls was present in a weaker

form in the llrst program of the Commu-
nist Party m the U.S. But "that hodge-

podge of ultra-radicalism was practically

wiped out of the American movement in

1920-21 by Lenin." The American lead-

ers were broken from the influence of De
Leon and the Dutch ultralefts primarily

by Lenin’s "Left-Wing" Communism and

by the Comintern theses and resolutions

of the Second World Congress.

The American SWP in 1940
One of the readings for this class was

the discussion printed in the Writings of
Leon Trotsky (1939-40) between the

SWP leadership and Trotsky. The fight,

though on one level about electoral tac-

tics. revealed adaptations to the anti-

communist Rooseveltian trade unionists,

whom the SWP encountered in the

course of their trade-union work.

Trotsky pounded the SWP’s inex-

cusable abstention from the presidential

elections dominated by Roosevelt;

“I see there is no campaign In the Social-

ist Appeal for a workers' candidate. Why
haven't you proposed a congress of trade

unions, a convention to nominate a candi-

date for the presidency? If he were inde-

pendent we would support him. We can-

not remain completely indifferent- We
can very well insist in unions where we
have influence that Roosevelt is not our
candidate and the workers must have
their own candidate. We should demand a

nationwide congress connected with the

independent labor party."

Trotsky pointed out that it was princi-

pled and could be tactically smart to sup-
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port the American Communist Parly's

candidate. Earl Browder. After the Hitler-

Stalin pact was signed, the American
Communist Party (CP), like the Stalinists

inicrnatiunally, had dropped the social-

patriotic line of their Popular Front

period. Instead of looking for alliances

with a wing of the bourgeoisie against

fascists or “reactionaries" in general,

they adopted an antiwar, anti-imperialist

stance. That offered the Trotskyists an

opening to drive a wedge into the contra-

dictions of the Stalinist tops' politics.

Trotsky patiently explained how the

International Left Opposition [precursor

of the Trotskyist Fourth International]

was not politically closer to the Socialist

parties in 1933 than to the CPs in 1940.

but that the Trotskyists had then entered

the reformist SPs in a maneuver called

(he "French Turn." designed to win away
their left-wing elements. (That maneuver
was so successful in the U.S. that it gut-

ted the SP for good.) Trotsky asked:

Since the CP won't let the SWP enter it.

why not conduct a similar maneuver from

the outside'?

Trotsky hammered the SWP for not

exploiting the CP's contradictions, asking

the delegation what kind of policy they

wanted—negative or dynamic politics:

"If you are an independent party you
must have polilics. a line in relation to

(his campaign. It you had an independent

candidate I would be lor him. but where

is he'’ It is either complete abstention

from the campaign because of technical

reasons, or you must choose between
Browder and Norman Thomas (the SP’s
candidate]. We can accept abstention.

We can proclaim that everyone is a faker.

That is one thing, but events confirming
our proclamation is another. Shall we
follow negative or dynamic politics?..

.

We must have our own politics. Imagine
the effect on the Stalinist rank and
file

But no matter what Trotsky suggested,

the SWP leaders, shocked at the thought

of politically going after the Stalinists,

reacted with "but. ..but"; The “peculiar"

Stalinist movement was haled by labor

militants. Giving them critical support

would “discredit the Trotskyists in the

labor movement." The Stalinists would
only "betray again." "The CP is not a gen-

uine workers’ party." Cannon argued that

"the progressives will hate us if we sup-

port the Stalinists." showing where the

SWP's trade-union policy was oriented.

Trotsky presented one tactical possibil-

ity after another, to try to get the SWP
leaders to see the great flexibility avail-

able to them: They could publish a mani-
festo directed at the Stalinist workers, but

there was so far not "even one single

word from you on policy in regard to the

presidential election. " The members of

the party could write letters to the editor

of the SWP supporters' trade-union news-
paper in Minneapolis, the Northwest
Organizer. Trying one last time. Trotsky

said. OK. abandon voting for Browder;
abandon a manifesto and produce a leaf-

let making (he same political points But

the SWP delegation showed no positive

reaction to any of these suggestions.

Trotsky asked a rhetorical question

and answered it: "Why this lack of initia-

tive?.. It IS a photograph of our adapta-

tion to the Rooseveltians." He went over

to a direct attack against the SWP’s
orientation to the "progressives”;

"Wc are in u bloc with so-called progres-

sives—not only fakers, but honest rank

and file. Yes. they arc honest and pro-

gressive but from time to lime they vote

for Roosevelt—once in four years. This

IS decisive. You propose a trade union
policy, not a Bolshevik policy. Bolshevik

policies begin out.sidc (he trade unions.

You are afraid to become compromised
in (he eyes of the Rooseveltian trade

unionists.... The danger. .is adaptation to

the pro-Rooscvellian trade unionists. You
don't give any answer to the elections,

not even the beginning of an answer. But

wc must have a policy."

Cannon asked at the conclusion of

the discussion: "There has not been an

approach to the Stalinists in years. Could

it he possible'.’" The light was beginning

to dawn, but we know that they didn't

make the approach.

There was a lot at stake. Trotsky was

trying to get the SWP leadership to see

that their orientation to the Rooseveltian

"progressives" in the trade unions was
determining the politics of the party, and
that the pro-progressive policy was para-

lyzing the party.

So what was going on here? You have

to keep in mind that in 1939. the year

before, the fight against then-SWP lead-

ers Max Shachtman and Martin Abern
had erupted. The resulting split, in which

they took out a viable chunk of the

youth, was in May. a month before these

discussions with Trotsky took place. The
Shachtman-Abern minority had lunged

rWO CAMPAIGNERS -by Bills

Fr^n Ellis The Wofkef

1940 elections; CP dropped support
for Roosevelt and ran Earl Browder
on antiwar ticket, as shown in car-

toon from its paper.

to the right particularly after the Hitler-

Sialin pact, when defense of the Soviet

Union wasn't so popular with petty-

bourgeois intellectuals anymore. What
Trotsky is fighting about with the major-

ity was that they had some of the same
political problems as the minority—they

couldn't deal with the Communist Party.

Their policy of adapting to the "progres-

sives" in the unions disarmed them in the

struggle again.st the Shachimanites. If they

had pulled off a maneuver like Trotsky

was suggesting, it would have had an

enormous impact not only on the Stalin-

ist workers, but would have dealt a seri-

ous blow to Shachiman's credibility with

the more serious youth as well.

If we are doing our job. we always

have to look for the contradictions; where
we can drive in a wedge to put forth our

program positively. We are obligated to

develop tactics that are a lever to move as

much weight as possible in terms of con-

sciousness. first of the most advanced,

then of more backward layers of the

working class and oppressed. The Com-
intern Organizational Resolution talks

about layers of workers taking up Com-
munist slogans and carrying them on to

others. There are significant examples in

our history of Just that happening: at our

anti-Klan mobilizations when the bus

drivers or longshoremen take bundles of

our leaflets to hand out, and certainly dur-

ing the incipient proletarian political rev-

olution in East Germany in 1989-90.

Even if the scale is smaller today and
we are at the stage of parly building

where we are accumulating the cadre to

man the necessary party posts for much
larger struggles in the future, the program
i.s the same. The injunction to work out

effective Leninist tactics, to intervene in

every politically charged situation, every

social or class struggle, no matter how
partial, is the same.B
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Newmarkei Films

Lethal weapons: Mel
Gibson's hit movie The

Passion of the Christ and
two-ton Ten Command-

ments monument in

Alabama state judicial

building reflect ominous
rise of religious reaction.

Elections...
(continueJfrom page I)

of a capitalist system based on exploita-

tion and profit- On the question of relig-

ion. for example, we fight for the strict

separation of church and slate; religion

should be a private matter and we oppose

any intrusion by the government into peo-

ple’s personal lives; we call for free abor-

tion on demand: we defend the right of

gay people to marry. But under capitalism

religion serx'es a purpose for the rulers; it

is a means to enforce social conservatism

and defend the existing status quo.

It is said that whom the gods would

destroy, they first make mad: and here

Bush has a considerable head start. Bush

and his cohorts have simply proposed that

"America the Good" w ill dominate planet

Earth- This is quite mad and dangerous

even as a fantasy But to be sure, the

motor force that drives such aspirations is

not insanity but the raison li'virc of the

imperialist system, which is based on the

drive to control the world's markets and

sources of raw materials and cheap labor.

This drive has intensified exponentially

with the capitalist counterrevolution in

the Soviet degenerated workers state

in 1991-92

—

a historic defeat for the

world's proletariat. The Messianic and

oddly demented policies of the Bush

regime represent the logic of a capitalist

class drunk on one success after another

since the end of the Cold War. The U.S. is

not only an imperialist power: it is the

world's most powerful imperialist power.

There is an irreconcilable antagonism

between the interests of the property-

WV Pftoto

Spartacists raise fight for women's
rights at San Francisco antiwar pro-
test. March 2004.

owning bosses who exploit workers to

obtain profits, and the workers them-
selves. who own nothing but their labor

power and who create the wealth of soci-

ety. Workers need their own party, which
will fight not only for the interests of

labor but for the rights of black people,

women, gays and all the exploited and
oppressed; a workers parly that will fight

to overturn capitalism, creating a work-

ers government and a society based on

production for human needs,

What’S the Matter
with Kansas?

In our review of Fahrenheit 9/11 {WV
No. 829. 9 July), we noted that Michael

Moore’s "populist outlook leads him to

ignore the Bush administration's close

ties to the Christian right, to take notice of

which would mean acknowledging that

Bush really has a popular base. The box

office figures of The Passion of the

Christ, remember, are real,” It is a meas-

ure of the deep religiosity of this country

that the biggest "cultural” phenomenon

in the U.S. in 2004 was Mel Gibson's

film—with all its anti-Semitic overtones

—which earned over .$.^70 million in the

box office and sold over four million cop-

ies in its first day out on DVD.
In a recent book titled. What'.s the Mat-

ter with Kaiisas? How Conservatives

Won the Heart ofAmerica (Metropolitan

Books. 2004). liberal Thomas Frank

attempts to grapple with the resurgence of

far-right religious fundamentalism as a

major political force and with the appar-

ently baffling lack of even elementary

class consciousness among many blue-

collar workers. While he reverses cause

and effect, lending to see ideology as

determining the lack of class struggle,

and thinks the Democrats can be a solu-

tion. his "heartland” scream of outrage

still captures something of the reaction-

ary mess we’re in today:

"The country seems more like a pano-

rama of madness and delusion worthy
of Hieronymous Bosch; of sturdy blue-

collar patriots reciting the Pledge while

they strangle their own life chances;

ot small farmers proudly voting them-

selves off the land: of devoted family

men carefully seeing to it that their chil-

dren will never be able to afford college

or proper health care; of working-class

guys m Midwestern cities cheering as

they deliver up a landslide for a candi-

date whose policies will end their way of

life, will transform their region into a

'rust belt.' will strike people like them
blows from which they will never

recover."

Earlier on. Frank complained;

The trick never ages; the illusion never

wears off. Vote to stop abortion, receive a

rollback in capital gams taxes. Vole to

make our country strong again; receive

dcindustriali/ation Vole to screw those

politically correct college professors;

receive electricity deregulation. Vole to

gel government off our backs, receive

conglomeration and monopoly every-

where from media to meatpacking. Vole

to stand tall against terrorists; receive

Social Security privatization. Vote to

strike a blow against elitism; receive a
social order in which wealth is more con-

centrated than ever before in our life-

times. in which workers have been
stripped of power and CEOs are rewarded
in a manner beyond imagining.”

What Frank describes may be more
intense today, but this is how the capital-

ist politicians always work—they lie.

cheat and steal.

Frank cites a pamphlet. Is It a Sin for a

Christian to Be a Registered Democrat
Voter in America Today? by a Wichita,

Kansas. Christian and Republican ideo-

logue In fact, the growth of religion in

mainstream politics in recent decades did

not begin with the Republicans, It began

with the Democratic Carter administra-

tion. And. like every rightward shill in

this country, it was lied to a rise in racist

reaction against black people.

The nomination of "born-again" Bap-

tist Carter to head the Democratic Party

ticket in the 1976 elections was not acci-

dental. Carter openly proclaimed the vir-

tues of "ethnic purity ” Busing for school

integration, having been defeated on the

streets of Boston in 1974-75. was killed

in city after city. Five leftist anti-racist

Getty

militants in Greensboro. North Carolina,

were gunned down in broad daylight in

1979 by a group of Klansmen and Nazis

led by an "informer" for the Feds.

Coming to power just after the defeat

of U.S. imperialism by the heroic Viet-

namese workers and peasants, the Car-

ter administration kicked off a "moral"

rearmament campaign—an onslaught of

domestic .social reaction and anti-

Communisi "human rights" campaign
against the Soviet degenerated workers

stale. These policies reflected a con.sen-

sus within the American ruling class,

which sought to overcome widespread

public mistrust of the government follow-

ing the Watergate events that forced the

resignation of Republican president Rich-

ard Nixon in 1974. and to refurbish the

tarnished credentials and military might

of U.S. imperialism after Vietnam.

The religious right provided the shock

troops for the right-wing backlash against

the limited gains made by women and

black people in the 1960s and early

’70s—what the likes of the clerical Cath-

olic reactionary Patrick Buchanan call the

“Culture War." The religious right mobi-

lized not only against the gains but

against the defiance of the racist status

quo shown by those who struggled.

With the election of Reagan, both

the assaults on black rights and the Cold

War against the Soviet Union iniensified.

Reagan expanded the clandestine CIA
operation launched by Carter to fund

Islamic reactionaries in Afghanistan,

turning it into the biggest covert opera-

tion by the CIA in American history. At

home. Reagan’s assaults on labor were

exemplified by the 1981 smashing of the

PATCO air traffic controllers union

—

using plans drawn up by the Curler

administration. The fostering of relig-

ious reaction during the 1980s was so

great that by the 1988 elections. Bush

Sr. who was not an evangelical Chris-

tian. won the White House largely on

the basis of the evangelical voie.

The fact that Bill Clinton associated

with blacks and actually had black friends

has endeared him to many black people

—

a measure of the deep racial divide in this

country. But the very selection of the

Clinton/Gore ticket in 1992—two white

Southerners—was designed to win back

the While House through a campaign of

appealing to the Southern, while racist

vole. This was symbolized during the

1992 campaign by Clinton flying back to

Arkansas to oversee the execution of a

brain-damaged black man. Ricky Ray

Rector.

Clinton promised to "end welfare as

we know it"—and. in fact, accomplish-

ing what his Republican predecessors

could not do. actually did it. Clinton pre-

sided over a vast expansion ot the death

penalty and prison system, creating a

huge national grid of cages tor an

unprecedented growth in the dispropor-

tionately black and minority prison popu-

lation. The U.S. today has more people

in prison, as a percent of total popula-

tion. than any other country. In Iraq Clin-

ton's policies killed far more men.

women and children during the United

Nations-sponsored siarvatiiin "sanctions"

blockade and bh>ody bombing cam-

paigns than Bush's invasion and occupa-

tion so far.

Both parties have shifted to the right,

bringing reactionary social layers to

political ascendancy. The fundamentalist

Christian right is today mainstream, and

provides a cover for the fascist fringe

that terrorizes black people and guns

down abortion doctors. As a political

force. Christian fundamentalism repre-

sents backwardness and social reaction.

It's anti-science, anti-evolution and pro-

creationism. It's for prayer in public

schools and the subjugation of women
and children in the family: the antithesis

of the values of the Enlightenment of the

17th and 18th centuries.

With the collapse of the Soviet Union

in 1991-92. religious reaction in the U.S.

grew, along with increasing attacks on

the rights of workers, minorities and

women. The removal of the USSR as the

main enemy of U.S. imperialism has also

meant that U.S. imperialism had to find

a new enemy, which eventually, particu-

larly following the September 1 1 attacks,

became Islamic fundamentalism. The
very fact that the line drawn in interna-

tional politics is currently defined by a

war against Islamic fundamentalism has

served to galvanize Christian funda-

mentalism in the U S. Bruce Bartlett, a

domestic policy adviser to Ronald Rea-

gan and a treasury official for Bush Sr.,

told Suskind in the Tones Magazine arti-

cle that the Christian fundamentalist

Bush "is so clear-eyed about A1 Qaeda
and the Islamic fundamentalist enemy”
becau.se he has a "Messianic idea of
what he thinks God has told him to do."

Bartlett continued. "He understands them,

because he's just like them.” Indeed. Al

Qaeda is Osama bin Laden’s own "faith
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Left: Outside historic

1925 Tennessee trial

where Clarence Darrow
(above) defended John
Scopes for defying
state law against
teaching evolution.

Tennessee ban
was not overturned
until 1968, as social

struggles for black
equality and against
Vietnam War
swept U.S.

based" initiative, as well as a Franken-

stein\s monster that turned on its erst-

while masters-

For a Workers Party!

In the U.S., black people are always a

central target of the very same forces

that mobilize in opposition to abortion

rights, gay marriage and any expression

of social liberalization. This underlines

that it is in the interest of black people to

fight for the rights of gays, women and
all the oppressed.

Because they are victims of unrelent-

ing racial oppression, many black people

sympathize with the struggles of other

oppressed sectors of the population. But

religiosity among black people also leaves

them open to backward views on issues

like abortion and gay marriage. A recent

survey, for example, noted that support

for Bush has increased among older,

more conservative black people. In our

article. “For the Right to Gay Marriage!"

{WV No. 821, 5 March), we quoted a

black Baptist minister who said. "If the

K.K.K. opposes gay marriage. I would
ride with them." But as we wrote in

response, the minister “might saddle up.

but it will be a short ride—the first target

of this motley collection of nativist, anti-

labor fascists is black people.”

From the days of slavery to the pres-

ent. the oppression of black people has

been a fundamental feature of American
capitalism. Black people are both segre-

gated at the bottom of American society

and integrated into the economy. If it is

to fight for its own emancipation, the

multiracial proletariat must take up the

struggle for black freedom. The working

class will transcend its divisions only

through class and social struggle. Only
by the common struggle of the multira-

cial working class under the leadership

of a revolutionary workers party will a

socialist revolution be made.
The working class needs such a party;

but the primary obstacle to working-class

unity in the U.S. has been the deep racial

divide fostered by the American ruling

class, which has served to retard the

political consciousness of the working
class. In this, the bourgeoisie is aided by

the AFL-CIO tops, who do their best to

corral the labor movement behind capi-

talist politicians, particularly Democrats,

and the black politicians and preachers,

who also do their utmost for the Demo-
crats. At bottom, their message is deeply

demoralizing; the best that workers,

women and black people can do is vote

once every four years for some cynical

capitalist politician and then hope he

won't kick them around too much once

he gets into office. A workers party will

be forged only through class and social

struggle independent of the capitalist

parties.

The absence of such struggle helps

account for the remarkable phenome-
non that Thomas Frank eloquently docu-

ments in What's the Matter with Kan-

sas? With not much of a leftist move-

ment in the U.S., the religious right has

created a thoroughly bogus “class” argu-

ment against the "liberal elites." "Class"

gets posed in the eyes of many in thrall

to the toxic communion of the religious

right not as bosses versus workers, but as

the godly regular folks against the deca-

dent. left-of-center, latt^-drinking heath-

ens who haunt art galleries in New York

and Los Angeles.

The rise of religiosity in this country,

particularly among working people, is

directly related to the fact that most peo-

ple in the U.S. can scarcely perceive a

way to fight against the oppression and

exploitation they suffer. (Frank, for exam-
ple. notes that McPherson, Nebraska, the

poorest county in the country, is solidly

Republican.) As we wrote in "Marxism
and Religion" (reprinted in the Sparlacist

pamphlet. Enlifihtenmeni Rationalism

and the Origins of Marxism), modern
religion is "a means both of oppression

and of escape for the oppressed." Noting

that "Man makes religion, religion does

not make man." Karl Marx explained;
"Religious suffering is at one and the

-same time the expression of real suffer-

ing and a protest against real suffering.

Religion is the sigh of the oppressed
creature, the heart of a heartless world
and the soul of soulless conditions, it is

the opium of the people.

"The abolition of religion as the illu,sory

happiness of the people is the demand
for their real happiness. To call on them
to give up their illusions about their con-
dition is to call on them to give up a con-
dition that requires illusions."— "Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy

of Right" (1844)

We need to fight for a world of such

material abundance that people won’t

need religion to make up for what they

lack. And that is only possible through

the overthrow of the capitalist order and
the forging of a new socialist society that

will open a new period of human devel-

opment and lay the basis for the expan-

sion of human freedom in all spheres.

All the more necessary then, if humanity
is to have any kind of future, to fight for

what we want in this world. And the

starting point for that is a break with the

Democratic Party and a fight to build a

workers party that will fight for socialist

revolution.!

Social Forum...
(continuedfrom page 4)

We demand; Drop all the charges!

Despicable as the behaviour of the

British Labourite left is. they hardly have

a monopoly on appealing to or alibi-

ing the forces of the capitalist stale. In

the aftermath of Genoa everyone from
Susan George of ATTAC to Rifonda-

zione Comunista to Alain Krivine of

the French Ligue Communiste Revolu-

tionnaire howled against the anarchists,

blaming the victims for the murderous
violence of the capitalist state. As our

comrades of the Lega Trotskista d’ Italia

wrote in a protest statement. "Berlusconi

and the G-8; Imperialist Butchers!”;

“With such statements these miserable
misleaders prove their loyalty to the cap-
italist class and its police assassins and
expose their attacks on 'globalisation' as

rooted in social-chauvinist, reformist sup-
port to their 'own' bourgeoisies. Their
'movement' aims not to overthrow capi-

talism but to mask its monstrous reality.”—reprinted in Workers Vanguard
No. 762. 3 August 2001

Indeed, from their inception in Porto

Alegre. Brazil in 2001 the entire purpose

of these social forums has been to lake

radical youth off the streets and to corral

them behind the "democratic alternative"

of promoting the electoral fortunes of

out-of-power parliamentary reformists.

The most notable beneficiary of this was

Lula’s Workers Party in Brazil, which is

now in government viciously attacking

the workers and peasants. The renegades

of the United .Secretariat of the Fourth

International organised the first World

Social Forum where they held mock "par-

ticipatory budgets.” designed to .school

young radicals in administering the bud-

get of the capitalist state. Now they have

a minister in Lula’s popular-front gov-

ernment that is administering budgets on

behalf of the IMF and the World Bank
while viciously attacking peasants in the

countryside as well as blacks and ghetto

poor in the cities.

On the eve of the war against Iraq the

Florence ESF issued a resolution promot-

ing the most grotesque illusions in the

"peace-loving” credentials of their “own"
imperialist bourgeoisies. It appealed to

“all citizens of Europe and to ail their rep-

resentatives. Together let us stop the war

on Iraq." It called on “all the European
heads of stale to publicly stand against

this war, whether it has UN backing or

not. and to demand that George Bush
abandon his war plans” (Weekly Worker,

12 September 2002).

While there was plenty of bellyaching

over how the London ESF was tightly

controlled by Livingstone’s office, amidst

cries of “he who pays the piper calls the

tune," the fact of the matter is that all of

these gatherings have been bankrolled by

various capitalist agencies and institu-

tions (including by the Chirac govern-

ment in Paris last year).

The Wombles got the number of the

ESF in their call for "Beyond ESF."

which says that these social forums sim-

ply “parallel the development of capitalist

institutions of governance” and "merely

asks for ‘capitalism with a human face’.”

But while posturing as a genuine anti-

capitalist alternative they reflect all the

prejudices of Cold War anti-communism,

chanting in unison with bourgeois demo-
crats that “absolute power corrupts abso-

lutely" and that state power was the orig-

inal sin of the Russian Revolution. Their

call for building “autonomous zones"

somehow free of capitalist exploitation

buys into the myth that the oppressed

can find liberation within the confines of

bourgeois "democracy,” i.e„ the dictator-

ship of the bourgeoisie. Rejecting what
they view as the "Leninist tyranny" of

a unitary revolutionary programme and
party seeking to mobilise the social

power of the proletariat for the conquest

of state power, the anarchists are impotent

in the face of the highly organised, ruth-

lessly efficient forces of the bourgeois

stale. The end result simply pave.s the

way for a return to the “politics of the

possible" espoused by the very social-

democratic .sellouts the Wombles claim

to reject.

The Sparlacist League/Britain and the

Spartacus Youth Group intervened at this

ESF to win youth and others to a prole-

tarian. revolutionary internationalist per-

spective. We recognise that the funda-

mental conflict in society is the conflict

between capital and labour. Because of

its central role in production, the work-
ing class is not just another “social

movement" but has the social power to

bring down the capitalist exploiters and
their whole system of racism, national

oppression and women’s oppression as

well as imperialist war. The proletariat

has the power and the class interest to

create a society based on collectivised

properly and a rational, planned econ-

omy. a workers state leading to a class-

less communist society and the withering

away of the state. To achieve this we are

dedicated to building an international

Leninist-Trotskyist party.!
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Police Terrorize Red Sox Celebrations

Boston Cops Kill Student

Riot officer aims pepper-
ball gun, like one that

killed Victoria Snelgrove.
at Red Sox fans in

Boston's Kenmore
Square, October 21.

Thompson/Boston Herald

On October 2 1, the Boston cops

gunned down Victoria Snelgrove, a 21-

year-old Emerson College student major-

ing m broadcast journalism. Her 'enme'"?

Nothing. Even the cops admit that. Snel-

grove had watched the local team deleai

the Yankees in the game that would carry

the Red Sox to the World Series, and had

afterward joined the SO.OOO or so revelers

in Kenmore Square with a friend.

In response to typical post-game row-

diness, the Boston police surged into the

crowd, escalating the situation danger-

ously. A scuffle developed near where

Snelgrove was standing, A cop opened

fire with “less than lethal" pepper-spray

balls. The “less than lethal" projectile

hit Snelgrove in the eye. wounding her

fatally.

Boston cops bought the weapon that

killed Snelgrove as part of their prep-

arations for the Democratic National

Convention protests, where they main-

tained a repressive atmosphere aimed at

squelching protest. The cops also pur-

chased a 10'/2-foot-tall tank-like armored
vehicle capable of holding 30 riot

cops. Using weapons similar to those

wielded by the Boston police in Kenmore
Square, in April 2003 the Oakland police

opened fire on antiwar protesters and
trade unionists on the Oakland docks,

wounding many of the protesters, some
seriously. Now the Boston police have

withdrawn these guns in favor of guns

that fire the pepper-spray balls at a lower

velocity.

Throughout the Democratic and Repub-

lican convention protests, the cops in

Boston and New York City carried out

a massive repressive operation, arrest-

ing over 1.800 people for simply exer-

cising their First Amendment rights.

Particularly egregious is the case of

black youth Jamal Holiday. While most
of the demonstrators arrested during

the protests against the Republican Na-

tional Convention are now free. Holiday

remains in jail, charged with assaulting

a plainclothes cop who provocatively

drove his motor scooter into a mass
of protesters. Holiday’s bail was report-

edly upped from $50,000 to $250,000

recently, based in part on the fact that

political literature was found in his home.
Drop the charges against Holiday! Free

him now!
In Boston, the cops and their bosses

in City Hall are using an obscene action

by the cops to justify further repression.

After pro forma expressions of regret

over Snelgrove's death. Police Commis-
sioner Kathleen M. O’Toole and Mayor

Thomas Menino blamed "knuckleheads"

and "punks" who. they claimed, had

forced the cops' hand. This is a contempt-

ible lie. Additionally. Mayor Menino has

capitalized on Snelgrove’s death to push

puritanical measures down the throats of

Boston’s residents. Though stymied in his

attempt to have alcohol banned in the

Fenway Park area entirely during the

World Series by bar owners worried

about ruinous losses in revenue, area bars

will now have a complement of cops in

them. TV crews will be banned from the

bars, supposedly for encouraging rowdi-

ness. Those who cannot llnd a seat in a

bar fairly immediately will not be allowed

to wait outside and will be herded out of

the area entirely. In short, the city has

used lethal cop repression as a pretext for

more cop repression.

Meanwhile. Boston University's Dean
of Students. Kenneth Elmore, e-mailed

the student body on October 22. omi-

nously warning them in anticipation of

the World Series: "In addition to any

criminal prosecution. Boston University

students involved in any illegal or inap-

propriate behavior will be subject to Uni-

versity judicial sanctions, including Uni-

versity expulsion."

As any re.sident of the ghettos and bar-

rios in the U.S. knows, the cops kill.

They act as enforcers for a system

marked by the exploitation of working

people and the oppression of black

people, immigrants and others. Vic-

toria Snelgrove is not the first victim

of the killers in blue, nor will she be

the last. At an October 24 protest against

the police killing of Snelgrove in Bos-

ton. the Spartacist League carried a sign

reading “Workers Revolution Will Sweep
Away Police Terror—We Will Not For-

get Victoria Snelgrove!’’ It is through

the struggle to replace the racist, capital-

ist system with a just, socialist soci-

ety that the police can be relegated to a

barbaric past.B

Court Shafts US Airways Workers
OCTOBER 24—On October 15. a U.S.

bankruptcy court ordered US Airways
workers to take a whopping 21 percent

pay cut. a freeze or elimination of medical

benefits, reduction or suspension of pen-

sions, and to work longer hours and allow

outsourcing of critical heavy base main-

tenance work to cheaper, i.e.. non-union

labor. The leadership of ALPA, the union
representing the pilots, then quickly

rammed through their own deal with

US Airways, agreeing to an 18 percent

pay cut. One airline worker told Workers
Vanguard that bankruptcy has become
the companies’ preferred form of union-

busting. By hiding behind the judge in

his black robes, the bosses deflect mount-
ing anger from the CEOs to the courts,

and by implication to the union tops who
bow to the courts.

The courts are the cover for the repres-

sive force of the capitalist state. Laws
protecting private properly, laws effec-

tively prohibiting union strike action

(such as Taft-Hartley. Railway Labor
Act) and court orders vitiating decades
of hard-won union gains are enforced by
the police, the prison system, and ulti-

mately the army. Above all. the courts

are used to repress those who challenge

the rights of capitalist properly and the

exploiialion of labor, or otherwise gel in

the way of the functioning of the capital-

ist system. The same cops and courts that

send thousands of unemployed black

youth to prison are used to bust up picket

lines, frame up militants, deport immi-
grant workers and escort scabs.

Every modem industrial economy needs

a functional airline industry. Without the

aid of the civilian airlines, domestic and
international trade and production can’t

move rapidly, and not even the U.S. gov-

ernment could move its troops or military

cargo for its bloody occupation of Iraq.

Airline workers have tremendous poten-

tial social power, precisely because of
their centrality to the economy. But this

power has been sapped by the "labor

lieutenants of the capitalist class” running

the unions, who hogtie their own mem-
bers by promoting illusions in the agen-

cies of the capitalist class enemy, includ-

ing the courts, and especially the

Democratic Party. In this election year, the

AFL-CIO brass from John Sweeney on
down have squandered union funds to pul

Democrat John Kerry in the While House.
In 1997, the AFL-CIO and pilots’ union
bureaucracy immediately acquiesced to

President Bill Clinton’s invocation of the

Railway Labor Act against striking Amer-
ican Airlines pilots.

Labor has powerful weapons in its

unity and collectivity, and for these to be
used effectively requires conscious organ-

ization independent of the capitalist par-

ties and capitalist courts. The unions were

built and struggles were won in defiance

of the capitalist government and the

bosses' laws. Every victory for black

rights, for women’s rights, for union

rights, has been won through hard class

and social struggle, not by crawling to the

Democrats or beseeching the courts.

A union leadership worth its salt

would counter the offensive by the com-
panies and the capitalist stale by mobi-
lizing joint actions by all airline workers

and coordinating international labor soli-

darity. To fight outsourcing of jobs to

non-union labor, and to combat the non-

union carriers that drive down the wages
of all workers, it's crucial to organize the

unorganized and fight for equal pay at

union wages for equal work! Airline

workers need a single industry-wide

union of all workers, from baggage han-

dlers to pilots, to facilitate industry-wide

strike action to defend and extend union

gains.

Five years after the deregulation of the

airline industry. Continental in 1983 pio-

neered bankruptcy as the road to profit,

using Chapter 1 1 to void union contracts.

US Airways has now gone this route

twice in two years: American has used the

threat of bankruptcy to wrench conces-
sions; United has been in bankruptcy for

two years and is maneCivering for a sec-

ond round of cuts; Delta .says it may
declare bankruptcy to slash labor costs;

ditto Northwest. Airline workers have
moved their families several times just to

keep a job. at ever lower wages, and thou-

sands work second jobs just to put food on
the table and avoid home foreclosures.

The companies whine that rising fuel

prices drive up costs, but you won't see

the courts ordering the profit-bloated oil

companies to make up the deficit, or
ordering the company CEOs to cut their

wages or drop their golden parachutes!

And it’s not just the airlines—last month
retired coal miners and their dependents
in West Virginia were robbed of their

pensions and health plans with a stroke

of a judge’s pen.

Enough! This anti-union offensive is

also a clear and present danger to the

entire public and an indictment of the

irrationality of the profit-driven capitalist

system, Who wants to board an airplane

maintained by non-union, often unli-

censed labor, flown and staffed by sleep-

deprived pilots and flight attendants?
And the U..S. air traffic control system is

overstretched and antiquated. This is a
major public air disaster in the making.
It is desperately necessary to forge a new
class-struggle leadership of the unions,

and to torge a multiracial revolutionary
workers parly to sweep away the cap-
italist system and establish a rational,

planned, egalitarian socialist economy,
where those who labor rule.B
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For Class Struggle Against U.S. Imperialist Rulers!

Down With Both Capitalist Parties—For a Workers Party!

Racist Fundamentalists

Take White Reuse, Again
wardness of the American populace for

Bush's victory. But responsibility for the

lack of militant class struggle and, there-

fore, the backward consciousness of

many workers in the U.S.. rests with the

very apostles of "reform." The current

generation of the labor lieutenants of

capital, that is. the top bureaucrats of the

trade-union movement, and the reformist

left that tails them, are responsible for

the demoralization and demobilization of

the American working class through the

agency of the Democratic Party.

The trade-union tops have by and large

abandoned effective methods of class

struggle. When pressed by the workers to

strike, they have enforced the restraints of

bourgeois legislation, like theTaft-Hartley

Act. designed to vitiate the workers' abil-

ity to shut down production and beat back

the .scabs, if forced to strike, these types

have either quickly thrown in the towel or

signed such egregious giveback contracts

as to call into question the value of ever

walking a picket line.

Had the unions devoted one-tenth of

the resources and manpower that their

pro-capitalist misleaders mobilized for

Democrat Kerry to the strike by the

United Food and Commercial Workers

last spring, or to fight to organize Wal-

Mart. or in support of the locked-out

hotel workers in San Francisco, things

could be very different. Instead of send-

ing workers across the country to Wash-
ington. D.C. for the Million Worker
March, which was a thinly veiled rally

against Bush (i.e., for the Democrats),

what if the left-talking bureaucrats in the

ILWU longshore union had mobilized

their members to walk a few miles from
their union hall to help locked-out hotel

workers in San Francisco shut down the

hotels and actually win their strike'.’

The current trade-union bureaucracy,

however, is an obstacle to militant class

struggle because it is tied to the capitalist

system and subservient to its state appa-
ratus. Its support for the Democratic Party

is in direct counterposition to indepen-

dent class struggle. It is necessary to fight

for a class-struggle leadership in the

union, a leadership which can fight not

only for immediate, economic demands,
but on broader social issues. Defense
of immigrant rights against the govern-

ment’s “war on terror," defense of abor-

tion right.s. freedom for Mumia Abu-
Jamal and abolishing the racist death
penalty—these are some of the causes
that a class-struggle union leadership

would take up. putting the massive power
of the working class on the side of all

the oppressed.

Although the bankruptcy of the Demo-
cratic Party as a force for progress has
seldom been clearer, do not expect the

coniinue</ on paxf 12

AP photos

U.S. troops brutalize hospital workers and patients in onslaught against Falluja.

berg School of Public Health in Balti-

more concluded that between March
200.1 and September 2004. some 100.000

civilians had died m Iraq.

The very same ruling class that is rap-

ing the peoples of Iraq is also looting,

fleecing and attacking the rights of work-

ers and the oppressed at home. Working
people in the U S. must lake a side

against U.S. imperialism’s occupation of

Iraq and demand the immediate and
unconditional withdrawal of all U.S.

forces from the country. Every blow
inflicted upon the occupation forces is in

the interest of working people and the

oppressed throughout the world, not least

in the U.S. Defend the peoples of Iraq

against U.S. attack! Hands off Falluja!

U.S. out of Iraq now!
While Bush’s victory is bad news, a

Kerry victory would not have been good
news. Kerry promised to continue the

Iraq occupation, to increase the American
military by 40.000 new recruits, and to

get "tougher" with North Korea. The
Democrats, no less than the Republi-

cans, are a ruling-class party dedicated

to upholding the interests of the Amer-
ican capitalists, interests directly coun-
terposed to those of the working class.

U. S. elections, a limited form of bour-

geois democracy in any case, serve as a

deception whereby the bourgeoisie cloaks

its class dictatorship with a veneer of

popular approval. As Bolshevik leader

V. I. Lenin put it in The State and Revolu-

tion: "To decide once every few years

which member of the ruling class is to

repress and crush the people through par-

liament—this is the real essence of bour-

geois parliamentarism." Working people

need a workers parly to fight for the over-

turning of the dictatorship of the bour-

geoisie altogether and its replacement

with a proletarian dictatorship, which
would mean the disenfranchisement of a

liny band of vicious exploiters and the

genuine empowerment of the working
people of America

Labor Bureaucracy
Demobilizes Working Class

There is a lot of hand-wringing over

the election results, particularly in the

urban areas of the so-called “blue states"

where people watched in horror as one
state after another went “red” for Bush.

Liberal ideologues, European pundits

and pro-Democrai leftist types now
blame the supposed ignorance and back-

"I earned capital in the campaign

—

political capital—and now I intend to

spend it" was the chilling message from

George W. Bush following his election

victory on November 2. 'The relatively

high turnout for the elections was sup-

posed to be good for the Democrats, but

the "family values." "born-again" relig-

ious types also mobilized heavily for the

oddly demented Bush administration,

helped along by the continued attempts to

disenfranchise black voters and no-paper-

trail computers. Whipping up “war on ter-

ror" fear and religious and sexual hysteria

was key. as referendums to ban gay mar-
riage in eleven states, which all passed,

helped to bring out the forces of deep
reaction. The Republican consolidation

of the While House and both houses of

Congress is bad news for working people,

blacks, women, gays and immigrants—
all in the gun sights of the social reaction-

aries in power. One of the propositions

that passed in Arizona denies government
benefits to non-citizens. The Bush cabal

now feels it has a mandate to intensify

Its war on working people at home and
abroad.

And the first targets are the peoples of

Iraq. As we go to press, over 10.000 U.S.

troops, backed by Iraqi soldiers, are

invading Falluja to crush any vestige of
resistance in the Sunni city. Press reports

indicate that most of the city’s 250.000
residents have fled in fear of their lives.

One of the first targets taken by the

American occupiers was Falluja’s main
hospital, a calculated move to mute any
news about civilian casualties in antici-

pation of the bloody massacres U.S.

imperialism is about to carry out. The
New York Times (8 November) noted:

"The hospital was selected as an early

target because the American military

believed that it was the source of rumors
about heavy casualties." A recent report

from Johns Hopkins University’s Bloom-

U.S. Hands Off Falluja!

U.S. Out of Iraq Now!



Letter

Slogans and the Iraq War
13 July 2004

Dear Comrades.

I thoroughly enjt)yed your review of

Michael Moore's movie. Fahrenheit 9/1

1

m WV of 09 July 2004. and found myself

in agreement with it. but fell it lacked one

thing it should have contained.

You write the following:

'h'ahrcnheil 9/11 features a number of

scenes focusing on the impact of war on
black people in Amenca: Lila Lipscomb’s

story, the Marine recruiters prowling a

mall parking lot looking for young black

recruits, and the group of young black

men who all raise hands when asked

who has a friend or relative fighting in

Iraq. These sequences powerfully evoke

the economic draft, where it is those who
are most ground down by the structural

poverty and racial oppression of this

prolii-drivcn society who end up on the

front lines of their oppressor's wars,

Moore evokes sympathy for the plight of

these working and oppressed youth sent

off to do imperialism's dirty work. Many,
including Moore, lake this to argue that

those who oppose the war should ‘sup-

port the troops.' But Iraq is a clear case

where it is necessary to lake a side, and

not the side of the U.S. or those doing its

fighting—every blow struck against the

American occupation forces is a blow

struck against the enemy of workers and

the oppressed all over the world, includ-

ing in the U.S.”

I agree with your political statement

here. but. living as 1 do in the deep South,

with Its many American imperialist mili-

tary bases, and encountering every lime 1

participate in anti-war protests people with

relatives serving in the American imperi-

alist armed forces. I llnd myself com-

pelled to address this issue in more than

general terms of simply saying, defend

Iraq—which I do say. but not limiting

myself to that.

It is not enough simply to say. Defend

Iraq. One has got to. like Lenin in Social-

ism and War. say to those either in the

imperialist armed forces, or those with

relatives in the imperialist armed forces,

that the exploiting filth put their kids and

loved ones and themselves into harm's

way. and it is necessary, exactly as Lenin

said in Socialism and War. to propa-

gate the need to turn the imperialist war

TROTSKY LENIN

Solidarity with Class-War
Prisoners!

In 1986, the Partisan Defense Committee

bef>an sending monthly stipends to class-war

prisoners as an expression of non-sectarian

solidarity. In so doing, the PDC revived the tra-^

dilion of the International Labor Defense,

which in the 1920s organized defensefor work-

ers, revolutionaries and leftists. In 1927, James

P. Cannon—the future founder of American

Trotskyism who was then a leading member of

the Communist Party—wrote about the need

for workers to demonstrate their solidarity

with those imprisonedfor taking the side of the working cla.ss and oppressed.

The New York Times, the organ of big business, i.s making its annual plea for contri-

butions for Christmas to the "100 Neediest Cases." Other capitalist papers and organ-

izations are conducting similar drives. The men, women and children of the working

class, who have been on the rack of capitalist exploitation and are now dropped into the

abyss of misery and poverty, are chosen and classified by these arch hypocrites—so

their sanctimonious appeal can be ntade to the comfortable capitalists, to soften the

bitterness of these few workers with the insult of charity, and to salve their own con-

science by acts of "generosity."

This horrible farce is annually repealed in scores of other cities.

The militant workers have nothing hut hatred and contempt for such appeals and

drives. This year, therefore, they are again following the world-wide custom that has

developed in the ranks of the working class for many years. It is the custom of raising

a special fund for (he men in prison for the labor cause and their wives and children, of

transforming the hypocritical spirit of Christmas into the spirit of solidarity with the

class-war fighters behind bars.

The International Labor Defense has already started a campaign for a Christmas

Fund for the men in prison, and their dependents who suffer on the outside. The labor

militants throughout the entire country are working to collect this fund. Nowhere has

the appeal or the response been made on the basi,s of charily. Everywhere has been

emphasized the duty of those who are outside toward the men on the inside....

The men in prison are still a part of the living class movement. The Christmas Fund

drive of International Labor Defense is a means of informing them that the workers of

America have not forgotten their duty toward the men to whom we are all linked by the

bonds of solidarity. It is the Christmas drive of Labor and must have its generous support!

—James P. Cannon. “A Christmas Fund of Our Own.” Daily Worker.

17 October 1927. reprinted in Notebook ofan Agitator {Pathfinder Press. 1973)
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Maurice Becker^he Masses

"Ammunition” by Maurice Becker appeared in the American left-wing

paper, The Masses, during World War \,

against smaller dependent countries like

Iraq on the part of big imperialist coun-

tries like the U.S. into a class war. a rev-

olutionary proletarian class war. against

the capitalist imperialist ruling class of

the big imperialist country. If you don't

do that, you run the risk of sounding like

the somewhat gory-minded "Bolshevik"

(sic) tendency, or others of that ilk against

whom you have eloquently propagandized

for their seeming grooving on the blood-

shed of American working class kids. If

one's in a situation in which one requires

an answer to a question posed by some
working class kid who's in the imperial-

ist armed forces, or an answer to some
relative of some such working class kid.

one ought to have a political response,

and one cannot exactly tell such a kid.

"commit suicide," That's not a Marxist.

Leninist, or Trotskyist “solution" at all.

I wish you would address this. I have

had a number of di.scussions, from time

to time, with anti-war activists who do

have relatives in the U.S. imperialist

armed forces I have made the point that

Iraq belongs to the Iraqis, and they are

going to defend their country, and have

the right to. and. by rights. American
imperialism should be driven out. But

there must be a strategic and tactical pro-

posal accompanying (hat, and it is neces-

sary to constantly stress the class enmity

between the imperialist militarist brass of

U.S. imperialism, and the kids they put

into harm's way. Not constantly stressing

that, III my view, weakens one's call to

"defend Iraq." and makes it somewhat

angularly abstract.

In paraphrasing Lenin's slogan. "Turn

the imperialist war into a civil war." 1 .say

to either imperialist armed forces military

recruits or to their relatives and loved

ones. "Turn the guns the other way.” Last

year, in fact, during the lead-up to the

imperialist invasion of Iraq, I had my own
class struggle anti-war sign in one hand

and u red flag with a hammer and sickle

crossed with the number 4 and under-

neath the words. Long Live the Interna-

tional CommuniAl League! Return to the

Road of Lenin and Trotsky! on it. and 1

initialed my own improviseiJ chant (among

several improvised chants), which went;

Soldiers, sailors, marines, airmen, turn

your guns the other way! I was (he only

one in several anti-war demonstrations to

chant thi>. and I did so deliberately to

drive a hard class line between the impe-

rialist militarist brass, and the working

class kids in the armed forces. By the

way. I did not limit myself to this. In one

leaflet I put out and passed out myself to

several anti-war protests. I also drew a

sharp line between most soldiers on the

one hand and. on the other hand, the tor-

turers al the Abu Ghraib prison. 1 think

it's necessary to point out there is a dif-

ference. Obviously, in saying. "Tiim your
guns the other way.” we are saying that to

the rank and file of the U.S. imperialist

armed forces seeking to suppress the Iraqi

people, not to the Iraqi people fighting in

self-defense,

1 think saying, defend Iraq, is fine, but

I think in situations in which one’s sur-

rounded by U.S. imperialist militarist

bases, and in which anii-war activists

have relatives .serving in the imperialist

militarist armed forces, taking the trou-

ble strategically and tactically to drive

home the class line between the imperial-

ist and militarist brass on the one hand,

and the rank and file kids in the armed

services on the other hand, is very

important.

Comradely.

Allan G.

WV replies:

As Allan G.. a longtime sympathizer,

points out. we do not “groove” on the

deaths of American soldiers in Iraq.

In "U.S, Bloodbath in Baghdad” [WV
No. 801. 1 1 April 2003) we wrote; "It is

America's rulers who bear all the respon-

sibility for .sending young working-class

and minority men and women to kill and

be killed in order to extend the power

and profits of U.S. imperialism." At the

same lime, we had a side with Iraq in (he

lead-up to and during the war. and today

have a side against the U.S. imperialist

occupation.

The Marxist perspective on the mili-

tary is to win its working-class base to

the side of the workers. But as the mili-

tary is a concentrated reflection of civil

society, .such a perspective can only be

realized when civil society is gripped by

tumultuous class and social struggle.

American soldiers in the Iraq occupation

who grow to understand that they are

enforcing a reactionary and imperialist

policy must also understand that insofar

as they cun mobilize against it. such

mobilizations must be integrated with

broader working-class struggles taking

place in the U.S. Otherwise, isolated

actions by soldiers—refusals to obey

orders or more militant acts—will sim-

ply be met with swift, and often brutal,

reprisals by the commanding officers.

In “Army Reservists Refuse ‘Suicide

Mission'" (WV No. 835. 29 October) we
explained: “Every blow inflicted against

the occupation forces is in the interest of

workers and the oppressed around the

world, as well as being in the interests of

those soldiers who despise the predatory

and imperialist cause for which they have

been mobilized in Iraq."

The American volunteer army at its

base resembles a draft army—poor,

minority and working-cla.ss youth who
join mostly for economic incentives (the

"economic draft”). Those U.S. soldiers

and their families who come to under-

stand that their class interests are opposed
to tho.se of the Pentagon brass, the Bush
gang and the Democrats, must also under-

stand the oppressive and exploitative

nature of the U.S. occupation of Iraq.
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Editorial iMote

Down With IRS Witchhunt Against NAACP!
On October 28. National Association

lor the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP) chairman Julian Bond revealed

that the government was reviewing the

group’s tax-exempt status due to a speech

he gave on July 1 1 criticizing Bush.

An October 8 letter from the Internal

Revenue Service (IRS) threatened the

civil rights organization that to keep its

tax-exempt status, ‘‘leaders cannot make
partisan comments in official organiz.a-

tion publications or at official organiza-

tional functions.” Ominously, the IRS is

also demanding that the NAACP provide

them with personal information about its

64 board members and detailed financial

information about the convention where

Bond gave his speech. This is nothing less

than an attack on the right of free speech

and association. It is a sinister witch-

hunt in which black rights organizations

and any critics of the Bush administra-

tion could face vindictive reprisals on an

explicitly political basis. And it has grave

implications lor all who oppose the racist,

warmongering and religion-crazed Bush
regime.

During the presidential campaign. Bush

underlined his contempt for black people

by spurning an invitation to speak to

the NAACP. Though hardly radical, the

NAACP—as well as leaders of the organ-

ization likeThurgood Marshall, who went

on to become a Supreme Court justice

—

has faced scrutiny from the FBI in the

past. Moreover, this would hardly be the

first time an American government has

used the IRS to target political opponents;

the practice, for example, was widespread

during the McCarthy era and Nixon

administration. The government's will-

ingness to explicitly attack an organ-

ization as mainstream as the NAACP
reflects the staggering arrogance of the

Bush administration. The Bush gang, bol-

stered by the bipartisan support for the

rash of "anti-terror” laws like the USA-
Patriot Ad. feels it can lash out at its

political opponents with impunity.

The political nature of this assault on

the NAACP is underscored by the fact

that the Bush administration has not sub-

jected its own tax-exempt allies to simi-

lar scrutiny. In fundamentalist churches

across the country, bible-thuinping min-

isters roused their congregations against

the spectre of gay marriage and promoted

the Bush campaign from the pulpit.

Meanwhile. Catholic bishops implied that

the church considered John Kerry—along

with all Catholic politicians who were

against banning abortion—to have excom-

municated themselves.

Is this a double standard'.’ Yes. of course

it is, but that isn't the point. Julian Bond’s

opinions about Bush are none of the gov-

ernment’s business, including when he

states them in public, any more than are

the vitriolic jeremiads emanating from

church pulpits. The government has no

right to define an organization’.s nature.

The Reagan administration tried to revoke

the tax-exempt status of the vile Unifica-

tion Church of Sun Myung Moon in 1983.

despite accepting that it was a religious

institution. The Spartacist League filed an

amicus cunae (friend of the court) brief on

behalf of Moon's church because the gov-

ernment’s case threatened the right of in-

stitutions—including religious organiza-

tions. political parties and trade unions—to

establish themselves and control money
entrusted to them (see "IRS Case Threat-

ens Left.” WYNo. 337, 9 September 1983).

The witchhunt against the NAACP
seeks to stifle any dissent within a black

population already reeling from decades

AP

NAACP chairman Julian Bond speaks
to Philadelphia convention. July 11.

of attacks. It underscores the need for

black people, workers, women and all the

oppressed to struggle against the assaults

of the government and the capitalist class

it serves. But to fight back, the working

class and the oppressed should look not

to the capitalist Democratic Party, the

other parly of war and racism, but to their

own strength, mobilized independently

and in their own interests.!

Demonstration of

antiwar Vietnam
veterans in

Washington, D.C.,

April 1971.

They will recognize that insofar as the

Iraqi insurgent group.s are battling the

American forces, they are engaged in a

just struggle against colonial oppression.

To recognize that is not to deny the reac-

tionary politics of the Islamic fundamen-

talists or Arab nationalists that predomi-

nate in the Iraqi insurgencies.

There are many important differences

between the Vietnam War and the occu-

pation of Iraq. In .South Vietnam, Amer-

ican imperialism was seeking to suppress

not only a national liberation struggle

but also a social revolution militarily sup-

ported by North Vietnam, a bureaucrati-

cally deformed workers slate. Nonetheless,

the history of the Vietnam War is rele-

vant to the questions raised by Allan G.

During the first few years of the war.

antiwar opposition in the U.S. was lim-

ited to a small minority of leftists and

some pacifistic liberals. Flowever, as (he

war dragged on with mounting U.S. cas-

ualties and no end in sight, antiwar senti-

ment spread to many Americans who ear-

lier had supported the war as part of the

worldwide battle against Communism. A
major turning point was the 1968 Tel

Offensive by the North Vietnamese which

exploded the official line that the U.S.

was winning the war—i.e.. increasing

American deaths produced a moral shake-

up among the population at home over the

nature of the war. Many soldiers in Viet-

nam opposed the war, and some were

even won to the cause of the Vietnamese

fighters. Additionally, the U.S. itself was

in the middle of an enormous social polari-

zation, primarily created by the civil

rights movement and the struggles for

black equality. In this context, it was

not an accident that black soldiers in par-

ticular were the ones most hostile to the

Vietnam War.

Today, despite Bush's winning rc-

election. there is substantial opposition

to the Iraq occupation, including among

large .sectors of the working class (partic-

ularly black and rhinoriiy workers whose

children are disproportionately enlisted

in the military). But the labor lops have

turned opposition to the war among

workers away from any form of class-

struggle actions and into pathetic—and

ultimately futile—appeals to get the war-

mongering capitalist Democrat Kerry

elected. In his 1938 piece. “Learn to

Think.” Bolshevik leader Leon Trotsky

outlined the sort of policies that the

international proletariat must fight for in

opposition to imperialist depredation:

"Let us assume that rebellion breaks out

tomorrow in the French colony of Alge-

ria under (he banner of national inde-

pendence and that the Italian government,
motivated by its own imperialist interests,

prepares to send weapons to the rebels.

Whui should (he attitude of (he Italian

workers be in this case?... Should the

Italian workers prevent the shipping of

arms to the Algerians?... Even if a general

maritime strike broke out in fascist Italy

at the same lime, even in this event the

strikers should make an exception in

favor of those ships currying aid to (he

colonial slaves in revolt; otherwise they

would be no more than wretched trade

unionists—not proletarian revolutionists.

"At the same time, the French maritime
workers, even though not faced with any
strike whatsoever, would be compelled
to exert every effort to block the ship-

ment of ammunition iniended for use

agumsi the rebels. Only such a policy on
ihc pun of ihe Italian and French work-
ers constitutes the policy of revolution-

ary internationalism."

Regarding the slogan, "turn the guns

(he other way" (i.e.. “against one’s own
bourgeoisie," as Lenin put it), it is not an

accident that such slogans were first raised

by revolutionaries like Lenin around the

time of World War I Interimperialisi wars

like World War I
—where Marxists do not

side with any of the belligerent coun-

tries—generally have a different reality

from a colonial war (like the Iraq war).

The slaughter of World War 1 produced

not only horror and revulsion among the

soldiers from all the belligerent countries,

but provided a real basis to win them over

to the cause of socialism. By the early

autumn of 1917. for example, some 2 mil-

lion soldiers In the Russian army deserted.

Another country that experienced large-

scale mutinies was France (a good movie

on the French military during World War I

is the late Stanley Kubrick'.s 1957 film

Paths ofGlory). In Germany, the 1918-19

working-class upheaval was sparked by

a rebellion by German sailors in the

northern town of Kiel who were ordered

out into a suicidal combat mission even

though it was understood that the war was

over, and Germany was about to surren-

der (see, for example. Failure of a Revo-

lution: Germany 1918-19 by Sebastian

Haffner). In fact. Karl Liebknechi’s famous

slogan. "The main enemy is at home,"

was initially directed toward soldiers in

opposition to their own ruling class.

Moreover, that slogan, as well as slo-

gans like "turn the guns the other way."

was consciously directed to all the sol-

diers of all the belligerent countries. This

was in order to underline that the war

was predatory and imperialist on all

sides—and. therefore, Marxists were rev-

olutionary defeatist toward all sides. In

contrast, the Iraq war was predatory and

imperialist on the side of the U.S.. but

just and defensive on the side of Iraq—
and, therefore. Marxists were revolution-

ary defensists on the side of Iraq.

The parly that best understood the situ-

ation around World War I was the Bol-

shevik Party. It was able to take the hor-

ror produced by the war and push it in

the direction of socialist revolution. Rus-

sian soldiers won to the Bolshevik cause

played a key role in the revolution and

the difficult and bloody struggle to

defend it against counterrevolution.

While the war and occupation in Iraq

have produced horrific atrocities, they

have all been one-sided. American sol-

diers have not suffered anything like the

"shock and awe" campaign infiicied on

Iraq; they have not been rounded up en

masse and thrown into torture chambers

like Abu Ghraib; they do not have to

fight a military power that is qualita-

tively superior in every way. Meanwhile.

American civilians, unlike their Iraqi

counterparts, have not had to fear an inva-

sion of their country by Iraq, the destruc-

tion of their homes and economic infra-

structure. a full-scale foreign occupation

with its crimes. They have not had to live

through the kinds of atrocities committed

by U.S. troops in cities like Falluja and

Najaf. which can often resemble those

committed in Abu Ghraib.

Since the launching of the Iraq war in

March 2003. the U.S. has lost some l.IOO

troops. The fact that this is producing a

sense of shock not only among the popu-

lation but, more importantly, among
the military elite, is revealing about

the mindset of the American military.

The job of a soldier is to kill and to be

killed. The job of a cop is to kill and
not to be killed. That the U.S. military

brass feels jolted by l.IOO dead troops in

over a year of war and occupation shows
that they think they can invade, conquer

and occupy whole countries without suf-

fering any consequence; it reveals a men-
tality that increasingly resembles that of a

cop rather than a soldier

Spartacist League/Spartacus Youth Club Forum

For Black Liberation Through Socialist Revolution!

Greensboro Massacre 1979:
We Will Not Forget!

Saturday, November 20, 5 p.m.
University of Chicago, Reynolds Club

South Lounge. 2nd Floor, 5706 South University Ave.

CHICAGO For more information: (312) 563-0441
or e-mail spanacist@iname.com
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A Very Successful

Workers Vanguard
Subscription Drive

Congratulations to all those who
participated in the 2004 Workers Von-

fiuunt subscription drive! Members and

sympathizers of the Sparlacist League

spent six weeks, from late August

through early October, in an intensive

campaign to widen the readership of our

press among students and working peo-

ple. A measure of our success in this

campaign is the fact that we exceeded

our quota of 2,950 points with a total of

.t.417*A points, that is. 1 16 percent of our

goal. This represents more than 1.500

subscriptions to Workers Vanf’iiard. 125

subscriptions to Esparuico (the newspa-

per of the ICL*s Mexican section, the

Grupo Espariaquista de Mexico) and 262

subscriptions to the international press of

other ICL sections. We welcome our new

subscribers.

This year comrades did a remarkable

job. not only in traveling far and wide to

find new readers and reconnect with sub-

scribers and friends of the organization,

but also m selling subscriptions in the

course of participating in protests, strikes

•I Om tfitucid Khmv.s

for a Vorlwf* fwT;
Tkal FtjMa far • Waifcan CwaraBwwti

For Socialist Revolution

In the Bastion

of World Imperialism!

Workers Vanguaid Packet

W'U served as a tool for intersecting

youthful activists and workers in <.truggle

and introducing them to a Marxist pro-

gram. WV is not just a source of com-

mentary on events, but the voice of a rev-

olutionary organization that intervenes in

class and social struggles here and inter-

nationally. As uncompromising Marxists

we seek to produce a hard-hitting and

controversial newspaper that tells the

truth squarely as we see it. Our press is

also a journal of record for our history as

an organization, which we make avail-

able through our bound volumes of HV.

which go back to its inception in 1971.

Our annual subscription drive is one

of our most important campaigns. Sub-

scriptions enable us to multiply many-

fold our party’s reach around the coun-

try. to places we’re not present and to

populations we can’t gel to ail the time.

A subscription means that we can en-

gage a reader over a whole year—the

paper can speak to people as they live

through events in the world. Also espe-

cially important are rc-subscriplions and

Enlightenment

Rationalism
m THE

Origins

of Marxism

Black Liberation Through

Socialist Revolution!
ff Mw ^
^vbHe E0MC»U^

Marxist Bulletin

in

FrM MumM Noni 1

WHAT STRATEGY
FOR BLACK LIBERATION?

Trotskyism

vs.

Black Nationalism

Above: Some of the most popular “giveaways" during the subscription drive.

Right: Spartacists distribute literature to striking San Francisco hotel workers.

and a great range of political events

locally. The lead-up to the intensely

polarizing presidential election generated

u heightened level of political activity as

well as greater interest in our Marxist lit-

erature. This could be seen from the

mass protests against the Republican

National Convention at the beginning of

the subscription drive, at which our New
York and Boston comrades intervened,

selling over 30 subscriptions, to the well-

attended forums we held in various

locals on our opposition to both cupilulisi

parties and the need to build a revolu-

tionary workers party that fights for

socialist revolution.

Several strikes and trade-union rallies

that we intersected during the subscrip-

tion drive helped us to concretize for our

leaders our perspective centered on

working-class struggle. The Bay Area

Sparlacus Youth Club mobilized students

and others to do strike-support work m
solidarity with striking and locked-out

hotel workers in San Francisco, includ-

ing organizing a united-front rally at the

City College of San Francisco (see "Vic-

tory to the San Francisco Hotel Workers

Strike!" WV No. 834. 15 October).

Meanwhile, the New York local was able

to sell subscriptions to striking airport

hotel workers and to striking casino

workers in Atlantic City, reporting back

'o WV' on those struggles.

we strive to maintain and expand the

longtime readership that we have devel-

oped around the country.

Subscribers Attracted to

Marxist Worldview

Comrades widely reported greater

interest and curiosity about Marxism
among certain layers of students during

the subscription drive We met students

who were reading Marx as part of their

classes or out of personal interest—

a

new subscriber in Ann Arbor was carry-

ing a copy of the Comnnoust Manifeslo

in her purse when she met us. However,

for a generation of youth that has been

told communism is a failed experiment.

Marxism is mostly an abstract theory

We motivated subscriptions by explain-

ing that W'V applies Marxism as a con-

crete guide to action m the fight against

exploitation and oppression,

SYC comrades also reported that m
many cases youth who got subscriptions

didn't know much about Marxism but

were interested in getting a broader per-

spective on events in the world. Some
youth we intersected had participated in

protests against the Iraq war and occupa-

tion. Others wore draw n to our defense of

the Palestinian people. Our literature on

the struggle to defend the Chinese

deformed workers stale against imperial-

ism and capitalist counterrevolution.

Chapel Hill,

North
Carolina

including our latest pamphlet in Chinese,

drew a lot of interest from Chinese stu-

dents. We also held forums on China dur-

ing the subscription drive (sec page 6.

“The Spectre of Tiananmen and Working-

Class Struggle in China Today’’).

Going into the subscription drive, we

anticipated that many youth and workers

desperate to get the vicious Bush ad-

ministration out of the White House

would find our position of opposition to

both the Republicans and Democrats con-

troversial. This was rellected in the angry

reactions our slogans elicited from many
participants in the protests against (he

Republican National Convention in New
York City.

While a small but real portion of (hose

who souglit out subscriptions to IVV^ this

year had already decided that it wasn't

worth voting lor any of the major candi-

VW Photo

dates, most youth and workers who sub-

scribed were planning to vole for Kerry.

As Bay Area comrades pul it: "Disgust

with the Democrats or actively pursuing

socialist politics per .se weren't driving

them to buy subs (most of them are ‘any-

body but Bush’), but they were interested

in getting our alternative, anti-capitalist

lake on the elections."

Chicago comrades who traveled to the

University of Wisconsin-Madison told a

typical story: "Two women holding

Final Totals

August 26 to October 6

Local
Quota Final

(in points) Totals

Bay Area 750 989V2 132%

Boston 175 194 111%

Chicago 475 oCVJ 110%

Los Angeles 325 437 134%

New York 925 952'/* 103%

At Large 300 324 108%

National Total 2.950 3.417'/* 116%

WV Pholo

Kerry flags and distributing election par-

aphernalia did slop by the table to

explain how they do not like Kerry, that

socialist ideas were good but they

needed to be doing what they are doing

right now because Bush cannoi get four

more years." Comrades traveling in

North Carolina noied: "Far from encoun-

tering anybody-bui-Bush hysteria, we

found something more akin to anybody-

but-Bush despair. At both the University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and

Duke University we easily sold subscrip-

tions to the main.'Democrats for Kerry’

campus activists."

Most subscribers were aiiracied pri-

marily to our fight for a revolutionary

transformation of society which will

eradicate exploitation, racism, war and

oppression, yet in the short term they still

saw voting for Kerry as the best that

could be done right now. A report from

the New York local captured this;

“The di>cu\sioiis h.ivc predictably focused

on ihc elections and the ‘anybody but

Bush' sentiment prevaleiu. though peo-

ple have also subscribed because we
oiler an alternative, as unrealistic as

It might seem m ihc immedtale period

The question posed by the perspeciivc

of a workers parly is what would
such a parly actually do.’ And since there

is not enough time to build one right

now. It's hard lor people to see past

November."

Fight Against Racial Oppression
Draws New Readers

Another striking aspect of this year's

subscription drive was the great interest

in our emphasis on the fight for black lih-

eruiion. It seems the less that the racial

oppression of black people is spoken

about or even recognized by the bour-

geois media and politicians, the more

people thirst for our literature on the sub-

ject. This was especially true throughout

the South, where many black students and

workers were drawn to our signs reading

"Finish the Civil War!" and "Down With

the Confederate Flag of Slavery!"

In North Carolina, the most popular

"giveaway" with a subscription among
both black and while students was our

Marxist Bulletin No. 5 "What Strategy

for Black Liberation? Trotskyism vs.

Black Nationalism." and campus black

organizations bought subscriptions to our

press. At the College of Charleston in

coniinued on page II

Bound Volumes

WOMtJtS
Organ of the

Sparlacist League/U.S.
Volumes 1 to 33. 1970 through 2002

include one year of WSl except

Volume 1 includes 1970-73

Volumes 4 to 9 include

SIX months each, 1976-76

All volumes are Indexed.
Volumes 1 to 32 available on microfilm.

$35 each (includes postage)

Discounts available (or larger orders ol any
combinalion of WV and Startacisl bound

volumes 4 lo 10 volumes $29 each. 11 or more
volumes $28 each (prices include posiage)

Order from/make checks payable to;

Sparlacist Publishing Co
Box 1377 GPO. New York. NY 10116
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For Free, Quality Health Care for

L.A. Bosses Take Ax to

King/Drew Medical Center |
LOS ANGELES—The majority Demo-
crat Los Angeles County Board of Super-

visors voted on September i.l lo shut the

trauma unit at the historic Martin Luther

King Jr./Charles E. Drew Medical Center,

as threats loom lo close the entire hospi-

tal. King/Drew is the main trauma center

for the impoverished, predominantly

black and Latino Watts/South-Central/

Compton triangle, which has one of the

highest rates of urtinsured in the country.

King/Drew is also one of the few teach-

ing hospitals where substantial numbers
of black doctors have been trained. Clo-

sure of the hospital’s trauma unit is sub-

ject to final approval by the L.A. county

supervisors after a public hearing on

November 15. Meanwhile, the national

Joint Commission on Accreditation of

Healthcare Organizations has voted to be-

gin the process of revoking King/Drew’s

accreditation, and federal regulators have

threatened to cut off $200 million in fund-

ing unless the county brings in outside

“turnaround” experts to “restructure” the

hospital, which they have now done.

King/Drew is a legacy of the black

uprisings of the 1960s. Black people suf-

fering under the system of entrenched,

systematic racial oppression that defines

American capitalism erupted in ghetto

uprisings throughout the country, includ-

ing in Watts. They rebelled against

chronic unemployment and poverty, ram-

pant racist discrimination and segrega-

tion. dilapidated schools and murderous

police repression. In the aftermath, forced

to recognize the Watts area’s grossly

inadequate public health care, and hoping

to stave off further black unrest, the L.A.

city rulers thought it wise to inject a little

more capital investment in the area for the

construction of a desperately needed pub-

lic hospital—King/Drew.

King/Drew trauma center, one of the

nation's busiest, handled 2.150 patients

last year. 45 percent of whom suffered

penetrating wounds, such as gunshots and

knife wounds. This is in addition to the

45,000 people the King/Drew emergency

room treats every year! This area of South

Central has the highest homicide rate in

the county, and its ghettos and barrios are

a central target of the LAPD and County

Sheriffs’ unending war on blacks and

immigrant poor, all in the name of the

“war on drugs.” In fact, the U.S. Depart-

ment of Defense has sent military doctors

to train in the King/Drew trauma center

so that they will be better prepared for the

war zones they are sent to! U.S. imperial-

ism's wars of depredation abroad, such as

the current brutal occupation of Iraq, are

the international extension of the Ameri-

can bourgeoisie’s war on workers and the

oppressed here at home.

Today, the U.S. crisis in health care

has reached devastating proportions.

Some 44 million Americans have no

health insurance at all—and the numbers

are increasing. As the capitalists attempt

lo shift more of the costs of health care

onto the backs of workers, the number of

workers covered by employer-provided

health insurance dropped by three mil-

lion from the years 2001 to 2002. Mean-
while. the bloody hand of the federal

government stands out as a major influ-

ence in dismantling health facilities.

The federal agency that oversees the

nation's Medicare and Medicaid pro-

grams has recently conducted a num-

ber of surprise inspections of public

hospitals, threatening to cut off hun-

dreds of millions of dollars in fund-

ing when deficiencies have been found.

This has not only affected King/Drew

in Los Angeles, but also Northern Cali-

fornia’s Alameda County Medical Center

(ACMC). where the trauma center at

Highland Hospital in largely black and

immigrant Oakland is the only such

facility serving the northern part of Ala-

meda county. Highland’s ER sees about

75.000 patients a year, many of whom
are poor and lack health insurance. In

August, about 1.000 workers walked off

the job for one day at all of the medical

center's facilities. The strikers, members
of three SEIU locals, were outraged by

the medical center trustees’ announce-

ment in April of plans to cut 10 percent

of the workforce.

The federal government has been very

active not only in threatening the major

funding for public hospitals, but in ter-

rorizing the poor who might use the min-

imal social services that still exist. In

July, armed federal agents conducted

roundups of disabled welfare recipients

at gunpoint in Los Angeles—simply on

misdemeanor charges of “cheating" the

government out of a monthly welfare

payment! Many of those arrested had

already reached some agreement with

the Social Security Administration. Of
the 21 people arrested, one was blind and

in a wheelchair; several were schizo-

phrenic. All 21 were black!

Los Angeles: “Ground Zero’*

in Health Care Crisis

For years now, Los Angeles has been

referred lo as “ground zero” in the nation’s

profit-driven health care crisis. Conserva-

tive estimates, which do not count the

underinsured, are that one-third of Cali-

fornia’s 6..^ million uninsured live in the

greater L.A. area, and the number is

growing rapidly. The already overbur-

dened. underfunded and understaffed

county hospitals and clinics are the only

resort for the expanding numbers of unin-

sured. most of whom are workers and
impoverished blacks. Latinos and immi-
grants in the ghettos and barrios. How-
ever. the ruthless politicians, overwhelm-

ingly Democrat, who govern the L.A.

region on behalf of the capitalist exploit-

ers have consistently cut public health

care budgets to the bone for decades,

including the closure of dozens of county

ERs, trauma units, hospitals and clinics.

Since the 1980s, 18 emergency rooms
in L.A. County have been shut down, six

of them in just the past year. Twenty
years ago. there were 23 trauma units in

the county that cared for those with life-

threatening injuries; today there are only

13. In addition. 16 county clinics were
closed in 2002 to “save costs.” As the

remaining ERs fill up. paramedics must
drive wounded patients farther to find

care, with every extra minute threatening

lives. The racist rulers of this decaying
capitalist system have made it clear that

in their eyes, the poor and the uninsured

are a surplus population for whom there

is no need to provide health care. The
bourgeoisie's systematic dismantling of
what little public health care there is

amounts to racist murder of the ghetto

black and Latino poor.

Since the 1978 passage of California

Proposition 13. which froze property

taxes on which schools and county health

systems depend, it’s estimated that Cali-

fornia has lost $100 billion in tax rev-

enue. The "tax revolt" movement behind

Prop. 13 was a white, middle-class back-

lash against government programs viewed

as especially benefiting the black and

Latino poor. The effects of Prop. 1 3 have

now coincided with a federal drive to gut

welfare and other programs for the poor,

resulting in a bloody budget ax being

taken to public health services in Los

Angeles by county officials.

The county sparked a furor last year

when it announced plans lo trim King/

Drew expenditures by 16 percent over a

three-year period. King/Drew has always

lacked modern medical equipment and

has always had too few registered nurses,

which also means mistakes tend to get

made more often. Then, when things go
wrong, the racist rulers claim that they

have to close parts of the hospital for

“patient safely”; thus the proposal to

close the “costly” trauma center, a pan
of King/Drew which is actually known
for its excellent track record, claiming

that funding and nurse staffing will be

transferred to other areas of the hospital

where they are needed, and where there

have been “lapses in patient care.” The
hospital managers and county and fed-

eral officials are attempting to scapegoat

the “neglectful” nursing staff for the hos-

pital’s problems, which are clearly the

result of purpo.seful underfunding and

undersiaffing. Tammy Green, who deliv-

ered three children at King/Drew, cap-

tured the essence of the situation when
she said that King/Drew was allowed to

fall into such a state because "we're

black and we're poor.” “1 blame the whole

system," she said (Los Angeles Times,

16 September).

Since January of this year, nurse staff-

ing in L.A. County hospitals has been

woefully below California's new stan-

dards. "Every single day our patients are

in danger. The undersiaffing keeps get-

ting worse." says Joel Solis, a registered

nurse at Los Angeles County-University

of Southern California Medical Center.

“Less time for patients means increased

risk" (SEIU Local 660 Web site). In order

to rai.se staffing levels to meet the Cali-

fornia state standards put into effect in

January of this year, the county would
have to fill 450 already-vacanl positions

and hire an additional 650 RNs for a total

of over 1.100 new direct-care nurses. Yet

over the past year and a half. L.A. County

has lost 129 more nurses than it has hired.

Grace Corse, a registered nurse at

County-USC Medical Center knows why.

“We’re losing nurses because the County

salaries are too low and the stress level is

Alternate Tuesdays, 7 p.m.

November 16: The State

University of Chicago
Cobb Hall, Room 107. 5811 S. Ellis Ave.

Information and readings: (312) 563-0441
or e-mail, sparlacist@iname.com

TORONTO
Wednesday. 6:30 p.m.

November 24:

Defend the Palestinians!

For a Socialist Federation of the
Near East!

York University Student Centre.

Room 31 5C
Information and readings: (416) 593-4138

or e-mail: spartcan@on aibn.com

SEIU Local 660 members and com-
munity activists protest threatened
closure of King/Drew trauma unit,

September 21.

so high.” she .says (.SEIU Local 660 Web
site). L.A. County’s five public hospitals

are more than 25 percent short of the num-
ber of nurses they need to fully comply

with state laws. RNs at the county’s five

hospitals, members of the massive SEIU
Local 660, have been working without a

contract since 30 September 2003. This

yearlong contract dispute between the

union and management has been par-

ticularly bitter at County-USC Medical

Center. Arrogantly blaming overworked

nurses for the effects of the county's mur-

derous cuts, management accuses nurses

of endangering lives by refusing to take on

additional patients. Catherine Lefkowitz.

a pediatric nurse at County-USC. said.

"They should hire more nurses. They’re

always staffing to the bottom line" (Los

Angeles Times, 26 October). Lefkowitz

and her fellow nurses shut down a ward in

early October. In the last few months,

more than 160 county nurses have refused

to take on more patients than state law

allows, with support of union representa-

tives who at times have shown up at the

hospital wards lo support them.

Outrageously, in at least three cases

since September, managers called police

to eject Local 660 union representatives

from the wards! Since then, about 20
nurses have been suspended for their defi-

ance. In July, the county won a restrain-

ing order to halt sick-outs by nurses pro-

testing the lack of a contract. The union

must defend itself and every one of its

members! Hospital workers’ battles for

decent working conditions are also battles

for decent health care for their patients,

and both goals are in the interest of the

entire working class. Attacks by the hos-

pital management and government bosses

must be met with massive class-struggle

action by all county workers! The thou-

sands of unionized county health care

workers should be mobilized in a class-

struggle fight for decent public medicine!

Mobilize Labor’s Power in

Defense of Public Health Care

The multiracial working class has

shown its willingness to fight the racist

rulers’ attacks on health care. In the

last few years, health care has been a

continued on page II

Saturdays. 2 p.m.

November 20: Imperialism

3806 Beverly Blvd.. Room 215
(Beverly/Vermont Red Line station)

Information and readings: (213) 380-8239
or e-maii' slsycla@sbcglobal.net

VANCOUVER
Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.

November 24:

For Workers Revolution in Venezuela
and Throughout the Americas!

University of British Columbia
Student Union Bldg., Room 205

Information and readings (604) 687-0353
or e-mail. tllt@look.ca
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We print below, \lifihtly edited for

piiblictilion. the first part of an

October 9 forum in Oakland. Cali-

jornia. by SpariaciM League spokes-

man Keith Markin.

One of ihe mosl hotly debated

subjects throughout the world, espe-

cially in China, is whether China is

capitalist or socialist. The signifi-

cance of the Tiananmen uprising in

PART ONE

the spring of 1989 is another subject

of debate in China. What is going to

happen there? One thing is certain;

It’s not very stable. There’s a book,

appropriately entitled One China.

Manx Paths, which has contributions

front the intelligentsia within China,

that deals with these questions. I'll

refer to articles from this book.

China’s economy continues to

grow. It has emerged as the number

one steel producer in the world. At

the same time, there is an increasing gap

of social inequality exceeded by only a

few countries. While there are some peo-

ple that can buy a $3().0(K) cur with cash,

many more live in abject poverty, espe-

cially in the countryside and in the west

of China. The wealthy living on the cast

and southern coasts have access to the

most modern comforts.

The lie of building “socialism with

Chinese characteristics" has led to China

losing 15 million manufacturing jobs in

state-owned enterprises (SOEs) between

1995 and 2002. Prostitution is skyrocket-

ing. and female infanticide is r.impant m
the countryside. There are over 100 mil-

lion people living on less than $106 per

year. The United States has about 40 per-

cent more acreage under cultivation than

China, yet the Chinese agricultural labor

force is 100 times larger than that of the

U.S And the U.S. has over six times as

many tractors as China. These dire con-

ditions have forced as many as 130 mil-

lion rural Chinese to become migrant

laborers in search of work on the eastern

and southern coasts.

The workers no longer have their "iron

in China Today

World Journal

Workers employed by Computime, a Hong-Kong-mainland joint-venture company,
protest harsh working conditions and low pay outside factory in Shenzhen, October.

rice bowl." which guaranteed a job and

benefits for workers in SOEs. A journal-

ist traveling in the northeast of China,

where millions of workers have been laid

off. explained that in the past an "aver-

age worker could—^just based on a letter

of introduction, something equivalent to

current credit card or privileged position

m these times—get excellent treatment at

a hospital." He says. "This is something

of a legend to young people [in China)

who do not know their history."

After crushing the Tiananmen uprising

in 1989. the .Stalinist regime waited a few

years before they began more aggressive

market policies, such as the increase in

free-trade zones, where a section of the

Stalinist bureaucracy lunclions as labor

contractors for the imperialists and off-

shore bourgeoisie. But the proletariat and

peasantry have been far from silent. It is

reported by the police that from 1993

to 1999 there was an increase ol' pro-

tests from approximately 8.500 per year

to 32.000. According to unofficial Chi-

nese reports, the number of public pro-

tests has probably risen each of the last

three years.

In the spring of 2002. thousands of

workers from the northeast provinces

protested against the massive layoffs and

the failure to receive back pay and pen-

sions. This area used to be the industrial

heartland of China: it has become a rust

bowl. During the protests, banners pro-

claimed such slogans as "The army of

industrial workers wants to live!" and “It

is a crime to embezzle pensions!"

The spectre of the Tiananmen uprising

looms large. This has led the ruling Hu
Jintao-Wen Jiabao regime to adopt a more
"populist" style than the technocratic

Jiang Zemin regime which preceded it

The central government has since prtim-

ised to invest in the northeast region to

appease the w'orkers. What happens in

China is not a foregone conclusion. It will

be determined through social struggle.

Peter Taaffe, leader of the Socialist

Party, a left group centered in Britain,

commented on the 16th Chinese Com-
munist Party Congress two years ago:

"(’hina is on the road to complete capi-

talist restoration, but the ruling clique

are attempting to do this gradually and by

maintaining their repressive authoritar-

ian grip" iSocialist. 22 November

2()()2). Maoists and neo-Maoists out-

side China—the Revolutionary Com-
munist Party (RCP) is a good exam-

ple—believe that China is capitalist,

and has been for some time.

Neo-Maoists within the bureauc-

racy want to reform the bureaucracy

by changing its policies. They are

opposed to the "market socialist”

economy, though they believe China

is still "socialist
’ The Chinese "New

Left” is heterogeneous. Most support

the market economy, but they are crit-

ical of the ramifications of the market:

corruption, the gap between rich and

poor. etc. They consider themselves

part of the anti-globali/atum move-

ment. Wang Hui. a prominent spokes-

man of the Chinese "New Left." says

that after Tiananmen China "has com-
pletely conformed to the dictates of

capital and the activities of the mar-

ket." We Trotskyists sharply disagree

with all of these characterizations of

China and the conclusions drawn by

the Chinese "New Left."

1 want to clarify three points today:

first, in Marxist terminology. China is a

bureaucratically deformed workers state

because the core of the economy is based

on collectivized property. This is the basis

for the International Communist League’s

unconditional military defense of China

against imperialism and internal counter-

revolution. Second, there is a privileged

bureaucratic caste that politically rules

the workers state. The bureaucracy’s pol-

icies of "market socialism" arc paving

the way for either capitalist restoration or

for a new revolutionary explosion. W'hat

happened during the Tiananmen uprising,

as well as the current class struggle in

China, shows the contradictions of the

deformed workers state and the dual char-

acter of the bureaucracy. And third, the

historical task of the Chinese proletariat is

to build a revolutionary party—not its

Stalinist or Maoist perversion. A revolu-

tionary party is necessary to lead work-
ers. peasants and Ihe oppressed to defend

the gains of the 1949 Revolution through

a proletarian political revolution that

establishes workers democracy. The key

Defend, Extend Gains of 1949 Revolution!

Beijing, May 1969: Mass student protests in Tiananmen Square drew detachments of workers (right).

For Proletarian Political Revolution!

The Spectre of Tiananmen
and Working-Class Struggle
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polilical question for such a parly is to

break the Chinese proletariat from the

nationalist dogma of “socialism in one
country" and win them to an internation-

alist. proletarian perspective. For those

new to Marxism, 1 will explain just what

all this means.

What Is Marxism?

The International Communist League
(Fourth Internationalist) is a proletarian,

revolutionary and internationalist tenden-

cy. We are based on the politics of Marx.
Engels. Lenin and Trotsky. The debates

in China are framed by a false identity of

Maoism with Marxism.

In order to understand what L II be talk-

ing about and how we are different from
the other political tendencies. I want to

explain some basics about Marxism. First

of all. Marxism is a science. The Merriam-
Webstcr dictionary defines “physics" as a

science that deals with matter and energy

and their interactions, Marxism is the

science of changing the world through

international proletarian revolution. It

deals with the relationship of class forces

in the class struggle and the political

consciousness of the international prole-

tariat. The starting point for a Marxist

is the understanding that the interests of

the capitalists and of the proletariat are

irreconcilable.

I’ve already jumped the gun. You’re

asking: What’s a class? I want to quote

Leon Trotsky. He. along with Lenin, led

the Russian Revolution, which took prole-

tarian revolution out of the realm of the-

ory and gave it reality. In Thv Class

Naiurc of the Soviet State, Trotsky ex-

plains just what a class is and why the

Chinese bureaucracy is not a class {he

was referring to the former Soviet Union);

“The class has an exceptionally impor-

tant and, moreover, a scientifically

restricted meaning to a Marxist. A class

IS defined not by its participation in the

distnbution of the national income alone,

but by its independent role m the general

structure of the economy and by its inde-

pendent roots in the economic founda-

tion of society. Each class (the feudal

nobility, the peasantry, the petty bour-

geoisie. the capitalist bourgeoisie and the

wotutfitsittiiteatiM.

Ouil Ihi BurMucraU—for lenin'i Coirnnuniimi

Workers and Soldiers Sodals Must Rulsl

For the Unity o( China
Uniter the leailershlp of the Worfcerj!

Beijing Massacre-

Civil War Looms

WOKKtltS¥MeO»n.

We Trotskyists opposed repression

by Stalinist regime against Incipient

political revolution in 1989; Workers

World Party hailed the bloody

suppression, calling the uprising

"counter-revolutionary.*'

rriinrHM socialism at stake
kiookCTHH. in China crisis

Workers', peasanis'gov't tights oft

counter-revolutiorwv upnsirig

M^un^98^ nxracwfls

proletariat) works out its own special

forms of property. The bureaucracy lacks

all these social trails. It has no indcpen-

deni position in ihjr process of produc-

iion and disihbuiion. !i has no indepen-

dent property rnols. Its functions relate

basically to the political technique of

class rule. The existence of a bureauc-

racy. in all Us variety of torms and dif-

ferences in specific weight. characteri/.es

every class regime. Its power is of a

reflected character. The bureaucracy is

indissolubly bound up with a ruling eco-

nomic class, feeding itself upon the

social roots of the luitcr, maintaining

itself and falling together with it

“

Another important Marxist term is the

slate. A slate consists of armed peo-

ple and institutions that defend particu-

lar types of properly. A capitalist state

defends private ownership over factories,

natural resources and bunks (called the

means of production). Capitalist produc-

tion is based on what is most profit-

able for the private capitalist. A workers

state defends colleciivi/ed properly in

the means of production. Production is

based on what is actually needed by

society. Another name for a workers slate

is the dictatorship of the proletariat.

Through international proletarian revo-

lution. the system of private ownership

of the means of production is replaced

by a system of collective ownership of

the means of production. A socialist revo-

lution must establish a workers state to

defend collectivized property against

both the indigenous capitalists and impe-

rialism. It is a step toward the interna-

tional revolution. In order to remove

the social rule of the working class, a

social counterrevolution is necessary to

re-establish a capitalist state, the class

dictatorship of the bourgeoisie.

Capitalist production played a very

important role in human history. It led to

the development of modern sciences and

technology. Humanity has the means to

feed the world, but the capitalists and

their system of production, which breeds

imperialist wars, are obstacles that must

be gotten rid of. Marxism seeks to

resolve the problem of scarcity concern-

ing food, clothing and shelter m the

world through inlernationai proletarian

revolution. Socialism is a classless, egal-

itarian. international economic system

based on material abundance. Under a

socialist system the problem of scarcity

in the world can be resolved.

Both the 1 949 Chinese Revolution and

the Russian Revolution established col-

lectivized property in the means of pro-

duction and workers states to defend this

type of property. The colleciivi/ed econ-

omy m the Soviet Union and China laid

the basis for a leap in social progress,

in particular for women. In China, the

barbaric practice of fool-binding, which
symbolized women’s miserable status,

was banned. But there was a qualitative

difference between the two revolutions.

The Russian Revolution of October I917

was carried out by a class-conscious pro-

letariat led by Lenin and Trotsky's Bol-

shevik Party, which won the support of

the poor peasants, and saw the seizure of

stale power as the first step toward world

socialist revolution. The Chinese Revolu-

tion was the result of peasant guerrilla

war led by Mao. The proletariat did

not struggle in its own right for power
in China.

The 1 949 Revolution was deformed
from its inception under the rule of

Mao's Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
regime. Mao was a Chinese Stalin; the

political regime of the Chinese workers

state was modeled on that of Stalin, who
represented the privileged bureaucracy in

the Soviet Union that usurped political

power from the proletariat in I92."^-24.

The bureaucracy derives all its privi-

leges by silting on lop of the collectivized

economy, like a parasite. This is the basis

of the contradictory character of what we
describe as a bureaucratically deformed
workers stale. China, Cuba. Vietnam and
North Korea are all deformed workers
states. Because there was workers democ-
racy in the Soviet Union before the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy usurped polilical power in

I923-24, we characterized the Soviet

Union as a "degenerated" rather than a

"deformed” workers state. You see, the

Bolshevik Party won a majority in the

workers and soldiers soviets in 1917.

There has never been workers democracy

in China. Cuba, North Korea or Vietnam.

The bureaucracy rules in the name of

the working class because all its privi-

leges are derived Trom the collectivized

properly of the working class. It defends

the workers stale insofar as it can protect

its privileged position atop the workers

slate. So it defends the workers state by

its own methods.

The bureaucracy is oppo.sed to the per-

spective of workers revolution interna-

tionally. The Stalinist bureaucrats adopted

the nationalist dogma that socialism—an

international, classless, egalitarian soci-

ety based on material abundance—could

be built in a single country. This means
the bureaucracy prefers to accommodate
world imperialism in the hope of main-

taining the status quo. so that they cun

continue to feed off the workers slate. In

order to replace the political rule of

the bureaucracy and change (he politi-

cal form of a workers state to workers

democracy, u proletarian political revolu-

tion is necessary, not a social revolution.

The economic foundations of the slate

remain the same.

Another significant difference between

the Russian and Chinese Revolutions

is that the Russian bourgeoisie was
destroyed as a class; the Chinese bour-

geoisie wasn't. The offshore bourgeoisie

in Taiwan and Hong Kong, along with the

imperialists, are the main forces for coun-

terrevolution in China, and the StalinisL

bureaucracy strengthens these forces.

In our article "China; Defeat Imperial-

ist Drive for Counterrevolution!" (HV
Nos. 814 and 815. 21 November and

5 December 2003), which is now out in

Chinese, we explain why China is a

bureaucratically deformed workers siate.

it is the core collectivized elements of the

economy that continue to be dominant,

though not in a stable, coherent manner.

The private (including foreign-owned)

sector consists for the most part of facto-

ries producing light manufactures by

labor-intensive methods. Heavy industry,

the high-tech sectors and modern arma-

ments production are overwhelmingly

concentrated in state-owned enterprises.

It is these enterprises that have enabled

China to build an arsenal of nuclear

weapons and long-range missiles to ward

off the American imperialists’ threat of a

nuclear first strike. Also, all major banks

in China are state owned. Government

control of the financial system has been

key to maintaining and expanding pro-

duction in state-owned industry and to the

overall expansion of the state sector. The

Beijing bureaucracy's abandonment of

the strict state monopoly of foreign trade

serves to facilitate Wall Street's plans

for counterrevolution. It is precisely those

core collectivist elements of China’s

economy that the forces of world imperi-

alism want to eliminate and dismantle.

The ICL fights for unconditional mili-

tary defense of all the deformed workers

states against imperialism and internal

capitalist counterrevolution because these

states are based on collectivized property.

That means we don't pose as a condition

for defense that the Stalinist bureaucracy

be overthrown before we will defend

China. Why is this so important here in

the U.S. and other capitalist countries in

the world? If the proletariat of the U.S..

Japan and Germany don't understand the

historic significance of the gains of the

Chinese Revolution, like the collectivized

economy, then they will never understand

the importance of making a revolution

against their “own" bourgeoisie. We are

for the revolutionary reunification of Tai-

wan with China; this means socialist rev-

olution in Taiwan, expropriating the bour-

geoisie in Hong Kong, and proletarian

political revolution on the mainland.

Tiananmen, Incipient Proletarian
Political Revolution

First, the background—three key events

in China shaped the Tiananmen uprising;

the Cultural Revolution (1966-76), China's

anti-Soviet alliance with U S. imperi-

alism. and the market reforms begun

in 1978.

Mao’s Cultural Revolution is impor-

tant because it significantly shaped the

political consciousnes,s of Chinese work-

ers. peasants, students and intellectuals

through the 1980s. Essentially it was a

fight between two wings of the Stalin-

ist bureaucracy. The Maoists had to purge

the conservative wing of the bureaucracy

(led by Liu Shao-chi and Deng Xiao-

ping), who had led China during its

continued on page 13

Available in Chinese
Defeat Imperialist Drive
for Counterrevolution!
Defend. Extend Gains of 1949 Revolution!

For a China of Workers and Peasants
Councils in a Socialist Asia!

Down With the UN Starvation Blockade!

Defend Iraq Against U.S.

and Allied Imperialist Attack!
Statement of the International

Communist League, 23 October 2002

In Protest Against Resurgent Militarism

Japanese Longshoremen
Refuse to Load Warships

$1 (28 pages)
Make checks payable/mail to;

Spartacist Publishing Co
Box 1377 GPO, New York, NY 10116
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VW Photo Oef Spiegel

1979: Spartacists demonstrate at Chinese Mission in New York City against
Chinese government’s invasion of Vietnam which was a shameful illustration

of U.S.-China anti-Soviet axis.
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For Separation of Religion and State

Canada: No to Ontario’s

''Sharia Courts”!
The article below was published in

Spariacisi Canada No. 142 (Fall 2004).

newspaper of the Trotskyist League/

Ligue Trntskyste. Canadian section of the

International Coinniunist League.

SPARTACIST.^:::^
After a campaign of more than a

decade by the Canadian Society of Mus-

lims. in late 2003 the Ontario government

authorized Islamic .sharia tribunals to

function under existing arbitration laws.

Under the 1991 Arbitration Act. tribunal

decisions will be binding and will be

upheld by Ontario courts unless coercion

IS shown. The new sharia courts are to

deal with family law—mamage, divorce,

inheritance—where women s subjugation

IS most brutally enforced. This is an out-

rage that will deepen the oppression and

isolation of Muslim women. As revolu-

tionary Marxists, atheists and fighters for

women’s liberation, we are unalterably

opposed to the new sharia courts.

We are against all intrusion of religion

into an already deeply unjust legal sys-

tem that exists to defend capitalist pri-

vate property and is driven by Christian

thirst for vengeance and punishment.

Religion ought to be a private matter in

relation to the stale. People should be

free to practice their religion without the

slate persecution and religious bigotry

which has spawned centuries of repres-

sion and bloodshed. But these religious

tribunals are not a matter of private relig-

ious practice. Their rulings will have the

force of law. making them part of the

legal machinery of the capitalist slate

which in turn is to be the enforcer of

religious obscurantism.

Sharia Law and Muslim Women
Sharia is the 1.300-year-old body of

Muslim canon law that regulates every

aspect of life. In Muslim personal law.

women are inherently unequal (as in all

organized religion); indeed they are con-

sidered less than fully human. Women
may be beaten by their husbands, denied

divorce, or divorced by the husband sim-

ply repeating three times, "I divorce

you." Who can forget Amina Lawal. a

Nigerian woman who narrowly escaped

death by stoning for having a child out of

wedlock?

Many of the opponents of Ontario’s

sharia plan.s are women who have fled

Iran. Women in that "Islamic paradise”

must cover themselves in the headscarf

Uiijab): they may not work in occupa-

tions that might compromise their “chas-

tity"; and they can be stoned to death

(and many have been) for having sexual

relationships outside of marriage. In

2003 three young Iranian women—Nika.

Mahdis and Mahnam Nahasati—were
arrested, beaten with chains and sen-

tenced to 120 lashes for the “crime" of

allegedly having boyfriends. They had to

overcome multiple racist hurdles thrown

up by Canadian immigration authorities

in order to escape Iran. Their brother

Mohsen Mofidi was less fortunate—sen-

tenced to 80 lashes, he died of injuries

inflicted by the regime.

We especially oppose the Koranic

strictures that dictate the seclusion of

women. The head-to-toe chador (veil) is

a walking prison, physically excluding

women from society. It is not primarily a

religious statement, but an embodiment
of the submission of women to men. and
the permanent, imposed affirmation of

their inferior status. It represents the

extension outside the home of the seclu-

sion imposed on women by reactionary

sharia law. We solidarize with the count-

less women who have sought to escape

this tyranny, whether in the historically

Muslim world or the imperialist centers.

Attempting to defuse protest, both the

Ontario government and would-bc Mus-
lim jurists insist that participation in the

tribunals is voluntary and that their deci-

sions will be compatible with Canadian

law. This would be a "Canadianized" and

"watered-down sharia." according to

Mumtaz Ah, "patron-in-chief of the new
Islamic Institute of Civil Justice which

aims to run the tribunals.

The insistence that participation is

"voluntary” is false. To its proponents,

following sharia is obligatory, as AM
made clear in a 1 995 interview: “Once the

parties have agreed to be governed by
Muslim PFL (Personal Family Law}, then

they will be committed to it by their

prior consent.... (A) Muslim who would
choose to opt out at this stage, for reasons

of convenience would be guilty of a far

greater crime than a mere breach of con-

tract—and this could be tantamount to

blasphemy-apostasy." Ali demands that

women be veiled and that purdah—the

enforced seclusion of women—is a neces-

sity. He endorses a "learned author" who
denounces "fornication" as a “hideous

crime" and who upholds "the Shari’ah

punishment" of 100 lashes because it "ter-

rifies the whole population."

The Canadian Council of Muslim
Women, which opposes the new tribu-

nals. fears that women will simply be

coerced into taking part. Similarly, the

editor of the bulletin Women in the Mid-
dle East. Azam Kamguian. told a March
7 Toronto meeting;

"Too many women from Muslim origin

living in the west still live in Islamic and
patriarchal environments where the man’s
word and pressure from the community is

law. It will take a brave woman to defy

her husband, and to refuse to have her

dispute settled under Islamic law when
her refusal could be equated with hostil-

ity to the religion and apostasy.”

Women who try to break out of this

web of religious oppression are shunned,

ostracized and cut off from family and

friends. If the capitalist courts enforce

reactionary religious law. this can only

worsen. While bourgeois justice is racist,

anti-working-class and anti-woman, it

does represent a social advance over

reactionary pre-capitalist and even pre-

feudal institutions such as religious trials

by clerics of any persuasion.

Sharia Law and
Anti-Muslim Backlash

The debate on sharia comes amid

vastly heightened anti-Muslim racism

—

indeed, some of the opposition to the

new tribunals i,s fueled by this backlash.

After the September II. 2001 attacks.

Islam was pronounced anathema, its

adherents smeared as terrorists. On the

Streets, women have been humiliated,

had their veils ripped off and denied jobs

and services. Canadians of Near Eastern

descent have been rounded up and

detained; others were picked up abroad

and thrown into jails in Syria and Egypt

to be tortured.

It is noteworthy that for more than a

decade Catholics. Orthodox Jews and

Ismaili Muslims (who do not use sharia)

have been using the Arbitration Act to

resolve family-related and other legal

disputes, without protest. In contrast, the

proposal for sharia courts provoked an

immediate outcry. There is a strain here

of holier-than-thou "secularism" which

is little more than a cover for anti-

Muslim bigotry.

There are about 600.000 Muslims in

Canada today; more than half live in

Ontario. Imperialist subjugation and

militarism, grinding poverty, wars of

conquest and depredation from Somalia
to Ethiopia. Iraq. Iran, Afghanistan.

Pakistan: the bloody workings of imperi-

alism have driven untold millions to flee

their homes in search of a belter life or

simply to stay alive. But especially with

the intense anti-Muslim backlash that

erupted after September 11. attacks on
Near Eastern and African immigrants
here, as in the U.S. and Europe, have
sharply increased as civil rights are

shredded along with jobs and social serv-

ices. Immigrants are the last hired and

first fired, and this hits immigrant

women hardest. Without access to jobs,

services and language classes, many
immigrant Muslim women live in intense

isolation.

The growth of women’s oppression

and the influence of religion can be seen

in the increasingly common appearance

of the veil among women and young

girls. For a minority, this is not only an

expression of women’s subordination,

but a twisted kind of defiance of anti-

Muslim racism. Less visible is the bar-

barism of female genital mutilation or

the anguish of forced marriages. In fact,

these things are aggravated by restrictive

Canadian immigration laws.

At a Toronto June 26 anti-.v/i«rm meet-

ing, a high school teacher reported that

many teachers are seeing their young stu-

dents suddenly spirited out of the coun-

try. only to return married to a much older

man in order to secure him permanent

resident status. A young girl’s dowry
is her citizenship. Similarly, immigrant

women are trapped in abusive relation-

ships if their status depends on their hus-

bands. Attempts to flee or separate legally

,
mean almost certain deportation. We
demand full citizenship rights for anyone

who makes it here. This is not only cru-

cial to the lives of immigrants, but would

undercut the basis for practices that are so

detrimental to women.

Religious Bigotry and the
Canadian State

Contrary to liberal mythology. Canada
is not a secular slate; separation of

church and state is partial at best. The
Charter of Rights and Freedoms invoked

by some opponents of .sharia states that

“Canada is founded upon principles that

recognize the supremacy of God and the

rule of law”—not exactly a statement of

human liberation. Actually. Canada was
founded on the destruction of the pre-

existing aboriginal societies, the subjuga-

tion of the Qu^becois with the triumph

of the British over the French on the

Plains of Abraham in 1759 and as a reac-

tionary British redoubt against the Amer-
ican Revolution. To this day Parliament

opens with prayers as the politicians seek

guidance from the Christian God in their

main endeavor—the business of reward-

ing their friends and robbing working
people.

For much of Canada’s long history of
religious bigotry. anti-Caiholic reaction

was dominant, and it was always bound
up with anti-French prejudice. The 19th

century was marked by vicious cam-
paigns and riots against impoverished
Irish Catholic immigrants fomented by
predominantly Protestant rulers. Orange
Ontario was deeply anti-Catholic and
anti-Semitic. Run by the white. Anglo-
Saxon. Protestant Orange Order. Toronto

of the 1 920s and 1 930s was known as the

"Belfast of Canada." Here and on the

Prairies, the Orange Order was heavily

interpenetrated with the Ku Klux Klan
terrorists whose specialty was anti-

Catholic cross-burnings. After World War
II, Catholic immigrants from southern

European countries were the targets.

Today Muslims (and Hindus and Sikhs)
have largely displaced Catholics and Jews
as the .scapegoats of choice.

Mumtaz Ali thanks today’s official

government policy of multiculturalism

for making .sharia courts possible, declar-

ing that "the Ontario government is the

most enlightened in the .orld. This is

the multiculturalism of my friend Pierre

Muslim women
in Toronto.
Intensification of

women's
oppression,
influence of

religion is seen
in increasing
appearance of

veiled women.

Down With Anti-Muslim Racism!
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Trudeau” {Townto Star. 22 May). MuUi*
euliuralism was inaugurated in 1971 by

Trudeau in pan lo corral "ethnic" votes

for tlie Liberals and as a wedge against

growing support tor nationalism in Que-

bec. The carefully crafted hype is that it

is an anti-racist liberal reform—an offi-

cial expression of tolerance of all cul-

tures. Right-wing racists inveigh against it

for just that reason.

In reality, though, multiculturalism.

which is designed to encourage the "vol-

untary" cultural and racial segregation of

the population, has served to ghettoize

immigrant communities. Hugely suc-

cessful at buttressing the federal Liber-

als. with pork-barrel grants flowing to

numerous cultural organizations, it has

served to tie a layer of petty-bourgeois

immigrant "community leaders" to the

government’s purse-strings. It has in turn

been a powerful conservatizing fofee for

policing immigrants and maintaining

social peace.

By actively discouraging the miegra-

iion of immigrant communities, the bour-

geoisie has also helped to foster racism

and chauvinism against non-white popu-

lations. For the ruling class, confronted

with an increasingly multiracial working

class, this policy has served to divide

working people.

Capitalist immigration policy is always

subject to the labour requirements of the

economy. During periods of economic

growth, the capitalists bring in workers

from other countries as a source of cheap

labour. In a downturn, they whip up

racism against foreign-born workers,

scapegoating them for the capitalist cri-

sis. But the ruling class always manip-

ulates racial and ethnic antagonisms

among workers as a means of weakening

their ability to struggle against the

bosses’ attacks. Struggling for class unity,

workers must oppose all the racist anti-

immigration laws and light for full citi-

zenship rights for all immigrants, Immi-

grant workers are not helpless pawns, but

form a vital part of capitalist production

m this country—they represent a core of

the social power which is key to success-

ful labour struggle and the overturning of

the capitalist order.

Religion, the Family and
Women's Oppression

Karl Marx was right when he asserted

that "Man makes religion, religion does

not make man." He concluded;

“The struggle against religion is there-

fore indirectly a fight against the world

of which religion is the spiritual aroma.

"Religious distress is at the same time

the expression of real distress and also

the protest against real distress. Religion

IS the sigh of the oppres.sed creature, the

heart of a heartless world, just as it is the

spirit of spiritless conditions. It is the

opium of the people."—"Contribution lo the Critique of

Hegel’s Philosophy of Law”
( 1 844)

Islam has no monopoly on religious

savagery, and the subjugation of women is

not unique lo it. For years the Catholic

church has used its power in the state-

funded separate school system to poison

children with anti-abortion and anti-gay

bigotry. The religious lunatics who spent

the 1990s trying to murder abortion doc-

tors in Canada and the U.S. were cer-

tainly not Muslim. The Catholic church

still does not allow divorce or contracep-

tion. in Jewish law the Beis Din system is

a lot like sharia, intensely anti-woman.

For example, women may not give testi-

mony or sit in judgement of others: once

married, women are essentially the prop-

erty of their husbands.

Institutionalized religions are key lo

reinforcing women’s oppression, but they

are not its origin. The institution of the

family—today fashioned to serve the

needs of capitalist class rule—is the main

source of women’s oppression. In The

Origin of the Family. Private Properly,

and the Stale, written in the late 1 9th cen-

tury, Friedrich Engels explained that the

monogamous patrilineal family "is based

on the supremacy of the man. the express

purpose being to produce children of

undisputed paternity." The family is the

vehicle for transmitting property from

one generation lo the next, and the mech-

anism for raising new generations of

workers. Bourgeois family law is thus

tightly bound up with defen.se of private

properly, and women’s inequality is

always reflected in the legal and social

codes of every society.

The entire fabric of Muslim family law.

the subordination of women through

polygamy, the bride price, dowry, the

veil—these are not simply the "bad

ideas" of an evil caste of mullahs. In ori-

gin, they were a means of enforcing prop-

erty rights and attendant mechanisms of

social control in a pre-capitalist .society.

In the eighth and ninth centuries,

when Europe was m the Dark Ages. Mus-

lim civilization was at its zenith. Islam

gave us algebra. Arabic numbers: it pre-

served medical knowledge and many

other key inventions. In the Spanish

Inquisition of the 15ili century the Mus-

lims and Jews were driven out of Spain

by the crown and Catholic church. Thou-

sands upon thousands of books of mathe-

matics. astronomy, medicine and poetry

were burned.

Christianity and Judaism, in their many
variants, also preach stifling moral codes

meant lo uphold the patriarchal family.

But .sections of Christianity and Judaism,

also with roots in pre-capitalist society,

had lo conform with rising industrial cap-

italism and the bourgeois nation-states

where they existed. The radical demo-

cratic principles of the Enlightenment

were the ideological relleciion of historic

material advances over a backward, feu-

dal society. But as a religion, Islam has

not had to adapt. largely because it

remains rooted in those parts of the world

where imperialist penetration has rein-

forced social backwardness as a prop to

its domination.

Capitalism came belatedly to these

countries, with the European colonizers

who manipulated and nurtured all that

was backward and retrograde, while

suppressing class struggle. An<> today

among concentrations of immigrants in

the Western imperialist countries, capi-

talist rule has reinforced anti-woman

practices, from the barbarism of female

genital mutilation to veiling lo arranged

marriages.

The Western imperialists fulminate

against Islam. But it was these imperialist

exploiters who fuelled the growth of

political Islam over the last half century.

In their drive to destroy the Soviet Union

—the stale that emerged from the victori-

ous 1917 Bolshevik Revolution in Rus-

sia—the imperialists allied with indige-

nous forces of social reaction to act as a

bulwark against godless Communism
and the Soviet Union, and to ensure the

continued flow of superprofits.

Afghanistan is the clearest example. In

the late 19705 when a modernizing

Afghan government moved to implement

modest reforms for women (lowering the

bride price, instituting education) the tri-

bal mujahedin erupted in insurrectionary

violence. To protect its borders from the

fundamentalist threat, already backed by

the CIA, in late 1979 the Soviet Red
Army entered Afghanistan at the invita-

tion of the left-nationalist government m
Kabul. The U.S. government spent bil-

Members of Afghan women's militia

rally in Kabul just before Soviet

pullout in 1989.

lions to fund the mujahedin's holy war

against the Soviet Union in what was the

biggest CIA operation in history. We
declared "Hail Red Army in Afghani-

stan." and called lo extend the gains of

the October Revolution to the Afghan

peoples, especially the terribly oppressed

women.
But this was not the Soviet Union of

Bolshevik leaders Lenin and Trotsky, but

a degenerated workers state headed by a

bureaucratic caste intent on conciliating

the imperialist order. Criminally, instead

of lighting to win, in I989 the Soviets

withdrew, paving the way for the victory

of Washington’s brutal religious fanat-

ics—including the future Taliban—and

opening the door to counterrevolution m
the Soviet Union itself. The Taliban.

Osama bin Laden—this whole reaction-

ary crew IS literally the Frankenstein’s

monster created by the imperialists in

their war on the Soviet Union.

Islam and the Left

The International Campaign Against

Sharia Court in Canada (ICAS)—ani-

mated by the Worker-communist Party of

Iran (WCPI)—is lobbying the govern-

ment to remove family law from the

Arbitration Act. which would remove

the legal sanction for religion-based tri-

bunals. But the website for this campaign

{www.nosharia.com) has also published

blatantly anti-immigrant, pro-imperialist

poison without criticism or comment.

One such article. “Shari'a: A Threat to

the Canadian Society" by Elka Enola of

the Humani.st Association of Toronto

(HAT), projects a demented three-step

scenario which culminates in a future

where "Muslims now outnumber Chris-

tians. and the majority rule of democracy

is turned on its head, as the majority Mus-

lims make Shari’a the law of the land.”

Elsewhere, Enola raves that when leftists

support “Palestinians against Israel.” they

are "siding with Political Islam" (HAT
Newsletter, May/June 2004).

The ICAS website also features a

statement. “Canada Attacked by Political

Islam!", demanding that the racist Cana-

dian government include as a condition

on the Canadian immigration form that

"the applicant will protect Canadian Sec-

ular Democracy." It further demands that

the government require "all records of

sermons and lectures in all religious

gatherings, conferences, seminars etc (be

submitted) to authority.” This is not secu-

larism but a loyalty oath that would ban

some Muslim immigrants and other peo-

ple as well, and a call on the government

to directly police religion. It all reeks of

the racist Clash of Civilizations garbage

of reactionary writer Samuel Huntington,

which pits a supposedly progressive

"western civilization" against "backward

Islam." It is the banner of imperialist

"democracy” which has brought devasta-

tion lo Afghanistan and now Iraq.

The racist Canadian ruling class

simultaneously attacks Muslims a.s terror-

ists while nurturing the most repressive

and conservative forces within the Mus-

lim community. There is no real contra-

diction here: both arc mechanisms for

reinforcing the grip of capitalism through

scapegoating and regimenting immigrant

communities. Working people should

oppose sharia courts and all other state-

sanctioned religious interference in pub-

lic institutions. The protests against sha-

ria law must denounce Canada’s brutally

racist "justice” system and, especially,

the government's war on immigrants.

While the Canadian left and feminists

have been largely silent in the sharia

debate, the Trotskyist League has inter-

vened actively against the new sharia

courts. We addressed the June 26 ICAS
public meeting and we have publicized a

planned protest against the sharia court.s

at the Ontario Legislature on September

8. Our letter urging left, gay/lesbian and

other groups to mobilize for the protest

made clear that opposition to sharia

must be inseparable from opposition to

the anti-Muslim racist backlash.

The abdication of much of the left

reflects a longstanding division between

opponents of the Islamic regime in Iran,

and those who capitulate to it. Going

back to the 1979 "Islamic Revolution"

—

a bloody disaster for women, workers

and the left—many so-called leftists

have willfully misidentified political

Islam with anti-imperialism. For exam-

ple. the international Socialists (I.S.)

tailed the forces of Islamic reaction, run-

ning headlines like “The form—religion.

The spirit—revolution” (Workers Action,

February 1979).

In 1998, this line-up was reprised

when the Trotskyist League, Ontario

Coalition Against Poverty and others

joined with the WCPI to drive out repre-

sentatives of the murderously anti-

woman Iranian government from a

Toronto International Women’s Day fair.

Scandalously, the I.S. and others opposed

this! More recently, the IWD feminists in

Toronto have barred the WCPI from their

meetings and from having display tables

at IWD fairs—explicitly becau.se these

feminists viewed the WCPI’s protest

against the stoning, torture and imprison-

ment of women in Iran as a disruption

that might “offend" Muslims.

Some leftists justify their reluctance to

criticize Islamic reaction by pointing to

the fact that the imperialists are waging

a brutal “war on terrorism" through

military conquest, occupations and the

round-up of Near Eastern immigrants.

Others push a form of “cultural rela-

tivism.” a theoretical justification for

accepting the horribly oppressive status

quo in the Third World which actually

mirrors the right-wing "clash of civiliza-

tions” cant. In fact, Islam has long been an

invaluable tool for imperialist oppression

and exploitation both of immigrants at

home and neocolonial subjects abroad.

That the government here is allowing

Islamic sharia courts in the midst of an

anti-Muslim backlash underscores that

the fundamental divide in society is not

between religions or nationalities, but

between the classes.

The WCPI correctly opposes sharia

eoniinued on page 10

March 2002 Toronto
protest in defense of

Palestinians. Canadian
Trotskyists protest
attacks on immigrants
in name of “war on
terror.”
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Transit Workers Fight

Religious Discrimination by NYCT
Kevin Harringlon. a Now York City

train operator for 23 years, was called in

by New York City Transit (NYCT) man-

agement last spring and told to immedi-

ately remove his turban, which, as a

.^ikh, he had been wearing every day

since be slaned on the Job. He was told

iViat fiYrt refused, he would be stripped

of his seniority rights, which earned him

the train operator job. and be restricted

to a yard job out of public view. Harring-

ton publicized this prejudiced treatment

in the local press, and also got cover-

age in Britain and India. The union

weighed in on his side. After being kept

out of passenger service for three days,

Harrington was allowed back to his regu-

lar job. though the NYCT continued to

threaten to remove him from public ser-

vice for wearing his lurban.

At the end of August, NYCT promul-

gated a policy that headwear must be

agency-issued "TA blue” and bear a com-
pany logo. In a New York 1 television

interview, the legal director of the Sikh

Coalition. Amardeep Singh, stated that

the transit bosses "believe that they can

engage in a broad policy of blatant dis-

crimination against Sikh and Muslim
employees and then after a year and a half

shrug its shoulders and say ‘We’re sorry,

let’s shake hands on it. we might as well

forget about it.’ And that’s not enough to

address and redress a broad policy of pos-

sibly systematic discrimination.” As Har-

rington told Workers Vanguard, what’s to

prevent the bosses from changing their

minds again? The capitalists are always

pushing to regiment the workforce as

much as they can.

On September 29. the U.S. Justice

Department announced a suit against

NYCT's uniform policy. The Transport

Workers Union (TWU) tops hailed this

suit, as if John Ashcroft and his

Homeland Security cohorts would defend

the oppressed! Ashcroft has been on a

non-stop campaign since September 1 1 to

shred civil rights, targeting labor, black

people, immigrants, Muslims and other

religious minorities.

According to a May report by the

Council on American-Islarnic Relations,

reported racist crimes against Muslims
increased by 121 percent in 2003. and the

largest percentage of complaints comes
from government "anti-terror” activities

based on the USA-Patriot Act. Deporta-

tions. detentions and FBI knocks on the

door have left thousands of immigrants

living in constant fear. The TWU tops

have been pushing for more funds for

“security." embracing the “war on terror,"

which is promoted by the Democrats as

much as the Republicans. The bureau-

crats’ slavish loyalty to the capitalist par-

ties and sy.stem serves to stifle working-

class struggle against exploitation and
oppression, and emboldens the capitalists

to carry out further attacks on immi-
grants. blacks and labor.

In the reactionary climate created by

the "war on terror," NYCT bosses have

stepped up (heir attacks on the workforce.

On September 8, a so-called "impartial

arbitrator" upheld the tiring of Carlos

Blackman, an elected TWU shop chair-

man and dedicated fighter against unsafe

working conditions who was framed up

on phony "workplace violence" charges.

Earlier this year. WV salesmen learned

that a subway superintendent at the

Coney Island overhaul shop harangued an

assembly of mostly immigrant workers

with the diktat. “No English, no over-

time.” A few years ago. a black worker at

the East New York bus maintenance shop

had to fight for his job after standing up

to physical assault and racist slurs from

a boss.

The bosses’ racism and anti-immigrant

bigotry are designed to perpetuate divi-

sions within the workforce and prevent

the working-class unity necessary to

counter their attacks. As Harrington told

WV. “I think what the Transit Authority

is doing to minorities, either religious or

racial or both, is an example of their

Ose/Newsday

Kevin Harrington

apartheid mentality; that their way to

solve their problems is to separate people

by race, religion or whatever." The social

power of the TWU must be organized

to struggle in defense of every union

brother and sister!

What happened to Harrington came on
the heels of similar attacks against four

black Muslim women bus drivers. Since

March 2002. these women—Malikah
Alkebulan. Stephanie Lewis, Deirdre

Small and Gladys Muhammad—were

forced to work out of the public eye

because they wore head.scarves. An arbi-

trator and the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) upheld

this victimization. As we wrote -in "Mus-
lim Women Banned from Work in Public”

(WV No. 816. 26 December 2003). the

NYCT’s successful attack on these

women’s rights has given a "green light

for more crackdowns on workers, includ-

ing Sikhs, men who wear .skullcaps or

yarmulkes and anyone else who doesn’t

’look right’ to the boss."

As Marxists, we defend the right to

freedom of religious beliefs. At the same

time, as we wrote in "New York TWU:
Fight MTA Attacks on Muslim Women
Workers" (WV No. 799. 14 March 2(K)3).

“We recognize that the headscarf pre-

scribed by the Koran. ..is an expression of

the subjugation of women, who are

oppressed by all religions. But in post-

9/1 I America, it’s the capitalists and

their government that are making life

hell for all Muslims, including women.”

The abuse aimed at these workers is

scarring and something they will carry

with them. Stigmatizing these workers is

part and parcel of creating a vicious cli-

mate where denial of civil rights is con-

sidered the norm. The U.S. ruling class

continues to use September 1 1 as a cover

for ratcheting up the screws of repression,

going after the most vulnerable first,

fomenting racism and bigotry against

anyone deemed "deviant." Becau.se Sikhs

wear turbans, they have suffered unremit-

ting harassment and physical attacks

alongside Muslims. Only days after Sep-

tember 1

1

. a Sikh gas station owner. Bal-

bir Singh Sodhi, was gunned down in Ari-

zona. On July 1 1 of this year. Rajinder

Singh Khalsa. a Sikh limousine driver,

was kicked and beaten unconscious on

the sidewalk in Queens by racist thugs

who ridiculed his turban and yelled. "Go
back to your country."

It didn’t lake long for the ruling class

to extend the "terrorist" label to strug-

gling unionists. In 2001. striking teachers

in Middletown. New Jersey were labeled

"Taliban ’ by city bureaucrats. When
workers suffer racist abu.se. when a union

militant is framed up and fired, when
Muslim women are pulled from their jobs

and a Sikh worker is targeted, the TWU
bureaucrats barely lift a finger, instead

looking to the bosses’ courts and arbitra-

tors. and cower behind the slave-labor

Taylor Law, which outlaws strikes by

state workers, as an excuse for doing

nothing. But any union leadership worth

its salt would stop work on the spot, and
be prepared to defend its members from
company reprisals. An anti-capitalist,

class-struggle leadership of the TWU
would mobilize its multiracial member-
ship in defiance of every act of prejudice

and company attempts to take away hard-

fought gains.!

Canada...
(continuedfrom page 9)

law. both in Iran and in Canada. Yet.

lacking a working-class axis, they end up
seeing the imperialist governments—far

greater enemies of the world’s working
class than the ayatollahs of impoverished

neocolonial Iran—as potential allies. In

fact, the anti-clerical reformists of the

WCPI foster terrible illusions in “demo-
cratic" Western imperialism.

For example, the WCPI backs the

French government’s racist campaign to

ban girls from wearing the headscarf in

schools. Part of a broader crusade by the

French rulers against the country’s large

North African Muslim population, this is

also a gross act of slate interference with

personal religious belief. Our comrades
of the Ligue Troiskyste de France sharply

oppose the campaign for slate bans on the

veil, and further point out that expelling

girls from school for wearing it can only

lead to greater isolation and oppression
for them, reinforcing their religious

beliefs.

For many years the WCPI has cam-
paigned for imperialist governments in

Europe and Canada to close Iranian

embassies in their countries. This demand
has been taken up by the coordinator of
the anu-sharia campaign. Homa Arjo-

mand, who recently wrote to the Cana-
dian government, demanding that it

“break all its diplomatic relations with the

Iranian regime” (WPl Briefing, 27 July).

The WCPI has also repeatedly called

on the UN to intervene on behalf of

10

the oppressed in the Near East. With
such positions, they lend credence to the

imperialists’ democratic pretensions and
call on them to act as cops of the world.

Their willingness to accommodate pro-

imperialist forces in their anu-sharia

campaign has not fallen from the sky.

For Women's Liberation
Through Socialist Revolution!

Any perspective for the liberation of

women must start with revolutionary

opposition to the imperialist rulers, who
exploit workers at home while subjugat-

ing and plundering entire countries in the

Third World. It is necessary to generate the

resources to change the material condi-

tions of life, and that can only come from
(he expropriation of the capitalist class.

Looking ahead to the socialist revolution,

in Origin of the Family Engels wrote:

“With the transfer of the means of pro-

duction into common ownership, the sin-

gle family ceases to be the economic unit

of society. Private housekeeping is trans-

formed into a social industry. The care
and education of the children becomes
a public affair; society looks after all

children alike, whether they are legitimate

or not.”

When the Bolshevik.s look power in

Russia in 1917, they sought to carry out

this program. But the resources of the

new workers state, devastated by imperi-

alist war. famine and civil war, were ago-

nizingly slender, and this imposed harsh

limits on the measures they could take.

Even so. health care and education were
free, and there was child care in work-
places. The Bolsheviks' earliest meas-
ures were directed at the emancipation of

women. Unlike both modern bourgeois

law and religious tradition, they made
marriage and divorce simple matters of

civil registration. The welfare of chil-

dren was the responsibility of the state.

They did away with the repressive laws

against homosexuality and abortion.

How do we get to the revolution that

alone can bring the liberation of women?
And how do we address the conditions of

oppressed immigrant women in this

country who are caught between the sti-

fling restrictions of their own commu-
nities and the racist walls erected by

Canadian capitalist society? The working
class alone has the power to sweep away
this violent, exploitative system. Workers
must be won to the understanding that in

championing the rights of women and
immigrants, they advance the interests of

the class as a whole. This means oppos-

ing every hint of discrimination against

people for their religion or ethnicity,

while exposing the pernicious influence

of all religions. It means taking up the

struggle for free 24-hour child care and
free quality health care as measures cru-

cial to addressing the special oppression

of women.
The Trotskyist League is a small revo-

lutionary Marxist organization, and’with-

in our capacities, we seek to give leader-

ship to working-class struggles through
the force of our program, as part of the

essential struggle to forge a multiracial

revolutionary vanguard party. As our
comrade told the audience at the June 26
meeting against sharia law:

“As fighters for women’s liberation, we
oppose ihe introduction of the sharia

Battistoni/CP

Canadian multiracial working class
has the social power and interest to
beat back capitalist assaults. Picket
lines of Vancouver hospital workers
in April.

laws. We are also for the separation
of church and state, to which end we
also oppose Ithe law's| application to
other religions, be ii Catholic. Jewish or
Ismaili....

“I am a trade unionist; we believe the
way forward lies in mobilizing ihe inte-
grated unions to fight for full citizenship
rights for all immigrants and their fami-
lies and lor the full integration of women
inio ihe workforce. The bruial oppres-
sion of women i.s fundamental to the
capitalist system and must be replaced
by the rule of the working people."*
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Health Care...
(coniinuedfrom page 5)

burning issue in strike after strike, partic-

ularly in Southern CaJifornia, Maintain-

ing employer-paid health benefits was a

central demand in both the L.A. transit

strike and grocery workers strike last

year. SEIU Local 660 nurses have also

shown their willingness to fight m
repeated battles with the county, not only

in defense of their own livelihoods, but in

defense of the patients they serve.

However, the militancy and determina-

tion of this multiracial union member-
ship have been consistently held in check,

their interests and those of L.A.'s poor

betrayed by the union’s pro-capitalist

misleaders. In 2000. SEIU union bureau-

crats scuttled a strike by 47,000 county

workers after only one day under the

cover of a statement by L.A.’s Cardinal

Mahony. who cynically appealed to the

interests of "the poorest and most vulner-

able members of our community" against

the overwhelmingly black and Latino

county workers. Having poured union

money into the campaign coffers of the

very same Democratic Party county

supervisors that Local 660 went on strike

against, the SEIU lops did not even set

up a strike fund in 2000. instead spend-

ing $700,00() on TV and radio ads. The
county supervisors such as Democrats

Yvonne Brathwaitc Burke and Zev
Yaroslavsky, who nt)w cry crocodile

tears while shutting down vilal health

services, are the same ones who as MTA
(Metropolitan Transportation Authority)

Board members railed against the transit

mechanics when they fought for afford-

able health care during last year’s strike.

Now the hotel workers in UNITE
HERE, many of them immigrants, are in

Subscription...
(continuedfrom page 4)

South Carolina, we were invited to give

a presentation to a black student group.

On our trip to Atlanta. Georgia comrades

discovered that the Black Student Alli-

ance at Georgia State University had

been victimized by the campus adminis-

tration for protesting a racist provocation

by a notorious fraternity. Comrades
reported back to WV about this incident

(.see "Black Student Alliance Suspended

for Protesting Racist Frat." WV No. 833.

1 October).

We have been longtime fighters for the

freedom of black death row political

prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal, and sought

to highlight his case in the course of this

year’s subscription drive. It was notable

that while many students had never heard

of Mumia Abu-Jamal. most who had

were black .studeni.s. We were also pleas-

antly surprised to find that many students

at elite Bryn Mawr College, just outside

Philadelphia, the city where Mumia Abu-
Jamal was framed up and convicted, not

only knew about him. but a couple had

even written papers about his case and

the 198.‘5 police bombing of the MOVE
organization. SYC video showings of the

Partisan Defense Committee video From
Death Row. This Is Mumia Ahu-Jamal on

campuses around the country drew many
people, including at Evergreen State Col-

lege in Olympia. Washington, where a

taped speech by Mumia was played as

the commencement address some years

ago

Regional and Local Highlights

Comrades in the Bay Area undertook

some of the most successful regional

trips this year—a trip by two comrades

to Boulder and Denver, Colorado netted

a whopping 213 points! Bay Area and

Los Angeles comrades made the "North-

ern Tour.” a trip that encompassed cam-

puses in Oregon and Washington, as well

as sales to longshore workers in the ports

of Portland and Seattle, selling 208

Donate $$$ for Locked-Out Hotel Workers!

San Francisco

Hotel workers organized by UNITE
HERE in San Francisco have been

locked out of their jobs for over

five weeks by the hotel owners’

multi-employer Hotel Council. From
sunup to sundown maids, cooks, bell-

men. bartenders and servers walk

picket lines at 14 of the fanciest hotels.

UNITE HERE Local 2 has established

a "Solidarity Fund" to financially assist

(he locked-out workers. Trade unions

across the country and individual

workers should donate as an act of

class solidarity to defeat the bosses'

union-busting.

Two days after UNITE HERE Local

2 began a two-week strike on Septem-

ber 29 against four hotels, ten other

hotels retaliated by locking out their

workers. When the two-week strike

ended, the hotel bosses refused to let

the workers return to work, locking out

over 4.000 workers at 14 hotels and

replacing them by hiring scabs. Report-

edly, some Teamsters clerical workers

are now crossing picket lines to work

at struck hotels. The UNITE HERE
bureaucrats rely on their Democratic

Party “friends." like Mayor Gavin

New.som, who has even walked on the

picket line in response to the intransi-

gence of the hotel owners. But the

working class can only rely on its

own independent strength. The hotels

should be shut down through mass

union action!

.Since their contracts expired, hotel

workers in L.A.. Washington. D.C. and

San Francisco have been struggling for

their right to organize and negotiate as

a national union against multimillion-

dollar. multinational hotel chains like

Hilton, Sheraton and Hyatt. The hotel

workers are fighting for an increase

in wages, no increase in workers’

health benefit contributions, decent

pensions and a two-year contract term

that would expire in 2006. This would

enable the workers to have a common
contract expiration date with UNITE
HERE hold workers in nine other

cities, including Boston. Chicago and

New York.

Every worker in the U.S. has a stake

in the hotel workers’ fight! This is a

question of workers' right to organize.

This labor battle i.s linked to the strug-

gle for the rights of immigrants, black

people. Latinos and women, who make
up the bulk of this workforce.

Make checks/money orders payable

to: Local 2 Solidarity Fund.

Send donations to: Mike Casey,

President, UNITE HERE Local 2,

209 Golden Gate Ave., San Fran-

ci.sco, CA 94102-3705

a contract dispute with the hotel bosses

where protection of health benefits is a

key issue. The Los Angeles hotel bosses

have unilaterally imposed a takeaway

contract that deducts $10 a week from

what are already poverty wages! Mean-
while. UNITE HERE members in San

Francisco have been locked out. We
say: For a solid hotel workers strike!

The multiracial unionized working class,

welding its discipline and militancy to

the righteous anger of the ghettos and

barrios, has both the power and the inter-

est to fight for free, quality medical care

for all. To lead this battle, the working

class must mobilize its social power
independent of the capitalists and their

state. The labor lops’ support for the

bosses’ political parties, such as the

Democrats, also means support for the

stale that ensures capitalist class rule

through force and violence against those

they exploit. Workers desperately need

their own political party, a revolution-

ary party that will take up all the strug-

gles of the exploited and oppressed and

fight for a workers government.

The crisis of medical care cries out for

a socialist revolution that will lay the

basis for a society that will end all exploi-

tation and oppression. What we need is

free, quality health care, education, hous-

ing and jobs for all! We need communist

medicine, where doctors will be servants

of the people, hospitals will be havens to

heal the sick, and research on vaccina-

tions. new medical techniques and im-

proved drugs will be internationally coor-

dinated and used for the benefit of all.B

points. Despite a heavy load of regional

trips, comrades also did very well selling

subscriptions locally—comrades sold

177 points on Bay Area campuses and 48

points to trade unionists. Three comrades

from the Bay Area topped the national

competition for most points sold. Con-
gratulations to Vanessa, who with 215

points sold the most subscriptions of any

comrade by far! Honorable mention

goes to Aman with 143 points and Idan

with 1 20.

The Los Angeles local covered a wide

area including Arizona. UC Santa Bar-

bara, San Diego. UC Riverside and UC
Irvine. Reflecting the high level of union

activity and struggle in L.A., the local

easily overshot its goal of 50 points for

subscriptions to trade unionists, reaching

72 points through sales to the Labor Day
rally, hotel workers rallies, port truckers,

longshoremen and others. Many of these

subscriptions were to Espariaco. show-
ing a real receptivity to our press among
Latino workers. Special thanks go to our

ever-youthful sympathizer Steve B., who
sold the most among L.A. comrades with

a total of 86 points.

The Chicago local traveled to the Uni-

versity of Michigan-Ann Arbor. Michi-

gan State University, the University of

Wisconsin-Madison and the University of

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The local

assisted the Bay Area with a trip to the

University of Texas at Austin where two
comrades endured a grueling 1 1 3-degree

heat index. Chicago comrades also helped

the New York local with a trip to the Tide-

water area in Virginia where we were able

to reconnect with longtime trade-union

subscribers and sell to longshore workers

as well as Newport News shipyard work.-

ers. The Chicago local sold 70 points on
campuses locally, including at the Uni-

versity of Chicago and University of Illi-

nois at Chicago.

In Boston comrades visited regional

campuses including Bennington Col-

lege. the University of New Hampshire.

Wellesley College and Clark University

and helped New York comrades with a

trip to campuses in western Massachu-

setts. Locally at Harvard University,

where we look to find a few class trai-

tors who would become professional

revolutionaries, some found nur "Nation-

alize Harvard!" poster nothing short of

scandalous.

The New York branch made many
regional trips, including several to the

South. A tour of North Carolina campuses

netted 103 points. Despite being drenched

by Tropical Storm Ivan, comrades touring

Georgia intersected students at Atlanta

campuses and met with trade-union sub-

scribers in both Atlanta and at the port

of Savannah, where longshore work-

ers remarked on our slaying power:

"You’ve been coming here for 20 years!"

A couple of these workers, who had

already renewed their subscriptions via

mail .so they wouldn’t miss an issue, told

us that they like our paper’s national and
international scope and that we link the

power of labor and the fight against racial

oppression. Comrades from New York

also spoke with longshoremen at the port

of Charleston. South Carolina. In all three

Southern port cities we visited the ques-

tion of organizing non-unionized port

truckers was a big issue in discussions.

We were also able to meet and discuss

with workers involved in the' port truck-

ers strikes that took place around the

country last spring (see “Support and

Organize the Port Truckers!" WV No.

826. 14 May).

Other highlights of the New York

local’s regional work included Rutgers-

New Brunswick, a tour of campuses in

Washington. D.C. and Baltimore, and
Virginia Commonwealth University in

Richmond.

Included m our "at large” points total

are 148 points for subscriptions to WV
sold by our comrades of the Trotskyist

League of Canada/Ligue Trotskyste du

Canada as part of their WV/Spartacist

Canada subscription drive. Subscriptions

mailed in from locations that aren’t ser-

viced by particular SL locals make up the

remainder of the “at large” points.

Congratulations to our comrades and
sympathizers for all their hard work—
it certainly paid off! We welcome our

new readers—and our old readers—and
hope that for many of you reading our
communist press will be the first step

toward greater involvement in the social

struggles through which a revolution-

ary working-class leadership will be

forged.

W0RH£RS RANOUARP
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WV Photo

Spartacist contingent at March 20 demonstration against the occupation of
Iraq in New York City.

White House...
(contimu'dfrom pane /

)

opponents of sociuiisl revolution on the

left to forsake their endless quest for a

left reformer frotn the ranks of the

Demoeruts. There is the seemingly horn-

yesterday Workers World Party, which

proclaims, “Bush Win Sets Stage for

Wide Fightback” (WorA’crv World. II

November). Workers World and its Inter-

national ANSWER Coalition, along with

th^ International Socialist Organization

(ISO) and the Revolutionary Communist
Party and its Not In Our Name coalition,

consciously built an Iraq antiwar move-

ment designed to provide a platform for

left-talking Democrats like Al Sharpton

and Jesse Jackson who preached that

young activists and working people must

vole Democrat.

It is precisely the move to vote Demo-
crat—expressed this year through the

Anybody but Bush" sentiment—that has

bolstered the fortunes of the Republican

right. Such a move is consciously

designed as a substitute for class and

social struggle, advocating that workers

and the oppressed place their confidence

in capitalist politicians instead of relying

on their own power and organizations.

The role of black and "progressive"

Democrats, like those who addressed

antiwar rallies, is to head x)ff any pos-

sibility of social struggle and to direct

discontent toward the ballot box. The
absence of class and social struggle—the

kinds of struggles that can transcend

racial, ethnic and religious divisions

—

provides the basis for the racist funda-

mentalists to gain ground.

Certainly there is plenty to fight

against. Increased attacks on working

people will surely follow the election,

including attacks on wages, on Social

Security, on medical care, on education.

on the right to abortion and. quite simply,

on the freedom to protest without the

threat of jail time. But it is no less true

that these attacks have been in process for

three decades under the governance of
both Republicans and Democrats. The
truth—as explained by Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels—is that working people
will only face increasing misery and
oppression unless they rise in combat
against the capitalist order and overturn it

through socialist revolution.

The working class in the U.S. does
indeed have very low political conscious-

ness. At its birth with the wave of indus-

tnaii/aiion in the late 19th and early 20th

century in Jim Crow America, the work-
ing class was ethnically and racially

divided, a division then maintained by
the Democratic Party and by the lily-

white craft-based American Federation

of Labor unions. The racial divisions that

persist to this day have played an enor-

mous role in retarding the political con-
sciousness of the American proletariat,

with most workers lacking even a sense

of common class interests. But political

consciousness notwithstanding, there

have been gigantic class-struggle con-

frontations with the bos.ses in America as

fierce as any on the globe.

It is the capitalist system of exploita-

tion itself that creates and perpetuates

conflicts between the workers, those

socially organized to produce everything,

and the capitalists, those who rake in

profits by exploiting the labor of others.

The basis for such meager social benefits

as still exist in this society—Social

Security, unemployment insurance, pub-

lic education and employer-paid health

insurance—was laid by the class strug-

gles of the 1930s that led to the organiza-

tion of workers, black and white, into

country-wide industrial unions.

The Democratic Party has its name
stamped on these reforms. But in reality,

they were concessions made under battle-

field conditions of enormous worker
struggles. Contrary to what many work-

ing people who support Democrats would
like, the Democratic Party, even if it

wanted to. cannot by mere act of will cre-

ate another period of New Deal-like

reforms. There is simply no rea.son for

this country’s capitalist rulers—and the

Democrats are simply the other party of

the bosses—to concede anything without

a struggle.

Black Oppression and
“Moral Values”

The particular version of Christian fun-

damentalism now associated with the

Bush White House developed over the

past four decades as an ideological

umbrella enabling while racist bigots to

link together their hostility to affirmative

action, welfare, legalized abortion, public

acceptance of homosexuality and other

expressions of social liberalization. And
it first emerged in the mainstream of
American politics not through the Repub-
licans, but with the Democratic adminis-

tration of "ethnic purity." “born-again"

Christian Jimmy Carter. Carter launched

a "moral" rearmament crusade to refur-

bish the image of America’s imperialist

rulers—who had fallen into some disre-

pute following the civil rights movement
and the defeat of U.S. imperialism in

Vietnam—while renewing U.S. imperial-

ism’s Cold War drive against the Soviet

Union. More recently, it was the oh-so-

personable Southern Baptist Bill Clin-

ton who gutted welfare and completed
Ronald Reagan's initiative to fill the pris-

ons with black people as (he "alternative"

to the poverty and unemployment in the

nation’s ghettos.

The most recent aspirant to black lead-

ership and the sole shining light for the

Democrats during their electoral drub-

bing is Barack Obama, Senator-elect from

Illinois. In the spirit of Booker T. Wash-
ington. Obama offers himself as living

proof that the system works, invoking the

patriotic battle cry: "We are all Ameri-
cans." Yeah, and we are al! featherless

bipeds. But neither of these truisms

negates the fact that the racial oppression

of black people has intensified over the

past decades. On this matter. Obama
stands with those who claim continued

black oppression is self-inflicted.

Affirmative action in the universities

has been largely strangled by the bosses'

courts and further rendered moot by the

skyrocketing costs of a college education

with little regret from John Kerry or.

before him, Al Gore. With the limited

gains of the civil rights movement
increasingly shredded, black people’s

right to vote was itself attacked up front

in the last presidential election in Florida,

and this time around by the challenges,

widespread harassment, dirty tricks and
endless lines at the polling places where

those with little voted. In his 1 November
New York Times column, for example.

Bob Herbert described a flyer circulating

in black neighborhoods in Milwaukee
which asserted that people who had voted

in prior elections, as well as people who
had been found guilty of anything,

including traffic violations, or who had
any family members who had been found

guilty of anything, could not vote. "If you
violate any of these laws." the leaflet

declared, "you can get ten years in prison

and your children will get taken away
from you"!

It is not surprising that the Deep South
and other anti-union backwaters in the

U.S. provided the shock troops of relig-

ious. racist reaction. It is disquieting, but

also not surprising, that a not small por-

tion of those hit hardest by joblessness—
workers in West Virginia. Iowa and
Ohio—cast their ballots for "moral val-

ues." For the time being, they have traded

m their hopes for a belter life on earth for

Monopoly game deeds to mansions in

heaven. The spectre of gay marriage,
which would if legalized have zero

impact on the lives of those not similarly

disposed, undoubtedly moved many to

vole up a morality they easily forgo when
the possibilities for pleasure present

themselves. We forthrightly defend the

right to gay marriage as an elementary

defense of democratic rights. It is impor-

tant that most black people, many of

whom are quite religious and do not

look favt>rably on gay marriage or the

right to abortion, do not vote for the reli-

gious right, as they arc painfully aware

that they will be (he first targets of these

reactionaries.

The imperialist Order
Cannot Be Reformed

Patriarchal prejudices, a not unimpor-

tant prop for the decadent capitalist order,

recede during perituls of class struggle, as

do the divisions based on race, ethnicity

and religion. The current period of relig-

ious and racist reaction is hardly unique

in American history. In the first two

decades of the 20th century workers and

black people were grotesquely exploited

and oppressed, while ranting revivalist

preachers like Billy Sunday denounced

divorce, whiskey and radicals. Strikes

were drowned in blood. In the aftermath

of the Bolshevik Revolution, the forces of

reaction mobilized to crush the trade-

union movement and met the stirrings for

black equality and integration with race

riots and lynch law "justice." The Ku
KIux Klan grew in quantum leaps while

workers’ wages, even in the white craft

unions, were cut in half. Yet in that cru-

cible of terror, heroic fighters for the

working class and for black freedom were

forged. Initially these assembled in the

syndicalist Industrial Workers of the

World. In the wake of the 1917 October

Revolution in Russia, the best of these

became core elements of the American
Communist Party under the aegis of the

Communist International, inspired by the

Bolsheviks, who led the. to date, only

successful proletarian revolution.

Within a decade, these Communist
forces, schooled by Lenin and Trotsky’s

Communist International in the necessity

of linking the class struggle in the U.S. to

the fight for black freedom, went on to

lead the massive class battles of the

1930s. The promise of these struggles

was betrayed to Roosevelt’s New Deal

Democrats by the Communist Party,

which followed the line of the Moscow
Stalinists who had usurped political

power from the workers in Russia by
1923-24 and gone on to consolidate their

rule over the workers state. The line

pushed by the Stalinists was to stifle labor

struggle internationally while making
deals with imperialist rulers in the narrow

interests of Russian foreign diplomacy.

The America of today is both similar

and quite different from the America of
the 1920s; similar in the essential hostil-

ity of the capitalist rulers to working-
class progress; very different in that (he

final defeat of the Bolshevik Revolution

through capitalist counterrevolution in

1991-92 has rendered the hope for a

socialist future a seemingly utopian

dream in even the most militant sectors

of the working class and in the minds of
youth who oppose the crimes of the cap-
italist system.

But the class struggle, whose high tide

thus far was the Russian Revolution, has
not been and cannot be extinguished. It

is not just a burning necessity; it is inevi-

table that the American working class

will rise in resistance to the unceasing
attacks on its well-being over the past 30
years. And then what? The workers can
only transcend the conditions under
which they are raised through periods of
class struggle—and even then only if

there is a perceived way forward, which
it is the task of a revolutionary workers
parly to provide. It is in the process of
class struggle that a new leadership in

the workers movement can emerge, over-
turning the current betrayers. U is also in

(he crucible of struggle that the cadres
will be assembled to forge the interna-

tionalist revolutionary parly that can lead
the overturn of America’s blood-soaked
capitalist-imperialist system and form a

workers government. This would provide
(he crucial beginning to the creation of a
world socialist order that will end for all

lime the exploitation and oppression of
man by man.B

Estfin/NY Times
Volunteer for Kerry in Miami on election day. Fight for black liberation,
socialism requires break with Democratic Party of racism and war.
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China...
(continufd from puffi' 7)

recovery Ironi lire devaslating rcsiills ot

Mao's Circal l eap Forward in ihe lale

iy50s.

Millions o( studenls were mobilized as

Red Guards, supposedly to light against

bureaucratism, and. according to the

RCP. against tlie resitiration of capital-

ism. It played out c|iiiie differently in the

real world. In January !‘)b7. when work-

ers in Shtinghai organized a general

strike to defend their standard of living,

along with a national railway strike. Mao
sent his Red Guards and they smashed
the strikes. The orders the Red Guards
were given by Mao could be summed up
as the "Two Whatevers": "Support what-

ever policy decisions Chairman Mao
made and follow whatever instructions

Chairman Mao gave.”

There is a prejudice derived from class

society that the rulers would only work
with their brains while the slaves would
only work with their hands. The idea of

resolving this class prejudice of the Chi-

nese intelligentsia by sending students,

intellectuals and professionals out to

the countryside for a period of time

to learn by toiling with the peasants has

real merit. But. implemented by Mao's

bureaucracy, this became brutal punish-

ment for long periods of lime for many of

those who disagreed with Mao. especially

intellectuals and professionals.

The Cultural Revolution polarized

Chinese society along the wrong lines by

pitting subjectively revolutionary student

youth against woikers defending their

standard of living. There was no side for

revolutionaries in this I'lght within the

Stalinist bureaucracy. More people died

in the Cultural Revolution than in the

suppression of Tiananmen. Yet the RCP
hails Mao's Cultural Revolution.

After Mao died, the Deng wing of the

bureaucracy resumed control of the gov-

ernment. The market reforms, begun in

1978. spawned a new class of rich peas-

ants in the countryside and petty entre-

preneurs. This, along with increasing

unemployment in the cities, has laid the

basis for the huge disparities in wealth

that exist in China today.

Studenls and the intelligentsia were

fervent supporters of the market reforms.

Deng denounced the Cultural Revolu-

tion, and this sparked a period of debate

within the intelligentsia in the early

1980s. The mainstream outlook for Chi-

nese intellectuals became what is called

the "New Enlightenment.” which was
in large measure seen as emancipation

from what they thought was orthodox

Marxism. The intellectuals of the "New
Enlightenment." which greatly inlluenced

the students protesting at Tiananmen,

knew very little about Chinese history.

They bad simply imported Western ideas

into the reform process. In particular, the

students and intellectuals had a lot ofillu-

sions that "democracy" would necessar-

ily go together with a market economy.

For Marxists, democracy is one of the

political forms of a state As I said ear-

lier. the class nature of the stale is deter-

mined by what type of property owner-

ship over the means of production is

defended by the cops and army. When
we Marxists refer to “democracy." we
ask: For what class? Many students and

intellectuals had illusions in the bour-

geois democracy of the U..S. This was

conditioned by China's alliance with

U.S. imperialism.

Wang Hui of the Chinese "New Left"

points out in “The New Criticism" that,

while China has always been involved in

foreign trade. "The Open Door policies

of Deng Xiaoping demanded a much
deeper insertion of China into the world

market. How did that happen? A key

step in the process was China’s invasion

of Vietnam in 1978 (sic— 1979|—the

first war of aggression by Ihe PRC after

1949." When China invaded Vieinam, the

Spartacist League/U.S. raised the slogan:

"China: Don't Be a Cat’s Paw of U.S.

Imperialism!" But why did China invade

Vietnam? In the first place, it was only

four years after the Vietnamese workers

and peasants drove U.S. imperialism out

of their country. This was a historic

military defeat for U.S. imperialism.

China had vtilunteers fighting m Vieinam

against U.S. imperialism, too.

During the Cultural Revolution. Mao’s
China became very hostile to the Soviet

Union. Mao argued that the Soviet Union,

not U.S. imperialism, was the greatest

threat' to the world. This led to Richard

Nixon’s visit to Beijing in 1972. where he

embraced Mao at the very moment ihai

U.S. warplanes were bombing Vietnam'

Vietnam was a close ally of the Soviet

Union. In addition to insadmg Vieinam in

1979 (by the way. they got whupped by

Boccon-Gibod/Sipa

Chinese foreign minister meets with
Afghan mujahedin in Pakistan. 1980.

seasoned Vietnamese troops). China aided

the CIA-backed mujahedin in Afghanistan.

Both Mao and Deng shared great-

power aspirations based on the national-

ist and anti-Marxist dogma that socialism

could be built in one country. China’s

criminal anti-Soviet alliance with the

U.S, happened because the U.S. changed
its policy toward China, not the other

way around. "Socialism in one country"

necessitates accommodating to imperial-

ism. China’s alliance with U.S, imperial-

ism contributed to the downfall of the

Soviet degenerated workers state. The
fact is that without the Soviet nuclear

shield the Chinese Revolution would
have very likely faced nuclear destruction

by U.S. Imperialism.

The increase in wealth from Ihe market

reforms only affected a very small frac-

tion of the (Chinese population. Skyrock-

eting inflation exacerbated this economic
disparity and corruption became ram-

pant. The “New Enlightenment" began
to diverge on this issue. The govern-

ment. led by 2hao Ziyang. implemented
anti-corruption campaigns, but students

wanted a more effective campaign.

Within China, illusions in American
"democracy" and the benevolence of U S
imperialism began to lake off in 1972.

In mid February 1989. Gorbachev with-

drew the Red Army from Afghanistan.

The Tiananmen protests began about two
months later.

|TO BE CONTINUED]

During Mao's
“Cultural

Revolution,"
regime's
perceived
enemies were
humiliated,

persecuted and
often killed.

Stewart...
(continued fnnu puffc 16)

Rutgers on a full scholarship and studied

under Arthur Kinoy. who taught her "to

go to court to change the world." Stewart

joked that she is probably best remem-
bered from those years for riding a

motorcycle to Rutgers. New Jersey from

the projects she lived in on Manhattan’s

Lower East Side.

After establishing her own law prac-

tice. Lyone Stewart took up the defense

of people whose politically motivated

actions led the government to brand them
as criminals, as well as unpopular cases

involving violent crime. She defended
protesters against South African apart-

heid’s ambassadors in rugby shorts, the

Springboks. She was involved in the

defense of Larry Davis, who was acquit-

ted of attempted murder following a

1986 shootout with police in the Bronx,

as well as in the Brinks case—a 1981

armored car heist in Rockland County,

involving leftists, which left three people

dead. Stewart testified that speaking to the

press to counter media violence-baiting

was essential. Regarding the Brinks case.

Stewart testified that effective defense

was "not just the nuts and bolts, not

doing just the cross-examinations, but

neutralizing the territory in which we
were working

"

Now Stewart finds herself charged as

an accomplice m terrorism for conveying

sheik Abdel Rahman’s views to an Egyp-

tian reporter who then issued a press

release in 2000 staling that the sheik had

withdrawn his earlier support to a cease-

fire between the Islamic Group and the

Mubarak dictatorship in Egypt. Against

insinuations by the prosecution (and

statements by Bush’s top cop John Ash-

croft!) that this was a “secret message" to

incite terrorism. Stewart testified: "This

was done so openly, so above board, so

out there for everybody to know about...

It was an expression of his personal view

as to the peace initiative. It was not a

message: *go to the third sand dune and

dig up the weapons’ or something."

The government’s case rests largely on
secret wiretaps and videotape recordings

of the legal team’s meetings with sheik

Abdel Rahman in prison, phone calls from
him and by the paralegal Abdel Sattar

{90,000 wiretaps on his phone alone!).

The prosecution argues that Stewart delib-

erately defrauded the U.S. government
by signing letters of affirmation that she

would abide by the draconian “Special

Administrative Measures" under which
her client was imprisoned. The truth is as

Stewart tells it: the government violated

the essential right of confidentiality in

atiomey/client privilege. Everything Slew-

art brought into the prison was thorough-

ly searched by guards. The letters she

brought in addressed the political climate

in the Muslim community here post-

September 1 1 and in Egypt and were very

much a part of determining when and
how best to pursue legal challenges to

the horrific conditions of imprisonment
derived from the SAMs. (For example,

prison authorities finally allowed the

sheik out of his cell to attend religious

services. ../n a cage just for him'.}

U.S. Government Is Biggest
Terrorist on the Planet

In a courthouse near the site of the

monstrous destruction of the World
Trade Center, and around the third anni-

versary of the September 1 1 attack, the

prosecution was outrageously granted

the right to present videotapes of Osama
bin Laden calling for sheik Abdel Rah-
man's release. Similarly, the prosecution

spent months pummeling the jurors with

"evidence" of terrorist attacks around
the world by alleged supporters of sheik

Abdel Rahman, from Ihe killing of tour-

ists in Luxor. Egypt, to the bombing of

the USS Cole and more. What does any

of this have to do with Lynne Stewart

and her legal team? Nothing!

On the stand. Lynne Stewart exposed
the U.S. government's association with

bin Laden and his ilk. Stewart said she

knew that "Osama bin Laden had been a

part of a wealthy Saudi family, aligned

with certain American oil interests.... He
was in Afghanistan and he had been

fighting for the United States govern-

ment in Afghanistan when we first heard

the word mujaheddin."

Attorney Michael Tigar read from a

22 September 1995 Wall Street Journal

article which reported how the defense

team in the sheik’s 1995 trial produced
government documents which “confirmed

for the first lime that the U.S. Army
trained Muslims in the U.S. to fight the

Soviets in Afghani.sian. In particular, in

1 989. Sergeant Ali A. Mohammed of the

Army Special Forces based in Fort Bragg,

North Carolina, taught several courses to

local Muslims in Jersey City, New Jer-

sey." The government’s key informant in

that case was a confessed perjurer and
double agent whom the FBI paid $1 mil-

lion to entrap the defendants in that 1995
conspiracy trial by hatching "plots to

bomb the United Nations and FBI build-

ings in New York and the Holland <«nd

Lincoln tunnels beneath the Hudson
River."

As we staled earlier (.see "Drop the

Charges Against Lynne Stewart. Moham-
med Yousry. Ahmed Abdel Sattar!". WV
No. 829. 9 July): "Fairness and logic

should dictate that Ihe chief executives of
the United States government should be
standing trial: Osama bin Laden and the

’Islamic Group’ were armed, trained and
financed by Washington in it.s 'holy war'

against the Soviet Red Army in Afghani-
stan! Now. after Frankenstein’s monster.

bin Laden and other anti-communist CIA
'as.sets' turned on their creator, the gov-

ernment turns and threatens a leftist

lawyer with decades behind bars." We
Trotskyists hailed the Red Army in

Afghanistan and think they could have
and should have mopped up the CIA-
backed Islamic fundamentalist muja-
hedin. Extending the social gains of the

1917 Russian Revolution to Afghanistan

was the best hope for women, leftists and
ethnic minorities. Thus we politically

oppose the views of an Islamic cleric like

sheik Abdel Rahman. But what's critical

for people to understand is that Stewart

and co-defendants are being smeared as

guilty by association with the sheik

merely for defending him in court! This

frame-up literally threatens everyone.

In the face of this sinister government
terror frame-up. Lynne Stewart con-

cluded her defense testimony with a

principled and brave statement of her

own personal views on violence. Stewart

slated her opposition to "terrorist vio-

lence” because “it is not directed against

insliiuiion,s. or. it is directed against

civilians and therefore it cannot be
excused." She said;

"1 £tm a revolutionary with a small 'R,'

that I do believe that basic change is nec-
essary. 1 think some of it will be accom-
plished nonviolenily such as the fact that

my granddaughter now- plays NCAA bas-
ketball and maybe can play in M.idison
Square Garden someday. That revolution
happened nonviolenily But 1 think to rid

ourselves of the entrenched voracious
type of capitalism that is in this country
that perpetuates sexism and racism. 1

don’t think that can come nonviolenily."

We urge our readers to take an active

stand in solidarity and come down to

the United States District Court. 40
Foley Square in Manhattan to show their

support to the defendants Donate t<i

the Lynne Stewart Defense Committee.
.V50 Broadway. Suite 700. New York
NY 1001.1
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Free die Class-War Prisoners!
These are the class-i\ar prisoners who

have leeeived or eurrently receive monthiv

stipends from the Pi>C.

Mumia Abu-Jamal; Former Black

Panther Parly spokesman, well-known

supporter of the MOVE organization and
award-winning journalist known as the

‘voice of the voiceless." Jamal was
framed up for the 1981 killing of police

officer Daniel Faulkner and sentenced to

death explicitly for his political views.

December 9 marks 23 years of incarcera-

tion fora killing the cops know he did not

commit. More than three years ago.

JamaPs attorneys submitted to the courts

the sworn confession of professional hit-

man Arnold Beverly that he, not Jamal,

shot and killed officer Faulkner. But to

the racists in black robes of both the

Pennsylvania and federal judiciaries, a

court of law is no place for evidence of

the innocence of a fighter for the

oppressed like Jamal.

As the U.S. Supreme Court issues

ominous rulings on the death penalty,

and with his final federal appeals in

motion. Mumia remains on death row.

just a short walk from the death chamber.

Workers, minorities and all opponents of
racist capitalist repression must now
redouble their efforts on his behalf. Free
Mumia Now!

Jerry Dale Lowe; The Partisan Defense

Committee continues its support to the

West Virginia United Mine Workers
union militant. Lowe was framed up for

the shooting death of a scab contractor at

Arch Mineral’s Ruffner mine during a

seven-month strike in 1993 and sen-

tenced the following year to eleven years
with no possibility of parole. Jerry was
recently allowed into a halfway house,
having served nearly the entirety of his

frame-up sentence.

The bullet that killed the scab had
come from an area where armed com-
pany thugs from Elite Security had been
positioned. When it became clear that

prosecutors had no evidence to convict

Lowe under state law. the Clinton Justice

Department stepped in to railroad Lowe
to prison on charges of "interfering with
interstate commerce."

We urged the UMWA and other mili-

tants everywhere to take up Lowe’s
cause, but the leadership of the UMWA.
along with the rest of the union bureauc-
racy. abandoned Lowe to face the wrath
of the labor-hating government alone.

More than a decade has been stolen from
this class-war fighter.

Eight MOVE members. Chuck Africa.
Michael Davis Africa. Debbie Sims
Africa. Janet Holloway Africa. Janine
Africa. Delbert Orr Africa. Edward

Goodman Africa and William Phillips

Africa, are in their 27th year in prison.

They were sentenced to 30-100 years

after the 8 August 1978 siege on their

Philadelphia home by over 600 heavily

armed cops, having been falsely con-
victed of killing a police officer who
died in the cops’ own crossfire. Con-
victed of the same charges. Merle Africa

died in prison in 1998.

Jaan Laaman has now spent two
decades behind bars. This leftist activist

was part of the Ohio 7. who were con-
victed for their role in a radical group that

took credit fOr bank "exproprialiGns” and
bombings in the late 1970.S and ’80s

against symbols of U.S. imperialism such
as military and corporate offices. Before
their arrests in Ohio and Virginia in 1984
and 1985. they were targets of massive
manhunts throughout the East Coast and
Midwest. Their children were kidnapped
at gunpoint by the Feds and interrogated.

The government piled one sentence atop
another, intent on keeping the Ohio 7
imprisoned until the day they die.

The politics of the Ohio 7 were once
shared by thousands of radicals during

the heyday of the Vietnam antiwar move-
ment and the New Left, who wrote off the

possibility of winning the working class

to a revolutionary program and saw them-

selves as an auxiliary to “Third Wiirld"

liberation movements. But, like the

Weathermen before them, the Ohio 7

were spurned by the "respectable" left.

From the .standpoint of the proletariat,

the actions of Laaman and his comrades
against imperialism and racist injustice

are not a crime. As the PDC has said from
the time the Ohio 7 were first persecuted
by the capitalist state, these courageous
fighters should not have served a day in

prison and should be free now.

Hugo Pinell is the last of the San
Quentin 6 still in prison; he was a mili-

tant anti-racist leader of prison rights

organizing along with George Jackson,
who was murdered by prison guards in

1971. In prison for over 39 years. Pinell

was this year again denied parole despite

hundreds of letters of support, five job
offers and a clean record for over 25
years. Now 60 years old. Pinell contin-

ues to serve a life sentence at the notori-

ous hellhole. Pelican Bay Security Hous-
ing Unit in California.

Ed Poindexter and VVopa.shitwe

Mondo Even we Langa are former
Black Panther supporters and leaders

of the Omaha Nebraska Committee to

Combat Fascism. They were victims of a
racist FBI COINTELPRO operation,

framed up for an explosion in 1970
which killed a cop. Both were convicted
on the basis of perjured testimony, sen-
tenced to life, and have now spent more
than .30 years apiece in jail. The
Nebraska Board of Pardons refuses to

lessen their sentences so that they can be
considered for parole.

Jamal Hart. Mumia’s son. was sen-
tenced in 1998 to \5'/i years on bogus
firearms possession charges, targeted for

his prominent activism in the campaign to

free his father. Although initially charged
under Pennsylvania laws, which would
have meant a probationary .sentence.

Clinton’s Justice Department intervened
to have Han thrown in prison. He is not
eligible for parole. Han had been incar-

cerated at Fainon. New Jersey, where he
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Jamal Hart, Jerry Dale Lowe and Wopashitwe Mondo Eyen we Langa.

was subjected to abuse by brutal and

racist prison guards After numerous

provocations in which he was repeatedly

thrown into solitary confinement. Hart

wa.s recently transferred to Ray Brook.

New York, near the Canadian border,

many hundreds of miles from his family

and supporters.

We recently began sending stipends to

Jamal Holiday, a victim of the brutal

police repression during the protests

against the Republican National Conven-

tion this past summer Holiday, a young
black man arrested during these protests,

spent his 2()ih birthday behind bars. On
August 30. Holiday was part of the Poor

People's March when a plainclothes cop
drove an unmarked motor scooter into the

crowd of demonstrators, striking at least

one woman. The protesters reacted in

defense against this apparently crazed

individual. In standard racial profiling.

Holiday was picked up the next day by
police who claimed surveillance cameras
showed him to be wearing the same cloth-

ing (a baseball cap and T-shirt) as an indi-

vidual filmed kicking the undercover
provocateur. Facing up to seven years m
prison on assault charges. Holiday had his

bail raised from $50,000 to $250,000
based in pan on the fact that political lit-

erature was found in his home.
In addition, during this past year the

Partisan Defense Committee has aided
other cla.ss-war prisoners. Until he was
released in September, the PDC sent

monthly stipends to Sherman Austin.

Austin was railroaded to prison for a year
and is now serving an outrageously
restrictive three-year probation for a pure
and simple thought crime; hosting an an-
archist Web site (www.rai.sethefist.com).

This year Ray Luc Levasseur. one of
the Ohio 7, was released to a halfway
house alter 20 years of imprisonment.
Like his comrade, Jaan Laaman. he
remained during his two decades of
imprisonment an opponent of imperial-

ism and racist oppression,

Not long after he became a recipient of
the PDC stipend fund. Palestinian activist

Farouk Abdel-Muhti was released from
a torturous 718 days of detention, during
which he fought for the freedom of all

immigrant detainees. As a result of his

jailing and sub.sequent beatings, a hunger
strike and repeated denials of medicine.
Abdel-Muhti’s health deteriorated. On
July 2 1 . immediately after giving a speech
denouncing U.S imperialism, he col-
lap.sed and died of a heart attack. We will

not forget what was done to this coura-
geous fighter for the oppressed.*

Contribute now! All proceeds from
the Holiday Appeal will go to the Class-
War Pri.soners Stipend Fund. Send your
contributions to: PDC. P.O. Box 99.
Canal Street Station. New York. NY
10013; (212) 406-4252.*

Farouk Abdel-Muhll
1947-2004
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From Death Row,
This Is Mumia Abu-Jamal

America’s Guantanamo Gulag

On ihe island of Cuba, stands an outpost of Ameri-
can imperial power—Guantanamo Naval Base.

There, hundreds of men. drawn from all over the

world, are entombed in what one British court has

called a ’’legal black hole
"

Michael Rainer, an American lawyer who has

argued in the U.S. Supreme Court for several people

encaged there, has written that Guantdnamo i\ an

American interrogation camp, similar to those erected

by the Germans during World War II. and outlawed

by the Geneva Conventions. In a recent book on the

prison camp. Rainer wrote that Guantdnamo is a

place designed to be beyond the law:

"We have gone back to a pre-Magna Carta medieval
system, not a system of laws, but of executive fiai.

where the king—or in this case, the presideni—simply
decides, on any particular day. I'm going to throw- you
into some prison. You are not going to have access to

a lawyer or anybody else, or even know if there are

charges against you. or if you will ever be released

from this prison. Guantanamo has become our Devil’s

Island, our Chateau d’lf from The Count of Monte
Cristo." (From Michael Rainer and Ellen Ray. Guan-
idnomo: Whai the World Should Know (White River

Junction. Vi.: Chelsea Green Publ.. 2(K)4). p. 6(

If people were shocked by the recent events at the

infamous Abu Ghraib prison in Baghdad, one need

only look at Guantanamo for its inspiration. For. the

leadership of Abu Ghraib was exported from Guantd-

namo to Abu Ghraib wiih a specific, sinister mission:

to ’’Gitmoize" Abu Ghraib; that is. to treat the people

detained there as they hud been treated at Guanldnamo.

So. the torture of people; the nakedness of people;

the brutal beatings of people; the humiliation of peo-

ple—all t)f these things were done to Muslim and

Arab nationals at Guanldnamo.

But. according to Ratner. there was another, insidi-

ous method to their brutal madness. Those detained at

Guanldnamo; they were captured for ihe purpose of

lurning them, using stale terror lo transform these

people into snitches to be seeded back into Muslim
communities and countries, for the U.S. intelligence

agencies. Ratner writes:

This IS exactly what Ihe British did with IRA prison-

ers Just as is being done in Guanidnamo. they refused

to give out the names of detainees for "security rea-

sons" and kept them in detention for long periods of

lime. During that period, many of them were turned

into undercover agents for British intelligence. What is

going on in Guantdnamo is not just about interroga-

tion. not Just about keeping allegedly dangerous peo-

ple off the battlefield, hut about recruiting Muslim
informants to go around the Islamic world, to go back
to their countries of origin and get information back lo

the United Slates, essentially lo spy for the United
States." Ip. 4K)

Americans are taking innticent men. putting them

in cages, treating them like beasts. /or yearv. know-

ingly. for the purpose of using them against their

home communities and countries.

This is the face of American democracy that will

be reflected in the eyes of hundreds, and then thou-

sands. and perhaps millions of Muslims. This is the

reason that the so-called “War on Terror" is a fraud; it

is a war. but a war against reason. Ji is a mad war.

designed by madmen, based on false evidence, and

one which threatens to. once again, .splash back

against the nation that spawned it in global blowback.

We have seen blowback before. It is the grim and

bitter lesson that should have prevailed in the gritty

smoke of Sept. 1 1th. Young men. many of them
trained by the CIA. and paid by the Saudis, to van-

quish the ihen-"evil empire” of the Soviets in

Afghanistan, succeeded in driving Russians from

their lands, and flush with victory, turned their sights

to those that trained them. They had driven tme super-

power to its knees; why not another?

Guantdnamo. to quote British judges in the Ahassi

case, has become, despite a recent U.S. Supreme
Court decision, a “legal black hole." ...And like black

holes, it threatens to swallow everything around it.

7 October 2004

G2004 Mumia Ahu-Jamal

Send urgently needed contributions for Jamal's

legal defense, made payable to ''National Lawyers
Guild Foundation" and earmarked for “Mumia"
to: Committee to Save Mumia Abu-Jamal, 130

Morningside Drive, Suite 6C, New York, NY
10027.

If you wish to correspond with Jamal, you can
w rite to: Mumia Abu-Jamal, AM8335. SCI Greene,

175 Progress Drive, Waynesburg, PA 15370.

Holiday

Appeal...
(continuedfrom paf{e 16}

Republican National Convention this past

summer, the bipartisan “anli-ieiTorism"

laws are directed at anybody whose polit-

ical views are deemed objectionable by

the government. Only three American cit-

ies have populations exceeding that of

the prisons. New restrictions on unions

join dismantling Social Security on
the administration’s anticipated hit list.

Union activists, opponents of the imperi-

alist occupation of Iraq, fighters for black

rights, and even the lawyers who try to

defend them in court, are faced with the

threat of prison.

Standing with those fighters for the

oppressed already in the grasp of the

capitalist prisons is a necessary step in

organizing a class-struggle fight against

this all-sided reaction. No case is more
urgent than that of death row political

prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal. A former

Black Panther Party spokesman. MOVE
supporter and award-winning journalist,

Jamal was framed up on charges of kill-

ing Philadelphia police officer Daniel

Faulkner on 9 December 1981 and sen-

tenced to death. Despite the sworn con-

fession of the real killer, recantation of

prosecution witnesses, irrefutable proof

of the trial judge’s racist bias, and the

prosecution’s racist jury-rigging, coer-

cion of witnesses, doctoring and con-

cealing evidence, Jamal remains in the

shadow of Pennsylvania’s death chamber.

This could well be the last Holiday

Appeal before the long-awaited decision

in (he federal appeals court, (he last legal

step before the U.S. Supreme Court.

Ruling on Jamal’s federal habeas corpus

challenge to his conviction and death sen-

tence, in December 2001 federal district

court judge William Yohn overturned

Visit the iCL
Web Site!
WWW.

icl-fi.org

Jamal’s death sentence. At the same lime.

Yohn affirmed Jamal’s conviction, refus-

ing to even consider the sworn confes-

sion of Arnold Beverly that he. not Jamal,

shot and killed officer Faulkner. The pros-

ecution appealed, seeking restoration of

Jamal’s death sentence. Mumia also

appealed, seeking to overturn the convic-

tion. Those appeals were on hold until a

final determination of Jamal's appeals in

the Pennsylvania slate courts, a determi-

nation which took place earlier this year.

In June, the federal appeals court lifted its

stay on Jamal’s proceedings. A decision

could come at any time.

Jamal has been in the racist rulers'

sights from (he time he was a 15-year-old

Panther spokesman. A prominent and
widely respected journalist known as the

“voice of the voiceless." Jamal became
a supporter of the MOVE organization

while covering the weeks-long siege and
ultimate brutal cop assault on their Pow-
elton Village home in 1978. Blaming the

MOVE victims for the death of a cop in

the police crossfire. Philadelphia mayor
Rizzo promised to make the “new breed"

of journalist pay, and three years later

Jamal was gunned down on the street and
hauled off to prison. With Jamal silenced

behind bars. Philadelphia’s besieged

black population was without a promi-

nent voice of protest when black Demo-
cratic mayor Wilson Goode ordered the

police bombing of the MOVE home in

1985, killing eleven black people, five of

them children.

Jamal's case cuts to the core of black

oppression in the U.S. A black man set

up to be legally lynched through slate-

sanctioned murder. Mumia's case throws

a spotlight on the barbaric, racist death

penalty, a form of institutionalized slate

terror directly descended in the U.S.

from the system of black chattel slavery.

As they listened to Cheney’s raniings

at last year’s convention of Ihe Conserva-

tive Political Action Conference, dele-

gates wore "Fry Mumia” T-shirts. This

racist and class hatred is not unique lo

Ihe Republicans. The District Attorney
who put Jamal on death row is current

Pennsylvania Democratic governor Ed
Rendell. and it has been Philadelphia’s

Democratic Party administration that has

fought for his execution for over two
decades. The racist rulers of this coun-

try—Democrat as well as Republican

—

want Jamal’s execution as a message to

anyone who fights against the ravages of

this capitalist system
—

"Shut up or die'"

The threatened execution of Jamal

stands in a long tradition of seeking

lo silence by state murder fighters for

(he oppressed: the Haymarkei Martyrs

—

anarchists, union organizers and leaders

of the fight for the eight-hour workday
executed in 1887; Joe Hill—immigrant,

migrant worker. IWW militant put up

against a wall by a Utah firing squad in

1915. Following the electrocutions of

anarchist workers Sacco and Vanzetli by

the capitalist rulers of Massachusetts in

1927, Cannon wrote:
“The rope which strangled Ihe Haymar-
kei martyrs, the chair which snuffed out

the lives of Sacco and Vanzetli. the prison

walls which confined them all—these

insinimenis of torture and death are weap-

ons in the class war. employed against

prisoners taken on the field of battle"

We seek to mobilize the working peo-

ple. minorities and all opponents of racist

capitalist repression in protest actions

centered on the social power of the labor

movement. Our fight to free Jamal and
abolish the racist death penally is part of

our perspective of winning workers to the

understanding that the capitalist state,

with its cops and courts, is not some
"neutral" agency which serves society as

a whole, but rather exists to defend the

class rule and profits of the capitalists

against those they exploit.

We urge all WV readers to join the

fight; Free Jamal and the class-war pris-

oners now! Abolish the racist death pen-

ally! Build the Holiday Appeal for class-

war prisoners!*
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Free Mumia Abu-Jamal'
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Marxists defend citizenship rights!

Class-Struggle Defense Notes No. 31
reprints in its entirety the amici curiae

(friends of the court) brief filed in the

U.S. Court of Appeals by the PDC
and the Spartacist League in defense
of Jose Padilla.

Order from/make checks payable lo:

Partisan Defense Committee, RO. Box 99. Canal Street Station. New York. NY 10013
Phone; (212) 406*4252 E-mail: 75057.3201 (g>compuserve.com
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19«> Holiday Appeal for Class-War Prisoners

FREE MUMIA ABU-JAMAl!
The Partisan Defense Committee is launch-

ing its 19th annual Holiday Appeal for class-

war prisoners, those among the inhabitants of

America’s prison nation who were singled out

for standing up to racist capitalist oppression

and exploitation. We provide monthly stipends

to 16 class-war prisoners—trade-union mili-

tants. fighters for black freedom and oppo-

nents of imperialism and capitalist militar-

ism—as well as holiday gifts for them and

their families, These gifts and messages of

solidarity are a necessary reminder to these

brothers and sisters that they are not forgotten.

The PDC initiated this stipend program in

1986. reviving a tradition of the early Interna-

tional Labor Defense (ILD) under its secretary

from 1925-28. James P. Cannon. Carrying

forward the Industrial Workers of the World

(IWW) principle, “an injury to one is an injury

to all.” a resolution from the ILD's first con-

ference in 1925 declared:

“The labor movement mu.st be awakened from
its slumber and must be roused to the menacing,
significance of the attempt of the capitalists

to break the morale of the working-class by
imprisoning its best fighters. The workers must
not be allowed to forget those who lie in prison

for them, but must be stirred into action in

iheir defense.”

This year’s Holiday Appeal lakes place as

Bush, Cheney & Co. salivate over their pros-

pects for four more years of grinding attacks on
labor, immigrants, blacks, gays, women and

what remains of the Bill of Rights. With the

help of the Democrats, who overwhelmingly
voted for the Patriot Act. this administration

has overseen a qualitative diminution of dem-
ocratic rights. Court rulings that stand in their

way are used as food for the shredder. Laws
they don’t like are just ignored. And as seen in

the police mobilizations and mass arrests at the

continued on page 15
LUC PiOClUCttons

ABOIISH THE RACIST DEATH PENALTY!

New York

Friday, December 10

6 to 11 p.m.

Live jazz with the Bern Nix Trio

and speciai guests Oliver lake,

Anthony Coleman.

Roy Campbell and others

6 Harrison St. {at Hudson)
Manhattan

Take 1 or 9 subway to Franklin St.

$10 Advance • $15 At ttie door

For more information (212) 406-4252

Bay Area

Sunday, December 5

1 to 4 p.m.

Centro del Pueblo
474 Valencia St.

San Francisco

Near 16th/Mission BART
$10 * $5 Student/Unemployed

For more information (510) 839-0852

Chicago
Sunday, December 12

3 to 7 p.m.

United Electrical Hall

37 South Ashland {at Monroe)
$5 Advance* $8 Ai the door

• $10 Conirlbuilng

For more information (312) 563-0442

Fight Sinister Government “Terrorism” Smear

Lynne Stewart!Defend
After months of being smeared in the

press as a “secret channel” to deadly ter-

rorism, leftist attorney Lynne Stewart

finally got a chance to defend herself

in court. With courage and eloquence,

Lynne Stewart put the government on
trial for shredding supposedly constitu-

tionally protected rights in the post-

September 1 1 reactionary climate of fear,

and exposed the U.S. government's his-

tory of material support to terrorists like

Osama bin Laden. Lynne Stewart’s testi-

mony was a defense of every intended

victim of the “war on terror” which targets

immigrants, leftists, anyone with unpop-

ular views and ultimately the entire labor

movement.

At issue here is whether an attorney

can defend someone without themselves

being accused of the same crime. If

not. then nobody in this country can

be assured the right to effective legal

defense! Also at issue is whether the gov-

ernment has the right to essentially disap-

pear individuals convicted of crimes, sev-

ering their right to communicate with the

world through "Special Administrative

Measures” (SAMs). SAMs deprive pris-

oners of basic rights and privileges, lim-

iting Iheir access to mail, phone calls,

media and even visits by their attorneys.

SAMs were introduced under Democrat
Clinton and Attorney General Janet Reno,

and expanded under Bush/Ashcroft.

Attorney Lynne Stewari. translator

Mohammed Yousry and paralegal Ahmed
Abdel Sattar are being tried on frame-up
charges' of providing materia) support

to terrorist activity and conspiring to

defraud the U.S. government. This sinis-

ter prosecution stems from Stewart’s

defense of the blind Egyptian cleric.

sheik Omar Abdel Rahman, imprisoned

for life on charges stemming from the

1993 World Trade Center bombing. If

convicted, the 65-year-old Stewart could

face up to 40 years in prison.

Stewart’s attorney Michael Tigar effec-

tively punctured the government’s smear
of Stewart us a heinous accomplice in

Islamic fundamentalist terrorism by ask-

ing Stewart about her personal history

and beliefs. A working-class girl from
Queens. Stewart described leaving the

city to attend Hope College in the Mid-
west. She testified: "It was a college that

was run by. 1 would have to say. a funda-

mentalist Christian group, the Reform
Church in America, And in 1957. when 1

arrived there, women could not wear
pants on campus, nor smoke, nor be out

of the dorms after 8:00. We could not go
downtown except with .someone else

Edwtne Seymour

along with us. So 1 had...
I
guess a taste

of fundamentalism in college. Didn’t
care too much for it."

Stewart described working as a school
librarian in an all-black school in Har-
lem. and the development of her political

consciousness through direct exposure to

and confrontation with the entrenched
racism ot this society. After having chil-

dren, Stewart went on to law schiiol at

continued on page 13
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Defend the Iraqi Peoples Against U.S. Occupiers!

Failuja. Like *‘My Lai." the word "Fal-

luja" must be seared into collective mem-
ory and consciousness as a monstrous

U.S. war crime. Falluja; a city of 300,000,

largely depopulated as American "libera-

tors" rode into town in tanks bearing the

inscription in schoolbook Arabic, "Keep
away or you will be killed." Flattening

Falluja was the first act of the second

coming of George W. Bu.sh. Mosques were

bombed and then stormed by U.S. troops.

NBC correspondent Kevin Sites video-

taped Marines murdering a wounded,
prostrate man in a mosque. This bit of

grisly truth was sanitized by NBC {which

blacked out the actual shooting) as too

much reality about the Iraq odbupation to

beam into American living rooms.

In assaulting Failuja. the American
troops* first act was to seize the city's

main hospital to prevent “insurgent prop-

aganda." i.e.. word of massive civilian

deaths and casualties, from reaching the

world. The American military then barred

relief workers with the Red Crescent

from delivering food, water and medicine

to the trapped civilians. Typhoid is up. as

families left In the city are forced to drink

water polluted with sewage. Water and
power lines to the city were cut in

advance of the U.S. blitzkrieg and have

not been restored. Children are dying.

Charred bodies lie strewn among the

twisted steel, shattered glass and rubble

remnants' of the city, and the smell of

death is everywhere. Some physicians

report evidence of the use of chemical

weapons and cluster bombs. Medical
authorities guess that at least 800 civil-

ians have perished, but nobody knows.
Hundreds of men fleeing Falluja were

separated from their wives and children

and ordered to march back to town.

"There is nothing that distinguishes an

insurgent from a civilian" was the expla-

nation offered by a Cavalry officer. When
forced back to Failuja, many males be-

tween the ages of 1 5 and 45 who didn't die

in the siege were then arrested. As an Iraqi

journalist stated in a firsthand account in

the London Independent (20 November).

“Civilians were told to get out of Falluja.

so any man who stayed behind must be in

the mujahedin.”

Many of those who did manage to get

out of Falluja were then killed as they

fled to refugee camps or to the homes of

relatives outside the city. U.S. forces

sank boats ferrying refugees. AP photog-

rapher Bilal Hussein dodged gunfire to

escape his hometown and attempted to

swim across the Euphrates. He watched
in horror as. before his eyes, a family of

five was shot dead while trying to swim
across. Then, he "helped bury a man by
the river bank, with my own hands."

The magnitude of the crime demands
huge international protest. The miema-
lional working class, not least the Ameri-
can proletariat, should mount class-

struggle actions, demonstrations, strikes

and hot-cargoing shipment.s of war
materiel. This requires a political fight

again.st the AFL-CIO labor tops who
squandered union coffers and mobilized

forces to support the Democratic Party

pro-war candidate John Kerry who
exclaimed. ‘Tm not talking about leav-

ing [Iraq]. I'm talking about winning!”

We demand the immediate, uncondi-

tional withdrawal of all U.S. and allied

troops from Iraq! We call for the defen.se

of the Iraqi peoples against the U.S.

occupiers and their puppet Iraqi troops

and police. Insofar as the forces on the

ground aim their blows against the impe-

rialist occupiers and the mercenaries, we
cal! for their defense. Every blow struck

against the U.S. military and allied pow-
ers in Iraq is a blow in the interests of

the international proletariat.

Racism and Imperialist

Occupation
We have warned that as the American

military occupation of Iraq encountered

resistance, it would become increasingly

brutal. Haifa Zanganu. an Iraqi-born

novelist imprisoned under Saddam Hus-

sein. writes: “Since the nominal handover

of sovereignty on June 30. we have wit-

nessed an escalation of Israeli-style collec-

tive punishment of Iraqi cities. Civilian

carnage, coupled with enormous damage
to homes and infrastructure, has become
our daily reality" (London Guardian, 17

November). Australian journalist John

Pilger reports;

"According lo a senior Bnlish officer, the

Americans view Iraqis as Uiitemifiisihfn.

u term ihai Hitler used in Mein Kompf to

describe Jews. Romanies and Slavs as

sub-humans. This is how the Nazi army
laid siege lo Russian cities, .slaughtering

combatants and non-combatants alike.

Normalising colonial crimes like the

attack on Fallujah requires such racism,

linking our imagination to 'the other’."

In this vein, a Wall Street Journal edi-

torial (18 November) described the city

of Falluja as a "terror den” and justified

the shooting of the unarmed, wounded
Iraqi man in the mosque. They sneered:

"Who from the safety of his Manhattan

sofa has standing to judge what that

Marine did in that mosque?” The atroc-

ity in the Falluja mosque quickly became
a template for the U.S. troops and their

Iraqi puppet forces. On November 19.

200-300 Iraqi National Guard troops,

backed up by American forces, stormed

Baghdad's al-Hanifa mo.sque. one of the

most important Sunni mosques in Iraq,

when it was filled with worshippers at

the end of Friday prayers, killing two

and wounding at least nine.

Le Monde reported that outside the

mosque, dozens of men were forced to

lie face down on the ground under the

guns of the U.S. Army. The violation of

the mosques is a huge affront to every

Muslim in the region and in the world.

With these acts, the deranged, Christian

fundameniulisi Bush administration pro-

claims that nothing is sacred, nothing

will be spared in the U.S. occupation,

and political fallout be damned.

continued on page 9

Defend, Extend Gains of 1949 Revolution!

The Spectre of Tiananmen and
Working-Class Struggle in China Today

SEE PAGE FOUR



Teamsters Organizer Assassinated in El Salvador

Honor Gilberto Soto

O
n November 5 Teamsters organizer

Jose Gilberto Soto was assassinated

in El Salvador, gunned down outside

his mother's home in Usulutdn. The vete-

ran organizer, former president of Team-
sters Local 1 1 in Haledon. New Jersey,

would have been 50 years old the next

day. his birthday. Teamster.' president

James P. Hoffa issued a statement Novem-
ber 1 1 saying. "Mr. Soto.. .was organizing

port drivers, the most exploited truck driv-

ers in the U.S.. and he was visiting El

Salvador on behalf of the Teamsters to

meet with Central American trade union

leaders and port drivers. Mr. Solo was a

trusted and respected Teamster leader

from the Port of New York7New Jersey,"

"To dale, the police have done little

to apprehend what appears to be a

death squad that killed our representative."

the statement pointed out. The Teamsters,

while appealing to the U S. government

for a full investigation, have also Joined

with the International Longshoremen’s

Association and the International Long-
shore and Warehouse Union to offer a

$75,000 reward for information leading

to capture and conviction of the murder-

ers. Workers should have no illusions that

real Justice for Gilberto Soto will come
from the American imperialist govern-

ment or its ncocolonial satraps in El Sal-

vador, heirs to the murderous D'Aubui.sson

death-squad regime.

Gilberto Soto wa.s on the front lines of

the international class struggle when he

was gunned down. He was planning to

meet with port workers in El Salvador,

Nicaragua and Honduras. El Salvador port

truckers endure horrible working condi-

tions. with no legal right to organize and

low wages. They are paid tinly for hours

actually hauling, with no compensation

for long waits to load or lengthy return

trips. According to a National Labor Com-
mittee report posted on the Teamsters

Web site. Gilberto Soto especially wanted

TRO^SK^ LENIN

Defense of the Workers States and
International Socialist Revolution

Poh‘mk izin}> in 1939 a^oinst ihose in ihv

ihai-TroiskyiM Socialist Workers Party who
wanted to abandon defense of the Soviet

deftenerated workers state. Htdshevik leader

Leon Trotsky outlined the link between

defense of the USSP and the .vrr/igg/r for
international workers revolution. Oar fifiht

today for the unconditional military defense

of the remaining deformed workers states—
China. Cuba. North Korea and Vietnam—
and for workers political revolution to oust

the Stalini.M bureaucrats who rule them is likewi.se part of our strufifile for proletarian

revolutions worldwide.

Mistakes on the question of defense of the USSR most frequently flow from an
incorrect understanding of the methods of "defense." Defense of the USSR docs not at

all mean rapprochement with the Kremlin bureaucracy, the acceptance of its politics, or

a conciliation with the politics of her allies. In this question, as in all others, we remain
completely on the ground of the international class struggle....

We are not a government party; we are the party of irreconcilable opposition, not

only in capitali.si countries but also in the USSR. Our tasks, among them the “defense
of the USSR," we realize not through the medium of bourgeois governments and not

even through the government of the USSR, but exclusively through the education of the

masses through agitation, through explaining to the workers what they should defend
and what they should overthrow. Such a "defense" cannot give immediate miraculpus
results. But we do not even pretend to be miracle workers. As things stand, we are a

revolutionary minority. Our work must be directed so that the workers on whom we
have influence should correctly appraise events, not permit themselves to be caught
unawares, and prepare the general sentiment of their own class for the revolutionary
solution of the tasks confronting us.

The defense of the USSR coincides for us with the preparation of world revolution.

Only those methods are permissible which do not conflict with the interests of the rev-

olution. The defense of the USSR i,s related to the world socialist revolution as a tacti-

cal task is related to a strategic one. A tactic is subordinated to a .strategic goal and in no
case can be in contradiction to the latter.

—Leon Trotsky, "The USSR in War.” 25 September 1939. reprinted in

In Defense of Marxism (1995)
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to meet container haulers employed by

Maersk. one of the largest shipping com-
panies in (he world, based in Denmark.

The report staled: "The IBT and SID

I
Specialized Workers Union in Denmark)

were interested in collaborating on a Joint

project documenting the systematic vio-

lations of worker rights by Maersk."

In El Salvador, less than 5 percent of

the workforce is unionized. Sweatshops,

child labor and persecution of union organ-

izers are rampant. Ii’.s a Free Trade Zone
international racket, where low-paid work-

ers produce apparel for Wal-Mart. Target.

Saks. OshKosh and other famous brands,

and the Coca-Cola Company buys sugar

from El Salvador mills that use child

labor to harvest sugarcane. Ominously, in

the early morning hours of November 14.

thugs ransacked the offices of (he Centro

de Estudios y Apoyo Laboral (CEAL). a

Salvadoran labor support center that had

been making public statements against

the murder of Gilberto Soto. Communi-
cations and computer equipment was
removed, and files had been tampered

with. Hands off the Salvadoran labor

movement!

Violence against union militants is

endemic throughout the Americas—often

with the complicity of local regimes and

U.S. imperialism. In Colombia, assassi-

nation of union militants has escalated

into a major war. as the World Business

section of the New York Times (18

November) noted: "Union activists have

fallen by the hundreds here, making
Colombia the world’s most dangerous

country for union organizers." American
companies in Colombia like eoal pro-

ducer Drummond and Coca-Cola bot-

tling plants have been accused in law-

suits of hiring paramilitary gunmen to

kill organizers.

What can't be denied is that the class

-Struggle continues to flare up. From the

- maquHas where goods are made to the

ports where they are .shipped around the

world, the capitalist.s have created a

new and potentially powerful workforce,

whose unionization they fear. Gilberto

Solo, a native of El Salvador who came to

the U S- in 1975. understood this. He ded-

icated hts life to organizing the unorgan-

ized, from being a Teamsters northeast

organizer for port truckers in the United

States to his trip to El Salvador. He was
also, according to New York CISPES
(Committee in Solidarity with the People

of El Salvador), a longtime activist for the

Salvadoran leftist FMLN and marched
(his past .summer with CISPES in protests

outside the Republican National Conven-
tion. We are honored that such a coura-

geous and dedicated man was also a sub-

scriber to Workers Van}{uard. The way to

honor his memory is to redouble efforts

to organize port truckers here in the U.S.

and in Central America, the cause for

which he gave his life. Ultimate justice

for working people will only come with the

victory of socialist revolutions throughout

the Americas.

A funeral mass was held for Gilberto

Soto on November 13. The Teamsters*

Web site states that donations may be

made to the following fund to benefit his

wife. Alva "Maritza." and three children.

Blanca. Rosalva and Edson: Gilberto

Soto 'Memorial Fund, Wachovia Bank.

358 Market Street. Saddle Brook. NJ

07662. Account No. 10101 10478249

Defend Antiwar Activist

Mary Kelly!

Ireland

Dublin

6 November 2004

Dear comrades.

We wanted to bring to the attention of

your readers the court case of courageous

antiwar activist Mary Kelly. On October

28. Mary, a 52-year-old nurse and mother

of four, was found guilty of "criminal

damage without lawful excuse" for dam-
aging a U.S. military aircraft at Shannon
Airport on 29 January 2003. Her sentenc-

ing is scheduled for December 1 and she

faces up to ten years in prison. She admits

striking the aircraft on the nose cone,

landing gear and engine cowl with an axe

but argued in her defence that "I did what
1 have done with lawful excuse" to save

human life and to prevent Shannon Air-

port being used to support the invasion of

Iraq. Nearly 113,000 U.S. troops have

been transported through Shannon in the

first nine months of this year. It is esti-

mated that by the end of the year, ju.si

under 350.000 U.S. troops will have
passed through Shannon in the past three

years (i.e.. since the invasions of Afghan-
istan and Iraq). Mary Kelly argues that

this use of Shannon is a violation of both

the Irish constitution and international law

Her first trial, in June 2003. ended in a

hung Jury on the criminal damage charge,

despite Judge Carroll Moran basically

instructing ilie Jury to comici her How-
e\er. llie Director of Public Prosecutions

ordered that she be tried again Her sec-

ond trial, in June 3004. collapsed uhen
her legal team abandoned her because
they refused to pursue the defence she

wanted, in particular asking for disclo-

InSh Times

sure of advice given by the Attorney

General to the government regarding the

legality of allowing the U.S. imperialists

basically unlimited access to Shannon
Airport- In her latest trial (again before

Judge Moran) she was forced to defend
herself because she was unable to obtain

new counsel who would defend her in

accordance with her wishes. Judge Moran
gullet^ her whole defence by ruling

that "You can't call evidence on political

matters or the war in Iraq" and refused

her permission to call expert witnes.ses

like former UN weapons inspector Denis
Halliday. who was to testify about the

thousands of deaths caused by U.S,

bombing of Iraq and the UN-sanctioned
starvation sanctions. The Irish state is

intent on making an example of Mary
Kelly because her actions exposed the

complicity of (he Irish government in the

U.S./British colonial war against Iraq.

From the perspective of workers and the

oppressed. Mary’s actions were not a

crime ! Drop the charges! Hands offMary
Kelly!

The SpariaciM Group Ireland ha\e con-

tributed to her legal defence and ha\e
highlighted her case (and those ol other

antiwar protesters like Eom Dubsky and

continued on page 9
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I9ti Holiday Appeal for Class-War Prisoners
The Parlisan Defense Coinmiiieo is

building for the 19th annual Holiday
Appeal for class-war prisoners. The PDC
provides monthly stipends to 16 prison-

ers—trade-union militants, fighters for

black freedom and opponents of imperial-

ism and capitalist militarism—and holiday

gifts for them and their families. These gifts

and mes-sages of solidarity are a necessary

reminder to these brothers and sisters that

they are not forgotten.

The Holiday Appeal takes place as Bush.

Cheney & Co. gear up for four more years

of grinding attacks on labor, immigrants,

blacks, gays, women and what remains of

the Bill of Rights. Union activists, oppo-

nents of the imperialist occupation of Iraq,

fighters for black rights, and even the law-

yers who defend them in court, are faced

with the tiireat of prison. Our benefits in

New York. Chicago, the Bay Area and

Toronto will be a forum for those in the

cross hairs of this all-sided reaction.

A key focus of the Holiday Appeals this

year will be the struggle to free death row

political prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal. No
case better expresses the bloodlust and

depravity of American capitalism's judicial

frame-up machine than Jamal's case. A
former Black Panther Party spokesman,

MOVE supporter and award-winning jour-

nalist. Jamal was framed up on charges of

killing Philadelphia police officer Daniel

Faulkner on 9 December 1981 and sen-

tenced to death. Despite the sworn confes-

sion of the real killer, recantation of prose-

cution witnesses, irrefutable proof of the

trial judge's racist bias, and the prosecu-

tion’s racist jury-rigging, coercion of wit-

nesses. doctoring and concealing of evi-

dence. Jamal remains in the shadow of

Pennsylvania’s death chamber.

Jamal’s case cuts to the core of black

oppression in the U.S. The case of Mumia,

ABOLISH THE RACIST

DEATH PENALTY!

COC Productions

FREE MUMIA
ABU-JAMAl!

a black man set up to be legally lynched

through state-sanctioned murder, throws a

spotlight on the barbaric, racist death pen-

alty, a form of institutionalized state terror

directly descended in the U.S. from the sys-

tem of black chattel slavery. The racist rul-

ers of this country—Democrat as well as

Republican—want Jamal's execution as a

message to anyone who would fight against

the ravages of this capitalist system. Free

Mumia now!

Speaking at the New York benefit will be

Monique Code, representative for Mumia’s

son. Jamal Hart, imprisoned on bogus fire-

arms charges for speaking out in his father’s

defen.se. We are also happy to announce that

leftist attorney Lynne Stewart will address

the New York benefit. Stewart is currently

fighting a sinister "terrorism" smear by the

government that could send her to prison

for up to 40 years. As the attorney for a

reactionary Egyptian cleric imprisoned on

charges stemming from the 1993 World

Trade Center bombing, Stewart, as well as

her translator and paralegal, are now charged

with providing material support to terrorist

activity. This frame-up threatens everyone.

If attorneys cannot provide legal defense

for the accused without being charged with

the crimes themselves, there will be no

right to legal defense. Defend Lynne Stew-

art, Mohammed Yousry and Ahmed Abdel

Sattar! Drop the charges now!

We urge WV readers to support the work

of the PDC. Come to the benefits and dig

deep to contribute to this necessary class-

struggle defense work. Victims of capitalist

repression are to be found in all corners of

the globe, and must not be abandoned. We
seek to build a class-struggle legal defense

organization that all workers, all class-war

prisoners and victims of racist persecution

and brutality look to as their own. We need

your help to sustain this work. Become a

sustaining contributor to help drive the

work of the PDC forward! Contributions

can be sent to: PDC, P.O. Box 99, Canal

Street Station, New York, NY 10013.

New York

Friday, December 10
6 to 11 p.m.

Live jazz with the Bern Nix Trio

and special guests

Oliver Lake, Anthony Coleman,

Roy Campbell and others

6 Harrison St. (at Hudson)
Manhattan

Take 1 or 9 subway to Franklin St.

$10 Advance - $1$ At the door

For more information (212) 406-4252

Bay Area

Sunday, December 5

1 to 4 p.m.

Centro del Pueblo
474 Valencia St.

San Francisco

Near 16th/Mission BART
$10 * $S Student/Unemployed

For more information (510) 639-0852

Chicago

Sunday, December 12
3 to 7 p.m.

United Electrical Hall

37 South Ashland (at Monroe)
$5 Advance * $8 At the door

* $10 Contributing

For more information (312) 563-0442

Toronto

Saturday, December 11

7 to 10 p.m.
Steelworkers Hall

25 Cecil St.

$5 Advance • $8 At the deer

For more information (416) 593-4130

“Our Political Prisoners Stand on the Side of History”

Ray Levasseur
Released

We are very happy to report that this

month Ray Luc Levasseur, a class-war

prisoner for 20 years, was finally released

from the halfway house he was paroled

to in August, and is now home in Maine
with his family. We print below a letter

he wrote thanking his many supporters.

The Parlisan Defense Committee has

for many years been proud to number
Ray Luc Levasseur among our stipend

and Holiday Appeal recipients. Like

Jaan Laaman. another class-war prisoner

whose fight for freedom continues, Ray
was part of the Ohio 7. leftist activists

convicted for their role in a radical group

that took credit for "bank expropriations”

and bombings in the late 1970s and ’80s

against symbols of U.S. imperialism such

as military and corporate offices. From
the standpoint of the working class,

the actions of the Ohio 7 against U.S.

imperialism and racist injustice are not

crimes, and these courageous activists

should not have served a day in prison, in

solidarity with these fighters, the PDC
highlights their cases and those of other

class-war prisoners. As Ray noted in a

November 6 letter to the PDC and its

supporters. "The PDC goes beyond ‘talk-

ing the talk’ and puls into practice non-

sectarian support of political prisoners. 1

encourage all who are concerned about

the plight of political prisoners to con-

tribute to the PDC—who maintain a solid

record of support for those imprisoned for

political offenses.”

November. 2004

Dear friends.

On August 6 I was transferred from the

U.S. penitentiary at Atlanta to a pre-release

center in Portland. Maine. On November
4th I was released from the federal bureau

of prisons custody. After 20 years confine-

ment I’ve finally come home.

1 am deeply grateful to all of you

who’ve supported me during this excru-

ciating ordeal. Some of you have been

around since the first day of my capture

in 1984. Others became involved during

court trials attempting to criminalize

actions taken in support of struggles from

Central America to Southern Africa.

Some of you came through during the

lockdown years at Marion and ADX

—

prisons continually violating the spirit

and law of human rights. Others joined in

during the quest for parole. Be it cards,

letters, phone calls, books, literature,

funds, political events, providing various

kinds of support—each of you contrib-

uted in some way to my survival, ena-

bling me to reach the dawn of a new life.

My release after 20 years imprison-

ment for political offenses demonstrates

that political prisoners can be brought

home. Do not forget those left behind.

Portland Press Herald

Mumia is still on death row. The MOVE
prisoners have endured over 25 years of

unjust imprisonment. Mutulu Shakur.

Oscar Lopez, Marilyn Buck and many
others are weighed down by inordinately

long sentences. A new generation of

political prisoners needs support—from

younger activists like Jeff "Free” Luers to

immigrants detained in the extended post

91 1 repression.

I make special mention of my codefen-

dants—Tom Manning. Richard Williams

and Jaan Laaman Of 8 of us charged

with United Freedom Front actions, they

are the only 3 remaining in prison. Thai's

"freedom." as in what these comrades
fought for on behalf of others. They de-

serve respect and support All our politi-

cal prisoners need to be brought home.
One does not pass through 2 decades

in America’s maximum security cells

without feeling its effects. The voices

still reverberate from those I knew that

died in prison. The sun is shining but

shadows around me bear decades of

physical and emotional pain. 1 remember
hunger strikes and beatings; the sicken-

Oecember 16th Committee

Left: Levasseur embraced by his
wife, Jamila. as he enters halfway
house this summer. Above: Class-
war prisoner Jaan Laaman with
Levasseur in prison.

ing sounds of violence and the creeping

silence of box car cells. I know the med-
ical neglect suffered by some of our pris-

oners. I remember a world apart within

which the spirit of political prisoners

remains unbroken, and the circle of life

survives the house of the dead. Amer-
ica’s political prisoners are among the

most principled people it’s ever been my
honor to know.

1 was never a victini. I am a survivor of

wars fought for and against U.S. imperi-

alism. 1 believe that our political prison-

ers stand on the side of history that will

vindicate our actions to alleviate the suf-

fering of those most used and abused by a

system that prioritizes profit over human
needs. However. 1 am an anti-imperialist

whose military role has ended.

I am now home with my wife Jamila

and close to my family, including daugh-

ters. grandchildren and mother. From my
heart I thank you all. for what you gave

helped in some way to make this return

home possible.

Love and respect.

Ray Luc Levasseur
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Defend, Extend Gains of 1949 Revolution!

The Spectre of Tiananmen
and Working-Class Struggle

in China Today

Peter Turntey

Beijing, May 1989: Workers and students fraternize with troops called in to suppress
uprising which marked incipient political revolution against Stalinist regime.

We print below, slightly edited for

publication, the conclusion of an

October 9forum in Oakland. Califor-

nia by Spariacist League spokesman

Keith Markin. Part One appeared in

WV No. 836 (12 November).

PART TWO

The occupation of Tiananmen

began with a memorial gathering for

former Chinese Communist Party

(CCP) secretary general Hu Yaobang,

who had died on April 15. Hu had

been widely respected for the simple

fact that he was one of the few lead-

ing officials not personally tainted

with corruption. Teams of youth

look their demands to working-class

neighborhoods to stress that they did

"not oppose the government or the

parly."

By May 4. 300,000 people had

flocked to Tiananmen. It was the

70th anniversary of the May 4ih

Movement of 1919. which began

with anti-imperialist student demon-
strations and led to the founding of

the Chinese Communist Parly two

years later. At the 4 May 1989 pro-

test students and workers were sing-

ing together the revolutionary work-

ers’ anthem, the “Internationale."

Following the May 4 protest, student

leaders—without any social power and

fearful of mobilizing the working class

—

decided to launch a hunger strike to

force concessions from the govemment.

Sympathy with the hunger strikers

led to another huge demonstration on
May 17. At this demonstration, there was
massive participation of factory workers

from around Beijing. The students, with

very little social power, had sparked the

seething economic discontent of the Chi-

nese proletariat. The workers wanted to

do something about the attacks on their

"iron rice bowl" of previously guaran-

teed jobs and social benefits, and about

rising inflation. They began organizing

independently of the bureaucracy, like

the Beijing Workers Autonomous Federa-

tion (BWAF). The BWAF demanded a

wage increase, price stabilization, and
opposed corruption within the CCP.
They called to “make public the personal

incomes and possessions of top party

officials.” The social power of the work-

ing class gave the protests their poten-

tially revolutionary nature.

Li Peng, hatchet man for Deng Xiao-

ping and his regime, went to Capital Iron

and Steel to discourage and intimidate

workers there sympathetic to the students’

protest. It was the threat of a general

strike that led Li and Deng to declare

martial law on May 20. The 38th Army
was ordered to put down the so-called

"counterrevolutionary" uprising. How-
ever. these troops were based in Beijing

and refused to move on the crowds.

The fledgling Chinese workers organ-

izations began to organize resistance

to the declaration of niariial law. They
formed "workers picket corps" and "dare

to die" teams to protect protesting students

against repression. Students and workers

fraternized with the troops. The streets of

Beijing were crowded with ordinary peo-

ple arguing about politics, expressing their

opinions on the way forward. The police

vanished from the streets.

After governmental authority in Bei-

jing evaporated, workers groups began to

lake on responsibility for public safety,

taking over essential services like trans-

porting food and other vital necessities.

A group of People’s Liberation Army
generals sent a letter of protest to Deng
Xiaoping. The army was politically split.

Not horizontally, as in a social revolution

where the ranks split from the officers,

but vertically. This is what an incipient

proletarian political revolution looks

like. For two weeks the order of martial

law was not implemented.

On June 3, Deng was able to mobilize

the 27th Army to implement the orders

for martial law. The bloodletting began. It

is reported that when the troops reached

Tiananmen in the early morning of June

4, their first target was the workers’ sta-

tion at the western end. One student

leader saw tanks flatten the tents of the

BWAF. killing 20 people. In contrast to

the war waged against the working people

of the city, most of the students were
allowed to leave Tiananmen Square with-

out punitive actions being taken.

Why the savage repression at the very

first signs of working-class protest'.’ The
Stalinist bureaucracy is a parasitic caste

resting upon a collectivized economy.

The bureaucrats do not own the means of

production. They do not have the myriad
threads of social control of a ruling

capitalist class, such as the right to pass

property ownership to their children.

Their power stems from monopolizing

political control of the governing appara-

tus. Since they claim to rule in the

name of the workers, they cannot tolerate

any independent workers organization.

Any real workers movement necessarily

challenges the legitimacy of the Stalinist

bureaucracy. This is the contradiction of

every deformed workers stale.

The exact toll of the ma.ssacre is impos-

sible to determine, but it is likely that sev-

eral thousand were killed or wounded. Yet

the army’s terror failed to quell the rebel-

lion, In fact, it served to generalize prole-

tarian resistance, at first, as "dare to die"

corps erupted ail over China. Protests

spread to over 80 cities, and that was only

the official count. However, lacking a

cohered leadership, the uprising was
eventually smashed through state repres-

sion. One prominent U.S. left group.

Workers World, actually defended the

massacre, rehashing Deng Xiaoping’s lie

that the protesters were counterrevolu-

tionary and for bourgeois democracy.

That also happened to be the line of the

bourgeoisie internationally. During this

period, this is what WV said: On May 26.

“Upheaval in China: Oust the Bureau-

crats—For Lenin’s Communism! Work-

ers and Soldiers Soviets Must Rule!” (WV
No. 478). On June 9. “Beijing Massa-

cre—Civil War Looms; For the Unity of

China Under the Leadership of the Work-
ers!” (WVNo. 479). On June 23, "Defend
Chinese Workers! Stop the Executions!"

(VYVNo. 480).

The Lessons of Tiananmen
Wang Hui argues in his article "The

1989 Social Movement and the Histori-

cal Roots of China’s Neoliberalism’’:

"The direct cause of the movement’s
failure was violent suppression by the

state. However, the indirect cause lay

in the movement’s own inability to

bridge the gap between its demands

for political democracy and the

demands for social equality that had

been its mobilizing force." This is

very perceptive. What political pro-

gram could bridge this gap?

During the Cultural Revolution,

society was polarized between stu-

dents and workers. At Tiananmen,

both students and workers protested

together, not without their differ-

ences. against the bureaucracy. Only
a Leninist and Trotskyist party fight-

ing for a proletarian political revolu-

tion could have bridged the gap

between the demands for political

democracy and social equality. But

the workers groups did not go

beyond upholding “democracy" as

freedom from bureaucratic con-

straint. A revolutionary party that

could instill the lessons of past strug-

gles into the political consciousness

of the workers was necessary.

The two weeks during which the

army refused to implement martial

law were a critical juncture. There

was a political vacuum. Even a

tiny Chinese Bolshevik organiza-

tion could have been decisive in

1989, especially during those two

weeks. The nascent situation of dual

power—in which working people were

beginning to take control of the cities in

their own hands—needed to be devel-

oped into a fight for political power. This

would have meant struggling to trans-

form the informal workers assemblies

into workers councils open to all except

openly counterrevolutionary tendencies.

Lenin described soviets (workers coun-

cils) as "the direct organization of the

working and exploited people them-

selves. which helps them to organize and

administer their own state in every pos-

sible way.” Migrant workers would be

critical to help spread this type of organ-

ization into rural communities. Coordi-

nated nationally, these organizations could

have been the basis for a revolutionary

regime of workers democracy counter-

posed to the Stalinists and pledged to

fight to the death against capitalist

restoration.

Because there was a lack of clear lead-

ership. overtly reactionary elements were

allowed on some occasions to make their

voices heard, including some who raised

slogans in favor of the Guomindang.
Socialist aspirations were often mixed
with great illusions in the U.S. and bour-

geois democracy—exemplified by the

“Goddess of Democracy” statue. But from
the beginning, the protesters’ demands,
centrally for more democratic rights and
an end to corruption, were egalitarian

in nature and within the framework of

a workers state. Workers marched into

Tiananmen .Square carrying pictures of

Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai, not Chiang
Kai-shek-

In order to win workers, soldiers and
students, a Bolshevik party would have
to argue head-on against the nationalism

of "socialism in one country” and clarify

For Proletarian Political Revolution!
4 WORKERS VANGUARD



ihe fact that Mao and Deng were merely

two sides of the same anti-Soviet bureau-

cratic coin. It would have been important

to make an appeal to the workers of the

world for the unconditional military

defense of the Soviet degenerated work-

ers state and the deformed Vvorkers states

of East Europe. China. North Korea.

Vietnam and Cuba. A political revolution

in China would have been a spark for the

workers ot the world, from Japan and

South Korea to West Europe and the

LI.S., but especially in the Soviet Union.

In an interview published by Rcvoln-

nonary Worker in 1999 (they recently

reprinted it this June). Li Minqi, a student

protester at Tiananmen m 1989. explains

the lessons he learned from the uprising

and how he was won to what he believes

was Marxism (that is. a sort of neo-

Maoism): "Initially I shared the general

dominance of bourgeois ideology among
Chinese students. The student movement
did not expect to become a mass demo-
cratic movement. But by May 17. when
the workers really came into the streets, j

began to realize that this was totally dif-

ferent from what I expected. I was saying

to myself: this is more and more like a

revolutionary situation."

Explaining his political development.

Li says; “In the movement. 1 already

sensed that something was wrong. The
student leadership did not dare to mobi-

lize the workers, did not dare take steps to

organize to take political power, and that

resulted in the failure of the movement.

So I began to rethink what I had believed,

what I had taken for granted—Western

ideology and Western-style democracy. 1

began to think maybe some aileinatjve

ideas arc needed And the most obvious

alternative idea is Marxism."

Li was arrested by the Deng regime

.aid spent two years in prison. He*' now
an emigre. Without seeing an alternative

to Maoism. l,i drew some wrong conclu-

sions tioni the defeat. He blames the

increased nationalism in China on the

new Chinese capitalism. This is wrong

on tw'o counts- China isn't capitalist, and

"socialism in one country" is the basis

for today’s Chinese naiioftalism. In a dia-

logue transcribed m One China. Main
Paths, when Li was asked about his view

of China’s war with Vietnam in 1979. he

said he l;iad nothing to say on the issue.

But Li's experience shows how the

impact of the working class wielding its

social power during Tiananmen changed

the political consciousness of some siu-

dents.'With a revolutionary Marxist lead-

ership. the working class can change the

course of history.

The Spectre of Tiananmen, the

Intelligentsia and Working-Class
Struggle Today

A lew years after crushing the uprising,

the bureaucracy went on the offensive

with their market policies. Between 1993

and 1999. protests against the market

reforms quadrupled. By the late ‘90s.

there was a div^gence within, the Chi-

nese intelligentsia reflecting the renewed

social struggle against the market reforms;

neoliberal intellectuals and hardliners

within the CCP essentially support the

repression at Tiananmen. They argue that if

the movement had not been stopped.

China would not have become a wealthier

nation. The neoliberal intellectuals dubbed

their antagonists the “New Left" to imply

they are Marxists, because the "New
Left” opposed the worsening conditions

of the masses. They opposed the repres-

sion of the Tiananmen uprising, too.

The neoliberals complain that there

hasn’t been enough privatization qnd

that, therefore. China is still “socialist."

The “New Left” believes there is enough

privatization to call China capitalist.

Wang Hui recognizes, however, that

China is not like other capitalist states

because it was the only state to navigate

successlully through the 1997-98 East

Asian financial/economic crises. Wang
says that this is because of the nation-

stale. But Thailand and .South Korea

were nation-states, too. Wang Hui

believes iluit internationalism and Marx-

ism are old-fashioned

It is the colleclivi/ed properly that is

responsible for the ability of China to

have navigated successfully through that

financial/economic crisis. Continued state

ownership of the financial system has ena-

bled the Beijing regime up to now to

effectively (though not totally) control the

flow of money-capital In and out of main-

land China. China’s currency, the yuan

(also called the renminbi) is not freely

convertible. It is not traded (legally) in

international currency markets.

Knowledgeable spokesmen for West-

ern imperialism recognize that the pri-

vatization and especially internationaliza-

tion of the financial system is a necessary

step in breaking the CCP regime's grip

on the banks. However, the bureaucraey

can't control the fact that the capital-

ist enclave of Hong Kong is an ever-

widening breach through which illegal

currency transactions flow in both direc-

tions. The expropriation of Hong Kong's

financiers and other sections of its bour-

geoisie is vitally necessary to protect

China’s economy from the destructive

onslaught of the imperialist bankers.

Referring to the savage privatizations

.that followed the counterrevolution in the

former Soviet Union. Wang Hui com-

mented on the debate about amending the

Chinese constitution to render "private

properly rights inviolable": “A decade

later, the question of property rights has

become the most pivotal social issue in

China. The principle that private property

Following
bloody

suppression
of Tiananmen

uprising, Beijing

bureaucracy
singled out
workers for

repression.

Signs accuse
two workers

of "rumor
mongering."

the U.S. and other major food-exporting

countries. The basic line of the regime’s

agrarian policy is not to protect the mul-

titude of peasant smallholders. It is rather

to move toward large-scale, de facto pri-

vately owned farms.

Ultimately, the only way to resolve the

shortage of arable land in China in the

interests of workers and poor peasants is

by extending the revolution to an industri-

ally advanced capitalist state like Japan.

But the bureaucracy is opposed to this

perspective. In the meantime, a govern-

ment based on workers and peasants'

councils would not only prohibit or

restrict the hiring of labor and leasing of

additional land by rich farmers, but it

Unemployed workers in Shenyang, part of China's "rust belt."

should receive' protection under the law

does not divide mtellectuals." Wang Hui

understands that the key question is pri-

vate property, but he and the "New Left"

draw the wrong conclusion. Their differ-

ence with the neoliberals is how one gets

the property. The neoliberals condone

illegal expropriations; the “New Left" is

opposed. This amounts to being for capi-

talism with a human face. Where Wang
runs into his own contradictions is on the

question of privatizing land. He recog-

nizes that if land were privatized, ordi-

nary peasants would be ruined ovemight.

Marxists understand (hat the only class,

besides the poor peasants themselves.

who.se interests are against the privatiza-

tion of.the land is the proletariat.

The Natiotial People's Congress, this

spring, passed a law that stated: "Citi-

zens’ lawful private property is invio-

lable." It was only a matter of lime before

such a law was passed. Last year they

legitimized party membership for entre-

preneurs. In fact, that law did not intro-

duce a significant change in either the

.social composition of the CCP. which has

66 million members, or its functional

ideology. According to an official survey,

of China’s two million private business

owners. 600.000 are party members and

have been for some lime. The over-

whelming majority of these were long-

time CCP managerial cadre who took

over the small state-owned enterprises

they were running ’when these were pri-

vatized over the past several years.

State-owned induslriiil enterprises can

to a degree be buffered from increased

import competition by additional govern-

ment financing via the banks' But there is

no way that China’s peasant smallholders

can compete with the capital-intensive,

scientifically managed agribusiness of

would also promote the recolleclivizaiion

of agriculture It would propose material

incentives, like the best tractors and

chemical fertilizers, and offer reduced

taxes and cheaper credits to peasants who
joined collectives. An increase in agricul-

tural productivity would raise the need

for a huge expansion of industrial jobs in

urban areas to absorb the vast surplus of

labor no longer needed in the courttry-

side. Clearly, this would involve a lengthy

process, particularly given the limited

size and relatively low level of productiv-

ity of China's industrial base.

Realizing this perspective hinges on

the aid that China would receive from a

socialist Japan or a socialist America.

You see. all roads lead to the necessity of

international revolution. Both the dire

living conditions suffered by Chinese

peasants and their view that conditions

will only gel worse is the reason why
over the last decade China has seen

many large-scale peasant protests and

riots, especially against increased taxa-

tion and corruption.

An indication of serious problems for

the Stalinist bureaucracy was reported

in a Herald Tribune article (3 June): "In

contrast to Tiananmen in 1989. the

police increasingly admit that most dem-

onstrators are motivated by legitimate

grievances against rapacious managers

and corrupt local officials, and are not

just pawns of anti-Communist conspira-

tors. Conceding that prote.si is wide-

spread and enjoys growing popular sym-

pathy. the piilice are scrambling to learn

new anil-protest techniques aimed at

containing and defusing, rather than bru-

tally squelching, demonstrations."

The bureaucracy’s pace of market

reforms is limited by its tear of the prole-

tariat. especially the spectre of another

Tiananmen. Fuxin. which is northwest ot

Shenyang, m tlic northeast, by late 2()0()

had produced million tons of coal

rhat's enough to fill trucks with 60 tons

each and line them up end to end until

they encircled the Earth 4. .3- times' On
January 31. 2003. Wen Jiabao spent the

Chinese New Year's Eve together with

miners 720 meters underground. He had

a very good reason. Official statistics

claim that 200.000 of the Fuxin Mining

Bureau’s 400.000 miners have been laid

off One article points out: "In the workers'

way ot thinking, there is one bond that

may not be broken: China's mining

resources belong to the slate, and ’the

working class is the master of the state and

the master of industry.’ so why is it that in

actual experience the 'masters" jobs can

be bought otT one by one in exchange for

a paltry ‘subsistence provision'?’’

This goes to the heart of the contradic-

tions of the Chinese deformed workers

state. The following examples show that

a section of the working class sees the

necessity of defending collectivized prop-

erty. they understand that capitalism has

not yet been restored, but their political

consciousness has real limitations and

contradictions.

In another interesting article, entitled

'Industrial Restructuring and Workers'

Resistance in China.’’ Feng Chen (of Hong
Kong Bapti.si University) describes how
workers in the state-owned enterprises

(SOEs) have different perceptions of

properly rights than workers in private

enterprises. The latter primarily strike for

wages and the conditions of their labor,

whereas some SOE workers ar^ concerned

over the question of forms of properly

and corresponding property relations when

continued on page JO
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Profit System Undermines Public Health

Capitalist Greed
and the

Flu Vaccine
Shortage

jason ueCrow

Elderly endure long waits for flu shots at senior center in Queens Village,
New York.

Thf foUowinfi is a coninhuiion hy

Mark K.. a longlimc sympalhizer of the

Spariacisi l.cagiie.

Once again lUe nation faces a flu vac-

cine crisis, now an annual event witich

cannot be blamed simply on technical

problems of production— it is an indict-

ment of the workings of capitalism itself.

The suspension of Chiron Corporation's

manufacturing license for flu vaccine

because of contamination problems in

their British factory leaves only one

manufacturer (Aventis Pasteur) remain-

ing. cutting the available supply nearly in

half Itt .‘>5 million doses. This is not

enough to provide protection for the pop-

ulation. and poses the danger that people

will (lie needlessly. On average. 36.000

people are killed every year by Hu in the

U..S. even when the immum/aiion prt)-

gram has ample supplies.

Yet the head of the federal Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

Dr Julie Gerberding. outrageously de-

creed. "This is not an emergency" {San

Francisco Chronicle. 6 October)! This is

criminal government negligence border-

ing on insanity, like Nero llddling while

Rome burned, and it's rooted in the Bush

administration's fanatical worship of the

"Irec market." Echoing Gerberding. U.S.

Health and Human Services (HHS) sec-

retary Tommy Thompson went on CNN
{ 1 8 October) to reiterate that this is “not

a health crisis." "We want people to relax."

he said in an incredibly stupid statement

at a Tampa. Florida news conference (not

coincidentally in a key swing state before

the presidential election). “The llu season

is not here.... This is not an emergency

right now" {Miami Herald, 18 October,

emphasis added).

Any rational government would re-

spond to such a medical emergency with

emergency measures: Seize all the re-

maining flu vaccine supply and let a

committee of doctors distribute it accord-

ing to medical need. But the CDC and
HHS explicitly rejected this course of

action: Gerberding "insisted repeatedly

at a midafternoon press conference that

the federal government would not seize

the 55.4 million doses now expected to

be available and compel their redistribu-

tion” because, she said, it's "not a realis-

tic strategy" and would be "disruptive”

{Boston Globe. 7 October). Thompson
echoed that government line with virtu-

ally the same words. Forcible govern-

ment intervention is off the table because

their capitalist masters won’t stand for its

"disruptive” effect on profits, hence it's

not "realistic” Different capitalist gov-

ernments react to social crises differ-

ently. Canada and Britain, for example,

have national health care systems, though

dilapidated and replete with problems. In

contrast, the twin parties of American
capitalism have repeatedly rejected the

creation ofa national health care system,

making the U.S. the most backward of

industrial countries.

National Museum of Health

Without presenting any emergency
plans. Thompson simply told the elderly

not to wait in long lines, but “come back

another day"! This did nothing to stem

the growing panic among seniors who
scrambled to find vaccine. One elderly

woman in the Bay Area died wailing in

line when she fainted and hit her head.

Playing with statistics in his pre-election

Tampa news conference. Thompson cyn-

ically boasted that there has been an

actual “increase" in vaccinations in recent

years due to administration efforts—dis-

appearing the fact that this year's trun-

cated supply is vastly below the necessary

minimum, and the irrational distribu-

tion system combined with escalating

panic will greatly exacerbate the shortage

among high-risk groups. The government

is not concerned: one is reminded of

Scrooge’s contemptuous line (in Dickens'

A Christmas Carol) that if people are

going to die. “they had better do it. and

decrease the surplus population."

As a sign of the utter failure of “free

market" medicine, the CDC impotently

issued voluntary guidelines advising that

the vaccine be given first to those who
are most at risk—people over 65. chil-

dren under 2. those with chronic dis-

eases—even while the remaining doses

were already being distributed by pri-

vate suppliers, and anybody with 20 bucks

could get it at local pharmacies regard-

less of their health condition, at least

until panic set in and/or the supplies ran

out. By mid-October, htispitals were re-

porting that some distributors were try-

ing to sell bulk supplies of vaccine, nor-

mally about $8 per shot, for $60 to $100
per shot or more—“entrepreneurship" in

Bush's world. Meanwhile, with an aris-

tocratic haughtiness worthy of Marie

Antoinette. Senate majority leader (and

doctor) Bill Frist openly ignored the

CDC guidelines by sending “letters urg-

ing his 99 colleagues to gel the shots"

(AP. 20 October), and all 535 mem-
bers of Congress could get them for free.

In an ironic twist, the Bush adminis-

tration is considering importing vaccine

from Canada—even as they try to pre-

vent seniors from buying lower-priced

drugs there!

This is a crisis created by capitalist

“market forces." One by one. vaccine

manufacturers have dropped out of pro-

ducing flu vaccine because they didn't

find the "market" to be profitable enough.

Only a few years ago there were four

manufacturers, but today there are only

two. so any problems in production create

immediate disaster. Furthermore, the dis-

tribution system is almost entirely in pri-

vate hands. leading to more profiteering.

In 2000 there was a scandal when the

media reported that the year’s flu vaccine

was “first going to private businesses

that paid top dollar for them, relegat-

ing public health programs that vaccinate

the poor and elderly to the back of the

line" {.San Francisco Chronicle. 26 Octo-

ber 2000). The Wall Street Journal (18

October) captured the corporate mindset

with the headline. "Flu Season Threatens

Productivity."

Emergency Room Physicians
Warn of “Public Health Disaster”

But the physicians who man the front

lines in the emergency roimis are urging

emergency action by the government

"The potential exists lor a public health

disaster this winter." said Dr, Arthur Kel-

lermann ot Emory University’s Depart-

ment of Medicine (5'<m Francisco Chron-

icle. 19 October). He was speaking at a

press conference in .San Francisco during

the annual meeting of the American Col-

lege of Emergency Physicians (ACEP).
which issued a press release (18 October)

headlined. "Flu Vaccine Shortage Could
Result in Significant Patient Deaths.

Unless Swift Actions Are Taken
"

How many deaths.’ Thai depends on a

lot of variables, including the unpre-

dictable factor ol whether the flu sea-

son is mild or severe, but government

health agencies are supposed to plan lor

the worst scenarios, In the Bay Area’s

Alameda County, which includes the

Oakland/Berkeley area, "health ofTicials

estimate that nearly tour times as many
people could die from the llu this .sea-

son because of the vaccine shortage"

(lnsideBayArea.com. 2 November),

If we apply that factor of Jour across

the country, it suggests well over 100,000

extra deaths! This will disproportionately

hit blacks and Hispanics due to the racial

disparity in health care access in the

U.S. For instance, the CDC's Morbidity

and Mortality Weekly Report ( 10 October

2003) compares the average vaccination

rales by race/ethnicity for the over-65

group in the years 1989-200U and this

shows the black rate about one quarter

lower than the white rale in the latest

years, with the Hispanic rale only slightly

above the black rate. So not surprisingly,

the American Lung Association reptirted

last August. “In 2001. blacks were 26%
more likely to die from pneumonia and
influenza than whiles."

It could get much worse if we get hit

by a radically new strain of influenza

virus. The target of the annual vaccine is

really based on an educated guess as to

what strain may hit us. The wily fiu virus

is constantly mutating into new forms,

and every ten to forty years it comes up
with something so radically new that it

causes a worldwide pandemic. The most
catastrophic one in the past century was
the 1918-19 “Spanish flu" which killed

20 to 50 million people worldwide, half a

million m the U.S.. and was so powerful

(hat it killed many healthy young adults.

There have been only two pandemics
since then, both much less serious: the

1957-58 “Asian flu" and the 1968-69

"Hong Kong flu." So we are overdue, and
scientists are worriedly studying the

recent outbreaks of "bird flu" among peo-

ple in Asia for fear that the virus could

"pass" from birds to humans on a far

greater scale and then between humans,
which would be devastating. This year’s

flu vaccine may already be partly out-

moded: The targeted strain is A/Fujian,

but already a new strain is spreading

in New Zealand, dubbed A/Wellington.

though the consensus is that the current

vaccine will provide partial protection

against this new strain. But the shortage

of vaccine exacerbates the vulnerabilities.

ACEP warns that the nation’s emer-
gency rooms, already overloaded under

normal conditions, could be swamped in

continued on page 1
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Cutver

Catastrophic flu pandemic of 1918-19 killed over 20
million people. Hospital wards and morgues filled as
half a million died in U.S.
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Young Spartacus
/iirn- /K'H' fiencruiion of revoliitionariex

inu.\l learn and apply ihe historical lessons

and traditions of the Marxist movement in

order to cohere a cadre later capable of carry-

inn forward the finhi for world socialism.

Leon Trotsky, a leader of the Russian Revolu-

tion. .said about political education in a June

19J2 letter to liolshevik-Leninist youth in

Spain:

“I learned with joy that you are undertaking

the publication of your own paper. A revolu-

tionary tendency that does not educate the

youth will die stillborn. In the present world,

conimunisni is the only task ol great niugni-

tilde that demands a whole senes of genera-

tions for its complete realization. The prole-

tarian revolution requires continuity. To assure

this continuity is the mission of the youth; that

is to say. it is your mission, Marxism shows

how this is to be done.

"The strength ol Marxism is in the unity of

scientific theory with revolutionary strug-

gle, On these two rails, the education of

the communist youth should progress. The
study of Marxism outside the revolutionary

struggle can create bookworms but not revo-

lutionaries. Pariicipatum in the revolutionary

struggle without the study ot Marxism is

unavoidably lull ot danger, uncertainty, half-

blindness. To study Marxism as a Marxist is

possible only by participating in the hte and

struggle ol the class; revolutionary theory is

verified by practice, and practice is clarified

by theory. Only the truths ot Marxism that are

conquered in struggle enter the mind and the

blood."

—Trotsky. “To the .Spanish Youth."

The Spanish Revtduiion { 197."^)
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Young Spartacus photos

Clockwise from top left: Workers Vanguard subscription drive, North Carolina, 2000. Spartacist contingent at San
Francisco antiwar demo. March 2004. New York SYC campus speakout against racist provocation, March 2004. SYC
with striking grocery workers outside L.A., October 2003.

SYC Ten Point Program
The Spartacus Youth Clubs intervene

into .social strunnlrs armed with the rev-

olutionarv internulionali.si program of

Marx. Engels. Lenin and Trotsky. V/e work

to mobilize youth in struggle as partisans

ofthe working cla.s.s. championing the lib-

eration of black people, women and all

the oppressed. The 5KO fight to win

youth to the perspective of building the

Leninist vanguard party that will lead the

working cla.ss in .socialist revolution, lay-

ing the basis for a world free of capital-

ist exploitation and imperialist .slaughter.

1

Mobilize students behind the social

power of the multiracial working class!

Picket lines mean don't cross! For union-

run minority job recruitment and training

programs! For union hiring halls! Down
with union-busting "workfare" schemes!

Jobs for all at union wages! Organize the

unorganized! Unionize the South! Down
with multi-tier wages, which pit younger

and older workers against each other!

Cops, prison guards, security guards out

of the unions' Keep the bosses' govern-

ment and courts out of the unions!

2 Black oppression is the bedrock of

racist American capitalism. Finish the

Civil War! For. black liberation through

socialist revolution! For mass labor/black

mobilizations to stop the fascists and

race-terrorists! No to gun control! For

the right of armed self-defense! No reli-

ance on the capitalist courts or politi-

cians! Fascist terror is not a question of

"free speech." Stop the Nazis! Stop the

KKK!

3 For free, quality, integrated public

education for all! Nationalize the private

universities! Down with the racist purge

of higher education—defend affirmative

action, no to tuition hikes! No to budge;

cuts! For an end to tracking! For open

admissions, no tuition and a state-paid

living stipend for all students! Abol-

ish the administration—the universities

should be run by those who work and

study there! Down with police occupa-

tion of public schools! Cops off campus!

4 For women’s liberation through social-

ist revolution! For mass, labor-backed

mobilizations to defend abortion clinics!

Down with parental consent laws and

"squeal rules"! For free abortion on

demand! For free, quality 24-hour child-

care! For free, quality health care for all!

Equal pay for equal work' Down with

anti-gay laws! Down with reactionary

age of consent laws! Full democratic

rights for homosexuals! Government out

of the bedroom! Down with the anti-sex

witchhunt! Down with all laws against

consensual activities, called "crimes

without victims.” like pornography, gam-
bling. drug use. prostitution and “stat-

utory rape"!

5 Down with racist anti-immigrant

laws! Full citizenship rights for all immi-

grants! Organize foreign-bom workers

into the unions! No deportations! No
to racist "English only'’ laws! Down
with anti-Hispanic. anti-Arab. anti-Asian.

anti-Semitic and all racist bigotry!

6 Down with the "war on terror." which

is a war aimed at immigrants, labor, the

left and minorities! Free alt the detain-

ees! Abolish the racist death penalty!

Free Mumia Abu-Jamal! Free all class-

war prisoners! There is no justice in the

capitalist courts! Defend victims of

racist cop terror and police frame-up!

No illusions in civilian review boards or

"community control” of the police! For

labor mobilizations against racist cop
terror! Down with the “war on drugs." a

racist war by the ruling class against

black and Hispanic youth! The capital-

ist state—at its core consisting of Ihe

cops, courts, prisons— is the executive

committee of the ruling class, an instru-

ment of organized violence by the capi-

talists against the workers and the

oppressed. It must be smashed through

workers revolution!

/ Defend separation of church and state!

Defend science against superstition and

mysticism! Keep religion out of the

schools! No prayer in the schools! Down
with the teaching of creationism! For the

leaching of evolution! No government

funding for religious, private or "charter"

schools!

8 Defeat U.S. imperialism through

workers revolution! U.S. and allied

forces out of Iraq now! Down with the

colonial occupation! For class struggle

against U.S. capitalist rulers at home! No
illusions in the UN—a den of imperialist

thieves, their victims and their lackeys!

Ail U.S.AJN/NATO troops out of the

Balkans. Afghanistan. Haiti! For the

right of independence for Puerto Rico!

U.S. troops out of Puerto Rico and the

Caribbean! U.S. imperialist butchers;

hands off the world! No to the draft! Not

one man. not one penny for the imperial-

ist military! Drive ROTC. CIA and
police recruiters off the campuses!

9 For international working-class soli-

darity! Down with the chauvinist poison

of protectionism! Workers of the world,

unite! For unconditional military defense

of the deformed workers stales of Cuba.

Vietnam, China and North Korea against

capitalist counterrevolution and imperial-

ist attack! For workers political revolu-

tion to oust the Stalinist bureaucrats and

establish regimes of workers democracy,

based on the power of workers councils,

and revolutionary internationalism!

Break with the racist, warmonger-
ing Democratic and Republican parties

of capitalism! For a revolutionary, multi-

racial workers party that fights for

socialist revolution! Look to the example
of the heroic. Bolshevik-led workers of

1917 Russia! For new October Revolu-
tions! For the international rule of the

working class!

The Spartacus Youth Clubs are the

youth groups of the revolutionary Marx-
ist Spartacist League/U.S.. .section of the

International Communist League (Fourth

Internationalist).

Spartacus Youth Club Events

LOS ANGELES
Saturday, December 11,2 p.m.

Class; The Russian Revolution

3806 Beverly Blvd., Room 215
(Vermont/Beverly Red Line station)

Information and readings; (213) 360-8239

or e-mail; slsycla@sbcglobal.net

NEW YORK
Thursday, December 2, 7 p.m.

Video Showing and Discussion

Free Mumia Abu-Jamal Now!
Abolish the Racist Death Penaityl

Update on Mumia's case will follow

showing of: From Death Row.
This Is Mumia Abu-Jamal

Intercultural Resource Center

552 West 1 14th St. (Amsterdam & Broadway)

For more information; (212) 267-1025

or e-mail nysl@compuserve.com

CHICAGO
Tuesday, November 30. 7 p.m.

Class "Globalization” or

Imperialism?

University of Chicago
Cobb Hall. Room 107, 5811 S Ellis Ave

Information and readings: (312) 563-0441
or e-mail; spanacist@iname.com

BOSTON
Thursday, December 2. 6:30 p.m.

Class; American Capitalism and the
Struggle tor Black Freedom:

For Black Liberation Through
Socialist Revolution!

Harvard University. Loker Common
Memorial Hall Basement

Information and readings (617) 666-9453

or e-mail bosionsyc@yaboo.com
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Massad...
(continuedfrom page 12)

which has included Vice President Dick

Cheney. Secretary of Defense Donald

Rumsfeld and his lieutenant Paul Wol-

fowilz. The main force behind the right

wing’s bogus "academic freedom" cam-

paign is racist ideologue David Horowitz.

Horowitz carried out his own witchhunt-

ing tour of campuses in 200 1, apologizing

for slavery and attacking the gains of

black struggle- Ho is involved in the high-

est councils of the Republican Party and

is behind the grossly misnamed “Aca-

demic Bill of Rights.” Horowitz touts the

myth that conservatives are persecuted in

American universities. The “Academic

Bill of Rights” is in reality an attempt to

provide the basis for a purge of the left

from campuses, with demands for “duly

authorized authorities" to snoop into ten-

ure and hiring decisions. This bill was

passed by the Georgia State Senate.

Disguising their witchhunt as a

campaign for “academic freedom." this

cabal of Zionist neocons. yellow jour-

nalists and government offtcials is m
fact trampling the free speech rights of

defenders of the Palestinian people, as

well as any voice of dissent against

racist U.S. imperialism. This includes

leftists, radicals, black and minority

students. CoUonhia Unbecoming spe-

cillcally singles out the International

Socialist Organization and attacks the

campus left more’ generally.

Over 2.S00 people have signed an Inter-

net petition denouncing the attacks on Pro-

fessor Massad. It is good that Massad's

case has garnered support. The Spartacus

Youth Club IS signing this petition as an

elementary act of solidarity with Massad.

but we warn that the wording is bused on

a false conception that Columbia Univer-

sity IS an ivory tower that exists to protect

academic freedom. The petition states:

"We call on President Bollinger to ri.se to

the occasion and issue a categorical state-

ment in defense of Professor Massad and

against this campaign of defamation." and

that these attacks "threaten the very ideal

of a university as a place of open and vig-

orous intellectual exchanges." In fact, the

“ideals" of elite universities like Columbia
are to train the intelligentsia necessary

for the maintenance of the capitalist sys-

tem. This includes the next generation of

cadre for the CIA and Slate Department,

Vanunu...
(continuedfrom page 12)

release of all victims of Zionist stale terror

and the withdrawal of all Israeli troops

and settlers from the Occupied Territories!

As a Sephardic Jew Tvhose family had

emigrated from Morocco. Vanunu’s own
experience of discrimination at the hands

of the European-derived Ashkenazi estab-

lishment led to his active alienation from

Zionism. As a student at Beersheba’.s

Ben-Gurion University, he identified with

the Palestinian students he met, and par-

ticipated in protests for Palestinian equal-

ity and against the 1982 Lebanon war.

Vanunu is further despised in Israel

because of his conversion to Christianity

in 1986. After his prison release, he
sought refuge in the East Jerusalem

church because of death threats from
Israelis, and he has remarked that the

Palestinians in the neighborhood have

embraced him. He said in an interview

Visit
the ICL
Web Site!

WWW. ici-fi.org

researchers for the “military-industrial

complex” and union-busting lawyers. The

campus administration exists to carry out

this mission.

What is urgently necessary is for stu-

dents and all those in the cross hairs of

the witchhunt to mobilize in united-

front protest in defense of the victim-

ized professors and against the campus’

thought police.

Zionist Lies and Sn^ears

The statement of Eric Posner, a former

Israeli army medic and student of Mas-

sad’s. demolishes the .scurrilous charges

in Columbia Unbecoming:
‘i am a Jew. an Israeli, a Jerusaleiniie,

and an American, As opposed to the

interviewees in tlie Him. 'Unbecoming
Columbia,' |,vi<i I am also a MEAl.AC
major. Last year. I was approached by

Ariel Be'ery IGeneral Studies student

body president and a Zionist activist

involved in the t'ilm|. He wanted to hear

my opinion aboui MEALAC and Massad^
whose class I was enrolled in at the time.

When I expressed my prolomul appreci-

ation for Massad's critical approach and
the multiplicity of perspectives that he

offers in his classroom, Be'ery fotd me
that he wouldn 'I he calling me hack for a

taped interview
"
(emphasis in originall

As an article in Jewish Week (29 October)

based on interviews with more than two

dozen other mostly Israeli and American
Jewish MEALAC students slated; "Most
of the complaints on campus appear to be

from pro-Israel activist students not in the

MEALAC program.” According to Pro-

fessor Massad’s statement, only one of

with the London Guardian (1.*^ Novem-
ber). "Since the second intifada, the real-

ity is very, very bad. 1 used to have opti-

mism but when 1 came out and saw the

wall and saw the reality.. .young people

who live here don't have any hope."

The U.S. bourgeoisie often repeats the

refrain that their junior partner Israel is

"the only democracy in the Middle East."

The myriad prison torture chambers where

Palestinian prisoners languish, the electric

fences of Gaza, three-story-high concrete

walls and checkpoints of the West Bank
expose the lie of Israeli “democracy."

Vanunu exposed that the vast majority of

"weapons of mass destruction" in the Near

East has been in the bloody hands of

the Zionist garrison state, bankrolled for

decades by the U.S. bourgeoisie.

The ICL and the Partisan Defense

Committee have actively fought interna-

tionally for the release of Mordechai
Vanunu. After the Israeli High Court of

Justice in July upheld and extended every

restriction of movement and speech on
Vanunu. the PDC sent an August 7 letter

of protest joining with alt those outraged

at the endless acts of vengeful repression.

We stated: “Mordechai Vanunu should

not have spent even one day behind

bars. As we have said many times, all of

humanity owes Vanunu a tremendous

debt of gratitude." Hands off Mordechai
Vanunu! Down with the gag order! Let

him leave Israel right now!m

the students in the film even took his

course.

The classic tool of the trade for the

Zionists is the slander that anti-Zionism

is anti-Semitism. Massad's statement elo-

quently repudiated this claim:

"Unlike the pro-Israel groups. 1 do not

think that Israeli actions are 'Jewish'

actions or that they reflect the will of the

Jewish people worldwide! All those pro-

Israeli propagandists who want to reduce

the Jewish people to the State of Israel

are ihe anti-Semites who want ly elimi-

nate the existing pluralism among Jews,

The majority of Israel's supporters in the

United States arc. in fact, not Jews but

Christian lundamentalisi anli-Semiies

who seek to convert Jews... Therefore, it

i.s not anti-Semitism that offends pro-

Israel groups: what offends them is anti-

Israel criticism."

In fact the Zionists have always reserved

special venom for Jewish historians who
defend Palestinian rights, like Joel Beinin

and Norman Finkelstein,

The current wave of attacks on Colum-

bia professors is part of an ominous

mobilization going back years, which

escalated after .September i 1 In 198.^ the

campus office ol globally renowned

Columbia professor and prominent Pal-

estinian activist, the late Edward Said,

was firebombed. In 2000. after Said

to.ssed a stone into Israel from across

the Lebanese border, in a symbolic act of

celebration of the end of the Israeli occu-

pation of southern Lebanon, the cam-

pus Zionists and the right-wing press,

along with the Columbia Upectaior.

viciously attacked him (see "Columbia

Spectator Witchhunts Edward Said." WV
No. 743. 6 October 2000). Also the victim

of a vicious witchhunt by the same reac-

tionary forces was Professor Nicholas De
Genova, for honorably speaking in favor

of the defeat of U.S. imperialism in Iraq

at a 2003 campus antiwar teach-in.

Now there is the International Studies

in Higher Education Act of 2003. or

House Resolution (H R.) 3077. which

was passed unanimously by the House
and awaits a vote in the Senate. Several

Zionist organizations are behind this

piece of legislation, including the Anti-

Defamation League and American Israel

Public Affairs Committee. It would, if

passed, among other things, lead to

the establishment of a government "advi-

sory board" including representatives

of national security agencies to oversee

federally funded university programs,

especially Middle East studies. Professor

Rashid Khalidi warned: "If implemented

as Its proponents intend, it would impose

the pseudo-sciences of terrorology and

the demonization of Islam and Muslims

as integral parts of teaching and research

about the Middle East" {bi These Times

Website. 1 1 December 2()()3), Down with

H.K. 3077!

Defend the Palestinians!

Key to defeating the witchhunt against

Columbia professors and MEALAC is

forthrightly taking up the defense of the

Palestinian people. While the recent

Zionist attacks have been spearheaded by

forces of the far right, the Democrats are

no less staunch supporters of Zionism

and Israel than the Republicans. The
.Spartacus Youth Clubs have been active

in protests around the country in opposi-

tion to the Zionist attacks on professors

and student groups, from the banning of

the Students for Justice in Palestine at

UC Berkeley to attempts to shut down
conferences of the Palestine Solidarity

Movement (see "Defend Pro-Palesiintan

Protesters!" VVT No. 792. 29 November
2002 ).

The SYC miransigently defends the

Palestinian people againsi Zionist stale

terror. At the same time, we defend the

right of Oie Hebrew-speaking population

as well to self-determination. Against all

\anants ol nationalism, we counterpose a

program ol proletarian revolutionary

internationalism. As we wrote In "Zionist

Butchers Strike Ga/a" (VW No. 834. 15

October): 'The Palestinian nationalists

have tried netirly everything lo-beal back

the Israeli garrison stale; from fighting to

negotiating to appealing to the UN and
Western imperialisis. to now pathetically

begging to simply be .allowed to exist—
and It has all been and will all be futile.

So long as the national axis is empha-
sized. the situation will always be bleak

and hopeless. But if (he class axis is

emphasized, there is at least a realistic

chance at an equitable resolution."

The road to the social and national lib-

eration of the Palestinian people lies

through common class struggle by the

Hebrew-speaking and Arab workers

againsi both the Israeli and Arab ruling

classes, who likewise are oppressors of

the Palestinians. Only within a socialist

federation of the Near East can the right

to national self-determination for both the

Palestinian and Hebrew-speaking peoples

be equitably realized. The struggle to

defend the Palestinian people must be
linked to a fight against the U.S. imperi-

alist occupation of Iraq. For a socialist

federation of the Near East! Down with

(he U.S. colonial occupation of Iraq! All

Israeli troops and settlers out of the

Occupied Territories! Down with the

Zionist witchhunt on campus! u

WORKBRS yANOUARP
$10/22 issues of Workers Vanguard Q New Q Renewal
(includes English-language SpartacisI and Black History and the Class Struggle)
iniemationai rates. $26/22 issues—AIrmail $10/22 issues—Seamail

$2/6 introductory issues of Workers Vanguard (includes English-language Spartacist)

$2/4 issues of Espartaco (en espahoi) (includes Spamsh-language Spartacist)
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Make checks payable/mall to; Spartacist Publishing Co., Box 1377 GPO. New York. NY 10116
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Falluja...
(contintn'ii fnini pajn' If

Cutting water supplies to cities, starv-

ing civilians, deliberately killing the un-

armed and wounded—all these are war
crimes as stipulated by the Geneva Con-
ventions. to which the U.S. is a signatory.

But the only rule of war the U.S. recog-

nizes is what it can get away with. Before

capitalist counterrevolution destroyed the

Soviet Union in 1991-92. fear of the

Soviet nuclear arsenal stayed the hand of

U.S. imperialism. Now. with a military

arsenal that far outstrips any of its rivals,

the U.S. is riding roughshod wherever it

pleases. Emboldened by re-election. Bush
is escalating the brutality of the American
occupation in Iraq and is now brazenly

saber rattling against Iran and North

Korea. We insist that the North Korean
deformed workers state has the right to

develop nuclear weapons to defend itself

against the American imperialists.

The veil of “neutrality” has to be

ripped off the bloody face of the United

Nations, whose sanctions against Iraq,

imposed at the behest of the U.S. in

1990. killed one and a half million peo-

ple. This starvation blockade as well as

the UN weapons inspections literally set

the country up for rape and destruction

by U.S. imperialism. Notably, the UN
and the mainstream capitali.st media kept

an early appeal for help from Falluja's

governing Shura Council a deep, dark

secret. CounterFiim h and the Asia Times

published excerpts of a letter sent on
October 14 to Kofi Annan by the Falluja

Shura Council:

"In Fallujah jlhe Amchcansl have created

a new vague target: al-Zarqawi. Almost a

year has elapsed since they created this

new pretext and whenever they destroy

houses, mosques, restaurants, and kill

children and women, they said: 'We have
launched a successful operation against

al-Zarqawi .

‘ The people of Fallujah assure

you that this person, if he exists, is not in

Fallujah.. and we have no links to any
groups supporting such inhuman behav-
iour. We appeal to you to urge the UN |to

prevent) the new massacre which the

Americans and the puppet government
are planning to start soon m Fallujah. as

well as many parts of the country."

No Illusions in

Capitalist “Democracy”

"Democracy” was of course the pre-

text for the slaughter in Falluja. George

Bush wants a decal of legitimacy slapped

on the bloody American occupation of

Iraq and .so aimed to clean out "foreign

insurgents" (look who’s calling who
"foreigner”!) before the sham elections

projected for January 30. Time magazine

reports that the CIA is funding its favor-

ite candidates, which is how “the Com-
pany” has helped install loyal U.S. neo-

colonial regimes—that is. when the U.S.

even bothers to push ballots after bullets.

Al Jazeera cites the deputy commander
of the U.S. Central Command. Lieutenant

General Lance Smith, as imperiously

Ireland...
(continuedfrom page 2

)

the Ploughshares/Catholic Worker 5) in

our propaganda. We have stressed that a

more effective way of opposing the Irish

bourgeoisie and the use of Shannon by

the U.S. imperialists would be to mobi-

lise the social power of the proletariat, in

particular the airport workers who should

take industrial action to prevent the trans-

port of troops and war materiel through

Shannon. However, the pro-capilalist trade-

union misleaders. while often featured

speakers on the platforms of the class-

collaborationist Irish Anti-War Move-
ment. didn't dare mobilise the power of

the workers against the war because it

would disturb their cosy "social partner-

ship" with the Irish capitalists. Indeed, the

current leaders of the airport workers

unions won’t even lift a finger in defence

of the jobs of their own members who are

currently under attack.

We understand that war is an integral
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stating that elections will likely not take

place in Falluja at all. “And so it could be

that even without, say a city like Falluja

voting, that there will be adequate repre-

sentation by the Sunnis to feel or look

like it was legitimate representation for

all the parties involved." Smith stated that

additional troops will be deployed to

"secure the country" before the vote.

Just before the U.S. launched its pre-

vious attack on predominantly Sunni Fal-

luja this April in retaliation for the kill-

ing of four mercenaries, the occupiers

also moved against Shi’ite cleric Mok-
lada al-Sadr. shutting down his Baghdad
newspaper. These events sparked protests

around Iraq and temporary expressions

of unity between Shi'ites and Sunnis

against the occupation. This time around,

Washington is taking better advantage of

the longstanding ethnic and religious

divisions in the country. Thus, the U.S.

deployed Kurdish army forces in Falluja

and dangles the carrot of serving as

Washington’s anointed satraps before the

Shi’ite leaders. Iraq is not a nation but a

patchwork of different peoples and eth-

nicities. carved up by the British imperi-

alists out of the old Turkish Ottoman
Empire at the end of the First World War.

The Sunni minority lorded it over the

Shi’ite majority under Ba'athist rule, and

now it looks like the terms of oppression

may be reversed.

Meanwhile, many Iraqi Kurds (part of

the Kurdish nation which also geograph-

ically spans parts of Iran, Turkey and

Syria) wrongly look with hope to the

American occupation as a rampart against

Arab reconquesl. As we wrote in “The
Left and the 'Iraqi Resistance’” {WV
No. 830. 6 August): “Absent the working

class emerging as an independent politi-

cal force in a struggle against neocolonial

rule, each of these populations can only

come to power by oppressing the others

and in alliance with U.S. imperialism.”

At the same lime, thousands of people

demonstrated in Baghdad, Basra and Meet

in support of the people of Falluja. brav-

ing beatings and arrests. The Association

of Muslim Scholars rallied 47 political

parlies, including Sunni. Shi’ite, Chris-

tian and even Turkmen, at the Umm al-

NBC News

War crime: U.S. Marine kilts severely injured, unarmed man inside Falluja
mosque, November 13.

allied troops out. This struggle must be

combined with combatting the reaction-

ary clerical forces seeking to impose an

Islamic regime. These forces seek to

reimpose the veil and (Islamic) sharia

laws, which reduce women to a status lit-

tle different than chattel slaves.

Unemployment in Iraq is over 70 per-

cent. The American oil companies and
sleazy contractors want to plunder Iraq,

and that means grinding neocolonial

exploitation of Iraq's working people

by the imperialists and their Iraqi front

men. Equality for all the peoples of Iraq,

and the Near East more broadly, will

only come about through the overthrow

of capitalist rule in the region and the

establishment of a socialist federation

of the Near East. This poses the urgency

of constructing genuine Marxist parties

to lead the fight for workers rule in

the region.

The subjugated masses in Iraq face

the same racist and union-busting enemy
faced by working people and the op-

pressed in the United Slates. It is in the

class interests of American workers to

fight for the withdrawal of al! U.S. troops

from Iraq. We do not raise the call for

class struggle at home against U.S. im-

perialism in the light-minded belief that

this will be easy to achieve in the repres-

sive post-September 1 1 climate and in

the reactionary context of “national unity”

pushed by labor misleaders and Democrats
as well as Republicans. We raise this

call because it is essential to win the

working class to the understanding that

it alone has the social power to defeat

the American imperialist system and
because this Marxist perspective is the

only way forward. A revolutionary multi-

racial workers party must be forged to

lead the hard struggles ahead to victory.

The Spartacist League is dedicated to

this purpose.

Qura Mosque to plan a boycott of (he

elections. As the overextended U.S. mili-

tary concentrated its forces in Falluja,

guerrillas launched large-scale attacks in

Ramadi and Mosul.

The U.S. military had hoped that Iraqi

troops would take (he front lines during

the elections, a key component of the

frompe I'oeil "sovereignty.” But Iraqi

troops have deserted en masse when mili-

tarily confronted by resistance forces. In

Mosul on November lO and II. nine

police stations were overrun while offi-

cers deserted. The stations have been

recaptured, but only 800 out of 4,000

officers have reported back to serve under

the U.S. occupiers (Financial Times,

20-2I November). The U.S. military has

resorted to extending tours for troops

already deployed in Iraq and calling up
re.servi.sis who haven’t handled a weapon
or jogged around the block in years.

The terror, destruction and racist sub-

jugation by foreign imperialist occupa-

tion is the immediate threat confronted

by the peoples of Iraq. The precondition

for any liberation is to get the U.S. and

Homeless and
hungry refugees
from Falluja line

up for scarce
food.

pan of the capitalist system and seek to

use examples like the use of Shannon by
the U.S. military and the vindictive pros-

ecution of Mary Kelly to expose the myth
of Ireland’s “neutrality” and the futility of

looking to “our" government to oppose
imperialist war. Rather, it is only by
becoming conscious that the Irish capital-

ist class has interests diametrically coun-

terposed to those of the working class that

advanced workers can be won to the per-

spective of building a revolutionary van-

guard party to act in the interests of all the

oppressed and for the overthrow of the

capitalist system.

Mary Kelly’s supporters are asking

for donations to her legal defence to be

sent to: Legal Defence Fund, Interna-

tional Bank Account Number (IBAN) IE

4.‘5ULSB 9860 2050 4000 07. Mes-
sages of support can be sent to Mary at

keltoi@graffiti.net or PO Box 9260.

Dublin I. Ireland.

Comradely greetings.

John Blake

for the .Spartacist Group Ireland
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Chinese Workers Fight

Privatization of

State-Owned Industry
China Labour Bulletrn

The number of worker demonstrations

and strikes in China has increased

sharply in recent years. In particular,

moves by the Beijing bureaucracy to pri-

vatize state-owned factories, which have

resulted in hundreds of thousands being

laid off in recent years, have been

fiercely resisted by the workers. Though
nationwide government statistics on the

number of protests since 2000 are not

available (itself a telling sign), an analy-

sis of Chinese government reports shows
an increase In each of the past three

years. According to the right-wing think

tank, the RAND Corporation:

".Sichuan. China‘.s largest province, appar-

ently saw an increa.se in protests of almost
2t) percent last year, to nearly 1.500.

"No region has experienced more dem-
onstrations than the aging northeastern

rustbell. known to the West as Manchu-
ria. where market reforms have badly
hurt workers and pensioners from ineffi-

cient stale enterprises. Police in Liaoning
Province on the border with North Korea
claimed a stunning 9.559 incidents involv-

ing more than 865.000 people between
January 2000 and September 2002—an
average of almost 10 incidents involving

90 people each day for nearly three years."

— Itiiernoiional Herald Tribune,

3 June

The Associated Press (15 November)
reported that workers in Shenzhen in south-

ern China seized the Hong Kong owners
of an electronics company, demanding un-

paid wage.s. In response, the police warned

them not to hurt the hostages, but took no
action against the workers. Hlusirative of

the increasing number of labor actions in

China was a recent strike by 6,800 mainly
women textile workers at the newly privat-

ized Tianwang Textile Factory in Xian-

yang (Shaanxi province) in northern China.

The battle lasted almost seven weeks,

the longest known strike since economic
“reforms" were introduced over two
decades ago. The workers were fighting

impending layoffs and wage cuts being

proposed by their new capitalist employ-
ers. the Hong Kong-bu.sed conglomerate

China Resources. The company's offer

would give laid-off workers a severance

payment of one month's wages for each

year they worked there. Those not laid off

would be required to sign short-term con-

tracts at lower pay and lose their senior-

ity status. In addition, they would have to

serve a six-month "probationary" period

during which they would receive 60 per-

cent of their new salary.

Strikers maintained an around-the-

clock presence at the factory entrance, in

rotating shifts of 2(H) workers. Banners
hanging from the factory gate declared:

“We want to survive!” “Protect workers
rights!" and “Give us back the funds we
worked hard for!” Four days into the

strike, on September 18. some l.OOO

police appeared at the factory gate with

water cannons and prepared to forcibly

disperse the pickets. Awakened by their

comrades banging on wash basins, thou-

sands of workers and their families

poured out of the plant dormitories and
surrounded the cops. Confronted by this

massive show of solidarity, the police

retreated without attempting to use their

water cannons.

The whole privatization plan of the

Tianwang Textile Factory was carried out

in a way designed to implicate the work-
ers in their own demise. A few years ago.

the factory was turned into an employee-

and management-owned shareholding

company. Workers paid 4.(K)0 yuan ($483)

for a share in the company (Communist
Party officials also invested in the com-
pany). But the dream of “cooperative”

capitalism did not last long. Now. the

workers are reportedly being forced to

sell shares back so China Resources can

take over.

As with other strikes in this same
period, the Tianwang workers’ struggle

was brought to an end by a “carrot-

and-stick” policy. Police rounded up
more than 20 strikers and issued

“wanted” notices for three others, lead-

ing a satisfied China Resources spokes-

man to proclaim that the strike was
“under control." China Resources then

got most workers to return to the fac-

tory by.agreeing to limited concessions:

dropping the idea of a probation period

and signing longer-term contracts while

insisting on the lower wage scale. We
demand the release of the arrested strik-

ers—and all those arrested in other, sim-

ilar strikes—and the dropping of alt

charges against them!

According to the Hong Kong-based
China Labour Bulletin, one of the strik-

ers’ demands was for the right to elect

their own factory-level trade union and to

register it with the officially sanctioned

trade-union organization, the All-China

Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU). To
head this off. municipal authorities an-

nounced that the ACFTU il.self was
already moving to establish a union

branch at the factory. However, no elec-

tions were held to endorse this officially

imposed body.

An integral part of our program for

proletarian political revolution in the

Women workers at Tianwang Textile

Factory struck for almost seven
weeks against Hong Kong bosses
after privatization of their piant.

deformed workers states is the strug-

gle for unions free from state control—
as opposed to the ACFTU. which is

an arm of the ruling bureaucracy in

China. Trade unions are necessary even

in a healthy workers state to guard

against possible encroachments and

abuses by the government, as well as

to help plan production, work meth-

ods. etc. But the trade unions must be

based on defense of collectivized prop-

erty. We warn against those like Han
Dongfang and his China Labour Bul-

letin. which baldly admits that its chief

editor has been featured on radio broad-

casts of the Voice of America and Radio
Free Asia—both of them official anti-

communist mouthpieces for U.S. impe-

rialism. When the likes of Han and
the Bulletin promote "independent" trade

unions in China, they are promoting cap-

italist counterrevolution.

In the face of the fundamental hostility

of the capitalist states to the very exis-

tence of the workers states, it is indis-

pensable to distinguish between working-

class opposition to bureaucratic abuse and
imperialist opposition to the workers states

themselves. No genuine proletarian oppo-
sition to the Stalinist misrulers can be
built without a firm commitment to

defending the gains of the Chinese Revo-
lution. A Trotskyist parly in China would
inscribe on it.s banner: Defend the system
of collectivized property, the central gain

of the 1949 Revolution.*

China...
(confinuedfrom page 5)

their factory is “restructured” (privat-

ized). Feng says that in some factories

there was an open challenge to the transi-

tion to capitalist property relations.

One method of obstructing privatiza-

tion involves occupying the factory. For
example, when workers at a plastics fac-

tory in Shanghai heard that their factory

was being forced to merge with another

one (with the implication of layoffs), they

blocked all the entrances to the factory

and refused the party secretary entry. The
workers justified their occupation of the

factory as defending public property to

which they had legitimate rights. If these

protests were organized, they could spark
a conflagration of struggle.

Feng says. “This form of action can be
traced back to the tradition of working-
class struggle in the final years of the

Chinese Revolution. As some workers
proudly described it. their action of
defending the factory was similar to that

of their predecessors on the eve of
the communist takeover in 1949, when
pro-communist workers formed ‘worker
guard teams’ (gongren fiuthadui) to pro-
tect factories from .sabotage by the

Guomindang" (interview. January 2000).

In some cases, workers' protests against

restructuring eventually brought the dis-

putes to workers and staff councils
(WSC). While these WSCs are. accord-
ing to law. meant to scrutinize manage-
ment, they are actually for the most part

powerless because the trade unions—
which the WSCs are based on—are pow-
erless on the shop floor. While workers
are pretty cynical about the WSCs. there

are cases where they have become u crii-

Ohara Institute for Social Research

ical arena for contesting restructuring.

At the SL Company, the WSC held a

company referendum and the privatizing

scheme was rejected by 80 percent of the

workers and staffers. According to the

workers there, this was the first time in

the factory’s history that they had voted
to decide something important to their

interests.

Workers from Changjiang Sugar Fac-

tory in July of 1999 argued in their peti-

tion letter to the provincial trade union;

"How to restructure the form of property

should be democratically determined by
workers. The county government cannot
unilaterally decide it. .. Workers are the

master of the enterprise and the main body
(zhuii) of reform. Restructuring without

consulting the workers’ and staff council

and selling the factory without informing

workers are serious violations of workers'
democrayc rights. We demand to get back

1927 poster by .(apanese Communist Party’s
National League fitr Non-Intervention in

China Movement calls for immediate
withdrawal of .lapanese troops and for the
right of Japanese, Chinese and Korean
workers in Manchuria and Mongolia to

organize and strike. Above: Supplement to

Sparlacist Japan (15 December 2001)
published an article on refusal by Sasebo
dock workers to load arms bound for U.S.
troops in Afghanistan.

our democratic nghls,”

This is a powerful example that work-
ers are not prepared to raise the white
flag concerning collectivized property.

They have an answer to the question
"democracy for what class'.’"; Democ-
racy for the workers to fight in defense
of collectivized property. An important
political limitation is that they need to

defend the collectivized property of the
workers slate in general, not just of their
factory. They need to understand that
they are part of the international prole-
tariat. This underscores the necessity of a
Leninist parly to bring this conscious-
ness into the proletariat.

An important misconception that I’d

like to deal with is that maximizing pro-
ductivity and egalitarianism are counter-
posed in a workers state. This view con-
tends that only the market can discipline
managers and workers in order to max-

imize production and that egalitarian-

ism is only possible through a command-
planned economy. The false political

framework of this narrow view is that the

only political form of a workers stale is

the political monopoly of the Stalinist

bureaucracy.

The only thing the neo-Maoists within

the bureaucracy can offer is a command-
planned economy. Its limitations are that

the workers, technical intelligentsia and
managers don't identify themselves with
the government that issues the plan,

which leads to ignoring and subverting
the plan at its base. Thus there is an inher-

ent tendency for Stalinist regimes to

replace centralized planning and manage-
ment with market mechanisms in order
to discipline the workers and managers.
Trotsky, commenting in The Revolution
Betrayed on the command-planned econ-
omy under Stalin, slated that "The Soviet
products are as though branded with
the gray label of indifference. Under a
nationalized economy, quality demands a
democracy of producers and consumers,
freedom of criticism and initiative—con-
ditions incompatible with a totalitarian

regime of fear, lies and flattery." Workers
democracy is key to bridging the tasks of
maximizing productivity and egalitarian-
ism within a workers stale. This necessi-
tates a revolutionary proletarian party.

Workers of the World, Unite!

I have clarified that China is a bureau-
cratically deformed workers state because
the core of the economy is collectivized
property, and that the Stalinist bureauc-
racy is a privileged caste with a con-
tradictory nature, not a class; it can’t
he reformed. Reinsiituiing the “iron rice
bowl with the bureaucracy still grasping
political power will not resolve the main
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Mike Luckovich/Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Flu...
{continuedfrom page 6)

a serious flu epidemic, and in their Octo-
ber 18 press release called on “the U.S.

Department of ffealth and Human Serv-

ices to immediately convene within the

next two weeks, a ‘crisis summit’ of key
federal agencies, nongovernmental or-

ganizations, and patient advocacy groups

to establish crisis plans for the com-
ing flu season.” ACER presented a prac-

tical. 6-point plan with proposals to alle-

viate emergency room overcrowding and
called for "federal and state emergency
funding" for hospitals and emergency
departments.

U.S. Health and Human Services spokes-

man Tony Jewel responded contemptu-

ously that ACER only wants to “make a

money grab" {USA Today, 19 October)

and also accused ACER of trying to

"scare people” (San Francisco Chronicle.

19 October)! This from an administration

that endlessly hypes the dubious threat of

a terrorist "bio-warfare attack" in order to

spend billions of dollars in the "Bio-

shield” program to buy drugs or vaccines

for smallpox, anthrax and boiulinus toxin,

but sits on its hands when a genuine bio-

threat is impending. Democratic chal-

lenger John Kerry's attempt to attack

Bush on this reeked of hypocrisy, since

the Democrats agree on the idea of "free

market" medicine—Kerry specifically

rejected any suggestion of “government-

run" health care in the last debate before

the election.

"Market Forces”
Close the Hospitals

By law emergency rooms have to treat

anyone who walks in. EMTALA (Emer-

gency Medical Treatment and Active

Labt)r Act), for example, provides a mea-

ger “safety net" for the uninsured, requir-

ing "medical .screening examinations" to

find ajid stabilize emergency conditions.

But the "free market" is devastating emer-

gency rooms, which are losing money
because of the vast numbers of uninsured

who rely on them for medical care. The
capitalist answer has been to shut down
the "unprofitable" emergency rooms and
hospitals! In September the San Jose

Medical Center, the only hospital in

downtown San Jose and one that's served

the community for 80 years, precipitously

announced it was closing on December 9.

The decision was made by its owner, the

giant conglomerate Hospital Corporation

of America, because of "higher wage
costs and increasing numbers of unin-

sured patients” (5<m Franci.vco Chronicle.

9 September).

San Jose mayor Ron Gonzales, whose
own life was recently saved by this hos-

pital when he suffered a heart attack a few

months ago. expressed some mild "con-

cern" but went on to insist that “we can’t

force the Hospital Corporation of Amer-
ica. as a private business, to change its

business decision.” Private business plans

are to tear down the hospital to make way
for some other “enterprise." As an emer-

gency measure, this hospital should be

seized and forced to remain open and

funded by .seizing profits of HCA in the

state. But no capitalist politician would

make such a proposal in defiance of bour-

geois law. Officials of Santa Clara

County, which includes San Jose, reacted

to the planned closure by threatening to

cut off trauma care for people airlifted

from smaller nearby counties, such as^

Santa Cruz, which lack such facilities.

Meanwhile, several other emergency
rooms have also announced closure

recently, particularly in Los Angeles. “We
face an unraveling of our health care sys-

tem." commented Dr. Jack Lewin. head

of the California Medical Association

(San Francisco Chronicle, 22 September).

This is a medical emergency, but it isn’t

even admitted, let alone addressed, by the

Democratic and Republican co-rulers of

the imperialist order. The coIlap.se of the

health care system is a glaring example
of the bankruptcy of capitalism in meet-

ing human need, and the screaming

necessity for a collective reorganization

of society’s productive capacity under a

workers government.

problem: the bureaucracy is opposed to

the workers mobilized in their own. revo-

lutionary internationalist interests. Its

policies, based on building "socialism in

one country." undermine the defense of

the workers state. The bureaucracy must

be removed by the workers.

The examples 1 gave clearly show that

the program of proletarian political revo-

lution. based on unconditional military

defense of the Chinese deformed workers

state and the establishment of genuine

workers democracy, is no pipe dream for

Chinese workers. Building a revolution-

ary internationalist. Leninist-Trotskyist

party is necessary to make it a reality.

This is the most fundamental historic task

of the Chinese proletariat. For such a

party, a political revolution establishing a

workers democracy and instituting a cen-

tralized planned economy with a strict

monopoly of foreign trade is part of the

program of international proletarian rev-

olution. Workers in the SOEs must lie

their struggle to the struggle of workers

in private enterprises—to expropriate

those enterprises—to migrant workers, to

the poor peasants, to women, and to

oppressed minorities. The party must be

a tribune of all the people. Nationalism is

false con.sciousness.

It is critical to understand that the Japa-

nese proletariat can be an ally of the Chi-

nese proletariat. There is a history of
the Japanese proletariat’s opposition to

Japanese imperialism’s aggression against

China. In 1927 the Japanese Communist
Rarly called for unconditional withdrawal

of Japanese troops from Manchuria and
for the right to strike and organize of Chi-

nese. Korean and Japanese workers. In

200 1 . the Sasebo dock workers refused to

load a ship with arms bound for U.S.

troops in Afghanistan. Workers of the

world can unite. The ICL fights to reforge

Trotsky’s Fourth International, the world

parly of socialist revolution.

The Chinese “New Left” is rife with

contradictions. Most defend the inviola-

bility of private property in principle, but

they don't like the "down side" of the

market. In particular, they understand

that if the land is privatized the poor
peasants will be ruined. The Chinese

"New Left" .seeks the impt)ssible; capi-

talism with a human face. Only the prole-

tariat supported by the poor peasants can

defend the nationalized land. Besides.

China won't be moderniz.ed through cap-

italism. Capitalist China will look like a

mix of the warlordism following the first

Chinese Revolution in 1911 and post-

counterrevolution Russia today.

The question of “democracy" cannot

be separated from the class nature of the

stale. For example, the fake-Trotskyist

affiliate of the United Secretariat in Hong
Kong, Pioneer, blazoned in the headline

of its New Year’s Day 2004 statement in

support of the protest that day: “For Gen-
eral Elections Through Universal Fran-

chise and Free Nominations!" This call is

virtually identical to the demand issued

by U.S. imperialism’s representative in

Hong Kong the month before. The first

order of business in Hong Kong is the

expropriation of the bourgeoisie there.

These calls for "democracy” with no
intention of defending collectivized prop-

erty on the mainland are a cover for not-

so-“democratiC" counterrevolution.

For all those who call China capitalist,

here’s a short anecdote from a novel by
Ha Jin. The Crazed. During the Tianan-

Spartakist

January 1990, East Berlin: ICL initiated 250,000-strong anti-fascist rally at
Berlin's Treptow Park, where Spartakist speaker denounced Stalinists, called
for workers to power.

Viktor Bulla

Russian workers at Putilov factory vote for delegates to Petrograd Soviet in
1920. Under Lenin and Trotsky’s Bolsheviks, soviets were organs of working-
class rule. Stalin’s political counterrevolution destroyed Bolshevik Party and
liquidated soviet democracy.

men protests a reactionary shouted to the

workers: "Don't be slaves anymore!" A
locksmith responded: “How dare you call

me a slave." Chinese workers are not pre-

pared to surrender; they are not slaves.

They want to fight to defend collectivized

property. They can be the masters of their

state, but they need leadership.

To finish. I wanted to make a few
points about the ICL’s intervention into

the incipient proletarian political revolu-

tion in East Germany in 1989-90. The
tasks of the international proletariat are

immense. Our intervention showed that it

is possible when there's a small crack,

during a revolutionary situation, like the

two weeks it took to enforce martial law

at Tiananmen, for a revolutionary pro-

gram to have tremendous impact. Workers

came to us and asked, how do we form

workers soviets? Enough East German
workers considered what the ICL was
fighting for. that when the fascists dese-

crated the Treptow Soviet war memorial
the ruling Stalinist government felt com-
pelled to join a united-front protest we
initiated against the fascists and in

defense of the deformed workers state. A
quiirter of a million workers participated.

For the first lime ever in a deformed
W’orkers state. Trotskyists shared a plat-

form with (he Stalinists. We were fight-

ing to become the revolutionary leader-

ship. From the platform, our speaker

called for "Workers and si)ldiers soviets

to power'"

This was the best defense against cap-

italist counterrevolution. Two programs
were competing: ours, of proletarian

political revolution, and the Stalinist pro-

gram of capitulation and counterrevolu-

tion. The Treptow mobilization fright-

ened the powers that be. both East and
West, and our forces were too small. We
lost. The lessons of that struggle and of
Tiananmen must be assimilated by the

international proletariat. The key question

is not how to modernize China, but how
to establish an international soviet system
that can resolve the problem of scarcity in

the world.

iSf^TAn^T(s;

1989-90 :

Available in Chinese

Revolution vs. Counterrevolution
in Germany. 1989-90

Chinese Miners Revolt Against.
“Market Reforms '

$1 (24 pages)

Order from/pay to; Spartacist Pub. Co.
Box 1377 GPO. New York. NY 10116
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Defend Columbia Professor Joseph Massad!

Down With Zionist

Witchhunt on Campus!
Young Spartacus

We reprint below a corrected version of
u New York Spartacus Youth Club leaflet

issued on November 22. The original ver-

sion incorrectly asserted that we would

not sign the petition in defense of Profes-

sor Massad.

Columbia University is today ground

zero in a right-wing witchhunt designed to

intimidate and drive out any professor who
does not toe the line of support to the state

of Israel. The latCvSt escalation was trig-

gered by a squalid little Him by the David

Project, Columbia Unbecoming. It slan-

derously accuses Professor Joseph Mas-
sad. along with other professors in the

Middle East and Asian Languages and

Cultures (MEALAC) department, of “aca-

demic intimidation” of pro-Israel Zionist

students. The New York City gutter press

Daily News and the New York Sun have

embarked on a vicious campaign against

Massad and several other professors. The
Sun, along with New York City Democra-
tic Congressman Anthony Weiner, has

explicitly called for Ma.s.sad’s firing.

With the screaming front-page head-

line “Poison Ivy: Climate of Hale Rocks

Columbia University." the Daily News
(21 November) featured a sinister "spe-

cial report." In it. respected professors

such as Massad. Hamid Dabashi, Rashid

Khatidi. George Saliba and Nicholas De
Genova are denounced as “Columbia'.s

firebrands.” the "faculty with the most

strongly anti-Israel views." The article is

replete with alleged quotes from the pro-

fessors described as "venom disguised as

clas.sroom instruction."

In response to the film, the Columbia
administration has launched a formal

investigation into the film*.s accusations

and promised to “take whatever steps

are necessary.” Not content with this,

the Democrat-dominated New York City

Council has announced they will demand
an outside investigation if the university

investigation “comes up dry” (New York

Sun. 12 November). Down with the Zion-

ist witchhunt! Hands off Joseph Massad
and the other professors!

The attacks on Massad and other pro-

fessors are nothing less than a campaign
to silence and drive out those who speak

again.st the crimes of U.S. imperiali.sm

and its allies. Well before Columbia
Unbecoming. Professor Massad, a con-

tributing writer for the Egyptian newspa-

per Al-Ahram Weekly, had long been

reviled by Zionists. In 2002 a Zionist think

tank, the Middle East Forum, set up the

Campus Watch Web site in an attempt to

blackli.st pro-Palestinian academics, whom
it labels “apologists to terrorism." Profes-

sors such as Mas.sad. Dabashi and Khalidi

were listed on this site.

A regular recipient of death threats.

Massad declared -in his statement re-

sponding to the charges in the film; "With

this campaign against me going into its

fourth year. I chose under the duress of

coercion and intimidation not to teach my
course this year. It is my academic free-

dom that has been circumscribed. But not

only mine." An e-mail to Massad by a

professor of medicine. Moshe Rubin,

expressed the real sentiments of the

forces behind this campaign: “Go back to

Arab land where Jew hating is condoned.

Get the hell out of America. You are a dis-

grace and a pathetic typical Arab liar"

{Columbia Spectator. 27 October).

In the context of U.S. imperialism’.s

bloody colonial occupation of Iraq and

the post-September 1 1 bipartisan "war on
terror." the forces of the far right are

pushing to roll things buck to the

McCarthyite 1950s when Communists,
leftists and even liberals were driven off

the campuses while black students were

excluded altogether. It was precisely the

exclusion of black students that the racist

anti-affirmative action "bake sale" spon-

sored by the Columbia College Conserv-

ative Club last semester was all about (see

"Campus Right-Wingers Target Black

Students.” WyNo. 821. 5 March).

Indeed, the principal instigators of

these assaults on campus dissent, such

as Campus Watch's Daniel Pipes, are

closely linked to the Bush administra-

tion. Pipes is part of the neocon.servative

Project for the New American Century.

continued on page 8

Israel:
On November 1 1 at dawn, over 30

police armed with machine guns descend-

ed on St. George’s Cathedral in East Jeru-

salem to re-arrest Mordechai Vanunu. the

brave whistleblower of Israel’s hidden
massive nuclear arsenal. He was grabbed

along with his laptop and papers and
taken to Petah Tikva, the Shin Bet (inter-

nal security) interrogation center near Tel

Aviv, where he was questioned for ten

hours and released on bail to house arrest.

On November 17 he was pulled in again

for further questioning. The crazed and
vindictive Zionist state will not rest until

Vanunu is permanently silenced for hav-

ing revealed almost 20 years ago that

Israel’s capitalist rulers had enough nuclear

weapons not only to incinerate every

Arab capital, but to bomb major cities in

the Soviet Union as well—and the missile

capacity to do so.

Vanunu was released from the notori-

ous Ashkelon prison hellhole on April 21

after spending 1 8 years there, eleven

and a half in .solitary confinement. In

1986. Vanunu. a former technician at the

Dimona nuclear weapons facility, was
kidnapped by the Mossad (Israel’s secret

intelligence agency) in Italy, drugged and
tried in total secrecy after revealing to the

London Sunday Times that Israel had
amassed upward of 200 nuclear warheads
and was building hydrogen and neutron

bombs. Despite Vanunu’s having served

his full prison term, the Israeli govern-

ment has used a State of Emergency slat-

Vanunu

uie passed in 1945 when Palestine was
under British Mandate to commit Vanunu
to virtual imprisonment within its bor-

ders.While he is no longer under house
arrest, he continues to be barred from
leaving the country, talking to non-Israelis,

going near airports, ports, embassies, and

is under 24-hour police surveillance.

As soon as he passed through the

prison gates. Vanunu gave a press con-

ference and has continued to speak out

defiantly to the international press to

Arrested

denounce the Zionist doomsday machine.

In an August 18 interview with Amy
Goodman on her sliow. Democracy Now!,
Vanunu said, 'Tm very happy and glad

that l...let all the world and the Israeli

people see the true face of Israel who
used to remind the world ‘holocaust,

holocaust' every hour, every day. but in

fact Israel (has) a holocaust factory. This
Jewish stale was producing holocaust

weapons.”

Another cell in the same Ashkelon

Again
dungeon was inhabited by Marcus Kling-

berg who had intimate knowledge of

Israel’s other secret arsenal of megadeaih,

its stockpile of chemical and bacterio-

logical weapons (see “Free Israeli Scien-

tist Marcus Klingberg!" WV No. 596,

18 March 1994). Klingberg worked at

Nes Tsiona, the top-secret research center

where “non-conventional weaponry, from
viruses to poison derived from mush-
rooms,” was developed (Le Nouvel Obser-
vateur, 6 January 1994). Klingberg was
disappeared and secretly tried in 1983
and sentenced to 20 years, convicted of
spying for the Soviet degenerated workers
slate—no crime in the eyes of the world
working class. He was finally released to

house arrest in 1998. and in 2003 was
allowed to leave Israel at the age of 84.

At nearly the same time the police

were dragging Vanunu in to threaten him
yet again, the Israeli military killed three

Egyptian border cops with a tank shell

fired into the Egyptian side of the border
at Rafah in Gaza, saying that the Egyp-
tians were mistaken for Palestinian “ter-

rorists. Sharon’s Gaza “withdrawal” plan
has meant the escalation of Israeli terror

against the besieged Palestinian masses.
The daily death loll of Palestinians contin-
ues. and the population in both Gaza and
the West Bank was put under lockdown
following the death of Yasir Arafat. Some
7.400 Palestinian prisoners languish in

Israeli jails. We demand the immediate
continued on page 8
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Heroic nuclear
whistleblower
Mordechai
Vanunu speaks
to reporters
while in court on
November 11

following his

arrest.

Down With the Gag Order!
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Free HIV Drugs for

We reprint helow an article from Spar-

tacist South Africa No. 4 (Spring/Summer

2004). newspaper of the South African

section of the Jnlernational Communist
League.

The bourgeois nationalist African

National Congress (ANC)-led Tripartite

Alliance is celebrating "
1 0 years of democ-

racy" and heralding a rollout of anti-

retroviral (ARV) drugs to people with

AIDS. Behind the hype is the same crim-

inal obstruction of treatment and rejection

of science that has plagued official HIV/
AIDS policy from the outset. The brutal

reality of South Africa is the convergence

of HIV-denial with the capitalist profit

system. Still, whatever ARV drugs are

distributed is welcome because some
lives will be saved, prolonged and im-

proved in quality—no small thing to

those living with HIV/AIDS.
The development of ARV treatments

has transformed lives across the globe. Yet

[President' Thabo] Mbeki and the ANC
lops have led a cruel and ideologically

reactionary campaign against these treat-

ments that has crippled the implementa-

tion ofARV therapy such as would be pos-

sible even within a capitalist framework.

This has meant an acceleration of the epi-

demic in South Africa. The deaths of at

least a thousand people a day can be laid

at the feet of the ANC ma.ss murderers.

Fighting the HIV/AIDS pandemic
requires a mobilisation of society and all

of its scientific and medical resources.

But extreme social inequality and un-

equal access to medical care are the

reality under capitalism. Uganda. India

or Brazil are all countries of massive
destitution where diseases that are rou-

tinely treated in advanced industrial

countries are still fatal. Even the most
"rational" AIDS policy in such circum-

stances still entails a death sentence

for untold numbers of people. In South

Africa, the Milpark Hospital casualty unit

in a wealthy Johannesburg suburb and the

same facility in Baragwanath hospital

near Soweto are in two entirely different

worlds. We say: Open the private hospi-

tals! For free, quality health care for all!

The powerful South African working
class must take up the fight against

this neo-apartheid government for ARVs.
COSATU. NACTU, FEDUSA and other

union federations should agitate on behalf

of their members and all of the afflicted

for lifesaving therapies to be made avail-

able to all. to tear up the intellectual prop-

erty rights documents, and demand the

immediate procurement and production

of the necessary ARVs! The working
class should take up the fight for the

expropriation without compensation of

the pharmaceutical companies as a vital

public health measure. But the COSATU

that traditional medicine may replace

ARVs. Any implementation by the Mbeki
government will be grudging and access

to ARV drugs will be "akin to a lot-

tery and will depend on where you live"

{Mail & Guardian. 27 February-4 March).

In fact, except for the highlighting of

the "role of traditional healers." most fea-

tures of this plan will be honoured in the

breach. (With this pandemic, any conces-

sion to the “legitimate" role of traditional

medicine runs counter to scientific neces-

sity.) The government specifically pro-

jected over 53.000 people would be on
ARVs by the end of March 2004. As of

June, only 3.667 were receiving ARVs
through the national plan and four prov-

inces had not even started distribution.

This is a tragically small number when
considered against the estimated 5.3 mil-

lion people in South Africa who are in-

fected with HIV. The central government
only began the procurement of ARVs in

February, exacerbating an acute crisis in

distribution. One Health Department offi-

cial justified these delays by explaining

that they resulted from a trade deal with

India and Brazil that would allow South
Africa to become a major AIDS drugs

exporter according to the "broader princi-

ples of black economic empowerment"
(This Day, 3 March). The ANC is more
than willing to crucify infected South
Africans of all colours on the cross of
domestic pharmaceutical profits.

The government’s promise to upgrade
medical delivery is hollow. The public

health care system is collapsing. The
Health Department has been plagued by
critical vacancies for most of last year.

The ANC has failed to implement even
the modestly scaled post-exposure pro-

phylaxis (PEP) programme providing

ARV to rape survivors. Commenting last

year on a mother-to-child prevention pro-

gramme started in 200 1, a Mail & Guar-
dian article proclaimed; "Shambles at

AIDS baby treatment sites" (27 June-3

July 2003). At a 25 January AIDS forum
organised by the Treatment Action Cam-
paign (TAC). a health care worker vividly

described overcrowding, shortage of
nurses, and the absence of refrigeration or
medicine for TB. diabetes or blood pres-

sure. If your baby is sick, you may get

some panado syrup (pain reliever] and are

told to figure out the rest yourself. In rural

areas, magnify this 100 times. Even
according to the Health Department,
“public health care has been chronically

under-funded for the past five years"

(Mail & Guardian, 20-26 February).

A report previously suppressed by the

government reveals that 46 per cent of all

hospital patients in the country are HIV
positive. 16 per cent ofhealth workers are
likely to diefrom AIDS between 2002 and
2007 if they don't get ARV. A compelling
course of action would mandate that

ARVs be immediately procured to save
lives now to su.siain the key health sector.

But profit, not social necessity, drives the

calculations of the ANC government.
Ruling as black front men for the

continued on page 10

Treatment Action Campaign
An estimated 5.3 million people In South Africa are Infected with HIV. Above:
Treatment Action Campaign march on Parliament in Cape Town demands life-

saving drugs from ANC government to fight AIDS, February 2003.

union bureaucrats and the South African

Communist Party (SACP) are the fore-

most obstacles to working-class struggle

in this country, and play a key role in

the government, administering capitalist

austerity. This drives home the urgent

need for a class-struggle leadership in the

unions to break the working class from
the Tripartite Alliance.

As communists with an international-

ist proletarian vision, we know that only

the expropriation of the bourgeoisie can
eliminate the vast social inequalities of

capitalism. This fight for revolutionary

socialism must be consciously under-

taken through the struggle for the com-
plete political independence of the work-
ing class from all capitalist parties. The
critical and urgent rask is the construc-

tion of a Leninisi-Trotskyist party.

ANC Criminal Obstruction
Continues

On 19 November 2003. the Cabinet
approved a plan calling for "at least one
service point in every health district” in

a year and “one service point in every

local municipality" in five years. They
promised anti-retroviral treatment for

those with a CD4 count below 200
and/or who have AIDS symptomatic ill-

nesses. requiring the upgrading of the

health care system and the recruitment

and training of “thousands of health

professionals." Substantial monies have
been allocated, although only a portion

will go directly to the purchase and dis-

tribution of drugs.

The government’s plan is a measure to

dampen unrest at home and market the

"new South Africa" abroad, not a funda-

mental change of heart. After his Febru-

ary state of the nation address. Mbeki
denied the HIV/AIDS death toll, saying

there are not proper mortality figures to

know "what are the things that kill South
African,s." In March. Minister of Finance
Trevor Manuel said that it was a waste to

spend money on ARVs. which he termed
“a lot of voodoo.” Meanwhile. the.Health

Minister has intensified her campaign
pushing the African potato, suggesting

I
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CLASS-STRUGGLE DEFENSE NOTES

Protest Massacre of

Unionists in Phiiippines!
On November 24 the Partisan Defense

Committee sent the following letter to

Ricardo S. Ramos. President, Central

Azucarera de Tarlac Labor Union, and

Rene Galang, President, United Litisita

Workers Union, in the Philippines.

The Partisan Defense Committee

—

the legal and social defense organ-

ization associated with the Spartacist

League/U.S.. section of the International

Communist League (Fourth Internation-

alist)—denounces in the strongest terms

the savage violence of the Philippine

National Police and Philippine Army
on Tuesday. November 16. 2004 against

striking workers of the Central Azucarera

de Tarlac Labor Union (CATLU) and the

United Luisita Workers Union (ULWU)
at the sprawling Hacienda Luisita of

the sugar barons of the Cojuangco fam-

ily. including former president Corazon

Cojuangco Aquino.

The multiple acts of coldblooded mur-

der by the Philippine National Police and

units of the Philippine Armed Forces who
tired on thousands of striking CATLU
and ULWU workers and their supporters

with tear gas and high-powered rifles,

repeatedly charged the strikers’ barricade

with armed personnel carriers and waded

TROTSKY

Socialism and Human Liberation

In a November 1932 speech given during

the Great Depression to a Danish Social

Democratic student group in Copenhagen,

Bolshevik leader Leon Trotsky explained

how .socialism, by unleashing the productive

forces of maukind and giving people the

ability to rationally plan and control their

economies, would open the door to human
liberation in all spheres of life—for the first

time making human beings the masters of
their own destiny. LENIN

Capitalism has outlived itself as a world system. It has ceased to fulfill its essential

mission, the increase of human power and human wealth. Humanity cannot stand still at

the level which it has reached. Only a powerful increase in productive forces and a

sound, planned, that is. socialist organization of production and distribution can assure

humanity—all humanity—of a decent standard of life and at the same time give it the

precious feeling of freedom with respect to its own economy. Freedom in two senses

—

first of all. man will no longer be compelled to devote the greater part of his life to

physical labor. Second, he will no longer be dependent on the laws of the market, that

is. on the blind and dark forces which have grown up behind his back. He will build up

his economy freely, that is. according to a plan, with compass in hand. This time it is a

question of subjecting the anatomy of society to the X ray through and through, of dis-

closing all its secrets and subjecting all its functions to the reason and the will of col-

lective humanity. In this sense, socialism must become a new step in the historical

advance of mankind. To our ancestor, who first armed himself with a stone axe, the

whole of nature represented a conspiracy of secret and hostile forces. Since then, the

natural sciences, hand in hand with practical technology, have illuminated nature down
to its most secret depths....

Technology liberated man from the tyranny of the old elements—earth, water, fire,

and air—only to subject him to its own tyranny. Man ceased to be a slave to nature, to

become a slave to the machine, and. still worse, a slave to supply and demand. The
present world crisis testifies in especially tragic fashion how man, who dives to the

bottom of the ocean, who rises up to the stratosphere, who converses on invisible

waves with the antipodes, how this proud and during ruler of nature remains a slave to

the blind forces of his own economy. The historical task of our epoch consists in

replacing the uncontrolled play of the market by reasonable planning, in disciplining

the forces of production, compelling them to work together in harmony and obediently

serve the needs of mankind. Only on this new social basis will man be able to stretch

his weary limbs and—every man and every woman, not only a selected few—become a

full citizen in the realm of thought.

—Leon Trotsky, “In Defense of the Russian Revolution." 27 November 1932.

reprinted in Leon Trotsky Speaks (Pathfinder Press. 1972)
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Martyred workers borne In funeral procession by striking sugar workers and
relatives in Luzon, Philippines.

into the strikers swinging their trun-

cheons with wanton brutality, leaving

seven dead, including one child, and

hundreds injured and wounded, were

acts of savage brutality which should be

condemned by working people the world

over. Now the over 1 00 arrested strikers

imprisoned as a result of these attacks

face dangerous govemment/police frame-

up charges that they instigated the vio-

lence! Among others. Lieutenant General

Romeo Dominguez, chief of the Armed
Forces' Northern Luzon Command has

retailed the dangerous lie that “The police

recovered firearms in the vicinity where

unidentified armed men. believed to be

communist, had fired at random.” This

crude frame-up is carried out to set up the

arrested for long prison terms and the

union pickets and supporters for further

armed attacks. Free the CATLU/ULWU
striker prisoners! Drop all the charges!

Hands off the Luisita strikers! Reinstate

the 327 fired workers!

We greatly admire the courage of your

members who continue the strike and the

pickets at the Hacienda Luisita despite

facing the slate’s brutal armed force and

the constant threat of government murder

and imprisonment. We say; Victory to

the CATLU and ULWU strikers!

We know that the real source of the

violence in the Philippines is the blood-

drenched capitalist regime dedicated to

further grinding down the living con-

ditions of the workers and peasants of.

this impoverished country in the interest

of the sugar oligarchs, the International

Monetary Fund and the country’s .semi-

colonial masters in Washington. Present-

ly presided over by aristocrat President

Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, the fragile sys-

tem of parliamentary democracy is a

paper-thin cover for brutal exploitation

and savage state repression against the

Philippine working class and peasantry,

and their unions and political organiza-

tions. perpetrated in an unbroken line

from “people power” president Corazon

Aquino to Fidel Ramos, Joseph Estrada

and now Arroyo, differing in form only

from the dictatorial regime of the hated

Ferdinand Marcos. In addition, Arroyo

has for years welcomed the increase

in the number of U.S. troops in the Phil-

ippines under cover of the supposed

“war against terror” being carried out by

the murderous madmen in Washington.

Down with the Arroyo/Washington terror

against the workers, peasants and minor-

ities of the Philippines! Down with the

Visiting Forces Agreement! U.S. military

out of the Philippines!

Victory to the Hacienda Luisita strike!

Enclosed please find our letter of pro-

test to President Arroyo. In addition, we
are mailing a $ 1 00 donation to you for the

Hacienda Luisita strike.

Friday, December 10
6 to 11 p.m.

Live jazz with the Bern Nix Trio and
special guests Oliver Lake, Anthony

Coleman, Roy Campbell and others

6 Harrison St. (at Hudson)
Manhattan

Take 1 or 9 subway to Franklin St.

$10 Advance • $15 At the door

For more information (212) 406-4252

Saturday, December 11

7 to 10 p.m.
Steelworkers Hall, 25 Cecil St.

$5 Advance • $8 At the door

For more inlormation (416) 593-4138

ABOLISH THE RACIST

DEATH PENALTY!

Sunday, December 12
3 to 7 p.m.

United Electrical Hall

37 South Ashland (at Monroe)
$5 Advance • $8 At the door

* $10 Contributing

For more information (312) 563-0442

I9ih Holiday Appeal for

Class-War Prisoners

FREE MUMIA ABU-JAMAl!

Chicago

New York

Toronto
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Letters

China, Centralized Planning and

“Market Socialism”

SOEs that want to build a mill now must

invest 40 percent of the capital from their

own funds.

The fact that China is not a planned

economy does not vitiate its character as

a deformed workers state. There are many

examples of Stalinist regimes which have

presided over "market socialist” econo-

mies. Moreover, the Soviet Union did not

M) October 2004

Dear comrades.

in the "Exchange on the Million Worker

March” in WV 834 (15 October), we
assert that "Despite deep capitalist inroads

fostered by the Chinese bureaucracy’s

market reforms.' the collectivized prop-

erly and planned economy created by the

revolution persist.” While the core of

the Chinese economy is still collectivized

property In state-owned enterprises (SOEs)

and China is still a deformed workers

state. It is wrong to say that the planned

economy persists. Under the Chinese Com-
munist Party’s "market socialist” reforms,

centralized economic planning was re-

placed by a system in which autonomous

stale-owned enterprises compete with one

another in the marketplace.

Generally, deformed workers slates have

either a command planned economy or a

"market socialist economy.” As explained

in the .Spartacist League’s 1988 "Market

Socialism" in Easicrn Europe pamphlet,

there is an inherent tendency for Stalinist

regimes to abandon central planning in

favor of "market socialist” elements. Trot-

sky wrote in The Hevolution Betrayed:

"It is possible to build gigantic factories

according to a ready-made Western pattern

by bureaucratic command—although, to

be sure, at triple the normal cost. But the

further you go. the more the economy
runs into the problem of quality, which

slips out of the hands of a bureaucracy

like a shadow."

The bureaucrats’ solution to the prob-

lem of quality is to turn to "market" mech-

anisms to discipline factory managers and

workers alike. In opposition to both bureau-

cratic command and "market socialism.”

we fight for proletarian political revolu-

tion. To quote Trotsky again: “Under a

nationalized economy, quality demands a

democracy of producers and consumers,

freedom of criticism and initiative—condi-

tions incompatible with a totalitarian

regime of fear, lies and flattery."

The economic regime that exists in

China today, and for the last two dec-

ades. is a variant of “market socialism.”

The two-part article on China. "Defeat

Imperialist Drive for Counterrevolution!”

(HA' Nos. 814 and 815, 21 November and

5 December 2003. now translated as the

ICL’s sixth Chinese-language pamphlet),

explains the important structural change

that has taken place in the way SOEs are

financed. "Under the old centralized plan-

ning system, enterprises whose costs for

whatever reason exceeded their normal

revenues received non-repayable grants

“On Seniors and the

Disabled” Hits Home
Received 23 November 2004

To the Editor,

The article "On seniors and the dis-

abled" published in the September 3.

2004 Workers Vanguard hit home. As a

person with a disability 1 can see the need

to break with the capitalist parties and

form a Workers Parly. Here in Massachu-

setts as in the rest of the nation a war has

been declared against the poor. Politi-

cians like MA Governor Milt Romney

have cut and underfunded services to the

poor, the disabled and the elderly.

In MA there is nothing left to school

lunches for poor children. Housing for

the homeless is slow with the section 8

voucher program frozen for the last four

years. The numbers of the homeless and

people reduced to begging to survive is

epidemic.

As a person with a disability the small

disability check I receive is handled by

a Representative Payee, 1 must produce

receipts for any extra spending of my
own money. This is because the rich

bosses and their servants the politicians

want the people to think that the poor

are parasites when the exact opposite is

actually true, it is the rich bosses who
are parasitical living off of the labor of

others.

During the last election the service

agencies and charities were telling us to

vote for the Democrats. Yet it was and

is the Democratic led legislature who
approves Romney’s budgets and policies!

Recently 1 read Karl Marx’s "The Civil

War in France"—much of it could and

does apply to the election. What stands

out to me is when he said that voting in a

capitalist election is voting for "despot-

ism at home and war abroad.”

There is only one logical conclusion

which is proven that under capitalism

nothing will be belter without a fight, and

what is won will be taken away. Only a

Socialist Revolution will give people

what they have a right to whether worker,

retired, elderly or disabled.

Thank you.

Alan N.

P.S. To clarify the receipts 1 turn in are

.sent to the Social Security Administra-

tion for approval.

CORRECTIONS
In "Bill Cosby Rants Against

Ghetto Poor; The Crisis of Black

Leadership" by Don Cane {WV No.

832. 17 September), it was incorrectly

slated that Julian Bond was president

of the NAACP in 1998. He was the

chairman of the board: Kweisi Mfuine

(who just announced his plans to

resign) was the president and CEO,

A May 26 interview with Bill

Cosby by Tavis Smiley was a PBS
television, not National Public Radio,

broadcast. The article also misidenti-

fied Khalil Tian Shahyd. author of

a San Francisco Bay View article,

as female.

In "Racist Fundamentalists Take

White House. Again” ( H^V No. 836. 1

2

November), we incorrectly wrote that

Arizona’s Proposition 200 "denies

government benefits to non-citizens."

Prop. 200 denies some types of non-

federally mandated benefits to non-

citizens who cannot prove legal status,

while also mandating punitive meas-

ures against slate and local government

workers who do not withhold benefits

or report undocumented applicants.

from the industrial ministry overseeing

them ... When 'market socialism’ was

introduced in the early I980’s. enter-

prises were supposed to become profit-

maximizing and financially self-sufficient."

That did not happen, however, and

the .SOEs which could not repay their

have a centralized planned economy dur-

ing the NEP period. As the "Market

Socialism" in Eastern Europe pamphlet

slates: "The drift toward ‘market social-

ism' is neither linear nor irreversible....

These measures do not amount to creep-

ing capitalism. a.s many Western bourgeois

Chinese president

Hu Jintao and
George W. Bush at

APEC conference in

Chile, November.

loans were not all closed down, which

would have resulted in an economic

collapse. "Instead, in a totally unplanned,

inadequate and haphazard way. 'non-

performing' bunk loans were substituted

for direct government financing.”

Under "market socialism.” the bureauc-

racy maintains control over the economy,

not through an overall "plan.” but through

political control. The two-part article on

China cites the example of a profitable

cement company, listed on the Shanghai

stock exchange, which was forced by the

local CCP to take over and operate a non-

performing steel mill becau.se the work-

ers at the steel mill were waging protests

over unpaid wages.

A telling example of the lack of plan-

ning in China today is the binge of

"rogue" mini steel mills that are popping

up around the country, what amounts to

an investment bubble in steel mills. Local

bureaucrats apparently look with favor on

these new steel mills as a way to assure a

local steel supply, and also because steel

has been a very profitable sector of the

economy. It is driving the central bureau-

cracy crazy because the mills are soaking

up resources and energy, driving up

prices for raw materials, clogging the rail

system, and are often inefficient in terms

of size, location and environmental fac-

tors. Beijing has cracked down on the

proliferation of mills, but the main mech-

anism for doing so is not to change a plan,

but to regulate market forces. For exam-

ple. new banking regulations have been

imposed to tighten bank loans for steel

projects, especially for smaller mills.

commentators and not a few confused

leftists contend. But they do strengthen

the internal forces for capitalist counter-

revolution," Notably the first counterrev-

olution in the Soviet bloc was consum-

mated in the DDR (East Germany), which

at the time hud centralized planning and

management. The “market reforms” in

China have indeed created a growing

class of mainland capitalists and made
inroads for the Hong Kong. Taiwan and

imperialist bourgeoisies, all of which cre-

ates fodder for the cause of counterrevo-

lution. This makes all the more urgent our

fight for proletarian political revolution.

Comradely,

Jon P.

WV replies:

Comrade Jon P. is correct. As we wrote

in Part One of "Workers Protests Shake

China” (WV No. 781. 17 May 2002):

“The changing economic course from

bureaucratic centralization under Mao to

‘market socialism’ under Deng & Co.

reflects a general tendency under Stal-

inist rule to ‘rationalize’ the economy
through decentralization," The two-part

China article quoted above, as well as

the two-part article "Defeat Imperial-

ist Drive for Counterrevolution!” (WV
Nos. 814 and 815) referenced by Jon P..

are available on the ICL’s Web site

(www.icl-fi.org). These articles, as well

as the 1988 Spartacist pamphlet, "Market

Socialism" in Eastern Europe^ can be

ordered for $1.00 each from Spartacist

Publishing Company, Box 1377. GPO.
New York. NY 10116.B

Espartaco
Publication of the Grupo
Espartaquista de Mexico

No. 23. September 2004

$1 (52 pages)

Subscription;

$2 for 4 issues
(includes Spanish-language
Spartacist)

Order from/

make checks payable to:

Spartacist Publishing Co.
Box 1377 GPO
New York, NY 10116

IVIARXISMO
• 4!0NTRA^ «
ANARQUISMO

Dt ia<ia A LA RFWLUCION BoLOtrVIQUt
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“Democracy” Movement Made in U.S.A.

Ukraine: Robber Barons and
Nationalist Demagogues Fail Out

DECEMBER 5—To go by ihe images in

newspapers and on TV screens in the

U.S.. what has been going on in Ukraine

in the past two weeks is a “carnival of

democracy” driven forward by young

kids dyeing their hair orange and danc-

ing to live rock music on the streets of

Kiev. "The story line could not have

been simpler." wrote the New York Times

(4 December). "There were villains, a

hero and a chorus. The chorus was the

people themselves.” The hero of this

"Orange Revolution” is the pro-Western

politician Viktor Yushchenko. The vil-

lain.s—per the American government and

media—are a corrupt, tyrannical cabal

of Communist holdovers led by cur-

rent president Leonid Kuchma and heir

apparent Viktor Yanukovich who. work-

ing in cahoots with Russia's Vladimir

Putin, allegedly robbed Yushchenko of

his victory in the second round of the

presidential elections.

This fairy tale account is sponsored by

the same American ruling class that is

slaughtering thousands in Najaf, Mosul.

Falluja and Baghdad in order, it claims,

to bring "democracy” to the Iraqi peo-

ples at bayonet point. In fact, the "spon-

taneous" outpouring on the streets of

Kiev—though tapping into widespread

revulsion with official corruption—is

orchestrated and funded by the U.S.

government and various other agen-

cies of American imperialism, among
others. And this “democratic” opposition

includes anti-Semitic demagogues rail-

ing against a “Russian-Jewish mafia.” the

open Nazis of the UNSO and admirers of

Hitler's genocidal Ukrainian auxiliaries

in World War II

At every levd, the spectacle being

played out in Ukraine is the product

of the capitalist counterrevolution that

destroyed the Soviet workers slate and

ravaged the economies and peoples of the

former Soviet republics. Intoxicated by

“death of communism” triumphalism, the

U.S. ruling class has been riding rough-

shod over the peoples of the world and
is now engaged in a flagrantly provoc-

ative intervention in a country that is.

after all. considered by a still nuclear-

armed capitalist Russia to be its backyard.

With the concentration of industry in the

east and the military importance of the

Black Sea and the Crimean peninsula.

Ukraine remains of strategic importance

to Russia.

A phalanx of American "observers.”

including Republican Senator Richard

Lugar. descended on Kiev to arrogantly

rule the second round election results out

of order, while White House spokesmen

issued imperious threats against Putin's

Ukrainian allies. The scenario played out

in Ukraine has now become a tried and

tested means for U.S. imperialism to

impose regime change in the former

deformed workers stales. London Guar-

dian correspondent Ian Traynor reported

(26 November):

"Funded and organised by the US gov-
ernment. deploying US consultancies,

pollsters, diplomats, the two big Amer-
ican parties and US non-government
organisations, the campaign was first used

in Europe in Belgrade in 2000 to heal

Slob(xlan Milosevic at the ballot box.

ons is Kuchma’s son-in-law. who was

recently given the country's largest steel

producer, formerly state owned, for $800

million—roughly half the bid offered by

U.S. Steel! Yushchenko is a former direc-

tor of the central bank who served as

Kuchma’s prime minister for over a

year. Yushchenko’s chief lieutenant and

“people power” agitator is a rapacious

tycoon named Yulia Timoshenko, dubbed

the “Eleven Billion Dollar Woman” in

Matthew Brzezinski’s 2001 book. Casino

Moscow. Timoshenko gained control

of nearly 20 percent of Ukraine’s gross

Before the October Revolution of

1917. the Ukraine (like Poland) was parti-

tioned between the Russian tsarist empire

and the Austro-Hungarian Habsburg

empire. The western Ukraine. Austrian

eastern Galicia, was populated by ethnic

Ukrainian peasants toiling under a Polish

landed aristocracy, with Jewish mer-

chants and moneylenders acting as

middlemen between the gentry and the

peasantry. The eastern Ukraine was sub-

jected under tsarism to forced Russifica-

tion. with the urban areas populated

mainly by ethnic Russians and Jews.

Thus Ukrainian nationalism tended to

lake on a strongly anti-Semitic and anti-

Polish. as well as anti-Russian, col-

oration. At the same time, the proletarian

revolution and its Bolshevik vanguard in

the Ukraine were necessarily based on the

heavily Russian and Jewish eastern urban
population.

As a result, the Civil War in the

Ukraine following the October Revolu-

tion took on a particularly bloody charac-

ter. Deeply hostile to the rule of the mul-

tinational proletariat, succes.sive short-

lived Ukrainian bourgeois-nationalist

regimes were directly sponsored by Ger-

man imperialism and/or allied with the

Great Russian White Guards and their

imperialist patrons—notably Germany
and France—as well as with Pilsudski's

capitalist Poland, itself a client of French

imperialism. Whatever their mutual hos-

tilities, all the imperialist and local bour-

geoisies made common cause against

Soviet Russia. Finally, the Ukrainian

nationalist Petliura, notorious for his

massacres of the Jewish population in

western Ukraine, made a bloc with the

Polish nationalist Pilsudski, ceding the

western territories to Poland, a land grab

consolidated through the 1920 Soviet-

Polish war a year later. When Hitler's

Nazis moved into western Ukraine in

1941. they were welcomed by the Ukrain-

ian nationalists, who had already pre-

pared lists of Jews, Poles and Commu-
nists to be murdered.

Despite bureaucratic degeneration

under the Russian-centered regime of

Stalin and his heirs, under Soviet power

and the centrally planned, collectivized

economy, the Ukraine underwent massive

industrialization. The capitalist counter-

revolution of 1991-92. leading to the dis-

memberment of the Soviet Union and the

creation of distinct capitalist nation-states

in the former Soviet republics, dealt a

severe body blow to the Ukrainian econ-

omy. which had been integrated into an

all-Union economic division of labor and

had been reliant on Russia for its supplies

of oil and natural gas. Output in the

period up to 1999 fell to less than 40 per-

cent of the 1991 level.

Thanks in good part to the austerity

policies pursued by Kuchma and his var-

ious prime ministers, notably Yush-

chenko. hyperinflation was reined in

and the economy somewhat stabilized in

the last few years. Today, as an Asso-

ciated Press (19 November) article put it.

Ukraine exhibits "a mix of audacious

consumption and entrenched poverty.”

While the cheapest model in one car

showroom in Kiev goes for $48,000.

elderly pensioners nearby try to survive

on $53 a month. The gross domestic

product is now climbing at the rate of 1

1

to 1 3 percent a year and the stock market

Jumped 100 percent in the past year. What
fuels this prosperity for the new bourgeoi-

sie and petty bourgeoisie is the massive

looting of formerly stale-owned industry

and the intense exploitation of a highly

trained and educated proletariat. At $160
per month, average labor costs (including

taxes and social benefits) are far lower

than they are even in neighboring Poland,

where they average $400 a month.
The appetite among the Ukrainian

bourgeoisie for greater investment from
the West, which already accounts for 80
percent of all direct foreign investment,

has exacerbated the tensions between
those looking to maintain Ukraine’s tra-

ditional ties to Russia and those seeking

to draw closer to the U.S. and the Euro-
pean Union (EU). Despite its current

pro-Russian' posture, the Ukrainian re-

gime has continuously tried to suck up to

U.S. imperialism since the counterrevo-

lution, agreeing to Washington’s dictates .

to destroy its nuclear arsenal (for a price)

and deploying troops to participate in the

colonial occupation of Iraq. For that mat-
ter. Putin’s Russia has been more than

willing to act as soft cops for U.S./NATO
imperialism when the situation availed

itself, as in Kosovo in 1999, and heartily

continued on page 12

"Richard Miles, the US ambassador in

Belgrade, played a key role. And by last

year, as US ambassador in Tbilisi, he
repeated the trick in Georgia, coaching
Mikhail Saakashvili in how to bring

down Eduard Shevardnadze.

“Ten months after the success in Bel-

grade. the US ambassador in Minsk,
Michael Kozak, a veteran of similar

operations in central America, notably in

Nicaragua, organised a near identical

campaign to try to defeat the Belarus

hardman. Alexander Lukashenko.”

These campaigns are part of a concerted

effort to install U.^/NATO military

forces or American-loyal regimes on the

periphery of the former Soviet Union. It

includes stationing troops in Kosovo fol-

lowing the 1999 war against Serbia and

in Central Asia and Georgia in conjunc-

tion with the "war on terror.”

Within Ukraine itself, what is going on

is a falling-out between two equally cor-

rupt gangs- of robber barons who were

earlier scratching each other's backs as

they gorged themselves on the privatized

theft of the industrial wealth built up over

decades by the multinational Soviet

working class. Among these robber bar-

Rally by striking

Ukrainian
miners, 1993.
Banners Include;
"Nationalism
Shall Not Pass!”

Map adapted from KRT Graphics/Newsday

domestic product through her intimate

ties to another of Kuchma's prime minis-

ters. one Pavlo Lazarenko, who is now
serving time in the U.S. on money-
laundering and extortion charges.

Both sides in this squalid power play

in Ukraine have demagogically stoked

historic fears and antagonisms between

the heavily Russified and Orthodox

eastern Ukraine and the more Uniale

Catholic and rural western Ukraine.

Largely undercut under Soviet rule, these

antagonisms returned with capitalist res-

toration and have been brought to a

head in recent weeks, with district

administrations in the east threatening

to stage plebiscites for regional auton-

omy. Capitalist counterrevolution in

the Soviet Union and East Europe was
driven by—and subsequently served to

deepen—bourgeois nationalism. Even if

Yushchenko wins the rerun of the second

round mandated by the Supreme Court

without further turmoil, this will settle

nothing.

Ukraine: Between Russia and
a Hard Place
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Young Spartacus

Defend Pro-Palestinian^ Minority

Student Groups at Toronto's York University!

Toronto,

November 25:

York students
protest against
administration
crackdown on

left-wing

activists.

Cops Off Campus!

The following' November 12 letter,

reprintedfrom Spartacist Canada No. 143

(Winter 2004/2005), iv«.v originally sah-

mitled by the York Spartacus Youth Club

to the Excaiibur campus newspaper fol-

lowing massive financial cuts to the

funding of several student organizations.

Now. outrageously, the York administra-

tion is gunning for Jewish professor

David Noble for his exposure of the

influence of pro-Israeli lobbyists on the

York University Foundation (YUF).

SPARTACIST.:::::::^

We of ihe Spartacus Youth Club, a

Marxist organization on campus, protest

the York university administration's cur-

rent campaign of intimidation against

pro-Palestinian activists. In reaction to a

vigil for victims of Israel's incursion in

the Gaza Strip, the administration drew

up a list of “usual suspects.” Known
activists were called in for meetings with

the administration and security and some

were issued warnings for the “crime" of

issuing leaflets in defense of the Pales-

tinians. This is blatant intimidation, an

attempt to send a message to political

activists.

In the context of the imperialist global

“War on Terror.” there has been a huge

crackdown on radicalism on campuses all

over North America, including York Uni-

versity. For example, the case of Dan
Freeman-Maloy. a pro-Palestinian left-

wing activist, who was expelled for his

political activities on and off campus.

Other examples are the complete ban of

political discussion on the Middle East at

Concordia jUniversiiy in Montreall after

the protest against war criminal Netan-

yahu in September 2002 as well as the

witchhunt on pro-Palestinian professors

across the U.S. by Campus Watch.

We also write to speak out against the

current call for increased security here

at York, as well as the funding cuts to the

York University Black Student Alliance,

the Trans Bisexual Lesbian Gay at York

and the Aboriginal Student Association.

The current right-wing regime of the YFS
(York Federation of Students] has cut

down 90% of the funding of YUBSA.
TBLGAY and the ASA. This is not about

conservative fiscal policy but sending a

message to minority groups to “stay in

their place.” The administration and the

student government use funding as a

bludgeon over the heads of student

organiZiitions to exercise political control

through financial dependency—that’s why
we in the Spartacus Youth Club don't

accept a penny from them.

Another point in the newly passed

bylaws is that none of the university

groups can in any way assist any charita-

ble/volunieer organizations off the uni-

versity campus. It is regarding this that

another YFS representative commented:

“There is no chance for student money to

support terrorists in Chechnya or any

bigoted and oppressive causes which

might appear charitable to others." Now.

the YFS is going after OPIRG (Ontario

Public Interest Research Group), openly

calling It "extremely divisive.” Waiting

to lake back the YFS at the next student

elections is a big mistake. Leftist activ-

ists and all students who defend the right

to free speech must protest now.

Meanwhile, throughout the semester,

the Excaiibur has been busy enlightening

readers in .sensational fashion that secur-

ity guards are being “held back” by the

current administration and are not allowed

to interfere and protect Ihe students when
the need arises. The article comes with

quotes from some disgruntled campus

cowboys that are quite upset that they are

not allowed to carry around sticks and

pepper spray, like “real cops" do.

What is the real role of the security

guards and cops on campus? They're not

there to make sure that women get home
safe at night, they're there to protect the

property rights of corporate sponsors and

interests who have turned the university

into a shopping mall. An increase of

campus security will also mean an

increase in racist harassment.

The situation at York mirrors what is

going on on a bigger scale. The increa.sed

security everywhere is a part of the racist

“War on Terror." which targets current, as

well as those that will be Ihe future

working class, especially immigrants and

minorities. But everyone on campus is

affected by the “chill effect" that the

administrationA’FS is implementing. Stu-

dents interested in fighting the “War on

Terror" on campus, as well as the broader

attacks on immigrants and working peo-

ple being waged by Canadian. Ameri-

can and other imperialists abroad, check

out the Spartacus Youth Club. No repri-

sals against student activists! Cops off

campus! For student/worker/teacher con-

trol of universities'

Defend Columbia Professor Joseph Massad!
About 60 people attended a press con-

ference December 7 at Columbia Univer-

sity organized by the Ad Hoc Committee

for the Defense of Academic Freedom, in

response to a Zionist campaign to silence

defenders of the Palestinian people such

as Joseph Massad and other Middle

East and Asian Languages and Cultures

(MEALAC) professors. The Ad Hoc Com-
mittee, dominated by the International

Socialist Organization (ISO), banned

the Spartacus Youth Club from speaking

from the podium because the strategy of

militant united-front protest that we fought

for on campus runs counter to their polite

appeals to the university administration.

SYC member and Columbia student

Quincy Lehr spoke from the floor as a

reporter for Young Spartacus. Lehr said;

“Columbia has a history of oppressing

black Harlem, of union-busting like we

saw last spring with the GSEU strike....

Why is it that the coalition has pul its

opposition to the Zionist intimidation into

toothless appeals to Bollinger, rather than

seeking to mobilize more broadly?” SYC
supporters flanked the room with plac-

ards, including; “Hands Off MEALAC!
Defend Prof. Massad and the Other Vic-

timized Professors!" A WV reporter also

spoke, calling for taking down the gates of

Columbia to let Harlem and the barrio in

and for free education. We reprint below

a letter sent by the SYC to Lee Bollinger,

president of Columbia University, on

December 2.

* * *

Ultra-Zionist and right-wing forces,

including in the media, have been on a

vicious smear campaign against profes-

sors in the Middle East and Asian Lan-

guages and Cultures Department, most

iVfTh
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Columbia
University,

December 7;

SYC supporters
and others raise
placards in

defense of
Massad at

Ad Hoc
Committee press
conference.

notably targeting Professor Joseph Mas-

sad. Your administration has launched an

investigation at the behest of these forces.

There is nothing to investigate! The threats

against Professor Massad and other

MEALAC professors are part of a

nationwide campaign led by the likes of

Campus Watch's Daniel Pipes and racist

ideologues like David Horowitz—right-

wing forces with close links to the Bush

administration and/or the upper echelons

of the Republican Party. In the context of

U.S. imperialism’s bloody occupation of

Iraq and the post-September 11 biparti-

san “war on terror,” the aim of this sinis-

ter campaign is to silence political dis-

sent and to roll back the campuses to

something resembling the McCarthyite

witchhunt period. It has already had a

chilling effect on Columbia. A regular

recipient of death threats. Professor Mas-

sad declared in a statement responding to

the charges in the film Columbia Unbe-

coming by the David Project; "With this

campaign against me going into its

fourth year, I chose under the duress of

coercion and intimidation not to teach

my course this year. It is my academic

freedom that has been circumscribed.

But not only mine."

The Spartacus Youth Club adds its

voice to the many around the world who
defend Professor Massad against this

witchhunt. We demand that the Colum-
bia administration keep its hands off Pro-

fessor Massad and other MEALAC pro-

fessors. and that there be absolutely no
victimizations of these professors.*

Spartacus Youth Club Events

BAY AREA
Saturday, December 11,4 p.m.

Communism:
What It Is and What It Isn't

1634 Telegraph Ave., Oakland
(around the corner from 19th St. BART)

Information: (510) 039-0651

or e-mail: slbayarea@sbcglobal.net

LOS ANGELES
Saturday, December 11,2 p.m.

The Russian Revolution

3806 Beverly Blvd., Room 215
(BeverlyA/ermont Red Line station)

Information and readings: (213) 380-6239

or e-mail slsycla@sbcglobal.net

BOSTON
Wednesday, December 15, 6:30 p.m.

Spartacus Youth Club

Video Showing and Discussion of

From Death Row:
This Is Mumia Abu-Jamal

Free Mumia Abu-Jamal!
Abolish the Racist Death Penaltyl

45 Mount Auburn St.. Harvard Square

Information; (617) 666-9453

or e-mail bostonsyc@yahoo.com

fOL WGh Site:
WWW. fcf-ff .org
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The Founding of the

Trotslflfist Group of Greece
For a Leninist Party in Greece!

For a Sociaiist Federation of the Baikans!
Titu) eojo

JSWRTAOStlS

AiaKTipv^T] Apx<ov Kai

IVlEpiKd Lroix^ia npoypdppaTO^;
AicOvi]^ Koppovvumicfi 'Evcom)

(TcTapTo6i£OvioTiic^)

I. H iraincAeiiM a»m«Xi«nn| tsaTtorami not q tuMK txMq
lTcToptuti,cOv(aT\iclt)

1 il KpbniirrMt^TovapolftafiATini

J. E4m«tc

mssiamw:a I

H i6pDon TTii; TpoTaKioTiKii^ Op65a^ ttii; E)Jit6a^

Tia €vo Asvivuitik6 Koppa tmiv EX>4$a!

Tia pia EotTiaX-ioTiKii OpooTiovdia

TO)v Ba>vKavi(ov!

H AidMK KowiowwniTi Ev«on fTrtapro-

itcOnimirt) [OK&KX) awutwvwvti kU cvtgfH-

fftTfjii oiv li(vaq TTK TpotffiwirfK Oj*S&j*; hr
EAUlog ajuimSoovToq Oi EUi)-

«; oWTpoqoi Kzpfrqdqcav oro KfOjpamta (tk AKE
gvn»Q|iqlVor<gy iAv« Oc

>«X7itpawiatu>l< 6io«op«( mi 6oatiaolo( ttk

vufiqwvta^ ua^ t'° roiW| 6ouXsa.

H (pan) C(OT<| (U n)v AKE qiov to IWl <«*

oTi)«ay «»6 rov IsApo. rup<«< «*'»

avnrm^nrm nK apoa^noTK ran iwratiAiw
nrasvcoiiAmT piiovoTi)t«v tr)( EtXfljlac twa

ipfaniie Q)Ti)ku} yu plo Axviviancf|-Tp<naMiul|

0p)«V9Oq« DaXinvui) lApo.

To lOtopiiU) tiK «o*»K "S AKE n&mo on|v

ottomvOgTOgT) oTT|v TAA ittov ovrpicO yw n|v

<rTpotoJArT)<jt| t®v omtpdfwv n); TO E En|v

Ufifaivla yia Xonq Jooliid arm huiooiinouiu

To order Greek>language edition of ICL's “International Declaration of Principles and Some Elements of Program” ($1.00)

and “Agreement for Common Work” with Greek comrades, "For a Leninist Party in Greece! For a Socialist Federation of

the Balkans!" ($.50), make checks payable/mail to: Spartacist Publishing Co., Box 1377 GPO, New York, NY 10116.

The foUowinn uv/.v published in Greek

in November 2004.

The Iniernational Communist League

(Fourth Internationalist) is pleased to

announce the founding of the Trotskyist

Group of Greece, as a sympathizing sec-

tion. The Greek comrades were won to

the program of the ICL over a period of

time through debate over programmatic-

differences and testing our agreement in

common work.

The first contact with the ICL was

made in 1995 by Spiros, a leader of

the Socialist Workingmen’s Organization

(SOE) which split in 1994 from the

Stalinophobic fake-Trotskyist Morenoile

tendency. In 1996 the majority of the SOE
founded the Revolutionary Workers Com-
munist Organization (KOBE). In January

1999. Spiros resigned from the KOEE and

began to correspond with the ICL. which

had been sending literature to the KOEE
since 1998. In May-June 1999. the KOEE
leadership purged elements perceived as

sympathetic to the ICL when our princi-

pled opposition to impenaiist war against

Serbia found a hearing among some

members. Some of those thus expelled

undertook to study the ICL program and

in March 2000 formed an informal

discussion group. In January 2001 the

members of this study circle wrote to a

group of ex-members of the Communist

League-Workers Power (KSEE), a 1995

split-off from the SOE, and in March

2001 constituted a discussion group with

these ex-KSEE members.

The Trotskyist Group of Greece was

founded by comrades who fought on

the question of women’s oppression in

Greece and split from Spiros, primarily

over the need to champion the rights of

Greece’s oppressed minorities, a crucial

question for a Leninist-Trotskyist organ-

ization in a Balkan country.

The ICL’s record of fighting against

counterrevolution in the DDR [East Ger-

many] was central to the recruitment of

the TGG comrades. In the "Agreement

for Common Work" printed below we
make clear that we stand counterposed

to organizations like the Socialist Work-
ers Party (SEK—affiliated to the Brit-

ish SWP). International Workers Left

(DEA—ISO) and the Taaffeile Xekinima,

which backed Yeltsin’s counterrevolution

in the Soviet Union in 1991-1992 and. in

the latter case, even had supporters pre-

sent on Yeltsin’.s barricades. While pre-

paring for a class on capitalist counterrev-

olution in the Soviet Union and East

Europe, one of the Greek comrades wrote

in June 2000:
“1 studied anew Trotsky’s books The
Class Nalure of the Soviet Union, The
Revolution betrayed and the “Declara-

tion of Principles” of the ICL. Thereat-

ler. together with our own discussions I

consider that the positions of the ICL on

the question of Afghanistan are consis-

tent with our ideology and I agree with

them on the basis of the defense of a

bureaucratically degenerated workers

state against the threat of the bourgeois

counterrevolution.

"In regard to the question of China, what

I consider applies is what Trotsky main-

tained in 1935. when he fought against

the conception that the bureaucracy had

already destroyed the Soviet workers

state: Trotskyists judge that situation as

dangerous but not desperate and they

consider it an act of cowardice to

announce that the revolutionary fight has

been lost before the fight and without a

fight."

In November 2000 another comrade

left the KSEE after fighting in that

organization for the positum of defend-

ing China as a deformed workers state.

On the National Question

The Balkan peninsula is a region with

myriad interpenetrated peoples and op-

pressed minorities. An equitable re.solu-

tion of the national question in the Bal-

kans requires a sociaiist federation. The
ICL recogniz.es that the question of Mac-
edonia is a test of the authenticity of any

group claiming to be internationalist in

Greece. The TGG defends the national

rights of the Macedonian minority in

Greece, including their right to set up

their own state or unite with the existing

slate of Macedonia. For full democratic

rights for national minorities in Greece!

Fora Balkan socialist federation!

On this basis we were won to the

ICL’s program, strongly opposing Greek

national chauvinism, following in Trot-

sky’s fool.steps in his discussion with

the Archio-Marxists on the Macedonian

question:

"It's not uur task to organize nationalist

uprisings. We merely say that if the Mac-
edonians want it. we will then side with

them, that they should be allowed to

decide, and we will also support their

decision. What disturbs me is not so

much the question of the Macedonian
peasants, but rather whether there isn't

a touch of chauvinist poison in Greek
workers. That is very dangerous. For us.

who are for a Balkan federation of soviet

stales, ii is all the same if Macedonia
belongs to this tcderaiion as an autono-

mous whole or part o! another state.

However, if the Macedonians are op-

pressed by the bourgeois government, or

feel ihai they are oppressed, we must
give them suppon."

— Leon Trotsky. “A Discussion on
Greece.” Spring 1932. m
Writings of Leon Tntlskv

Supplement (I92V-JS)
'

(Pathfinder. 1979.

The split inside the group in Greece

came to a head over Spiros’ refusal to

recognize and fight against (he national

oppression of the Arvaniies—an Ortho-

dox Christian minority of Albanian

descent who migrated to what is now
Greece during the Middle Ages. The
Arvaniies have been forcibly Heilenized

and face hideous discrimination and pun-

ishments even for speaking their own
language in public.

To simply mention that national minor-

ities exist in Greece is not merely taboo.

It carries the risk of prosecution. In 2001.

Vlach activist Sotiris Bletsas was dragged

through the courts for distributing a leaf-

let that stated there are five linguistic

minorities in Greece. Bletsas’ acquittal

after an appeal is regarded as a land-

mark legal decision because it tacitly

accepts that Arvanilika. Vlach. Macedo-

nian. Turkish and Pomak are spoken on

Greek soil. We defended Bletsas against

the Greek bourgeois slate in our interven-

tion during the Polytechnic demonstra-

tions in 2001

.

Under capitalist rule. anti-Roma

(Gypsy] racism has been rife throughout

the Balkans. In Greece, 137 Roma were

forced to move from their houses which

were located in the vicinity of the Olym-

pic Stadium construction site. Roma,
along with Albanian immigrants, have

increasingly been the victims of brutal

police violence. One Albanian was mur-

dered and around 1 00 injured after a foot-

ball match between Greece and Albania

in early September and racist mobs
attacked Albanians in several cities,

including Athens and Thessaloniki. Alba-

nian immigrants in Greece number
around one million people. Immigrants

are not merely victims of raci.st terror but

an integral part of the proletariat, which

confirms the importance of our call for

the workers movement to defend immi-

grants and to fight for full citizenship

rights for all immigrants. The defense of

the rights of oppressed nationalities and

immigrants is the only means by which

the proletariat, consisting of workers of

different ethnicities, can be united in the

struggle for socialist revolution.

Another key question for revolutionar-

ies in Greece is combatting anti-Turkish

Greek chauvinism in regard to Cyprus, as

we slate in the "Agreement for Common
Work," Any proletarian, internationalist

perspective for Cyprus needs to begin

with the call for the immediate with-

drawal of all the Greek troops from

Cyprus, as well as the Turkish army, the

British troops and bases and the UN
contingent!

The Greek Orthodox church is a cen-

tral pillar of the Greek capitalist order

and fuels national chauvinism, directed

particularly against Turkish people and

against all Muslims, enforcing the lies

between the Greek working class and its

exploiters. An example of the sinister,

chauvinist role of the Church was seen in

Mass demonstration
In Athens during
April 2001 general
strike against
attacks on pensions.
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Thessaloniki,

June 2003:
Police rampage
against leftist

protesters
outside

European Union
meeting.

2000 when proposals by the then-

PASOK government that would have
removed the documenting of a person’s

religion on national identity cards were
met with reactionary mobilizations led

by the Orthodox clergy. We are for the

separation of church and slate!

For Women’s Liberation
Through Socialist Revolution!

- The main institution for the oppression

of women is the family. For the ruling

class the family serves as the vehicle for

transmitting private property from one
generation to the next while serving in

general as a mechanism for regimenting

the population through the inculcation of

conservative social values. Thus, the lib-

eration of women cannot be achieved

without the abolition of the system of pri-

vate property. The expropriation of the

bourgeoisie through proletarian revolu-

tion and the extension of that revolution

to the more advanced industrial countries,

establishing the material foundations for

a socialist society of material abundance,

will lay the basis for the replacement of

the family.

In Greece, women did not have the

right to vote until 1956, while the dowry
was only formally abolished in 1986 and

in reality still exists. Although abortion

was legalized (with severe restrictions)

in 1986, it is difficult to obtain, particu-

larly for teenagers and poor women. We
are for free abortion on demand!

Following the counterrevolution in the

Soviet Union and East Europe, women
workers in Greece, as elsewhere, have

been those most affected by the capital-

ists' attacks on the working masses.

Working mothers have faced the closure

of public nurseries and kindergartens.

We fight for free, quality health care and

for free. 24-hour childcare.

Greek society is extremely homo-

phobic. as was demonstrated recently by

the case of the Mega Channel TV broad-

caster. which was fined €1 ()().()()() for

showing a gay kiss in its Close fmtr Eyes

series, In counlerposition to the homo-

phobic Greek left we seek to act as a Len-

inist tribune of the oppressed and defend

the democratic rights of homosexuals,

including their right to marriage and to

have children. All consensual forms of

sexuality should be private and the state or

church must not intervene, We cafl for

"state and church out of the bedroom."

For a Revolutionary
Workers Party!

The Greek Communist Parly (KKE) is

a mass reformist parly with major influ-

ence and roots in the working class.

Unlike the Stalinophobic Greek fake

Trotskyists, we do not ignore the KKE.
but seek to win its working-class ba.se to

the genuine communism of Lenin and

Trotsky. As we wrote in Workers Van-

guard No. 565 (I I December 1992):

"The KKE is the historic mass party of

the Greek working class. Its partisan

struggle against the Nazi wartime occu-

pation and in the civil war that broke

out in 1944 gave it great authority. That

authority was duly abused to block the

seizure of power by the working class at

the end of the wat, when the Communist-
Party. as in France and Italy, made peace

with the bourgeoisie, disarmed the work-

ing class and entered into a popular-front

capitalist government to rebuild the

Creek capitalist stale machine. This 1945

betrayal did not prevent the bourgeoisie,

aided and abetted by British and U.S. im-

perialism. from turning on the Commu-
nists, renewing the civil war and slaugh-

tering thousands in a campaign designed

to break the potential for working-class

revolution.

“The defeat of the KKE-led forces in

1949. conforming to Stalin’s postwar

settlement with Churchill that gave

Greece to imperialism, paved the way for

a series of rightist regimes culminating

in the infamous colonels’ dictatorship of

1967-74. Despite this history, the goal of

the KKE has remained to find its way
back into the corridors of capitalist

power."

While the KKE is a mass reformist

workers party, the Pan-Hellenic Socialist

Movement (PASOK) is a bourgeois-

populist formation and has been so from

its foundation. In contrast to elements

on the Greek left, such as the Cliffites.

we reject on principle any political

support to this party of the class enemy.

The Greek comrades worked together

with comrades from the ICL long before

the section was founded. In this collabo-

ration we produced a number of leaflets,

translating key articles

—

e.g.. "Declara-

tion of Principles and Some Elements of

Program," “The Bankruptcy of 'New
Class’ Theories," "Women’s Liberation

and the Struggle Against Imperialist Sub-

jugation" and others. We wrote a state-

ment in defense of the arre.sted anarchists

and other protesters in Thessaloniki in

2003 against state repression. We defend

and call for the immediate release of all

those jailed in the roundup of the ELA
and "17 November" groups [two groups

that grew out of opposition to the rule of

the military junta in Greece from 1967-

74; they generally targeted representa-

tives of the bourgeois state and imperial-

ism). When the oppressed act against the

bourgeoisie and its state, we defend them

against capitalist repression; however, we
oppose the desperate petty-bourgeois strat-

egy of individual terrorism which is anti-

thetical to the task of rendering the prole-

tariat conscious that it is the only class

with the historic interest and social force

to smash capitalist exploitation.

The comrades of the Trotskyist Group

of Greece, section of the ICL. are com-

mitted to building a party that represents

the interests of the multiethnic working

class and champions the rights of all the

oppressed—women, homosexuals, youth,

immigrants and ethnic minorities. It is

necessary to fight for the political inde-

pendence of the proletariat in order to

overthrow the capitali.sl order by success-

ful proletarian revolution.

Agreement for Common Work Between Greek Comrades and the ICL (FI)

More than 200,000
rally outside
heavily guarded
U.S. embassy
in Athens during
four-hour nationwide
strike against

U.S.-led invasion of

Iraq. March 2003.

1 . The current group in Greece origi-

nated from a split within a group that

had been having discussions with the

ICL since 1999. The reason for the split

was a months-long fight over the

national question—the defense of the

rights of national minorities in Greece

and opposition to Greek national chau-

vinism. There were previously fights

with others in the original group about

the Russian question, the centrality of

the woman question in Greece, the gen-

eral strike question and the party ques-

tion. As an excuse for breaking with the

ICL over these questions, a minority of

the group cynically accused the ICL of

"centrism" and "chauvinism" when the

bombing against Afghanistan began in

October 2001 Unternaiional Internal

Bulletin No. 54).

2. Comrades of the Greek group came

to the politics of the ICL through fights

and subsequent splits centered on the

Russian question. Two members had

split from the [ex-Morenoiie] Commu-
nist League/Workers Power group over

the defense of the Chinese deformed

workers state, while another comrade of

the original group wrote a document sup-

porting the intervention of the ICL into

the DDR in 1989-90. Another comrade

of the current group came from the

Greek Communist Party. Given the influ-

ence that the CP has in the Greek work-

ing class, it is the main obstacle, so it is

very important for the future of the

group that an ex-member of the CP is

one of the Greek comrades. The group

stands for the unconditional military

defense of the deformed workers

states—China. North Korea. Vietnam

and Cuba—and for proletarian political

revolution against the bureaucracy. We
came to agree with the ICL’s analysis of

the collapse of Stalinism in East Europe

through studying the "Documents and

Discussion on the Collapse of Stalinism"

by Seymour and St. John in Spartacist

No. 45-46 (Winter 1990-91), on which a

comrade of the ICL gave a presentation.

The Greek group agrees with the posi-

tion of the ICL on Afghanistan, "Hail

Red Army in Afghanistan." There is ini-

tial agreement with the ICL’s position on

Poland, although it has not been dis-

cussed in the current group. We reject

the Stalinophobia of the anti-communist

Greek pseudo-Trotskyists who refuse to

intervene into the Greek Communist
Party—a mass pro-Soviet Stalinist party

that has the support of the most

advanced sections of the Greek working

class and youth.

3.

Greece is a Balkan country, and it is

the only Balkan country to which the

October Revolution did not extend. And

the Greek capitalist slate is the only one

in the Balkans that does not recognize

any national minority. A Trotskyist group

in Greece must fight against Greek chau-

vinism and defend the rights of national

minorities—which are forcibly Hellen-

ized—the Macedonians. Vlachs, Pomaks.

Turks. Cham (Muslim) Albanians and

the Arvanites. etc., including the right of

self-determination, especially for the

Macedonian and Albanian minorities, it

is also important to defend the rights of

the persecuted Roma people. The com-
rade.s fight against Greek chauvinist poi-

son inside the working class. The resolu-

tion of the myriad national questions in

the Balkans requires a socialist federa-

tion of the Balkans.

4. A Trotskyist group must be a Lenin-

ist "tribune of the people." And for

Greece, where the ultra-reactionary Or-

thodox church has enormous influence,

the oppression of women is extreme.

The Greek "holy trinity" of "homeland-

religion-family" which the capitalist state

promotes is strongly connected with the

national and the woman questions. A cen-

tral issue for Trotskyists must be the fight

for the liberation of women through social-

ist revolution and opposition to women's
oppression. We light for full democratic

rights for homosexuals, in opposition to

the male-chauvinist, homophobic Greek

society and the Greek left. We are for the

separation of church and slate.

5. The Greek comrades stand for full

citizenship rights for all immigrants.

They have already carried out many
interventions, both in common work

with comrades of the ICL and by them-

selves, into immigrant demonstrations.

Immigrants—Albanian, Kurd. Pakistani.

Bangladeshi. Russian. Iraqi. Palestinian,

etc.—have become a key component of

the proletariat in Greece and the Greek
group has to fight for the unity of the

proletariat against any kind of racism.

6. The group agrees with the position

of the ICL on the recent war on Iraq

and the Afghanistan war in 2001. The
Greek group fought under the slogans:

Defend Iraq against the imperialist attack

of the U.S. and its allies! Down with

the colonial occupation of Iraq! All

American and allied troops out of the

Near East now! We called for class

struggle against the capitalist rulers at

home in counterposiiion to the Greek
left, which had a very parochial posi-

tion: "No Greek participation in the Iraq

war" and also against the pacifism of

the antiwar movement "Stop the War."

We supported the blockade of the Ameri-
can Souda base and we intervened in

the workers strikes against the war. We
continued on page 9
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Jonquiere, Quebec

Union Victory Against Wal-Mart
The ariicle below wa.\ published in

Spartacist Canada No. 14J i Winter

2004/2005], newspaper of the Trotskyist

Leit^ue/Ligue Trotskyste. Canadian sec-

tion of the International Communist

League.

SPARTACISTc:::^
When Wal-Mart workers in Jonquiere

won union recognition in August it was

mternalionai news. Everywhere, workers

who have been on the receiving end of

layoffs and union-busting cheered a vic-

tory against the labour-haling retail

giant. It was a hard-fought battle and the

170 mostly women workers were justly

proud. A few months earlier, the United

Food and Commercial Workers (UFCW)
drive at the store was set back after a

union vote narrowly lost. A 2002 effort

to unionize was also defeated. For now.

the Jonquiere store is the only unionized

Wal-Mart north of Mexico.

Now comes the struggle for a first

contract. It won’t be easy to beat the

union-busting weapons in Wal-Mart’s

arsenal and win more than the starvation

wages—about $7.60 to $8.60 an hour—
and terrible working conditions at Wal-

Mart. In 1997, the UFCW organized a

Windsor. Ontario store but the union

was decertified. Wal-Mart meatcutiers in

Jacksonville. Texas won union recogni-

tion only to have the boss shut down its

meatcutting operations. Now Wal-Mart

threatens to close its Jonqui&re store,

whining that it is suddenly unprofiiabic.

Wal-Mari is the biggest retailer on the

planet. Sales in 2004 are pegged at $256
billion (U.S.)—more than the GDP of

Austria, It’s the biggest private employer

in the U.S.. and in Mexico it controls

half the grocery business. In Canada,
with 234 stores and six Sam’s Clubs, in

just ten years Wal-Mart has cornered half

the department store market.

What is the source of Wai-Mart's huge

profits? They do what capitalists do;

squeeze workers to the bone with pov-

erty wages, keep out the union and
undercut competitors. To stay “union

free." Wal-Mart will stop at nothing. A
company manual instructs managers that

"Slaying union free is a full-time com-
mitment.... The secret of staying union

free is the internal elimination of prob-

lems." And that means threats, intimida-

tion and firing for anyone who looks

sideways at a union.

U.S. Imperialists

Peyastate Falluia

Subscription: 4 Issues
C$3 US$5

Order from/pay to:

Spartacist Canada Publishing

Box 6867 Station A, Toronto ON
M5W 1X6

Spartacist Publishing Co.
Box 1377 GPO,

New York. NY 10116
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For a Fighting Labor Movement!

Organize the Unorganized!

Right: Wal-Mart
workers in

Jonquiere, Canada
won union

recognition in

August. This victory

should be catalyst

for union organizing
drive against Wal-
Mart in U.S. Below:

UFCW strikers march
outside Wal-Mart

store in California,

October 2003.

Pelers/UFCW Local 1546

Wal-Mari's success is a reflection of

the grim stale of affairs for unionized

workers in North America. In the U..S.

today, the unionization rate is just 13

percent. In Canada, it is much higher at

30.5 percent. But this is deceptive; in the

private sector, the rate has plummeted in

just a generation from 26 percent in 1977

to just 18 percent today. Behind this

number is the story of relentless attacks

on workers, unions and livelihoods, com-
pounded by a labour leadership that has

pushed concessions and givebacks down
the workers’ throats.

The drive to organize Wal-Mart is a key

challenge for all of labour: turn back the

tide of defeats and start moving for-

ward. or lose yet more ground to the

profit-bloated capitalists. The UFCW has

also applied for recognition in Brossard

and Saim-Hyacinthe. Quebec. In Terrace.

B.C. [British Columbia], Weyburn. Sas-

katchewan and again in Windsor. UFCW
organizers are signing up Wal-Mart work-
ers. At seven B ,C. Wal-Mart Tire & Lube
Express departments, workers signed cards

with UFCW Local 1518.

A successful fight to organize Wal-
Mart across Canada could be a spring-

board for a powerful organizing drive

south of the border. But beating back this

viciously anti-union outfit requires break-

ing with the UFCW leadership’s legalist

strategy of relying on labour boards and
other agencies of the capitalist state. The
labour movement has powerful tactics

and traditions that can forge unions and
win strikes; mass pickets, hot cargo edicts

(secondary boycotts), plant and building

occupations, political solidarity strikes.

Key to winning union recognition and a

decent contract for Wal-Mart workers

will be active solidarity by the longshore,

trucking and rail unions who can slop the

flow of goods to the stores and distribu-

tion centers.

Capitalist Profiteering and the
Decline of Labour

Wal-Mart is poised to enter the

supermarket business in Canada, now
dominated by the all-Canadian grocery

giant Loblaws. owned by the fabulously

wealthy Weston family. Karl Marx was
right on the money when he described the

tendency of capitalism toward monopoly .

Two decades ago. there were some 20
major supermarket operators in Canada.
Today Loblaws is by far the largest

national food chain, having driven out

most of its competitors.

In the 1970s. a union job in a super-

market looked fairly secure and you
could get by on your paycheck. The
industry is still heavily unionized—at

Loblaws. about 85 percent. But after

years of the union tops bowing to the

companies’ attacks, the jobs pay only a

bit better than Wal-Mart, are part-time

and have multi-tier wage schemes that

set workers against each other. In B.C. in

the late 1980s when Loblaws opened its

Real Canadian Superstores, at the com-
pany’s behest the UFCW tops created a

new second-class local with lower wages
and conditions for the 8-9.000 workers
hired over the next decade.

In 2003. the UFCW tops did another
dirty deal, this time in Ontario where
Loblaws plans to open superstores. In-

voking the Wal-Mart bogey. Loblaws got

the UFCW misleaders to ram through an

appendix to Local lOOOa's current con-

tract enforcing lower pay and benefits, no

sick days, no Sunday premiums and no

Christmas bonus for people at the new
stores. Brazenly calling this stinker a

“no concessions" package, the union

brass agreed to Loblaws’ demand that

the 1 2.000-sirong Local lOOOa not be

allowed to vote on it! As Wal-Mart and

Loblaws battle for supremacy, both are

waging a relentless war on current and

future workers, slashing wages and con-

ditions and keeping out the union or ren-

dering it housebroken.

In the U.S.. loo. the bosses use the Wal-

Mart spectre to gut union jobs and wages.

A year ago. 60.000 UFCW workers

waged a bitter strike against the Southern

California supermarket bosses. But in-

stead of mobilizing the collective, coun-

trywide strength of the union, each region

was left to negotiate separately. Hundreds

of thousands of workers also fighting for

new contracts were kept chained to the

job. Massive support from other unions,

including an eight-hour port shutdown by

ILWU longshoremen in Los Angeles, bol-

stered the strike, but it was not mobilized

on the picket lines and at distribution cen-

ters. Faced with a drawn-out battle and a

leadership opposed to doing what was

needed to win. the strikers returned to

work after five months with a deeply con-

cessionary contract that includes a three-

year wage freeze and a pernicious two-

tier wage scheme (see "UFCW Strike and
Class Struggle m America.” H^VNos. 821

and 822. 5 and 19 March).

Workers and Bosses Have No
Interests in Common
A serious North American organizing

drive against Wal-Mart would resonate

among workers everywhere. But vic-

tory requires a class-struggle perspective

counterposed to the narrow proopiialisi

outlook of the current union leadership.

Wal-Mart is committed to its class inter-

ests. As one union organizer put it. “They
are very disciplined, and they’ve got a

program” {Nation. 28 June). The workers

and their unions need that same hard-

no.sed class understanding. Yet the union

leadership instead pushe.s the class-

collaborationist lie that workers and their

bosses share a common interest.

This is seen most starkly in the view
that increased profits for the bosses bene-
fit the workers. In a memo to Local
lOOOa justifying their .sellout deal with
Loblaws. the UFCW tops were explicit;

“...a more successful and profitable

company will be able to provide more
job security and stability.” The experi-

ence of millions of workers who are

ruined while they see the bosses amass
vast wealth shows how false this is. As
Karl Marx explained in Wage-Labour
and Capital: “A rapid growth of capital

is synonymous with rapid growth of
profits. Profits can grow rapidly only
when the price of labour—the relative

wages—decrease just as rapidly....”

The union tops invariably urge work-
ers to rely on capitalist governments and
courts. In places like B.C. and Ontario,
the UFCW put.s its hopes in electing

NDP (New Democratic Party] govern-
ments which they expect will undo pro-
vincial ami-union laws. But the NDP is no
“friend of labour,” It’s a social-democratic
party committed in every way to the cap-
italist system. Just look how (hey sabo-
taged the recent HEU hospital workers
strike in B.C.. helping ram through a

wretched give-back deal just as the prov-
ince was on the edge of a general strike
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Jonquiere, Canada: Mass demonstration in support of militant occupation of
Alcan's Arvida smelter, January.

in solidarity with the HEU. For every

pro-union platitude muttered in opposi-

tion. when it's in power the NDP rules in

the bosses’ interests, breaking strikes and

slashing social services.

In the U.S.. labour is disarmed by the

union leadership's allegiance to the capi-

talist Democratic Parly. Andrew Stern,

president of the Service Employees
International Union, bemoaned the low

unionization rate as an electoral liability;

"When only I percent of the American
work force is in unions, our ability to

will national elections is limited" {New
York Tiiiiv.s. 10 November). Stern is call-

ing on the AFL-CIO to use the $25 mil-

lion-a-year Union Plus credit card royal-

ties to organize Wal-Mart and double the

amount spent on organizing. But the

AFL-CIO spent six times that—over

$150 million

—

to get out the vote for

Democrat John Kerry Bush's win is bad

news for workers, hut Kerry's election

would not have been good news. Like

the Republicans, the Democrats are a

ruling-class parly dedicated to the inter-

ests of the American capitalists, which

are counlerposed to those of workers,

blacks and all the oppressed.

The union misleaders pound workers

with the idea that the bosses' slate—its

courts and cops—can be an ally in their

struggles. Countless strikes have foun-

dered because of this. In the struggle to

unionize Wal-Mart, many of the union

drives in B.C. and Quehec are lied up

waiting for labour board decisions. As a

strategy, this demobilizes workers. Far

from neutral, these boards are a weapon

of the boss class, and they often back

Wal-Mart,

A UFCW Canada pamphlet against

Wal-Mart is culled "Blowing the Whistle

on a Neighbourhood Bully." One of its

political themes is protectionism. “Blow-

ing the Whistle" points the finger at

cheap foreign labour in Myanmar and

Thailand, and tries to scandalize Wal-

Mart by pointing out that its "Made in

Canada" label on manufactured goods is

bogus. But Canadian capitalists are not a

shred better than their U.S. counterparts.

Look at Loblaws! Capitalists go where

they will make the greatest profits, and

they will always try to drive down wages

and conditions. Protectionism doesn't

save jobs. It does undermine the interna-

tional class struggle needed to win. espe-

cially against global conglomerates like

Wal-Mart, setting workers against each

other instead of the capitalist bosses.

Protectionism, the idea that Canadian

workers have interests counterposed to

workers in other countries, is not unique

to the UFCW leaders. Buzz Hargrove's

CAW autoworkers union trumpets a "pro-

gressive," social unionism. But the CAW
leadership vituperates against Japanese

and Korean cars, undercutting interna-

tional solidarity and the unity of workers

here, themselves of myriad nationalities

and races. And for all Hargrove’s militant

posturing, many workers at A&P and

Dominion stores, organized by the

CAW's Retail Wholesale division, are

also subjected to multi-tier wage schemes,

their pay starting at around the minimum
wage.

In Canada and the U..S,. the union tops

rail against China, Wal-Mart is the eighth

largest buyer of exported goods from

China. These goods are largely produced

in the Special Economic Zones (SEZs)

by firms usually owned at least in part by

outside capitalists. This China bashing

serves the U.S. imperialists and their

Canadian junior partners in the counter-

revolutionary crusade to open up China

to full-scale capitalist exploitation, turn-

ing it into a giant sweatshop.

The union lops' fulminations against

China do double duly, both pushing anti-

Communism and scapegoating a “foreign

enemy” for the loss of jobs, instead of

fighting capitalism at home. Just as work-

ers defend their unions—despite the sell-

out leaders—against the bosses, workers

must defend China against imperialist-

backed counterrevolution despite the Chi-

nese bureaucracy's accommodation to the

capitalist market.

For a Fighting Labour
Movement to Bring Wal-Mart to

Its Knees!

What will it take to organize Wal-

Mart'.’ In a sense, the answer to this is

also the answer to the question: How to

turn around the .situation for the working

class? Militant tactics don’t guarantee

victory, even if the struggle is led by

class-struggle Marxists. But class strug-

gle is the only way workers have won or

held on to significant gains. The problem

is the present union leaders limit their

program and aims, and for the most part

their tactics, to what is acceptable to the

bosses.

Organizing Wal-Mart, especially as it

moves into the multiracial urban areas

of Montreal. Toronto and Vancouver,

requires consciously fighting the anti-

immigrant racism and chauvinism the

bosses use to poison union struggles.

During last year's UFCW strike. U.S.

"Homeland Security" agents raided 60

Wal-Marts. rounding up 250 undocu-

mented workers. Instead of fighting to

defend these desperate immigrant work-

ers. the UFCW bureaucrats—who say

they want to organize Wal-Mart—did

nothing to mobilize the union in their

behalf.

Immigrants are a big component of

the Canadian working class, and in

Toronto, comprise a massive 75 percent

of food industry workers. Along with

their Canadian-born daughters and sons,

immigrants are often in the forefront of

militant class battles like the B.C. hospi-

tal workers strike last spring. The fact

that Wal-Mart plays on the insecurities

of immigrants who know they are vul-

nerable to arbitrary firings and loss of

Status makes concrete that the demand
"Full citizenship rights for all immi-
grants!" is in the interests of alt workers.

It's not accidental that the UFCW
gained recognition first in Quebec, where

the reality of national oppression has

often fuelled militant class battles, The
Quebec unionization rale is 41 percent,

and Jonquiere. and the whole Saguenay
region, has a history of militant working-

class struggle. Parallel to the UFCW's
Wal-Mart campaign, last January Alcan

workers in Jonquiere occupied Alcan’s

Arvida smeller in a spectacular action to

prevent the closure of the plant and the

loss of 550 jobs. This defiance of the cap-

italists’ sacred private property won the

support of workers in the area and only

ended after the Quebec Labour Relations

Board ruled the action illegal.

It's good that an international union,

the UFCW. is running a union drive span-

ning Quebec and English Canada, for this

can help undercut the anti-Quebec chau-

vinism that is rife among Anglo-Canadian

workers. For decades the labour leaders

of English Canada—and especially the

NDP—have pushed reactionary "Cana-

dian unity." which is really support for the

oppression of the Quebecois nation. This

undermines solidarity with the Quebec
labour movement, which in the main sup-

ports independence, and drives Qudbe-

cois workers into the arms of the bour-

geois nationalists of the Parti Qu^b^cois,

The result is a working class that is

deeply divided along national lines, in

English Canada militant workers must

oppose Anglo chauvinism down the line

and advocate Quebec independence, thus

showing Quebec workers that they, not

the Quebecois bosses, are their true allies.

In the struggle to unionize Wal-Mart,

the grinding oppression of working-class

women is also a burning issue. In the

biggest class-action suit in U.S, history

1 .6 million former and current Wal-Mart

women employees are demanding restitu-

tion for years of vicious and flagrant anti-

woman discrimination. Union control of

hiring, with affirmative action recruit-

ment and training for women and minor-

ities. would go some ways to redressing

historic inequalities. For the impover-

ished and heavily female workforce at

Wal-Mart, demands for free 24-hour child

care would strike a real chord. Taking on

the destruction of the health care system,

the demand for decent across-the-board

medical benefits must be linked to the

fight for free, quality health care for all.

In the 1930s and ’40s. the thousands

of militants who considered themselves

communists propelled the great indus-

trial union organizing drives forward.

Motivated by their ideals of building

a society where those who labour rule,

they knew that spiking the bos.ses’ at-

tacks on minorities and immigrants was

crucial to victory. This must inspire

today’s militants who face the task of

ousting the cowardly union bureaucrats

and forging a new. class-struggle leader-

ship of the unions. The fight to organize

the unorganized could be the crucible in

which a revolutionary workers party is

forged in political struggle against the

pro-capitalist labour brass and the NDP.
Such a party is indispensable to unite the

working class and lead it in the revolu-

tionary overthrow of the bosses’ rule. A
workers government that rips the econ-

omy out of the hands of the capitalists is

the only road to the creation of a truly

human society in which production is for

human need, not profit.*

Greece...
(continuedfrom page 7)

called for Greek troops out of Cyprus.

7. A key question confronting Trotsky-

ists in Greece is the question of Cyprus
and our internationalist, class-struggle

opposition to the anti-Turkish chauvin-

ism of the Greek bourgeoisie. We call for

the immediate withdrawal of all Greek
troops from the island. We also demand
the withdrawal of the Turkish army, the

UN contingent and the British troops and

bases. Our fight is fora proletarian solu-

tion to the national question, which of

necessity requires the revolutionary over-

throw of the nationalist bourgeoisies in

Nicosia/Lefkosa. Athens and Ankara.

8. The group agrees on the ICL's anal-

ysis and thesis on Pabloism. We want to

fight to forge a Greek section of the ICL.

We have been contributing our monthly
payment .since May 2002. We accept

the discipline of a democratic-centralist

international. The International, accord-

ing to Lenin and Trotsky, is the neces-

sary tool for the fight again.st capitalism.

lor new October Revolutions and for the

protection of national sections from alien

class pressures. We fight against the pre-

tenders to Trotskyism—the SWP. Taaffe-

iies. etc.—who are an obstacle to the

reforging of a Trotskyist parly. We seek

to build the parly through splits and
fusions, including from among the CP
youth and the anarchist milieu.

9,

Unlike the Stalinist Communist
Party, which is a reformist party based

on the industrial proletariat. PASOK is a

bourgeois-populist political formation.

While it has influence in the main trade-

union federations in Greece (which are

generally craft unions). PASOK's exis-

tence is not dependent on the labor

movement. PASOK’s origins are in the

bourgeois Centre Party of George Papan-

dreou—the father of PASOK founder

Andreas—whose social base the parly

inherited. PASOK’s ideological under-

pinnings are illustrated by the party’s

seminal 3 September |I974| founding

Declaration, which combined hawkish
Greek nationalism over the Cyprus issue

with characteristic populist claims to

represent all "dispossessed" Greek peo-

ple. defined to include peasants, small

businessmen, managers, etc. The 3 Sep-

tember Declaration is moreover one of

the more leftist expressions of PASOK's
politics, as it is liberally spiced with

some quasi-Marxist verbiage. This “left”

face was. however, jettisoned within a

few years of the party’s founding and

any would-be "leftists" were soon

expelled from the parly. In contrast to

elements of the Greek left, such as the

Cliffites. we reject on principle any polit-

ical support—including electoral sup-

port—to this party of the class enemy.
10. An important task is the reading of

Workers Vanguard and other ICL propa-

ganda, and continuing the reading of

Marxist classics for cadre development.

We should study and learn from the long

and complex history of the Greek Trot-

skyist movement (e.g., the Greek Archio-

Marxisis and the Communist League of

America’s Greek newspaper) and make
it available to the rest of the ICL.
As Trotskyists in Greece we have to

study about the Greek Civil War/naiional

question/Cyprus, as well as the Trotsky-

ist movement and its split during World

War 11 on the Nazi occupation. The com-
rades need to study the ICL’s statement

on the imperialist bombing of Serbia and
the Balkan slaughter and. with the help of

the ICL. the national minorities in Greece
as a pan of the Balkans.

1 1 , In order to accommodate this com-
mon work it is necessary to study the

English language. It’s also necessary for

comrades of the ICL to study Greek.

12. As a task we have to project

some modest public work in interven-

tions through regular sales to the student

milieu. In opponent meetings and in

demonstrations we have already partici-

pated in common work with the ICL in

Greece and in London,

13. Until it is realistic for a comrade to

be able to transfer to Greece, it would be

helpful for the Greek group to get more
frequent visits, of longer duration. As soon

as possible we need a comrade to transfer

to help in the building of the section and

the organizing of our political work.

14. We look forward to producing

propaganda related to the class struggle

in Greek society in order to intervene to

give flesh to the ICL program.*
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AIDS...
(continuedfrom page !}

white capitalists, (he ANC regime has

laid off thousands of workers (with

unemployment among Africans running

at 50 per cent), kept education as a privi-

lege for the children of a few ANC cronies

and the while racist ruling class, and shut

down hospitals. They’ve made their calcu-

SPARTACIST
lations that all lives are not of equal value,

that only the unskilled, unemployed and

subsistence farmers and women will be

hit. They have decided that the casualties

of HIV/AID.S can continue to mount,

with the grim reaper cutting down any

movement demanding treatment.

This calculating hostility to the poor

and defenceless is not only criminal, it

is tragically wrong. This disease strikes

at society’s productive population, espe-

cially the working class. At least 100.000

students are without teachers because

of HIV/AIDS. And yet another long-

suppressed government study reveals the

devastation of workers in public service.

A staggering 46 per cent of adult deaths

are AIDS related. The utter devaluation of

human life by the ANC further under-

scores the brutality and inherent irration-

ality of the capitalist system.

South Africa Torn Apart
by AIDS Crisis

Protests in South Africa have cast an

intense spotlight, including internation-

ally, on the ruling parly's perfidy. The
"new” stance of the ANC government is

partially a concession designed to head

off further struggle against its reaction-

ary policies, especially by the working

class. It’s significant that unions like

the National Union of Metal Workers of

South Africa (NUMSA) and the National

Union of Mineworkers (NUM) worked
out agreements with the bosses to get

ARVs to strategic layers of the proletariat

(in auto, gold and platinum mining) that

will keep capitalism churning out profits.

While these are piecemeal efforts derived

from the strategic interests of the capital-

ists. they also reflect searing anger and
resentment at the base of society.

The divisions on HlV/AlDS within the

ruling ANC and South Africa as a whole
run deep. A University of Cape Town
economist wrote: ‘The cabinet was prob-

ably forced into announcing a treatment

programme by the sheer weight of pub-
lic pressure and by concerns to defuse

the issue before the 2004 elections”

(NicoH Natlrass. The Moral Economy of
AIDS in South Africa, 2004). In Sep-
tember 2003. Mbeki told the Washing-
ton Post he had no personal knowledge
of anyone who had the virus or had
died of AIDS. In a reply that resonated
widely, the Afrikaner satirist Pieter-Dirk

Uys said: "He lies and so condemns his

nation to death.... Like when Steve Biko
died the then-apartheid minister of ’Jus-

tice' Jimmy Kruger famously said: ‘It

leaves me cold.’ South Africa leaves

Thabo Mbeki cold," That October the

TAC. which had earlier launched and
then suspended civil disobedience that

had infuriated the regime, received the

Nelson Mandela Award for Health and

Human Rights for struggle in the "best

traditions of the anti-apartheid move-
ment." The chairman of Anglo-America.

the mining giant, chimed in lauding the

TAC’s leadership.

Africa and Imperialist Hypocrisy

For their own reasons, a number of

South African and foreign capitalist inter-

ests prefer Mbeki adopt an official policy

/orma//y’ consistent with medical science.

Indeed, relieving the opprobrium in which

AIDS policy was viewed by the Anglo-

American imperialists and the United

Nations was a factor influencing the deci-

sion to announce ARV distribution. But if

the imperialist powers embrace this seem-

ing change, it is because the regionally

powerful South Africa is their preferred

instrument for intervention on what they

call the “hopeless" continent. The ANC’s
extending asylum to U.S.-deposed Hai-

tian president Aristide, opposing the war
in Iraq, and supporting the Palestinian

leader Arafat cannot mask the fact that

the ANC is a junior partner to the bloody

Bush gang. Under their rule, the South
African capitalists have sharply increased

investment in sub-Saharan Africa and pro-

vided troops for imperialist "peacekeep-

ing" schemes. After the Iraq war. U.S.

president Bush visited South Africa and
declared that Mbeki is his point man on
Zimbabwe.
The recent period has seen intensified

jockeying between imperialist powers
over the control of Africa. The U.S. is

setting up "anti-terrorist command cen-

tres” in the eastern African countries of
Djibouti. Ethiopia. Kenya and Uganda.
According to journalist Pierre Abramo-
vici, U.S. forces have also recently been
involved in a series of military opera-

tions in the Sahel, the buffer zone
between the oil fields in North Africa

and those of the Gulf of Guinea (Le

Monde Diplomatique, July 2004). Using
the “war on terror" as a pretext, the U.S.

imperialists have strengthened their ties

to African officer corps and are moving
in to protect sources and supply lines

for important primary resources like

manganese, cobalt, chromp. gold, indus-

trial diamonds and (especially) oil. Over
the next ten years. Africa is projected

to become the U.S.’s second most impor-

tant supplier of oil after the Near East,

and the imperialists are greedily eye-

UNAIOS

ing re.serves from western and central

Africa, especially Nigeria. Gabon, Equa-

torial Guinea and Angola. In response,

France and other European countries

have moved to reassert their “influence"

in former colonies, like the Ivory Coast.

Along these lines, a Pentagon official

made clear that a key ingredient in

regional African security "is national mil-

itaries that are capable and competent and

not dying of AIDS." The forging of a spe-

cial relationship with the South African

military and restoring its combat readi-

ness is a priority of the American imperi-

alists. Recently, results of soldiers com-
ing forward for one HIV test showed an

astounding 87 per cent rate of positives,

and estimates for overall infection rales

range from 23 to 40 per cent. It was thus

mutually satisfactory then that the U.S.’s

National Institutes of Health (NIH) gave

$35 million (mainly for ARVs) to the

South African National Defence Force.

The U.S.. Britain and other imperialist

governments, despite hypocritical criti-

cisms of Mbeki. act as enforcers for the

extortionate drug monopolies. The Bush
administration has waged an international

campaign against generic ARVs and con-

doms, and manipulated billions in aid

money to promote U.S. pharmaceuti-

cal interests and a reactionary Christian

agenda of opposition to abortion and
preaching abstinence. Since the patents

for each component are held by different

companies, only the generic ARVs pro-

vide necessary medication in one pill (2 or

3 in 1 ). This is a qualitative enhancement
in economically backward countries,

where access to medical treatment and
transport is limited.

Cheap drugs to treat AIDS don't get

to Africa because the capitalist blood-

suckers on Wall Street and in the City

of London don’t want them to. This
doesn't stop the same pharmaceutical

giants from dumping all sorts of drugs not

yet approved for the West on African
countries. Or worse, in the late 1990s, 15

studies on mother-io-infanl transmission

funded by the U.S. and the UN used a pla-

cebo instead of AZT—this, when AZT
was known to effectively block this type

of HIV transmission. 1.502 infants were
expected to die. echoing (if not replicat-

ing!) the infamous, racist U.S.-funded
Tuskegee experiment where poor blacks

in the rural south were denied the known
treatment for syphilis. It’s within this

context that Mbeki’s rants about using
Africans as “guinea pigs” can get a hear-

ing from Africans outraged by the suffer-

ing they've endured.

Because they perpetuate the conditions

of economic impoverishment and cul-

tural backwardness, the imperialist pow-

ers are ultimately responsible for the

horrific scope of the AIDS epidemic

in sub-Saharan Africa. The 1980s saw

a mounting economic crisis throughout

most of the continent, which was com-

pounded by IMF and World Bank struc-

tural adjustment programmes carried out at

the behest of the imperialist bankers. The

wholesale economic devastation of the

continent has been deepened further by

the destruction of the Soviet Union,

which had acted as a counterweight to

American imperialism. During the Cold

War. many “Third World" regimes were

able to garner economic and military aid

by playing off Moscow' and Washington.

Driven by economic desperation and the

manifest bankruptcy of African national-

ism. there has been a resurgence of na-

tional. tribal and clan rivalries, leading to

almost continuous warfare throughout the

continent, supplemented by tribal and

clan massacres. In turn, these have been

cynically manipulated by the imperialists

and African politicians for their own
ends. The UN, the IMF. and French impe-

rialism bear significant responsibility for

the 1994 Rwandan Genocide, and inter-

vention by (he UN into Darfur. Sudan

is not a solution. From HIV/AIDS to

"humanitarian" relief for Sudan, the croc-

odile tears of concern for the plight of

Africa is imperialist hypocrisy: All V.S.l

UN/British and French troops out of
Africa! UNISouth African troops out of
Burundi and the DRC (Democratic Re-

public of the Congo]! Hands offSudan!

Women’s Oppression and
the Pandemic

In South Africa the face of HIV/AIDS
is the African woman. As we said in

Spartacisi South Africa No. 1 . devoted

entirely to AIDS, the woman question is

the burning social question here today:

"More than with any other disease in

modem history, every step in ihe search to

control and cure HlV/AlDS has been
hampered by the profit-driven capitalist

system and all the backward, repressive,

racist and anti-woman ideological crap
that comes with it.... And because it is a
sexually transmitted disease, the special

oppression that women suffer under cap-
italism creates a major obstacle to a cure.

All the guilt, shame and repressive taboos
about sex that are designed to subjugate
women via bourgeois morality also play
a major role in sabotaging a scientific

response to AIDS
"

African women between the ages 15 to 24
are two and a half limes a.s likely to be
HIV-infected as their male counterparts.

This disparity is partially the result of the

biological fact that HIV is more easily

transmitted from men to women. Sexual
activity also generally starts much earlier

for women, typically with partners five

to seven years older (increasing their

chances of infection), and often as "survi-

val sex" for groceries, tran.sport or school
fees. This is only made worse by the wide-
spread male insistence on nyama en\a-
nieni (flesh on flesh) and the common
belief that AIDS is a "woman’s disease."

The horrific gang rape and murder of
TAC AIDS activist Lorna Miofana in a
shebeen [township bar) toilet is emble-
matic of the degradation and oppres-
sion of women and its intersection with
HIV/AIDS. She was beaten and killed

after telling her attackers she was HIV-
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Nurses during 1995 wildcat strike carried signs reading “Away with Mandela,”

denounced ANC leader as “driver of gravy train” for aspiring black

capitalists. ANC government fired 6,000 nurses after strike.

ARVs. In one public incident, the Minis-

positive. Her doctor at the Khayclilsha

clinic said Mlofana. a 2 1 -year-old mother

of a 3-year-old boy, had been taking anti-

retroviral drugs for the past two years and

was a healthy woman who courageously

talked about the diseas'e to educate and

counter the stigma associated with it. We
solidarise with the TAC's vigorous pro-

test of this atrocity.

There are some 5().()0() reported cases

of rape per year in South Africa. Just

under a third of high school girls indicate

they are victims of rape, and 70 per cent

say they have been coerced into having

sexual intercourse. The myth that sex

with a virgin can cure AIDS has become

a further catalyst in escalating incidents

of rape of young girls. One South African

journalist who was raped and fought

bureaucratic obstacles to get AZT to pre-

vent HIV infection said; “We won't end

this epidemic until we understand the role

of tradition and religion—and of a culture

in which rape is endemic and has become

a prime means of transmitting the disea.se

to young women as well as children."

Mbcki labelled the journalist "racist” for

this observation. In fact, traditional views

are frequently comingled and overlap

with the religious doctrines of the Chris-

tian church and missionaries wherein sex

IS made a "moral" issue, thereby reinforc-

ing the stigma of AIDS. The control of

this pandemic is inconceivable without a

profound struggle against this retrograde

social backwardness.

The oppression of women and children

is bound up with the role of the bourgeois

monogamous family under capitalism,

where women are treated as property of

men, slated to raise the next generation of

wage slaves. The oppression of women
may take an even more extreme form in

the traditional African family, especially

when polygamy is still sanctioned. The

only solution is the destruction of the

capitalist system by the working class,

expropriating the capitalist class through

victorious socialist revolution, and pre-

paring the way for a classless society.

Then the material basis would exist for

replacing the family through collectivis-

ing household drudgery and child rearing.

The oppression and abuse of women
is reinforced by the anti-working-class,

anti-woman, anti-poor practices of the

regime. There is a huge gulf between offi-

cial policy as embodied in the "most pro-

gressive constitution in the world” and

reality. Only 45 per cent of the 309 des-

ignated abortion clinics actually provide

this vital procedure. Women stuck without

employment outside the home care for

the sick and dying, while the swelling

ranks ofAIDS orphans battle for survival.

The ANC has never taken a public stand

against the prevalent lohola (bride price)

in which women’s status is reduced to

property, or female genital mutilation,

still practised openly in rural areas and

secretly in the townships.

Bourgeois Nationalism
Is the Main Obstacle to

Revolutionary Consciousness

The Western-educated Mbeki and many

ANC bourgeois nationalists embrace con-

spiracy theories and AIDS denial. Mbeki

and his ministers employ sinister race-

baiting in their attacks on proponents of

ter of Health labelled the combative TAC
leader Mark Heywood as a "white man”
who tells "our Africans” that “you must

loyi toyi (martial protest dance] here." In

a speech at Fort Hare University in 200I .

Mbeki slanderously ascribed the view to

AIDS scientists that Africans are "germ

carriers, and human beings of a lower

order" who must "adopt strange options,

to save a depraved and diseased people

from perishing from self-inflicted dis-

ease." Likewise, the ANC expounds on

the ‘‘African Renaissance" and energeti-

cally promotes the authority of "tribal

leaders" and "traditional healers."

The ANC government’s cynical refusal

to recognise the crisis around AIDS is

also underpinned -by its elemental hostil-

ity on the gay question. It is common to

hear that homosexual sex is not “African.”

The association of AIDS with homosexu-

als. drug users, or any other particular

group has always been the ideological

cover for the concrete failure to fight it.

There is no such thing as a "homosexual

disease" or a "heterosexual disease." HIV
is a virus. We fight for full democratic

rights for gays and lesbians.

Likewise, the ANC-led government

orchestrates and manipulates an anti-

immigrant backlash. Today, it is immi-

grants and asylum seekers at whose feet

the scourge of AIDS is falsely laid. These

migrant workers, including "illegal" im-

migrants. are a living link between the

South African proletariat and the workers

throughout the region. Full citizenship

rights for all immigrants!

Mbeki et al.'s "Africanist" denuncia-

tions of Western science, race-baiting

and touting of "African solutions" are

intended to disguise the fact that the

bourgeois-nationalist ANC regime is the

main political agent of world imperialism

and the South African capitalist class

The ANC’s nationalism is a wellspring

for retrograde consciousness on HIV/

AIDS and women's oppression. To break

the chains of neo-apartheid capitalism,

and achieve genuine national and social

liberation, the working class must tran-

scend the ideology of nationalism.

the false belief that the black African

people—brutally oppressed by the while

rulers of South Africa—all have a com-

mon interest which stands higher than

class divisions. All working people in

this country—Zulu or Xhosa. Indian

or Coloured (mixed-race), immigrant or

native born. African or white—have a

common interest in fighting against ANC
capitalist austerity and neo-apartheid.

Break with the ANC-Led
Tripartite Alliance!

The Tripartite Alliance between the

misnamed SACP. COSATLl and the ANC
is a nationalist popular front through

which the African working class and dis-

pos.sessed are chained to their exploiters.

The SACP and COSATU have acted as a

medium for pressure at the base of soci-

ety that low cost ARVs be made available.

They have utilised differences over the

epidemic in the ruling party to push for a

formal change in the government’s posi-

tion on ARV distribution. But simultane-

ously. they are part of a division of labour

that marshals support for the ANC and

keeps any expression of disgruntlement

with the HlV-denialist Mbeki regime

confined to "safe” limits. They thus seek

to shackle the oppressed to their literal

executioners

At last year’s COSATU conference, the

SACP/COSATU tops dismissed the idea

of a split in the Tripartite Alliance and

announced a long-term (to 20 1 5) pro-

gramme of cooperation. Opponents of the

Alliance were told that their identities

were known and they should get out. The

COSATU tops and SACP quite con-

sciously did not use the national stage to

galvanise South African society on HIV/

AIDS. Any display of indignation was

buried as the Minister of Health and other

ANC luminaries were in attendance.

Instead Blade Nzimande. SACP general

secretary, addressed COSATU on the

need to renew the ANC by a massive

workers infusion into it for the upcoming

elections. An obligatory resolution call-

ing on the government to dispen.se ARVs
was passed. But the truth was captured by

a reader of Spariacisi South Africa and

COSATU member, who explained to us

that within COSATU itself there are inad-

equate structures to deal with the epidemic

even as its members are dying daily.

The SACP is integral to the administra-

tion of the capitalist state, which is an in-

strument for the suppression of the inter-

ests of the working class and opprcs.sed.

The chairman of the SACP is Minister of

Safety and Security with direct control

over the police, and Ronnie Kasrils is the

minister in charge of the National Intelli-

gence Agency that has been in the van-

guard of intimidation and worse of the

“social movements.” The SACP’s role in

covering the ANC’s fiank on HIV/AIDS

will prove to be one of the singular

betrayals in the sordid history of class-

collaborationist (popular-front) politics.

Acting as a political auxiliary to the

ANC is the TAC. a militant single-issue

pressure group arising out of the mass

desperation of the situation. The ANC
regime has employed repression against

the Anti-Privatisation Forum (APF) and

detention and torture against the Landless

Peoples Movement (LPM). TAC, another

one of the "social movements,” is seen to

be more acceptable because of its craven

political support for the ANC. (Although

this didn't stop COSATU tops from

warning the TAC that their short-lived

civil disobedience better not challenge

the “authority” of the state.) Given the

unprecedented destructive scope of the

epidemic, a denialist regime that with-

holds medicine that could save the lives

of thousands, and the intransigence of

the drug companies on pricing and

cheaper generics, “rampant, militant pro-

test would seem a given." But. as even the

bourgeois press notes in the course of

praising this group’s tactics, they are

merely a “whisper" on the "sliding scale

of a people’s revolutionary cause” [Sun-

day Independent. 7 December 2003).

On January 25th, the TAC held a

"People’s AIDS Forum” at Johannesburg

City Hall to build a "real partnership for

implementation" with the government.

At this event, the leadership policed the

audience to stifle militant expres.sions of

outrage. A person with AIDS spoke and.

pointing her finger at ANC Gauteng Pre-

mier Mbhazima Shilowa, said: "We are

bleeding and the government is doing

nothing." When she finished, a group of

youth converged to the front of the hall

toyi toying and chanting "Manto and

Mbeki are selling us out. We are going

to give them one minute to get out."

This prompted the TAC to say that the

woman’s sickness was the source of her

words, so for the TAC the government

was not the enemy. When Shilowa got up

continued on page 12
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Ukraine...
IcontinueJfrom pa^e 4)

embraced Bush's "war on icrror”—not

least in justifying its own murderous

colonial occupalion of Chechnya.

Capitalist counterrevolution has brought

with it a recrudescence of all the old

regional and intcrimperialist rivalries, and

ushered m new ones. While Germany

is going along with the U.S. vendetta

against Kuchma/Yanukovich. Social Dem-

ocratic chancelU>r Gerhard Schroder has

demonstratively maintained friendly rela-

tions with Putin throughout the con-

frontation, Meanwhile. Poland—this time

acting as a lackey of U.S.. not French,

onpenalism—has moved aggressively to

reassert its historic interests in Ukraine.

Ex-Stalinist president Aleksander Kwas-

niewski and former Solidarnosd leader

Lech Walesa both visited Kiev, the former

as a “mediator” blessed by Bush and the

latter in open solidarity with the "Orange

Revolution " The Polish vSejm (parlia-

ment). with many parliamentarians osten-

tatiously dressed in orange, passed a res-

olution demanding that the Kiev regime

"respect free elections." while rallies sup-

porting Yushchenko have been staged

throughout the country, in at least one

case raising the demand. "Ukraine With-

out Putin,"

For New October Revolutions!

The Bolshevik Revolution transformed

what Lenin called the tsarist "prison

house of peoples" into a multinational

federation. What made this possible was

the Bolsheviks' internationalist program,

which asserted full and equal national

Red Army units

entering Kiev,

1919. Christian

Rakovsky.
head of the

Ukrainian Soviet

government from
1919-23. with

Leon Trotsky

In 1927.

rights for all peoples—including the right

of national independence—in order to

secure the fullest unity of the workers of

all nationalities. From 1919 to 1923. the

head of the Ukrainian Soviet government

was Christian Rakovsky. the outstand-

ing Romanian revolutionary socialist and

Bolshevik leader, who later became Trot-

sky's key ally in the International Left

Opposition.

Keenly sensitive to any hint of anti-

Ukrainian prejudices among the largely

Russian or Russified Bolsheviks in the

Ukraine. Lenin and Trotsky insisted that

all Communist administrators working

there had to speak Ukrainian. Rakovsky

continued this tradition. In line with

Lenin's express concerns. Rakovsky was

singularly outspoken at the Twelfth Party

Congress m 1923 in denouncing the

chauvinist treatment by Stalin and his

allies of the Georgian Communists, an

early sign of the nationalist bureaucracy

consolidating around Stalin's leadership.

Placing the struggle against Russian

chauvinism firmly in the context of the

program of world socialist revolution.

Rakovsky declared: "If we are to become

the centre of the struggle of the oppressed

nationalities outside the boundaries of the

USSR, we must internally, within the

boundaries of the USSR, make a cor-

rect decision on the national question”

(Christian Rakovsky. Selected Wntinfis

on Opposition in the USSR

I
I9K0|).

The kind of ethnic and regional hos-

tilities that are coming to the fore today

can only be overcome through proletar-

ian class struggle. This was palpable in

the 1993 Donbass miners strike, the first

major workers struggle in the former

Soviet Union after the capitalist counter-

revolution, A red banner at one of

the strike demonstrations proclaimed;

"Nationalism Shall Not Pass!" The strike

soon spread from the Donbass coal fields

to the cities and on to the western

Ukraine, including cities near the Polish

border But the union leadership, working

closely with the mine directors, derailed

the struggle into a demand for regional

"self-administration" in the east, whereby

the mine directors would gel regional

autonomy in order to exercise control

over profits.

In a 1996 article titled "Why Marxists

Do Not Raise the Call 'Restore the

.Soviet Union'" (WV No. 6.39. 16 Febru-

ary 1996). wc wrote: "What will the

interpenetrated and heavily assimilated

Eastern Ukraine population want to

do in the aftermath of proletarian rev-

olution—go with Russia, the Western

Ukraine, a socialist federation linking

them, or' some other variant'.^” The out-

come of this question depends heavily on

whether the next wave of revolutionary

ferment is generated, for example, from

Warsaw or Berlin in the west or Moscow

in the east—or Central Asia. One thing

is certain: the only way out of the immis-

eration and fratricide unleashed by capi-

talist counterrevolution lies in socialist

revolution to sweep away all the new

capitalist ruling classes and return to

the Bolshevik internationalism of Lenin

and Trotsky

AIDS...
(continuedfrom page / / )

to speak, (he chanting and loyi toying

began again: "The Black Elite is causing

this suffering.” Shilowa’s speech was an

insult and youth in the back of the hall

started making placards: "African potato,

olive oil. she must taste it first" and

"Phansi nge Beet Root” [Down with beet

root). Another read "If you want votes go

to the nearest cemetery.” TAC members

roamed the hall collecting the offending

placards.

The TAC's whole strategy exemplifies

the limits of keeping the struggle for

decent health care and living conditions

within the confines of capitalism, espe-

cially when the vast majority of the

world's population lives in poverty. Polit-

ically loyal to the ANC. their "watchdog"

strategy of pressuring the regime has

turned them into political cops suppress-

ing the immense and justifiable rage

against the government. Disenchanted

TAC activists must break with single-

issue activism and with the ANC and

struggle against the capitalist profit sys-

tem of exploitation, poverty and war.

A "Left" Opponent of

Revolutionary Marxism

Posturing to the left of the ANC/SACP
is the Democratic Socialist Movement
(DSM), affiliated with the Committee for

a Workers International of Peter Taaffe.

The D.SM has opposed Mbeki's HIV/
AIDS denial and criticised the TAC for.

among other things, defending the prof-

its of drug companies. They say "the

battle against AIDS cannot be won in

the Courts, bui in the struggle against

capitalism itself Uzwi Labusehenzi. June

2002). They criticise TAC leader Zackie

Achmat's public posture as a "loyal ANC
member bewildered by the apparently

inexplicable position of his leader.

NOTICE
Vt/orkers Vanguard skips

an issue in December.

Our next issue will

be dated January 7.

Mbeki...." This might lead some to give

credence to the DSM as bona fide defend-

ers of the downtrodden. Nothing could be

further from the truth. For a group that

spent some 20 years (!) inside the ANC as

the so-called Marxist Workers Tendency

(MWT). to attack Achmat for his slavish

loyalty to the same ANC lakes some truly

self-serving memory loss. Ignoring the

clear print of the Freedom Charter, they

repeatedly state the ANC's capitalist pro-

gramme began in 1996 with the imposi-

tion of GEAR. But the ANC did not just

recently go bad. It has always been expli-

citly capitalist. The MWT stayed inside

the ANC when it negotiated the historic

betrayal of the African masses in 1994.

They were in the ANC when the Mandela

government unleashed repression against

the national nurses strike and fired 6.000

in the Eastern Cape in 1995. Their current

opposition to the ANC. including on

HIV/AIDS, does not diminish the respon-

.sibility they bear for the crimes of the

ANC. which they helped pul into power

Forge a Leninist-Trotskyist

Party!

South Africa is an example of what

Marxists call combined and uneven

development. The technologies to build

nuclear reactors and chronic outbreaks of

cholera have an uneasy coexistence. On
the streets of Durban, purveyors of muthi

(traditional medicines) offering mystery

powders and ground bones as cures for

the ravages of AIDS are found side by

side with the advanced technology nec-

essary to operate one of the world's most

active industrial ports. Modern indus-

trial and mining complexes were built

through the superexploitation of the

black toilers by the white capitalist class.

The privileged white minority enjoys liv-

ing standards comparable to the wealthi-

est enclaves in North America and West

Europe, including having access to the

best medical care money can buy. But a

powerful working class exists that will

be the gravedigger of the neo-apartheid

social order.

In South Africa, with its significant

economic development in the crucial

urban centres and its relatively advanced

medical care. ARVs could be distributed

on a massive scale. Less developed

Botswana is distributing ARVs free to

17,400 people, which is. however, only

a fraction of its 26().()00-slrong HIV-

positive population (the government esti-

mates that lOO.OOO people are in immedi-

ate need of ARVs). But even the most

rational and humane policy under neo-

apartheid capitalism may well not be

enough to save the lives of millions of

people in this country, including entire

sections of the South African proletariat.

Poverty, homophobia, women's oppres-

sion and "traditional institutions” will

continue to plague any approach to this

di.sease, strongly affecting who is treated.

The availability of drugs and the rational

utilisation of technology are hamstrung

by private medical services and profiteer-

ing pharmaceutical companies. In rural

areas, the absence of infrastructure, trans-

port and refrigeration presents additional

obstacles to be overcome.

South Africa has the most powerful

proletariat on the continent. There are in

its ranks many adherents of a socialist

vision of society. This proletariat has not

been defeated in battle, although its lib-

eration was “negotiated" away at least

temporarily. The powerful strikes against

privatisation over the past three years

have not raised the basic call for free

ARVs for everybody now! This would
destabilise the ANC and South Africa in

a profound way, so deeply is the country

fractured by this crisis.

Massive unemployment and land hun-

ger. the displacement of the African pop-

ulation in townships, the migrant labour

system with its single-sex hostels—the

entire edifice of social inequality—these

are the core characteristics of neo-

apartheid capitalism today. If it is to fight

for its own liberation against capitalist

exploitation, the South African working

class must lead the battle against the

obstruction of the Alliance on AIDS. It

must oppose the brutal oppression of

women, immigrants and the rural poor. It

must take up the cause of the millions

who languish in the country's impover-

ished shantytowns.

Spariacisl South Africa is dedicated

to the task of building a revolutionary

internationalist vanguard party as the

critical step in unchaining the power

of the South African proletariat. It will

struggle against every manifestation of

social oppression and police tyranny.

It will be. in Lenin's words, a "tribune

of the people." The South African work-

ing class must be an instrument of its

own emancipation and all the oppressed

by sweeping away capitalism in sub-

Saharan Africa. However, the scourge

of HIV/AIDS cannot be eliminated with-

in the colonial-derived boundaries of

the South African stale. The survival of

socialist revolution on the subcontinent

requires its international extension to the

metropolitan bastions of imperialism in

the West and Japan. This is the task

to which the International Communist
League is dedicated. Then and only then

will the necessary social resources and

the most advanced medical and scientific

techniques be employed in the service of

all humanity to truly tackle the plague of

HIV/AIDS.
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Egypt; Ireland; Obituaries.

Stop Vendetta Against Michael Jackson!, #818,
23 Jan. (12, 11)

Hands Off Anti-Fascist Protester Ines Weiner!
(PDC letter), #820. 20 Feb. (2)

Free Anarchist Sherman Austin! (CSDN), #821,
5 Mar, (2)*

Free Anarchist... (C), #828. 11 June '(11)

Palestinian Militant Farouk Abdel-Muhti Freed!

(CSDN). #825. 30 Apr, (3)

Jerry Dale Lowe Released from Federal Prison

(CSDN). #831, 3 Sept, (2)

Jaan Laaman Thrown in Solitary for Solidarity

with ONC and RNC Protests (CSDN), #831.
3 Sept. (2)

Free Aaron Patterson!. #833. 1 Oct. (2)

flay Levasseur Released, #837, 26 Nov. (3)

* Padilla, Jose
Federal Court Rules Against Ashcroft, Bush on

Padilla, #817, 9 Jan. (2. 10)*

Federal Court Rules... (C), #818, 23 Jan. (10)

Supreme Court Rulings—Partial Setback to

Bush Administration (SL and PDC statement).

#829, 9 July (2)

• Stewart, Lynne

“War on Terror" Frame-Up of Radical Lawyer,

#823, 2 Apr. (2)

Drop the Charges Against Lynne Stewart.

Mohammed Yousry, Ahmed Abdel Sattarl,

#829. 9 July (3, 5)

Come to the Courthouse! Defend Lynne
Stewart!. #835. 29 Oct. (2)

Fight Sinister Government “Terrorism" Smear.
#836, 12 Nov. (16. 13)

Civil Rights—See Black Question; Civil Liberties:

Cases; Police; Woman Question. See also

Socialist Workers Party.

Civil Rights Movement—See Black Question.

Cliffites—See Canada; “Globalization" Protests;

International Socialist Organization.

Colonialism—See Algeria; Iraq: U.S. War and
Occupation; South Africa.

Columbia University—See Black Question;
Campus Repression; Campus Workers.

COMMITTEE FOR A WORKERS’
INTERNATIONAL (CWI)—And see France;

Germany; U.S.: Elections.

Ukraine Con Game—Taaffeite CWI: From
Yeltsin's Barricades to the Augean Stables,

#828. 11 June (7. 9. 10)

Cooper, Kevin—See Death Penalty.

Cosby, Bill—See Black Question.

DEATH PENALTY—And see Abu-Jamal:
Defense Campaign; Partisan Defense
Committee. See also Civil Liberties: Cases.

Depraved Arkansas Execution, #818. 23 Jan. (2)

Stop Execution of Kevin Cooper! (PDC
statement) (CSDN). #819, 6 Feb. (2)

De Leon. Daniel—See Quote of the Week.

DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN
NATIONAL CONVENTIONS—And see
Anarchism; U.S.: Elections.

Protest Cop Repression Against Anti-DNC
Activists! (PDC letter) (YSp). #827, 28 May (7)

Reporter's Notebook from Boston (by Gershon
Brown) (YSp). #830, 6 Aug. (8. 10, 11)

Boston: Anti-Abortion Bigot Driven Out; Fascist

Provocation Spiked (YSp), #830. 6 Aug. (10)

NYC: 500,000 Protest RNC. #831. 3 Sept. (4)

Drop All Charges Against RNC Protesters!,

#832, 17 Sept. (6, 8)

DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISTS OF AMERICA
(DSA)
YDS Conference: "Life After Bush” or “Dawn of

the Dead"? (YSp). #823, 2 Apr. (8)

Dixon. Marcus—See Black Question.

DuBois. Charles—See Public Employees.

Economics—See China; Quote of the Week.

EDUCATION—And see Black Question.

Charter Schools: An Attack on Public Education
(L) (YSp). #825, 30 Apr. (6, 8)

Fifty Years After Brown v. Board of Education—
Public Education: A Promise Undelivered,

#831, 3 Sept. (11, 14)

EGYPT
Stop Persecution of Leftist Militants! (CSDN),

#819. 6 Feb, (2)

Elections—See History of the Marxist
Movement; International Socialist

Organization; Quote of the Week; U.S.:

Elections. See also France; Germany; India.

El Salvador—See Truck Drivers.

Engels, Friedrich—See Gay Rights; Quote of the
Week.

Europe—See “Globalization" Protests; specific

countries.

Fahrenheit 9/ 11See U.S.: General. See also

Iraq: U.S. War and Occupation.

Family—See Gay Rights; Woman Question.

FASCISM—And see Civil Liberties; Cases;
Committee for a Workers' International;

Socialist Workers Party. See also Democratic
and Republican National Conventions; U.S.:

Elections.

Greensboro Massacre: We Will Not Forget!,

#835, 29 Oct. (3)

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)—See Abu-
Jamal: Defense Campaign; Civil Liberties:

General; Fascism.

Feminism—See Woman Question.

FRANCE—And see Algeria; Haiti.

French Elections: Trotskyists Give Critical

Support to Gauche Revolutionnaire, #826.
14 May (6. 7)

Fraser. Richard S. (Dick)—See Black Question;
Quote of the Week.

Friends of Durruti-See History of the Marxist
Movement.

FTAA (Free Trade Association of the Americas)—
See “Globalization" Protests; Mexico.

GAY RIGHTS—And see Civil Liberties: Cases;
Democratic and Republican National

Conventions; Woman Question.

For the Right to Gay Marriage!, #821 . 5 Mar.

(12 . 8)

Marriage and the Capitalist State (W&R). #824.
16 Apr. (4. 5. 9)

Georgia State University—See Black Question.

GERMANY—And see Turkey.

Trotskyist Youth Intervene in Student Strikes at

Berlin Universities (Spartakist) (YSp). #819.
6 Feb. (5. 6)*

Trotskyist Youth... (C) (YSp), #821, 5 Mar. (7)

Students Pass Spartakist Motion Condemning
Anti-Strike Slanders (Spartakist) (YSp). #819.
6 Feb. (6)

German Spartacists Give Critical Support to

Taaffeites in Rostock Elections. #828. 11 June

(11 )

Berlin: Racist "Anti-Germans" Attack Mumia
Supporters, Immigrants, #830, 6 Aug. (7)

“GLOBALIZATION" PROTESTS-And see
Greece; Mexico.

Miami FTAA Protest; Cops Rampage Against
Youth. Labor (YSp). #817. 9 Jan. (6. 7. 8. 9)

London: Uproar at European Social Forum.
#835, 29 Oct. (4, 11)

Graduate Student Employees United/UAW
(GSEU)

—

See Campus Workers.

GREECE
Drop All Charges Against the Thessaloniki

Protesters Now!, #822, 19 Mar. (2)

The Founding of the Trotskyist Group of Greece.
#838, 10 Dec. (6, 7)

Agreement for Common Work Between Greek
Comrades and the ICL (FI). #838, 10 Dec.

(7. 9)

Green Party—See International Socialist

Organization; U.S.: Elections.

Greensboro Massacre—See Fascism.

Grocery Store Workers—See Agricultural and
Food Workers.

Guantanamo Naval Base—See Abu-Jamal:
Message from Death Row.

HAITI

U.S./UN Troops Out!, #821, 5 Mar. (1.11)

Haymarket Square—See Labor: History.

Health Care—See Los Angeles; Public Health;
South Africa. See also Agricultural and Food
Workers; Hotel and Restaurant Workers.

Hispanics—See Immigration; Police; Truck
Drivers.

HISTORY OF THE MARXIST MOVEMENT
—And see Chomsky; Quote of the Week.

Trotskyism and Anarchism in the Spanish Civil

War (S)

Part 1, #828. 11 June (4. 5. 10)

Part 2. #829, 9 July (4, 5)

Communist Policy in Bourgeois Elections (YSp).

#835, 29 Oct. (6. 7. 8. 9)

Hitler, Adolf—See U.S.: Elections.

Homosexual Rights—See Gay Rights.

Hong Kong—See China.

Horowitz, David—See Black Question. See also

Campus Repression.

Hospital Employees—See Los Angeles.

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT WORKERS
Hotel Workers Confront Bosses' Union Busting.

#832. 17 Sept, (12. 11)

Victory to NYC Airport Hotel Workers Strike!.

#833. 1 Oct. (12. 11)

Atlantic City: Victory to Casino Hotel Workers
Strike!. #834. 15 Oct. (12. 9)

SYC Initiates United-Front Rally at CCSF: Victory
to the San Francisco Hotel Workers Strike!

(YSp). #834, 15 Oct. (4, 9)

UNITE HERE Strike Support Rally Endorsers (L)

(YSp). #835. 29 Oct. (5)

San Francisco; Donate $$$ for Locked-Out Hotel
Workers!, #836, 12 Nov. (11)

IMMIGRATION

—

And see Agricultural and
Food Workers; Campus Protests; Civil

Liberties: General, Cases; Hotel and
Restaurant Workers; Quote of the Week;
Transit Workers; Woman Question. See also
Germany; South Africa; Turkey.

Bush’s Immigration Trap, #820, 20 Feb. (1, 8. 9)

Racist Roundup of Immigrants at Newark
Airport, #825, 30 Apr. (10)

Los Angeles; La Migra. LAPD Terrorize Latinos,
Blacks, #829. 9 July (12. 11)
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Imperialism—See Campus Protests; Chomsky;
“Globatlzatlon” Protests; Haiti; Iraq: U.S. War
and Occupation; Mexico; Quote of the Week;
United States.

INDIA
On the Indian Elections (L), #830, 6 Aug. (3. 13)

Indymedia—See Civil Liberties; General.

Internal Revenue Service (IRS)—See Civil

Liberties: General.

INTERNATIONAL BOLSHEVIK TENDENCY
(IBT)

Kneeling Before the Body of General Wolfe on
the Plains of Abraham (L), #827, 28 May
{4, 5, 11)

International Brotherhood of Teamsters—See
Truck Drivers.

International Communist League (Fourth

Internationalist) (ICL)—See Australia; France;
Germany; Greece; Internationalist Group;
Iraq: Antiwar Protests; Labor Black Leagues;
Spartacus Youth Clubs; Woman Question;
Workers Vanguard. See also Britain;

“Globalization” Protests; Ireland; Mexico;
South Africa.

International Longshore and Warehouse Union
(ILWU)—See Iraq: Antiwar Protests; Labor:
General; Truck Drivers.

International Longshoremen's Association (ILA)

—

See Truck Drivers.

International Marxist Tendency (IMT)—See
Venezuela.

INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST
ORGANIZATION (ISO)-And see Black

Question; Campus Workers; U.S.: Elections.
See also Agricultural and Food Workers;
Campus Repression.

ISO Backs Capitalist Greens in S.F. Elections:
ISO Reaches Its Nader (YSp). #818. 23 Jan. (7)*

ISO Backs... (C) (YSp), #821, 5 Mar. (7)

ISO Excludes Black Spartacists to Avoid Debate:
What Strategy for Black Liberation? (YSp),
#825, 30 Apr. (7, 8)

INTERNATIONALIST GROUP (IG)—And see
also Brazil; Iraq: Antiwar Protests.

Ukraine Con Game: IG’s Potemkin Village Idiocy
Ad Absurdum. #828, 11 June (6, 8, 9)

The IG and Iraq Occupation (L), #832, 17 Sept. (2)

IRAN—And see U.S.: International Relations.
See also Near East.

Kurdish Leftist Sentenced to Death (PDC letter).

#832, 17 Sept. (3)

IRAQ
* U.S. War and Occupation—And see Abu*
Jamal: Message from Death Row; Chomsky;
Civil Liberties: General; Near East; Spain;
United States.

U.S. Imperialists Rape Iraq, #817, 9 Jan. (1. 4. 5)*

U.S. Imperialists... (C), #818, 23 Jan. (10)

U.S. Out of Iraq! UN Stay Out!, #822, 19 Mar.
(1.8. 9. 10. 11)

Imperialists Carry Out Massacre in Falluja

#824. 16 Apr. (1. 10. 11)

U.S. Imperialism’s Torture, Inc., #826, 14 May
( 1 .

10 . 11 )

Down With the Colonial Occupation of Iraq!,

#828, 11 June (1,2)

Imperialist Butchers Try Their Former
Henchmen, #829, 9 July (8)

Imperialist Massacre in Naiaf. #831 . 3 Sept.
(1.14)

Army Resen/ists Refuse "Suicide Mission” (E)

#835, 29 Oct. (3)

Slogans and the Iraq War (L). #836, 12 Nov
(2. 3)

U.S. Imperialists Devastate Falluja, #837,
26 Nov. (1 . 9)

• Antiwar Protests—And see Canada; Civil
Liberties: General; Internationalist Group;
Ireland; Revolutionary Communist Party.
See also Woman Question.

Defend the Berkeley Three! (YSp), #817, 9 Jan. (8)

International Communist League in Worldwide
Protests. #824, 16 Apr. (11)

Victory! Charges Dropped Against Port
Protesters. #827, 28 May (8)

The Left and the "Iraqi Resistance”. #830
6 Aug. (16, 14. 15)

IRELAND
Defend Antiwar Activist Mary Ketlyl (L) #837
26 Nov. (2. 9)

Islam—See Canada; France; Iraq.

Islamic Fundamentalism—See Canada; Iraq;
Near East.

Israel—See Chomsky; Near East. See also
Campus Repression.

Italy—See Turkey.

Jackson, Janet—See U.S.: General.

14

Jackson. Michael—See Civil Liberties: Cases.

JAPAN
The Struggle Against Women’s Oppression

{Spartacist Japan) (W&R), #832, 17 Sept.

(4. 5. 9)

Kurdish Question—See International Bolshevik
Tendency; Iran; Turkey. See also Iraq: U.S.

War and Occupation.

Laaman. Jaan—See Civil Liberties: Cases;
Partisan Defense Committee.

LABOR
* General—And see Agricultural and Food
Workers; Campus Workers; “Globalization”
Protests; Hotel and Restaurant Workers;
Immigration: Public Employees; Quote of the
Week; Transit Workers; Truck Drivers. See
also Airlines; Canada; China; Labor Black
Leagues; Mexico; Philippines; South Africa.

Million Worker March; Tail of Lesser-Evilism.

#831, 3 Sept. (16. 15)

Karl Marx: "Abolish the Wages System!", #831,
3 Sept. (15)

Exchange on the Million Worker March (L),

#834, 15 Oct. (2. 3. 10)

• History—And see Quote of the Week.
Honor Lucy Parsons!. #825, 30 Apr. (2)

LABOR BLACK LEAGUES (LBLs)—And see
Civil Liberties: General; Hotel and Restaurant
Workers; Police.

Join the Labor Black Leagues!, #834. 15 Oct.

(3)

Latin America—See Brazil; Mexico; Venezuela.

Latinos—See Immigration; Police; Truck Drivers.

League for the Fourth International (LFI)—See
Internationalist Group.

League for the Revolutionary Party (LRP)—See
Immigration; Venezuela.

Left Organizations—See Anarchism; China;
Democratic and Republican National
Conventions; Iraq; U.S.: Elections; Venezuela;
specific organizations. See also “Globalization”
Protests.

Left Turn—See Anarchism.

Lenin, V. I
—See History of the Marxist

Movement; Iraq: U.S. War and Occupation;
Quote of the Week.

Liebknecht, Karl—See Quote of the Week.

Liga Bolchevique Internactonalista (LBI)—See
Brazil.

Liga de Trabajadores por el Socialismo (LTS)—
See Mexico; Venezuela.

Longshoremen—See Iraq: Antiwar Protests;
Labor: General; Truck Drivers.

LOS ANGELES—And see Agricultural and
Food Workers; Hotel and Restaurant
Workers; immigration.

L.A. Bosses Take Ax to King/Drew Medical
Center. #836. 12 Nov. (5. 11)

Lowe, Jerry Dale—See Civil Liberties: Cases;
Partisan Defense Committee.

Maoism—See China; Revolutionary Communist
Party.

Malkin, Michelle—See Campus Protests.

Marx, Karl—See Labor: General.

Massed. Joseph—See Campus Repression.

Medicine—See Public Health; South Africa.

MEXICO—And see also Venezuela.
Mexican Trotskyists Say: For Workers

Mobilizations Against NAFTA. FTAA!
(Espartaco) (S)

Part 1. #819. 6 Feb. (3, 9)

Part 2. #820. 20 Feb. (6. 7. 11)

Protest Grisly Murder of UNAM Activist! (YSo)
#827. 28 May (6)

Protest Police Repression Against Guadalajara
Demonstration!. #828, 11 June (12)

Class Battles in Mexico {Espartaco) #833
1 Oct. (4. 5. 10)

Gloria Trevi Freed!. #833. 1 Oct. (5)

Million Worker March-See Labor: General.
Miners—See Civil Liberties: Cases.

Moore. Michael—See U.S.: General.

Morenoites—See Brazil: Mexico; Venezuela.

MOVE—See Abu-Jamai: Defense Campaign-
Partisan Defense Committee.

“N ” Word—See Black Question.

NAACP (National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People)—See Abu-Jamal: Defense
Campaign; Civil Liberties: General.

Nader, Ralph—See Democratic and Republican
National Conventions: International Socialist
Organization; U.S.: Elections.

NAFTA—See Mexico. See also “Globalization"
Protests.

Nationalism—See Britain; Mexico.

National Lawyers Guild (NLG)—See Civil

Liberties; General.

National Question—See Greece; International

Bolshevik Tendency; Near East.

NEAR EAST—And see Chomsky; Egypt; Iraq:

U.S. War and Occupation; Obituaries; U.S.:

International Relations. See also Campus
Repression; Canada.

Israeli Wall Seals Palestinian Ghettos. #819,
6 Feb, (1. 10. 11)

Grotesque Assassination of Reactionary Hamas
Leader: Bloody Zionist Provocation, #823.
2 Apr. (1 . 2)

Mordechai Vanunu Released After 18 Years In

Prison. #825. 30 Apr. (1. 11)

Zionist Massacre in Gaza, #827, 28 May (1 . 9)

Solidarity with Palestinian Hunger-Strikers!

(PDC letter), #831, 3 Sept. (3)

Zionist Butchers Strike Gaza, #834, 15 Oct.

( 1
.
10

.
11 )

Vanunu Arrested Again, #837. 26 Nov. (12. 8)

New York City—See Democratic and Republican
National Conventions; Police; Transit

Workers. See also Hotel and Restaurant
Workers.

New York Post—See U.S.: International

Relations.

Newark. New Jersey—See Immigration.

News Media

—

See Civil Liberties: General; U.S.:

international Relations.

North Korea—See Iraq: U.S. War and
Occupation; Revolutionary Communist Party.

Not in Our Name (NION)—See Iraq: Antiwar
Protests; Revolutionary Communist Party.

Oakland, California—See Civil Liberties: General;
Iraq: Antiwar Protests; Public Employees;
Truck Drivers.

OBITUARIES
Edward Said: Passionate Advocate of

Palestinian Freedom. Human Dignity. #817,
9 Jan. (3, 9)

Farouk Abdel-Muhti: 1947-2004. #830, 6 Auq
(3)

Ontario Coalition Against Poverty (OCAP)—See
Canada.

Padilla. Jose—See Civil Liberties; Padilla Case.
See also Partisan Defense Committee.

Palestinians—See Chomsky; Civil Liberties:
Cases; Near East; Obituaries.

Parsons, Lucy—See Labor: History.

PARTISAN DEFENSE COMMITTEE (PDC)
—And see also Civil Liberties: Cases;
Democratic and Republican National
Conventions; Iran; Near East; Philippines;
Socialist Workers Party.

PDC Holiday Appeal; Thousands of Dollars
Raised for Class-War Prisoners. #818, 23 Jan
(4. 5. 6)

Letters to the Partisan Defense Committee
#818, 23 Jan. (5)

19th Holiday Appeal for Class-War Prisoners.
#836. 12 Nov. (16. 15)

Free the Class-War Prisoners!. #836. 12 Nov
(14)

19th Holiday Appeal for Class-War Prisoners.
#837, 26 Nov. (3)

Party Question—See History of the Marxist
Movement.

Pedophilia—See Britain; Civil Liberties: General,
Cases.

Permanent Revolution-See Brazil; Iraq: U.S. War
and Occupation; Mexico; South Africa.

PHILIPPINES
Racist American Imperialism Forged Through

Blood and Torture (L), #830, 6 Aug. (2)

Protest Massacre of Unionists in Philippines’
(CSDN). #838, 10 Dec. (2)

Poland—See United Secretariat.

POLICE—And see Abu*Jamal: Message from
Death Row; “Globalization” Protests;
Immigration. See also Australia; Labor;
History: Mexico.

Justice. New York Style: First They Shoot the
Man, Then They Sue the Family. #817. 9 Jan.
(2)

NYPO Guns Down Black Teenager (New York
LBL statement). #819. 6 Feb. (12. 8)

Protest Racist Cop Terror at the University of
Chicago! (YSp). #821. 5 Mar. (6)

Protest Chicago Cop Killing of Activist May
Mohna! (Chicago LBSL leaflet), #828, 11 June
(3)*

Protest Chicago Cop... (C), #830, 6 Aug. (2)
Boston Cops Kill Student. #835. 29 Oct. (12)

WORKERS VANGUARD



Popular Front—See Brazil; History of the Marxist
Movement; Revolutionary Communist Party.

Port Truckers—See Truck Drivers.

Prisons—See Abu-Jamal: Message from Death
Row; Civil Liberties: Cases; Death Penalty;
Partisan Defense Committee.

Progessive Labor Party (PL)—See U.S.: Elections.

Prostitution-See Woman Question.

Protectionism-See Labor: General.

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Oakland: Black Union Militant Fired (L), #830.

6 Aug. (15)

PUBLIC HEALTH—And see South Africa.

Capitalist Greed and the Flu Vaccine Shortage,
#837, 26 Nov. (6. 11)

Quebec—See Canada; international Bolshevik
Tendency.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
Lenin on Imperialism (V.l. Lenin), #817. 9 Jan. (2)

For the Communism of Lenin, Luxemburg and
Liebknecht! (Karl Liebknecht), #818, 23 Jan. (2)

Black Liberation and the American Socialist

Revolution (R.S. Fraser), #819. 6 Feb. (2)

Proletarian Unity and Defense of Immigrant
Workers (V.l. Lenin). #820, 20 Feb. (2)

For a Class-Struggle Leadership in the Unions!
(Daniel De Leon). #821, 5 Mar. (2)

The Capitalist State Cannot Be Reformed
(Gregory Zinoviev), #822, 19 Mar, (2)

Proletarian Democracy vs. Bourgeois
Democracy (Nikolai Bukharin and Evgeny
Preobrazhensky). #823, 2 Apr. (2)

Morals and Class Society (Leon Trotsky). #824.
16 Apr. (2)

The Workers State in a World Capitalist

Economy (United Opposition of the CPSU.
1927), #825, 30 Apr. (2)

Black Liberation Through Socialist Revolution

(R.S. Fraser). #826, 14 May (2)

The State: Instrument of Class Repression
(V.l. Lenin). #827. 28 May (2)

Class Collaboration and the Spanish Revolution

(Felix Morrow). #828, 11 June (2)

Lessons of the Spanish Civil War (Bolshevik-

Leninist Section of Spain. 1937). #829, 9 July

(2)

Capitalism and the Concept of Race (R.S.

Fraser). #830. 6 Aug. (2)

Black Liberation and the Struggle for Workers
Revolution (Max Shachtman), #831, 3 Sept, (2)

"No Peace with the Present-Day State!”

(Wilhelm Liebknecht). #832. 17 Sept. (2)

Social Equality and Black Freedom (R.S.

Fraser), #833. 1 Oct. (2)

For Workers Revolution! (Friedrich Engels).

#834. 15 Oct. (2)

For New October Revolutions! (John Reed).
#835. 29 Oct. (2)

Solidarity with Class-War Prisoners! (James P.

Cannon). #836, 12 Nov. (2)

Defense of the Workers States and International

Socialist Revolution (Leon Trotsky). #837.
26 Nov. (2)

Socialism and Human Liberation (Leon Trotsky),

#838, 10 Dec. (2)

Rail Workers—See Canada.

Reagan, Ronald-See U.S.: General.

Reed. John—See Quote of the Week.

Religion—See Canada; U.S.: Elections. See also

Transit Workers.

Republican National Convention—See
Democratic and Republican National
Conventions.

REVOLUTIONARY COMMUNIST PARTY
(RCP)—And see China; Iraq: Antiwar Protests;

U.S.: Elections.

Revolutionary in Name Only (YSp). #823, 2 Apr.

(6. 7. 8)

The RCP and the "Anybody But Bush"
Bandwagon (L), #827, 28 May (2)

RUSSIA—And see Committee for a Workers'
International; Internationalist Group; Ukraine.

Moscow Foreign Student Dorm Fire Kills 43,

#818. 23 Jan. (3)

Russian Question—See “Globalization” Protests;

Iraq: Antiwar Protests; Quote of the Week.

Said. Edward—See Obituaries.

San Francisco—See Gay Rights; Hotel and
Restaurant Workers: International Socialist

Organization.

Seniors—See U.S.: General.

Service Employees International Union (SEIU)—See Los Angeles.

Sex Witchhunt—See Black Question; Britain;

Civil Liberties: General. Cases; U.S.: General.
See also Mexico.

Shachtman, Max—See Quote of the Week.

Sharpton, Ai—See U.S.: Elections.

Socialist Alternative—See U.S.: Elections.

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY (SWP)
—And see U.S.: Elections.

SWP Office, Black Cafe Firebombed (CSDN).
#833, 1 Oct. (2)

Soiidarnosb—See United Secretariat.

SOUTH AFRICA
Workers Struggle Against Neo-Apartheid Rule,

#823. 2 Apr. (12. 9. 10. 11)

Protest ANC Government Crackdown on Leftists

and Landless Peoples Movement!, #826.
14 May (2)

AIDS Ravages South Africa (Spartacist South
Africa), #838, 10 Dec. (1, 10. 11, 12)

Soviet Union—See China; Committee for a
Workers' International; Internationalist Group;
Quote of the Week; Revolutionary Communist
Party.

SPAIN—And see Quote of the Week.

Bush's Iraq Coalition Splinters: Heinous
Bombing and Official Lies Topple Government.
#823, 2 Apr. (1 , 4)

Spanish Civil War—See Chomsky; History of the
Marxist Movement; Quote of the Week.

Spartacist League/U.S.—See U.S.: International

Relations; Workers Vanguard. See also

Spartacus Youth Clubs.

SPARTACUS YOUTH CLUBS—And see
Agricultural and Food Workers; Anarchism;
Black Question; Campus Protests; Campus
Repression; Campus Workers; Hotel and
Restaurant Workers; Workers Vanguard.

Join the SYC! SYC Ten Point Program (YSp),

#837, 26 Nov. (7)

Stalinism—See China; Chomsky; India; Quote of

the Week; Revolutionary Communist Party.

Stewart, Lynne—See Civil Liberties: Stewart
Case.

Students—See Agricultural and Food Workers;
Black Question; Campus Protests; Campus
Repression; Campus Workers; Hotel and
Restaurant Workers.

Taaffeites—See Committee for a Workers'
International.

Teachers—See Campus Repression; Education.

TRANSIT WORKERS—And see Agricultural

and Food Workers.

Down With New York City Transit's "Workplace
Violence" Witchhunt!, #826, 14 May (12. 9)

NYC Transit: Reinstate TWU Shop Chairman
Carlos Blackman!, #832, 17 Sept. (3)

Transit Workers Fight Religious Discrimination

by NYCT. #836. 12 Nov, (10)

Transport Workers Union (TWU)—See Transit

Workers.

Trotsky. Leon—See History of the Marxist
Movement; Quote of the Week.

TRUCK DRIVERS—And see Agricultural and
Food Workers.

Support and Organize the Port Truckers!, #826,
14 May (12. 11)

Port Truckers Strike East, Gulf Coasts, #829,
9 July (3. 9)

Teamster Organizer Assassinated in El Salvador;

Honor Gilberto Soto!, #837, 26 Nov. (2)

TURKEY
Protest Cop Roundup of Turkish Leftists in

Europe!. #824, 16 Apr. (3)

UKRAINE—And see Committee for a Workers'
International; Internationalist Group.

Robber Barons and Nationalist Demagogues
Fall Out. #838, 10 Dec. (4, 12)

UNITE HERE—See Hotel and Restaurant
Workers.

United Food and Commercial Workers (UFCW)—
See Agricultural and Food Workers.

United Nations—See Haiti; Near East. See also

Iraq; U.S. War and Occupation.

UNITED SECRETARIAT (USec)—And see
Brazil; “Globalization” Protests. See also

Algeria.

The USec and Solidarnos'c (L), #830. 6 Aug. (13)

UNITED STATES
* General—And see Civil Liberties: General;
Democratic and Republican National
Conventions.

The Nipple That Shook the Moral Foundation of

a Nation. #820, 20 Feb. (12)

Fahrenheit 9/11: A Marxist Review (R) (by Aman
Singh), #829. 9 July (12, 10. 11)

9/11 Commission Report: Bush, Kerry Push
"Anti-Terror" Hysteria. #830. 6 Aug. (1, 12)

Workers Hated Ronald Reagan (L), #830.

6 Aug. (3)

On Seniors and the Disabled (L), #831. 3 Sept.

(3)

American "Boob-oisie" (L), #831, 3 Sept. (3)

"On Seniors and the Disabled" Hits Home (L),

#838. 10 Dec. (3)

* Elections—And see Black Question;
Democratic and Republican National

Conventions; Democratic Socialists of

America; International Socialist Organization;
Iraq: U.S. War and Occupation; Revolutionary
Communist Party; Woman Question.

AI Sharpton: Political Hustler for Hire. #822.
19 Mar. (3. 7)

9/11 Commission; Lies, Repression and
Imperialist War, #825. 30 Apr. (1,10,11)

Ralph Nader, ISO and Socialist Alternative:

Unsavory at Any Speed (YSp). #827. 28 May
(12 . 6 )

We Need a Fighting Workers Party!. #829.
9 July (1. 8. 9)

No Choice for Workers in 2004 Elections, #832,
17 Sept. (1, 10, 11)

We Need a Revolutionary Workers Party!, #833,
1 Oct. (1.8, 9. 10)

My Night with Nader.. .Or Why I’d Rather Be
Driving a Pinto (YSp), #834, 15 Oct. (5)

Religion, Racism and Reaction. #835, 29 Oct.

( 1 . 10 . 11 )

Bush and Hitler? (L). #835, 29 Oct. (2)

Racist Fundamentalists Take White House,
Again, #836. 12 Nov. (1. 12)*

Racist Fundamentalists... (C), #838, 10 Dec. (3)

* International Relations—See also Civil

Liberties: General; Egypt; Haiti; Iraq; Near
East; Philippines; Ukraine; U.S.: General.

Strange Postings on Iran; Mullahs. Monarchists,
Neocons and Zionists, #820, 20 Feb.

(3. 10. 11)

University of California at Berkeley—See Campus
Protests; Iraq: Antiwar Protests.

University of Chicago—See Police.

US Airways—See Airlines.

Van Der Meer, Tony—See Partisan Defense
Committee.

Vanunu, Mordechai—See Near East; Partisan
Defense Committee.

VENEZUELA
U.S. Imperialism's Referendum Ploy Fails. #831,

3 Sept. (1, 12. 13)

Workers Deserve Better Than Chavez (L), #833,
1 Oct. (3)

Vietnam—See China; Iraq: U.S. War and
Occupation.

Wal-Mart—See Canada.

“War on Terror"—See Civil Liberties: General,
Padilla Case, Stewart Case; Iraq: U.S. War
and Occupation; Transit Workers; U.S.:

General.

West. Cornel—See Democratic Socialists of

America.

WOMAN QUESTION—And see Britain;

Canada; Gay Rights; Greece; Japan; U.S.:

General.

Congress Passes Anti-Woman “Fetus" Bill; Utah
Prosecutes Mother in Childbirth Tragedy.

#823, 2 Apr. (3)

Racism and Anti-Woman Bigotry: For Free
Abortion on Demand!, #824, 16 Apr. (12. 6.

7. 8)

How I Became a Revolutionary {Workers
Hammer) (YSp). #831, 3 Sept. (5. 7)

Berkeley; Vote Yes on Measure Q! Decriminalize

Prostitution!, #833, 1 Oct. (6)

Worker-communist Party of Iran (WCPI)—See
Canada.

WORKERS VANGUARD
Workers Vanguard Subscription Drive

2004 Quotas. #831. 3 Sept. (14)

Week Two Totals. #832, 17 Sept. (9)

Week Four Totals, #833. 1 Oct. (3)

Final Totals. #834, 15 Oct. (11)

Statement of Ownership, Management, and
Circulation. #834, 15 Oct. (9)

A Very Successful Workers Vanguard
Subscription Drive, #836, 12 Nov. (4, 11)

Workers World Party (VWP)—See Iraq: Antiwar
Protests; U.S.: Elections. See also Agricultural
and Food Workers; Venezuela.

“Workplace Violence" Policies—See Public
Employees; Transit Workers.

World War I—See Iraq: U.S. War and
Occupation.

Young Democratic Socialists (YDS)—See
Democratic Socialists of America.

Zionism—See Campus Repression; Near East.
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Abdel'Muhti, Farouk—See Civil Liberties: Cases:
Obituaries: Partisan Defense Committee.

Abortion—See Democratic and Republican
National Conventions: Woman Question.

Abu Ghraib Prison—See Abu-Jamal: Message
from Death Row: Iraq: U.S. War and
Occupation.

ABU-JAMAL, MUMIA
• Defense Campaign—And see Germany:
Partisan Defense Committee.

New Papers Fiied in U.S. Supreme Court, #822.

19 Mar. (12. 7)

Supreme Court Turns Down Jamal Appeal.

#827, 28 May (3)

Supreme Court Ruling Threatens Mumia
Abu-Jamal. #830. 6 Aug. (16. 11)

We Wanf Freedom: A Life in the Black Panther

Party—A Book by Mumia Abu-Jamal (R)

(by Paul Cone), #834. 15 Oct. (12. 6. 7, 8)

• Message from Death Row
"Good Police Procedure” in Cin. City, #817.
9 Jan. (10)

In the Shadows of Abu Ghraib Prison. #827,
28 May (3)

America’s Guantanamo Gulag, #836. 12 Nov. (15)

Affirmative Action—See Black Question.

Afghanistan—See Iraq: Antiwar Protests.

See also Canada; U.S.: General.

AFL-CIO—See Agricultural and Food Workers;
Labor: General.

Africa—See Algeria; Egypt; South Africa.

AFSCME—See Public Employees.

AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD WORKERS
Build Picket Lines! Extend UFCW Strike! Vons

Pickets Defy Bureaucrats' Sabotage. #817,
9 Jan. (12. 11)*

Build Picket Lines! (C). #818, 23 Jan. (10)

A Battle for All Labor; 20.000 Rally in Support of

Grocery Workers. #819. 6 Feb. (12. 7, 8)

Support UFCW Strike! Donate Now! (YSp),

#819, 6 Feb. (7)

UFCW Strike and Class Struggle in America (S)

Part 1. #821. 5 Mar. (1, 9. 10. 11)

Part 2. #822. 19 Mar. (4. 5. 6)

Spartacus Youth Clubs Raise Funds for UFCW
Strikers (YSp). #822. 19 Mar. (6)

AIDS—See South Africa.

AIRLINES—And see Civil Liberties: General.

Court Shafts US Airways Workers, #835.
29 Oct. (12)

ALGERIA
The Algerian War; 1954-62—How French

Imperialism Was Defeated (Le Bolchevik),
#821

. 5 Mar. (3. 4, 5)

ANARCHISM—And see Campus Protests;

Chomsky; Civil Liberties: Cases; Democratic
and Republican National Conventions:
“Globalization" Protests; History of the
Marxist Movement. See also Greece.

Boston SL/SYC Statement: Protest Bl(A)ck Tea
Society Anti-Communist Exclusion! (YSp).

#830. 6 Aug. (9)

"Life After Capitalism" Conference Anti-

Communist Exclusion Flops (YSp). #831.
3 Sept. (7)

ANSWER

—

See Democratic and Republican
National Conventions; Iraq: Antiwar Protests;
U.S.: Elections.

Anti-Semitism—See Germany.

Archives of the Marxist Movement—See Labor:
General; Quote of the Week.

Armed Forces—See Abu-Jamal: Message from
Death Row; Civil Liberties: General; Iraq: U.S.
War and Occupation. See aiso Ireland.

Atlanta, Georgia

—

See Black Question.

Atlantic City, New Jersey—See Hotel and
Restaurant Workers.

Austin. Sherman—See Civil Liberties: Cases.
See also Partisan Defense Committee.

AUSTRALIA
For a Class-Struggle Fight for Aboriginal Rights!

(Australasian Spartacist). #820, 20 Feb.

(4. 5, 10)

GUIDE TO THE SUBJECT INDEX
• This subject index covers issues of Workers Vanguard pub-

lished during 2004. from issue No. 017 (9 January) through

the end-oMhe-year issue No 838 (10 December). During

this time. WV was published biweekly, except skipping

three alternate issues in June, July and August, and skip-

ping the last issue in December.

• The fullest listing is by SUBJECT, Subject headings are

arranged alphabetically. Entries are listed chronologically

with two exceptions all entries comprising a series are

listed together immediately following the first entry of the

senes, corrections immediately follow the relevant entry. An
asterisk (*) after the page location of an entry indicates that

a correction follows.

• Entries are listed under subject heads. In some cases, sub-

ject heads are broken down into subcategories These
subcategories are listed immediately after the initial subject

head and preceded by a dot (•). The numbers following

each entry headline give the issue number, date and page
number(s) for the article. Thus:

Fight Sinister Government "Terrorism" Smear. #836. 12

Nov. (16. 13)

means the headline of the article, issue No. 836. dated 12

November 2004. beginning on page 16 and continuing on
page 13.

• No entry is listed twice, refer to cross references for guid-

ance in locating the subject head for particular articles.

Cross references are of two types; those following the

word "see" deal centrally with the subject head; those fol-

lowing the words "see also' are related articles Subject

heads in cross references are separated by a semicolon,

while subcategories of subject heads are separated by a

comma. Thus:

Sex Witchhunt—See Black Question; Britain; Civil Liber-

ties; General. Cases; U.S.: General See also Mexico

means that articles about the anti-sex witchhunt can be
found by going to the subject heads BLACK QUESTION
and BRITAIN; by going to the subject head CIVIL LIBER-
TIES and looking under the subcategories General

and Cases, and by going to the subject head UNITED
STATES and looking under the subcategory General

Defend Redfern Aborigines—Mobilize Union
Power!, #823, 2 Apr. (5. 11)

Cop “Union" Targets Spartacist League of

Australia. #823. 2 Apr. (5)

Trades Hall Ban Beaten Back, #825. 30 Apr.

(3, 11)

Auto Workers—See Canada.

Basques—See Spain.

Berkeley, California-See Woman Question.

Black Panther Party-See Abu-Jamal: Defense
Campaign.

BLACK QUESTION—And see Abu-Jamal;
Defense Campaign; Civil Liberties; General;

Education; International Socialist

Organization; Partisan Defense Committee;
Police; Quote of the Week; U.S.: General,
Elections; Woman Question. See also Civil

Liberties: Cases; Gay Rights; Immigration;
Labor Black Leagues.

Racist Frame-Up in "New South”: Free Marcus
Dixon! (YSp). #819. 6 Feb. (4)

Outrage Against Racist “Bake Sale” at Columbia
U.; Campus Right-Wingers Target Black
Students (YSp). #821. 5 Mar. (12, 7, 8)

SYC Mobilizes Protest at Columbia U. (YSp),

#822, 19 Mar. (12. 11)

The Civil Rights Movement: A Marxist Analysis,

#826. 14 May (4. 5. 8. 9)

Marcus Dixon Freed! (YSp). #827. 28 May (7)

On Southern Race Relations and Marcus Dixon
(L), #828, 11 June (3)

For Black Liberation Through Socialist

Revolution! How the Liberals and Reformists
Derailed the Struggle for Integration (S)

Part 1. #830. 6 Aug. (4. 5. 6)

Part 2. #831, 3 Sept. (8. 9, 10)

Bill Cosby Rants Against Ghetto Poor: The Crisis

of Black Leadership (by Don Cane), #832,
17 Sept, (12. 7. 8)*

Ta-Nehisi Coates (L) (correction to "Bill Cosby
Rants,.."). #833. 1 Oct. (3)

Bill Cosby Rants... (C), #838, 10 Dec. (3)

Black Disenfranchisement and American
"Democracy”, #833, 1 Oct. (12. 11)

Georgia State University: Black Student Alliance
Suspended for Protesting Racist Frat (YSp),
#833, 1 Oct. (7)

Bt(A)ck Tea Society—See Anarchism; Democratic
and Republican National Conventions.

Related articles can be found by going to the subject head

MEXICO
• Individuals mentioned in articles are usually not listed sep-

arately unless the article is primarily about the given per-

son. Foreign political organizations are generally listed

under appropriate countries, while U.S. political organiza-

tions are listed under their organizational names

• Articles relating to foreign countries are listed under geo-

graphical headings and not normally under any other sub-

ject heading. Articles which deal centrally with U.S foreign

policy will be found under U.S.: International Relations,

except those articles that refer to the U.S. invasion of Iraq,

which will be found under IRAQ: U.S. War and Occupa-

tion. Articles dealing with domestic aspects of the War on

Terror" are located under CIVIL LIBERTIES; General,

those dealing particularly with attacks on immigrants will

be found under IMMIGRATION

• Articles on protests that take place on a campus will gen-

erally be found under the subject of the protest. Protests

on miscellaneous subjects will be found under CAMPUS
PROTESTS- Articles that concern repression on campus
by the administration or attempts by government or right-

wing forces to repress the political views of students and

faculty will be found under CAMPUS REPRESSION

• The periodic columns by death-row political prisoner

Mumia Abu-Jamal are listed under the subject heading

ABU-JAMAL in the subcategory Message from Death

Row; articles on his case and the campaign to free him are

in the subcategory Defense Campaign

• Articles under the Class-Struggle Defense Notes (CSDN)
masthead are by the Partisan Defense Committee, a class-

struggle. non-sectarian, legal and social defense organiza-

tion associated with the Spartacist League

• Abbreviations used in entries are

C: Correction

CSDN: Class-Struggle Defense Notes article

E: Editorial Note
L Letter

R. Review

S: Series

W&R; Women and Revolution article

YSp; Young Spartacus article

Boston—See Anarchism; Democratic and
Republican National Conventions; Police.

BRAZIL—And see Internationalist Group.

Lula’s Popular Front Turns Screws on Workers,
#818. 23 Jan. (1.8. 9. 10)

BRITAIN—And see “Globalization" Protests;

Woman Question.

On March 20 London Protest (L), #827. 28 May
(
2 )

Down With Anti-Sex Witchhunt in Britain!

{Workers Hammer), #827. 28 May (10)

Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(BICE, formerly INS)—See Immigration. See
also Civil Liberties; Cases.

Busing—See Black Question.

CAMPUS PROTESTS—And see Black
Question; Iraq: Antiwar Protests. See also

Germany.

SYC Leads Protest at CCSF: Military Recruiters
Off Campus! (YSp). #820, 20 Feb. (2)

SYC Protests Racist Ideologue Malkin at DC
Berkeley (YSp). #832. 17 Sept. (7)

Chicago: High School Students Drive Military

Recruiters Off Campus (YSp). #835. 29 Oct. (5)

CAMPUS REPRESSION—And see Canada;
Civil Liberties: General; Democratic and
Republican National Conventions; Iraq:

Antiwar Protests: Police.

Defend Columbia Professor Joseph Massad!
Down With Zionist Witchhunt on Campus!
(YSp), #837. 26 Nov. (12. 8)

Defend Columbia Professor Joseph Massad!
(YSp). #838. 10 Dec. (5)

CAMPUS WORKERS
Victory to Columbia Graduate Student
Employees Strike! (YSp). #025. 30 Apr.

(12. 9)

Columbia Graduate Students Battle Union-
Busting Administration (YSp), #826. 14 May
(3. 7)

Columbia; Union Tops Betray, Halt Strike at
Behest of Democrats (YSp). #827, 28 May (7)

CANADA-And see Campus Repression;
International Bolshevik Tendency.

Auto Workers “Hot Cargo" In Support of Rail
Strike. #821,5 Mar. (10)

continued on page 13
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